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Compress Hundreds of Petabytes of Image Files For a File-Storage Service
Daniel Reiter Horn
Dropbox
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Dropbox
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Dropbox
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Abstract

Introduction

In the last decade, centrally hosted network filesystems
have grown to serve hundreds of millions of users. These
services include Amazon Cloud Drive, Box, Dropbox,
Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, and SugarSync.
Commercially, these systems typically offer users a
storage quota in exchange for a flat monthly fee, or no
fee at all. Meanwhile, the cost to operate such a system
increases with the amount of data actually stored. Therefore, operators benefit from anything that reduces the net
amount of data they store.
These filesystems have become gargantuan. After less
than ten years in operation, the Dropbox system contains
roughly one exabyte (± 50%) of data, even after applying
techniques such as deduplication and zlib compression.
We report on our experience with a different technique:
format-specific transparent file compression, based on a
statistical model tuned to perform well on a large corpus.
In operating Dropbox, we observed that JPEG images [10] make up roughly 35% of the bytes stored. We
suspected that most of these images were compressed inefficiently, either because they were limited to “baseline”
methods that were royalty-free in the 1990s, or because
they were encoded by fixed-function compression chips.
In response, we built a compression tool, called Lepton,
that replaces the lowest layer of baseline JPEG images—
the lossless Huffman coding—with a custom statistical
model that we tuned to perform well across a broad corpus
of JPEG images stored in Dropbox. Lepton losslessly
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We report the design, implementation, and deployment
of Lepton, a fault-tolerant system that losslessly compresses JPEG images to 77% of their original size on average. Lepton replaces the lowest layer of baseline JPEG
compression—a Huffman code—with a parallelized arithmetic code, so that the exact bytes of the original JPEG
file can be recovered quickly. Lepton matches the compression efficiency of the best prior work, while decoding
more than nine times faster and in a streaming manner.
Lepton has been released as open-source software and
has been deployed for a year on the Dropbox file-storage
backend. As of February 2017, it had compressed more
than 203 PiB of user JPEG files, saving more than 46 PiB.
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Figure 1: Compression savings and decompression speed (timeto-last-byte) of four lossless JPEG compression tools. Diamonds
show 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles across 200,000 JPEGs
between 100 KiB and 4 MiB (§ 4).

compresses an average JPEG image by about 23%. This
is expected to save Dropbox more than 8% of its overall
backend file storage. Lepton introduces new techniques
that allow it to match the compression savings of prior
work (PackJPG) while decoding more than nine times
faster and in a streaming manner (Figure 1).
Some of the challenges in building Lepton included:
• Round-trip transparency. Lepton needs to deterministically recover the exact bytes of the original
file, even for intentionally malformed files, and even
after updates to the Lepton software since the file
was originally compressed.
• Distribution across independent chunks. The
Dropbox back-end stores files in independent 4-MiB
chunks across many servers. Lepton must be able
to decompress any substring of a JPEG file, without
access to other substrings.
• Low latency and streaming. Because users are
sensitive to file download latency, we must optimize decompression—from Lepton’s format back
into Huffman-coded JPEG output—for both time-tofirst-byte and time-to-last-byte. To achieve this, the
Lepton format includes “Huffman handover words”
that enable the decoder to be multithreaded and to
start transmitting bytes soon after a request.
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• Security. Before reading input data, Lepton enters a
restricted environment where the only allowed system calls are read, write, exit, and sigreturn.
Lepton must pre-spawn threads and allocate all memory before it sees any input.
• Memory. To preserve server resources, Lepton must
work row-by-row on a JPEG file, instead of decoding
the entire file into RAM.
We deployed Lepton in April 2016 on the production
Dropbox service. Compression is applied immediately
to all uploads of new JPEG files. We are gradually compressing files in existing storage and have ramped up to
a rate of roughly a petabyte per day of input, consuming
about 300 kilowatts continuously. As of February 2017,
Lepton had been run on more than 150 billion user files,
accounting for more than 203 PiB of input. It reduced
their size by a total of more than 46 PiB. We have released
Lepton as open-source software [1].
We report here on Lepton’s design (§ 3), evaluation
(§ 4), and production deployment (§ 5), and share a number of case studies and anomalies (§ 6) encountered in
operating the system at a large scale.

2

Related Work

In network filesystems and storage services, four general
categories of approaches are used to compress user files.
Generic entropy compression. Many filesystems compress files using generic techniques, such as the Deflate
algorithm [6], which combines LZ77 compression [23]
and Huffman coding [8] and is used by software such as
zlib, pkzip, and gzip. More recent algorithms such as
LZMA [15], Brotli [3], and Zstandard [5] achieve a range
of tradeoffs of compression savings and speed.
In practice, none of these algorithms achieve much
compression on “already compressed” files, including
JPEGs. In our evaluation on 200,000 randomly selected
user JPEG images, each of these algorithms achieved
savings of 1% or less (§ 4).
Lossy image compression. A second category of approach involves decoding user images and re-compressing
them into a more-efficient format, at the cost of some visual fidelity. The “more-efficient format” may simply
be a lower-resolution or lower-quality JPEG. The JPEG
files produced by fixed-function hardware encoders in
cellular-phone cameras can typically be reduced in size
by 70% before users see a perceptual difference [19]. The
re-compression may also use more sophisticated techniques such as WebP or single-frame H.265. With this
approach, storage savings for the provider can be as high
as users are willing to tolerate. However, Dropbox does
not modify user files, precluding these approaches.
Format-aware pixel-exact recompression. Several
tools let users re-compress JPEG files to achieve more-
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efficient compression without affecting the decoded
image. These tools include JPEGrescan [13] and
MozJPEG [2], both based on the jpegtran tool written
by the Independent JPEG Group [9]. The tools employ
two key techniques: replacing Huffman coding with arithmetic coding (which is more efficient but was patentencumbered when JPEG was formalized and is not part
of the baseline JPEG standard), and rewriting the file
in “progressive” order, which can group similar values
together and result in more efficient coding. Xu et al. developed a related algorithm which uses a large number of
context-dependent Huffman tables to encode JPEG images, reporting average compression savings of 15% in
30-50ms [22]. These tools preserve the exact pixels of
the decoded image, but do not allow bit-exact round-trip
recovery of the original file.
Format-aware, file-preserving recompression. A final set of tools can re-compress a JPEG file with roundtrip recovery of the exact bytes of the original file. These
include PackJPG [17, 11] and PAQ8PX [12]. These tools
use different techniques, but in our evaluations, achieved
roughly the same compression savings (23%) on average.
These tools use techniques unavailable in a real-time
setting. For example, one of PackJPG’s compression techniques requires re-arranging all of the compressed pixel
values in the file in a globally sorted order. This means
that decompression is single-threaded, requires access to
the entire file, and requires decoding the image into RAM
before any byte can be output. The time-to-first-byte and
time-to-last-byte are too high to satisfy the service goals
for the Dropbox service. PAQ8PX is considerably slower.
Lepton was inspired by PackJPG and the algorithms
developed by Lakhani [11], and Lepton uses the same
JPEG-parsing routines that PackJPG uses (uncmpjpg).
However, unlike PackJPG, Lepton only utilizes compression techniques that can be implemented without “global”
operations, so that decoding can be distributed across independent chunks and multithreaded within each chunk.

3

Lepton: Design and Implementation

At its core, Lepton is a stand-alone tool that performs
round-trip compression and decompression of baseline
JPEG files. We have released Lepton as open-source software [1]; it builds and runs on Linux, MacOS, Windows,
iOS, Android, and Emscripten (JavaScript).
In its current deployment at Dropbox, Lepton is executed directly by a back-end file server or, when a file
server is under high load, execution is “outsourced” from
the file server to a cluster of machines dedicated to Lepton only (§ 5.5). Thus, compression and decompression
is currently transparent to client software and does not
reduce network utilization. In the future, we may include
Lepton in the client software, in order to save network
bandwidth and distribute the computation load.
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In contrast to related work (§ 2), Lepton was designed
to meet constraints specific to real-time compression and
decompression in a distributed network filesystem:
Distribution across independent chunks. Decompression must be able to be distributed across independent
pieces. The Dropbox back-end stores files in chunks of at
most 4 MiB, spread across many servers. Client software
retrieves each chunk independently. Therefore, Lepton
must be able to decompress any substring of a JPEG file,
without access to other substrings. By contrast, the compression process is not subject to the same constraints,
because performance does not affect user-visible latency.
In practice, Lepton compresses the first chunk in a file
immediately when uploaded, and compresses subsequent
chunks later after assembling the whole file in one place.
Within chunks, parallel decoding and streaming.
Decoding occurs when a client asks to retrieve a chunk
from a network file server, typically over a consumer
Internet connection. Therefore, it is not sufficient for
Lepton simply to have a reasonable time-to-last-byte for
decompressing a 4-MiB chunk. The file server must start
streaming bytes quickly to start filling up the client’s network connection, even if the whole chunk has not yet
been decompressed.
In addition, average decoding speed must be fast
enough to saturate a typical user’s Internet connection
(> 100 Mbps). In practice, this means that decoding
must be multithreaded, including both the decoding of
the Lepton-format compressed file (arithmetic code decoding) and the re-encoding of the user’s Huffman-coded
baseline-JPEG file. To accomplish the latter, the Leptonformat files are partitioned into segments (one for each
decoding thread), and each thread’s segment starts with a
“Huffman handover word” to allow that thread’s Huffman
encoder to resume in mid-symbol at a byte boundary.
We now give an overview of JPEG compression and discuss the design of Lepton subject to these requirements.
3.1

Overview of JPEG compression

A baseline JPEG image file has two sections—headers (including comments) and the image data itself (the “scan”).
Lepton compresses the headers with existing lossless techniques ([6]). The “scan” encodes an array of quantized
coefficients, grouped into sets of 64 coefficients known
as “blocks.” Each coefficient represents the amplitude of
a particular 8x8 basis function; to decode the JPEG itself, these basis functions are summed, weighted by each
coefficient, and the resulting image is displayed. This is
known as an inverse Discrete Cosine Transform.
In a baseline JPEG file, the coefficients are written
using a Huffman code [8], which allows more-probable
values to consume fewer bits in the output, saving space
overall. The Huffman “tables,” given in the header, define
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the probability model that determines which coefficient
values will be considered more or less probable. The
more accurate the model, the smaller the resulting file.
Lepton makes two major changes to this scheme. First,
it replaces the Huffman code with an arithmetic code1 ,
a more efficient technique that was patent-encumbered
at the time the JPEG specification was published (but no
longer). Second, Lepton uses a sophisticated adaptive
probability model that we developed by testing on a large
corpus of images in the wild. The goal of the model is
to produce the most accurate predictions for each coefficient’s value, and therefore the smallest file size.
3.2 Lepton’s probability model: no sorting, but
more complexity
Arithmetic probability models typically use an array of
“statistic bins,” each of which tracks the probability of
a “one” vs. a “zero” bit given a particular prior context.
The JPEG specification includes extensions for arithmeticcoded files [10], using a probability model with about 300
bins.2 The PackJPG tool uses about 6,400 bins, after
sorting every coefficient in the image to place correlated
coefficients in the same context.
In designing Lepton, we needed to avoid global operations (such as sorting) that defeat streaming or multithreaded decoding. One key insight is that such operations
can be avoided by expanding the statistical model to cover
correlations across long distances in the file, without needing to sort the data. Lepton’s model uses 721,564 bins,
each applied in a different context.
These contexts include the type of coefficient, e.g. “DC”
(the basis function that represents the average brightness
or color over an 8x8 block) vs. “AC,” and the index of
an “AC” coefficient within a block. Each coefficient is
encoded with an Exp-Golomb code [18], and statistic
bins are then used to track the likelihood of a “one” bit
in this encoding, given the values of already-encoded
coefficients that may be correlated.
At the start of an encoding or decoding thread, the
statistic bins are each initialized to a 50-50 probability
of zeros vs. ones. The probabilities are then adapted as
the file is decoded, with each bin counting the number of
“ones” and “zeroes” encountered so far.
The bins are independent, so a “one” seen in one context will not affect the prediction made in another. As
a result, the number and arrangement of bins is important: compression efficiency suffers from the curse of
dimensionality if too many bins are used, because the
coder/decoder cannot learn useful information from similar contexts.
1 Lepton

implements a modified version of a VP8 [4] range coder.
is shown in Figure 1 in the diamond labeled
“MozJPEG (arithmetic).” Arithmetic-coded JPEGs are not included
in the widely-supported “baseline” version of the specification because
they were patent-encumbered at the time the standard was published.
2 Performance
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3.3

Details of Lepton’s probability model

We developed Lepton’s probability model empirically,
based on a handful of photos that we captured with popular consumer cameras. We then froze the model and
tested on randomly selected images from the Dropbox
filesystem; performance on the “development” images
correlated well with real-world performance (§ 4). The
development images and the full probability model are
included in the open-source release [1] and are detailed
in Appendix A.2. We briefly summarize here.
For each 8x8 JPEG block, Lepton encodes 49 AC coefficients (7x7), 14 “edge” AC coefficients of horizontal
(7x1) and vertical (1x7) variation, and 1 DC coefficient.
For the 7x7 AC coefficients, we predict the Golomb
code bits by averaging the corresponding coefficients in
the above, left, and above-left blocks. Hence, the bins for
bits of Ci are indexed by hi, blog2 (|Ai | + |Li | + 12 |ALi |)ci.
For the 7x1 and 1x7 AC coefficients, we use the intuition supplied by Lakhani [11] to transform an entire
column of a two-dimensional DCT into a one-dimensional
DCT of an edge row. In this manner we can get pixeladjacent 1D DCT coefficients from the bottom-most row
of the above block and the top row of the current block.
Likewise, we can use the neighboring right-most column
of the left block to predict the left-most 1D DCT column
of the current block.
To predict the DC coefficient, we assume image gradients are smooth across blocks. Linearly extrapolating the
last two rows of pixels of the above and left blocks yields
16 edge pixel values. Since the DC coefficient is decoded
last, we can use every AC coefficient to compute a predicted DC offset which minimizes average differences
between the decoded block’s edge pixels and the edges
extrapolated from neighbors. We only encode the delta
between our predicted DC value and the true DC value,
so close predictions yield small outputs. We achieved
additional gains by indexing the statistics bins by outlier
values and the variance of edge pixels, enabling Lepton’s
model to adapt to non-smooth gradients.
These techniques yield significant improvements over
using the same encoding for all coefficients (§ 4.3).
3.4 Decompressing independent chunks, with multithreaded output
When a client requests a chunk from the Dropbox filesystem, the back-end file servers must run Lepton to decode
the compressed chunk back into the original JPEG-format
bytes. Conceptually this requires two steps: decoding
the arithmetic-coded coefficients (using the Lepton probability model) and then encoding the coefficients using
a Huffman code, using the Huffman probability model
given in the file headers.
The first step, arithmetic decoding, can be parallelized
by splitting the coefficients into independent segments,
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with each segment decoded by one thread. Because the
Lepton file format is under our control, we can use any
number of such segments. However, adding threads decreases compression savings, because each thread’s model
starts with 50-50 probabilities and adapts independently.
The second step, Huffman encoding, is more challenging. The user’s original JPEG file is not under our control
and was not designed to make multithreaded encoding
possible. This step can consume a considerable amount of
CPU resources in the critical path and would consume a
large fraction of the total latency if not parallelized. Moreover, Dropbox’s 4-MiB chunks may split the JPEG file
arbitrarily, including in the middle of a Huffman-coded
symbol. This presents a challenge for distributed decoding of independent chunks.
To solve this, we modified the Lepton file format to
include explicit “Huffman handover words” at chunk and
thread boundaries. This represents state necessary for the
JPEG writer to resume in the middle of a file, including in
mid-symbol. In particular, the Huffman handover words
include the previous DC coefficient value (16 bits), because DC values are encoded in the JPEG specification
as deltas to the previous DC value, making each chunk
dependent on the previous. They also include the bit
alignment or offset and partial byte to be written.
The Huffman handover words allow decoding to be parallelized both across segments within a chunk, and across
chunks distributed across different file servers. Within
a chunk, the Huffman handover words allow separate
threads to each write their own segment of the JPEG output, which can simply be concatenated and sent to the
user. The Lepton file format also includes a Huffman handover word and the original Huffman probability model
at the start of each chunk, allowing chunks to be retrieved
and decoded independently.

4

Performance evaluation

For our benchmarks, we collected 233,376 randomly sampled data chunks beginning with the JPEG start-of-image
marker (0xFF, 0xD8) from the Dropbox store. Some of
these chunks are JPEG files, some are not JPEGs, and
some are the first 4 MiB of a large JPEG file. Since Lepton in production is applied on a chunk-by-chunk basis,
and 85% of image storage is occupied by chunks with the
JPEG start-of-image marker, this sampling gives a good
approximation to the deployed system.
Lepton successfully compresses 96.4% of the sampled
chunks. The remaining 3.6% of chunks (accounting for
only 1.2% of bytes) were non-JPEG files, or JPEGs not
supported by Lepton. Lepton detects and skips these files.
4.1

Size and speed versus other algorithms

In Figure 2 we compare Lepton’s performance against
other compression algorithms built with the Intel C++
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Figure 2: Compression savings and speed of codecs on the
benchmark data-set (including chunks that Lepton cannot compress). Generic codecs (right) are fast, but only able to compress
the JPEG header. JPEG-aware codecs (center) compress well,
but are slow. Lepton (far left) is fast and compresses well.

Compiler 16.0 (icc) on a 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5 2650v2.
We used the full benchmark data-set, including chunks
that Lepton rejects as corrupt, progressive, or in the
CMYK color space.
Lepton is the fastest of any format-aware compression
algorithm, and it compresses about as well as the bestin-class algorithms. We also evaluated a single-threaded
version of Lepton (Lepton 1-way), which we modified for
maximum compression savings, by tallying statistic bins
across the whole image rather than independent threadsegments. The format-aware PAQ8PX algorithm edges
out single-threaded Lepton’s compression ratio by 0.8
percentage points, because it incorporates a variety of
alternative compression engines that work on the 3.6% of
files that Lepton rejects as corrupt. However, PAQ8PX
pays a price in speed: it encodes 35 times slower and
decodes 50 times slower than single-threaded Lepton.
In production, we care about utilizing our CPU, network and storage resources efficiently (§ 5.6.1), and we
care about response time to users. Lepton can use 16 CPU
cores to decode at 300 Mbps by processing 2 images concurrently. For interactive performance, we tuned Lepton
to decode image chunks in under 250 ms at the 99th percentile (p99), and the median (p50) decode time is under
60 ms. This is an order of magnitude faster than PackJPG, 1.5×–4× faster than JPEGrescan and MozJPEG,
and close to Deflate or Brotli. Encoding is also fast: 1 s
at the 99th percentile and 170 ms in the median case, substantially better than any other algorithm that achieves
appreciable compression.
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Original bytes

Compression Ratio

Bytes saved

Header
2.3% ± 4.2
47.6% ± 19.8
1.0% ± 1.8
7x7 AC
49.7% ± 7.1
80.2% ± 3.2
9.8% ± 1.7
7x1/1x7 39.8% ± 4.7
78.7% ± 3.9
8.6% ± 2.2
DC
8.2% ± 2.6
59.9% ± 8.7
3.4% ± 1.6
Total
100%
77.3% ± 3.6
22.7% ± 3.6
Figure 4: Breakdown of compression ratio (compressed size /
uncompressed size) by JPEG file components.

4.2

Memory usage

Lepton shares production hosts with other, memoryhungry processes, so limiting memory usage was a significant design goal. This is particularly important for the
decode path because, under memory pressure, our servers
can fall back to encoding using Deflate, but we do not
have that option for decoding.
Figure 3 shows the memory usage of Lepton and other
algorithms on our benchmark. For decoding, singlethreaded Lepton uses a hard maximum of 24 MiB to
store the model and temporary buffers. Multithreaded
Lepton duplicates the model for each thread, using 39
MiB at the 99th percentile. This compares favorably with
other algorithms using 69–192 MiB.
Decoding can stream the output, but encoding currently
retains all pixels in memory so each thread can operate on
its own spatially contiguous region of pixels. Thus, the
memory profile of Lepton encoding is similar to PackJPG
and MozJPEG.
4.3

Compression savings by component

For the sampled chunks that Lepton successfully compresses, Figure 4 shows how each part of the file contributed to the total compression ratio, among JPEG files,
of 77.3% ± 3.6 (with multithreading enabled).
Lakhani-inspired edge prediction [11] contributes 1.5%
of overall compression savings. Compared with baseline
PackJPG [17] (which used the same predictions for all
AC coefficients), it improved the compression of 7x1/1x7
AC coefficients from 82.5% to 78.7%. DC gradient prediction contributes 1.6% of overall savings, improving
the compression of DC coefficients from 79.4% (using
baseline PackJPG’s approach) to 59.9%. 3
3 By “baseline PackJPG”, we refer here to the algorithm described in
the 2007 publication [17]. However, for fairness, all other performance
comparisons in this paper (e.g., Figures 1, 2, 3) use the latest version
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To deploy Lepton at large scale, without compromising
durability, we faced two key design requirements: determinism and security. Our threat model includes intentionally corrupt files that seek to compress or decompress
improperly or cause Lepton to execute unintended or arbitrary code or otherwise consume excess resources.
With determinism, a single successful roundtrip test
guarantees that the file will be recoverable later. However,
it is difficult to prove highly optimized C++ code to be
either deterministic or secure, even with bounds checks
enabled. Undefined behavior is a core mechanism by
which C++ compilers produce efficient code [21], and
inline assembly may be required to produce fast inner
loops, but both hinder analysis of safety and determinism.
At present, safer languages (including Rust and Java) have
difficulty achieving high performance in image processing
without resorting to similarly unsafe mechanisms.
We wrote Lepton in C++, and we enforce security
and determinism using Linux’s secure computing mode
(SECCOMP). We have also cross-tested Lepton at scale
using multiple different compilers.
5.1

Security with SECCOMP

When SECCOMP is activated, the kernel disallows all system calls a process may make except for read, write,
exit and sigreturn. This means a program may not
open new files, fork, or allocate memory. Lepton allocates a zeroed 200-MiB region of memory upfront, before
reading user data, and sets up pipes to each of its threads
before initiating SECCOMP. Memory is allocated from the
main thread to avoid the need for thread synchronization.
5.2

Imperfect efforts to achieve deterministic C++

To help determinism, the Lepton binary is statically linked,
and all heap allocations are zeroed before use. However,
this setup was insufficient to detect a buffer overrun from
incorrect index math in the Lepton model (§ 6.1). We had
an additional fail-safe mechanism to detect nondeterminism. Before deploying any version of Lepton, we run it on
over a billion randomly selected images (4 billion for the
first version), and then decompress each with the same
binary and additionally with a single-threaded version
of the same code built with gcc using the address sanitizer and undefined-behavior checker [16]. This system
detected the nondeterministic buffer overrun after just a
few million images were processed and has caught some
further issues since (§ 6.7).
5.3

Impact

As of Feb. 16, 2017, Lepton has encoded 203 PiB of
images, reducing the size of those images by 46 PiB.
of the PackJPG software, which has various unpublished improvements
over the 2007 version.
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Figure 6: Compression savings on production workloads are
uniform across file sizes.

The traffic has been divided between live encode traffic and a steady rate of background encoding of older
images. Dropbox has decoded and served 427 billion
Lepton-compressed images.
5.4

Workload

Lepton has been in production since April 144 , and has
been on the serving path for all uploads and hundreds of
billions of downloads. A typical week can be observed
in Figure 5. On the weekends, users tend to produce the
same number of photos but sync fewer to their clients, so
the ratio of decodes to encodes approaches 1.0. On weekdays, users tend to consume significantly more photos
than they produce and the ratio approaches 1.5. Over the
last 6 months Dropbox has encoded images with Lepton
at between 2 and 12 GiB per second.
When the Lepton encoder accepts a three-color, valid,
baseline JPEG, that file compresses down to, on average,
77.31% of its original size (22.69% savings). The savings
are uniform across file sizes, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Small images are able to compress well because they
are configured with fewer threads than larger images and
hence have a higher proportion of the image upon which
to train each probability bin. The number of threads
per image was selected empirically based on when the
overhead of thread startup outweighed the gains of multithreading. The multithreading cutoffs can be noticed
in the production performance scatter plot in Figure 7.
Because Lepton is streaming, the working set is roughly
fixed in size. Profiling the decoder using hardware counters confirmed that the L1 cache is rarely missed. Nearly
all L1 delays are due to pipeline stalls, not cache misses.
4 All

dates are in 2016 and times are in UTC.
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Figure 8: Compression speed given an input file size.

The compression speed, shown in Figure 8, is similar,
but it is almost unaffected by the benefit of moving to 8
threads from 4. This is because at 4 threads the bottleneck
shifts to the JPEG Huffman decoder, away from the arithmetic coding. This is solved in the Lepton decoder with
the Huffman handover words, but the Lepton encoder
must decode the original JPEG serially.
5.5

Outsourcing

Blockservers are machines that, among other tasks, respond to requests to store or retrieve data chunks, whether
Lepton-compressed JPEGs or Deflate-compressed files.
Load balancers, which do not inspect the type of request,
randomly distribute requests across the blockserver fleet.
Each blockserver has 16 cores, which means that 2 simultaneous Lepton decodes (or encodes) can completely
utilize a machine. However, blockservers are configured
to handle many more than 2 simultaneous requests, because non-Lepton requests are far less resource-intensive.
Therefore, a blockserver can become oversubscribed with
work, negatively affecting Lepton’s performance, if it is
randomly assigned 3 or more Lepton conversions at once.
Without outsourcing, there are an average of 5 encodes/s
during the Thursday peak. Individual blockservers will
routinely get 15 encodes at once during peak, to the point
where there is never a full minute where there isn’t at least
one machine doing 11 parallel encodes during an hour of
peak traffic, as illustrated in the Control line in Figure 9.
We mitigated this problem by allowing overloaded
blockservers to “outsource” compression operations to
other machines. Inspired by the power of two random
choices [14], Lepton will outsource any compression operations that occur on machines that have more than three
conversions happening at a time.
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Figure 9: 99th-percentile of concurrent Lepton processes on
Sept. 15 with listed outsourcing strategy and threshold=4.

Under normal operation, when the system is under
low load, Lepton operates by listening on a Unix-domain
socket for files. A file is read from the socket, and the
(de)compressed output is written back to the socket. The
file is complete once the socket is shut down for writing.
When outsourcing, instead of a Unix-domain-socket connection to a local Lepton process, the blockserver instead
will make a TCP connection to a machine tagged for outsourcing within the same building in the same datacenter.5
The overhead from switching from a Unix-domain socket
to a remote TCP socket was 7.9% on average.
We have two alternative strategies for selecting machines for outsourcing. The simpler idea was to dedicate
a cluster of machines ready to serve Lepton traffic for
overloaded blockservers. This cluster is easy to provision
to meet traffic demands and can be packed full of work
since there are no contending processes on the machines.
Our other strategy was to mark each blockserver as an
outsourcing target for other blockservers (denoted “To
Self”). The intuition is that in the unlikely case of a current blockserver being overloaded, the randomly chosen
outsource destination is likely to be less overloaded than
the current machine at the exact contended instant.
5.5.1

Outsourcing Results

Figure 10 illustrates that outsourcing reduces the p99 by
50% at peak from 1.63 s to 1.08 s and the p95 by 25%.
The dedicated cluster reduces the p99 more than simply
outsourcing directly to other, busy, blockservers, especially at peak. However, rebalancing traffic within the
same cluster of blockservers has the added effect of reducing the p50 as well, since there are fewer hotspots because
of the additional load balancing.
5.6

Backfill

Lepton has been configured to use spare compute capacity to gradually compress older JPEG files in storage, a
process we call “backfilling.” To this end, we developed
a small system called DropSpot. DropSpot monitors the
5 Initially it seemed to make sense logistically to select an outsourcing
destination simply in the same metro location as the busy blockserver.
However, in measuring the pairwise conversion times, our datacenters in
an East Coast U.S. location had a 50% latency increase for conversions
happening in a different building or room within, and in a West Coast
location, the difference could be as high as a factor of 2.
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Figure 10: Percentile timings of JPEG compression near to
peak traffic (left) and at peak traffic (right) with 2 outsourcing
strategies when concurrent Lepton processes exceed a threshold
(denoted with bar color) on the local machine.

spare capacity in each server room, and when the free
machines in a room exceed a threshold, a machine is allocated for Lepton encoding. When too few machines are
free, DropSpot releases some.
Wiping and reimaging the machine with the necessary
software takes 2-4 hours, so a sufficiently diverse reserve
of machines must be available for on-demand use. The
backfill system can be run on Amazon spot instances, but
our goal of 6,000 encodes per second has been attainable
using spare capacity.
In July, all user accounts were added to a sharded table
in a database service backed by MySQL. For a Lepton
backfill worker to find images to encode, it sends a request
to the metadata servers (metaservers) to request work
from a randomly chosen shard. The metaserver selects
the next 128 user-ids from the table in the corresponding
shard. The metaserver scans the filesystem for each user,
for all files with names containing the case-insensitive
string “.jp” (likely jpeg or jpg). The metaserver builds
a list of SHA-256 sums of each 4-MiB chunk of each
matching file until it obtains up to 16,384 chunks. The
metaserver returns a response with all the SHA-256 sums,
the list of user ids to process, and a final, partial user
with a token to resume that user. The worker then downloads each chunk and compresses it. It double-checks the
result with the gcc address-sanitizer version of Lepton
in both single and multithreaded mode, and uploads the
compressed version back to Dropbox.
Cost Effectiveness

The cluster has a power footprint of 278 kW and it encodes 5,583 chunks per second (Figure 11). This means
that one kWh can be traded for an average of 72,300
Lepton conversions of images sized at an average of 1.5
MB each. Thus, a kWh can save 24 GiB of storage, permanently. The power usage includes three extraneous
decodes, which could be tallied as future reads, since the
file is redundantly checked three times during backfill.
Imagining a depowered 5TB hard drive costing $120
with no redundancy or checks, the savings from the extra
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Figure 11: Overall Dropbox datacenter power usage graph on
Sept. 26, 2016. During an outage, Lepton backfill was disabled.
When shut off, the power usage dropped by 121 kW.

space would be worthwhile as long as a kWh costed less
than $0.58. Even in Denmark, where electricity costs
about $0.40 per kWh, Lepton would be a worthwhile
investment for somewhat balanced read/write load of 3:1.
Most countries offer prices between $0.07 and $0.12 per
kWh. With cross-zone replication, erasure coding, and
regular self-checks, 24 GiB of storage costs significantly
more in practice. For instance, buying a year storage
for 24 GiB on Amazon S3’s Infrequent Access Storage
tier, as of February 2017, would cost $3.60 each year,
excluding any data read fees, making the actual savings
even more clear.
To get the full 5,583 conversions per second, 964 machines are required. This means that each Intel Xeon E5
2650 v2 at 2.6 GHz can backfill 5.75 images per second.
This means each server can process 181,500,000 images
per year, saving 58.8 TiB of storage. At Amazon S3 Infrequent Access pricing, this would cost $9,031 per year,
justifying the savings. Additionally, the storage savings
will recur, year over year, while the capital expense of the
Xeon for a year will be much less than $9,000 and will
depreciate only once.
5.7

Safety Mechanisms

During the initial roll-out, after Lepton was activated for
several days after April 14th, all of the several hundred
TiB of compressed images had been downloaded in compressed form and decompressed twice in a row, once with
a gcc, asan-enabled, Lepton and another time with the
default productionized icc Lepton in multithreaded mode.
There are also alerts in place that page a member of
the Lepton team if a particular chunk is unable to be
decompressed. The construction of this alert required
some care(§ 6.6). There is a “playbook entry” for the
person on call to immediately disable Lepton.
The shutoff switch operates by placing a file with a
predetermined name in /dev/shm, and the Lepton system
checks for that file before compressing new chunks. Most
Dropbox configuration files take between 15 and 45 minutes to fully deploy, but this mechanism allows a script
to populate the file across all hosts that encode Lepton
within 30 seconds.
The blockservers also never admit chunks to the stor-
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age system that fail to round-trip—meaning, to decode
identically to their input. Additionally, all memory pages
holding compressed data in memory are protected at the
OS level before the round-trip test, and an md5sum is
done of the initial compressed file to be compared with
the result stored on disk, so the memory contents cannot
change due to a user-level bug. Corruptions in compressing will be detected immediately, and the files will be
compressed using Deflate instead.
For a file that fails to round-trip, it can be difficult to
distinguish between a badly formed/unsupported JPEG
file versus a real program bug, but as long as the compressor and decompressor are deterministic, a small level of
such failures is acceptable.
For added safety, there is an automated verification
process that searches for images that succeeded in a roundtrip once but then fail a subsequent round-trip test, or fail
when decompressed with the address-sanitizing gcc build
of Lepton. If either of those occur, a member of the
Lepton team is paged and the failing data is saved. This
process has currently gone through over four billion files
and has caused four alerts (§ 6.7).
During roll-out of a new Lepton version it will be “qualified” using the automated process over a billion images.
Additionally it must be able to decompress another billion images already compressed in the store. Currently
a candidate which fails to do so also causes the Lepton
team to be paged. This alert has never triggered.
For the first two weeks of ramp-up, the system was completely reversible. Every chunk uploaded with Lepton was
concurrently also uploaded to a separate S3 bucket (the
“safety net”) with the standard Deflate codepath. This
means that in the worst case, requests could fail-over
directly to the safety net until the affected files were repaired.
Before enabling Lepton, the team did a mock disaster
recovery training (DRT) session where a file in a test
account was intentionally corrupted and recovered from
the safety net. However, we never needed to use this
mechanism to recover any real user files.
We have since deleted the safety net and depend on
other controls to keep Lepton safe. Our rationale for
this was that uploading to a separate bucket causes a
performance degradation since all images would upload
in the max of latency between Dropbox datacenters and
S3, plus associated transaction and storage fees. We may
re-enable the safety net during future format upgrades.
Even with the safety net disabled, we believe there are
adequate recovery plans in place in case of an unexpected
error. Every file that has been admitted to the system with
Lepton compression has also round-tripped at least once
in order to be admitted. That means that a permanent
corruption would expose a hypothetical nondeterminism
in the system. But it also means that if the same load/perf
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circumstances were recreated, the chunk would probably be decodable again with some probability, as it was
decoded exactly correctly during the original round-trip
check. Thus, with sufficient retries, we would expect to
be able to recover the data. That said, it would be a significant problem if there were a nondeterminism in the
Lepton system. After 4 billion successful determinism
tests, however, we believe the risk is as small as possible.

6

Anomalies at Scale

With a year of Lepton operational experience, there have
been a number of anomalies encountered and lessons
learned. We share these in the hopes that they will be
helpful to the academic community in giving context
about challenges encountered in the practical deployment
of format-specific compression tools in an exabyte-scale
network filesystem.
6.1

Reversed indices, bounds checks and compilers

During the very first qualification of 1 billion files, a
handful of images passed the multithreaded icc-compiled
check, but those images would occasionally fail the gcc
roundtrip check with a segfault. The stack trace revealed
the multidimensional statistic-bin index computation was
reversed. If deployed, this would have required major
backwards compatibility contortions to mimic the undefined C++ behavior as compiled with icc; bins would need
to be aliased for certain versions of Lepton.
In response to this discovery, the statistic bin was abstracted with a class that enforced bounds checks on accesses. Consequently, the duration of encodes and decodes are 10% higher than they could be, but bounds
checks help guard against undefined behavior.
6.2

Error codes at scale

This table shows a variety of exit codes that we have
observed during the first 2 months of backfill.
Success . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.069%
Progressive . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.043%
Unsupported JPEG . . . . . 1.535%
Not an image . . . . . . . . . . 0.801%
4 color CMYK . . . . . . . . 0.478%
>24 MiB mem decode . 0.024%
>178 MiB mem encode 0.019%
Server shutdown . . . . . . . 0.010%

“Impossible” . . . . . . . . . . 0.006%
Abort signal . . . . . . . . . . . 0.006%
Timeout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.004%
Chroma subsample big . 0.003%
AC values out of range . 0.001%
Roundtrip failed . . . . . . . 0.001%
OOM kill . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10−5 %
Operator interrupt . . . . . . 10−6 %

The top 99.9864% of situations were anticipated: from
graceful shutdown, to deciding not to encode JPEG files
that consist entirely of a header, to unsupported Progressive and CMYK JPEGs, and chroma subsampling that
was larger than the slice of framebuffer in memory.
The Lepton program binary could process these types
of images, e.g., by allocating more memory, an extra
model for the 4th color channel, or sufficient memory on
decode to keep the progressive image resident. However,
for simplicity, these features were intentionally disabled
in Dropbox as they account for a small fraction of files.
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Figure 12: Hourly p99/p95/p75/p50 latency for decodes. Transparent huge pages disabled April 13 at 03:00.

Some codes were unexpected, e.g., incorrect thread protocol communication (listed as “Impossible”), or “Abort
signal”, since SECCOMP disallows SIGABRT. By contrast,
a small level of “Roundtrip failed” was expected, largely
because of corruptions in the JPEG file (e.g., runs of zeroes written by hardware failing to sync a file) that cannot
always be represented in the Lepton file format.
6.3

Poor p95 latency from Huge Pages

During the Lepton roll-out, after the qualification round,
a significant fraction of machines had significantly higher
average and p99 latency, and could take 2–3× as long as
the isolated benchmarks. It was even possible to have a
decode take 30 seconds to even begin processing. The
time would elapse before a single byte of input data was
read. Reboots could sometimes alleviate the issue, but on
the affected machines it would come back. Also, when
services on the machine were halted and benchmarks run
in isolation, the problem disappeared altogether and the
machine performed as expected.
On affected machines, performance counters attributed
15–20% of the time to the kernel’s page-table routines.
9.79%
4.04%
3.16%

[kernel]
[kernel]
[kernel]

[k]
[k]
[k]

isolate migratepages range
copy page range
set pfnblock flags mask

These kernel routines implicated transparent huge
pages (THP), and each affected machine had THP enabled [Always], but most unaffected machines had them
disabled. Disabling THP solved the issue (Figure 12).
Additionally, when THP is enabled, Linux continuously defragments pages in an attempt to build a full
2 MiB page of free memory for an application requesting
large ranges of data. Since Lepton requests 200 MiB of
space at initialization time, with no intent to use more
than 24 MiB for decodes, Linux may prepare a significant
number of huge pages for use, causing the process to be
blocked during defragmentation. These pages are consumed without penalty over the next 10 decodes, meaning
that the p95 and p99 times are disproportionately affected
by the stall (compared with the median times).
6.4

Boiling the frog

Currently, the Lepton system decodes about 1.5× to twice
as many files as it encodes. However, during the initial
roll-out, months before the backfill system, the ratio of
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Figure 13: Lepton decode:encode ratio on the serving path.
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Figure 14: Decode timing percentiles, starting with the roll-out
and building up over months to multi-second p99s.

decodes to encodes was much less than 1.0, since each
old photo was compressed using Deflate, not Lepton, and
only new photos need a Lepton decompress. This can be
seen in the historical graph of the decode:encode ratio
over time in Figure 13. Akin to “boiling the frog,” it was
not obvious that the actual hardware requirements would
be significantly higher than those needed from having
reached 100% of users in the first weeks.
To react to these new requirements for decodes, we
built the outsourcing system (§ 5.5). But until that system
rolled out, for several months, at peak, our 99th-percentile
decode time was in the seconds, as seen in Figure 14.
6.5

Dropbox camera upload degradation

Before removal of the safety net, each image would be
uploaded compressed to the Dropbox store and uncompressed to the S3 safety net. During maintenance in one
East-Coast datacenter, each top of rack switch required
a reboot. Traffic was rerouted to another datacenter. The
transition was going well, but on June 13 at 8:40:25, once
most traffic had moved to the new location, S3 “put” operations began to fail sporadically from truncated uploads.
The safety-net feature was writing more data to S3 from
the new location than all of the rest of Dropbox combined,
and the capacity of our S3 proxy machines was overtaxed
by the safety-net mechanism.
For uploads, the availability dropped to 94% for the 9
minutes required to diagnose the situation, and camera
uploads from phones were disproportionately affected, as
mobile devices are a very common means for users to
capture images. Availability of this service dropped to
82%, since each photograph upload required a write to
the safety net. Once the situation was identified, Lepton
encodes were disabled in 29 seconds, using the shutoff
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switch (§ 5.7) in /dev/shm, stopping extra traffic to S3.
Traffic returned to normal at 8:49:54.
An irony emerged: a system we designed as a belt-andsuspenders safety net ended up causing our users trouble,
but has never helped to resolve an actual problem.
6.6

Decodes that exceed the timeout window

With thousands of servers decoding chunks, there are often unhealthy systems that are swapping, overheating, or
broken. These can become stuck during a Lepton decode
and time out. Because these events happen regularly, they
must be investigated automatically without involving a
human operator.
Instead, any decode exceeding a timeout is uploaded
to an S3 queue bucket. Chunks in this queue bucket are
decompressed on an isolated, healthy cluster without a
timeout using the gcc-asan as well as the icc build of
Lepton. If the chunk is successfully decoded 3 times in a
row with each build, then the chunk is deleted from the
bucket. If any of those decodes fails, a human is signaled.
6.7

Alarm pages

As of this submission, anomalies in the Lepton system
have caused an on-call engineer to be paged four times.
Assert failed in sanitizing build only. The first alarm
occurred just days after Lepton was activated for 0.1%
of users, on April 8. When reconstructing the Huffman
coded data, each thread asserts that the number of bytes
produced matches the number of bytes decoded on the
initial compression. A file tripped this assert in the gccasan build that was disabled for the icc production build,
so the icc build admitted the file.
The solution was to compile Lepton with all meaningful asserts enabled and to check whether any of the
existing 150 TiB of images tripped the assert. Luckily no
other files triggered the assert. We deployed stricter code
that will not admit such files.
Single- and multi-threaded code handled corrupt
JPEGs differently. The second alarm was triggered on
May 11 because of a bug in the single-threaded code.
The single-threaded decoder wrote all output directly to
the file descriptor, whereas in the multithreaded decoder,
each thread wrote to a fixed sized memory area. When
the JPEG was sufficiently corrupt, the size would be incorrectly computed, but the writes to the memory area
would be truncated in multi-threaded mode, yet the direct
writes to the stream would be unbounded in single-thread
mode. The fix was to make sure single-threaded decodes
bounded their writes to the stream as if it were a fixed
memory region.
After open-source release, fuzzing found bugs in
parser handling of corrupt input. The third alarm
was caused by a security researcher [7], who fuzzed
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the open-source release of Lepton and found bugs in the
uncmpjpg JPEG-parsing library that Lepton uses. The library did not validate that the Huffman table had sufficient
space for the data. Uncmpjpg would overwrite global
memory past the array with data from the untrusted input.
A similar bug existed in uncmpjpg’s quantization table index, which also opened up a buffer overrun. The response
was to replace every raw array with a bounds-checked
std::array, to avoid similar attacks in the future. It was
unfortunate that we did not apply this philosophy after the
earlier “reversed indices” incident (§ 6.1). Fortunately, the
deployed system is protected with SECCOMP, preventing
escalation of privileges.
Accidental deployment of incompatible old version.
The final alarm was the result of a series of operational
mistakes. On Dec. 12, 2016, a new team member was
deploying Lepton on some blockservers. The internal
deployment tool asks the operator to specify the hash of a
Lepton build to deploy. These builds have all been “qualified,” meaning they successfully compressed and then
decompressed a billion JPEGs with both optimized and
sanitizing decoders, yielding identical results to the input.
Our historical practice has been to retain earlier “qualified” builds as eligible for deployment, so that Lepton
can be rolled back if necessary. However, because Lepton’s file format has evolved over time, the earliest qualified builds are not compatible with more recent versions.
When features were added, an older decoder may not be
able to decode a newer file. When Lepton’s format was
made stricter, an older encoder may produce files that are
rejected by a newer decoder. At the time of such upgrades,
we searched for and re-encoded JPEG files in Dropbox as
necessary, but we did not remove the older software from
the list of qualified builds.
Typically, our team members deployed Lepton to blockservers by specifying the hash of the most recent qualified
build in the deployment tool. However, our documentation did not properly inform the new employee of this
practice, and they simply left the field blank. This caused
the deployment tool to use an internal default value of the
hash, which had been set when Lepton was first deployed
and never updated. As a result, the very first qualified
version of Lepton was accidentally deployed on some
blockservers.
The first warning sign was availability dropping to
99.7% for upload and download endpoints. This was
due to the oldest qualified Lepton code being unable to
decode some newly compressed images because of minor
additions to the format. An additional alarm was triggered
after other blockservers (ones that did not receive the bad
configuration change) found themselves unable to decode
some files that had been written by blockservers that did
receive the change.
As operators were occupied trying to roll back the
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configuration change, it took two hours before Lepton
was disabled, during which time billions of files were uploaded. We performed a scan over all these files, decoding
and then re-encoding them if necessary into the current
version of the Lepton file format. Ultimately, 18 files had
to be re-encoded.
This was an example of a number of procedures gone
wrong. It confirms the adage: we have met the enemy
and he is us. The incident has caused us to reconsider
whether a “qualified” version of Lepton ought to remain
eternally qualified for deployment, the behavior and user
interface of the deployment tools, and our documentation
and onboarding procedures for new team members.

7

Limitations and Future Work

Lepton is currently deployed on Dropbox’s back-end file
servers, and is transparent to client software. In the future,
we intend to move the compression and decompression
to client software, which will save 23% in network bandwidth when uploading or downloading JPEG images.
Lepton is limited to JPEG-format files, which account
for roughly 35% of the Dropbox filesystem. Roughly
another 40% is occupied by H.264 video files, many of
which are encoded by fixed-function or power-limited
mobile hardware that does not use the most space-efficient
lossless compression methods. We intend to explore the
use of Lepton-like recompression for mobile video files.

8

Conclusion

Lepton is an open-source system that compresses JPEG
images by 23% on average. It has been deployed on the
production Dropbox network filesystem for a year and
has so far compressed more than 150 billion user JPEG
files that accounted for more than 203 PiB. Lepton was
designed to be deployable on a distributed file-serving
backend where substrings of a file must be decodable independently, with low time-to-first-byte and time-to-lastbyte. The system demonstrates new tradeoffs between
speed, compression efficiency, and deployability in the
context of a large-scale distributed filesystem back-end.
In a year of production use and hundreds of billions
of downloads, deployment has been relatively smooth.
We have never been unable to decode a stored file. The
issues we have encountered have involved human error
and procedural failures, non-obvious ways in which the
system created load hotspots, and difficulties in ensuring deterministic behavior from a highly optimized C++
program processing untrusted input from diverse sources.
We have shared a number of deployment case studies and
anomalies in the hopes that they will be helpful to the academic community in giving context about challenges encountered in the practical deployment of format-specific
compression tools at a large scale.
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Appendix

A.1

File Format
Magic Number (0xcf, 0x84)
(2 bytes)
Version (0x01)
(1 byte)
Skip serializing header? ( Y k ) (1 byte)
Number of Thread Segments
(4 bytes)
Truncated Git Revision
(12 bytes)
Output File Size
(4 bytes)
Zlib Data Size
(4 bytes)
Zlib Data
Z

[11] L AKHANI , G. DCT coefficient prediction for JPEG
image coding. In 2007 IEEE International Conference on Image Processing (San Antonio, TX, USA,
Sept 2007), vol. 4, pp. IV–189 to IV–192.

A

JPEG Header Size (4 bytes)
JPEG Header
Pad Bit ( 0 k 0xFF )
Per-Thread Segment Information
Thread Segment Vertical Range (2 bytes)
Size of Thread Segment Output (4 bytes)
Huffman Handover Word
(2 bytes)
DC per channel
(8 bytes)
Number of RST markers
Total Number of 8x8 JPEG Blocks per channel
Arbitrary data to prepend to the output
Arbitrary data to append to the output
Interleaved Arithmetic Coding Section
Thread Segment Id
Length (256k4096k65536karbitrary)
Arithmetic coded data
Thread Segment Id
Length (256k4096k65536karbitrary)
Arithmetic coded data
...
May be repeated many times per thread segment
...
A.2 Using prior information to predict and encode
DCT coefficients
Each 8x8 JPEG block has 49 2D DCT coefficients, 14 1D
DCT coefficients, and one DC coefficient (§ 3.3). Lepton encodes each kind of coefficient using the same ExpGolomb code (unary exponent, then sign bit, then residual
bits) but with different methods for indexing the adaptive arithmetic code’s bins. Prior information, such as
neighboring blocks, is used to predict bin indices; higher
correlation between the predicted indices and the actual
coefficient values yields better compression ratios.
A.2.1

Predicting the 7x7 AC coefficients

Lepton first encodes the number of non-zero coefficients
in the block, n ∈ {0, . . . , 49}, by emitting 6 bits. Since
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?

?

Figure 16: An entire row (or column) of coefficients may be
used to predict an edge DCT coefficient.

continuity assumption can then be rewritten as:
e7 BT LB
?

Figure 15: The neighboring coefficients at the same coordinates
are averaged to predict the 7x7 coefficient.

the number of non-zero coefficients in the above and left
blocks
approximately
predicts n, the bins are indexed by


L
log1.59 nA +n
∈
{0,
. . . , 9}. The bin for each bit is
2
further indexed by the previously decoded bits, so that the
total number of bins (for encoding n) is 10 × (26 − 1).
The 7x7 coefficients are encoded in zigzag order [20],
which yields a 0.2% compression improvement over
raster-scan order. For each coefficient F, we compute
a weighted average of the corresponding coefficient
from the above, left, and above-left blocks (Figure 15):
1
(13FA + 13FL + 6FAL ). Each coefficient is ExpF̄ = 32
Golomb encoded using bins indexed by (bF̄c , blog1.59 nc).
Each time a non-zero coefficient is encoded, n is decremented; the block is finished when n = 0.
A.2.2

Predicting the 7x1 and 1x7 AC coefficients

The 7x1 and 1x7 coefficients represent image variation
purely in the horizontal and vertical directions. Lepton encodes them similarly to the 7x7 coefficients, but instead of
predicting each coefficient using a weighted average, we
use a more sophisticated formula inspired by Lakhani [11].
When encoding the 1x7 coefficients, Lepton has already
encoded the 7x7 coefficients, as well as the full block
to the left of the current block. We combine this prior
information with the additional assumption that the image
pixel values are continuous across the block edge — i.e.,
that PL (7, y) ≈ P(0, y).
The block’s pixels are defined to be a linear combination of orthonormal DCT basis functions B:
7

P(x, y) =

7

∑ ∑ B(x, u)B(y, v)Fuv

u=0 v=0

Written as matrices, P = BT FB where BT B = 1. The
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e7 BT L

≈ e0 BT FB
≈ e0 BT F

The left side is fully known from the block to the left,
while the right side is a linear combination of the known
7x7 coefficients and the unknown 1x7 coefficients, as
shown in Figure 16.
7

7

∑ B7u Luv ≈ B00 F0v + ∑ B0u Fuv

u=0

u=1

We solve for the unknowns to predict F0v :
1
F̄0v =
B00

7

7

!

∑ B7u Luv − ∑ B0u Fuv

u=0

u=1

The predicted F̄0v is quantized to 7 bits and concatenated
with the non-zero count as the bin index for encoding the
true coefficient F0v .
A.2.3

Predicting the DC coefficient

With all 63 of the AC coefficients known, the last block
element to be encoded is the DC coefficient. Instead of
encoding this value directly, Lepton instead predicts a
DC coefficient and encodes the delta (the DC error term)
between the true value and the prediction. To make this
prediction, Lepton first computes the 8x8 pixel block (up
to the constant DC shift) from the known AC coefficients
using inverse DCT.
A first-cut prediction, illustrated in Figure 17 (left),
might be to compute the DC value that minimized the
differences between all 16 pairs of pixels at the borders
between the current 8x8 block and each of its left and
above neighbors. If we average the median 8 pairs and
discard the 8 outlier pairs, this technique compresses the
DC values by roughly 30% versus baseline JPEG.
We can improve upon this prediction by observing that
images tend to have smooth gradients; for example, the
sky fades from blue to orange towards the horizon during
a sunset. Lepton interpolates the pixel gradients smoothly
between the last two rows of the previous block and the
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Figure 17: Left: illustrates minimizing differences between
pairs of pixels by predicting the DC value for the block being
decoded (shaded in blue). DC adds a constant shift to all colors
in the blue 8x8 block. Right: illustrates using gradients to
interpolate colors between the blue block and its neighbors.

A very common corruption was arbitrary data at the end
of the file. There are documented cases of cameras producing a TV-ready interlaced image file in a completely
different format at the end of JPEG files produced. This
let old cameras display images directly to TVs. One of
the authors had a series of files where two JPEGs were
concatenated, the first being a thumbnail of the second.
For these, the compression ratio is less, since Lepton only
applies to the thumbnail, but they do roundtrip.
Likewise, the JPEG specification does not mention
whether partial bytes, filled with fewer than 8 bits, must
be padded with zeros or with ones. Most encoders pick a
pad bit and use it throughout. Lepton stores this bit in the
header.

first two rows of the current block, as illustrated in Figure 17 (right). For each border pair, we predict the DC
value that would cause the two gradients to meet seamlessly. We finally encode the DC error term between
the true DC coefficient and the average of all 16 predictions. Lepton estimates the DC prediction confidence
by subtracting the maximum and minimum predictions
(out of 16), and uses this value as the bin index when
Exp-Golomb encoding the error term. The combination
of these techniques yields another 10% compression improvement over the first cut: the final compression ratio
is 40.1% ± 8.7 better than the JPEG baseline.
A.3

Common JPEG Corruptions

In the Lepton qualification process, there were several
common JPEG anomalies that would trigger roundtrip
failures.
Most prevalently, JPEG files sometimes contain or end
with runs of zero bytes. Likely these are caused by failures
for an image editing tool or hard disk to sync pages to
disk before a user depowered their machine. Many such
images will successfully roundtrip with Lepton since zero
describes valid DCT data.
However, RST markers foil this fortuitous behavior,
since RST must be generated at regular block intervals
in image space. Ironically the very markers that were
designed to recover from partial corruption instead caused
it for Lepton. For affected files, during these zero runs,
the RST markers, beginning with a signature 0xff, would
not be present. However, Lepton blindly uses the RST
frequencies in the header to insert them at regular intervals
irrespective of the bytes in the original file. The fix for
these zero-filled files regions at the end was to add a RST
count to the Lepton header, so that Lepton could cease
automatically inserting RST markers after the last one
was recorded in the original file.
The RST solution did not fix issues with zero runs
appearing in the middle of a scan, since one count cannot
describe both the start and stop of RST insertions. These
corruptions manifest themselves as roundtrip failures.
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Abstract
The performance characteristics of modern non-volatile
storage devices have led to storage becoming a shared,
rack-scale resource. System designers have an imperative to rethink existing storage abstractions in light of this
development. This paper proposes a lightweight storage abstraction that encapsulates full-system hardware
resources and focuses only on isolating and sharing storage devices across multiple, remote tenants. In support
of this, it prototypes a shared-nothing runtime capable
of managing hardware and scheduling this abstraction in
a manner that avoids performance interference and preserves the performance of the storage devices for tenants.

1 Introduction
Rack-scale storage architectures such as Facebook’s
Lightning [53] and EMC’s DSSD [17] are dense enclosures containing storage class memories (SCMs)1 that
occupy only a few units of rack space and are capable of serving millions of requests per second across
petabytes of persistent data. These architectures introduce a tension between efficiency and performance:
the bursty access patterns of applications necessitate
that storage devices be shared across multiple tenants
in order to achieve efficient utilization [39], but the
microsecond-granularity access latencies of SCMs renders them highly sensitive to software overheads along
the datapath [12, 64].
This tension has forced a reconsideration of storage abstractions and raised questions about where functionality,
such as virtualization, isolation, and redundancy, should
be provided. How should these abstractions evolve to
support datacenter tenants without compromising efficiency, performance, or overall system complexity?
Decibel is a thin virtualization platform, analogous to
a processor hypervisor, designed for rack-scale storage,
that demonstrates the ability to provide tenants with flexible, low-latency access to SCMs. Its design is motivated
by the following three observations:
1. Device-side request processing simplifies storage implementations. By centralizing the control logic necessary for multi-tenancy at processors adjacent to stor1 We use the term storage class memory through the rest of the
paper to characterize high performance PCIe-based NVMe SSDs and
NVDIMM-based persistent storage devices.
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age devices, traditional storage systems impose latency
overheads of several hundreds of microseconds to few
milliseconds under load [39]. In an attempt to preserve
device performance, there has been a strong trend towards bypassing the CPU altogether and using hardwarelevel device passthrough and proprietary interconnects to
present SCMs as serverless storage [12, 27, 3].
Serverless storage systems throw the proverbial baby out
with the bathwater – eliminating the device-side CPU
from the datapath also eliminates an important mediation point for client accesses and shifts the burden of providing datapath functionality to client-based implementations [4, 11] or to the devices themselves [71, 27, 1].
For isolation, in particular, client implementations result in complicated distributed logic for co-ordinating accesses [27] and thorny questions about trust.
2. Recent datacenter infrastructure applications have
encompassed functionality present in existing featurerich storage abstractions. In addition to virtualizing
storage, storage volumes provide a rich set of functionality such as data striping, replication, and failure resilience [51, 18, 9, 28]. Today, scalable, cloud-focused
data stores that provide persistent interfaces, such as keyvalue stores, databases, and pub/sub systems, increasingly provide this functionality as part of the application;
consequently, the provision of these features within the
storage system represents a duplication of function and
risks introducing both waste and unnecessary overheads.
3. Virtualizing only the capacity of devices is insufficient
for multi-tenancy. Extracting performance from SCMs
is extremely compute-intensive [72, 12, 50] and sensitive to cross-core contention [6]. As a result, storage
systems require a system-wide approach to virtualization and must ensure both adequate availability of compute, network, and storage resources for tenant requests,
and the ability to service these requests in a contentionfree manner. Further, unlike traditional storage volumes
that do not adequately insulate tenants from performance
interference [39], the system must provide tenants with
predictable performance in the face of multi-tenancy.
These observations guide us to a minimal storage abstraction that targets isolation and efficient resource sharing for disaggregated storage hardware. Decibel introduces Decibel volumes (referred to as dVols for short):
vertical slices of the storage host that bind SCMs with
the compute and network resources necessary to service
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tenant requests. As both the presentation of fine-grained
storage abstractions, such as files, objects, and key-value
pairs, and datapath functionality, such as redundancy and
fault-tolerance, have moved up the stack, dVols provide a
minimal consumable abstraction for shared storage without sacrificing operational facilities such as transparent
data migration.
To ensure microsecond-level access latencies, Decibel
prototypes a runtime that actively manages hardware resources and controls request scheduling. The runtime
partitions hardware resources across cores and treats
dVols as schedulable entities, similar to threads, to be
executed where adequate resources are available to service requests. Even on a single core, kernel scheduling
policies may cause interference, so Decibel completely
bypasses the kernel for both network and storage requests, and co-operatively schedules request processing
logic and device I/O on a single thread.
Decibel is evaluated using a commodity Xeon server
with four directly-connected enterprise PCIe NVMe
drives in a single 1U chassis. Decibel presents storage
to remote tenants over Ethernet-based networking using a pair of 40GbE NICs and achieves device-saturated
throughputs with a latency of 220-450µs, an overhead of
approximately 20-30µs relative to local access times.

2 Decibel and dVols
Scalable data stores designed specifically for the cloud
are important infrastructure applications within the datacenter. Table 1 lists some popular data stores, each of
which treats VM or container-based nodes as atomic failure domains and handles lower-level network, storage,
and application failures uniformly at the node level. As a
result, several of these data stores recommend deploying
on “ephemeral”, locally-attached disks in lieu of reliable,
replicated storage volumes [47, 40, 14].
These systems are designed to use simple local disks because duplicating functionality such as data redundancy
at the application and storage layers is wasteful in terms
of both cost and performance; for example, running a
data store with three-way replication on top of three-way
replicated storage results in a 9x write amplification for
every client write. Further, running a replication protocol
at multiple layers bounds the latency of write requests
to the latency of the slowest device in the replica set.
The desire to minimize this latency has led to the development of persistent key-value stores, such as LevelDB
and RocksDB, that provide a simple, block-like storage
abstraction and focus entirely on providing high performance access to SCMs.
The dVol is an abstraction designed specifically for rack-
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Application
Backend
Key-Value Stores
Riak
LevelDB
Voldemort
BerkeleyDB
Hyperdex
File
Databases
Cassandra
File
MongoDB
RocksDB
CockroachDB
RocksDB
Pub/Sub Systems
Kafka
File
Pulsar
BookKeeper

FT

Ephem

Year

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

2009
2009
2011

Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y

2008
2009
2014

Y
Y

Y
Y

2011
2016

Table 1: Examples of cloud data stores. FT denotes that
replication and fault-tolerance are handled within the data store
and storage failures are treated as node failures. Ephem indicates that users are encouraged to install data stores over local,
“ephemeral” disks – Voldemort and Mongo suggest using hostlevel RAID as a convenience for recovering from drive failures.
Backend is the underlying storage interface; all of these systems assume a local filesystem such as ext4, but several use a
library-based storage abstraction over the file system API.

scale storage in response to these observations. As a
multi-tenant system, Decibel faces challenges similar to
a virtual machine monitor in isolating and sharing an
extremely fast device across multiple tenants and benefits from a similar lightweight, performance-focused approach to multiplexing hardware. Correspondingly, a
dVol is a schedulable software abstraction that encapsulates the multiple hardware resources required to serve
stored data. In taking an end-to-end view of resource
sharing and isolation rather than focusing only on virtualizing storage capacity, dVols resemble virtual machines
to a greater degree than traditional storage volumes.
In borrowing from VMs as a successful abstraction for
datacenter computation, dVols provide the following
properties for storage resources:
Extensible Hardware-like Interfaces: dVols present
tenants with an interface closely resembling a physical device and so avoid restricting application semantics. dVols also offer tenants the ability to offload functionality not directly supported by SCMs. For example,
dVols support atomic updates [26, 13] and compare-andswap [67] operations.
Support for Operational Tasks: Decoupling storage
from the underlying hardware provides a valuable point
of indirection in support of datacenter resource management. In virtualizing physical storage, dVols support operational tasks such as non-disruptive migration and provide a primitive for dynamic resource schedulers to optimize the placement of dVols.
Visibility of Failure Domains: Unlike traditional vol-
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Single dVol instance:

Per-core runtime:
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Figure 1: dVol and per-core runtime architecture in Decibel

umes that abstract information about the underlying
hardware away, dVols retain and present enough device
information to allow applications to reason about failure
domains and to appropriately manage placement across
hosts and devices.
Elastic Capacity: SCMs are arbitrarily partitioned into
independent, non-contiguous dVols at runtime and, subject to device capacity constraints, can grow and shrink
during execution without causing device fragmentation
and a corresponding wastage of space.
Strong Isolation and Access Control: As multi-tenant
storage runs the risk of performance interference due to
co-location, dVols allow tenants to specify service-level
objectives (SLOs) and provide cross-tenant isolation and
the throughput guarantees necessary for data stores. In
addition, dVols include access control mechanisms to allow tenants to specify restrictions and safeguard against
unauthorized accesses and information disclosure.
As the basis for a scalable cloud storage service, Decibel represents a point in the design space that is between
host-local ephemeral disks on one hand, and large-scale
block storage services such as Amazon’s Elastic Block
Store (EBS) on the other. Like EBS volumes, dVols are
separate from the virtual machines that access them, may
be remapped in the face of failure, and allow a greater degree of utilization of storage resources than direct access
to local disks. However, unlike volumes in a distributed
block store, each dVol in Decibel is stored entirely on a
single physical device, provides no storage-level redundancy, and exposes failures directly to the client.
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3 The Decibel Runtime
Decibel virtualizes the hardware into dVols and multiplexes these dVols onto available physical resources to
ensure isolation and to meet their performance objectives. Each Decibel instance is a single-host runtime that
is responsible solely for abstracting the remote, shared
nature of disaggregated storage from tenants. Decibel
can provide ephemeral storage directly to tenants or act
as a building block for a larger distributed storage system
where multiple Decibel instances are combined to form
a network filesystem or an object store [65, 15].
Decibel’s architecture is shown in Figure 1: it partitions
system hardware into independent, shared-nothing percore runtimes. As achieving efficient resource utilization
requires concurrent, wait-free processing of requests and
needs to eliminate synchronization and coherence traffic that is detrimental to performance, Decibel opts for
full, top-to-bottom system partitioning. Each per-core
runtime has exclusive access to a single hardware queue
for every NIC and SCM in the system and can access the
hardware without requiring co-ordination across cores.
Decibel relies on kernel-bypass libraries to partition the
system and processes I/O traffic within the application
itself; a network stack on top of the DPDK [30] and a
block layer on top of the SPDK [32] provide direct access
to network and storage resources. Each per-core runtime operates independently and is uniquely addressable
across the network. Execution on each core is through
a single kernel thread on which the runtime co-operative
schedules network and storage I/O and request processing along with virtualization and other datapath services.
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vol
vol
vol
vol
vol
vol
vol

read (vol, addr, len) →data
read ex (vol, addr, len) →(data, meta)
write (vol, addr, len, data) →status
write ex (vol, addr, len, data, meta) →status
deallocate (vol, addr[], nchunks) →status
write tx (vol, addr, len, data) →status
cmpxchg (vol, addr, old, new) →status

Figure 2: Datapath Interfaces for dVols. The last two provide
functionality not directly provided by SCMs in hardware.

Each per-core runtime services requests from multiple
tenants for multiple dVols, while each dVol is bound to a
single core. The mapping from dVols to the host and core
is reflected in the network address directory, which is a
separate, global control path network service. As selfcontained entities, dVols can be migrated across cores
and devices within a host or across hosts in response to
changes in load or performance objectives.
By forcing all operations for a dVol to be executed serially on a single core, Decibel avoids the contention
overheads that have plagued high-performance concurrent systems [8, 10]. Binding dVols to a single core and
SCM restricts the performance of the dVol to that of a
single core and device, forcing Decibel to rely on clientside aggregation where higher throughput or greater capacity are required. We anticipate that the runtime can
be extended to split existing hot dVols across multiple
cores [2] to provide better performance elasticity.
Clients provision and access dVols using a client-side library that maps client interfaces to remote RPCs. The
library also handles interaction with the network address
directory, allowing applications to remain oblivious to
the remote nature of dVols. Legacy applications could be
supported through a network block device driver; however, this functionality is currently not provided.

3.1 Virtual Block Devices
Storage virtualization balances the need to preserve the
illusion of exclusive, locally-attached disks for tenants
with the necessity of supporting operational and management tasks for datacenter operators. The tenant interfaces to virtualized storage, enumerated in Figure 2,
closely match that of the underlying hardware with commands such as read, write, and deallocate2 providing the
same semantics as the corresponding NVMe commands.
Device Partitioning: dVols provide tenants a sparse
virtual address space backed by an SCM. As the storage requirements of tenants vary over time, the capacity
2 We

use the NVMe “deallocate” command, also termed “trim”,
“unmap”, or “discard” in the context of SATA/SAS SSDs.
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utilization of dVols constantly grows and shrinks during
execution. Consequently, Decibel must manage the finegrained allocation of capacity resources across dVols.
One alternative for device partitioning is to rely on
hardware-based NVMe namespaces [71] which divide
SCMs into virtual partitions that may be presented directly to tenants. As implemented in modern hardware,
namespaces represent large contiguous physical regions
of the device, making them unsuitable for dynamically
resizing workloads. Moreover, many NVMe devices do
not support namespaces at all, and where they are supported, devices are typically limited to a very small number3 of namespace instances. While the namespace idea
is in principle an excellent abstraction at the device layer,
these limits make them insufficient today, and are one of
the reasons that Decibel elects to virtualize the SCM address space above the device itself.
Decibel virtualizes SCMs at block-granularity. Blocks
are 4K contiguous regions of the device’s physical address space. While some SCMs support variable block
sizes, Decibel uses 4K blocks to match both existing storage system designs and x86 memory pages. Blocks are
the smallest writeable unit that do not require firmware
read-modify-write (RMW) cycles during updates, and
also generally the largest unit that can be atomically overwritten by SCMs for crash-safe in-place updates.
Address Virtualization: dVols map the virtual address
space presented to tenants onto physical blocks using a
private virtual-to-physical (V2P) table. Each dVol’s V2P
table is structured as a persistent B+ tree, with fixed,
block-sized internal and leaf nodes, and is keyed by 64bit virtual addresses; internal nodes store references to
their children as 64-bit physical block addresses.
V2P mappings are stored as metadata on the SCM. Client
writes are fully persisted, including both data and V2P
mappings, before being acknowledged. Decibel performs soft-update-ordered [19] writes of data blocks and
metadata: where a write requires an update to the V2P table, data is always written and acknowledged by the device before the associated metadata write is issued. The
current implementation is conservative, in that all V2P
transactions are isolated. There is opportunity to further
improve performance by merging V2P updates. Subsequent writes to allocated blocks do not modify the V2P
table and occur in-place, relying on the block-level write
atomicity of SCMs for consistency.
Modern SCMs show little benefit for physically contiguous accesses, especially in multi-tenant scenarios with
3 The maximum number supported today is 16, with vendors indicated that devices supporting 128 namespaces are likely to be available
over the next few years.
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Figure 3: Cached V2P Entry

mixed reads and writes. As a result, dVols do not
preserve contiguity from tenant writes and split large,
variable-sized requests into multiple, block-sized ones.
V2P mappings are also stored at a fixed, block-sized
granularity. This trades request amplification and an increase in V2P entries for simplified system design: Decibel does not require background compaction and defragmentation services, while V2P entries avoid additional
metadata for variable-sized mappings.
Decibel aggressively caches the mappings for every dVol
in DRAM. The V2P table for a fully-allocated terabytesized device occupies approximately 6GB (an overhead
of 0.6%). While non-trivial, this is well within the limits
of a high performance server. Cached V2P entries vary
from the on-device format: as Figure 3 illustrates, physical addresses are block-aligned and require only 52 bits,
so the remaining 12 bits are used for entry metadata.
The Incoming and Write-out bits are used for cache management and signify that the entry is either waiting to be
loaded from the SCM or that an updated entry is being
flushed to the SCM and is awaiting an acknowledgement
for the write. The Dirty bit indicates that the underlying
data block has been modified and is used to track dirtied
blocks to copy during dVol migrations. The Locked bit
provides mutual exclusion between requests to overlapping regions of the dVol: when set, it restricts all access
to the mapping for any request context besides the one
that has taken ownership of the lock.
Block Allocation: Requests to allocate blocks require a
consistent view of allocations across the entire system to
prevent races and double allocations. Decibel amortizes
the synchronization overhead of allocations by splitting
them into reservations and assignment: each core reserves a fixed-size, physically-contiguous collection of
blocks called an extent from the device in a single operation and adds it to a per-core allocation pool (resembling
the thread cache in tcmalloc).
As seen in Figure 4, SCMs are divided into multiple
extents, which are dynamically reserved by cores. The
reservation of extents to cores is tracked by a global,
per-device allocator. Cores asynchronously request more
extents from the allocator once the number of available
blocks in their local pool falls below a certain threshold.
This ensures that, as long as the device is not full, allocations succeed without requiring any synchronization.
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Figure 4: Physical Partitioning of Storage Devices

Assigning entire extents to dVols risks fragmentation and
a wastage of space. Instead, cores satisfy allocation requests from dVols by assigning them blocks from any
extent in their private pool at a single block granularity.
As individual blocks from extents are assigned to different dVols, the split-allocation scheme eliminates both
fragmentation and contention along the datapath.
Internally, extents track the allocation status of blocks using a single block-sized bitmap; as every bit in the bitmap
represents a block, each extent is 128 MB (4K × 4K × 8).
Restricting the size of extents to the representation capacity of a single block-sized bitmap allows the bitmap
to atomically be overwritten after allocations and frees.
dVols explicitly free blocks that are no longer need using
the deallocate command, while deleting dVols or migrating them across devices implicitly triggers block deallocations. Freed blocks are returned to the local pool of the
core where they were originally allocated and are used to
fulfil subsequent allocation requests.
Data Integrity and Paravirtual Interfaces:
SCMs
are increasingly prone to block errors and data corruption as they age and approach the endurance limits of
flash cells [57]. Even in the absence of hardware failures,
SCMs risk data corruption due to write-tearing: since
most SCMs do not support atomic multi-block updates,
failures during these updates result in partial writes that
leave blocks in an inconsistent state.
Decibel provides additional services not directly available in hardware to help prevent and detect data corruption. On each write, it calculates block-level checksums
and verifies them on reads to detect corrupted blocks before they propagate through the system. dVols also support two additional I/O commands: multi-block atomicity
to protect against write-tearing and block compare-andswap to allow applications that can only communicate
over shared storage to synchronize operations using persistent, on-disk locks [67].
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Figure 5: Extended Logical Blocks (Block + Metadata)
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create () →(vol, token)
restrict (vol, type, param) →status
open (vol, token) →status
change auth (vol, token) →newtoken
delete (vol, token) →status

Figure 6: Provisioning and Access Control Interfaces

Several enterprise SCMs support storing per-block metadata alongside data blocks and updating the metadata
atomically with writes to the data. The block and metadata regions together are called extended logical blocks
(shown in Figure 5). Block metadata corresponds to the
Data Integrity Field (DIF) provided by SCSI devices and
is intended for use by the storage system. Decibel utilizes
this region to store a CRC32-checksum of every block.
Block checksums are self-referential integrity checks
that protect against data corruption, but offer no guarantees about metadata integrity, as V2P entries pointing
to stale or incorrect data blocks are not detected. Metadata integrity can be ensured either by storing checksums
with the metadata or by storing backpointers alongside
the data. To avoid updating the mappings on every write,
Decibel stores backpointers in the metadata region of a
block. As the data, checksum, and backpointer are updated atomically, Decibel overwrites blocks in-place and
still remains crash consistent.
The metadata region is exposed to tenants through the extended, metadata-aware read and write commands (see
Figure 2) and can be used to store application-specific
data, such as version numbers and cryptographic capabilities. As this region is shared between Decibel and
tenants, the extended read and write functions mask out
the checksum and backpointer before exposing the remainder of the metadata to tenants.
Since most SCMs are unable to guarantee atomicity
for writes spanning multiple blocks, Decibel provides
atomic updates using block-level copy-on-write semantics. First, new physical blocks are allocated and the data
written, following which the corresponding V2P entries
are modified to point to the new blocks. Once the updated mappings are persisted, the old blocks are freed.
As the V2P entries being updated may span multiple Btree nodes, a lightweight journal is used to transactionalize the update and ensure crash-consistency.
To perform block-level CAS operations, Decibel first ensures that there are no in-flight requests for the desired
block before locking its V2P entry to prevent access until the operation is complete. The entire block is then
read into memory and tested against the compare value;
if they match, the swap value is written to the block. Storage systems have typically used CAS operations, when
available, to co-ordinate accesses to ranges of a shared
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device or volume without locking the entire device.
Provisioning and Access Control:
Access control
mechanisms restrict a tenant’s view of storage to only
the dVols it is permitted to access. Decibel uses a
lightweight, token-based authentication scheme for authorization and does not protect data confidentiality via
encryption, as such CPU-intensive facilities are best left
to either the clients or the hardware.
Figure 6 enumerates the control plane interfaces, presented to tenants, to provision dVols and manage access
control policies for them. While creating dVols, Decibel
generates a random globally unique identifier and token
pair, which are returned to the tenant for use as a volume
handle and credentials for future access.
In addition to credential-based authorization, dVols can
also restrict access on the basis of network parameters,
such as a specific IP address, or to certain VLANs and
VXLANs4 . By forcing all traffic for a dVol onto a private
network segment, Decibel allows policies to be applied
within the network; for example, traffic can be routed
through middleboxes for packet inspection or rely on
traffic shaping to prioritize latency-sensitive workloads.

3.2 Scheduling Storage
Virtualization allows tenants to operate as if deployed
on private, local storage, while still benefiting from the
flexibility and economic benefits of device consolidation
within the datacenter. For practical deployments, preserving only an interface resembling local storage is insufficient: the storage system must also preserve the performance of the device and insulate tenants from interference due to resource contention and sharing.
The need for performance isolation in multi-tenant storage systems has led to the development of several algorithms and policies to provide fair sharing of devices
and guaranteeing tenant throughput [44, 21, 68, 22, 23,
37, 61, 69, 66, 60, 73] and for providing hard deadlines
for requests [37, 22, 69, 73]. Rather than prescribing a
particular policy, Decibel provides dVols as a policy enforcement tool for performance isolation.
4 Virtual Extensible LANs (VXLANs) provide support for L2-overL4 packet tunneling and are used to build private overlay networks.
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SLOs: Throughput and Latency: Figures 7 and 8
compare the throughput and latency for both reads and
writes of a single device, measured locally at different
queue depths. The results lead us to two observations
about performance isolation for SCMs:
There is a single latency class for the entire device. Even
for multi-queue devices, request latency depends on
overall device load. Despite the fact that the NVMe
specification details multiple scheduling policies across
submission queues for QoS purposes, current devices do
not sufficiently insulate requests from different queues to
support multiple latency classes for a single device. Instead Decibel allows the storage administrator to pick a
throughput target for every SCM, called the device ceiling, to match a desired latency target.
Providing hard latency guarantees is not possible on today’s devices. Comparing average and 95th percentile
latencies for the device, even at relatively low utilization
levels, reveal significant jitter, particularly in the case of
writes. Long tail latencies have also been observed for
these devices in real deployments [25]. This is largely
due to the Flash Translation Layer (FTL), a hardware
indirection layer that provides background bookkeeping
operations such as wear levelling and garbage collection.
Emerging hardware that provides predictable perfor-
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mance by managing flash bookkeeping in software is
discussed in Section 5. In the absence of predictable
SCMs, Decibel focuses on preserving device throughput.
dVols encapsulate an SLO describing their performance
requirements, either in terms of a proportional share of
the device or a precise throughput target.

The Decibel scheduler does not need to account for
variable-sized tenant requests as the address translation
layer of the dVol converts them into uniform 4K requests
at the block layer. As a simplifying assumption, the
scheduler does not try and quantify the relative costs of
reads and writes, but instead requires both the device
ceiling and SLOs to specify read and write targets separately. In the future, we intend to extend the scheduler
to provide a unified cost model for reads and writes [60].
Request Windows: At a specified device ceiling, Decibel determines the size of the global request window for
an SCM, or the total number of outstanding requests that
can be issued against the device. Each per-core runtime
has a private request window, where the sizes of all the
individual request windows are equal to that of the global
request window for the device. The size of the private request window for cores is calculated on the basis of the
SLO requirements of dVols scheduled to execute on that
core. As dVols are created, opened, moved, or destroyed,
Decibel recalculates the private window sizes, which are
periodically fetched by the cores.
dVols submit requests to devices by enqueuing them in
private software queues. While submitting requests to
the device, the per-core runtime selects requests from the
individual dVol queues until either the request window
is full or there are no pending requests awaiting submission. The runtime chooses requests from multiple dVols
on the basis of several factors, such as the scheduling policy, the dVol’s performance requirements, and how many
requests the dVols have submitted recently.
Execution Model:
Per-core runtimes co-operatively
schedule dVols on a single OS thread: the request processor issues asynchronous versions of blocking syscalls
and yields in a timely manner. Decibel polls NICs and
SCMs on the same thread to eliminate context switching
overheads and to allow the schedulers to precisely con-
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trol the distribution of compute cycles between servicing
the hardware and the request processing within dVols.

quota in the absence of competition, bursty workloads
can be accommodated.

Request processing within the dVol includes resolving
virtualization mappings and performing access control
checks; consequently, requests may block and yield several times during execution and cannot be run to completion as in many memory-backed systems. The scheduler
treats requests and dVols as analagous to threads and processes – scheduling operates at the request level on the
basis of policies applying to the entire dVol. At any given
time the scheduler dynamically selects between executing the network or storage stacks, and processing one of
several executable requests from multiple dVols.

By default, Decibel is configured with DRR to preserve
the flexibility benefits of disaggregated storage. This remains a configurable parameter to allow storage administrators to pick the appropriate policies for their tenants.

Storage workloads are bursty and susceptible to incast [54]; as a result, Decibel is periodically subject to
bursts of heavy traffic. At these times, the Decibel scheduler elastically steals cycles to prioritize handling network traffic. It polls NICs at increased frequencies to
ensure that packets are not dropped due to insufficient
hardware buffering, and processes incoming packets just
enough to generate ACKs and prevent retransmissions.
Prioritizing network I/O at the cost of request processing
may cause memory pressure due to an increase in number of pending requests. At a certain threshold, Decibel
switches back to processing requests, even at the cost of
dropped packets. As dropped packets are interpreted as
network congestion, they force the sender to back-off,
thus inducing back pressure in the system.
Scheduling Policies: The scheduling policy determines
how the per-core runtime selects requests from multiple
dVols to submit to the device. To demonstrate the policyagnostic nature of Decibel’s architecture, we prototype
two different scheduling policies for dVols.
Strict Time Sharing (STS) emulates local storage by statically partitioning and assigning resources to tenants. It
sacrifices elasticity and the ability to handle bursts for
more predictable request latency. Each dVol is assigned
a fixed request quota per scheduling epoch from which
the scheduler selects requests to submit to the device.
dVols cannot exceed their quota even in the absence of
any competition. Further, dVols do not gain any credits
during periods of low activity, as unused quota slots are
not carried forward.
Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [59] is a work conserving
scheduler that supports bursty tenant access patterns.
DRR guarantees that each dVol is able to issue its fair
share of requests to the device, but does not limit a dVol
to only its fair share in the absence of competing dVols.
Each dVol has an assigned quota per scheduling epoch;
however, dVols that do not use their entire quota carry
it forward for future epochs. As dVols can exceed their
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3.3 Placement and Discovery
Decibel makes the decision to explicitly decouple
scheduling from the placement of dVols on the appropriate cores and hosts in the cluster. This division of responsibilities allows the scheduler to focus exclusively
on, as seen earlier, providing fine-grained performance
isolation and predictable performance over microsecond
timeframes on a per-core basis. Placement decisions are
made with a view of the cluster over longer timeframes
in response to the changing capacity and performance requirements of dVols. Decibel defers placement decisions
to an external placement engine called Mirador [70]. Mirador is a global controller that provides continuous and
dynamic improvements to dVol placements by migrating
them across cores, devices, and hosts and plays a role
analagous to that of an SDN controller for network flows.
Storage workloads are impacted by more than just the
local device; for example, network and PCIe bandwidth
oversubscription can significantly impact tenant performance. Dynamic placement with global resource visibility is a response to not just changing tenant requirements,
but also to connectivity bottlenecks within the datacenter. Dynamic dVol migrations, however, raise questions
about how tenants locate and access their dVols.
dVol Discovery: Decibel implements a global directory
service that maps dVol identifiers to the precise host and
core on which they run. Cores are independent networkaddressable entities with a unique <ip:port> identifier
and can directly be addressed by tenants. The demultiplexing of tenant requests to the appropriate dVol happens at the core on the basis of the dVol identifier.
dVol Migration: The placement engine triggers migrations in response to capacity or performance shortages
and aims to find a placement schedule that ensures that
both dVol SLOs are met and that the free capacity of the
cluster is uniformly distributed across Decibel instances
to allow every dVol an opportunity to grow. Migrations
can be across cores on the same host or across devices
within the same or different hosts.
Core migrations occur entirely within a single Decibel
instance. dVols are migrated to another core within the
same host without requiring any data movement. First,
Decibel flushes all the device queues and waits for inflight requests to be completed, but no new dVol requests
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Device migrations resemble virtual machine migration
and involve a background copy of dVol data. As the dVol
continues to service requests, modified data blocks are
tracked using the dirty bit in the V2P table and copied
to the destination. When both copies approach convergence, the client is redirected to the new destination using the same technique as core migrations and the remaining modified blocks moved in a post-copy pass.
Decibel originally intended to perform migrations without any client involvement using OpenFlow-based redirection in the network and hardware flow steering at the
end-hosts. Due to the limited availability of match rules
at both switches and NICs today, Decibel opts to defer
this functionality to the client library.

3.4 The Network Layer
Decibel presents the dVol interface over asynchronous
TCP/IP-based RPC messages. Network flows are processed using a user space networking stack that borrows the TCP state machine and structures for processing TCP flows, such as the socket and flow tables, from
mTCP [34] and combines them with custom buffer management and event notification systems. Decibel offloads
checksums to the hardware, but currently does not support TCP segmentation offload.
Clients discover core mappings of dVols using the network address directory. As dVols are pinned to cores
which have exclusive ownership over them, tenants must
direct requests to the appropriate core on the system.
Modern NICs provide the ability to precisely match specific fields in the packet header with user-defined predicates and determine the destination queue for that packet
on the basis of provided rules. As each core has a unique
<ip:port>, Decibel uses such flow steering to distribute
incoming requests across cores directly in hardware.
For performance reasons, Decibel extends the sharednothing architecture into the networking layer. It borrows ideas from scalable user space network stacks [56,
34, 45, 5, 52] and partitions the socket and flow tables
into local, per-core structures that can be accessed and
updated without synchronization.
Memory Management:
Decibel pre-allocates large
per-core regions of memory for sockets, flow tables, and
socket buffers from regular memory and mbufs for network packets from hugepages. mbufs are stored in lockless, per-socket send and receive ring buffers; the latter
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Figure 9: Local and Remote Latency for 4K Requests

is passed to DPDK which uses them to DMA incoming packets. Decibel does not support zero-copy I/O: incoming packet payloads are staged in the receive socket
buffer for unpacking by the RPC layer, while writes are
buffered in the send socket buffer before transmission.
Zero-copy shows little benefit on processors with Direct
Data I/O (DDIO), i.e., the ability to DMA directly into
cache [45]. Further, once packets in mbufs are sent to
the DPDK for transmission, they are automatically freed
and unavailable for retransmissions, making zero-copy
hard without complicating the programming interface.
Event Notifications and Timers:
As request processing and the network stack execute on the same
thread, notifications are processed in-line via callbacks.
Decibel registers callbacks for new connections and
for I/O events: tcp accept(), tcp rcv ready(), and
tcp snd ready(). Send and receive callbacks are
analagous to EPOLLIN and EPOLLOUT and signify the
availability of data or the ability to transmit data. The
callbacks themselves do not carry any data but are only
event notifications for the request processor to act on using the socket layer interfaces. Timers for flow retransmissions and connection timeouts, similarly, cannot rely
on external threads or kernel interrupts to fire and instead
are tracked using a hashed timer wheel and processed inline along with other event notifications.
Why not just use RDMA?
Several recent highperformance systems have exploited RDMA (Remote
Direct Memory Access) – a hardware mechanism that
allows direct access to remote memory without software mediation – to eliminate network overheads and
construct a low-latency communication channel between
servers within a datacenter, in order to accelerate network services, such as key-value stores [48, 16, 35] and
data parallel frameworks [33, 24].
RDMA’s advantage over traditional networking shrinks
as request sizes grow [48, 35], especially in the presence of low-latency, kernel-bypass I/O libraries. Figure 9 compares local and remote access latencies, over
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Decibel’s choice of traditional Ethernet-based messaging is pragmatic, as the advantages of RDMA for storage
workloads do not yet outweigh the significant deployment overheads. As RDMA-based deployments increase
in popularity, and the control plane protocols for prioritizing traffic and handling congested and lossy networks
are refined, this may no longer hold true. Consequently,
Decibel’s architecture is mostly agnostic to the messaging layer and is capable of switching to RDMA if required by the performance of future SCMs.

Throughput (K IOPS)

RDMA has traditionally been deployed on Infiniband
and requires lossless networks for performance, making
it hard to incorporate into existing Ethernet deployments.
On Ethernet, RDMA requires an external control plane to
guarantee packet delivery and ordering [24] and for congestion control to ensure link fairness [74].
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TCP/IP-based messaging, for SCMs when they are relatively idle (for minimum latencies) and at saturation. For
a typical storage workload request size of 4K, conventional messaging adds little overhead to local accesses.
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Figure 10: Performance of Decibel for a 70/30 read-write
workload. Compared to local storage, Decibel has an overhead
of 30µs at device saturation using a DPDK-based client.

4 Evaluation
Decibel is evaluated on a pair of 32-core Haswell systems, each with 2x40GbE X710 NICs and 4x800 GB
P3700 NVMe PCIe SSDs, with one system acting as the
server and the other hosting multiple clients. Each machine has 64GB RAM split across two NUMA nodes,
while the 40GbE interfaces are connected via an Arista
7050 series switch. Both systems run a Linux 4.2 kernel,
however, on the server Decibel takes exclusive ownership of both the network and storage adapters. Clients
are measured both using the default kernel I/O stack and
the DPDK-based network stack from Decibel.
At 4K request sizes, each P3700 is capable of up to 460K
random read IOPS, 100K random write IOPS, and 200K
random mixed (at a 70/30 read to write ratio) IOPS [31],
making the saturated throughput of the system up to
1.8M read IOPS and 800K mixed IOPS. Benchmarking
flash-based SSDs is non-trivial as there are a number of
factors that may affect their performance. First, the performance of a new SSD is not indicative of how it would
perform at steady state with fresh drives outperforming
their steady state counterparts by a factor or two or three.
Even once steady state is reached, there is a great deal of
variability in performance. Transitions from sequential
to random and vice versa impact performance for several minutes, while the garbage collector can throttle disk
throughput for several seconds. The P3700s, in particular, perform well past their rated write throughput for
almost a minute following a period of idleness [55]. The
results reported here are the average across a 10 minute
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run and follow industry standard guidelines for benchmarking [62]: first the devices were pre-conditioned with
several weeks of heavy usage and then primed by running the same workload access pattern as the benchmark
for 10 minutes prior to the benchmark run.
Remote Overhead and Scalability: Decibel is evaluated for multi-core scalability and to quantify the overhead of disaggregating SCMs when compared to directattached storage. All the tests are run against all 4 devices in the system, with clients evenly distributed across
the cores. The clients are modelled after fio and access
blocks randomly across the entire address space. Local
clients execute as a single pinned client per-core with a
queue depth of 32, while there are 2 remote clients percore, each operating with a queue depth of 16 requests.
In the Local configuration, clients run directly on the
server and access raw physical blocks from the SCMs
without any virtualization. This local configuration
serves as a baseline to compare the overhead of Decibel. In Remote, clients run separately from the server
and request raw physical blocks across the network over
TCP/IP. For Decibel, SCMs are virtualized into per-client
dVols. Each client has a single dVol that is populated until the SCM is filled, after which they access and update
blocks within the dVol. The remote configuration measures pure network overhead when compared to directlyattached SCMs, as well as the overhead of virtualization
when compared to Decibel. The Decibel (DPDK) configuration is identical to Decibel, except that the clients
bypass the kernel and use a DPDK-based network stack.
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Figure 12: Remote access latencies for Decibel at different degrees of device utilization against DRAM-backed storage.

Figure 11: Performance of Decibel for an all reads workload.
Compared to local storage, Decibel has an overhead of less than
20µs at device saturation using a DPDK-based client.

Figure 10 compares the performance of all four configurations over 16 cores using a typical storage workload
of random mixed 4K requests in a 70/30 read-write ratio. As device saturation is achieved, we do not evaluate
Decibel at higher degrees of parallelism.
Decibel is highly scalable and is able to saturate all
the devices, while presenting storage across the network
with latencies comparable to local storage. DPDK-based
clients suffer from an overhead of less than 30µs when
compared to local storage, while legacy clients have
overheads varying from 30-60µs depending on load.
SCMs offer substantially higher throughput for read-only
workloads compared to mixed ones making them more
heavily CPU-bound. Figure 11 demonstrates Decibel’s
ability to saturate all the devices for read-only workloads: the increased CPU load of processing requests is
reflected in the gap with the local workload at low core
counts. As the number of cores increase, the workload
becomes SCM-bound; Decibel scales well and is able to
saturate all the devices. At saturation, the DPDK-based
client has an overhead of less than 20µs, while legacy
clients suffer from overheads of approximately 90µs.
Once the devices are saturated, adding clients increases
latency purely due to queueing delays in software. All
configurations saturate the devices at less than 16 cores;
hence the latency plots in Figures 10 and 11 include
queueing delays and do not accurately reflect end-to-end
latencies. Table 2 compares latencies at the point of device saturation: for both workloads, Decibel imposes an
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Local
Remote
Decibel
Decibel (DPDK)

70/30
Xput
Lat
750K 422
740K 488
740K 490
750K 450

All Reads
Xput
Lat
1.7M 203
1.7M 283
1.7M 290
1.7M 221

Table 2: Performance for Workloads (Latency in µs)

overhead of 20-30µs on DPDK-based clients compared
to local storage.
Future SCMs, such as 3DXpoint [49], are expected to
offer sub-microsecond latencies for persistent memories
and approximately 10µs latencies for NVMe storage.
With a view towards these devices, we evaluate Decibel against a DRAM-backed block device. As seen in
Figure 12, DPDK-based clients have remote access latencies of 12-15µs at moderate load, which increases to
26µs at NIC saturation. Legacy clients have access latencies higher than 60µs, which demonstrates that the kernel
stack is a poor fit for rack-scale storage architectures.
dVol Isolation:
Performance isolation in Decibel is
evaluated by demonstrating fair sharing of a device in
two different scheduling policies when compared with a
First-Come, First-Served (FCFS) scheduler that provides
no performance isolation. Strict Timesharing (STS) provides static resource partitioning, while in Deficit Round
Robin (DRR), dVols are prevented from interfering with
the performance of other dVols, but are allowed to consume excess, unused bandwidth.
To illustrate performance isolation, Decibel is evaluated
with three clients, each with a 70/30 mixed random
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Figure 13: Isolation of a single device across multiple workloads in Decibel. Compared to the no isolation case in (a), the scheduling
policies in (b) and (c), provide clients 1 and 3 a fair share of the device, even in the face of the bursty accesses of client 2.

workload, against a single shared SCM. Each client continuously issues requests to its own dVol, such that the
dVol has 30 outstanding requests at any time. The dVols
are configured to have an equal proportion, i.e., 30%, of
the total device throughput, while the device ceiling is
set to 100% utilization.
As seen in Figure 13, each client receives a throughput
of 60K, leaving the device at 90% saturation. At the 3
minute mark, one of the clients experiences a traffic burst
for 3 minutes such that it has 90 simultaneous in-flight
requests. At 6 minutes, the burst subsides and the client
returns to its original load.
FCFS offers no performance isolation, allowing the burst
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to create queueing overheads which impact throughput
and latency of all other clients by 25%. After the burst
subsides, performance returns to its original level. In
contrast, STS preserves the throughput of all the clients
and prevents clients from issuing any requests beyond
their 30% reservation. As each dVol has hard reservations on the number of requests it can issue, requests
from the bursty client are queued in software and see
huge spikes in latency. The performance of the other
clients remains unaffected at all times, but the excess capacity of the device remains unutilized.
DRR both guarantees the throughput of other clients and
is work conserving: the bursty client consumes the unused bandwidth until the device ceiling is reached, but
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not at the cost of the throughput of other clients. Latency, however, for all the clients rises slightly – this is
not because of queueing delays, but because the device
latency increases as it gets closer to saturation.

5 Related Work
Network-Attached Storage: The idea of centralizing
storage in consolidated arrays and exporting disks over
the network [38] is not a new one and has periodically
been explored with changes in the relative performance
of CPU, networks, and disks. For spinning disk based
systems, Petal [41] is a virtualized block store that acts as
a building block for a distributed file system [65]. While
Petal focuses on aggregating physical disks for performance, Decibel is concerned with the performance challenges of building isolated volumes for SCMs.
More recently, network-attached storage for flash devices has been used in Corfu [4] and Strata [15]. Corfu
presents a distributed log over virtualized flash blockdevices while storing address translations at the clients.
As the clients are trusted, co-operating entities, Corfu
does not attempt to provide isolation between them.
Strata focuses on providing a global address space for a
scalable network file system on top of network-attached
storage, and discusses the challenges in providing data
plane services such as device aggregation, fault tolerance, and skew mitigation in a distributed manner. In
contrast, Decibel is an example of the high-performance
network-attached storage such file systems rely on, and
provides the services required for multi-tenancy that cannot safely be implemented higher up the stack.
Network-attached Secure Disks (NASD) [20] explore security primitives and capabilities to allow sharing storage
devices without requiring security checks at an external
file manager on every request, while Snapdragon [1] uses
self-describing capabilities to verify requests and limit
the blocks a remote client has access to. SNAD [46] performs both tenant authentication and block encryption at
the storage server to restrict unauthorized accesses.
Partitioned Data Stores: VoltDB [63] and MICA [43]
are both examples of shared-nothing in-memory data
stores, which explore vertical partitioning of hardware
resources to allow all operations to proceed without expensive cross-core coordination. Architecturally, the percore runtimes in Decibel resemble those in these systems
with the addition of persistent storage devices and the associated datapath services.
Chronos [36] is a more general framework for partitioning applications by running several independent instances in parallel, fronted by a load balancer aware of
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the instance to partitioning mapping that can route requests accordingly.
Application Managed Flash: Several recent research
storage systems have proposed using open-channel SSDs
for more predictable performance [42, 7, 29, 58]. These
devices expose internal flash channels, dies, and planes
to the system and allow for application-managed software FTLs and custom bookkeeping policies. Of these
systems, Flashblox has demonstrated that providing
strong isolation and supporting multiple latency classes
on a shared SCM requires extending full system partitioning to within the device. By binding device channels
and dies directly to tenants in hardware and providing
per-tenant accounting for garbage collection, it removes
multiple sources of performance interference and maintains low tail latencies in the face of competing tenants.
Application-managed flash is largely complementary to
Decibel and focuses largely on providing better and more
flexible implementations of services currently provided
by the FTL. These systems intentionally maintain a familiar block-like presentation for convenience and, as
such, Decibel could integrate with such systems to provide strong end-to-end performance isolation.

6 Conclusion
SCMs represent orders of magnitude changes to the
throughput, latency, and density of datacenter storage,
and have caused a reconsideration in how storage is presented, managed, and accessed within modern datacenters. Decibel responds to the performance realities of
SCMs by providing dVols to delegate storage to tenants
within fully disaggregated storage architectures. dVols
focus exclusively on virtualizing storage and isolating
multiple tenants while ensuring that the storage is accompanied with a committed amount of compute and
network resources to provide tenants with predictable,
low-latency access to data.
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Figure 1: Physical layout of (a) operations on a (b) table stored in a
(c) N O SQL data store (d) Shared log systems [9, 10] and (e) vCorfu.

Introduction

Most data stores make a trade-off between scalability, or
the ability of a system to be resized to meet the demands
of a workload and consistency, which requires that operations on a system return predictable results. The proliferation of cloud services has led developers to insist on
scalable data stores. To meet that demand, a new class of
data stores known as N O SQL emerged which partition
data, favoring scalability over strong consistency guarantees. While partitioning enables N O SQL stores operate at cloud-scale, it makes operations that are simple
in traditional data stores (e.g. modifying multiple items
atomically) difficult if not impossible in N O SQL stores.
Systems based on distributed shared logs [9, 10, 11,
40, 41] can address the scalability–consistency tradeoff.
Instead of partitioning based on data contents as N O SQL
stores do, these systems employ state machine replication (SMR) [27] and achieve scale-out by partitioning
based on the order of updates. Since the log provides
a single source of ground truth for ordering, shared logs
offer a number of attractive properties such as strong consistency and global snapshots.
Shared logs, however, are not without drawbacks. In
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(c) NoSQL Data Store

Replicas →

This paper presents vCorfu, a strongly consistent cloudscale object store built over a shared log. vCorfu augments the traditional replication scheme of a shared log
to provide fast reads and leverages a new technique, composable state machine replication, to compose large state
machines from smaller ones, enabling the use of state
machine replication to be used to efficiently in huge data
stores. We show that vCorfu outperforms Cassandra, a
popular state-of-the art N O SQL stores while providing
strong consistency (opacity, read-own-writes), efficient
transactions, and global snapshots at cloud scale.

(b) table

0) log(alice, 6am)
1) log(nancy, 8am)
2) log(nancy, 3pm)
3) log(alice, 6pm)

contrast to N O SQL, clients cannot simply “read” the latest data: the log only stores updates. Instead, clients play
the log, reading and processing the log sequentially to
update their own in-memory views. Playback can easily
become a bottleneck: a client may process many updates
which are irrelevant to the servicing of a request, dramatically increasing latencies when the system is under load.
Figure 1 shows an example in which a client interested
in reading Alice’s last login time must read updates to
other users to find and retrieve the most recent login. As
a result, many shared log systems either target metadata
services [10] with minimal state and client load, or delegate playback to an intermediate server [9, 11], further
increasing latency.
This paper presents vCorfu, which makes distributed,
shared log based systems applicable to a much broader
array of settings by combining the consistency benefits of
a shared log like Corfu [9] and Tango [10] with the locality advantages of scattered logs like Kafka [26] and Kinesis [30]. vCorfu is a cloud-scale, distributed object store.
At the core of vCorfu is a scalable, virtualized shared
log. The key innovation in vCorfu’s log is materialization, which divides a single log into virtual logs called
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materialized streams. Unlike streams proposed in previous systems [10], which support only sequential reads,
materialized streams support fast, fully random reads,
because all updates for a stream can be accessed from
a single partition. This design enables log replicas to use
SMR to service requests directly, relieving the burden of
playback from clients. Like other shared log systems,
vCorfu supports strong consistency, linearizable reads
and transactions, but the locality advantages of materialization enable vCorfu to scale to thousands of clients.
vCorfu also leverages a sequencer to implement a fast,
lightweight transaction manager and can execute readonly transactions without introducing conflicts. A novel
technique called composable state machine replication
(CSMR) enables vCorfu to store huge objects while still
allowing client queries to be expressed using a familiar
object-based model.
We make the following contributions:
• We present the design and architecture of vCorfu,
a cloud-scale distributed object store built on a
shared log. vCorfu’s novel materialization technique enables reads without playback while maintaining strong consistency and high availability.
• We show that vCorfu’s innovative design provides
the same strong consistency guarantees as shared
log designs while enabling scalability and performance that is competitive with, and often better than
current N O SQL systems.
• We demonstrate that by conditionally issuing tokens, our sequencer performs lightweight transaction resolution, relieving clients of the burden of resolving transactions.
• We evaluate vCorfu against a popular
N O SQL store, Cassandra, and show that vCorfu is
just as fast for writes and much faster at reads, even
while providing stronger consistency guarantees
and advanced features such as transactions.
• We describe CSMR, a technique which enables efficient storage of huge objects by composition of a
large state machine from smaller component state
machines. vCorfu can store and support operations
against 10GB YCSB! [16] database without sacrificing the strong consistency afforded by SMR.

2
2.1

Background
Data Stores

Modern web applications rely heavily on multi-tiered architecture to enable systems in which components may
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be scaled or upgraded independently. Traditional architectures consist of three layers: a front-end which
communicates to users, an application tier with stateless
logic, and a data tier, where state is held. This organization enabled early web applications to scale easily
because stateless front-end and application tiers enable
scaling horizontally in the application tier with the addition of more application servers or vertically in the data
tier by upgrading to more powerful database servers.
As more and more applications move to cloud execution environments, system and application designers
face increasingly daunting scalability requirements in
the common case. At the same time, the end of Dennard scaling [21] leaves system builders unable to rely
on performance improvements from the hardware: vertical scaling at the data tier is no longer feasible in most
settings. As a consequence, modern cloud-scale systems generally trade off reduced functionality and programmability for scalability and performance at the data
tier. A new class of N O SQL data stores [1, 4, 12, 14, 18,
26] has emerged, which achieve cloud-scale by relaxing
consistency, eliding transaction support, and restricting
query and programming models.
A severe consequence of this trend is an increased
burden on programmers. In practice, programmers of
modern cloud systems are forced to cobble together
tools and components to restore missing functionality
when it is needed. For example, a lock server such
as ZooKeeper [23] is often used in conjunction with a
N O SQL store to implement atomic operations. Programmers commonly implement auxiliary indexes to
support queries, typically with relaxed consistency since
the auxilliary index is not maintained by the data store.

2.2

Scalable Shared Logs

Shared logs have been used to provide highly faulttolerant distributed data stores since the 1980s [36, 38].
Logs are an extremely powerful tool for building strongly
consistent systems, since data is never overwritten, only
appended, which yields a total order over concurrent
modifications to the log. Early shared logs had limited
scalability, as all appends must be serialized through a
single server, quickly becoming an I/O bottleneck.
More recent shared log designs [9, 10, 11, 40, 41] address this scalability limitation to varying degrees. For
example, the Corfu protocol [9] leverages a centralized
sequencer which is not part of the I/O path, yielding a
design in which append throughput is only limited by the
speed in which a sequencer can issue log addresses.
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Figure 2: The architecture of vCorfu. Solid lines highlight the write
path, while dotted lines highlight the read path. Thin lines indicate
control operations outside of the I/O path.

2.3

State Machine Replication

Most shared log systems use state machine replication
(SMR) [37] which relies on the log’s total ordering of
appends to implement an abstraction layer over the log.
Data stored on the log is modeled as a state machine.
Clients modify data by appending updates to the log and
read data by traversing the log and applying those updates in order to an in-memory view. This approach enables strong consistency, and significantly simplifies support for transactions over multiple data items [10, 11].
The achilles’ heel of shared log systems, however, is
playback. To service any request, a client must read every single update and apply it to in-memory state, regardless of whether the request has any dependency on
those updates. In practice, this has limited the applicability of shared log systems to settings characterized by
few clients or small global state [9], such as metadata services [10, 40]. In contrast, data tiers in typical web applications manage state at a scale that may make traditional
playback prohibitively expensive. Worse, in systems relying on stateless application tiers, naı̈ve use of shared
logs induces a playback requirement to reconstruct state
for every request. The goal of vCorfu is to eliminate
these limitations, enabling SMR with shared logs over
large state and without client playback overheads.

3

vCorfu Stream Store

vCorfu implements a shared log abstraction that removes
the overhead and limitations of shared logs, enabling
playback that does not force a client to playback potentially irrelevant updates. vCorfu virtualizes the log using a novel technique called stream materialization. Unlike streams in Tango, which are merely tags within a
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Operation
read(laddresses)
read(stream, saddresses)

append(stream, data)
check(stream)
trim(stream, saddresses,
prefix)
fillhole(laddress)

Description
Get the data stored at log address(es).
Read from a stream at
stream address(es).
Append data to stream.
Get the last address issued to a stream.
Release all entries with
stream address < pre f ix.
Invoke hole-filling for log address.

Table 1: Core operations supported by the vCorfu shared log.

shared log, materialized streams are a first class abstraction which supports random and bulk reads just like scattered logs like Kafka [26] and Kinesis [30], but with all
the consistency benefits of a shared log like Corfu [9] and
Tango [10].
The vCorfu stream store architecture is shown in Figure 2. In vCorfu, data are written to materialized streams,
and data entries receive monotonically increasing tokens
on both a global log and on individual streams from a
sequencer server. The sequencer can issue tokens conditionally to enable fast optimistic transaction resolution,
as described in Section 4. vCorfu writes data in the form
of updates to both log replicas and stream replicas, each
of which are indexed differently. This design replicates
data for durability, but enables access to that data with
different keys, similar to Replex [39]. The advantage is
that clients can directly read the latest version of a stream
simply by contacting the stream replica.
A layout service maintains the mapping from log and
stream addresses to replicas. Log replicas and stream
replicas in vCorfu contain different sets of updates, as
shown in Figure 1. The log replicas store updates by their
(global) log address, and stream replicas by their stream
addresses. The replication protocol in vCorfu dynamically builds replication chains based on the global log
offset, the streams which are written to, and the streams
offsets. Subsequent sections consider the design and implementation of materialized streams in more detail.
vCorfu is elastic and scalable: replicas may be added
or removed from the system at any time. The sequencer,
because it merely issues tokens, does not become an
I/O bottleneck. Reconfiguration is triggered simply by
changing the active layout. Finally, vCorfu is fault tolerant - data which is stored in vCorfu can tolerate a limited
number of failures based on the arrangement and number
of replicas in the system, and recovery is handled similar
to the mechanism in Replex [39]. Generally, vCorfu can
tolerate the failures as long as a log replica and stream
replica do not fail simultaneously. Stream replicas can be
reconstructed from the aggregate of the log replicas, and
log replicas can be reconstructed by scanning through all
stream replicas.
Operationally, stream materialization divides a single
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"sequencers": 10.0.0.1,
"segments": {
"start" : 0,
"log" : [[ 10.0.1.1 ], [ 10.0.1.2 ]],
"stream" : [[ 10.0.2.1 ], [ 10.0.2.2 ]] ] }
Figure 3: An example layout. Updates are partitioned by their stream
id and the log offset; a simple partitioning function mods these values
with respect to the number of replicas. An update to stream 0 at log
address 1 would be written to 10.0.1.2 and 10.0.2.1, while an update to
stream 1 at log address 3 would be written to 10.0.1.2 and 10.0.2.2.

global log into materialized streams, which support logging operations: append, random and bulk reads, trim,
check and fillhole; the full API is shown in Table 1. Each
materialized stream maps to an object in vCorfu, and
each stream stores an ordered history of modifications
to that object, following the SMR [37] paradigm.
3.1

Fully Elastic Layout

In vCorfu, a mapping called a layout describes how
offsets in the global log or in a given materialized
stream map to replicas. A vCorfu client runtime must
obtain a copy of the most current layout to determine
which replica(s) to interact with. Each layout is stamped
with an epoch number. Replicas will reject requests from
clients with a stale epoch. A Paxos-based protocol [27]
ensures that all replicas agree on the current layout. An
example layout is shown in Figure 3. Layouts work like
leases on the log: a client request with the wrong layout (and wrong epoch number) will be rejected by replicas. The layout enables clients to safely contact a stream
replica directly for the latest update to a stream.
3.2

Appending to vCorfu materialized streams

A client appending to a materialized stream (or streams)
first obtains the current layout and makes a request to the
sequencer with a stream id. The sequencer returns both
a log token, which is a pointer to the next address in the
global log, and a stream token, which is a pointer to the
next address in the stream. Using these tokens and the
layout, the client determines the set of replicas to write
to.
In contrast to traditional designs, replica sets in
vCorfu are dynamically arranged during appends. For
fault tolerance, each entry is replicated on two replica
types: the first indexed by the address in the log (the log
replica), and the second by the combination of the stream
id and the stream address (the stream replica). To perform a write, the client writes to the log replica first, then
to the stream replica. If a replica previously accepted
a write to a given address, the write is rejected and the
client must retry with a new log token. Once the client
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Figure 4: Normal write path of a vCorfu log write, which takes four
roundtrips: one for token acquisition, two for writing to each replica
(and committing at the stream replica), and one to send a commit message to the log replica.

writes to both replicas, it commits the write by broadcasting a commit message to each replica it accessed (except
the final replica, since the final write is already committed). Replicas will only serve reads for committed data.
This enables stream replicas to provide a dense materialized stream, without holes. The write path of a client,
which takes four roundtrips in normal operation is shown
in Figure 4. A server-driven variant where the log replica
writes to the stream replica takes 6 messages; we leave
implementation of this variant for future work.
3.3

Atomically appending to multiple streams

The primary benefit of materialized streams is that they
provide an abstraction of independent logs while maintaining a total global order over all appends. This enables
vCorfu to support atomic writes across streams, which
form the basic building block for supporting transactions.
To append to multiple streams atomically, the client
obtains a log token and stream tokens for each stream
it wishes to append to. The client first writes to the log
replica using the log token. Then, the client writes to the
stream replica of each stream (multiple streams mapped
to the same replica are written together so each replica
is visited only once). The client then sends a commit
message to each participating replica (the commit and
write are combined for the last replica in the chain). The
resulting write is ordered in the log by a single log token,
but multiple stream tokens.
3.4

Properties of the vCorfu Stream Store

Materialized streams are a first class abstraction in
vCorfu, unlike streams in Tango [10] which are merely
tags within a shared log. Materialized streams strike
a balance that combines the global consistency advantages of shared logs with the locality advantages of dis-
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tributed data platforms. Specifically, these properties enable vCorfu to effectively support SMR at scale:
The global log is a single source of scalability, consistency, durability and history. One may wonder, why have
log replicas at all, if all we care to read from are materialized streams? First, the global log provides a convenient,
scalable mechanism to obtain a consistent snapshot of
the entire system. This can be used to execute long running read-only transactions, a key part of many analytics
workloads, or a backup utility could constantly scan the
log and move it to cold storage. Second, the log provides
us with a unique level of fault tolerance - even if all the
stream replicas were to fail, vCorfu can fall back to using
the log replicas only, continuing to service requests.
Materialized streams are true virtual logs, unlike
streams. Tango streams enable clients to selectively consume a set of updates in a shared log. Clients read
sequentially from streams using a readNext() call,
which returns the next entry in the stream. Tango clients
cannot randomly read from anywhere in stream because
streams are implemented using a technique called backpointers: each entry in a stream points to the previous
entry, inducing a requirement for sequential traversal.
Materializing the stream removes this restriction: since
clients have access to a replica which contains all the updates for a given stream, clients can perform all the functions they would call on a log, including a random read
given a stream address, or a bulk read of an entire stream.
This support is essential if clients randomly read from
different streams, as backpointers would require reading
each stream from the tail in order.
vCorfu avoids backpointers, which pose performance,
concurrency and recovery issues. Backpointers can result in performance degradation when concurrent clients
are writing to the log and a timeout occurs, causing a hole
filling protocol to be invoked [9]. Since holes have no
backpointers, timeouts force a linear scan of the log, with
a cost proportional to the number of streams in the log.
Tango mitigates this problem by keeping the number of
streams low and storing multiple backpointers, which has
significant overhead because the sequencer must maintain a queue for each stream. Furthermore, backpointers
significantly complicate recovery: if the sequencer fails,
the entire log must be read to determine the most recent
writes to each stream. vCorfu instead relies on stream
replicas, which contain a complete copy of updates for
each stream, free of holes thanks to vCorfu’s commit protocol, resorting to a single backpointer only when stream
replicas fail. Sequencer recovery is fast, since stream
replicas can be queried for the most recent update.
Stream replicas may handle playback and directly
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serve requests. In most shared log designs, clients must
consume updates, which are distributed and sharded for
performance. The log itself cannot directly serve requests because no single storage unit for the log contains
all the updates necessary to service a request. Stream
replicas in vCorfu, however, contain all the updates for
a particular stream, so a stream replica can playback updates locally and directly service requests to clients, a
departure from the traditional client-driven shared log
paradigm. This removes the burden of playback from
clients and avoids the playback bottleneck of previous
shared log designs [10, 11].
Garbage collection is greatly simplified. In Tango,
clients cannot trim (release entries for garbage collection) streams directly. Instead, they must read the stream
to determine which log addresses should be released, and
issue trim calls for each log address, which can be a
costly operation if many entries are to be released. In
vCorfu, clients issue trim commands to stream replicas,
which release storage locally and issue trim commands
to the global log. Clients may also delegate the task of
garbage collection directly to a stream replica.

4

The vCorfu Architecture

vCorfu presents itself as an object store to applications.
Developers interact with objects stored in vCorfu and
a client library, which we refer to as the vCorfu runtime, provides consistency and durability by manipulating and appending to the vCorfu stream store. Today, the
vCorfu runtime supports Java, but we envision supporting many other languages in the future.
The vCorfu runtime is inspired by the Tango [10] runtime, which provides a similar distributed object abstraction in C++. On top of the features provided by Tango,
such as linearizable reads and transactions, vCorfu leverages Java language features which greatly simplify writing vCorfu objects. Developers may store arbitrary Java
objects in vCorfu, we only require that the developer provide a serialization method and to annotate the object
to indicate which methods read or mutate the object, as
shown in Figure 5.
Like Tango, vCorfu fully supports transactions over
objects with stronger semantics than most distributed
data stores, thanks to inexpensive global snapshots provided by the log. In addition, vCorfu also supports
transactions involving objects not in the runtime’s local
memory (case D, §4.1 in [10]), opacity [22], which ensures that transactions never observe inconsistent state,
and read-own-writes which greatly simplifies concurrent
programming. Unlike Tango, the vCorfu runtime never
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class User {
String name; String password;
DateTime lastLogin; DateTime lastLogout;
@Accessor
public String getName() {
return name;}
@MutatorAccessor
public boolean login(String pass, DateTime time){
if (password.equals(pass)) {
lastLogin = time;
return true;}
return false;}
@Mutator
public void logout(DateTime time) {
lastLogout = time;}}

Figure 5: A Java object stored in vCorfu. @Mutator indicates that the
method modifies the object, @Accessor indicates the method reads the
object, and @MutatorAccessor indicates the object reads and modifies
the object.

needs to resolve whether transactional entries in the log
have succeeded thanks to a lightweight transaction mechanism provided by the sequencer.
4.1

vCorfu Runtime

To interact with vCorfu as an object store, clients load
the vCorfu runtime, a library which manages interactions
with the vCorfu stream store. Developers never interact
with the store directly, instead, the runtime manipulates
the store whenever an object is accessed or modified. The
runtime provides each client with a view of objects stored
in vCorfu, and these views are synchronized through the
vCorfu stream store.
The runtime provides three functions to clients:
open(), which retrieves a in-memory view of an object
stored in the log, TXbegin(), which starts a transaction, and TXend(), which commits a transaction.
4.2

vCorfu Objects

As we described earlier, vCorfu objects can be arbitrary
Java objects such as the one shown in Figure 5. Objects
map to a stream, which stores updates to that object.
Like many shared log systems, we use state machine
replication (SMR) [27] to provide strongly consistent accesses to objects. When a method annotated with @Mutator or @MutatorAccessor is called, the runtime serializes the method call and appends it to the objects’
stream first. When an @Accessor or @MutatorAccessor
is called, the runtime reads all the updates to that stream,
and applies those updates to the object’s state before returning. In order for SMR to work, each mutator must be
deterministic (a call to random() or new Date() is
not supported). Many method calls can be easily refactored to take non-deterministic calls as a parameter, as
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shown in the login method in Figure 5.
The SMR technique extracts several important properties from the vCorfu stream store. First, the log acts as a
source of consistency: every change to an object is totally
ordered by the sequencer, and every access to an object
reflects all updates which happen before it. Second, the
log is a source of durability, since every object can be
reconstructed simply by playing back all the updates in
the log. Finally, the log is a source of history, as previous versions of the object can be obtained by limiting
playback to the desired position.
Each object can be referred to by the id of the stream
it is stored in. Stream ids are 128 bits, and we provide a
standardized hash function so that objects can be stored
using human-readable strings (i.e., “person-1”).
vCorfu clients call open() with the stream id and an
object type to obtain a view of that object. The client also
specifies whether the view should be local, which means
that the object state is stored in-memory locally, or remote, which means that the stream replica will store the
state and apply updates remotely (this is enabled by the
remote class loading feature of Java). Local views are
similar to objects in Tango [10] and especially powerful
when the client will read an object frequently throughout the lifespan of a view: if the object has not changed,
the runtime only performs a quick check() call to verify no other client has modified the object, and if it has,
the runtime applies the relevant updates. Remote views,
on the other hand, are useful when accesses are infrequent, the state of the object is large, or when there are
many remote updates to the object - instead of having
to playback and store the state of the object in-memory,
the runtime simply delegates to the stream replica, which
services the request with the same consistency as a local
view. To ensure that it can rapidly service requests, the
stream replicas generate periodic checkpoints. Finally,
the client can optionally specify a maximum position to
open the view to, which enables the client to access the
history, version or snapshot of an object. Clients may
have multiple views of the same object: for example, a
client may have a local view of the present state of the
object with a remote view of a past version of the object,
enabling the client to operate against a snapshot.
4.3

Transactions in vCorfu

Transactions enable developers to issue multiple operations which either succeed or fail atomically. Transactions are a pain point for partitioned data stores since a
transaction may span across multiple partitions, requiring locking or schemes such as 2PL [32] or MVCC [35]
to achieve consistency.
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vCorfu leverages atomic multi-stream appends and
global snapshots provided by the log, and exploits the
sequencer as a lightweight transaction manager. Transaction execution is optimistic, similar to transactions in
shared log systems [10, 11]. However, since our sequencer supports conditional token issuance, we avoid
polluting the log with transactional aborts.
To execute a transaction, a client informs the runtime
that it wishes to enter a transactional context by calling
TXBegin(). The client obtains the most recently issued log token once from the sequencer and begins optimistic execution by modifying reads to read from a
snapshot at that point. Writes are buffered into a write
buffer. When the client ends the transaction by calling
TXEnd(), the client checks if there are any writes in the
write buffer. If there are not, then the client has successfully executed a read-only transaction and ends transactional execution. If there are writes in the write buffer,
the client informs the sequencer of the log token it used
and the streams which will be affected by the transaction.
If the streams have not changed, the sequencer issues
log and stream tokens to the client, which commits the
transaction by writing the write buffer. Otherwise, the sequencer issues no token and the transaction is aborted by
the client without writing an entry into the log. This important optimization ensures only committed entries are
written, so that when a client encounters a transactional
commit entry, it may treat it as any other update. In other
shared log systems [10, 11, 40], each client must determine whether a commit record succeeds or aborts, either
by running the transaction locally or looking for a decision record. In vCorfu, we have designed transactional
support to be as general as possible and to minimize the
amount of work that clients must perform to determine
the result of a transaction. We treat each object as an
opaque object, since fine-grained conflict resolution (for
example, determining if two updates to different keys in
a map conflict) would either require the client resolve
conflicts or a much more heavyweight sequencer.
Opacity is ensured by always operating against the
same global snapshot, leveraging the history provided by
the log. Opacity [22] is a stronger guarantee than strict
serializability as opacity prevents programmers from observing inconsistent state (e.g. a divide-by-zero error
when system invariants prevent such a state from occuring). Since global snapshots are expensive in partitioned
systems, these systems [1, 2, 3, 4] typically provide only
a weaker guarantee, allowing programs to observe inconsistent state but guaranteeing that such transactions will
be aborted. Read-own-writes is another property which
vCorfu provides: transactional reads will also apply any
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writes in the write buffer. Many other systems [1, 4, 10]
do not provide this property since it requires writes to be
applied to data items. The SMR paradigm, however, enables vCorfu to generate the result of a write in-memory,
simplifying transactional programming.
vCorfu fully supports nested transactions, where a
transaction may begin and end within a transaction.
Whenever transaction nesting occurs, vCorfu buffers
each transaction’s write set and the transaction takes the
timestamp of the outermost transaction.
4.4

Querying Objects

vCorfu supports several mechanisms for finding and retrieving objects. First, a developer can use vCorfu like
a traditional key-value store just by using the stream id
for object as a key. We also support a much richer query
model: a set of collections, which resemble the Java collections are provided for programmers to store and access objects in. These collections are objects just like
any other vCorfu object, so developers are free to implement their own collection. Developers can take advantage of multiple views on the same collection: for
instance a List can be viewed as a Queue or a Stack
simultaneously. Some of the collections we provide include a List, Queue, Stack, Map, and RangeMap.
Collections, however, tend to be very large objects
which are highly contended. In the next section, we discuss composable state machine replication, a technique
which allows vCorfu to build a collection out of multiple
objects.

5

Composable State Machine Replication

In vCorfu, objects may be composed of other objects, a
technique which we refer to as composable state machine
replication (CSMR). The simplest example of CSMR is
a hash map composed of multiple hash maps, but much
more sophisticated objects can be created.
Composing SMR objects has several important advantages. First, CSMR divides the state of a single object
into several smaller objects, which reduces the amount
of state stored at each stream. Second, smaller objects
reduce contention and false sharing, providing for higher
concurrency. Finally, CSMR resembles how data structures are constructed in memory - this allows us to apply
standard data structure principles to vCorfu. For example, a B-tree constructed using CSMR would result in a
structure with O(log n) time complexity for search, insert
and delete operations. This opens a plethora of familiar
data structures to developers.
Programmers manipulate CSMR objects just as they
would any other vCorfu object. A CSMR object starts
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class CSMRMap<K,V> implements Map<K,V> {
final int numBuckets;
int getChildNumber(Object k) {
int hashCode = lubyRackoff(k.hashCode());
return Math.abs(hashCode % numBuckets);}
SMRMap<K,V> getChild(int partition) {
return open(getStreamID() + partition);}
V get(K key) {
return getChild(getChildNumber(key)).get(key);}
@TransactionalMethod(readOnly = true)
int size() {
int total = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < numBuckets; i++) {
total += getChild(i).size();}
return total;}
@TransactionalMethod
void clear() {
for (int i = 0; i < numBuckets; i++) {
total += getChild(i).clear();}}}

Figure 6: A CSMR Java Map in vCorfu. @TransactionalMethod indicates that the method must be executed transactionally.

with a base object, which defines the interface that a developer will use to access the object. An example of a
CSMR hash map is shown in Figure 6. The base object
manipulates child objects, which store the actual data.
Child objects may reuse standard vCorfu objects, like a
hash map, or they may be custom-tailored for the CSMR
object, like a B-tree node.
In the example CSMR map shown in Figure 6, the object shown is the base object and the child objects are
standard SMR maps (backed by a hash map). The number of buckets is set at creation in the numBuckets
variable. Two functions, getChildNumber() and
getChild() help the base object locate child objects
deterministically. In our CSMR map, we use the LubyRakoff [28] algorithm to obtain an improved key distribution over the standard Java hashCode() function.
Most operations such as get and put operate as before, and the base object needs to only select the correct
child to operate on. However, some operations such as
size() and clear() touch all child objects. These
methods are annotated with @TransactionalObject so
that under the hood, the vCorfu runtime uses transactions
to make sure objects are modified atomically and read
from a consistent snapshot. The vCorfu log provides fast
access to snapshots of arbitrary objects, and the ability
to open remote views, which avoids the cost of playback,
enables clients to quickly traverse CSMR objects without
reading many updates or storing large local state.
In a more complex CSMR object, such as our CSMR
B-tree, the base object and the child object may have
completely different interfaces. In the case of the B-tree,
the base object presents a map-like interface, while the
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child objects are nodes which contain either keys or references to other child objects. Unlike a traditional Btree, every node in the CSMR B-tree is versioned like
any other object in vCorfu. CSMR takes advantage of
this versioning when storing a reference to a child object:
instead of storing a static pointer to particular versions of
node, as in a traditional B-tree, references in vCorfu are
dynamic. Normally, references point to the latest version
of an object, but they may point to any version during
a snapshotted read, allowing the client to read a consistent version of even the most sophisticated CSMR objects. With dynamic pointers, all pointers are implicitly
updated when an object is updated, avoiding a problem in
traditional trees, where an update to a single child node
can cause an update cascade requiring all pointers up to
the root to be explicitly updated, known as the recursive
update problem [42].

6

Evaluation

Our test system consists of sixteen 12 core machines running Linux (v4.4.0-38) with 96GB RAM and 10G NICs
on each node with a single switch. The average latency
measured by ping (56 data bytes) between two hosts is
0.18±0.01 ms when the system is idle. All benchmarks
are done in-memory, with persistence disabled. Due to
the performance limitations and overheads from Java and
serialization, our system was CPU-bound and none of
our tests were able to saturate the NIC (the maximum
bandwidth we achieved from a single node was 1Gb/s,
with 4KB writes).
Our evaluation is driven by the following questions:
• What advantages to we obtain by materializing
streams? (§ 6.1)
• Do remote views offer N O SQL-like performance
with the global consistency of a shared log? (§ 6.2)
• How does the sequencer act as a lightweight, lockfree transaction manager and offer inexpensive
read-only transactions? (§ 6.3)
• How does CSMR keep state machines small, while
reducing contention and false conflicts? (§ 6.4)
6.1

vCorfu Stream Store

The design of vCorfu relies on performant materialization. To show that materializing streams is efficient, we
implement streams using backpointers in vCorfu with
chain replication, similar to the implementation described in Tango [10].
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Figure 8: vCorfu enables quick reading of streams. Shaded bars are
runs with vCorfu, while white bars represent backpointers. We test
with 32, 1K and 100K streams, the number under the bars denotes the
number of entries per stream.

For these tests, in order to compare vCorfu with a with
a chain replication-based protocol, we use a symmetrical configuration for vCorfu, with an equal number of
log replicas and stream replicas. For the backpointer implementation, we use chain replication (i.e. log replicas
only), but with the same number of total replicas as the
comparison vCorfu system. Our backpointer implementation only stores a single backpointer per entry while
Tango uses 4 backpointers. Multiple backpointers are
only used to reduce the probability that a linear scan - in
tests involving Tango, we disable hole-filling for a fair
comparison, except in Figure 9.
The primary drawback of materialization is that it requires writing a commit message, which results in extra
messages proportional to the number of streams affected.
We characterize the overhead with a microbenchmark
that appends 32B entries, varying the number of streams
and logging units. Figure 7 shows that writing a commit
bit imposes about a 40% penalty on writes, compared
to a backpointer based protocol which does not have to
send commit messages. However, write throughput continues to scale as we increase the number of replicas, so
the bottleneck in both schemes is the rate in which the
sequencer can hand out tokens, not the commit protocol.
Now we highlight the power of materializing streams.
Figure 8 shows the performance of reading an entire
stream with a varying number of 32B entries and streams
in the log. The 100K stream case uses significantly fewer
entries, reflecting our expectation that CSMR objects
will increase the number of streams while decreasing the
number of entries per stream. As the number of streams
and entries increase, vCorfu greatly outperforms backpointers thanks to the ability to perform a single bulk
read, whereas backpointers must traverse the log back-
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Figure 10: Append and read throughput of a local view during stream
replica failure. On the dotted line, we fail a single stream replica. Append throughput increases because the replication factor has now decreased, while read throughput remains constant.

wards before being able to serve a single read.
When hole-filling occurs due to client timeouts, backpointers perform very poorly, falling back to a scan because the hole fill does not contain backpointers resulting in a linear scan of the log. Figure 9 examines the
number of log entries a backpointer implementation may
have to read as a result of a hole. To populate this test,
we use 256 clients which randomly select a stream to
append a 32B entry to. We then generate a hole, varying the number of streams in the log, and measure the
number of entries that the client must seek through. The
backpointer implementation cannot do bulk reads, and
reading each entry takes about 0.3 ms. The median time
to read a stream with a hole takes only 210ms with 32
streams, but jumps to 14.8 and 39.6 seconds with 100K
and 500k streams, respectively. vCorfu avoids this issue
altogether because stream replicas manage holes.
Finally, Figure 10 shows that vCorfu performance
degrades gracefully when a stream replica fails, and
vCorfu switches to using the log replicas instead. We instantiate two local views on the same object, and fail the
stream replica hosting the object at t = 29.5s. The system takes about a millisecond to detect this failure and
reconfigure into degraded mode. The append throughput
almost doubles, since the replication factor has decreased
while the read throughput stays about the same, falling
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Name
Load
A
B
C
D
E
F

Workload
100% Insert
50% Read/50% Update
95% Read/5% Update
100% Read
95% Read/5% Insert
95% Scan/5% Insert
50% Read/50% Read-Modify

Description
Propagating Database
Session Store
Photo Tagging
User Profile Cache
User Status Updates
Threaded Conversations
User Database

●
●

●

LocalView
RemoteView

●
●

5K

10K

Table 2: YCSB workloads.
TX per sec

Next, we examine the power of remote views. We first
show that remote views address the playback bottleneck:
In Figure 11, we append to a single local view and increase the number of clients reading from their own
local views. As the number of views increases, read
throughput decreases because each view must playback
the stream and read every update. Once read throughput is saturated readers are unable to keep up with the
updates in the system and read latency skyrockets: with
just 32 clients, the read latency jumps to above one second. With a remote view, the stream replica takes care
of playback and even with 1K clients is able to maintain
read throughput and millisecond latency.
We then substantiate our claim that remote views offer
performance comparable to many N O SQL data stores.
In Figure 12, we run the popular Yahoo! cloud serving benchmark with Cassandra [1] (v 2.1.9), a popular
distributed key-value store, as well as the backpointerbased implementation of vCorfu described in the previous section. In vCorfu, we implement a key-value
store using the CSMR map described in Section 5 with
a bucket size of 1024, and configure the system in a
symmetrical configuration with 12 replicas and a chain
length of 2. Since the Java map interface returns the previous key (a read-modify-write), we implement a special fastPut() method, which does a write without
performing a read. For Cassandra, we configure 12
nodes with a replication factor of 2, SimpleStrategy
replica placement, a consistency level of ALL and select
the MurMur3Partitioner [24]. We turn off synchronous writes to the commit log in Cassandra by setting durable_writes to false. The workloads exercised by YCSB are described in Table 2. We configure
YCSB with the default 1KB entry size.
vCorfu exhibits comparable write performance to Cassandra - showing that the overhead of the sequencer is
low, since both Cassandra and vCorfu must write to two
replicas synchronously. However, for reads, Cassandra
must read from both replicas in order to not return stale
updates, while vCorfu can service the read from the log
replica. This leads to significant performance degradation for Cassandra on most of the read-dominated workloads in YCSB. In fact, even with an extra read, Cassandra does not provide the same consistency guarantees as
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Figure 13: Snapshot transaction performance. The number of snapshot
transactions supported scales with the number of client views.

vCorfu as cross-partition reads in Cassandra can still be
inconsistent.
6.3

Transactions

We claimed that vCorfu supports fast efficient transactions through materialization and harnessing the sequencer as a fast, lightweight transaction manager. We
demonstrate this by first examining the performance of
read-only transactions, and then compare our optimistic
and fast-locking transaction design to other transactional
systems.
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Figure 15: Advertising analytics workload. The system exhibits consistent write performance with a long-running read-only transaction.

We begin our analysis of read-only transactions by
running a microbenchmark to show that snapshot transactions scale with the number of clients in vCorfu. In
Figure 13, we run snapshot transactions against the
YCSB populated database in the previous section with
both local views and remote views. Each transaction selects a random snapshot (log offset) to run against, and
reads 3 keys. Local views suffer from having to playback the log on each read (they currently do not utilize
the snapshots generated by the stream replicas), and can
only sustain a few hundred operations per second, while
remote views take advantage of the stream replicas ability to perform playback and sustain nearly 10K transactions/s, and scales with the number of clients.
Next, we compare read only transactions to a 2PL approach taken by many N O SQL systems. We use the
same Cassandra cluster as in the previous section with
a single node ZooKeeper lock service (v 3.4.6) and compare against vCorfu. In the 2PL case, a client acquires
locks from ZooKeeper and releases them when the transaction commits. Objects can be locked either for read or
for writes, To prevent deadlock, if a transaction cannot
acquire all locks, it releases them and aborts the transaction. We use a single writer which selects 10 entries
at random to update, and set the target write transaction
rate at 5K op/s, and populate each system with 100K
objects. We then add an increasing number of reader
threads, each which read 10 entries at random. Figure 14
shows that as the number of readers increase, so does the
abort rate for the writer thread in the 2PL case, until at
200 concurrent readers, where the abort rate is 92% and
the writer thread only can perform a few hundred op/s. In
vCorfu, read-only transactions never conflict with other
transactions in the system, so the writer throughput remains constant.
We then evaluate vCorfu using a benchmark which
models a real-world advertising analytics workload. In
this workload, a database tracks the number of views on
web pages. Each view contains a small amount of data,
including the IP address, and x,y coordinates of each
click. Each web page is modeled as an vCorfu object,
and the pages views are constantly recorded by a simulator which generates 10K page views/sec. The database
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tracks a total of 10K pages. We then run a long-running
analytics thread, which for 30 minutes, runs a read-only
snapshot which iterates over all the web pages, changing
the snapshot it is running against every iteration. In Figure 15, we show that running the analytics thread has no
impact on write throughput or latency of the system.
6.4

CSMR

Next, we investigate the trade-offs afforded by CSMR.
One of the main benefits of CSMR is that it divides large
SMR objects into smaller SMR objects, reducing the cost
of playback, and reducing the burden on stream replicas. In Figure 16 (top), we compare the performance
of initializing a new view and servicing the first read
on a in-memory local view of a traditional SMR map,
and a CSMR map of varying bucket sizes using 1KB entries. We test using both a uniform key distribution and a
skewed Zipf [13] distribution. In a CSMR map, servicing
the first read only requires reading from a single bucket,
and as the number of buckets increases, the number of
updates, and the resulting in-memory state that has to be
held is reduced. With 100MB of updates, the SMR map
takes nearly 10s to open, while the CSMR maps take no
more than 70ms for both the zipf and uniform random
distributions, reflecting a 150× speedup.
In addition to keeping the size of the SMR object
small, dividing the SMR object through CSMR also reduces contention in the presence of concurrency. Since
concurrent writers now touch multiple smaller objects instead of one large object, the chance of conflict is reduced. In Figure 16 (bottom) we compare the abort rate
of SMR maps and CSMR maps as before. We perform a
transaction which performs two reads and a write over
uniformly distributed and zipf distributed keys. Even
with only two concurrent writers, transactions on the
SMR map must abort half the time. With the CSMR map
with 1000 buckets, even with 16 concurrent writers, the
abort rate remains at 2%.
Finally, we examine the cost of CSMR: since the state
machine is divided into many smaller ones, operations
which affect the entire state will touch all the divided
objects. To quantify this cost, Figure 17 performs a clear
operation, followed by a size operation - which requires
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Figure 16: Top: The latency of initializing a local view versus the
number of updates to the object, for different bucket sizes and on a
primitive SMR map. Bottom: The abort rate of optimistic transactions
with varying concurrency and bucket sizes on a primitive SMR map.
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Figure 17: The latency of a clear operation followed by a size operation versus the number of buckets.

a transactional write followed by a transactional read to
all buckets. If this operation is performed using remote
views, the latency remains relatively low, even with 10K
buckets, but can shoot up to almost 30s if a remote view
has to playback entries for all buckets. This shows that
even with a heavily divided object, remote views keep
CSMR efficient even for transactional operations.

7

Related Work

The vCorfu stream store design is inspired by Replex [39] and Hyperdex [20], systems which deviate
from traditional replication by placing replicas according
to multiple indexes. In vCorfu, we use two indexes: one
for the log replicas and the other for a stream replicas.
The unique requirement in vCorfu is that these indexes
will maintain the same relative ordering for entries: two
entries i, j which appear on a stream such that i precedes
j must also appear on the global log with i preceding j.
This requirement is enforced by the dynamic chain replication protocol described in Section 4.
Whereas vCorfu starts with a global shared log as
a source of serialization and virtualizes it, other transactional distributed data platforms do precisely the opposite: They partition data into shards, and build distributed transactions over them. A wide variety of mechanisms were developed for distributed transactions at
scale, some providing weaker semantics than serializability [5, 25], others optimize specific kinds of transactions [6]. The cores of serializable transaction systems
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include variants of two-phase locking [17, 32], a serialization oracle [8, 15], or a two-round distributed ordering protocol [20, 31]. By leveraging both log and
stream replicas, vCorfu provides both the benefits of a
total order and partitioning at the same time. In particular, vCorfu trivially supports lockless read-only transactions. This turns out to be a desirable capability for
long-lived analytics transactions, which has caused considerable added complexity in systems [17, 29].
vCorfu is built around SMR [37], which has been
used both with [10, 11] and without [7, 23] shared logs
to implement strongly consistent services. The SMR
paradigm requires that each replica store a complete copy
of the state, which is impractical for replicating large systems at scale, such as databases. vCorfu takes advantage
of CSMR to logically partition large state machines, and
stream replicas to scale SMR and the shared log to many
clients.
vCorfu also shares similarities to log-structured file
systems such as LFS [34], btrfs [33] and WAFL [19].
These systems suffer from a recursive update problem [42], which can result in significant write amplification and performance degradation. CSMR avoids this
issue, since pointers to vCorfu objects refer to the latest
version of the object, no pointer updates are required.

8

Conclusion

Driving transacional data platforms over a shared log is
a well understood paradigm in the database world, but
has been challending to scale out in systems like Hyder, Tango, and Calvin; driving data platforms over a
scattered collection of logs like Kafka or Kinesis has
met serious challenges around consistency and transactions. The vCorfu branch store strikes an ideal balance which marries the global consistency advantages of
shared logs with the locality advantages of distributed
data platforms. We presented the vCorfu design and implementation and described how it tackles performance
challenges in data services with strong and rich atomicity guarantees.
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Abstract
Modern cluster storage systems perform a variety of
background tasks to improve the performance, availability, durability, and cost-efficiency of stored data. For
example, cleaners compact fragmented data to generate
long sequential runs, tiering services automatically migrate data between solid-state and hard disk drives based
on usage, recovery mechanisms replicate data to improve
availability and durability in the face of failures, cost saving techniques perform data transformations to reduce
the storage costs, and so on.
In this work, we present Curator, a background
MapReduce-style execution framework for cluster management tasks, in the context of a distributed storage system used in enterprise clusters. We describe Curator’s
design and implementation, and evaluate its performance
using a handful of relevant metrics. We further report experiences and lessons learned from its five-year construction period, as well as thousands of customer deployments. Finally, we propose a machine learning-based
model to identify an efficient execution policy for Curator’s management tasks that can adapt to varying workload characteristics.

1

Introduction

Today’s cluster storage systems embody significant functionality in order to support the needs of enterprise clusters. For example, they provide automatic replication
and recovery to deal with faults, they support scaling,
and provide seamless integration of both solid-state and
hard disk drives. Further, they support storage workloads
suited for virtual machines, through mechanisms such as
snapshotting and automatic reclamation of unnecessary
data, as well as perform space-saving transformations
such as dedupe, compression, erasure coding, etc.
Closer examination of these tasks reveals that much of
their functionality can be performed in the background.
Based on this observation, we designed and implemented
a background self-managing layer for storage in enterprise clusters. As part of this work, we addressed a set
of engineering and technical challenges we faced to realize such a system. First, we needed an extensible, flexible, and scalable framework to perform a diverse set of
∗ This

work was done while the author was interning at Nutanix Inc.
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tasks in order to maintain the storage system’s health
and performance. To that end, we borrowed technologies that are typically used in a different domain, namely
big data analytics, and built a general system comprised
of two main components: 1) Curator, a background execution framework for cluster management tasks, where
all the tasks can be expressed as MapReduce-style operations over the corresponding data, and 2) a replicated
and consistent key-value store, where all the important
metadata of the storage system is maintained. Second,
we needed appropriate synchronization between background and foreground tasks. We addressed these synchronization issues by having the background daemon
act as a client to the storage system, and we let the latter handle all the synchronization. Third, minimal interference with foreground tasks was required. We accomplished this by using task priorities and scheduling
heuristics that minimize overheads and interference. The
resulting framework let us implement a variety of background tasks that enable the storage system to continuously perform consistency checks,1 and be self-healing
and self-managing.
We performed this work in the context of a commercial enterprise cluster product developed by Nutanix.2
We developed the system over a period of five years,
and have deployed it on thousands of enterprise clusters.
We report on the performance of the system and experiences gleaned from building and refining it. We found
that Curator performs garbage collection and replication
effectively, balances disks, and makes storage access efficient through a number of optimizations. Moreover, we
realized that the framework was general enough to incorporate a wide variety of background transformations as
well as simplified the construction of the storage system.
Nonetheless, we noticed that our heuristics do not necessarily work well in all clusters as there is significant
heterogeneity across them. Thus, we recently started developing a framework that uses machine learning (ML)
for addressing the issues of when should these background management tasks be performed and how much
work they should do. The ML-based approach has two
1 This

eliminates heavyweight fsck-like operations at recovery time.
is a provider of enterprise clusters. For more details refer
to http://www.nutanix.com.
2 Nutanix
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key requirements: 1) high predictive accuracy, and 2) the
ability to learn or adapt to (changing) workload characteristics. We propose using reinforcement learning, in
particular, the Q-learning algorithm. We focus our initial
efforts on the following tiering question: how much data
to keep in SSDs and HDDs? Empirical evaluation on five
simulated workloads confirms the general validity of our
approach, and shows up to ∼20% latency improvements.
In summary, our main contributions are:
• We provide an extensive description of the design and
implementation of Curator, an advanced distributed
cluster background management system, which performs, among others, data migration between storage
tiers based on usage, data replication, disk balancing,
garbage collection, etc.
• We present measurements on the benefits of Curator
using a number of relevant metrics, e.g., latency, I/O
operations per second (IOPS), disk usage, etc., in a
contained local environment as well as in customer deployments and internal corporate clusters.
• Finally, we propose a model, based on reinforcement
learning, to improve Curator’s task scheduling. We
present empirical results on a storage tiering task that
demonstrate the benefits of our solution.

2

Distributed Storage for Enterprise Clusters

We perform our work in the context of a distributed storage system designed by Nutanix for enterprise clusters.
In this section, we provide an overview of the software
architecture, the key features provided by the storage
system, and the data structures used to support them.
Herein, we present the necessary background information for understanding the design of Curator.
2.1

Cluster Architecture

The software architecture is designed for enterprise clusters of varying sizes. Nutanix has cluster deployments at
a few thousand different customer locations, with cluster
sizes typically ranging from a few nodes to a few dozens
of nodes. Cluster nodes might have heterogeneous resources, since customers add nodes based on need. The
clusters support virtualized execution of (legacy) applications, typically packaged as VMs. The cluster management software provides a management layer for users
to create, start, stop, and destroy VMs. Further, this software automatically schedules and migrates VMs taking
into account the current cluster membership and the load
on each of the individual nodes. These tasks are performed by a Controller Virtual Machine (CVM) running
on each node in the cluster.
The CVMs work together to form a distributed system that manages all the storage resources in the clus-
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ter. The CVMs and the storage resources that they manage provide the abstraction of a distributed storage fabric
(DSF) that scales with the number of nodes and provides
transparent storage access to user VMs (UVMs) running
on any node in the cluster. Figure 1 shows a high-level
overview of the cluster architecture.
Applications running in UVMs access the distributed
storage fabric using legacy filesystem interfaces (such
as NFS, iSCSI, or SMB). Operations on these legacy
filesystem interfaces are interposed at the hypervisor
layer and redirected to the CVM. The CVM exports one
or more block devices that appear as disks to the UVMs.
These block devices are virtual (they are implemented by
the software running inside the CVMs), and are known as
vDisks. Thus, to the UVMs, the CVMs appear to be exporting a storage area network (SAN) that contains disks
on which the operations are performed.3 All user data
(including the operating system) in the UVMs resides
on these vDisks, and the vDisk operations are eventually mapped to some physical storage device (SSDs or
HDDs) located anywhere inside the cluster.
Although the use of CVMs introduces an overhead in
terms of resource utilization,4 it also provides important
benefits. First, it allows our storage stack to run on any
hypervisor. Second, it enables the upgrade of the storage
stack software without bringing down nodes. To support
this feature, we implemented some simple logic at the
hypervisor-level to effectively multi-path its I/O to another CVM in the cluster that is capable of serving the
storage request. Third, it provides a clean separation of
roles and faster development cycles. Building a complex
storage stack in the hypervisor (or even the kernel) would
have severely impacted our development speed.
2.2

Storage System and Associated Data Structures

We now describe the key requirements of the DSF and
how these requirements influence the data structures used
for storing the metadata and the design of Curator.
R1 Reliability/Resiliency: the system should be able to
handle failures in a timely manner.
R2 Locality preserving: data should be migrated to the
node running the VM that frequently accesses it.
R3 Tiered Storage: data should be tiered across SSDs,
hard drives, and the public cloud. Further, the SSD
tier should not merely serve as a caching layer for hot
data, but also as permanent storage for user data.
R4 Snapshot-able: the system should allow users to
quickly create snapshots for greater robustness.
3 Unlike SAN/NAS and other related solutions (e.g., OneFS [15],
zFS [34], GlusterFS [18], LustreFS [39], GPFS [36]), the cluster nodes
serve as both VM compute nodes as well as storage nodes.
4 We are currently exploring some alternatives to reduce such overhead, e.g., pass-through drivers so that the CVMs can handle the disk
I/O directly, RDMA to move replication data, etc.
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Figure 1: Cluster architecture and the Distributed Storage Fabric. UVMs access the storage distributed across the cluster using CVMs.

R5 Space efficient: the system should achieve high storage efficiency while supporting legacy applications
and without making any assumptions regarding file
sizes or other workload patterns.
R6 Scalability: the throughput of the system should
scale with the number of nodes in the system.
The above set of requirements manifest in our system
design in two ways: (a) the set of data structures that we
use for storing the metadata, and (b) the set of management tasks that will be performed by the system. We discuss the data structures below and defer the management
tasks performed by Curator to §3.2.
Each vDisk introduced in §2.1 corresponds to a virtual
address space forming the individual bytes exposed as a
disk to user VMs. Thus, if the vDisk is of size 1 TB, the
corresponding address space maintained is 1 TB. This
address space is broken up into equal sized units called
vDisk blocks. The data in each vDisk block is physically
stored on disk in units called extents. Extents are written/read/modified on a sub-extent basis (a.k.a. slice) for
granularity and efficiency. The extent size corresponds
to the amount of live data inside a vDisk block; if the
vDisk block contains unwritten regions, the extent size
is smaller than the block size (thus satisfying R5).
Several extents are grouped together into a unit called
an extent group. Each extent and extent group is assigned
a unique identifier, referred to as extentID and extentGroupID respectively. An extent group is the unit of
physical allocation and is stored as a file on disks, with
hot extent groups stored in SSDs and cold extent groups
on hard drives (R3). Extents and extent groups are dynamically distributed across nodes for fault-tolerance,
disk balancing, and performance purposes (R1, R6).
Given the above core constructs (vDisks, extents, and
extent groups), we now describe how our system stores
the metadata that helps locate the actual content of each
vDisk block. The metadata maintained by our system
consists of the following three main maps:
• vDiskBlock map: maps a vDisk and an offset (to identify the vDisk block) to an extentID. It is a logical map.
• extentID map: maps an extent to the extent group that
it is contained in. This is also a logical map.
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Figure 2: Snapshotting and copy-on-write update to snapshotted extents.

• extentGroupID map: maps an extentGroupID to the
physical location of the replicas of that extentGroupID
and their current state. It is a physical map.
Here are a few implications regarding the aforementioned data structures. Multiple vDisks created through
snapshots can share the same extent. The vDiskBlock
map of a snapshot can either directly point to an extent shared with a prior snapshot or have a missing entry, in which case the vDiskBlock map of the previous
snapshot is consulted. This facility allows for instantaneous creation of snapshots, i.e., we can create an empty
vDiskBlock map entry and have it point to the previous
snapshot for all of its unfilled entries (R4). At the same
time, it enables a later optimization of metadata lookup
using lazy filling of the missing entries (§3.2.4). When a
vDisk block is updated on the new snapshot, a new extent is created to hold the updated data. Figure 2 shows
an example in which vDisk 1 is created as a snapshot and
its vDiskBlock map has already been populated with the
correct pointers to the corresponding extents (left portion). Later it is updated to point to a new extent upon an
update to one of its vDisk blocks (right portion).
The level of indirection introduced by the extentID
map allows efficient updates whenever data from one extent group is relocated to another (e.g., to optimize access), as it is a single place in which we store the physical extentGroupID in which the extent is located (thus
aiding R2, R3).
Finally, a set of management operations can be performed by only consulting the extentGroupID map. For
example, we can detect (and repair) if the number of
replicas for a given extentGroupID falls under certain
threshold by only accessing this map – the logical maps
will remain untouched – thus addressing R1.
Overall, the resulting data structures set us up to perform the various management tasks described in §3.2 in
an efficient and responsive manner.

3

Curator

Curator is the cluster management component responsible for managing and distributing various storage management tasks throughout the cluster, including continuous consistency checking, fault recovery, data migration,
space reclamation, and many others. In this section, we
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describe Curator’s architecture (§3.1), the tasks it performs (§3.2), and the policies under which those tasks are
executed (§3.3). Finally, we demonstrate its value with a
set of empirical results (§3.4), and share our experiences
and lessons learned from building Curator (§3.5).
3.1

Curator Architecture

Curator’s design is influenced by the following considerations. First, it should scale with the amount of storage
served by the storage system and cope with heterogeneity in node resources. Second, Curator should provide
a flexible and extensible framework that can support a
broad class of background maintenance tasks. Third, Curator’s mechanisms should not interfere with nor complicate the operations of the underlying storage fabric.
Based on these considerations, we designed a system
with the following key components and/or concepts:
Distributed Metadata: The metadata (i.e., the maps discussed in the previous section) is stored in a distributed
ring-like manner, based on a heavily modified Apache
Cassandra [22], enhanced to provide strong consistency
for updates to replicated keys. The decision behind having the metadata distributed lies in the fact that we do not
want the system to be bottlenecked by metadata operations. Paxos [23] is utilized to enforce strict consistency
in order to guarantee correctness.
Distributed MapReduce Execution Framework: Curator
runs as a background process on every node in the cluster
using a master/slave architecture. The master is elected
using Paxos, and is responsible for task and job delegation. Curator provides a MapReduce-style infrastructure [10] to perform the metadata scans, with the master
Curator process managing the execution of MapReduce
operations. This ensures that Curator can scale with the
amount of cluster storage, adapt to variability in resource
availability across cluster nodes, and perform efficient
scans/joins on metadata tables.5
Although our framework bears resemblance to some
data-parallel engines (e.g., Hadoop, Spark), the reason
behind writing our own instead of re-purposing an existing one was two-fold: 1) efficiency, as most of these
open-source big data engines are not fully optimized to
make a single node or a small cluster work efficiently,6 a
must in our case, and 2) their requirement of a distributed
storage system (e.g., HDFS), a recursive dependence that
we did not want to have in our clustered storage system.
Co-design of Curator with Underlying Storage System:
The distributed storage fabric provides an extended API
for Curator, including but not limited to the following
low-level operations: migrate an extent from one extent
5 Note that any metadata stored in a distributed key-value store
should be able to utilize this MapReduce framework.
6 They assume they will have enough compute as their deployments
tend to scale out.
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group to another, fix an extent group so that it meets the
durability and consistency requirements, copy a block
map from one vDisk to another, and perform a data transformation on an extent group. Curator only performs operations on metadata, and gives hints to an I/O manager
service in the storage system to act on the actual data.
It is up to the storage system to follow Curator’s advice,
e.g., it may disregard a suggestion of executing a task
due to heavy load or if a concurrent storage system operation has rendered the operation unnecessary.7 This approach also eliminates the need for Curator to hold locks
on metadata in order to synchronize with the foreground
tasks; concurrent changes only result in unnecessary operations and does not affect correctness.
Task Execution Modes and Priorities: During a
MapReduce-based scan, the mappers and reducers are responsible for scanning the metadata in Cassandra, generating intermediate tables, and creating synchronous and
asynchronous tasks to be performed by the DSF. Synchronous tasks are created for fast operations (e.g., delete
a vDisk entry in the vDiskBlock metadata map) and are
tied to the lifetime of the MapReduce job. Conversely,
asynchronous tasks are meant for heavy operations (e.g.,
dedupe, compression, and replication) and are sent to the
master periodically, which batches them, and sends them
to the underlying storage system for later execution (with
throttling enabled during high load). These tasks are not
tied to the lifetime of the MapReduce job. Note that although these tasks are generated based on a cluster-wide
global view using MapReduce-based scans, their execution is actually done in the individual nodes paced at a
rate suitable to each node’s workload.8 In other words,
we compute what tasks need to be performed in a bulksynchronous manner, but execute them independently (in
any order) per node.
3.2

Curator Management Tasks

In this section, we describe how the Curator components
work together to perform four main categories of tasks.
Table 2 in Appendix A includes a summary of the categories, tasks, and metadata maps touched by each of the
tasks.
3.2.1

Recovery Tasks

Disk Failure/Removal (DF) and Fault Tolerance (FT):
In the event of a disk or node failure, or if a user simply wants to remove/replace a disk, Curator receives a
notification and starts a metadata scan. Such a scan
7 Curator

makes sure that the I/O manager knows the version of
metadata it based its decision on. The I/O manager checks the validity
of the operations based on metadata timestamps (for strong consistency
tasks like Garbage Collection) or last modified time (for approximate
tasks such as Tiering).
8 The rate depends on the CPU/disk bandwidth available at each
node.
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finds all the extent groups that have one replica on the
failed/removed/replaced node/disk and notifies the underlying storage system to fix these under-replicated extent groups to meet the replication requirement. This is
handled by the storage system as a critical task triggered
by a high-priority event, which then aims to reduce the
time that the cluster has under-replicated data. Note that
these tasks require access to just the extentGroupID map
and benefit from the factoring of the metadata into separate logical and physical maps.
3.2.2

Data Migration Tasks

Tiering (T): This task moves cold data from a higher storage tier to a lower tier, e.g., from SSD to HDD, or from
HDD to the public cloud. Curator is only involved in
down migration, not up, i.e., it does not migrate data
from HDD to SSD, or from the public cloud to HDD. Up
migration, on the other hand, is done by the DSF upon
repeated access to hot data. Taken together, the actions
of Curator and DSF aim to keep only the hottest data in
the fastest storage tiers in order to reduce the overall user
access latency.
This task is costly as it involves actual data movement,
not just metadata modifications. Curator computes the
“coldness” of the data during a metadata scan, and notifies the DSF to perform the actual migration of the coldest pieces. The coldness is computed based on least recently used (LRU) metrics. The cold data is identified
by the modified time (mtime) and access time (atime),
retrieved during a scan. Both mtime (write) and atime
(read) are stored in different metadata maps. The former
is located in the extentGroupID map, whereas the latter resides in a special map called extentGroupIDAccess
map. This latter access map was especially created to
support eventual consistency for non-critical atime data
(in contrast to the extentGroupID map’s strict consistency requirements) and thereby improve access performance. As a consequence of being stored in separate
maps, the mtime and atime of an extent group might
be located in different nodes, therefore, communication
may be required to combine these two attributes.
In order to compute the “coldness” of the data, a
MapReduce job is triggered to scan the aforementioned
metadata maps. The map tasks emit the extentGroupID
as key, and the mtime (or atime) as value. The reduce tasks perform a join-like reduce based on the
extentGroupID key. The reduce tasks generate the
(egid, mtime, atime) tuples for different extent groups
and sort these tuples to find the cold extent groups. Finally, the coldest extent groups are sent to the DSF for
the actual data migration.
Disk Balancing (DB): Disk Balancing is a task that
moves data within the same storage tier, from high usage
disks to low usage ones. The goal is to bring the usage
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of disks within the same tier, e.g., the cluster SSD tier, as
close as possible to the mean usage of the tier. This task
not only reduces the storage tier imbalance, but also decreases the cost of replication in the case of a node/disk
failure. To minimize unnecessary balancing operations,
Curator does not execute the balancing if the mean usage
is low, even if the disk usage spread is high. Further, in
case it executes the balancing, as with Tiering, it only attempts to move cold data. The MapReduce scans identify
unbalanced source and target disks, together with cold
data, and notifies the storage fabric to perform the actual
migration of extent groups.
3.2.3

Space Reclamation Tasks

Garbage Collection (GC): There are many sources of
garbage in the storage system, e.g., when an extent is
deleted but the extent group still has multiple live extents and cannot be deleted, garbage due to wasting preallocated larger disk spaces on extent groups that became immutable and did not use all of the allocated
quota, when the compression factor for an extent group
changes, etc. GC increases the usable space by reclaiming garbage and reducing fragmentation. It does so in
three ways:
• Migrate Extents: migrate live extents to a new extent
group, delete the old extent group, and then reclaim
the old extent group’s garbage. It is an expensive operation as it involves data reads and writes. Therefore, Curator performs a cost-benefit analysis per extent group and chooses for migration only the extent
groups where the benefit (amount of dead space in the
extent group) is greater than the cost (sum of space of
live extents to be migrated).
• Pack Extents: try to pack as many live extents as possible in a single extent group.
• Truncate Extent Groups: reclaim space by truncating
extent groups, i.e., reducing their size.
Data Removal (DR): The data structures introduced
in §2.2 are updated in such a way that there cannot be
dangling pointers, i.e., there cannot be a vDisk pointing
to an extent that does not exist, or an extent pointing to
an extent group that does not exist. However, there can
be unreachable data, e.g., an extent that is not referenced
by any vDisk, or an extent group that is not referenced
by any extent. These could be due to the side-effects
of vDisk/snapshot delete operations or a consequence of
failed DSF operations.
In DSF, extent groups are created first, then extents,
and finally vDisks. For removal, the process is backwards; unused vDisks are removed first, then the extents,
and finally the unreferenced extent groups. The DR task
performs this removal process in stages (possibly in successive scans), and enables the reclamation of unused
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space in the system.9

3.3

3.2.4

The tasks described in §3.2 are executed based on
(roughly) four different policies, described below.

Data Transformation Tasks

Compression (C) and Erasure Coding (EC): Curator
scans the metadata tables and flags an extent group as
a candidate for compression/coding if the current compression of the extent group is different from the desired
compression type or if the extent group is sufficiently
cold.
Once Curator identifies the extent groups (thus extents) for compression/coding, it sends a request to the
DSF, which performs the actual transformation by migrating the extents. The main input parameters of this
request are the set of extents to be compressed (or migrated), and the extentGroupID into which these extents
will be migrated. If the latter is not specified, then a new
extent group is created. This API allows us to pack extents from multiple source extent groups into a single extent group. Also, instead of always creating a new extent
group to pack the extents, Curator can select an existing
extent group and pack more extents into it. The target
extent groups are also identified using MapReduce scans
and sorts.
Deduplication (DD): Dedupe is a slightly different data
transformation, as it involves accessing other metadata
maps. During a scan, Curator detects duplicate data
based on the number of copies that have the same precomputed fingerprint, and notifies the DSF to perform
the actual deduplication.
Snapshot Tree Reduction (STR): As briefly mentioned
in §2.2, the storage system supports snapshots, which are
immutable lightweight copies of data (similar to a simlink), and can therefore generate an instantaneous copy
of a vDisk. Every time the system takes a snapshot, a
new node is added to a tree, called the snapshot tree, and
the vDisk metadata is inherited. Snapshot trees can become rather deep. In order to be able to read a leaf node
from a tree, the system needs to traverse a sequence of
vDiskBlock map entries. The bigger the depth of a tree,
the more inefficient the read operation becomes.
To address this, the STR task “cuts” the snapshot trees,
by copying vDiskBlock map metadata from parents to
child nodes. There are two flavors, partial and full STR,
and their use depends on whether we need vDisk metadata only from some ancestors (partial) or from all of
them (full). Once the copy is performed, the child vDisks
have all the information needed for direct reads, i.e.,
there is no need to access the ancestors’ metadata, thus,
the read latency is reduced.
9 Note

space.
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that only the deletion of extent groups frees up physical

Policies

Event-driven: These tasks are triggered by events. For
example, whenever a disk/node fails, a Recovery task is
executed, no matter what. These are critical, higher priority tasks.
Threshold-based: These are dynamically executed tasks
based on fixed thresholds violations. For example, when
the tier usage is “high”, or the disk usage is “too” unbalanced, etc. We provide both examples below.
In order to be eligible for the Tiering task, the storage
tier usage from where we want to down migrate the data
should exceed a certain threshold f , whereas the destination tier usage should not exceed a threshold d, i.e., it
should have enough space to store the data to be moved.
Further, a threshold h indicates by how much the usage
percentage is to be reduced.10
Regarding DB, in order to be considered for balancing,
the mean tier usage should exceed a threshold m and the
disk usage spread should be greater than a threshold s.
The disk usage spread is the difference between the disk
with maximum usage and the disk with minimum usage
within the tier.11
Periodic Partial: We next consider tasks that are neither
triggered nor threshold-driven, but access only a subset
of the metadata maps. These tasks are executed every h1
hours, and are grouped based on the metadata tables they
scan.
Periodic Full: All tasks are executed as part of a full
scan every h2 hours. We call this policy full as it scans
all three metadata tables in Cassandra, the vDiskBlock,
extentID, and extentGroupID maps. Because the partial scan only works on a subset of the metadata maps, it
can run more frequently than the full scan, i.e., h1 < h2 .
In general, scans are expensive, hence, when a scan is
running, Curator tries to identify as many asynchronous
tasks as possible and lets them drain into the DSF over
time. In other words, Curator combines the processing
that must be done for the different tasks in order to reduce the scans’ overheads.
3.4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Curator’s effectiveness with
respect to a number of metrics. We report results on three
different settings: a) customer clusters, where Curator is
always turned on, b) internal corporate production clusters, where Curator is also on, and c) an internal local
cluster, where we enable/disable Curator to perform controlled experiments.
10 The default threshold values are
11 The

f = 75%, d = 90%, and h = 15%.
default threshold values are m = 35% and s = 15%.
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Figure 3: Under-Replicated Data and Garbage percentages (in
log-scale) with respect to Total Storage Capacity

Customer and Corporate Clusters

We leverage historical data from a number of real clusters to assess Curator capabilities. In particular, we use
∼50 clusters over a period of two and a half months12 to
demonstrate Curator’s contributions to the overall cluster
resiliency, and data migration tasks. We also collect data
from ten internal corporate clusters over a period of three
days. These clusters are very heterogeneous in terms of
load and workloads, as they are used by different teams
to (stress) test diverse functionalities.
Recovery: Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the average under-replicated data as a
percentage of the overall cluster storage capacity (in logscale) in our customer clusters. We observe that around
60% of the clusters do not present any under-replication
problem. Further, 95% of the clusters have at most an
average of 0.1% under-replicated data.
For further confirmation, we access the availability
cases13 of the 40% of clusters from Figure 3 that reported
under-replication. We consider only those cases for the
clusters that were opened within 2 weeks of the underreplication event (as indicated by the metric timestamp),
and look for unplanned down time in those clusters. We
do not find any unplanned down time in such clusters,
which suggests that Curator ensured that replication happened upon detecting the under-replication event so that
there was no availability loss.
Tiering: Figure 4 shows the CDF of SSD and HDD usage in our customer clusters. We observe that 40% of the
clusters have a SSD usage of at most ∼70-75%. From the
remaining 60% of the clusters, many of them have 75%
SSD usage, which indicates that the Tiering task is doing
its job; data has been down-migrated so that the SSDs
can absorb either new writes or up-migration of hot data.
In the other 10%, the SSD usage is slightly higher, which
means that although the Tiering task is being executed,
12 June

to mid August 2016.
have access to a database of cases information corresponding
to various issues encountered in real clusters, where we can query using
different filters, e.g., availability problems, etc.
13 We
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it cannot entirely cope with such (storage-heavy) workloads. We also note that HDD utilization is typically less,
with 80% of clusters having less than 50% HDD usage.
Garbage Collection: Figure 3 also illustrates the CDF of
the (95th percentile) percentage of garbage with respect
to the total storage capacity (in log-scale) in our corporate clusters. We observe that 90% of the clusters have
less than 2% of garbage, which confirms the usefulness
of the Garbage Collection task.
Disk Balancing: Figure 5 validates Disk Balancing in our
corporate clusters. We plot maximum over mean usage
ratio, for both SSDs and HDDs. We observe that in 60%
(SSDs) and 80% (HDDs) of the cases, the maximum disk
usage is almost the same as the mean.
3.4.2

Internal Cluster

We are interested in evaluating the costs incurred by Curator as well as the benefits it provides, with respect to
a “Curator-less” system, i.e., we want to compare the
cluster behavior with Curator enabled and when Curator
is disabled. Given that we cannot toggle Curator status
(ON-OFF) in customer deployments, in this section, we
do so in an internal test cluster. We provide a summary
of our findings in Table 3 in Appendix B.
Setup: We use a 4-node cluster in our experiments. The
cluster has 4 SSDs and 8 HDDs, for a total size of
1.85 TB for SSDs, and 13.80 TB for HDDs, with an overall CPU clock rate of 115.2 GHz, and a total memory of
511.6 GiB.
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Figure 6: SSD and HDD Usage with Curator ON and OFF

Workloads: We use Flexible I/O Tester (fio14 ) to generate
the exact same workloads for testing both settings, i.e.,
the behavior of the system when Curator is ON and OFF.
We re-image the cluster to the same initial clean state
when we toggle Curator status.
We simulate three online transaction processing
(OLTP) workloads, small, medium, and large, which we
execute sequentially as part of a single run. Each of these
workloads go over three phases, prefill, execution, and
destroy. In the prefill stage, they create their own user
virtual machines (UVMs), together with their associated
vDisks. After the prefill phase is done, they proceed to
execution, where the actual workload operations (reads
and/or writes) are executed. Following execution, the
destroy stage begins, where the UVMs and associated
vDisks are destroyed, i.e., the vDisks’ space can be reclaimed. Appendix C describes the workloads in more
detail.
Benefits: In terms of benefits, we consider latency and
storage usage, which mainly highlight the benefits of T
and DR tasks.
Figure 6 shows SSD and HDD usage over time
for both Curator ON and OFF. We observe that SSD
and HDD usage when Curator is OFF follows a nondecreasing pattern. When SSDs get full (∼125 minutes),
all the data starts being ingested directly into HDDs. Instead, when Curator is ON, we see the effects of Tiering,
where colder data is moved to HDDs when the default
usage threshold is surpassed (§3.3). Even though Tiering
kicks in “on time”, the data ingestion rate is so high that
the task cannot entirely cope with it, therefore, we observe SSD usage percentages in the 90’s. At the end, we
see that it reaches the 70’s.
Figure 6 also illustrates the benefits of Garbage Collection and Data Removal in Curator. When Curator is
disabled, we observe a 96% SSD and 23% HDD usage
(∼5 TB) at the end of the run, whereas, when Curator is enabled, we see a 76% SSD and 6% HDD usage
(∼2.27 TB). The average storage usage over the whole
run is ∼2 TB and ∼3 TB for Curator ON and OFF re14 https://github.com/axboe/fio
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spectively. These differences are mainly due to the DR
task (§3.2.3). As described above, the destroy phase of
each workload, where UVMs and associated vDisks are
destroyed, allows the DR task to kick in and start the data
removal process, allowing huge storage savings.
Regarding latency, we see an average of ∼12 ms when
Curator in ON, and ∼62 ms when is OFF. We measure
these values on the execution phase of the workloads. As
time progresses, the latencies increase when Curator is
disabled. We speculate this is due to the fact that the
newest ingested data goes directly into HDDs, as SSDs
are already full, thus, high latency penalties are paid
when reads/writes are issued.
Costs: We consider CPU and memory usage, as well as
the number of I/O operations performed.
We see that the number of IOPS executed is higher
when Curator is ON, as many of its tasks require reading
and writing actual data. Still, the overall average IOPS
when Curator is enabled lies in the same ballpark as the
disabled counterpart, ∼1400 as opposed to ∼1150 when
Curator is OFF.
We also notice that when Curator is ON, the CPU usage is slightly higher. This is due to Curator internals,
i.e., its MapReduce infrastructure. Although the mappers
primarily scan the metadata (mostly I/O intensive), the
reducers involve significant logic to process the scanned
information (mostly CPU intensive). Even though the
average CPU usage is higher when Curator is enabled,
18% as opposed to 14%, the value is still in an acceptable range, and shows a somewhat stable pattern over
time. Regarding memory usage, we do not see a difference between both versions of the system, as shown in
Table 3.
3.5

Experiences and Lessons Learned

In this section, we highlight some of the key experiences
we gleaned from building Curator.
Firstly, the fact that we had a background processing
framework in the form of Curator simplified the addition of new features into the file system. Whenever a
new feature was to be added, we systematically identified how that feature could be factored into a foreground
component (which would be run as part of the DSF) and
a background component (which would be run as part of
Curator). This allowed for easy integration of new functionality and kept the foreground work from becoming
complex. As an example, our foreground operations do
not perform transactional updates to metadata. Instead,
they rely on Curator to roll-back incomplete operations
as part of its continuous background consistency checks.
Secondly, having a background MapReduce process to
do post-process/lazy storage optimization allowed us to
achieve better latencies for user I/O. While serving an I/O
request, the DSF did not have to make globally optimal
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decisions on where to put a piece of data nor what transformations (compression, dedupe, etc.) to apply on that
data. Instead, it could make decisions based on minimal
local context, which allowed us to serve user I/O faster.
Later on, Curator in the background would re-examine
those decisions and make a globally optimal choice for
data placement and transformation.
Thirdly, given that we use MapReduce, almost all Curator tasks were required to be expressed using MapReduce constructs (map and reduce operations). For most
tasks, this was straightforward and allowed us to build
more advanced functionality. MapReduce was however
cumbersome in some others, as it required us to scan entire metadata tables during the map phase. We leveraged
once again our infrastructure to first filter out which portions of the metadata maps to analyze before performing the actual analysis. This filter step became another
map operation, and could be flexibly added to the beginning of a MapReduce pipeline. In retrospect, given our
choice of the metadata repository (i.e., a distributed keyvalue store), we believe MapReduce was the right choice
as it provided an easy and efficient way to process our
metadata, where we could leverage the compute power
of multiple nodes and also ensure that the initial map
operations are performed on node-local metadata, with
communication incurred only on a much smaller subset
of the metadata communicated to the reduce steps.
In terms of the distributed key-value store, although it
needed more hard work from the perspective of processing the metadata, it provided us a way to scale from small
clusters (say three nodes) to larger (hundreds of nodes)
ones. If we had decided to keep the data in a single node,
a SQL-Lite like DB could have been enough to do most
of the processing we are doing in our MapReduce framework. Many of the other commercial storage products
had done this, but we observe two main issues: 1) special dedicated nodes for metadata cause a single point of
failure, and 2) the vertical scale up requirement of such
nodes – as the physical size of these storage nodes increases with the number of logical entities, they will need
to be replaced or upgraded in terms of memory/CPU.15
Finally, we noticed a considerable heterogeneity
across clusters. While nodes in a cluster are typically
homogeneous, different clusters were setup with varying amount of resources. The workload patterns were
also different, some ran server workloads, others were
used for virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), whereas
some others were deployed for big data applications.
Further, the variation in load across different times of
day/week was significant in some clusters but not in others. Given this heterogeneity, our heuristics tended to be
sub-optimal in many clusters. This motivated us to look
15 Note

that the GFS file-count issue was one of the primary reasons
that motivated Colossus [26].
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at ML approaches to optimize the scheduling of tasks,
which we discuss next.

4

Machine Learning-driven Policies

We have described so far an overview of the distributed
storage fabric, and delved further into Curator’s design
and implementation, its tasks and policies of execution,
etc. In this section, we propose our modeling strategy,
based on machine learning, to improve the thresholdbased policies introduced in §3.3. Note that the techniques presented here have not been deployed yet.
We motivate the need for machine learning-driven
policies in §4.1. We provide background information on
the general reinforcement learning framework we use for
our modeling in §4.2.1, and describe with more details Qlearning in §4.2.2. We finally show the results of some
experiments on Tiering, our primary use case, in §4.3.
4.1

Motivation

We observed a wide heterogeneity of workloads across
our cluster deployments. Given these distinct characteristics of workloads, we noted that the threshold-based
execution policies introduced in §3.3 were not optimal
for every cluster, nor for individual clusters over time
as some of them experienced different workloads at different times (seasonality effects). Thus, in order to efficiently execute Curators management tasks, it became
necessary to build “smarter” policies that could adapt on
a case-by-case basis at runtime.
The traditional way to improve performance is to use
profiling in order to tune certain parameters at the beginning of cluster deployments. Nevertheless, simple profiling would not easily adapt to the varying loads (and
changing workloads) our clusters are exposed to over
their lifetime. We would need to run profilers every so
often, and we would lose, in some sense, past knowledge.
We therefore propose using a ML-based solution, which
leverages the potential of statistical models to detect patterns and predict future behavior based on the past.
4.2

Background

We encompass this problem within the abstract and
flexible reinforcement learning framework, explained
in §4.2.1. In particular, we use the model-free popular
Q-learning algorithm described in §4.2.2.
4.2.1

Reinforcement Learning (RL)

Reinforcement learning considers the problem of a learning agent interacting with its environment to achieve a
goal. Such an agent must be able to sense, to some extent, the state of the environment, and must be able to
take actions that will lead to other states. By acting in
the world, the agent will receive rewards and/or punishments, and from these it will determine what to do
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next [35]. RL is about learning a policy π that maps situations to actions, so as to maximize a numerical reward
signal.16 The agent is not told which actions to take, but
instead, it must discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them [42].
More formally, the agent interacts with the environment in a sequence of discrete time steps, t = 0, 1, 2, 3....
At each time step t, the agent senses the environment’s
state, st ∈ S, where S is the set of all possible states, and
selects an action, at ∈ A(st ), where A(st ) is the set of all
actions available in state st . The agent receives a reward,
rt+1 ∈ R, and finds itself in a new state, st+1 ∈ S.
The goal of the agent is to maximize the total reward
it receives over the long run. If the sequence of rewards
received after time step t is rt+1 , rt+2 , rt+3 , ..., then the
objective of learning is to maximize the expected discounted return. The discounted return Gt is given by:
Gt = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ 2 rt+3 + ... =

∞

∑ γ k rt+k+1

(1)

k=0

where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is called the discount factor. γ = 0 will
make the agent “myopic” (or short-sighted) by only considering immediate rewards, while γ → 1 will make it
strive for a long-term high reward [42].
Given that we do not have examples of desired behavior (i.e., training data) but we can assign a measure
of goodness (i.e., reward) to examples of behavior (i.e.,
state-action) [38], RL is a natural fit to our problem.
4.2.2

Q-Learning

Q-Learning [44] is a reinforcement learning algorithm,
which falls under the class of temporal difference (TD)
methods [40, 41], where an agent tries an action at at a
particular state st , and evaluates its effects in terms of the
immediate reward rt+1 it receives and its estimate of the
value of the state st+1 to which it is taken. By repeatedly
trying all actions in all states, it learns which ones are
best, i.e., it learns the optimal policy π ∗ , judged by longterm discounted return.
One of the strengths of this model-free algorithm is
its ability to learn without requiring a model of the environment, something model-based approaches do need.
Also, model-free methods often work well when the state
space is large (our case), as opposed to model-based
ones, which tend to work better when the state space is
manageable [5].17
Q-Learning uses a function Q that accepts a state st
and action at , and outputs the value of that state-action
pair, which is the estimate of the expected value (discounted return) of doing action at in state st and then
following the optimal policy π ∗ [21]. Its simplest form,
16 The policy that achieves the highest reward over the long run is
known as optimal policy, and typically denoted as π ∗ .
17 We were (mainly) inclined to using Q-learning because of these
two reasons.
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one-step Q-learning, is given by:
Q(st , at ) = Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γmaxa Q(st+1 , a) − Q(st , at )] (2)
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the learning rate, and determines to
what extent new information overrides old one.
Although the learned Q-function can be used to determine an optimal action, the algorithm does not specify
what action the agent should actually take [21]. There
are two things that are useful for the agent to do, known
as the exploration/exploitation trade-off:

• exploit: the knowledge that it has of the current
state st by doing the action in A(st ) that maximizes
Q(st , A(st )).
• explore: to build a better estimate of the optimal Qfunction. That is, it should select a different action
from the one that it currently thinks is the best.
The Q-function above can be implemented using a
simple lookup table. Nevertheless, when the state-action
space is large, e.g., continuous space, storing Q-values in
a table becomes intractable. The Q-function needs to be
approximated by a function approximator.
The compression achieved by a function approximator
allows the agent to generalize from states it has visited to
states it has not. The most important aspect of function
approximation is not just related to the space saved, but
rather to the fact that it enables generalization over input
spaces [35], i.e., the algorithm can now say “the value of
these kind of states is x”, rather than “the value of this
exact specific state is x” [1].
4.3

Use Case: Tiering

Having introduced the basics of reinforcement learning
and Q-learning, in this section, we propose using the latter algorithm for deciding when to trigger Tiering. Although our initial efforts are on the tiering question of
how much data to keep in SSDs, our approach generalizes to any of the threshold-based tasks described before.
4.3.1

State-Action-Reward

In order to apply Q-learning, we need to define the set of
states S, the set of possible actions A, and the rewards r.
We define state s at time step t by the following tuple st = (cpu, mem, ssd, iops, riops, wiops)t , where 0 ≤
cpu ≤ 100 is the CPU usage, 0 ≤ mem ≤ 100 the memory usage, 0 ≤ ssd ≤ 100 the SSD usage, iops ∈ R the
total IOPS, riops ∈ R the read IOPS, and wiops ∈ R the
write IOPS, all at time step t, where st ∈ S.
We further define two possible actions for every state,
either not run or run Tiering. Mathematically, the set of
actions A is given by A = {0, 1}∀st ∈ S, where 0 corresponds to not run, and 1 corresponds to run the task.
Finally, we use latency as reward. As higher rewards
are better, though we prefer lower latencies, we actually
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use negative latencies,18 i.e., the reward r at time step t
is given by rt = −latt , where latt ∈ R is the latency in
milliseconds at time step t.
4.3.2

Function Approximator

Given that we have a continuous state space S, as defined
in §4.3.1, we cannot use a tabular implementation of Qlearning. We therefore resort to a function approximator,
and also gain from its advantages towards generalization.
Many approximators have been studied in the past,
such as deep neural networks [28, 27], decision
trees [33], linear functions [9, 43], kernel-based methods [30], etc. In this work, we choose a linear approximation. The reason behind this decision is two-fold: a)
we do not have enough historical data to train more advanced methods, e.g., neural networks (§4.3.3), and b)
we see that it works reasonably well in practice (§4.3.4).
4.3.3

Dataset

One key aspect of RL is related to how the agent is deployed. If there is enough time for the agent to learn
before it is deployed, e.g., using batch learning with offline historical data, then it might be able to start making
right choices sooner, i.e., the policy it follows might be
closer to the optimal policy. Whereas if the agent is deployed without any prior knowledge, i.e., has to learn
from scratch while being deployed, it may never get to
the point where it has learned the optimal policy [21].
We also face this challenge as issues might arise from
the time scales associated with online training from
scratch in a real cluster; it may take a long time before the
state space is (fully) explored. To overcome this limitation, we build a dataset from data collected from a subset
of the 50 customer clusters mentioned in §3.4.1. In particular, we use ∼40 clusters, from which we have finegrained data to represent states, actions, and rewards.
The data consists of ∼32K transitions, sampled from the
(suboptimal) threshold-based policy. Every cluster was
using the same default thresholds described in §3.3. Even
using a suboptimal policy to “bootstrap” a model can be
helpful in reaching good states sooner, and is a common
practice for offline RL evaluation [25].
Following ML practices, we split the dataset into training (80%) and test (20%) sets, and do 3-fold cross validation in the training set for hyper-parameter tuning. We
standardize the features by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance. We train two linear models, one for
each action, with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [7]
using the squared loss.
4.3.4

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our Q-learning model, and
compare it to the baseline model, i.e., the threshold18 The

choice of using negative latencies is rather arbitrary, we could
have used their reciprocals instead.
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based solution. We use the same internal cluster setup
as §3.4.2 to run our experiments.
We deploy our agent “pre-trained” with the dataset described in §4.3.3. Once deployed, the agent keeps on interacting with the environment, exploring/exploiting the
state space. We use the popular ε-greedy strategy, i.e.,
with probability ε the agent selects a random action, and
with probability 1 − ε the agents selects the greedy action (the action that it currently thinks is the best). We
use ε = 0.2 in all our experiments. It is possible to vary ε
over time, to favor exploration on early stages, and more
exploitation as time progresses. We leave that to future
work. Further, we set γ = 0.9.
Table 1 presents results for five different workloads,
described in Appendix D. We compute these numbers
based on the execution phase of the workloads, i.e., after
the pre-fill stage is done, and where the actual read/writes
are executed. More results are included in Appendix E.
The current experiments are within a short time frame
(order of hours), we expect to see even better results with
longer runs. We observe that in all of the cases our Qlearning solution reduces the average latency, from ∼2%
in the oltp-varying workload, up to ∼20% in the oltpskewed one, as well as improves the total number of SSD
bytes read. We believe that further improvements could
also be achieved by adding more features to the states,
e.g., time of the day features to capture temporal dynamics, HDD usage, etc. We also notice that Q-learning demands more IOPS. This is the case since our solution,
in general, triggers more tasks than the baseline, thus
more I/O operations are performed. Overall, we see that
our approach can trade manageable penalties in terms of
number of IOPS for a significant improvement in SSD
hits, which further translates into significant latency reductions, in most of our experimental settings.

5

Related Work

Our work borrows techniques from prior work on cluster
storage and distributed systems, but we compose them
in new ways to address the unique characteristics of our
cluster setting. Note that our setting corresponds to clusters where cluster nodes are heterogeneous, unmodified
(legacy) client applications are packaged as VMs, and
cluster nodes can be equipped with fast storage technologies (SSDs, NVMe, etc.). Given this setting, we
designed a system where client applications run on the
same nodes as the storage fabric, metadata is distributed
across the entire system, and faster storage on cluster
nodes is effectively used. We now contrast our work with
other related work given these differences in execution
settings and design concepts.
Systems such as GFS [17] and HDFS [37] are designed for even more scalable settings but are tailored to
work with applications that are modified to take advan-
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Policy
Workload

oltp

oltp-skewed

oltp-varying

oltp-vdi

oltp-dss

Metric

fixed
threshold

q-learning

Avg. Latency (ms)
SSD Reads (GB)
Avg. # of IOPS

12.48
31.68
2551.54

10.60
39.16
2903.20

Avg. Latency (ms)
SSD Reads (GB)
Avg. # of IOPS

18.55
151.99
6686.90

14.91
176.28
7221.01

Avg. Latency (ms)
SSD Reads (GB)
Avg. # of IOPS

17.28
469.28
7884.94

16.95
488.17
8192.32

Avg. Latency (ms)
SSD Reads (GB)
Avg. # of IOPS

15.41
40.83
4450.18

13.92
41.27
5178.13

Avg. Latency (ms)
SSD Reads (GB)
Avg. # of IOPS

61.65
4601.17
3105.60

53.00
6233.33
3239.59

Table 1: Results Summary

tage of their features (e.g., large file support, append-only
files, etc.). Further, they do not distribute metadata, since
a single node can serve as a directory server given the use
of large files and infrequent metadata interactions. These
systems do not take advantage of fast storage – all file
operations involve network access and the incremental
benefits of fast storage on the server side is minimal.
Cluster storage systems such as SAN and NAS also
do not co-locate application processes/VMs with servers.
They assume a disaggregated model of computing,
wherein applications run on client machines and all the
data is served from dedicated clusters [15, 34, 18, 39, 36].
These systems provide scalability benefits and a wide variety of features, such as snapshotting [14], which we
borrow in our system as well. But the crucial points of
differentiation are that our system uses fast local storage
effectively through tiering, data migration, and disk balancing. Moreover, we believe that ours is the first system
to run a continuous consistency checker which results in
significant reductions in downtime.
We use a number of concepts and solutions from distributed systems: MapReduce [10] to perform clusterwide computations on metadata, Cassandra [22] to store
distributed metadata as a key-value store, Paxos [23] to
perform leader election for coordination tasks. Interestingly, MapReduce is not a client application running on
top of the storage system but rather part of the storage
system framework itself.
In recent years, there has been an increasing amount
of literature on applying ML techniques to improve
scheduling decisions in a wide variety of areas, such
as manufacturing [32, 31, 29, 47, 6], sensor systems [20], multicore data structures [12], autonomic
computing [45], operating systems [16], computer architecture [19], etc. In Paragon [11], the authors propose a
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model based on collaborative filtering to greedily schedule applications in a manner that minimizes interference
and maximizes server utilization on clusters with heterogeneous hardware. Their work focuses more on online
scheduling of end user workloads, whereas ours, concentrates on the background scheduling of cluster maintenance tasks to improve the overall cluster performance.
Wrangler [46] proposes a model based on Support
Vector Machines [8] to build a scheduler that can selectively delay the execution of certain tasks. Similar
to our work, they train a linear model based on CPU,
disk, memory, as well as other system-level features,
in an offline-manner, and then deploy it to make better scheduling decisions. In contrast, our offline (supervised) trained model only “bootstraps” the RL one,
which keeps on adapting and learning at runtime, i.e., in
an online-manner. Smart Locks [13] is a self-tuning spinlock mechanism that uses RL to optimize the order and
relative frequency with which different threads get the
lock when contending for it. They use a somewhat similar approach, though they target scheduling decisions at
a much lower level.
Perhaps the most similar line of work comes from optimal control [24, 2, 3, 4]. The papers by Prashanth et
al. [2, 3] propose using RL for tuning fixed thresholds on
traffic light control systems. They propose a Q-learning
model that adapts to different traffic conditions in order
to switch traffic light signals. We use a similar approach
but in a different setting, where we learn to better schedule data migration in a multi-tier storage system.

6

Conclusions

Nowadays, cluster storage systems are built-in with
a wide range of functionality that allows to maintain/improve the storage system’s health and performance. In this work, we presented Curator, a background
self-managing layer for storage systems in the context
of a distributed storage fabric used in enterprise clusters.
We described Curator’s design and implementation, its
management tasks, and how our choice of distributing
the metadata across several nodes in the cluster made Curator’s MapReduce infrastructure necessary and efficient.
We evaluated the system in a number of relevant metrics,
and reported experiences gathered from its five-year period of construction, as well as thousands of deployments
in the field. More recently, and given the heterogeneity
across our clusters, we focused our attention on building “smarter” task execution policies. We proposed an
initial model that uses reinforcement learning to address
the issue of when Curator’s management tasks should be
executed. Our empirical evaluation on simulated workloads showed promising results, achieving up to ∼20%
latency improvements.
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C

OLTP Workloads

Each OLTP workload is composed of two sections, Data
and Log, which emulates the actual data space and log
writing separation in traditional Database Management
Systems. The Data section performs random reads and
writes, 50% reads and 50% writes. Further, 10% of its
I/O operations, either reads or writes, have 32k block
sizes, and 90% 8k blocks. On the other hand, the
Log section is write only, 10% of the writes are random, and all operations are 32k. The three workloads
(small, medium, large) only differ on how much data they
read/write, and the number of IOPS, as shown in Table 4.
Data

Workload
small
medium
large

Log

Size (GB)

IOPS

Size (GB)

IOPS

800
1120
1120

4000
6000
8000

16
16
12

200
300
400

Table 4: OLTP Workloads

19 Also
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accesses an additional map, as discussed in 3.2.2.
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D

ML-driven Policies Workloads

the offered load from applications is low.

We use the following five workloads to test our MLdriven policies:

• oltp-skewed: similar to OLTP large, but here the Data
section is read only, and performs 8k block random
reads according to the following distribution: 90% of
the accesses go to 10% of the data. It has a working
set size of 4480 GB, and performs 32000 I/O operations per second. With this workload we aim to better
understand the effects of hot data skewness.
• oltp-varying: Alternates between the OLTP medium
and small workloads shown in Table 4 every 20 minutes. In this case, we aim to simulate varying loads of
the same type of workload within a cluster.
• oltp-vdi: Runs the OLTP large workload in one node
while the remaining nodes execute VDI-like workloads in 100 VMs each. A VDI-like workload consists of a working set size of 10 GB, split into Read
and Write sections. 80% of the reads in the Read section are random, 10% of the read operations have 32k
block sizes, and 90% 8k blocks. Regarding the Write
section, only 20% of the writes are random, and all
have 32k block sizes. The writes are done in the last
2 GB of data, whereas the reads range spans the first
8 GB. The total number of IOPS per VM is 26 (13
each section). Here, the idea is to simulate (concurrent) heterogeneous workloads within a cluster.
• oltp-dss: Alternates between the OLTP medium and
a DSS (Decision Support System) workload every 20
minutes. As DSS is a type of DB workload, it also
has Data and Log sections, but as opposed to an OLTP
workload, the Data section of a DSS-like workload
performs only reads. Here, such section has a working
set size of 448 GB, 100% of the reads are sequential,
the read operations size is 1 MB, and the total number
of IOPS is 2880. As regards to the Log section, the
working set is 16 GB, 10% of the writes are random,
the block sizes are 32k, and the rate of IOPS is 800.
In this case, we attempt to simulate that the workload
itself changes over time.

E

ML-driven Policies Results

Impact of Tiering on Total Number of SSD Reads
Figure 7 shows the evolution of SSD reads for the oltp
and oltp-skewed workloads. We observe that our method
based on Q-learning performs on average more SSD
reads (∼8 GB and ∼24 GB respectively) than the baseline for both workloads, which is a consequence of performing more Tiering operations during periods when
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SSD Reads (GB)

• oltp: same as the OLTP large workload shown in Table 4, with which we intend to simulate a standard
database workload.

4
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Figure 7: SSD Reads in the oltp and oltp-skewed workloads

Q-Learning in Action
We now provide performance data corresponding to a
sample scenario and illustrate how the Q-Learning model
operates in practice. Figure 8 shows the IOPS, latency,
and scheduling decisions made while executing the oltpdss workload with our ML-based scheduler. We only plot
the execution phase of the workload, where the actual
operations are executed. Our system polls the state of
the cluster every 30 seconds, if it had not triggered Tiering recently, in order to assess whether Tiering should be
performed. After a Tiering task is triggered, we wait for
5 minutes before making a new decision, as we do not
want to schedule Tiering tasks back-to-back. Regarding
the scheduling plot, we not only include the two choices
the algorithm makes, run and not run, but also differentiate whether its decision was due to exploitation (solid
lines) or exploration (dashed lines).
The workload keeps on alternating between the OLTP
medium and DSS workloads every 20 minutes, as described in Appendix D. It starts with the former, continues with the latter, and so on. We observe that the OLTP
medium workload, in general, demands more IOPS than
the DSS one, and also achieves lower latencies (cyclic
behavior).
At the beginning, even with high IOPS and low latency, the algorithm thinks that the best option is to
trigger Tiering (0-20 minutes). When the DSS workload commences (early 20s), the algorithm still keeps
scheduling Tiering tasks. In this case, it makes more
sense as the cluster utilization is not too high but the latency is. Around minute 44, the algorithm explores the
state space by not running Tiering (dashed red line that
almost overlaps the solid red ones that follow). Given
that this exploration seems to have found a “nice state”
with low latency, it considers the best option is to not to
run Tiering (first chunk of solid red lines around minute
45). Note that given our 30 seconds polling interval when
we do not run Tiering, these lines seem to overlap.
At approximately the 47th minute, the algorithm per-
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Figure 8: IOPS/Latency/Scheduling Decisions in the oltp-dss
workload using Q-learning

forms an exploration that triggers Tiering (dashed blue
line). It does not work out, as later on, the best decisions
are still not to run Tiering (solid red lines around minutes 52-54). Around minute 63, when DSS commences
again, the algorithm thinks it is best to run Tiering. At
this point, the cluster is not very utilized, i.e., low IOPS,
but the latency is high.
The key thing to notice is that the algorithm seems
to be learning that when the cluster is highly utilized
(high IOPS) and the latency is low, it should not trigger
Tiering. During the first period (0-20mins), it was not
aware of that, thus it ran Tiering, but later on, it started
to figure it out (e.g., 40-60mins and 80-100mins periods). Even more noticeable is between the period 160180mins, where we observe many solid red lines (which
appears as a single thick one due to the 30 seconds interval). The 120-140mins period is somewhat surprising.
We would have expected more solid red lines there, but
they only start appearing towards the end of the period.
We believe the algorithm makes early mistakes (minutes
123 and 128), and given that we wait for 5 minutes after running Tiering, it can only realize later on (∼133),
where it decides that it is actually better not to run.
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Abstract
Recent hardware switch architectures make it feasible
to perform flexible packet processing inside the network. This allows operators to configure switches to
parse and process custom packet headers using flexible match+action tables in order to exercise control over
how packets are processed and routed. However, flexible
switches have limited state, support limited types of operations, and limit per-packet computation in order to be
able to operate at line rate.
Our work addresses these limitations by providing a
set of general building blocks that mask these limitations using approximation techniques and thereby enabling the implementation of realistic network protocols. In particular, we use these building blocks to tackle
the network resource allocation problem within datacenters and realize approximate variants of congestion control and load balancing protocols, such as XCP, RCP,
and CONGA, that require explicit support from the network. Our evaluations show that these approximations
are accurate and that they do not exceed the hardware
resource limits associated with these flexible switches.
We demonstrate their feasibility by implementing RCP
with the production Cavium CNX880xx switch. This
implementation provides significantly faster and lowervariance flow completion times compared with TCP.

1

Introduction

Innovation in switch design now leads to not just
faster but more flexible packet processing architectures.
Whereas early generations of software-defined networking switches could specify forwarding paths on a perflow basis, today’s latest switches support configurable
per-packet processing, including customizable packet
headers and the ability to maintain state inside the switch.
Examples include Intel FlexPipe [26], Texas Instruments’s Reconfigurable Match Tables (RMTs) [13], the
Cavium XPliant switches [15], and Barefoot’s Tofino
switches [10]. We term these switches FlexSwitches.
FlexSwitches give greater control over the network
by exposing previously proprietary switching features.
They can be reprogrammed to recognize, modify, and
add new header fields, choose actions based on userdefined match rules that examine arbitrary components
∗ University
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‡ Microsoft Research
§ University of Texas at Austin
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of the packet header, perform simple computations on
values in packet headers, and maintain mutable state that
preserves the results of computations across packets. Importantly, these advanced data-plane processing features
operate at line rate on every packet, addressing a major limitation of earlier solutions such as OpenFlow [22]
which could only operate on a small fraction of packets,
e.g., for flow setup. FlexSwitches thus hold the promise
of ushering in the new paradigm of a software defined
dataplane that can provide datacenter applications with
greater control over the network’s datapaths.
Despite their promising new functionality, FlexSwitches are not all-powerful. Per-packet processing capabilities are limited and so is stateful memory. There
has not yet been a focused study on how the new hardware features can be used in practice. Consequently,
there is limited understanding of how to take advantage
of FlexSwitches, nor is there insight into how effective
are the hardware features. In other words, do FlexSwitches have instruction sets that are sufficiently powerful to support the realization of networking protocols
that require in-network processing?
This paper takes a first step towards addressing this
question by studying the use of FlexSwitches in the context of a classic problem: network resource allocation.
We focus on resource allocation because it has a rich literature that advocates per-packet dataplane processing
in the network. Researchers have used dataplane processing to provide rate adjustments to end-hosts (congestion control), determine meaningful paths through
the network (load balancing), schedule or drop packets
(QoS, fairness), monitor flows to detect anomalies and
resource exhaustion attacks (IDS), and so on. Our goal
is to evaluate the feasibility of implementing these protocols on a concrete and realizable hardware model for
programmable data planes.
We begin our study with a functional analysis of the
set of issues that arise in realizing protocols such as the
RCP [17] congestion control protocol on a FlexSwitch.
At first sight, the packet processing capabilities of FlexSwitches appear to be insufficient for RCP and associated protocols; today’s FlexSwitches provide a limited
number of data plane operators and also limit the number of operations performed per packet and the amount of
state maintained by the switch. While some of these limits can be addressed through hardware redesigns that support an enhanced set of operators, the limits associated
with switch state and operation count are likely harder
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to overcome if the switches are to operate at line rate.
We therefore develop a set of building blocks designed to
mask the absence of complex operators and to overcome
the switch resource limits through the use of approximation algorithms adapted from the literature on streaming
algorithms. We then demonstrate that it is possible to
implement approximate versions of classic resource allocation protocols using two design principles. First, our
approximations only need to provide an appropriate level
of accuracy, taking advantage of known workload properties of datacenter networks. Second, we co-design the
network computation with end-host processing to reduce
the computational demand on the FlexSwitch.
Our work makes the following contributions:
• We identify and implement a set of building blocks
that mask the constraints associated with FlexSwitches. We quantify the tradeoff between resource
use and accuracy under various realistic workloads.
• We show how to implement a variety of network resource allocation protocols using our building blocks.
• In many instances, our FlexSwitch realization is an approximate variant of the original protocol, so we evaluate the extent to which we are able to match the performance of the unmodified protocol. Using ns-3 simulations, we show that our approximate variants emulate their precise counterparts with high accuracy.
• Using an implementation on a production FlexSwitch
and emulation on an additional production FlexSwitch
hardware model, we show that our protocol implementations are feasible on today’s hardware.

2

Resource Allocation Case Study

We begin by studying whether FlexSwitches are capable
of supporting RCP, a classic congestion control protocol that assumes switch dataplane operations. We first
describe an abstract FlexSwitch hardware model based
on existing and upcoming switches. We then examine whether we can implement RCP on the FlexSwitch
model. We identify a number of stumbling blocks that
would prevent a direct implementation.
FlexSwitch hardware model. Rather than supporting arbitrary per-packet computation, most FlexSwitches
provide a match+action (M+A) processing model:
match on arbitrary packet header fields and apply simple
packet processing actions [13]. To keep up with packets
arriving at line rate, switches need to operate under tight
real-time constraints. Programmers configure how FlexSwitches process and forward packets using high-level
languages such as P4 [12].
We assume an abstract switch model as described
in [12] and depicted in Figure 1. On packet arrival, FlexSwitches parse packet headers via a user-defined parse
graph. Relevant header fields along with packet meta-
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Figure 1: Abstract Switch Model (from [12]).

data are passed to an ingress pipeline of user-defined
M+A tables. Each table matches on a subset of extracted fields and can apply simple processing primitives to any field, ordered by a user-defined control program. The ingress pipeline also chooses an output queue
for the packet, determining its forwarding destination.
Packets pass through an egress pipeline for destinationdependent modifications before output. Legacy forwarding rules (e.g., IP longest prefix match) may also impact
packet forwarding and modification.
To support packet processing on the data path, FlexSwitches provide several hardware features:
Computation primitives that perform a limited amount
of processing on header fields. This includes operations
such as addition, bit-shifts, hashing, and max/min.
M+A tables generalize the abstraction of
match+action provided by OpenFlow, allowing matches
and actions on any user-defined packet field. Actions
may add, modify, and remove fields.
A limited amount of stateful memory can maintain
state across packets, such as counters, meters, and registers, that can be used while processing.
Switch meta-data, such as queue lengths, congestion
status, and bytes transferred, augment stateful memory
and can also be used in processing.
Timers built into the hardware can invoke the switchlocal CPU to perform periodic computation such as updating M+A table entries or exporting switch meta-data
off-switch to a central controller.
Queues with strict priority levels can be assigned
packets based on packet header contents and local state.
Common hardware implementations support multiple
queues per egress port with scheduling algorithms that
are fixed in hardware. However, the priority level of any
packet can be modified in the processing pipeline, and
packets can be placed into any of the queues.
Packets may be sent to a switch-local control plane
CPU for further processing, albeit at a greater cost. The
CPU is able to perform arbitrary computations, for example on packets that do not match in the pipeline. It
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cannot guarantee that forwarded packets are processed at
line rate; instead, it drops packets when overloaded.
RCP. Rate Control Protocol (RCP) [17] is a feedbackbased congestion control algorithm that relies on explicit
network feedback to reduce flow completion times. RCP
attempts to emulate processor sharing on every switch
and assigns a single maximum throughput rate to all
flows traversing each switch. In an ideal scenario, the
rate given out at time t is simply R(t) = C/N(t), where
C is the link capacity and N(t) is the number of ongoing
flows, and the rate of each flow is the minimum across
the path. Each switch computes R(t) every control interval, which is typically set to be the average round-trip
time (RTT) of active flows.
In RCP, every packet header carries a rate field R p ,
initialized by the sender to its desired sending rate. Every
switch on the path to the destination updates the rate field
to its own R(t) if R(t) < R p . The receiver returns R p to
the source, which throttles its sending rate accordingly.
The packet header also carries the source’s current estimate of the flow RTT. This is used by each switch to
compute the control interval. For a precise calculation,
per-flow RTTs need to be kept1 .
The original RCP algorithm computes the fair rate
R(t) using the equation
R(t) = R(t − d) +

α · S − β · Qd

N̂(t)
where d is the control interval, S is the spare bandwidth,
Q is the persistent queue size and α, β are stability constants. N̂(t) is the estimated number of ongoing flows.
This congestion controller maximizes the link utilization
while minimizing queue depth (and drop rates). If there
is spare capacity available (i.e., S > 0), RCP increases
the traffic allocation. If queueing is persistent, RCP decreases rates until queues drain.
FlexSwitch constraints. Although FlexSwitches are
flexible and reconfigurable in several ways, they do impose several restrictions and constraints. If these limits
are exceeded, then the packet processing code cannot be
compiled to the FlexSwitch target. We describe these
limits, providing typical values for them based on both
published data [13] and information obtained from manufacturers, and note how they impact the implementation
of network resource allocation algorithms, like RCP.
Processing primitives are limited.
Each switch
pipeline stage can execute only one ALU instruction per
packet field, and the instructions are limited to signed
addition and bitwise logic. Multiplication, division, and
floating point operations are not feasible. Hashing primitives, however, are available; this exposes the hard1 However,

it is possible to approximate the average RTT and only
keep an aggregate of the number of flows.
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ware that switches now use for ECMP and related loadbalancing protocols. Control flow mechanisms, such as
loops and pointers, are also unavailable, and entries inside M+A tables cannot be updated on the data path. This
precludes the complex floating-point computations often
employed by resource allocation algorithms from being
used directly on the data path. It also limits the number of sequential processing steps to the number of M+A
pipeline stages (generally around 10 to 20). Within a
pipeline stage, rules are processed in parallel.
Available stateful memory is constrained. Generally,
it is infeasible to maintain per-flow state across packets in both reconfigurable switches and their fixed function counterparts.2 For example, common switches support SRAM-based exact match tables of up to 12 Mb per
pipeline stage. The number of rules is limited by the
size of the TCAM-based ternary match tables provided
per pipeline stage (typically up to 1Mb). In contrast,
it is common for a datacenter switch to handle tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands of connections. This
allows for a negligible amount of per-connection state,
which is likely not enough for most resource allocation
algorithms to perform customized flow processing (e.g.,
for RCP to compute a precise average RTT).
State carried across computational stages is limited.
The hardware often imposes a limit on the size of the
temporary packet header vector, used to communicate
data across pipeline stages. Common implementations
limit this to 512 bytes. Also, switch metadata may not
be available at all processing stages. For example, cutthrough switches may not have the packet length available when performing ingress processing. This precludes that information from being used on the data path,
severely crimping link utilization metering and flow set
size estimation as needed by RCP.
FlexSwitch evolution. It is likely that the precise restrictions given in this section will be improved with future versions of FlexSwitch hardware. For example, additional computational primitives might be introduced or
available stateful memory might increase. However, restrictions on the use of per-flow state, the amount of processing that can be done, and the amount of state that can
be accessed per packet will have to remain to ensure that
the switch can function at line rate.

3

A Library of Building Blocks

To recap, realizing RCP requires additional operations
that are not directly supported by FlexSwitches. Specifically, an implementation of RCP requires the following
basic features:
2 The dramatic growth in link bandwidths coupled with a much
slower growth in switch state resources implies that this constraint will
likely hold in future generations of datacenter switches.
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• Metering utilization and queueing: For every outgoing port on a FlexSwitch, given a pre-specified control
interval, we need a metering mechanism that provides
the average utilization and the average queueing delay.
• Estimating the number of flows: For every outgoing
port and a pre-specified control interval, we need an
estimate of the number of flows that were transmitted through the port in the previous control interval—
without keeping per-flow state.
• Division/multiplication: They are required to compute
R(t), but are not supported in today’s FlexSwitches.
We performed a similar functional analysis of a
broad class of resource allocation algorithms to identify their computational and storage requirements. Table 6 presents our findings. We can see that the requirements of most network resource allocation protocols can
be distilled into a relatively small set of common building blocks that can enable the implementation of these
algorithms on a FlexSwitch.
We outline the design of these and other related building blocks in this section. The building blocks are designed to overcome hardware limitations described in
Section 2. In particular, we facilitate the following types
of packet processing functionality: (a) flow-level measurements such as approximate maintenance of per-flow
state and approximate aggregation of statistics across
flows, (b) approximate multiplication and division using
simpler FlexSwitch primitives, and (c) switch-level measurements such as metering of port-level statistics and
approximate scans over port-level statistics.
A common theme across many of these building
blocks is the use of approximation to stay within the
limited hardware resource bounds. We apply techniques
adapted from the streaming algorithms literature within
the context of FlexSwitches. Streaming algorithms use
limited state to approximate digests as data is streamed
through. Often, there is a tradeoff between the accuracy of the measurement and the amount of hardware resources devoted to implementing the measurement. We
draw attention to these tradeoffs and evaluate them empirically. We do so by measuring the resource use of
faithful C/C++ implementations of the building blocks
under various configuration parameters. In later sections,
we use P4 specifications of these building blocks, evaluate performance using a production FlexSwitch, and
measure resource requirements in an emulator for an additional production FlexSwitch.
3.1

Flow Statistics

Approximating Aggregate Flow Statistics: Many resource allocation algorithms require the computation of
aggregate values such as the total number of active flows,
the total number of sources and destinations commu-
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nicating through a switch, and so on. Exact computation of these values would require large amounts of both
state and per-packet computation. We therefore design
a cardinality estimator building block that can approximately calculate the number of unique elements (typically tuples of values associated with a subset of header
fields) in a stream of packets in a given time frame.
Our approach is adapted from streaming algorithms [28]. We calculate a hash of each element and
count the number of leading zeros n in the binary representation of the result using a TCAM. Using this approach, we compute and store the maximum number
max(n) of leading zeros over all elements to be counted.
2max(n) is then the expected number of unique elements.
To implement this calculation on FlexSwitches, we use a
ternary match table described by the string:
0n 1xN−n−1

0≤n<N

where N is the maximum number of bits in the hash result. A stateful memory cell maintains the maximum
number of leading zeros observed in the stream. This
approach allows us to both update and retrieve the count
n on the data plane.
This basic approach is space-efficient but exhibits high
variance for the estimate. The variance can be reduced by
using multiple independent hashes to derive independent
estimates of the cardinality. These independent estimates
are averaged to produce a final estimate. An alternative is
to divide the incoming stream into k disjoint buckets. For
example, we can use the last log(k) bits of the hash result
as a bucket index. We can estimate the cardinality of
each bucket separately and then combine them to derive
the final estimate by taking the harmonic mean [28].
Different traffic properties can be estimated by providing different header fields to the hash function. For
example, if the header fields are the 4-tuple of source
IP, destination IP, source port, and destination port, then
we can estimate the number of active flows traversing a
switch. Similarly, we can calculate the number of unique
end-hosts/VMs/tenants traversing the switch or collect
traffic statistics associated with anomalies.
The parameters are the number h of hash functions to
use, the maximum number N of bits in each hash result,
and the number k of hash buckets to use. Given these parameters, we can ask: how much switch state is required
to achieve a given level of accuracy and how does accuracy trade off with switch state?
Prior datacenter studies [4, 31], measure the number
of concurrent flows per host to be 100-1000. This means
a ToR switch can have 1,000-50,000 flows. Assuming
we use a single hash function with N = 32, and 1 byte
of memory for counting the number of leading zeroes in
each bucket, Figure 2 shows the tradeoff of accuracy versus memory usage for different flow set sizes. We vary
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Figure 2: Average tradeoff between accuracy and memory used
by the cardinality estimating building block for different set
sizes of random flows over 1000 measurements (error bars
show standard deviation).

memory use, which equals h × k bytes, for k ∈ [1, 216 ]
and h ∈ [1, 8] and show the tradeoff for the best choice of
h and k for a particular memory size.
Accuracy improves with increased memory, but the
flow set size does not impact this tradeoff significantly.
Using less than 64 bytes produces error rates above 20%.
Memory between 64 bytes and 1 KB has average error
rates between 5% and 15%. Using more than 1 KB of
memory only improves average error rates marginally (to
4%), but it can improve worst-case error rates.
We do lose accuracy for very small (#Flows ≈ k) and
very large (#Flows ≈ 2N ) flow set sizes. For very small
flow sets, several buckets will remain empty. This introduces distortions which can be corrected by calculating
the estimate as log(k/#emptyBuckets) instead.
In summary, the cardinality estimation building block
can work for a wide range of packet property sets with
low error and moderate resources, while providing a configurable tradeoff between accuracy and resource use.
Approximating Per-Flow Statistics: Resource limits
prevent maintaining accurate per-flow state, so this class
of building blocks approximates flow statistics. We discuss two building blocks. The first building block provides per-flow counters. It can be used, for example, to
track the number of bytes transmitted by individual flows
to identify elephant flows. The second building block
tracks timestamp values for a particular flow, e.g. to detect when a flow was last seen for flowlet detection.
Per-flow Counters: For this building block we use
a count-min sketch [16] to track element counts
in sub-linear space.
It supports two operations:
update(e,n) adds n to the counter for element e and
read(e) reads the counter for element e. This building
block requires a table of r rows and c columns, and r independent hash functions. update(e,n) applies the r
hash functions to e to locate a separate cell in each row,
and then adds n to each of those r cells. read(e) in
turn uses the r hash functions to find the same r cells for
e and returns the minimum. The approximation of the
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Table 1: Required count-min sketch size to achieve falsepositive rate below the specified threshold. The workload consists of N flows that send a total of 10 M packets, 80% of which
belong to 20% of the flows—the heavy hitters (HH)— and the
HH-threshold is set based on the expected number of packets
sent from a HH in this scenario.

count returned by read is always greater than or equal
to the exact count. To keep the sketch from saturating,
we use the switch CPU to periodically multiply all values in the counter table by a factor < 1 (i.e., decay the
counts across multiple intervals), or reset the whole table
to 0, depending on the use-case.
Per-Flow Timestamps: To track the timestamp of the
last received packet along a flow, we slightly modify the
use of the count-min sketch to derive a min-timestamp
sketch. Instead of adding n (the current time) to the selected cells, update(e,n) now just overwrites these
cells with n. read remains unmodified and as such returns a conservative estimate for the last time an element
has been seen.
One use-case for this block is flowlet switching,
wherein packets of a live flowlet should all be routed
along the same route but new flowlets can be assigned
a new route. Flowlet switching requires two pieces of information per flow: the timestamp of the previous packet,
and the assigned route. Our timestamp building block
tracks flow timestamps, but storing the route information
requires an extension of the building block.
The extended building block supports the following
two operations: update(e,n,r) sets the timestamp
of element e to n and, if the flowlet timestamp had expired, sets the route to r; and read(e) returns both the
last timestamp and the route for element e. We assume
that the chosen route for a flow can be represented as a
small integer that represents its index in a deterministic
set of candidate routes for the flow. Both update and
read still use the same mechanism for finding r cells for
a particular e, but we extend those cells to store both the
timestamp and a route integer. read returns the minimum of the timestamps and the sum of the route integers
from the cells. update still updates the timestamps in
all selected cells, but will only modify the route information in cells where the timestamp is older than the con-
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figured flowlet timeout. If no cell has a timestamp older
than the timeout, then the flowlet is considered live and
thus the route is not modified. Any non-live flowlet will
have at least one cell that has a timestamp older than the
timeout, thus the route values stored in these cells can be
modified so that the sum of all route values equals the
specified r. (The pseudocode for this building block is
shown in Figure 3.1 in the Appendix.) The key observation for correctness is that the route value in a cell with
a live timestamp will never be modified, which guarantees that none of the route information for a live flowlet
is modified, because the flowlet’s cells will all have live
timestamps.
3.2

Approximating Arithmetic

We design a class of building blocks that provide an exact implementation of complex arithmetic where possible and approximations for the general case. We can
exactly compute multiplication and division with a constant operand using bit shifts and addition. We resort
to approximation only when operands cannot be represented as a short sequence of additions. Our approximate
arithmetic supports two variable operands and relies on
lookup tables and addition.
Bit shifts: Multiplication and division by powers of 2 can
be implemented as bit shifts. If the constant operand is
not a power of 2, adding or subtracting the results from
multiple bit shifts provides the correct result, e.g., A × 6
can be rewritten as A × 2 + A × 4. Division can be implemented by rewriting as multiplication with the inverse.
Resource constraints (such as the number of pipeline
stages) limit the number of shifts and additions that can
be executed for a given packet.
Logarithm lookup tables: Where multiplication and division cannot be carried out exactly (e.g., if both operand
are variables), we use the fact that A × B = exp(log A +
log B). Given log and exp, we can reduce multiplication
and division to addition and subtraction. Because FlexSwitches do not provide log and exp natively, we approximate them using lookup tables.
We use a ternary match table to implement logarithms.
For N-bit numbers and a window of calculation accuracy
of size m, with 1 ≤ m ≤ N, table entries match all bitstrings of the form:
0n 1(0|1)min(m−1,N−n−1) xmax(0,N−n−m)

0≤n<N

where x is the wildcard symbol. These entries map to the
l-bit log value—represented as a fixed point integer—of
the average number covered by the match. For example,
for N = 3 and m = 1, the entries are {001, 01x, 1xx}, and
for m = 2 the table entries are {001, 010, 011, 10x, 11x}.
exp is calculated using an exact match table that maps
logarithms back to the corresponding integer value. The
parameters m and l control the space/accuracy tradeoff
for this building block. For N-bit operands, table size
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N

Error

m

l

exp (SRAM)

log (TCAM)

16

10%
5%
1%

3
4
6

6
7
9

64
128
512

59
111
383

32

10%
5%
1%

3
4
6

7
8
10

128
256
1024

123
239
895

64

10%
5%
1%

3
4
6

9
9
11

512
512
2048

251
495
1919

Table 2: Required number of lookup table entries for an
approximation of multiplication/division for different size
operands (N in bits) for the smallest configuration (m and l)
with a mean relative error below the specified threshold.

is approximately N × 2m for the log table and precisely
2l for the exp table. Table 2 shows the minimal values
of m and l to achieve a mean relative error below the
specified thresholds. Note that even for 64-bit numbers
a mean relative error below 1% can be achieved within
2048 exact match and ternary match table entries.
3.3

Switch Statistics

Metering queue lengths: Network protocols often require information about queue lengths. FlexSwitches
provide queue length information as part of the packet
metadata, but only in the egress pipeline and only for the
queue just traversed. This building block tracks queue
lengths and makes them available through the entire processing pipeline. When a packet arrives in the egress
pipeline we record the length of queue traversed in a
register for that queue. Depending on the use-case, this
building block can be configured to track the minimal
queue length seen in a specified time interval, and using
a timer to reset the register at the end of every interval.
A variant of this building block is to calculate a continuous exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
of queue lengths, and this utilizes the approximate arithmetic building block to perform the weighting.
Metering Rates: Similarly, data rates are an important
metric in resource allocation schemes. FlexSwitches provide metering functionality in hardware, but the output
is generally limited to colors that are assigned based on
thresholds as described in the P4 language. This building
block is able to measure rates for arbitrary input events
in a more general fashion. We provide two configurations: One measures within time intervals, the other measures continuously. We describe the latter as the former
is straightforward.
In order to support continuous measurement of the rate
during the last time interval T , we use two registers to
store the rate and the timestamp of the last update. When
updating the estimate, we first calculate the time passed
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since the last update as t∆ . Because there were no events
during the last t∆ ticks, we can calculate how many events
occurred during the last time interval T based on the previous rate R as Y = R×(T −t∆ ) (or 0 if t∆ > T ). Based on
that and the number of events x to be added with the current operation we update the rate to Y T+x , and also update
the timestamp register with the current timestamp. The
multiplication with R for calculating Y is implemented
using the second method described in the approximate
multiplication building block, while the division by T
can be implemented using a right shift.

Tables 5 and 6 in Appendix A summarize our building
blocks and the different classes of protocols we are able
to support with them. We can realize a variety of schemes
ranging from classical congestion control and scheduling
to load balancing, QoS, and fairness. This shows our
blocks are general enough to be reused across multiple
protocols and sufficient to implement a broad class of
resource allocation protocols.

Approximate Port Balancing: A common task is to assign packets to one of multiple destinations (e.g., links
or servers) to balance load between them. We provide a
class of building blocks that implement different balancing mechanisms. The building blocks in this class fall
in two separate categories, static balancing steers obliviously to the current load while dynamic balancing takes
load into account. We describe the latter.
Making a load balancing decision while taking into account the current load avoids the imbalances common
with static load balancing schemes. Computational limitations on FlexSwitches make it infeasible to pick the
least loaded destination from a set of candidates larger
than 2-4. Previous work [8] has shown that picking the
least loaded destination from a small subset – even just
2 – of destinations chosen at random, significantly reduces load imbalances. Picking random candidates can
be implemented on FlexSwitches by calculating two or
more hashes on high-entropy inputs (timestamp, or other
metadata fields). Information about the load of different destinations can be obtained from the metering queue
lengths or metering rates building blocks.

In this section we describe and evaluate a number of network resource allocation protocols that can be built using
the building blocks described in Section 3. The network
protocols that we target fall into the following broad categories: congestion control, load balancing, QoS/Fairness, and IDS/Monitoring.

3.4

Discussion

We note that our building blocks address both short and
long-term limitations associated with FlexSwitches. For
example, some of our building blocks emulate complex
arithmetic using simpler primitives and help make the
case for supporting some of these complex operations in
future versions of FlexSwitches. The rest of the building
blocks address fundamental constraints associated with
switch state and operation count, thereby allowing the
realization of a broader class of protocols that are robust
to approximations (as we will see in the next section).
We provide the building blocks in a template form, parameterized by zero or more packet header fields. Each
block either rewrites the packet header or maintains state
variables that are available to subsequent building blocks
in the pipeline. For example, the cardinality estimator
can be parameterized by the 5-tuple or just the source address and exposes a single variable called ‘cardinality’.
This variable can be re-used when blocks are chained
within a pipeline.
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4

4.1

Realizing Network Resource Allocation
Protocols

Evaluation Infrastructure

To show that we achieve our goal of implementing complex network resource allocation problems on limited
hardware resources using only approximating building
blocks, we first implement RCP on top of a real FlexSwitch. We use the Cavium Xpliant CNX880xx [14], a
fully flexible switch that provides several of the features
described in Section 2 while processing up to 3.2 Tb/s.
We then evaluate the accuracy of our implementations
versus the non-approximating originals using ns-3 simulations. Finally, we evaluate the resource usage of our
implementations and discuss whether they fit within the
limited resources that are expected of FlexSwitches.
To use the CNX880xx, we realize various building
blocks on the Cavium hardware. This involved: 1) programming the parser to parse protocols, 2) creating tables for stateful memory, 3) configuring the pipeline to
perform packet processing operations, and 4) coding the
service CPU to perform periodic book-keeping.
To measure the performance of our RCP implementation against other protocols, we emulate a 2-level FatTree topology consisting of 8 servers, 4 ToRs and 2 core
switches by creating appropriate VLANs on the switch
and directly interconnect the corresponding switch ports.
This way, the same switch emulates all switches in the
topology. All links operate at 10Gbps. We generate flows
from all servers towards a designated target server with
Poisson arrivals such that the ToR links are 50-60% utilized. The flows are Pareto distributed (α = 1.2), with a
mean size of 25 packets. We measure the flow completion times and compare it with the default Linux TCPcubic implementation.
To evaluate the accuracy of our use cases, we implement them within the ns-3 network simulator [25] version 3.23. We simulate a datacenter network topology
consisting of 2560 servers and a total of 112 switches.
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The switches are configured in a 3-level FatTree topology with a total over-subscription ratio of 1:4. The
core and aggregation switches each have 16 × 10Gbps
ports while the ToRs each have 4 × 10Gbps ports and
40 × 1Gbps ports. All servers follow an on-off traffic
pattern, sending every new flow to a random server in
the datacenter at a rate such that the core link utilization is approximately 30%. Flows are generated using a
Pareto distribution (α = 1.2), and a mean flow size of 25
packets. Simulations are run for long enough that flow
properties can be evaluated.
To evaluate the resource use of our use cases on an actual FlexSwitch, we implement our use cases in the P4
programming language and compile them to a production switch target. The compiler implements the functionality proposed in [19] and compiles to the hardware
model described in Section 2. It reports the hardware resource usage for the entire use case, including memory
used for data and code.
Our compiler-based evaluation serves to quantify the
increased resource usage of our congestion control implementations when added to a baseline switch implementation based upon [34] that provides common functionality of today’s datacenter switches. The baseline switch implementation provides basic L2 switching
(flooding, learning, and STP), basic L3 routing (IPv4,
IPv6, and VRF), link aggregation groups (LAGs), ECMP
routing, VXLAN, NVGRE, Geneve and GRE tunneling,
and basic statistics collection. We intentionally do not
add more functionality to the baseline to highlight the
additional resources consumed by our implementations.
4.2

Simple use-cases

The simple use-cases typically apply building blocks in a
direct way to achieve their goals. We provide here a few
examples to give insight into how our building blocks
apply to a wide variety of different network applications.
WCMP. Weighted Cost Multipath (WCMP) routing [39]
is an improvement over ECMP that can balance traffic
even when underlying network performance is not symmetric. WCMP uses weights to express path preferences
that consequently impact load balance. To implement
WCMP using FlexSwitches, we use the approximate port
balancing building block over a next-hop hash table and
replicate next-hop entries according to their weight. The
WCMP weight reduction algorithm [39] applies in the
same way to reduce table entries.
CoDel. This QoS mechanism [24] monitors the minimum observed per-packet queueing delay during a time
interval and drops the very last packet in the interval if
this minimum observed delay is above a threshold. If
there is a packet drop, the scheme provides a formula
for calculating a shorter interval for the next time period.
This scheme can be easily implemented on a FlexSwitch
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using metering, a small amount of state for maintaining
the time period, approximate arithmetic for computing
the next interval, and timers.
TCP port scan detection. To detect TCP port scans, we
filter packets for set SYN flags and use the cardinality
estimation building block to estimate the number of distinct port numbers observed. If this estimate exceeds a
set threshold, we report a scan event to the control plane.
NTP amplification attack detection. Similarly, to detect NTP amplification attacks, we detect NTP packets
(UDP port 123) and use cardinality estimation of distinct
source IP addresses. If the number is high, we conclude
that a large number of senders is emitting NTP requests
over a small window of time and report an attack event.
4.3

RCP

We now illustrate how to orchestrate several of the building blocks described in Section 3 to implement RCP.
Staying true to our design principles, we employ approximation when necessary to make the implementation
possible within limited resource bounds. We recall: To
implement RCP we require a way of metering average
utilization and queueing delay over a specified control
interval. We also need to determine the number of active
flows for each outgoing port over the same interval.
First, we estimate the spare capacity and the persistent
queues built up inside the switch using the metering utilization and queueing building block. We use the building block to maintain per-link meta-data for the number
of bytes received and the minimum queue length observed during a control period. When a packet arrives,
we update Q by taking the minimum of the previous Q
value and the current queue occupancy size as measured
by our building block. Similarly, a counter B accumulates the number of bytes sent over the link. A timer is
initialized to d, the expected steady state RTT of most
flows. When the timer expires, we calculate the spare
bandwidth as S = C − B/d, where C is the total capacity
of the link. d is rounded down to a power of two so that
the division operation can be replaced by a bit-shift operation. This use of a slightly smaller d is consistent with
RCP’s recommendation of using control periods that are
roughly comparable to the average RTT.
RCP approximates the number of flows using a circuC
. This essentially estimates
lar definition: N̂(t) = R(t−d)
the number of flows using the rate computed in the previous control interval. We use a more direct approximation
of the number of unique flows by employing the cardinality estimator building block.
Finally, with estimates of utilization, queueing, and
number of flows, we can use the RCP formula for calculating R(t). Given that RCP is stable for a wide range
of α, β > 0, we pick fractional values that can be approximated by bit shift operations. For the division by N(t), a
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Figure 3: Cumulative distribution of FCTs of various flow sizes for TCP as well as both precise and approximate RCP and XCP.

general division is required because both sides are variables. We use the approximate divider building block to
perform the division with sufficient accuracy.
Our hardware implementation of RCP uses several
features of the XPliant CNX880xx switch. First, we use
the configurable counters to build the cardinality estimator. An array of counters indexed by the packet hash is
incremented on each packet arrival. The counter values are read periodically to estimate the number of ongoing flows. Next, we use the metering block to maintain
port level statistics such as bytes transmitted and queue
lengths. For periodically computing RCP rates, we utilize an on-switch service CPU to compute and store the
rates inside the pipeline lookup memory. Finally, we program the reconfigurable pipeline to correctly identify and
parse an RCP packet, extract the rate and rewrite it with
the switch rate if it is lower.
We compared the performance of the above RCP implementation against TCP on the Cavium testbed and
workload described in Section 4.1. We measure the flow
completion times for various flow sizes and report them
in Table 3. As expected, RCP benefits significantly from
the switch notifying the endhosts the precise rate to transmit at. This avoids the need for slow-start and keeps the
queue occupancy low at the switches, leading to lower
flow completion times.
In order to measure the impact of approximation
on the accuracy of our FlexSwitch implementation of
RCP, we compare our implementation (RCP-Approx) to
an original implementation (RCP) using the simulated
workload described in Section 4.1. Figure 3 shows the
result as a number of CDFs of flow completion time
(FCT) for flows of various lengths. We can see that
RCP-Approx matches the performance of RCP closely,
for all three types of traffic flows. We also compare to
the performance of TCP to validate that our simulation
adequately models the performance of RCP. We see that
this is indeed the case as RCP performance exceeds TCP
performance for shorter flows, as shown in [17].
To measure the additional hardware resources used for
RCP-Approx, we integrate RCP-Approx into our baseline switch implementation and compile using the compiler described in Section 4.1. Table 4 shows the addi-
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Flow
Size

TCP
Mean 50th % 95th %

RCP
Mean 50th % 95th %

Short
Medium
Long

10.32 0.85
2.92
67.97 5.33 216.99
649.25 59.73 3559.85

0.85 0.73 2.05
5.07 3.18 14.85
50.42 36.85 137.26

Table 3: Flow completion times for short, medium, and long
flows (< 50, < 500, and ≥ 500 packets) in milli-seconds on a
two-tier topology running RCP on Cavium hardware.
Resource

Baseline

+RCP

+XCP

+CONGA

Pkt Hdr Vector
187 191 +2%
195 +4%
199 +6%
10 +11%
9 +0%
11 +22%
Pipeline Stages
9
Match Crossbar
462 473 +2%
471 +2%
478 +3%
Hash Bits
1050 1115 +6% 1058 +1% 1137 +8%
SRAM
165 175 +6%
172 +4%
213 +29%
TCAM
43
44 +2%
45 +5%
44 +2%
ALU Instruction
83
88 +6%
92 +11%
98 +18%

Table 4: Summary of resource usage for various use-cases.

tional hardware resources used compared to the baseline switch. We can see that additional resource use is
small—not exceeding 6% for all resources but pipeline
stages and requiring an additional stage.
We conclude that RCP can indeed be implemented
with adequate accuracy and limited additional resource
usage. This gives us confidence that other resource allocation algorithms might be implementable as well and
we do so in the following subsections.
4.4

XCP

Like RCP, the eXplicit Control Protocol (XCP) [20] is
a congestion control system that relies on explicit feedback from the network, but optimizes fairness and efficiency over high bandwidth-delay links. An XCPcapable router maintains two control algorithms that are
executed periodically on each output port: a congestion
controller and a fairness controller. The congestion controller is similar to RCP’s—it computes the desired increase or decrease in the aggregate traffic (in bytes) over
the next control interval as φ = α · d · S − β · Q, where S,
Q, and d are defined as before.
The fairness controller distributes the aggregate feedback φ among individual packets to achieve per-flow
fairness. It uses the same additive increase, multiplica-
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tive decrease (AIMD) [7] principle as TCP. If φ > 0, it
increases the throughput of all flows by the same uniform
amount. If φ < 0, it decreases the throughput of a flow
by a value proportional to the flow’s current throughput.
XCP achieves AIMD control without requiring per-flow
state by sending feedback in terms of change in congestion window, and through a formulation of the feedback values designed to normalize feedback to account
for variations in flow rates, packet sizes, and RTTs.
In particular, given a packet i of size si corresponding
to a flow with current congestion window cwndi and RTT
rtti , XCP computes the positive feedback pi (when φ >
0) and the negative feedback ni (when φ < 0) as:
rtt 2 · si
ni = ξn · rtti · si
pi = ξ p · i
cwndi
where ξ p and ξn are constants for a given control interval. Observe that the negative feedback is simply
a uniform constant across packets if all flows have the
same RTT and send the same sized packets. As a consequence, flows that send more packets (and hence operate
at a higher rate) will get a proportionally higher negative
feedback and will multiplicatively decrease their sending rates in the next control interval. Similarly, the structure of pi results in an additive increase as the per-packet
feedback is inversely proportional to cwndi . Finally,
the per-interval constants ξ p and ξn are computed such
that the aggregate feedback provided across all packets
equals φ , with L being the set of packets seen by the
router in the control interval:
φ
−φ
ξp =
ξn =
rtti ·si
d
·
d · ∑L cwndi
∑L si
FlexSwitch Implementation
The core of the XCP protocol requires each switch to: (i)
calculate and store at every control interval the values φ ,
ξ p , and ξn , and (ii) compute for every packet the positive
or negative feedback values (pi or ni ). pi and ni are communicated back to the sender, while cwndi and rtti are
communicated to other routers to allow them to compute
ξ p and ξn . Given the programmable parser in a FlexSwitch, it is straightforward to extend the packet header
to include fields corresponding to cwndi , rtti , and either
pi or ni . However, the XCP equations described above
require complex calculations. We outline a sequence of
refinements designed to address this.
Approximate computations: As with RCP, we make
use of the metering utilization and queueing building
block and then suitably choose the stability constants and
the control interval period to simplify computations in
the processing pipeline. First, we set the stability constants α, β to be negative powers of 2, such that φ can be
π
calculated using bit shifts. XCP is stable for 0 < α < 4√
2
√
and β = α 2 2, which makes this simplification feasible.
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Figure 4: Staggered evaluation of XCP control parameters.

Next we approximate the control interval d to be a power
of two that approximates the average RTT in the datacenter. We can then compute φ /d every d microseconds using integer counters and bit-shifts without incurring the
loss in precision associated with the approximate division building block.
End-host computations: In XCP, end-hosts send rtti
and cwndi values with every packet and receive from the
switches a per-packet feedback pi , ni . In our FlexSwitch
implementation, we offload more of the computation to
the end-hosts. First, we require the end-host to send to
rtti ·si
. Second, instead of
switches the computed value cwnd
i
calculating the per-packet feedback pi , ni at the switch,
we simply send the positive and negative feedback coefficients ξ p , ξn to the end-host. The end-host can then calculate the necessary feedback by computing pi , ni based
on its local flow state. This results in a subtle approximation as we can no longer keep track of aggregate feedback
at the router. It is possible that we give out more aggregate feedback than the target φ if a large burst of packets
arrives during a control interval. This can temporarily
cause a queue buildup inside the switch, but XCP’s negative feedback will quickly dissipate the queue. We did
not see large queue buildups in our simulations.
Approximate control intervals: Finally, instead of
computing the positive and negative feedback coefficients ξ p , ξn along with φ at the end of every control
interval, we compute them whenever the denominator
reaches a value close to a power of 2. In our case, we
rtti ·si
approximate ∑L cwnd
or ∑L si to a power of 2 for posii
tive and negative feedback coefficients respectively, both
of which are in the XCP congestion header and are accumulated in integer counters inside switch memory. As
a result, calculating ξ p , ξn requires only a bit-shift operation. It also means that we are not calculating all XCP
parameters synchronously at every control interval, but
rather at staggered intervals as shown in Figure 4.
We again measure the impact of approximation on
the accuracy of our FlexSwitch implementation by comparing it (XCP-Approx) to an original implementation
of XCP using the simulated workload described in Section 4.1. From Figure 3 we can see that XCP-Approx
also closely matches the performance of XCP, for all
three types of traffic flows. Both implementations out-
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perform RCP for long flows and perform worse than RCP
for short flows. This validates our simulation as XCP
is optimized for long flows over high bandwidth-delay
links, while RCP is optimized for short flows.
Table 4 shows the additional hardware resources
used by XCP-Approx when integrated into the baseline
switch. XCP requires almost twice the computational resources of RCP—both in terms of ALU instructions and
state carried among pipeline stages in the packet header
vector. This is expected, as XCP-Approx computes 2
counter values for every packet and 3 parameters every
control interval, while RCP carries out only 1 computation per interval and 1 per packet arrival. Conversely,
SRAM use is diminished versus RCP, as we can carry
out multiplication/division solely via bit-shifts, while we
require more TCAM entries to identify when a variable
is an approximate power of 2.
We conclude that XCP can also be implemented with
adequate accuracy and limited additional resource usage
using our building blocks. Given this experience, we
now turn to a slightly broader resource management algorithm that combines some of the functionality required
for RCP and XCP with a load balancing element.
4.5

CONGA

CONGA [3] is a congestion-aware load balancing system that splits TCP flows into flowlets and allocates
them to paths based on congestion feedback from remote
switches. Congestion is communicated among switches
with each payload packet by embedding congestion information within unused bits of the VXLAN [21] overlay
network header that is common in datacenters today.
CONGA operates primarily at leaf switches and does
load balancing based on per-uplink congestion. Each
leaf switch holds two tables that contain congestion information along all possible uplink choices from and to
other leaf switches and are updated by information from
these other leaf switches. To forward a packet, a leaf
switch picks an outgoing link and records its choice in
the packet header. Core switches record the maximum
congestion along the path to the packet’s destination by
updating a header field with the maximum of their local
congestion and that already in the field. Finally, the destination leaf switch updates its congestion-from-leaf table
according to the recorded congestion along the sender’s
uplink port choice. To relay congestion information back
to sender switches, each switch additionally chooses one
entry in its congestion-from-leaf table for that switch and
transmits it using another set of CONGA header fields
within each payload packet.
To estimate local link congestion, all switches use a
discounting rate estimator (DRE). DREs use a single register X to keep track of bytes sent along a link over a window of time. For each sent packet, the register is incre-
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mented by that packet’s size. The register is decremented
periodically with a multiplicative factor α between 0 and
1: X ← X × (1 − α).
CONGA’s load-balancing algorithm is triggered for
each new flowlet. It first computes for each uplink the
maximum of the locally measured congestion of the uplink and the congestion feedback received for the path
from the destination switch. It then chooses the uplink
with the minimum congestion for the flowlet.
To recognize TCP flowlets, leaf switches keep flowlet
tables. Each table entry contains an uplink number, a
valid bit, and an age bit. For each incoming packet, the
corresponding flowlet is determined via a hash on the
packet’s connection 5-tuple that indexes into the table.
If the flowlet is valid (valid bit set), we simply forward
the packet on the recorded port. If it is not valid, we set
the valid bit and determine the uplink port via the loadbalancing algorithm. Each incoming packet additionally
resets the age bit of its corresponding flowlet table entry. A timer periodically checks the age bit of all flowlets
before setting it. If a timer encounters an already set age
bit, then the flowlet is timed out by resetting the valid bit.
To accurately detect enough flowlets, CONGA switches
have on the order of 64K flowlet entries in a table.
FlexSwitch Implementation
Relaying CONGA congestion information is straightforward in FlexSwitches: We simply add the required
fields to the VXLAN headers. Since CONGA is intended
to scale only within 2-layer cluster sub-topologies, congestion tables are also small enough to be stored entirely
within FlexSwitches. To implement the remaining bits
of CONGA, we need the following building blocks:
Measuring Sending Rates: We need to measure the rate
of bytes sent on a particular port, which CONGA implements with DREs. We use the timer-based rate measurement building block for this task. We setup one block for
each egress port to track the number of transmitted bytes
along that port and set the timeout and multiplicative decrease factor to CONGA-specific values.
Maintaining congestion information: We can simply
fix the size of congestion tables to a power of 2 and use
precise multiplication via bit shifts and addition to index
into the 2-dimensional congestion tables.
Flowlet detection: To identify TCP flowlets and remember their associated paths we use the flow statistics building block. We mimic CONGA’s flowlet switching without a need for valid or age bits.
CONGA flowlet switching: To remember the initially
chosen uplink for each flowlet, we store the uplink number as a tag inside the high-order bits of the flow’s associated counter. We use this tag directly for routing. At the
same time, we ensure that per-flow counters are reset fre-
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quently enough so that the tag value will never be overwritten due to the flow packet counter growing too large.
To do so, we simply calculate the maximum number of
min-sized packets that can traverse an uplink within a
given time frame and ensure that this number stays below the allocated counter size (32 bits), minus the space
reserved for the tag (2 bits in current ToR switches). For
100Gb/s uplinks, more than 5 seconds may pass sending
min-sized packets at line-rate before counter overflow.
CONGA’s load balancing requires a complex calculation of minimums and maximums—too many to be realized efficiently on a FlexSwitch. Rather than faithfully
replicating the algorithm and determining the best uplink port upon each new flowlet, we keep a running tally
of the minimally-congested uplink choice for each leaf
switch. Upon a new flowlet, we simply forward along
the corresponding minimally-congested uplink.
Our running tally needs to be updated each time a corresponding congestion metric is updated. If this results
in a new minimum, we simply update the running minimum. However, if an update causes our current minimum to fall out of favor, we might need to find the new
current minimum. This would require re-computation of
the current congestion metric for all possibilities—an operation we want to avoid. Instead, we simply update our
current “minimum” to the value we have at hand as a
best guess and wait for further congestion updates from
remote switches to tell us the true new minimum. In
our current implementation we also do not update our
tally when local rate measurements are updated. This
spares further resources at minimal accuracy loss. We
ran ns3 simulations comparing CONGA and approximated CONGA implemented using our building blocks
to confirm that our approximations don’t cause significant deviation in performance (see Appendix B).
Table 4 shows the resources used when our CONGA
implementation is added to our baseline switch implementation. We can see that an additional 29% of
SRAM to store the additional congestion and flowlet tables is the main contribution. Also, we require 2 extra
pipeline stages and 18% more ALU instructions to realize CONGA computationally, for example to approximate multiplication and division. Other resource use is
increased minimally, below 10%.
We conclude that even complex load balancing protocols can be implemented on FlexSwitches using our
building blocks. The additional resource use is moderate, taking up less than a third of the baseline amount of
stages, SRAM bytes, and ALU instructions and less than
10% of the baseline for the other switch resources.

5

Related Work

Our work demonstrates that many resource allocations
protocols can be implemented on a FlexSwitch using
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various approximation techniques. To achieve our goal,
we leverage several algorithms from the streaming literature and apply them to a switch setting. For example,
we show how to implement the HyperLogLog [28] algorithm and count-min sketch [16] on a FlexSwitch to approximate the number and frequency of distinct elements
in traffic flows. Our flow timestamps and flowlet detection building blocks are related to Approximate Concurrent State Machines [11], but we are able to design simpler solutions given that we don’t need general state machines to implement the functionality. Other related efforts are OpenSketch [38] and DREAM [23] that propose
software-defined measurement architectures. OpenSketch uses sketches implemented on top of NetFPGA,
while DREAM centralizes the heavy-hitter detection
at a controller while distributing the flow monitoring
tasks over multiple traditional OpenFlow switches. Both
works trade off accuracy for resource conservation. We
build on these ideas to implement a broad set of building
blocks within the constraints of the hardware model and
implement resource allocation algorithms using them.
Other work has proposed building blocks to aid programmable packet scheduling [35] and switch queue
management [36]. While some of this work has been implemented on NetFPGA, we believe their solutions are
likely to be applicable within a FlexSwitch model albeit
with some approximations. Complementary to our work
are proposals for enhancing the programmability of a reconfigurable pipeline [33].

6

Conclusion

As switching technology evolves to provide flexible
M+A processing for each forwarded packet, it holds the
promise of making a software-defined dataplane a reality.
This paper evaluates the power of flexible M+A processing for in-network resource allocation. While hardware
constraints make the implementation of resource allocation algorithms difficult, we show that it is possible to
approximate several popular algorithms with acceptable
accuracy. We develop a number of building blocks that
are broadly applicable to a wide range of network allocation and management applications. We use implementations on a production FlexSwitch, compilation statistics regarding hardware resources allocated, and simulation results to show that our protocol implementations
are feasible and effective.
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A

Building Blocks and their Use in Various Protocols
Building Block

Functionality

Techniques

Cardinality Estimator
Flow Counters
Flow Timestamps

Estimate #unique elements in a stream
Estimate per-flow bytes/packets
Last packet sent timestamp

Linear Counting, Hyperloglog
Count-min sketch
Sketch with timestamps

Metering queues/utilization
Port Balancing

Estimate rates
Pick a port based on some metric

EWMA
Power-of-2 choices

Approx Arithmetic

Division/Multiplication

Logarithm tables, Bit-shits

Table 5: Summary of the proposed building blocks and techniques we use to implement them.

Functionality

Congestion
Control,
Scheduling

Protocol

Building Blocks Required

Implementation

RCP [17]
XCP [20]
QCN [2]

Arithmetic, Cardinality, Metering
Arithmetic, Metering
Arithmetic, Metering

HULL [5]

Arithmetic, Metering

D3 [37]
PIAS [9]

Flow Statistics, Metering
Flow Statistics, Balancing

Section 4.3.
Section 4.4.
Meter queue sizes and calculate feedback value from
switch queue length based on sampling probability.
Implement Phantom queues by metering and mark packets based on utilization levels.
RCP like feedback, but prioritizes near-deadline flows.
Emulates shortest job next scheduling by dynamically
lowering priority based on packets sent.

CONGA [3]
WCMP [39]
Ananta [27]

Arithmetic, Flow Timestamps, Metering
Balancing
Flow Counters, Metering, Balancing

Hedera [1]
Presto [18]

Flow Counters, Balancing
Flow Statistics, Balancing

Seawall [32]

Arithmetic, Cardinality, Metering

FairCloud [29]

Arithmetic, Flow Counters

CoDel [24]
pFabric [6]

Arithmetic, Metering
Arithmetic, Flow Counters

Snort IDS [30]
OpenSketch [38]

Flow Counters, Cardinality
Flow Counters, Metering

Load Balancing

QoS & Fairness

Access Control

Section 4.5.
Section 4.2.
Use flow counters to realize VIP map and flow table. Use
metering and balancing for packet rate fairness and to
detect heavy hitters.
Detect heavy hitters and balance them.
Create flowlets and balance them
Collect traffic statistics and provide RCP-like feedback
to determine the per-link, per-entity share.
Meter number of source/destination flows and queue
them into approximately prioritized queues.
Section 4.2.
Queue packets into approximately prioritized queues using remaining flow length value in the header.
Section 4.2.
Our approximate flow statistics are based on the same
underlying count-min sketch.

Table 6: Network functions that can be supported using FlexSwitch building blocks. A deeper discussion of several of the algorithms
is given in Section 4.

sketch = {ts, route_id}[2][N]
elements(five_tuple):
h1, h2 = hashes(five_tuple)
e1 = sketch[0][h1 % N]
e2 = sketch[1][h2 % N]
read(five_tuple):
e1, e2 = elements(five_tuple)
ts = min(e1.ts, e2.ts)
route = e1.route_id + e2.route_id
return (ts, route)

update(five_tuple, ts, route_id):
e1, e2 = elements(five_tuple)
cutoff = ts - TIMEOUT
if (e1.ts < cutoff && e2.ts < cutoff)
e1.route_id = rand()
e2.route_id = route_id - e1.route_id
else if (e1.ts < cutoff)
e1.route_id = route_id - e2.route_id
else if (e2.ts < cutoff)
e2.route_id = route_id - e1.route_id
e1.ts = e2.ts = ts

Figure 5: Pseudocode for the flowlet switching building block presented in Section 3.1. This particular sketch uses two hash
functions and two rows of N counters each, but generalizes to multiple hash functions in a straightforward manner.
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Approximate CONGA ns3 simulation
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Figure 6: Performance comparison between CONGA and approximate CONGA using ns3 simulations.

We compare the performance of approximate CONGA
implemented using our building blocks to the original
version of CONGA. We simulate the same 4-switch (2
leaves, 2 spines), 64 server topology in [3] with 50µs link
latency and the default CONGA parameters: Q = 3, τ =
160µs, and flowlet gap T f l = 500µs. We run the enterprise workload described in the same paper, and vary the
arrival rate to achieve a target network load, which we
measure as a percentage of the total bisection bandwidth.
First, we measure the change in average flow completion time as we increase the load in the network.
Figure 6a shows that our approximate implementation
closely follows the original protocol. We sometimes see
a slightly higher FCT primarily because we perform an
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approximate minimum over the ports when we have to assign a new flowlet. Current restrictions on FlexSwitches
don’t allow us to scan all ports to pick the least loaded
one, so we keep a running approximate minimum. This
results in some flowlets not getting placed optimally to
the least loaded link. In all other cases, we implement
CONGA’s protocols accurately.
Figure 6b shows the CDF of flow completion times for
all flows when the network is loaded at 60%. Again, the
approximate implementation of CONGA matches very
closely to that of original CONGA. A majority of the
flows are short and hence are not affected by the approximate minimum selection of ports.
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Abstract
Many research works have recently experimented with
GPU to accelerate packet processing in network applications. Most works have shown that GPU brings a significant performance boost when it is compared to the CPUonly approach, thanks to its highly-parallel computation
capacity and large memory bandwidth. However, a recent
work argues that for many applications, the key enabler
for high performance is the inherent feature of GPU that
automatically hides memory access latency rather than its
parallel computation power. It also claims that CPU can
outperform or achieve a similar performance as GPU if
its code is re-arranged to run concurrently with memory
access, employing optimization techniques such as group
prefetching and software pipelining.
In this paper, we revisit the claim of the work and see if
it can be generalized to a large class of network applications. Our findings with eight popular algorithms widely
used in network applications show that (a) there are many
compute-bound algorithms that do benefit from the parallel computation capacity of GPU while CPU-based optimizations fail to help, and (b) the relative performance
advantage of CPU over GPU in most applications is due to
data transfer bottleneck in PCIe communication of discrete
GPU rather than lack of capacity of GPU itself. To avoid
the PCIe bottleneck, we suggest employing integrated
GPU in recent APU platforms as a cost-effective packet
processing accelerator. We address a number of practical
issues in fully exploiting the capacity of APU and show
that network applications based on APU achieve multi-10
Gbps performance for many compute/memory-intensive
algorithms.

1

Introduction

Modern graphics processing units (GPUs) are widely used
to accelerate many compute- and memory-intensive applications. With hundreds to thousands of processing cores
and large memory bandwidth, GPU promises a great potential to improve the throughput of parallel applications.
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Fortunately, many network applications fall into this category as they nicely fit the execution model of GPU. In
fact, a number of research works [29–31, 33, 34, 46, 47]
have reported that GPU helps improve the performance of
network applications.
More recently, however, the relative capacity of GPU
over CPU in accelerating network applications has been
questioned. A recent work claims that most benefits of
GPU come from fast hardware thread switching that transparently hides memory access latency instead of its high
computational power [32]. They have also shown that
applying the optimization techniques of group prefetching
and software pipelining to CPU code often makes it more
resource-efficient than the GPU-accelerated version for
many network applications.
In this paper, we re-examine the recent claim on the
efficacy of GPU in accelerating network applications.
Through careful experiments and reasoning, we make
following observations. First, we find that the computational power of GPU does matter in improving the performance of many compute-intensive algorithms widely
employed in network applications. We show that popular
cryptographic algorithms in SSL and IPsec such as RSA,
SHA-1/SHA-2, and ChaCha20 highly benefit from parallel computation cycles rather than transparent memory
access hiding. They outperform optimized CPU code by
a factor of 1.3 to 4.8. Second, while the CPU-based code
optimization technique like G-Opt [32] does improve the
performance of naı̈ve CPU code, its acceleration power
is limited when it is compared with that of GPU without
data transfer. By the performance-per-cost metric, we find
that GPU is 3.1x to 4.8x more cost-effective if GPU can
avoid data transfer overhead. Third, we emphasize that
the main bottleneck in GPU workload offloading lies in
data transfer overhead incurred by the PCIe communication instead of lack of capacity in the GPU device itself.
However, masking the DMA delay is challenging because
individual packet processing typically does not require
lots of computation or memory access. This makes it diffi-
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cult for asynchronous data transfer (e.g., concurrent copy
and execution of GPU kernel) to completely overlap with
GPU kernel execution. Given that typical PCIe bandwidth
is an order of magnitude smaller than the memory bandwidth of GPU, it is not surprising that data transfer on
PCIe limits the performance benefit in GPU-accelerated
network applications.
To maximize the benefit of GPU without data transfer overhead, we explore employing integrated GPU in
Accelerated Processing Units (APUs) for network applications. APU is attractive in packet processing as it provides
a single unified memory space for both CPU and GPU,
eliminating the data transfer overhead in discrete GPU. In
addition, its power consumption is only a fraction of that
of typical CPU (e.g., 35W for AMD Carrizo) with a much
smaller price tag (e.g., $100 to $150), making it a costeffective accelerator for networked systems. The question
lies in how we can exploit it as a high-performance packet
processing engine.
However, achieving high performance in packet processing with APU faces a few practical challenges. First,
in contrast to discrete GPU, integrated GPU loses the benefit of high-bandwidth GDDR memory as it has to share
the DRAM with CPU. Since both CPU and GPU contend
for the shared memory bus and controller, efficient use of
memory bandwidth is critical for high performance. Second, the communication overhead between CPU and GPU
to switch contexts and to synchronize data update takes
up a large portion of GPU execution time. Unlike discrete
GPU, this overhead is no longer masked by overlapped
GPU kernel execution. Also, cache coherency in APU is
explicitly enforced through expensive instructions since
CPU and GPU employ a separate cache. This implies that
the results by GPU threads are not readily visible to CPU
threads without heavyweight synchronization operations
or slow GPU kernel teardown.
We address these challenges in a system called APUNet,
a high-performance APU-accelerated network packet processor. For efficient utilization of memory bandwidth,
APUNet extensively exercises zero-copying in all stages of
packet processing: packet reception, processing by CPU
and GPU, and packet transmission. We find that the extensive zero-copying model helps extract more computational
power from integrated GPU, outperforming the naı̈ve version by a factor of 4.2 to 5.4 in IPsec. For low-latency
communication between CPU and GPU, APUNet adopts
persistent GPU kernel execution that keeps GPU threads
running in parallel across a continuous input packet stream.
Eliminating GPU kernel launch and teardown, combined
with zero copying significantly reduces packet processing
latency by 7.3x to 8.2x and waiting time to collect a batch
of packets for parallel execution. In addition, APUNet
performs “group synchronization” where a batch of GPU
threads implicitly synchronize the memory region of the

GDDR5 Device Memory
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Host
DRAM

Streaming Multiprocessor (SM)
Instruction Cache
Instruction Buffer
Warp Scheduler
Register File (16K x 32-bit)

x4
L1 Cache

Shared Memory

Figure 1: Typical architecture of discrete GPU
processed packets, which avoids heavy atomics instructions. It efficiently ensures coherent data access between
CPU and GPU by checking for updated packet payload
(e.g., non-zero values in HMAC digest) only when processing is completed, which improves the synchronization
performance by a factor of 5.7.
APUNet achieves both high-speed and cost-efficient
network packet processing on several popular network
applications. We find that many network applications,
regardless of being memory- or compute-intensive, outperform CPU baseline as well as optimized implementations. APUNet improves G-Opt’s performance by up
to 1.6x in hashing-based IPv6 forwarding, 2.2x in IPsec
gateway, 2.8x in SSL proxy, and up to 4.0x in NIDS adopting the Aho-Corasick pattern matching algorithm. We
note that APUNet does not improve the performance of
simple applications like IPv4 forwarding as the offloaded
GPU kernel task is too small to overcome the CPU-GPU
communication overhead.

2

Background

In this section, we describe the architecture of discrete and
integrated GPUs and analyze their differences.

2.1

Discrete GPU

Most GPU-accelerated networked systems [29–31, 33, 34,
46, 47] have employed discrete GPU to enhance the performance of network applications. Typical discrete GPU
takes the form of a PCIe peripheral device that communicates with the host side via PCIe lanes as shown in
Figure 1. It consists of thousands of processing cores (e.g.,
2048 in NVIDIA GTX980 [5]) and a separate GDDR
memory with large memory bandwidth (e.g., 224 GB/s for
GTX980). It adopts the single-instruction, multiple-thread
(SIMT) execution model under which a group of threads
(called a warp in NVIDIA or a wavefront in AMD hardware), concurrently executes the same instruction stream
in a lock-step manner. Multiple warps (e.g., 4 in GTX980)
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are run on a streaming multiprocessor (SM) that shares
caches (instruction, L1, shared memory) for fast instruction/data access and thousands of registers for fast context switching among threads. SMs are mainly optimized
for instruction-level parallelism but do not implement sophisticated branch prediction or speculative execution as
commonly available in modern CPU. High performance
is achieved when all threads run the same basic block in
parallel, but when a thread deviates from the instruction
stream due to a branch, the execution of the other threads
in a warp is completely serialized.
By the raw computation cycles and memory bandwidth,
typical discrete GPU outperforms modern CPU. For example, NVIDIA GTX980 has 110x more computation cycles
and 3.8x higher memory bandwidth than Intel Xeon E52650 v2 CPU. Such large computation power brings a
clear performance advantage in massively-parallel workloads such as supercomputing [19, 38, 39] or training deep
neural networks [21, 23, 24]. However, in other workloads
that do not exhibit enough parallelism, GPU may perform
poorly as it cannot fully exploit the hardware. Since our
focus in this paper is packet processing in network applications, we ask a question: can GPU perform better
than CPU in popular network applications? We attempt to
answer this question in Section 3.

2.2

Integrated GPU

In recent years, integrated GPU has gained more popularity with extra computation power. Unlike discrete GPU,
integrated GPU is manufactured into the same die as CPU
and it shares the DRAM with CPU. Both Intel and AMD
have a lineup of integrated GPU (e.g., AMD’s Accelerated
Processing Unit (APU) or Intel HD/Iris Graphics) that
can be programmed in OpenCL. Figure 2 illustrates an
example architecture of an integrated GPU inside AMD
Carrizo APU [44].
Typical integrated GPU has lower computation capacity
than discrete GPU as it has a smaller number of processing
cores. For example, AMD Carrizo has 8 compute units
(CUs) 1 , each containing 64 streaming cores 2 . L1 cache
1 CU
2 512

is similar to NVIDIA GPU’s SM.
cores in total vs. 2048 cores in GTX980
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and registers are shared among the streaming cores in a CU
while L2 cache is used as a synchronization point across
CUs. Despite smaller computation power, integrated GPU
is still an attractive platform due to its much lower power
consumption (e.g., 35W for AMD Carrizo) and a lower
price tag (e.g., $100-$150 [2]). Later, we show that integrated GPU can be exploited as the most cost-effective
accelerator by the performance-per-cost metric for many
network applications.
The most notable aspect of integrated GPU comes from
the fact that it shares the same memory subsystem with
CPU. On the positive side, this allows efficient data sharing between CPU and GPU. In contrast, discrete GPU
has to perform expensive DMA transactions over PCIe,
which we identify as the main bottleneck for packet processing. For efficient memory sharing, OpenCL supports
shared virtual memory (SVM) [9] that presents the same
virtual address space for both CPU and GPU. SVM enables passing buffer pointers between CPU and GPU programs, which potentially eliminates memory copy to share
the data. On the negative side, however, shared memory
greatly increases the contention on the memory controller
and reduces the memory bandwidth share per each processor. To alleviate the problem, integrated GPU employs a
separate L1/L2 cache, but it poses another issue of cache
coherency. Cache coherency across CPU and its integrated
GPU can be explicitly enforced through atomics instructions of OpenCL, but explicit synchronization incurs a
high overhead in practice. We address the two issues later
in this paper. First, with extensive zero-copying from
packet reception all the way up to GPU processing, we
show that CPU and GPU share the memory bandwidth
efficiently for packet processing. Second, we employ a
technique that implicitly synchronizes the cache and memory access by integrated GPU to make the results of GPU
processing available to CPU at a low cost.

3

CPU vs. GPU: Cost Efficiency Analysis

Earlier works have shown that GPU improves the performance of packet processing. This makes sense as network
packet processing typically exhibit high parallelism. However, a recent work claims that optimized CPU code often
outperforms the GPU version, with software-based memory access hiding. This poses a question: which of the
two processors is more cost-effective in terms of packet
processing? In this section, we attempt to answer this
question by evaluating the performance for a number of
popular network algorithms.

3.1

CPU-based Memory Access Hiding

Before performance evaluation, we briefly introduce the
G-Opt work [32]. In that work, Kalia et al. have argued
that the key performance contributor of GPU is not its high
computation power, but its fast hardware context switch-
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ing that hides memory access latency. To simulate the
behavior in CPU, they develop G-Opt, a compiler-assisted
tool that semi-automatically re-orders the CPU code to
execute memory access concurrently without blocking.
G-Opt employs software pipelining to group prefetch the
data from memory during which it context switches to
run other code. They demonstrate that overlapped code
execution brings a significant performance boost in IPv6
forward table lookup (2.1x), IPv4 table lookup (1.6x),
multi-string pattern matching (2.4x), L2 switch (1.9x),
and named data networking (1.5x). They also claim that
G-Opt-based CPU code is more resource-efficient than the
GPU code, and show that a system without GPU offloading outperforms the same system that employs it.
In the following sections, we run experiments to verify
the claims of G-Opt. First, we see if popular network
algorithms do not really benefit from parallel computation cycles. This is an important question since many
people believe that earlier GPU-accelerated cryptographic
works [29, 31] benefit from parallel computation of GPU.
We see if G-Opt provides the same benefit to computeintensive applications. Second, we see if G-Opt makes
CPU more resource-efficient than GPU in terms of memory access hiding. Given that memory access hiding of
GPU is implemented in hardware, it would be surprising
if software-based CPU optimization produces better performance in the feature. Note that we do not intend to
downplay the G-Opt work. Actually, we do agree that GOpt is a very nice work that provides a great value in CPU
code optimization. We simply ask ourselves if there is any
chance to interpret the results in a different perspective.

3.2

Experiment Setup and Algorithms

We implement a number of popular packet processing
tasks for the experiments. These include the algorithms
evaluated in the G-Opt paper as well as a few cryptographic algorithms widely used in network security protocols and applications.
IP forwarding table lookup: IP forwarding table lookup
represents a memory-intensive workload as typical IP forwarding table does not fit into CPU cache. IPv4 table
lookup requires up to two memory accesses while IPv6
table lookup requires up to seven memory lookups with
hashing. We use an IPv4 forwarding table with 283K entries as in PacketShader [29] and an IPv6 table with 200K
randomized entries for experiments.
Multi-string pattern matching: Aho-Corasick (AC)
multi-string pattern matching [18] is one of the most popular algorithms in network intrusion detection systems
(NIDS) [15, 43] and application-level firewalls [7]. AC
scans each payload byte and makes a transition in a DFA
table to see if the payload contains one of the string patterns. It is a memory-intensive workload as each byte
requires at least five memory accesses [22].
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ChaCha20-Poly1305: ChaCha20-Poly1305 [25, 26] is a
relatively new cipher stream actively being adapted by
a number of Web browsers (e.g., Chrome) and Google
websites. We select ChaCha20-Poly1305 as it is a part
of AEAD standard for TLS 1.3, making AES-GCM and
ChaCha20-Poly1305 the only options for future TLS [36].
ChaCha20 [26] is a stream cipher that expands 256-bit
key into 264 randomly accessible streams. It is mostly
compute-bound as it does not require any table lookups.
Poly1305 [25], a code authenticator, is also computationheavy as it produces a 16-byte message tag by chopping
the message into 128-bit integers, adding 2128 to each integer, then executing arithmetic operations on each integer.
SHA-1/SHA-2: SHA-1/SHA-2 are widely used for data
integrity in network security protocols such as IPsec,
TLS, PGP, SSH and S/MIME. SHA-1 is being rapidly
replaced by SHA-2 as the attack probability on SHA-1
increases [14]. We select one of the standards of SHA-2,
SHA-256, which produces a 256-bit digest by carrying
out 64 rounds of compression with many arithmetic/bitwise logical operations. Both SHA-1/SHA-2 are computeintensive workloads.
RSA: RSA [13] is one of the most popular public key
ciphers in TLS [48]. RSA is a compute-intensive workload
as it requires a large number of modular exponentiations.
We use 2048-bit RSA as 1024-bit key is deprecated [12].
Test platform: For experiments, we use recent CPU and
GPU (both discrete and integrated GPU) as shown in
Figure 3(a). For GPU code, we either follow the efficient
implementations as described in earlier works [29–31, 47]
or write them from scratch. We use the latest version of
OpenSSL 1.0.1f for baseline CPU code, and apply G-Opt
that we downloaded from a public repository. We feed
a large stream of synthetic IP packets to the algorithms
without doing packet I/O.

3.3

Performance Analysis

For each algorithm, we measure the throughputs of CPU
baseline (CPU), G-Opt, discrete GPU with copy (dGPU w/
copy) and without copy (dGPU w/o copy), and integrated
GPU (iGPU). “w/ copy” includes the PCIe data transfer
overhead in discrete GPU while “w/o copy” reads the data
from dGPU’s own GDDR memory for processing. We
include “w/o copy” numbers to figure out dGPU’s inherent
capacity by containing the PCIe communication overhead.
Note, both “CPU” and “G-Opt” use all eight cores in the
Xeon CPU while “dGPU” and “iGPU” use one CPU core
for GPU kernel execution.
Performance-per-dollar metric: As each computing device has different hardware capacity with a varying price,
it is challenging to compare the performance of heterogeneous devices. For fair comparison, we adopt the
performance-per-dollar metric here. We draw the prices
of hardware from Amazon [1] (as of September 2016)
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Figure 3: Comparison of performance-per-dollar values (line) and per-processor throughputs (bar). Performance-perdollar values are normalized by that of CPU while per-processor throughputs are normalized by that of iGPU.
Component
CPU
Discrete GPU
Integrated GPU

Price ($)
1,143.9
840.0
67.5

Details
8 CPU cores
GPU + 1 CPU core
GPU + 1 CPU core

Table 1: Price of each processor setup

and show them in Table 1. We estimate the price of
iGPU as follows. We find that Athlon 860K CPU has
an almost identical CPU specification as AMD Carrizo
without integrated GPU. So, we obtain the price of iGPU
by subtracting the price of Athlon 860K CPU from that
of AMD Carrizo (e.g., $50 = $119.9 - $69.99). For fairness, we include the price of one CPU core for GPU as
it is required to run the GPU kernel. We note that the
comparison by the performance-per-dollar metric should
not be interpreted as evaluating the cost-effectiveness of
CPU-based vs. GPU-based systems as it only compares
the cost of each processor. However, we believe that it
is still useful for gauging the cost-effectiveness of each
processor for running network applications.
Performance comparison: Figure 3 compares the performance for each packet processing algorithm. Each
line in a graph shows the performance-per-dollar values
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normalized by that of CPU. We use them as the main comparison metric. For reference, we also show per-device
throughputs as a bar graph, normalized by that of iGPU.
We make following observations from Figure 3. First,
G-Opt improves the performance of baseline CPU for
memory-intensive operations (e.g., (b) to (d)) by a factor
of 1.2 to 2.0. While these are slightly lower than reported
by the original paper, we confirm that the optimization
does take positive effect in these workloads. However, GOpt has little impact on compute-intensive operations as
shown in subfigures (e) to (i). This is because hiding memory access does not help much as computation capacity
itself is the bottleneck in these workloads. Second, dGPU
“w/o copy” shows the best throughputs by the raw performance. It outperforms G-Opt by a factor of 1.63 to 21.64
regardless of the workload characteristics. In contrast, the
performance of dGPU “w/ copy” is mostly comparable
to that of G-Opt except for compute-intensive operations.
This implies that PCIe data transfer overhead is the key
performance barrier for dGPU when packet contents have
to be copied to dGPU memory. This is not surprising as
the PCIe bandwidth of dGPU is more than an order of
magnitude smaller than the memory bandwidth of dGPU.
It also implies that dGPU itself has a large potential to
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Figure 4: Correlation between speedup by G-Opt and the
CPU-cycles-per-memory-access value. MICA [37] is an
in-memory key-value store algorithm.
improve the performance of packet processing without
the DMA overhead. Third, for compute-intensive operations, even dGPU “w/ copy” outperforms G-Opt by a large
margin. By the performance-per-dollar metric, dGPU “w/copy” brings 1.3x to 4.8x performance improvements over
G-Opt for ChaCha20, SHA-1/SHA-2, and RSA. RSA
shows the largest performance boost with dGPU as it
transfers small data while it requires lots of computation.
This confirms that compute-intensive algorithms do benefit from parallel computation cycles of GPU. Finally, and
most importantly, we note that iGPU presents the best
performance-per-dollar numbers in almost all cases. Even
by the raw throughput, the performance of iGPU is often
comparable to the baseline CPU with eight cores. This
is because iGPU can fully export its computing capacity
without PCIe overhead in dGPU.
Summary: We find that GPU-based packet processing not
only exploits transparent memory access hiding, but also
benefits from highly-parallel computation capacity. In contrast, CPU-based optimization helps accelerate memoryintensive operations, but its benefit is limited when the
computation cycles are the key bottleneck. Also, dGPU
has huge computation power to improve the performance
of packet processing, but its improvement is curbed by the
PCIe data transfer overhead. This turns our attention into
iGPU as it produces high packet processing throughputs
at low cost without the DMA bottleneck.

3.4

Analysis on CPU-based Optimization

We now consider how one can deterministically tell
whether some packet processing task would benefit from
CPU-based memory access hiding or not. Roughly speaking, if a task exhibits enough memory access that can
be overlapped with useful computation, techniques like
G-Opt would improve the performance. Otherwise, GPU
offloading could be more beneficial if the workload can
be easily parallelized.
To gain more insight, we measure the performance improvements by G-Opt for various packet processing algorithms, and correlate them with the trend of “CPU-cyclesper-memory-access”, which counts the average number of
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CPU cycles consumed per each memory access. We measure the CPU-cycles-per-memory-access of each workload
by counting the number of last-level-cache-misses of its
baseline CPU code (without G-Opt optimization). For the
measurement, we use Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [11], a library that provides access
to performance hardware counters.
Figure 4 shows the results of various algorithms. We
use AMD CPU (in Figure 3(a)) for the measurement, but
the similar trend is observed for Intel CPUs as well. For
reference, we have a synthetic application that accesses
memory at random such that we add arbitrary amount of
computation between memory accesses. We mark this application as ‘+’ in the graph. From the figure, we observe
the following. First, we see performance improvement
by G-Opt if x (CPU-cycles-per-memory-access) is between 50 and 1500. The best performance improvement is
achieved when x is around 300 (e.g., MICA [37]). G-Opt
is most beneficial if the required number of CPU cycles
is slightly larger than that of memory access, reflecting
a small amount of overhead to overlap computation and
memory access. We think the improved cache access
behavior after applying G-Opt 3 often improves the performance by more than two times. Second, we see little
performance improvement if x is beyond 2500. This is not
surprising since there is not enough memory access that
can overlap with computation.
One algorithm that requires further analysis is AhoCorasick pattern matching (AC w/ or w/o Sort). “AC
w/o Sort” refers to the case where we apply G-Opt to the
plain AC code, and we feed 1514B packets to it. “AC w/
Sort” applies extra optimizations suggested by the G-Opt
paper [32] such that it pre-processes the packets with their
packet header to figure out which DFA each packet falls
into (called DFA number in [32]) and sorts the packets by
their DFA number and packet length before performing
AC. “AC w/o Sort” and “AC w/ Sort” show 1.2x and
2x performance improvements, respectively. While “AC
w/o Sort” shows better performance improvement, it may
be difficult to apply in practice since it needs to batch
many packets (8192 packets in the experiment) and the
performance improvement is subject to packet content.

4

APUNet Design and Implementation

In this section, we design and implement APUNet, an
APU-accelerated network packet processing system. For
high performance, APUNet exploits iGPU for parallel
packet processing while it utilizes CPU for scalable packet
I/O. We first describe the practical challenges in employing APU and then present the solutions that address them.
3 For

example, we see much better L1 cache hit ratio for MICA.
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4.1

Challenge and Approach

APU enables efficient data sharing between CPU and GPU,
but it also presents a number of practical challenges in
achieving high performance. First, sharing of DRAM incurs contention on the memory controller and bus, which
potentially reduces the effective memory bandwidth for
each processor. Given that many packet processing tasks
are memory-intensive and packet I/O itself consumes
memory bandwidth, memory bandwidth is one of the key
resources in network applications. Our approach is to
minimize this shared memory contention by extensive
zero-copy packet processing, which removes redundant
data copy between CPU and GPU as well as NIC and application buffers. Second, we find that frequent GPU kernel
launch and teardown incur a high overhead in packet processing. This is because GPU kernel launch and teardown
in APU execute heavyweight synchronization instructions
to initialize the context registers at start and to make the results visible to the CPU side at teardown. Our approach to
address this problem is to eliminate the overhead with persistent thread execution. Persistent GPU thread execution
launches the kernel only once, then continues processing
packets in a loop without teardown. Lastly, APU does
not ensure cache coherency across CPU and GPU and
it requires expensive atomics operations to synchronize
the data in the cache of the two processors. We address
this challenge with group synchronization that implicitly
writes back the cached data into shared memory only when
data sharing is required. Our solution greatly reduces the
cost of synchronization.

4.2

Overall System Architecture

Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of APUNet.
APUNet adopts the single-master, multiple-worker framework as employed in [29]. The dedicated master exclusively communicates with GPU while the workers perform
packet I/O and request packet processing with GPU via
the master. The master and each worker are implemented
as a thread that is affinitized to one of the CPU cores. Both
CPU and GPU share a packet memory pool that stores an
array of packet pointers and packet payload. They also
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share application-specific data structures such as an IP
forwarding table and keys for cryptographic operations.
We explain how packets are processed in APUNet.
APUNet reads incoming packets as a batch using the Intel
DPDK packet I/O library [4]. Each worker processes a
fraction of packets that are load-balanced by their flows
with receive-side scaling (RSS). When a batch of packets
arrive at a worker thread, the worker thread checks the
validity of each packet, and enqueues the packet pointers to master’s data queue. Then, the master informs
GPU about availability of new packets and GPU performs
packet processing with the packets. When packet processing completes, GPU synchronizes the results with the
master thread. Then, the master notifies the worker thread
of the results by the result queue of the worker, and the
worker thread transmits the packets to the right network
port. Details of data synchronization are found in the
following sections.

4.3

Zero-copy Packet Processing

Zero-copy packet processing is highly desirable in
APUNet for efficient utilization of the shared memory
bandwidth. We apply zero-copying to all packet buffers
and pass only the pointers between CPU and GPU for
packet data access. In APU, one can implement zerocopying with SVM and its OpenCL API.
While SVM provides a unified virtual memory space
between CPU and GPU, it requires using a separate memory allocator (e.g., clSVMAlloc()) instead of standard
malloc(). However, this makes it difficult to extend
zero copying to packet buffers as they are allocated in the
DPDK library with a standard memory allocator. What is
worse, the DPDK library allocates hugepages for packet
buffers that map its virtual address space to a contiguous
physical memory space. Unfortunately, DPDK does not
allow turning off hugepage allocation as the rest of the
code depends on the continuous physical memory space.
To address this problem, we update the DPDK code to
turn off the hugepage mode, and make it use the SVM
memory allocator to create packet buffers. We find that
this does not result in any performance drop as address
translation is not the main bottleneck in our applications.
To avoid dealing with physical address mapping, we create an RDMA channel from one virtual address to another using the InfiniBand API [41] in the Mellanox NIC
driver. We patch the DPDK code to support the driver in
DPDK [40] and page-lock SVM-allocated buffers to be
registered as the packet memory pool of the NIC. We then
create an interface that exposes the SVM buffers to the
application layer so that worker threads can access them
to retrieve packets. While the current version depends
on a particular NIC driver, we plan to extend the code to
support other drivers. The total number of lines required
for the modification is about 2,300 lines.
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4.4

Persistent Thread Execution

GPU-based packet processing typically collects a large
number of packets for high utilization of GPU threads.
However, such a model comes with two drawbacks. First,
it increases the packet processing delay to wait for the
packets. Second, each GPU kernel launch and teardown
incurs an overhead which further delays processing of the
next batch of packets. The overhead is significant in APU
as it has to synchronize the data between CPU and GPU
at each GPU kernel launch and teardown.
To address the problem, we employ persistent GPU kernel execution. The basic idea is to keep a large number of
GPU threads running to process a stream of input packets
continuously. This approach has a great potential to reduce the packet processing delay as it completely avoids
the overhead of kernel launch and teardown and processes
packets as they are available. However, a naı̈ve implementation could lead to serious underutilization of GPU
as many GPU threads would end up executing a different
path in the same instruction stream.
APUNet strives to find an appropriate balance between
packet batching and parallel processing for efficient persistent thread execution. For this, we need to understand
how APU hardware operates. Each CU in GPU has four
SIMT units and each unit consists of 16 work items (or
threads) that execute the same instruction stream in parallel [17]. So, we feed the packets to GPU so that all threads
in an SIMT unit execute concurrently. At every dequeue
of master’s data queue, we group the packets in a multiple
of the SIMT unit size, and pass them to GPU as a batch.
We use 32 as the batch size in our implementation, and
threads in two SIMT units (that we call as GPU thread
group) process the passed packets in parallel. If the number of dequeued packets is smaller than the group size,
we keep the remaining GPU threads in the group idle to
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make the number align with the group size. In this way,
when the next batch of packets arrive, they are processed
by a separate GPU thread group. We find that having
idle GPU threads produces a better throughput as feeding
new packets to a group of threads that are already active
results in control path divergence and expensive execution
serialization.
Figure 6 shows the overall architecture of persistent
thread execution. CPU and GPU share a per-group state
that identifies the mode of a GPU thread group as active
(i.e., non-zero) or idle (i.e. zero). The value of the state indicates the number of packets to process. All GPU thread
groups are initialized as idle and they continuously poll on
the state until they are activated. When new packets arrive,
the master thread finds an idle thread group and activates
the group by setting the value of its group state to the number of packets to process. When the GPU thread group
detects a non-zero value in its state, each GPU thread in
the group checks whether it has a packet to process by
comparing its local ID with the state value. Those threads
whose local ID is smaller than the state value begin processing the packet inside the packet pointer array indexed
by its unique global ID. Other threads stay idle waiting
on a memory barrier. When all threads in the group finish execution and meet at the barrier, the thread with the
minimum local ID switches the group state back to 0. The
master in CPU periodically polls on the state, and when
it sees that a group has completed, it retrieves the results
and returns them to workers.

4.5

Group Synchronization

Another issue in persistent GPU threads lies in how to
ensure cache coherency between CPU and GPU at a low
cost. When GPU finishes packet processing, its result
may not be readily visible in CPU as it stays in GPU’s L2
cache, a synchronization point for GPU threads. In order
to explicitly synchronize the update in GPU to main memory, OpenCL provides atomics instructions aligned with
C++11 standard [16]. Atomics operations are executed
through a coherent transaction path (dotted arrows in Figure 2) created by a coherent hub (CHUB) placed inside
graphics northbridge [20]. Unfortunately, they are expensive operations as they require additional instructions such
as locking, and CHUB can handle only one atomics operation at a time. As every atomics operation incurs an
overhead, serial handling of requests from thousands of
GPU threads would suffer from a significant overhead and
degrade the overall performance.
We minimize the overhead by group synchronization.
It attempts to implicitly synchronize the memory region
of packets that a GPU thread group finished processing.
For implicit synchronization, we exploit the LRU cache
replacement policy of GPU [17] to evict dirty data items
in GPU cache to main memory. We exploit idle GPU
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Figure 7: Packet latency with varying packet sizes
thread groups that are currently not processing packets
such that they carry out dummy data I/O on a separate
memory block and cause existing data in L2 cache to be
evicted. While this incurs some memory contention, we
find that synchronizing memory regions in a group is more
efficient than synchronizing one at a time with atomics
instructions. Note that idle threads (e.g., local ID larger
than its group state value) in an active GPU thread group
still wait on memory barrier since doing dummy data
I/O will deviate them from instruction stream of active
threads, making packet processing to be serialized. If all
GPU thread groups are active, all GPU threads contend for
GPU’s cache and cause dirty data in cache to be flushed
to main memory even without dummy data I/O. Finally,
we guarantee data coherency between CPU and GPU by
verifying the updates in packet payload (e.g., memory
region for IPsec’s digest contains non-zero values after
processing).

4.6

Tuning and Optimizations

APUNet maximizes the performance of GPU kernel execution by applying a number of well-known optimizations,
such as vectorized data accesses and arithmetic operations,
minimization of thread group divergence, and loop unrolling. It also exploits GPU’s high bandwidth local and
private memory. We configure the number of persistent
threads for maximum performance. We currently use a
fixed dummy memory block size for group synchronization, and leave the design to dynamically configure the
size depending on machine platform (e.g., different cache
size) as a future work.
Finally, we enhance GPU’s memory access speed by
the hybrid usage of two SVM types: coarse- and finegrained. Coarse-grained SVM provides faster memory
access but needs explicit map and unmap operations to
share the data between CPU and GPU, which incurs a
high cost. Fine-grained SVM masks map/unmap overheads but shows longer memory access time due to pinned
memory [27]. We thus allocate data structures that seldom
change values (e.g., IP forwarding table) as coarse-grained
SVM while we allocate frequently modified buffers (e.g.,
packet memory pool) as fine-grained SVM.
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Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate APUNet to see how much
performance improvement our design brings in packet processing. We then demonstrate the practicality of APUNet
by implementing five real-world network applications and
comparing the performance over the CPU-only approach.

5.1

Test Setup

We evaluate APUNet on the AMD Carrizo APU platform
(shown as Integrated GPU Platform in Figure 3(a)) as a
packet processing server. APUNet uses one CPU core as
a master communicating with GPU while three worker
cores handle packet I/O. We use a client machine equipped
with an octa-core Intel Xeon E3-1285 v4 (3.50 GHz)
and 32GB RAM. The client is used to either generate
IP packets or HTTPS connection requests. Both server
and client communicate through a dual-port 40 Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC (MCX414A-B [3]). The maximum bandwidth of the NIC is 56 Gbps since it is using
an 8-lane PCIev3 interface. We run Ubuntu 14.04 (kernel
3.19.0-25-generic) on the machines.

5.2

APUNet Microbenchmarks

We see if our zero-copy packet processing and persistent
thread execution help lower packet processing latency, and
gauge how much throughput improvement group synchronization achieves.
5.2.1 Packet Processing Latency
In this experiment, we measure the average per-packet
processing latency from the time of packet arrival until
its departure from the system. We evaluate the following
three configurations: (i) GPU-Copy: a strawman GPU
version with data copying between CPU and GPU address spaces (standard memory allocation in CPU with
hugepages), (ii) GPU-ZC: GPU with zero-copy packet
processing, and (iii) GPU-ZC-PERSIST: GPU with zerocopy packet processing and persistent thread execution
including group synchronization. We use IPsec as packet
processing task for the experiments, and use 128-bit AES
in CBC mode and HMAC-SHA1 for the crypto suite.
Figure 7 compares the packet processing latency for
each configuration with varying packet sizes. We set the
largest packet size to 1451B, not to exceed the maximum
Ethernet frame size after appending an ESP header and
an HMAC-SHA1 digest. As expected, GPU-Copy shows
the highest packet processing latency, which suffers from
data transfer overhead between CPU and GPU. On the
other hand, we see that GPU-ZC reduces the packet latency by a factor of 4.2 to 5.4 by sharing packet buffer
pointers. GPU-ZC-PERSIST further reduces the latency
by 1.8 times, thanks to elimination of per-batch kernel
launch and teardown overheads. In total, APUNet successfully reduces the packet latency by 7.3 to 8.2 times, and
shows an impressive reduction in packet processing time.
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Figure 8: Performance of IPv4/IPv6 table lookup and packet forwarding
Moreover, it outperforms the CPU-only model by more
than 2x in throughput in real-world network evaluation
(Figure 9(a)).
5.2.2 Synchronization Throughput
We next evaluate the performance improvement of group
synchronization when compared with synchronization
with atomics operations. For this, we perform a stress
test in which we pass 64B IP packets to GPU that is running an IPsec kernel code. We choose an IPsec module as our default GPU kernel since it completely updates the IP payload during encryption. Hence the entire
packet content needs to be synchronized back to the CPU
side. Note that zero-copy packet processing and persistent thread execution are implemented as baseline in both
cases. Through measurement, we observe that APUNet
achieves 5.7x throughput improvement with group synchronization (0.93 Gbps vs. 5.31 Gbps) as atomically
synchronizing all dirty data serially via CHUB results in a
significant performance drop. We find that APUNet significantly reduces the synchronization overhead between
CPU and GPU and maintains high performance with a
small cost of introducing additional memory usage from
dummy data I/O.

5.3

APUNet Macrobenchmarks

We determine the practicality of APUNet in real-world
network applications by comparing the throughputs of
CPU baseline and G-Opt enhanced implementations. We
begin by briefly describing the setup of each application
and then discuss the evaluation results.
IPv4/IPv6 packet forwarding: We have a client machine
transmit IPv4/IPv6 packets with randomized destination
IP addresses, and APUNet forwards the packets after carrying out IPv4/IPv6 table lookups. We use the same
IPv4/IPv6 forwarding tables as we used for experiments
in Section 3. For IPv6 table lookup, we evaluate a hashingbased lookup algorithm as well as longest prefix matching
(LPM)-based algorithm. Figure 8 shows the forwarding
throughputs with varying packet sizes. We see that GOpt effectively hides memory accesses of IPv4/IPv6 ta-
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ble lookups, improving CPU baseline performance by
1.25x and 2.0x, respectively. Unfortunately, we find that
APUNet performs worse in IPv4 forwarding due to a number of reasons. First, as IPv4 table lookup is a lightweight
operation, the communication overhead between CPU and
GPU takes up a relatively large portion of total packet processing time. Second, APUNet dedicates one master CPU
core for communicating with GPU and employs only three
CPU cores to perform packet I/O, which is insufficient
to match the IPv4 forwarding performance of four CPU
cores. Lastly, there is a performance penalty from the contention for a shared packet memory pool between CPU and
GPU. In contrast, IPv6 packet forwarding requires more
complex operations, APUNet outperforms hashing-based
CPU implementations by up to 1.6x. We note that the
LPM-based CPU implementations are resource-efficient
as it does not require hashing, and its G-Opt performance
is mostly comparable to that of APUNet.
IPsec gateway and SSL proxy: We now show how well
APUNet performs compute-intensive applications by developing an IPsec gateway and an SSL reverse proxy. Our
IPsec gateway encrypts packet payload with the 128-bit
AES scheme in CBC mode and creates an authentication
digest with HMAC-SHA1. Both CPU baseline and its
G-Opt version of the gateway exploit Intel’s AES-NI [6],
which is an x86 instruction set that runs each round of
AES encryption/decryption with a single AESENC/AESDEC instruction. We implement the GPU version of the
IPsec gateway in APUNet by merging AES-CBC and
HMAC-SHA1 code into a single unified kernel for persistent execution. Figure 9(a) shows the evaluation results.
As discussed in Section 3, G-Opt fails to improve the
CPU baseline performance as AES is already optimized
with hardware instructions and HMAC-SHA1 operation is
compute-bound. On the other hand, APUNet delivers up
to 2.2x performance speedup, achieving 16.4 Gbps with
1451B packets.
For SSL reverse proxying, we evaluate how many SSL
handshakes APUNet can perform by offloading computeintensive RSA operations to GPU. The client machine
generates encrypted SSL requests using Apache HTTP
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Figure 10: Performance of network intrusion detection
system.
benchmark tool (ab) v2.3, that are then sent to APUNet.
APUNet runs both SSL reverse proxy and Web server
(nginx v1.4.6 [8]) where the proxy resides in the middle
to translate between encrypted and plaintext messages.
For SSL, we use TLS v1.0 with a 2048-bit RSA key,
128-bit AES in CBC mode, and HMAC-SHA1 as ciphersuite. Figure 9(b) shows the number of HTTP transactions
processed per second with an increasing number of concurrent connections. Like IPsec, CPU-based optimization
does not help much while our GPU-based implementation provides a performance boost for compute-intensive
RSA and SHA-1 operations. Note that we have not applied persistent kernels for SSL as SSL requires switching
across multiple crypto operations. Nevertheless, APUNet
outperforms CPU-based approaches by 2.0x-2.8x.
Network intrusion detection system: We port a
signature-based network intrusion detection system
(NIDS) to APUNet. Our APUNet-based NIDS uses the
Aho-Corasick (AC) pattern matching algorithm to scan
ingress network traffic for known attack signatures. For
evaluation, we port a full NIDS [30] that uses a Snortbased [43] attack ruleset to monitor malicious activity in a
network and apply G-Opt to the AC pattern matching code
for the G-Opt version. Under heavy stress, it is capable of
offloading pattern matching tasks to GPU.
Figure 10 shows the throughputs against innocent synthetic traffic with randomized payload and varying packet
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sizes. Interestingly, we find that the full NIDS no longer
benefits from G-Opt, different from 1.2x performance improvement of AC pattern matching (“AC w/o Sort”) in
Figure 4. This is because a fully functional NIDS would
access a large number of data structures (e.g., packet acquisition, decoding and detection modules) during packet
analysis and can cause data cache contention, resulting
in eviction of already cached data by other prefetches
before they are used. One may try to implement loop
interchanging and sorting by DFA ID and packet length
optimizations on all data structures as in [32] (described
in Section 3.4), but this is still challenging to apply in
practice as it requires batching a large number of packets (8192). In contrast, APUNet requires batching of a
smaller number of packets in multiples of an SIMT unit
size (e.g., 32). As a result, APUNet helps NIDS outperform AC-based CPU-only approaches by up to 4.0x for
large packets. For small-sized packets, the computation
load becomes small (only 10B of payload is scanned for
64B packets), making GPU offloading inefficient similar
to IPv4 forwarding.
One notable thing is that DFC [22]-based NIDS outperforms APUNet -based NIDS by 7% to 61%. DFC is a
CPU-based multi-string pattern matching algorithm that
uses cache-friendly data structures and significantly reduces memory access at payload scanning [22]. Given that
the synthetic traffic is innocent, almost all byte lookups
would be hits in CPU cache as DFC uses a small table
for quick inspection of innocent content. This shows that
a resource-efficient algorithm often drastically improves
the performance without the help of GPU. We leave our
GPU-based DFC implementation as our future work.

6

Related Works

We briefly discuss previous works that accelerate network
applications by optimizing CPU code or offloading the
workload to GPU.
CPU code optimization: RouteBricks [28] scales the
software router performance by fully exploiting the parallelism in CPU. It parallelizes packet processing with
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multiple CPU cores in a single server as well as distributing the workload across a cluster of servers, and achieves
35 Gbps packet forwarding performance with four servers.
DoubleClick [33] improves the performance of the Click
router [35] by employing batching to packet I/O and computation. Using PSIO [10], DoubleClick batches the received packets and passes them to a user-level Click element to be processed in a group, showing 10x improvement to reach 28 Gbps for IPv4 forwarding. Similarly,
we show that our APUNet prototype with recent CPU
achieves up to 50 Gbps performance for IPv4/IPv6 packet
forwarding. Kalia et al. [32] have introduced the G-Opt
framework that applies memory access latency hiding to
CPU code. It implements software pipelining by storing the context information in an array, then executing
prefetch-and-switch to another context whenever memory access is required. Although beneficial for memoryintensive workloads, our cost-efficiency analysis shows
that G-Opt is limited in improving the performance of
compute-intensive applications .
GPU offloading: Most GPU-based systems have focused
on exploiting discrete GPU for accelerating packet processing. PacketShader [29] is the seminal work that
demonstrates a multi-10 Gbps software router by offloading workload to discrete GPU, showing close to 40 Gbps
for 64B IPv4/IPv6 forwarding, and 20 Gbps for IPsec.
MIDeA [47] and Kargus [30] implement GPU-based,
high-performance NIDSes (10-33 Gbps). MIDeA parallelizes packet processing via multiple NIC queues and
offloads pattern matching tasks to GPU whereas Kargus
can offload both pattern matching and regular expression
matching workloads to GPU. SSLShader [31] optimizes
SSL crypto operations by exploiting GPU parallelization
and demonstrates 3.7x-6.0x SSL handshake performance
improvement over a CPU-only approach.
There have also been attempts to build a general GPUbased network framework. GASPP [46] integrates common network operations (e.g., flow tracking and TCP
reassembly) into GPU to consolidate multiple network
applications. NBA [34] extends the Click router with
batched GPU processing and applies adaptive load balancing to dynamically reach near-optimal throughputs
in varying environments. Although a great platform for
achieving high performance, we find that discrete GPU
is less cost-efficient than integrated GPU for many network applications as they suffer heavily from data transfer
overhead, having RSA as a notable exception.
More recently, Tseng et al. [45] developed a packet
processing platform using Intel GT3e integrated GPU.
They employ a continuous thread design similar to our
persistent thread execution but uses a shared control object
supported by Intel Processor Graphic Gen8 to synchronize
the data between CPU and GPU. As a result, they show
a small performance improvement of 2-2.5x over 1 CPU
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core for IPv4/IPv6 based applications. PIPSEA [42] is
another work that implements an IPsec gateway on top
of APU. PIPSEA designs a packet scheduling technique
that sorts the packets by their required crypto suite and
packet lengths to minimize control-flow divergence. In
contrast to our work, PIPSEA does not address architectural overheads of APU such as memory contention and
communication overhead, showing 10.4 Gbps throughput
at 1024B packet size, which is lower than 15.5 Gbps of
APUNet on a similar hardware platform. To the best of our
knowledge, APUNet delivers the highest performance for
a number of network applications on a practical integrated
GPU-based packet processor.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we have re-evaluated the effectiveness of discrete and integrated GPU in packet processing over CPUbased optimization. With the cost efficiency analysis, we
have confirmed that CPU-based memory access hiding
effectively helps memory-intensive network applications
but it has limited impact on compute-bound algorithms
that have little memory access. Moreover, we observe
that relative performance advantage of CPU-based optimization is mostly due to the high data transfer overhead
of discrete GPU rather than lack of its inherent capacity.
To avoid the PCIe communication overhead, we have designed and implemented APUNet, an APU-based packet
processing platform that allows efficient sharing of packet
data. APUNet addresses practical challenges in building
a high-speed software router with zero-copy packet processing, efficient persistent thread execution, and group
synchronization. We have demonstrated the practicality
of APUNet by showing multi-10 Gbps throughputs with
low latency for a number of popular network applications.
We believe that APUNet will serve as a high performance,
cost-effective platform for real-world applications.
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Abstract
In this paper we present Stateless Network Functions,
a new architecture for network functions virtualization,
where we decouple the existing design of network functions into a stateless processing component along with
a data store layer. In breaking the tight coupling, we
enable a more elastic and resilient network function infrastructure. Our StatelessNF processing instances are
architected around efficient pipelines utilizing DPDK
for high performance network I/O, packaged as Docker
containers for easy deployment, and a data store interface optimized based on the expected request patterns to efficiently access a RAMCloud-based data store.
A network-wide orchestrator monitors the instances for
load and failure, manages instances to scale and provide
resilience, and leverages an OpenFlow-based network to
direct traffic to instances. We implemented three example network functions (network address translator, firewall, and load balancer). Our evaluation shows (i) we are
able to reach a throughput of 10Gbit/sec, with an added
latency overhead of between 100µs and 500µs, (ii) we
are able to have a failover which does not disrupt ongoing traffic, and (iii) when scaling out and scaling in we
are able to match the ideal performance.

1

Introduction

As evidenced by their proliferation, middleboxes are
an important component in today’s network infrastructures [50]. Middleboxes provide network operators with
an ability to deploy new network functionality as add-on
components that can directly inspect, modify, and block
or re-direct network traffic. This, in turn, can help increase the security and performance of the network.
While traditionally deployed as physical appliances,
with Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), network
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functions such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems,
network address translators, and load balancers no longer
have to run on proprietary hardware, but can run in software, on commodity servers, in a virtualized environment, with high throughput [25]. This shift away from
physical appliances should bring several benefits including the ability to elastically scale the network functions
on demand and quickly recover from failures.
However, as others have reported, achieving those
properties is not that simple [44, 45, 23, 49]. The central issue revolves around the state locked into the network functions – state such as connection information in
a stateful firewall, substring matches in an intrusion detection system, address mappings in a network address
translator, or server mappings in a stateful load balancer.
Locking that state into a single instance limits the elasticity, resilience, and ability to handle other challenges such
as asymmetric/multi-path routing and software updates.
To overcome this, there have been two lines of research, each focusing on one property1 . For failure, recent works have proposed either (i) checkpointing the
network function state regularly such that upon failure,
the network function could be reconstructed [44], or (ii)
logging all inputs (i.e., packets) and using deterministic replay in order to rebuild the state upon failure [49].
These solutions offer resilience at the cost of either a
substantial increase in per-packet latency (on the order
of 10ms), or a large recovery time at failover (e.g., replaying all packets received since the last checkpoint),
and neither solves the problem of elasticity. For elasticity, recent works have proposed modifying the network
function software to enable the migration of state from
one instance to another via an API [29, 45, 23]. State migration, however, takes time, inherently does not solve
1 A third line, sacrifices the benefits of maintaining state in order to
obtain elasticity and resilience [20].
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the problem of unplanned failures, and as a central property relies on affinity of flow to instance – each rendering
state migration a useful primitive, but limited in practice.
In this paper, we propose stateless network functions
(or StatelessNF), a new architecture that breaks the tight
coupling between the state that network functions need
to maintain from the processing that network functions
need to perform (illustrated in Figure 1). Doing so simplifies state management, and in turn addresses many of
the challenges existing solutions face.
Resilience: With StatelessNF, we can instantaneously
spawn a new instance upon failure, as the new instance
will have access to all of the state needed. It can immediately handle traffic and it does not disrupt the network.
Even more, because there is no penalty with failing over,
we can failover much faster – in effect, we do not need to
be certain a network function has failed, but instead only
speculate that it has failed and later detect that we were
wrong, or correct the problem (e.g., reboot).
Elasticity: When scaling out, with StatelessNF, a new
network function instance can be launched and traffic immediately directed to it. The network function instance
will have access to the state needed through the data store
(e.g., a packet that is part of an already established connection that is directed to a new instance in a traditional,
virtualized, firewall will be dropped because a lookup
will fail, but with StatelessNF, the lookup will provide
information about the established connection). Likewise,
scaling in simply requires re-directing any traffic away
from the instance to be shut down.
Asymmetric / Multi-path routing: In StatelessNF each
instance will share all state, so correct operation is not
reliant on affinity of traffic to instance. In fact, in our
model, we assume any individual packet can be handled
by any instance, resulting in an abstraction of a scalable,
resilient, network function. As such, packets traversing
different paths does not cause a problem.
While the decoupling of state from processing exists in other settings (e.g., a web server with a backend
database), the setting of processing network traffic, potentially requiring per packet updates to state, poses a
significant challenge. A few key insights and advances
have allowed us to bring this new design to a reality.
First, there have been recent advances in disaggregated
architectures, bringing with it new, low-latency and resilient data stores such as RAMCloud [39]. Second, not
all state that is used in network functions needs to be
stored in a resilient data store – only dynamic, network
state needs to persist across failures and be available to
all instances. State such as firewall rules, and intrusion
detection system signatures can be replicated to each in-
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Figure 1: High level overview showing traditional network functions (a), where the state is coupled with the
processing to form the network function, and stateless
network functions (b), where the state is moved from the
network function to a data store – the resulting network
functions are now stateless.
stance upon boot, as they are static state. Finally, network functions share a common pipeline design where
there is typically a lookup operation when the packet is
first being processed, and sometimes a write operation
after the packet has been processed. This not only means
there will be less interaction than one might initially assume, but also allows us to leverage this pattern to optimize the interactions between the data store and the network function instances to provide high performance.
We describe how four common network functions, can
be re-designed in a stateless manner. We present the implementation of a stateful firewall, an intrusion prevention system, a network address translator, and a load balancer. Section 3 discusses the remote memory access.
Section 6 discusses our utilization of RAMCloud for the
data store, DPDK for the packet processing, and the optimized interface between the network functions and data
store. Section 7 presents the evaluation: our experiments demonstrate that we are able to achieve throughput levels that are competitive with other software solutions [49, 45, 23] (4.6 Million packets per second for
minimum sized packets), with only a modest penalty on
per-packet latency (between 100us and 500us in the 95th
percentile, depending on the application and traffic pattern). We further demonstrate the ability to seamlessly
fail over, and scale out and scale in without any impact
on the network traffic (as opposed to substantial disruption for a traditional design). Of course, the stateless network functions approach may not be suitable for all network functions, and there are further optimizations we
can make to increase processing rates. This work, however, demonstrates that there is value for the functions we
studied and that even with our current prototype, we are
able to match processing rates of other systems with similar goals, while providing both scalability and resilience.
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2

Motivation

Simply running virtual versions of the physical appliance counterparts provides operational cost efficiencies,
but falls short in supporting the vision of a dynamic network infrastructure that elastically scales and is resilient
to failure. Here, we illustrate the problems that the tight
coupling of state and processing creates today, even with
virtualized network functions, and discuss shortcomings
of recent proposals.
First, we clarify our definition of the term “state” in
this particular context. Although there is a variety of
network functions, the state within them can be generally classified into (1) static state (e.g., firewall rules,
IPS signature database), and (2) dynamic state, which
is continuously updated by the network function’s processes [45, 21]. The latter can be further classified into (i)
internal instance specific state (e.g., file descriptors, temporary variables), and (ii) network state (e.g., connection
tracking state, NAT private to public port mappings). It
is the dynamic network state that we are referring to that
must persist across failures and be available to instances
upon scaling in or out. The static state can be replicated
to each instance upon boot, so will be accessed locally.

2.1

2.2

Dealing with Failure

For failure, we specifically mean crash (as opposed to
byzantine) failures. Studies have shown that failures can
happen frequently, and be highly disruptive [43].
The disruption comes mainly from two factors. To illustrate the first factor, consider Figure 2(a). In this scenario, we have a middlebox, say a NAT, which stores
the mapping for two flows (F1 and F2). Upon failure, virtualization technology enables the quick launch
of a new instance, and software-defined networking
(SDN) [36, 14, 10] allows traffic to be redirected to the
new instance. However, any packet belonging to flows
F1 or F2 will then result in a failed lookup (no entry in the
table exists). The NAT would instead create new mappings, which would ultimately not match what the server
expects. This causes all existing connections to eventually timeout. Enterprises could employ hot-standby redundancy, but that doubles the cost of the network.
The second factor is due to the high cost of failover
of existing solutions (further discussed below). As such,
the mechanisms tend to be conservative when determining whether a device has failed [6] – if a device does not
respond to one hello message, does that mean that the
device is down, the network dropped a packet, or that the
device is heavily loaded and taking longer to respond?
Aggressive thresholds cause unnecessary failovers, re-
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sulting in downtime. Conservative thresholds may forward traffic to a device that has failed, resulting in disruption.
Problem with existing solutions
Two approaches to failure resilience have been proposed in the research community recently. First, pico
replication [44] is a high availability framework that frequently checkpoints the state in a network function such
that upon failure, a new instance can be launched and the
state restored. To guarantee consistency, packets are only
released once the state that they impact has been checkpointed – leading to substantial per-packet latencies (e.g.,
10ms for a system that checkpoints 1000 times per second, under the optimal conditions).
To reduce latency, another work proposes logging all
inputs (i.e., packets) coupled with a deterministic replay
mechanism for failure recovery [49]. In this case, the
per-packet latency is minimized (the time to log a single
packet), but the recovery time is high (on the order of
the time since last check point). In both cases, there is
a substantial penalty – and neither deals with scalability
or the asymmetric routing problem (discussed further in
Section 2.3).

Scaling

As with the case of failover, the tight coupling of state
and processing causes problems with scaling network
functions. This is true even when the state is highly partitionable (e.g., only used for a single flow of traffic, such
as connection tracking in a firewall). In Figure 2(b), we
show an example of scaling out. Although a new instance
has been launched to handle the overloaded condition,
existing flows cannot be redirected to the new instance
– e.g., if this is a NAT device, packets from flow F2 directed at the new instance will result in a failed lookup, as
was the case with failure. Similarly, scaling in (decreasing instances) is a problem, as illustrated in Figure 2(c).
As the load is low, one would like to shut down the instance which is currently handling flow F3. However,
one has to wait until that instance is completely drained
(i.e., all of the flows it is handling complete). While
possible, it is something that limits agility, requires special handling by the orchestration, and highly depends on
flows being short lived.
Problem with existing solutions
The research community has proposed solutions based
on state migration. The basic idea is to instrument the
network functions with code that can export state from
one instance and import that state into another instance.
Router Grafting demonstrated this for routers (moving
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Figure 2: Motivational examples of traditional network functions and the problems that result from the tight coupling
of state to the network function instance. State associated with some flow is labeled as F (e.g., F2), and the associated
packets within that flow are labeled as P (e.g., P2).
BGP state) [29], and several have since demonstrated
this for middleboxes [45, 23, 22] where partitionable
state can be migrated between instances. State migration, however, takes time, inherently does not solve the
problem of unplanned failures, and as a central property
relies on affinity of flow to instance (limiting agility).

2.3

Asymmetric / Multi-path Routing

Asymmetric and multi-path routing can cause further
challenges for a dynamic network function infrastructure: Asymmetric and multi-path [41] routing relates to
the fact that traffic in a given flow may traverse different
paths, and therefore be processed by different instances.
For example, in the scenario of Figure 2(d), where a firewall has established state from an internal client connecting to a server (SYN packet), if the return syn-ack goes
through a different firewall instance, this packet may result in a failed lookup and get dropped.
Problem with existing solutions
Recent work proposes a new algorithm for intrusion
detection that can work across instances [35], but does so
by synchronizing processing (directly exchanging state
and waiting on other instances to complete processing as needed). Other solutions proposed in industry
strive to synchronize state across middleboxes [31] (e.g.,
HSRP [32]), but generally do not scale well.

3

How Network Functions Access State

The key idea in this paper is to decouple the processing
from the state in network functions – placing the state in
a data store. We call this stateless network functions (or
StatelessNF), as the network functions themselves become stateless, and the statefulness of the applications
(e.g., a stateful firewall) is maintained by storing the state
in a separate data store.
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To understand the intuition as to why this is feasible,
even at the rates network traffic needs to be processed,
here we discuss examples of state that would be decoupled in common network functions, and what the access
patterns are.
Table 1 shows the network state to be decoupled and
stored in a remote storage for four network functions
(TCP re-assembly is shown separate from IPS for clarity, but we would expect them to be integrated and
reads/writes combined). As shown in the table, and discussed in Section 2, we only decouple network state.
We demonstrate how the decoupled state is accessed
with pseudo-code of multiple network function algorithms, and summarize the needed reads and writes to
the data store in Table 1. In all algorithms, we present
updating or writing state to the data store as writeRC and
reads as readRC (where RC relates to our chosen data
store, RAMCloud). Below we describe Algorithms 1
(load balancer) and 2 (IPS). The pseudo-code of a stateful firewall, TCP re-assembly, and NAT are provided in
Appendix for reference.
For the load balancer, upon receiving a TCP connection request, the network function retrieves the list of
backend servers from the remote storage (line 4), and
then assigns a server to the new flow (line 5). The load
for the backend servers is subsequently updated (line 6),
and the revised list of backend servers is written into remote storage (line 7). The assigned server for the flow is
also stored into remote storage (line 8), before the packet
is forwarded to the selected server. For a data packet,
the network function retrieves the assigned server for that
flow, and forwards the packet to the server.
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code for a signaturebased intrusion prevention system (IPS), which monitors
network traffic, and compares packets against a database
of signatures from known malicious threats using an algorithm such as Aho-Corasick algorithm [11] (as used
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Network Function
Load Balancer

State
Pool of Backend
Servers

Key

Value

Cluster ID

IP List

Assigned Server

5-Tuple

IP Address

Flow

5-Tuple

TCP Flag

Pool of IPs and Ports

Cluster ID

IP and Port List

Mapping

5-Tuple

(IP, Port)

Expected Seq Record

5-Tuple

(Next Expected Seq,
Keys for Buffered Pkts)

Buffered Packets

Buffer Pointer

Packet

Automata State

5-Tuple

Int

Firewall
NAT

TCP Re-assembly

IPS

Access Pattern
1 read/write at start/end of conn.
1 read/write at start/end of conn.
1 read for every other packet
5 read/write at start/end of conn.
1 read for every other packet
1 read/write at start/end of conn.
1 read/write at start/end of conn.
1 read for every other packet
1 read/write for every packet
1 read/write for every
out-of-order packet
1 write for first packet of flow,
1 read/write for every other packet

Table 1: Network Function Decoupled States

Algorithm 1 Load Balancer
1: procedure P ROCESS PACKET (P: TCPPacket)
2:
extract 5-tuple from incoming packet
3:
if (P is a TCP SYN) then
4:
backendList ← readRC(Cluster ID)
5:
server ← nextServer(backendList, 5-tuple)
6:
updateLoad(backendList, server)
7:
writeRC(Cluster ID, backendList)
8:
writeRC(5-tuple, server)
9:
sendPacket(P, server)
10:
else
11:
server ← readRC(5-tuple)
12:
if (server is NULL) then
13:
dropPacket(P)
14:
else
15:
sendPacket(P, server)

Algorithm 2 IPS
1: procedure P ROCESS PACKET (P: TCPPacket)
2:
extract 5-tuple, and TCP sequence number from P
3:
if (P is a TCP SYN) then
4:
automataState ← initAutomataState()
5:
writeRC(5-tuple, automataState)
6:
else
7:
automataState ← readRC(5-tuple)
8:
while (b ← popNextByte(P.payload)) do
9:
// alert if found match
10:
// else, returns updated automata
11:
automataState ← process(b, automataState)
12:
13:

writeRC(5-tuple, automataState)
sendPacket(P)
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in Snort [9]). At a high-level, a single deterministic automaton can be computed offline from the set of signatures (stored as static state in each instance). As packets arrive, scanning each character in the stream of bytes
triggers one state transition in the deterministic automaton, and reaching an output state indicates the presence
of a signature.
The 5-Tuple of the flow forms the key, and the state (to
be stored remotely) simply consists of the state in the deterministic automaton (e.g., an integer value representing
the node reached so far in the deterministic automaton).
Upon receiving a new flow, the automata state is initialized (line 4). For a data packet, the state in the deterministic automaton for that flow is retrieved from remote
storage (line 7). The bytes from the payload are then
scanned (line 8). In the absence of a malicious signature,
the updated state is written into remote storage (line 12),
and the packet forwarded (line 13). Out-of-order packets
are often considered a problem for Intrusion Prevention
Systems [52]. Similar to the Snort TCP reassembly preprocessor [9], we rely on a TCP re-assembly module to
deliver the bytes to the IPS in the proper order.
For the load balancer, we observe that we require one
read for each data packet, and at most one additional read
and write to the remote storage at the start and end of
each connection. For the IPS, we observe that we require one write to the remote storage to initialize the automata state at the start of each connection, and one read
and one write to remote storage for each subsequent data
packet of the connection. Table 1 shows similar patterns
for other network functions, and Section 7 analyzes the
performance impact of such access patterns, and demonstrates that we can achieve multi Gbps rates.
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4

Overall StatelessNF Architecture

At a high level, StatelessNF consists of a network-wide
architecture where, for each network function application (e.g., a firewall), we effectively have the abstraction
of a single network function that reliably provides the
necessary throughput at any given time. To achieve this,
as illustrated in Figure 3, the StatelessNF architecture
consists of three main components – the data store, the
hosts to host the instances of the network function, and
an orchestration component to handle the dynamics of
the network function infrastructure. The network function hosts are simply commodity servers. We discuss
the internal architecture of network function instances in
Section 5. In this section, we elaborate on the data store
and network function orchestration within StatelessNF.
Data Store
Timeout
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State

Network
Network
Function
Network
Function
Network
Function

Function

Network Function Host

Visualize/
Modify
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Manage

Network
Network
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OF Rules
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Figure 3: StatelessNF System Architecture

4.1

Resilient, Low-latency Data Store

A central idea in StatelessNF, as well as in other uses of
remote data stores, is the concept of separation of concerns. That is, in separating the state and processing,
each component can concentrate on a more specific functionality. In StatelessNF, a network function only needs
to process network traffic, and does not need to worry
about state replication, etc. A data store provides the resilience of state. Because of this separation, and because
it resides on the critical path of packet processing, the
data store must also provide low-latency access. For our
purposes, we assume a data store that does not need support for transactions, but we anticipate exploring the impact of network functions that may require transactions
as future work. In this paper, we choose RAMCloud [39]
as our data store. RAMCloud is a distributed key-value
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storage system that provides low-latency access to data,
and supports a high degree of scalability.
Resilient: For a resilient network function infrastructure,
the data store needs to reliably store the data with high
availability.
This property is common in available data stores (key
value stores) through replication. For an in-memory
data store, such as RAMCloud [39], the cost of replication would be high (uses a lot of RAM). Because of
this, RAMCloud only stores a single copy of each object
in DRAM, with redundant copies on secondary storage
such as disk (on replica machines). To overcome the performance cost of full replication, RAMCloud uses a log
approach where write requests are logged, and the log entry is what is sent to replicas, where the replicas fill an inmemory buffer, and then store on disk. To recover from
a RAMCloud server crash, its memory contents must be
reconstructed by replaying the log file.
Low-Latency: Each data store will differ, but RAMCloud in particular was designed with low-latency access
in mind. RAMCloud is based primarily in DRAM and
provides low-latency access (6µs reads, 15µs durable
writes for 100 bytes data) at large-scale (e.g., 10,000
servers). This is achieved both by leveraging low-latency
networks (such as Infiniband and RDMA), being entirely in memory, and through optimized request handling. While Infiniband is not considered commodity, we
believe it has growing acceptance (e.g., Microsoft Azure
provides options which include Infiniband [5]), and our
architecture does not fundamentally rely on Infiniband –
RAMCloud developers are working on other interfaces
(e.g., RoCE [47] and Ethernet with DPDK), which we
will integrate and evaluate as they become available.
Going beyond a key-value store: The focus of data
stores is traditionally the key-value interface. That is,
clients can read values by providing a key (which returns
the value), or write values by providing both the key and
value. We leverage this key-value interface for much of
the state in network functions.
The challenge in StatelessNF is that a common type of
state in network functions, namely timers, do not effectively conform to a key-value interface. To implement
with a key-value interface, we would need to continuously poll the data store – an inefficient solution. Instead,
we extend the data store interface to allow for the creation and update of timers. The timer alert notifies one,
and only one, network function instance, for which the
handler on that instance processes the timer expiration.
We believe there may be further opportunities to optimize StatelessNF through customization of the data
store. While our focus in this paper is more on the
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network-wide capabilities, and single instance design, as
a future direction, we intend to further understand how
a data store can be adapted to further suit the needs of
network functions.

as existing SDN controllers (e.g., ONOS [13], Floodlight [4], OpenDaylight [10]) provide REST APIs, we
can integrate the control into our overall orchestration.

5
4.2

Network Function Orchestration

The basic needs for orchestration involve monitoring the
network function instances for load and failure, and adjusting the number of instances accordingly.
Resource Monitoring and Failure Detection: A key
property of orchestration is being able to maintain the
abstraction of a single, reliable, network function which
can handle infinite load, but under the hood maintain as
efficient of an infrastructure as possible. This means that
the StatelessNF orchestration must monitor resource usage as well as be able to detect failure, and adjust accordingly – i.e., launch or kill instances.
StatelessNF is not tied to a single solution, but instead
we leverage existing monitoring solutions to monitor the
health of network functions to detect failure as well as
traffic and resource overload conditions. Each system
hosting network functions can provide its own solution –
e.g., Docker monitoring, VMWare vcenter health status
monitoring, IBM Systems Director for server and storage
monitoring. Since we are using Docker containers as a
method to deploy our network functions, our system consists of an interface that interacts with the Docker engines
remotely to monitor, launch, and destroy the containerbased network functions. In addition, our monitoring interface, through ssh calls, monitors the network function
resources (cores, memory, and SR-IOV cards) to make
sure they have enough capacity to launch and host network functions.
Important to note is that failure detection is different
in StatelessNF than in traditional network function solutions. With StatelessNF, we have an effectively zerocost to failing over – upon failure, any traffic that would
go through the failed instance can be re-directed to any
other instance. With this, we can significantly reduce
the detection time, and speculatively failover. This is in
contrast to traditional solutions that rely on timeouts to
ensure the device is indeed failed.
Programmable Network: StatelessNF’s orchestration
relies on the ability to manage traffic. That is, when
a new instance is launched, traffic should be directed
to the instance; and when a failure occurs or when we
are scaling-in, traffic should be redirected to a different instance. With emerging programmable networks,
or software-defined networks (SDN), such as OpenFlow [36] and P4 [14], we can achieve this. Further,
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StatelessNF Instance Architecture

Whereas the StatelessNF overall architecture provides
the ability to manage a collection of instances, providing
the elasticity and resilience benefits of StatelessNF, the
architecture of the StatelessNF instances are architected
to achieve the deployability and performance needed. As
shown in Figure 4, the StatelessNF instance architecture
consists of three main components – (i) a packet processing pipeline that can be deployed on demand, (ii) highperformance network I/O, and (iii) an efficient interface
to the data store. In this section, we elaborate on each of
these.
To remote data store
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Figure 4: Stateless Network Function Architecture

5.1

Deployable Packet Processing Pipeline

To increase the performance and deployability of stateless network function instances, each network function
is structured with a number of packet processing pipes.
The number of pipes can be adaptive based on the traffic load, thus enabling a network function with a better
resource utilization. Each pipe consists of two threads
and a single lockless queue. The first thread is responsible for polling the network interface for packets and
storing them in the queue. The second thread performs
the main processing by dequeuing the packet, performing a lookup by calling the remote state interface to read,
applying packet processing based on returned state and
network function logic, updating state in the data store,
and outputting the resulting packet(s) (if any).
Network function instances can be deployed and
hosted with a variety of approaches – virtual machines,
containers, or even as physical boxes. We focus on containers as our central deployable unit. This is due to
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their fast deployment, low performance overhead, and
high reusability. Each network function instance is implemented as a single process Docker instance with independent cores and memory space/region. In doing so,
we ensure that network functions don’t affect each other.
For network connectivity, we need to share the physical interface among each of the containers (pipelines).
For this, we use SR-IOV[7] to provide virtual interfaces
to each network function instance. Modern network
cards have hardware support for classifying traffic and
presenting to the system as multiple devices – each of the
virtual devices can then be assigned to a network function instance. For example, our system uses Intel x520
server adapters[27] that can provide up to 126 virtual
cards with each capable of reaching maximum traffic rate
(individually). For connectivity to the data store, as our
implementation focuses on RAMCloud, each network
function host is equipped with a single Infiniband card
that is built on the Mellanox RDMA library package[37],
which allows the Infiniband NIC to be accessed directly
from multiple network function user-space applications
(bypassing the kernel). As new interfaces for RAMCloud
are released, we can simply leverage them.

5.2

High-performance Network I/O

As with any software-based network processing application, we need high performance I/O in order to meet the
packet processing rates that are expected. For this, we
leverage the recent series of work to provide this – e.g.,
through zero copy techniques. We specifically structured
our network functions on top of the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) architecture [26]. DPDK provides a
simple, complete framework for fast packet processing.
One challenge that arises with the use of DPDK
in the context of containers is that large page support is required for the memory pool allocation used
for packet buffers and that multiple packet processing
pipes (containers) may run simultaneously on a single
server. In our case, each pipe is assigned a unique
page filename and specified socket memory amount to
ensure isolation2 . We used the DPDK Environment
Abstraction Layer (EAL) interface for system memory allocation/de-allocation and core affinity/assignment
procedures among the network functions.

2 After

formance.
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several tests, we settled on 2GB socket memory for best per-

5.3

Optimized Data Store Client Interface

Perhaps the most important addition in StatelessNF is the
data store client interface. The importance stems from
the fact that it is through this interface, and out to a remote data store, that lookups in packet processing occur. That is, it sits in the critical path of processing a
packet and is the main difference between stateless network functions and traditional network functions.
Each data store will come with an API to read and
write data. In the case of RAMCloud, for example, it
is a key-value interface which performs requests via an
RPC interface, and that leverages Infiniband (currently).
RAMCloud also provides a client interface which abstracts away the Infiniband interfacing.
To optimize this interface to match the common structure of network processing, we make use of three common techniques:
Batching: In RAMCloud, a single read/write has lowlatency, but each request has overhead. When packets
are arriving at a high rate, we can aggregate multiple
requests into a single request. For example, in RAMCloud, a single read takes 6µs, whereas a multi-read of
100 objects takes only 51µs (or, effectively 0.51µs per
request). The balance here, for StatelessNF, is that if the
the batch size is too small, we may be losing opportunity
for efficiency gains, and too long (even with a timeout),
we can induce higher latency than necessary waiting for
more packets. Currently, we have a fixed batch size to
match our experimental setup (100 objects), but we ultimately envision an adaptive scheme which increases or
decreases the batch size based on the current traffic rates.
Pre-allocating a pool of buffers: When submitting requests to the data store, the client must allocate memory
for the request (create a new RPC request). As this interface is in the critical path, we reduce the overhead for
allocating memory by having the client reuse a preallocated pool of object buffers.
Eliminating a copy: When the data from a read request
is returned from the data store to the client interface, that
data needs to be passed to the packet processing pipeline.
To increase the efficiency, we eliminate a copy of the data
by providing a pointer to the buffer to the pipeline which
issued the read request.

6

Implementation

The StatelessNF orchestration controller is implemented
in Java with an admin API that realizes the implementation of elastic policies in order to determine when to
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7

Evaluation

This section evaluates the network functions performance, the recovery times in failure events, and the performance impact when scaling in/out with the proposed
stateless architecture.

7.1

Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup is similar to the one depicted in
Figure 3. It consists of six servers and two switches. Two
servers are dedicated to hosting the network function instances. These two servers are connected via Infiniband
to two other servers hosting RAMCloud (one acting as
the RAMCloud coordinator, and the other server storing
state), and are connected via Ethernet to a server acting
as the traffic generator and sink (not shown in Figure 3).
The last server hosts the StatelessNF controller which orchestrates the entire management. Specifically, we use
the following equipment:
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create or destroy network functions. At present, the policies are trivial to handle the minimal needs of handling
failure and elasticity, simply to allow us to demonstrate
the feasibility of the StatelessNF concept (see Section 7
for elasticity and failure experiments). The controller interacts with the Floodlight [4] SDN controller to steer the
flows of traffic to the correct network function instances
by inserting the appropriate OpenFlow rules. The controller keeps track of all the hosts and their resources,
and network function instances deployed on top of them.
Finally, the controller provides an interface to access and
monitor the state in the data store, allowing the operator
to have a global view of the network status.
We implemented three network functions (firewall,
NAT, load balancer) as DPDK [26] applications, and
packaged as a Docker container. For each, we implemented in a traditional (non-stateless) and stateless fashion. In each case, the only difference is that the nonstateless version will access its state locally while the
stateless version from the remote data store. The client
interface to the data store is implemented in C++ and carries retrieval operations to RAMCloud [39]. The packet
processing pipes are implemented in C/C++ in a sequence of pipeline functions that packets travel through,
and only requires developers to write the applicationspecific logic – thus, making modifying the code and
adding new network function relatively simple. The data
store client interface and the packet processing pipes are
linked at compile time.
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Figure 5: Throughput of different packet sizes for long
(a) and short (b) flows (i.e., flow sizes >1000 and <100,
respectively) measured in the number of packets per second.

• Network Function hosts: 2 Dell R630 Servers [16]:
each has 32GB RAM, 12 cores (2.4GHz), one Intel
10G Server Adapter with SR-IOV support [27], and
one 10G Mellanox InfiniBand Adapter Card [37].
• RAMCloud: 2 Dell R720 Servers [17], each with
48GB RAM, 12 cores (2.0GHz), one Intel 10G
Server Adapter [27], one 10G Mellanox InfiniBand
Adapter Card [37].
• Traffic generator/sink: 1 Dell R520 Servers [15]:
4GB RAM, 4 cores (2.0GHz), 2 Intel 10G Server
Adapters [27] .
• Control: 1 Dell R520 Servers [15]: 4GB RAM, 4
cores (2.0GHz) to run StatelessNF and Floodlight
controllers.
• SDN Switch: OpenFlow-enabled 10GbE EdgeCore [19].
• Infiniband Switch: 10Gbit Mellanox Infiniband
switch between RAMCloud nodes and the network
function hosts [38].

7.2

StatelessNF Performance

7.2.1

Impact of needing remote reads/writes

It is first critical to understand the performance of the
RAMCloud servers as they may be a performance bottleneck, and limit the rates we can attain. Our benchmark
tests reveal that a single server in RAMCloud can handle up to 4.7 Million lookup/sec. For write operations, a
single server can handle up to 0.7 Million write/second.
The performance of a network function therefore
heavily depends on the packets sizes, the network function’s access patterns to the remote storage, and the processed traffic characteristics: For example, while a load
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rates of enterprise traces we found vary from 0.1 to 1 Gbit/sec
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balancer requires three write operations per flow, a firewall requires five write operations per flow. As such,
whether traffic consists of short flows (e.g., consisting
of only hundreds of packets), or long flows (e.g., comprising tens of thousands of packets), these differences
in access patterns can have a significant impact on the
network function performance. In particular, short flows
require many more writes for the same amount of traffic. We consequently distinguish three cases for the processed traffic: long, short, and average in regards to the
size and number of flows. The long case consists of a
trace of 3,000 large TCP flows of 10K packets each. The
short case consists of a trace of 100,000 TCP flows of
100 packets each. Finally for the average case, we replayed a real captured enterprise trace [3] with 17,000
flows that range in size from 10 to 1,000 packets. In each
case, we also varied the packet sizes to understand their
impact on the performance. We used Tcpreplay with
Netmap [51] to stream the three types of traces.
Figure 5 shows the throughput of StatelessNF middleboxes compared to their non-stateless counterparts
(which we refer to as baseline) with long and short flows
of different packet sizes. For minimum sized packets,
we obtain throughputs of 4.6Mpps. For small sized
packets (less than 128 bytes), the gap between stateless
and non-stateless in throughput is due to a single RAMCloud server being able to handle around 4.7 Million
lookups/sec. In contrast, in the baseline, all read and
write operations are local. We highlight that such sizes
are used to test the upper bound limits of our system.
As packets get larger in size (greater than 128 bytes),
the rates of stateless and baseline network functions converge. The obtained throughputs are competitive with
those of existing elastic and fail resilience software solutions [49, 45, 23]. To understand the performance of
stateless network functions with real traces, we increase
the rate of the real trace to more than the original rate
at which it was captured3 , and analyze the achievable
throughput. Since the packet sizes vary considerably (80
to 1500 bytes), we report the throughput in terms of traffic rate (Gbit/sec) rather than packets/sec. Figure 6 shows
that the statelessNF firewall and loadbalancer have comparable performance than their baseline counterpart. The
stateless NAT reaches a limit that is 1Gbps lower than
the non-stateless version. Finally, we also observe that
the performance of the NAT are several Gbps lower than
the firewall and load balancer. This is due to the overhead of IP header checksum after modifying the packet
IP addresses and port numbers.
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Figure 7: Round-trip time (RTT) of packets.
7.2.2

Latency

The interaction with the remote storage can increase the
latency of each packet, as every incoming packet must be
buffered until its lookup operation is completed. To evaluate the delay increase, we compared the round-trip time
(RTT) of each packet in the stateless and baseline network functions. We timestamp packets, send the traffic
through the network function which resends the packets
back to the initial host.
Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for the RTT of packets traversing the NAT and
load balancer4 . In the 50th percentile, the RTT of StatelessNF packets is only 100µs larger than the baseline’s
for the load balancer and NAT, and in the 95th percentile
the RTT is only 300µs larger. The added delay we see
in StatelessNF is a combination of read misses (which
can reach 100µs), preparing objects for read requests
from RAMCloud, casting returned data, and the actual
latency of the request. These numbers are in the range
of other comparable systems (e.g., the low-latency rollback recovery system exhibited about a 300µs higher latency than the baseline [49]). Further, while the reported
latency when using Ethernet (with DPDK) to communi4 The RTT for firewall (both stateless and baseline) showed similar
trend to load balancer with a better average delay (67µs less).
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7.2.3

IPS Analysis

This section analyzes the impact of decoupling the state
for an IPS. The overall processing of an IPS is more complex (Section 3) than the three network functions we previously analyzed. However, its access patterns to the remote storage is only incrementally more complex.
To analyze the impact of decoupling automaton state
into remote storage, we implemented an in-line stateless
network function that emulates a typical IPS in terms of
accessing the automaton state and performs a read and
write operation for every packet. For comparison, we run
Snort [8] as an in-line IPS, and streamed real world enterprise traces through both instances: Snort and our stateless emulated IPS. The stateless emulated IPS was able
to reach a throughput of 2.5Gbit/sec while the maximum
performance for the Snort instance was only 2Gbit/sec.
These results show that for an IPS, the performance bottleneck is the internal processing (e.g., signature search),
and not the read/write operations to the remote storage.

7.3

Failure

As we discussed in Section 3, in the case of failover, the
instance we failover to can seamlessly handle the redirected traffic from the failed instance without causing
any disruption for the traffic. To illustrate this effect,
and compare to the traditional approach, we performed a
number of file downloads that go through a firewall, and
measured the number of successful file downloads and
the time require to complete all of the downloads in the
following cases: 1) baseline and stateless firewalls with
no failure; 2) baseline and stateless firewall with failure
where we redirect traffic to an alternate instance. In this
case, we are only measuring the effect of the disruption
of failover, as we assume a perfect failure detection, and
simulate this by programming the SDN switch to redirect all traffic at some specific time. If we instrumented
failure detection, the results would be more pronounced.
Figure 8 shows our results where we downloaded up to
500 20MB files in a loop of 100 concurrent http downloads through the firewall. As we can see, the baseline
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cate with RAMCloud is higher than Infiniband (31.1µs,
read 100B, and 77µs write 100B), it is still less than the
average packet delays reported with StatelessNF system
(65us, 100us, and 300us for firewall, load balancer, and
NAT respectively). Given the actual network traversals
of requests can occur in parallel as the other aspects of
the request, we believe that the difference in latency between Ethernet with DPDK and Infiniband can be largely
masked. We intend to validate as future work.
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Figure 9: Goodput (Gbps) for stateless and baseline firewalls while scaling out (t=25s) and in (t=75s).
firewall is significantly affected by the sudden failure because the backup instance will not recognize the redirected traffic, hence will drop the connections, which in
turn results in the client re-initiating the connections after a TCP connection timeout5 . Not only was the stateless firewall able to successfully complete all downloads,
but the performance was unaffected due to failure, and
matched the download time of the baseline firewall when
it did not experience failure.

7.4

Elasticity

In this paper, we claim that decoupling state from processing in network functions provides elasticity, where
scaling in/out can be done with no disruption to the traffic. To evaluate StatelessNF’s capability of scaling in
and out, we performed the following experiment: we
streamed continuous traffic of tcp packets while gradually increasing the traffic rate every 5 seconds (as shown
in Figure 9), keep it steady for 5 seconds, and then start
decreasing the traffic rate every 5 seconds. The three
lines in Figure 9 represent: the ideal throughput (Ideal)
which matches the send rate, the baseline firewall, and
5 We significantly reduced the TCP connection timeout in Linux to
20 seconds, from the default of 7200 seconds.
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the stateless firewall. The experiment starts with all traffic going through a single firewall. After 25 seconds,
when the traffic transmitted reaches 4Gbit/sec, we split it
in half and redirect it to a second firewall instance. Then
after 25 seconds of decreasing the sending rate, we merge
the traffic back to the first firewall instance.
As Figure 9 shows, the stateless firewall matches the
base goodput. That is because the newly added firewall
already has the state it needs to process the redirected
packets, and therefore does not get affected by traffic
redirection. On the other hand, with the baseline firewall,
once the traffic is split, the second firewall starts dropping
packets because it does not recognize them (i.e., doesn’t
have state for those flows). Similarly, upon scaling in,
the firewall instance does not have the state needed for
the merged traffic and thus breaks the connections.

8

Discussion

The performance of our current prototype is not a fundamental limit of our approach. Here we discuss two
aspects which can further enhance performance.
Reducing interactions with a remote data store: Fundamentally, if we can even further reduce the interactions
with a remote data store, we can improve performance.
Some steps in this direction that we intend to pursue as
future work include: (i) reducing the penalty of read
misses by integrating a set membership structure (e.g.,
a bloom filter [2]) into the RAMCloud system so that we
do not have to do a read if the data is not there, (ii) explore the use of caching for certain types of state (read
mostly), and (iii) exploring placement of data store instances, perhaps even co-located with network function
instances, in order to maintain the decoupled architecture, but allowing more operations to be serviced by the
local instance and avoiding the consistency issues with
cache (remote reads will still occur when the data isn’t
local, providing the persistent and global access to state).
Date store scalability We acknowledge that we will ultimately be limited by the scalability of the data store,
but generally view data stores as scalable and an active
area of research. In addition, while we chose RAMCloud for its low latency and resiliency, other systems
such as FaRM [18] (from Microsoft) and a commercially
available data store from Algo-Logic [1] report better
throughput and lower latency, so we would see an immediate improvement if they become freely available.
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9

Related Work

Beyond the most directly related work in Section 2, here
we expand along three additional categories.
Disaggregation: The concept of decoupling processing
from state follows a line of research in disaggregated architectures. [34], [33], and [40] all make the case for disaggregating memory into a pool of RAM. [24] explores
the network requirements for an entirely disaggregated
datacenter. In the case of StatelessNF, we demonstrate a
disaggregated architecture suitable for the extreme use
case of packet processing. Finally, this paper significantly expands on our previous workshop paper [28] with
a complete and optimized implementation of the entire
system and three network functions, and a complete evaluation demonstrating scalability and resilience.
Data plane processing: In addition to DPDK, frameworks like netmap [46] and Click [30] (particularly Click
integrated with netmap and DPDK [12]) also provide
efficient software packet processing frameworks, and
therefore might be suitable for StatelessNF.
Micro network functions: The consolidated middlebox
[48] work observed that course grained network functions often duplicate functionality as other network functions (e.g., parsing http messages), and proposed to consolidate multiple network functions into a single device.
In addition, e2 [42] provides a coherent system for managing network functions while enabling developers to focus on implementing new network functions. Each are
re-thinking the architecture and complementary.

10

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented stateless network functions,
a novel design and architecture for network functions
where we break the tight coupling of state and processing
in network functions in order to achieve greater elasticity and failure resiliency. Our evaluation with a complete
implementation demonstrates these capabilities, as well
as demonstrates that we are able to process millions of
packets per second, with only a few hundred microsecond added latency per packet. We do imagine there are
further ways to optimize the performance and a desire
for more network functions, and we leave that as future
work. We instead focused on demonstrating the viability
of a novel architecture which, we believe, fundamentally
gets at the root of the important problem.
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Appendix

Algorithm 3 TCP Re-assembly
1: procedure P ROCESS PACKET ( P : TCPPacket)
2:
extract 5-tuple from incoming packet
3:
if (P is a TCP SYN) then
4:
record ← (getNextExpectedSeq(P), createEmpty5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

BufferPointerList())
writeRC(5-tuple, record)
sendPacket(P)
else
record ← readRC(5-tuple)
if (record == NULL) then
dropPacket(P);
if (isNextExpectedSeq(P)) then
record.expected ← getNextExpectedSeq(P)
sendPacket(P)
// check if we can send any packet in buffer
while
(bufferHasNextExpectedSeq(record.buffPtr, record.expected)) do
P ← readRC(pop(record.buffPtr).pktBuffKey)
record.expected ← getNextExpectedSeq(p)
sendPacket(P)
writeRC(5-tuple, record)
else
// buffer packet
pktBuffKey ← getPacketHash(P.header)
writeRC(pktBuffKey, P)
record.buffPtr ← insert(record.buffPtr, p.seq,
pktBuffKey)
writeRC(5-tuple, record)

Algorithm 4 Firewall
1: procedure P ROCESS PACKET (P: TCPPacket)
2:
key ← getDirectional5tuple(P, i)
3:
sessionState ← readRC(key)
4:
newState ← updateState(sessionState)
5:
if (stateChanged(newState, sessionState)) then
6:
writeRC(key, newState)
7:
8:
9:
10:

if (rule-check-state(sessionState) == ALLOW) then
sendPacket(P)
else
dropPacket(P)
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Algorithm 5 NAT
1: procedure P ROCESS PACKET ( P : Packet)
2:
extract 5-tuple from incoming packet
3:
(IP, port) ← readRC(5-tuple)
4:
if ((IP, Port) is NULL) then
5:
list-IPs-Ports ← readRC(Cluster ID)
6:
(IP, Port) ← select-IP-Port(list-IPs-Ports, 5-tuple)
7:
update(list-IPs-Ports, (IP, Port))
8:
writeRC(Cluster ID, list-IPs-Ports)
9:
writeRC(5-tuple, (IP, Port))
10:
extract reverse-5-tuple from incoming packet plus

new IP-port
writeRC(reverse-5-tuple, (P.IP, P.Port))
12:
P’ ← updatePacketHeader(P, (IP, Port))
13:
sendPacket(P’)
11:
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Abstract
Stateful middleboxes, such as intrusion detection systems
and application-level firewalls, have provided key functionalities in operating modern IP networks. However,
designing an efficient middlebox is challenging due to
the lack of networking stack abstraction for TCP flow
processing. Thus, middlebox developers often write the
complex flow management logic from scratch, which is
not only prone to errors, but also wastes efforts for similar
functionalities across applications.
This paper presents the design and implementation of
mOS, a reusable networking stack for stateful flow processing in middlebox applications. Our API allows developers to focus on the core application logic instead
of dealing with low-level packet/flow processing themselves. Under the hood, it implements an efficient event
system that scales to monitoring millions of concurrent
flow events. Our evaluation demonstrates that mOS enables modular development of stateful middleboxes, often
significantly reducing development efforts represented by
the source lines of code, while introducing little performance overhead in multi-10Gbps network environments.

1

Introduction

Network appliances or “middleboxes”, such as intrusion
detection systems and application accelerators, are widely
deployed in modern networks [59]. With the trend towards
commodity server-based middleboxes [59] and network
functions virtualization [38], these middlebox applications
are commonly implemented in software. Middlebox development, however, still remains an onerous task. It often
requires handling complex flow-level states and events at
layer 4 or above, such as connection state management
and flow reassembly. The key challenge is that middlebox
developers have to build these low-level flow management
features from scratch, due to lack of common abstractions and well-defined APIs. This is in stark contrast to
end-host applications programming, where application
programmers rely on a set of networking system calls,
such as the Berkeley socket API, that hides the details.
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Existing socket APIs focus on end-to-end semantics and
transferring application (layer 7) data. Unfortunately, they
are not flexible enough to monitor session state, packet
loss or retransmission patterns at lower layers. In contrast,
popular packet processing frameworks, such as Click [46],
DPDK [4], PacketShader IOEngine [40], and netmap [57],
provide useful features for packet-level I/O processing, but
lack flow-level abstraction required for stateful middlebox
applications. A huge semantic gap exists between the two
commonly-used abstractions. Thus, the state-of-the art
middlebox programming remains that each application
implements low-level flow-processing features in addition
to the application-specific logic. This practice prevents
code reuse and makes it challenging to understand the
details of implementation. For example, we find that two
popular NIDS implementations, Snort and Suricata, are
drastically different, although they expose similar flow
management features [19, 58].
This work presents the design and implementation of
mOS, a reusable networking stack and an API for modular
development of flow-processing middlebox applications.
The design of mOS is based upon two principles. First,
the API should facilitate a clear separation between lowlevel packet/flow processing and application-specific logic.
While tight integration of the two layers might benefit performance, it easily becomes a source of complexity and
a maintenance nightmare. In contrast, a reusable middlebox networking stack allows developers to focus on core
middlebox application logic. Second, the middlebox
networking API should provide programming constructs
that natively support user-definable flow events for custom
middlebox operations. Most middlebox operations are
triggered by a set of custom flow events—being able to
express them via a well-defined API is the key to modular
middlebox programming. For example, a middlebox application that detects malicious payload in retransmission
should be able to easily express the condition for the event
and provide a custom action as its event handler. Building
middlebox applications as a synthesis of event processing
significantly improves the code readability while hiding
the details for tracking complex conditions.
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mOS satisfies a number of practical demands for middlebox development. First, it exposes a monitoring socket
abstraction to precisely express the viewpoint of a middlebox on an individual TCP connection flowing through it.
Unlike an end-host stack, mOS simultaneously manages
the flow states of both end-hosts, which allows developers
to compose arbitrary conditions of a flow state on either
side. Second, mOS provides scalable monitoring. In highspeed networks with hundreds of thousands of concurrent
flows, monitoring individual flow events incurs high overhead. Our event system significantly reduces the memory
fooprint and memory bandwidth requirement for dynamic
event registration and deregistration. Third, the mOS
API supports fine-grained resource management on a perflow basis. Developers can dynamically enable/disable
event generation for an active flow and turn off tracking
of unnecessary features. Tight controlling of computing
resources leads to high performance as it avoids redundant cycle wastes. Finally, the mOS implementation extends the mTCP [43] codebase to benefit from the scalable
user-level TCP stack architecture that harnesses modern
multicore systems.
We make the following contributions. First, we
present a design and implementation of a reusable flowprocessing networking stack for modular development of
high-performance middleboxes. Second, we present key
abstractions that hide the internals of complex middlebox flow management. We find that the mOS monitoring
socket and its flexible event composition provides an elegant separation between the low-level flow management
and custom application logic. Third, we demonstrate its
benefits in a number of real-world middlebox applications
including Snort, Halfback, and Abacus.

2

Motivation and Approach

In this section, we explain the motivation for a unified
middlebox networking stack, and present our approaches
to its development.

2.1

Towards a Unified Middlebox Stack

mOS targets middleboxes that require L4-L7 processing
but typically cannot benefit from existing socket APIs,
including NIDS/NIPSes [3, 6, 19, 41, 58], L7 protocol
analyzers [7, 9], and stateful NATs [5, 10]. These middleboxes track L4 flow states without terminating the
TCP connections, often perform deep-packet inspection
on flow-reassembled data, or detect anomalous behavior
in TCP packet retransmission.
Unfortunately, developing flow management features
for every new middlebox is very tedious and highly errorprone. As a result, one can find a long list of bugs related
to flow management even in popular middleboxes [30–
32, 34–36]. What is worse, some middleboxes fail to
implement critical flow management functions. For exam-
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ple, PRADS [12] and nDPI [9] perform pattern matching, but they do not implement flow reassembly and
would miss the patterns that span over multiple packets. Similarly, Snort’s HTTP parsing module had long
been packet-based [61] and vulnerable to pattern evasion
attacks. While Snort has its own sophisticated flow management module, it is tightly coupled with other internal
data structures, making it difficult to extend or to reuse.
A reusable middlebox networking stack would significantly improve the situation, but no existing packet processing frameworks meet the requirements of generalpurpose flow management. Click [27, 37, 46] encourages modular programming of packet processing but its
abstraction level is restricted to layer 3 or lower layers.
iptables [5] along with its conntrack module supports TCP connection tracking, but its operation is based
on individual packets instead of flows. For example, it
does not support flow reassembly nor allows monitoring
fine-grained TCP state change or packet retransmission.
libnids [8] provides flow reassembly and monitors both
server and client sides concurrently. Unfortunately, its
reassembly logic is not mature enough to properly handle
multiple holes in a receive buffer [17], and it does not provide any control knob to adjust the level of flow management service. Moreover, the performance of iptables
and libnids depends on the internal kernel data structures that are known to be heavyweight and slow [43, 57].
Bro [55] provides flow management and events similar
to our work, but its built-in events are often too coarsegrained to catch arbitrary conditions for middleboxes other
than NIDS. While tailoring the event system to custom
needs is possible through Bro’s plugin framework [60],
writing a plugin requires deep understanding of internal
data structures and core stack implementation. In addition,
Bro scripting and the implementation of its flow management are not designed for high performance, making it
challenging to support multi-10G network environments.

2.2

Requirements and Approach

By analyzing various networking features of flowprocessing middleboxes, we identify four key requirements for a reusable networking stack.
R1: Middleboxes must be able to combine information
from multiple layers using the stack. For example, an
NIDS must process each individual packet, but also be
able to reconstruct bytestreams from TCP flows for precise
analysis. A NAT translates the address of each IP packet,
but it should also monitor the TCP connection setup and
teardown to block unsolicited packets.
R2: The networking stack must keep track of L4 states
of both end-points, while adjusting to the level of state
management service that applications require. Tracking
per-flow L4 state embodies multiple levels of services.
Some applications require full TCP processing including
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reassembling bi-directional bytestreams; others only need
basic session management, such as sequence number tracking while a few require single-side monitoring without
bytestream management (e.g. TCP/UDP port blockers).
Thus, we must dynamically adapt to application needs.
R3: The networking stack must provide intuitive abstactions to cater middlebox developers’ diverse needs in a
modular manner. It must provide flow-level abstractions
that enable developers to easily manipulate flows and packets that belong to the flow. It should enable separation of
its services from the application logic and allow developers to create higher-level abstraction that goes beyond the
basic framework. Unfortunately, current middlebox applications often do not decouple the two. For instance, Snort
heavily relies on its customized stream1 preprocessing
module for TCP processing, but its application logic (the
detection engine) is tightly interlaced with the module. A
developer needs to understand the Snort-specific stream
programming constructs before she can make any updates
on flow management attributes inside the detection engine.
R4: The networking stack must deliver high performance.
Many middleboxes require throughputs of 10+ Gbps handling hundreds of thousands of concurrent TCP flows even
on commodity hardware [2, 41, 42, 44, 62].
Our main approach is to provide a well-defined set of
APIs and a unified networking stack that hides the implementation details of TCP flow management from custom
application logic. mOS consists of four components designed to meet all requirements:
• mOS networking API is designed to provide packetand flow-level abstractions. It hides the details of all
TCP-level processing, but exposes information from
multiple layers (R1, R2, and R3), encouraging developers to focus on the core logic and write a modular
code that is easily reusable.
• Unified flow management: mOS delivers a composable and scalable flow management library (R2 and
R4). Users can adjust flow parameters (related to buffer
management etc.) dynamically at run time. Moreover,
it provides a multi-core aware, high performing stack.
• User-defined events: Applications built on mOS are
flexible since the framework provides not only a set of
built-in events but also offers support for registering
user-defined events (R1 and R3).
• User-level stack: mOS derives its high performance
from mTCP [43] that is a parallelizable userspace
TCP/IP stack (R4).

3

mOS Programming Abstractions

In this section, we provide the design and the usage of
the mOS networking API and explain how it simplifies
stateful middlebox development.
1 The

stream module spans about 9, 800 lines of code in Snort3.0.0a1 version.
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Middlebox
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Flow management logic (Layer 2 ~ 4)

Figure 1: Interaction between mOS and its application

3.1

Monitoring Socket

The key abstraction that mOS exposes is a monitoring
socket, which abstracts a middlebox’s tap-point on a passing TCP flow or IP packets. Conceptually, it is similar
to a Berkeley socket, but they differ in the operating semantics. First, a stream monitoring socket 2 represents
a non-terminating midpoint of an active TCP connection.
With a stream monitoring socket, developers write only
high-level actions for an individual connection while underlying networking stack automatically tracks low-level
TCP flow states of both client and server 3 . Second, a monitoring socket can monitor fine-grained TCP-layer operations while a Berkeley socket carries out coarse-grained,
application-layer operations. For example, a monitoring
socket can detect TCP or packet-level events such as abnormal packet retransmission, packet arrival order, abrupt
connection termination, employment of weird TCP/IP
options, etc., while it simultaneously supports reading
flow-reassembled data from server or client.
Using the monitoring socket and its API functions
(listed in Appendix A), one can write custom flow actions
in a modular manner. First, a developer creates a ‘passive’
monitoring socket (similar to a listening socket) and binds
it to a traffic scope, specified in a Berkeley packet filter
(BPF) syntax. Only those flows/packets that fall into the
scope are monitored. Note that there is no notion of “accepting” a connection since a middlebox does not engage
in a connection as an explicit endpoint. Instead, one can
express when custom action should be executed by setting
up flow events as described in Section 3.2. All one needs
is to provide the event handlers that perform a custom
middlebox logic, since the networking stack automatically
detects and raises the events by managing the flow contexts. When an event handler is invoked, it is passed an
‘active’ monitoring socket that represents the flow triggering the event. Through the socket, one can probe further
on the flow state or retrieve and modify the last packet
that raised the event. Figure 2 shows a code example that
initializes a typical application with the mOS API.

3.2

Modular Programming with Events

The mOS API encourages modular middlebox programming by decomposing a complex application into a set
of independent <event, event handler> pairs. It supports
two classes of events: built-in and user-defined events.
2 Similarly,
3 We

a raw monitoring socket represents IP packets.
call a connection initiator as client and its receiver as server.
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1

Event

Description

MOS_ON_PKT_IN
MOS_ON_CONN_START
MOS_ON_REXMIT
MOS_ON_TCP_STATE_CHANGE
MOS_ON_CONN_END
MOS_ON_CONN_NEW_DATA
MOS_ON_ORPHAN
MOS_ON_ERROR

In-flow TCP packet arrival
Connection initiation (the first SYN packet)
TCP packet retransmission
TCP state transition
Connection termination
Availability of new flow-reassembled data
Out-of-flow (or non-TCP) packet arrival
Error report (e.g., receive buffer full)

2
3
4
5
6

// creates a passive monitoring socket with its scope
s = mtcp_socket(m, AF_INET, MOS_SOCK_MONITOR_STREAM, 0);
ft.stream_syn_filter = "dst net 216.58 and dst port 80";
mtcp_bind_monitor_filter(m, s, &ft);

7
8
9
10
11

// sets up an event handler for MOS_ON_REXMIT
mtcp_register_callback(m,s,MOS_ON_REXMIT,MOS_HK_RCV,OnRexmitPkt);

12
13

Table 1: mOS built-in events for stream monitoring sockets.
Raw monitoring sockets can use only MOS_ON_PKT_IN raised
for every incoming packet.

14

Built-in events represent pre-defined conditions of notable
flow state that are automatically generated in the process
of TCP flow management in mOS. Developers can create their own user-defined events (UDEs) by extending
existing built-in or user-defined events.
Built-in event: Built-in events are used to monitor common L4 events in an active TCP connection, such as
start/termination of a connection, packet retransmission,
or availability of new flow-reassembled data. With a state
transition event, one can even detect any state change in a
TCP state transition diagram. Table 1 lists eight built-in
events that we have drawn from common functionalities of
existing flow-processing middleboxes. These pre-defined
events are useful in many applications that require basic
flow state tracking. For example, developers can easily
write a stateful NAT (or firewall) with only packet arrival
and connection start/teardown events without explicitly
tracking sequence/acknowledgment numbers or TCP state
transitions. Also, gathering flow-level statistics at a network vantage point can be trivially implemented in only a
few lines of code as shown in Appendix B.
User-defined event: For many non-trivial middlebox applications, built-in events are insufficient since they often
require analyzing L7 content or composing multiple conditions into an event. For example, an event that detects 3
duplicate ACKs or that monitors an HTTP request does
not have built-in support.
UDEs allow developers to systematically express such
desired conditions. A UDE is defined as a base event and
a boolean filter function that specifies the event condition.
When the base event for an UDE is raised, mOS fires
the UDE only if the filter function is evaluated to true.
mOS also supports a multi-event filter function that can
dynamically determine an event type or raise multiple
events simultaneously. This feature is useful when it has
to determine the event type or trigger multiple related
events based on the same input data.
UDEs bring three benefits to event-driven middlebox
development. First, new types of events can be created in
a flexible manner because the filter function can evaluate
arbitrary conditions of interest. A good filter function,
however, should run fast without producing unnecessary

19
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static void
mOSAppInit(mctx_t m)
{
monitor_filter_t ft = {0};
int s; event_t hev;

// defines a user-defined event that detects an HTTP request
hev = mtcp_define_event(MOS_ON_CONN_NEW_DATA, IsHTTPRequest, NULL);

15
16
17

// sets up an event handler for hev
mtcp_register_callback(m, s, hev, MOS_HK_RCV, OnHTTPRequest);

18
20

}

Figure 2: Initialization code of a typical mOS application. Due
to space limit, we omit error handling in this paper.
Built-in event
Filter function
UDE
Event handler
Event dependency
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Figure 3: Abacus event-action diagram

side effect. Second, UDEs provide easy extensibility. One
can create new events by extending any existing ones,
including another UDE. For example, a developer can
define a UDE that detects a YouTube [23] video request
by extending a generic HTTP request UDE (e.g., using
hev in Figure 2 as a base event). Third, it encourages
code reuse. One can share a well-designed set of event
definitions as a UDE library, and 3rd party developers
can implement their own event handlers. For example,
an open-source NIDS can declare all corner cases in flow
management as a UDE library while 3rd party can provide
custom actions to address each case.

3.3

Programming a Custom Middlebox

We show how one can build a custom flow-processing
middlebox application using the mOS API and events. We
pick Abacus [39] as an example here since it represents
the needs of a real-world custom middlebox. Abacus is a
cellular data accounting system that detects a “free-riding”
attack by TCP-level tunneling. It has been reported that
some cellular ISPs do not account for TCP retransmission
packets [39], and this attack enables free-riding on cellular
data by appending fake TCP headers that look like packet
retransmission. The attack detection requires comparing
the payload of original and retransmitted packets either by
buffering a sliding window or sampling some bytes [39].
Writing Abacus with the mOS API is straightforward.
First, we draw an event-action diagram that captures its
main operations as shown in Figure 3. It represents the
normal data as a built-in event (e2 , new data event) and
registers a per-flow accounting function (f b ) for the event.
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To detect the free-riding attack, we extend a built-in event
(retransmission) to define a fake retransmission event (e3 ).
The filter function (FT FAKE ), as shown in Figure 4, determines whether the current packet retransmission is legal. In the code, mtcp_getlastpkt() retrieves the metadata (pkt_info structure) and the payload of the packet
that triggers the retransmission event. mctx_t represents
the thread context that the mOS stack is bound to and
sock identifies the active flow that the packet belongs to.
Then, the code uses mtcp_ppeek() to fetch the original
flow-reassembled data at a specified sequence number
offset and compares it with the payload if the sequence
number ranges match. In case of partial retransmission,
it calls mtcp_getsockopt() to retrieve non-contiguous
TCP data fragments (frags) from a right flow buffer and
compares the payload of the overlapping regions. If any
part is different from the original content, it returns true
and e3 is triggered, or otherwise it returns false. When
e3 is triggered, f a is executed to report an attack, and stops
any subsequent event processing for the flow.
While Abacus is a conceptually simple middlebox, writing its flow management from scratch would require lots
of programming effort. Depending on a middlebox, at
least thousands to tens of thousands of code lines are required to implement basic flow management and various
corner cases. The mOS API and its stack significantly save
this effort while it allows the developer to write only the
high-level actions in terms of events. Drawing an eventaction diagram corresponds well to the application design
process. Also, it better supports modular programming
since the developer only needs to define their own UDEs
and convert filters and event handlers into functions.

4

mOS Design and Implementation

In this section, we present the internals of mOS. At a
high-level, mOS takes a stream of packets from a network,
classifies and processes them by the flow, and triggers
matching flow events. Inside event handlers, the application runs custom logic. mOS supports TCP flow state
management for end-hosts, scalable event monitoring, extended flow reassembly, and fine-grained resource management. It is implemented by extending mTCP [43]. In
total, it amounts to 27K lines of C code, which includes
11K lines of the mTCP code.

4.1

Stateful TCP Context Management

Automatic management of TCP contexts is the core functionality of mOS. For flow management, mOS keeps track
of the following L4 states of both end-points: (1) TCP connection parameters for tracking initiation, state transition,
and termination of each connection, (2) a payload reassembly buffer and a list of fragmented packets for detecting
new payload arrival and packet retransmission. We further
explain the payload reassembly buffer in Section 4.3.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

static bool
IsFakeRexmit(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int side, event_t event,
struct filter_arg *arg)
{
struct pkt_info pi;
char buf[MSS];
struct tcp_ring_fragment frags[MAX_FRAG_NUM];
int nfrags = MAX_FRAG_NUM;
int i, size, boff, poff;

10

// retrieve the current packet information
mtcp_getlastpkt(mctx, sock, side, &pi);

11
12
13

// for full retransmission, compare the entire payload
if (mtcp_ppeek(mctx, sock, side, buf,
pi.payloadlen, pi.offset) == pi.payloadlen)
return memcmp(buf, pi.payload, pi.payloadlen);

14
15
16
17
18

// for partial retransmission, compare the overlapping region
// retrieve the data fragments and traverse them
mtcp_getsockopt(mctx, sock, SOL_MONSOCKET, (side == MOS_SIDE_CLI) ?
MOS_FRAGINFO_CLIBUF : MOS_FRAGINFO_SVRBUF, frags, &nfrags);

19
20
21
22
23

for (i = 0; i < nfrags; i++) {
if ((size = CalculateOverlapLen(&pi, &(frags[i]), &boff, &poff)))
if (memcmp(buf + boff, pi.payload + poff, size))
return true;
// payload mismatch detected
}
return false;

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

}

Figure 4: A filter function that detects fake retransmission. CalculateOverlapLen() retrieves the size of sequence number overlap of the current packet and each fragment in a receive buffer.
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Figure 5: Packet processing steps in mOS

We design the TCP context update in mOS to closely reflect the real TCP state machine by emulating the states of
both end-hosts. Tracking the flow states of both end-hosts
is required as each side may take on a different TCP state.
Figure 5 illustrates our model. When a packet arrives,
mOS first updates its TCP context for the packet sender 4
and records all flow events that must be triggered. Note
that event handlers are executed as a batch after the TCP
context update. This is because intermixing them can produce an inconsistent state as some event handler may modify or drop the packet. Also, processing sender-side events
before the receiver side’s is necessary to strictly enforce
the temporal order of the events. After sender-side stack
update, mOS repeats the same process (update and trigger
events) for the receiver-side stack. Any events relating to
packet payload (new data or retransmission) are triggered
in the context of a receiver since application-level data is
read by the receiver. In addition, packet modification (or
drop) is allowed only in the sender-side event handlers as
mOS meticulously follows the middlebox semantics. The
only exception is the retransmission event, which is processed just before receiver context update. This is to give
4 Note

that both server and client can be a packet sender.
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(a) Global event dependency forest (d-forest)
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(b) Dynamic event registration upon event invocation forests (i-forests)

Figure 6: mOS’s event management. s1 and s2 originally share the same event invocation forest (i-forest), IF1 . If s1 registers an
event handler, f6 , then IF2 is created. If s2 repeats the same registration later, then s2 simply moves its i-forest pointer to IF2 .

its event handler a chance to modify or drop the packet
if the retransmission turns out to be malicious. While a
receiver-side event handler cannot modify the packet, it
can still reset a connection in case it detects malicious
intrusion attempts in reassembled payload.

4.2

Scalable Event Management

mOS applications operate by registering for flow events
and providing custom actions for them. For high performance, it is critical to have scalable event management with respect to the number of flows and user-defined
events. However, a naïve implementation introduces a
serious scalability challenge because mOS allows events
to be registered and de-registered on a per-flow basis for
fine-grained control. A busy middlebox that handles 200K
concurrent flows and 1,000 UDEs per flow 5 amounts to
managing a billion events 6 , which would require large
amount of memory and consume huge memory bandwidth.
mOS provides an efficient implementation of internal data
structures and algorithms designed to address the scalability challenge.
Data structures: Note UDEs form a tree hierarchy with
its root being one of the eight built-in events. Thus, mOS
maintains all custom flow event definitions in a global
event dependency forest (d-forest) with eight dependency
trees (d-trees). Figure 6(a) shows an example of a d-forest.
Each node in a d-tree represents a UDE as a base event
(e.g., parent node) and its filter function. Separate from
the d-forest, mOS maintains, for each monitoring socket,
its event invocation forest (i-forest) that records a set of
flow events to wait on. Similar to the d-forest, an i-forest
consists of event invocation trees (i-trees) where each itree maintains the registered flow events derived from
its root built-in event. Only those events with an event
handler are being monitored for the socket.
Addressing scalability challenge: If each socket maintains a separate i-forest, it would take up a large memory
footprint and cause performance degradation due to redundant memory copying and releasing of the same i-forest.
mOS addresses the problem by sharing the same i-forest
5 Not

unreasonable for an NIDS with thousands of attack signatures.
flows x 5,000 event nodes, assuming a UDE is derived from
four ancestor base events on average.
6 200K
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with different flows. Our observation is that flows of the
same traffic class (e.g., Web traffic) are likely to process
the same set of events, and it is highly unlikely for all
sockets to have a completely different i-forest. This implies that we can reduce the memory footprint by sharing
the same i-forest.
When an active socket (e.g., individual TCP connection)
is created, it inherits the i-forest from its passive monitoring socket (e.g., listening socket) by keeping a pointer to it.
When an event is registered or de-registered for an active
socket, mOS first checks if the resulting i-forest already
exists in the system. If it exists, the active socket simply
shares the pointer to the i-forest. Otherwise, mOS creates
a new i-forest and adds it to the system. In either case, the
socket adjusts the reference count of both previous and
new i-forests, and removes the i-forest whose reference
count becomes zero.
The key challenge lies in how to efficiently figure out
if the same i-forest already exists in the system. A naïve
implementation would require traversing every event node
in all i-forests, which does not scale. Instead, we present
an O(1) solution here. First, we devise a novel i-forest
identification scheme that produces a unique id given an
i-forest. We represent the id of an i-forest with m i-trees as:
t1 ⊕ t2 ⊕ ... ⊕ tm , where tk indicates the id of the k-th i-tree
and ⊕ is a bitwise exclusive-or (xor) operation. Likewise,
the id of an i-tree with n leaf event nodes is defined as:
h(e1 + f1 ) ⊕ h(e2 + f2 ) ⊕ ... ⊕ h(en + fn ), where h is a oneway hash function, + is simple memory concatenation,
and ei and fi are the ids of the i-th event and its event
handler, respectively. Note that the ids of a distinct event
and its event handler are generated as unique in the system,
which makes a distinct i-forest have a unique id with a
high probability with a proper choice of the hash function.
We include the id of an event handler in hash calculation
since some event can be registered multiple times with a
different handler. Calculating the new id of an i-forest
after adding or removing an event becomes trivial due to
the xor operation. Simply, new-id = old-id ⊕ h(e + f )
where e and f are the ids of the event and its event handler
that need to be registered or deregistered. The fast id
operation enables efficient lookup in the invocation forest
hash table.
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Figure 7: (a) When the receive buffer is full, mOS raises MOS_ON_ERROR to notify the application. (b) At overwriting, the internal read pointer is adjusted. (c) mtcp_getsockopt() exports
data fragments caused by out-of-order packets.

Deterministic ordering of event handler execution: A
single packet arrival can trigger multiple events for a flow.
Thus, the order of event handler execution must be predefined for deterministic operation. For this, we assign
a fixed priority for all built-in events. First, packet arrival events (MOS_ON_PKT_IN and MOS_ON_ORPHAN) are
processed because they convey the L3 semantics. Then,
MOS_ON_CONN_START is triggered followed by MOS_ON_TCP_STATE_CHANGE and MOS_ON_CONN_NEW_DATA. Finally, MOS_ON_CONN_END is scheduled to give a chance to
other events to handle the flow data before connection termination. Note, all built-in events are handled after TCP
context update with an exception of MOS_ON_REXMIT, a
special event triggered just before receive-side TCP context update.
All derived events inherit the priority of their root builtin event. mOS first records all built-in events that are
triggered, and ‘executes’ each invocation tree in a forest
by the priority order of the root built-in events. ‘Executing’
an invocation tree means traversing the tree in the breadthfirst search order and executing each node by evaluating
its event filter and running its event handler. For example,
events in F2 in Figure 6(b) are traversed in the order of e1
→ e2 → e3 → e4 → e6 → e5 .

4.3

Throughput (Gbps)

New data (d bytes)

Receive buffer size

(a)

Robust Payload Reassembly

Many middleboxes require L7 content scanning for detecting potential attack or application-specific patterns. mOS
supports such applications with robust payload reassembly
that handles a number of sophisticated cases.
Basic operation: mOS exposes mtcp_peek() and
mtcp_ppeek() to the application for reading L7 data in a
flow. Similar to recv(), mtcp_peek() allows the application to read the entire bytestream from an end-host. Internally, mOS maintains and adjusts a current read pointer
for each flow as the application reads the data. mtcp_ppeek() is useful for retrieving flow data or fragments at
an arbitrary sequence number.
Reassembly buffer outrun: Since TCP flow control applies between end-hosts, the receive buffer managed by
mOS can become full while new packets continue to arrive
(see Figure 7 (a)). Silent content overwriting is undesirable
since the application may not notice the buffer overflow.
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Figure 8: mOS performance over the number of events triggered
per each packet. Performance measured with 192K concurrent
connections fetching HTTP objects using a 60Gbps link. Event
filters/handlers do minimal operation.

Instead, mOS raises an error event to explicitly notify the
application about the buffer overflow. The application
can either drain the buffer by reading the data or enlarge
the buffer. Otherwise, mOS overwrites the buffer with
the new data, and adjusts the internal read pointer(see
Figure 7 (b)). To notify the application about the overwriting, we make mtcp_peek() fail right after overwriting.
Subsequent function calls continue to read the data from
the new position. Notifying the application about buffer
overflow and overwriting allows the developer to write
correct operations even at corner cases.
Out-of-order packet arrival: Unlike the end-host TCP
stack, some middlebox applications must read partiallyassembled data, especially when detecting attack scenarios
with out-of-order or retransmitted packets. mOS provides
data fragment metadata by mtcp_getsockopt(), and
the application can retrieve payload of data fragment by
mtcp_ppeek() with a specific sequence number to read
(see Figure 7 (c)).
Overlapping payload arrival: Another issue lies in how
to handle a retransmitted packet whose payload overlaps
with the previous content. mOS allows to express a flexible policy on content overlap. Given that the update policy
differs by the end-host operating systems [53], mOS supports both policies (e.g., overwriting with the retransmitted
payload or not) that can be configured on a per-flow basis.
Or a developer can register for a retransmission event and
implement any custom policy of her choice.

4.4

Fine-grained Resource Management

A middlebox must handle a large number of concurrent
flows with limited resources. mOS is designed to adapt its
resource consumption to the computing needs as follows.
Fine-grained control over reassembly: With many concurrent flows, the memory footprint and memory bandwidth consumption required for flow reassembly can be
significant. This is detrimental to those applications that
do not require flow reassembly. To support such applications, mOS allows disabling or resizing/limiting the TCP
receive buffer at run-time on a per-flow basis. For example, middleboxes that rely on IP whitelisting modules
(e.g. Snort’s IP reputation preprocessor [18]) can use this
feature to dynamically disable buffers for those flows that
arrive from whitelisted IP regions.
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Figure 9: mOS application threading model

Uni-directional monitoring: Some middleboxes may
want to monitor only the client-side requests or others
deployed before server farms may be interested only in
the ingress traffic. In such a case, developers can turn off
TCP state management of one side. Disabling the TCP
stack of one side would ignore raising events, stack update,
and flow reassembly.
Dynamic event management: The number of registered
events affects the overall performance, as shown in Figure 8. When a large number of UDEs are naïvely set up
for all flows, it degrades the performance due to frequent
filter invocations. To address this, the mOS API supports
dynamic cancellation of registered events. For example,
one can stop scanning the flow data for attack signatures
beyond a certain byte limit [51]. Alternatively, one can
register for a new event or switch the event filter depending
on the characteristics of each flow. Such a selective application of flow events provides flexibility to the developers,
while minimizing the overall resource consumption.
Threading model: mOS adopts the shared-nothing
parallel-processing architecture that effectively harnesses
modern multi-core CPUs. Figure 9 shows the threading
model of mOS. At start, it spawns n independent threads,
each of which is pinned to a CPU core and handles its
share of TCP flows using symmetric receive-side scaling
(S-RSS) [63]. S-RSS maps all packets in the same TCP
connection to the same RX queue in a network interface
card (NIC), by making the Toeplitz hash function [47]
produce the same value even if the source and destination
IP/port pairs on a packet are swapped. This enables linerate delivery of packets to each thread as packet classification is done in NIC hardware. Also, it allows each mOS
thread to handle entire packets in a connection without
sharing flow contexts with other threads, which avoids expensive inter-core locks and cache interference. We adopt
flow-based load balancing as it is reported to achieve a
reasonably good performance with real traffic [63].
mOS reads multiple incoming packets as a batch but processes each packet by the run-to-completion model [28].
mOS currently supports Intel DPDK [4] and netmap [57]
as scalable packet I/O, and supports the pcap library [20]
for debugging and testing purposes. Unlike mTCP, the
application runs event handlers in the same context of the
mOS thread. This ensures fast event processing without
context switching.
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Appl
Snort
nDPI
PRADS
Abacus

Modified

SLOC

Output

2, 104
765
615

79, 889
25, 483
10, 848
4, 639 → 561

Stateful HTTP/TCP inspection
Stateful session management
Stateful session management
Detect out-of-order packet tunneling

-

Table 2: Summary of mOS application updates. Snort’s SLOC
represents the code lines that are affected by our porting.

5

Evaluation

This section evaluates mOS by answering three key questions: (1) Does the mOS API support diverse use cases of
middlebox applications? (2) Does mOS provide high performance? (3) Do mOS-based applications perform correct operations without introducing non-negligible overhead?

5.1

mOS API Evaluation

For over two years of mOS development, we have built
a number of middlebox applications using the mOS API.
These include simple applications such as a stateful NAT,
middlebox-netstat, and a stateful firewall as well as porting real middlebox applications, such as Snort [58], nDPI
library [9], and PRADS [12] to use our API. Using these
case studies, we demonstrate that the mOS API supports
diverse applications and enables modular development
by allowing developers to focus on the core application
logic. As shown in Table 2, it requires only 2%-12% of
code modification to adapt to the mOS framework. Moreover, our porting experience shows that mOS applications
have clear separation of the main logic from the flow management modules. We add a prefix ‘m’, to the name of
mOS-ported application (e.g., Snort → mSnort).
mSnort3: We demonstrate that the mOS API helps
modularize a complex middlebox application by porting
Snort3 [16] to using mOS. A typical signature-based NIDS
maintains a set of attack signatures (or rules) and examines
whether a flow contains the attack patterns. The signatures
consist of a large number of rule options that express various attack patterns (e.g., content, pcre), payload type (e.g.,
http_header) and conditions (e.g., only_stream and to_server). To enhance the modularity of Snort, we leverage
the monitoring socket abstraction and express the signatures using event-action pairs.
To transform the signatures into event-action pairs, we
express each rule option type as a UDE filter, and synthesize each rule as a chain of UDEs. We use three synthetic
rules shown in Figure 10 as an example. For example, the
http_header rule option in rule (c) corresponds to the
filter function FTHT T P that triggers an intermediate event
ec1 . ec1 checks FTAC2 for string pattern matching and
triggers ec2 , which in turn runs PCRE pattern matching
(FTPCRE ), triggers ec3 and finally executes its event handler ( fA ). Note, Snort scans the traffic against these rules
multiple times: (a) each time a packet arrives, (b) when-
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ever enough flow data is reassembled, and (c) whenever
a flow finishes. (b) and (c) are required to detect attack
patterns that spread over multiple packets in a flow. These
naturally correspond to the four mOS built-in events (e1
to e4 ) in Figure 10.
One challenge in the process lies in how one represents
the content rule option. The content rule option specifies a string pattern in a payload, but for efficient pattern
matching, it is critical that the payload should be scanned
once to find all the string patterns specified by multiple
rules. To reflect this need, we use a multi-event filter function that performs Snort’s Aho-Corasick algorithm [24].
Given a message, it scans the payload only once and raises
distinct events for different string patterns.
We have implemented 17 rule options (out of 45 options7 ) that are most frequently used in Snort rules. Our
implementation covers HTTP attack signatures as well as
general TCP content attack patterns. The actual implementation required writing a Snort rule parser that converts
each rule into a series of UDEs with filter functions so
that mSnort3 can run with an arbitrary set of attack signatures. In total, we have modified 2, 104 lines out of
79, 889 lines of code which replaces the Snort’s stream5
and http-inspect modules that provide flow management and HTTP attack detection, respectively.
mSnort3 benefits from mOS in a number of ways. First,
we find that each UDE is independent from the internal
implementation of flow management, which makes the
code easy to read and maintain. Also, the same filter function is reused to define different intermediate UDEs since
it can be used to extend a different base event. This makes
the rule-option evaluator easier to write, understand, and
extend. In contrast, Snort’s current rule-option evaluator,
which combines the evaluation results of multiple rule
options in a rule, is a very complex recursive function that
spans over 500 lines of code. Second, since the attack
signatures are evaluated in a modular manner, one can
easily add new rule options or remove existing ones without understanding the rest of the code. In contrast, such
modification is highly challenging with existing stream5
and http-inspect modules since other Snort’s modules
heavily depend on internal structures and implementation
of the two. Third, rules that share the same prefix in the
event chain would benefit from sharing the result of event
evaluation. Say, two rules are represented as e1 → e2 →
e3 → e4 , and e1 → e2 → e3 → e5 → e6 . mOS ensures to
evaluate up to e3 only once and shares the result between
the two rules. Fourth, mSnort3 can now leverage more
fine-grained monitoring features of mOS such as setting
a different buffer size per flow or selective buffer management. These features are difficult to implement in the
existing code of Snort3.
7 Remaining

options are mostly unrelated to HTTP/TCP protocols.
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Rule (b)
alert tcp any any -> any any (msg:“B”; content: “pat1”;
flow: to_server, only_stream, established; pcre: “/pcre1/”)
[event chain] e4  eb1  eb2  eb3  eb4  fA

Rule (c)
alert tcp any any -> any any (msg:“C”; content: “pat2”;
http_header; pcre:“/pcre2/”)
[event chain] e4  ec1  ec2  ec3  fA

e4

eb3
FTPCRE

ea3

eb4

ec3

fA

Figure 10: mSnort event-action diagram of sample rules. Keywords in a rule (e.g., ‘content’ and ‘pcre’) are translated into
a chain of multiple UDEs. String search (‘content’ option) is
performed first. ‘only_stream’ inspects only flow-reassembled
data. The ‘msg’ string is printed out at fA if the input data meets
all rule options.

mAbacus: The original Abacus code is based on Monbot [63], a home-grown flow monitor for analyzing the
content-level redundancy. Abacus reuses the packet I/O
and flow management modules of Monbot, while disabling
irrelevant features like content hashing. Although the core
logic of Abacus is simple, its original implementation
requires understanding low-level flow management and
modifying 1,880 lines (out of 4,808 lines) of the code.
We write mAbacus from a clean slate and in a top-down
approach. mAbacus exploits the monitoring socket abstraction to monitor TCP packet retransmission, flow creation/termination and payload arrival events for accounting purpose. Compared to the original version, mAbacus
brings two extra benefits. First, it correctly detects retransmission over fragmented segments from out-of-order
packets in a receive buffer. Second, one can disable a
receive buffer of any side in a single line of code , while
original Abacus requires commenting out 100+ lines of
its flow processing code manually. The new implementation requires only 561 lines of code. This demonstrates
that mOS hides the details of TCP flow management and
allows application developers to focus on their own logic.
mHalfback: Halfback [50] is a transport-layer scheme
designed for optimizing the flow completion time (FCT).
It relies on two techniques: (i) skipping the TCP slow start
phase to pace up transmission rate at start, and (ii) performing proactive retransmission for fast packet loss recovery.
Inspired by this, we design mHalfback, a middlebox application that performs proactive retransmission over TCP
flows. mHalfback has no pacing phase, since a middlebox
cannot force a TCP sender to skip the slow start phase.
Instead, mHalfback provides fast recovery of any packet
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5.2

mOS Performance

We now evaluate the performance of mOS, including the
flow management and event system.
Experiment setup: We evaluate mOS applications on
a machine with dual Intel E5-2690 v0 CPUs (2.90GHz,
16 cores in total), 64 GB of RAM, and 3 dual-port Intel
82599 10G NICs. For flow generation, we use six pairs of
clients and servers (12 machines) where each pair communicates via a 10G link through an mOS application. Each
client/server machine is equipped with one Intel Xeon
E3-1220 v3 CPU (4 core, 3.10 GHz), 16 GB of RAM, and
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Throughput (Gbps)

loss, so that it transparently reduces the FCT without any
modification of end-host stacks. The main logic of mHalfback is as follows: (i) when a TCP data packet arrives,
mHalfback holds a copy of the packet for future retransmission. (ii) when a TCP ACK packet comes from the
receiver, mHalfback will retransmit data packets (up to a
certain threshold). mHalfback calls mtcp_getlastpkt()
to hold the packet, and mtcp_sendpkt() for proactive
retransmission. When the volume of per-flow data exceeds a retransmission threshold (e.g., [50] uses 141 KB),
it deregisters the packet arrival event for the flow, so that
any packet beyond the threshold would not be retransmitted. Likewise, mHalfback stops monitoring a flow when
its connection is closed. Connection closure is easily detected with the state change built-in event. With the help
of mOS monitoring socket, mHalfback implementation
requires only 128 lines of code.
mnDPI library: nDPI [9] is an open-source DPI library
that detects more than 150 application protocols. It scans
each packet payload against a set of known string patterns
or detects the protocol by TCP/IP headers. Unfortunately,
it neither performs flow reassembly nor properly handles
out-of-order packets. We have ported nDPI (libndpi) to
use the mOS API by replacing their packet I/O and applying UDEs derived from 4 built-in events as in mSnort3.
Our porting enables all applications that use libndpi to
detect the patterns over flow-reassembled data. This requires adding 765 lines of code to the existing 25, 483
lines of code.
mPRADS: PRADS [12] is a passive fingerprinting tool
that detects the types of OSes and server/client applications based on their network traffic. It relies on PCRE [13]
pattern matching on TCP packets for this purpose. Like
nDPI, PRADS does not perform flow reassembly. Furthermore, despite its comprehensive pattern set, the implementation is somewhat ad-hoc since it inspects only the
first 10 (which is an arbitrarily set threshold) packets of
a flow. mPRADS employs 24 UDEs on MOS_ON_CONN_NEW_DATA to detect different L7 protocols in separate
event handlers. This detects the patterns regardless of
where the pattern appears in a TCP connection. We modify only 615 lines out of 10, 848 lines to update mPRADS.
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Figure 12: Performance at dynamic event registration

a Intel 10G NIC. All machines run Linux kernel version
3.13 and use Intel’s DPDK v16.04.
Synthetic workload: The client spawns many concurrent flows that download HTTP objects of the same size
from a server. When an object download completes, the
client fetches another object so that the number of concurrent connections stays the same. Both the client and server
are implemented with mTCP [43] for high performance,
and all six pairs can generate up to 192K concurrent flows.
Microbenchmarks: Figure 11(a) shows the performance
of mOS applications when the clients fetch HTTP objects
(64 bytes or 8 KB) with 192K concurrent connections.
packetcount counts the number of packets per each
flow (by using a MOS_ON_PKT_IN event handler) while
stringsearch performs keyword string search over flowreassembled data (by using a MOS_ON_CONN_NEW_DATA
event handler). We observe that the performance almost
linearly scales over the number of CPU cores, and both
applications achieve high throughputs despite a large number of concurrent flows when multiple CPU cores are employed. At 16 cores, packetcount produces 19.1 Gbps
and 53.6 Gbps for 64 bytes and 8 KB objects, respectively
while stringsearch achieves 18.3 Gbps and 44.7 Gbps
for 64 bytes and 8 KB, respectively. Figure 11(b) shows
the flow completion time for the two mOS applications.
mOS applications add 41 ∼ 62 us of delay to that of a
direct connection (without any middlebox) for 64-byte
objects and 81 ∼ 170 us of latency for 8 KB objects. We
believe the latency stretch is reasonable even when a middlebox operates in the middle.
Figure 11(c) compares the performances of application
packetcount under various levels of resource consumption. Depending on the file size, selective resource configuration improves the performance by up to 25% to 34%
compared with the full flow management of both sides.
Not surprisingly, disabling the entire state update of one
side provides the biggest performance boost, but skipping flow buffering also brings non-trivial performance
improvement. This confirms that tailoring resource consumption to the needs of a specific middlebox application
produces significant performance benefit.
Efficient i-forest management: Figure 12 compares the
performance of stringsearch as it dynamically registers for an event. Clients download 4KB objects with
192K concurrent flows. When the application finds the
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Figure 11: Microbenchmark experiments with a standalone middlebox.

target string, it registers for an extra event with the socket
to inspect the data further. We have the server inject the
target string for 50% of object downloads, and vary the
number of initial registered events per socket from 32 to
1024. A naïve implementation would take a snapshot of
the invocation forest and copy the entire forest to dynamically register for an event. In contrast, our algorithm looks
up the same invocation forest and spawns a new one only
if it does not exist. Our algorithm outperforms the naïve
implementation by 15.4 to 26.8 Gbps depending on the
number of event nodes, which confirms that fast identification of the same forest greatly enhances the performance
at dynamic event registration.
Memory footprint analysis: Each TCP context takes up
456 bytes of metadata and starts with a 8 KB flow buffer.
So, 192K concurrent flows would consume about 3.2 GB
with bidirectional flow reassembly. For i-forest management, an event node takes up 128 bytes. Thus, monitoring
4,000 events per connection (e.g., Snort) would consume n
* 512 KB, if the application ends up generating n distinct iforests for updating events for k times during its operation
(typically, k >> n). In contrast, a naïve implementation
would consume k * 512 KB, which would use 98 GB if all
192K flows update their i-forest dynamically (k = 192K).
Handling abnormal traffic: We evaluate the behavior of
mOS when it sees a large number of abnormal flows. We
use the same test environment, but have the server transmit
the packets out of order (across the range of sender’s transmission window) at wire rate. We confirm that (a) mOS
correctly buffers the bytestream in the right order, and (b)
its application shows little performance degradation from
when clients and servers directly communicate.

5.3

mOS Application Evaluation

We verify the correctness of mOS-based middleboxes and
evaluate their performance with real traffic traces.
Correct flow reassembly: We test the correctness of
mnDPI, mPRADS, and mAbacus under lightweight load
with 24K concurrent flows, downloading 64KB HTTP
objects. We randomly inject 10 different patterns where
each pattern crosses over 2 to 25 packets in different flows
and see if mnDPIReader (a simple DPI application using
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Application

original + pcap

original + DPDK

mOS port

Snort-AC
Snort-DFC
nDPIReader
PRADS
Abacus

0.51 Gbps
0.78 Gbps
0.66 Gbps
0.42 Gbps
-

8.43 Gbps
10.43 Gbps
29.42 Gbps
2.05 Gbps
-

9.85 Gbps
12.51 Gbps
28.34 Gbps
2.02 Gbps
28.48 Gbps

Table 3: Performance of original and mOS-ported applications
under a real traffic trace. Averaged over five runs.

libndpi) and mPRADS detect them. We repeat the test for
100 times, and confirm that mnDPI and mPRADS successfully detect the flows while their original versions miss
them. We also inject 1K fake retransmission flows and
find that mAbacus successfully detects all such attacks.
Performance under real traffic: We measure the performance of original applications and their mOS ports with
a real network packet trace. The trace is obtained from a
large cellular ISP in South Korea and records 89 million
TCP packets whose total size is 67.7 GB [63]. It contains
2.26 million TCP connections and the average packet size
is 760 bytes. We replay the traffic at the speed of 30
Gbps to gauge the maximum performance of mOS-ported
applications. We use the same machines as in Section 5.2.
Table 3 compares the performances of Snort, nDPIReader, PRADS, and Abacus. Snort-DFC uses a more
efficient multi-string matching algorithm, DFC [33], instead of the Aho-Corasick algorithm (Snort-AC). Original
applications (except Abacus) use the pcap library by default, which acts as the main performance barrier. Porting
them to use the DPDK library greatly improves the performance by a factor of 4.9 to 44.6 due to scalable packet
I/O. mOS-based applications deliver comparable performances to those of DPDK-ports while mOS ports provide
code modularity and correct operation in pattern matching. This confirms that mOS does not incur undesirable
performance overhead over DPDK-ported applications.
mSnort is actually slightly faster than Snort+DPDK.
This is mainly due to the improved efficiency of mOS’s
flow management over Snort’s stream5. Our profiling
finds that the stream5 module incurs more memory accesses per packet on average. Compared to others, PRADS
shows much lower performance because it naïvely performs expensive PCRE pattern matching on the traffic.
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The flow management overhead in mnDPIReader and
mPRADS is small, representing only about 1 to 4% of
performance change.
Performance under packet loss: We evaluate mHalfback by injecting Web traffic into a lossy network link. We
test with the same topology used in the original paper [50]
as shown in Figure 13. Figure 14 compares average FCT
of a direct connection (Figure 13(A)) and of a connection
via Halfback proxy (Figure 13(B)) under various packet
loss rates. We find that mHalfback significantly reduces
the FCT with the help of fast loss recovery. When testing
with flows that download 100 KB under 5% packet loss,
mHalfback brings 20% to 41% FCT reduction. While
this is lower than 58% FCT reduction reported by the
original paper, it is promising as it does not require any
modification on the server.

6

Related Work

We discuss previous works that are related to mOS.
Flow management support: libnids [8] is a flow-level
middlebox library that can be used for building middlebox applications but it does not provide comprehensive
flow reassembly features [17, 22]. Bro [55] provides an
event-driven scripting language for network monitoring.
mOS differs from Bro in its programming model. mOS is
designed to write broader range of network applications
and provides an API that allows more fine-grained control over live connections. A mOS middlebox developer
can dynamically register new events per flow at any stage
of a connection life cycle, a flow’s TCP receive buffer
management can be disabled at run-time, and monitoring
of any side (client or server) of the flow can be disabled
dynamically. Bro does not offer such features.
Modular middlebox development: Click [46] provides
a modular packet processing platform, which allows development of complex packet forwarding applications by
chaining elements. Click has been a popular platform
in research community to implement L3 network function prototypes [26, 29, 45, 49, 52]. mOS, on the other
hand, provides comprehensive, flexible flow-level abstrac-
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tions that allow mapping a custom flow-level event to a
corresponding action, and is suitable for building L4-L7
monitoring applications. CliMB [48] provides a modular
TCP layer composed of Click elements, but its TCP-based
elements are designed only for end-host stacks; whereas
mOS facilitates programming middleboxes.
xOMB [25] is a middlebox architecture that uses programmable pipelines that simplify the development of
inline middleboxes. Although xOMB shares the goal of
simplifying development of flow-level middleboxes, its
system is focused on an L7 proxy, which uses BSD sockets
to initialize and terminate connections. mOS focuses on
exposing flow-level states and events for general-purpose
monitoring applications without the ability to create new
connections. CoMb [59] aims to provide efficient resource
utilization by consolidating common processing actions
across multiple middleboxes; while mOS cuts down engineering effort by combining common flow-processing
tasks on a single machine dataplane.
Scalable network programming libraries: Several highspeed packet I/O frameworks have been proposed [4, 14,
40, 57]. However, extending these frameworks to support development of stateful middlebox applications requires significant software engineering effort. mOS uses
mTCP [43], a scalable user-level multicore TCP stack
for stateful middleboxes. The performance scalability
of mOS comes from mTCP’s per-thread socket abstraction, shared-nothing parallel architecture, and scalable
packet I/O. IX [28] and Arrakis [56] present new networking stack designs by separating the kernel control planes
from data planes. However, both models only provide
endpoint networking stacks. There are a few on-going
efforts that provide fast-path networking stack solutions
[1, 11, 15, 21] for L2/L3 forwarding data planes. We believe mOS is the first fast-path networking stack which
provides comprehensive flow-level monitoring capabilities for L4-L7 stateful middleboxes. Modnet [54] provides
modular TCP stack customization for demanding applications, but only for end host stack.

7

Conclusion

Modular programming of stateful middleboxes has long
been challenging due to complex low-level protocol management. This works addresses the challenge with a
general-purpose, reusable networking stack for stateful
middleboxes. mOS provides clear separation of interface and implementation in building complex stateful middleboxes. Its flow management module provides accurate tracking of the end-host states, enabling the developer to interact with the system with a well-defined set
of APIs. Its flow event system flexibly expresses perflow conditions for custom actions. The mOS source
code is available at https://github.com/ndsl-kaist/
mos-networking-stack.
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Appendix A
/* monitoring socket creation/closure, scope setup (see Figure 2) */
int mtcp_socket(mctx_t mctx, int domain, int type, int protocol);

– Create a socket.
– a TCP connection

The socket can be either regular TCP socket (type = MOS_SOCK_STREAM),
monitoring socket (type = MOS_SOCK_MONITOR_STREAM) or a raw packet monitoring socket (type = MOS_SOCK_MONITOR_RAW).

int mtcp_bind_monitor_filter(mctx_t mctx, int sock, monitor_filter_t ft);

– Bind

a monitoring socket(sock) to a traffic filter (ft).

ft limits the traffic monitoring scope in a BPF syntax.

int mtcp_getpeername(mctx_t mctx, int sock, struct sockaddr *addr, socklen_t *addrlen);

– Retrieve the
– Depending on

peer address information of a socket (sock).
the size of addrlen, one can get either server-side or both server and client-side address information.

int mtcp_close(mctx_t mctx, int sock);

– Close

a socket.

Closing a monitoring socket does not terminate the connection but unregisters all flow events for the socket.

/* event manpulation (see Figure 2 and Section 3.2) */
event_t mtcp_define_event(event_t ev, filter_t filt, struct filter_arg *arg);

– Define

a new event with a base event (ev) and a filter function (filt) with a filter argument (arg).

event_t mtcp_alloc_event(event_t parent_event);

/

int mtcp_raise_event(mctx_t mctx, event_t child_event);

– Define a follow-up event for a filter
– Raise a child event for a multi-event

that can trigger multiple (child) events.
filter.

int mtcp_register_callback(mctx_t mctx, int sock, event_t ev, int hook, callback_t cb);

– Register (or unregister) an event handler (or a callback function) (cb) for an event (ev) in the context of a monitoring
– hook specifies when the event should be fired. It can be fired after updating packet sender’s TCP context (MOS_HK_SND)
– or after updating packet receiver’s TCP context (MOS_HK_RCV) or MOS_NULL, which does not care.

socket (sock).

/* current packet information and modification (see Figure 4) */
int mtcp_getlastpkt(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int side, struct pkt_info *pinfo); /
int mtcp_setlastpkt(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int side, off_t offset, byte *data, uint16_t datalen, int option);

– mtcp_getlastpkt() retrieves the information of the last packet of a flow (sock and side).
– mtcp_setlastpkt() updates the last packet with data at offset bytes from an anchor for datalen bytes.
– option is the anchor for offset. It can be one of MOS_ETH_HDR, MOS_IP_HDR, MOS_TCP_HDR or MOS_TCP_PAYLOAD.
int mtcp_sendpkt(mctx_t mctx, int sock, const struct pkt_info *pkt);

– Send

a self-constructed TCP packet (pkt) for a given flow (sock).

/* flow-reassembled buffer reading (see Figure 4 and Section 4.3) */
ssize_t mtcp_peek(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int side, char *buf, size_t len); /
ssize_t mtcp_ppeek(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int side, char *buf, size_t count, off_t seq_off);

– Read the data in a TCP receive buffer of
– mtcp_ppeek() is identical to mtcp_peek()

sock.

side specifies either client or server side.

except that it reads the data from a specific offset(seq_off) from the initial sequence number.

/* TCP flow monitoring and manipulation (see Figures 4 & 7) */
int mtcp_getsockopt(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int level, int optname, void *optval, socklen_t *optlen);
int mtcp_setsockopt(mctx_t mctx, int sock, int level, int optname, void *optval, socklen_t optlen);

– Retrieve

/

(or set) socket-level attributes.

/* per-flow user-level metadata management */
void *mtcp_get_uctx(mctx_t mctx, int sock); /
void mtcp_set_uctx(mctx_t mctx, int sock, void *uctx);

– Retrieve

(or store) a user-specified pointer (uctx) associated with a socket (sock).

/* initialization routines */
mctx_t mtcp_create_context(int cpu); /
int mtcp_destroy_context(mctx_t mctx);

– Create

(or destroy) a mOS context and associate it with a cpu id.

int mtcp_init(const char *mos_conf_fname);

– Initialize

mOS with the attributes in a configuration file (mos_conf_fname).

Called one time per process.

Table 4: The current mOS networking API. More detail is found in mOS manual pages: http://mos.kaist.edu/index_man.html.
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Appendix B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

// count # of packets in each TCP flow
static void // callback for MOS_ON_PKT_IN
OnFlowPkt(mctx_t m, int sock, int side, event_t event,
struct filter_arg *arg)
{
if (side == MOS_SIDE_CLI)
g_pktcnt[sock]++;
}

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

// count # of packet retransmissions in each TCP flow
static void // callback for MOS_ON_REXMIT
OnRexmitPkt(mctx_t m, int sock, int side, event_t event,
struct filter_arg *arg)
{
g_rexmit_cnt[sock]++;
}

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

// count # of client-initated TCP connection teardown
static void // callback for MOS_ON_TCP_STATE_CHANGE
OnTCPStateChange(mctx_t m, int sock, int side, event_t event,
struct filter_arg *arg)
{
if (side == MOS_SIDE_CLI) {
int state; socklent_t len = sizeof(state);
mtcp_getsockopt(m, sock, SOL_MONSOCKET,
MOS_TCP_STATE_CLI, &state, &len);
if (state == TCP_FIN_WAIT_1)
g_cli_term++;
}
}

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

// print the statistics and reset counters
// count total # of completed flows
static void // callback for MOS_ON_TCP_CONN_END
OnFlowEnd(mctx_t m, int sock, int side, event_t event,
struct filter_arg *arg)
{
if (sock != MOS_SIDE_CLI) return;

39

TRACE_LOG("TCP flow (sock=%d) had %d packets, rexmit: %d\n",
sock, g_pktcnt[sock], g_rexmit_cnt[sock]);
g_pktcnt[sock] = 0; g_rexmit_cnt[sock] = 0;
g_total_flows++;

40
41
42
43
44

}

Figure 15: Code examples with mOS built-in event handlers.
With only 2∼5 lines of code, one can gather various flow-level
statistics in a middlebox.
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Abstract
With Tor being a popular anonymity network, many attacks have been proposed to break its anonymity or leak
information of a private communication on Tor. However,
guaranteeing complete privacy in the face of an adversary on Tor is especially difficult because Tor relays are
under complete control of world-wide volunteers. Currently, one can gain private information, such as circuit
identifiers and hidden service identifiers, by running Tor
relays and can even modify their behaviors with malicious
intent.
This paper presents a practical approach to effectively
enhancing the security and privacy of Tor by utilizing
Intel SGX, a commodity trusted execution environment.
We present a design and implementation of Tor, called
SGX-Tor, that prevents code modification and limits the
information exposed to untrusted parties. We demonstrate
that our approach is practical and effectively reduces the
power of an adversary to a traditional network-level adversary. Finally, SGX-Tor incurs moderate performance overhead; the end-to-end latency and throughput overheads
for HTTP connections are 3.9% and 11.9%, respectively.

1

Introduction

Tor [35] is a popular anonymity network that provides
anonymity for Internet users, currently serving 1.8 million
users on a daily basis [13]. Tor provides sender anonymity
through multi-hop onion routing/encryption as well as responder anonymity using “rendezvous points” that allow
the operation of hidden services. It is a volunteer-based
network in which world-wide volunteers donate their computation and network resources to run open-source Tor
software. At the time of this writing, Tor consists of
10,000 relays, with some relay nodes even known to be
run by a variety of law enforcement agencies around the
world [5, 15]. However, it is not without limitations.
Fundamentally, Tor is vulnerable when an attacker controls a large fraction of relays; anonymity (or privacy)
can be broken if all relays in a circuit are compromised
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because Tor relays can identify the circuit using its identifiers. To prevent malicious relays from entering the
system, Tor exercises a careful admission and vetting
process in admitting new relays and actively monitors
their operation. At the same time, to make traffic analysis
more difficult, Tor relies on having a large number of
relays and tries to keep a diverse set of relays spread out
world-wide [33, 34], which helps to decrease the chance
of selecting two or more relays controlled by an adversary. However, having a large network and keeping all
relays “clean” are fundamentally at odds in a volunteerbased network. This is exemplified by the fact that, by
design, Tor relays are not trusted; in operation they are
carefully admitted and their behaviors are examined by a
centralized entity [27, 35].
Even having control over a relatively small number of
Tor relays still gives significant advantages to attackers.
For example, a malicious adversary can change the behavior by running a modified version of Tor, compromise
keys, and/or have access to other internal information,
such as the circuit identifier, header, and hidden service
identifiers. In fact, many low-resource attacks (i.e., attacks that do not require taking control of a large fraction
of the network) heavily rely on adversaries acquiring internal information or being able to modify the behavior of
Tor relays. These low-resource attacks utilize a combination of multiple factors, such as being able to demultiplex
circuits, modify the behavior, and access internal data
structures. For example, harvesting hidden service identifiers [27] requires access to a relay’s internal state, a
sniper attack [43] requires sending false SENDME cells,
and tagging attacks [60] require access to header information. Selective packet drop [27, 43] or circuit closure [28],
used by many attacks, also requires being able to demultiplex circuits with circuit identifiers.
This paper aims to address the current limitations of Tor
and practically raise the bar for Tor adversaries by using
Intel SGX, a commodity trusted execution environment
(TEE) available on the latest Skylake and Kaby Lake
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microarchitectures. We ask ourselves three fundamental
questions: (1) What is the security implication of applying
TEE on Tor? (2) What is its performance overhead? and
(3) Is it deployment viable in the current Tor network?

discusses remaining issues and concerns. § 8 presents
related work, and § 9 concludes our work.

To this end, we design and implement SGX-Tor, which
runs on real SGX hardware. We show that it can effectively reduce the power of Tor adversaries to that of a
network-level adversary that cannot see the internal state
of Tor components. Specifically, we protect private Tor
operation, such as TLS decryption and circuit demultiplexing, from adversaries, so that only the TLS-encrypted
byte stream is exposed to them, unlike the original vanilla
Tor. We further argue that this has far-reaching implications on the trust model and operation of Tor:

This section provides key features of Intel SGX and an
overview of the Tor anonymity network.

• Trust model: Currently, Tor relays are semi-trusted.
While they are monitored and vetted during admission
and operation, their behaviors are not fully verified. In
fact, many attacks are discovered and reported after
the fact [20, 43, 60, 68]. With SGX-Tor, behaviors are
verified through attestation, and private information is
securely contained without being exposed to untrusted
parties. This simplifies the vetting and monitoring
process, allowing Tor to grow its capacity more easily. This will provide a stronger foundation for Tor’s
privacy (anonymity).
• Operation and deployment: SGX-Tor has significant implications in Tor operation. First, because we
can both prevent and detect code modification and forging false information, many attacks can be prevented.
Second, because SGX-Tor controls the information
exposed to the external world, it helps operational privacy. For example, we can ensure that the consensus
document, which lists Tor relays and their states [35],
does not leave the secure container (i.e., enclave). This
effectively turn all relays into bridge relays, a set of relays that not publicly listed [18]. Finally, SGX-Tor can
be easily deployed because it uses commodity CPUs
and can even be incrementally deployed.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. We analyze the assumptions and components used
in existing attacks on Tor and discuss how the use of
Intel SGX nullifies them to disable the attacks.
2. We present the first design and implementation of
Tor that run on real SGX hardware.
3. We demonstrate that SGX-Tor limits the power of
Tor adversaries to that of a network-level adversary.
4. We characterize the performance of Tor-SGX
through extensive micro- and macro-benchmarks.
Organization: § 2 provides background on Intel SGX
and Tor. § 3 describes our approach and the attacks SGXTor can defend against. § 4 and § 5 provide the system
design and implementation, which we evaluate in § 6. § 7
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2

Background

Intel SGX: Intel SGX provides isolated execution by
putting and executing the code and data of an application
inside a secure container called an enclave. It protects
sensitive code/data from other applications and privileged
system software such as the operating system (OS), hypervisor, and firmware. The memory content of the enclave
is stored inside a specialized memory region called Enclave Page Cache (EPC). The EPC region of memory is
encrypted within the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE)
of the CPU and is hardware access controlled to prevent
snooping or tampering with the enclave page content.
Intel SGX instructions consist of privileged instructions and user-level instructions. Privileged instructions
are used for loading application code, data, and stack into
an enclave. When the enclave is loaded with appropriate
memory content, the processor generates the identity of
the enclave (i.e., SHA-256 digest of enclave pages) and
verifies the integrity of the program by checking the identity that contained a signed certificate (EINIT token) of
the program. If the verification succeeds, the CPU enters
the enclave mode and the program within the enclave
starts to execute from a specified entry point. User-level
instructions are used after the program loads.
SGX also provides remote attestation and sealing functions. Remote attestation allows us to verify whether
the target program is executed inside an enclave without
any modification on a remote SGX platform [24]. Finally, sealing allows us to store enclave data securely
in a non-volatile memory by encrypting the content using a SEAL KEY, provisioned by SGX CPU [24]. Unseal
restores the content back into the enclave. Intel white
papers [39, 40, 53] describe the specifications in detail.
Tor network: The Tor network is a low-latency
anonymity network based on onion routing [35]. Tor
consists of three components: clients (Tor proxies), directory servers, and relays. Suppose that Alice uses Tor
proxy to communicate with Bob through the Tor network.
By default, Alice’s proxy sets up 3-hop (entry, middle,
exit) onion-encrypted circuit to ensure that any single Tor
component cannot identify both Alice and Bob (e.g., entry
relay knows the source is Alice, but does not know who
Alice is talking to). Directory servers are trusted nodes
that provide signed directories, called the consensus document. They consist of nine computers run by different
trusted individuals and vote hourly on which relays should
be part of the network. Relays are provided by volunteers
who donate the hosting platform and network bandwidth.
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Relays maintain a TLS connection to other relays and
clients and transmit data in a fixed-size unit, called a cell.
Each relay maintains a long-term identity key and a
short-term onion key. The identity key is used to sign
the router descriptor and TLS certificates, and the onion
key is used for the onion routing. The directory server
also uses an identity key for TLS communication and a
signing key for signing the consensus document.
Tor also provides receiver anonymity. It allows Bob to
run a hidden service behind a Tor proxy and serve content
without revealing his address. To publish a service, Bob’s
Tor proxy chooses a relay that will serve as an introduction
point (IP) and builds a circuit to his IP. It then creates
a hidden service descriptor containing its identifier (ID),
IP, and public key and publishes the information in the
Tor network. The descriptor is stored in a distributed
hash table called a hidden service directory. Using the
descriptor obtained from the directory, Alice establishes a
circuit to its IP and specifies a rendezvous point (RP) for
Bob. The IP then relays this information to Bob. Finally,
the RP forwards communication between Alice and Bob.

3

Approach Overview

This section describes our assumptions and threat model,
presents high-level benefits of applying SGX to Tor, and
analyzes how SGX-Tor prevents many attacks.

3.1

Scope

In this paper, we focus on attacks and information leakage
that target Tor components. Because Tor is a volunteerbased network, an attacker can easily add malicious relays
and/or compromise existing relays. Subversion of directory authorities seriously damages the Tor network, which
needs to be protected more carefully. We also consider
attacks and information leakage that require colluding relays. Obtaining control over Tor nodes is relatively easier
than manipulating the underlying network [66] or having
wide network visibility [29, 44, 56]. We follow Tor’s
standard attack model [35] and do not address attacks that
leverage plain text communication between client and
server and network-level adversaries (e.g., traffic analysis
and correlation attacks [44]).
Threat model: We take a look at how Tor’s security
model can be improved with SGX. Instead of trusting the
application and the system software that hosts Tor relays,
SGX-Tor users only trust the underlying SGX hardware.
We assume an adversary who may modify or extract information from Tor relays. Following the threat model
of SGX, we also assume an adversary can compromise
hardware components such as memory and I/O devices
except for the CPU package itself [53]. In addition, any
software components, including the privileged software
(e.g., operating system, hypervisor, and BIOS), can be
inspected and controlled by an attacker [53]. DoS attacks
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are outside the scope of this paper since malicious system
software or hardware can simply deny the service (e.g.,
halt or reboot). Also, side channel attacks, such as cache
timing attacks on SGX, are also outside the scope. Both
assumptions are consistent with the threat model of Intel
SGX [53] and prior work on SGX [26, 61]. Finally, software techniques for defending against attacks that exploit
bugs [62, 64] (e.g., buffer overflow) in in-enclave Tor
software is out-of-scope.

3.2

SGX-Tor Approach and its Benefits

Main approach: First, our approach is to enclose all
private operation and security-sensitive information inside the enclave to make sure that it is not exposed to
untrusted parties. We make sure that private or potentially
security-sensitive information, such as identity keys and
Tor protocol headers, does not leave the enclave by design,
relying on the security guarantees of the SGX hardware.
This ensures that volunteers do not gain extra information,
such as being able to demultiplex circuits, by running a
Tor node other than being able to direct encrypted Tor
traffic.
Second, we prevent modification of Tor components
by relying on remote attestation. When Tor relays are initialized, their integrity is verified by the directory servers.
Thus, directory servers ensure that relays are unmodified.
Directory servers also perform mutual attestation. We
also extend this to attest SGX-enabled Tor proxies (run by
client or hidden server) for stronger security properties.
Unless otherwise noted, we primarily consider a network
in which all Tor relays and directory servers are SGXenabled. We explicitly consider incremental deployment
in §4.2. In the following, we summarize the key benefits
of the SGX-Tor design and its security implications.
Improved trust model: Currently, Tor relays are semitrusted in practice. Some potentially malicious behaviors
are monitored by the directory server, and others are prevented by design. However, this does not prevent all
malicious behaviors. The fundamental problem is that
it is very difficult to explicitly spell out what users must
trust in practice. This, in turn, introduces difficulties to the
security analysis of Tor. By providing a clear trust model
by leveraging the properties of SGX, SGX-Tor allows us
to reason about the security properties more easily.
Defense against low resource attacks: To demultiplex
circuits, low resource attacks often require node manipulation and internal information that is obtained by running Tor relays. Examples include inflating node bandwidth [27], sending false signals [43], injecting a signal using cell headers [21, 27], and packet spinning attack [58].
SGX-Tor prevents modifications to the code and thus
disables these attacks (see §3.3).
Leakage prevention of sensitive information: Directory servers and Tor relays use private keys for sign-
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ing, generating certificates, and communicating each
other through TLS. Directory servers are under constant
threats [32]. If directory authorities are subverted, attackers can manipulate the consensus document to admit or
to direct more traffic to malicious relays. Multiple directory authorities have been compromised in practice [32].
This caused all Tor relays to update their software (e.g.,
directory server information and keys). Relays also contain important information, such as identity keys, circuit
identifiers, logs, and hidden service identifiers. By design,
SGX-Tor ensures that data structures contained inside
the enclave are not accessible to untrusted components,
including the system software.
Operational privacy: The consensus document distributed by the director servers lists Tor relays. However, keeping the information public has consequences.
It is misused by ISPs and attackers to block Tor [11],
to infer whether the relay is being used as a guard or
exit [28, 57], and to infer whether Tor is being used [56].
The information also has been used in hidden server location attacks [27, 57]. As a counter-measure, Tor maintains
bridge relays. Currently, users can obtain a small number of bridge addresses manually. When all Tor nodes,
including Tor proxies, are SGX-enabled, one can keep the
list of all relays private by sending the consensus document securely between the directory and user enclaves to
enhance the privacy of the Tor network.

3.3

Attacks Thwarted by SGX-Tor

Attacks on Tor typically use a combination of multiple
attack vectors. To demonstrate the benefit of SGX-Tor,
we analyze existing attacks on Tor and provide a security
analysis for SGX-Tor. First, we show attacks that require
node modification and how SGX-Tor defeats them.
A bandwidth inflation [25, 27, 57] attack exploits the
fact that clients choose Tor relays proportional to the
bandwidth advertised in the consensus. This provides
malicious relays an incentive to artificially inflate their
bandwidths to attract more clients [27]. Bandwidth inflation has been one of the key enablers in low resource attacks [25]. When a relay is first introduced in the network,
it reports its bandwidth to the directory servers, allowing
the relay to falsely report its bandwidth. To prevent the
relays from cheating, directory servers scan for the relay’s bandwidth. However, the bandwidth probing incurs
pure overhead. It can also be evaded by throttling other
streams to make scanners misjudge [27] the bandwidth of
relays. Leveraging this, Biryukov et al. [27] inflated the
bandwidth report more than 10 times. SGX-Tor simplifies
bandwidth reports because of the enhanced trust model.
A relay just needs to report the sum of bandwidth that it
uses to serve Tor traffic. Because it can be trusted, we do
not need an external bandwidth scanner. Note SGX-Tor
also defeats replay attacks that might be mounted by an
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untrusted OS (e.g., duplicate messages) by generating a
nonce and keeping it within the enclave during the TLS
connection between the relay and directory server.
Controlling hidden service directories [27]: Tor relays
that have an HSDir flag set serve as hidden service directories by forming a distributed hash table to which
hidden services publish their descriptors. To use a hidden
service, clients must fetch the hidden service descriptor
that contains the descriptor ID, the list of introduction
points, and the hidden service’s public key. Biryukov et
al. [27] demonstrated an attack in which the attacker can
control access to any hidden services. First, malicious
relays become hidden service directories for the target
hidden services. This amounts to generating a public key
that falls into an interval in which the hidden service descriptor ID belongs. After this, malicious hidden service
directories can see the requests for the target hidden service descriptors, which they can drop to deny the service.
SGX-Tor prevents this because 1) untrusted components
in the relay do not see the descriptor; and 2) relay behaviors cannot be altered.
A tagging attack is a type of traffic confirmation attack
that changes the characteristics of a circuit at one end
(e.g., exit relay) for it to be recognized by the other (e.g,
entry guard). This is used to effectively de-anonymize
communication between two parties. These attacks require modification of relays. For example, a cell counting
attack [27, 50], replay attack [60], and relay early traffic
confirmation attack [21] send more command cells, duplicate existing cells, or adjust how many cells are sent
over the network at a time to create a distinct pattern.
SGX-Tor prevents them because these attacks require
relay modification. Note that tagging has been used to
de-anonymize hidden services. Biryukov et. al. [27] modified the rendezvous point to send 50 PADDING followed
by a DESTROY cell. Clients use the rendezvous point and
the attacker can reliably determine if the hidden service
uses its relay as the entry by counting the number of cells.
If a pattern is found, the previous node to the entry is
marked as the hidden service.
Consensus manipulation in directory server: By taking over directory servers, attackers can manipulate the
consensus by accessing the memory content of directory
servers. This allows them to admit malicious relays, cast
a tie-breaking vote, or steal keys [35]. Especially, the admission of malicious relays is very dangerous; it increases
the possibility of various low-resource attacks using malicious Tor relays. During the vetting process, the directory
authority creates a “status vote,” which contains the information of relays such as its liveness and bandwidth
information. The authorities then collect the voting result and generate a consensus document. If more than
half of the authorities are manipulated, they can publish
the consensus document that contains many malicious
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relays [35]. SGX-Tor not only prevents attackers from
accessing the content by placing the information inside
the enclave, but also detects modified directory servers.
Second, some attacks do not require node modification, but break the privacy by leveraging a relay’s internal
information. SGX-Tor prevents this by limiting the information available to the attackers.
Collection of hidden service descriptors [27, 51]: This
attack collects all hidden service descriptors by deploying
a large number of relays that serve as hidden service
directories (HSDir). Obtaining service descriptors is easy
because one can just dump the relay’s memory content.
It is shown that with careful placement of HSDirs in
the distributed hash table, 1,200 relays is are enough
to harvest the entire list [27], which is used to launch
other attacks, such as opportunistically de-anonymizing
hidden services. The use of SGX-Tor prevents this, as
all potentially security-sensitive information, including
the hidden service descriptor, is stored only inside the
enclave.
Demultiplexing and finger-printing: Tor multiplexes
multiple circuits in a single TLS connection and multiple streams (e.g., TCP flows) in a single circuit. Many
attacks rely on being able to identify circuits and streams.
For example, cell counting attacks [27, 50] and circuit
and website finger-printing attacks [47] take advantage
of the relay’s ability to identify and count the number
of cells in a circuit. Traffic and timing analysis used by
Overlier et. al. [57] leverages circuit-level information
to strengthen the attack. In a vanilla Tor circuit, demultiplexing is trivial because each relay decrypts the TLS
connection. In contrast, SGX-Tor hides circuit-level information, including identifiers, from the rest of the world.
Note that this means running Tor relay does not give any
more information than being a network-level adversary
that observes traffic. This makes traffic/finger-printing
analysis attacks much more difficult because now an adversary must rely on an additional layer of inference (e.g.,
timing analysis) for circuit demultiplexing. This forces adversaries to take more time and resources to successfully
mount an attack and increase the false positive rates for
finger-print attacks, especially in a heavily multiplexed environment [17, 22, 34, 59]. Thus, it enhances the privacy
of Tor users.
Bad apple attack [48]: Making circuit identification
non-trivial also raises the bar for the bad apple attack. In
Tor, multiple TCP streams from a user share the same
circuit because it improves efficiency and anonymity [35].
However, this means that even if one TCP stream’s source
address is revealed, the source address of all TCP streams
within a circuit is revealed. The attack takes advantage
of this and uses “insecure” applications to de-anonymize
secure applications within the same circuit [48]. With
SGX-Tor, the attack is not as straightforward because an
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SGX-enabled exit node that observes many TCP streams
cannot easily associate the streams with their circuit. Even
when the node is observing all packets, circuit association is difficult on a highly multiplexed exit node (e.g.,
even if the predecessor is the same for two packets, they
may belong to different circuits). A more involved traffic
analysis and long running TCP sessions may be required.
Finally, clients (Tor proxies) have also been used to
launch attacks. We discuss how SGX-Tor can protect Tor
against existing attacks with SGX-enabled Tor proxies.
A sniper attack [43] is a destructive denial-of-service
attack that disables Tor relays by making them to use an
arbitrarily large amount of memory [43]. A malicious
client sends a SENDME signal through the circuit without
reading any data from it. SENDME causes the exit relay
to send more data, which exhausts memory at the entry,
eventually causing it to be terminated by the OS. This
attack requires Tor proxy (client) modification, which can
be prevented when the proxy uses SGX. When using
SGX-enabled proxies, directory servers or entry guards
can verify their integrity. When there is a mix of non-SGX
and SGX clients, an effective counter-measure would
be to kill circuits [19]. when an entry guard is short
of memory, but it can deprioritize circuits to the SGXenabled proxies when looking for victims because they
can be trusted.
Malicious circuit creation: Congestion [37] and traffic analysis attacks [54, 55] use throughput information
as a side channel to break the anonymity of Tor (e.g.,
de-anonymize relays offering a hidden service, identify
guards or relays used by a flow). These attacks commonly
modify clients to create 1-hop circuits or circuits with a
loop to inject measurement traffic to target relays. An
SGX-enabled Tor proxy can prevent this by enforcing a
minimum hop for circuits (e.g., 3) and disallowing loops
when a proxy creates a circuit. Without creating a loop,
throughput finger-printing is made much more difficult,
less accurate, and more expensive.
Hiding consensus document: As explained in §3.2,
SGX-enabled clients and directory servers can keep the
list of relays private by enclosing the consensus information inside the enclave to enhance operational privacy.

4

Design

SGX-Tor ensures, by design, the confidentiality of
security-sensitive data structures and the integrity of Tor
nodes. In addition to the direct benefits of applying SGX,
SGX-Tor is designed to achieve the following goals:
Trustworthy interface between the enclave and the
privilege software: Although Tor must rely on system
software (e.g., system calls) for operation, the interface
between the enclave and operating system (OS) must not
be trusted. A malicious or curious operating system (or
even firmware) can compromise applications running on
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Figure 1: The architecture of SGX-Tor. Gray-colored boxes indicate modified or newly added components
from the original Tor. The address space of the Tor application is divided into: enclave memory and application
memory. The enclave communicates only with untrusted software through a well-defined interface.
a secure enclave by carefully manipulating interface between them (e.g., return values in system calls [30]). To
reduce such an attack surface, we define a narrow interface between the untrusted and trusted components of
SGX-Tor, making the interface favorable to verification
or formal proof [26]. For example, SGX-Tor relies on
minimal system support for networking, threading, and
memory allocation and performs sanity-checking for input/output arguments inside the enclave when requesting
services to untrusted system software.
Reducing performance overhead: Utilizing SGX
causes inevitable performance degradation for two main
reasons: 1) context switches occurring when entering
and leaving the enclave mode require TLB flushes and
memory operations for saving/restoring registers, and 2)
memory accesses (not cache accesses) require additional
encryption or decryption by a Memory Encryption Engine
(MEE). In addition, the small EPC region (e.g., 128 MB
in Intel Skylake [6]) can limit the active working set and
thus requires further management of enclave memory that
incurs additional performance overhead. Since SGX-Tor
protects all security-sensitive data structures and operations within the enclave, large data structures (e.g., list of
router descriptors whose size is 10 MB) easily deplete the
EPC capacity, in which case the kernel evicts EPC pages
through SGX paging instructions (e.g., EWB and ELDB/U) [53], leading to performance degradation. To reduce
the overhead, we minimize copying already encrypted
data to EPC, such as encrypted packets, and explicitly
stage out from EPC large data structures that are used
infrequently while ensuring their confidentiality with sealing (see §5).
Deployability and Compatibility: We make practical
recommendations to achieve compatibility with existing
Tor. Our design facilitates incremental deployment of
SGX-enabled Tor components. Note that some features
such as remote attestation must have SGX-enabled directory servers, and some properties are only achieved
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when all components are SGX-enabled. In this paper,
we discuss potential issues and benefits of incremental
deployment of the SGX-enabled Tor ecosystem.

4.1

SGX-Tor: Architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of SGX-Tor,
shared by all components. The memory region is divided
into two parts: the hardware-protected enclave memory
region and the unprotected application memory region.
Tor-enclave, staged inside an enclave, contains the core
components, such as directory authorities, onion routers,
and client proxy, which are protected. The untrusted
components in the application memory implement an interface to system calls and non-private operations, such
as command line and configuration file parsing.
Tor-enclave also contains essential libraries for Tor applications. The SSL library handles TLS communication
and the cryptographic operations (e.g., key creation) required for onion routing. The remote attestation module
provides APIs to verify the integrity of other Tor programs running on the remote side. The sealing module is
used when sensitive information such as private keys and
consensus documents must be stored as a file for persistence. SGX-Tor uses the sealing API to encrypt private
keys and consensus documents with the seal key provided
by the SGX hardware. The enclosed file is only decrypted
within the enclave through the unsealing API.
The unprotected application code provides support for
Tor-enclave without handling any private information. It
handles public data, such as RSA public keys, published
certificates, and router finger-prints. Note that key pairs
and certificates are generated in Tor-enclave. The SGX
runtime library provides an interface to create or destroy
an enclave. The untrusted part and the Tor-enclave run
as a single process, communicating through a narrow
and well-defined interface. A function that enters the
enclave is called an ECALL, and a function that leaves the
enclave is called an OCALL as defined in the Intel SGX
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SDK [6]. Table 4 (in Appendix A) lists major E/OCALL
interfaces. We use ECALLs to bootstrap Tor-enclave,
while OCALLs are used to request services to the system
software. The OCALL wrapper of SGX-Tor passes the
request (e.g., send() system call) and arguments from
the enclave (e.g., buffer and its length) to the system
software and sends the results back to the enclave. Torenclave relies on the following system services:
• Network I/O (socket creation, send/recv packets)
• Threading and signal management for event handling
• Error handling
• Memory mapping for file I/O
Note, we rely on the I/O and resource allocation services provided by the system software. In addition to
providing the narrow interface, we harden the interface;
because the OCALL interface and its wrapper are untrusted,
we validate the parameters and return a value of OCALL.
For example, we perform sanity-checking for parameters
of the OCALL interface to defend against attacks (e.g.,
buffer overflow) from the untrusted code/data by utilizing
the Intel SGX SDK. For every system call used by Tor,
we leverage this feature to validate the pointer variables
provided by the untrusted OS by putting additional arguments (if needed) that specify the size of the input/output
buffer 1 .

4.2

SGX-Tor Components and Features

Figure 2 (a) describes the Tor components for providing
sender anonymity and (b) illustrates the scenario for a
hidden service (i.e., responder anonymity). SGX-Tor applies SGX to every component, including client proxy,
directory authorities, onion routers, and hidden services.
This section describes how each component is changed
in SGX-Tor. We first present the design of four common features shared by all components, followed by the
individual Tor components shown in Figure 2.
All Tor components exInitialization (common):
cept client proxy create key pairs, a certificate, and the
finger-print at initialization. For this, Tor provides a
tor-gencert tool that creates RSA keys and certificate for directory authorities and Tor relays. Directory
servers create private keys for signing and verifying votes
and consensus documents. A Tor relay creates an onion
key to encrypt and decrypt the payload for onion routing.
Both directory and relay have an identity key pair to sign
TLS certificates and consensus document/router descriptor. The original Tor saves the key pairs as a file, which
can be leaked once the privilege software is compromised.
1 For
example,
ocall sgx select(),
an OCALL
select(int nfds, ..., struct timeval *timeout)

for
has
an additional parameter “int tv size” to specify the buffer size of
“timeout” (See Appendix). The value is filled in inside the enclave
and the sanity-checking routine provided by the SDK inspects the
input/output buffer within the enclave.
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Figure 2: Overview of SGX-Tor in action. The remote
attestation verifies the integrity of each other.
SGX-Tor protects the cryptographic operations and seals
private keys before storing them in a file.
TLS communication (common): When Tor forwards
packets between relays within a circuit, it uses TLS to
encrypt the application-level Tor protocol, such as circuit ID, command, cell length, and payload. Currently,
this information is visible to relays and system software
that hosts the relays. Thus, security-sensitive information,
including session key and related operations for establishing TLS connection (e.g., handshaking, encryption, and
decryption), must be protected from the untrusted software. In SGX-Tor, the TLS communication is executed
within the enclave, leaving the payload of the Tor protocol
protected. The system software only handles the network
I/O of packets that are encrypted within the enclave.
Sealing of private information (common): When a Tor
application terminates, it stores the cached consensus documents and private/public key pairs to a second storage
space for later use. To securely perform such an operation, SGX-Tor utilizes the sealing function. When the
Tor-enclave must store private information in a file, it
encrypts the data using a seal key provided by SGX hardware. The stored data can be loaded and decrypted when
the same program requests an unseal within an enclave.
Based on the sealing/unsealing interface in the SGX SDK,
we develop a high-level API to store the important data
of the directory authorities and client proxies. The sealed
data is never leaked, unless the CPU package is compromised.
Supporting incremental deployment (common): So
far, we explained the system, assuming that all parts
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are SGX-enabled. However, we also support interoperability; e.g., it is possible to establish a circuit with
an entry-guard that runs SGX-Tor while the middle and
exit relays run the original Tor. We add configuration
options in the Tor configuration file (torrc) to enable
remote attestation. The EnableRemoteAttest option is set by directory authorities to indicate whether it
supports remote attestation. It also has RelaySGXOnly
and ClientSGXOnly options to only admit relays and
clients that pass attestation. The relays and clients can
set the RemoteAttestServer option to request attestation to the directory. For the SGX-Tor client proxy,
we add an option to get the list of validated relays from
the SGX-enabled directory server. Without these options,
SGX-Tor behaves like an ordinary Tor without attestation.
Directory authority: The directory authority manages
a list of Tor relays from which the client proxy selects
relays. The consensus document, containing the states
of Tor relays, is generated by directory servers through
voting that occurs every hour. The voting result (i.e.,
consensus document) is signed by the directory authority
to ensure authenticity and integrity. SGX-Tor creates
a consensus document and performs voting inside the
enclave. For example, data structures for keeping the
relay’s bandwidth information (networkstatus t),
voter list, and voting results are securely contained inside
the enclave.
Onion router (relay): Tor relays perform encryption/decryption of the cell content. Relays periodically rotate the
private onion keys used for onion routing. SGX-Tor encloses such operations inside the enclave so that securitysensitive information, such as circuit identifiers, cannot
be manipulated by an attacker. Because TLS communication is also performed inside the enclave, untrusted
components cannot observe Tor commands, unlike in the
original Tor. Finally, bandwidth measurement, stored in
the routerinfo t data structure, is done securely by
calculating the sum of bandwidth inside the enclave so
that it cannot be inflated or falsely reported.
Client proxy: The client’s circuit establishment and key
negotiation process with Tor relays are securely executed
inside the enclave. Also, the consensus document and the
list of relays are enclosed within the enclave, unlike in the
original Tor, where they are transmitted using TCP unencrypted. We modified it to use TLS inside the enclave
so that keys and consensus documents are not exposed to
untrusted components. We also disallow clients creating
a loop in a circuit. For hidden services, SGX-Tor securely
manages relevant data structures, such as the hidden service descriptor, address of rendezvous point, and circuit
identifier for hidden services to prevent any unintended
information leakage.
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Figure 3: Remote attestation procedure. QUOTE contains the hash of the target enclave in the client.

4.3

Remote Attestation

SGX-Tor uses remote attestation to detect and remove
modified nodes from the network. Currently, the same
Tor binary serves as the directory authority, Tor relay, and
client proxy. Only their configurations are different. This
means that every Tor component has the same measurement.
Figure 3 shows the attestation procedure between a
client in which an enclave program runs and a remote
server that is verifying its integrity. Intel provides Intel
Attestation Server (IAS) [41], whose role is similar to a
certificate authority, to aid the process; it provisions to
the remote server a public key used to authenticate the
attestation report. It also issues an endorsement certificate
for each SGX processor’s attestation key to ensure that the
key is stored within the tamper-resistant SGX CPU [31].
During the remote attestation, the remote server checks
the QUOTE data structure that contains the hash value
(code/data pages) to verify the integrity of the client. The
remote server then signs the QUOTE using the Enhanced
Privacy ID (EPID) group key and forwards it to the IAS.
The IAS verifies the signature and QUOTE and sends the
attestation report to the remote server. Here, the EPID
group key provides anonymity and also supports unlinkability [41]. Finally, the server verifies the report signature
and sends the attestation status to the client.
We use remote attestation for a) integrity verification of
relays during onion router (or relay) admission, b) mutual
attestation between authorities, and c) sending the list
of relays to the trustworthy client. SGX-Tor provides
high-level APIs for each remote attestation cases.
Integrity verification of relays (Dir-to-Relay): When
a relay contacts directory authorities to register itself in
the Tor network, it requests remote attestation (taking the
client role in Figure 3) to the directory authorities (server
role). The directory server admits only “clean” relays and
filters out suspicious ones that run modified Tor programs.
Non-SGX relays will also fail to pass the attestation.
Mutual attestation of directories (Dir-to-Dir): The directory authorities mutually perform remote attestation to
detect modified servers. A modified directory might try
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Component

Lines of code (LoC)

% Changed

Tor application
EDL
OCALL wrapper
Attestation/Sealing

138,919 lines of C/C++
157 lines of code
3,836 lines of C++
568 lines of C/C++

2.5% (3,508)
100%
(157)
100% (3,836)
100%
(568)

OpenSSL
libevent
zlibc

147,076 lines of C
21,318 lines of C
8,122 lines of C

1.0% (1,509)
7.0% (1,500)
-

Scripts
Total

262 lines of python
321,470 lines of code

3.4% (11,078)

Table 1: Lines of code for SGX-Tor software.
to admit specific Tor relays (possibly malicious), launch
tie-breaking attacks to interrupt consensus establishment,
or refuse to admit benign relays [35]. However, because
malicious directory servers will fail to pass the attestation with SGX-Tor, it helps the Tor community to take
action quickly (e.g., by launching a new reliable authority). When the codes related to the relay admission
policy or algorithm of the directory server are patched,
a new measurement can be distributed to check its validity through remote attestation. Note that the existing
admission control mechanisms for Tor relays can still be
used.
Trustworthy client (Client-to-Dir): To detect modified
client proxies, the directory authority attests clients and
transmits only the consensus document when they pass
attestation. This filters out modified clients that might perform an abnormal circuit establishment such as creating a
loop [37, 54, 55] and also keeps the consensus document
confidential. Therefore, only benign SGX-enabled Tor
clients obtain the consensus document, which contains
the list of relays verified by directory authorities. In summary, if all relays and clients are SGX-enabled, we can
1) keep the list of relays private and 2) block malicious
clients.

5

Implementation

We developed SGX-Tor for Windows by using the SGX
SDK provided by Intel [6]. In total, it consists of 321K
lines of code and approximately 11K lines of code are
modified for SGX-Tor, as broken down in detail in Table 1.
As part of this effort, we ported OpenSSL-1.1.0 [8], zlib1.2.8 [16], and libevent-2.0.22 [7] inside the enclave. Note
that the porting effort is non-trivial; for one example,
OpenSSL libraries store the generated keys to files, but
to securely export them to non-enclave code, we have
to carefully modify them to perform sealing operations
instead of using naive file I/Os. Furthermore, because
enclave programs cannot directly issue system calls, we
implemented shims for necessary system calls with an
OCALL interface. However, to minimize the TCB size, we
ported only required glibc functions, such as sscanf()
and htons(), instead of embedding the entire library.
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As a result, our TCB becomes dramatically reduced compared to other SGX systems such as Graphene [67] or
Haven [26] (more than 200 MB) that implements a whole
library OS to support SGX applications; SGX-Tor results in 3.8 times smaller TCB compared to Graphene
(320 K vs. 1,228 K LoC). The source code is available at
https://github.com/kaist-ina/SGX-Tor.
Managing enclave memory: To work with the limited EPC memory, SGX-Tor seals and stores large data
structures outside of the enclave. If required, it explicitly loads and unseals the encrypted data into the enclave.
For example, cached-descriptors that contain the
information of reachable relays (e.g., finger-print, certificate, and measured bandwidth), are around 10 MB for
each, which is too big to always keep inside the enclave.
Unlike the original Tor, which uses memory-mapped I/Os
to access these data, SGX-Tor loads and unseals them
into the EPC only when it has to update the list of relays,
which essentially trades extra computation for more usable EPC memory. Similarly, certain system calls such as
recv() are implemented to save the enclave memory;
they get a pointer pointing to the data (e.g., encrypted
packets) outside the enclave instead of copying them to
the enclave memory.
Sealing and unsealing API: We implemented sealing
and unsealing API to substitute file I/O operations for private keys. SGX-Tor uses C++ STL map to store generated
private keys in the enclave memory. The key of the map
is the name of the private key, and the value of the map
is a structure that contains the contents and length of a
private key. When SGX-Tor needs to read a generated
key, it finds the key contents by the key name through
the map. The application side of SGX-Tor can request
the private keys using sealing API to store it in the file
system. SGX-Tor uses sealing before sending the keys
outside the enclave. In reverse, the application side of
SGX-Tor also can request to load the sealed private keys
using unsealing API. SGX-Tor decrypts sealed key by
unsealing it and stores it in the map. These sealing and
unsealing mechanisms are easily usable because they are
implemented as macros.
Securely obtaining entropy and time: The vanilla
OpenSSL obtains entropy from the untrusted underlying system through system calls, like getpid()
and time(), that make the enclave code vulnerable to Iago attacks [30, 42]; for example, a manipulated time clock can compromise the logic for certification checking (e.g., expiration or revocation). To
prevent such attacks, we obtain entropy directly from
the trustworthy sources: randomness from the rdrand
instruction (via sgx read rand) and time clocks
from the trusted platform service enclave (PSE) (via
sgx get trusted time) [6][pp. 88-92, 171-172].
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Data structure
TCP/IP header
TLS encrypted
bytestream
Cell
Circuit ID
Voting result
Consensus document
Hidden service
descriptor
List of relays
Private keys

Tor

Network-level
adversary

SGX-Tor
(Component)

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V
V
V

N
N
N
N

N (R)
N (R)
N (D)
N (D/R/C)

V

N

N (H)

V
V

N
N

N (C)
N (D/R/C)

Table 2: Information visible to adversaries who run
SGX-Tor and original Tor and network-level adversaries. “V” denotes visible; “N” denotes non-visible.
Component “D” denotes a directory authority, “R”
relay, “C” client, and “H” hidden service directory.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate SGX-Tor by answering three questions:
• What types of Tor attacks can be mitigated?
• What is the performance overhead of running SGXTor? How much does each component of SGX-Tor
contribute to the performance degradation?
• How compatible is SGX-Tor with the current Tor network? How easy is SGX-Tor adopted?
Experimental setting: We set up two evaluation environments for SGX-Tor: 1) by admitting SGX-Tor onion
router in the real Tor network and 2) by constructing
a private Tor network where all components, including
directories and client proxies, run SGX-Tor. We used
nine SGX machines (Intel Core i7-6700 3.4GHz and Intel
Xeon CPU E3-1240 3.5GHz). The private Tor network
consists of a client proxy, five relays, and three directory
servers. Note that directory servers also work as relays.
We extend the work of Chutney [23] to configure and
orchestrate our private SGX-Tor network.

6.1

Security Analysis

Table 2 summarizes security- and privacy-sensitive data
structures that are available to three types of adversaries:
1) an adversary who controls relays running original Tor,
2) an adversary who controls the platform running SGXTor, 3) and a network-level adversary. V marks the visible information to an adversary, whereas N denotes nonvisible ones. An adversary who controls the vanilla Tor
can access a great deal of sensitive information, attracting
more adversaries to run malicious Tor relays. In contrast, an attacker who even controls the platform running
SGX-Tor cannot gain any information other than observing the traffic, just like a network-level adversary. This
indicates that the power of Tor adversaries is reduced to
that of network-level adversaries with SGX-Tor. Among
the attacks in §3.3, we choose three well-known classes
of attacks considering their reproducibility and severity.
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We replicate these attacks (and their key attack vectors)
in a lab environment and evaluate if SGX-Tor correctly
mitigates them.
Bandwidth inflation: To demonstrate this attack, we
modify the Tor code to advertise inflated bandwidth of a
relay to directory servers. The directory server performs
bandwidth scanning to check whether a relay actually
serves the bandwidth advertised by itself [10]. During
the scanning, the directory server creates a 2-hop circuit,
including the target relay, and downloads the file from
particular hosts to estimate the bandwidth of the relays.
If a malicious relay is selected as non-exit, it can directly
see which connection is originated from the directory
server [27]. By throttling other traffic, the compromised
relay inflates the measured bandwidth and gets a fast
flag, which is given to a high bandwidth relay indicating
that they are suitable for high-bandwidth circuits, in the
consensus document [25, 27, 57]. However, with SGXTor, modifying the Tor code is not fundamentally possible
due to the measurement mismatch during the attestation.
Circuit demultiplexing: Being able to decrypt cell Tor
headers and demultiplex circuits and streams in relays
is a common attack vector exploited in cell counting attacks [27, 50], traffic analysis [57], website finger-printing
attacks [47], bad apple attacks [48], replay attacks [60],
relay early attacks [21], and controlling access to hidden
services [27]. With a modified relay, we were able to
dump Tor commands, circuit IDs, and stream IDs; count
cells per stream [27, 50]; duplicate cells [60]; and even
selectively drop particular circuits and streams [28]. However, with SGX-Tor, the modified relay failed to be admitted due to attestation failure. With the attested SGX-Tor
relay, it is not possible to dump the EPC memory outside
the enclave unless the code inside the enclave is compromised due to an exploitable bug (e.g., buffer overflow).
Even inferring the cell boundary was not trivial, let alone
observing decrypted cell headers.
Malicious circuit creation: By modifying the original
Tor code, we successfully establish a 3-hop loop circuit.
Creating a loop can be an attack vector for traffic
analysis [54, 55] and congestion attack [37] with a long
loop. In SGX-Tor, it is not possible to introduce loops
because the directory authority can verify the integrity of
the client proxies. Therefore, the modified Tor client fails
to manipulate a circuit as it intended.

6.2

Performance Evaluation

End-to-end performance: To quantify the effect on performance in a wide-area network, we configure a private
Tor network that consists of an entry guard and exit relay
located in East Asia and the U.S. East, respectively. For
SGX-Tor, every Tor component, including client proxy,
except the destination server runs SGX, except for mid-
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Figure 7: Hidden service throughput Figure 8: End-to-end client through- Figure 9: Remote attestation latency
put in the private Tor network.
of SGX-Tor and original Tor.
of the directory and the client.

Original (baseline)
SGX-Tor (overhead)

Time-tofisrt-byte (ms)
2.05
2.19 (6.8%)

SGX-Tor

Throughput (Mbps)
10 MB
50 MB
658
589 (8.8%)

716
651 (11%)

Table 3: Overhead of TLS communication.

# of hop

Type

3

3

2

2

1

1
0

dle relays. To diversify the middle relay locations, we
use Amazon EC2 [2] U.S. East, U.S. West, and Europe
instances. Figure 4 shows the CDF of throughput while
downloading a file (10 MB) via a HTTP/HTTPS server.
The results are based on the average of 50 runs. SGX-Tor
exhibits 11.9% lower throughput (3.11 Mbps) for HTTP
and 14.1% (2.95 Mbps) lower throughput for HTTPS. Figure 5 shows the CDF of time-to-first-byte (latency) for
HTTP transfer. SGX-Tor (525ms) only gives 3.9% additional delays compared to the original Tor (505ms). We
also evaluate the web latency when a client connects to a
website through Tor. Figure 6 shows the distribution of
the web page loading time for Alexa Top 50 websites [1].
We measure the time from the initiation of a request until
an onload event is delivered in the Firefox browser. Similar to time-to-first-byte, SGX-Tor gives 7.4% additional
latency on average. We note that our SGX SDK allows
compilation only in debug mode, since it requires an approved developer key provided by Intel to run an enclave
in release mode. Thus, we used debug mode for all Tor
performance measurements.
Hidden service: To quantify the overhead of running a
hidden service with an SGX-Tor proxy, we run one on
the real Tor network. At the client side, we use a Tor
browser [12] that automatically picks a rendezvous point.
For each measurement, we relaunch a Tor browser to establish a new circuit. We perform 100 measurements that
transfer a 10 MB file from an HTTP file server running as
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Figure 10: Overhead of onion encryption.
a hidden service. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the
throughput for SGX-Tor and the original Tor. The hidden
service using SGX-Tor gives only a 3.3% performance
degradation from 1.35 to 1.30 Mbps on average. We see
a smaller gap because the performance is more network
bottlenecked as packets from/to a hidden service traverse
two 3-hop circuits and only the hidden service uses SGX.
Overhead of TLS and onion encryption: To quantify
the overhead in a more CPU-bound setting, we create
a private Tor network in which all components are connected locally at 1Gbps through a single switch. We
measure the overhead of SGX-Tor starting from a single
TLS connection without any onion routing and increase
the number of onion hops from one to three. Table 3
shows the time-to-first-byte and throughput of TLS communication without onion routing. The result shows that
SGX-Tor has 9.99% (716 to 651 Mbps) of performance
degradation and has 6.39% additional latency (2.05 to
2.19 ms). Figure 10 shows the time-to-first-byte and
throughput by increasing the number of onion hops for
downloading a 10 MB file from the HTTP server. As
the hop is increased, SGX-Tor has 17.7%, 18.3%, and
18.4% additional latency and the performance is degraded
by 25.6%, 21.1%, 22.7%, respectively. Figure 8 shows
the end-to-end client performance in the private Tor net-
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Figure 11: Compatibility test of SGX-Tor and original Tor while running as a middle relay. Both Tor relays
started at the same time and acquire “Fast” and “Stable” flags during the evaluation [3].
work. The vanilla Tor achieves 106 Mbps for HTTP and
101 Mbps for HTTPS transfers, while SGX-Tor gives
85 Mbps and 77 Mbps respectively, resulting in a throughput degradation of 24.7% and 31.2%, respectively (for
10 MB).
Remote attestation: We quantify the latency and computation overhead of remote attestation. To emulate a
Tor network running in a wide area setting, we introduce
latency between the SGX-Tor directory and relays in our
private Tor network to mimic that of the real network.
The round-trip time between East Asia (where most of
our SGX servers are) and nine directory authorities in
Tor falls between 144ms (longclaw [3] in the U.S.) and
313ms (maatuska [3] in Sweden). The round-trip time
between our directory and IAS was 310ms. We execute
30 runs for each directory while introducing the latency
of a real Tor network. Figure 9 shows the CDF of the
remote attestation latency when the directory authority
verifies Tor relays. The average attestation latency of the
entire process in Figure 3 is 3.71s.
SGX-Tor relays and clients request the remote attestation to the directory server once during bootstrapping.
This means that this is a one-time bootstrapping cost and
is relatively short compared to the client bootstrapping
time, which takes 22.9s on average on a broadband link to
download a list of relays [49]. We quantify the computational cost of remote attestation for the directory authority
for verifying client proxies. For attestation, directory
servers calculate the AES-CMAC of group ID for checking EPID group and ECDSA signature generation for
QUOTE verification. On our i7 machine, the computation
takes 37.3ms in total if the QUOTE verification succeeds,
as annotated in Figure 3. When it fails, it takes 35.5ms.
On a peak day, Tor has about 1.85 million users [13]. To
quantify the amount of computation required, we perform
AES-CMAC and ECDSA signature generation in a tight
loop and measure the throughput. It gives 27.8 operations
per second per core. Thus, with nine directory servers,
assuming each has eight cores, the total computation time
for remote attestation of 1.85 million daily clients will
be about 15.4 minutes. We believe this is a moderate
resource requirement for the directory authority.
Overhead of key generation: Finally, we measure the
overhead of in-enclave key generation for two RSA key
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pairs: identity key (3072-bit) and signing key (2048-bit)
for the directory authority. SGX-Tor takes 12% longer
than the vanilla Tor (2.90 vs. 2.59 ms), including the time
for sealing keys and unsealing for key recovery.

6.3

Compatibility and Deployability

We demonstrate the compatibility of SGX-Tor by admitting a long-running SGX-Tor relay into the existing Tor
network as a middle relay. For comparison, we also run
a vanilla Tor side-by-side. We compare both relays in
terms of (a) network I/O bandwidth per second, (b) probability to be selected as a middle relay, and (c) advertised
bandwidth obtained from a published consensus document from CollectTor [4]. The bandwidth statistics are
averaged over a 30-minute window. Figure 11 shows the
result obtained for two weeks. In total, SGX-Tor served
10.5 GB of traffic. Both relays obtained fast and stable
flag on the same day. The average advertised bandwidth
of SGX-Tor relay is 119 KB/s. We see that SGX-Tor is
compatible with the existing Tor network, and for all metrics SGX-Tor shows a similar tendency with the vanilla
Tor.

7

Discussion

Deployment issues: The simplest way to deploy SGXTor in the existing Tor ecosystem incrementally is to use
cloud platforms. Tor already provides default VM images to run bridges on Amazon EC2 cloud [13]. When
SGX becomes available on cloud platforms, we envision
a similar deployment scenario for SGX-Tor. As a recent
patch provides support for SGX virtualization [9], we
believe that deployment of SGX-Tor using cloud platform
is feasible. Note that incremental deployment involves in
security tradeoffs, as not all properties can be achieved as
discussed in §4. As a future work, we would like to quantify the security tradeoffs and ways to mitigate attacks in
the presence of partial deployment.
Limitation: Although SGX-Tor can mitigate many attacks against Tor components, attacks assuming networklevel adversaries [44] and Sybil attacks [36] are still effective, as we mentioned in the §3.1. Additionally, SGX-Tor
cannot validate the correctness of the enclave code itself. SGX-Tor can be compromised if the code contains
software vulnerabilities and is subject to controlled sidechannel attacks [69]. We believe these attacks can be
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mitigated by combining work from recent studies: e.g.,
by checking whether an enclave code leaks secrets [65];
by protecting against side-channel attacks [62, 64]; or by
leveraging software fault isolation [38, 62]).

8

Related Work

Software for trusted execution environments: Various
TEEs such as TPM, ARM TrustZone, and AMD SVM
have been used for guaranteeing the security of applications in mobile and PC environments. Since the traditional
trusted computing technologies (e.g., hypervisor-based
approach with TPM) rely on the chain of trust, it makes
the size of TCB larger. Flicker [52] proposed an approach
that executes only a small piece of code inside the trusted
container, where it extremely reduces the TCB. Nevertheless, it suffers from performance limitations. Intel SGX
removes this challenge by offering native performance
and multi-threading. In addition, the cloud computing
and hosting service providers, where Tor relays are often
hosted [14], is predominantly x86-based.
Applications for Intel SGX: Haven [26] pioneered
adopting Intel SGX in the cloud environment with an unmodified application. VC3 [61] proposed data analytics
combined with Intel SGX in the cloud. Moat [65] studied
the verification of application source code to determine
whether the program actually does not leak private data
on top of Intel SGX. Kim et al. [46] explores how to leverage SGX to enhance the security and privacy of network
applications. These studies are early studies of SGX that
rely on SGX emulators [42]. S-NFV [63] applies SGX
to NFV to isolate its state from the NFV infrastructure
and platform and presents preliminary performance evaluations on real SGX hardware. In contrast, we show how
SGX can improve the trust model and operation of Tor
and SGX-Tor run on real SGX hardware.
Attacks and security analysis on Tor: §3 discussed
many attacks on Tor. SGX-Tor prevents modification
of Tor binaries and limits attackers’ ability; attackers can
still launch attacks within the network outside Tor nodes.
For example, attackers can still mount traffic analysis attacks or website finger-printing attacks. While Tor does
not try to protect against traffic confirmation attacks [35],
it aims to protect against general traffic analysis attacks.
In particular, large-scale traffic correlation [29] and website finger-printing [45] attacks are believed to be very
difficult in practice [22, 45] because those attacks require
achieving an arbitrarily low false positive rate as the number of users becomes larger. Security analysis of Tor on
a realistic workload is an ongoing research [34] area. In
this work, we show how we can thwart known attacks
against the Tor ecosystem by using a commodity trusted
execution environment, Intel SGX.

USENIX Association

9

Conclusion

Due to the wide adoption of the x86 architecture, Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) potentially has a
tremendous impact on providing security and privacy
for network applications. This paper explores new opportunities to enhance the security and privacy of a Tor
anonymity network. Applying SGX to Tor has several
benefits. First, we show that deploying SGX on Tor can
defend against known attacks that manipulate Tor components. Second, it limits the information obtained by
running or compromising Tor components, reducing the
power of adversaries to network-level adversaries, who
can only launch attacks external to the Tor components.
Finally, this brings changes to the trust model of Tor,
which potentially simplifies Tor operation and deployment. Our extensive evaluation of the SGX-Tor shows
that SGX-enabled Tor components incur small performance degradation and supports incremental deployment
on the existing Tor network, demonstrating its viability.
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Appendix A
Type

Category

API

Description

ECALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL
ECALL

TOR
TOR
TOR
TOR
TOR
TOR
TOR

void sgx start tor(int argc, char **argv, ...)
void sgx start gencert(char *tor cert, ...)
void sgx start fingerprint(char *fingerprint, ...)
void sgx start remote attestation server(int port, ...)
sgx status t sgx init ra(int b pse, ...)
sgx status t sgx close ra(sgx ra context t context)
sgx status t sgx verify att result mac(sgx ra context t context, ...)

Start SGX-Tor process in enclave
Create authority keys and certificate
Create finger-print
Start remote attestation server
Create remote attestation context
Release remote attestation context
Verify the MAC in attestation result

OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL

NET
NET
NET
NET
NET
NET

OCALL

NET

OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL
OCALL

THREAD
THREAD
ERROR
ERROR
MEM
MEM

int ocall sgx socket(int af, int type, int protocol)
int ocall sgx bind(int s, const struct sockaddr *addr, ...)
int ocall sgx listen(int s, int backlog)
int ocall sgx accept(int s, struct sockaddr *addr, ...)
int ocall sgx send(int s, char *buf, int len, int flags)
int ocall sgx recv(int s, char *buf, int len, int flags)
int ocall sgx select(int nfds, void *rfd, ...,
struct timeval *timeout, int tv size)
unsigned long long ocall sgx beginthread(void *args, ...)
unsigned long ocall sgx TlsAlloc(void)
int ocall sgx GetLastError(void)
void ocall sgx SetLastError(int e)
int ocall sgx CreateFileMapping(int hFile, ...)
void * ocall sgx MapViewOfFile(int hFileMappingObject, ...)

Create socket descriptor
Bind socket
Make socket in listening state
Accept incoming connection
Receive data from given socket
Send data through given socket
Examining the status of socket
descriptor
Create thread with given argument
Allocates a thread local storage index
Get the error code of calling thread
Set the error code of calling thread
Create file mapping object
Mapping address space for a file

Table 4: Interface between the Tor enclave and the privilege software. SGX-Tor uses seven ECALLS to bootstrap the Tor-enclave and aid remote attestation. It uses a total of 57 OCALLs in four categories. We list
representative OCALLs in each category.
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ViewMap: Sharing Private In-Vehicle Dashcam Videos
Minho Kim, Jaemin Lim, Hyunwoo Yu, Kiyeon Kim, Younghoon Kim, Suk-Bok Lee
Hanyang University
Abstract
Today, search for dashcam video evidences is conducted
manually and its procedure does not guarantee privacy. In
this paper, we motivate, design, and implement ViewMap,
an automated public service system that enables sharing
of private dashcam videos under anonymity. ViewMap
takes a profile-based approach where each video is represented in a compact form called a view profile (VP), and
the anonymized VPs are treated as entities for search, verification, and reward instead of their owners. ViewMap
exploits the line-of-sight (LOS) properties of dedicated
short-range communications (DSRC) such that each vehicle makes VP links with nearby ones that share the
same sight while driving. ViewMap uses such LOS-based
VP links to build a map of visibility around a given incident, and identifies VPs whose videos are worth reviewing. Original videos are never transmitted unless they are
verified to be taken near the incident and anonymously
solicited. ViewMap offers untraceable rewards for the
provision of videos whose owners remain anonymous.
We demonstrate the feasibility of ViewMap via field experiments on real roads using our DSRC testbeds and
trace-driven simulations.

1

Introduction

A dashcam is an onboard camera that continuously
records the view around a vehicle (Fig. 1). People install dashcams in their vehicles because irrefutable video
evidence can be obtained in the event of an accident.
Dashcams are becoming popular in many parts of Asia
and Europe. For example, the rate of dashcam adoption
has exceeded 60% in South Korea [1]. Other countries
with high adoption rates include Russia and China. In
these nations, the use of dashcams has now become an
integral part of the driving experience of individuals.
Dashcams, as a side benefit, have tremendous potential
to act as silent witnesses to others’ accidents. Authorities
such as police want to exploit the potential of dashcams
because their videos, if collected, can greatly assist in the
accumulation of evidence, providing a complete picture
of what happened in incidents. For example, the police
appeal for public to send in dashcam video evidences of
certain traffic accidents [2, 3].
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Figure 1: Dashcam installation on the windshield [4].
However, the current practice of volunteer-based collection limits participation of the general public due to the
following reasons. First, people are reluctant to share their
videos in fear of revealing their location history. Users
want strong anonymity. Second, people are not interested
in things that do not specifically concern them. Users
want some form of compensation for provision of their
videos. Third, people do not like to be annoyed by manual procedures, e.g., checking a wanted list, searching
through their own videos, and sending in the matched
videos all by themselves. Users want automation for
hassle-free participation.
In this work, we aim to build a system that fulfills the
key requirements above. There are, however, three challenges on the way. First, the authenticity of videos must
be validated under users’ anonymity. Verification of locations and times of videos should not rely on existing
infrastructure such as 3G/4G networks where user identities may be exposed. Second, verifiable reward must be
given without tracking users. The difficulty lies in making
the reward double-spending proof while not linking it to
users’ videos. Third, irrelevant videos must be automatically rejected without human review. Under anonymity,
attackers may simply upload an overwhelming number of
fake videos, making it impractical to manually examine
all by human eyes.
In this paper, we present ViewMap, a public service
system (run by authorities) that addresses the challenges
of dashcam sharing. To preserve user privacy, ViewMap
takes a profile-based approach where each video is represented in a compact form called a view profile (VP),
and the anonymized VPs are treated as entities for search,
verification, and reward instead of their owners. Each
VP makes verifiable links with nearby vehicles’ VPs that
share the same sight via line-of-sight (LOS) properties
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of DSRC radios. This VP linkage process also incorporates inter-vehicle path obfuscation for protection against
tracking. The system accumulates anonymized VPs (from
normal users) and trusted VPs (from authorities, e.g., police cars), and uses such LOS-based VP links to build
a map of visibility on a given incident in the form of a
mesh-like structure called a viewmap. Its key strengths
are that: (i) trusted VPs do not need to be near the incident
location; (ii) the system can pinpoint VPs whose original
videos are worth reviewing, and reject, if any, fake VPs
cheating locations and/or times via the unique linkage
structure; and (iii) it leads minimal communication overhead because original videos are never transmitted unless
verified taken near the incident. Users upload videos only
when anonymously solicited by the system for further
human checking. The system rewards users with virtual
cash that is made untraceable based on blind signatures.
We demonstrate the feasibility of ViewMap via field experiments on real roads with our DSRC testbeds and tracedriven simulations. Our evaluations show that ViewMap
provides: (i) users with strong location privacy (tracking
success ratio < 0.1%); and (ii) the system with highaccuracy verification (> 95%) in face of an extremely
large number of fake VPs cheating locations and times.
Besides the privacy of users sharing videos, there exists an additional privacy concern specific to dashcam
video sharing. Video contents may threaten the privacy
of others visible in the videos. We do not completely
handle this, but provide some defense for video privacy.
Specifically, we have implemented the realtime license
plate blurring, which is integrated into ViewMap-enabled
dashcams. However, other sensitive objects can still be
captured (e.g., pedestrians walking into the view). This
video privacy is not fully addressed in this work, and
merits separate research.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. New application: We introduce a new application
that enables sharing of dashcam videos. It poses
unique challenges: combination of location privacy,
location authentication, anonymous rewarding, and
video privacy at the same time.
2. Comprehensive solution package: We present a
solution suite that finds, verifies, and rewards private, location-dependent dashcam video evidence
by leveraging DSRC-based inter-vehicle communications without resorting to existing infrastructure
where user identities may be exposed.
3. Prototype and evaluation: We build a full-fledged
prototype and conduct real road experiments using
ViewMap-enabled dashcams with DSRC radios. It
validates that LOS-based VP links are strongly associated with the shared “view” of videos in reality.
Our evaluations show that ViewMap achieves strong
privacy protection and high verification accuracy.
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2

Background

Dashboard camera. Dashcams, installed on the windshield of a vehicle, continuously record in segments for
a unit-time (1-min default) and store them via on-board
SD memory cards. Once the memory is full, the oldest
segment will be deleted and recorded over. For example,
with 64 GB cards, videos can be kept for 2-3 weeks with
1-2 hours daily driving. Dashcams feature a built-in GPS
system that provides vehicle speed and location. Some
dashcams have an advanced feature of a dedicated parking mode, where videos can be recorded when the motion
detector is triggered, even if a vehicle is turned off.
Dashcam video sharing. The most prevalent way to
obtain dashcam video evidences today is public announcement, and users voluntarily hand in their videos. Some organizations adopt a more arranged approach where dashcam users have themselves registered for a pool of volunteers. For example, the police in South Korea operate
such a system called shadow cops [5], but the number
of the registered users is only a very small proportion
of dashcam users in the country, less than 0.01% as of
2016. Recent studies [6, 7] report that privacy concerns
and monetary motives are two major factors behind the
sharing of dashcam videos for urban surveillance.

3
3.1

Motivation
Use Cases

Analyzing traffic accidents.
When investigating a
traffic accident, dashcam videos recorded by nearby vehicles are often valuable. While an accident vehicle may
have its own video, it only offers one partial view and
does not guarantee conclusive evidence. Nearby vehicles,
on the other hand, have wider views each with different
angle on the accident. However, the major impediment,
besides lack of systematic search, is that people are reluctant to share videos due to privacy concerns and the
associated hassle without compensation.
Investigating crimes. Dashcams can assist crime investigations and also have great potential for crime prevention. While CCTV cameras are installed in public
places [8], there exist a countless number of blind spots.
Dashcams are ideal complements to CCTVs since pervasive deployment—cars are everywhere—is possible.
However, the difficulty here is that users are not often
aware whether they have such video evidences. This is
because criminal evidences are not as noticeable as traffic
accidents. Thus, the current practice of volunteer-based
collection has more serious limitation in this context.

3.2

Threat Model

User privacy. Users face privacy risks when providing
personal, location and time-sensitive information. The
system may wish to track users via such collected location
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samples. Time-series analysis on location samples, even
if anonymized, could accumulate path information (i.e.,
following the footsteps) and eventually identify users location history [9, 10]. Such location tracking can further
reveal users’ very private information if the system can
connect specific individuals to specific locations [11]. For
example, an anonymous user at a hospital or other private
location can be eventually identified if the user’s path is
tracked from his/her home (as a resident of a particular address). Besides, users face risk of revealing their identities
and past locations when rewarded for their videos.
System security. On the other hand, if anonymity is
provided, the system can becomes a target for various attacks. Dishonest users may claim rewards for fake videos
cheating locations and/or times, or they may even fabricate video evidence. Human review may help identify and
reject such videos. However, a manual review not only
takes time, but also requires trained manpower. Anonymous attackers may launch denial-of-service attacks by
simply uploading an overwhelming number of fake or
dummy videos. Given limited resources of manpower, a
manual review of all such videos would be impractical.

4

ViewMap Framework

We first highlight the key features of ViewMap (Fig. 2).
Visual anonymization. Vehicles perform license plate
blurring on their video stream while recording. Only such
content anonymized videos are used in ViewMap, and
hereafter referred to simply as “videos”.
Profile-based anonymity. Each video (1-min default)
is represented by its view profile, VP, that summarizes
(i) time/location trajectory, (ii) video fingerprint, and (iii)
fingerprints of videos taken by neighbor vehicles that
share the same sight (via DSRC radios). We call such
association between two neighbor VPs a viewlink (see
Fig. 2). Vehicles anonymously upload their past VPs to
the system whenever possible (e.g., WiFi or in-vehicle
Internet access). These anonymized, self-contained VPs
are stored in the VP database and collectively used for
search and reward instead of their owners.
Location tracking protection. Vehicles also upload
guard VPs, which are indistinguishable from actual VPs,
to the system for protection against tracking. These guard
VPs are created not for actual videos, but for plausible trajectories among neighbor vehicles such that their actual
paths become indeterminable from the system’s viewpoint. This is to guarantee location privacy in the VP
database. Guard VPs are used only for path obfuscation,
and vehicles delete them in their storage after submission.
Automated collection of video evidences.
When
video evidence is required, the system retrieves relevant
anonymous VPs (from normal users) and trusted VPs
(from authorities, e.g., police cars; not necessarily near
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Figure 2: ViewMap framework.
the site), and builds viewmap(s) of a given incident using viewlinks among those VPs. The system exploits
viewmap’s unique structure to exclude, if any, fake VPs.1
The verification criteria is: (i) ‘trust scores’ of the member
VPs evaluated using trusted VPs as ‘trust seeds’ and (ii)
their topological positions in the viewmap. The system
solicits videos of the legitimate VPs (verified taken near
the incident) by posting their VP identifiers,2 without publicizing location/time of the investigation. Users upload
anonymously the matched videos, if any. The videos are
first validated against the system-owned VPs, and then
reviewed by human investigators.
Untraceable reward. To reward users for provision
of videos, their VP identifiers are likewise posted in the
system. The users anonymously prove their ownership,
and earn the virtual cash that is made untraceable via
blind signatures. The authenticity of the virtual cash is
self-verifiable, but never linked to users’ VPs or videos.

5

Design of ViewMap

5.1

Protecting Location Privacy

5.1.1

Decoupling Users and Videos

Video recording.
ViewMap-enabled dashcams are
time-synched via GPS and continuously start recording
new videos every minute on the minute. This is to facilitate the construction of viewmaps, each of which corre1 We consider VPs (regardless of actual or guard VPs) that were
created by users at their physical positions via the proper VP generation
(Section 5.1) as legitimate; otherwise as fake.
2 Both actual and guard VPs legitimately created near the incident
may be on the requested video list, but the actual VPs only trigger video
uploading. The guard VPs have already been deleted in users’ storage.
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sponds to a single unit-time (1-min) during an incident
period. The recording procedure also performs license
plate blurring in real time (detailed in Section 6.2) for
video privacy (Fig. 3). The realtime plate blurring is
chosen for two reasons: (i) post processing of videos, if
allowed, opens the door for posterior fabrication of video
evidence; and (ii) realtime visual anonymization can also
alleviate visual privacy concerns3 for the use of dashcams.
Video fingerprinting. Each vehicle, when completing
1-min recording of current video u, generates its unique
view profile, VPu that contains (i) time/location trajectory,
(ii) fingerprints of u, and (iii) a summary (by a Bloom filter) of fingerprints of others’ videos neighboring in space
and time (via DSRC radios). To exchange fingerprints in
the transient vehicular environment, each vehicle periodically (e.g., every second) produces and broadcasts a hash
and associated information of its currently recording (for
i secs: 1 ≤ i ≤ 60) video u; we refer to such a cumulative
fingerprint of u as view digest, VDui (see Fig. 4). These
VDs are exchanged between neighbors as below.
Broadcasting VDs. Every second, each vehicle A produces and broadcasts a view digest, VDui of its video u
currently being recorded for i secs using DSRC radio:
A −→ ∗ : Tui , Lui , Fui , Lu1 , Ru , H(Tui |Lui |Fui |Hui−1 |ui−1
i ).
where Tui , Lui , and Fui are time, location, and byte-size
of video u at ith second, respectively. Lu1 is the initial
location of u used for guard VP generation (Section 5.1.2).
Ru is VP identifier of u. Hui−1 is the hash of previous
VDui−1 , and ui−1
is a newly recorded content from (i −
i
1)th to ith seconds (see Fig. 4. Note: Hu0 = Ru ). This
cascaded hash operation facilitates the constant-time VD
generation regardless of total file size. Note that original
video u (within hash H) is not revealed in VDu , and is
later provided to the system only after VPu is verified and
anonymously solicited. The value Ru is further derived as
Ru = H(Qu ), where Qu is file u’s secret number chosen
by A and is later used for untraceable rewarding.
Accepting neighbor VDs.
Each vehicle A also receives VDx j broadcasted from nearby vehicle B:
B −→ ∗ : Tx j , Lx j , Fx j , Lx1 , Rv , H(Tx j |Lx j |Fx j |Hx j−1 |v j−1
j ).
where Tx j , Lx j , and Fx j are time, location, and byte-size
of video x at jth sec, respectively. A first validates VDx j
by checking whether Tx j and Lx j are in acceptable ranges:
Tx j within the current 1-sec interval; Lx j inside a radius
of DSRC radios. If yes, A treats VDx j as a valid one. A
temporarily stores at most two valid VDs per neighbor:
the first and the last received VDs with same R value.
3 Recording

using a dashcam is strongly discouraged in some countries such as Austria and Switzerland due to visual privacy concerns.
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(a) Dashcam video 1.

(b) Dashcam video 2.

Figure 3: Videos recorded by our ViewMap-enabled
dashcams that perform license plate blurring in real time.
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Figure 4: Example VDs of currently recording video u.
A series of (sixty) VDs constitute a single (1-min) VPu .
Generating actual VPs.
Upon complete recording
of current 1-min video u, each vehicle A generates its
view profile VPu . A first inserts the neighbor VDs (at
most two VDs—the first and the last received VDs—per
neighbor) into Bloom filter bit-array Nu . This reflects the
neighbor VPs’ cumulative fingerprints in part and their
contact interval. A compiles its VDs (all VDui : 1 ≤ i ≤ 60)
and Bloom filter bit-array Nu into VPu , which will be
anonymously uploaded to the system as described below.
5.1.2

Protection against Location Tracking

A collection of VPs, albeit each as anonymized location
data, are subject to tracking. The system may follow a
user’s path by linking a series of VPs adjacent in space
and time. For example in Fig.5a, the system tracking
anonymous vehicle A can connect VPy and VPu using
time-series location information. To obfuscate tracking,
vehicles also generate and upload guard VPs as below.
Creating guard VPs. Each vehicle A generates guard
VP(s) along with actual VPu at the end of 1-min recording (e.g., time=t60 in Fig.5a). More specifically, among
its m neighbor VPs, A randomly picks dα × me neighbor VPs (0 < α ≤ 1) and creates guard VPs for them
(We use α = 0.1, which is discussed in Section 6). For
each chosen neighbor VPx , A creates a guard VP (VPz in
Fig. 5b) whose trajectory starting at VPx ’s initial location Lx1 (logged in its VDs) and ending at its own VPu ’s
last position. There are readily available on/offline tools
that instantly return a driving route between two points
on a road map. In this work, we make vehicles to use
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Google Directions API [12] for this purpose. In an effort
to make guard VPs indistinguishable from actual VPs, we
arrange their VDs variably spaced (within the predefined
margin) along the given routes. Guard VPs are not for
actual videos and thus, their hash fields are filled with
random values. A makes neighborship between guard and
actual VPs by inserting their VDs into each other’s Bloom
filter bit-arrays. A now clears all temporary memories,
and resumes a new round of VP generation for the next
recording video.
Cooperative privacy. Creating guard VPs for one another realizes continuously divergent paths from the viewpoint of observers, obfuscating the system’s tracking of
a vehicle’s trajectory. Unlike the previous schemes like
Mix-zones [13], this approach does not strictly require
space-time intersections of vehicles’ paths. Instead, vehicles can create path confusion any time, any place within
DSRC range (up to 400 m). Note that they only need
to be within DSRC range for a time to be considered as
neighbors, not necessarily for the whole 1-min period.
Uploading VPs. Vehicles, whenever connected to the
network (e.g., WiFi or in-vehicle Internet access), upload
their actual and guard VPs anonymously to the system.
We use Tor [14] for this purpose. More specifically, we
make users constantly change sessions with the system,
preventing the system from distinguishing among users
by session ids. The submitted VPs are stored in the VP
database of the system. Vehicles keep their actual VPs
but delete guard VPs in their storage after submission.

5.2

Collecting Video Evidences

5.2.1

Viewmap Construction

In search of video evidences of an incident, the system
builds a series of viewmaps each corresponding to a single
unit-time (e.g., 1 min) during the incident period. We here
describe the construction of a single viewmap at certain
1-min time interval at t, which is built only with VPs
(actual and guard VPs)4 whose times are t.
4 From

the system’s perspective, actual and guard VPs are indistinguishable, thus treated equally. We hereafter refer to both as “VP”.
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Figure 7: An example viewmap with fake VPs.
We first select the trusted VPs closest to the investigation site l, where VPs is a special VP from authorities
such as police cars. The geographical coverage5 of the
viewmap spans an area C that encompasses l and VPs
(Fig. 6). Then, all the VPs whose claimed locations are
inside area C (anytime during incident time t) become
members of the viewmap. For each member VPu , we
find its neighbor candidates VPv such that any of their
time-aligned locations Lui and Lx j are within the radius of
DSRC radios. We then validate the mutual neighborship
between VPu and VPv via membership queries (Bloom
filter) using their element VDs on Nv and Nu . If none of
the element VDs (of either VPs) passes the Bloom filter
test, they are not mutual neighbor VPs. In this way, we
build a viewmap by creating edges between ‘two-way’
neighbor VPs. We refer to such an edge as a viewlink,
which signifies that two VPs are line-of-sight neighbors
that share the same sight at some point in their times.
5.2.2

ViewProfile Verification

Given a constructed viewmap, there are certain VPs
whose claimed locations (anytime during incident period)
fall within an investigation site. The goal is to identify
legitimate VPs among them. We consider VPs that join
in a viewmap via the proper VP generation (as in Section
5.1) as legitimate; otherwise as fake.
Insights. A viewmap appears single-layered (Fig. 6)
when all members are legitimate VPs. On the other hand,
a viewmap with fake VPs results in multi-layered structure (Fig. 7), with only one layer containing a trust VP.
This is because the validation of two-way linkage prevents attackers from creating arbitrary edges with other
users’ legitimate VPs without actual VD exchange. Thus,
5 The coverage area of a viewmap is normally much larger than the
size of the investigation site since trusted VPs (i.e., police cars) were
not always very close to the site.
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Algorithm 1 Verify VPs(viewmap G)
Let M be the transition matrix on G
Let d be the trust distribution vector by the trusted VP
Let P be the trustRank-score vector, initially P = d
Let δ be a damping factor
// compute TrustRank scores
while not converged do
P = δ · M · P + (1 − δ ) · d
end while
// determine the legitimacy of VPs
Let X be the all VPs within investigation site of G
Mark the highest scored VP u ∈ X as ‘LEGITIMATE’
Let W (⊂ X) be VPs reachable from u only via X
for each VP i ∈ W do
Mark i as ‘LEGITIMATE’
end for

attackers can only inject fake VPs by linking them with
their own legitimate VPs, if any. This is a very restrictive condition for attackers unless they happened to be
actually in the vicinity of the incident. Moreover, the location proximity checking between neighbor VPs precludes
long-distance edges and thus, forces attackers to create
their own chain of fake VPs in order to place some of
them in the target site.
Evaluating trust scores. To exploit the linkage structure of viewmaps, we adopt the TrustRank6 algorithm
tailored for our viewmap. In our case, a trusted VP (as a
trust seed) has an initial probability (called trust scores)
of 1, and distributes its score to neighbor VPs divided
equally among all adjacent ‘undirected’ edges (unlike outbound links in the web model). Iterations of this process
propagate the trust scores over all the VPs in a viewmap
via its linkage structure. As shown in Algorithm 1, for a
given viewmap G, trust scores P of all VPs are calculated
via iterations of the following matrix operation:

5.2.3

Once VPs near a given incident is identified, the system solicits the videos. Owners are unknown and thus,
they are requested via VP identifiers. More specifically,
legitimate VPu ’s identifier Ru is marked as ‘request for
video’ and posted in the system. Users check the list of
solicited videos when accessing the system, and upload
anonymously, if any, the matched video u along with its
VPu . The video is first validated via cascading hash operations against the system-owned VP, and then reviewed
by human investigators.

5.3

where M is the transition matrix representing VP linkage
of G, d is the trust score distribution vector with an entry
for trust VP only to 1, and δ is a damping factor empirically set to 0.8. The trust scores of all member VPs are
obtained upon convergence of P.
Given a trusted VP z and an investigation site X, the
VPs in X of z’s layer are strongly likely to have higher
trust scores than VPs in X of other layers. This is because
the flow of trust scores has more chance of using edges
within the base layer of z than using cross-layer edges
(analyzed in Section 6). Accordingly, we identify the
highest trust scored VP u in X as legitimate. All the VPs
in X reachable from u strictly via VPs in X are determined
legitimate as well.
6 The TrustRank algorithm [15] outputs a probability distribution
of likelihood that a person randomly clicking on links, starting from a
certain ‘seed’ page, will arrive at any particular page.
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Rewarding Anonymous Users

After human review, the system offers untraceable virtual
cash to reward users for provision of videos based on their
contributions. The system S posts VP identifier Ru (of
reviewed video u) marked as ‘request for reward’, and
corresponding user A obtains from S the virtual cash that
is made untraceable using blind signatures [16] as follows:
(i) A provides secret number Qu of video u (Ru = H(Qu ))
to prove its ownership, (ii) A makes a blinded message
B(H(mu ), ru ) using a blinding secret ru , (iii) S signs the
message with its private key KS− not knowing the ‘blinded’
content mu , and (iv) A unblinds the signed message using
blinding secret ru . This unblinded signature-message pair
({H(mu )}K − , mu ) results in virtual cash. When A presents
S
it for payment, anyone can verify (i) its authenticity via
S’ signature and (ii) its freshness via double-spending
checking on mu , but fails to link A with his/her video u.
Even the system cannot derive the link between A’s virtual
cash and video u’s blinded message without the blinding
secret ru (only known to A). A more detailed description
of the above procedure is provided in the Appendix.

6
P = δ · M · P + (1 − δ ) · d,

Solicitation of Videos

6.1

Analysis of ViewMap
Overhead of ViewMap

Communication.
The VP generation involves intervehicle communication to exchange up-to-the-second
VDs via DSRC broadcast. The format of a VD message
includes time and location information (8 bytes each), file
size (8 bytes), VP identifier (16 bytes), and a cascaded
hash value (16 bytes). Excluding PHY- and MAC-layer
headers, the length of our VD message is thus only 72
bytes—even can be piggybacked into a DSRC beacon
whose size is as large as nearly 300 bytes [17]. Vehicles
also communicate with the system, where original videos
are never transmitted unless specifically solicited. Instead,
VPs are only transmitted, whose sizes are negligibly small
compared with those of videos as shown below.
Storage. Given a 1-min dashcam video, its VP consists
of 60 VDs and one Bloom filter bit-array (256 bytes in
our context). Each video also has its secret number of 8
bytes for untraceable rewarding. Thus, the total storage
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overhead incurred by a single VP is (60 × 72 bytes + 256
bytes + 8 bytes) = 4584 bytes. Given that the average
size of 1-min video is 50 Mbytes, the storage overhead is
less than 0.01% of original videos.
Computation. Two key operations that require computation are: car plate blurring (discussed shortly) and
VD generation. To broadcast a new VD on time, a hash of
the currently recording video should be produced within
one second. Our test (Fig. 8), with Raspberry Pi (1.2
GHz CPU) as a dashcam for a 50-Mbyte 1-min video,
shows that normal hashing times increase with recording
time, and miss the deadline before 20 second of the video,
reaching to 4.32 second at the end. On the other hand, our
cascaded hashing results in constant-time hash generation
with the worst-case of 0.13 second.

6.2

The Privacy of ViewMap

6.2.1

Visual Anonymity

Realtime license plate blurring.
We have implemented the realtime license plate blurring using OpenCV
[18] on Raspberry Pi as a ViewMap-enabled dashcam.
The key task of license plate blurring is to localize plates
in an image, a procedural part of popular car plate recognition algorithms [19, 20], whose realtime versions have
been implemented for various mobile platforms such as
iOS [21] and Android [22]. The license plate blurring
procedure is as follows: (i) take the realtime video frame
from camera module (I/O time), (ii) localize regions that
contain license plates in the image via various parameters
(e.g., area, aspect ratio)7 and blur those areas (Blur time),
(iii) write the plate blurred frame to the video file (I/O
time). Our implementation on Raspberry Pi (1.2 GHz
CPU) results in realtime processing with a frame rate of
10 fps (frame per second). Table 1 shows the time taken
in each step when running our plate blurring implementation on Raspberry Pi as well as other platforms. We
point out that the current prototype leaves more room for
7 We

B"C"!=D"
)!$"

use parameters tailored for South Korean license plates.
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improvement, such as image processing using GPUs and
multi-threading for blur and I/O operations. Still, our
resulting videos at 10 fps, albeit frame rates not as high
as normal movies (24-30 fps), are practically usable for
the purpose of dashcams or video surveillance systems.
6.2.2

Location Privacy

The system can become a tracker using collected location
traces in the VP database. We analyze the degree of
privacy protection in the VP dataset against tracking.
Guard VPs against tracking. In order to create path
confusion, each vehicle, among its m neighbor VPs, randomly selects dα × me neighbor VPs (0 < α ≤ 1) and
generates guard VPs for them. Having a larger value of α
creates higher degree of path confusion, but incurs excessively high volume of VPs in a dense environment (Fig.
9). Our design choice is to keep α small, but enough to
preserve a high degree of privacy. The intuition behind
is that driving time usually spans at least several minutes
(10-min driving reported in [23]) so we
exploit time factor
m t
t to have Pt = 1 − {1 − (1 − α)m }
below 0.01, where
Pt is the probability that there is any vehicle not covered
by others’ guard VP until time t. In this work, we use
α = 0.1, which makes Pt below 0.01 with 5-min driving.
Tracking process.
The tracker’s process can be formalized through target tracking algorithms [24, 25]. In
our VP-based traces, the tracker’s prediction only happens at the end of the currently tracking VP to link to
the next VP. We assume a strong adversary with perfect
knowledge of the initial position of target vehicle u such
that p(u, 0) = 1, where p(i,t) denotes the attacker’s belief
(probability) that location sample l(i,t) of time t belongs
to the vehicle currently tracked. At each VP start-time t,
predicted position lu (t) of target u is given based on the
last sample l( j,t − 1) of the previous VP. We derive the
tracker’s belief p(i,t) of target u in l(i,t) within possible
distance from lu (t) based on [23], which follows a probability model of distance deviation from the prediction and
this model ensures ∑i p(i,t) = 1 for any time t.
Location entropy. To measure the degree of privacy
under tracking, we use location entropy, defined as Ht =
∑i p(i,t) log p(i,t), a quantitative measure of the tracker’s
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Figure 11: Tracking success ratio.
uncertainty [11, 23]. Here, Ht measures the uncertainty
of correctly tracking a vehicle over time t. Lower values
of Ht indicate more certainty or lower privacy.
Tracking success ratio. To give more intuitive privacy
results, we also assess a tracking success ratio St , that measures the chance that the tracker’s belief, when tracking
target u over time t, is indeed true. Thus, St is equivalent
to p(u,t) of actual target u, since ∑i p(i,t) = 1 at any time
t. Note St is unknown to the tracker, who becomes unsure
which l(i,t) belongs to target u over time.
We collect a dataset of VPs
Privacy experiments.
created from 50-200 vehicles8 traveling in the area of
4×4km2 using ns-3 simulator. Fig 10 shows the average
entropy over time. We also plot the entropy without guard
VPs in the lowest density case (n = 50) as reference. Before ten minutes of driving, vehicles reach three bits of
location entropy in the sparse case of n = 50. In other
words, the tracker of a certain vehicle may suspect 8 different locations,9 but without knowing the exact location.
Fig 11 plots the average tracking success ratio over time.
We see that, in the sparse case of n = 50, the tracking success ratio decreases to 0.2 before ten minutes and further
drops below 0.1 before fifteen minutes. In the case without guard VPs, on the other hand, the tracking success
ratio still remains above 0.9 even after twenty minutes.
This result shows: (i) the privacy risk from anonymous location data in its raw form; and (ii) the privacy protection
via guard VPs in the VP database.
8 We
9X
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present large-scale evaluations later in Section 8.
bits of entropy corresponds roughly to 2X equally likely locations.

6.3

The Security of ViewMap

6.3.1

Attacks with a Large Number of Fake VPs

Attackers may submit fake VPs simply cheating locations
and times. Such VPs are immediately excluded from a
viewmap G unless linked to any legitimate ‘member’ VPs
of G. Attackers must have physically positioned themselves in space and time on G to obtain legitimate VPs of
G. This is a highly restrictive condition for attackers as
they cannot predict the future investigation on G.
Let us nonetheless consider the case of attackers with
such legitimate VPs on G. Under anonymity, the attackers
can easily generate and inject a large number of fake VPs
now all disguised as members of G. We further assume
that the attackers share their fake VPs to increase their
trust scores. To examine how ViewMap performs on such
attacks, we provide our analysis on trust scores and our
experiment results below.
Upper bounds of trust scores. Let DL (v) be the the
set of VPs that are reachable from VP v by following at
least L links. Similarly, we refer to the set of VPs that
are distant from all VPs in a given group G by at least L
links as DL (G) (i.e., DL (G) = ∩v∈G DL (v)). By adopting
Theorems 1 and 2 in [26], we obtain the upper bound for
the sum of trust scores over DL (G) as follows.
Lemma 1. Given a set T of trusted VPs, the sum of the
trust scores over all VPs in DL (T ) is at most α L . That is,
∑v∈DL (T ) Pv ≤ α L where Pv is the trust score of v.
Due to the above lemma, a VP not closer to a given
trusted VP than L links cannot have a trust score greater
than α L . It implies that a trust score decreases by at most
the ratio α to the minimum distance to a given trusted VP.
We next provide the upper bound of the sum of trusted
scores over all fake VPs in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let A and FA denote a set of attackers and
the set of fake VPs, generated by attackers in A to try a
colluding attack, respectively. The sum of trust scores
over FA is upper bounded as
α
|Ov ∩ FA |
(1)
∑ Pv ≤ 1 − α ∑ |Ov | Pv
v∈FA
v∈A
where Ov represents the neighbors of v.
The proof is given in the Appendix.
The above lemma suggests that attackers may achieve
high trust scores for fake VPs if attackers obtain high trust
scores for their legitimate VPs. Considering Lemma 1,
attackers can increase the chance of success in attacks if
they position their legitimate VPs close to a given trusted
VP. Furthermore, it shows that attackers will connect as
many links to fake VPs as possible to increase the term
|Ov ∩FA |
|Ov | in Inequation (1). Thus, the best strategy for an
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Figure 12: Verification result 1.

Figure 13: Verification result 2.

attacker is to connect every fake VP with its legitimate VP
directly (while not practically possible in our viewmap),
and the intuition leads us to the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Assuming that attackers in collusion generate and inject n fake VPs, the upper bound of trust score of
a fake VP positioned at the investigate site of a viewmap
|Ov ∩FA |
α
is 1n 1−α
Pv .
∑v∈A |O
v|
The above corollary suggests that injecting a large number of fake VPs is somewhat counterintuitively disadvantageous to attackers since their trust scores are distributed
over all fake VPs—the more fake VPs, the lower their
trust scores. Nevertheless, attackers have to create many
fake VPs to spread them over a wide area so that some can
reach the investigation site (publicly unknown), which in
turn decreases the chances of their success in attacks.
Verification experiments. We run experiments on synthetic geometric graphs, as viewmaps with 1000 legitimate VPs. We use 5 − 15% “human” colluding attackers
injecting fake VPs that outnumber legitimate VPs up by
500% (i.e., 5000 fake VPs). Fig. 12 shows the results
where accuracy indicates the cases that we correctly identify legitimate VPs during 1000 runs of each test. We
see that, only the attackers whose legitimate VPs are very
close to the trusted VP have the chance, albeit slight, of
successful attacks (Lemma 2) while injecting many fake
VPs rather decreases their chances (Corollary 1). In the
experiments, accuracy is nearly 99% except the case of
attackers in vicinity of the trusted VP (83% at worst). We
however argue that such a case is rare since attackers cannot predict the future, e.g., location/time of an incident.
We also consider another type of attacks where attackers
prepare a lot of dummy videos beforehand and use them
to obtain many legitimate VPs for a single viewmap. Fig.
13 shows that, under such a condition, accuracy is still
high above 95%. This is because the trust scores of attackers are upperbounded by their topological positions
within viewmap’s linkage structure (out of their control)
rather than their quantity.
6.3.2

False Linkage Attacks

ViewMap uses Bloom filters to validate VP linkage due
to its compact size. One key problem with Bloom filters
is false positives, leading to false linkage. ViewMap
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Figure 14: False linkage rate.

requires a low false linkage rate to prevent incorrect
links. Given our two-way neighborship checking, the
probability of false linkage is calculated as follows:

2nk 2k

p = 1 − 1 − m1
where m is a bit-array size, n
and k are the number of neighbor VPs and the number
of hash functions, respectively. Fig. 14 shows the false
linkage rate using an optimal number of hash functions
k = (m/n) ln 2. Considering the maximum possible number of vehicles encountered in 1 minute, we choose to
use m=2048 bits for our implementation. This has a false
linkage rate of 0.1% with 300 neighbor VPs.
Attackers may fabricate their VPs’ (Bloom filter) bitarrays with all 1, claiming that they are neighbors of all
other VPs. However, the validation of locations/times
between VPs as well as the two-way neighbor checking
prevent such attacks. Attackers may also try to poison
neighbor VPs’ (Bloom filter) bit-arrays to all 1, by sending out extremely many dummy VDs each associated with
different VP while driving. Such a poisoning attack can
be mitigated by limiting the number of neighbor VPs at
each vehicle.10

7

Experiments on Real Roads

7.1

Measurement Framework

Our field measurement aims to provide answers to the
following questions:
• Does our VP linkage reflect a line-of-sight (LOS)
characteristic in reality?
• What are the implications of such LOS properties on
(two-way) linked VPs and their videos?
Testbed implementation. Our DSRC testbed consists
of on-board units (deployed in a rear window), Raspberry
Pis with camera module (as dashcams), and Galaxy S5
phone (as a bridging device) as depicted in Fig. 18. We
make Raspberry Pis as ViewMap-enabled dashcams to
generate VDs of currently recording videos, which connects (via a Ethernet cable) to the DSRC OBU for VD
broadcast, also connects (via Bluetooth) to the Galaxy
phone installed with a Tor client [27] to anonymously
upload its past VPs to our server.
10 We

set the maximum number of neighbor VPs accepted at each
vehicle as 250 (neighbor vehicles) at this moment.
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Figure 18: Pictures of our in-vehicle setup.
Experiment settings. We conduct our experiments for
three weeks in the metropolitan area of Seoul, Korea. We
run experiments using two vehicles equipped with our
ViewMap-enabled DSRC testbeds under various environments: university campus, downtown, residential area,
and highways. Each vehicle, continuously recording the
real view using a Raspberry Pi’s camera (with realtime
processing of car plate blurring), sends out VD broadcast
messages every second. The transmission power is set to
14 dBm as recommended in [17]. In our experiments, we
make vehicles only upload to our server their actual VPs
in order to facilitate analyzing the relationship between
linked VPs and their videos.

7.2

Measurement Results

7.2.1

Clear Manifestation of Line-of-Sight Links

Fig. 15 shows the measurement result of VP linkage ratio
(VLR) on various environments. In the figure, VLRs of
the open road environment are consistently very high (>
99%), indicating that the range of VP linkage extends up
to 400m if no obstacle is on the way. Whereas, we see
that VLRs vary and decrease with distance in the other
scenarios. During the experiments, we observe that such
unlinkage occurs mostly when the vehicles are blocked by
buildings, or sometimes blocked by heavy vehicle traffic.
To inspect other factors that may affect VP linkage, we
analyze the reception of VDs at both vehicles. Fig. 16
shows a scatter plot of average PDR vs. RSSI obtained
from this experiment. It is generally true that higher RSSI
results in better PDRs. However, when RSSI values fall in
a range of -100 dBm to -80 dBm, we observe the fluctuating PDRs,11 making it a less likely impacting factor to VP
linkage. We also run experiments with different vehicle
speed to see whether vehicle mobility such as Doppler
effect affects VP linkage (Fig. 17). We see that, in each
highway scenario, VLRs are insensitive to velocity for
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Figure 17: Impact of traffic volume.

Scenario

Condition

VP linkage

On Video

Open road
Building 1
Intersection 1
Intersection 2
Overpass 1
Overpass 2
Traffic
Vehicle array
Pedestrians
Tunnels
Building 2
Double-deck bridge
House
Parking structure

LOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS
LOS/NLOS
NLOS
LOS
NLOS
LOS/NLOS
NLOS
LOS/NLOS
NLOS

100%
0%
100%
9%
84%
0%
61%
13%
100%
0%
39%
0%
56%
3%

100%
0%
93%
0%
77%
0%
52%
0%
100%
0%
18%
0%
51%
0%

Table 2: Summary of our measurement results.
any given separation distance. We rather observe that traffic density on the road affects VP linkage. In our highway
experiments, we obtain high(/low) VLRs when the traffic
volume is heavy(/light). This result suggests that blockage
by heavy vehicle traffic is also likely a impacting factor.
From this set of experiments, we observe that distance,
RSSI, and vehicle mobility have little impact on VLRs,
rather line-of-sight condition appears a dominating factor
to VP linkage.
7.2.2

Strong Correlation between Linked VPs and
Contents of Their Videos

To further examine our observation, we conduct a set of
semi-controlled experiments. We carefully select various
locations where two vehicles are situated in line-of-sight
(LOS) or non line-of-sight (NLOS) or mixed conditions.
We measure VLRs to analyze how such conditions affect
VP linkage. Table 2 presents the measurement summary
from those various scenarios (Pictures of some of our
senarios are given in Fig. 19). As shown in the table, our
measurements demonstrate that obstacles, especially artificial structures (e.g., buildings and bridges) in vehicular
environments cause significant impact on VP linkage.
Given LOS-based VP linkage, we investigate the relationship between linked VPs and their videos. We review
the videos taken by the vehicles in the experiments, and
discover that, either vehicle appears on the other’s video
only when two VPs (of two vehicles) are linked. The results are reported in Table 2, where ‘On Video’ indicates
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Figure 19: Pictures of our experiments.
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Figure 20: Correlation of VP links and video contents.
the case that either video of two time-aligned VPs captured the other vehicle at least for a moment. We see clear
dependency between VP linkage and video contents.
To further validate our analysis, we quantify the degree
of association between two events, i.e., linkage between
two VPs and visibility on their videos, using the Pearson
correlation coefficient [28] as a function of the separation
distances across all the data collected from the experiments. The result is shown in Fig. 20, and exhibits a
strong degree of association. The correlation varies from
0.7 to 0.9, indicating that VP linkage is indeed associated
with the shared “view”. This also suggests that when a
vehicle involved in a traffic accident has its own VPu , then
videos of the neighbor VPs that are linked to VPs highly
likely captured the accident.

8

Evaluation

To evaluate ViewMap in a large-scale environment, we
run simulations using traffic traces.
Simulation setting. We use the network simulator ns3 [29] based on traffic traces of 1000 vehicles obtained
from SUMO [30]. We extract a street map (8×8km2 )
of the city of Seoul via OpenStreetMap [31]. Output of
each simulation is a collection of VPs (each for 1-min).
Given those VPs, we construct viewmaps, each of which
corresponds to a single 1-min during simulation time.
Simulation results. We first examine the features of
such traffic-derived viewmaps. To give a feel for how
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(b) Vehicle speed: 70km/h

Figure 21: Viewmaps from traffic traces.
they actually look, Fig. 21 depicts viewmaps12 built from
VPs of our simulations where all vehicles move at an
average speed of 50km/h (Fig. 21a) and an average speed
of 70km/h (Fig. 21b), respectively. Fig. 22c shows the
average contact interval between vehicles. We see that
contact intervals are not very short in general. This result
suggests that vehicles have sufficient time to establish VP
links with nearby vehicles as long as they are in line-ofsight condition. Fig. 22f quantifies the viewmaps. We see
the some VPs, albeit a few (<3%), are isolated from the
viewmaps. We point out that building a viewmap does
not require every VP in the area to join. We rather expect
that such a case is normal when ViewMap is deployed.
We assess the privacy of the collected VP dataset
against tracking as in Section 6. We here present the
results of the mix speed scenario as the other cases show
similar trends. Fig. 22a shows the average entropy over
time. Before ten minutes of driving, vehicles reach eight
bits of location entropy, implying that the tracker of a
certain vehicle may suspect 256 different locations not
knowing exactly where to locate it. Fig. 22b plots the average tracking success ratio over time. It decreases to 0.1
before three minutes and further drops nearly 0.01 before
ten minutes. Whereas, it still remains above 0.9 even after
twenty minutes without guard VPs. This conforms to the
privacy results in a sparser environment given in Section
6 and demonstrates privacy protection in the VP database.
To evaluate the verification performance of the trafficderived viewmaps, we create fake VPs in the same way
as described in Section 6. The results are averaged over
1000 runs of each test set. Fig. 22d plots the verification
accuracy in face of fake VPs that outnumber the legitimate ones in the viewmaps. The results confirm the high
accuracy—100% in most cases and 82% at worst in the
special case of attackers in vicinity of the trusted VP. This
is consistent with our analysis in Section 6. We again
note that such a case is rare and is a highly restrictive
condition for attackers as they cannot predict the future
investigation. We also plot the verification accuracy under
concentration attacks in Fig. 22e, where each attacker, in
a given viewmap, possess as many as 125 legitimate but
dummy VPs and create a large number of fake VPs. The
result shows that accuracy is still high above 95%. As
12 The

shape of the viewmap reflects the actual road network of a
certain area of Seoul that we use for simulations.
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Figure 22: Simulation results from different scenarios.
explained, the trust scores of attackers are upperbounded
by their topological positions within viewmap’s linkage
structure (out of their control) rather than their quantity.

9

Related Work

Dashcam video sharing has received little attention so far
in the research communities. Recent survey studies [6, 7]
find that people with greater privacy concerns have lower
reciprocal altruism and justice motive, but have higher
monetary motive. These findings have significant implications on the design of dashcam video sharing systems,
and ViewMap takes them as design elements.
There have been many proposals on location privacy
in a mobile environment, and they focus on hiding users’
true positions in the context of location-based services
(LBS). k-anonymity [32] hides a user’s location by using a large region that encloses a group of k users in
space, instead of a single GPS coordinate. This however decreases spatial accuracy. CliqueCloak [33] uses a
smaller region but waits for k different users in the same
region. This delay compromises temporal accuracy. Mixzones [13] makes users’ paths indistinguishable if they
coincide in space and time. However, such space-time
intersections are not common, especially with frequent
and high-accuracy location reports as in our ViewMap.
Path confusion [23] resolves the mix-zones’ space-time
problem by incorporating a delay in revealing users’ locations. This delay also compromises temporal accuracy in
location data. CacheCloak [11] eliminates such delay via
users’ predicted location reports. Their goal is to hide user
identities, but users’ claimed positions are not verified.
Existing location verification techniques aim to localize
users’ positions or to determine the legitimacy of users’
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location claims. They perform location verification in
various ways, from using ultrasound communication [34],
to multilateration via infrastructure such as base stations
[35, 36] or sensor nodes [37], to directional antenna [38].
Because their objective is to verify users’ locations, users
are more authenticated rather than anonymized—location
privacy is not guaranteed.

10

Conclusion

This paper introduces ViewMap, an automated public
service system that enables sharing of dashcam videos
while preserving user privacy. The key insight is: (i) to
leverage line-of-sight properties of DSRC to link between
videos, in their compact form of view profiles (VPs), that
share the same sight while driving; and (ii) to exploit
inter-vehicle communications to create path confusion for
protection against tracking. We use such LOS-based VP
links to build a viewmap around a given incident, and
identify videos that are worth reviewing. We demonstrate
the feasibility of ViewMap via real road experiments. Our
evaluation of ViewMap shows high degree of user privacy
(tracking success ratio < 0.1%) and high verification accuracy (> 95%). In a broader scope, our solution explores to
share private, location-dependent data without resorting
to existing infrastructure such as 3G/4G networks where
user identities may be exposed.
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A

Detailed Description of Untraceable Rewarding

The system S posts VP identifier Ru (of reviewed video u)
marked as ‘request for reward’, and corresponding user
A obtains the virtual cash that is made untraceable using
blind signatures via an anonymous channel as follows:
A −→ S :

VPu , Qu .

S −→ A :

+ α ∑u∈Ov ∩A |OPuu | . Thus, we get

Pu
|O
u|
v∈FA u∈Ov

v∈FA

Pv
Pv
= α ∑ Pv − ∑ ∑
+∑ ∑
v∈FA
v∈EA u∈A |Ov |
v∈A u∈EA |Ov |

!

|Ov ∩ EA |
Pv
|Ov |
v∈A

∑ Pv + α ∑

v∈FA

B(H(m1u ), ru1 ), ..., B(H(mnu ), run )
{B(H(m1u ), ru1 )}K − , ..., {B(H(mnu ), rub )}K −
S
S

Pu
|Ou |

∑ Pv = α ∑ ∑

≤α

S −→ A : n
A −→ S :

Pv = α ∑u∈Ov ∩FA

Since Ov ∩ EA is identical to Ov ∩ FA with v ∈ A, it is
simple to draw the upper bound of ∑v∈FA Pv presented in
Inequation (1).

where Qu is a secret number for video u (Ru = H(Qu ))
chosen by A when generating VPu . Upon validation of VPu and Qu against u, the system notifies A
of the amount of virtual cash (in a predefined monetary unit), n, for video u. Then, A generates n
pairs of random messages and their blinding secrets
(m1u , ru1 ), ..., (mnu , run ), and sends the system S their blinded
version B(H(m1u ), ru1 ), ..., B(H(mnu ), run ) where B(·) is the
blinding operation. The system S returns the messages
signed with its private key KS− without knowing their
‘blinded’ contents. Then, A unblinds each of the signed
messages as follows:
U({B(H(miu ), rui )}K − ) = {H(miu )}K −
S

S

where U(·) is the unblinding operation that requires the
blinding secret rui (only known to A). This unblinded
signature-message pair ({H(miu )}K − , miu ) results in one
S
unit of virtual cash. When A presents it for payment,
anyone can verify (i) its authenticity via S’ signature
and (ii) its freshness via double-spending checking on
miu , but fails to associate A with his/her video u. Even
the system S cannot derive the link between A’s virtual
cash ({H(miu )}K − , miu ) and video u’s blinded message
S

B(H(miu ), rui ) without the blinding secret rui , hence untraceable.

B

Proof of Lemma 2

Proof. Suppose that v is a fake VP in FA . Then, the static
trust score in for v must be zero because v is clearly not
legitimate. By the recursive definition of TrustRank for
an individual VP v, we obtain
Pv = α

Pu
.
|O
u|
u∈Ov

∑

(2)

Let EA be a subset of FA in which each VP is directly
linked by an attacker in A. With an exception for the VPs
in EA , summing Equation (2) for all fake VPs in FA is
the same as we add |OPuu | repeatedly |Ou | times for every
u ∈ FA . Note that for v ∈ EA , Equation (2) is shown as
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Abstract
Numerous exploits of client-server protocols and applications involve modifying clients to behave in ways that
untampered clients would not, such as crafting malicious
packets. In this paper, we develop a system for verifying
in near real-time that a cryptographic client’s message
sequence is consistent with its known implementation.
Moreover, we accomplish this without knowing all of
the client-side inputs driving its behavior. Our toolchain
for verifying a client’s messages explores multiple candidate execution paths in the client concurrently, an innovation useful for aspects of certain cryptographic protocols such as message padding (which will be permitted
in TLS 1.3). In addition, our toolchain includes a novel
approach to symbolically executing the client software
in multiple passes that defers expensive functions until
their inputs can be inferred and concretized. We demonstrate client verification on OpenSSL and BoringSSL to
show that, e.g., Heartbleed exploits can be detected without Heartbleed-specific filtering and within seconds of
the first malicious packet. On legitimate traffic our verification keeps pace with Gmail-shaped workloads, with
a median lag of 0.85s.

1

Introduction

Tampering with clients in client-server protocols or applications is an ingredient in numerous abuses. These
abuses can involve exploits on the server directly, or manipulation of application state for which the client is authoritative. An example of the former is the high-profile
Heartbleed [14] vulnerability, which enabled a tampered
SSL client to extract contents of server memory. An example of the latter is an “invalid command” game cheat
that permits a client greater powers in the game [36].
The ideal defense would be to implement formally
verified servers that incorporate all necessary input validation and application-specific checking. However,
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in practice, current production servers have codebases
too large to retrofit into a formally verified model (see
Sec. 2). Take for example the continued discovery of critical failures of input validation in all major implementations of Transport Layer Security (TLS) [24]. Despite
extensive review, it has been difficult to perfectly implement even “simple” input validation [28], let alone all
higher-level program logic that could affect authentication or could compromise the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive data [27].
Since it is generally impossible to anticipate all such
abuses, in this paper we explore a holistic approach to
validating client behavior as consistent with a sanctioned
client program’s source code. In this approach, a behavioral verifier monitors each client message as it is delivered to the server, to determine whether the sequence
of messages received from the client so far is consistent
with the program the client is believed to be running and
the messages that the server has sent to the client (Fig. 1).
Performing this verification is challenging primarily because inputs or nondeterministic events at the client may
be unknown to the verifier, and thus, the verifier must deduce (via a solver) whether there exist inputs that could
have driven the client software to send the messages it
did. Furthermore, some of those inputs may be protected
by cryptographic guarantees (private keys in asymmetric
cryptography), and maliciously crafted fields may themselves be hidden by encryption, as with Heartbleed.
Given:

P : Client Program
M : Network Message
Not Given:

I : Client Inputs

YES

✓

Legitimate

NO

X

Potentially
Malicious

Question:

Could P have
produced M ?

Figure 1: Abstracted behavioral verification problem.
Our central contribution is to show that legitimate
cryptographic client behavior can in fact be verified, not
against a simplified protocol model but against the client
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source code. Intuitively, we limit an attacker to only
behaviors that could be effected by a legitimate client.
We believe this advance to be important: in showing that
messages from a client can be quickly verified as legitimate or potentially malicious, we narrow the time between zero-day exploit and detection to mere seconds.
This is significant, since in the case of Heartbleed, for
example, the bug was introduced in March 2012 and disclosed in April 2014, a window of vulnerability of two
years. During this time, few production networks were
even monitoring the relevant TLS Heartbeat records, let
alone were configured to detect this misbehavior.
Our examination of 70 OpenSSL CVEs from 20142016 showed that 23 out of 37 TLS/DTLS server-side
vulnerabilities required tampering with feasible client
behavior as an ingredient in exploitation. The vulnerabilities comprised input validation failures, memory errors, data leaks, infinite loops, downgrades, and invalid
authorization. Our technique accomplishes verification
with no vulnerability-specific configuration and, indeed,
could have discovered all of these client exploit attempts
even prior to the vulnerabilities’ disclosure.
Following several other works in verification of client
messages when some client-side values are unknown
(see Sec. 2), our strategy is to use symbolic execution [7]
to trace the client execution based on the messages received so far from the client (and the messages the server
has sent to it). When the verifier, in tracing client execution, operates on a value that it does not know (a “symbolic” value), it considers all possibilities for that value
(e.g., branching in both directions if a branch statement
involves a symbolic variable) and records constraints
on those symbolic values implied by the execution path
taken. Upon an execution path reaching a message send
point in the client software, the verifier reconciles the
accumulated constraints on that execution path with the
next message received from the client. If the path does
not contradict the message, then the message is confirmed as consistent with some valid client execution.
We advance this body of research in two ways.
1. Prior research on this form of client verification has
primarily focused on carefully prioritizing candidate
paths through the client in the hopes of finding one
quickly to validate the message trace observed so far.
This prioritization can itself be somewhat expensive
(e.g., involving edit-distance computations on execution paths) and prone to error, in which case the
verifier’s search costs grow dramatically (e.g., [10]).
Here we instead use parallelism to explore candidate paths concurrently, in lieu of sophisticated path
prediction. In Sec. 6, we highlight one aspect of
cryptographic protocols for which efficiently validating client-side behavior depends on being able to explore multiple execution fragments in parallel, namely
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execution fragments reflecting plaintexts of different
sizes, when the true plaintext size is hidden by message padding (as in SSH and draft TLS 1.3). In this
case, predicting the plaintext length is not possible
from the ciphertext length, by design, and so exploring different candidate lengths in parallel yields substantial savings.
2. When verifying the behavior of a client in a cryptographic protocol such as TLS, the search for a
client execution path to explain the next client message can be stymied by paths that contain cryptographic functions for which some inputs are unknown
(i.e., symbolic). The symbolic execution of, e.g.,
the AES block cipher with an unknown message or
a modular exponentiation with an unknown exponent is simply too costly. Every message-dependent
branch in the modular exponentiation routine would
need to be explored, and the large circuit representation of AES would result in unmanageably complex
formulas. In Sec. 5 we thus describe a multi-pass
algorithm for exploring such paths, whereby userspecified “prohibitive” functions are bypassed temporarily until their inputs can be deduced through reconciliation with the client message; only then is the
function explored (concretely). In cases where those
inputs can never be inferred—as would be the case for
an ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key, for example—the
system outputs the assumption required for the verification of the client message to be correct, which can
be discharged from a whitelist of assumptions. Aside
from these assumptions, our verification is exact: the
verifier accepts if and only if the client is compliant.
Our technique, while not completely turnkey, does not
require detailed knowledge of the protocol or application being verified. For example, the specification of prohibitive functions and a matching whitelist of permissible assumptions is straightforward in our examples: the
prohibitive functions are simply the AES block cipher,
hash functions, and elliptic curve group operations; and
the whitelist amounts to the assumption that a particular value sent by the client is in the elliptic-curve group
(which the server is required to check [26]). Aside from
specifying the prohibitive functions and the whitelist, the
other needed steps are identifying network send and receive points, minor syntactic modifications to prepare the
client software for symbolic execution (see Appendix B),
and, optionally, “stubbing out” calls to software that are
irrelevant to the analysis (e.g., printf). In the case of
validating TLS client behavior, we also leverage a common diagnostic feature on servers: logging session keys
to enable analysis of network captures.
We show that client verification can coarsely keep
pace with a workload equivalent to an interactive Gmail
session running over TLS 1.2, as implemented by
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OpenSSL and BoringSSL. Verification averages 49ms
per TLS record on a 3.2GHz processor, with 85% completing within 36ms and 95% completing within 362ms.
Taking into account the bursts of network activity in
Gmail traffic, and that a client-to-server record cannot begin verification until all previous client-to-server
records are verified, the median verification lag between
the receipt of a client-to-server record and its successful
verification is 0.85s. We also show that our technique
similarly keeps pace with TLS 1.2 connections modified
to use message padding, a draft TLS 1.3 [30] feature that
introduces costs that our parallel approach overcomes.
Our verifier compares client messages against a specific client implementation, and so it is most appropriate
in scenarios where an expected client implementation is
known. For example, while a plethora of TLS implementations exist on the open internet, only a few TLS clients
are likely to be part of a corporate deployment where installed software is tightly controlled. Knowledge of the
implementation might also arise by the client revealing
its identification string explicitly (e.g., SSH [38]) or by
particulars of its handshake (e.g., TLS [1]). That said,
we have also made progress on generalizing our verifier
to apply across multiple minor revisions (see Sec. 7).

2

Related Work

The most closely related work is due to Bethea et al. [3]
and Cochran and Reiter [10]. These works develop algorithms to verify the behavior of (non-cryptographic)
client applications in client-server settings, as we do
here. Bethea et al. adopted a wholly offline strategy,
owing to the expense of their techniques. Cochran and
Reiter improved the method by which a verifier searches
for a path through the client program that is consistent
with the messages seen by the verifier so far. By leveraging a training phase and using observed messages to
provide hints as to the client program paths that likely
produced those messages, their technique achieved improved verification latencies but still fell far short of being able to keep pace with, e.g., highly interactive games.
Their approach would not work for cryptographic protocols such as those we consider here, since without
substantial protocol-specific tuning, the cryptographic
protections would obscure information in messages on
which their technique depends for generating these hints.
Several other works have sought to verify the behavior
of clients in client-server protocols. Most permit false
rejections or acceptances since they verify client behavior against an abstract (and so imprecise) model of the
client program (e.g., [16, 17]), versus an actual client
program as we do here. Others seek exact results as we
do, but accomplish this by modifying the client to send
all inputs it processes to the verifier, allowing the verifier
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to simply replay the client on those inputs [34]. In our
work, we verify actual client implementations and introduce no additional messaging overhead. Proxies for inferring web-form parameter constraints when a web form
is served to a client, to detect parameter-tampering attacks when the form values are returned [32], also provide exact detection. However, this work addresses only
stateless clients and does so without attention to cryptographically protected traffic. Our work permits stateful
clients and specifically innovates to overcome challenges
associated with cryptographic protocols.
Also related to our goals are works focused on verifying the correctness of outsourced computations. Recent examples, surveyed by Walfish and Blumberg [35],
permit a verifier to confirm (probabilistically) that an untrusted, remote party performed the outsourced computation correctly, at a cost to the verifier that is smaller than
it performing the outsourced computation itself. Since
we approach the problem from the opposite viewpoint
of a well-resourced verifier (e.g., running with the server
in a cloud that the server owner trusts), our techniques
do not offer this last property. However, ours requires
no changes to the party being verified (in our case, the
client), whereas these other works increase the computational cost for the party being verified by orders of magnitude (e.g., see [35, Fig. 5]). Another area of focus in
this domain has been reducing the privacy impact of the
extra information sent to the verifier to enable verification (e.g., [29]). Since our technique does not require
changes to the messaging behavior of the application at
all, our technique does not suffer from such drawbacks.
More distantly related is progress on proving security
of reference implementations of cryptographic protocols
relative to cryptographic assumptions (e.g., miTLS, a reference implementation of TLS in F# [5]) or of modules
that can be incorporated into existing implementations to
ensure subsets of functionality (e.g., state-machine compliance [4]). Our work instead seeks to prove a property
of the messages in an interaction, namely that these messages are consistent with a specified client implementation. As such, our techniques show nothing about the
intrinsic security of the client (or server) implementation
itself; nevertheless, they are helpful in detecting a broad
range of common exploit types, as we show here. Our
techniques are also immediately applicable to existing
production protocol implementations.

3

Background and Goals

A client-server protocol generates messages msg0 , msg1 ,
. . ., some from the client and some sent by the server. Our
goal is to construct a verifier to validate the client behavior as represented in the message sequence; the server
is trusted. We assume that the client is single-threaded
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and that the message order reflects the order in which the
client sent or received those messages, though neither of
these assumptions is fundamental. 1 Our technique is not
dependent on a particular location for the verifier, though
for the purposes of this paper, we assume it is near the
server, acting as a passive network tap.
Borrowing terminology from prior work [10], the task
of the verifier is to determine whether there exists an execution prefix of the client that is consistent with the messages msg0 , msg1 , . . ., as defined below.
Definition 1. Execution Prefix. An execution prefix Π
is a sequence of client instructions that begins at the
client entry point and follows valid branching behavior
in the client program. The sequence may include calls to
POSIX send() and recv(), which are considered “network I/O instructions” and denoted SEND and RECV.
Definition 2. Consistency. An execution prefix Πn is
consistent with msg0 , msg1 , . . ., msgn , iff:
• Πn contains exactly n + 1 network I/O instructions
{γ0 , ..., γn }, with possibly other instructions.
• ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, direction(γi ) matches the direction of
msgi , where direction(SEND) is client-to-server and
direction(RECV) is server-to-client.
• The branches taken in Πn were possible under the
assumption that msg0 , msg1 ,. . ., msgn were the messages sent and received.
Consistency of Πn with msg0 , msg1 ,. . ., msgn requires
that the conjunction of all symbolic postconditions at
SEND instructions along Πn be satisfiable, once concretized using contents of messages msg0 , msg1 ,. . ., msgn
sent and received on that path.
The verifier attempts to validate the sequence msg0 ,
msg1 , . . . incrementally, i.e., by verifying the sequence
msg0 , msg1 , . . ., msgn starting from an execution prefix Πn−1 found to be consistent with msg0 , msg1 , . . .,
msgn−1 , and appending to it an execution fragment that
yields an execution prefix Πn consistent with msg0 ,
msg1 , . . ., msgn . Specifically, an execution fragment is
a nonempty sequence of client instructions (i) beginning
at the client entry point, a SEND, or a RECV in the client
software, (ii) ending at a SEND or RECV, and (iii) having no intervening SEND or RECV instructions. If there
is no execution fragment that can be appended to Πn−1
to produce a Πn consistent with msg0 , msg1 , . . ., msgn ,
then the search resumes by backtracking to find another
1 The verifier can optimistically assume the order in which it observes the messages is that in which the client sent or received them,
which will often suffice to validate a legitimate client even if not strictly
true, particularly when the client-server protocol operates in each direction independently (as in TLS). In other cases, the verifier could explore
other orders when verification with the observed order fails. Moreover,
several works (e.g., [8, 2]) have made progress on symbolic execution
of multi-threaded programs.
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execution prefix Π̂n−1 consistent with msg0 , msg1 , . . .,
msgn−1 , from which the search resumes for an execution
fragment to extend it to yield a Π̂n consistent with msg0 ,
msg1 , . . ., msgn . Only after all such attempts fail can the
client behavior be declared invalid.
Determining if a program can output a given value is
only semidecidable (recursively enumerable); i.e., while
valid client behavior can be declared as such in finite
time, invalid behavior cannot, in general. Thus, an “invalid” declaration may require a timeout on the verification process.2 However, our primary concern in this
paper is verifying the behavior of valid clients quickly.

4

Parallel Client Verification

As discussed above, upon receipt of message msgn , the
verifier searches for an execution fragment with which to
extend execution prefix Πn−1 (consistent with msg0 , . . .,
msgn−1 ) to create an execution prefix Πn that is consistent with msg0 , . . ., msgn . Doing so at a pace that keeps
up with highly interactive applications remains a challenge (e.g., [10]). We observe, however, that multiple
execution fragments can be explored concurrently. This
permits multiple worker threads to symbolically execute
execution fragments simultaneously, while coordinating
their activities through data structures to ensure that they
continue to examine new fragments in priority order. In
this section, we give an overview of our parallel verification algorithm; this algorithm is detailed in Appendix A.
In this algorithm, a state σ represents a snapshot of
execution in a virtual machine, including all constraints
(path conditions) and memory objects, which include the
contents (symbolic or concrete) of registers, the stack
and the heap. We use σ.cons to represent the constraints
accumulated during the execution to reach σ, and σ.nxt
to represent the next instruction to be executed from σ.
The verifier produces state σn by symbolically executing
the execution prefix Πn .
The algorithm builds a binary tree of Node objects.
Each node nd has a field nd.path to record a path of instructions in the client; a field nd.state that holds a symbolic state; children fields nd.child0 and nd.child1 that
point to children nodes; and a field nd.saved that will be
described in Sec. 5. The tree is rooted with a node nd
holding the state nd.state = σn−1 and nd.path = Πn−1 .
The two children of a node nd in the tree extend nd.path
through the next symbolic branch (i.e., branch instruction with a symbolic condition). One child node holds
a state with a constraint that maintains that the branch
condition implies false, and the other child node’s state
holds a constraint that indicates that the branch condition
2 Nevertheless, our tool declares our tested exploit traces as invalid
within several seconds, after exhaustive exploration of the state space.
See Sec. 6.1.
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Figure 2: Example node tree.
is true. The algorithm succeeds by finding a fragment
with which to extend Πn−1 to yield Πn if, upon extending a path, it encounters a network I/O instruction that
yields a state with constraints that do not contradict msgn
being the network I/O instruction’s message.
The driving goal of our algorithm is to enable concurrent exploration of multiple states in the node tree. To
this end, our algorithm uses multiple threads; one executes a node scheduler and the others are worker threads,
each assigned to one node in the node tree at a time (chosen by the node scheduler, which manages the prioritized
heap of unassigned nodes). Fig. 2 shows an example assignment of four workers to multiple nodes in a node tree
rooted at σn−1 . White nodes with dashed outlines are
dead and represent intermediate states that no longer exist. A node is dead if its accumulated constraints reach a
contradiction or it has generated children nodes and delivered them to the node scheduler. Black nodes are active and are currently being explored by worker threads.
Dark-gray nodes are being prioritized by the node scheduler and are still live. If there are worker threads that are
ready to process a node, they will take their next node
from a prioritized queue of the live nodes. Light-gray
nodes are infant nodes that have just been produced by a
worker thread and not yet prioritized by the node scheduler. We can see that worker W4 recently hit a symbolic
branch condition and created two infant nodes. The other
workers are likely processing straight-line code.
In our design and experiments, the number of worker
threads is a fixed parameter provided to the verifier. Because the verification task is largely CPU-bound, in our
experience it is not beneficial to use more worker threads
than the number of logical CPU cores, and in some cases,
fewer worker threads than cores are necessary.

5

Multipass Client Verification

Concurrent exploration of execution fragments can be
highly beneficial to the speed of validating legitimate
client behavior in cryptographic protocols, as we will
show in Sec. 6.3. Nevertheless, there remain chal-
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lenges to verifying cryptographic clients that no reasonable amount of parallelization can overcome, since doing
so would be tantamount to breaking some of the underlying cryptographic primitives. In this section, we introduce a strategy for client verification that can overcome
these hurdles for practical protocols such as TLS.
The most obvious challenge is encrypted messages. To
make sense of these messages, the verifier needs to be
given the symmetric session key under which they are encrypted. Fortunately, existing implementations of, e.g.,
OpenSSL servers, enable logging session keys to support
analysis of network captures, and so we rely on such facilities to provide the session key to the verifier. Given
this, it is theoretically straightforward to reverse the encryption on a client-to-server message mid-session—just
as the server can—but that capability does surprisingly
little to itself aid the verification of the client’s behavior, as higher-level protocol logic often composes cryptographic primitives in complex ways. Indeed, stateof-the-art servers routinely fail to detect problems with
the message sequence received from a client, as demonstrated by numerous such CVEs [24].
We thus continue with our strategy of incrementally
building an execution prefix Π in the client software as
each message is received by the verifier to validate the
client’s behavior. The verifier injects the logged session key into the execution prefix at the point where
the key would first be generated by the client. Still,
however, the number of execution fragments that need
to be explored in cryptographic client implementations
is far too large to be overcome by concurrent exploration alone, when other inputs to cryptographic algorithms can be symbolic. Some of these (e.g., a message plaintext, once decrypted) could be injected by
the verifier like the session key is, but in our experience, configuring where to inject what values would require much more client-implementation-specific knowledge and bookkeeping than injecting just the session key
does. This is in part due to the many layers in which
cryptography is applied in modern protocols; e.g., in
the TLS handshake, multiple messages are hashed to
form the plaintext of another message, which is then
encrypted and authenticated. Even worse, other values,
e.g., a client’s ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key, will never
be available to a verifier (or server) and so cannot be injected into an execution prefix.
These observations motivate a design whereby the verifier skips specified functions that would simply be too
expensive to execute with symbolic inputs. Specifying
such prohibitive functions need not require substantial
client-implementation-specific or even protocol-specific
knowledge; in our experience with TLS, for example, it
suffices to specify basic cryptographic primitives such as
modular exponentiation, block ciphers, and hash func-
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tions as prohibitive. Once specified as prohibitive, the
function is skipped by the verifier if any of its inputs are
symbolic, producing a symbolic result instead. Once reconciled with the message sequence msg0 , . . ., msgn under
consideration, however, the verifier can solve for some
values that it was previously forced to keep symbolic, after which it can go back and verify function computations
(concretely) it had previously skipped. Once additional
passes yield no new information, the verifier outputs any
unverified function computations (e.g., ones based on the
client’s ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key) as assumptions
on which the verification rests. Only if one of these assumptions is not true will our verifier erroneously accept
this message trace. As we will see, these remaining assumptions for a protocol like TLS are minimal.

5.1

User configuration

To be designated prohibitive, a function must meet certain requirements: it must have no side effects other
than altering its own parameters (or parameter buffers if
passed by reference) and producing a return value; given
the same inputs, it must produce the same results; and
it must be possible to compute the sizes of all output
buffers as a function of the sizes of the input buffers.
A function should be specified as prohibitive if it would
produce unmanageably complex formulas, such as when
the function has a large circuit representation. A function should also be specified as prohibitive if executing it
on symbolic inputs induces a large number of symbolic
states, due to branching that depends on input values. For
example, a physics engine might contain signal processing functions that should be marked prohibitive.
In our case studies, the prohibitive functions are cryptographic functions such as the AES block cipher or
SHA-256. We stress, however, that the user need not
know how these primitives are composed into a protocol.
We illustrate this in Appendix B, where we show the user
configuration needed for verifying the OpenSSL client,
including the specification of the prohibitive functions.
(The configuration for BoringSSL is similar.)
Specifying prohibitive functions generalizes the normal procedure used by symbolic execution to inject symbolic inputs into the program. The user normally designates “user input” functions (such as getchar) as symbolic, so that each one is essentially replaced with a function that always returns a symbolic, unconstrained value
of the appropriate size. The random number generators,
client-side inputs (i.e., stdin), and functions that return
the current time are also typically so designated. The
user configuration for prohibitive functions simply extends this mechanism so that some of these functions do
not always return symbolic outputs, but return concrete
outputs when their inputs are fully concrete.
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5.2

Algorithm overview

The multipass verification algorithm works as follows,
when verifying a message msgn starting from Πn−1 . The
algorithm expands the binary tree of nodes as described
in Sec. 4, with two main differences. First, if the next
instruction is a call to a prohibitive function, it is treated
as follows: If the prohibitive function is being called with
any symbolic input buffers, then its execution is skipped
and its outputs are instantiated with fully symbolic output
buffers of the appropriate size. If, on the other hand, the
prohibitive function is being called with only concrete
inputs, then the called function is executed concretely.
Second, upon hitting a network instruction that is consistent with msgn , the accumulated constraints are saved
in a field nd.saved for the node nd that encountered the
network instruction. The execution fragment represented
by nd is then replayed (starting from Πn−1 ), again skipping any prohibitive functions encountered with symbolic inputs and concretely executing any encountered
with only concrete inputs. Upon hitting the network
instruction again, the algorithm compares the previous constraints (saved in nd.saved) with the constraints
σ .cons accumulated in the re-execution. If no new constraints have been gathered, then additional re-executions
of the execution fragment will similarly gather no new
constraints. As such, the execution fragment is appended
to Πn−1 to create Πn , since it is consistent with all of
msg0 , . . . , msgn , and the algorithm terminates. Any prohibitive functions that were never concretely executed result in an assumption on which the verification rests—
specifically, that there is some input to each such prohibitive function that is consistent with the constraints
implied by Πn and msg0 , . . . , msgn .
Note that the multipass algorithm for msgn does not reexamine prohibitive functions that were skipped within
Πn−1 . In cases where this is desired, lazy constraint generation provides a mechanism to do so, as described in
Appendix C.

5.3

Detailed walk-through

We now provide a walk-through of this algorithm on
a trivial C client shown in Fig. 3a. This client multiplies
two of its inputs x and y, encrypts it using a third input
iv as an initialization vector, and sends both iv and the
encrypted value to the server. Our tool begins with a node
initialized to the client entry point and attempts to verify
(by spawning worker threads) that there exist inputs x, y,
and iv that would produce the output message msg0 =
0x12349DAC that was observed over the network.
The worker thread that first reaches the SEND has, by
that time, accumulated constraints σ .cons as specified in
Fig. 3b. Note, however, that it has no constraints relat-
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void Client ( int x , int y , int iv ) {
int p = x * y ;
if ( x % 9 == 0) {
if ( y & 1 == 1) {
int s = AES ( iv );
int c = p ^ s ;
SEND ( iv , c );
}
}
}
(a) Example client code

Initial State:

x % 9 == 0

x = ?, y = ?, iv = ?
FALSE

TRUE

Learned Constraints:

y & 1 == 1
FALSE

TRUE

AES(iv)

p
x
y
c

=
%
&
=

x
9
1
p

*
=
=
^

y
0
1
s

iv = 0x1234
c = 0x9DAC

𝜎. cons
nd.saved

Message to Verify:
SEND(iv, c)

𝑚𝑠𝑔0 = 0x12349DAC

(b) Pass one
Initial State:
x = ?, y = ?
iv = 0x1234, c = 0x9DAC

x % 9 == 0
TRUE

Learned Constraints:

y & 1 == 1
TRUE

AES(iv)
SEND(iv, c)

p = x * y
x % 9 = 0
y & 1 = 1
c = p ^ s
iv = 0x1234
c = 0x9DAC
s = 0x2343
p = 0xBEEF

𝜎. cons
≡
nd.saved

Message to Verify:
𝑚𝑠𝑔0 = 0x12349DAC

(c) Pass two

Figure 3: Example of multipass verification on a simple
client. σ .cons holds the constraints of the execution path
and accepted messages leading to the current state.

ing s (the output of AES(iv)) and iv, since AES was
designated as prohibitive and skipped (since iv is symbolic). After reconciling these constraints with the message msg0 = 0x12349DAC, the verifier records nd.saved.
The verifier then re-executes from the root (Fig. 3c).
Since it now knows iv = 0x1234, this time it does
not skip AES and so computes s = 0x2343 and
0x9DAC = p ^ 0x2343, i.e., p = 0xBEEF. After this
pass, the constraints in nd.saved are still satisfiable (e.g.,
x = 0x9, y = 0x1537). A third pass would add no new
information, and so the thread updates the corresponding
execution prefix (nd.path) and state (nd.state).
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5.4

TLS example

We illustrate the behavior of the multipass algorithm on
TLS. Fig. 4 shows an abstracted subset of a TLS client
implementation of AES-GCM, running on a single block
of plaintext input. For clarity, the example omits details
such as the implicit nonce, the server ECDH parameters,
the generation of the four symmetric keys, and subsumes
the tag computation into the GHASH function. But in all
features shown, this walkthrough closely exemplifies the
multi-pass verification of a real-world TLS client.
In Fig. 4, the outputs observed by the verifier are the
client Diffie-Hellman parameter A, the initialization vector iv, the ciphertext c, and the AES-GCM tag t. The
unobserved inputs are the Diffie-Hellman private exponent a, the initialization vector iv, and the plaintext p.
We do assume access to the AES symmetric key k. Since
client verification is being performed on the server end of
the connection, we can use server state, including k.
In the first pass of symbolic execution (Fig. 4a), even
with knowledge of the AES symmetric key k, all prohibitive functions (ECDH, AES, GHASH) have at least
one symbolic input. So, the verifier skips them and produces unconstrained symbolic output for each. After the
first execution pass (Fig. 4b), the verifier encounters the
observed client outputs. Reconciling them with the accumulated constraints σ .cons yields concrete values for
A, t, c, and iv, but not the other variables.
The verifier then begins the second pass of symbolic
execution (Fig. 4c). Now, AES and GHASH both have
concrete inputs and so can be executed concretely. The
concrete execution of AES yields a concrete value for s,
which was not previously known. After the second execution pass (Fig. 4d), the verifier implicitly uses the new
knowledge of s to check that there is a p, the unobserved
plaintext value, that satisfies the constraints imposed by
observed output. Further passes yield no additional information, as no further symbolic inputs to prohibitive
functions can be concretized.
Note that the value of a, the client Diffie-Hellman
private exponent, is never computed. The verifier thus
outputs an assumption that there exists an a such that
ECDH(a) yields values A and k. As such, we do not detect
invalid curve attacks [19], for example; we discuss practical mitigations for this in Sec. 7.3. See Appendix B for
the whitelisting of this assumption for a real TLS client.
Note that no decryption mechanism is provided to the
verifier. The multipass mechanism automatically recovers the plaintext for stream ciphers and counter-mode
block ciphers such as AES-GCM. For other, less preferred modes such as CBC, the user can provide inverse
functions via a feature described in Appendix C.
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Figure 4: Multipass algorithm on a TLS client implementing an abstracted subset of AES-GCM. Rectangular blocks
are prohibitive functions; circles are variables. Shaded nodes are concrete values or functions executed with concrete
inputs. Unshaded nodes are symbolic values or skipped functions. In Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d, some values become concrete
when σ .cons is reconciled with msgn .

6

Evaluation

In this section we evaluate our implementation of the algorithms in Secs. 4–5. Our implementation is built on
a modified version of KLEE [9], a symbolic execution
engine for LLVM assembly instructions, and leverages
KLEE’s POSIX model, an expanded POSIX model used
by Cloud9 [8], and our own model of POSIX network
calls. We applied our implementation to verify OpenSSL
and BoringSSL clients. BoringSSL, a fork of OpenSSL
aiming to improve security and reduce complexity, incorporates changes to the API, thread safety, error handling,
and the protocol state machine—resulting in a code base
of 200,000 lines of code vs. OpenSSL’s 468,000. BoringSSL has been independently maintained since June
2014, and is now deployed throughout Google’s production services, Android, and Chrome [23].
Our evaluation goals were as follows. First, we ran a
one-worker verifier against two attacks on OpenSSL that
represent different classes of client misbehavior, to illustrate detection speed. Second, we load tested a singleworker verifier on a typical TLS 1.2 payload—the traffic generated by a Gmail session—to illustrate the performance of verifying legitimate client behavior. Third,
we increased the verification complexity to demonstrate
scalability to more complex protocols with larger client
state spaces, which we overcome using multiple workers.
We did this by verifying a TLS 1.3 draft [30] feature that
permits random padding in every packet. The OpenSSL
instrumentation (203 lines) and verifier configuration options (138 lines) we used are described in Appendix B;
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the BoringSSL setup was similar.
The experiments were run on a system with 3.2GHz
Intel Xeon E5-2667v3 processors, with peak memory usage of 2.2GB. For the majority of the experiments, a single core ran at 100% utilization. The only exception to
this was the third set of experiments (random padding),
where up to 16 cores were allocated, though actual utilization varied significantly depending on workload.
Our main performance measure was verification lag.
To define lag, let the cost of msgn , denoted cost(n), be
the wall-clock time that the verifier spends to conclude if
msgn is valid, beginning from an execution prefix Πn−1
consistent with msg0 , . . . , msgn−1 . That is, cost(n) is the
time it spends to produce Πn from Πn−1 . The completion
time for msgn is then defined inductively as follows:
comp(0) = cost(0)
comp(n) = max{arr(n), comp(n − 1)} + cost(n)
where arr(n) is the wall-clock time when msgn arrived
at the verifier. Since the verification of msgn cannot begin until after both (i) it is received at the verifier (at time arr(n)) and (ii) the previous messages
msg0 , . . . , msgn−1 have completed verification (at time
comp(n − 1)), comp(n) is calculated as the cost cost(n)
incurred after both (i) and (ii) are met. Finally, the lag of
msgn is lag(n) = comp(n) − arr(n).

6.1

Misbehavior detection

We first evaluated our client verifier against two attacks
on OpenSSL that are illustrative of different classes of
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6.2

Performance evaluation

Our Gmail performance tests measured the lag that resulted from running single-worker verifiers against realworld TLS traffic volumes. The data set was a tcpdump
capture of a three-minute Gmail session using Firefox,
and consisted of 21 concurrent, independent TLS sessions, totaling 3.8MB of network data. This Gmail session was performed in the context of one of the authors’
email accounts and included both receiving emails and
sending emails with attachments.
In this test we verified the TLS layer of a network
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connection, but not the application layer above it, such
as the browser logic and Gmail web application. To
simulate the client-server configuration without access
to Gmail servers and private keys, we used the packet
sizes and timings from the Gmail tcpdump to generate
21 equivalent sessions using OpenSSL s client and
s server and the BoringSSL equivalents, such that the
amount of traffic sent in each direction at any point in
time matched identically with that of the original Gmail
capture.3 The plaintext payload (Gmail web application
data) of each session was also replayed exactly, though
the payload contents were unlikely to affect TLS performance. One of the 21 TLS sessions was responsible for
the vast majority of the data transferred, and almost all
of the data it carried was from the server to the client;
presumably this was a bulk-transfer connection that was
involved in prefetching, attachment uploading, or other
latency-insensitive tasks. The other 20 TLS sessions
were utilized more lightly and presumably involved more
latency-sensitive activities. Since s client implements
a few diagnostic features in addition to TLS (but no application layer), verifying s client against these 21 sessions provided a conservative evaluation of the time required to verify the pure TLS layer.

Verification Lag (s)

vulnerabilities that we can detect: those related to tampering with the client software to produce messages
that a client could not have produced (CVE-2014-0160
Heartbleed) and those with message sequences that,
while correctly formatted, would be impossible given a
valid client state machine (CVE-2015-0205). Note that
testing client misbehavior required proof-of-concept attacks, usually prudently omitted from CVEs. We therefore constructed our own attack against each vulnerability and confirmed that each attack successfully exploited
an appropriately configured server.
An OpenSSL 1.0.1f s server was instantiated with
standard settings, and an OpenSSL s client was modified to establish a TLS connection and send a single
Heartbleed exploit packet. This packet had a modified length field, and when received by an OpenSSL
1.0.1f s server, caused the server to disclose sensitive information from memory. When the trace containing the Heartbleed packet was verified against the original OpenSSL 1.0.1f s client, the verifier rejected the
packet after exhausting all search paths, with a lag for the
Heartbleed packet of 6.9s.
Unlike Heartbleed, CVE-2015-0205 involved only
correctly formatted messages. In the certificate exchange, a good client would send a DH certificate (used
to generate a pre-master secret), followed by an empty
ClientKeyExchange message. A malicious client might
send a certificate followed by a ClientKeyExchange message containing a DH parameter. The server would then
authenticate the certificate but prefer the second message’s DH parameter, allowing a malicious client to impersonate anyone whose public certificate it obtained.
The verifier rejected an attempted attack after a lag of
2.4s, exhausting the search space. This exploit illustrates
the power of our technique: we not only verify whether
each message is possible in isolation, but also in the context of all previous messages.
Since the tool verifies valid client behavior, no attackspecific configuration was required. We do not require
any foreknowledge of the exploit and anticipate correct
detection of other exploits requiring client tampering.

Arrival Time (s)

(b) No server-to-client app traffic

Figure 5: Verification lags for Gmail data set. Box plot
at arrival time t includes {lag(i) : t ≤ arr(i) < t + 30s}.
Fig. 5a shows lags for all messages in all 21 TLS sessions. Fig. 5b shows lags if server-to-client applicationdata messages are dropped.
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of verification lag of messages, grouped by the 30-second interval in which they
arrived at the verifier. In each box-and-whisker plot,
the three horizontal lines making up each box represent the first, second (median), and third quartiles, and
the whiskers extend to cover points within 1.5× the interquartile range. Outliers are shown as single points. In
addition, the diamond shows the average value. Fig. 5a
show all of the messages’ verification lag. It is evident
from these figures that the majority of the verification lag
3 To confirm the appropriateness of using the BoringSSL s clientequivalent in these experiments, we also used it in verification of an
unmodified Chrome v50.0.2661.75 browser interacting with an Apache
HTTP server.
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happened early on, initially up to ∼ 30s in the worst case.
This lag coincided with an initial burst of traffic related
to requests while loading the Gmail application. Another
burst occurred later, roughly 160s into the trace, when an
attachment was uploaded by the client. Still, the lag for
all sessions was near zero in the middle of the session and
by the end of the session, meaning that verification for all
sessions (in parallel) completed within approximately the
wall-clock interval for which the sessions were active.
Verification
cost
averaged 49ms per
TLS record, with 85%
0.75
costing ≤36ms and
95% costing ≤362ms.
0.50
Fig. 6 details cost
per message size for
0.25
all 21 TLS sessions.
Despite being smaller,
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client-to-server mes0
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sages are costlier
to verify, since the
Figure 6: Size versus cost
verifier’s
execution
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of the client software
server-to-client (•) messages.
when
processing
server-to-client messages is almost entirely concrete. In contrast, the
execution of the client in preparation of sending a
client-to-server message tends to involve more symbolic
branching. Also, note the linearity of the relationship
between message size and verification cost, particularly
for client-to-server messages. This feature suggests a
simple, application-independent way to estimate the
verification costs for TLS sessions carrying payloads
other than Gmail. Assuming similar message sizes in
each direction, a deployment could set a sharp timeout
at which point the verifier declares the client “invalid.”
For example, if Fig. 6 were a representative sample of
the workloads in a deployment, it would indicate that
setting a timeout at a mere 2s (verification cost) could
allow the verifier to quickly detect misbehaving clients
at a vanishingly small false alarm rate.
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TLS-Specific Optimizations. While our goal so far
had been to provide for client behavior verification with
a minimum of protocol-specific tuning, a practical deployment should leverage properties of the protocol for
performance. One important property of TLS (and other
TCP-based protocols such as SSH) is that its client-toserver and server-to-client message streams operate independently. That is, with the exception of the initial session handshake and ending session teardown, the verifiability of client-to-server messages should be unaffected
by which, if any, server-to-client messages the client has
received. This gives the verifier the freedom to simply
ignore server-to-client application data messages. By
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doing so, the verification costs for server-to-client messages, now effectively reduced to zero, did not contribute
to a growing lag. The effect of this optimization on lag is
shown in Fig. 5b, in particular reducing the median lag to
0.85s and the worst-case lag to around 14s. In all subsequent results, we have ignored server-to-client messages
unless otherwise noted.

6.3

Stress testing: Added complexity

The Gmail performance evaluation showed that verification of a typical TLS 1.2 session can be done efficiently and reliably, an advance made possible by applying a multipass methodology to cryptographic functions.
In essence, once the state explosion from cryptographic
functions is mitigated, the client state space becomes
small enough that the verification time is primarily determined by the straight-line execution speed of the KLEE
symbolic interpreter. However, not all clients are guaranteed to be this simple. One good example is the draft
TLS 1.3 standard [30]. In order to hide the length of the
plaintext from an observer, implementations of TLS 1.3
are permitted (but not required) to pad an encrypted TLS
record by an arbitrary size, up to maximum TLS record
size. This random encrypted padding hides the size of
the plaintext from any observer, whether an attacker or
a verifier. In other words, given a TLS 1.3 record, the
length of the input (e.g., from stdin) that was used to
generate the TLS record could range anywhere from 0 to
the record length minus header. Other less extreme examples of padding include CBC mode ciphers, and the
SSH protocol, in which a small amount of padding protects the length of the password as well as channel traffic.
We extended our evaluation to stress test our verifier beyond typical current practice. We simulated the
TLS 1.3 padding feature by modifying a TLS 1.2 client
(henceforth designated “TLS 1.2+”), so that each TLS
record includes a random amount of padding up to 128
bytes4 , added before encryption. We then measured verification performance, ignoring server-to-client messages
(except during session setup and teardown) as before.
Fig. 7 shows the performance of our single- and 16worker verifiers on TLS 1.2+ with a random amount of
encrypted padding. The addition of random padding to
TLS 1.2+ significantly enlarges the client state space that
must be explored. With a single-worker verifier, the verification cost increases substantially compared to the TLS
1.2 baseline. The 16-worker verifier reduces the verification cost nearly back to the TLS 1.2 baseline levels.
This demonstrates that the state space search is highly
amenable to parallelization.
4 While 128 bytes of padding may seem extreme, previous work
showed that an attacker could sometimes infer the website visited by
encrypted HTTP connections even with substantial padding (e.g., [25]).
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Figure 7: Verification lags for Gmail data set when up to
128 bytes of padding are added to each application plaintext, over all 21 TLS sessions. Box plot at arrival time t
includes {lag(i) : t ≤ arr(i) < t + 30s}. Fig. 7a shows the
lag for a one-worker verifier, and Fig. 7b shows the lag
for a 16-worker verifier.

7

Discussion

Here we discuss an approach for dealing with multiple
client versions, the applications for which our design is
appropriate, and several limitations of our approach.

7.1

Multi-version verifiers

When the version of the client software used by the verifier differs from the version being run by a legitimate
client, it is possible for the verifier to falsely accuse the
client of being invalid. This poses a challenge for verification when the client version is not immediately evident
to the verifier. For example, TLS does not communicate the minor version number of its client code to the
server. The possibility for false accusations here is real:
we confirmed, e.g., that a verifier for OpenSSL client
1.0.1e can fail if used to verify traffic for OpenSSL
client 1.0.1f, and vice versa. This occurs because,
e.g., the changes from 1.0.1e to 1.0.1f included removing MD5 from use and removing a timestamp from
a client nonce, among other changes and bug fixes. In
total, 1.0.1f involved changes to 102 files amounting
to 1564 insertions and 997 deletions (according to git),
implemented between Feb 11, 2013 and Jan 6, 2014.
One solution to this problem is to run a verifier for
any version that a legitimate client might be using. By
running these verifiers in parallel, a message trace can
be considered valid as long as one verifier remains accepting of it. Running many verifiers in parallel incurs
considerable expense, however.
Another approach is to create one verifier that verifies
traffic against several versions simultaneously—a multiversion verifier—while amortizing verification costs for
their common code paths across all versions. To show
the potential savings, we built a multi-version verifier
for both 1.0.1e and 1.0.1f by manually assembling a
“unioned client” of these versions, say “1.0.1ef”. In
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client 1.0.1ef, every difference in the code between
client 1.0.1e and client 1.0.1f is preceded by a branch
on version number, i.e.,
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if (strcmp(version, "1.0.1e") == 0) {
/* 1.0.1e code here */
} else {
/* 1.0.1f code here */
}
We then provided this as the client code to the verifier,
marking version as symbolic. Note that once the client
messages reveal behavior that is consistent with only one
of 1.0.1e and 1.0.1f, then version will become concrete, causing the verifier to explore only the code paths
for that version; as such, the verifier still allows only
“pure 1.0.1e” or “pure 1.0.1f” behavior, not a combination thereof.
The single-worker costs (specifically, ∑i cost(i)) of
verifying 1.0.1e traffic with a 1.0.1ef verifier and of
verifying 1.0.1f traffic with a 1.0.1ef verifier were
both within 4% of the costs for verifying with a 1.0.1e
and 1.0.1f verifier, respectively. (For these tests, we
used the same Gmail traces used in Sec. 6.) Despite a
32% increase in symbolic branches and a 7% increase in
SMT solver queries, the overall cost increases very little. This implies that despite an increase in the number
of code path “options” comprising the union of two versions of client code, the incorrect paths die off quickly
and contribute relatively little to total verification cost,
which is dominated by straight-line symbolic execution
of paths common to both versions.
While a demonstration of a multi-version verifier for
only two versions of one codebase, we believe this result suggests a path forward for verifying clients of unknown versions much more efficiently than simply running a separate verifier for each possibility. We also anticipate that multi-version verifiers can be built automatically from commit logs to repositories, a possibility that
we hope to explore in future work.

7.2

Applications

Suitable Application Layers. Consider a deployment
of behavioral verification as an intrusion detection system (IDS). Verification lag determines the period that a
server does not know a message’s validity. The application layer chosen for our TLS evaluation, Gmail, exhibited relatively high lag due to its high-volume data
transfers. Other applications may be more optimal for
behavioral verification. For example, XMPP [31] generally sends small XML payloads for text-based Internet messaging. Another setting is electronic mail
(SMTP) [21], which originally lacked security. Gradually [15], the internet community has deployed mecha-
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nisms such STARTTLS [18], SPF [20], DKIM [12], and
DMARC [22], many with cryptographic guarantees of
authenticity. Behavioral verification can provide a strong
compliance check of these mechanisms. Although data
volumes can be large, the application is tolerant of delay,
making verification lag acceptable.

would have prevented the Jager et al. attack [19]). In
our tool, these predicates could be implemented via
lazy constraint generation (see Appendix C), or as a
klee assume for simple predicates. We recommend
typical precautions [13] to avoid Bleichenbacher-type attacks [6].

Other Cryptographic Protocols. Perhaps due to its use
in various applications, TLS is one of the more complex
security protocols. We believe that the client verification technique should generalize to other, often simpler,
protocols. One example is Secure Shell (SSH) [37, 38].
When used as a remote shell, SSH requires low latency but transfers a relatively small amount of data: key
presses and terminal updates. When used for file transfer
(SFTP), a large volume of data is sent, but in a mode that
is relatively latency-insensitive.

Denial of Service. We anticipate our verifier being deployed as an IDS via a passive network tap. To mitigate a
potential denial of service (DoS) attack, one could leverage the linear relationship between verification cost and
message size: (1) Impose a hard upper bound on verifier
time per packet, and declare all packets that exceed the
time budget invalid. Since our results show legitimate
packets finish within a few seconds, the bound could
easily be set such that the false alarm rate is negligible.
(2) Given a fixed CPU time budget, precisely compute
the amount of traffic that can be verified. The operator
could then allocate verifiers according to the threat profile, e.g., assigning verifiers to high-priority TLS sessions
or ones from networks with poor reputation (e.g., [11]).
This would degrade verification gracefully as total traffic
bandwidth grows beyond the verification budget.

7.3

Limitations

Source Code and Configuration.
Our verifier requires the client source code to generate LLVM bitcode
and to designate prohibitive functions. We also require
knowledge of the client configuration, such as command
line parameters controlling the menu of possible cipher
suites. Again, our approach is most suitable for environments with a known client and configuration.
Environment Modeling. While OpenSSL s client
has relatively few interactions with the environment,
other clients may interact with the environment extensively. For example, SSH reads /etc/passwd, the
.ssh/ directory, redirects standard file descriptors, etc.
The KLEE [9] and Cloud9 [8] POSIX runtimes serve as
good starting points, but some environment modeling is
likely to be necessary for each new type of client. This
one-time procedure per client is probably unavoidable.
Manual Choice of Prohibitive Functions. We currently choose prohibitive functions manually. The choice
of hash functions, public key algorithms, and symmetric
ciphers may be relatively obvious to security researchers,
but not necessarily to a typical software developer.
Prohibitive Function Assumptions. When prohibitive
functions are initially skipped but eventually executed
concretely, verification soundness is preserved. If a prohibitive function is never executed concretely (e.g., due
to asymmetric cryptography), this introduces an assumption; e.g., in the case of ECDH, a violation of this assumption could yield an invalid curve attack [19]. In a
practical deployment, the user designating a prohibitive
function should also designate predicates on the function’s output (e.g., the public key is actually a group element) that are specified by the relevant NIST or IETF
standards as mandatory server-side checks [26] (which
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Conclusion

We showed that it is possible to practically verify that the
messaging behavior of an untrusted cryptographic client
is consistent with its known implementation. Our technical contributions are twofold. First, we built a parallel
verification engine that supports concurrent exploration
of paths in the client software to explain a sequence
of observed messages. This innovation is both generally useful for client verification and specifically useful
for verifying cryptographic clients, e.g., due to ambiguities arising from message padding hidden by encryption. Second, we developed a multipass verification strategy that enables verification of clients whose code contains cryptographic functions, which typically pose major challenges to symbolic execution. We demonstrated
that our verifier detects two classes of client misbehavior: those that produce malformed messages, and those
whose message sequence is impossible. In addition, we
showed that our verifier can coarsely keep pace with a
Gmail TLS workload, running over both OpenSSL and
BoringSSL TLS 1.2 and over a more complex simulation of TLS 1.3. We believe our system could dramatically reduce the detection time of protocol exploits, with
no prior knowledge of the vulnerabilities.
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A

Algorithm Details

The algorithm for verifying a client-to-server message
works as follows. This algorithm, denoted ParallelVerify,
takes as input the execution prefix Πn−1 consistent with
msg0 , . . . , msgn−1 ; the symbolic state σn−1 resulting from
execution of Πn−1 from the client entry point on message
trace msg0 , . . . , msgn−1 ; and the next message msgn . Its
output is Rslt, which holds the prefix Πn and corresponding state σn in Rslt.path and Rslt.state, respectively, if a
prefix consistent with msg0 , . . . , msgn is found. If the procedure returns with Rslt.path = Rslt.state = ⊥, then this
indicates that there is no execution prefix that can extend
Πn−1 to make Πn that is consistent with msg0 , . . ., msgn .
This will induce backtracking to search for another Π̂n−1
that is consistent with msg0 , . . ., msgn−1 , which the verifier will then try to extend to find a Π̂n consistent with
msg0 , . . ., msgn .

A.1

Parallel verification

ParallelVerify runs in a thread that spawns
NumWorkers + 1 child threads: one thread to manage scheduling of nodes for execution via the procedure
NodeScheduler (not shown) and NumWorkers worker
threads to explore candidate execution fragments via the
procedure VfyMsg (Fig. 8).
NodeScheduler manages the selection of node states
to execute next and maintains the flow of nodes between
worker threads. It receives as input two queues of nodes,
a “ready” queue QR and an “added” queue QA . These
queues are shared between the worker threads and the
NodeScheduler thread. Worker threads pull nodes from
QR and push new nodes onto QA . As there is only one
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scheduler thread and one or more worker threads producing and consuming nodes from the queues QR and QA ,
QR is a single-producer-multi-consumer priority queue
and QA is a multi-producer-single-consumer queue. The
goal of NodeScheduler is to keep QA empty and QR full.
Nodes are in one of four possible states, either actively
being explored inside VfyMsg, stored in QR , stored in
QA , or being prioritized by NodeScheduler. A node
at the front of QR is the highest priority node not currently being explored. The nodes in QA are child nodes
that have been created by VfyMsg threads that need to
be prioritized by NodeScheduler and inserted into QR .
NodeScheduler continues executing until the boolean
Done is set to true by some VfyMsg thread.
Shown in Fig. 8, the procedure VfyMsg does the main
work of client verification: stepping execution forward
in the state σ of each node. In this figure, lines shaded
gray will be explained in Sec. A.2 and can be ignored
for now (i.e., read Fig. 8 as if these lines simply do not
exist). VfyMsg runs inside of a while loop until the
value of Done is no longer equal to false (101). Recall that the parent procedure ParallelVerify spawns multiple instances of VfyMsg. Whenever there is a node
on the queue QR , the condition on line 102 will be true
and the procedure calls dequeue atomically. Note that
even if |QR | = 1, multiple instances of VfyMsg may call
dequeue in 103, but only one will return a node; the rest
will retrieve undefined (⊥) from dequeue.
If nd is not undefined (104), the algorithm executes the
state nd.state and extends the associated path nd.path up
to either the next network instruction (SEND or RECV)
or the next symbolic branch (a branch instruction that is
conditioned on a symbolic variable). The first case, stepping execution on a non-network / non-symbolic-branch
instruction σ .nxt (here denoted isNormal(σ .nxt)), executes in a while loop on lines 106–108. The current
instruction is appended to the path and the procedure
execStep is called, which symbolically executes the next
instruction in state σ . These lines are where most of
the computation work is done by the verifier. Concurrently stepping execution on multiple states is where
the largest performance benefits of parallelization are
achieved. Note that calls to execStep may invoke branch
instructions, but these are non-symbolic branches.
In the second case, if the next instruction is SEND or
RECV and if the constraints σ .cons accumulated so far
with the symbolic state σ do not contradict the possibility that the network I/O message σ .nxt.msg in the next
instruction σ .nxt is msgn (i.e., (σ .cons ∧ σ .nxt.msg =
msgn ) 6⇒ false, line 110), then the algorithm has successfully reached an execution prefix Πn consistent with
msg0 , . . ., msgn . The algorithm sets the termination
value (Done = true) and sets the return values of the
parent function on lines 112–113: Rslt.path is set to
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100 procedure VfyMsg(msgn , Root, QR , QA , Done, Rslt)
101 while ¬Done do
102
if |QR | > 0 then
103
nd ← dequeue(QR )
104
if nd 6= ⊥ then
105
π ← nd.path ; σ ← nd.state
106
while isNormal(σ .nxt) do
107
π ← π k hσ .nxti
108
σ ← execStep(σ )
109
if isNetInstr(σ .nxt) then
110
if (σ .cons ∧ σ .nxt.msg = msgn ) 6⇒ false then
111
if (σ .cons ∧ σ .nxt.msg = msgn ) ≡ nd.saved then
112
Rslt.path ← π k hσ .nxti
113
Rslt.state ← [execStep(σ ) | σ .nxt.msg 7→ msgn ]
114
Done ← true
. Success!
115
else
116

nd ← clone(Root)

117

nd.saved ← σ .cons ∧ σ .nxt.msg = msgn

118
119

enqueue(QA , nd)
else if isProhibitive(σ .nxt) then

120

nd.path ← π k hσ .nxti

121

nd.state ← execStepProhibitive(σ , nd.saved)

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

enqueue(QA , nd)
else if isSymbolicBranch(σ .nxt) then
π ← π k hσ .nxti
σ 0 ← clone(σ )
σ 0 ← [execStep(σ 0 ) | σ 0 .nxt.cond 7→ false]
if σ 0 .cons 6⇒ false then
nd.child0 ← makeNode(π, σ 0 , nd.saved)
enqueue(QA , nd.child0 )
σ ← [execStep(σ ) | σ .nxt.cond 7→ true]
if σ .cons 6⇒ false then
nd.child1 ← makeNode(π, σ , nd.saved)
enqueue(QA , nd.child1 )

Figure 8: VfyMsg procedure, described in Appendix A.1.
Shaded lines implement the multipass algorithm and are
described in Appendix A.2.

the newly found execution prefix Πn ; Rslt.state is set
to the state that results from executing it, conditioned
on the last message being msgn (denoted [execStep(σ ) |
σ .nxt.msg 7→ msgn ]); and any prohibitive functions that
were skipped are recorded for outputting assumptions
(not shown, for notational simplicity). All other threads
of execution now exit because Done = true and the parent procedure ParallelVerify will return Rslt.
In the final case, (isSymbolicBranch(σ .nxt)), the algorithm is at a symbolic branch. Thus, the branch condition contains symbolic variables and cannot be evaluated as true or false in isolation. Using symbolic execution, the algorithm evaluates both the true branch and
the false branch by executing σ .nxt conditioned on the
condition evaluating to false (denoted [execStep(σ 0 ) |
σ 0 .nxt.cond 7→ false] in line 126) and conditioned on the
branch condition evaluating to true (130). In each case,
the constraints of the resulting state are checked for consistency (127, 131), for example, using an SMT solver.
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If either state is consistent, it is atomically placed onto
QA (129, 133).

• Key exchange: Ephemeral Elliptic Curve DiffieHellman (ECDHE) signed using the Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)

A.2

• Symmetric Encryption: 128-bit Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) in Galois/Counter Mode

The multipass algorithm

The multipass verification algorithm involves changes to
the VfyMsg procedure in Fig. 8, specifically the insertion of the shaded lines. Whenever σ .nxt is a call to a
prohibitive function, it is treated separately (lines 119–
122), using the execStepProhibitive function (121). (To
accomplish this, isNormal in line 106 now returns false
not only for any network instruction or symbolic branch,
but also for any call to a prohibitive function.) If
execStepProhibitive receives a call σ .nxt to a prohibitive
function with any symbolic input buffers, it replaces the
call with an operation producing fully symbolic output buffers of the appropriate size. However, if the
constraints saved in nd.saved allow the concrete input
buffer values to be inferred, then execStepProhibitive instead performs the call σ .nxt on the now-concrete input
buffers.
Prior to the execution path reaching a network instruction, when a call σ .nxt to a prohibitive function
is encountered, nd.saved is simply true as initialized
(not shown), permitting no additional inferences about
the values of input buffers to σ .nxt. After a network
instruction is reached and msgn is reconciled with the
constraints σ .cons accumulated along the path so far
(110), the path constraints σ .cons and the new constraint
σ .nxt.msg = msgn are saved in nd.saved (117). The execution path is then replayed from the root of the binary
tree (i.e., beginning from Πn−1 , see 116). This process
repeats until an execution occurs in which nothing new is
learned (i.e., (σ .cons ∧ σ .nxt.msg = msgn ) ≡ nd.saved,
in 111), at which point VfyMsg returns as before.

B

TLS Experimental Setup

In Sec. 6, we applied our client verification algorithm
to OpenSSL, a widely used implementation of Transport
Layer Security (TLS) with over 400,000 lines of code. In
order to run OpenSSL symbolically in KLEE, some initial
instrumentation (203 modified/added lines of code) was
required: compiling to LLVM without x86 assembly, inserting symbolics at random number generators, and providing convenient record/playback functionality for testing the network SEND and RECV points. This manual
one-time cost is likely unavoidable for symbolic execution of any application, but should be relatively small
(0.05% of the OpenSSL codebase).
We then configured our OpenSSL client with
one of the currently preferred cipher suites, namely
TLS ECDHE ECDSA WITH AES 128 GCM SHA256.
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• Pseudorandom function (PRF) built on SHA-256
Since our goal was to verify the TLS layer and not the
higher-layer application, in our experiment we took advantage of the OpenSSL s client test endpoint. This
client establishes a fully functional TLS session, but allows arbitrary application-layer data to be sent and received via stdin and stdout, similar to the netcat
tool. Verifying that network traffic is consistent with
s client is roughly equivalent to verifying the TLS
layer alone.
The OpenSSL-specific user configuration for verification consisted of the following:
1. Configuring the following OpenSSL functions as prohibitive: AES encrypt, ECDH compute key,
EC POINT point2oct, EC KEY generate key,
SHA1 Update, SHA1 Final, SHA256 Update,
SHA256 Final, gcm gmult 4bit, gcm ghash 4bit

2. Configuring tls1 generate master secret as the
function to be replaced by server-side computation of
the symmetric key.
3. (Optional) Declaring EVP PKEY verify to be a function that always returns success. This is a performance optimization only.
4. Configuring the whitelist of assumptions, containing
one element to accept the client’s ephemeral DiffieHellman public key.
The user configuration for OpenSSL, comprising declarations of prohibitive functions and their respective input/output annotations, consisted of 138 lines of C code
using our API, which is implemented using C preprocessor macros. Fig. 9 shows an example prohibitive function declaration for the AES block cipher. In this macro,
we declare the function signature, which comprises the
128-bit input buffer in, the 128-bit output buffer out,
and the symmetric key data structure, key, which contains the expanded round keys. Both in and key are
checked for symbolic data. If either buffer contains symbolic data, out is populated with unconstrained symbolic
data, and the macro returns without executing any subsequent lines. Otherwise, the underlying (concrete) AES
block cipher is called.
In a pure functional language or an ideal, strongly
typed language, the prohibitive function specifications
could in principle be generated automatically from the
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DEFINE_MODEL ( void , AES_encrypt ,
const unsigned char * in ,
unsigned char * out ,
const AES_KEY * key )
{
S Y M B O L I C _ C H EC K _ A N D _ R E T U R N (
in , 16 ,
out , 16 , " AESBlock ");
S Y M B O L I C _ C H EC K _ A N D _ R E T U R N (
key , sizeof ( AES_KEY ) ,
out , 16 , " AESBlock ");
CALL_UNDERLYING ( AES_encrypt ,
in , out , key );
}

Figure 9: Example prohibitive function declaration.
function name alone. Unfortunately, in C, the memory
regions representing input and output may be accessible
only through pointer dereferences and type casts. This
is certainly true of OpenSSL (e.g., there is no guarantee
that the AES KEY struct does not contain pointers to auxiliary structs). Therefore, for each prohibitive function,
the user annotation must explicitly define the data layout
of the input and output.
The final configuration step involves specifying a
whitelist of permitted assumptions. In the case of
OpenSSL, only one is necessary, namely, that the Elliptic
Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) public key received from
the client is indeed a member of the elliptic curve group
(which, incidentally, the server is required to check [26]).
In an actual verification run, the verifier produces an assumption of the form:
ARRAY(65) ECpointX_0___ECpoint2oct_0 =
0x04001cfee250f62053f7ea555ce3d8...
This assumption can be interpreted as the following
statement: the verifier assumes it is possible for the
client to create a buffer of length 65 bytes with contents 0x04001cf... by first making the zeroth call to an
ECpoint generation function, and then passing its output
through the zeroth call to an ECpoint2oct (serialization)
function. The single-element whitelist for OpenSSL is
therefore simply:
ARRAY(*) ECpointX_*___ECpoint2oct_*
The asterisks (*) are wildcard symbols; the ECDH public key can be of variable size, and for all n, m, we permit the nth call to ECpointX and the mth call to the
ECpoint2oct functions to be used as part of an entry
in the whitelist.
The domain knowledge required for the first two configuration steps is minimal, namely that current TLS
configurations use the above cryptographic primitives in
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some way, and that a symmetric key is generated in a
particular function. The domain knowledge necessary
for the third configuration step is that TLS typically uses
public key signatures only to authenticate the server to
the client, e.g., via the Web PKI. The server itself generates the signature that can be verified via PKI, and so the
verifier knows that the chain of signature verifications is
guaranteed to succeed. Moreover, this optimization generalizes to any protocol that uses a PKI to authenticate
the server to an untrusted client. The domain knowledge
necessary for the fourth configuration step is non-trivial;
whitelisting a cryptographic assumption can have subtle
but significant effects on the guarantees of the behavioral
verifier (e.g., off-curve attacks). However, the number
of assumptions is small: for OpenSSL, there is only the
single assumption above.

C

Lazy Constraint Generators

There are a number of cases in which a behavioral verifier requires an extra feature, called a lazy constraint
generator, to accompany the designation of a prohibitive
function.
Since a function, once specified as prohibitive, will be
skipped by the verifier until its inputs are inferred concretely, the verifier cannot gather constraints relating the
input and output buffers of that function until the inputs
can be inferred via other constraints. There are cases,
however, where introducing constraints relating the input and output buffers once some other subset of them
(e.g., the output buffers) are inferred concretely would be
useful or, indeed, is central to eventually inferring other
prohibitive functions’ inputs concretely.
Perhaps the most straightforward example arises in
symmetric encryption modes that require the inversion
of a block cipher in order to decrypt a ciphertext (e.g.,
CBC mode). Upon reaching the client SEND instruction
for a message, the verifier reconciles the observed clientto-server message msgn with the constraints σ .cons accumulated on the path to that SEND; for example, suppose this makes concrete the buffers corresponding to
outputs of the encryption routine. However, because the
block cipher was prohibitive and so skipped, constraints
relating the input buffers to those output buffers were not
recorded, and so the input buffers remain unconstrained
by the (now concrete) output buffers. Moreover, a second
pass of the client execution will not add additional constraints on those input buffers, meaning they will remain
unconstrained after another pass.
We implemented a feature to address this situation by
permitting the user to specify a lazy constraint generator
along with designating the block cipher as prohibitive.
The lazy constraint generator takes as input some subset
of a prohibitive function’s input and output buffers, and
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produces as output a list of constraints on the prohibitive
function’s other buffers. The generator is “lazy” in that
it will be invoked by the verifier only after its inputs are
inferred concretely by other means; once invoked, it produces new constraints as a function of those values. In
the case of the block cipher, the most natural constraint
generator is the inverse function, which takes in the key
and a ciphertext and produces the corresponding plaintext to constrain the value of the input buffer.
More precisely, a lazy constraint generator can be defined as a triple L = (inE, outE, f ) as follows:
1. inE: A set of symbolic expressions corresponding to
the “input” of f .
2. outE: A set of symbolic expressions corresponding to
the “output” of f .
3. f : A pure function relating inE and outE such that if
f could be symbolically executed, then the constraint
f (inE) = outE would be generated.
The set of expressions outE corresponds to the output
of f , not to the output of the lazy constraint generator. The lazy constraint generator L is blocked until
the set of expressions inE can be inferred to uniquely
take on a set of concrete values (e.g., inE = 42). At
that point, L is “triggered”, generating the real constraint
outE = f (inE) that can be added to the path condition
(e.g., outE = f (42) = 2187). Note that f may correspond to a prohibitive function p(x) or it may correspond
to its inverse p−1 (x). In the latter case, the expressions
inE represent the “input” to f but represent the “output”
of a prohibitive function p(x).
In order to create a lazy constraint generator, a prohibitive function definition (i.e., DEFINE MODEL. . .) includes an additional call to the special function:
DEF_LAZY ( uint8 * inE , size_t inE_len ,
uint8 * outE , size_t outE_len ,
const char * f_name )

The f name parameter designates to the verifier which
function should be triggered if inE can be inferred concretely. Note that since there is only one input buffer
and one output buffer, some serialization may be required
in order to use this interface, but it is straightforward to
wrap any trigger function appropriately.
We illustrate lazy constraint functionality using two
example clients. First, let p and p inv be the following
“prohibitive” function and its inverse.
unsigned int p ( unsigned int x ) {
return 641 * x ;
}
unsigned int p_inv ( unsigned int x ) {
return 6700417 * x ;
}
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The correctness of the inversion for p(x) can be seen
from the fact that the fifth Fermat number, F5 = 232 +1, is
composite with factorization 641 · 6700417. Since addition and multiplication of 32-bit unsigned integer values
is equivalent to arithmetic modulo 232 , we have:
p−1 (p(x)) = 6700417 · 641 · x

= 232 + 1 · x
≡ (1) · x

(mod 232 ).

In place of p(x), one could use any function with a welldefined inverse, such as a CBC-mode block cipher.
Fig. 10 shows an example program where p is a prohibitive function. Assume that the lazy constraint generator represents p−1 , the inverse function. Suppose
that when execution reaches SEND(y), the corresponding data observed over the network is 6410. This implies a unique, concrete value for y, so the lazy constraint
generator is triggered, generating a new constraint, x =
p−1 (6410) = 10. Any observed value for SEND(x) other
than 10 causes a contradiction.
Fig. 11 shows a slightly trickier test case. Here, assume that the lazy constraint generator is defined to correspond to the original function p(x), instead of the inverse. Along the particular branch containing SEND(y),
the concretization of variable x is implied by the path
condition (x == 10) rather than by reconciling symbolic expressions at a network SEND point. The implied
value concretization (IVC) of x triggers the execution of
p(x) = p(10) = 6410 and results in the new constraint
y = 6410. This constraint will then be matched against
the network traffic corresponding to SEND(y). Note that
at the time of writing, KLEE did not provide full IVC.
As a workaround, we inserted extra solver invocations at
each SEND to determine whether the conjunction of the
path condition and network traffic yielded enough information to trigger any lazy constraint generators that have
accumulated.
int main () {
unsigned int x , y ;
MAKE_SYMBOLIC (& x );
y = p ( x );
SEND ( y );
SEND ( x );
return 0;
}
// Positive test case : 6410 , 10
// Negative test case : 6410 , 11

Figure 10: Client for which a lazy constraint generator could be triggered due to reconciliation with network
traffic at a SEND point.
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int main () {
unsigned int x , y ;
MAKE_SYMBOLIC (& x );
y = p ( x );
SEND (314);
if ( x == 10) {
SEND ( y );
} else {
SEND (159);
}
return 0;
}
// Positive test case : 314 , 159
// Positive test case : 314 , 6410
// Negative test case : 314 , 6411

Figure 11: Client for which a lazy constraint generator
could be triggered due to the implied value at a symbolic
branch.
Note that our OpenSSL case study in Sec. 5.4 does
not require lazy constraint functionality since in the
AES-GCM encryption mode, the ciphertext and plaintext
buffers are related by simple exclusive-or against outputs
from the (still prohibitive) block cipher applied to values
that can be inferred concretely from the message. So,
once the inputs to the block cipher are inferred by the
verifier, the block cipher outputs can be produced concretely, and the plaintext then inferred from the concrete
ciphertexts by exclusive-or.
Although the CBC-mode cipher suites in TLS are no
longer preferred due to padding-oracle attacks [33], a
number of legacy clients still run them, as they lack support for the newer Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) modes such as AES-GCM. Lazy
constraint generation enables behavioral verification of
these legacy clients.
In the limit, lazy constraint generators could be configured for every single prohibitive function, such that
triggering one could cascade into triggering others. This
would essentially mimic the functionality of the multipass algorithm of Sec. 5. An advantage of this approach
would be that the “subsequent passes” (as emulated by
cascading lazy constraints) execute only the code that
was skipped via the prohibitive function mechanism—
other unrelated code does not require re-execution. The
tradeoff is an increase in the number of solver queries
used to (1) detect that lazy constraints can be triggered,
and to (2) stitch the new constraints into the path condition and check whether satisfiability is maintained. Future work could compare the performance tradeoffs between these two mechanisms.
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Abstract
Large MIMO base stations remain among wireless network designers’ best tools for increasing wireless throughput while serving many clients, but current system designs, sacrifice throughput with simple linear MIMO detection algorithms. Higher-performance detection techniques are known, but remain off the table because these
systems parallelize their computation at the level of a
whole OFDM subcarrier, sufficing only for the lessdemanding linear detection approaches they opt for. This
paper presents FlexCore, the first computational architecture capable of parallelizing the detection of large
numbers of mutually-interfering information streams at
a granularity below individual OFDM subcarriers, in a
nearly-embarrassingly parallel manner while utilizing
any number of available processing elements. For 12
clients sending 64-QAM symbols to a 12-antenna base
station, our WARP testbed evaluation shows similar network throughput to the state-of-the-art while using an
order of magnitude fewer processing elements. For the
same scenario, our combined WARP-GPU testbed evaluation demonstrates a 19× computational speedup, with
97% increased energy efficiency when compared with the
state of the art. Finally, for the same scenario, an FPGAbased comparison between FlexCore and the state of the
art shows that FlexCore can achieve up to 96% better
energy efficiency, and can offer up to 32× the processing
throughput.

1

Introduction

One of the most important challenges in the design of nextgeneration wireless communication systems is to meet
users’ ever-increasing demand for capacity and throughput. Large Multiple Input-Multiple Output (MIMO) systems with spatial multiplexing are one of the most promising ways to satisfy this demand, and so feature in emerging cellular [1] and local-area [21, 22] networking standards. For example, in LTE-Advanced and 802.11ac, up
to eight antennas are supported at the access point (AP).
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In a system employing spatial multiplexing, multiple
transmit antennas send parallel information streams concurrently to multiple receive antennas. While the technique can be used both in the uplink and the downlink
of multi-user MIMO networks, here we focus on the uplink case, where several users concurrently transmit to a
multi-antenna AP. The need for high throughput in the
uplink stems from the emergence of new applications
for wireless networks, such as video internet telephony,
wireless data backup, and Internet of Things devices, that
have shifted the ratio between uplink and downlink traffic
quantities towards the former.
However, simply having enough antennas at the AP
does not always suffice: to fully realize MIMO’s potential
throughput gains, the AP must effectively and efficiently
demultiplex mutually-interfering information streams as
they arrive. Current large MIMO AP designs such as
Argos [38], BigStation [54] and SAM [41], however, use
linear methods such as zero-forcing and minimum mean
squared error (MMSE). These methods have the advantage of very low computational complexity, but suffer
when the MIMO channel is poorly-conditioned, as is often the case when the number of user antennas approaches
the number of antennas at the AP [32].
On the other hand, Sphere Decoder-based MIMO detectors can boost throughput over linear methods significantly [8, 32], even in cases where the number of user
antennas approaches the number of AP antennas. The
cost of such methods, however, is their increased computational complexity: compute requirements increase
exponentially with the number of antennas [19, 24], soon
becoming prohibitive. Indeed, processing complexity
is a significant issue for any advanced wireless communication system. While the clock speed of traditional
processors is plateauing [12], emerging hardware architectures including GPUs support hundreds of cores, presenting an opportunity to parallelize the processing load,
along with the challenge of how to do so most efficiently.
BigStation [54] is an example of a system that handles the
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processing load of a large MIMO system using multiple
commodity servers, exploiting parallelism down to the
OFDM subcarrier level. Since BigStation uses zero-forcing methods to decode clients’ transmissions, this level
of parallelism suffices for the AP to be able to decode
multiple incoming transmissions and send acknowledgement frames back to the client without letting the wireless
medium become idle for more than the amount of time
prescribed by the 802.11 standards [22]. The cost, however, is diminished wireless performance, due to linear
zero-forcing detection.
Antennas Throughput Complexity
2×2
4×4
6×6
8×8

45 Mbit/s
100
162
223

1.2 GFLOPS
13
105
837

Table 1— A summary comparison of the throughput
achieved and computational rate required for a Sphere
Decoder implementation [32].
Table 1 shows the number of floating point operations
per second that a single processing core must maintain to
perform optimal, maximum-likelihood, depth-first Sphere
decoding,1 as in [32], when processing OFDM symbols
at the same rate they arrive over the air, for typical Wi-Fi
system parameters.2 The table is parametrized on the size
of the MIMO system (number of clients times number
of AP antennas), highlighting the exponential increase in
floating point operations per second required to keep up
with linearly-increasing numbers of clients. By the time
a Sphere decoder reaches eight clients, it must meet a
rate on the order of 103 GFLOPS, saturating, for example,
Intel’s Skylake core i7 architecture, whose arithmetic subsystem achieves an order of magnitude less computational
throughput [23]. Clearly, the answer to this performance
mismatch is to decompose and parallelize the problem,
and the aforementioned previous work has made progress
in this direction, dedicating one core to each OFDM subcarrier. But as the number of clients grows, because of
the mismatch between the exponential growth in required
computational rate and the much slower growth of the
frequency bandwidth Wi-Fi systems use in general, there
is a need for a new family of MIMO detectors that allows
parallelization below the subcarrier level using a small
number of parallel processing elements.
To meet the processing needs of large, high-performance
MIMO APs, we present FlexCore, an asymptotically-optimal, massively-parallel detector for large MIMO systems.
FlexCore reclaims the wasted throughput of linear de1 Simulated

results for Rayleigh channel, 16-QAM and 13 dB SNR.
MHz frequency bandwidth, resulting in a number of OFDM
subcarriers Nc on the order of 50.
2 20
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tection approaches, while at the same time parallelizing
processing below the subcarrier level, thus enabling it
to meet the tight latency requirements required for packetized transmissions. In contrast to existing low-complexity Sphere decoder architectures [4], FlexCore can
exploit any number of available processing elements and,
for however many are available, maximize throughput
by allocating processing elements only to the parts of
the decoding process most likely to increase wireless
throughput. Consequently, as additional processing elements are provisioned, FlexCore continues to improve
throughput. By this design, FlexCore can avoid unnecessary computation, allocating only as many processing
elements as required to approach optimal (maximum-likelihood) MIMO wireless throughput performance. FlexCore’s computation proceeds in a nearly “embarrassingly”
parallel manner that makes parallelization efficient for a
broad set of implementation architectures, in particular
GPUs, even allowing parallelization across devices. To
achieve this, we present novel algorithms to:
1. Choose which parts of the Sphere decoder tree to explore, through a “pre-processing” step, and then,
2. efficiently allocate the chosen parts of the Sphere decoder tree to the available processing elements.
FlexCore’s pre-processing step is a low-overhead procedure that takes place only when the transmission channel
significantly changes. It narrows down which parts of the
Sphere decoder tree the system needs to explore to decode the clients’ transmissions, i.e., find a solution to the
decoding problem. The pre-processing step identifies the
“most promising” candidate solutions in a probabilistic
manner, and occurs a priori, without knowing the signals
received from the clients themselves, but instead based
on the knowledge of the transmission channel and the
amount of background noise present. In this part of the
design, FlexCore introduces a new probabilistic model
to identify the most promising candidate solutions and
an indexing technique wherein the tree nodes are labeled
by position vectors. We also introduce a novel pre-processing tree structure and tree search distinct from the
traditional Sphere decoder tree search. These new techniques allow us to efficiently identify the most promising
candidate solutions.
FlexCore’s allocation step maps each of the chosen
paths in the Sphere decoder’s search tree to a single processing element, spreading the load evenly. While this
previously required redundant calculations across parallel tasks as well as multiple sorting operations, FlexCore
skips them by introducing a new node selection strategy.
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We start with a primer of the Sphere decoder in §2,
followed by a description of its design in §3. In §4 we
present our implementation strategy on both GPUs and
FPGAs, highlighting FlexCore’s computational flexibility
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Figure 1— Sphere decoding tree for two transmit antennas, each sending a binary-modulated wireless signal.
across different platforms. Section 5 presents our algorithmic performance evaluation based on both over-the-air
experiments and trace-based simulations. In the same section, separate GPU- and FPGA-based evaluations follow,
and the applicability of our FlexCore implementations to
LTE in terms of computation time is discussed. In §6 we
discuss relevant related work, before concluding in §7.

2

Primer: The Sphere Decoder

In order to put FlexCore’s high-level design into context,
we now introduce the basic principles of the Sphere decoder, then briefly describe the fixed complexity sphere
decoder (FCSD), an approximate Sphere decoder whose
design is amenable to parallelization.
When transmitting a symbol vector s in an OFDMMIMO system with Nt transmit and Nr receive antennas
(i.e., Nt × Nr MIMO), with Nr ≥ Nt , the vector of data
arriving at the receive antennas on a particular OFDM
subcarrier is y = Hs + n, with H being the Nr × Nt MIMO
channel matrix. The Nt elements of the transmit vector
s belong to a complex constellation Q (e.g., 16-QAM)
consisting of |Q| elements. The vector n represents an
Nr -dimensional white Gaussian noise vector. The Sphere
decoder transforms the maximum-likelihood (ML) problem3 into an equivalent tree search [44]. In particular,
by a QR-decomposition of the MIMO channel matrix
(H = QR, where Q is an orthonormal and R an upper
triangular matrix), the ML problem can be transformed
into ŝ = arg mins∈|Q|Nt kȳ − Rsk2 , with ȳ = Q∗ y. The corresponding tree has a height of Nt and a branching factor
of |Q|. As shown in Fig. 1 for a 2 × 2 MIMO system with
binary modulation, each level l of the tree corresponds
to the symbol transmitted from a certain antenna. Each
node in a certain level l is associated with a partial symbol
vector sl = [s (Nt − l) , . . . , s (Nt )]T containing all possiblytransmitted symbols from senders down to and including
this level, and is characterized by its partial Euclidean
distance [44]
"
#2
Nt

c(sl ) = y(l) − ∑ R(k, p) · s(p)

+ c(sl+1 ),

(1)

p=l

with R(k, p) being the element of R at the kth column and
the pth row, and c(sNt +1 )=0. The ML problem then trans3 In other words, the problem of finding the most likely set of symbols

the transmitting antennas sent.
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forms into finding the tree leaf node with the minimum
c(s1 ); the corresponding tree path s1 is the ML estimate.
Many approaches explore the Sphere decoding tree in a
depth-first order via which, in contrast to breadth-first
approaches, they can guarantee ML performance, and
they can adjust their complexity to the channel condition [8, 14, 32]. However, depth-first tree search is strictly
sequential, making parallelization extremely difficult: a
naive parallel evaluation of all Euclidean distances in order to minimize processing latency would be impractical.
For example, for an 8 × 8 MIMO with 64-QAM modulation, this approach would require performing 2.8 × 1014
Euclidean distance calculations in parallel.
Fixed Complexity Sphere Decoder. The Fixed Complexity Sphere Decoder (FCSD) [4] is an approximate
Sphere decoder algorithm: instead of examining (and
pruning) all possible Sphere decoder leaf nodes (i.e., all
possible solutions), the FCSD visits only a predefined set
of them. Specifically, the FCSD visits all nodes at the
top L levels of the tree, while for the remaining Nt − L
levels, only visits the child node with the smallest partial
Euclidean distance (i.e., the branching factor is reduced to
one). Since the FCSD visits a predefined set of leaf nodes,
it can visit all these in parallel, returning the leaf node
with the minimum partial distance as its final answer.
There are however, three important drawbacks to the
FCSD’s approach. First, the required number of parallel
processes has to be a power of the order of the QAM
constellation, so the FCSD cannot efficiently adjust to
the number of the available processing elements. Second,
the visited tree paths are not necessarily the ones that are
the most likely to constitute the correct solution, which
means that much of the available processing power is not
efficiently allocated. Finally, the FCSD cannot differentiate between favorable channel conditions, where even
linear approaches would give near-ML performance, and
unfavorable channel conditions, where linear approaches
are not efficient. In the next section, we describe FlexCore’s techniques to address this problem by visiting just
the most promising tree paths, maximizing throughput
for a given number of processing elements and exploiting
any number of available processing elements, not just
numbers that are a power of the constellation size.

3

Design

As shown in Fig. 2, FlexCore’s architecture consists of
two major components: the pre-processing module which
identifies the most promising tree paths as a function of
the MIMO channel and the background noise power, and
the parallel detection module that actually allocates tree
paths to processing elements when the AP decodes an incoming signal. Since FlexCore evaluates the most promising paths by accounting for the transmission channel and
background noise, it needs to re-execute pre-processing
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Pre-processing

l=2

Finding the position vectors (p) of
the NPE most promising tree paths
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Parallel Detection
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^

s

Figure 2— Block Diagram of FlexCore.
only when the transmission channel changes, similarly to
the QR decomposition that is required for Sphere decoding. However, as we show below, the delay introduced
by pre-processing is insignificant compared to that of the
QR decomposition.

3.1

Pre-processing module

FlexCore’s pre-processing uses the notion of a position
vector p, which uniquely describes all the possible tree
paths relative to the (unknown) received signal. The position vector is of equal size to the Sphere decoder tree
height: each of its elements p(l) takes an integer value
ranging from 1 to |Q| that describes the position of the
corresponding node at the lth level of the Sphere decoder
tree as a function of its index, when sorting the nodes in
ascending Euclidean distance order.
0
2

...

2

3

4

...

...

...

l=2

1

l=1

1 2 3 4

3

4
...

1

...

l=3

p=[3,1,2]
Relative to the
received observable
position vector

Figure 3— Sorted search for tree for 3 transmit antennas
and 4-QAM modulation. The path with the the position
vector p = [3, 1, 2] is highlighted (green, dashed).
Independent channel example. To illustrate the basic
principle behind pre-processing, we present the following simplified example. Suppose that a vector s of two
binary symbols is transmitted via two independent Gaussian noise channels, with noise powers σl2 with l = 1, 2
and σ22 ≥ σ12 , with the symbol s(l) being transmitted
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Figure 4— FlexCore’s pre-processing and most-promising path selection for the independent channel example
(two transmit antennas, binary modulation).
through the channel l. In FlexCore each parallel channel corresponds to a level of the Sphere decoding tree.4
All possible transmitted symbol combinations are shown
in Fig. 4. It is known from detection theory that the
best decoding method for this example is to choose the
symbols lying on the same side of the x-axis (positive
or negative) as the received signals lie. That means that
the most likely solution in the tree of Fig. 4 is the path
consisting of the first-closest symbols to the received signal (on each parallel channel) and, therefore, its position
vector is p = [1, 1]. It can also be shown that the corresponding probability of including the correct vector is
Pc (p = [1, 1]) = (1 − Pe (1)) (1 − Pe (2)), with Pe (l) being
the error probability of binary modulation for a noise variance of σl2 . The second most likely path to include the
correct solution is for a case where on one parallel channel the symbol lies on the same side of the x-axis as the
received observable (i.e., the tree path includes the closest
symbol to the received observable) and on the other channel the symbol and received observable lie on different
sides of the x-axis (i.e., the tree path includes the secondclosest symbol to the received observable). This means
that the second-most-promising path is either the path
p = [1, 2] or the path p = [2, 1].5 Finally, the least-promising path is p = [2, 2] with Pc (p = [2, 2]) = Pe (1) · Pe (2).6
After performing the pre-processing step, and when
the actual received signal y is available, detection takes
place. In the case that our system has only two available
processing elements, FlexCore calculates the Euclidean
distances for the two most promising paths p = [1, 1] and
p = [1, 2]. Then, the detection output is the vector with
the smallest calculated Euclidean distances (Fig. 2).
Generalizing to the MIMO channel. In a similar manner to the independent Gaussian channels case, for the
actual Sphere decoding tree, and for any QAM constella4 In the Sphere decoding case, however, the levels are not independent

but, as we show in the Appendix, the following approach still applies.
5 Since we assumed that σ 2 ≥ σ 2 , then P (p = [1, 2]) ≥
c
2
1
Pc (p = [2, 1]) and therefore (1 − Pe (1)) Pe (2) ≥ Pe (1) (1 − Pe (2)).
6 We note again that the position vector identifies these tree paths
in terms relative to the signal that the AP will later receive, instead of
identifying absolute tree paths, hence pre-processing is possible a priori.
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tion, the corresponding probabilities can be approximated
as
Nt

Pc (p) ≈ ∏ Pl (p(l))

(2)

Pl (p(l)) = (1 − Pe (l)) · (Pe (l))(p(l)−1)

(3)

l=1

with
and
2
2+ p
|Q|

Pe (l) =

!

√ 
|R(l, l)| · Es
· erfc
σ


(4)

where erfc is the complementary error function, which
can be calculated on-the-fly or pre-calculated using a lookup table, Es is the power of the transmitted symbols, σ 2
is the noise variance, and p(l) is the l th element of p. We
defer a mathematical justification to the Appendix.
3.1.1

Finding the most promising position vectors

FlexCore needs to identify the set E consisting of the
NPE most promising position vectors, with NPE being the
number of available processing elements. An exhaustive
search over all possible paths becomes intractable for
dense constellations and large antenna numbers. Therefore, we translate the search into a new pre-processing
tree structure (distinct from the Sphere decoder tree) and
propose an efficient traversal and pruning approach that
substantially reduces pre-processing complexity.
We now explain how to construct and traverse the preprocessing tree with an example: Fig. 5 shows its structure for three transmit antennas. Each node in the tree
can be described by a position vector and its likelihood
Pc (Eq. 2). Tree construction begins by setting the tree
[1,1,1]
[1,2,1]

[2,1,1]
x

[1,1,2]

x

[2,2,1] [1,3,1] [1,2,2]
x

[3,1,1] [2,2,1] [2,1,2]

[2,1,2] [1,2,2] [1,2,2]

Figure 5— A pre-processing tree construction for three
transmit antennas.
root to a node whose position vector consists of only
ones (p = [1, 1, . . . , 1]) since this will always be the “most
promising” one, regardless of the MIMO channel. Then
we expand the tree root node, namely, we construct its
child nodes and calculate their Pc values. To find the wth
child node (w ∈ [1, . . . , Nt ]), we increment the wth element
of the parent’s position vector by one, as shown in Fig. 5.
To avoid duplication of pre-processing tree nodes, when
expanding a node whose position vector has been generated by increasing its l th element, the wth children nodes
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(w ∈ [l + 1, . . . , Nt ]) are not expanded. To avoid unnecessary computations while calculating the Pc values of the
children nodes, we further observe that for two position
vectors p̃ and p that only differ in their wth component,
their probabilities are related by Pc (p̃) = Pc (p) · Pe (w).
After expanding the tree root, we include its position vector in the set E of most promising position vectors and
we store all the children nodes of the expanded node and
their Pc values in a sorted candidate list L (of descending
order in Pc ). Tree traversal continues by expanding the
node with the highest Pc value in L. The expanded node
is then removed from L, its position vector is added to
E and the node’s children are appended to L. Whenever
|L| exceeds NPE , we remove from L the |L| − NPE nodes
with the lowest Pc values. The process continues until
|E |=NPE . Finally, we introduce a stopping criterion in order to terminate the tree search if the sum of the Pc values
of the vectors currently in E , is larger than a predefined
threshold. An example case is discussed in Section 5.
Pre-processing complexity. In terms of this process’
complexity, we first calculate the error probabilities (Pe (l)
in Eq. 4), which can be computed once and reused several times during pre-processing. Then, we require in
the worst case Nt real multiplications per expanded node.
Since the maximum amount of expanded nodes is at most
NPE , the maximum complexity in terms of real multiplications is (NPE ·Nt ). In very dense constellations (e.g., 256-,
1024-QAM) a rather large number of parallel processing
elements may be required to reach near ML-performance.
In such challenging scenarios, sequential execution of the
pre-processing phase may introduce a significant delay.
However, our simulations have shown that a parallel expansion of the nodes with the highest probabilities Pc in
L is possible with negligible throughput loss compared
to a sequential implementation, provided that the ratio of
available processing elements NPE to the number of nodes
expanded in parallel is greater than ten. As a result, the latency of the pre-processing step for large MIMO systems
is insignificant compared to that of the QR decomposition.
In MIMO systems with dynamic channels and user mobility, the most promising paths will vary in time. Therefore,
and as validated in [17], in such cases reliable channel
estimates are still required to preserve the gains of spatial
multiplexing. FlexCore will then leverage these estimates
to recalculate the most promising paths, together with the
traditionally required channel-based pre-processing (e.g.,
Pre-Processing
Detection
FlexCore
FlexCore
NPE = 32 NPE = 128 NPE = 32 NPE = 128
8×8
≈2048
102
301
4608
18432
12 × 12
≈6912
136
391
9984
39936
Parallelizability
3
12
32
128
QR/ZF

Table 2— Complexity in real multiplications and “parallelizability” of Pre-Processing and FlexCore detection.
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Figure 6— Detection square and triangles 1-8 for 16QAM and approximate predefined symbol ordering, calculated when the received symbol is within triangle t1 .
channel inversion for linear detection or QR decomposition for Sphere decoder-based detection). In such dynamic channels, pre-processing complexity requirements
can become comparable to those of FlexCore’s detection,
as shown in Table 2. Latency requirements can then be
determined by the required sequential QR decomposition
(or channel inversion for linear detection).

3.2

Core Allocation and Parallel Detection

To perform detection in parallel, each of the calculated
position vectors in E has to be allocated to a different
processing element. FlexCore’s pre-processing has already identified the position vectors as a function of their
Euclidean distance sorted order. For example, if the corresponding position vector is p = [3, 1, 2], then the tree
path to be processed consists of the node with the second
smallest Euclidean distance at the top level, the smallest
in the second level and the third smallest in the first level.
Typically, finding the node (i.e., QAM symbol) with the
third smallest Euclidean distance to the observable would
require exhaustive calculation of all Euclidean distances
at a specific level (e.g., for 64-QAM it would require 63
unnecessary Euclidean distance calculations). In order
to avoid these unnecessary computations, we exploit the
symmetry of the QAM constellation, defining an approximate predefined order based on the relative position of the
“effective” received point ỹl in the QAM constellation.
!
Nt

ỹl =

yl −

∑
p=1+l

R(l, p) · s(p) /R(l, l).

(5)

We calculate the approximate predefined symbol order
by assuming that the “effective” received point lies in
a square which is centered at the center of the QAM
constellation and of side length equal to the minimum
distance between consecutive constellation symbols as
in Fig. 6. We then split the square into eight triangles ti
(i = 1, ..., 8) and via computer simulations, compute the
most frequent sorted order for “effective" received points
lying in these triangles (as a function of their relative
position to the center of the square), storing the order in
a look-up table. Fig. 6 shows the resulting approximate
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order for a 16-QAM constellation when the received point
lies within t1 . We note that the constellation’s symmetrical
properties allow us to store the order of just a single
triangle (e.g., for t1 ) since the order for all other triangles
will be just circularly shifted (with a center one of the
constellation points). During actual decoding, at each
level we identify the relative position of the square as
well as the relative position of the received point within
the square. We then identify the symbol with the kth
smallest distance by using the predefined ordering. If,
however, the latter points to a symbol that is not part of
the constellation (i.e., the center of the grid is not the same
as the center of the constellation), then the corresponding
Euclidean distance calculation unit is deactivated.

4

Implementation

To showcase the versatility and efficiency of FlexCore we
implement it on FPGAs and GPUs. In particular, since
FlexCore focuses available processing resources to the
most promising parts of the Sphere decoding tree, we
demonstrate that it can consistently outperform state-ofthe-art implementations, regardless of the underlying platform. We first evaluate FlexCore’s gains when realized
on GPUs based on the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) programming model [31]. These types of
many-core architectures are among the more challenging
technologies to display FlexCore’s actual gains, as the
developer does not have direct control over the allocation
of processing elements, but can instead control the way
parallel threads are generated.
Additionally, we implement FlexCore on FPGAs, a
platform that is less programmable than a GPU but more
able to be tailored to FlexCore’s design. FPGA implementation of fixed-complexity detection schemes has been
examined in the literature [2, 5, 26, 49], enabling low latency and high throughput detection. Apart from high
performance at a low power envelope [16], FPGAs allow greater flexibility for the examined fixed complexity
schemes. For instance, the designer may choose to implement in parallel a fraction or even a single path of the
total paths required. Therefore, FPGAs are more effective
in highlighting FlexCore’s computational flexibility.
GPU-based detector implementation. To implement
FlexCore we have extended the MIMOPACK library [34]
by introducing support for single-precision floating-point
computations, and therefore we have achieved improved
processing and memory transfer throughput, and reduced
storage requirements. To further improve transfer throughput we added support for non-pageable host memory allocation. Finally, we provided support for streams, a means
of concurrent execution on GPUs through overlapping
asynchronous (i.e., in practice independent) operations.
The parallel FCSD generates Nsc × |Q|L threads on the
GPU, with L being the number of levels to be fully ex-
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panded and Nsc the number of subcarriers to be processed
in parallel, given it is supported by the memory of the
GPU. To facilitate parallel computations, storage for all
position vectors is allocated in advance by the library. Our
FlexCore implementation generates Nsc × |E | threads. We
note that FlexCore has a higher workload compared with
FCSD due to the additional arithmetic/branching operations and their application to the topmost level of the tree.
Memory-wise, compared to MIMOPACK’s FCSD our
FlexCore implementation requires three additional Host
to Device (H2D) transfers: a) two |Q|×4-byte wide involving the order of a single triangle and b) one Nsc ×Nt ×|E |byte wide containing the tree paths. Since the latter matrix
essentially represents the position vectors, its values can
be limited to single bytes for |Q| ≤ 256.
FPGA-Based Detection Design. FlexCore was designed
with latency minimization in mind and thus, we present
a pipelined parallel architecture and the implementation
of both FCSD’s and FlexCore’s detection engines. For
the purpose of consistency, we consider our processing
element as the fully-instantiated logic required to process
a whole Sphere decoder path from the top to the bottom level of the tree. To implement the fixed-complexity
schemes, we have designed modular, low-complexity and
highly parameterizable fixed-point architectures using
Verilog RTL code. We have explicitly designed each
branch at every level, replicated branches and connected
levels in a structural manner. In order to save resources,
in the topmost FCSD level we employ constant complex
coefficient multipliers (CCMs) which perform a hardwired integer multiplication of R(l, l) by the complex
constellation point value. Moreover, to avoid the division in Eq. 5, we consider the effective received point
as ỹl · R(l, l), (for all comparisons involving the constellation plane, we multiply the latter’s values by R(l, l)). To
save DSP48 resources (Xilinx’s embedded FPGA multiplication/arithmetic logic unit) and to maintain a low
utilization of the generic FPGA fabric, we employ multiple constant coefficient multipliers (MCMs) similar to
the ones described in [11] (i.e., employing indices for s).
Fig. 7 shows an overview of the detection engines’
architecture and modular design principle which allows
for reusability, fair comparison and an instantiation of
an arbitrary number of detection paths. Bit widths and
pipeline levels are parameterizable at instantiation time.
All levels of FlexCore are implemented by replicating
the branches displayed in the top left of Fig. 7. The
FCSD’s design follows a very similar approach allowing
the reuse of FlexCore’s modules, apart from the topmost
FCSD level, where for its fully parallel implementation
we designed and instantiated |Q| CCMs in parallel. Note
that the high level architecture of every branch remains
almost identical to the one displayed in Fig. 7, apart from
its ỹl · R(l, l) unit, whose complexity increases as we ap-
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Figure 7— FPGA architecture of proposed detection engines: FlexCore (left) and FCSD (right).
proach the bottom tree levels. Additionally to the FCSD,
FlexCore’s branches include pipeline registers to store
the desired closest point offset to the received vector and
non-pipelined registers storing the order for a single triangle. FlexCore’s slicer computes the midpoint value and
index instead of the actual constellation point, forwarding
the results to the FlexCore engine which outputs the detected constellation point index. The l 2 norm unit (Fig. 7,
bottom-left) is designed to directly employ two cascaded
DSP48 FPGA slices, one in multiplication mode and the
second in multiply-add mode. Finally, a parameterizable
(regarding both the supported width and the number of elements) pipelined minimum tree unit outputs the detected
solution. At a minimum level of pipeline (i.e., submodule
i/o and three registers per embedded multiplier), the total
FCSD latency is 95 up to 150 clock cycles (Nt = 8 and 12
respectively). The FlexCore engine induces an additional
minimum latency of 5 cycles per level.

5

Evaluation

In this section we discuss FlexCore’s algorithmic performance and implementation aspects compared to the
state-of-the-art. We first evaluate FlexCore’s throughput
performance on our WARP v3 testbed. Based on these
results, we then jointly assess FlexCore’s algorithmic and
GPU implementation performance. Finally, we provide a
design space exploration of high-performing detection for
various parallelization factors on the state-of-the-art Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale xcvu440-flga2892-3-e FPGA. Our
evaluation focuses on scenarios where the channel is static
over a packet transmission and it does not account for the
pre-processing complexity. Since the pre-processing task
needs to take place any time the channel changes (see
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§3), the corresponding overhead can be easily calculated
based on the assumed channel dynamics.

5.1

Throughput Evaluation

Methodology and setup. To evaluate FlexCore’s
throughput gains we use Rice’s WARP v3 radio hardware
and WARPLab software. We employ 16- and 64-QAM
modulation with the 1/2 rate convolutional coding of the
802.11 standard. Each user transmits 500-kByte packets over 20 MHz bandwidth channels within the 5 GHz
ISM band in indoor (office) conditions. We implement
an OFDM system with 64 subcarriers, 48 of which are
used to transmit payload symbols, similarly to the 802.11
standard. Eight- and 12-antenna APs are considered, with
the distance between co-located AP antennas to be approximately 6 cm. For the eight-antenna AP case, evaluations have been made purely by over-the-air experiments
involving all necessary estimation and synchronisation
steps (e.g., channel estimation). For the 12-antenna AP
case, and due to restrictions on the available hardware
equipment, evaluation is performed via trace-driven simulation. To collect the corresponding MIMO channel
traces, we have separately measured (over the air) and
combined the received channel traces of single-antenna
users to 12-antenna APs (1×12) . Fig. 8 displays a graphical overview of our testbed with the positions of the eightand 12- antenna APs. Similarly to [32], the individual
SNRs of the scheduled users differ by no more than 3
dB. This minimizes the condition number of the channel
(a low condition number is an indicator of a favorable
channel) but therefore also limits the potential gains of
FlexCore and Sphere decoding approaches in general. For
all our evaluations, the examined SNR is such that an ML
decoder reaches approximately the practical packet error
rates (PERML ) of 0.1 and 0.01 when the number of active
users is equal to the number of the AP antennas. For the
realization of both FlexCore and FCSD we employ both
the sorted QR decompositions of [4] and [13] and we
show the best achievable throughput.
FlexCore’s throughput for Nt = Nr . Fig. 9 shows the
achievable network throughput of FlexCore, FCSD and
the trellis-based parallel decoder introduced in [50], for
several numbers of available processing elements, against
the throughput achieved by exact ML detection and linear
MMSE detection. The evaluation is based on the assumption that minimum latency is targeted. Therefore, each
parallel element is only allocated to one parallel task. In
the case of FlexCore and FCSD, each processing element
is used to calculate the Euclidean distance of a single tree
path per received MIMO vector. In [50] each processing
element calculates the partial Euclidean distance of each
constellation point. As a result, [50] would also require a
fixed number of processing elements, equal to the QAM
constellation’s size. In practice, for all schemes, a pro-
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Figure 8— Testbed floorplan (circles: 8-antenna APs,
rectangles: 12-antenna APs, triangles: single-antenna
users transmitting to 8-antenna APs, squares: singleantenna users transmitting to 12-antenna APs).
cessing element could be used multiple times to carry out
multiple parallel tasks sequentially, but this would result
in an increase in latency. In agreement with the literature [32, 38, 54], Fig. 9 demonstrates that linear detection
results in a poor throughput when Nt = Nr .7 It also shows
that while the trellis-based method of [50] outperforms
MMSE, it is consistently inferior to FCSD and FlexCore,
in all evaluated scenarios. In addition, it requires a fixed
number of processing elements, and is therefore unable
to scale its performance with the number of available processing elements. Due to these limitations, in the rest of
the paper we focus on comparing FCSD and FlexCore.
Fig. 9 shows that, in contrast to FSCD, FlexCore operates for any number of available processing elements
and it consistently improves throughput when increasing
the available processing elements. On the other hand,
and as discussed in §2, the FCSD can fully exploit processing elements as long as their number is a power
of the order of the employed QAM constellation. Figure 9 also shows that for a given number of available
processing elements, FlexCore consistently outperforms
FCSD in terms of throughput. When 12 users transmit
16-QAM symbols to a 12-antenna AP, at an SNR such
that PERML = 0.1 (SNR=13.5 dB), when 196 parallel elements per subcarrier are available, FlexCore can provide
nearly 2.5× the throughput of the FCSD. In addition, due
to FlexCore’s pre-processing, which focuses the available
processing power to the tree paths that are most likely to
increase wireless throughput, FlexCore requires significantly fewer processing elements than FCSD to reach
the same throughput. For example, in a 12×12 64-QAM
MIMO system and at an SNR such that PERML = 0.01
(SNR=21.6 dB), FlexCore requires 128 parallel paths to
7 We

note that MMSE can achieve better throughput if we allow
Nt < Nr . This is shown in [32], as well as in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9— Achievable network throughput of FlexCore, FCSD and trellis-based decoder [50] for minimum processing
latency, as a function of the available processing elements, compared to optimal (ML) detection and MMSE.
reach 95% of the ML-bound, whereas FCSD requires
4096. Fig. 9 also shows that, in principle, the gains of
FlexCore against the FCSD increase when the transmission conditions become more challenging. Namely, when
the number of antennas and the QAM constellation’s order increase, and when the SNR decreases (and therefore
the PER of the ML solution increases).
FlexCore’s throughput v. number of users. The bars
in Fig. 10 show the achieved network throughput of FlexCore against the throughput of Geosphere and MMSE,
as a function of the number of active users simultaneously transmitting 64-QAM symbols to a 12-antenna AP
at an SNR such that PERML = 0.01 (SNR=21.6 dB). We
assume that 64 processing elements per sub-carrier are
available for FlexCore. However, we also consider an adjustable version of FlexCore (a-FlexCore) that from the 64
available processing elements, uses as many as required
so that the sum of the Pc values of the corresponding
most promising paths becomes 0.95. As expected [38,54],
Fig. 10 shows that MMSE is almost optimal only when
the number of active users is significantly smaller than the
number of AP antennas. In contrast, exact or approximate
ML methods, including FlexCore, can support numbers
of users that are similar to the number of the AP antennas
and still scale network throughput. This ability to reclaim
the unexploited throughput of linear detectors separates
FlexCore from prominent large MIMO architectures such
as [38,54]. Fig. 10 also shows that in contrast to the previ-
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ously proposed parallel schemes, FlexCore has the ability
to adjust the number of activated processing elements and
therefore the overall complexity to the channel conditions.
When the number of active users is significantly smaller
than the one of the AP antennas, where the MIMO channel is well-conditioned and linear detection methods also
perform well, a-FlexCore reduces the number of active
processing elements to almost one, resulting in an overall
complexity similar to that of linear methods.

5.2

Algorithmic/GPU-Based Evaluation

Methodology and setup. We compare FlexCore’s
combined kernel execution and memory transfer times
against MIMOPACK’s parallel and single-threaded FCSD
employing CUDA 7.5 and OpenMP. We choose MIMOPACK’s FCSD over other state-of-the-art GPU implementations such as [10], since MIMOPACK is available
as open-source. Implementing both detectors on the same
library leads to the most fair comparison of the underlying algorithms, which is the aim of this work. We then
evaluate detection performance, based on our previous
assessment, in the context of the LTE standard [1]. GPU
simulations are executed on the Maxwell-based GTX
970 device CPU simulations based on the OpenMP library are executed on the octacore FX-8120 x86_64 general purpose processor using 16 GB of RAM. Our profiling setups involve |Q| ∈ {16, 64}, Nt ∈ {2, ..., 16} and
64 ≤ Nsc ≤ 168, 140 (256 thread blocks).
FlexCore’s speedup gains. Fig. 11 overlays FlexCore’s
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Figure 10— Bars: Network throughput of FlexCore and
a-FlexCore with 64 available processing elements against
Geosphere and MMSE, for a 12-antenna AP with six to 12
simultaneous users. Line: Corresponding average number
of activated processing elements for a-FlexCore.
speedup in 12×12 scenarios using 64-QAM modulation
against the case where FCSD fully expands L ∈ {1, 2}
levels (Sec. 2). The solid horizontal line depicts the
GPU-based FCSD (baseline reference), while dashed and
dotted lines display the results of CPU-based execution
for a varying number of OpenMP threads (denoted as
OpenMP-1, OpenMP-2 etc.). The horizontal axis lists
the number of Sphere decoder tree paths considered in
parallel by FlexCore.
Fig. 11 shows that the GPU-based FCSD is at least 21×
faster than the 8-threaded CPU version which in turn provides a maximum speedup of 5.14× over single-threaded
execution (i.e., a 64.25% parallel efficiency). Thus, the
many-core implementation and our MIMOPACK enhancements benefit both detection schemes. GPU results also show an expected sublinear increase in relative speedup as the thread ratio increases. At the SNR
for which PERML is 0.01, (Fig. 9), FlexCore’s speedup
against the GPU-based FCSD increases up to 19×, as we
require just 128 parallel paths to reach the same performance (Fig. 11, L = 2). Speedup is maximized when we
process in parallel a sufficient number of sphere decoder
paths and/or subcarriers (e.g., Nsc ≥ 1024 at high occupancy). When jointly assessing performance and power
by employing the Joules per bit index (computed as Power
(W) / Processing Throughput (bps)), FlexCore is 17.3%
(Nt = 8) up to 51.3% (Nt = 12) more energy efficient. For
L = 2, FlexCore’s energy advantage increases by 97.5%.
FlexCore for LTE. To obtain system context, we assess
computation time, including data transfers, with respect
to the 3GPP LTE standard [1]. LTE requires that a 10 ms
frame contains 20 timeslots, each with a 500 µs duration (a total of 140× the number of occupied subcarri-
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Figure 11— FlexCore’s speedup vs FCSD (GPU/CPU).
ers). Fig. 12 shows the corresponding 64-QAM SNR loss
for Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) [47], the
FCSD and FlexCore compared to ML detection, based
on the supported number of paths. For Nt = 8 and when
employing 8 streams, FlexCore supports 105 down to 4
paths for the two extremes of the LTE modes for which
the SNR loss is 0.2 to 2.1 dB. In the Nt = 12 case, the
corresponding SNR loss becomes 0.9 to 9.8 dB (68 down
to 2 paths). In the case of SIC (essentially a single-path
FlexCore), the loss can be up to 11.9 dB. Notice that
even though FlexCore’s threads have a higher workload
compared to FCSD’s, the latter’s inherent lack of flexibility significantly limits support to just the 1.25 MHz
LTE mode for L = 1 at Nt ∈ {8, 12}. We note that when
L = 2, the FCSD fails to meet the LTE requirement for
Nt = 8, |Q| = 16 and the more demanding cases.

5.3

Algorithmic/FPGA-Based Evaluation

Methodology and setup. We first present the implementation cost, achieved frequency and power consumption
of a single processing element, considering |Q| = 64,
Nt ∈ {8, 12} at the minimum level of pipeline (Sec. 4)
and 16-bits width. Then, based on the results of Sec. 5.1,
we jointly evaluate power and FPGA processing throughput. Note that the number of processing elements M that
can be instantiated in practice on an FPGA is limited by
the latter’s available resources. Due to our pipelined design though, the number of processing elements does not
need to be equal to the number of Sphere decoder paths.
Thus, we explore performance for varying values of M
at a 5.5 ns delay (the minimum supported by both detection engines up to the number of instantiated processing
elements). We note that due to host system memory lim-
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LTE-Mode (bandwidth)

12×12 8×8 Nt ×Nr

Figure 12— FlexCore, FCSD and SIC on the GPU at
64-QAM, against the ML SNR, considering the detection
latency requirements of the several LTE modes.
64-QAM CLB
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DSP48

fmax

Logic Mem FF-pairs

slices
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(W)

16

312.5

6.82

FlexCore 3206 15276 1187
FCSD

713

4717

16

370.4

6.54

FlexCore 5795 28810 2497

11415

24

312.5

9.157

10501

24

370.4

9.04

FCSD

2187 11320

5363

Power

4364 23252 1537

Table 3— Single processing element on the XCVU440flga2892-3-e for FlexCore and the FCSD at 64-QAM.
FlexCore’s path increases area-delay product on average
only by 73.7 to 57.8% (Nt = 8 and Nt = 12 respectively).
itations, M ≤ 32 in the case of FlexCore (both antenna
setups) and M ≤ 32, M ≤ 64 respectively for the FCSD at
Nt = 12 and Nt = 8. We estimate power through Xilinx’s
Power Estimator, under worst-case static power conditions at 100% utilization. Results are compared using the
area-delay product and the efficiency index of Joules/bit.
FlexCore’s single-path cost. Our FPGA implementation
shows that FlexCore’s significant advantage in terms of
numbers of required processing elements (see Fig. 9),
comes at a small implementation overhead per processing
element. Table 3 presents implementation results for M =
1, where a CLB is a Configurable Logic Block, containing
Look-up Tables (LUTs), Flip-Flops (FFs) and distributed
RAM. In fact, the processing element overhead tends
to decrease as Nt increases; in the case of FlexCore and
FCSD respectively for Nt = 12, there is a 1.81× and 1.99×
area delay product increase compared with the Nt =8 case.
Timing analysis shows that logic delay is below 2 ns; the
rest is attributed to routing.
Flexibility revisited: Multi-Path performance. FlexCore’s design allows detection by employing an arbitrary
number of Sphere decoder paths and for M = 32, its processing throughput on this device can reach 13.09 Gbps
when 32 paths need to be processed, to 3.27 Gbps (128
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Figure 13— FPGA energy efficiency exploration on the
XCVU440-flga2892-3-e under the same FlexCore and
FCSD network throughput requirements (Fig. 9, |Q|=64).
required paths). We remind that for 12×12 MIMO, FlexCore with 32 and 128 paths reaches the same network
throughput as the FCSD does with 64 and 4096 paths
respectively (see Fig. 9). To support the 20 MHz LTE
bandwidth for 32 and 128 Sphere decoder paths, three
or more and nine or more FlexCore processing elements
need to be respectively instantiated at 5.5 ns. In contrast, as the FCSD requires at least |Q| PD outputs (to
visit all nodes on all tree levels for L = 1), its processing
t · f max
throughput is log2 (|Q|)·N
Mbps ( fmax is the maximum
|Q|/M
operating frequency in MHz). Even when we instantiate
M = 64 processing elements, the FCSD fails to meet the
20 MHz LTE bandwidth for L = 2 (4096 required paths)
and it requires instantiation of twice as many processing
elements as FlexCore to support the 1.25 MHz mode. It
is thus less area and energy efficient. Fig. 13 displays
the energy efficiency of the proposed detection engines in
terms of J/bit for a varying number of processing elements
to reach the same network throughput (see Fig. 9). For
extrapolating the numbers of processing elements that can
be instantiated, a 75% maximum device utilization [3]
is assumed in order to retain performance by avoiding
routing congestion. Overall, the FCSD requires on average 1.54× up to 28.8× more J/bit (Nt = 8, L = 1 and
Nt = 12, L = 2 cases respectively). These results illustrate
FlexCore’s significant efficiency advantage. To put GPU
performance into perspective, our FPGA implementations
achieve a two and three orders of magnitude higher energy
efficiency for L = 1 and L = 2, respectively.
Discussion. We have shown that FlexCore can efficiently
exploit any number of available processing elements, and
can outperform linear detection methods even when a
small number of processing elements is available. Compared to the FCSD, FlexCore can provide significant
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throughput gains for the same number of processing elements and it can achieve near-optimal performance with
a number of processing elements that can be more than
an order of magnitude less. FlexCore’s modest detection
requirements translate to a GPU implementation speedup
of 19× (64-QAM, 12×12 MIMO at 21.6 dB) against the
FCSD when the latter fully expands two levels (Fig. 9 and
11). FlexCore’s flexibility allows it to operate in varying
conditions, in which the FCSD fails to meet the LTE’s
timing requirements. To the best of our knowledge, FlexCore is the first Sphere-decoding-based detection scheme
that can support all LTE bandwidths, while providing performance better than the one of SIC, even for 12 × 12
MIMO systems on a GPU [33, 35, 40, 50, 51]. Our FPGA
implementation results reveal that FlexCore is 34% to
96% more energy efficient than the proposed FCSD implementation and can reach a throughput of 13 Gbps on a
state-of-the-art device. Also to the best of our knowledge,
these are the first FCSD-based FPGA implementations
for 8 × 8 and larger antenna arrays [2, 5, 26, 49].

6

Related Work

The exploitation of parallelism alone to reduce processing
latency is not a novel approach: indeed, implementations
of all kinds of Sphere decoders (e.g., both breadth-first
and depth-first) involve some level of parallelism. However, existing approaches either take a limited or inflexible
level of parallelism or they perform parallel processing
takes place in an suboptimal, heuristic manner, without
accounting for the actual transmission channel conditions.
Parallelism at a distance calculation level. Both depthfirst [8, 20, 45] and breadth-first Sphere decoder implementations, including the K-Best sphere decoders
[9, 18, 28, 30, 36, 37, 46, 48], calculate multiple Euclidean
distances in parallel any time they change tree level. In
addition, after performing the parallel operations, the
node or list of nodes with the minimum Euclidean distance needs to be found, which requires a significant
synchronization overhead between the parallel processes.
This level of exploited parallelism is fixed, predetermined,
non-flexible, with high dependencies which are related to
the specific architectural design. In addition, in K-Best
Sphere decoders the value of K, which is predetermined,
needs to increase for dense constellations and large numbers antennas, making K-best detection inappropriate for
dense constellations and large MIMO systems. Using
FlexCore’s approach we can adaptively select the value
of K, which will differ per Sphere decoding tree level.
Parallelism at a higher than a Euclidean distance
level. Khairy et al. [27] use GPUs to run in parallel multiple, low-dimensional (4 × 4) Sphere decoders but without
parallelizing the tasks or the data processing involved in
each. Jósza et al. [25] describe a hybrid ad hoc depth-first,
breadth-first GPU implementation for low dimensional
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sphere decoders. However, their approach lacks theoretical basis and cannot prevent visiting unnecessary tree
paths that are not likely to include the correct solution.
In addition, since the authors do not propose a specific
tree search methodology, their approach is not extendable
to large MIMO systems. Yang et al. [52, 53] propose
a VLSI/CMOS multicore combined distributed/shared
memory approach for high-dimensional SDs, where SD
partitioning is performed by splitting the SD tree into
subtrees. But partitioning is heuristic, and their approach
requires interaction between the parallel trees, thus making it inflexible. In addition, the required communication
overhead among the parallel elements makes the approach
inefficient for very dense constellations and inappropriate
for a GPU implementation.
Other detection approaches. Local area search approaches [29,39,42] could also be used for the detection of
large MIMO systems, but they are strictly sequential and
require several iterations, resulting in increased latency.
Lattice reduction techniques [15] are also prohibitive for
large MIMO systems due to their sequential manner and
high complexity (O(Nt4 )).

7

Conclusion and Future Work

We have described FlexCore, a computationally-flexible
method to consistently and massively parallelize the problem of detection in large MIMO systems, as well as similar maximum-likelihood detection problems. Our FlexCore GPU implementation in 12×12 64-QAM MIMO,
enjoys a 19× computational speedup and 97% increased
energy efficiency compared with the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, according to the best of our knowledge, our
FlexCore’s GPU implementation is the first able to support all LTE bandwidths and provide detection performance better than SIC, even for 12 × 12 MIMO systems.
Finally, our implementation and exploration of FlexCore
on FPGAs showed that for the same MIMO system, its
energy efficiency surpasses that of the state-of-the-art by
an order of magnitude. A promising next step is to extend
FlexCore to “soft-detectors” as in [7, 43].
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A

Position Vector Error Probability Approximation

For the top sphere decoding tree layer (l = Nt ), the probability of the first closest symbol to the effective received
point ỹ(Nt ) not to be the transmitted symbol is equivalent
to the corresponding symbol error rate over an AWGN
channel, or [6]
!
√ 

2
R(Nt , Nt ) · Es
Pe (Nt ) = 2 + p
· erfc
, (6)
σ
|Q|
Then, the probability of the first closest symbol to the
received to be the transmitted one is PNt (1) = 1 − Pe (Nt ).
Calculating the probability for the kth (with k > 1) closest
to the received symbol to be the one transmitted would require real-time two-dimensional integrations since an analytical solution is infeasible. Instead, we approximate the
problem based on the observation that the inter-symbol
distance in QAM constellations scales nearly in a squareroot manner, as a function of the position index k related
to the received signal.
Then we make the approximation that the decision
boundaries (Dk ) would scale in a similar manner. That is
√
Dk = c · k,
(7)
where c is a positive and real constant. Then,
PNt (k) = P (Dk−1 < |nNt | ≤ Dk )




p
p
= P |nNt | ≤ c · (k) − P |nNt | ≤ c · (k − 1) . (8)
Since the amplitude of the noise sample (nNt ) is Rayleigh
distributed
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c · (k − 1)
c · (k)
PNt (k) = exp −
− exp − 2
σn2t
σnt
 



c
c · (k − 1)
·
1
−
exp
−
(9)
= exp −
σn2t
σn2t
Applying the above for k = 1 is 1 − Pe (Nt ), with Pe (Nt )
defined in (6), therefore, for both equations to hold,


c
Pe (Nt ) = exp − 2 .
σl

(10)

Accordingly, the probability that the kth closest constellation point to the observable of the top level (l = Nt ) is the
transmitted one can be expressed as
PNt (k) = (1 − Pe (Nt )) · (Pe (Nt ))(k−1) .

(11)

Fig. 14 compares the theoretical estimates of the “perlevel” probabilities PNt to the ones obtained by simulations as well as to the ones obtained by actual experiments
using our WARP v3 platform implementation (described
in Section 5.1). It shows that our theoretical model is very
accurate in all SNR regimes.
It can be easily shown that, the above equation does
hold for any sphere decoding tree level, given that all the
higher layers include the correct solutions (the correct
transmitted vector). This is because the effect of the correct solution can be easily removed in terms of successive
interference cancellations. As as result, the probability Pc
can be calculated as in equations (2), (3) and (4) (Sec. 3).
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60 GHz millimeter-wave networks represent the next frontier in high-speed wireless access technologies. Due to
the use of highly directional and electronically steerable
beams, the performance of 60 GHz networks becomes
a sensitive function of environment structure and reflectivity, which cannot be handled by existing networking
paradigms. In this paper, we propose E-Mi, a framework that harnesses 60 GHz radios’ sensing capabilities
to boost network performance. E-Mi uses a single pair
of 60 GHz transmitter and receiver to sense the environment. It can resolve all dominant reflection paths between the two nodes, from which it reconstructs a coarse
outline of major reflectors in the environment. It then
feeds the reflector information into a ray-tracer to predict the channel and network performance of arbitrarily
located links. Our experiments on a custom-built 60 GHz
testbed verify that E-Mi can accurately sense a given
environment, and predict the channel quality of different links with 2.8 dB median error. The prediction is
then used to optimize the deployment of 60 GHz access
points, with 2.2× to 4.5× capacity gain over empirical
approaches.

1.

Introduction

The unlicensed millimeter wave (mmWave) band, centered at 60 GHz and spanning 14 GHz spectrum [1], represents the most promising venue to meet the massive
surge in mobile data. Recently proposed mmWave network standards, like 802.11ad [2], provision multi-Gbps
connectivity for a new wave of applications such as cordless computing and wireless fiber-to-home.
Despite the huge potential, 60 GHz networks face a
number of challenges unseen in conventional low-frequency networks: due to ultra-high carrier frequency, the
60 GHz radios are extremely vulnerable to propagation
loss and obstacle blockage. To overcome such limitation,
60 GHz radios commonly adopt many-element phasedarray antennas to form highly directional, steerable beams,
which leverage reflections to steer around obstacles. Dependence on directivity and reflection, however, makes
the network performance a sensitive function of node
placement and environmental characteristics (e.g., geometrical layout and reflectivity of ambient surfaces).
To elucidate the challenge, we set up two laptops with
Qualcomm tri-band QCA6500 chip (2.4/5/60GHz) [3],
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Figure 1: Normalized throughput of same-distance 60
GHz and 2.4 GHz links over different node placements.
and randomly place them over 16 different locations. For
each link, we measured the normalized throughput, i.e.,
the none-line-of-sight (NLOS) throughput when a human
obstacle stands in between, divided by the LOS throughput. Fig. 1 plots the CDF across links. We observe up to
3× throughput gap when the same-distance 60 GHz link
is placed at different locations, versus 1.4× for the 2.4
GHz link, implying that 60 GHz’s NLOS performance is
much more sensitive to environment. We found that the
60 GHz transmitter can more effectively detour blockage, if it is placed near a concrete wall that acts like a
mirror. Obviously, reflectors in the environment have a
crucial impact on 60 GHz performance.
Of course, one may not always be able to alter the
environment. However, we argue that, by judiciously
placing 60 GHz access points (APs) within a given environment, we can substantially improve network coverage and robustness to blockage. To this end, one may
conduct a blanket site-survey and search for the capacitymaximizing AP location, but the search space becomes
formidable because of the numerous beam directions and
human blockage patterns. In this paper, we propose EMi, a system that can automatically “sense” (model) the
major reflectors in the environment from a 60 GHz radio’s eyes, and predict the performance of arbitrarily located links. The prediction can in turn help optimize AP
placement to maximize network capacity and robustness.
The core challenge in E-Mi is: how to sense the environment using mmWave radios which can only measure the received signal strength (RSS) and phase between each other? Conventional environment mapping
approaches (e.g., stereo camera and laser radar [4–8])
need dedicated hardware and do not capture environment
properties specific to mmWave. In contrast, E-Mi leverages the well known sparsity of mmWave channels [9–
11]: from the 60 GHz radios’ eyes, there are usually only
a few dominating reflectors in practical environment. EMi samples the environment by fixing the Tx radio, and
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moving the Rx to a few locations. At each location, the
radio channel comprises one LOS path, and many NLOS
ones. By measuring the RSS/phase, E-Mi traces back
all NLOS propagation paths, uses a geometrical model
to locate where the paths hit reflectors, and eventually
reverse-engineers the location and reflectivity of dominating reflectors. Such environment information is then
fed into a ray tracing engine, which can predict the wireless channel quality of arbitrarily located Tx/Rx.
E-Mi’s reflector learning is predicated on the accurate tracing of propagation paths, which itself is an open
challenge. Specifically, E-Mi needs to disentangle all
the NLOS paths for each Rx location, and estimate each
path’s angle of arrival (AoA), angle of departure (AoD)
and length. This differs from the vast literature of phasedarray localization algorithms that only exploit the LOS
path [12, 13]. E-Mi solves the problem using a multipath resolution framework (MRF), which resolves different paths’ angles/lengths by creating “virtual beams”
by post-processing the measured RSS/phase.
We have implemented E-Mi on a 60 GHz testbed. Our
experiments demonstrate that E-Mi can accurately resolve NLOS propagation paths, with an average error of
3.5◦ , 3.5◦ , and 0.4 m, for AoA, AoD and path length, respectively. By simply sampling 15 receiver locations in
an office environment, E-Mi can effectively predict the
link quality of other unobserved locations, with median
RSS error of 2.8 dB and AoA(AoD) error 4.5◦ (5.7◦ ).
E-Mi can be a convenient toolset to predict site-specific
RSS distributions and assist 60 GHz network deployment
and configuration. In this paper, we apply E-Mi to one
case study to answer the following question: How to deploy the 60 GHz APs to maximize the average network
capacity and improve resilience to blockage? Our experiments show that an E-Mi-augmented deployment obtains
2.2× to 4.5× median throughput gain over empirical approaches. E-Mi also makes the 60 GHz network more robust, reducing median throughput loss from around 700
Mbps to 20 Mbps under random human blockage.
To summarize, the main contributions of E-Mi include:
(i) A multipath resolution framework that allows a pair
of 60 GHz Tx and Rx to trace back the hAoA, AoD, lengthi
of all NLOS paths, simply via RSS/phase measurement.
(ii) An reflector localization scheme that can locate
where the reflectors “bend” propagation paths, and then
recover the layout/reflectivity of dominant reflectors.
(iv) Applying the sensing information to predicting the
channel quality of arbitrarily located Tx and Rx, which in
turn helps optimize the AP deployment, achieving multifold capacity gain and robustness under human blockage.

2.

Related Work

Wireless network planning/profiling. Wireless network planning is a classical problem that has been rely-
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ing on empirical solutions for decades. RF site survey,
despite its tedious war-driving procedure, is still widely
adopted by enterprise WLAN and cellular network planning tools [14, 15]. Recent work used roaming robots
[16] or sparse sampling [17] to access the RSS distribution under a given AP/basestation deployment. But
these approaches hardly shed lights on how to plan a
new/better deployment.
Active planning can overcome the limitation by using
ray-tracing. Earlier study of 60 GHz channel statistical
characterization [18] unveiled that 60 GHz signals have
predictable spatial structure in an environment. But they
require precise mapping of dominant reflectors. Such a
map is not always available and is sensitive to environmental change (e.g., placing a new cabinet). E-Mi essentially circumvents this hurdle by allowing mmWave
radios to directly construct the environment map.
Radio-based environment sensing. The simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem has been
extensively studied in robotics [19–21]. Typical SLAM
systems need to roam a robot, and map the environment
based on dead-reckoning and visual images. Such systems are predicated on two factors: (i) precisely controlled robotic movement and blanket coverage, to generate an extensive point-cloud representation of the survey area. (ii) environment sensors, such as sonar, stereo
camera and LIDAR [22], to explicitly locate landmarks
or obstacles. The elusive nature of wireless signals prohibits us from meeting the same requirement. It involves
nontrivial human efforts to label the reflectivity of each
reflector. Besides, the reflectivity may be hardly available if an object contains compound materials. State-ofthe-art radio-based SLAM [5,23] can only achieve localization accuracy of around 5 meters, far from enough to
predict the spatial performance of a wireless network.
Recent work [7,24,25] adopted mmWave radars to explicitly scan the environment. By continuously moving
the radar in front of the obstacle’s body, they can identify the shape/reflectivity. In contrast, E-Mi leverages the
sparsity of 60 GHz signal structure, so as to locate all
dominant reflectors with only a few sampling locations.
Localization using antenna arrays. Antenna array
has demonstrated tremendous potential in localization,
especially because it can identify AoA using signal processing algorithms like MUSIC [26] and ESPRIT [27].
Recent systems [12, 13, 28] renovated such algorithms to
localize a client via multi-AP triangulation. In contrast,
E-Mi uses mmWave phased-array to handle the more challenging problem of recovering NLOS propagation paths
and locating reflectors. A side benefit of E-Mi is that it
can locate a node using a single AP (Sec. 5) and therefore build a spatial distribution map of possible client locations, which can in turn help optimize the AP deployment (Sec. 9).
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Sensor-assisted protocol adaptation. E-Mi is partly
inspired by the principle of sensor-assisted communications. Nanthapuri et al. [29] proposed to discriminate
various networking context (e.g., mobile vs. static) using external sensors, and adapt the protocols accordingly.
Ravindranath et al. [30] applied a similar principle to assisting link-level rate adaptation, etc.. BBS [31] leveraged a WiFi antenna array to estimate the signal’s AoA
and facilitate the 60 GHz radio beam steering. BeamSpy [32] detects human blockage and adapts its beam to a
new direction without beam scanning. In contrast to this
line of research, E-Mi uses 60 GHz radios themselves as
sensors to reconstruct the reflectors and predict the sitespecific RSS distribution to guide AP deployment.

E-Mi: An Overview

E-Mi samples the RSS/phase between a pair of 60 GHz
AP and client (also denoted as Tx and Rx), and uses
the samples as input to two major modules: (i) Multipath resolution framework (Sec. 4), which estimates the
geometry, i.e., hAoA, AoD, lengthi, of each propagation
path and also discriminates their RSS/phase. (ii) Dominant reflector reconstruction (Sec. 5): which locates the
reflecting points (i.e., spots where the paths hit the reflector), and reconstructs the layout/reflectivity of dominating reflectors, forming a coarse environment map. A
network planner can feed E-Mi’s reconstruction result to
a 60 GHz ray-tracing engine, and identify the AP locations that lead to higher capacity/robustness (Sec. 9).
This essentially supersedes the laborious war-driving in
traditional wireless site survey [15].
E-Mi requires the Tx and Rx to be equipped with phased-arrays of practical size (default to 16-element, as in
typical 802.11ad radios [33]). It does not need a customized PHY layer—It only requires the channel state, which
is a portable function on many commodity WiFi devices
[34] and expected to be available in the 802.11ad products. Although E-Mi works in a constrained environment
that can be illuminated by Tx’s signals, the Tx can be
moved to different positions to extend its coverage.
When scanning the wireless channel, E-Mi places the
Tx and Rx well above the ground, so that they only “see”
dominant reflectors like walls and furnitures. They affect the average-case network performance which are of
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Figure 2: The MRF identifies the hAoA, AoD, lengthi
in three steps: (1) Identify the dominant AoA and AoD;
(2) Pair AoA and AoD directions that belong to the same
path; (3) Estimate the length of each path.
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Figure 3: Isolating individual antenna’s signals on an
analog phased array, by switching across different weight
vectors.
utmost interest for network planners. In case such reflectors change their locations, we can accommodate the
changes by rerunning E-Mi.

4.

Multipath Resolution Framework (MRF)

The MRF estimates the hAoA, AoD, lengthi of dominating paths between the Tx and Rx. As illustrated in the
Fig. 2, the AoA and AoD are determined by the relative
positions of dominant reflector, Tx and Rx, and independent of the beam pattern of phased arrays. To estimate
these intrinsic parameters, a naive solution is to use beam
scanning: the Tx/Rx may steer over all possible combinations of beam directions, and find the ones with high
RSS. However, a 60 GHz phased-array can only steer to
a set of discrete directions (e.g., a 16-element one can
only steer between beams with 22.5◦ separation [35]).
The discrete beam scanning prevents us from measuring
the signal angle precisely. Moreover, unlike horn antennas, phased-arrays have imperfect directionality — besides the main beam, their antenna pattern bears many
sidelobes which interfere the AoA/AoD estimation.
E-Mi’s MRF introduces three mechanisms (Fig. 2) to
meet the challenges. (i) We first estimate the dominating
AoD and AoA directions, originating from Tx and ending at Rx, respectively. We adapt a classical signal angle
estimation algorithm to 60 GHz phased arrays, which enables super-resolution (i.e., finer resolution than discrete
steering by generating a continuous angular spectrum,
and unaffected by the imperfect beam shape of phased
arrays). (ii) We design a virtual beamforming (vBeam)
scheme that pairs the AoD and AoA directions belonging to the same NLOS path. (iii) We employ a multi-tone
ranging scheme to estimate the total length of each path.

4.1

Estimate Path Angles Using Phased Arrays

Conventional multi-antenna receivers can estimate signal AoA using angular spectrum analysis, which singles out the arrival angles with strong signal strength
[12, 13]. However, such analysis needs to isolate the signals on each antenna element using digital phased arrays
(Fig. 3(a)). Practical 60 GHz radios use analog phased
arrays (Fig. 3(b)), which have a single input/output, comprising a weighted sum of individual antenna’s signals
that obfuscate each antenna’ signals.
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To overcome this limitation, a natural way is to vary
the weights and obtain a system of equations to solve for
individual signals. Suppose there are N elements on the
receiving phased array, and S = [S1 , S2 , · · · , SN ]T denotes the signals on the N individual antenna elements.
When the phased array imposes row vector of weight
w1 on its antenna elements, the received signal becomes
y1 = w1 S. Suppose the array switches across N different weight vectors to receive the same signals by N
times. The weights constitute a 2-D matrix WR = [w1 ;
w2 ; · · · ; wN ] with each row being a weight vector. Then,
the N output signals form a vector: Y = WR S. So, one
can simply use S = WR−1 Y to recover S, and hence
isolate the signals on each antenna element. Fig. 3(c)
illustrates an example where N = 4.
In practice, the weight vectors in a 60 GHz phased array are built into hardware and can only be selected from
a predefined group, called codebook. The key question
is: can we find a set of weight vectors to form a matrix
WR that is invertible? The answer is positive: we can
find the weight matrix from 60 GHz codebook that is
orthogonal (i.e., WR WRH = I, where (·)H denotes the
conjugate transpose), and hence invertible. The beamforming codebook ensures orthogonality between weight
vectors because it will maximize the isolation across different beam patterns [35, 36].
To estimate the AoD, a symmetrical operation is needed
at the Tx. Suppose the Tx phased array has M antenna
elements, then it uses M different sets of weights to transmit the signals by M times, which similarly constitute a
transmit matrix WT . We populate S into an N -by-M
matrix. Each element (i, j) of S represents the signals
on i-th Rx antenna, when the j-th Tx antenna element
is triggered. Then, the received signals of analog-array
becomes: Y = WR SWTH . Each column/row in matrix
Y contains received signals measured using a specific
transmitting/receiving weight vector. By way of a similar orthogonality argument as the Rx, we can recover S
as follows: S = WRH YWT .
Isolation of individual antenna’s signals allows us to
apply MUSIC [37], an eigen angle analysis algorithm
to jointly estimate the AoA/AoD, in the same way as in
digital phased arrays [12]. MUSIC can achieve a scalable resolution with more antenna elements and extricate
the discrete beam shape of phased arrays. Specifically,
we measure the preamble signals sent/received by standard 60 GHz radios [2], which are sent repeatedly across
packets, and across different Tx/Rx beam patterns. We
isolate the preamble signals sent/received by different
Tx/Rx antenna elements. Then, we run MUSIC to compute the angular spectrum, essentially the likelihood of
signals coming from different angles. Finally, we find
the peaks in the angular spectrum that are larger than
the noise floor and take the corresponding directions as
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AoAs/AoDs of dominating paths.
A few additional operations are worth noting: (i) Since
each AoD is pairwise to an AoA w.r.t. the same dominant
reflector, we remove the excessive AoA/AoD estimations
of smaller eigenvalue, and make sure the number of AoA
and AoD values are equal. (ii) To ensure the consistency
of reference direction, i.e., 0 degree, in the measurement,
the antenna’s orientation can be simply kept at a fixed
direction, or be compensated by motion sensors in the
mobile device. (iii) MUSIC is adopted only for AoA
and AoD estimation. The RSS estimation and AoA/AoD
pairing of each path is accomplished by the virtual beamforming, which will be detailed next.

4.2

Virtual Beamforming: Match Path Angles

E-Mi’s virtual beamforming (vBeam) algorithm serves
two purposes: First, the AoAs and AoDs identified above
do not have a pairwise mapping. The vBeam can pair up
the AoA and AoD values that belong to the same path.
Second, the received signals S are a mix from all propagation paths. To estimate the length of each path (Sec.
4.3), their signals have to be separated from each other.
The basic idea is to process the received signal matrix
S offline and emulate Tx/Rx beamforming towards specific directions. This allows us to generate arbitrary beam
patterns, bypassing the codebook constraint of phased arrays. Then, vBeam uses a beam matching metric to single out each pair of AoD and AoA directions that belong
to the same path.
Beam generation: vBeam generates weight vectors
of specific beam patterns and applies them to signals from
different antenna elements. Whereas the weight vectors
can be computed using conventional delay-sum beamformer [38], vBeam applies a beam-nulling technique instead, which beamforms to the desired AoA/AoD directions while nulling signals from other AoA/AoD directions. This effectively steers the phased-array’s sidelobes
toward directions from which there is no signal coming,
and thus helps suppress irrelevant signals.
Suppose the AoA and AoD identified above are denoted by vectors Θ = [θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θK ] and Φ = [φ1 , φ2 ,
. . . , φK ], with K being the number of dominant paths.
Denote ar (θi ) and at (φi ) as column weight vectors that
beamform toward AoA/AoD angle θi and φi . Take the
Rx-side as an example, the nulling beam vector anull
r (θi ),
which beamforms to θj for j = i and nulls other θj for
j 6= i, can be directly derived from ar (θi ) by [39].
Beam matching: Suppose vBeam beamforms towards
AoA angle θi and AoD angle φj using the foregoing approach. In order to determine whether θi and φj belong
to the same propagation path, we design a beam matching metric F, which manifests a high value if and only if
θi and φj match to the same path. F is computed by:
null
H 2
F[i, j] = E[|anull
r (θi )Sat (φj ) | ], ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K,
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2πfi d
d∗ = arg max | i=1 ej(ϕi − c ) |.

Algorithm 1 Virtual Beamforming
1: procedure vBeam(Θ, Φ, S)
2:
for i = 1:K, j = 1:K do
 Loop for Rx and Tx arrays
null
H 2
3:
F [i, j] = E[|anull
r (θ̂i )Sat (φ̂j ) | ]  Beamform RSS
4:
end for
5:
for i = 1:K do
 Beam matching
6:
[I row, I col] ← max subscript(F)
 Subscript of
maximum

7:
F[I row, :] ← 0; F[:, I col] ← 0;
8:
Θ̂[i] ← Θ[I row]; Φ̂[i] ← Φ[I col]
9:
end for
10:
return Θ̂ and Φ̂
 pairwise AoA and AoD
11: end procedure

where the inner part of above equation applies the virtual
beams to signal matrix S, and outer expectation computes the corresponding RSS. Since it is difficult to find
an absolute gauge threshold, E-Mi adopts an iterative algorithm (Algorithm 1). It starts with the largest metric
and takes the corresponding AoA/AoD as a pair. Then it
removes values of pairwise AoA/AoD from the row and
column of the matching matrix F and repeats above procedure to find the next largest matching metric. This approach works well for paths of different signal strengths.
Once vBeam identifies all the pairwise AoA/AoD, it
can isolate path i’s signal Spath
by projecting the entire
i
signal matrix S towards path i’s AoA and AoD:
null
H
Spath
= anull
(1)
r (Θ̂[i])Sat (Φ̂[i]) ,
i
where Θ̂ and Φ̂ are matrices of the pairwise AoA and
AoD. E-Mi then further estimates the RSS of signal isolated from each path.

4.3

Multi-Tone Ranging: Estimate Path Length

E-Mi estimates each path i’s length by processing its
signals Spath
i , using a multi-tone ranging mechanism. Modern communication systems such as 60 GHz 802.11ad
commonly adopt OFDM, which modulates signals across
different frequency tones (called subcarriers). The phase
of each subcarrier can be measured using built-in channel
estimators. Suppose a subcarrier has frequency f1 , then
its phase increases linearly with propagation path length
d, following 2πf1 d/c. Our multi-tone ranging leverages
the phase divergence among OFDM subcarriers, caused
by their frequency difference. Given two subcarriers with
frequency f1 and f2 , their phase divergence at distance
d equals ∆ϕ = 2π(f2 − f1 )d/c, where c is light speed.
f1 , f2 are known and ∆ϕ can be measured. So we can
easily map ∆ϕ back to d.
To improve resilience to channel noise, E-Mi harnesses
diversity from many subcarriers in 802.11ad-like communication systems. Suppose we have isolated the preamble signal Spath
along path i (Sec. 4.2). Suppose L subi
carriers are located at frequencies f1 , f2 , · · · , fL , and the
Rx-measured phase values are ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . , ϕL . Then we
estimate path i’s length via the following optimization
framework:
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(2)

d

The RHS of Eq. (2) computes the difference between
measured phase and theoretical phase over distance in
the phaser domain. Essentially, the optimal distance estimation d∗ leads to the closest match between these two
sets of phase values.
In practice, due to the carrier frequency offset (CFO)
between Tx and Rx, the subcarriers will bear unknown
phase shifts, which contaminate the phase measurement.
We cannot apply the standard CFO compensation technique [40] in this case because it will simultaneously nullify the phase divergence. We address this problem using a reference calibration scheme. Specifically, we first
separate the Tx and Rx by a known distance d0 and measure the phase value ϕi (d0 ) of each subcarrier i. When
the Tx/Rx moves to a new (unknown) distance d, the
CFO can be canceled by computing their phase differ0)
. Substituting ϕi by
ence: ϕi (d) − ϕi (d0 ) = 2πf (d−d
c
ϕi − ϕi (d0 ), Eq. (2) can be reformulated as:
PL
2πfi (d−d0 )
c
|. (3)
d∗ = arg max | i=1 ej(ϕi −ϕi (d0 )−
d

We note that the phase divergence has an aliasing effect: if the phase difference between two subcarriers exceeds 2π, it will wrap and cause ambiguity. To maximize the unambiguous ranging distance, we should maximize the cycle length of phase divergence, or equivalently minimize the frequency separation between subcarriers (denoted as fmin ). The unambiguous range is
c
thus determined by fmin
. For 802.11ad, fmin equals the
separation between adjacent subcarriers, i.e., 5.156 MHz
[2], or equivalent to up to 58.18 m unambiguous ranging
distance, which is sufficient for indoor scenarios.

5.

Dominant Reflector Reconstruction

The hAoA, AoD, lengthi of all propagation paths form
a set of spatial constraints, allowing E-Mi to locate the
reflecting points, i.e., points where dominant reflectors
“bend” the propagation paths. Consequently, E-Mi can
geometrically reconstruct reflectors’ position, orientation,
and reflectivity.

5.1

Locating Reflecting Points in Environment

To locate the reflecting points, E-Mi first pinpoints the
Rx relative to the Tx, based on the hAoA, AoD, lengthi
constraints. Fig. 4 shows an example. Suppose we obtained the hAoA, AoD, lengthi of a single path. Then any
point along line segment AB satisfies the same hAoA,
AoD, lengthi constraint, and is likely to be the Rx position. Therefore, a single path cannot pinpoint the Rx. But
we can resolve the ambiguity by adding another path: the
intersection between line segment AB of one path and
segment A0 B 0 of another path pinpoints the Rx location.
Practical environment may encounter more than two
paths. Denote path i’s hAoA, AoD, lengthi as θ̂i , φ̂i and
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dˆi . Following Fig. 4, we can use a simple geometry to
represent the intersection formed by all line segments:
µi x + νi y = γi ,
(4)
with µi = sin(θ̂i ) + sin(φ̂i ), νi = −(cos(θ̂i ) + cos(φ̂i ))
γi =xtx (sin(θ̂i ) + sin(φ̂i )) − ytx (cos(θ̂i ) + cos(φ̂i ))
+ dˆi (sin(φ̂i ) cos(θ̂i ) − cos(φ̂i ) sin(θ̂i ))

where (xtx , ytx ) and (xrx , yrx ) are the Tx and Rx position, respectively. Assuming the Rx position is intersected by N line segments, Eq. (4) can be rewritten in a
matrix format:
Γ X = P,
(5)
where X = [xrx , yrx ]T , Γ = [µ1 , . . . , µK ; ν1 , . . . , νK ]T ,
and P = [γ1 , . . . , γK ]T . In practice, due to residual error of measurement, line segments may not intersect on
a single point. We thus reformulate Eq. (5) as a leastsquare optimization problem:
X ∗ = arg min ||P − Γ X||2 ,
(6)
where X ∗ estimates the Rx position with minimum error.
Unfortunately, our initial experimental tests found the
optimization alone works poorly due two practical factors: (i) The hAoA, AoD, lengthi estimation (Sec. 4) contains residual errors, especially for long-range and weakRSS paths. Such errors may cause intersecting line segments to be close to parallel, which significantly amplifies the Rx location error. (ii) The MRF (Sec. 4) may capture high-order reflections that do not follow the model
in Fig. 4. Such mismatch may deviate the estimation arbitrarily away from the real position.
E-Mi introduces two mechanisms to overcome above
challenges.
(1) Weighting the residual error. We first reformulate the optimization problem in Eq. (6) to account for
MRF’s residual errors. The inner term of Eq. (6) calculates the difference between matrices Γ X and P . Since
different paths’ geometries have different residual errors,
we weight the paths according to the confidence level in
MRF’s estimation, based on the following observation:
those paths of shorter length (thus higher RSS) tend to
have less error. Thus, we can use the inverse of path
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wi =

AoA

Figure 4: Using a single Tx to locate the Rx and reflecting points. Solid green line represents one propagation
path. Dotted green lines are alternative paths with the
same hAoA, AoD, lengthi constraint.

X

length as the weight. Besides, we need to minimize the
sum of distance from Rx position to all line segments,
q
which requires normalization by a coefficient µ2i + νi2
[41]. The final weight value for path i is:
di

1
q
,
µ2i + νi2

which consists of the inverse of path length and the normalization factor. Stacking the weights into a vector W =
diag(w1 , . . . , wK ), the optimization problem Eq. (6) can
be rewritten as X ∗ = arg minX ||W (P −Γ X)||2 , which
can be solved by standard least-square algorithms.
(2) Filtering higher-order reflection. To constrain
the problem within the geometrical model of first-order
reflection (Fig. 4), we should exclude any higher order
reflection paths in the optimization. Our key observation is that line segment intersections of higher-order reflections tend to randomly distribute and exhibit a larger
deviation since they do not fit into the geometry model
for the first-order reflection. Therefore, we apply a Kmeans clustering algorithm to filter out the p% most significantly deviated line segments that most likely belong
to the higher-order reflection. The choice of p value depends on the amount of higher-order reflections. We prefer a larger p value in a highly reflective environment,
and otherwise a smaller p. Yet, we find E-Mi is not sensitive to it because most indoor environments have comparable number of dominant reflectors, and an empirical
value (e.g., p = 20) would suffice.
After determining the client position, the locations of
i
reflecting points (xiref , yref
) can be estimated by:
i
xi − xt
xref − xr
ˆi ), ref
=
tan(
θ
= tan(φ̂i ), (7)
i −y
i −y
yref
yref
r
t
which solves a set of equations following simple geometry in Fig. 4.

5.2

Reconstructing Dominant Reflector Layout
and Reflectivity

E-Mi reconstructs the dominant reflector geometry (orientation/location/length) and reflectivity, by sampling the
wireless channel across a sparse set of Rx locations, and
locating the corresponding reflecting points following the
above steps. It creates a 2-D cross section of the environment corresponding to the horizontal plane of the Tx/Rx.
Extension to the 3-D case will be discussed in Sec. 10.
Reconstructing dominant reflectors’ geometry. Ideally, we can move the Rx to many positions, each helping
to locate multiple reflecting points. A sufficient number
of reflecting points can form a pixel cloud that outlines
the reflector geometry. However, due to sparsity of the
propagation paths [9–11], collecting a dense pixel cloud
requires hundreds of Rx positions even for a small office.
To avoid such war-driving, we design a sparse reconstruction method which only samples at a few positions.
We abstract the reflectors into two categories. Specular
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Figure 5: Reflecting point (VP) and corresponding virtual source (VS), used to recover the geometry and location of specular/diffusive reflectors.
reflectors: a large continuous surface, e.g., wall and cabinet, upon which mmWave signals experience specular reflection [7]; Diffusive reflectors: small-size objects, e.g.,
pillar and computer screen, which scatter signals towards
a wide range of angles [42].
(i) Locating specular reflectors. We model a specular
reflector as a continuum of planar segments, each with
different reflectivity or orientation. According to the law
of reflection, signals that are reflected by a specular reflector look like emitting from a virtual source (Fig. 5).
Given the hAoA, AoD, lengthi and reflecting point location of one propagation path, we can use simple geometry to pinpoint the virtual source (VS) position relative to
the real TX position, following the law of reflection.
Ideally, each specular segment should have a single
VS even as the Rx moves and creates different reflection
paths. Yet due to the MRF’s residual errors, the VSs estimated at different Rx positions do not exactly overlap,
but fortunately they tend to form a cluster (Fig. 5). We
apply the clustering algorithm [43] to isolate the clusters
and use each cluster center to represent one VS. Once a
reflector segment’s VS is identified, its position and orientation is readily determined via a mirror-partitioning
between the real source and VS. Further, we extend the
reflector segment, and take the size of geometrical shape
from pixel cloud as constraint to determine the length of
each reflector segment. An example experiment will be
provided in Sec. 8.2 to elucidate the procedure.
(ii) Locating diffusive reflectors. Observing that a diffusive reflector corresponds to densely concentrated reflecting points (Fig. 5), we can also apply the clustering
algorithm on the reflecting points and use the centers of
resulting clusters to represent the diffusive reflectors. Yet
this will be interfered by dispersive reflecting points created by specular reflectors. Fortunately, based on the previous step, we can identify and exclude such interfering
points. Specifically, we identify them based on their Euclidean distance to the specular reflectors. Threshold is
set to 3× the variance of reflector position error, which
can isolate a majority of specular reflecting points.
Estimating reflection loss. We now describe how EMi models reflection loss, the major distorting factor when
signals hit the reflector. Other factors such as diffraction
may also vary the signal strength but the effect is mi-
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nor [44]. E-Mi separately models the reflection loss of
each path it has identified. Three factors contribute to the
propagation loss: free-space pathloss, oxygen absorption
Ol and reflection loss Rl , i.e.,

RSS = Pt + Gt + Gr − 20 log10 (d) + Ol + Rl ,
where d is the path length. Pt , Gt , Gr represent the Tx
power and Tx/Rx antenna gain. The Ol almost remains
a constant for distance of tens of meters [36]. For each
path, d and RSS are known from MRF (Sec. 4). Thus,
to obtain Rl , we need to obtain the constant parameters
Pt , Gt , Gr , which may not be available in practice. In
addition, the constant value Ol is unknown either.
We address this issue by using the LOS path as reference calibration to cancel those unknown factors. First,
we can isolate the LOS path’s signals from NLOS paths’
signals by metrics such as shortest path length and strongest RSS. We then estimate the reflection loss of each
NLOS reflecting path via a simple subtraction:
Rl = RSSLOS − RSSref − 20 log10 (dref /dLOS ),

(8)

where RSSLOS , RSSref and dLOS , dref are RSS and path
length for LOS and reflected path. Since each reflecting segment/point may have multiple estimations corresponding to multiple reflection paths, we take the average
as its final reflection loss.

6.

Parametric Ray-tracing: Predict Link
Performance

Ray-tracing is a fine-grained way to model wireless
signal propagation in both indoor and outdoor environment [45, 46]. It tracks the details of how each signal
path is attenuated over distance and reshaped by reflectors. Measurement studies demonstrated that, given a
precise physical description of reflectors, the signal pattern predicted by ray-tracing is reasonably close to real
measurement in both LOS and NLOS scenarios [47].
E-Mi employs a parametric ray-tracing engine, whose
input is the aforementioned layout/reflectivity for dominant reflectors constructed directly from the 60 GHz radios’ eyes. We develop E-Mi’s ray-tracer following the
classical approaches in [48, 49], which models the signal
propagation in a 2-D domain using a geometrical/optical
tracing. The ray-tracer captures the attenuation and reflection effects along all paths, and recursively traces a
path until it attenuates by more than 30 dB. In addition,
the ray-tracer accounts for the angle-dependent antenna
gain patterns from phased-arrays. The gain patterns can
be obtained from either phased-array simulators or hardware specification. After synthesizing signals from all
paths, the ray-tracer outputs the final RSS and converts it
to bit-rate following a standard 802.11ad rate table [11].

7.

Implementation

We prototype E-Mi on a custom-built 60 GHz softwareradio testbed, which uses WARP [50] to generate and
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Figure 6: Left: Custom-built 60 GHz software-radio
platform. Top-right: Antenna placement of a 16-element
phased-array. Bottom-right: Example beam pattern.
process baseband waveforms under the control of a host
PC. The digital signals are converted to/from analog through a high-speed DAC/ADC, and carrier-modulated by
the Pasternack PEM-003 60 GHz RF front-end [51].
The PHY layer metrics (e.g., channel state information) in commercial 60 GHz radios, though internally
available to the radio vendors, are still not opened to the
public yet. The recently developed phased-arrays in 60
GHz software radios [52] can only support a small number of elements. Therefore, we reproduce the effects of
a 60 GHz circular phased array using the time-lapse synthesis method, which follows the way that a phased array
modulates, weights and transmits wireless signals. We
mount a 60 GHz omni-directional antenna MI-WAVE
267V (with 360◦ azimuth and 40◦ elevation beamwidth)
[53] onto Axis360 [54], a programmable motion control
system (Fig. 6). The Axis360 rotates the antenna to discrete positions along a circle, each position corresponding to one antenna element on a real circular array. The
array dimension follows empirical recommendations in
antenna design [39]. The radius of a 16-element circular
array is 6.4 mm, with 2.5 mm (half-wavelength) between
adjacent elements. This time-lapse synthesis approach
has been adopted and verified by previous works [55,56].
To synthesize a pair of Tx/Rx phased-arrays, we apply beamforming weights (based on a standard 802.11ad
codebook [35]) and then combine the measurement from
all elements within the Rx circular array. Since E-Mi
runs in static environment, this time-lapse approach can
realistically reproduce a real phased-array where all elements are excited concurrently. Besides, each element
of a phased array antenna is expected to have a close to
omnidirectional coverage in horizon plane [57]. Fig. 6
depicts an example Tx phased-array gain pattern generated by this time-lapse approach, and measured using a
3.4◦ horn receiver. Despite the measurement speed of
our platform is slow currently owing to the mechanical
antenna rotation, a full-fledged 60 GHz device, that has
the electronic phased array antenna, can transmit a wireless packet at tens of microseconds. The overall sensing
time of each location will be at millisecond-level.
We implement E-Mi’s major modules (Sec. 3) within
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the software-radio’s host PC. Due to limited bandwidth,
our platform cannot send 802.11ad-compatible preambles for channel estimation. Instead, the Tx sends five
orthogonal tones from 3 MHz to 15 MHz as baseband
signals, modulated by 60.48 GHz carrier frequency. This
does not obstruct our validation because the narrow band
implementation can be considered as only utilizing a few
subcarriers in the 2 GHz wide band. When an 802.11adcompatible device is available, E-Mi can be easily extended to conduct MRF and dominant reflector reconstruction across orthogonal subcarriers over a wideband.
For evaluation purpose, we also use the beam-scanning
method to acquire the ground-truth hAoA, AoD, lengthi,
similar to Rappaport et al. [9]. We use a pair of Tx/Rx
radios equipped with directional horn antennas of 3.4◦
beamwidth [58]. With Axis360, the Tx antenna sweeps
the horizontal plane at a step of 3◦ . Meanwhile, the Rx
measures the wireless channel and steers to next step after the Tx completes a full scanning.

8.
8.1

Experimental Validation
Effectiveness of Multipath Resolution

To verify the MRF (Sec. 4), we set up a pair of Tx
and Rx, each synthesizing a 16-element phased-array.
We conduct experiments in a 90 m2 office environment,
which represents a typical indoor environment. The dominating reflectors involve 2 drywalls, 2 concrete walls and
1 pillar (Fig. 7). We fix the Tx and randomly move Rx
over multiple locations. The result is compared against
the ground-truth AoA, AoD (measured using the oracle
beam scanning, Sec. 7) and path length (measured using
a laser ranger). The ground-truth measurement reveals
each link has 3 to 5 dominating propagation paths.
Success rate of AoA/AoD detection: Recall that
MRF needs to detect and then pair each AoA/AoD that
belongs to the same path (Sec. 4). Our measurement
shows that MRF correctly detects 89% and 82% of AoAs
and AoDs, and almost 100% of the correctly detected
AoAs/AoDs are correctly paired. MRF fails to detect
AoA/AoD of some paths primarily because their reflected
signal strength is too weak – We find the RSS of unidentified paths is typically 16 dB lower than the LOS path.
In other words, the detection failure is not critical since
they will have a limited impact on link performance.
Accuracy in resolving AoA/AoD: Fig. 8 depicts how
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Figure 8: Left: Estimated AoA/AoD from MRF v.s.
ground truth; Right: CDF of AoA/AoD error from MRF.
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accurately E-Mi can resolve the AoA/AoD of all the multipaths that it successfully detects. We observe that the
estimated direction closely matches the true direction.
On average, the AoA/AoD error is only 3.5◦ and the
90-th error is 8◦ . Considering that the beam-switching
granularity of a 16-element phased-array is 22.5◦ [35],
the accuracy of AoA/AoD estimation indeed bypasses the
granularity constraint of codebook-based beamforming
and achieves super-angular resolution. We expect the
accuracy can be improved by larger phased-arrays, due
to more entries in the received signal matrix (Sec. 4).
For comparison, we also run the codebook-based beamscanning method (Sec. 4). We found its success rates in
detecting AoA, AoD and pairing the AoA/AoD is only
64.4%, 66.7% and 53.3% respectively. And the average
estimation error of AoA and AoD are 21.0◦ and 22.1◦ ,
respectively. The fundamental reason lies in the aforementioned sidelobe problem (Sec. 4). This experiment
further verifies the necessity and effectiveness of the virtual beamforming method in MRF, which pairs up AoA
with AoD while nullifying sidelobes.
Accuracy of path length estimation: We run E-Mi’s
multi-tone ranging mechanism over all detected paths.
The scatter plot in Fig. 9 shows the estimated length v.s.
true length. E-Mi achieves an average error of only 0.4 m
and 90-th error of 1 m. The LOS paths (typically < 4 m)
tend to have smaller estimation error (0.23 m on average)
than NLOS reflection paths due to better RSS. E-Mi can
achieve this ranging accuracy using even a relative small
bandwidth because the vBeam algorithm (Sec. 4.2) can
isolate the signals from different paths. This accuracy is
sufficient for most 60 GHz applications since the prediction metrics (AoA/AoD and signal strength) are not very
sensitive to the range measurement error (by the Friis
law, 1 m error only causes less than 2 dB path loss deviation). It is expected that the ranging error will further reduce (Sec. 4.3) in practical 802.11ad radios with 1.7 GHz
bandwidth. To summarize, this microbenchmark verifies
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Figure 10: (a) Error CDF in the reflecting point localization algorithm. (b) Breakdown of reconstruction output
for an office environment.
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Figure 9: Left: Estimated path length v.s. ground truth;
Right: CDF of path length error from MRF.
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Table 1: Estimated reflection loss on different reflectors.
that the multi-tone ranging precision in E-Mi is sufficient
to support dominant reflector reconstruction, even when
using our low-end communication hardware.

8.2

Effectiveness of Dominant Reflector Reconstruction

Following the setup in Sec. 8.1, a static Tx executes
the algorithm in Sec. 5.1 to locate the reflecting points for
each given Rx position. We move the Rx to 15 uniform
positions to reconstruct the dominating reflectors.
Accuracy in localizing reflecting points. Since the
reflecting point location has a linear, deterministic relation with the Rx position (Sec. 5.1), we mainly focus on
evaluating the latter, whose ground truth is obtained via
a laser range finder BOSCH DLE40.
Fig. 10 (a) plots the CDF of localization error. E-Mi
can locate the Rx position with mean/90-th error of 0.38
m and 0.6 m, which is even smaller than the path length
estimation, because we apply the minimum least square
method that leverages the redundant information of multiple reflected paths to reduce the estimation error. Indeed, when we intentionally eliminate the LOS paths, the
performance (“NLOS only”) drops due to lower path diversity. The results verify that E-Mi’s reflecting point localization algorithm indeed achieves high precision based
on the MRF. More paths provide more diversity and hence
higher accuracy.
Performance of dominant reflector reconstruction.
Recall that, given an estimation of the Rx’s and reflecting
points’ positions, the dominant reflector reconstruction
locates the virtual source, specular reflector, and diffusive reflector, respectively. Fig. 10 (b) puts together the
output from each step, and shows the final reconstruction
output based on 15 Rx sampling positions. We observe
that the output closely matches the ground truth: 4 walls
(specular reflectors) and one pillar/monitor (diffusive reflector). In effect, even the geometrical size of the reflectors matches the ground truth well with less than 0.3
m error. Table 1 lists the estimated reflection loss. The
two concrete walls have 10+ dB lower loss than the two
drywalls. And the metal pillar/monitor shows even lower
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Figure 13: Left: Error in predicting the AoA/AoD of
unobserved locations. Right: Error in predicting the path
length of unobserved locations.
loss. Intuitively, this matches with the reflectivity of materials at 60 GHz [59]. We have also evaluated E-Mi in
the cross of a corridor (Fig. 11) and observed a similar
level of accuracy in positioning the dominant reflectors.
In summary, E-Mi can effectively identify the geometry, locations and distinguish the reflectivity of major
reflectors from the 60 GHz radio’s eyes.
Accuracy of link performance prediction. We now
feed the reconstructed reflector geometry/reflectivity into
the parametric ray-tracing engine, and predict the spatial
channel for another set of 15 randomly located Tx/Rx
pairs. Following the ground-truth measurement (Sec. 7),
we found these links have 66 paths in total. Fig. 12
showcases example results from two randomly selected
links. We observe that the predicted AoA/AoD patterns
are highly consistent with the ground truth. The missing spot (e.g., AoA 30◦ /AoD 40◦ ) is caused by reflection that is not captured by the Tx/Rx during MRF. We
found such spots correspond to signal paths with negligible RSS and hence little impact on network performance.
Also, adding more Rx position samples can incrementally reduce the probability of prediction loss.
Fig. 13 plots the channel prediction error over all propagation paths among all links. The average and 90-th errors of path length are 0.64 m and 1.41 m. The average
AoA and AoD prediction errors are 4.5◦ and 5.7◦ , and
90-th errors are 12.2◦ and 10.0◦ , respectively. These results verify that E-Mi can accurately predict the AoA/AoD
and path length of unobserved locations, based on a number of sparse samples.
Fig. 14 further shows the predicted v.s. measured RSS
among all paths and the corresponding CDF. We observe
that among all paths and links, E-Mi’s median RSS prediction error is only 2.8 dB. The scatter plot in Fig. 14
further shows that locations with higher RSS benefits
from higher prediction accuracy, since it mainly involves
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Figure 15: Experiment in a complicated printing room.
LOS paths that follow the Friis pathloss model more closely.
Even though E-Mi’s prediction is imperfect, we show
that it can already become a salient tool for network deployment and protocol optimization (Sec. 9).
Scalability in complicated environment. We explore
the scalability and generality of E-Mi in two steps. First,
we collect ground-truth channel profile in a printing room
– a more complicated environment (Fig. 15) than the office. Fig. 16 (a) and (b) compare the channel profiles
(high RSS corresponding to the AoAs/AoDs created by
dominant reflectors). Although the printing room hosts a
much larger number of objects, the number of dominant
reflectors remains similar (∼ 6). Our close examination
reveals that the dominant directions mainly come from
the metal shelf, glass window and concrete wall, etc.,
i.e., large objects with strong reflectivity. On the other
hand, wooden shelf, desk, and small structures on the
wall, barely contribute to the RSS. In both environments,
the 6 most dominant reflections account for > 95% of
the total RSS. This experiment demonstrates that even in
a complicated environment, the 60 GHz channel remains
sparse, i.e., only a few dominant reflectors determine the
channel quality. Thus, to predict the channel, E-Mi only
needs to capture and model a few dominant reflectors.
Second, we investigate how many sampling locations
are needed to reconstruct the dominant reflectors. We
simulate an 8×10 m2 room environment with four concrete walls. The Tx is placed at the center and Rx randomly moves over 5 ∼ 30 locations in each test. Across
tests, different number of planar reflectors are placed randomly around the Tx/Rx locations. We use the ray tracing to obtain the ground-truth hAoA, AoD, lengthi. Fig. 17
(a) depicts the average error between E-Mi’s reconstructed
reflector positions and ground truth. Generally, more
dominant reflectors requires more sampling positions. Yet,
even for an 8-reflector environment, E-Mi only needs 20
sampling locations to ensure an accuracy of around 0.2
m. Since the number of dominating reflectors tends to be
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sparse, the amount of on-site sampling needed in E-Mi
is still substantially lower than that of a site-survey. Besides, the reflector accuracy depends on the radio’s sensing position, and it tends to be more accurate if the radio
can see stronger reflected paths from a reflector. Fortunately, this location sensitivity will be averaged out when
the number of sensing positions is sufficiently large.

9.

Case Study of E-Mi

In this section, we present an example application which
uses E-Mi to predict 60 GHz network performance and
optimize the AP placement. E-Mi can also be applied
to other scenarios, e.g., device localization and environment mapping. Yet, exploring E-Mi in a broader range
of areas is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 18: (a) Coverage improvement over alternative
strategies. (b) Throughput loss under random blockage.

tightly cooperate with each other. When experiencing
poor throughput or blockage, a client can immediately
switch to an alternative AP. The architecture itself is not
new, but in 60 GHz environment, it needs to meet one
key challenge: For a set of APs under a given environment, how to deploy them optimally so as to maximize
the coverage and robustness to blockage?
We employ E-Mi to answer this question. The basic
idea is to predict the AP locations that provide best coverage and robustness to a typical set of client spots. The
client spots are locations at which clients tend to concentrate. The client spots can be manually specified by
users within E-Mi’s environment map (e.g., Fig. 10 (b)).
Alternatively, the E-Mi AP can divide the environment
map into grids, implicitly sense clients’ locations over
time (Sec. 5.2), and incrementally build clients’ spatial
distribution. Client spots can be defined as grids where
the dwelling probability exceeds a threshold (e.g., 0.05).
To maximize coverage, we define the performance metric D as the mean bitrate among W given client spots.
Suppose each client is associated to the AP with highest
bitrate. Then, for each combination of AP locations,
D=

1 PW
arg max{j=1,··· ,A} T(RSS)ij ,
W i=1

(9)

Environment-Aware 60 GHz AP Deployment where RSSij represents the RSS from AP j to client i. A

Measurements (Sec. 1 and [11]) showed that the performance of 60 GHz networks is a sensitive function of
location and reflector position, specifically w.r.t.
(i) Coverage: The spatial RSS distribution of a 60
GHz AP tends to be unevenly distributed, even among
same-distance links, due to two unique factors: (a) High
directionality: The AP’s phased-array antenna can only
generate a discrete set of directional beam patterns, which
typically point to unevenly distributed spatial angles [11,
36]. (b) Ambient reflections: Different reflectors cause
RSS to distribute unevenly, e.g., receivers close to strong
reflectors tend to benefit from high RSS [11].
(ii) Robustness: i.e., resilience of the network under
blockage. 60 GHz links tend to be frequently disrupted
due to inability to diffract/penetrate human body. Beamsteering alleviates the problem, but whether the resulting
reflection path can detour blockage highly depends on
the geometry/reflectivity of environment [11, 60].
To address the environment sensitivity, we propose to
use a multi-AP architecture to cover a constrained environment. Through a central controller, the APs can
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is the number of APs, and T (·) maps RSS to the achievable bitrate using the 802.11ad rate table [32]. The candidate AP position can either fall in the grids or be manually specified by users within E-Mi’s environment map.
To find the best multi-AP deployment, we simply use EMi to predict the performance of all candidate position
combinations and select the one that maximizes D.
For a given multi-AP deployment, we further define
0
0
the robustness metric as E = D /D, where D is the
mean bitrate under blockage. Using E-Mi, we can “rehearse” the impact of human body blockage without field
war-driving. Since human body is aquaphobic [11, 36,
61], the blockage may annihilate one or more paths. So
0
we can use ray-tracing to derive D by averaging the bitrate resulting from blockage of random movement. We
repeat the procedure over candidate AP position combinations and single out the best. The optimized AP location essentially maximizes the number of paths to each
client. The more reachable paths will make the network
more resilient to blockage because radios can immediately reestablish the link upon blocking via another path.
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9.2

Experimental Verification

We evaluate the E-Mi-based AP deployment with dominant reflectors in Fig. 10 (b). We set 24 random client
spots and divide the environment into 20 equal sized grids.
The center of each grid is considered as a candidate AP
position. We compare E-Mi with random deployments
and an empirical approach that puts APs in four corners
to maximize coverage. Since our experiments have already validated the accuracy of the ray tracing method,
we reuse ray tracing to evaluate the RSS from an AP
to client. The RSS is then mapped to bit-rate and link
throughput following [11]. Consistent with Sec. 8.1, each
AP/client has a 16-element phased array, with 32 codebook entries and beamwidth of 22.5◦ .
Coverage: Fig. 17 (b) plots the CDF of clients’ throughput under 2-AP deployment. For Random, the throughput is averaged across all AP locations. We observe that
E-Mi gains substantial advantage from its environmentawareness, with median throughput improvement of 2.24×
over Random, and 4.54× over Corner. Moreover, E-Mi
consistently delivers higher capacity for all clients, i.e., it
does not sacrifice fairness. The results manifest the ineffectiveness of empirical approaches, which are unaware
of the impact of dominant reflectors on 60 GHz network
performance. Even with 2 APs, E-Mi can optimize AP
placement and boost network capacity to 1.4× compared
with a single-AP deployment.
We further evaluate E-Mi in 30 different environment
topologies, created by intentionally adding reflectors (up
to 10), with random orientations, inside the environment.
Fig. 18 (a) shows that, given a single AP, E-Mi has 2.2×
average capacity gain over the empirical deployment, and
up to 4× gain in certain environment that is observed
to feature heterogeneous reflector placement. More APs
can offset the environment heterogeneous, and hence degrade E-Mi’s gain slightly.
Robustness: Under the same topology as Fig. 17 (b),
Fig. 18 (b) plots the CDF of throughput loss across all
clients under random human blockages (created by randomly moving at different locations inside the environment). Owing to its awareness of reflectors, E-Mi’s median throughput loss is only around 20 Mbps, in comparison to 700 Mbps to 830 Mbps in the empirical approaches. The normalized throughput gain of our optimization is consistent with the measurement (Fig. 1)
using commercial 60 GHz devices.
We also found that the coverage-maximizing deployment may differ from the robustness-maximizing one. In
practice, one may use a weighted balance between the
metrics, based on how likely the blockage is to happen.

10.

Discussion and Future Work

Using E-Mi in commodity phased-arrays: Our evaluation used a virtual array of 16 omni-directional an-
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tenna elements to synthesize a phased-array. Commodity phased-arrays may have a limited field-of-view angle, and their beams reside within half-space (180◦ ) [33].
However, as long as the codebook and gain pattern are
available (usually specified by device manufacturers), EMi’s multipath resolution framework is applicable. In
addition, we can flip the phased-arrays’ orientation to ensure full-space coverage.
From 2-D to 3-D sensing: Our E-Mi design places
the Tx/Rx on the same height and senses a 2-D crosssection. Extending E-Mi to the 3-D case involves some
new challenges, e.g., resolving AoA/AoDs along both
azimuth and elevation dimensions. However, the main
design principles of E-Mi can still apply. Notably, the
geometry of dominant reflectors along the vertical dimension (mostly floors and ceilings) is much simpler and
easier to estimate. A user can even directly provide the
height information to assist E-Mi in estimating the dominant reflectors in 3-D. We leave such exploration to future work.
Sensing complicate-structured environment: E-Mi
abstracts the 2-D environment as a composition of lines
(for specular reflectors) and spots (for diffusive reflectors). The abstraction is accurate if the radio environment
is sparse, i.e., dominated by large reflectors like walls
and furnitures (e.g., cabinet, bookshelf, and refrigerator).
Environmental sparsity in turn causes channel sparsity,
which has been observed by many 60 GHz measurement
studies [9, 18, 62, 63]. Nonetheless, E-Mi cannot capture complicated structures. These structure may violate
the channel sparsity assumption and exacerbate higher
order reflections. E-Mi does not attempt to capture mobile structures either, as clarified in Sec. 3.

11.

Conclusion

We present E-Mi as a sensing-assisted paradigm to facilitate 60 GHz networks, whose performance is highly
sensitive to reflectors. E-Mi senses the environment from
60 GHz radios’ eyes. It “reverse-engineers” the geometry/reflectivity of dominant reflectors, by tracing back
the LOS/NLOS paths between a pair of 60 GHz nodes.
Through case studies and testbed experiments, we have
demonstrated how such environment information can be
harnessed to predict 60 GHz network performance, which
can in turn augment a broad range of network planning
and protocol reconfigurations.
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Abstract
Carrier sensing is a key mechanism that enables decentralized sharing of unlicensed spectrum. However,
carrier sensing in its current form is fundamentally unsuitable when devices transmit at different power levels, a scenario increasingly common given the diversity of Wi-Fi APs in the market and the need for WiFi’s co-existence with new upcoming standards such as
LAA/LWA. The primary contribution of this paper is a
novel carrier sensing mechanism – skip correlation – that
extends carrier sensing to accommodate multiple transmit power levels. Through an FPGA based implementation on the WARP platform, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique in a variety of scenarios including support for backward compatibility.

1

Introduction

The number of public Wi-Fi hotspots worldwide is over
50 Million and growing rapidly [11]. Increasingly, many
hot-spots, often deemed “extended range”, transmit at
up to 10× higher power than most relatively cheap
home routers. For example, a Cisco Aironet 1570 Series hotspot [1] transmits at the maximum FCC allowed
power of 1W (30dBm) while the Airport Express AP [2]
transmits at 100mW (20dBm).
We motivate this paper by asking, “how does a highpower hot-spot affect neighboring low-power APs?” We
emulate this scenario using two identical Wi-Fi APs (TPLINK Archer C7), 1W-AP and 100mW-AP, with their
transmit powers set to 1W and 100mW respectively, and
connected to identical laptops, L1 and L100. The APs
and their respective clients are placed at two different
non-line-of-sight locations separated by walls but operate on the same 5 GHz channel 165 with no other APs
present to interfere. First, L100 initiates a TCP download through 100mW-AP and 10 seconds later L1 does
the same through 1W-AP. As seen in Figure 1, as soon as
L1 initiates its download, L100’s throughput drops from
87Mbps to a few Mbps i.e., L100 nearly starves. Once
L1 finishes, L100 resumes at full throughput.
This starvation occurs when high-power devices don’t
sense and back-off to transmissions from low-power devices [14]. To avoid collisions, the Wi-Fi standard requires devices to sense the channel and ascertain that it
is “free”before transmitting. A channel is defined to be
free if the ambient power is less than −82dBm, deemed
carrier sensing threshold [9] (CST ). In our experiment,
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Figure 2: Reason for
Figure 1: 100mW-AP starvation starvation
100mW-AP received 1W-AP’s transmissions at around
-78dBm (> CST) (Figure 2). Since 100mW-AP transmitted at 10dB (10×) lower power, 1W-AP received
100mW-AP’s transmissions at -88dBm (<CST). Thus,
while 100mW-AP sensed 1W-AP’s transmissions and
backed-off, 1W-AP did not sense and yield to 100mWAP’s transmissions, resulting in near starvation.
In this paper we design a novel carrier sensing mechanism, skip-correlation, that addresses the above problem
while supporting multiple different power levels. Skipcorrelation satisfies the following properties:
• Sensing symmetry. A higher power device senses and
backs off to all lower (or equal) power devices that
sense its transmissions; however it does not sense
and back off to transmissions from any other device, as this would result in an unnecessary loss in
its throughput.
• No collateral damage. Device to device sensing interactions that would not have suffered from sensing
asymmetry using existing Wi-Fi standard, remain unaffected.
• Simple hardware implementation. Allows easy reuse of existing Wi-Fi carrier sensing digital circuitry.
In Section 2 we show why the first two properties are
required in multi-power level scenarios to ensure that
while higher power devices share equitably, devices that
do no harm are not adversely affected.
Multi-Power Carrier Sensing Threshold Rule. A key
observation in our paper is that in order to satisfy the
above properties, a sensing device must use a CST value
that is dynamically determined. Specifically, we show
that a sensing device must use a CST value that depends on both, its own transmit power Psense , and that of
the transmitting device PXmit , as captured by the multipower CST rule (Eqns 1a, 1b, Section 2). This dependence of CST on PXmit poses a key challenge since the
sensing device will not know a priori, the identity of the
transmitter or its power, PXmit . Further, as per the WiFi standard, carrier sensing must occur within the first
4µs of the packet transmission [19], long before packet
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decoding begins. In Section 3, we consider several alternatives that satisfy the Multi-Power CST rule but fall
short in terms of their implementation viability.
Skip-Correlation. For carrier sensing, Wi-Fi receivers
correlate against a standard preamble that is transmitted
at the beginning of each packet. The channel is deemed
busy if the correlation value is greater than a threshold. Skip-Correlation relies on the property of correlation based sensing that doubling the number of samples
used in correlation is equivalent to using a CST that is
3dB lower (Section 4). In Skip-correlation, while the
highest power device correlates against the entire preamble (to allow for lowest CST value), lower power devices
skip certain parts of the preamble and correlate against
lesser samples. A reverse trend applies to the preambles being transmitted – while the lowest power transmitter transmits the entire preamble (to allow being sensed
by the highest power device), higher power transmitters transmit only a part of the preamble. The preamble
parts to be transmitted and those to be used in correlation while sensing depend on the transmit power of the
device. These parts are carefully chosen to satisfy the
Multi-power CST rule, enabling higher power devices to
defer to far away lower power devices (avoiding starvation) while simultaneously allowing lower power devices
to not defer to other low pow far away devices (avoiding
collateral damage).
Hardware Implementation and Backward Compatibility. Skip-correlation can be implemented as a minor
hardware circuit modification to the popular SchmidlCox correlator used in Wi-Fi today and requires only
a few additional delay elements and adders. We have
extended WARP’s existing Wi-Fi implementation to incorporate skip-correlation (Section 6). We demonstrate
that skip correlation implemented on up to 6dB higher
power devices can protect unmodified 100mW devices,
thus, supporting backward compatibility. Note that the
6dB limitation only applies when backward compatibility is desired. Skip-correlation technique does not have
this limitation when green field preambles are used. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of skip-correlation for general multi-power carrier sensing among nodes with 9dB
power difference using a green field preamble(Section 7).
Key Difference from Prior Work. Prior related work
accepts the lack of carrier sensing symmetry as a given
and optimizes the overall network by managing the various nodes’ transmit powers, rates and/or CST values
(Section 8). However, this won’t work in the earlier scenario of an independent hotspot operator impacting the
home AP. In this paper, we take a fundamentally different approach and ensure carrier sensing symmetry in a
fully decentralized manner at the physical layer, while
allowing nodes to independently choose their transmit
powers.
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Non-Wi-Fi scenarios. Skip-Correlation is a general
technique and can be used in non-Wi-Fi scenarios.
Sharing with LTE-U, LAA, LWA: New cellular standards such as LTE-U, LAA, and LWA [10] are being
designed for unlicensed use alongside Wi-Fi. LAA and
LWA use carrier sensing but starvation can occur if a
1W LAA/LWA base-station transmits near a home user’s
100mW Wi-Fi AP.
White Spaces: "White spaces" or unused T.V channels
are available for unlicensed use in the U.S., U.K., Canada
and Singapore [4]. Mobile white space devices, limited
to transmit at up to 100mW, may starve near 1W fixed
base-stations [25].
Summary of our contributions.
• We propose a new Multi-Power Carrier Sensing
Threshold Rule, that can eliminate starvation for low
power devices while not causing collateral damage.
• We propose a novel sensing technique – SkipCorrelation – that implements the above sensing rule
and renders itself to a simple implementation.
• We implement skip-correlation on WARP FPGA using a small modification to existing Wi-Fi’s carrier
sensing circuitry that is backward compatible and
demonstrate its efficacy through testbed experiments.

2

Multi-Power Carrier Sensing
Threshold Rule

In this section we first derive the multi-power level CST
rule from first principles. Then, to provide intuition, we
demonstrate how not following the rule can lead to undesirable effects with the help of strawmen alternatives.
Sensing Symmetry.
Consider devices APH and
APL with transmit powers PH
and PL , respectively, where
PH −PL =∆ ≥ 0. The circle in
Figure 3 depicts the radius where
APH ’s transmissions are received
at -82dBm. If APL uses a CST of
Figure 3: Sens-82dBm as per the Wi-Fi standard,
ing Symmetry
it will sense and back-off from
APH ’s transmissions only when
APL is inside the circle. Thus, for sensing symmetry,
APH should sense APL only when APL transmits from
within the circle. When APL is on the circle, APH
receives APL ’s transmissions at −82 − ∆. Thus, by
using CST=−82 − ∆dBm, APH ensures that it only
senses APL when APL senses it and no more.
No Collateral Damage. In the previous discussion we
assumed that APL used a CST of -82dBm. While there
is nothing sacrosanct about -82dBm, it is the value used
by the widely adopted Wi-Fi standard. More importantly,
we must ensure that the performance of lower power devices that are not causing sensing asymmetry are unaf-
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Figure 4: Example showing need for Multi-power CTS Rule
Links
RSS

A->D
-78

D<-A
-88

A->B
-86

B->A
-90

D<->E
-84

B->D
-84

D->B
-90

B->E
-84

E->B
-90

E->C
-78

C->E
-88

A<->C
-89

A->E
-85

E->A
-95

C->D
-85

D->C
-95

Table 1: RSS in dBm for various links in Example in Figure 4
fected. If we were to decrease (or increase) CST for
APL , it would lead to low power devices unnecessarily
backing off (or colliding) with other low power devices,
adversely impacting performance. Thus, when the power
of a sensing device is less than or equal to that of the
transmitting device, we require that the CST value used
(e.g, -82dBm) is unchanged, thereby ensuring no collateral damage.
Multi-Power Carrier Sensing Threshold Rule. In
summary, when device A with power PA senses a transmission from another device B with power PB , the CST
(in dBm) used by sensing device should be,

CST (PA , PB ) =

−82

if PA ≤ PB , (1a)

−82 − (PA − PB )

if PA > PB . (1b)

As seen from Eqn 1a, 1b, CST chosen by the sensing
device is dynamic and depends both on its own transmit
power and that of the transmitting device. We now show
the need for such dependence through an example and
contrast it against a few schemes that use fixed CST.
Multi-Power CST Rule vs Fixed Threshold Strawmen. In our example, there are five APs A, B, C, D,
E transmitting at 1W, 400mW, 1W, 100mW, and 100mW
respectively, as shown in Figure 4(a). Solid circles represent distance at which received power from an AP drop
to -82dBm. The received powers for each link is provided in Table 1 for reference. Figures 4(b-e) depict the
interference graphs induced due to various carrier sensing schemes used. When the arrow points from X to Y, it
indicates that Y senses and backs-off from X.
Wi-Fi Standard. As seen from Figure 4(b), with standard Wi-Fi, there are only two links that can be sensed,
i.e., when A transmits to D and when C transmits to
E. Consequently, both 100mW devices D and E nearly
starve due to 1W devices A and C, respectively.
Skip-Correlation. Skip-correlation uses Eqns 1a,1b to
decide the CST for each link. Thus, 1W-AP uses CST
-92dBm when a 100mW-AP transmits, -86dBm when
400mW-AP transmits and -82dBm when a 1W-AP trans-
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mits. Similarly, 400mW-AP uses CST -82dBm when a
1W-AP or a 400mW-AP transmits and -88dBm when
100mW-AP transmits. As seen from Figure 4(c), this
CST choice based on the transmit powers of both devices i.e., transmitting and sensing, ensures that the sensing symmetry is restored between device pairs (A,D) and
(E,C) without effecting any other sensing relationship.
Strawman-I: Preamble Power Equalization.
In
Strawman-I, all WiFi transmitters somehow ensure that
preambles are transmitted at the same power of 1W to
make all sensing symmetric.1 This scheme achieves
sensing symmetry since all nodes are equivalent to 1W
nodes from a sensing perspective. However, now all the
lower power devices B, D and E, with their extended
preamble ranges can sense each other (Figure 4(d)).
Consequently, they now back-off unnecessarily to each
other, resulting in reduced overall throughput.
Strawman-II: Lower Fixed CST for Higher Power
Devices. An alternative approach is to make higher
power devices more sensitive to lower power receivers.
In this scheme, unlike the Multi-Power CST rule, we use
a fixed CST value for ease of implementation. The 1W
and 400mW APs use Eqn 1b to derive a fixed CST that
always protects the lowest power device i.e., 100mW AP.
Thus, A and C use a fixed CST of -92dB (-82-10), B uses
a fixed CST of -88dBm (-82-6), while D and E use the
standard CST of -82dBm. This scheme again ensures
sensing symmetry since higher power devices will now
always detect all low power devices. However, due to the
extended sensing ranges, now the higher power devices
A,B, and C sense and back off from each other unnecessarily, resulting in reduced overall capacity.
The above examples demonstrate how using a fixed
CST at the receiver or fixed preamble transmit powers
at the transmitter causes collateral damage, undermining
the throughput of higher or lower power devices depend1 While low power 100mW transmitters are typically not equipped
with power amplifiers to transmit at 1W, one could elongate preamble
lengths to achieve an equivalent scenario.
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Figure 5: CSMA in WiFi
ing on which class of devices they are chosen to protect.
A dynamic CST that depends on the transmit power of
both the sensing and the transmitting device is necessary
to ensure symmetry without causing collateral damage.

3

Approaches for Implementing
Multi-Power CST Rule

The dependence of CST on the transmit power of the
transmitting device poses a significant challenge, since
identity of the transmitter or its transmit power are unknown a priori to the sensing device. To motivate why
this is a hard problem that requires a nuanced solution like skip-correlation, we consider two simpler approaches for implementing Multi-Power CST and show
why these are not practically viable.
Carrier Sensing: A Primer. Carrier Sensing (CS)
in Wi-Fi is achieved by transmitting a special signal,
preamble, ahead of each packet. During CS, devices
continuously try to detect presence of this preamble in
the received signal. In Wi-Fi, the preamble used for CS
is called the Short Training Sequence (STS) and is 160
samples long (8 µs).
Figure 5 depicts how two devices Device1 and Device2 might share spectrum using CS. First, both devices
generate a random counter. In the example in Figure 5,
Device1 and Device2 generate 2 and 3, respectively. Every 9µs (Wi-Fi slot-width) the devices decrement their
counters. Device1 counts-down to 0 first at the beginning
of slot 2 and initiates its transmission. Device2 continues
to listen and detects STS from Device1’s transmission
before the end of Slot 2 and backs-off, avoiding a collision. If Device2 is unable to detect STS from Device1
before the beginning of slot 3, then its counter would
have reached 0 and it would transmit its packet causing a
packet collision.

3.1

Using Headers

We first consider if one can re-use MAC headers to discover the power of the transmitter. Suppose that every
device maintains a table of transmit powers of all its
neighbors. The listening device can decode the headers of the received packet to determine the identity of the
transmitter and looks up the power of the transmission
to make the carrier sensing decision. Alternatively the
transmitting device could add an additional field in the
headers that encodes transmit power information – this
would avoid the need for the lookup. The key drawback
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of these approaches is that they require decoding of headers before the back-off decision can be taken.
As discussed earlier, the Wi-Fi standard requires backoff decision be taken within 9µs of the packet transmission. The identity of the transmitting device is only
known in the MAC header which arrives about 50µs into
the packet transmission.
The fastest way for the transmitter to let the receiver
know of the transmitter’s power level is by adding an additional power level field in the PHY. The earliest this
can be done is in the OFDM symbol immediately after
the LTS (it cannot be added before LTS as LTS is used
for frequency offset estimation – a necessary step before
decoding). Thus, the slot-width would have to be at least
20µs (LTS + STS + 1 OFDM Symbol).
Why can’t we simply increase the Wi-Fi slot width?
Increasing the Wi-Fi slot width to 20µs would result
in more than doubling of the average backoff interval,
severely reducing MAC efficiency and overall throughput [19].

3.2

Using Orthogonal Preambles

In this approach, a unique preamble is assigned to each
power level. Each of these preambles are orthogonal to
the others and have low cross-correlation properties (like
CDMA codes). Thus, each preamble uniquely encodes
the transmit power level information within itself. A device transmits the preamble corresponding to its transmit power level. Listening devices now correlate against
all possible preambles simultaneously using a matchedfilter (Appendix B) bank. The bank uses a different CST
for each correlator given by Eqn 1a, 1b for sensing.
There are two key drawbacks to this approach – high
complexity of implementation and need for very long
preambles for correctly inferring the power level. Since
Schimdl-Cox is oblivious to the exact preamble transmitted, it cannot be used in this scheme as it will be unable
to distinguish between the different preambles. As discussed in Section 6.2, for 4 power levels a matched-filter
approach requires over 1500 multipliers while SchimdlCox and our proposed scheme Skip-Correlation requires
only 5. The other drawback arises from the ability to
distinguish between different preambles and inferring
the correct preamble through cross-correlation. As we
demonstrate in Appendix C, for 4 power levels, even at
128 samples long, the incorrect preamble detections are
as high as 14%. Using preambles longer than 128 samples will increase Wi-Fi slot width, resulting in low MAC
efficiency. Finally, note that these drawbacks are fundamental to this approach and also apply to other implementations such as Tufvesson [26].

4

Adapting CST

Most Wi-Fi receivers perform carrier sensing by correlating against the Wi-Fi preamble. Skip-correlation relies
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on a basic property of correlation-based sensing – doubling the number of samples used in correlation is equivalent to using a CST that is 3dB lower. In this section we
explain this property and provide a proof sketch (detailed
proof in Appendix B) for one specific correlation-based
scheme – Schmidl-Cox detection – commonly used in
Wi-Fi devices today and that we modify in our implementation2 .
Schmidl-Cox Preamble Detection Let S(n) be the
preamble of length L samples that is transmitted. The received signal Srecv (n) received by the sensing device for
the cases when no preamble was transmitted and when a
preamble was transmitted is given by Eqns 2a, 2b respectively as,

Srecv (n) =

N(n)
S(n)∗H + N(n)

no preamble Xmit, (2a)
preamble Xmit.
(2b)

In Eqns 2a,2b, N(n) is the receiver noise, H is the
channel response that captures how the channel transforms the transmitted signal due to effects such as multipath fading and, ∗ is the convolution operation.
In Schmidl-Cox detection, S(n) comprises two identical halves i.e., S(i) = S(i + L2 ). As the transmission
passes through the channel, each of its halves are effected
by the channel in exactly the same way and are expected
to be identical. Consequently, the receiver correlates two
consecutive L2 length windows of the received signal as,
2

i= L
2

C=

X

Srecv (i)Srecv (i +

i=1

L
)
2

(3)

A high correlation value (C > Cth ) indicates that a
preamble was transmitted and the channel is deemed
busy. The advantage of using Schmidl-Cox is that it is
robust to multi-path effects in the channel.
Detection Probability depends on Product of Received Signal Strength and Correlation Length. The
Wi-Fi standard specifies that a signal at -82dBm must
be detected with a probability 90% or higher [9]. Receiver noise induces variability in the correlation value
C. Choosing a low Cth will result in a high detection
probability, but also increased false detection rate i.e.,
concluding that there is a preamble when there is in fact
only noise. Cth is usually calibrated such that the detection probability is 90% (or some higher value) when
the received signal strength is at -82dBm. Appendix B
describes in detail, how to choose Cth . As shown in Appendix B, for the operating regime of typical Wi-Fi receivers, the preamble detection probability is governed
by a χ21 distribution with mean,
µ(C) ≈ (LES )2 /4

(4)

where ES is received signal strength of the preamble.
Eqn 4 implies that the probability distribution and hence
2 The

property holds for other correlation based schemes as well.
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Figure 6: A Skip Correlation Example
the detection probability remain approximately unaltered
if the product LES is kept the same.
Adapting CST by changing L. Suppose that when the
received preamble’s signal strength is ES = -82dBm and
the number of preamble samples used for correlation is
L, then preambles are detected with 90% probability. By
using 2L samples for correlation instead of L, the same
detection probability would be achieved when ES is at 85dBm (half of -82dBm). Thus, Eqn 4 can be interpreted
as doubling the number of samples used in the correlation will allow detection at a received signal strength 3dB
lower with the same detection probability i.e., lowering
the CST by 3dB.

5

Skip-Correlation

In this section we describe our proposed scheme – SkipCorrelation – that implements carrier sensing according
to the Multi-Power CST rule. Our scheme reuses WiFi’s preamble (STS) and most of Wi-Fi’s carrier sensing
circuits while adding very little extra circuitry.
We first provide the reader intuition for skipcorrelation using an example. Then we formally describe
skip-correlation for N arbitrary power levels, followed
by a proof of how it satisfies the Multi-Power CST rule.
PXmit
PSense
20dBm
23dBm
26dBm
29dBm

20dBm

23dBm

26dBm

29dBm

L (CST)
2γ (-82)
4γ (-85)
8γ (-88)
16γ (-91)

L (CST)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)
4γ (-85)
8γ (-88)

L (CST)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)
4γ (-85)

L (CST)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)
2γ (-82)

Table 2: Number of samples used in correlation (L) and
CST (in dBm) for all combinations of power levels

5.1

A Skip-Correlation Example

Figure 6 depicts an example with four different power
levels 20, 23, 26, 29dBm with corresponding parts of the
preamble transmitted and correlated against. The entire
preamble is 16γ samples long with two identical halves
of 8γ samples to allow Schmidl-Cox detection. We assume that γ is chosen such that the correlation length
of 2γ samples corresponds to a CST of -82dBm, i.e., it
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provides a 90% detection probability when the received
signal strength is -82dBm.
For each of the 16 transmitter power level (PXmit ) and
sensing device power level (PSense ) combinations, Table 2 lists the number of preamble samples used for correlation (L) and the corresponding CST (in dBm) used
by the sensing device. One can verify that all 16 combinations satisfy the Multi-power CST rule. As seen from
Table 2, CST is reduced only for 6/16 scenarios (marked
as bold) by the necessary amount dictated by the MultiPower CST rule to eliminate starvation but remains at
-82dBm for the rest 10/16 scenarios to avoid collateral
damage. We now describe three combinations (gray cells
in Table 2) to provide intuition.
20dBm transmitting, 20dBm sensing. While the 20dBm
transmitter transmits all 16γ samples (T1 and T1’), the
20dBm sensing node only correlates 2γ samples (R1 and
R1’). Thus, the 20dBm sensing device uses a CST of
-82dBm as desired.
20dBm transmitting, 29dBm sensing. The 29dBm receiver correlates against all 16γ samples (R7 and R7’)
i.e., 8 times more samples than the 20dBm receiver. As
discussed in Section 4, this means that the CST for this
pair is 8 times (9dB) lower than -82dBm or -91dBm.
23dBm transmitting, 26dBm sensing. The 23dBm transmitter transmits preamble parts T2 and T2’. The 26dBm
receiver correlates against pieces R4-R6 and R4’-R6’.
T2 and T2’, however, do not overlap with R6 and R6’.
Thus no preamble samples are transmitted for R6 and
R6’ to correlate upon. Consequently, correlation occurs
only over the 4γ samples R4, R5, R4’ and R5’. Thus, the
CST for this pair is 2 times (3dB) lower than -82dBm or
-85dBm.

5.2

• Intersection: A ∩ B denotes pieces that are common
to both A and B.

5.3

• The Preamble : The entire preamble has L samples
and is denoted by S = [S1 , S2 , · · · , SL ] with its left
half SLH identical to its right half SRH .
• Transmitted Preamble: The preamble transmitted by
a device with power level P comprising multiple
pieces is denoted by SXmit
with its right and left
P
Xmit,RH
halves as SXmit,LH
and
S
.
P
P
• Correlated Preamble: The preamble correlated
against is denoted by SRecv
comprising SRecv,LH
P
P
and SRecv,RH
as
its
identical
left
and
right
halves.
P
• Preamble Part: A part of the preamble from sample
index i to j is denoted as S[i, k] = [Si , Sj , · · · , Sk ].
• Union : C = A ∪ B, indicates that a preamble C
contains pieces from both preambles A and B.

Arbitrary Transmit Powers

In this section we describe Skip-Correlation for general
scenarios where devices may choose from N distinct
power levels P1 < P2 < · · · < PN .
For the following discussion, we assume that any subpart of the preamble with γ samples along with its identical copy e.g.,S[1, γ] and S[ L2 + 1, L2 + γ], ensures detection at -82 dBm (or some other standard specified value).
The entire preamble S has L = 2γ PPN1 samples with its
first half identical to its second half. Figure 7 depicts the
first half of the preambles transmitted and correlated by
various devices (the second half is identical).
Preamble Transmission. A device with transmit power
Pk transmits SXmit,LH
comprising the first γ PPNk of the
Pk
preamble and its copy in the second half i.e.,


PN
SXmit,LH
= S 1, γ
Pk
Pk

Notation Used

We now outline the notation used for describing the parts
of preambles to be transmitted and correlated against for
a general scenario with N power levels.
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Figure 7: Skip Correlation for P1 < P2 < · · · < PN

(5)

This ensures that devices of all power levels transmit the
same amount of total preamble energy of 2γPN .
Preamble Reception. A device with transmit power
level Pk correlates against k different pieces of the
preamble in the left half captured in SRecv,LH
and its
Pk
shifted copy in the second half, i.e.,
SRecv,LH
= S[1, γ] ∪
P

i=k−1
[

k


S γ

i=1

PN
Pk−i+1

,γ

PN
Pk−i+1


+ λk,i
(6a)


λk,i = Pk γ

1
Pk−i

−

1
Pk−i+1


(6b)

The first piece is S[1, γ]. The rest k − 1 pieces, have
lengths λk,i , i = 1, · · · , k − 1 starting at sample number
PN
γ Pk−i+1
.
Proof of Correctness. When a device transmits at a
power level Pi to a device with transmit power level Pk ,
the following properties P1 and P2 always hold,
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Figure 9: Running sum block in Schmidl-Cox with
History Length x.
running sum over the past x samples in Schmidl-Cox is
implemented by the following equation,
sum(i + 1) = [s(i + 1) − s(i − x)] + sum(i)
Figure 8: High Level View of Changes between Standard Schmidl-Cox and Skip-Correlation
• P1 : if Pi ≥ Pk the correlation is only against
S[1, γ], which is 2γ samples corresponding to a CST
of -82dBm.
• P2 : if Pi < Pk the number of preamble samples
∩ SRecv
correlated at the receiving device (in SXmit
Pk )
Pi
Pk
Pk
is 2 Pi γ – corresponding to a CST that is Pi lower
than -82dBm i.e., −82−(Pk dB−Pi dB) in log-scale.
Thus, CST used in skip-correlation matches the MultiPower CST rule. The proof of these properties is provided in Appendix A.

6

Design and Implementation

Schmidl-Cox detection is typically implemented on an
ASIC in the Wi-Fi card as a digital circuit. SkipCorrelation can be realized through a minor modification of Schmidl-Cox. Hence, we start by describing how
Schimdl-Cox correlation is implemented and then explain how to modify it to implement Skip-Correlation.

6.1

Skip-Correlation Circuit Design

The block-diagram of Schmidl-Cox detector is provided
in Figure 8. The received signal is a sequence of complex
samples with I (real) and Q (imaginary) parts. D(x)
blocks are delay elements that introduce a delay of x
samples and usually implemented using FIFO of depth
x elements. The complex conjugate multiply block takes
two complex samples s(i) and s(i + L2 ) to perform the
operation s(i)0 s(i + L2 ), where 0 denotes the complex
conjugate operation. The real and imaginary parts from
the complex conjugate multiplier are each fed into an
running sum block (described later in this section) that
maintains the sum of the last L2 samples. Finally, the real
and imaginary parts of the running sum are squared and
added to be compared against the threshold Cth .
The only change required to implement Skip-Correlation
is to replace the running-sum (RS) block of Schmidl-Cox
by a running sum of parts (RSP in Figure 8).
Circuit for Running Sum used in Schmidl-Cox The
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(7)

The circuit implementation for a running sum RS(x) is
provided in Figure 9. A-B block subtracts B from
P A,
and this case produces s(i + 1) − s(i − x) and
is an
accumulator that continuously adds its inputs.
Circuit for Running Sum of Parts in Skip-Correlator.
The circuit for running sum of preamble parts is fundamentally the sum of several running sums, one for each
piece of the preamble and is given in Figure 10. Using
the same notation used in Section 5.3, for a device with
power level Pk the Skip-Correlator is a cascade of k running sum blocks and delay elements. The only exception
is PN which correlates the entire preamble and is simply
RS( L2 ).

6.2

Circuit Complexity

In this section we analyze the circuit complexity of
implementing the Skip-Correlator and the orthogonal
preambles proposal (Section 3.2) and compare them
against Schmidl-Cox. Since multipliers and adders constitute the most expensive elements in these circuits we
measure complexity by the number of multipliers and
adders required.
Schmidl-Cox. In the overall Schmidl-Cox circuit there
is one complex conjugate multiplication (3 multipliers
and 4 adders [17]), two RS blocks (2 adders in each),
two multipliers for squaring real and imaginary parts and
finally another adder – a total of 5 multipliers and 9
adders.
Skip-Correlation With N power levels. The only
change in implementing the Skip-Correlator is the RSP
block. A receiver with power level Pk has 2k RS blocks
(each with 2 adders). Thus, the complexity is given by
5 multipliers and 4k+5 adders. The device at PN −1 will
have the greatest complexity at 5 multipliers and 4N + 1
adders. For 4 power levels this corresponds to 5 multipliers and 17 adders.
Orthogonal Preambles - Multiple Matched Filters.
Unlike Schmidl-Cox, correlation against a matched filter
(Appendix B ) cannot be implemented using a running
sum. Thus, it requires L complex multipliers for computing each of L products and finally L2 adders for computing the sum of the products using a binary tree. Two
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Figure 10: Circuit for Running Sum of Parts in Skip-Correlator.
multipliers are needed for squaring the real and imaginary parts and finally an adder to compute C. This adds
up to 4.5L + 1 adders and 3L + 2 multipliers. If there
are N power levels, there will be N matched filters in
the correlation bank leading to 3N L + 2 multipliers and
4.5N L + 1 adders. As shown in Section B, for N = 4,
we will need L = 128 in order to achieve a false positive
rate < 10−3 . Thus, the circuit for orthogonal preambles
will need over 1500 multipliers and 2300 adders. This
demonstrates that implementing the orthogonal preamble approach is not practically viable and has at least two
orders of magnitude higher complexity.

6.3

Implementation on WARP

Figure 11: Green Field and Backward Compatible SkipCorrelation Preambles Transmitted by Various Nodes
The WARP software defined radio platform provides
an implementation of Wi-Fi with Schmidl-Cox correlation for CS. We modified this Schimdl-Cox as shown
in Figure 8 to implement a four power level skipcorrelation.
Correlation Lengths Used. Wi-Fi standard requires that
carrier sensing be performed within the first 4µs [19] of
the 9µs slot. Since most modern day commercial Wi-Fi
radios have a noise floor of -91dBm or less [3, 7, 8], we
consider 0dB SNR as corresponding to -91dBm. Thus,
9dB SNR corresponds to -82dBm. As discussed on
Section B, at 9dB SNR, L = 8 samples suffices for
Schmidl-Cox to give a false positive rate below 10−6 ;
thus for our Skip-Correlation we choose γ = 4. The full
preamble length for supporting 9dB power difference is
L = 8 ∗ 2 ∗ γ = 64. Thus, we use only 64 of the 160
samples of the WiFi STS for skip-correlation sensing.
Skip-Correlation Green Field Preambles. Figure 11
depicts the Green Field preambles used for transmitting
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for each of the four different power levels. Note that WiFi has other preambles (e.g., LTS, MIMO preambles etc.)
that come after the STS – these are unaffected and hence
not shown. In our design we reuse the WiFi-STS as much
as possible. Only the highlighted parts of the STS preamble are used for carrier sensing in skip-correlation. The
rest of the preamble is used for other functions such as
AGC gain estimation and DC-offset correction. In our
trials we found that it was necessary for the even the
100mW device required a gap of 16 samples between its
two halves. This is because, in absence of the gap, multipath from previous samples distorts the second half. This
addition of zeros requires changing
the delay element

D( L2 ) in Figure 8 to D L2 + 16 . However, even with
zeros, skip-correlation carrier sensing occurs within first
80 samples (4µs).
Skip-Correlation Backward Compatible Preambles.
Given the large number of 100mW legacy devices, we
want Skip-correlation to work in a backward compatible mode in the presence of legacy 100mW devices.
Through experimental trials we found that several legacy
phones and low power routers did not work with the
Green Field Preamble shown in Figure 11. Our trials
indicated that many legacy devices require additional
2-3 contiguous STS sequences within the first 4µs to
function correctly. We guess that, these devices take
longer time for AGC stabilization and DC-offset correction. Thus, our Backward Compatible WiFi STS preamble (Figure 11), introduces 3 additional STS sequences
within the first 4µs. However, with this change we can
only support up to 6dB power diversity. Thus, in our this
mode we choose only three power levels 20dBm, 23dBm
and 26dBm.

7

Testbed Results

We first present experimental results demonstrating the
effectiveness of skip-correlation in a backward compatibility setting with legacy low power Wi-Fi routers and
smartphones, for power differences of up to 6dB. We
then present a detailed analysis of how skip-correlation
ensures symmetry when four power levels spanning 9dB
in power difference co-exist. All experiments were conducted on an unused 20 MHz Wi-Fi channel in the 5 GHz
band.

7.1

Backward Compatibility Experiments

In this section, we use the three settings shown in Figure 12 to answer the question: how well does skipcorrelation work in the presence of legacy Wi-Fi APs and
phones?
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The second experiment (Figure 12(b)) also has three
APs but with three different power levels: the TP-Link
Nexus 5x
AP is the low power AP and the two WARP APs are at
WARP
Samsung Galaxy S3
3dB and 6dB higher power, respectively. The nodes are
placed such that, when all APs run the standard Wi-Fi,
the lower power APs are able to sense the higher power
+3dB
+3dB
APs, but not vice-versa. At time t = 0s, the TP-Link
+3dB
+6dB
+3dB
+3dB
AP starts the download to its client and at time t = 20s,
the two higher power WARP APs start their respective
downloads. Finally, at t = 180s, the higher power APs
stop their download.
c) Experiment 3
b) Experiment 2
a) Experiment 1
The results without and with skip-correlation are
Figure 12: Experimental setup with legacy Wi-Fi devices
shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. With standard Wi-Fi, one can clearly see in Figure 15 that the two
In all the experiments, we use a mix of off-the-shelf
clients connected to the TP-Link AP and +3dB WARP
TP-Link Archer C7 APs and WARP APs, each associAPs mostly starve (average throughputs of 1.3Mbps and
ated with one smartphone, and performing an iperf udp
0.24Mbps, respectively) whenever the +6dB WARP AP
download to the smartphone (tcp results are qualitatively
is in operation (whose client gets average throughput of
similar). The Archer C7 APs use auto-rate and MIMO
4.3 Mbps). With Skip-correlation, the starvation of both
(2X2) while the WARP APs are set to operate at a fixed
the TP-Link AP and +3dB WARP APs are eliminated
PHY rate of 6 Mbps. Each node is only aware of its
in Figure 16, and all three clients again get about oneown configured transmit power and has no explicit inforthird the time-share (average throughputs of 24.2 Mbps,
mation about the transmit power or other information of
1.36 Mbps and 1.44 Mbps).
any other nodes. In isolation, the TP-Link client gets an
In the third experiment (Figure 12(c)), there are 4 APs
average UDP throughput of 86 Mbps while the WARP
and
4 smartphones, where two of the APs are TP-Link
clients get an average UDP throughput of 4.4 Mbps.
Archer
C7 and the other two APs are WARP devices.
In the first setting (Figure 12(a)), there are 3 APs and
The
two
WARP APs act as high power APs with 3dB
3 smartphones, where one of the APs is TP-Link Archer
higher
power
than the TP-Link APs. The nodes are
C7 router and the other two APs are WARP devices. The
placed
such
that,
when all APs run standard Wi-Fi, the
two WARP APs act as high power APs with 3dB higher
WARP
APs
are
unable
to sense the TP-Link APs while
power than the TP-Link AP. The nodes are placed such
the
TP-Link
APs
can
sense
the WARP APs. Further, the
that, when all APs run the standard Wi-Fi, the WARP
two
WARP
APs
cannot
hear
each other. At time t = 0s
nodes are unable to sense the TP-Link AP while the TPand
t
=
15s,
the
two
TP-Link
APs start their downLink AP can sense the WARP nodes. Further, the WARP
load
to
their
respective
clients
and
at time t = 30s and
nodes are able to sense each other. At time t = 0s, the
t
=
45s,
the
two
high-power
WARP
APs start their reTP-Link AP starts the download to its client and at time
spective
downloads.
Finally,
at
t
=
180s,
the high-power
t = 20s, the two high-power WARP APs start their reAPs
stop
their
download.
spective downloads. Finally, at t = 180s, the high-power
The results without and with skip-correlation are
APs stop their download.
shown
in Figures 17 and 18, respectively. With standard
The results without and with skip-correlation are
Wi-Fi,
as seen in Figure 17, the two clients connected
shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. The y-axis
to
the
low-power
TP-Link APs starve (average throughon the left shows the throughput for clients connected to
puts
of
1
Mbps
and
1.8 Mbps) whenever the WARP APs
the fixed rate WARP AP while the y-axis on the right
with
3dB
higher
power
are in operation (WARP clients
shows the throughput for client(s) connected to TP-Link
get
average
throughputs
of 4.3 Mbps each). With skipAP. With standard Wi-Fi, one can clearly see in Figure 13
correlation,
the
starvation
is eliminated in Figure 18, with
that the client connected to TP-Link AP nearly starves –
all
four
clients
getting
one-half
time-share each (aver0.94 Mbps average throughput whenever the high power
age
throughputs
of
39
Mbps,
43
Mbps, 2.1 Mbps and
WARP APs are in operation while the WARP clients each
2.2
Mbps).
get about 2.15Mbps (or about half the time-share). With
Skip-correlation, the starvation is eliminated in Figure 14
7.2 Green Field: Micro-benchmarks
and the three nodes share approximately equally in time
– the low power client gets an average throughput of
We now look at what happens with skip-correlation
24 Mbps (28% of 86 Mbps, about one-third) while the
under-the-hood. For these experiments we support
clients connected to WARP get 1.4 Mbps each on averfour power levels 20dBm, 23dBm, 26dBm and 29dBm
age (32% of 4.4 Mbps, about one-third).
and consequently use the green field preamble patterns
A

B B can sense A
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Figure 17: Standard Wi-Fi: Expt. 3

shown in Figure 6 implemented on WARP nodes. We use
received SNRs to calibrate our experiments. Our goal is
to demonstrate that skip-correlation ensures carrier sensing symmetry for all pairs of devices.
7.2.1 Establishing Cth
Cth is determined from the false negative detection
curves when the received power is -82dBm (Appendix B). Thus, we placed two WARP nodes in lineof-sight to minimize signal variation and adjusted the
transmit power of one such that the other received at
9dB SNR (-82dBm). We then collected samples from
30,000 transmissions each separated by 1 second (almost
over 9 hours). There was about 5dB variation in received power despite line-of-sight since there were people moving during the course of the experiment. To ensure that the received powers were as close to -82dBm
as possible we considered only those transmission that
had received SNRs in the range 9 ± 1 dB, which were
little over 10000 in number. We then computed P (C|
Xmit, −91dBm, −82dBm) for the Skip-Correlator using a histogram with 100 bins over the collected data.
We also computed P (C| No Xmit, −91dBm) by correlating against the noise samples. Using these distributions we then computed the false negative curves
η− (C|−91dBm, −82dBm) and the false positive curve
η+ (C|−91dBm) using Eqn 15 and Eqn 16, depicted in
Figure 19. The curves are “close” to the theoretically
predicted curves in Appendix B, Figure 22. Using the
point at η− = 0.1 in the curve, we established Cth as
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shown in Figure 22; it was found to be about -15.7, very
close to the theoretically predicted value of -15.5 in Figure 22. The false positives corresponding to this threshold are very small. We use this value of Cth in all the
following experiments.
7.2.2 CS Symmetry
In this experiment, we use two WARP devices A and B
to test carrier sensing symmetry. Due to space considerations, three node experimental results are in Appendix D.
We conducted carrier symmetry experiments at four
different non-line-of-sight location pairs L-91, L-88,L85 and L-82. For each location pair, locations of both A
and B were changed in a way that for the location pair
L-X, the devices were so placed that when one device
transmitted at 20dBm transmit power, the other would receive at X dBm. For example, for the location pair L-85,
when one device transmitted at 20dBm the other received
at -85dBm (6dB SNR). Note that since the experiments
lasted a few hours, with people moving about, in reality there was significant variation of the received signal
strength at each location. Figure 20 shows the probability
distribution of received powers at B when A transmitted
at 20dBm power. Thus, there was 5dB-12dB variation in
received power across the various locations.
At each location we experimented with 4 different
power levels 20dB, 23dBm, 26dBm and 29dBm and obtained data for all the possible 10 unique combinations
of transmitter and receiver powers. The experiment at
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nal strength for each of the locations for Skip-Correlation at location L-85.
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100
100
92
85
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
Schmidl-Cox Detection Probabilities
A29-B20
A23-B23
A26-B23
F
R
F
R
F
R
90.5
0
0
0
90.2
0
99.8
0
4.5
2.4
90.3
2.4
100
35.6
90
90.4
99.9
89.9
100
95
98
95
100
98

A29-B23
F
R
89
98
98
100
100
100
100
100

A26-B26
F
R
48
44
80
78
100
100
100
100

A29-B26
F
R
89
96
98
100
100
100
100
100

A29-B29
F
R
88
88
98
98
100
100
100
100

A29-B23
F
R
91.2
0
99.9
2.4
100
90.4
100
95

A26-B26
F
R
5
3.3
90.3
90.2
100
99.9
100
100

A29-B26
F
R
90.5
3.3
99.8
90.2
100
100
100
100

A29-B29
F
R
90.5
91.2
99.8
99.9
100
100
100
100

Table 3: Detection Probability Symmetry for Skip-Correlation
each location consisted of 3000 rounds. In each round,
first A transmitted 4 successive transmissions at each of
the four power levels. This was immediately followed
by B transmitting 4 successive transmissions at all the
four power levels. All four possible skip-correlation patterns (Figure 6) for the receiver were available at each
device, so that we could obtain all four possible correlation values. We waited 1 second between each round.
The hope here was that within each round the channel
would not change significantly, whereas between two
consecutive rounds the channel would be different. This
strategy made sure that we tried all possible power level
combinations in both directions over approximately the
same channel, so that 3dB increase in transmitted power
would mean 3dB increase in the received power as well
within a single round. At the same time, across different rounds we could experiment across changing channel
conditions, since each experiment lasted about an hour
with people moving about on the floor.
Carrier Sensing Symmetry Observations. We used the
correlation values from the above experiments and com2
puted η− ( C|σS2 , σN
) using Eqn 15 for all 16 power level
combinations and at all four locations (64 curves in total). Note however, that since the received signal strength
was varying in this experiment from round to round, the
distribution is computed over the entire range of variation
of signal strength and not at any single received power.
Figure 21 depicts a few of these curves from the L-85
location. In Figure 21 the notation < T Y, RZ > denotes that that node T transmitted at power Y dBm to
node R whose transmit power was set to ZdBm. Thus,
< A29, B20 > means that A transmitted at 29dBm to B
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which was using a skip-correlation pattern corresponding to 20dBm transmit power. Similarly, < B20, A29 >
represents the same link but when B transmits at 20dBm
to A that uses the skip-correlation pattern corresponding to 29dBm. As seen from Figure 21, the η− curves
< A29, B20 > < B20, A29 > almost overlap; this despite the variation in received signal strengths and changing channel conditions at both the devices - thus indicating a strict adherence to carrier sensing symmetry. The
same is true for other power level combinations as well
and demonstrates how Skip-Correlation ensure that the
detection probabilities at either ends at almost identical
despite channel changes and signal variations.
Symmetric Detection Probabilities. Using the threshold Cth , for each transmission we made a detection decision and computed the detection percentages in both
directions for each link at all power level combinations across all the locations. In order to compare with
Schmidl-Cox, as the WARP implementation uses L =
32, for the comparison to hold meaningful we chose a
threshold such that when one device transmits to another
at a received power of -82dBm (9dB SNR), the false negatives are at 10%. Table 3 shows all the detection probabilities obtained across all combinations. In Table 3, the
notation AX-BY means node A transmitting at power X
dBm and node B transmitting at Y dBm. F and R indicate forward and reverse directions. F means A transmits
to B while R means B transmits to A. Situations where
severe starvation occur are highlighted in gray. As seen
from Table 3 while a power difference of greater than
3dB creates severe starvation scenarios in Schmidl-Cox,
Skip-Correlation preserves carrier sensing symmetry.
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Related Work

Carrier sensing has been extensively studied [16] and has
received a lot of attention from the research community.
Improving performance through tuning carrier sensing. It is well-known that carrier sensing is limited by
the fact that carrier is sensed at the sender whose channel measurements may be very different from that of
the receiver. This could result in problems such as hidden terminal as well as missed transmission opportunities termed as exposed terminals. There has been a lot
of work on improving Wi-Fi performance by tuning carrier sense threshold, along with transmit power, and/or
transmission data rate, both for wireless LANs as well
as wireless multihop networks [13, 15, 27, 28, 29, 30].
However, all these papers take a network-wide view
where the parameters of every node can be tuned.
Carrier Sense Asymmetry. Starvation in Wi-Fi networks occurs due to variety of reasons such as flow-inthe-middle, hidden nodes, and sensing asymmetry [14].
In this paper, we focus on the carrier asymmetry issue
due to transmit power differences which is known to
cause starvation. To address starvation issues arising due
to carrier sense asymmetry, authors in [18, 20, 23] propose solutions that jointly tune transmit power and carrier sense threshold of nodes in the network. Authors
in [12] propose that nodes use lower transmit power and
data rate for increased overall performance in dense and
unmanaged wireless settings. In contrast, we present
a solution that ensures carrier sense symmetry despite
nodes choosing their transmit powers independently.
Coexistence with multiple transmit powers. Authors
in [25] show that transmit power differences in white
space networks can result in starvation of low power
mobile nodes and propose a direct sequence spread
spectrum-based solution to mitigate it. The Weeble system [22] also tackles the two power asymmetry problem in white space networks using a unique preamble for
high power nodes that is different from the preamble for
low-power nodes. As we show in this paper, the use of
a unique preamble per power-level is expensive both in
terms of preamble length as well as computational complexity. Instead, we address the problem of carrier sense
asymmetry efficiently through the use of a single preamble while supporting a range of power levels.

9

Discussion

Are power differences having a major impact in WiFi performance today? Wi-Fi performance issues are
caused by numerous factors (e.g., interference, congestion, signal attenuation, power difference, etc.). Since
power difference is only one among many causes for
poor Wi-Fi performance, it is not clear how often it is
the root cause of Wi-Fi performance problems. However,
there are a few indications that power differences may be
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a significant problem. First, transmit power difference
in Wi-Fi devices are common. For example, there are
several devices available in the market whose transmit
power ranges from 100mW (e.g. Samsung Galaxy S3 tx
power is 111 mW) to 1W (e.g. Linksys EA6900 router, tx
power 944 mW). Further, adapters are available for mobile laptops/PCs that allow 1W transmission [6]. Thus,
there is both demand and supply of higher power Wi-Fi
APs and devices in the market today. Second, this topic
has received attention by the FCC. For example, FCC recently reached a settlement with TP-Link, a Wi-Fi AP
manufacturer, in an investigation [5] where TP-Link was
determined to have enabled a software-based setting for
higher than allowed transmit power in some channels.
How much power difference can be supported efficiently? Skip-correlation is a general technique that can
support arbitrary power differences (the 6dB limitation
is only if backward compatibility to Wi-Fi is desired).
However, efficiency can suffer if the range of power difference is large since the preamble needs to be appropriately elongated and long preambles may require larger
Wi-Fi slots, thereby negatively impacting efficiency [19].
Given devices with transmit powers between 100 mW to
1000 mW are common in the market today, we believe
that support for 10dB power difference can cater to a
large number of scenarios. Based on our implementation
of skip-correlator, the length of the preamble required to
support 10x power difference with similar carrier sensing behavior as 100mW standard Wi-Fi is 400 samples
(160+160 samples for skip correlation + 80 samples for
AGC). A 400 sample preamble can fit in an existing 9µs
Wi-Fi slot and will thus not reduce Wi-Fi efficiency.
Interactions with rate adaptation. Skip Correlation depends only on modifications to the PLCP Preamble. The
SIGNAL field, which follows immediately after Preamble, encodes the rate in its first four bits. Since the
preamble has already been received before the SIGNAL
field, carrier sense is independent of the rate chosen.
Thus, skip-correlation has no impact on standard WiFi rate adaptation and allows any rate adaptation algorithms to be used. However, for systems that use rateless
codes [21], it is not clear how best to incorporate (multipower) carrier sensing.

10

Conclusion

We propose a novel carrier sensing solution, skipcorrelation, to address the starvation of low-power devices given the increasing proliferation of high power devices in unlicensed spectrum.
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Schmidl and Cox Detection. Here S(n) comprises two
identical halves i.e., S(i) = S(i + L2 ). As the transmission passes through the channel, each of its halves are
effected by the channel in exactly the same way. Consequently R(i) = R(i + L2 ). The receiver correlates two
consecutive L2 length windows from the received signal
2
as,
i= L

Appendix

A high correlation (C > Cth ) indicates that a preamble
was transmitted and the channel is deemed busy.
Why Matched Filter is Typically Not Used for CS in
Practice. The matched filter technique has two significant drawbacks. First, due to frequency selective fading
in the channel, R(n) is often very different from S(n)
in Eqn 9b. Consequently, correlating R(n) with S(n)
typically yields a low correlation. Schmidl-Cox does not
suffer from this problem since, both halves are affected
by the channel identically and thus results in a high correlation. Second, as discussed in Section 6, the circuit
complexity of implementing a matched filter can be two
orders of magnitude greater than that of Schmidl-Cox.
Thus, in the rest of this section we confine our discussion to Schmidl-Cox detection.
Probability Distributions of C in Schmidl-Cox. Sup2
(variance of noise), the
pose that the noise floor is σN
distribution of C when no preamble is transmitted is
given by,

A

Proof of P1 and P2 Section 5.3

Proof of P1. The second piece of SRecv
starts at γ PPNk
Pk
and SXmit
ends at sample number γ PPNi . When Pi ≥ Pk ,
Pi
PN
PN
Xmit
∩ SRecv
comprises only the first
Pk
Pk ≥ Pi , thus SPi
Recv
piece of SPk i.e., S[1, γ].
Proof of P2. Any preamble piece is always completely
and SXmit
contained between the ends of SXmit
Pj+1 . Thus,
Pj
when i < k there are k −i preamble pieces starting at the
until the end of SXmit
. The total number
end of SXmit
Pi
Pk
Recv
of samples N (i, k) in SXmit
∩
S
is given by,
Pi
Pk
N (i, k) = γ+

j=k−i
X


λk,i = γ+Pk γ

j=1

1
1
−
Pi
Pk


=

Pk
γ.
Pi
(8)

B

Sensing Through Preamble Correlation

In this section we describe the preamble correlation process and provide the necessary background.
The Problem of Preamble Detection. Let S(n) be the
preamble of length L samples that is transmitted. The received signal Srecv (n) when no preamble is transmitted
and when a preamble is transmitted given by,
N(n)
no Xmit
Srecv (n) = R(n) + N(n)
Xmit
R(n) = S(n)∗H.

(9a)
(9b)

In Eqns 9a,9b, N(n) is the receiver noise, H is the channel response that captures how the channel transforms
the transmitted signal into R(n) due to effects such as
multi-path fading and ∗ is the convolution operation. The
goal of detection techniques is to reliably distinguish between the no transmission and transmission scenarios in
Eqn 9a based on Srecv (n). While there exist several detection schemes, we now describe the two most popular
schemes – the matched filter and Schmidl-Cox [24].
Matched Filter. In this scheme the receiver computes
the normalized cross-correlation of the preamble with the
received signal as,
C=

i=L
X

2
norm
Snorm
(i)
recv (i)S

(10)

i=1

In Eqn 10 Snorm and Snorm
recv are scaled versions of S
and Srecv respectively such that its total energy is 1. If
C > Cth , the channel is deemed busy and otherwise not.
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C=

X2

Srecv (i)Srecv (i +

i=1

L
)
2

2
X
L 

2
N(i)N(i + ) 
P (C|no Xmit, σN
)=P
2
i=1



(11)

i= L
2

(12)

Invoking the central limit theorem, the sum of
N(i)N(i + L2 ) is a zero mean Gaussian with variance
L 4
2
2
2 σN . Thus, P (C|no Xmit, σN )is a χ1 distribution with
L 4
mean 2 σN .
Let the received preamble energy per sample (signal
power) be E(R(i)R(i)) = σS2 (E denotes expectation).
Further, typical preambles also have E(R(i)) = 0. Since
R(i) = R(i + L2 ), the distribution of C when a preamble
is transmitted is given by,
2
P (C|Xmit, σN
, σS 2 ) =


2
i= L
2
X
L 

P
σS2 + 2R(i)N(i) + N(i)N(i + ) 
2
i=1

(13)

Invoking central limit theorem, the sum of R(i)N(i) is
2 2
a zero mean Gaussian with variance L2 σN
σS . Thus, the
2
2
distribution of P (C| Xmit, σN , σS ) is a non-central χ21
2
2 2
4
σS + L2 σN
.
distribution with mean at L4 σS4 + LσN
Thus, the probability distribution of computed correlations in the presence and absence of a preamble are χ21
distributions with means given by Eqns 14a, 14b respectively as,
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100
µ(C) =

2

LEN /2

no preamble
(14a)

2

2

(LES ) /4 + (LES )EN + LEN /4

Probability

(

preamble (14b)

While we have only shown the above property for
Schimdl-Cox, it holds for other correlation based techniques as well.

Probability

η-
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Figure 23: Performance of Orthogonal Preambles for 4
power levels and L = 128.
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log10(C)

Figure 22: How threshold Cth is selected in SchmidlCox
Selection of Cth . There can be two kinds of errors in
preamble detection. False negatives occur when a preamble is transmitted but not detected while false positives
occur when a preamble was not transmitted but erroneously detected. The false negative rate is given by,

2
2
η− C|σN
, σS
=

C

Z

c=0

2
2
P (c|Xmit, σN
, σS
)dc

(15)

C

and the false positive rate is given by,
2
η+ C|σN
=1−



Z

C

c=0

2
P (c|no Xmit, σN
)dc

(16)

The selection of Cth is based on the Wi-Fi specification
of 10% false negative rate (90% detection rate) when the
average received power is -82dBm [9]. As an example,
Figure 22 depicts the curves for η− and η+ for a noise
floor of -91dBm and L=8 samples (0.4µs). Cth is chosen for η− = 10% (90% detection rate). Note that corresponding to this value of Cth , the false positive probability is well below 10−6 .
Effect of False Positives. A high false positive rate (η+ )
leads a device to erroneously conclude that there is an
ongoing transmission, resulting in an unnecessary backoff and loss of throughput. For a false detection rate of
η= 10−2 , once every 100 samples (5µs), a preamble will
be falsely detected. Since 5µs < 9µs (WiFi slot width)
this means that the WiFi device will end up falsely detecting a preamble in almost every slot and will not be
able to transmit any packets. Usually a false detection
rate of η− < 10−3 is needed for reasonable performance.
At 10−3 , once every 1000 samples or 6 Wi-Fi slots, a
preamble is falsely detected. However, upon detecting
an STS, the device then uses the Long Training Sequence
(LTS) (Figure5) to tune its receiver parameters. If no LTS
is detected then the receiver deems the channel free. The
probability of falsely detecting a preamble in the LTS as
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well is now very low (< 10−6 ). This means that the device will typically lose on average one WiFi slot for every packet transmission. Given that typical WiFi packet
transmissions last several 100s of µs to few milliseconds,
this results in a throughput drop of <2%.
Approximating Detection Probability for Low False
Rate Scenario. When the false positive rate is very low,
the typical operating regime of receivers, (LES )2 /4 >>
2
(LES )EN + LEN
/4 and thus the mean reduces approximately to (LES )2 /4. Consequently, the detection probability is dependent on the product (LES ).

Performance of Orthogonal Preambles

In this section we consider the practical viability of the
orthogonal preamble scheme proposed in Section 3 that
uses a bank of matched filters. For this experiment we
generated 4 different PN sequences of length 128 corresponding to each of the four power levels. In order
to generate a PN sequence, we first generated a random
vector comprising 128 complex numbers, each of which
had a random phase between 0 to 360 degrees but had
unit magnitude. Then we took an Inverse Fourier Transform of this random vector to create the PN sequence.
This method ensured that equal energy was transmitted
at various parts to frequency band to make it robust to
frequency selective deep fades. A device transmitted this
sequence and a receiver received these samples. We then
found the normalized cross-correlation with each of the
4 PN sequences. The sequence that gave the maximum
correlation was chosen and the power level was identified
as corresponding to this sequence. This meant that there
would be errors due to erroneously concluding an incorrect power level in addition to false positives. The larger
the number power levels the worse is the performance
and longer the length of preamble that is required. Figure 23 shows the false detection rates due to noise η+ ,
false preamble detections where the power level was incorrectly inferred ηc and the false negative rates η− as a
function of correlation values when the received power
is -82dBm for L = 128. As seen from Figure 23 even
though at L = 128 η− is very small, the incorrect iden-
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Figure 24: The setup for 3-node experiment

tification of power levels (ηc ) becomes the dominating
cause for errors. Table 5 shows the various values of ηc
and η+ for different values of L. While η+ is acceptably
low at L = 128, ηc is very high at 14%. This experiment
shows why orthogonal preamble approach is not only extremely computationally inefficient (Section 6) but also
performs poorly.
L
ηc
η+

8
69.8
11.08

16
58.12
9.05

32
54.5
6.14

64
36.08
1.53

128
14.22
< 0.1

Table 5: False positive rates [%] for various lengths of
orthogonal preambles

D

CS Symmetry - Three Node Experiments

In this experiment we placed three WARP boards A, B
and C at three different fixed locations and change their
transmit powers to create three different scenarios - Setting I, Setting II and Setting III depicted in Figure 24.
The transmit powers of the devices and their average received powers over the course of the experiment are also
depicted in Figure 24. Similar to our experiment with
two nodes, in each setting we run 5000 rounds where all
devices transmit once each in a single round. We wait
about 1 second between each round. The total duration
of this experiment was about 5 hours and there was about
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Links
Schmidl-Cox
Skip

A-B
100
100

Setting-I
B-A
A-C
0
97.8
100
99.9

C-A
12.9
100

B-C
24.2
100

C-A
99.8
99.9

Schmidl-Cox
Skip

100
100

Setting-II
0
97.7
100
97.4

6.9
99.6

24.1
39.7

33.7
41.7

Schmidl-Cox
Skip

24.2
39.8

Setting-III
33.6
0
41.6
0.2

0
6.5

6.9
20.8

0
3.5

Table 4: Detection Probabilities for various links in
3 node experiment [%]
5-8dB variation in received signal strength during the
course of the experiment. We use both Schmidl-Cox as
well as Skip-Correlation to evaluate the detection probabilities, which are provided in Table 4. X-Y indicates A
transmitting to Y.
Setting-I: This setting is similar in the example illustrated in Figure 12(b) where A can be sensed by both
B and C while the reverse is not true. Also, B can sense
C but not the other way round. As seen from Table 4,
Schmidl-Cox experiences carrier sensing asymmetry in
all three pairs as expected, however in Skip-Correlation
this the detection probabilities are symmetric in either
link directions.
Setting-II: In this setting we reduce C’s power to 20dBm
to remove the asymmetry between B and C. Thus, both
B and C can sense A but not each other. As in SettingI, A cannot sense both B and C. As seen from Table 4, Schmidl-Cox experiences shows carrier sensing
asymmetry between A,B and A,C pairs while SkipCorrelation exhibits carrier sensing symmetry between
all pairs.
Setting-III: In this setting we reduce the power of A to
20dBm to remove all link asymmetries. As seen from
Table 4, both Schmidl-Cox and Skip-Correlation do not
show any carrier sensing asymmetry as expected.
These results demonstrate that Skip-Correlation preserves carrier sensing symmetry under various scenarios.
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Abstract – This paper enables connectivity on everyday objects by transforming them into FM radio stations.
To do this, we show for the first time that ambient FM
radio signals can be used as a signal source for backscatter
communication. Our design creates backscatter transmissions that can be decoded on any FM receiver including
those in cars and smartphones. This enables us to achieve
a previously infeasible capability: backscattering information to cars and smartphones in outdoor environments.
Our key innovation is a modulation technique that transforms backscatter, which is a multiplication operation on
RF signals, into an addition operation on the audio signals
output by FM receivers. This enables us to embed both
digital data as well as arbitrary audio into ambient analog
FM radio signals. We build prototype hardware of our
design and successfully embed audio transmissions over
ambient FM signals. Further, we achieve data rates of up
to 3.2 kbps and ranges of 5–60 feet, while consuming as
little as 11.07 µW of power. To demonstrate the potential of our design, we also fabricate our prototype on a
cotton t-shirt by machine sewing patterns of a conductive
thread to create a smart fabric that can transmit data to
a smartphone. We also embed FM antennas into posters
and billboards and show that they can communicate with
FM receivers in cars and smartphones.

1

Introduction

This paper asks the following question: can we enable
everyday objects in outdoor environments to communicate with cars and smartphones, without worrying about
power? Such a capability can enable transformative visions such as connected cities and smart fabrics that
promise to change the way we interact with objects around
us. For instance, bus stop posters and street signs could
broadcast digital content about local attractions or advertisements directly to a user’s car or smartphone. Posters
advertising local artists could broadcast clips of their music or links to purchase tickets for upcoming shows. A
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street sign could broadcast information about the name
of an intersection, or when it is safe to cross a street to
improve accessibility for the disabled. Such ubiquitous
low-power connectivity would also enable smart fabric
applications — smart clothing with sensors integrated
into the fabric itself could monitor a runner’s gait or vital
signs and directly transmit the information to their phone.
While recent efforts on backscatter communication [40,
49, 38, 36] dramatically reduce the power requirements
for wireless transmissions, they are unsuitable for outdoor
environments. Specifically, existing approaches either use
custom transmissions from RFID readers or backscatter
ambient Wi-Fi [37] and TV transmissions [40, 42]. RFIDbased approaches are expensive in outdoor environments
given the cost of deploying the reader infrastructure. Likewise, while Wi-Fi backscatter [37] is useful indoors, it is
unsuitable for outdoor environments. Finally, TV signals
are available outdoors, but smartphones as well as most
cars do not have TV receivers and hence cannot decode
the backscattered signals.
Taking a step back, the requirements for our target
applications are four-fold: 1) The ambient signals we
hope to backscatter must be ubiquitous in outdoor environments, 2) devices such as smartphones and cars must
have the receiver hardware to decode our target ambient signals, 3) it should be legal to backscatter in the
desired frequencies without a license, which precludes
cellular transmissions [31], and 4) in order to retrieve the
backscattered data, we should ideally have a softwaredefined radio like capability to process the raw incoming
signal without any additional hardware.
Our key contribution is the observation that FM radio satisfies the above constraints. Broadcast FM radio
infrastructure already exists in cities around the world.
These FM radio towers transmit at a high power of several hundred kilowatts [31] which provides an ambient
signal source that can be used for backscatter communication. Additionally, FM radio receivers are included in the
LTE and Wi-Fi chipsets of almost every smartphone [24]
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Figure 1: Example applications enabled by backscattering FM radio signals. (a) smart posters capable of broadcasting music
to nearby users; (b) vital signs monitoring with sensors integrated into smart fabrics; (c) FM receivers in cars receiving music sent
from nearby smart posters.

and have recently been activated on Android devices in
the United States [23, 8]. Further, the FCC provides an
exemption for low-power transmitters to operate on FM
bands without requiring a license [30]. Finally, unlike
commercial Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and cellular chipsets that
provide only packet level access, FM radios provide access to the raw audio decoded by the receiver. These raw
audio signals can be used in lieu of a software-defined
radio to extract the backscattered data.
Building on this, we transform everyday objects into
FM radio stations. Specifically, we design the first system
that uses FM signals as an RF source for backscatter. We
show that the resulting transmissions can be decoded on
any FM receiver including those in cars and smartphones.
Achieving this is challenging for two key reasons:
• Unlike software radios that give raw RF samples, FM
receivers output only the demodulated audio. This complicates decoding since the backscatter operation is performed on the RF signals corresponding to the FM transmissions while an FM receiver outputs only the demodulated audio. Thus, the backscatter operation has to be
designed to be compatible with the FM demodulator.
• FM stations broadcast audio that ranges from news
channels with predominantly human speech, to music
channels with a richer set of audio frequencies. In addition, they can broadcast either a single stream (mono
mode) or two different audio streams (stereo mode) to
play on the left and right speakers. Ideally, the backscatter modulation should operate efficiently with all these
FM modes and audio characteristics.
To address these challenges, we leverage the structure
of FM radio signals. At a high level, we introduce a modulation technique that transforms backscatter, which is
a multiplication operation on RF signals, into an addition operation on the audio signal output by FM receivers
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(see §3.3). This allows us to embed audio and data information in the underlying FM audio signals. Specifically,
we use backscatter to synthesize baseband transmissions
that imitate the structure of FM signals, which makes it
compatible with the FM demodulator. Building on this,
we demonstrate three key capabilities.
• Overlay backscatter. We overlay arbitrary audio on
ambient FM signals to create a composite audio signal
that can be heard using any FM receiver, without any additional processing. We also design a modulation technique
that overlays digital data which can be decoded on FM
receivers with processing capabilities, e.g., smartphones.
• Stereo backscatter. A number of FM stations, while
operating in the stereo mode, do not effectively utilize the
stereo stream. We backscatter data and audio on these
under-utilized stereo streams to achieve a low interference communication link. Taking it a step further, we
can also trick FM receivers to decode mono FM signals
in the stereo mode, by inserting the pilot signal that indicates a stereo transmission. This allows us to backscatter
information in the interference-free stereo stream.
• Cooperative backscatter. Finally, we show that using
cooperation between two smartphones from users in the
vicinity of the backscattering objects, we can imitate a
MIMO system that cancels out the audio in the underlying
ambient FM transmission. This allows us to decode the
backscatter transmissions without any interference.
To evaluate our design, we first perform a survey of
the FM signal strengths in a major metropolitan city and
identify unused spectrum in the FM band, which we then
use in our backscatter system. We implement a prototype
FM backscatter device using off-the-shelf components
and use it to backscatter data and arbitrary audio directly
to a Moto G1 smartphone and 2010 Honda CRV’s FM
receiver. We compare the trade offs for the three backscat-
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Contributions. We use backscatter to transform everyday
objects into FM radio stations. In particular, we
• Introduce the first system to backscatter audio and data
to cars and smartphones, outdoors. We present the first
backscatter design that uses FM radio as its signal source
and creates signals that are decodable on any FM receiver.
• Transform backscatter, which is a multiplication operation on RF signals, into an addition operation on the
FM audio signals. Building on this, we present three key
capabilities: overlay, stereo and cooperative backscatter.
• Build FM backscatter hardware and evaluate it in different scenarios. To show the potential of our design, we
also build two proof-of-concept application prototypes
for smart fabrics and smart bus stop billboards.

2

Application Requirements

Current radio technologies cannot satisfy the requirements for the connected city and smart fabric applications described above. Traditional radio transmitters are
relatively expensive to deploy at scale and consume significant amounts of power; in contrast, we develop a
backscatter system that consumes orders of magnitude
less power and can be produced at lower cost. In the
remainder of this section we outline the requirements
of our target applications in detail and explain why FM
backscatter is the only viable approach.
Connected cities. Connected city devices such as posters
and signs must continuously broadcast information to
anyone passing by. Considering most outdoor locations
such as signposts and bus stops do not have dedicated
connections to power infrastructure, these devices will
either be battery powered, or harvest power from the environment. A practical communication solution should seek
to maximize battery life so as to prevent recurring maintenance costs for these objects. A normal FM transmitter
designed for battery powered applications [15] consumes
18.8 mA when transmitting. If the chip is continuously
broadcasting, this system would last less than 12 hrs using
a 225 mAh battery coin cell battery [12]. In practice the
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ter techniques described above and achieve data rates of
up to 3.2 kbps and ranges of 5–60 ft. Finally, we design
and simulate an integrated circuit that backscatters audio
signals, and show that it consumes only 11.07 µW.
To demonstrate the potential of our design, we build
two proof-of-concept applications. We build and evaluate posters with different antenna topologies including
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also fabricate our prototype on a cotton t-shirt by machine
sewing patterns of a conductive thread and build a smart
fabric that can transmit vital sign data to the phone, even
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Figure 2: Survey of FM radio signals. (a) CDF of received
power of FM radio signals across a major metropolitan city and
(b) CDF of powers at a fixed location over a 24 hour duration.

battery life would likely be much shorter considering the
current draw of the FM chip is significantly higher than
the rated 0.2 mA discharge current with which the battery
was tested. In contrast, our backscatter system could continuously transmit for almost 3 years. Additionally, even
at scale an FM radio chip costs over $4 [16] whereas a
backscatter solution costs as little as a few cents [9].
Another potential alternative is Bluetooth Low Energy,
such as the iBeacon standard that is designed for sending broadcast messages. In broadcast mode however, the
BLE protocol is limited to sending short packets every
100 ms, and therefore not a viable solution for streaming
audio. Additionally, while some cars have Bluetooth connectivity, their Bluetooth antennas are positioned inside
to interact with mobile phones and other devices. An
antenna inside the car would be shielded from our smart
objects by the car’s metal body, causing significant attenuation. In contrast, FM antennas are already positioned
outside the car as this is where FM signals are strongest.
Smart fabrics. In addition to the same power constraints
described above, smart fabrics require thin and flexible
form factors. Materials such as conductive thread allow
us to produce flexible FM antennas on textile substrates,
which blend into cloth. However, commercially available
flexible batteries have a limited discharge current. For example current flexible batteries on the market are limited
to a 10 mA peak current [6] and cannot satisfy the requirements of FM or BLE radios when transmitting [15, 18].
While the reader may assume that the size of FM antennas limits smart fabric applications, we demonstrate that
by using conductive thread we can take advantage of the
whole surface area available on a garment to produce a
flexible and seamlessly integrated antenna.

3

System Design

We use backscatter to encode audio and digital data on
FM radio signals. In this section we begin by evaluating
the availability and characteristics of FM radio broadcasts
in urban areas. Next we provide background on FM radio
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and how we can leverage its signal structure for backscatter communication. Finally, we describe our encoding
mechanism that embeds digital data using backscatter.

Stereo Audio

Mono
Audio

L–R

L+R

3.1

Public and commercial FM radio broadcasts are a standard in urban centers around the world and provide a
source of ambient RF signals in these environments. In
order to cover a wide area and allow for operation despite
complex multipath from structures and terrains, FM radio stations broadcast relatively high power signals. In
the United States, FM radio stations produce an effective
radiated power of up to 100 kW [31].
In this section, we survey the signal strength of FM
radio transmissions across Seattle, WA. We drive through
the city and measure the power of ambient FM radio signals using a software defined radio (SDR, USRP E310)
connected to a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna (Diamond SRH789). Since there are multiple FM radio stations in most US cities, we record signals across the full
88–108 MHz FM spectrum and identify the FM station
with the maximum power at each measurement location.
We calibrate the raw SDR values to obtain power measurements in dBm using reference power measurements performed with a spectrum analyzer (Tektronix MDO4054B3). We divide the surveyed area into 0.8 mi× 0.8 mi grid
squares and determine the median power in each for a
total of 69 measurements.
Fig. 2a shows the CDF of the measurements across the
city. The plot shows that the FM signal strength varies
between -10 and -55 dBm. We also note that the median
signal strength across all the locations is -35.15 dBm,
which is surprisingly high, despite measurements being
performed in a dense urban environment with tall buildings and across elevation differences of 450 ft.1 We note
that, prior work on ambient backscatter reflecting TV signals, requires the strength of TV signals to be at least
-10 to -20 dBm. In contrast, our goal is to decode the
backscattered signals on FM receivers which have a sensitivity around -100 dBm [14, 1]. Thus, FM signals are
promising as a signal source for backscatter.
Next, we place the same SDR setup in a fixed outdoor
location over the course of 24 hours. We record 100,000
samples over the whole FM radio band and compute the
average power of the FM station with the highest power
once every minute. Fig. 2b shows that the power varies
with a standard deviation of 0.7 dBm, which shows that
the received power is roughly constant across time. These
measurements show that FM signals can provide a reliable
signal source for backscatter.
1 For
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Figure 3: Structure of FM Radio Transmissions. Baseband
audio signals transmitted in stereo FM broadcasts.

3.2

Structure of FM Radio Transmissions

We leverage the structure of FM signals to embed audio
and data. In this section, we outline the background about
FM radio necessary to understand our design.
Audio Baseband Encoding. Fig. 3 illustrates the baseband audio signal transmitted from a typical FM station.
The primary component is a mono audio stream, which
is an amplitude modulated audio signal between 30 Hz
and 15 kHz. With the advent of stereo speakers with
separate left and right audio channels, FM stations incorporated a stereo stream transmitted in the 23 to 53 kHz
range. To maintain backward compatibility, the mono
audio stream encodes the sum of the left and right audio channels (L+R) and the stereo stream encodes their
difference (L-R). Mono receivers only decode the mono
stream, while stereo receivers process the mono and stereo
streams to separate the left (L) and right (R) audio channels. The FM transmitter uses a 19 kHz pilot tone to
convey the presence of a stereo stream. Specifically, in
the absence of the pilot signal, a stereo receiver would
decode the incoming transmission in the mono mode and
uses the stereo mode only in the presence of the pilot signal. In addition to the mono and stereo audio streams, the
transmitter can also encode the radio broadcast data system (RDS) messages that include program information,
time and other data sent at between 56 and 58 kHz.
RF Encoding. As the name suggests, FM radio uses
changes in frequency to encode data. Unlike packet based
radio systems such as Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, analog FM
radio transmissions are continuous in nature. An FM
radio station can operate on one of the 100 FM channels
between 88.1 to 108.1 MHz, each separated by 200 kHz.
Specifically, FM radio signals are broadcast at the carrier
frequency fc in one of these FM bands, and information
at each time instant is encoded by a deviation from fc .
Mathematically, an FM transmission can be written as,
!
Z t
FMRF (t) = cos 2π fc t + 2π∆ f
FMaudio (τ)dτ
(1)
0

In the above equation, fc is the carrier frequency of
the RF transmission and FMaudio (τ) is the baseband audio
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signal shown in Fig. 3. If we normalize FMaudio (τ) to be
between -1 to 1, then ∆ f is the maximum deviation in
frequency from the carrier frequency, fc .
Using Carson’s rule [28] we can approximate the bandwidth of the above signal as 2(∆ f + max( faudio )), where
max( faudio ) is the maximum frequency in the baseband
audio signal. For FM radio stations broadcasting mono,
stereo, and RDS up to 58 kHz, using a maximum ∆ f of
75 kHz [31] results in a bandwidth of 266 kHz.
FM Decoding. The FM receiver first demodulates the
incoming
signal to baseband
to obtain FMBB =


RRF
t
cos 2π∆ f 0 FMaudio (τ)dτ . In order to extract the encoded audio information, the receiver performs a derivative operation. Specifically, the derivative dtd FMBB (t) converts the frequency changes to amplitude variations:
!
Z t
−2π∆ f FMaudio (t) sin 2π∆ f
FMaudio (τ)dτ
0

Dividing this by
 the phase shifted baseband FM signal, FMBB t + π2 recovers the original audio signal,
2π∆ f FMaudio (t). Note that the amplitude of the decoded
baseband audio signal is scaled by the frequency deviation
∆ f ; larger frequency deviations result in a louder audio
signal. In our backscatter prototype, we set this parameter
to the maximum allowable value. We also note that while
the above description is convenient for understanding, in
practice FM receiver circuits implement these decoding
steps using phase-locked loop circuits.

3.3

Backscattering FM Radio

Backscattering FM radio transmissions and decoding
them on mobile devices is challenging because FM receivers only output the decoded audio, while the backscatter operation is performed on the RF signals. To address
this, we show that by exploiting the FM signal structure,
we can transform backscatter, which performs a multiplication operation in the RF domain, into an addition
operation in the audio domain.
To understand this, let us first look at the backscatter
operation. Say we have a signal source that transmits a
single tone signal, cos(2π fc t) at a center frequency, fc .
If the backscatter switch is controlled with the baseband
signal B(t), it generates the signal B(t) cos(2π fc t) on the
wireless medium. Thus, the backscatter operation performs multiplication in the RF domain. So, when we
backscatter ambient FM radio signals, FMRF (t), we generate the backscattered RF signal, B(t) × FMRF (t).
Say we pick B(t) as follows:
!
Z t
B(t) = cos 2π fback t + 2π∆ f
FMback (τ)dτ
(2)
0

The above signal has the same structure as the FM
radio transmissions in Eq. 1, with the exception that it is
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centered at fback and uses the audio signal FMback (τ). The
backscattered RF signal B(t) × FMRF (t) then becomes:
!
Z t
cos 2π fback t + 2π∆ f
F Mback (τ)dτ ×
0
!
Z t
cos 2π fc t + 2π∆ f
F Maudio (τ)dτ
0

The above expression is a product of two cosines, and
allows us to apply the following trigonometric identity:
2 cos(A) cos(B) = cos(A + B) + cos(A − B). Focusing on
just the cos(A + B) term2 yields:
"
#!
Z t
cos 2π ( fc + fback )t + ∆ f
FMaudio (τ) + FMback (τ)dτ
0

The key observation is that the above expression is
of the same form as an FM radio signal centered at a
frequency of fc + fback with the baseband audio signal
FMaudio (τ) + FMback (τ). Said differently, an FM radio
tuned to the frequency fc + fback , will output the audio
signal FMaudio (t) + FMback (t). Thus, by picking the appropriate backscatter signal we can use the multiplicative
nature of backscatter in the RF domain to produce an
addition operation in the received audio signals. We call
this overlay backscatter because the backscattered information is overlaid on top of existing signals and has the
same structure as the underlying data.
Next, we describe how we pick the parameters in Eq. 2.
1) How do we pick fback ? We pick fback such that fc + fback
lies at the center of an FM channel. This allows any
FM receiver to tune to the corresponding channel and
receive the backscatter-generated signals. In addition,
fback should be picked such that the resulting FM channel
is unoccupied. We note that due to the bandwidth of FM
transmissions, geographically close transmitters are often
not assigned to adjacent FM channels [31]. This, along
with changes to station ownership and licensing policies
over the years, has left various FM channels empty.
Fig. 4a shows the FM band occupancy in five different
US cities. We show both the number of licensed stations
in a city as well as the number of stations detected in a
particular zip code in that city based on public resources
available online [13, 7]. This figure shows that in some
cities the number of detectable stations is less than the
number of assigned channels, as some licensed stations
may no longer be operational. Further, in cities like Seattle, there are more detectable bands than assigned licenses
as transmissions from neighboring cities may be detected.
The key point however is that a large fraction of 100 FM
channels are unoccupied and can be used for backscatter.
Finally, to compute the fback required in practice, we
measure the frequency separation between each licensed
2 The

cos(A − B) term can be removed using single-sideband modulation as described in [36].
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Figure 4: Usage of FM channels in US cities. (a) shows both
the number of licensed and detectable channels of the 100 FM
bands and (b) shows the minimum frequency difference between
licensed FM stations and the closest unoccupied FM band.

FM station and the nearest channel without a licensed
station based on data from [13]. Fig. 4b shows the CDF
of the minimum fback across five major US cities. The
plot shows that the median frequency shift required is
200 kHz and is less than 800 kHz in the worse case situation. We note that the optimal value of fback will vary
by location and should be chosen such that the backscatter transmission is sent at the frequency with the lowest
power ambient FM signal. This is because while FM
receivers often have very good sensitivities, in practice
the noise floor may instead be limited by power leaked
from an adjacent channel.
2) How do we pick FMback (τ)? This depends on whether
we want to overlay audio or data on the ambient FM
signals. Specifically, to overlay audio we set FMback (τ) to
follow the structure of the audio baseband signal shown
in Fig. 3. To send data, we instead generate audio signals
using the modulation techniques described in §3.4.
3) How do we use backscatter to generate Eq. 2? At a
high level, Eq. 2 is a cosine signal with a time-varying
frequency. Thus, if we can generate cosine signals at
different frequencies using backscatter, we can create the
required backscatter signal. To do this, we approximate
the cosine signal with a square wave alternating between
+1 and -1. These two discrete values can be created on the
backscatter device by modulating the radar cross-section
of an antenna to either reflect or absorb the ambient signal
at the backscatter device. By changing the frequency of
the resulting square wave, we can approximate a cosine
signal with the desired time-varying frequencies.
FM Backscatter capabilities

The above description focuses on overlay backscatter
where the backscattered audio data is simply overlaid on
top of the ambient FM signals. In this section, we describe
two additional backscatter techniques.
Stereo Backscatter. We consider two scenarios. 1) A
mono radio station that does not transmit a stereo stream,
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and 2) A stereo station that broadcast news information.
1) Mono to stereo backscatter. While many commercial
FM radio stations broadcast stereo audio, some stations
only broadcast a mono audio stream. In this case, all
the frequencies corresponding to the stereo stream (1558 kHz in Fig. 3) are unoccupied. Thus, they can be used
to backscatter audio or data without interference from the
audio signals in the ambient FM transmissions. Utilizing
these frequencies however presents two technical challenges. First, the FM receiver must be in the stereo mode
to decode the stereo stream, and second FM receivers do
not provide the stereo stream but instead only output the
left and right audio channels (L and R).
To address the first challenge, we note that FM uses
the 19 kHz pilot signal shown in Fig. 3 to indicate the
presence of a stereo stream. Thus, in addition to backscattering data, we also backscatter a 19 kHz pilot signal.
Specifically, our backscatter signal B(t) is:
!
Z t
stereo
cos 2π fback t + 2π∆ f
0.9FMback
(τ) + 0.1 cos(2π19kτ)dτ
0

Inserting this 19 kHz pilot tone indicates that the receiver
should decode the full stereo signal which includes our
stereo
backscattered audio FMback
.
To address the second challenge, we note that FM receivers do not output the stereo stream (L-R) but instead
output the left and right audio streams. To recover our
stereo backscatter signal, all we have to do is compute
the difference between these left (L) and right (R) audio
streams. This allows us to send data/audio in the unoccupied stereo stream of a mono FM transmission.
2) Stereo backscatter on news stations. While many FM
stations transmit in the stereo mode, i.e. with the 19 kHz
pilot tone in Fig. 3, in the case of news and talk radio
stations, the energy in the stereo stream is often low. This
is because the same human speech signal is played on
both the left and right speakers. We verify this empirically
by measuring the stereo signal from four different radio
stations. We capture the audio signals from these stations
for a duration of 24 hrs and compute the average power in
the stereo stream and compare it with the average power
in 16-18 kHz, which are the empty frequencies in Fig. 3.
Figure 5 shows the CDF of the computed ratios for the
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four FM stations. These plots confirm that in the case of
news and talk radio stations, the stereo channel has very
low energy. Based on this observation, we can backscatter
data/audio in the stereo stream with significantly less
interference from the underlying FM signals. However,
since the underlying stereo FM signals already have the
19 kHz pilot signal, we do not backscatter the pilot tone.
Cooperative backscatter. Consider a scenario where
two users are in the vicinity of a backscattering object,
e.g., an advertisement at a bus stop. The phones can
share the received FM audio signals through either Wi-Fi
direct or Bluetooth and create a MIMO system that can
be used to cancel the ambient FM signal and decode the
backscattered signal. Specifically, we set the phones to
two different FM bands: the original band of the ambient
FM signals ( fc ) and the FM band of the backscattered
signals ( fc + fback ). The audio signals received on the two
phones can then be written as,
S phone1 = F Maudio (t)
S phone2 = F Maudio (t) + F Mback (t)
Here we have two equations in two unknowns,
FMaudio (t) and FMback (t), which we can solve to decode
the backscattered audio signal FMback (t). In practice however we need to address two issues: 1) The FM receivers
on the two smartphones are not time synchronized, and
2) On the second phone, hardware gain control alters the
amplitude of FMaudio (t) in the presence of FMback (t).
To address the first issue, we resample the signals on
the two phones, in software, by a factor of ten. We then
perform cross-correlation between the two resampled signals to achieve time synchronization between the two FM
receivers. To address the second issue, we transmit a
low power pilot tone at 13 kHz as a preamble that we
use to estimate the amplitude. Specifically, we compare
the amplitude of this pilot tone during the preamble with
the same pilot sent during the audio/data transmission.
We scale the power of the received signal by the ratio of
the two amplitude values. This allows us to calibrate the
amplitude of the backscattered signal. We then subtract
these two signals to get the backscatter signal, FMback (t).

3.4

Data Encoding with Backscatter

We encode data using the audio frequencies we can transmit using backscatter. The key challenge is to achieve
high data rates without a complex modulation scheme to
achieve a low power design. High data rate techniques
like OFDM have high computational complexity (performing FFTs) as well as have high peak-to-average ratio,
which either clips the high amplitude samples, or scales
down the signal and as a result limits the communication ranges. Instead we use a form of FSK modulation
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in combination with a computationally simple frequency
division multiplexing algorithm, as described below.
Data Encoding process. At a high level the overall data
rate of our system depends on both the symbol rate and
the number of bits encoded per symbol. We modify these
two parameters to achieve three different data rates. We
present a low rate scheme for low SNR scenarios as well
as a higher rate scheme for scenarios with good SNR.
100 bps. We use a simple binary frequency shift keying
scheme (2-FSK) where the zero and one bits are represented by the two frequencies, 8 and 12 kHz. Note that
both these frequencies are above most human speech frequencies to reduce interference in the case of news and
talk radio programs. We use a symbol rate of 100 symbols per second, giving us a bit rate of 100 bps using 2FSK. We implement a non-coherent FSK receiver which
compares the received power on the two frequencies and
output the frequency that has the higher power. This eliminates the need for phase and amplitude estimation and
makes the design resilient to channel changes.
1.6 kbps and 3.2 kbps. To achieve high bit rates, we use
a combination of 4-FSK and frequency division multiplexing. Specifically, we use sixteen frequencies between
800 Hz and 12.8 kHz and group them into four consecutive sets. Within each of these sets, we use 4-FSK to
transmit two bits. Given that there are a total of four sets,
we transmit eight bits per symbol. We note that, within
each symbol, there are only four frequencies transmitted
amongst the designated 16 to reduce the transmitter complexity. We choose symbol rates of 200 and 400 symbols
per second allowing us to achieve data rates of 1.6 and
3.2 kbps. We note that our experiments showed that the
BER performance degrades significantly when the symbol rates are above 400 symbols per second. Given this
limitation, 3.2 kbps is the maximum data rate we achieve
which is sufficient for our applications.
Maximal-ratio combining. We consider the original audio
from the ambient FM signal to be noise, which we assume
is not correlated over time; therefore we can use maximalratio combining (MRC) [46] to reduce the bit-error rates.
Specifically, we backscatter our data N times and record
the raw signals for each transmission. Our receiver then
uses the sum of these raw signals in order to decode the
data. Because the noise (i.e., the original audio signal) of
each transmission are not correlated, the SNR of the sum
is therefore up to N times that of a single transmission.

4

Implementation

We build a hardware prototype with off-the shelf components, which we use in all our experiments and to build
proof of concept prototypes for our applications. We then
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Mono band

IC Design. In order to realize smart fabric and posters
with FM backscatter, we translate our design into an integrated circuit to minimize both size and cost, and scale
to large numbers. We implement the FM backscatter design in the TSMC 65 nm LP CMOS process. A detailed
description of the IC architecture is presented below.
Baseband processor. The baseband data/audio is generated in the digital domain using a digital state machine.
We write Verilog code for the baseband and translate it
into a transistor level implementation using the Synopsis
Design Compile tool. Our implementation of a system
transmitting mono audio consumes 1 µW.
FM modulator. The FM modulator is based on an inductor and capacitor (LC) tank oscillator with an NMOS and
PMOS cross-coupled transistor topology. We leverage the
fact that the capacitors can be easily switched in and out
and design a digitally controlled oscillator to modulate
the oscillator frequency. We connect a bank of 8 binary
weighted capacitors in parallel to an off-chip 1.8 mH inductor and control the digital capacitor bank from the
output of the baseband processor to generate a FM modulated output. We simulate the circuit using Cadence
Spectre [5]. Our 600 kHz oscillator with a frequency
deviation of 75 kHz consumes 9.94 µW.
Backscatter switch. We implement the backscatter switch
using an NMOS transistor connected between the antenna
and ground terminals. The square wave output of the FM
modulator drives the NMOS switch ON and OFF, which
toggles the antenna between open and short impedance
states to backscatter FM modulated signals. We simulate
the switch in Cadence to show it consumes 0.13 µW of
power while operating at 600 kHz. Thus, the total power
consumption of our FM backscatter system is 11.07 µW.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate various aspects of our backscatter system.
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Figure 6: SNR v/s frequencies. Received SNR of different
frequencies using Moto G1.
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Off-the-shelf design. We use the NI myDAQ as our baseband processor, which outputs an analog audio signal
from a file. For our FM modulator, we use the Tektronix
3252 arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) which has a
built-in FM modulation function. The AWG can easily operate up to 10s of MHz and can generate an FM modulated
square wave as a function of an input signal. Interfacing
the NI myDAQ with the AWG gives us the flexibility of
using the same setup to evaluate audio and data modulation for both mono and stereo scenarios. We connect the
output of the AWG to our RF front end, which consists of
the ADG902 RF switch. We design the switch to toggle
the antenna between an open and short impedance state.

SNR (dB)

design an integrated circuit based FM backscatter system
and simulate its power consumption.
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Figure 7: SNR v/s power and distance. Received SNR of
different receiving powers and distances between the poster
antenna and the receiver.

5.1

Micro-benchmarks

We first measure the frequency response of FM receivers
to understand how they affect audio signals backscattered
at different frequencies. We then benchmark the performance of our backscatter system versus distance.
Characterizing frequency response. We characterize the
frequency response of our whole system by backscattering audio signals at different frequencies and analyzing
the received audio signals. In order to benchmark our
system without interfering background audio, we simulate an FM station transmitting no audio information (e.g.
FMaudio = 0, which is a single tone signal at the channel
center frequency fc ) using an SDR (USRP N210). Specifically, we set the USRP to transmit at 91.5 MHz. We then
connect our prototype backscatter switch to the poster
form factor antenna described in §6.1, which reflects the
incoming transmissions and shifts them to an FM channel
600 kHz away by setting fback in Eq. 2 to 600 kHz. We set
the backscatter audio FMback to single tone audio signals
at frequencies between 500 Hz and 15 kHz.
We use a Moto G1 smartphone to receive these transmissions with a pair of Sennheiser MM30i headphones
as its antenna. We use an FM radio app developed by
Motorola [11] to decode the audio signals and save them
in an AAC format. We perform these experiments in
a shielded indoor environment to prevent our generated
signals from interfering with existing FM stations.
We separate the backscatter antenna and FM receiver
by 4 ft and place them equidistant from the FM transmitter.
We then set the power at the FM transmitter such that the
received power at the backscatter antenna is -20 dBm.
We record the audio signal received on the phone and
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Figure 8: BER w/ overlay backscatter. Bit-error rates using overlay backscatter w.r.t. different receiving powers and distances.
compute SNR by comparing the power at the frequency
corresponding to the transmitted tone and the average
power of the other audio frequencies. For instance, if the
transmitter sends a single tone at 5 kHz, then we compute
P kHz
the ratio P P f5−P
. We repeat the same experiment by
5 kHz
f
transmitting the same 500 Hz to 15 kHz tones only in the
L-R stereo band to determine whether the stereo receiver
affects these signals differently.
Fig. 6 shows the frequency response for both the mono
and stereo streams. The figure shows that the FM receiver
has a good response below 13 kHz, after which there is a
sharp drop in SNR. While this cut-off frequency is dependent on the FM receiver, recording app, and compression
method used to store the audio, these plots demonstrate
we can at the least utilize the whole 500 Hz to 13 kHz
audio band for our backscatter transmissions.

Characterizing range versus distance. In the above set of
experiments we fix the distance between the backscatter
device and the FM transmitter as well as the power of the
FM transmitter. Next, we vary these parameters to understand how the backscatter range changes as a function of
the FM radio signal strength. To do this we measure how
the SNR changes as a function of the distance between the
backscatter device and the FM receiver at five different
power levels from -20 dbm to -60 dbm. We set our prototype to backscatter a 1 kHz audio tone using the same
setup described above. We then increase the distance
between our backscatter device and the receiving phone
while maintaining an equal distance from each device to
the transmitter.
Fig. 7 shows the results. We can see that the backscatter
device can reach 20 ft when the power of the FM transmitter is -30 dBm at the backscatter device. At a -50 dbm
power level, the power in the backscattered signal is still
reasonably high at close distances. This is because of the
good sensitivity of the FM radio receivers in contrast to
the TV based approaches explored in prior work such as
ambient backscatter [40].
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5.2

BER performance

Next, we evaluate how well our design can be used to
transmit data using FM backscatter. We evaluate the three
different bit rates of 100 bps, 1.6 and 3.2 kbps described
in §3.4. Our goal in this evaluation is to understand the
BER performance of these three different bit rates at different power levels for the ambient RF signals. Since
it is difficult to control the power levels of the ambient
RF signals in outdoor environments, we create an FM
radio station by using a USRP to retransmit audio signals
recorded from local FM radio stations. Specifically, we
capture 8 s audio clips from four local FM stations broadcasting different content (news, mixed, pop music, rock
music) and retransmit this audio in a loop at 91.5 MHz using our USRP setup. This setup allows us to test the effect
of different types of background audio in an environment
with precisely controllable power settings.
We again set fback for our prototype to be 600 kHz, and
set FMback to continuous 8 s data transmissions at each
of the bit rates described above. We vary the distance
between the backscatter device and the smartphone and
adjust the FM transmitter power to control the power
received at the backscatter device.
We evaluate the BER with overlay backscatter where
the data is embedded in the mono stream on top of the
background audio signals transmitted by the USRP. Fig. 8
shows the BER results with the overlaid data as a function
of distance between the FM receiver and the backscatter
device for the three different bit rates. We also show the
results for different power levels at the backscatter device.
These plots show that:
• At a bit rate of 100 bps, the BER is nearly zero up to
distances of 6 feet across all power levels between -20 and
-60 dBm. Further, for power levels greater than -60 dBm,
the range increases to over 12 feet. This shows that across
all the locations in the survey in §3.1, we can transmit
data to the smartphone using FM backscatter.
• Increasing bit rate reduces range. However, at power
levels greater than -40 dBm, for both 1.6 and 3.2 kbps,
the BERs are low at distances as high as 16 feet. Further,
at 1.6 kbps, the BERs are still low up to 3 and 6 feet at
-60 and -50 dBm respectively.
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Figure 11: PESQ w/ overlay backscatter.

PESQ scores
of speech received using overlay backscatter w.r.t. different
receiving powers and distances. In overlay backscatter, we have
a background audio from the ambient FM signals and so what
we hear is a composite signal. This sounds good at a PESQ
value of two.

metric used to measure the quality of audio in telephony
systems [35]. PESQ outputs a perception score between
0 and 5, where 5 is excellent quality. We evaluate this
metric with overlay, stereo and collaborative backscatter.

parison using overlay backscatter and stereo backscatter.

• We can use the MRC combining technique described
in §3.4 to further reduce the BER at the receiver. Fig. 9
shows the BER when performing MRC at a bit rate of
1.6 kbps and power level of -40 dBm. The figure shows
the results for combining 2 to 4 consecutive transmissions.
The results show that combining across two transmissions
is sufficient to significantly reduce BER.
Finally, while MRC reduces the BER it also decreases
the effective throughput at the receiver. To prevent this
we can use stereo backscatter where the data is encoded
in the stereo stream. We repeat a limited set of the above
experiments to verify this. Specifically, we set the power
received at the backscatter device to -30 dBm and set it to
transmit data at bit rates of 1.6 kbps and 3.2 kbps respectively. We use the algorithm described in §3.3 to decode
the backscatter information at the FM receiver. Fig. 10
shows the BER achieved using stereo backscatter. For
comparison, we also plot the results for overlay backscatter. The plots show that stereo backscatter significantly
decreases interference and therefore improves BER at
the receiver. While stereo backscatter clearly improves
performance, we note that it requires a higher power to
detect the 19 kHz pilot signal and can therefore only be
used in scenarios with strong ambient FM signals.

Audio with overlay backscatter. In the case of overlay
backscatter, we have two different audio signals: one
from the backscatter device and the second from the underlying FM signals. We compute the PESQ metric for
the backscattered audio information and regard the background FM signal as noise. We repeat the same experiments as before where we change the distance between
the backscatter device and the Moto G1 smartphone at
different power levels of FM signals. We repeat the experiments ten times for each parameter configuration and
plot the results in Fig. 11. The plots shows that the PESQ
is consistently close to 2 for all power numbers between
-20 and -40 dBm at distance of up to 20 feet. We see similar performance at -50 dBm up to 12 feet. Unlike data,
audio backscatter requires a higher power of -50 dBm
to operate since one can perform modulation and coding
to decode bits at a lower data rate at down to -60 dBm,
as we showed in Fig. 8. We also note that in traditional
audio, a PESQ score of 2 is considered fair to good in
the presence of white noise; however our interference is
real audio from ambient FM signals. What we hear is a
composite signal, in which a listener can easily hear the
backscattered audio at a PESQ value of two. We attach
samples of overlay backscatter audio signals with PESQ
values of 2.5, 2, 1.5 and 1 respectively in the following
video for demonstration:
https://smartcities.cs.washington.edu/pesq.mp4

5.3

Audio Performance

Beyond data, our design also enables us to send arbitrary
audio signals using FM backscatter. In this section, we
evaluate the performance of FM audio backscatter. As before we set the FM transmitter to send four, 8 s samples of
sound recorded from local radio stations. To evaluate the
quality of the resulting audio signals, we use perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) which is a common
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Audio with stereo backscatter. Next we show that we
can backscatter audio information in the stereo stream
to minimize the effect of the background FM audio. We
run experiments on two different FM signals: a mono
only FM station and a stereo news and information station. In the first case, in addition to the audio information,
our backscatter device inserts the 19 kHz pilot signal
to convert the ambient mono transmission into a stereo
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Figure 12: PESQ w/ cooperative backscatter. PESQ scores
of speech received with cooperative cancellation techniques w.r.t.
different received powers and distances.

FM signal. We use the same USRP transmitter setup to
broadcast an audio signal recorded from a local mono
FM station. In both these scenarios, we run the algorithm
in §3.3 to cancel the underlying ambient FM audio. We repeat the experiments above and plot the results in Fig. 13a
and Fig. 13b. The plots show the following:
• At high FM powers, the PESQ of stereo backscatter
is much higher than overlay backscatter. This is because
news FM stations underutilize the stereo stream and so
the backscattered audio can be decoded with lower noise.
At lower power numbers however, FM receivers cannot
decode the pilot signal and default back to mono mode.
As a result stereo backscatter requires high ambient FM
power levels to operate.
• Fig. 13b shows the feasibility of transforming mono
FM transmissions into stereo signals. Further, stereo
backscatter of a mono FM station results in higher PESQ
and can operate at a lower power of -40 dBm. This is
because, unlike news stations that have some signal in the
stereo stream, mono transmissions have no signals and
therefore even less interference than the previous case.
Audio with cooperative backscatter. Finally, we evaluate cooperative backscatter using audio transmissions.
Specifically, we use two Moto G1 smartphones to achieve
a MIMO system and cancel the underlying ambient audio
signals. The FM transmitter broadcasts at a frequency
of 91.5 MHz and the backscatter device again shifts the
transmission by 600 kHz to 92.1 MHz. We set the first
smartphone to 92.1 MHz, and the second smartphone to
91.5 MHz and keep them equidistant from our backscatter
prototype. We use the cancellation algorithm in §3.3 to decode the backscattered audio signals. We repeat the above
set of experiments and plot the results in Fig. 12. The
plots show that cooperative backscatter has high PESQ
values of around 4 for different power values between
-20 and -50 dBm. This is expected because the MIMO
algorithm in §3.3 cancels the underlying audio signal. We
also note that cooperative backscatter can operate with
much weaker ambient FM signals (-50 dBm) than stereo
backscatter (-40 dBm). This is because as explained earlier, radios do not operate in the stereo mode when the
incoming FM signal is weak.
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We evaluate our backscatter system with an FM radio
receiver built into a car in order to further demonstrate
the potential for these techniques to enable connected
city applications. The FM receivers built into cars have
two distinct differences compared to smartphones. First,
car antennas can be better optimized compared to phones
as they have less space constraints, the body of the car
can provide a large ground plane, and the placement and
orientation of the antenna can be precisely defined and
fixed unlike the loose wires used for headphone antennas.
Because of this, we expect the RF performance of the
car’s antenna and radio receiver to be significantly better
than the average smartphone. Second, although recent
car models have begun to offer software such as Android
Auto or Apple CarPlay, the vast majority of car stereos
are still not programmable and therefore limited to using
our overlay backscatter technique.
To test the performance of the car receiver with our
backscatter system, we use a similar experimental setup
to the one described above for the smartphone. Specifically, we place the backscatter antenna 12 ft away from
the transmitting antenna which we configure to output a
measured power, and evaluate the quality of the audio signal received in a 2010 Honda CRV versus range. Because
the radio built into the car does not provide a direct audio
output, we use a microphone to record the sound played
by the car’s speakers. To simulate a realistic use case we
perform all experiments with the car’s engines running
and the windows closed. We backscatter the same signals
used above to measure SNR and PESQ. Figure 14 shows
the audio quality versus range for two different power
values, demonstrating our system works well up to 60 ft.

6

Proof-of-concept Applications

We evaluate two proof-of-concept applications to show
how FM backscatter applies to real world scenarios.

6.1

Talking Posters

Posters and billboards have long been a staple of advertising in public spaces. However these traditional methods
of advertising rely entirely on a single graphic to attract
attention and convey information. A poster capable of
broadcasting to a smartphone could send audio, notifications and links for discounted event tickets. This added
level of interactivity allows the advertisement to persist
beyond a quick glance and allows the advertiser to take
advantage of smartphone functionalities, for example to
give directions to an event.
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Figure 13: PESQ w/ stereo backscatter. PESQ scores of speech received with stereo backscatter techniques w.r.t. different
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We leverage the low power backscatter techniques described in this paper to show that posters can broadcast
information directly to cars and smartphones in outdoor
environments. To evaluate this, we design two poster form
factor antennas. We fabricate a half wavelength dipole
antenna on a bus stop size poster (40”x60”), as well as
a bowtie antenna in the common Super A1 poster size
(24”x36”). Both are fabricated by placing copper tape
(Tapes Master) in the desired pattern onto a sheet of 45 lb
poster paper. Fig. 15a shows the 24”x36” prototype.
To evaluate this system, we place our prototype poster
antenna on the side of a real bus stop, as shown in Fig. 15b.
We backscatter ambient radio signals from a local public
radio station broadcasting news and information at a frequency of 94.9 MHz. At the poster location we measure
an ambient signal power of -35 dBm to -40 dBm. We test
both data and audio transmissions using overlay backscatter. We create our backscatter signal at 95.3 MHz. A
user standing next to the poster wearing a pair of headphones connected to a Moto G2 smartphone records these
backscattered signals. Our results show that we can decode data at 100 bps at distances of up to ten feet. Fig. 16
shows an advertisement for the band Simply Three as a
notification on a smartphone. We also overlay a snippet
from the band’s music on top of the ambient news signals
and record the audio decoded by the phone at a distance
of 4 ft from the poster.
In addition to evaluating the poster with smartphones,
we also evaluate this system using the FM radio receiver
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built into a car to further demonstrate how these poster
and sign form factor devices could be used for connected
city applications. We mount the poster on a wall 5 ft
above the ground and park a 2010 Honda CRV 10 ft from
the poster. To simulate a realistic use case in an urban
environment, we position the poster on the side of the
building without direct line of sight to the FM transmitter.
We again backscatter the ambient radio signal available at
94.9 MHz to 95.3 MHz and use a microphone to record
the audio played from the car’s speakers. We attach sample clips of the above recordings at the following link:
https://smartcities.cs.washington.edu/apps.mp4

6.2

Smart Fabric

There has been recent interest in smart fabrics that integrate computing, sensing and interaction capabilities
into garments. Given their unique advantage of being in
contact with the body, textiles are well suited for sensing
vital signs including heart and breathing rate. In fact,
clothing manufacturers have begun to explore integrating
sensors into different types of clothing[22, 3]. More recently, Project Jacquard from Google [44] designs touchsensitive textiles to enable novel interaction capabilities.
We explore the potential of using FM radio backscatter to
enable connectivity for smart fabrics. Low power connectivity can enable smart fabrics that do not require large
batteries, which is useful for reducing form factor and
improving durability.
We design a prototype of our backscatter system on a
shirt as shown in Fig. 17a. Specifically, we use Ansys
HFSS to design and simulate a meander dipole antenna
small enough to fit on the front of a standard 15 in wide
adult small T-shirt. Building on the antenna designs in [33,
26], we fabricate our prototype on a 100% cotton t-shirt
by machine sewing patterns of a conductive 3 ply thread
made out of 316L stainless steel fibers [17] which does
not oxidize even after repeated use or washing.
Wearable systems suffer from losses such poor antenna
performance in close proximity to the human body and
must perform consistently while a user is in motion. To
evaluate whether our backscatter system is suitable for
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Figure 16: Example of a notification sent by a poster advertis(a)
(b)
Figure 15: Talking Poster application. The figures show
both a close up of our poster form factor antenna as well as its
deployment at a bus stop.

these applications, we connect our backscatter switch to
the prototype shirt antenna and use it to transmit data at
both 100 bps and 1.6 kbps. We perform this experiment
in an outdoor environment in which the prototype antenna
receives ambient radio signals at a level of -35 dBm to 40 dbm. Fig. 17b compares the bit error rate when the user
is standing still, running (2.2 m/s) or walking (1 m/s). The
plot shows that at a bit rate of 1.6 kbps while using MRC,
the BER was roughly 0.02 while standing and increases
with motion. However at a lower bit rate of 100 bps, the
BER was less than 0.005 even when the user was running.
This demonstrates that FM radio backscatter can be used
for smart fabric applications.

7

Related Work

Our work is related to RFID systems [32, 10, 48, 51, 34,
41] that use expensive readers as dedicated signal sources.
The challenge in using RFID systems outdoors is the cost
of deploying and maintaining the RFID reader infrastructure. This has in general tempered the adoption of RFID
systems in applications beyond inventory tracking.
Ambient backscatter [40, 42] enables two RF-powered
devices to communicate with each other by scattering
ambient TV signals. In contrast, our focus is to transmit
to mobile devices such as smartphones using backscatter communication. Since smartphones do not have TV
receivers, TV signals are unsuitable for our purposes. Furthermore, given the transition to digital TV, the number of
available broadcast TV channels has been declining over
the years [27]. So it is unlikely that future smartphones
will incorporate TV receivers.
[37] backscatters transmissions from a Wi-Fi router,
which can be decoded on existing Wi-Fi chipsets using
changes to the per-packet CSI/RSSI values. BackFi [43]
improved the rate of this communication with a fullduplex radio at the router to cancel the high-power WiFi transmissions from the reader and decode the weak
backscattered signal. Passive Wi-Fi [38] and [29] demon-
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ing discounted tickets to a local concert.

strated the feasibility of generating 802.11b and Bluetooth
transmissions using backscatter communication. Both
these systems require infrastructure support in terms of
a plugged in device that transmits a single tone signal.
Given the scarcity of Wi-Fi outdoors as well as the challenges in deploying plugged-in devices, these approaches
are not applicable in outdoor environments.
More recently, work on FS-backscatter [49] and Interscatter [36] demonstrate that one can backscatter either
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi transmissions from a device (e.g.,
smartphone or router) and decode the backscattered signals on another device (e.g., smart watch). These approaches require two different devices to be carried by
the user, which is not convenient. Further, given the lukewarm adoption of smart watches [21], it is important to
explore the solution space for techniques that can work
without them. In contrast, this paper shows that one can
leverage the ambient FM signals in outdoor environments
as a signal source to enable transmissions from everyday
objects to mobile devices such as smartphones.
Bluetooth [4], NFC [50] and QR-codes [39] are alternate technologies to enable connectivity. Our backscatter
design is orders of magnitude lower power and cheaper
(5-10 cents [9]) than Bluetooth since it does not require
generating an RF signal. Further, it does not require pointing the phone camera toward the QR-codes and has a
better range than NFC, which is limited to a few cm. Additionally, the ranges we achieve allow multiple people
to easily view and interact with the poster at once unlike
NFC or QR codes.
Finally, FCC regulations allowing weak unlicensed
transmitters in FM bands [30] led to the proliferation of
personal FM transmitters [19, 20]. These transmitters
however consume orders of magnitude more power and
are therefore not suitable for our target applications.

8

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper opens a new direction for backscatter research
by showing for the first time that ambient FM radio signals
can be used as signal sources for backscatter communication. In this section, we discuss various aspects of this
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Prio: Private, Robust, and Scalable Computation of Aggregate Statistics
Henry Corrigan-Gibbs and Dan Boneh
Stanford University
Abstract. This paper presents Prio, a privacy-preserving
system for the collection of aggregate statistics. Each Prio
client holds a private data value (e.g., its current location),
and a small set of servers compute statistical functions
over the values of all clients (e.g., the most popular location). As long as at least one server is honest, the Prio
servers learn nearly nothing about the clients’ private data,
except what they can infer from the aggregate statistics
that the system computes. To protect functionality in the
face of faulty or malicious clients, Prio uses secret-shared
non-interactive proofs (SNIPs), a new cryptographic technique that yields a hundred-fold performance improvement over conventional zero-knowledge approaches. Prio
extends classic private aggregation techniques to enable
the collection of a large class of useful statistics. For
example, Prio can perform a least-squares regression on
high-dimensional client-provided data without ever seeing the data in the clear.

1

Introduction

Our smartphones, cars, and wearable electronics are constantly sending telemetry data and other sensor readings
back to cloud services. With these data in hand, a cloud
service can compute useful aggregate statistics over the
entire population of devices. For example, navigation app
providers collect real-time location data from their users
to identify areas of traffic congestion in a city and route
drivers along the least-crowded roads [80]. Fitness tracking services collect information on their users’ physical
activity so that each user can see how her fitness regimen compares to the average [75]. Web browser vendors
collect lists of unusually popular homepages to detect
homepage-hijacking adware [57].
Even when a cloud service is only interested in learning
aggregate statistics about its user population as a whole,
such services often end up collecting private data from
each client and storing it for aggregation later on. These
centralized caches of private user data pose severe security and privacy risks: motivated attackers may steal and
disclose clients’ sensitive information [84,117], cloud services may misuse the clients’ information for profit [112],
and intelligence agencies may appropriate the data for
targeting or mass surveillance purposes [65].
To ameliorate these threats, major technology companies, including Apple [72] and Google [57, 58], have
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deployed privacy-preserving systems for the collection
of user data. These systems use a “randomized response”
mechanism to achieve differential privacy [54, 118]. For
example, a mobile phone vendor may want to learn how
many of its phones have a particular uncommon but sensitive app installed (e.g., the AIDSinfo app [113]). In the
simplest variant of this approach, each phone sends the
vendor a bit indicating whether it has the app installed,
except that the phone flips its bit with a fixed probability
p < 0.5. By summing a large number of these noisy bits,
the vendor can get a good estimate of the true number of
phones that are running the sensitive app.
This technique scales very well and is robust even if
some of the phones are malicious—each phone can influence the final sum by ±1 at most. However, randomizedresponse-based systems provide relatively weak privacy
guarantees: every bit that each phone transmits leaks
some private user information to the vendor. In particular,
when p = 0.1 the vendor has a good chance of seeing the
correct (unflipped) user response. Increasing the noise
level p decreases this leakage, but adding more noise also
decreases the accuracy of the vendor’s final estimate. As
an example, assume that the vendor collects randomized
responses from one million phones using p = 0.49, and
that 1% of phones have the sensitive app installed. Even
with such a large number of responses, the vendor will
incorrectly conclude that no phones have the app installed
roughly one third of the time.
An alternative approach to the data-collection problem
is to have the phones send encryptions of their bits to a
set of servers. The servers can sum up the encrypted bits
and decrypt only the final sum [48, 56, 81, 92, 99, 100].
As long as all servers do not collude, these encryptionbased systems provide much stronger privacy guarantees:
the system leaks nothing about a user’s private bit to the
vendor, except what the vendor can infer from the final
sum. By carefully adding structured noise to the final
sum, these systems can provide differential privacy as
well [56, 92, 107].
However, in gaining this type of privacy, many secretsharing-based systems sacrifice robustness: a malicious
client can send the servers an encryption of a large integer
value v instead of a zero/one bit. Since the client’s value
v is encrypted, the servers cannot tell from inspecting the
ciphertext that v > 1. Using this approach, a single malicious client can increase the final sum by v, instead of by 1.
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Clients often have an incentive to cheat in this way: an
app developer could use this attack to boost the perceived
popularity of her app, with the goal of getting it to appear
on the app store’s home page. It is possible to protect
against these attacks using zero-knowledge proofs [107],
but these protections destroy scalability: checking the
proofs requires heavy public-key cryptographic operations at the servers and can increase the servers’ workload
by orders of magnitude.
In this paper, we introduce Prio, a system for private
aggregation that resolves the tension between privacy,
robustness, and scalability. Prio uses a small number of
servers; as long as one of the Prio servers is honest, the
system leaks nearly nothing about clients’ private data (in
a sense we precisely define), except what the aggregate
statistic itself reveals. In this sense, Prio provides a strong
form of cryptographic privacy. This property holds even
against an adversary who can observe the entire network,
control all but one of the servers, and control a large
number of clients.
Prio also maintains robustness in the presence of an
unbounded number of malicious clients, since the Prio
servers can detect and reject syntactically incorrect client
submissions in a privacy-preserving way. For instance, a
car cannot report a speed of 100,000 km/h if the system
parameters only allow speeds between 0 and 200 km/h.
Of course, Prio cannot prevent a malicious client from
submitting an untruthful data value: for example, a faulty
car can always misreport its actual speed.
To provide robustness, Prio uses a new technique that
we call secret-shared non-interactive proofs (SNIPs).
When a client sends an encoding of its private data to the
Prio servers, the client also sends to each server a “share”
of a proof of correctness. Even if the client is malicious
and the proof shares are malformed, the servers can use
these shares to collaboratively check—without ever seeing the client’s private data in the clear—that the client’s
encoded submission is syntactically valid. These proofs
rely only upon fast, information-theoretic cryptography,
and require the servers to exchange only a few hundred
bytes of information to check each client’s submission.
Prio provides privacy and robustness without sacrificing scalability. When deployed on a collection of five
servers spread around the world and configured to compute private sums over vectors of private client data, Prio
imposes a 5.7× slowdown over a naïve data-collection
system that provides no privacy guarantees whatsoever.
In contrast, a state-of-the-art comparison system that uses
client-generated non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs
of correctness (NIZKs) [22, 103] imposes a 267× slowdown at the servers. Prio improves client performance as
well: it is 50-100× faster than NIZKs and we estimate
that it is three orders of magnitude faster than methods
based on succinct non-interactive arguments of knowl-
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edge (SNARKs) [16,62,97]. The system is fast in absolute
terms as well: when configured up to privately collect the
distribution of responses to a survey with 434 true/false
questions, the client performs only 26 ms of computation,
and our distributed cluster of Prio servers can process
each client submission in under 2 ms on average.
Contributions. In this paper, we:
• introduce secret-shared non-interactive proofs (SNIPs),
a new type of information-theoretic zero-knowledge
proof, optimized for the client/server setting,
• present affine-aggregatable encodings, a framework
that unifies many data-encoding techniques used in
prior work on private aggregation, and
• demonstrate how to combine these encodings with
SNIPs to provide robustness and privacy in a largescale data-collection system.
With Prio, we demonstrate that data-collection systems
can simultaneously achieve strong privacy, robustness to
faulty clients, and performance at scale.

2

System goals

A Prio deployment consists of a small number of infrastructure servers and a very large number of clients. In
each time epoch, every client i in the system holds a
private value xi . The goal of the system is to allow the
servers to compute f (x1 , . . . , xn ), for some aggregation
function f , in a way that leaks as little as possible about
each client’s private xi values to the servers.
Threat model. The parties to a Prio deployment must
establish pairwise authenticated and encrypted channels.
Towards this end, we assume the existence of a publickey infrastructure and the basic cryptographic primitives
(CCA-secure public-key encryption [43, 108, 109], digital
signatures [71], etc.) that make secure channels possible.
We make no synchrony assumptions about the network:
the adversary may drop or reorder packets on the network
at will, and the adversary may monitor all links in the network. Low-latency anonymity systems, such as Tor [51],
provide no anonymity in this setting, and Prio does not
rely on such systems to protect client privacy.
Security properties. Prio protects client privacy as long
as at least one server is honest. Prio provides robustness (correctness) only if all servers are honest. We summarize our security definitions here, but please refer to
Appendix A for details.
Anonymity. A data-collection scheme maintains client
anonymity if the adversary cannot tell which honest client
submitted which data value through the system, even
if the adversary chooses the honest clients’ data values,
controls all other clients, and controls all but one server.
Prio always protects client anonymity.
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Privacy. Prio provides f -privacy, for an aggregation function f , if an adversary, who controls any number of clients
and all but one server, learns nothing about the honest
clients’ values xi , except what she can learn from the value
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) itself. More precisely, given f (x1 , . . . , xn ),
every adversary controlling a proper subset of the servers,
along with any number of clients, can simulate its view
of the protocol run.
For many of the aggregation functions f that Prio implements, Prio provides strict f -privacy. For some aggregation functions, which we highlight in Section 5,
Prio provides fˆ-privacy, where fˆ is a function that outputs slightly more information than f . More precisely,
fˆ(x1 , . . . , xn ) = f (x1 , . . . , xn ), L(x1 , . . . , xn ) for some
modest leakage function L.
Prio does not natively provide differential privacy [54],
since the system adds no noise to the aggregate statistics
it computes. In Section 7, we discuss when differential
privacy may be useful and how we can extend Prio to
provide it.

1. Upload. Each client i splits its private value xi
into s shares, one per server, using a secret-sharing
scheme. In particular, the client picks random integers [xi ]1 , . . . , [xi ] s ∈ F p , subject to the constraint:
xi = [xi ]1 + · · · + [xi ] s ∈ F p . The client then sends,
over an encrypted and authenticated channel, one
share of its submission to each server.

Robustness. A private aggregation system is robust if a
coalition of malicious clients can affect the output of the
system only by misreporting their private data values; a
coalition of malicious clients cannot otherwise corrupt the
system’s output. For example, if the function f (x1 , . . . , xn )
counts the number of times a certain string appears in the
set {x1 , . . . , xn }, then a single malicious client should be
able to affect the count by at most one.
Prio is robust only against adversarial clients—not
against adversarial servers. Although providing robustness against malicious servers seems desirable at first
glance, doing so would come at privacy and performance
costs, which we discuss in Appendix B. Since there could
be millions of clients in a Prio deployment, and only a
handful of servers (in fixed locations with known administrators), it may also be possible to eject faulty servers
using out-of-band means.

There are two observations we can make about this
scheme. First, even this simple scheme provides privacy:
P
the servers learn the sum i xi but they learn nothing else
about the clients’ private inputs. Second, the scheme does
not provide robustness. A single malicious client can
completely corrupt the protocol output by submitting (for
example), a random integer r ∈ F p to each server.
The core contributions of Prio are to improve this basic
scheme in terms of security and functionality. In terms
of security, Prio extends the simple scheme to provide
robustness in the face of malicious clients. In terms of
functionality, Prio extends the simple scheme to allow
privacy-preserving computation of a wide array of aggregation functions (not just sum).

3

Upon receiving shares of a client’s data value, the Prio
servers need a way to check if the client-submitted value
is well formed. For example, in the simplified protocol
of Section 3, every client is supposed to send the servers
the share of a value x such that 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. However,
since the client sends only a single share of its value x to
each server—to preserve privacy—each server essentially
receives an encrypted version of x and cannot unilaterally
determine if x is well formed. In the more general setting,
each Prio client submits to each server a share [x]i of a
vector x ∈ FL , for some finite field F. The servers hold a
validation predicate Valid(·), and should only accept the
client’s data submission if Valid(x) = 1 (Figure 1).
To execute this check in Prio, we introduce a new cryptographic tool called secret-shared non-interactive proofs
(“SNIPs”). With these proofs, the client can quickly prove

A simple scheme

Let us introduce Prio by first presenting a simplified version of it. In this simple version, each client holds a
one-bit integer xi and the servers want to compute the
P
sum of the clients’ private values i xi . Even this very
basic functionality has many real-world applications. For
example, the developer of a health data mobile app could
use this scheme to collect the number of app users who
have a certain medical condition. In this application, the
bit xi would indicate whether the user has the condition,
and the sum over the xi s gives the count of affected users.
The public parameters for the Prio deployment include
a prime p. Throughout this paper, when we write “c =
a+b ∈ F p ,” we mean “c = a+b (mod p).” The simplified
Prio scheme for computing sums proceeds in three steps:
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2. Aggregate. Each server j holds an accumulator
value A j ∈ F p , initialized to zero. Upon receiving a
share from the ith client, the server adds the uploaded
share into its accumulator: A j ← A j + [xi ] j ∈ F p .
3. Publish. Once the servers have received a share
from each client, they publish their accumulator values. Computing the sum of the accumulator valP
P
ues j A j ∈ F p yields the desired sum i xi of the
clients’ private values, as long as the modulus p is
P
larger than the number of clients (i.e., the sum i xi
does not “overflow” the modulus).

4

Protecting correctness with SNIPs
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x1 x2 x3 …

(a) The client sends a share of
its encoded submission and SNIP
proof to each server.

f(x1, …, xn)

xn

Verify

(b) The servers validate the client’s
SNIP proof to ensure that the submission is valid.

✓

OK

(c) If the checks pass, the servers
update their local accumulators
with the client-provided data.

(d) After accumulating many packets, the servers publish their accumulators to reveal the aggregate.

Figure 1: An overview of the Prio pipeline for processing client submissions.

to the servers that Valid(x) = 1, for an arbitrary function
Valid, without leaking anything else about x to the servers.
Building blocks. All arithmetic in this section takes place
in a finite field F, or modulo a prime p, if you prefer. We
use a simple additive secret-sharing scheme over F: to
split a value x ∈ F into s shares, choose random values
([x]1 , . . . , [x] s ) ∈ F s subject to the constraint that x =
P
i [x]i ∈ F. In our notation, [x]i denotes the ith share of x.
An adversary who gets hold of any subset of up to s − 1
shares of x learns nothing, in an information-theoretic
sense, about x from the shares.
This secret-sharing scheme is linear, which means that
the servers can perform affine operations on shares without communicating. That is, by adding shares [x]i and
[y]i , the servers can locally construct shares [x+y]i . Given
a share [x]i , the servers can also construct shares [αx + β]i ,
for any constants α, β ∈ F. (This is a classic observation
from the multi-party computation literature [15].)
Our construction uses arithmetic circuits. An arithmetic circuit is like a boolean circuit except that it uses
finite-field multiplication, addition, and multiplicationby-constant gates, instead of boolean and, or, and not
gates. See Appendix C.1 for a formal definition.

4.1

Overview

A secret-shared non-interactive proof (SNIP) protocol
consists of an interaction between a client (the prover)
and multiple servers (the verifiers). At the start of the
protocol:
– each server i holds a vector [x]i ∈ FL ,
P
– the client holds the vector x = i [x]i ∈ FL , and
– all parties hold an arithmetic circuit representing a
predicate Valid : FL → F.
The client’s goal is to convince the servers that Valid(x) =
1, without leaking anything else about x to the servers. To
do so, the client sends a proof string to each server. After
receiving these proof strings, the servers gossip amongst
themselves and then conclude either that Valid(x) = 1
(the servers “accept x”) or not (the servers “reject x”).
For a SNIP to be useful in Prio, it must satisfy the
following properties:
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Correctness. If all parties are honest, the servers will
accept x.
Soundness. If all servers are honest, and if Valid(x) , 1,
then for all malicious clients, even ones running in
super-polynomial time, the servers will reject x with
overwhelming probability. In other words, no matter
how the client cheats, the servers will almost always
reject x.
Zero knowledge. If the client and at least one server are
honest, then the servers learn nothing about x, except
that Valid(x) = 1. More precisely, when Valid(x) = 1,
every proper subset of servers can simulate its view of
the protocol execution.
These three security properties are nearly identical to
the properties required of a zero-knowledge interactive
proof system [70]. However, in the conventional zeroknowledge setting, there is a single prover and single
verifier, whereas here we have a single prover (the client)
and many verifiers (the servers).
Our contribution. We devise a SNIP that requires minimal
server-to-server communication, is compatible with any
public Valid circuit, and relies solely on fast, informationtheoretic primitives. (We discuss how to hide the Valid
circuit from the client in Section 4.4.)
To build the SNIP, we first generalize a “batch verification” technique of Ben-Sasson et al. [19] and then
show how a set of servers can use it to verify an entire
circuit computation by exchanging a only few field elements. We implement this last step with a new adaptation
of Beaver’s multi-party computation (MPC) protocol to
the client/server setting [9].
Related techniques. Prior work has studied interactive
proofs in both the many-prover [14, 60] and many-verifier
settings [1, 10]. Prior many-verifier protocols require relatively expensive public-key primitives [1] or require an
amount of server-to-server traffic that grows linearly in
the size of the circuit for the Valid function [10]. In concurrent independent work, Boyle et al. [25] construct what
we can view as a very efficient SNIP for a specific Valid
function [25]. They also use a Beaver-style MPC multiplication; their techniques otherwise differ from ours.
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4.2

Constructing SNIPs

To run the SNIP protocol, the client and servers execute
the following steps:
Set-up. Let M be the number of multiplication gates in
the arithmetic circuit for Valid. We work over a field F
that is large enough to ensure that 2M  |F|.
Step 1: Client evaluation. The client evaluates the Valid
circuit on its input x. The client thus knows the value that
every wire in the circuit takes on during the computation
of Valid(x). The client uses these wire values to construct
three polynomials f , g, and h, which encode the values on
the input and output wires of each of the M multiplication
gates in the Valid(x) computation.
Specifically, if the input wire values to the t-th multiplication gate, in topological order from inputs to outputs,
are ut and vt , then for all 1 ≤ t ≤ M, we define f and g to
be the lowest-degree polynomials such that f (t) = ut and
g(t) = vt . Then, we define the polynomial h as h = f · g.
The polynomials f and g will have degree at most M−1,
and the polynomial h will have degree at most 2M − 2.
Since h(t) = f (t) · g(t) = ut · vt for all t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, h(t)
is equal to the value of the output wire (ut · vt ) of the t-th
multiplication gate in the Valid(x) circuit.
In Step 1 of the checking protocol, the client executes
the computation of Valid(x), uses polynomial interpolation to construct the polynomials f and g, and multiplies
these polynomials to produce h = f · g. The client then
splits the coefficients of h using additive secret sharing
and sends the ith share of the coefficients [h]i to server i.
Step 2: Consistency checking at the servers. Each
server i holds a share [x]i of the client’s private value x.
Each server also holds a share [h]i . Using [x]i and [h]i ,
each server can—without communicating with the other
servers—produce shares [ f ]i and [g]i of the polynomials
f and g.
To see how, first observe that if a server has a share
of every wire value in the circuit, it can construct [ f ]i
and [g]i using polynomial interpolation. Next, realize that
each server can reconstruct a share of every wire value in
the circuit since each server:
• has a share of each of the input wire values ([x]i ),
• has a share of each wire value coming out of a multiplication gate (the value [h]i (t) is a share of the t-th
such wire), and
• can derive all other wire value shares via affine operations on the wire value shares it already has.
Using these wire value shares, the servers use polynomial
interpolation to construct [ f ]i and [g]i .
If the client and servers have acted honestly up to this
point, then the servers will now hold shares of polynomials f , g, and h such that f · g = h.
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In contrast, a malicious client could have sent the
servers shares of a polynomial ĥ such that, for some
t ∈ {1, . . . , M}, ĥ(t) is not the value on the output wire in
the t-th multiplication gate of the Valid(x) computation.
In this case, the servers will reconstruct shares of polynomials fˆ and ĝ that might not be equal to f and g. We
will then have with certainty that ĥ , fˆ · ĝ. To see why,
consider the least t0 for which ĥ(t0 ) , h(t0 ). For all t ≤ t0 ,
fˆ(t) = f (t) and ĝ(t) = g(t), by construction. Since
ĥ(t0 ) , h(t0 ) = f (t0 ) · g(t0 ) = fˆ(t0 ) · ĝ(t0 ),
it must be that ĥ(t0 ) , fˆ(t0 ) · ĝ(t0 ), so ĥ , fˆ · ĝ. (BenSasson et al. [19] use polynomial identities to check the
consistency of secret-shared values in a very different
MPC protocol. Their construction inspired our approach.)
Step 3a: Polynomial identity test. At the start of this
step, each server i holds shares [ fˆ]i , [ĝ]i , and [ĥ]i of polynomials fˆ, ĝ, and ĥ. Furthermore, it holds that fˆ · ĝ = ĥ
if and only if the servers collectively hold a set of wire
value shares that, when summed up, equal the internal
wire values of the Valid(x) circuit computation.
The servers now execute the Schwartz-Zippel randomized polynomial identity test [104, 126] to check whether
this relation holds. The principle of the test is that if
fˆ · ĝ , ĥ, then the polynomial fˆ · ĝ − ĥ is a non-zero
polynomial of degree at most 2M − 2. Such a polynomial
can have at most 2M − 2 zeros in F, so if we choose a
random r ∈ F and evaluate fˆ(r) · ĝ(r) − ĥ(r), the servers
will detect that fˆ · ĝ , ĥ with probability at least 1 − 2M−2
|F| .
To execute the test, one of the servers samples a random
value r ∈ F. Each server i then evaluates her share of each
of the three polynomials on the point r to get [ fˆ(r)]i ,
[ĝ(r)]i , and [ĥ(r)]i . The servers can perform this step
locally, since polynomial evaluation requires only affine
operations on shares.
Assume for a moment that each server i can multiply
her shares [ fˆ(r)]i and [ĝ(r)]i to produce a share [ fˆ(r) ·
ĝ(r)]i . In this case, the servers can use a linear operation
to get shares σi = [ fˆ(r) · ĝ(r) − ĥ(r)]i . The servers then
P
publish these σi s and ensure that i σi = 0 ∈ F, which
implies that if fˆ(r) · ĝ(r) = ĥ(r). The servers reject the
P
client’s submission if i σi , 0.
Step 3b: Multiplication of shares. Finally, the servers
must somehow multiply their shares [ fˆ(r)]i and [ĝ(r)]i to
get a share [ fˆ(r) · ĝ(r)]i without leaking anything to each
other about the values fˆ(r) and ĝ(r). To do so, we adapt a
multi-party computation (MPC) technique of Beaver [9].
The details of Beaver’s MPC protocol are not critical here,
but we include them for reference in Appendix C.2.
Beaver’s result implies that if servers receive, from a
trusted dealer, one-time-use shares ([a]i , [b]i , [c]i ) ∈ F3 of
random values such that a · b = c ∈ F (“multiplication
triples”), then the servers can very efficiently execute a
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Step 4: Output verification. If all servers are honest, at the start of the final step of the protocol, each
server i will hold a set of shares of the values that the
Valid circuit takes on during computation of Valid(x):
([w1 ]i , [w2 ]i , . . . ). The servers already hold shares of
the input wires of this circuit ([x]i ), so to confirm that
Valid(x) = 1, the servers need only publish their shares of
the output wire. When they do, the servers can sum up
these shares to confirm that the value on the output wire
is equal to one, in which case it must be that Valid(x) = 1,
except with some small failure probability due to the polynomial identity test.

4.3

Security and efficiency

The correctness of the scheme follows by construction. To
trick the servers into accepting a malformed submission,
a cheating client must subvert the polynomial identity test.
This bad event has probability at most (2M −2)/|F|, where
M is the number of multiplication gates in Valid(·). By
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Servers Client

multi-party multiplication of a pair secret-shared values.
Furthermore, the multiplication protocol is fast: it requires
each server to broadcast a single message.
In the traditional MPC setting, the parties to the computation have to run an expensive cryptographic protocol
to generate the multiplication triples themselves [46]. In
our setting however, the client generates the multiplication triple on behalf of the servers: the client chooses
(a, b, c) ∈ F3 such that a · b = c ∈ F, and sends shares of
these values to each server. If the client produces shares
of these values correctly, then the servers can perform
a multi-party multiplication of shares to complete the
correctness check of the prior section.
Crucially, even if the client sends shares of an invalid
multiplication triple to the servers, the servers will still
catch the cheating client with high probability. To see
why: say that a cheating client sends the servers shares
([a]i , [b]i , [c]i ) ∈ F3 such that a · b , c ∈ F. Then we can
write a · b = (c + α) ∈ F, for some constant α > 0.
In this case, when the servers run Beaver’s MPC multiplication protocol to execute the polynomial identity test,
they will instead test whether fˆ(r) · ĝ(r) − ĥ(r) + α = 0 ∈ F.
(To confirm this, consult our summary of Beaver’s protocol in Appendix C.2.) Since we only require soundness
to hold if all servers are honest, we may assume that the
client did not know the servers’ random value r when
the client generated its multiplication triple. This implies
that r is distributed independently of α, and since we only
require soundness to hold if the servers are honest, we
may assume that r is sampled uniformly from F as well.
So, even if the client cheats, the servers will still be
executing the polynomial identity test on a non-zero polynomial of degree at most (2M − 2). The servers will thus
catch a cheating client with probability at least 1 − 2M−2
|F| .

Exps.
Muls.
Proof len.
Exps./Pairs.
Muls.
Data transfer

NIZK
M
0
M
M
0
M

SNARK
M
M log M
1
1
M
1

Prio (SNIP)
0
M log M
M
0
M log M
1

Table 2: An asymptotic comparison of Prio with standard zeroknowledge techniques showing that Prio reduces the computational burden for clients and servers. The client holds a vector
x ∈ F M , each server i holds a share [x]i , and the client convinces
the servers that each component of x is a 0/1 value in F. We
suppress the Θ(·) notation for readability.

taking |F| ≈ 2128 , or repeating Step 3 a few times, we can
make this failure probability extremely small.
We require neither completeness nor soundness to hold
in the presence of malicious servers, though we do require
soundness against malicious clients. A malicious server
can thus trick the honest servers into rejecting a wellformed client submission that they should have accepted.
This is tantamount to the malicious server mounting a
selective denial-of-service attack against the honest client.
We discuss this attack in Section 7.
As long as there is at least one honest server, the properties of the secret sharing scheme guarantee that the
dishonest servers gain no information—in an unconditional, information-theoretic sense—about the client’s
data values nor about the values on the internal wires in
the Valid(x) circuit. Beaver’s analysis [9] guarantees that
the multiplication step leaks no information to the servers.
Efficiency. The remarkable property of this SNIP construction is that the server-to-server communication cost
grows neither with the complexity of the verification circuit nor with the size of the value x (Table 2). The computation cost at the servers is essentially the same as the
cost for each server to evaluate the Valid circuit locally.
That said, the client-to-server communication cost does
grow linearly with the size of the Valid circuit. An interesting challenge would be to try to reduce the client’s
bandwidth usage without resorting to relatively expensive
public-key cryptographic techniques [17, 18, 26, 41, 97].

4.4

Computation at the servers

Constructing the SNIP proof requires the client to compute Valid(x) on its own. If the verification circuit takes
secret server-provided values as input, or is itself a secret
belonging to the servers, then the client does not have
enough information to compute Valid(x). For example,
the servers could run a proprietary verification algorithm
to detect spammy client submissions—the servers would
want to run this algorithm without revealing it to the (possibly spam-producing) clients. To handle this use case,
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the servers can execute the verification check themselves
at a slightly higher cost. See Appendix D for details.

5

Gathering complex statistics

So far, we have developed the means to compute private
sums over client-provided data (Section 3) and to check
an arbitrary validation predicate against secret-shared data
(Section 4). Combining these two ideas with careful data
encodings, which we introduce now, allows Prio to compute more sophisticated statistics over private client data.
At a high level, each client first encodes its private data
value in a prescribed way, and the servers then privately
compute the sum of the encodings. Finally, the servers
can decode the summed encodings to recover the statistic
of interest. The participants perform this encoding and
decoding via a mechanism we call affine-aggregatable
encodings (“AFEs”).

5.1

Affine-aggregatable encodings (AFEs)

In our setting, each client i holds a value xi ∈ D, where
D is some set of data values. The servers hold an aggregation function f : Dn → A, whose range is a set of
aggregates A. For example, the function f might compute
the standard deviation of its n inputs. The servers’ goal is
to evaluate f (x1 , . . . , xn ) without learning the xi s.
An AFE gives an efficient way to encode the data
values xi such that it is possible to compute the value
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) given only the sum of the encodings of
x1 , . . . , xn . An AFE consists of three efficient algorithms
(Encode, Valid, Decode), defined with respect to a field F
and two integers k and k0 , where k0 ≤ k:
• Encode(x): maps an input x ∈ D to its encoding in Fk ,
• Valid(y): returns true if and only if y ∈ Fk is a valid
encoding of some data item in D,
P

0
• Decode(σ): takes σ = ni=1 Trunck0 Encode(xi ) ∈ Fk
as input, and outputs f (x1 , . . . , xn ). The Trunck0 (·) function outputs the first k0 ≤ k components of its input.
The AFE uses all k components of the encoding in validation, but only uses k0 components to decode σ. In many
of our applications we have k0 = k.
An AFE is private with respect to a function fˆ, or simply fˆ-private, if σ reveals nothing about x1 , . . . , xn beyond
what fˆ(x1 , . . . , xn ) itself reveals. More precisely, it is possible to efficiently simulate σ given only fˆ(x1 , . . . , xn ).
Usually fˆ reveals nothing more than the aggregation function f (i.e., the minimum leakage possible), but in some
cases fˆ reveals a little more than f .
For some functions f we can build more efficient f private AFEs by allowing the encoding algorithm to be
randomized. In these cases, we allow the decoding algorithm to return an answer that is only an approximation of
f , and we also allow it to fail with some small probability.
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Prior systems have made use of specific AFEs for
sums [56, 86], standard deviations [100], counts [28, 92],
and least-squares regression [82]. Our contribution is to
unify these notions and to adopt existing AFEs to enable
better composition with Prio’s SNIPs. In particular, by
using more complex encodings, we can reduce the size of
the circuit for Valid, which results in shorter SNIP proofs.
AFEs in Prio: Putting it all together. The full Prio
system computes f (x1 , . . . , xn ) privately as follows (see
Figure 1): Each client encodes its data value x using the
AFE Encode routine for the aggregation function f . Then,
as in the simple scheme of Section 3, every client splits
its encoding into s shares and sends one share to each of
the s servers. The client uses a SNIP proof (Section 4) to
convince the servers that its encoding satisfies the AFE
Valid predicate.
Upon receiving a client’s submission, the servers verify the SNIP to ensure that the encoding is well-formed.
If the servers conclude that the encoding is valid, every
server adds the first k0 components of the encoding share
to its local running accumulator. (Recall that k0 is a parameter of the AFE scheme.) Finally, after collecting
valid submissions from many clients, every server publishes its local accumulator, enabling anyone to run the
AFE Decode routine to compute the final statistic in the
clear. The formal description of the system is presented
in Appendix G, where we also analyze its security.
Limitations. There exist aggregation functions for which
all AFE constructions must have large encodings. For
instance, say that each of n clients holds an integer xi ,
where 1 ≤ xi ≤ n. We might like an AFE that computes
the median of these integers {x1 , . . . , xn }, working over a
field F with |F| ≈ nd , for some constant d ≥ 1.
We show that there is no such AFE whose encodings
consist of k0 ∈ o(n/ log n) field elements. Suppose, towards a contradiction, that such an AFE did exist. Then
we could describe any sum of encodings using at most
O(k0 log |F|) = o(n) bits of information. From this AFE,
we could build a single-pass, space-o(n) streaming algorithm for computing the exact median of an n-item stream.
But every single-pass streaming algorithm for computing
the exact median over an n-item stream requires Ω(n) bits
of space [74], which is a contradiction. Similar arguments
may rule out space-efficient AFE constructions for other
natural functions.

5.2

Aggregating basic data types

This section presents the basic affine-aggregatable encoding schemes that serve as building blocks for the more
sophisticated schemes. In the following constructions, the
clients hold data values x1 , . . . , xn ∈ D, and our goal is to
compute an aggregate f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
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In constructing these encodings, we have two goals.
The first is to ensure that the AFE leaks as little as possible
about the xi s, apart from the value f (x1 , . . . , xn ) itself. The
second is to minimize the number of multiplication gates
in the arithmetic circuit for Valid, since the cost of the
SNIPs grows with this quantity.
In what follows, we let λ be a security parameter, such
as λ = 80 or λ = 128.
Integer sum and mean. We first construct an AFE for
computing the sum of b-bit integers. Let F be a finite
field of size at least n2b . On input 0 ≤ x ≤ 2b − 1, the
Encode(x) algorithm first computes the bit representation
of x, denoted (β0 , β1 , . . . , βb−1 ) ∈ {0, 1}b . It then treats the
binary digits as elements of F, and outputs
Encode(x) = (x, β0 , . . . , βb−1 ) ∈ Fb+1 .
To check that x represents a b-bit integer, the Valid
algorithm ensures that each βi is a bit, and that the bits
represent x. Specifically, the algorithm checks that the
following equalities hold over F:
b−1
n 

 ^

X
Valid(Encode(x)) = x =
2i βi ∧
(βi − 1) · βi = 0 .
i=0

i=1

The Decode algorithm takes the sum of encodings σ
as input, truncated to only the first coordinate. That is,
P

σ = ni=1 Trunc1 Encode(x1 ) = x1 + · · · + xn . This σ
is the required aggregate output. Moreover, this AFE is
clearly sum-private.
To compute the arithmetic mean, we divide the sum of
integers by n over the rationals. Computing the product
and geometric mean works in exactly the same matter,
except that we encode x using b-bit logarithms.
Variance and stddev. Using known techniques [30,
100], the summation AFE above lets us compute the
variance of a set of b-bit integers using the identity:
Var(X) = E[X 2 ] − (E[X])2 . Each client encodes its integer x as (x, x2 ) and then applies the summation AFE to
each of the two components. (The Valid algorithm also
ensures that second integer is the square of the first.) The
resulting two values let us compute the variance.
This AFE also reveals the expectation E[X]. It is private with respect to the function fˆ that outputs both the
expectation and variance of the given set of integers.
Boolean or and and.
When D = {0, 1} and
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = or(x1 , . . . , xn ) the encoding operation
outputs an element of Fλ2 (i.e., a λ-bit bitstring) as:



if x = 0
λ zeros
Encode(x) = 

a random element in Fλ if x = 1.
2
The Valid algorithm outputs “1” always, since all λ-bit
encodings are valid. The sum of encodings is simply
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the xor of the n λ-bit encodings. The Decode algorithm
takes as input a λ-bit string and outputs “0” if and only if
its input is a λ-bit string of zeros. With probability 1 −
2−λ , over the randomness of the encoding algorithm, the
decoding operation returns the boolean or of the encoded
values. This AFE is or-private. A similar construction
yields an AFE for boolean and.

min and max. To compute the minimum and maximum

of integers over a range {0, . . . , B − 1}, where B is small
(e.g., car speeds in the range 0–250 km/h), the Encode
algorithm can represent each integer in unary as a lengthB vector of bits (β0 , . . . , βB−1 ), where βi = 1 if and only
if the client’s value x ≤ i. We can use the bitwise-or
construction above to take the or of the client-provided
vectors—the largest value containing a “1” is the maximum. To compute the minimum instead, replace or with
and. This is min-private, as in the or protocol above.
When the domain is large (e.g., we want the max of
64-bit packet counters, in a networking application), we
can get a c-approximation of the min and max using a
similar idea: divide the range {0, . . . , B − 1} into b =
logc B “bins” [0, c), [c, c2 ), . . . , [cb−1 , B). Then, use the
small-range min/max construction, over the b bins, to
compute the approximate statistic. The output will be
within a multiplicative factor of c of the true value. This
construction is private with respect to the approximate
min/max function.
Frequency count. Here, every client has a value x in a
small set of data values D = {0, . . . , B − 1}. The goal is to
output a B-element vector v, where v[i] is the number of
clients that hold the value i, for every 0 ≤ i < B.
Let F be a field of size at least n. The Encode algorithm encodes a value x ∈ D as a length-B vector
(β0 , . . . , βB−1 ) ∈ FB where βi = 1 if x = i and βi = 0
otherwise. The Valid algorithm checks that each β value
is in the set {0, 1} and that the sum of the βs is exactly one.
The Decode algorithm does nothing: the final output is a
length-B vector, whose ith component gives the number
of clients who took on value i. Again, this AFE is private
with respect to the function being computed.
The output of this AFE yields enough information to
compute other useful functions (e.g., quantiles) of the
distribution of the clients’ x values. When the domain D
is large, this AFE is very inefficient. In Appendix F, we
give AFEs for approximate counts over large domains.
Sets. We can compute the intersection or union of sets
over a small universe of elements using the boolean AFE
operations: represent a set of B items as its characteristic
vector of booleans, and compute an and for intersection
and an or for union. When the universe is large, the
approximate AFEs of Appendix F are more efficient.
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Field size:
Mul. in field (µs)
L = 101
Prio
L
= 102
client
time
L = 103

Workstation
87-bit 265-bit
1.013
1.485
0.003
0.004
0.024
0.036
0.221
0.344

Phone
87-bit 265-bit
11.218 14.930
0.017
0.024
0.112
0.170
1.059
2.165

Table 3: Time in seconds for a client to generate a Prio submission of L four-bit integers to be summed at the servers. Averaged
over eight runs.

5.3

Machine learning

We can use Prio for training machine learning models on
private client data. To do so, we exploit the observation of
Karr et al. [82] that a system for computing private sums
can also privately train linear models. (In Appendix F,
we also show how to use Prio to privately evaluate the
R2 -coefficient of an existing model.) In Prio, we extend
their work by showing how to perform these tasks while
maintaining robustness against malicious clients.
Suppose that every client holds a data point (x, y) where
x and y are b-bit integers. We would like to train a model
that takes x as input and outputs a real-valued prediction
ŷi = M(x) ∈ R of y. We might predict a person’s blood
pressure (y) from the number of steps they walk daily (x).
We wish to compute the least-squares linear fit h(x) =
c0 + c1 x over all of the client points. With n clients, the
model coefficients c0 and c1 satisfy the linear relation:
Pn

    Pn

 n
c0   i=1 yi 

i=1 xi 

(1)
Pn

Pn 2  ·   = Pn
c1
i=1 xi
i=1 xi
i=1 xi yi
To compute this linear system in an AFE, every client
encodes her private point (x, y) as a vector
(x, x2 , y, xy,

β0 , . . . , βb−1 ,

γ0 , . . . , γb−1 ) ∈ F2b+4 ,

where (β0 , . . . , βb−1 ) is the binary representation of x and
(γ0 , . . . , γb−1 ) is the binary representation of y. The validation algorithm checks that all the β and γ are in {0, 1},
and that all the arithmetic relations hold, analogously to
the validation check for the integer summation AFE. Finally, the decoding algorithm takes as input the sum of the
encoded vectors truncated to the first four components:
Pn
Pn 2 Pn
Pn

σ=
i=1 x,
i=1 x ,
i=1 y,
i=1 xy ,
from which the decoding algorithm computes the required
real regression coefficients c0 and c1 using (1). This AFE
is private with respect to the function that outputs the
least-squares fit h(x) = c0 + c1 x, along with the mean and
variance of the set {x1 , . . . , xn }.
When x and y are real numbers, we can embed the reals
into a finite field F using a fixed-point representation, as
long as we size the field large enough to avoid overflow.
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The two-dimensional approach above generalizes directly to perform linear regression on d-dimensional feature vectors x̄ = (x(1) , . . . , x(d) ). The AFE yields a leastsquares approximation of the form h( x̄) = c0 +c1 x(1) +· · ·+
cd x(d) . The resulting AFE is private with respect to a function that reveals the least-square coefficients (c0 , . . . , cd ),
P
along with the d × d covariance matrix i x̄i · ( x̄i )T .

6

Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that Prio’s theoretical
contributions translate into practical performance gains.
We have implemented a Prio prototype in 5,700 lines
of Go and 620 lines of C (for FFT-based polynomial
operations, built on the FLINT library [59]). Unless noted
otherwise, our evaluations use an FFT-friendly 87-bit field.
Our servers communicate with each other using Go’s TLS
implementation. Clients encrypt and sign their messages
to servers using NaCl’s “box” primitive, which obviates
the need for client-to-server TLS connections. Our code
is available online at https://crypto.stanford.edu/prio/.
We evaluate the SNIP-based variant of Prio (Section 4.1) and also the variant in which the servers keep the
Valid predicate private (“Prio-MPC,” Section 4.4). Our
implementation includes three optimizations described in
Appendix H. The first uses a pseudo-random generator
(e.g., AES in counter mode) to reduce the client-to-server
data transfer by a factor of roughly s in an s-server deployment. The second optimization allows the servers to
verify SNIPs without needing to perform expensive polynomial interpolations. The third optimization gives an
efficient way for the servers to compute the logical-and
of multiple arithmetic circuits to check that multiple Valid
predicates hold simultaneously.
We compare Prio against a private aggregation scheme
that uses non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs (NIZKs)
to provide robustness. This protocol is similar to the
“cryptographically verifiable” interactive protocol of Kursawe et al. [86] and has roughly the same cost, in terms of
exponentiations per client request, as the “distributed decryption” variant of PrivEx [56]. We implement the NIZK
scheme using a Go wrapper of OpenSSL’s NIST P256
code [50]. We do not compare Prio against systems, such
as ANONIZE [76] and PrivStats [100], that rely on an
external anonymizing proxy to protect against a network
adversary. (We discuss this related work in Section 8.)

6.1

Microbenchmarks

Table 3 presents the time required for a Prio client to
encode a data submission on a workstation (2.4 GHz Intel
Xeon E5620) and mobile phone (Samsung Galaxy SIII,
1.4 GHz Cortex A9). For a submission of 100 integers,
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10
1

No privacy
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Figure 4: Prio provides the robustness guarantees of
zero-knowledge proofs but at 20-50× less cost.
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Figure 5: Prio is insensitive to the
number of aggregation servers.
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10
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the client time is roughly 0.03 seconds on a workstation,
and just over 0.1 seconds on a mobile phone.
To investigate the load that Prio places on the servers,
we configured five Amazon EC2 servers (eight-core
c3.2xlarge machines, Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPUs) in five
Amazon data centers (N. Va., N. Ca., Oregon, Ireland,
and Frankfurt) and had them run the Prio protocols. An
additional three c3.2xlarge machines in the N. Va. data
center simulated a large number of Prio clients. To maximize the load on the servers, we had each client send a
stream of pre-generated Prio data packets to the servers
over a single TCP connection. There is no need to use
TLS on the client-to-server Prio connection because Prio
packets are encrypted and authenticated at the application
layer and can be replay-protected at the servers.
Figure 4 gives the throughput of this cluster in which
each client submits a vector of zero/one integers and the
servers sum these vectors. The “No privacy” line on
the chart gives the throughput for a dummy scheme in
which a single server accepts encrypted client data submissions directly from the clients with no privacy protection whatsoever. The “No robustness” line on the chart
gives the throughput for a cluster of five servers that use
a secret-sharing-based private aggregation scheme (à la
Section 3) with no robustness protection. The five-server
“No robustness” scheme is slower than the single-server
“No privacy” scheme because of the cost of coordinating
the processing of submissions amongst the five servers.
The throughput of Prio is within a factor of 5× of the
no-privacy scheme for many submission sizes, and Prio
outperforms the NIZK-based scheme by more than an
order of magnitude.
Finally, Figure 5 shows how the throughput of a Prio
cluster changes as the number of servers increases, when
the system is collecting the sum of 1,024 one-bit clientsubmitted integers, as in an anonymous survey application.
For this experiment, we locate all of the servers in the
same data center, so that the latency and bandwidth between each pair of servers is roughly constant. With more
servers, an adversary has to compromise a larger number
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Figure 6: Prio’s use of SNIPs (§4)
reduces bandwidth consumption.

of machines to violate Prio’s privacy guarantees.
Adding more servers barely affects the system’s
throughput. The reason is that we are able to load-balance
the bulk of the work of checking client submissions across
all of the servers. (This optimization is only possible because we require robustness to hold only if all servers are
honest.) We assign a single Prio server to be the “leader”
that coordinates the checking of each client data submission. In processing a single submission in an s-server
cluster, the leader transmits s times more bits than a nonleader, but as the number of servers increases, each server
is a leader for a smaller share of incoming submissions.
The NIZK-based scheme also scales well: as the number of servers increases, the heavy computational load of
checking the NIZKs is distributed over more machines.
Figure 6 shows the number of bytes each non-leader
Prio server needs to transmit to check the validity of a
single client submission for the two Prio variants, and
for the NIZK scheme. The benefit of Prio is evident:
the Prio servers transmit a constant number of bits per
submission—independent of the size of the submission
or complexity of the Valid routine. As the submitted
vectors grow, Prio yields a 4,000-fold bandwidth saving
over NIZKs, in terms of server data transfer.

6.2

Application scenarios

To demonstrate that Prio’s data types are expressive
enough to collect real-world aggregates, we have configured Prio for a few potential application domains.
Cell signal strength. A collection of Prio servers can
collect the average mobile signal strength in each grid
cell in a city without leaking the user’s location history to
the aggregator. We divide the geographic area into a km2
grid—the number of grid cells depends on the city’s size—
and we encode the signal strength at the user’s present
location as a four-bit integer. (If each client only submits
signal-strength data for a few grid cells in each protocol
run, extra optimizations can reduce the client-to-server
data transfer. See “Share compression” in Appendix F.)
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Figure 7: Client encoding time for different application domains when using Prio, a non-interactive zero-knowledge system (NIZK),
or a SNARK-like system (estimated). Averaged over eight runs. The number of × gates in the Valid circuit is listed in parentheses.

Browser statistics. The Chromium browser uses the
RAPPOR system to gather private information about its
users [35,57]. We implement a Prio instance for gathering
a subset of these statistics: average CPU and memory usage, along with the frequency counts of 16 URL roots. For
collecting the approximate counts, we use the count-min
sketch structure, described in Appendix F. We experiment
with both low- and high-resolution parameters (δ = 2−10 ,
 = 1/10; δ = 2−20 ,  = 1/100).
Health data modeling. We implement the AFE for training a regression model on private client data. We use
the features from a preexisting heart disease data set
(13 features of varying types: age, sex, cholesterol level,
etc.) [78] and a breast cancer diagnosis data set (30 realvalued features using 14-bit fixed-point numbers) [120].
Anonymous surveys. We configure Prio to compute aggregates responses to sensitive surveys: we use the Beck
Depression Inventory (21 questions on a 1-4 scale) [6],
the Parent-Child Relationship Inventory (78 questions
on a 1-4 scale) [63], and the California Psychological
Inventory (434 boolean questions) [42].
Comparison to alternatives. In Figure 7, we compare
the computational cost Prio places on the client to the
costs of other schemes for protecting robustness against
misbehaving clients, when we configure the system for
the aforementioned applications. The fact that a Prio
client need only perform a single public-key encryption
means that it dramatically outperforms schemes based on
public-key cryptography. If the Valid circuit has M multiplication gates, producing a discrete-log-based NIZK
requires the client to perform 2M exponentiations (or
elliptic-curve point multiplications). In contrast, Prio requires O(M log M) multiplications in a relatively small
field, which is much cheaper for practical values of M.
In Figure 7, we give conservative estimates of the time
required to generate a zkSNARK proof, based on timings
of libsnark’s [18] implementation of the Pinocchio system [97] at the 128-bit security level. These proofs have
the benefit of being very short: 288 bytes, irrespective
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of the complexity of the circuit. To realize the benefit of
these succinct proofs, the statement being proved must
also be concise since the verifier’s running time grows
with the statement size. To achieve this conciseness in the
Prio setting would require computing sL hashes “inside
the SNARK,” with s servers and submissions of length L.
We optimistically estimate that each hash computation
requires only 300 multiplication gates, using a subset-sum
hash function [2, 17, 67, 77], and we ignore the cost of
computing the Valid circuit in the SNARK. We then use
the timings from the libsnark paper to arrive at the cost
estimates. Each SNARK multiplication gate requires the
client to compute a number of exponentiations, so the cost
to the client is large, though the proof is admirably short.

6.3

Machine learning

Finally, we perform an end-to-end evaluation of Prio when
the system is configured to train a d-dimensional leastsquares regression model on private client-submitted data,
in which each training example consists of a vector of 14bit integers. These integers are large enough to represent
vital health information, for example.
In Figure 8, we show the client encoding cost for Prio,
along with the no-privacy and no-robustness schemes described in Section 6.1. The cost of Prio’s privacy and
robustness guarantees amounts to roughly a 50× slowdown at the client over the no-privacy scheme due to the
overhead of the SNIP proof generation. Even so, the absolute cost of Prio to the client is small—on the order of
one tenth of a second.
Table 9 gives the rate at which the globally distributed
five-server cluster described in Section 6.1 can process
client submissions with and without privacy and robustness. The server-side cost of Prio is modest: only a 1-2×
slowdown over the no-robustness scheme, and only a 515× slowdown over a scheme with no privacy at all. In
contrast, the cost of robustness for the state-of-the-art
NIZK schemes, per Figure 4, is closer to 100-200×.
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Figure 8: Time for a client to encode a submission Table 9: The throughput, in client requests per second, of a global fiveconsisting of d-dimensional training example of 14-bit server cluster running a private d-dim. regression. We compare a scheme
values for computing a private least-squares regression. with no privacy, with privacy but no robustness, and Prio (with both).

7

Discussion

Deployment scenarios. Prio ensures client privacy as
long as at least one server behaves honestly. We now
discuss a number of deployment scenarios in which this
assumption aligns with real-world incentives.
Tolerance to compromise. Prio lets an organization compute aggregate data about its clients without ever storing
client data in a single vulnerable location. The organization could run all s Prio servers itself, which would ensures data privacy against an attacker who compromises
up to s − 1 servers.
App store. A mobile application platform (e.g., Apple’s
App Store or Google’s Play) can run one Prio server, and
the developer of a mobile app can run the second Prio
server. This allows the app developer to collect aggregate
user data without having to bear the risks of holding these
data in the clear.
Shared data. A group of s organizations could use Prio to
compute an aggregate over the union of their customers’
datasets, without learning each other’s private client data.
Private compute services. A large enterprise can contract
with an external auditor or a non-profit (e.g., the Electronic Frontier Foundation) to jointly compute aggregate
statistics over sensitive customer data using Prio.
Jurisdictional diversity. A multinational organization can
spread its Prio servers across different countries. If law
enforcement agents seize the Prio servers in one country,
they cannot deanonymize the organization’s Prio users.
Common attacks. Two general attacks apply to all systems, like Prio, that produce exact (un-noised) outputs
while protecting privacy against a network adversary.
The first attack is a selective denial-of-service attack.
In this attack, the network adversary prevents all honest clients except one from being able to contact the
Prio servers [105]. In this case, the protocol output is
f (xhonest , xevil1 , . . . , xeviln ). Since the adversary knows the
xevil values, the adversary could infer part or all of the one
honest client’s private value xhonest .
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In Prio, we deploy the standard defense against this
attack, which is to have the servers wait to publish the aggregate statistic f (x1 , . . . , xn ) until they are confident that
the aggregate includes values from many honest clients.
The best means to accomplish this will depend on the
deployment setting.
One way is to have the servers keep a list of public
keys of registered clients (e.g., the students enrolled at
a university). Prio clients sign their submissions with
the signing key corresponding to their registered public
key and the servers wait to publish their accumulator
values until a threshold number of registered clients have
submitted valid messages. Standard defenses [3, 114, 124,
125] against Sybil attacks [52] would apply here.
The second attack is an intersection attack [20, 49, 83,
122]. In this attack, the adversary observes the output
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) of a run of the Prio protocol with n honest
clients. The adversary then forces the nth honest client
offline and observes a subsequent protocol run, in which
0
the servers compute f (x10 , . . . , xn−1
). If the clients’ values
0
are constant over time (xi = xi ), then the adversary learns
the difference f (x1 , . . . , xn )− f (x1 , . . . , xn−1 ), which could
reveal client n’s private value xn (e.g., if f computes sum).
One way for the servers to defend against the attack is
to add differential privacy noise to the results before publishing them [54]. Using existing techniques, the servers
can add this noise in a distributed fashion to ensure that
as long as at least one server is honest, no server sees the
un-noised aggregate [55]. The definition of differential
privacy ensures that computed statistics are distributed
approximately the same whether or not the aggregate includes a particular client’s data. This same approach is
also used in a system by Melis, Danezis, and De Cristofaro [92], which we discuss in Section 8.
Robustness against malicious servers. Prio only provides robustness when all servers are honest. Providing
robustness in the face of faulty servers is obviously desirable, but we are not convinced that it is worth the security
and performance costs. Briefly, providing robustness necessarily weakens the privacy guarantees that the system
provides: if the system protects robustness in the presence
of k faulty servers, then the system can protect privacy
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(a) RAPPOR [57] provides differential privacy [54] (not information-theoretic privacy)
by adding random noise to client submissions.

(b) ANONIZE [76] and PrivStats [100] rely
on an anonymizing proxy, such as Tor [51], to
protect privacy against network eavesdroppers.

(c) Prio and other schemes using secret sharing [30,48,56,79,86,92] offer ideal anonymity
provided that the servers do not collude.

Figure 10: Comparison of techniques for anonymizing client data in private aggregation systems.

only against a coalition of at most s − k − 1 malicious
servers. We discuss this issue further in Appendix B.

8

Related Work

Private data-collection systems [30, 48, 53, 56, 79, 86, 92]
that use secret-sharing based methods to compute sums
over private user data typically (a) provide no robustness
guarantees in the face of malicious clients, (b) use expensive NIZKs to prevent client misbehavior, or (c) fail to
defend privacy against actively malicious servers [33].
Other data-collection systems have clients send their
private data to an aggregator through a general-purpose
anonymizing network, such as a mix-net [27, 32, 47, 87]
or a DC-net [31, 38–40, 110]. These anonymity systems
provide strong privacy properties, but require expensive
“verifiable mixing” techniques [8, 95], or require work
at the servers that is quadratic in the number of client
messages sent through the system [38, 121].
PrivStats [100] and ANONIZE [76] outsource to
Tor [51] (or another low-latency anonymity system [61,
88, 101]) the work of protecting privacy against a network
adversary (Figure 10). Prio protects against an adversary
that can see and control the entire network, while Torbased schemes succumb to traffic-analysis attacks [94].
In data-collection systems based on differential privacy [54], the client adds structured noise to its private
value before sending it to an aggregating server. The
added noise gives the client “plausible deniability:” if
the client sends a value x to the servers, x could be the
client’s true private value, or it could be an unrelated
value generated from the noise. Dwork et al. [55], Shi et
al. [107], and Bassily and Smith [7] study this technique
in a distributed setting, and the RAPPOR system [57, 58],
deployed in Chromium, has put this idea into practice. A
variant of the same principle is to have a trusted proxy
(as in SuLQ [21] and PDDP [34]) or a set of minimally
trusted servers [92] add noise to already-collected data.
The downside of these systems is that (a) if the client
adds little noise, then the system does not provide much
privacy, or (b) if the client adds a lot of noise, then lowfrequency events may be lost in the noise [57]. Using
server-added noise [92] ameliorates these problems.
In theory, secure multi-party computation (MPC) protocols [11, 15, 68, 90, 123] allow a set of servers, with some
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non-collusion assumptions, to privately compute any function over client-provided values. The generality of MPC
comes with serious bandwidth and computational costs:
evaluating the relatively simple AES circuit in an MPC requires the parties to perform many minutes or even hours
of precomputation [44]. Computing a function f on millions of client inputs, as our five-server Prio deployment
can do in tens of minutes, could potentially take an astronomical amount of time in a full MPC. That said, there
have been great advances in practical general-purpose
MPC protocols of late [12, 13, 23, 45, 46, 73, 89, 91, 93, 98].
General-purpose MPC may yet become practical for computing certain aggregation functions that Prio cannot
(e.g., exact max), and some special-case MPC protocols [4, 29, 96] are practical today for certain applications.

9

Conclusion and future work

Prio allows a set of servers to compute aggregate statistics over client-provided data while maintaining client
privacy, defending against client misbehavior, and performing nearly as well as data-collection platforms that
exhibit neither of these security properties. The core idea
behind Prio is reminiscent of techniques used in verifiable computation [16, 37, 62, 69, 97, 115, 116, 119], but
in reverse—the client proves to a set of servers that it
computed a function correctly. One question for future
work is whether it is possible to efficiently extend Prio
to support combining client encodings using a more general function than summation, and what more powerful
aggregation functions this would enable. Another task
is to investigate the possiblity of shorter SNIP proofs:
ours grow linearly in the size of the Valid circuit, but sublinear-size information-theoretic SNIPs may be feasible.
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A

Security definitions

We use the standard definitions of negligible functions
and computational indistinguishability. Goldreich [66]
gives a formal treatment of these concepts. For clarity, we
often prefer to leave the security parameter implicit.
It is possible to make our notion of privacy formal with
a simulation-based definition. The following informal
definition captures the essence of the full formalism:
Definition 1 ( f -Privacy). Say that there are s servers and
n clients in a Prio deployment. We say that the scheme
provides f -privacy for a function f , if for:
• every subset of at most s − 1 servers, and
• every subset of at most n clients,
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there exists an efficient simulator that, for every choice of
client inputs (x1 , . . . , xn ), takes as input:
• the public parameters to the protocol run (all participants’ public keys, the description of the aggregation
function f , the cryptographic parameters, etc.),
• the indices of the adversarial clients and servers,
• oracle access to the adversarial participants, and
• the value f (x1 , . . . , xn ),
and outputs a simulation of the adversarial participants’
view of the protocol run whose distribution is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution of the
adversary’s view of the real protocol run.
Let SORT be the function that takes n inputs and outputs them in lexicographically increasing order.
Definition 2 (Anonymity). We say that a data-collection
scheme provides anonymity if it provides f -privacy, in
the sense of Definition 1, for f = SORT.
A scheme that provides this form of anonymity leaks
to the adversary the entire list of client inputs (x1 , . . . , xn ),
but the adversary learns nothing about which client submitted which value xi . For example, if each client submits
their location via a data-collection scheme that provides
anonymity, the servers learn the list of submitted locations
{`1 , . . . , `n }, but the servers learn nothing about whether
client x or y is in a particular location `∗ .
Definition 3. A function f (x1 , . . . , xn ) is symmetric
if, for all permutations π on n elements, the equality
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = f (xπ(1) , . . . , xπ(n) ) holds.
Claim 4. Let D be a data-collection scheme that provides
f -privacy, in the sense of Definition 1, for a symmetric
function f . Then D provides anonymity.
Proof sketch. The fact that D provides f -privacy implies the existence of a simulator S D that takes as input
f (x1 , . . . , xn ), along with other public values, and induces
a distribution of protocol transcripts indistinguishable
from the real one. If f is symmetric, f (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
f (x10 , . . . , xn0 ), where
(x10 , . . . , xn0 ) = SORT(x1 , . . . , xn ).
Using this fact, we construct the simulator required
for the anonymity definition: on input (x10 , . . . , xn0 ) =
SORT(x1 , . . . , xn ), compute f (x10 , . . . , xn0 ), and feed the
output of f to the simulator S D . The validity of the simulation is immediate.

The following claim demonstrates that it really only
makes sense to use an f -private data collection scheme
when the function f is symmetric, as all of the functions
we consider in Prio are.
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Claim 5. Let f be a non-symmetric function. Then there
is no anonymous data collection scheme that correctly
computes f .
Proof sketch. Because f is not symmetric, there exists
an input (x1 , . . . , xn ) in the domain of f , and a permutation π on n elements, such that f (x1 , . . . , xn ) ,
f (xπ(1) , . . . , xπ(n) ).
Let D be a data-collection scheme that implements
the aggregation function f (x1 , . . . , xn ). This D outputs
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) for all x1 , . . . , xn in the domain, and hence
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) is part of the protocol transcript.
For D to be anonymous, there must be a simulator that
takes SORT(x1 , . . . , xn ) as input, and simulates the protocol transcript. In particular, it must output f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
But given SORT(x1 , . . . , xn ), it will necessarily fail to output the correct protocol transcript on either (x1 , . . . , xn ) or
(xπ(1) , . . . , xπ(n) ).

Robustness. Recall that each Prio client holds a value
xi , where the value xi is an element of some set of data
items D. For example, D might be the set of 4-bit integers.
The definition of robustness states that when all servers
are honest, a set of malicious clients cannot influence the
final aggregate, beyond their ability to choose arbitrary
valid inputs. For example, malicious clients can choose
arbitrary 4-bit integers as their input values, but cannot
influence the output in any other way.
Definition 6 (Robustness). Fix a security parameter λ >
0. We say that an n-client Prio deployment provides
robustness if, when all Prio servers execute the protocol
faithfully, for every number m of malicious clients (with
0 ≤ m ≤ n), and for every choice of honest client’s inputs
(x1 , . . . , xn−m ) ∈ Dn−m , the servers, with all but negligible
probability in λ, output a value in the set:
n
o
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) | (xn−m+1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dm .

B

Robustness against faulty servers

If at least one of the servers is honest, Prio ensures that
the adversary learns nothing about clients’ data, except
the aggregate statistic. However, Prio provides robustness
only if all servers are honest.
Providing robustness in the face of faulty servers is obviously desirable, but we are not convinced that it is worth
the security and performance costs. First, providing robustness necessarily weakens the privacy guarantees that
the system provides: if the system protects robustness
in the presence of k faulty servers, then the system can
protect privacy only against a coalition of at most s − k − 1
malicious servers. The reason is that, if robustness holds
against k faulty servers, then s − k honest servers must
be able to produce a correct output even if these k faulty
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servers are offline. Put another way: s − k dishonest
servers can recover the output of the system even without the participation of the k honest servers. Instead of
computing an aggregate over many clients ( f (x1 , . . . , xn )),
the dishonest servers can compute the “aggregate” over
a single client’s submission ( f (x1 )) and essentially learn
that client’s private data value.
So strengthening robustness in this setting weakens
privacy. Second, protecting robustness comes at a performance cost: some our optimizations use a “leader” server
to coordinate the processing of each client submission
(see Appendix H). A faulty leader cannot compromise
privacy, but can compromise robustness. Strengthening
the robustness property would force us to abandon these
optimizations.
That said, it would be possible to extend Prio to provide robustness in the presence of corrupt servers using
standard techniques [10] (replace s-out-of-s secret sharing with Shamir’s threshold secret-sharing scheme [106],
etc.).

protocol maintains the invariant that, at the t-th time step,
each server holds a share of the value on the t-th wire in
the circuit. At the first step, the servers hold shares of the
input wires (by construction) and in the last step of the
protocol, the servers hold shares of the output wire. The
servers can then publish their shares of the output wires,
which allows them all to reconstruct the value of C(x). To
preserve privacy, no subset of the servers must ever have
enough information to recover the value on any internal
wire in the circuit.
There are only two types of gates in an arithmetic circuit (addition gates and multiplication gates), so we just
have to show how the servers can compute the shares of
the outputs of these gates from shares of the inputs. All
arithmetic in this section is in a finite field F.
Addition gates. In the computation of an addition gate
“y + z”, the ith server holds shares [y]i and [z]i of the input
wires and the server needs to compute a share of y + z. To
do so, the server can just add its shares locally
[y + z]i = [y]i + [z]i .

C

MPC background

This appendix reviews the definition of arithmetic circuits and Donald Beaver’s multi-party computation protocol [9].

C.1

Definition: arithmetic circuits

An arithmetic circuit C over a finite field F takes as input a
vector x = hx(1) , . . . , x(L) i ∈ FL and produces a single field
element as output. We represent the circuit as a directed
acyclic graph, in which each vertex in the graph is either
an input, a gate, or an output vertex.
Input vertices have in-degree zero and are labeled with
a variable in {x(1) , . . . , x(L) } or a constant in F. Gate vertices have in-degree two and are labeled with the operation
+ or ×. The circuit has a single output vertex, which has
out-degree zero.
To compute the circuit C(x) = C(x(1) , . . . , x(L) ), we walk
through the circuit from inputs to outputs, assigning a
value in F to each wire until we have a value on the output
wire, which is the value of C(x). In this way, the circuit
implements a mapping C : FL → F.

C.2

Beaver’s MPC protocol

This discussion draws on the clear exposition by
Smart [111].
Each server starts the protocol holding a share [x]i of
an input vector x. The servers want to compute C(x), for
some arithmetic circuit C.
The multi-party computation protocol walks through
the circuit C wire by wire, from inputs to outputs. The
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Multiplication gates. In the computation of a multiplication gate, the ith server holds shares [y]i and [z]i and
wants to compute a share of yz.
When one of the inputs to a multiplication gate is a
constant, each server can locally compute a share of the
output of the gate. For example, to multiply a share [y]i
by a constant A ∈ F, each server i computes their share of
the product as [Ay]i = A[yi ].
Beaver showed that the servers can use pre-computed
multiplication triples to evaluate multiplication gates [9].
A multiplication triple is a one-time-use triple of values
(a, b, c) ∈ F3 , chosen at random subject to the constraint
that a · b = c ∈ F. When used in the context of multi-party
computation, each server i holds a share ([a]i , [b]i , [c]i ) ∈
F3 of the triple.
Using their shares of one such triple (a, b, c), the servers
can jointly evaluate shares of the output of a multiplication
gate yz. To do so, each server i uses her shares [y]i and [z]i
of the input wires, along with the first two components of
its multiplication triple to compute the following values:
[d]i = [y]i − [a]i

;

[e]i = [z]i − [b]i .

Each server i then broadcasts [d]i and [e]i . Using the
broadcasted shares, every server can reconstruct d and e
and can compute:
σi = de/s + d[b]i + e[a]i + [c]i .
Recall that s is the number of servers—a public constant—
and the division symbol here indicates division (i.e., inversion then multiplication) in the field F. A few lines of
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arithmetic confirm that σi is a sharing of the product yz.
To prove this we compute:
X
i

σi =

X

de/s + d[b]i + e[a]i + [c]i



i

= de + db + ea + c
= (y − a)(z − b) + (y − a)b + (z − b)a + c
= (y − a)z + (z − b)a + c
= yz − az + az − ab + c
= yz − ab + c
= yz.
The last step used that c = ab (by construction of the
P
multiplication triple), so: i σi = yz, which implies that
σi = [yz]i .
Since the servers can perform addition and multiplication of shared values, they can compute any function of
the client’s data value in this way, as long as they have
a way of securely generating multiplication triples. The
expensive part of traditional MPC protocols is the process by which mutually distrusting servers generate these
triples in a distributed way.

D

Server-side Valid computation

If the Valid predicate takes secret inputs from the servers,
the servers can compute Valid(x) on a client-provided input x without learning anything about x, except the value
of Valid(x). In addition, the client learns nothing about the
Valid circuit, except the number of multiplication gates in
the circuit.
Let M be the number of multiplication gates in the
Valid circuit. To execute the Valid computation on the
server side, the client sends M multiplication triple shares
(defined in Appendix C.2) to each server, along with a
share of its private value x. Let the t-th multiplication
triple be of the form (at , bt , ct ) ∈ F3 . Then define a circuit
M that returns “1” if and only if ct = at · bt , for all
1 ≤ t ≤ M.
The client can use a SNIP proof (Section 4.1) to convince the servers that all of the M triples it sent the servers
are well-formed. Then, the servers can execute Beaver’s
multiparty computation protocol (Section C.2) to evaluate the circuit using the M client-provided multiplication
triples.
Running the computation requires the servers to exchange Θ(M) field elements, and the number of rounds
of communication is proportional to the multiplicative
depth of the Valid circuit (i.e., the maximum number of
multiplication gates on an input-output path).
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E

AFE definitions

An AFE is defined relative to a field F, two integers k
and k0 (where k0 ≤ k), a set D of data elements, a set
A of possible values of the aggregate statistic, and an
aggregation function f : Dn → A. An AFE scheme
consists of three efficient algorithms. The algorithms are:
• Encode : D → Fk . Covert a data item into its AFEencoded counterpart.
• Valid : Fk → {0, 1}. Return “1” if and only if the
input is in the image of Encode.
0
• Decode : Fk → A. Given a vector representing a
collection of encoded data items, return the value of
the aggregation function f evaluated at these items.
To be useful, an AFE encoding should satisfy the following properties:
Definition 7 (AFE correctness). We say that an AFE is
correct for an aggregation function f if, for every choice
of (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dn , we have that:
Decode

P

i


Trunck0 Encode(xi ) = f (x1 , . . . , xn ).

Recall that Trunck0 (v) denotes truncating the vector v ∈
Fkp to its first k0 components.
The correctness property of an AFE essentially states
that if we are given valid encodings of data items
(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dn , the decoding of their sum should be
f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
Definition 8 (AFE soundness). We say that an AFE
is sound if, for all encodings e ∈ Fk : the predicate
Valid(e) = 1 if and only if there exists a data item x ∈ D
such that e = Encode(x).
An AFE is private with respect to a function fˆ, if the
P
sum of encodings σ = i Trunck0 (Encode(xi )), given
as input to algorithm Decode, reveals nothing about the
underlying data beyond what fˆ(x1 , . . . , xn ) reveals.
Definition 9 (AFE privacy). We say that an AFE
is private with respect to a function fˆ : Dn →
A0 if there exists an efficient simulator S such that
for all input data (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Dn , the distribution
S ( fˆ(x1 , . . . , xn )) is indistinguishable from the distribution
P
σ = i Trunck0 (Encode(xi )).
Relaxed correctness. In many cases, randomized data
structures are more efficient than their deterministic counterparts. We can define a relaxed notion of correctness
to capture a correctness notion for randomized AFEs. In
the randomized case, the scheme is parameterized by
constants 0 < δ,  and the Decode algorithm may use
randomness. We demand that with probability at least
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1 − 2−δ , over the randomness of the algorithms, the encoding yields an “-good” approximation of f . In our
applications, typically an -good approximation is within
a multiplicative or additive factor of  from the true value;
the exact meaning depends on the AFE in question.

F

Additional AFEs

Approximate counts. The frequency count AFE, presented in Section 5.2, works well when the client value
x lies in a small set of possible data values D. This AFE
requires communication linear in the size of D. When
the set D is large, a more efficient solution is to use a
randomized counting data structure, such as a count-min
sketch [36].
Melis et al. [92] demonstrated how to combine a countmin sketch with a secret-sharing scheme to efficiently
compute counts over private data. We can make their
approach robust to malicious clients by implementing a
count-min sketch AFE in Prio. To do so, we use ln(1/δ)
instances of the basic frequency count AFE, each for a
set of size e/, for some constants  and δ, and where
e ≈ 2.718. With n client inputs, the count-min sketch
yields counts that are at most an additive n overestimate
of the true values, except with probability e−δ .
Crucially, the Valid algorithm for this composed construction requires a relatively small number of multiplication gates—a few hundreds, for realistic choices of 
and δ—so the servers can check the correctness of the
encodings efficiently.
This AFE leaks the contents of a count-min sketch data
structure into which all of the clients’ values (x1 , . . . , xn )
have been inserted.
Share compression. The output of the count-min sketch
AFE encoding routine is essentially a very sparse matrix
of dimension ln(1/δ) × (e/). The matrix is all zeros,
except for a single “1” in each row. If the Prio client uses
a conventional secret-sharing scheme to split this encoded
matrix into s shares—one per server—the size of each
share would be as large as the matrix itself, even though
the plaintext matrix contents are highly compressible.
A more efficient way to split the matrix into shares
would be to use a function secret-sharing scheme [24,
25, 64]. Applying a function secret sharing scheme to
each row of the encoded matrix would allow the size of
each share to grow as the square-root of the matrix width
(instead of linearly). When using Prio with only two
servers, there are very efficient function secret-sharing
constructions that would allow the shares to have length
logarithmic in the width of the matrix [25]. We leave
further exploration of this technique to future work.
Most popular. Another common task is to return the
most popular string in a data set, such as the most popular
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homepage amongst a set of Web clients. When the universe of strings is small, it is possible to find the most popular string using the frequency-counting AFE. When the
universe is large (e.g., the set of all URLs), this method is
not useful, since recovering the most popular string would
require querying the structure for the count of every possible string. Instead, we use a simplified version of a data
structure of Bassily and Smith [7].
When there is a very popular string—one that more
than n/2 clients hold, we can construct a very efficient
AFE for collecting it. Let F be a field of size at least n.
The Encode(x) algorithm represents its input x as a bbit string x = (x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . , xb−1 ) ∈ {0, 1}b , and outputs
a vector of b field elements (β0 , . . . , βb−1 ) ∈ Fb , where
βi = xi for all i. The Valid algorithm uses b multiplication
gates to check that each value βi is really a 0/1 value in
F, as in the summation AFE.
The Decode algorithm gets as input the sum of n such
P
encodings σ = ni=1 Encode(xi ) = (e0 , . . . , eb−1 ) ∈ Fb .
The Decode algorithm rounds each value ei either down to
zero or up to n (whichever is closer) and then normalizes
the rounded number by n to get a b-bit binary string σ ∈
{0, 1}b , which it outputs. As long as there is a string σ∗
with popularity greater than 50%, this AFE returns it. To
see why, consider the first bit of σ. If σ∗ [0] = 0, then the
sum e0 < n/2 and Decode outputs “0.” If σ∗ [0] = 1, then
the sum e0 > n/2 and Decode outputs “1.” Correctness
for longer strings follows
This AFE leaks quite a bit of information about the
given data. Given σ, one learns the number of data values
that have their ith bit set to 1, for every 0 ≤ i < b. In fact,
the AFE is private relative to a function that outputs these
b values, which shows that nothing else is leaked by σ.
With a significantly more complicated construction, we
can adapt a similar idea to collect strings that a constant
fraction c of clients hold, for c ≤ 1/2. The idea is to have
the servers drop client-submitted strings at random into
different “buckets,” such that at least one bucket has a
very popular string with high probability [7].
Evaluating an arbitrary ML model. We wish to measure how well a public regression model predicts a target
y from a client-submitted feature vector x. In particular,
if our model outputs a prediction ŷ = M(x), we would
like to measure how good of an approximation ŷ is of
y. The R2 coefficient is one statistic for capturing this
information.
Karr et al. [82] observe that it is possible to reduce
the problem of computing the R2 coefficient of a public
regression model to the problem of computing private
sums. We can adopt a variant of this idea to use Prio
to compute the R2 coefficient in a way that leaks little
beyond the coefficient itself.
The R2 -coefficient of the model for client inputs
P
{x1 , . . . , xn } is R2 = 1 − 2i=1 (yi − ŷi )2 /Var(y1 , . . . , yn ),
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where yi is the true value associated with xi , ŷi = M(xi ) is
the predicted value of yi , and Var(·) denotes variance.
An AFE for computing the R2 coefficient works as follows. On input (x, y), the Encode algorithm first computes
the prediction ŷ = M(x) using the public model M. The
Encode algorithm then outputs the tuple (y, y2 , (y − ŷ)2 , x),
embedded in a finite field large enough to avoid overflow.
Given the tuple (y, Y, Y ∗ , x) as input, the Valid algorithm
ensures that Y = y2 and Y ∗ = (y−M(x))2 . When the model
M is a linear regression model, algorithm Valid can be
represented as an arithmetic circuit that requires only two
multiplications. If needed, we can augment this with a
check that the x values are integers in the appropriate
range using a range check, as in prior AFEs. Finally,
given the sum of encodings restricted to the first three
components, the Decode algorithm has the information it
needs to compute the R2 coefficient.
This AFE is private with respect to a function that
outputs the R2 coefficient, along with the expectation and
variance of {y1 , . . . , yn }.

G

Prio protocol and proof sketch

We briefly review the full Prio protocol and then discuss
its security.
The final protocol. We first review the Prio protocol
from Section 5. We assume that every client i, for i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, holds a private value xi that lies in some set
of data items D. We want to compute an aggregation
function f : Dn → A on these private values using an
AFE. The AFE encoding algorithm Encode maps D to
Fk , for some field F and an arity k. When decoding, the
encoded vectors in Fk are first truncated to their first k0
components.
The Prio protocol proceeds in four steps:
1. Upload. Each client i computes yi ← Encode(xi ) and
splits its encoded value into s shares, one per server. To
do so, the client picks random values [yi ]1 , . . . , [yi ] s ∈
Fk , subject to the constraint: yi = [yi ]1 + · · · + [yi ] s ∈ Fk .
The client then sends, over an encrypted and authenticated channel, one share of its submission to each
server, along with a share of a SNIP proof (Section 4)
that Valid(yi ) = 1.
2. Validate. Upon receiving the ith client submission,
the servers verify the client-provided SNIP to jointly
confirm that Valid(yi ) = 1 (i.e., that client’s submission
is well-formed). If this check fails, the servers reject
the submission.
3. Aggregate. Each server j holds an accumulator value
0
A j ∈ Fk , initialized to zero, where 0 < k0 ≤ k. Upon
receiving a share of a client encoding [yi ] j ∈ Fk , the
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server truncates [yi ] j to its first k0 components, and
adds this share to its accumulator:
0

A j ← A j + Trunck0 ([yi ] j ) ∈ Fk .
Recall that Trunck0 (v) denotes truncating the vector
v ∈ Fkp to its first k0 components.
4. Publish. Once the servers have received a share from
each client, they publish their accumulator values. The
P
0
sum of the accumulator values σ = j A j ∈ Fk yields
P
the sum i Trunck0 (yi ) of the clients’ private encoded
values. The servers output Decode(σ).
Security. We briefly sketch the security argument for
the complete protocol. The security definitions appear in
Appendix A.
First, the robustness property (Definition 6) follows
from the soundness of the SNIP construction: as long as
the servers are honest, they will correctly identify and
reject any client submissions that do not represent proper
AFE encodings.
Next, we argue f -privacy (Definition 1). Define the
function
X

g(x1 , . . . , xn ) =
Trunck0 Encode(xi ) .
i

We claim that, as long as:
• at least one server executes the protocol correctly,
• the AFE construction is private with respect to f , in
the sense of Definition 9, and
• the SNIP construction satisfies the zero-knowledge
property (Section 4.1),
the only information that leaks to the adversary is the
value of the function f on the clients’ private values.
To show this, it suffices to construct a simulator S that
takes as input σ = g(x1 , . . . , xn ) and outputs a transcript
of the protocol execution that is indistinguishable from
a real transcript. Recall that the AFE simulator takes
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) as input and simulates σ. Composing the
simulator S with the AFE simulator yields a simulator for
the entire protocol, as required by Definition 1.
On input σ, the simulator S executes these steps:
• To simulate the submitted share [x]i of an honest client,
the simulator samples a vector of random field elements
of the appropriate length.
• To simulate the SNIP of an honest client, the simulator
invokes the SNIP simulator as a subroutine.
• To simulate the adversarially produced values, the simulator can query the adversary (presented as an oracle)
on the honest parties’ values generated so far.
• To simulate the values produced by the honest servers
in Step 4 of the protocol, the simulator picks random
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P
values A j subject to the constraints σ = j A j , and such
that the A j s for the adversarial servers are consistent
with their views of the protocol.
As long as there exists a single honest server that the
adversary does not control, the adversary sees at most
s − 1 shares of secret-shared values split into s shares
throughout the entire protocol execution. These values
are trivial to simulate, since they are indistinguishable
from random to the adversary.
Finally, anonymity (Definition 2) follows by Claim 4
whenever the function f is symmetric. Otherwise,
anonymity is impossible, by Claim 5.

H

Additional optimizations

Optimization: PRG secret sharing. The Prio protocol
uses additive secret sharing to split the clients’ private data
into shares. The naïve way to split a value x ∈ FL into s
shares is to choose [x]1 , . . . , [x] s−1 ∈ FL at random and
P s−1
then set [x] s = x − i=1
[x]i ∈ FL . A standard bandwidthsaving optimization is to generate the first s − 1 shares
using a pseudo-random generator (PRG) G : K → FL ,
such as AES in counter mode [85, 102]. To do so, pick
s − 1 random PRG keys k1 , . . . , k s−1 ∈ K, and define the
first s − 1 shares as G(k1 ), G(k2 ), . . . , G(k s−1 ). Rather than
representing the first s − 1 shares as vectors in FL , we can
now represent each of the first s − 1 shares using a single
AES key. (The last share will still be L field elements in
length.) This optimization reduces the total size of the
shares from sL field elements down to L + O(1). For s = 5
servers, this 5× bandwidth savings is significant.
Optimization: Verification without interpolation. In
the course of verifying a SNIP (Section 4.2, Step 2), each
server i needs to interpolate two large polynomials [ f ]i
and [g]i . Then, each server must evaluate the polynomials
[ f ]i and [g]i at a randomly chosen point r ∈ F to execute
the randomized polynomial identity test (Step 3).
The degree of these polynomials is close to M, where
M is the number of multiplication gates in the Valid circuit. If the servers used straightforward polynomial interpolation and evaluation to verify the SNIPs, the servers
would need to perform Θ(M log M) multiplications to process a single client submission, even using optimized FFT
methods. When the Valid circuit is complex (i.e., M ≈ 216
or more), this Θ(M log M) cost will be substantial.
Let us imagine for a minute that we could fix in advance the random point r that the servers use to execute
the polynomial identity test. In this case, each server can
perform interpolation and evaluation of any polynomial P
in one step using only M field multiplications per server,
instead of Θ(M log M). To do so, each server precomputes constants (c0 , . . . , c M−1 ) ∈ F M . These constants
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depend on the x-coordinates of the points being interpolated (which are always fixed in our application) and on
the point r (which for now we assume is fixed). Then,
M−1
given points {(t, yt )}t=0
on a polynomial P, the servers
can evaluate P at r using a fast inner-product computation:
P
P(x) = t ct yt ∈ F. Standard Lagrangian interpolation
produces these ci s as intermediate values [5].
Our observation is that the servers can fix the “random”
point r at which they evaluate the polynomials [ f ]i and
[g]i as long as: (1) the clients never learn r, and (2) the
servers sample a new random point r periodically. The
randomness of the value r only affects soundness. Since
we require soundness to hold only if all Prio servers are
honest, we may assume that the servers will never reveal
the value r to the clients.
A malicious client may try to learn something over
time about the servers’ secret value r by sending a batch
of well-formed and malformed submissions and seeing
which submissions the servers do or do not accept. A
simple argument shows that after making q such queries,
the client’s probability of cheating the servers is at most
2Mq/|F|. By sampling a new point after every Q ≈ 210
client uploads, the servers can amortize the cost of doing
the interpolation precomputation over Q client uploads,
while keeping the failure probability bounded above by
2MQ/|F|, which they might take to be 2−60 or less.
In Prio, we apply this optimization to combine the
interpolation of [ f ]i and [g]i with the evaluation of these
polynomials at the point r.
In Step 2 of the SNIP verification process, each server
must also evaluate the client-provided polynomial [h]i
at each point t ∈ {1, . . . , M}. To eliminate this cost, we
have the client send the polynomial [h]i to each server
i in point-value form. That is, instead of sending each
server shares of the coefficients of h, the client sends each
server shares of evaluations of h. In particular, the client
evaluates [h]i at all of the points t ∈ {1, . . . , 2M − 1} and
sends the evaluations [h]i (1), [h]i (2), . . . , [h]i (2M − 1) to
the server. Now, each server i already has the evaluations
of [h]i at all of the points it needs to complete Step 2 of
the SNIP verification. To complete Step 3, each server
must interpolate [h]i and evaluate [h]i at the point r. We
accomplish this using the same fast interpolation-andevaluation trick described above for [ f ]i and [g]i
Circuit optimization In many cases, the servers hold
multiple verification circuits Valid1 , . . . , ValidN and want
to check whether the client’s submission passes all N
checks. To do so, we have the Valid circuits return zero
(instead of one) on success. If W j is the value on the
last output wire of the circuit Valid j , we have the servers
choose random values (r1 , . . . , rN ) ∈ FN and publish the
P
sum j r j W j in the last step of the protocol. If any W j , 0,
then this sum will be non-zero with high probability and
the servers will reject the client’s submission.
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Abstract
Many systems run rich analytics on sensitive data in the
cloud, but are prone to data breaches. Hardware enclaves
promise data confidentiality and secure execution of arbitrary computation, yet still suffer from access pattern
leakage. We propose Opaque, a distributed data analytics
platform supporting a wide range of queries while providing strong security guarantees. Opaque introduces new
distributed oblivious relational operators that hide access
patterns, and new query planning techniques to optimize
these new operators. Opaque is implemented on Spark
SQL with few changes to the underlying system. Opaque
provides data encryption, authentication and computation verification with a performance ranging from 52%
faster to 3.3x slower as compared to vanilla Spark SQL;
obliviousness comes with a 1.6–46x overhead. Opaque
provides an improvement of three orders of magnitude
over state-of-the-art oblivious protocols, and our query
optimization techniques improve performance by 2–5x.

1

Introduction

Cloud-based big data platforms collect and analyze vast
amounts of sensitive data such as user information (emails,
social interactions, shopping history), medical data, and
financial data. These systems extract value out of this data
through advanced SQL [4], machine learning [25, 15], or
graph analytics [14] queries. However, these informationrich systems are also valuable targets for attacks [16, 32].
Ideally, we want to both protect data confidentiality
and maintain its value by supporting the existing rich
stack of analytics tools. Recent innovation in trusted
hardware enclaves (such as Intel SGX [24] and AMD
Memory Encryption [19]) promise support for arbitrary
computation [6, 34] at processor speeds while protecting
the data.
Unfortunately, enclaves still suffer from an important
attack vector: access pattern leakage [41, 28]. Such
leakage occurs at the memory level and the network level.
Memory-level access pattern leakage happens when a
compromised OS is able to infer information about the encrypted data by monitoring an application’s page accesses.
Previous work [41] has shown that an attacker can extract
hundreds of kilobytes of data from confidential documents
in a spellcheck application, as well as discernible outlines
of jpeg images from an image processing application
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Figure 1: Opaque efficiently executes a wide range of distributed
data analytics tasks by introducing SGX-enabled oblivious relational operators that mask data access patterns and new query
optimization techniques to reduce performance overhead.

running inside the enclave. Network-level access pattern
leakage occurs in the distributed setting because tasks
(e.g., sorting or hash-partitioning) can produce network
traffic that reveals information about the encrypted data
(e.g., key skew), even if the messages sent over the network
are encrypted. For example, Ohrimenko et al [28] showed
that an attacker who observes the metadata of network
messages, such as source and destination (but not their
content), in a MapReduce computation can identify the
age group, marital status, and place of birth for some rows
in a census database. Therefore, to truly secure the data,
the computation should be oblivious: i.e., it should not
leak any access patterns.
In this paper, we introduce Opaque1, an oblivious distributed data analytics platform. Utilizing Intel SGX
hardware enclaves, Opaque provides strong security guarantees including computation integrity and obliviousness.
One key question when implementing the oblivious
functionality is: at what layer in the software stack should
we implement it? Implementing at the application layer
will likely result in application-specific solutions that are
not widely applicable. Implementing at the execution
layer, while very general, provides us with little semantics about an application beyond the execution graph and
significantly reduces our ability to optimize the implementation. Thus, neither of these two natural approaches
appears satisfactory.
Fortunately, recent developments and trends in big
data processing frameworks provide us with a compelling
opportunity: the query optimization layer. Previous work
has shown that the relational model can express a wide
1The name “Opaque” stands for Oblivious Platform for Analytic
QUEries, as well as opacity, hiding sensitive information.
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variety of big data workloads, including complex graph
analytics [14] and machine learning [17]. We chose to
implement Opaque at this layer. While the techniques
we present in this paper are general, we instantiate them
using Apache Spark [4] by layering Opaque on top of
Catalyst, the Spark SQL query optimizer (see Fig. 1).
Our design requires no changes to Spark’s libraries and
requires minimal extensions to Catalyst.
The main challenge we faced in designing Opaque is
the question of how to efficiently provide access pattern
protection. It has long been known in the literature that
such protection brings high overheads. For example,
the state-of-the-art framework for oblivious computation,
ObliVM [22], has an overhead of 9.3 × 106 x and is not
designed for distributed workloads. Even GraphSC [27],
a special-purpose platform for oblivious parallel graph
computation, reports a 105 x slowdown.
To address this challenge, we propose a two-part solution. First, we introduce a set of new distributed relational
operators that protect against both memory and network
access pattern leakage at the same time. These include
operators for joins and group-by aggregates. The contribution of these relational operators is to achieve obliviousness in a distributed and parallel setting. One recurring
challenge here is to handle boundary conditions (when
a value that repeats in rows spans multiple machines) in
a way that is efficient and does not leak access patterns.
These operators also come with computation integrity
guarantees, called self-verifying computation, preventing
an attacker from affecting the computation result.
Second, we provide novel query planning techniques,
both rule-based and cost-based, to further improve the
performance of oblivious computation.
• Rule-based optimization. Oblivious SQL operators in
Opaque consist of fine-grained oblivious computation
blocks called Opaque operators. We observe that by
taking a global view across these Opaque operators and
applying Opaque-specific rules, some operators can be
combined or removed while preserving security.
• Cost-based optimization. We develop a cost model for
oblivious operators that lets us evaluate the cost of a
physical plan. This model introduces security as a new
dimension to query optimization. We show that it is
possible to achieve significant performance gains by using join reordering to minimize the number of oblivious
operators. One key aspect used by our cost model is that
not all tables in a database are sensitive: some contain
public information. Hence, we can query such tables
using non-oblivious operators to improve performance.
Opaque allows database administrators to specify which
tables are sensitive. However, sensitive tables can be
related with seemingly insensitive tables. To protect
the sensitive tables in this case, Opaque leverages a
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technique in the database literature called inference
detection [18, 9] to propagate sensitivity through tables based on their schema information. Additionally,
Opaque propagates operator sensitivity as well for all
operators that touch sensitive tables.
We implemented Opaque using Intel SGX on top of
Spark SQL with minimal modifications to Spark SQL.
Opaque can be run in three modes: in encryption mode,
Opaque provides data encryption and authentication as
well as guarantees the correct execution of the computation; in oblivious mode, Opaque additionally provides
oblivious execution that protects against access pattern
leakage; in oblivious pad mode, Opaque improves on the
oblivious mode by preventing size leakage.
We evaluate Opaque on three types of workloads: SQL,
machine learning, and graph analytics. To evaluate SQL,
we utilize the Big Data Benchmark [1]. We also evaluated
Opaque on least squares regression and PageRank. In
a 5-node cluster of SGX machines, encryption mode’s
performance is competitive with the baseline (unencrypted
and non-oblivious): it ranges from being 52% faster to 3.3x
slower. The performance gains are due to C++ execution in
the enclave versus the JVM in untrusted mode (for vanilla
Spark SQL). Oblivious mode slows down the baseline
by 1.6–46x. Much of the oblivious costs are due to the
fact that Intel SGX is not set up for big data analytics
processing; future architectures [8, 21, 35] providing
larger and oblivious enclave memory will reduce this cost
significantly. We compare Opaque with GraphSC [27],
a state-of-the-art oblivious graph processing system, by
evaluating both systems on PageRank. Opaque is able to
achieve three orders of magnitude (2300x) of performance
gain, while also providing general SQL functionality.
Finally, while obliviousness is fundamentally costly, we
show that our new query optimization techniques achieve
a performance gain of 2–5x.

2

Background

Opaque combines advances in secure enclaves with the
Spark SQL distributed relational dataflow system. Here
we briefly describe these two technologies, as well as
exemplify an access pattern leakage attack.

2.1

Hardware Enclaves

Secure enclaves are a recent advance in computer processor technology providing three main security properties:
fully isolated execution, sealing, and remote attestation.
The exact implementation details of these properties vary
by platform (e.g. Intel SGX [24] or AMD Memory Encryption [19]), but the general concepts are the same. Our
design builds on the general notion of an enclave, which
has several properties. First, isolated execution of an
enclave process restricts access to a subset of memory
such that only that particular enclave can access it. No
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other process on the same processor, not even the OS,
hypervisor, or system management module, can access
that memory. Second, sealing enables encrypting and
authenticating the enclave’s data such that no process
other than the exact same enclave can decrypt or modify
it (undetectably). This enables other parties, such as
the operating system, to store information on behalf of
the enclave. Third, remote attestation is the ability to
prove that the desired code is indeed running securely and
unmodified within the enclave of a particular device.

2.2

Access pattern leakage attacks

To understand access pattern leakage concretely, consider
an example query in the medical setting:
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM patient WHERE age > 30
GROUP BY disease

The “group by” operation commonly uses hash bucketing:
each machine iterates through its records and assigns each
record to a bucket. The records are then shuffled over the
network so that records within the same bucket are sent
to the same machine. For simplicity, assume each bucket
is assigned to a separate machine. By watching network
packets, the attacker sees the number of items sent to each
machine. Combined with public knowledge about disease
likelihood, the attacker infers each bucket’s disease type.
Moreover, the attacker can learn the disease type for
a specific database record, as follows. By observing
page access patterns, the attacker can track a specific
record’s bucket assignment. If the bucket’s disease type
is known, then the record’s disease type is also known. A
combination of page-based access patterns and networklevel access patterns thus gives attackers a powerful tool
to gain information about encrypted data.

2.3

Spark background

We implemented Opaque on top of Spark SQL [42, 4], a
popular cluster computing framework, and we use Spark
terminology in our design for concreteness. We emphasize
that the design of Opaque is not tied to Spark or Spark SQL:
the oblivious operators and query planning techniques are
applicable to other relational frameworks.
The design of Spark SQL [42, 4] is built around two
components: master and workers. The user interacts with
the master which is often running with the workers in
the cloud. When a user issues a query to Spark SQL,
the command is sent to the master which constructs and
optimizes a physical query plan in the form of a DAG
(directed acyclic graph) whose nodes are tasks and whose
edges indicate data flow. The conversion of the SQL query
into a physical query plan is mediated by the Catalyst query
optimizer.
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3 Overview
3.1 Threat model and assumptions
We assume a powerful adversary who controls the cloud
provider’s software stack. As a result, the adversary can
observe and modify the network traffic between different
nodes in the cloud as well as between the cloud and the
client. The attacker may gain root access to the operating
system, modify data or communications that are not inside
a secure enclave, and observe the content and order of
memory accesses by an enclave to untrusted memory
(i.e., memory that is not part of a secure enclave). In
particular, the adversary may perform a rollback attack,
in which it restores sealed data to a previous state.
We assume the adversary cannot compromise the trusted
hardware, relevant enclave keys, or client software. In
particular, the attacker cannot issue queries or change
server-side data through the client. Denial-of-service
attacks are out of scope for this paper. A cloud provider
may destroy all customer data or deny or delay access
to the service, but this would not be in the provider’s
interest. Customers also have the option to choose a
different provider if necessary. Side-channel attacks based
on power analysis or timing attacks (including those that
measure the time spent in the enclave or the time when
queries arrive) are also out of scope.
We assume that accesses to the source code of Opaque
that runs in the enclave are oblivious. This can be achieved
either by making accesses oblivious using tools such as
GhostRider [21], or by using an enclave architecture that
provides a pool of oblivious memory [8, 21, 35]; the latter
need only provide a small amount of memory because the
relevant Opaque source code is ≈ 1.4MB.

3.2

Opaque’s architecture

Figure 2 shows Opaque’s architecture. Opaque does
not change the layout of Spark and Spark SQL, except
for one aspect. Opaque moves the query planner to the
client side because a malicious cloud controlling the query
planner can result in incorrect job execution. However,
we keep the scheduler on the server side, where it runs
in the untrusted domain. We augment Opaque with a
computation verification mechanism (§4.2) to prevent an
attacker from corrupting the computation results.
The Catalyst planner resides in the job driver and is
extended with Opaque optimization rules. Given a job,
the job driver outputs a task DAG and a unique job
identifier JID for this job. For example, the query from
§2.2 translates to the DAG shown in Fig. 3. The job driver
annotates each edge with an ID, e.g., E1, and each node
with a task ID, e.g., task 4. The input data is split in
partitions, each having its own identifier.
Oblivious memory parameter. As discussed, the current Intel SGX architecture leaks memory access patterns
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Figure 2: Opaque’s architecture overview.

both when accessing the enclave’s memory (EPC) and the
rest of main memory. Nevertheless, recent work, such as
Sanctum [8], GhostRider [21], and T-SGX [35], proposes
enclave designs that protect against access patterns to the
EPC. Hence, such systems yield a pool of oblivious memory, which can be used as a cache to speed up oblivious
computations. Since the size of the oblivious pool depends
on the architecture used, we parameterize Opaque with
a variable specifying the size of the oblivious memory.
This parameter can range from as small as the registers
(plus Opaque’s enclave code size) to as large as the entire
EPC [8, 35] or main memory. Bigger oblivious memory
allows faster oblivious execution in Opaque. In all cases,
Opaque provides oblivious accesses to the non-oblivious
part of the EPC, to the rest of RAM, and over the network.

3.3

Security guarantees

Encryption mode. In encryption mode, Opaque provides
data encryption and authentication guarantees. Opaque’s
self-verifying integrity protocol (§4.2) guarantees that, if
the client verifies the received result of the computation
successfully, then the result is correct, i.e., not affected
by a malicious attacker. The proof of security for the
self-verifying integrity protocol is rather straightforward,
and similar to the proof for VC3 [34].
Oblivious modes. In the two oblivious modes, Opaque
provides the strong guarantee of oblivious execution with
respect to memory, disk, and network accesses for every
sensitive SQL operator. As explained in §6.3, these are
operators taking as input at least one sensitive table or
intermediate results from a set of operators involving
at least one sensitive table. Opaque does not hide the
computation/queries run at the server or data sizes, but it
protects the data content. In oblivious mode, the attacker
learns the size of each input and output to a SQL operator
and the query plan chosen by Catalyst, which might leak
some statistical information. The oblivious pad mode,
explained in §5.3, hides even this information by pushing
up all filters and padding the final output to a public
upper bound, in exchange for more performance overhead.
We formalize and prove our obliviousness guarantees in
the extended version of this paper, and present only the
statement of the guarantees here.
Consider oblivious mode. The standard way to formalize that a system hides access patterns is to exhibit a
simulator that takes as input a query plan and data sizes
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Figure 3: Example task DAG.

but not the data content, yet is able to produce the same
trace of memory and network accesses as the system. Intuitively, since the simulator did not take the data as input,
it means that the accesses of the system do not depend on
the data content. Whatever the simulator takes as input is
an upper bound on what the system leaks.
To specify the leakage of Opaque, consider the following (informal) notation. Let D be a dataset and Q a
query. Let Size (D) be the sizing information of D, which
includes the size of each table, row, column, attribute, the
number of rows, the number of columns, but does not
include the value of each attribute. Let S be the schema
information, which includes table and column names in
D, as well as which tables are sensitive. Opaque can
easily hide table and column names via encryption. The
sensitive tables include those marked by the administrator, as well as those marked by Opaque after sensitivity
propagation (§6.3). Let IOSize (D, Q) be the input/output
size of each SQL operator in Q when run on D. We
define P = OpaquePlan (D, Q) to be the physical plan
generated by Opaque. We define Trace to be the trace of
memory accesses and network traffic patterns (the source,
destination, execution stage, and size of each message) for
sensitive operators.
Theorem 1. For all D, S, where D is a dataset and S is its
schema, and for each query Q, there exists a polynomialtime simulator Sim such that, for P = OpaquePlan (D, Q),
Sim (Size (D), S, IOSize (D, Q), P) = Trace (D, P).

The existence of Sim demonstrates that access patterns
of the execution are oblivious, and that the attacker does
not learn the data content D beyond sizing information
and the query plan. The fact that the planner chose a
certain query plan over other possible plans for the same
query might leak some information about the statistics
on the data maintained by the planner. Nevertheless, the
planner maintains only a small amount of such statistics
that contain much less information than the actual data
content. Further, the attacker does not see these statistics
directly and does not have the power to change data or
queries and observe changes to the query plan.
Oblivious pad mode’s security guarantees are similar
to the above, except that the simulator no longer takes
as input IOSize (D, Q), but instead only a public upper
bound on the size of a query’s final output.
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Note that Opaque protects most constants in a query
using semantic security: for example it hides the constant
in “age ≥ 30”, but not in “LIMIT 30”.
Coupling oblivious accesses with the fact that the content of every write to memory and every network message is freshly encrypted with semantic security enables
Opaque to provide a strong degree of data confidentiality.
In particular, Opaque protects against the memory and
network access patterns attacks presented in [41] and [28].

4

Opaque’s encryption mode

In this section, we describe Opaque’s encryption mode,
which provides data encryption, authentication and computation integrity.

4.1

Data encryption and authentication

Similar to previous designs [6, 34], Opaque uses remote
attestation to ensure that the correct code has been loaded
into enclaves. A secure communication channel is then
established and used to agree upon a shared secret key k
between the client and the enclaves.
All data in an enclave is automatically encrypted by the
enclave hardware using the processor key of that enclave.
Before communicating with another enclave, an enclave
always encrypts its data with AuthEnc using the shared
secret key k. AuthEnc encrypts data with AES in GCM
mode, a high-speed mode that provides authenticated
encryption. In addition to encryption, this mode also
produces a 128-bit MAC to be used for checking integrity.

4.2

Self-verifying computation

Ensuring computation integrity is necessary because a
malicious OS could drop messages, alter data or computation. We call our integrity checking strategy self-verifying
computation because the computation verifies itself as it
proceeds. The mere fact that the computation finished
without aborting means that it was not tampered with.
Let us first discuss how to check that the input data was
not corrupted. As in VC3 [34], the identifier of a partition
of input data is its MAC. The MAC acts as a self-certifying
identifier because an attacker cannot produce a different
partition content for a given ID. Finally, the job driver
computes C ← AuthEnck (JID, DAG, P1, . . ., Pp ), where
P1, . . ., Pp indicates the identifiers of the partitions to be
taken as input. Every worker node receives C. Opaque’s
verifier running in the enclave decrypts and checks the
authenticity of the DAG in C.
Then, to verify the integrity of the computation, each
task needs to check that the computation up to it has
proceeded correctly. First, if E1, . . ., Et are edges incoming
into task T in the DAG, the verifier checks that it has
received authentic input on each edge from the correct
previous task and that it has received input for all edges.
To ensure this invariant, each node producing an output o
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for an edge E encrypts this output using AuthEnck (JID,
E, o). The receiving node can check the authenticity of
this data and that it has received data for every edge in the
DAG. Second, the node will run the correct task T because
the enclave code was set up using remote attestation and
task T is integrity-verified in the DAG. Finally, each job
ends with the job driver receiving the final result and
checking its MAC. The last MAC serves as a proof of
correct completion of this task.
This protocol improves over VC3 [34], which requires
an extra stage where all workers send their inputs and
outputs to a master which checks that they all received
complete and correct inputs. Opaque avoids the cost of
this extra stage and performs the verification during the
computation, resulting in negligible cost.
Rollback attacks. Spark’s RDDs combined with our verification method implicitly defend against rollback attacks,
because the input to the workers is matched against the
expected MACs from the client and afterwards, the computation proceeds deterministically. The computation result
is the same even with rollbacks.

4.3

Fault tolerance

In Spark, if the scheduler notices that some machine is slow
or unresponsive, it reassigns that task to another machine.
Opaque’s architecture facilitates this process because the
encrypted DAG is independent from the workers’ physical
machines. As a result, the scheduler can live entirely
in the untrusted domain, and does not affect Opaque’s
security if compromised.

5

Oblivious execution

In this section, we describe Opaque’s oblivious execution
design. We first present two oblivious building blocks,
followed by Opaque’s oblivious SQL operator designs.

5.1

Oblivious building blocks

Oblivious sorting is central to the design of oblivious
SQL operators. Opaque adapts existing oblivious sorting
algorithms for both local and distributed sorting, which
we now explain.
5.1.1

Intra-machine oblivious sorting

Sorting networks [7] are abstract networks that consist of
a set of comparators that compare and swap two elements.
Elements travel over wires from the input to comparators,
where they are sorted and output again over wires. Sorting
networks are able to sort any sequence of elements using
a fixed set of comparisons.
Denote by OM, the oblivious memory available for
query processing, as discussed in §3.2. In the worst case,
this is only a part of the registers. If the total size of
the data to be sorted on a single machine fits inside the
OM, then it is possible to load everything into the OM,
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Figure 4: Column sort, used in the distributed setting. Each
column represents a single partition, and we assume that each
machine only has one partition. The algorithm has eight steps.
Steps 1, 3, 5, 7 are sorts, and the rest are shuffle operations.

sort using quicksort, then re-encrypt and write out the
result. If the data cannot fit inside the OM, Opaque will
first partition the data into blocks. Each block is moved
into the OM and sorted using quicksort. We then run a
sorting network called bitonic sort over the blocks, treating
each one as an abstract element in the network. Each
comparator operation loads two blocks into the enclave,
decrypts, merges, and re-encrypts the blocks. The merge
operation only requires a single scan over the blocks.
5.1.2

Inter-machine oblivious sorting

A natural way to adapt the bitonic sorting network in the
distributed setting is to treat each machine as an abstract
element in the sorting network. We can sort within each
machine separately, then run the bitonic sorting network
over the machines. However, each level of comparators
now corresponds to a network shuffling of data. Given
n machines, the sorting network will incur O(log2 n)
number of shuffles, which is high.
Instead, Opaque uses column sort [20], which sorts the
data using a fixed number of shuffles (5 in our experiments)
by exploiting the fact that a single machine can hold many
items. Column sort works as follows: given a sequence
of B input items, we split these items into s partitions,
where each partition has exactly r items (with padding if
necessary). Without loss of generality, we assume that
each machine handles one partition. We treat each partition as a column in column sort. The sorting algorithm
has 8 steps: the odd-numbered steps are per-column sorts
(implemented as intra-machine oblivious sorting), and
the even-numbered steps shuffle the data deterministically.
Figure 4 gives a visual example of how column sort works.
The sorting algorithm has the restriction that r ≥ 2(s − 1) 2 ,
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which applies well to our setting because there are many
records in a single partition/column.
An important property of column sort is that, as an oblivious operator, it preserves the balance of the partitions.
This means that after a sort, a partition will have exactly
the same number of items as before. Partition balance
is required to avoid leaking any information regarding
the underlying data’s distribution. However, balanced
partitioning is incompatible with co-locating all records
of a given group. Instead, records with identical grouping
attributes may be split across partitions. Operators that
consume the output of column sort must therefore be
able to transfer information between adjacent partitions
obliviously and efficiently. We address this challenge in
our descriptions of the oblivious operators.

5.2

Oblivious operators

In this section, we show how to use the oblivious building
blocks to construct oblivious relational algebra operators.
The three operators we present are filter, group-by, and
join. Opaque uses an existing oblivious filter operator [3],
but provides new algorithms for the join and group-by
operators, required by the distributed and parallel setting.
In what follows, we focus only on the salient parts of
these algorithms. We do not delve into how to make simple
structures oblivious like conditionals or increments, which
is already known (e.g., [21]).
5.2.1 Oblivious filter
An oblivious filter ensures that the attacker cannot track
which encrypted input rows pass the filter. A naïve filter
that streams data through the enclave to get rid of unwanted
rows will leak which rows have been filtered out because
the attacker can keep track of which input resulted in an
output. Instead, the filter operator [3] used in Opaque first
scans and marks each row with a “0” (record should be
kept) or a “1” (record should be filtered), then obliviously
sorts all rows with “0” before “1”, and lastly, removes the
“1” rows.
5.2.2 Oblivious Aggregate
Aggregation queries group items with equal grouping
attributes and then aggregate them using an aggregation
function. For example, for the query in §2.2, the grouping
attribute is disease and the aggregation function is count.
A naïve aggregation implementation leaks information
about group sizes (some groups may contain more records
than others), as well as the actual mapping from a record
to a group. For example, a reduce operation that sends all
rows in the same group to a single machine reveals which
and how many rows are in the group. Prior work [28]
showed that an attacker can identify age group or place of
birth from such protocols.
Opaque’s oblivious aggregation starts with an oblivious
sort on the grouping attributes. Once the sort is complete,
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all records that have the same grouping attributes are
located next to each other. A single scan might seem
sufficient to aggregate and output a value for each group,
but this is incorrect. First, the number of groups per
machine can leak the number of values in each group. A
further challenge (mentioned in §5.1.2) is that a set of rows
with the same grouping attributes might span multiple
machines, leaking such information. We need to devise a
parallel solution because a sequential scan is too slow.
We solve the above problems by designing a distributed
group-by operator that reveals neither row-to-group mapping nor the size of each group. The logical unit for this
algorithm is a partition, which is assumed to fit on one
machine. The intuition for this algorithm is that we want
to simulate a global sequential scan using per-partition
parallel scans. If all records in a group are in one partition,
the group will be aggregated immediately. Once the last
record in that group has been consumed in the scan, the
aggregation result is complete. If records in a group are
split across partitions, we want to pass information across
partitions efficiently and obliviously so that later partitions
have the information they need to finish the aggregation.
High-cardinality aggregation. This aggregation algorithm should be run when the number of groups is large.
Stage 1 [sort]: Obliviously sort all records based on the
grouping attributes.
Stages 2–4 are the boundary processing stages. These
stages solve the problem of a single group being split
across multiple machines after column sort. Figure 5
illustrates an example.
Stage 2 [per-partition scan 1]: Each worker scans its
partition once to gather some statistics, which include the
partition’s first and last rows, as well as partial aggregates
of the last group in this partition. In Figure 5, each
column represents one partition. Each worker calculates
statistics including Ri , the partial aggregate. In partition
0, R0 = (C, 2) is the partial aggregate that corresponds to
the last row in that partition, C.
Stage 3 [boundary processing]: All of the statistics from
stage 2 are collected into a single partition. The worker
assigned this partition will scan all of the statistics and
compute one global partial aggregate (GPA) per partition.
Each partition’s GPA should be given to the next partition.
Figure 5’s stage 3 shows an example of how the GPA is
computed. The first partition always receives a dummy
GPA since it is not preceded by any other partition. Partition P1 receives (C, 2) from P0. With this information,
P1 can correctly compute the aggregation result for group
C, even though the records are split across P0 and P1.
Stage 4 [per-partition scan 2]: Each partition receives a
GPA, which will be used to produce the final aggregation
results. Figure 5’s stage 4 shows that P1 can aggregate
0
groups C, D and E using R1 . Note that one record needs
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Figure 6: Stages 2–4 of oblivious join.

to be output for every input record, and output rows are
marked as dummy if necessary (e.g., returning −1 for the
count result).
Stage 5 [sort and filter]: Obliviously sort the dummy
records after the real records, and filter out the dummies.
Low-cardinality group-by. If the number of groups is
small (e.g., age groups, states), Opaque provides an alternative algorithm that avoids the second oblivious sort,
which we describe in the extended version of this paper.
5.2.3

Oblivious sort-merge join

Regular joins leak information about how many and which
records are joined together on the same join attributes.
For example, a regular primary-foreign key join may sort
the two tables separately, maintain a pointer to each table,
and merge the two tables together while advancing the
pointers. The pointer locations reveal information about
how many rows have the same join attributes and which
rows are joined together.
We developed an oblivious equi-join algorithm based
on the sort-merge join algorithm. While our algorithm
presented below focuses on primary-foreign key join, we
can also generalize the algorithm to inner equi-join, which
we describe in our extended paper. Let Tp be the primary
key table, and T f be the foreign key table.
Stage 1 [union and sort]: We union Tp with T f , then
obliviously sort them together based on the join attributes.
We break ties by ordering Tp records before T f records.
As with oblivious aggregation, stages 2–4 are used to
handle the case of a join group (e.g., a set of rows from Tp
and T f that are joined together) that is split across multiple
machines. We use Figure 6 to illustrate these three stages.
Stage 2 [per-partition scan 1]: Each partition is scanned
once and the last row from Tp in that partition, or a dummy
(if there is no record from Tp on that machine) is returned.
We call this the boundary record.
Figure 6 explains stage 2 with an example, where Tp.x
indicates a record from the primary key table with join
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attribute x, and Tf.x indicates a record from the foreign
key table with join attribute x. In partition P0, Tp.b is the
last record of Tp in that partition, so the boundary record
is set to Tp.b. P1 does not contain any row from Tp , so
its boundary record is set to a dummy value.
Stage 3 [boundary processing]: In stage 3, we want to
generate primary key table records to give back to each
data partition so that all of the foreign key table records
in each partition (even if the information spans across
multiple machines) can be joined with the corresponding
primary key record. We do so by first collecting all of the
boundary records to one partition. This list is scanned
once, and we output a new boundary record for every
partition. Each output is set to the value of the most
recently encountered non-dummy boundary.
For example, Fig. 6’s stage 3 shows that three boundary
records are collected. Partition 0 will always get a dummy
record. Record Tp.b is passed from partition 0 to partitions
1 and 2 because d 1 is a dummy. This ensures that any
record from T f with join attribute b (e.g., the first record
of partition 2) will be joined correctly.
Stage 4 [per-partition scan 2]: Stage 4 is similar to a
normal sort-merge join, where the worker linearly scans
the tables and joins primary key records with the corresponding foreign key records. There are some variations
to preserve obliviousness. First, the initial record in the
primary key table should come from the boundary record
received in stage 3 (except for the first partition). Second,
during the single scan, we need to make sure that one
record is output for every input record, outputting dummy
records as necessary.
Figure 6’s stage 4 shows how the algorithm works on
partition 2. The boundary record’s value is Tp.b, which is
successfully joined with the first row of partition 2. Since
P2 ’s second row is a new record from Tp , we change the
boundary record to Tp.c, and a dummy is output.
Stage 5 [sort and filter]: Oblivious sort to filter out the
dummies.

5.3

Oblivious pad mode

Oblivious execution provides strong security guarantees
and prevents access pattern leakage. However, it does
not hide the output size of each relational operator. This
means that in a query with multiple relational operators,
the size of each intermediate result is leaked. To solve this
problem, Opaque provides a stronger variant of oblivious
execution: oblivious with padding.
The idea is to never reduce the output size of a relational
operator until the end of the query. This can be easily
achieved by using “filter push up.” For example, a query
that has a join followed by an aggregation will skip stage
5 of the join. After the aggregation, all dummies will be
filtered out in a single sort with filter. We also require the
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user to provide an upper bound on the final result size, and
Opaque will pad the final result to this size. In this case,
the query plan also no longer depends on data statistics,
as we discuss in §6.4.
Note that this mode is more inefficient because Opaque
cannot take advantage of selectivity (e.g., of filters), and we
provide an evaluation in our extended paper. Therefore, we
recommend using padding on extremely sensitive datasets.

6

Query planning

Even with parallelizable oblivious algorithms, obliviousness is still expensive. We now describe Opaque’s query
planner, which reduces obliviousness overheads by introducing novel techniques that build on rule-based and
cost-based optimization, as well as entity-relational modeling. We first formalize a cost model for our oblivious
operators to allow a standard query planner to perform
basic optimizations on oblivious plans. We then describe
several new optimizations specific to Opaque, enabled
by a decomposition of oblivious relational operators into
lower-level Opaque operators. Finally, we describe a
mixed sensitivity setting where a database administrator
can designate tables as sensitive. Opaque applies a technique in databases known as second path analysis that uses
foreign-key relationships in a data model to identify tables
that are not sensitive, accounting for inference attacks. We
also demonstrate that such sensitivity propagation occurs
within a single query plan, allowing us to substantially
speed up certain queries using join reordering.

6.1

Cost model

Cost estimation in Opaque differs from that of a traditional SQL database because sorting, the core database
operation, is more costly in the oblivious setting than otherwise. Oblivious sorting has very different algorithmic
behavior from conventional sorting algorithms because
the sequence of comparisons can be constructed based
only on the input size and not the input data. Therefore,
our cost model must accurately model oblivious sorting,
which is the dominant cost in our oblivious operators.
Similarly to a conventional sort, the cost of an oblivious
sort depends on two factors: the number of input items
and the padded record size. Even for datasets that fit in
memory, cost modeling for an oblivious sort is similar
to that of a traditional external sort because the latency
penalty incurred by the enclave for accessing pages outside
of the oblivious memory or EPC effectively adds a layer
to the memory hierarchy. We therefore use a two-level
sorting scheme for oblivious sort, described in §5.1.1,
having a runtime complexity of O(n log2 n).
We now formalize the cost of oblivious sort and use
this to model oblivious join. The costs of other oblivious
operators can be similarly modeled.
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Let T be a relation, and r be a padded record. We
denote |T | to be the size of the relation T, and |r | to be
the size of a padded record. Let |OMem| be the size
of the oblivious memory, and K a constant scale factor
representing the cost of executing a compare-and-swap
on two records. We denote n to be the number of records
per block, and B to be the required number of blocks. We
can estimate n, B, and the resulting sort cost Co-sort and
join cost Co-join as follows:
|OMem|
n=
, B = |T | /n, Co-join ≈ 2 · Co-sort
2 |R|


K |T | log |T | if |T | · |R| ≤ |OMem|






Co-sort (|T |, |R|) =  K Bn log n + nB log B(1 + log B)/2



otherwise

The number of records n per block follows from the fact
that two blocks must fit in oblivious memory at a time for
the merge step. The expression for the sort cost follows
from the two-level sorting scheme. If the input fits inside
the oblivious memory, we bypass the sorting network and
instead use quicksort within this memory, so the estimated
cost is simply the cost of quicksort. Otherwise, we sort
each block individually using quicksort, run a sorting
network on the set of blocks and merge blocks pairwise.
The sorting network performs B log B(1+log B)/4 merges,
each incurring a cost of 2n to merge two blocks. We
experimentally verify this cost model in §8.4.

6.2

Oblivious query optimization

We now describe new optimization rules for a sequence of
oblivious operators. Our rules operate on the lower-level
operations within each oblivious operator, which we call
Opaque operators.
6.2.1

Overview of the query planner

Before describing the Opaque operators, we provide an
overview of the planning process, illustrated in Fig. 7.
Opaque leverages the Catalyst query planner to transform
a SQL query into an operator graph encoding the logical
plan. Opaque interposes in the planning process to mark
all logical operators that process sensitive data as oblivious.
Catalyst can apply standard relational optimizations to the
logical plan such as filter pushdown and join reordering.

USENIX Association

Catalyst then generates a physical plan where each logical operator is mapped to one or more physical operators
representing the choice of execution strategy. For example,
a logical non-oblivious join operator could be converted
to a physical hash join or a broadcast join based on the
input cardinalities. Oblivious operators are transformed
into physical Opaque operators at this stage, allowing
us to express rules specific to combinations of oblivious
operators. Similar to Catalyst, generating these physical
operators allows Opaque to select from multiple implementations of the same logical operator based on table
statistics. For example, if column cardinality is available,
Opaque may use it to decide which oblivious aggregation
algorithm to use. Catalyst then applies our Opaque rules
to the physical plan.
The physical plan is then converted into an encrypted
representation to hide information such as column names,
constants, etc. Finally, Catalyst transforms the encrypted
physical plan into a Spark DAG containing a graph of
RDDs and executes it on the cluster.
6.2.2

Opaque operators

The following is a sampling of the physical Opaque operators generated during planning:
• SORT (C): obliviously sort on columns C
• FILTER: drop rows if predicate not satisfied
• PROJECT-f: similar to FILTER, but projects filtered out
rows to 1, the rest to 0; preserves input size
• HC-AGG: stages 2–4 of the aggregation algorithm
• SORT-MERGE-JOIN: steps 2–4 of the sort-merge join algorithm
6.2.3

Query optimization

In this section, we give an example of an Opaque-specific
rule:
SORT (C2, FILTER (SORT (C1, PROJECT-f (C1 ))))
= FILTER (SORT (C1, C2, PROJECT-f (C1 )))
Let us take a look at how this rule would work with
a specific query. We use the example query from §2.2,
which translates to the following physical plan:
LC-AGG (disease,
SORT (disease, FILTER (dummy,
SORT (dummy_col, PROJECT-f (age, patient)))))

The filter will first do a projection based on the column
age. To preserve obliviousness, the projected column

is sorted and a real filter is applied. Since a sort-based
aggregation comes after the filter, we need to do another
sort on disease.
We make the observation that the second sort can be
combined with the first sort into one oblivious sort on
multiple columns. Since PROJECT-f always projects a
column that is binary (i.e., the column contains only “0”s
and “1”s), we can first sort on the binary column, then on
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Patient (P_)
P_ID
NAME
AGE
D_ID

Treatment Plan
(TP_)

Treatment
Record (TR_)

T_ID

TR_ID

PID

T_ID

START_DATE

M_ID

END_DATE

DATE

DOCTOR

START_TIME

COMMENT

END_TIME

Medication (M_)

COMMENT

DOSAGE

Disease (D_)
D_ID

M_ID

NAME

NAME

G_ID

D_ID

G_ID

COST

NAME

Gene (G_)

COMMENT

Figure 8: Example medical schema.

the second sort’s columns (in this example, the disease
column). Therefore, the previous plan becomes:
LC-AGG (disease, FILTER (dummy_col,
SORT ({dummy_col, disease},
PROJECT-f (age, patient))))
This optimization is rule-based instead of cost-based.
Furthermore, our rule is different from what a regular
SQL optimizer applies because it pushes up the filter,
while a SQL optimizer pushes down the filter. Filter pushdown is unsafe because it does not provide obliviousness
guarantees. Applying the filter before sorting will leak
which records are filtered out.

6.3

Mixed sensitivity

Many applications operate on a database where not all
of the tables are sensitive. For example, a hospital may
treat patient information as sensitive while information
about drugs, diseases, and various hospital services may
be public knowledge (see Figure 8).
6.3.1 Sensitivity propagation
Propagation on tables. In a mixed sensitivity environment, tables that are not marked as sensitive could still be
sensitive if they reveal information about other sensitive
tables. Consider the example schema in Fig. 8. The
Disease, Medication, and Gene tables are public datasets
or have publicly known distributions in this example and
therefore are not sensitive. Meanwhile the Patient table
would likely be marked as sensitive. But what about Treatment Plan and Treatment Record? It turns out these tables
are also sensitive because they implicitly embed patient
information. Each treatment record belongs to a single
patient, and each patient’s plan may contain multiple treatment records. If an attacker has some prior knowledge,
for example regarding what type of medication a patient
uses, then observing only the Treatment Record table may
allow the attacker to use an inference attack to gain further information about that patient such as their treatment
frequency and other medication they may be taking.
To prevent such attacks, we use a technique from
database literature called second path analysis [18]. The
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intuition for the inference attack is that information propagates along primary-foreign key relations: since each
treatment record belongs to one treatment plan and one
patient, the treatment record contains implicit information
about patients. The disease table is connected to the
patient table as well, except it has a primary key pointing
into patient. This means that the disease table does not
implicitly embed patient information.
Second path analysis accomplishes table sensitivity
propagation by first directly marking user-specified tables
as sensitive. After this is done, it recursively marks all
tables that are reachable from every sensitive table via
primary-foreign key relationships as sensitive as well.
As in Fig. 8, such relationships are marked in an entityrelationship diagram using an arrow from the primary key
table to the foreign key table.
This approach has been generalized to associations other
than explicit foreign keys and implemented in automated
tools [9]. We do not reimplement such analysis in Opaque,
instead referring to the existing work.
Propagation on operators. Another form of sensitivity
propagation occurs when an operator (e.g., join) involves
a sensitive and a non-sensitive table. In this case, we
must run the entire operator obliviously. Additionally, for
every leaf table that is marked sensitive in a query plan,
sensitivity propagates on the path from the leaf to the root,
and Opaque runs all the operators on this path obliviously.
6.3.2

Join reordering

Queries involving both sensitive and non-sensitive tables
may contain a mix of oblivious and non-oblivious operators. Due to sensitivity propagation on operators, some
logical plans may involve more oblivious operators than
others. For example, a three-way join query where one
table is sensitive may involve two oblivious joins if the
sensitive table is joined first, or only one oblivious join if
it is joined last (i.e., the non-sensitive tables are pushed
down in the join order).
Join reordering in a traditional SQL optimizer centers
on performing the most selective joins first, reducing
the number of tuples that need to be processed. The
statistics regarding selectivity can be collected by running
oblivious Opaque queries. In Opaque, mixed sensitivity
introduces another dimension to query optimization because of operator-level sensitivity propagation and the fact
that oblivious operators are much more costly than their
non-oblivious counterparts. Therefore, a join ordering
that minimizes the number of oblivious operators may in
some cases be more efficient than one that only optimizes
based on selectivity.
Consider the following query to find the least costly
medication for each patient, using the schema in Fig. 8:
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Assuming Cjoin  Co-join and |P| < |D|  |G|,

ᵞ

⨝
Patient

Disease

⨝

Patient

Disease

Medication

(a) SQL join order

ᵞ
Medication

(b) Opaque join order

Figure 9: Join reordering in mixed sensitivity mode.
SELECT
FROM

WHERE

Co-join (|P| + |G|, R) Co-join (|G|, R)
CSQL
=
≈
COpaque
Cjoin (|G| + |D|, R)
Cjoin (|G|, R)

⨝

⨝

p_name, d_name, med_cost
patient, disease,
(SELECT d_id, min(cost) AS med_cost
FROM medication
GROUP BY d_id) AS med
disease.d_id = patient.d_id
AND disease.d_id = med.d_id

We assume that the Patient table is the smallest, followed
by Disease, then Medication (|P| < |D| < |M |), as might
occur when considering only currently hospitalized patients and assuming there are multiple medications for
each disease. The aggregation query reduces the cardinality of Medication to that of Disease and ensures a
one-to-one relationship between the two tables.
Figure 9 shows two join orders for this query. A traditional SQL optimizer will execute the most selective join
first, joining Patient with Disease, then with Medication.
The optimal ordering for Opaque will instead delay joining
Patient to reduce the number of oblivious joins. To see
this, we now analyze the costs for both join orders.
Let CSQL be the cost of this query using the SQL join
order, COpaque the cost using the Opaque join order, and R
the padded row size for all input tables. Note that the size
of the Medication aggregate table is |D|.
CSQL = 2Co-join (|P| + |D|, R)
COpaque = Cjoin (2 |D|, R) + Co-join (|P| + |D|, R)

Limitations. Note that sensitivity propagation optimizes
efficiently when the large tables in a database are not
sensitive. This makes intuitive sense because computation
on larger tables contributes more to the query runtime. If
the larger tables are sensitive, then join reordering cannot
help because any join with these tables must always be
made oblivious. Therefore, the underlying schema will
have a large impact on the effectiveness of our cost-based
query optimizations.

6.4

2Co-join (|P| + |D|, R)
CSQL
≤
=2
COpaque
Co-join (|P| + |D|, R)
Thus, this query will see at most 2x speedup from
join reordering. However, other queries can benefit still
further from this optimization. Consider a three-way join
of Patient, Disease, and Gene to extract the gene mutation
affecting each patient. We assume Gene is a very large
public dataset, so that |P| < |D| < |G|. Because Disease
contains a foreign key into Gene, the three-way join occurs
only on primary-foreign key constraints with no need for
aggregation. As before, a traditional SQL optimizer would
execute (P 1 D) 1 G while Opaque will run (G 1 D) 1 P.
The costs are as follows:
CSQL = Co-join (|P| + |D|, R) + Co-join (|P| + |G|, R)
COpaque = Cjoin (|G| + |D|, R) + Co-join (|D| + |P|, R)

Query planning for oblivious pad mode

As discussed in §3.3, the fact that the planner chose a
query plan over another plan leaks some information
about the selectivity of some operators. For example,
generalized inner joins’ costs depend on join selectivity
information. This is not a problem for primary-foreign
key joins because these costs can be estimated using only
the size of each table: the output size of such a join is
always the size of the foreign key table.
Oblivious pad mode does not leak such statistics information. All filters are pushed up and combined together at
the end of the query. The optimizer does not need to use
selectivity information because the overall size will not
be reduced until the very end. Thus, our query planning
stage only needs to use publicly-known information such
as the size of each table.

7

Assuming Cjoin  Co-join ,
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The maximum theoretical performance gain for this
query therefore approaches the performance difference
between the Opaque and non-oblivious join operators. We
demonstrate this empirically in Fig. 12b.

Implementation

Opaque is implemented on top of Spark SQL, a big data
analytics framework. Our implementation consists of
7000 lines of C++ enclave code and 3600 lines of Scala.
We implemented the Opaque operators and query optimization rules from §6 by extending Catalyst using its
developer APIs with minimal modifications to Spark. Our
operators are written in Scala and execute in the untrusted
domain, making trusted calls to the enclave when necessary through JNI. For example, the SORT operator performs
inter-machine sorting using an RDD-based implementation of distributed column sort in the untrusted domain
(§5.1.2). Within each partition, the SORT operator serializes the encrypted rows and passes them using JNI to
the worker node’s enclave, which then performs the local
sort in the trusted domain (§5.1.1). Our implementation
currently does not support arbitrary user-defined functions
(UDFs) due to the difficulty in making them oblivious.
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Figure 10: Sort microbenchmarks. (a) Non-oblivious sort in
SGX. Exceeding EPC size causes a dramatic slowdown. (b)
Oblivious sort in SGX. Larger blocks improve performance until
the EPC limit in HW mode, or indefinitely in simulation mode.

Opaque encrypts and integrity-protects data on a blocklevel basis using AES in GCM mode, which provides data
confidentiality as well as integrity. We pad all rows within
a table to the same upper bound before encrypting. This
is essential for tables with variable-length attributes as it
prevents an attacker from distinguishing between different
rows as they move through the system.

8

Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate that Opaque represents
a significant performance improvement over the state of
the art in oblivious computation, quantify its overhead
compared to an insecure baseline, and measure the gains
from our query planning techniques.

8.1

Experimental setup

Single-machine experiments were run using SGX hardware on a machine with Intel Xeon E3-1280 v5 (4 cores
@ 3.70GHz, 8MiB cache) with 64GiB of RAM. This is
the maximum number of cores available on processors
supporting SGX at the time of writing.
Distributed experiments were run on a cluster of 5
SGX machines with Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5 (4 cores @
3.40GHz, 8MiB cache) with 64GiB of RAM.

8.2

Impact of oblivious memory size

We begin by studying the impact of the secure enclave
memory size and show that Opaque will benefit significantly from future enclave implementations with more
memory. SGX maintains an encrypted cache of memory
pages called the Enclave Page Cache, which is small compared to the size of main memory. Once a page is evicted
from the EPC, it is decrypted if it was not entirely in CPU
cache, re-encrypted under a different key, and stored in
main memory. When an encrypted page in main memory
is accessed, it needs to be decrypted again. This paging in
and out of the EPC introduces a large overhead. Current
implementations of SGX have a maximum effective EPC
size of 93.5MiB, but this will be significantly increased
in upcoming versions of SGX.
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Sorting is the core operation in Opaque, so we studied
how SGX affected its performance. In Fig. 10a, we
benchmark non-oblivious sorting (introsort) in SGX by
sorting arrays of 64-bit integers of various sizes using
EPCs of various sizes. We also measure the overhead
incurred by decrypting input data and encrypting output
data before and after sorting using AES-GCM-128. We
see that exceeding the EPC size even by just a little incurs
a 50 ∼ 60% overhead. When below the EPC limit, the
overhead of encryption for I/O is just 7.46% on average.
The overhead of the entire operation versus the insecure
baseline is 31.7% on average.
Having a part of EPC that is oblivious radically improves performance. In §3.2, we discussed existing and
upcoming designs for such an EPC. In Fig. 10b, we call
this an oblivious block size, and we benchmarked the
performance of oblivious sort with varying block sizes
(§5.1.1). Within a block, regular quicksort can happen
which speeds up performance. The case when only the
registers are oblivious (namely an oblivious block of the
same size as the available registers) did not fit in the graph:
the overhead was 30x versus when the L3 cache (8MB) is
oblivious. We see that in hardware mode, more oblivious
memory improves performance until a sort block size
of 40 MB, when the working set (two blocks for merging) exceeds the hardware EPC size, causing thrashing,
as occurred in Fig. 10a near EPC limits. In simulation
mode, no thrashing occurs. In sum, Opaque’s performance
will improve significantly when run with more oblivious
memory as a cache.

8.3

System comparisons

8.3.1

Comparison with Spark SQL

We evaluated Opaque against vanilla Spark SQL, which
provides no security guarantees, on three different workloads: SQL, machine learning, and graph analytics.
For the SQL workload, we benchmarked both systems
on three out of four queries of Big Data Benchmark [1], a
popular benchmark for big data SQL engines. The fourth
query is an external script query and is not supported by
our system. The three queries cover filter, aggregation
(high cardinality), and join. For the machine learning
workload, we chose least squares regression on 2D data;
this query uses projection and global aggregation. Finally,
we chose to benchmark PageRank for the graph analytics
workload; this query uses projection and aggregation.
We show our results in two graphs, Figure 11a and
Figure 11b. Figure 11a shows the performance of each
of Opaque’s security modes on the Big Data Benchmark
in the distributed setting. Higher security naturally adds
more overhead. Encryption mode is competitive with
Spark SQL (between 52% improvement and 2.4x slowdown). The performance gain comes from the fact that
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Figure 11: (a) Encryption mode is competitive with Spark SQL. Obliviousness (including network and memory obliviousness) adds
up to 46x overhead. (b) Comparison across a wide range of queries. Hatched areas represent time spent sorting. (c) Single iteration
of PageRank for various graph sizes.

8.3.2 Comparison with GraphSC
We use the same PageRank benchmark to compare with
the existing state-of-the-art graph computation platform,
GraphSC [27]. While Opaque is more general than graph
computation, we compared Opaque with GraphSC instead
of its more generic counterpart ObliVM [22], because
ObliVM is about ten times slower than GraphSC.
We used data from GraphSC and ran the same experiment on both systems on our single node machine, with
Opaque running in hardware mode with obliviousness.
Figure 11c shows that Opaque is faster than GraphSC for
all data sizes. For 8K graph size, Opaque is 2300x faster
than GraphSC. This is consistent with the ObliVM and
GraphSC papers: ObliVM reports a 9.3 × 106 x slowdown,
and GraphSC [27] a slowdown of 2 × 105 x to 5 × 105 x.
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Opaque runs C++ in the enclave, while Spark SQL incurs
overhead from the JVM. Opaque’s oblivious mode adds
20–46x overhead.
Figure 11b shows Opaque’s performance on five queries.
Hatched areas show the time spent in oblivious sort, the
dominant cost. The left side of Figure 11b shows Opaque
running on a single machine using SGX hardware compared to Spark SQL, while the right side shows the distributed setting. In the single-machine setting, Opaque’s
encryption mode performance varies from 58% performance gain to 2.5x performance loss when compared with
the Spark SQL baseline. The oblivious mode (both network and memory oblivious) slows down the baseline by
1.6–62x. The right side shows Opaque’s performance on a
distributed SGX cluster. Encryption mode’s performance
ranges from a 52% performance improvement to a 3.3x
slowdown, while oblivious mode adds 1.2–46x overhead.
In these experiments, Opaque was configured with oblivious memory being the L3 cache and not the bulk of EPC.
As discussed in §8.2, more oblivious memory would give
better performance, and such hardware proposals already
exist (see §3.2).
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Figure 12: Query planning benchmarks. (a) Our cost model
closely approximates the empirical results for oblivious joins
across a range of input sizes. (b) Join reordering provides up to
5x speedup for some queries.

Though GraphSC and Opaque share the high-level threat
model of an untrusted service provider, they relax the threat
model in different ways, explaining the performance gap.
Opaque relies on trusted hardware, while GraphSC relies
on two servers that must not collude and are semi-honest
(do not cheat in the protocol) and so must use garbled circuits and secure two-party computation, which are much
slower for generic computation than trusted hardware.

8.4

Query planning

We next evaluate the query planning techniques proposed
in §6. First, we evaluate the cost model presented in
§6.1 using a single-machine microbenchmark. We run an
oblivious join and vary the input cardinality. We then fit
the equation from §6.1 to the empirical results. Figure 12a
shows that our theoretical cost model closely approximates
the actual join costs.
Second, to evaluate the performance gain from join
reordering, we run the two queries from §6.3.2. Figure 12b shows the speedup from reordering each query
with varying sizes of the sensitive patient table. The
medication query sees just under 2x performance gain
because two equal-sized oblivious joins are replaced by
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one oblivious and one non-oblivious join. The gene query
sees a 5x performance gain when the sensitive table is
small because the larger oblivious join is replaced with
a non-oblivious join. As the sensitive table increases in
size, the benefit of join reordering approaches the same
level as for the medication query.

9
9.1

Related work
Relevant cryptographic protocols

ORAM. Oblivious RAM [13, 37, 38, 36] is a cryptographic construct for protecting against access pattern
leakage. However, ORAM does not fit in Opaque’s setting because it has an intrinsically different computation
model: serving key-value pairs. We show this problem by
devising a simple strawman design using ORAM: put all
data items in an in-memory ORAM in Spark.
How can ORAM be utilized if we attempt to sort data,
which is an essential operation in SQL? One way to
implement sorting on top of ORAM is to simply treat a
sorting algorithm’s compare-and-swap operation as two
ORAM reads and two ORAM writes. This is not viable
for three reasons. First, making an ORAM access for each
data item is very slow. Second, current ORAM designs are
not parallel and distributed, which means that the ORAM
accesses will be serialized. Third, we cannot use a regular
sorting algorithm because the number of comparisons may
be different when run on different underlying data values.
This could leak something about the encrypted data and
would not provide obliviousness. Therefore, we must
use a sorting network anyway, which means that adding
ORAM will add an extra polylog(n) factor of accesses.
Other protocols. Fully homomorphic encryption [11, 12]
permits computing any function on encrypted data, but
is prohibitively slow. Oblivious protocols such as sorting
and routing networks [7] are more relevant to Opaque,
and Opaque builds on these as discussed in §5.1.

9.2

Non-oblivious systems

A set of database systems encrypt the data so that the service provider cannot see it. These databases can be classified into two types. The first type are encrypted databases,
such as CryptDB [33], BlindSeer [31], Monomi [39],
AlwaysEncrypted [26], and Seabed [30], that rely on cryptographic techniques for computation. The second type
are databases, such as Haven [6], VC3 [34], TrustedDB [5],
TDB [23] and GnatDb [40], that require trusted hardware
to execute computation.
The main drawback of these systems is that they do
not hide access patterns (both in memory and over the
network) and hence leak data [41, 28]. Additionally, most
of these systems do not fit the distributed analytics setting.
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9.3

Oblivious systems

Non-distributed systems. Cipherbase [2] uses trusted
hardware to achieve generic functionality for encrypted
databases. The base Cipherbase design is not oblivious,
but Arasu and Kaushik [3] have proposed oblivious protocols for SQL queries. However, unlike Opaque, their
work does not consider the distributed setting. In particular, the proposed oblivious operators are not designed
for a parallel setting resulting in sequential execution in
Opaque, and do not consider boundary conditions. In
addition, Cipherbase’s contribution is a design proposal,
while Opaque also provides a system and an evaluation.
Ohrimenko et al. [29] provide oblivious algorithms for
common ML protocols such as matrix factorization or
neural networks, but do not support oblivious relational
operators or query optimization. Their focus is not on
the distributed setting, and parts of the design (e.g., the
choice of a sorting network) and the evaluation focus on
single machine performance.
Distributed systems. ObliVM [22] is a platform for
generic oblivious computation, and GraphSC [27] is a
platform specialized to distributed graph computations
built on ObliVM. As we show in §8.3, these systems
are three orders of magnitude slower than Opaque. As
explained there, they have a different threat model and use
different techniques resulting in this higher overhead.
Ohrimenko et al. [28] and M2R [10] provide mechanisms for reducing network traffic analysis leakage for
MapReduce jobs. Their solutions do not suffice for
Opaque’s setting because they do not protect in-memory
access patterns. Moreover, they are designed for the simpler setting of a MapReduce job and do not suffice for
Opaque’s relational operators; further, they do not provide
global query optimization of oblivious operators.

10

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Opaque, a distributed data
analytics platform providing encryption, oblivious computation, and integrity. Opaque contributes a set of
distributed oblivious relational operators as well as an
oblivious query optimizer. Finally, we show that Opaque
is three orders of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art
specialized oblivious protocols.
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Abstract

Many online services let users query public datasets
such as maps, flight prices, or restaurant reviews. Unfortunately, the queries to these services reveal highly sensitive
information that can compromise users’ privacy. This paper presents Splinter, a system that protects users’ queries
on public data and scales to realistic applications. A user
splits her query into multiple parts and sends each part to
a different provider that holds a copy of the data. As long
as any one of the providers is honest and does not collude
with the others, the providers cannot determine the query.
Splinter uses and extends a new cryptographic primitive
called Function Secret Sharing (FSS) that makes it up to
an order of magnitude more efficient than prior systems
based on Private Information Retrieval and garbled circuits. We develop protocols extending FSS to new types
of queries, such as MAX and TOPK queries. We also provide an optimized implementation of FSS using AES-NI
instructions and multicores. Splinter achieves end-to-end
latencies below 1.6 seconds for realistic workloads including a Yelp clone, flight search, and map routing.

1

Introduction

Many online services let users query large public datasets:
some examples include restaurant sites, product catalogs, stock quotes, and searching for directions on maps.
In these services, any user can query the data, and the
datasets themselves are not sensitive. However, web services can infer a great deal of identifiable and sensitive
user information from these queries, such as her current
location, political affiliation, sexual orientation, income,
etc. [38, 39]. Web services can use this information maliciously and put users at risk to practices such as discriminatory pricing [26, 57, 61]. For example, online stores
have charged users different prices based on location [29],
and travel sites have also increased prices for certain frequently searched flights [58]. Even when the services are
honest, server compromise and subpoenas can leak the
sensitive user information on these services [31, 51, 52].
This paper presents Splinter, a system that protects
users’ queries on public datasets while achieving practical performance for many current web applications. In
Splinter, the user divides each query into shares and sends
them to different providers, which are services hosting a
copy of the dataset (Figure 1). As long as any one of the
providers is honest and does not collude with the others,
the providers cannot discover sensitive information in the
query. However, given responses from all the providers,
the user can compute the answer to her query.
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Figure 1: Splinter architecture. The Splinter client splits each
user query into shares and sends them to multiple providers. It
then combines their results to obtain the final answer. The user’s
query remains private as long as any one provider is honest.

Previous private query systems have generally not
achieved practical performance because they use expensive cryptographic primitives and protocols. For example, systems based on Private Information Retrieval
(PIR) [11, 41, 53] require many round trips and high
bandwidth for complex queries, while systems based on
garbled circuits [8, 32, 64] have a high computational cost.
These approaches are especially costly for mobile clients
on high-latency networks.
Instead, Splinter uses and extends a recent cryptographic primitive called Function Secret Sharing (FSS) [9,
21], which makes it up to an order of magnitude faster
than prior systems. FSS allows the client to split certain
functions into shares that keep parameters of the function
hidden unless all the providers collude. With judicious
use of FSS, many queries can be answered at low CPU
and bandwidth cost in only a single network round trip.
Splinter makes two contributions over previous work
on FSS. First, prior work has only demonstrated efficient
FSS protocols for point and interval functions with additive aggregates such as SUMs [9]. We present protocols
that support a more complex set of non-additive aggregates such as MAX/MIN and TOPK at low computational
and communication cost. Together, these protocols let
Splinter support a subset of SQL that can capture many
popular online applications.
Second, we develop an optimized implementation of
FSS for modern hardware that leverages AES-NI [56]
instructions and multicore CPUs. For example, using the
one-way compression functions that utilize modern AES
instruction sets, our implementation is 2.5⇥ faster per
core than a naïve implementation of FSS. Together, these
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optimizations let Splinter query datasets with millions of
records at sub-second latency on a single server.
We evaluate Splinter by implementing three applications over it: a restaurant review site similar to Yelp,
airline ticket search, and map routing. For all of our applications, Splinter can execute queries in less than 1.6
seconds, at a cost of less than 0.02¢ in server resources
on Amazon EC2. Splinter’s low cost means that providers
could profitably run a Splinter-based service similar to
OpenStreetMap routing [46], an open-source maps service, while only charging users a few dollars per month.
In summary, our contributions are:
• Splinter, a private query system for public datasets
that achieves significantly lower CPU and communication costs than previous systems.
• New protocols that extend FSS to complex queries
with non-additive aggregates, e.g., TOPK and MAX.
• An optimized FSS implementation for modern CPUs.
• An evaluation of Splinter on realistic applications.

2

Splinter Architecture

Splinter aims to protect sensitive information in users’
queries from providers. This section provides an overview
of Splinter’s architecture, security goals, and threat model.
2.1

Splinter Overview

There are two main principals in Splinter: the user and
the providers. Each provider hosts a copy of the data.
Providers can retrieve this data from a public repository or
mirror site. For example, OpenStreetMap [46] publishes
publicly available map, point-of-interest, and traffic data.
For a given user query, all the providers have to run it on
the same view of the data. Maintaining data consistency
from mirror sites is beyond the scope of this paper, but
standard techniques can be used [10, 62].
As shown in Figure 1, to issue a query in Splinter, a
user splits her query into shares, using the Splinter client,
and submits each share to a different provider. The user
can select any providers of her choice that host the dataset.
The providers use their shares to execute the user’s query
over the cleartext public data, using the Splinter provider
library. As long as one provider is honest (does not collude with others), the user’s sensitive information in the
original query remains private. When the user receives
the responses from the providers, she combines them to
obtain the final answer to her original query.
2.2

Security Goals

The goal of Splinter is to hide sensitive parameters
in a user’s query. Specifically, Splinter lets users run
parametrized queries, where both the parameters and
query results are hidden from providers. For example,
consider the following query, which finds the 10 cheapest
flights between a source and destination:
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SELECT TOP 10 flightid FROM flights
WHERE source = ? AND dest = ?
ORDER BY price

Splinter hides the information represented by the questions marks, i.e., the source and destination in this example. The column names being selected and filtered
are not hidden. Finally, Splinter also hides the query’s
results—otherwise, these might be used to infer the source
and destination. Splinter supports a subset of the SQL
language, which we describe in Section 4.
The easiest way to achieve this property would be for
users to download the whole database and run the queries
locally. However, this requires substantial bandwidth
and computation for the user. Moreover, many datasets
change constantly, e.g., to include traffic information or
new product reviews. It would be impractical for the user
to continuously download these updates. Therefore, our
performance objective is to minimize computation and
communication costs. For a database of n records, Splinter only requires O(n log n) computation at the providers
and O(log n) communication (Section 5).
2.3

Threat Model

Splinter keeps the parameters in the user’s query hidden as
long as at least one of the user-chosen providers does not
collude with others. Splinter also assumes these providers
are honest but curious: a provider can observe the interactions between itself and the client, but Splinter does
not protect against providers returning incorrect results or
maliciously modifying the dataset.
We assume that the user communicates with each
provider through a secure channel (e.g., using SSL), and
that the user’s Splinter client is uncompromised. Our cryptographic assumptions are standard. We only assume the
existence of one-way functions in our two-provider implementation. In our implementation for multiple providers,
the security of Paillier encryption [48] is also assumed.

3

Function Secret Sharing

In this section, we give an overview of Function Secret
Sharing (FSS), the main primitive used in Splinter, and
show how to use it in simple queries. Sections 4 and 5
then describe Splinter’s full query model and our new
techniques for more complex queries.
3.1

Overview of Function Secret Sharing

Function Secret Sharing [9] lets a client divide a function f into function shares f1 , f2 , . . . , fk so that multiple
parties can help evaluate f without learning certain of its
parameters. These shares have the following properties:
• They are close in size to a description of f .
• They can be evaluated quickly (similar in time to f ).
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Figure 2: Overview of how FSS can be applied to database
records on two providers to perform a COUNT query.

• They sum to the original function f . That is, for any
k

input x, Â fi (x) = f (x). We assume that all compui=1

tations are done over Z2m , where m is the number of
bits in the output range.
• Given any k 1 shares fi , an adversary cannot recover
the parameters of f .
Although it is possible to perform FSS for arbitrary
functions [16], practical FSS protocols only exist for point
and interval functions. These take the following forms:
• Point functions fa are defined as fa (x) = 1 if x = a or
0 otherwise.
• Interval functions are defined as fa,b (x) = 1 if a  x 
b or 0 otherwise.
In both cases, FSS keeps the parameters a and b private:
an adversary can tell that it was given a share of a point
or interval function, but cannot find a and b. In Splinter,
we use the FSS scheme of Boyle et al. [9]. Under this
scheme, the shares fi for both functions require O(l n)
bits to describe and O(l n) bit operations to evaluate for
a security parameter l (the size of cryptographic keys),
and n is the number of bits in the input domain.
3.2

Using FSS for Database Queries

We can use the additive nature of FSS shares to run private
queries over an entire table in addition to a single data
record. We illustrate here with two examples.
Example: COUNT query. Suppose that the user wants
to run the following query on a table served by Splinter:
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM items WHERE ItemId = ?

Here, ‘?’ denotes a parameter that the user would like
to keep private; for example, suppose the user is searching
for ItemId = 5, but does not want to reveal this value.
To run this query, the Splinter client defines a point
function f (x) = 1 if x = 5 or 0 otherwise. It then divides
this function into function shares f1 , . . . , fn and distributes
them to the providers, as shown in Figure 2. For simplic-
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ItemId

Price

f1 (ItemId)

f2 (ItemId)

5
1
5

8
8
9

10
3
10

-9
-3
-9

Figure 3: Simple example table with outputs for the FSS function shares f1 , f2 applied to the ItemId column. The function is
a point function that returns 1 if the input is 5, and 0 otherwise.
All outputs are integers modulo 2m for some m.

ity, suppose that there are two providers, who receive
shares f1 and f2 . Because these shares are additive, we
know that f1 (x) + f2 (x) = f (x) for every input x. Thus,
each provider p can compute f p (ItemId) for every ItemId
in the database table, and send back r p = Âni=1 f p (ItemIdi )
to the client. The client then computes r1 + r2 , which is
equal to Âni=1 f (ItemIdi ), that is, the count of all matching
records in the table.
To make this more concrete, Figure 3 shows an example table and some sample outputs of the function shares,
f1 and f2 , applied to the ItemId column. There are a few
important observations. First, to each provider, the outputs of their function share seem random. Consequently,
the provider does not learn the original function f and the
parameter “5”. Second, because f evaluates to 1 on inputs
of 5, f1 (ItemId) + f2 (ItemId) = 1 for rows 1 and 3. Similarly, f1 (ItemId) + f2 (ItemId) = 0 for row 2. Therefore,
when summed across the providers, each row contributes
1 (if it matches) or 0 (if it does not match) to the final result. Finally, each provider aggregates the outputs of their
shares by summing them. In the example, one provider
returns 23 to the client, and the other returns -21. The
sum of these is the correct query output, 2.
This additivity of FSS enables Splinter to have low communication costs for aggregate queries, by aggregating
data locally on each provider.
Example: SUM query. Suppose that instead of a
COUNT, we wanted to run the following SUM query:
SELECT SUM(Price) FROM items WHERE ItemId=?

This query can be executed privately with a small
extension to the COUNT scheme. As in COUNT, we
define a point function f for our secret predicate, e.g.,
f (x) = 1 if x = 5 and 0 otherwise. We divide this function
into shares f1 and f2 . However, instead of computing
r p = Âni=1 f p (ItemIdi ), each provider p computes
n

r p = Â f p (ItemIdi ) · Pricei
i=1

As before, r1 + r2 is the correct answer of the query,
that is, Âni=1 f (ItemIdi ) · Pricei . We add in each row’s
price, Pricei , 0 times if the ItemId is equal to 5, and 1 time
if it does not equal 5.
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Query format:
SELECT aggregate1 , aggregate2 , . . .
FROM table
WHERE condition
[GROUP BY expr1 , expr2 , . . . ]
aggregate:
• COUNT | SUM | AVG | STDEV (expr)
• MAX | MIN (expr)
• TOPK (expr, k, sort_expr)
• HISTOGRAM (expr, bins)
condition:
• expr = secret
• secret1  expr  secret2
• AND of ‘=’ conditions and up to one interval
• OR of multiple disjoint conditions
(e.g., country="UK" OR country="USA")
expr: any public function of the fields in a table row
(e.g., ItemId + 1 or Price * Tax)
Figure 4: Splinter query format. The TOPK aggregate returns
the top k values of expr for matching rows in the query, sorting
them by sort_expr. In conditions, the parameters labeled secret
are hidden from the providers.

4

Splinter Query Model

Beyond the simple SUM and COUNT queries in the previous section, we have developed protocols to execute a
large class of queries using FSS, including non-additive
aggregates such as MAX and MIN, and queries that return multiple individual records instead of an aggregate.
For all these queries, our protocols are efficient in both
computation and communication. On a database of n
records, all queries can be executed in O(n log n) time and
O(log n) communication rounds, and most only require 1
or 2 communication rounds (Figure 6 on page 6).
Figure 4 describes Splinter’s supported queries using
SQL syntax. Most operators are self-explanatory. The
only exception is TOPK, which is used to return up to k
individual records matching a predicate, sorting them by
some expression sort_expr. This operator can be used to
implement SELECT...LIMIT queries, but we show it as
a single “aggregate” to simplify our exposition. To keep
the number of matching records hidden from providers,
the protocol always pads its result to exactly k records.
Although Splinter does not support all of SQL, we
found it expressive enough to support many real-world
query services over public data. We examined various
websites, including Yelp, Hotels.com, and Kayak, and
found we can support most of their search features as
shown in Section 8.1.
Finally, Splinter only “natively” supports fixed-width
integer data types. However, such integers can also be
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used to encode strings and fixed-precision floating point
numbers (e.g., SQL DECIMALs). We use them to represent other types of data in our sample applications.

5

Executing Splinter Queries

Given a query in Splinter’s query format (Figure 4), the
system executes it using the following steps:
1. The Splinter client builds function shares for the condition in the query, as we shall describe in Section 5.1.
2. The client sends the query with all the secret parameters removed to each provider, along with that
provider’s share of the condition function.
3. If the query has a GROUP BY, each provider divides
its data into groups using the grouping expressions;
otherwise, it treats the whole table as one group.
4. For each group and each aggregate in the query, the
provider runs an evaluation protocol that depends on
the aggregate function and on properties of the condition. We describe these protocols in Section 5.2.
Some of the protocols require further communication
with the client, in which case the provider batches its
communication for all grouping keys together.
The main challenge in developing Splinter is designing
efficient execution protocols for Splinter’s complex conditions and aggregates (Step 4). Our contribution is multiple
protocols that can execute non-additive aggregates with
low computation and communication costs.
One key insight that pervades our design is that the best
strategy to compute each aggregate depends on properties
of the condition function. For example, if we know that
the condition can only match one value of the expression
it takes as input, we can simply compute the aggregate’s
result for all distinct values of the expression in the data,
and then use a point function to return just one of these
results to the client. On the other hand, if the condition
can match multiple values, we need a different strategy
that can combine results across the matching values. To
reason about these properties, we define three condition
classes that we then use in aggregate evaluation.
5.1

Condition Types and Classes

For any condition c, the Splinter client defines a function
fc that evaluates to 1 on rows where c is true and 0 otherwise, and divides fc into shares for each provider. Given a
condition c, let Ec = (e1 , . . . , et ) be the list of expressions
referenced in c (the expr parameters in its clauses). Because the best strategy for evaluating aggregates depends
on c, we divide conditions into three classes:
• Single-value conditions. These are conditions that
can only be true on one combination of the values of
(e1 , . . . , et ). For example, conditions consisting of an
AND of ‘=’ clauses are single-value.
• Interval conditions. These are conditions where the input expressions e1 , . . . , et can be ordered such that c is
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true on an interval of the range of values e1 ||e2 || . . . ||et
(where || denotes string concatenation).
• Disjoint conditions, i.e., all other conditions.
The condition types described in our query model (Figure 4) can all be converted into sharable functions, and
categorized into these classes, as follows:
Equality-only conditions. Conditions of the form e1 =
secret1 AND . . . AND et = secrett can be executed as a
single point function on the binary string e1 || . . . ||et . This
is simply a point function that can be shared using existing
FSS schemes [9]. These conditions are also single-value.
Interval and equality. Conditions of the form e1 =
secret1 AND . . . AND et 1 = secrett 1 AND secrett 
et  secrett+1 can be executed as a single interval function
on the binary string e1 || . . . ||et . This is again supported
by existing FSS schemes [9], and is an interval condition.
Disjoint OR. Suppose that c1 , . . . , ct are disjoint conditions that can be represented using functions fc1 , . . . , fct .
Then c = c1 OR. . . OR ct is captured by fc = fc1 +· · ·+ fct .
We share this function across providers by simply giving
them shares of the underlying functions fci . In the general
case, however, c is a disjoint condition where we cannot
say much about which inputs give 0 or 1.
5.2

Aggregate Evaluation

5.2.1 Sum-Based Aggregates
To evaluate SUM, COUNT, AVG, STDEV and HISTOGRAM, Splinter sums one or more values for each row
regardless of the condition function class. For SUM and
COUNT, each provider sums the expression being aggregated or a 1 for each row and multiplies it by fi (row), its
share of the condition function, as in Section 3.2. Computing AVG(x) for an expression x, requires finding SUM(x)
and COUNT(x), while computing STDEV(x) requires
finding these values and SUM(x2 ). Finally, computing a
HISTOGRAM into bin boundaries provided by the user
simply requires tracking one count per bin, and adding
each row’s result to the count for its bin. Note that the
binning expression is not private—only information about
which rows pass the query’s condition function.
5.2.2 MAX and MIN
Suppose we are given a query to find MAX(e0 ) WHERE
c(e1 , . . . , et ), for expressions e0 , . . . , et . The best evaluation strategy depends on the class of the condition c.
Single-value conditions. If c is only true for one combination of the values e1 , . . . , et , each provider starts by
evaluating the query
SELECT MAX(e0 ) FROM data GROUP BY e1 , . . . , et
This query gives an intermediate table with the tuples
(e1 , . . . , et ) as keys and MAX(e0 ) as values. Next, each
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A[3..6]

A
Size-2 intervals
Size-4 intervals
Size-8 intervals

3

5

1

5

2

4

2

1

0

4

5

1
1

4
5

Figure 5: Data structure for querying MAX on intervals. We
find the MAX on each power-of-2 aligned interval in the array, of which there are O(n) total. Then, any interval query
requires retrieving O(log n) of these values. For example, to
find MAX(A[3..6]), we need two size-1 intervals and one size-2.

provider computes Â MAX(e0 ) · fi (e1 , . . . , et ) across the
rows of the intermediate table, where fi is its share of
the condition function. This sum will add a 0 for each
non-matching row and MAX(e0 ) for the matching row,
thus returning the right value. Note that if the original
table had n rows, the intermediate table can be built in
O(n) time and space using a hash table.
Interval conditions. Suppose that c is true if and only if
e1 || . . . ||et is in an interval [a, b], where a and b are secret
parameters. As in the single-value case, the providers can
build a data structure that helps them evaluate the query
without knowing a and b.
In this case, each provider builds an array A of entries
(k, v), where the keys are all values of e1 || . . . ||et in lexicographic order, and the values are MAX(e0 ) for each key.
It then computes MAX(A[i.. j]) for all power-of-2 aligned
intervals of the array A (Figure 5). This data structure is
similar to a Fenwick tree [19].
Query evaluation then proceeds in two rounds. First,
Splinter counts how many keys in A are less than a and
how many are less than b: the client sends the providers
shares of the interval functions k 2 [0, a 1] and k 2
[0, b 1], and the providers apply these to all keys k and
return their results. This lets the client find indices i and j
in A such that all the keys k 2 [a, b] are in A[i.. j].
Second, the client sends each provider shares of new
point functions that select up to two intervals of size 1, up
to two intervals of size 2, etc out of the power-of-2 sized
intervals that the providers computed MAXes on, so as to
cover exactly A[i.. j]. Note that any integer interval can be
covered using at most 2 intervals of each power of 2. The
providers evaluate these functions to return the MAXes
for the selected intervals, and the client combines these
O(log n) MAXes to find the overall MAX on A[i.. j].1
For a table of size n, this protocol requires O(n log n)
time at each provider (to sort the data to build A, and
then to answer O(log n) point function queries). It also
1

To hide which sizes of intervals were actually required, the client
should always request 2 intervals of each size and ignore unneeded ones.
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only requires two communication rounds, and O(log n)
communication bandwidth. The same protocol can be
used for other associative aggregates, such as products.
Disjoint conditions. If we must find MAX(e0 )
WHERE c(e1 , . . . , et ) but know nothing about c, Splinter builds an array A of all rows in the dataset sorted by e0 .
Finding MAX(e0 ) WHERE c is then equivalent to finding
the largest index i in A such that c(A[i]) is true. To do this,
Splinter uses binary search. The client repeatedly sends
private queries of the form

Aggregate

Condition

Time

Rounds

Bandwidth

Sum-based

any

O(n)

1

O(1)

MAX/MIN
MAX/MIN
MAX/MIN

1-value
interval
disjoint

O(n)
O(n log n)
O(n log n)

1
2
O(log n)

O(1)
O(log n)
O(log n)

TOPK
TOPK
TOPK

1-value
interval
disjoint

O(n)
O(n log n)
O(n log n)

1
2
O(log n)

O(1)
O(log n)
O(log n)

Figure 6: Complexity of Splinter’s query evaluation protocols
for a database of size n. For bandwidth, we report the multiplier
over the query’s normal result size.

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM A
WHERE c(e1 , . . . , et ) AND index 2 [secret1 , secret2 ],

SELECT TOPK(e, k, esort ) FROM data
GROUP BY e1 , . . . , et

where index represents the index of each row in A and
the interval for it is kept private. By searching for secret
intervals in decreasing power-of-2 sizes, the client can
find the largest index i such that c(A[i]) is true. For example, if we had an array A of size 8 with largest matching
element at i = 5, the client would probe A[0..3], A[4..7],
A[4..5], A[6..7] and finally A[4] to find that 5 is the largest
matching index.
Normally, ANDing the new condition index 2
[secret1 , secret2 ] with c would cause problems, because
the resulting conditions might no longer be in Splinter’s
supported condition format (ANDs with at most one interval and ORs of disjoint clauses). Fortunately, because the
intervals in our condition are always power-of-2 aligned,
it can also be written as an equality on the first k bits of
index. For example, supposing that index is a 3-bit value,
the condition index 2 [4, 5] can be written as index0,1 =
“10”, where index0,1 is the first two bits of index. This lets
us AND the condition into all clauses of c.
Once the client has found the largest matching index i,
it runs one more query with a point function to select the
row with index = i. The whole protocol requires O(log n)
communication rounds and O(n log n) computation and
works well if c has many conditions.
However, if c has a small number of OR clauses, an
optimization is to run one query for each clause in parallel.
The user then resolves the responses locally to find the
answer to the original query. Although doing this optimization requires more bandwidth because the returned
result size is larger, it avoids the O(log n) communication
rounds and the O(n log n) computation.

This gives an intermediate table with the tuples (e1 , . . . , et )
as keys and TOPK(·) for each group as values, from which
we can select the single row matching c as in MAX.

5.2.3 TOPK
Our protocols for evaluating TOPK are similar to those
for MAX and MIN. Suppose we are given a query to find
TOPK(e, k, esort ) WHERE c(e1 , . . . , et ). The evaluation
strategy depends on the class of the condition c.
Single-value conditions. If c is only true for one combination of e1 , . . . , et , each provider starts by evaluating
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Interval conditions. Here, the providers build the same
auxiliary array A as in MAX, storing the TOPK for each
key instead. They then compute the TOPKs for powerof-2 aligned intervals in this array. The client finds the
interval A[i.. j] it needs to query, extracts the top k values
for power-of-2 intervals covering it, and finds the overall
top k. As in MAX, this protocol requires 2 rounds and
O(log n) communication bandwidth.
Disjoint conditions. Finding TOPK for disjoint conditions is different from MAX because we need to return
multiple records instead of just the largest record in the
table that matches c. This protocol proceeds as follows:
1. The providers sort the whole table by esort to create
an auxiliary array A.
2. The client uses binary search to find indices i and j in
A such that the top k items matching c are in A[i.. j].
This is done the same way as in MAX, but searching
for the largest indices where the count of later items
matching c is 0 and k.
3. The client uses a sampling technique (Appendix A)
to extract the k records from A[i.. j] that match c. Intuitively, although we do not know which rows these are,
we build a result table of > k values initialized to 0,
and add the FSS share for each row of the data to one
row in the result table, chosen by a hash. This scheme
extracts all matching records with high probability.
This protocol needs O(log n) communication rounds and
O(n log n) computation if there are many clauses, but like
the protocol for MAX, if the number of clauses in c is
small, the user can issue parallel queries for each clause
to reduce the communication rounds and computation.
5.3

Complexity

Figure 6 summarizes the complexity of Splinter’s query
evaluation protocols based on the aggregates and condition classes used. We note that in all cases, the com-
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putation time is O(n log n) and the communication costs
are much smaller than the size of the database. This
makes Splinter practical even for databases with millions
of records, which covers many common public datasets,
as shown in Section 8. Finally, the main operations used
to evaluate Splinter queries at providers, namely sorting
and sums, are highly parallelizable, letting Splinter take
advantage of parallel hardware.

6

Optimized FSS Implementation

Apart from introducing new protocols to evaluate complex
queries using FSS, Splinter includes an FSS implementation optimized for modern hardware. In this section,
we describe our implementation and also discuss how to
select the best multi-party FSS scheme for a given query.
6.1

One-Way Compression Functions

The two-party FSS protocol [9] is efficient because of its
use of one-way functions. A common class of one-way
functions is pseudorandom generators (PRGs) [33], and in
practice, AES is the most commonly used PRG because of
hardware accelerations, i.e. the AES-NI [56] instruction.
Generally, using AES as a PRG is straightforward (use
AES in counter mode). However, the use of PRGs in
FSS is not only atypical, but it also represents a large
portion of the computation cost in the protocol. The
FSS protocol requires many instantiations of a PRG with
different initial seed values, especially in the two-party
protocol [9]. Initializing multiple PRGs with different
seed values is very computationally expensive because
AES cipher initialization is much slower than performing
an AES evaluation on an input. Therefore, the challenge
in Splinter is to find an efficient PRG for FSS.
Our solution is to use one-way compression functions.
One way compression functions are commonly used as a
primitive in hash functions, like SHA, and are built using
a block cipher like AES. In particular, Splinter uses the
Matyas-Meyer-Oseas one-way compression function [37]
because this function utilizes a fixed key cipher. As a
result, the Splinter protocol initializes the cipher only
once per query.
More precisely, the Matyas-Meyer-Oseas one-way
compression function is defined as:
F(x) = Ek (x)

x

where x is the input, i.e. PRG seed value, and E is a block
cipher with a fixed key k.
The output of a one-way compression function is a
fixed number of bits, but we can use multiple one-way
compression functions with different keys and concatenate the outputs to obtain more bits. Security is preserved
because a function that is a concatenation of one-way
functions is still a one-way function.
With this one-way compression function, Splinter ini-
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tializes the cipher, Ek , at the beginning of the query and
reuses it for the rest of the query, avoiding expensive
AES initialization operations in the FSS protocol. For
each record, the Splinter protocol needs to perform only
n XORs and n AES evaluations using the AES-NI instruction, where n is the input domain size of the record. In
Section 8.3, we show that Splinter’s use of one-way compression functions results in a 2.5⇥ speedup over using
AES directly as a PRG.
6.2

Selecting the Correct Multi-Party FSS Protocol

There is one efficient protocol for two-party FSS, but for
multi-party (more than 2 parties) FSS, there are two different schemes ([9], [14]) that offer different tradeoffs
between bandwidth and CPU usage. Both still only require that one provider is honest and does not collude with
the remaining providers. In this section, we will provide
an overview of the two schemes and discuss their tradeoffs
and applicability to different types of applications.
Multi-Party FSS with one-way functions: In [9], the
authors present a multi-party protocol based on only oneway functions, which provides good performance. However, there are two limitations. First, the function share
size is proportional to the number of parties. Second, the
output of the evaluated function share is only additive
mod 2 (xor homomorphic), which means that the provider
cannot add values locally. This limitation affects queries
where there are multiple matches for a condition that requires aggregation, i.e. COUNT and SUM queries. To
solve this, the provider responds with all the records that
match for a particular user-provided condition, and the
client performs the aggregation locally. The size of the
result is the largest number of records for a distinct condition, which is usually smaller than the database size.
Other queries remain unaffected by this limitation. Applications should use this scheme by default because it
provides the fastest response times on low-latency networks. However, for SUM and COUNT queries, an application should be careful using this scheme in settings
that are bandwidth-sensitive. Similarly, an application
should avoid using this scheme for queries that involve
many providers.
Multi-Party FSS with Paillier: In [14], only a point
function for FSS is provided, but we modified the scheme
to handle interval functions. This scheme has the same
additive properties as the two-party FSS protocol in [9],
and does not suffer from the limitations of the scheme
described above. In fact, the size of the function shares
is independent of the number of parties. However, this
scheme is slower because it uses the Paillier [48] cryptosystem instead of one-way functions. However, it is useful for SUM and COUNT queries in bandwidth-sensitive
settings like queries over cellular network, and it is also
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beneficial in settings where the user uses many providers.

7

Implementation

We implemented Splinter in C++, using OpenSSL
1.0.2e [45] and the AES-NI hardware instructions for
AES encryption. We used GMP [20] for large integers and OpenMP [44] for multithreading. Our optimized FSS library is about 2000 lines of code, and the
applications on top of it are about 2000 lines of code.
There is around 1500 lines of test code to issue the
queries. For comparison, we also implement the multiparty FSS scheme in [14] using 2048 bit Paillier encryption [48]. Our FSS library implementation can be found
at https://github.com/frankw2/libfss.

8

Evaluation

In our evaluation, we aim to answer one main question:
can Splinter be used practically for real applications? To
answer this question, we built and evaluated clones of
three applications on Splinter: restaurant reviews, flight
data, and map routing, using real datasets. We also compare Splinter to previous private systems, and estimate
hosting costs. Our providers ran on 64-core Amazon EC2
x1 servers with Intel Xeon E5-2666 Haswell processors
and 1.9 TB of RAM. The client was a 2 GHz Intel Core i7
machine with 8 GB of RAM. Our client’s network latency
to the providers was 14 ms.
Overall, our experiments show the following:
• Splinter can support realistic applications including
the search features of Yelp and flight search sites, and
data structures required for map routing.
• Splinter achieves end-to-end latencies below 1.6 sec
for queries in these applications on realistic data.
• Splinter’s protocols use up to 10⇥ fewer round trips
than prior systems and have lower response times.
8.1

Case Studies

Here, we discuss the three application clones we built on
Splinter. Figure 7 summarizes our results, and Figure 8
describes the sizes and characteristics of our three datasets.
Finally, we also reviewed the search features available in
real websites to study how many Splinter supports.
Restaurant review site: We implement a restaurant review site using the Yelp academic dataset [65]. The original dataset contains information for local businesses in 10
cities, but we duplicate the dataset 4 times so that it would
approximately represent local businesses in 40 cities. We
use the following columns in the data to perform many
of the queries expressible on Yelp: name, stars, review
count, category, neighborhood and location.
For location-based queries, e.g., restaurants within 5
miles of a user’s current location, multiple interval conditions on the longitude and latitude would typically be
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used. To run these queries faster, we quantize the locations of each restaurant into overlapping hexagons of different radii (e.g., 1, 2 and 5 miles), following the scheme
from [40]. We precompute which hexagons each restaurant is in and expose these as additional columns in the
data (e.g., hex1mi and hex2mi). This allows the location
queries to use ‘=’ predicates instead of intervals.
For this dataset, we present results for the following
three queries:
Q1: SELECT COUNT(*) WHERE category="Thai"
Q2: SELECT TOP 10 restaurant
WHERE category="Mexican" AND
(hex2mi=1 OR hex2mi=2 OR hex2mi=3)
ORDER BY stars
Q3: SELECT restaurant, MAX(stars)
WHERE category="Mexican" OR
category="Chinese" OR category="Indian"
OR category="Greek" OR category="Thai"
OR category="Japanese"
GROUP BY category

Q1 is a count on the number of Thai restaurants. Q2 returns the top 10 Mexican restaurants within a 2 mile radius
of a user-specified location by querying three hexagons.
We assume that the provider caches the intermediate table
for the Top 10 query as described in Section 5.2.3 because
it is a common query. Finally, Q3 returns the best rated
restaurant from a subset of categories. This requires more
communication than other queries because it performs
a MAX with many disjoint conditions, as described in
Section 5.2.2. Although most queries will probably not
have this many disjoint conditions, we test this query to
show that Splinter’s protocol for this case is also practical.
Flight search: We implement a flight search service
similar to Kayak [30], using a public flight dataset [17].
The columns are flight number, origin, destination, month,
delay, and price. To find a flight, we search by origindestination pairs. We present results for two queries:
Q1: SELECT AVG(price) WHERE month=3
AND origin=1 AND dest=2
Q2: SELECT TOP 10 flight_no
WHERE origin=1 and dest=2 ORDER BY price

Q1 shows the average price for a flight during a certain month. Q2 returns the top 10 cheapest flights for a
given source and destination, which we encode as integers. Since this is a common query, the results in Figure 7
assume a cached Top 10 intermediate table.
Map routing: We implement a private map routing service, using real traffic map data from [15] for New York
City. However, implementing map routing in Splinter
is difficult because the providers can perform only a re-
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Dataset

Query Desc.

FSS Scheme

Input Bits

Round
Trips

Query
Size

Response
Size

Response
Time

Restaurant

COUNT of Thai restaurants (Q1)

Two-party
Multi-party

11

1

~2.75 KB
~10 KB

~0.03 KB
~18 KB

57 ms
52 ms

Restaurant

Top 10 Mexican restaurants near user (Q2)

Two-party
Multi-party

22

1

~16.5 KB
~1.9 MB

~7 KB
~0.21 KB

150 ms
542 ms

Restaurant

Best rated restaurant in
category subset (Q3)

Two-party
Multi-party

11

11

~244 KB
~880 KB

~0.7 KB
~396 KB

1.3 s
1.6 s

Flights

AVG monthly price for a
certain flight route (Q1)

Two-party
Multi-party

17

1

~8.5 KB
~160 KB

~0.06 KB
~300 KB

1.0 s
1.2 s

Flights

Top 10 cheapest flights
for a route (Q2)

Two-party
Multi-party

13

1

~3.25 KB
~20 KB

~0.3 KB
~0.13 KB

30 ms
39 ms

Maps

Routing query on NYC
map

Two-party
Multi-party

Grid: 14
Transit Node: 22

2

~12.5 KB
~720 KB

~31 KB
~1.1 KB

1.2 s
1.0 s

Figure 7: Performance of various queries in our case study applications on Splinter. Response times include 14 ms network latency
per network round trip. All subqueries are issued in parallel unless they depend on a previous subquery. Query and response sizes are
measured per provider. For the multi-party FSS scheme, we run 3 parties. Input bits represent the number of bits in the input domain
for FSS, i.e., the maximum size of a column value.
Dataset

# of rows

Size (MB)

Cardinality

FSS scheme

Grid

Transit Node

Total

Two Party
Multi-party

0.35 s
0.15 s

0.85 s
0.85 s

1.2 s
1.0 s

Yelp [65]

225,000

23

900 categories

Flights [17]

6,100,000

225

5000 flights

NYC Map [15]

260,000 nodes
733,000 edges

300

1333 transit nodes

Figure 8: Datasets used in the evaluation. The cardinality of
queried columns affects the input bit size in our FSS queries.

stricted set of operations. The challenge is to find a shortest path algorithm compatible with Splinter. Fortunately,
extensive work has been done to optimize map routing [3].
One algorithm compatible with Splinter is transit node
routing (TNR) [2, 5], which has been shown to work well
in practice [4]. In TNR, the provider divides up a map
into grids, which contain at least one transit node, i.e. a
transit node that is part of a "fast" path. There is also a
separate table that has the shortest paths between all pairs
of transit nodes, which represent a smaller subset of the
map. To execute a shortest path query for a given source
and destination, the user can use FSS to download the
paths in her source and destination grid. She locally finds
the shortest path to the source transit node and destination transit node. Finally, she queries the provider for the
shortest path between the two transit nodes.
We used the source code from [2] and identified the
1333 transit nodes. We divided the map into 5000 grids,
and calculated the shortest path for all transit node pairs.
The grid table has 5000 rows representing the edges and
nodes in a grid, and the transit node table has about
800,000 rows representing the number of shortest paths
for all transit node pairs.
Figure 7 shows the total response time for a routing
query between a source and destination in NYC. Figure 9
shows the breakdown of time spent on querying the grid
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Figure 9: Grid, transit node, and total query times for NYC
map. A user issues 2 grid queries and one transit node query.
The two grid queries are issued together in one message, so
there are a total of 2 network round trips.

and transit node table. One observation is that the multiparty version is slightly faster than the two party version
because it is faster at processing the grid query as shown
in Figure 9. The two-party version of FSS requires using
GMP operations, which is slower than integer operations
used in the multi-party version, but as shown in Figure 7,
the two-party version requires much less bandwidth.
Communication costs: Figure 7 shows the total bandwidth of a query request and response for the various case
study queries. The sum of those two values represents
total bandwidth between the provider and user.
There are two main observations. First, both the query
and response sizes are much smaller than the size of the
database. Second, for non-aggregate queries, the multiparty protocol has a smaller response size compared to
the two-party protocol but the query size is much larger
than the two-party protocol, leading to higher overall
communication. For aggregate queries, in Section 6.2, we
mention that the faster multi-party FSS scheme is only xor
homomorphic, so it outputs all the matches for a specific
predicate. The user has to perform the aggregation locally,
leading to a larger response size than the two-party protocol. Overall, the multi-party protocols have higher total
bandwidth compared to the two-party protocols despite
some differences in response size.
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Website

Search Feature

Splinter
Primitive

Booking Method, Cities, Distance
Price
Best Match, Top Rated, Most Reviews
Free text search

Equality
Range
Sorting
—

Hotels.com

Destination, Room type, Amenities
Check in/out, Price, Ratings
Stars, Distance, Ratings, Price
Name contains

Equality
Range
Sorting
—

Kayak

From/To, Cabin, Passengers, Stops
Date, Flight time, Layover time, Price

Equality
Range

Google Maps

From/To, Transit type, Route options

Equality

Yelp

Figure 10: Example website search features and their equivalent
Splinter query class.

Coverage of supported queries: We also manually
characterized the applicability of Splinter to several
widely used online services by studying how many of
the search fields on these services’ interfaces Splinter
can support. Figure 10 shows the results. Most services
use equality and range predicates: for example, the Hotels.com user interface includes checkboxes for selecting
categories, neighborhoods, stars, etc, a range fields for
price, and one free-text search field that Splinter does not
support. In general, all features except free-text search
could be supported by Splinter. For free-text search, simple keywords that map to a category (e.g., “grocery store”)
could also be supported.
8.2

Comparison to Other Private Query Systems

To the best of our knowledge, the most recent private
query system that can perform a similar class of queries as
Splinter is that of Olumofin et al. [41], which uses multiparty PIR. Olumofin et al. creates an m-ary (m = 4) B+
index tree for the dataset and uses PIR to search through
it to return various results. As a result, their queries
require O(logm n) round trips, where n is the number of
records. In Splinter, the number of rounds trips does not
depend on the size of the database for most queries. As
shown in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.3, the exception
is for MIN/MAX and TOPK queries with many disjoint
conditions where Splinter’s communication is similar; if
there are a small number of disjoint conditions, Splinter
will be faster than previous systems because the user can
issue parallel queries.
Figure 11 shows the round trips required in Olumofin
et al.’s system and in Splinter for the queries in our case
studies. Splinter improves over [41] by up to an order of
magnitude. Restaurant Q3 uses a disjoint MAX, so the
communication is similar.
We see a similar performance difference from the results in [41]’s evaluation, which reports response times of
of 2-18 seconds for queries with several million records,
compared to 50 ms to 1.6 seconds in Splinter. Moreover,
the experiments in [41] do not use a real network, despite
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Splinter Query

RTs in [41]

RTs in Splinter

Restaurant Q1

10

1

Restaurant Q2

6

1

Restaurant Q3

6

11

Flights Q1

13

1

Flights Q2

8

1

Map Routing

19

2

Figure 11: For our queries, we show the round trips required
for the system of Olumofin et al. [41] and Splinter.2

having a large number of round trips, so their response
times would be even longer on high-latency networks. Finally, the system in [41] has weaker security guarantees:
it requires all the providers to be honest, whereas Splinter
only requires that one provider is honest.
For maps, a recent system by Wu et al. [64] used garbled circuits for map routing. They achieve response
times of 140-784 seconds for their maps with Los Angeles as their largest map, and require 8-16 MB of total
bandwidth. Splinter has a response time of 1.2 seconds
on a larger map (NYC), which is 100⇥ lower, and with a
total bandwidth of 45-725 KB, which is 10⇥ lower.
8.3

FSS Microbenchmarks

Cryptographic operations are the main cost in Splinter.
We present microbenchmarks to show these costs of various parts of the FSS protocol, tradeoffs between various FSS protocols, and the throughput of FSS. The microbenchmarks also show why the response times in Figure 7 are different between the two-party and multi-party
FSS cases. All of these experiments are done on one core
to show the per-core throughput of the FSS protocol.
Two-party FSS: For two-party FSS, generating a function share takes less than 1 ms. The speed of FSS evaluation is proportional to the size of the input domain,
i.e. number of bits per record. We can perform around
700,000 FSS evaluations per second on 24-bit records,
i.e. process around 700,000 distinct 24-bit records, using
one-way compression functions. Figure 12 shows the
per-core throughput of our implementation for different
FSS schemes, i.e. number of unique database records that
can be processed per second. It also shows that using
one-way compression functions as described in Section 6,
we obtain a 2.5⇥ speedup over using AES as a PRG.
Multi-party FSS: As shown in Figure 12, for the multiparty FSS scheme from [9] that only uses one-way functions, the time to generate the function share and evaluate
it is proportional to 2n/2 where n is the number of bits in
2 The number of round trips in Restaurant Q3 is O(log n) in both
Splinter and Olumofin et al., but the absolute number is higher in Splinter
because we use a binary search whereas Olumofin et al. use a 4-ary tree.
Splinter could also use a 4-ary search to achieve the same number of
round trips, but we have not yet implemented this.
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0.002¢. Map queries are a bit more costly, about 0.02¢ to
run a shortest path query for NYC, because the amount
of computation required is higher.

9

Figure 12: Per-core throughput of various FSS protocols. The
graph shows the number of FSS operations that can be performed, i.e. database records processed, per second for various
input sizes, on one core.
Time to generate function shares
# of bits

Query Gen in
Boyle et al [9]

Query Gen in
Riposte [14]

8
16
24
32

< 1 ms
< 1 ms
44 ms
166 ms

0.06 s
1s
16 s
265 s

Figure 13: Query generation times for multi-party FSS schemes
using one-way functions [9] and using Paillier [14].

the input domain. The size of the share scales with 2n/2
rather than just n in the two-party case. An important
observation is that using one-way compression functions
instead of AES does not make a significant difference
for multi-party FSS because the PRG is called less often
compared to two-party FSS. For small input domains (<
20 bits), the multi-party version of FSS is faster than the
2-party version, but as stated in Section 6.2, a provider
cannot aggregate locally for SUM and COUNT queries.
For the scheme from [14], which uses Paillier encryption, generating a function share is slower compared to [9]
because it requires many exponentiations over a large integer group and depends on the number of record bits.
Figure 13 shows a summary of the query generation times
for both schemes. However, the evaluation of the function
share is independent of the size of the input domain. The
output of the function share in [14] returns a group element that is additive in a large integer group, but in order
to have this property, the performance is lower compared
to [9]. We can perform 250 FSS evaluations a second, but
this lower performance is useful for SUM and COUNT
operations on bandwidth-constrained clients.
8.4

Hosting Costs

We estimate Splinter’s server-side computation cost on
Amazon EC2, where the cost of a CPU-hour is about 5
cents [1]. We found that most of our queries cost less than
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Discussion and Limitations

Economic feasibility: Although it is hard to predict
real-world deployment, we believe that Splinter’s low cost
makes it economically feasible for several types of applications. Studies have shown that many consumers are willing to pay for services that protect their privacy [28, 55].
In fact, users might not use certain services because of
privacy concerns [52, 54]. Well-known sites like OkCupid, Pandora, Youtube, and Slashdot allow users to pay a
monthly fee to remove ads that collect their information,
showing there is already a demographic willing to pay
for privacy. As shown in Section 8.4, the cost of running
queries on Splinter is low, with our most expensive query,
map routing, costing less than 0.02¢ in AWS resources.
At this cost, providers could offer Splinter-based map
routing for a subscription fee of $1 per month, assuming
each user makes 100 map queries per day. Splinter’s trust
model, where only one provider needs to be honest, also
makes it easy for new providers to join the market, increasing users’ privacy. Whether such a business model
would work in practice is beyond the scope of this paper.
One obstacle to Splinter’s use is that many current
data providers, such as Yelp and Google Maps, generate
revenue primarily by showing ads and mining user data.
Nonetheless, there are already successful open databases
containing most of the data in these services, such as
OpenStreetMap [46], and basic data on locations does not
change rapidly once collected. Moreover, the availability
of techniques like Splinter might make it easier to introduce regulation about privacy in certain settings, similar
to current privacy regulations in HIPAA [27].
Unsupported queries: As shown in Section 4, Splinter
supports only a subset of SQL. Splinter does not support partial text matching or image matching, which are
common in types of applications that might use Splinter.
Moreover, Splinter cannot support private joins, i.e. Splinter can only support joining with another table if the join
condition is public. Despite these limitations, our study in
Section 8.1 shows Splinter can support many application
search interfaces.
Number of providers: One limitation of Splinter is
that a Splinter-based service has to be deployed on at
least two providers. However, previous PIR systems described in Section 10 also require at least two providers.
Unlike those systems, Splinter requires only one honest
provider whereas those systems require all providers be
honest. Moreover, current multi-party FSS schemes do
not scale well past three providers, but we believe that
further research will improve its efficiency.
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Full table scans: FSS, like PIR, requires scanning the
whole input dataset on every Splinter query, to prevent
providers from figuring out which records have been accessed. Despite this limitation, we have shown that Splinter is practical on large real-world datasets, such as maps.
Splinter needs to scan the whole table only for conditions that contain sensitive parameters. For example,
consider the query:
SELECT flight from table WHERE src=SFO
AND dst=LGA AND delay < 20

If the user does not consider the delay of 20 in this query
to be private, Splinter could send it in the clear. The
providers can then create an intermediate table with only
flights where the delay < 20 and apply the private conditions only to records in this table. In a similar manner,
users querying geographic data may be willing to reveal
their location at the country or state level but would like
to keep their location inside the state or country private.
Maintaining consistent data views: Splinter requires
that each provider executes a given user query on the same
copy of the data. Much research in distributed systems
has focused on ensuring databases consistency across
multiple providers [13, 43, 63]. Using the appropriate
consistency techniques is dependent on the application
and an active area of research. Applying those techniques
in Splinter is beyond the scope of this paper.

10

Related Work

Splinter is related to work in Private Information Retrieval
(PIR), garbled circuit systems, encrypted data systems,
and Oblivious RAM (ORAM) systems. Splinter achieves
higher performance than these systems through its mapping of database queries to the Function Secret Sharing
(FSS) primitive.
PIR systems: Splinter is most closely related to systems that use Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [12] to
query a database privately. In PIR, a user queries for the
ith record in the database, and the database does not learn
the queried index i or the result. Much work has been
done on improving PIR protocols [42, 47]. Work has also
been done to extend PIR to return multiple records [24],
but it is computationally expensive. Our work is most
closely related to the system in [41], which implements
a parametrized SQL-like query model similar to Splinter
using PIR. However, because this system uses PIR, it has
up to 10⇥ more round trips and much higher response
times for similar queries.
Popcorn [25] is a media delivery service that uses PIR
to hide user consumption habits from the provider and
content distributor. However, Popcorn is optimized for
streaming media databases, like Netflix, which have a
small number (about 8000) of large records.
The systems above have a weaker security model: all
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the providers need to be honest. Splinter only requires
one honest provider, and it is more practical because it
extends Function Secret Sharing (FSS) [9, 21], which lets
it execute complex operations such as sums in one round
trip instead of only extracting one data record at a time.
Garbled circuits: Systems such as Embark [32], BlindBox [59], and private shortest path computation systems [64] use garbled circuits [7, 22] to perform private
computation on a single untrusted server. Even with improvements in practicality [6], these techniques still have
high computation and bandwidth costs for queries on
large datasets because a new garbled circuit has to be generated for each query. (Reusable garbled circuits [23] are
not yet practical.) For example, the recent map routing
system by Wu et al. [64] uses garbled circuits and has
100⇥ higher response time and 10⇥ higher bandwidth
cost than Splinter.
Encrypted data systems: Systems that compute on
encrypted data, such as CryptDB [49], Mylar [50],
SPORC [18], Depot [36], and SUNDR [34], all try to
protect private data against a server compromise, which
is a different problem than what Splinter tries to solve.
CryptDB is most similar to Splinter because it allows for
SQL-like queries over encrypted data. However, all these
systems protect against a single, potentially compromised
server where the user is storing data privately, but they do
not hide data access patterns. In contrast, Splinter hides
data access patterns and a user’s query parameters but is
only designed to operate on a public dataset that is hosted
at multiple providers.
ORAM systems: Splinter is also related to systems that
use Oblivious RAM [35, 60]. ORAM allows a user to read
and write data on an untrusted server without revealing
her data access patterns to the server. However, ORAM
cannot be easily applied into the Splinter setting. One
main requirement of ORAM is that the user can only read
data that she has written. In Splinter, the provider hosts a
public dataset, not created by any specific user, and many
users need to access the same dataset.

11

Conclusion

Splinter is a new private query system that protects sensitive parameters in SQL-like queries while scaling to
realistic applications. Splinter uses and extends a recent
cryptography primitive, Function Secret Sharing (FSS),
allowing it to achieve up to an order of magnitude better
performance compared to previous private query systems.
We develop protocols to execute complex queries with low
computation and bandwidth. As a proof of concept, we
have evaluated Splinter with three sample applications—a
Yelp clone, map routing, and flight search—and showed
that Splinter has low response times from 50 ms to 1.6
seconds with low hosting costs.
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A Extracting Disjoint Records with FSS
This appendix describes our sampling-based technique
for returning multiple records using FSS, used in TOPK
queries with disjoint conditions (Section 5.2.3). Given a
table T of records and a condition c that matches up to k
records, we wish to return those records to the client with
high probability without revealing c.
To solve this problem, the providers each create a result
table R of size l > k, containing (value, count) columns
all initialized to 0. They then iterate through the records
and choose a result row to update for each record based
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VFP: A Virtual Switch Platform for Host SDN in the Public Cloud
Daniel Firestone, Microsoft
Abstract
Many modern scalable cloud networking architectures
rely on host networking for implementing VM network
policy - e.g. tunneling for virtual networks, NAT for
load balancing, stateful ACLs, QoS, and more. We
present the Virtual Filtering Platform (VFP) - a
programmable virtual switch that powers Microsoft
Azure, a large public cloud, and provides this policy.
We define several major goals for a programmable
virtual switch based on our operational experiences,
including support for multiple independent network
controllers, policy based on connections rather than
only on packets, efficient caching and classification
algorithms for performance, and efficient offload of
flow policy to programmable NICs, and demonstrate
how VFP achieves these goals. VFP has been deployed
on >1M hosts running IaaS and PaaS workloads for
over 4 years. We present the design of VFP and its API,
its flow language and compiler used for flow
processing, performance results, and experiences
deploying and using VFP in Azure over several years.

1. Introduction
The rise of public cloud workloads, such as Amazon
Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud
Platform [13-15], has created a new scale of datacenter
computing, with vendors regularly reporting server
counts in the millions. These vendors not only have to
provide scale and the high density/performance of
Virtual Machines (VMs) to customers, but must provide
rich network semantics, such as private virtual networks
with customer supplied address spaces, scalable L4 load
balancers, security groups and ACLs, virtual routing
tables, bandwidth metering, QoS, and more.
This policy is sufficiently complex that it often cannot
economically be implemented at scale in traditional
core routers and hardware. Instead a common approach
has been to implement this policy in software on the
VM hosts, in the virtual switch (vswitch) connecting
VMs to the network, which scales well with the number
of servers, and allows the physical network to be
simple, scalable and very fast. As this model separates a
centralized control plane from a data plane on the host,
it is widely considered an example of Software Defined
Networking (SDN) – in particular, host-based SDN.
As a large public cloud provider, Azure has built its
cloud network on host based SDN technologies, using
them to implement almost all virtual networking
features we offer. Much of the focus around SDN in
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recent years has been on building scalable and flexible
network controllers and services, which is critical.
However, the design of the programmable vswitch is
equally important. It has the dual and often conflicting
requirements of a highly programmable dataplane, with
high performance and low overhead, as cloud
workloads are cost and performance sensitive.
In this paper, we present the Virtual Filtering Platform,
or VFP – our cloud scale virtual switch that runs on all
of our hosts. VFP is so named because it acts as a
filtering engine for each virtual NIC of a VM, allowing
controllers to program their SDN policy. Our goal is to
present both our design and our experiences running
VFP in production at scale, and lessons we learned.
1.1 Related Work
Throughout this paper, we use two motivating examples
from the literature and demonstrate how VFP supports
their policies and actions. The first is VL2 [2], which
can be used to create virtual networks (VNETs) on
shared hardware using stateless tunneling between
hosts. The second is Ananta [4], a scalable Layer-4 load
balancer, which scales by running the load balancing
NAT in the vswitch on end hosts, leaving the innetwork load balancers stateless and scalable.
In addition, we make references and comparisons to
OpenFlow [5], a programmable forwarding plane
protocol, and OpenVswitch [1] (OVS), a popular open
source vswitch implementing OpenFlow. These are two
seminal projects in the SDN space. We point out core
design differences from the perspective of a public
cloud on how our constraints can differ from those of
open source projects. It is our goal to share these
learnings with the broader community.

2. Design Goals and Rationale
VFP’s design has evolved over time based on our
experiences running a large public cloud platform. VFP
was not our original vswitch, nor were its original
functions novel ideas in host networking – VL2 and
Ananta already pioneered such use of vswitches.
Originally, we built networking filter drivers on top of
Windows’s Hyper-V hypervisor for each host function,
which we chained together in a vswitch – a stateful
firewall driver for ACLs, a tunneling driver for VL2
VNETs, a NAT driver for Ananta load balancing, a
QoS driver, etc. As host networking became our main
tool for virtualization policy, we decided to create VFP
in 2011 after concluding that building new fixed filter
drivers for host networking functions was not scalable
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or desirable. Instead, we created a single platform based
on the Match-Action Table (MAT) model popularized
by projects such as OpenFlow [5]. This was the origin
of our VFPAPI programming model for VFP clients.
VFP’s core design goals were taken from lessons
learned in building and running both these filters, and
the network controllers and agents on top of them.
2.1 Original Goals
The following were founding goals of the VFP project:
1. Provide a programming model allowing for
multiple simultaneous, independent network
controllers to program network applications,
minimizing cross-controller dependencies.
Implementations of OpenFlow and similar MAT models
often assume a single distributed network controller that
owns programming the switch (possibly taking input
from other controllers). Our experience is that this
model doesn’t fit cloud development of SDN – instead,
independent teams often build new network controllers
and agents for those applications. This model reduces
complex dependencies, scales better and is more
serviceable than adding logic to existing controllers. We
needed a design that not only allows controllers to
independently create and program flow tables, but
would enforce good layering and boundaries between
them (e.g. disallow rules to have arbitrary GOTOs to
other tables, as in OpenFlow) so that new controllers
could be developed to add functionality without old
controllers needing to take their behavior into account.
2. Provide a MAT programming model capable of
using connections as a base primitive, rather than
just packets – stateful rules as first class objects.
OpenFlow’s original MAT model derives historically
from programming switching or routing ASICs, and so
assumes that packet classification must be stateless due
to hardware resources available. However, we found
our controllers required policies for connections, not
just packets – for example end users often found it more
useful to secure their VMs using stateful Access Control
Lists (ACLs) (e.g. allow outbound connections, but not
inbound) rather than stateless ACLs used in commercial
switches. Controllers also needed NAT (e.g. Ananta)
and other stateful policies. Stateful policy is more
tractable in soft switches than in ASIC ones, and we
believe our MAT model should take advantage of that.
3. Provide a programming model that allows
controllers to define their own policy and actions,
rather than implementing fixed sets of network
policies for predefined scenarios.
Due to limitations of the MAT model provided by
OpenFlow (historically, a limited set of actions, limited
rule scalability and no table typing), OpenFlow switches
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such as OVS have added virtualization functionality
outside of the MAT model. For example, constructing
virtual networks is accomplished via a virtual tunnel
endpoint (VTEP) schema [29] in OVSDB [8], rather
than rules specifying which packets to encapsulate
(encap) and decapsulate (decap) and how to do so.
We prefer instead to base all functionality on the MAT
model, trying to push as much logic as possible into the
controllers while leaving the core dataplane in the
vswitch. For instance, rather than a schema that defines
what a VNET is, a VNET can be implemented using
programmable encap and decap rules matching
appropriate conditions, leaving the definition of a
VNET in the controller. We’ve found this greatly
reduces the need to continuously extend the dataplane
every time the definition of a VNET changes.
The P4 language [9] attempts a similar goal for switches
or vswitches [38], but is very generic, e.g. allowing new
headers to be defined on the fly. Since we update our
vswitch much more often than we add new packet
headers to our network, we prefer the speed of a library
of precompiled fast header parsers, and a language
structured for stateful connection-oriented processing.
2.2 Goals Based on Production Learnings
Based on lessons from initial deployments of VFP, we
added the following goals for VFPv2, a major update in
2013-14, mostly around serviceability and performance:
4. Provide a serviceability model allowing for
frequent deployments and updates without
requiring reboots or interrupting VM connectivity
for stateful flows, and strong service monitoring.
As our scale grew dramatically (from O(10K) to O(1M)
hosts), more controllers built on top of VFP, and more
engineers joined us, we found more demand than ever
for frequent updates, both features and bug fixes. In
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) models, we also found
customers were not tolerant of taking downtime for
individual VMs for updates. This goal was more
challenging to achieve with our complex stateful flow
model, which is nontrivial to maintain across updates.
5. Provide very high packet rates, even with a large
number of tables and rules, via extensive caching.
Over time we found more and more network controllers
being built as the host SDN model became more
popular, and soon we had deployments with large
numbers of flow tables (10+), each with many rules,
reducing performance as packets had to traverse each
table. At the same time, VM density on hosts was
increasing, pushing us from 1G to 10G to 40G and even
faster NICs. We needed to find a way to scale to more
policy without impacting performance, and concluded
we needed to perform compilation of flow actions
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across tables, and use extensive flow caching, such that
packets on existing flows would match precompiled
actions without having to traverse tables. Provide a fast
packet classification algorithm for cases with large
numbers of rules and tables.
While solving Goal #5 dramatically improved
performance for existing flows (e.g. all TCP packets
following a SYN), we found a few applications pushing
many thousands of rules into their flow tables (for
example, a distributed router BGP peering with
customers, using VFP as its FIB), which slowed down
our flow compiler. We needed to design an efficient
packet classifier to handle performance for these cases.
6. Implement an efficient mechanism to offload flow
policy to programmable NICs, without assuming
complex rule processing.
As we scaled to 40G+ NICs, we wanted to offload
policy to NICs themselves to support SR-IOV [22, 23]
and let NICs indicate packets directly to VMs while
applying relevant VFP policy. However, as controllers
created more flow tables with more rules, we concluded
that directly offloading those tables would require
prohibitively expensive hardware resources (e.g. large
TCAMs, matching in series) for server-class NICs. So
instead of trying to offload classification operations, we
wanted an offload model that would work well with our
precompiled exact-match flows, requiring hardware to
only support accessing a large table of cached flows in
DRAM, and support for our associated action language.
2.3 Non-Goals
The following are goals we’ve seen in other projects,
which based on our experiences we chose not to pursue:
1. Providing cross-platform portability.
Portability is difficult to achieve with a high
performance datapath in the kernel. Projects such as
OVS have done this by splitting into a kernel fastpath
and a portable userspace slowpath with policy – but this
comes at a cost of over an order of magnitude
slowdown when packets take the slowpath [16]. We run
entirely on one host OS, so this wasn’t a goal for us.
2. Supporting a network / remote configuration
protocol bundled with VFP itself.
OpenFlow contains both a network programming
model, as well as a wire protocol for configuring rules
over the network. The same is true of OVS and the
OVSDB protocol. In order to enable different controller
models of managing policy (e.g. a rule push model, or
the VL2 Directory System pull model), we instead
decoupled VFP as a vswitch from the agents that
implement network configuration protocols, and
focused on providing a high performance host API.
3.

Providing a mechanism to detect or prevent
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controllers from programming conflicting policy
Much literature [17-21] describes attempts to detect or
prevent conflicts or incorrect policy in flow table or rule
matching systems. Despite our first goal of supporting
multiple controllers programming VFP in parallel
without interfering with each other, we concluded early
on that explicit conflict management was neither a
feasible nor necessary goal, for several reasons.
Programming VFP on behalf of a VM is a protected
operation that only our controllers can perform, so we
are not worried about malicious controllers. In addition,
we concluded it was impossible to tell the difference
between a misprogrammed flow table overwriting
another flow table’s actions by accident, and a flow
table designed to filter the output of another table.
Instead we focused on tooling to help developers
validate their policy and interactions with other policies.

3. Overview and Comparison
As a motivating example throughout the paper, we
consider a simple scenario requiring 4 host policies
used for O(1M) VMs in a cloud. Each policy is
programmed by its own SDN controller and requires
both high performance and SR-IOV offload support: A
VL2-style VNET, an Ananta-style load balancer, a
stateful firewall, and per-destination traffic metering for
billing purposes. We begin by evaluating this against
existing solutions to demonstrate the need for a different
approach, which we describe. Sections 4-7 then detail
VFP’s core design.
3.1 Existing solutions: Open vSwitch
While Linux and Windows support bridging [26-28]
between multiple interfaces, which can be used as a
vswitch, these bridges don’t apply SDN policy. Other
public clouds such as Google have described [25] using
host SDN policy, but details are not public. OVS is the
primary solution today to provide vswitch-based SDN,
and so (as of version 2.5) is our main comparison point.
We believe OVS has had a great positive impact in
making programmable host networking widely
available. Many OVS design choices were driven by
OVS-specific goals such as cross-platform support and
the requirements of shipping in the Linux kernel1 [1].
Combined with OVS’s use of OpenFlow, these designs
enable deployments with controllers managing virtual
switches and physical switches via the same protocols,
which was a non-goal for our host-based networking
model. OVS also supports many protocols useful for
physical switches such as STP, SPBM, BFD, and
1

Windows is always backwards compatible with drivers, so
we can ship a single driver compatible with all recent
Windows versions without needing kernel integration.
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IGMP Snooping [3], that we don’t use.
Partially as a result of OpenFlow in particular, however,
aspects of OVS make it unsuitable for our workload:
 OVS doesn’t natively support true independent multicontroller models, as is required when our VL2 and
Ananta applications are controlled separately. The
underlying OpenFlow table model is unsuitable for
multi-controller use cases – table rules specify explicit
GOTOs to next tables, causing controllers to tie their
policy together. Also, tables can only be traversed in
the forward direction, whereas multi-controller
scenarios require packets to traverse tables in the
reverse direction for outbound packets as for inbound,
so that packets will be in a consistent state when
matching that controller’s policy in either direction.
VFP solves this with explicit table layering (§5.2).
 OVS doesn’t natively support stateful actions like
NAT in its MAT model, required by our Ananta
example (our firewall is stateful too) – in both cases
controllers need to operate on connections as a base
primitive rather than packets. OpenFlow provides
only for a packet model, however. OVS recently
added support for sending packets to the Linux
connection tracker to enable stateful firewall, but it’s
not exposed as a MAT and doesn’t easily support a
NAT, which requires explicit bidirectional stateful
tables so that the NAT is reversed on a flow’s return
path. VFP solves this with stateful layers (§5.2).
 OVS’s VTEP Schema requires explicit tunnel
interfaces to implement VL2-style VNETs rather than
allowing the controller to specify its own encap /
decap actions, which aren’t natively supported in
OpenFlow2. This hardcodes a model of a VNET in the
dataplane rather than allowing the controller to define
how the VNET works (Goal 3). Adding complex
VNET logic like ECMP routing can be difficult in this
schema and requires vswitch changes, rather than
policy changes. VFP supports all of these directly in
its MAT (§5.3) by modeling encap/decap as actions.
 OVS doesn’t support a VL2-style Directory System,
required to dynamically look up Customer Address to
Physical Address mappings. OpenFlow’s design lacks
the scalability to support large VNETs this way –
OpenFlow exception packets must all go back to the
central controller, and in OVS, VTEPs on all hosts are
expected to be updated any time a mapping changes.
This is OK for NSX/vSphere, which support up to
1000 hosts [30], but we found this unusable at our
scale. VFP solves this by combining the schema-free
2

While OpenFlow can support header pushes like MPLS tags
as an action, it doesn’t work for VNETs, e.g. VXLAN.
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MAT model with efficient asynchronous I/O
exception requests (§5.5.1) that an agent can redirect
to services separate from the controller.
 OVS doesn’t have a generic offload action language
or API that can support combinations of policy such
as an Ananta NAT plus a VL2 encap. While SR-IOV
offloads have been implemented on top of OVS builds
by NIC vendors for specific workloads (such as VTEP
schema) [31], doing general purpose offloads requires
hardware to support the complex multi-table lookups
of the original policy (e.g. [32]) that we’ve found
quite costly in practice. VFP’s Header Transposition
language (§6.1.2, 9.3) enables SR-IOV support for all
policy with only a single table lookup in hardware.
Thus we need a different design for our policy.
3.2 VFP Design

Figure 1. Overview of VFP Design

Figure 1 shows a model of the VFP design, which is
described in subsequent sections. VFP operates on top
of Hyper-V’s extensible switch, as described in Section
4’s filtering model. VFP implements MATs as layers
that support a multi-controller model, with a
programming model presented in Section 5. Section 6
describes VFP’s packet processor, including a fastpath
through unified flow tables and a classifier used to
match rules in the MAT layers. Section 7 presents the
switching model of VFP’s bridge.

4. Filtering Model
VFP filters packets in the OS through MAT flow table
policy. The filtering model is described below.
4.1 Ports and NICs
The core VFP model assumes a switch with multiple
ports which are connected to virtual NICs (VNICs).
VFP filters traffic from a VNIC to the switch, and from
the switch to a VNIC. All VFP policy is attached to a
specific port. From the perspective of a VM with a
VNIC attached to a port, ingress traffic to the switch is
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considered to be “outbound” traffic from the VM, and
egress traffic from the switch is considered to be
“inbound” traffic to the VM. VFPAPI and its policies
are based on the inbound/outbound model.

Figure 2. Hyper-V Switch Extensibility vs NIC Filtering

VFP implements a switch abstraction interface to
abstract out different environments, instantiations of
which provide logic for management (e.g. create / delete
/ connect / disconnect) of ports, VNICs, and associated
objects. This interface supports both a Hyper-V switch
and a filter for native hosts, shown in Figure 2.
4.2 Hyper-V Switch Extensibility
Hyper-V includes a basic vswitch [28] to bridge VNICs
to a physical NIC. The switch is extensible, allowing
filters to plug in and filter traffic to and from VNICs.
VFP acts as a Forwarding Extension to Hyper-V’s
vswitch – it simply replaces the entire switch logic with
itself. Using this model allows us to keep our policy
module and virtual switching logic (VFP) separate from
the Hyper-V infrastructure to deliver packets to and
from VMs, improving modularity and serviceability.
VFP in this mode supports PacketDirect [11], which
allows a client to poll a NIC with very low overhead.

5.1 Ports
VFP’s policy is implemented on a per-port basis – each
port has match action tables which can sit on the
inbound or outbound path of the port, acting as filters.
Since our controllers generally want to program policy
on behalf of a VM or VNIC, this clean separation of
ports allows controllers to independently manage policy
on different VMs, and instantiate and manage flow
tables only on ports where they are needed – for
example a VM in a virtual network may have tables to
encapsulate and decapsulate traffic into tunnels, which
another VM not in a virtual network wouldn’t need (the
VNET controller may not even be aware of the other
VM, which it doesn’t need to manage).
Policy objects on VFP are arranged in fixed object
hierarchies, used to specify which object a given API
call is referencing, such as Layer/Group/Rule. All
objects are be programmed with a priority value, in
which order they will be processed by rule matching.
5.2 Layers
VFP divides a port’s policy into layers. Layers are the
basic Match Action Tables that controllers use to
specify their policy. They can be created and managed
separately by different controllers, or one controller can
create several layers. Each layer contains inbound and
outbound rules and policies that can filter and modify
packets. Logically, packets go through each layer one
by one, matching rules in each based on the state of the
packet after the action performed in the previous layer.
Controllers can specify the ordering of their layers in a
port’s pipeline with respect to other layers, and create
and destroy layers dynamically during operation.

5. Programming Model
VFP’s core programming model is based on a hierarchy
of VFP objects that controllers can create and program
to specify their SDN policy. The objects are:
 Ports, the basic unit that VFP policy filters on.
 Layers, the stateful flow tables that hold MAT policy.
 Groups, entities to manage and control related groups
of rules within a layer.
 Rules, the match action table entries themselves.

Figure 4. Example VFP Layers with Boundaries

Figure 3. VFP Objects: Layers, Groups, and Rules
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Critically, packets traverse layers in the opposite order
when inbound than when outbound. This gives them a
“layering” effect when controllers implement opposite
policy on either side of a layer. Take for example a load
balancing layer implementing the Ananta NAT design.
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On the inbound direction, the layer NATs connections
destined to a Virtual IP (a VIP) to a Direct IP (DIP)
behind the VIP – in this case the IP of the VM. On the
outbound direction, it NATs packets back from DIP to
VIP. The layer thus implements an address space
boundary – all packets above it are in “DIP Space”, and
all packets below it are in “VIP Space”. Other
controllers can choose to create layers above or below
this NAT layer, and can plumb rules to match VIPs or
DIPs respectively – all without coordination with or
involvement of the NAT controller.
Figure 4 shows layers for our SDN deployment
example. VL2 is implemented by a VNET layer
programmed by a virtual network controller, using
tunneling for Customer Addresses (CAs) so that packets
can traverse a physical network in Physical Address
(PA) space recognized by physical switches in the path
between VMs. This layer creates a CA / PA boundary
by having encapsulation rules on the outbound path and
decapsulation rules in the inbound path. In addition, an
ACL layer for a stateful firewall sits above our Ananta
NAT layer. The security controller, having placed it
here with respect to those boundaries, knows that it can
program policies matching DIPs of VMs, in CA space.
Finally a metering layer used for billing sits at the top
next to the VM, where it can meter traffic exactly as the
customer in the VM sees it – all traffic that made it in
and all traffic that was sent out from the VM.

Figure 5. A Layer with a stateful flow

Layering also gives us a good model on which to
implement stateful policy. Since packets on a given
connection should be in the same IP/Port state on both
the inbound and outbound path, we can keep flow state
on a layer by assuming that a TCP or UDP 5-tuple
(SrcIP, DstIP, IP Protocol, SrcPort, DstPort) will be the
opposite on each side of the layer, and encoding that in
a hash table of all connections in either direction. When
a stateful rule is matched, it creates both an inbound and
outbound flow in the layer flow tables, with the flow in
the direction of the rule having the action of the rule,
and the opposite direction taking the opposite action, to
maintain layering. These inbound and outbound flows
are considered paired – their actions simply change the
packet to the state of the opposite flow in the pair rather
than carrying their own action context.
When processing packets, VFP searches for a single
rule in each layer to match by searching the groups of
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rules inside a layer for a matching rule. That rule’s
action is then performed on the packet – only one rule
can match a given packet in a given layer (other
matching rules of lower priority are ignored).
5.3 Rules
Rules are the entities that perform actions on matching
packets in the MAT model. Per Goal #3, rules allow the
controller to be as expressive as possible while
minimizing fixed policy in the dataplane. Rules are
made up of two parts: a condition list, specified via a
list of conditions, and an action, both described below.
5.3.1 Conditions
When a VFPAPI client programs a rule, it provides a
descriptor with a list of conditions. Conditions have a
type (such as source IP address), and a list of matching
values (each value may be a singleton, range, or prefix).
For a condition to match a packet, any of the matching
values can match (an OR clause). For a rule to match,
all conditions in the rule much match (an AND clause).
5.3.2 Actions
A rule descriptor also has an action. The action contains
a type and a data structure specific to that type with data
needed to perform the rule (for example, an
encapsulation rule takes as input data the source /
destination IP addresses, source / destination MACs,
encapsulation format and key to use in encapsulating
the packet). The action interface is extensible - example
conditions and actions are listed in Figure 6.
Rules are implemented via a simple callback interface
(Initialize, Process Packet, Deinitialize) so as to make
the base VFP platform easily extensible. If a rule type
supports stateful instantiation, the process handler will
create a pair of flows in the layer as well – flows are
also typed and have a similar callback interface to rules.
A stateful rule includes a flow time to live, which is the
time that flows it creates will remain in the flow table
after the last packet matches (unless expired explicitly
by the TCP state machine described in §6.4.2).

Figure 6. Example Conditions and Actions

5.3.3 User Defined Actions
In addition to a large set of actions we’d created over
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time, in VFPv2 we added user-defined actions to further
Goal #3 – allowing the controllers to create their own
rule types using a language for header field
manipulations (Header Transpositions, see §6.1.2). This
allows extending the base VFP action set without
writing code to implement an action in the datapath.
5.4 Groups
Rules on a layer are organized into logical groups for
management purposes. Groups are the atomic unit of
policy in VFP – clients can transactionally update them.
When classifying packets, VFP iterates through groups
in a layer to find the highest priority rule in each group
that matches the packet. By default, VFP will select the
rule matched by the last group in the list. A rule can be
marked “terminating,” meaning that if it ever matches it
will be applied immediately without traversing further
groups. Groups can have conditions just like rules – if a
group’s condition doesn’t match, VFP will skip it.
Below are two examples of how we’ve seen groups
used for management of different policies in one layer:
 For VMs with Docker-style containers [35], each with
its own IP, groups can be created and managed on a
per-container basis by setting an IP condition on them.
 For our stateful firewall, infrastructure ACLs and
customer ACLs can be expressed as two groups in a
layer. Block rules would be marked terminating – if
either group blocks it, a packet is dropped. Only if
both sets of rules allowed a packet does it go through.
In addition to priority-based matching, individual
groups can be Longest Prefix Matching on a condition
type (for example, destination IP) to support routing
scenarios. This is implemented as a compressed trie.
5.5 Resources
MATs are a good model for programming general
network policy, but on their own aren’t optimal for
every scenario, especially ones with exception events.
VNET requires a CA->PA lookup on outbound traffic
(using a Directory System). Rules alone aren’t optimal
for such large mapping tables. So we support an
extensible model of generic resources – in this case, a
hash table of mappings. A resource is a port-wide
structure that any rule on a port can reference. Another
example is a range list, which can implement a dynamic
source NAT rule of the form described in Ananta.
5.5.1 Event Handling / Lookups
Fast eventing APIs are required for many SDN
applications where there is a lookup miss. We generally
handle events in the context of resources – e.g. if an
encap rule looks up a PA/CA mapping resource and
misses, a VFPAPI client can register an efficient
callback mechanism using async I/O and events. We use
the same mechanism for Ananta NAT port exhaustion.
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6. Packet Processor and Flow Compiler
As we scaled production deployments of VFP, and SDN
became more widely used, it became necessary to write
a new VFP datapath for improved performance and
scalability across many rules and layers. Our work to
improve performance, without losing the flexibility and
programmability of VFPAPI, is described below.
6.1 Metadata Pipeline Model
VFP’s original 2012 release, while performant under
the workloads it was designed for, didn’t scale well
when the host SDN model took off even faster than we
expected and many new layers were created by
controllers. VFP rules and flows were implemented as
callbacks which took a packet as input and modified its
buffer - the next layer would have to reparse it. The
original rule classification logic was linear match (with
stateful flows accelerating this). At 10+ layers with
thousands of rules, we needed something better.
A primary innovation in VFPv2 was the introduction of
a central packet processor. We took inspiration from a
common design in network ASIC pipelines e.g. [34] –
parse the relevant metadata from the packet and act on
the metadata rather than on the packet, only touching
the packet at the end of the pipeline once all decisions
have been made. We compile and store flows as we see
packets. Our just-in-time flow compiler includes a
parser, an action language, an engine for manipulating
parsed metadata and actions, and a flow cache.
6.1.1 Unified FlowIDs
VFP’s packet processor begins with parsing. The
relevant fields to parse are all those which can be
matched in conditions (from §5.3.1). One each of an
L2/L3/L4 header (as defined in table 1) form a header
group, and the relevant fields of a header group form a
single FlowID. The tuple of all FlowIDs in a packet is a
Unified FlowID (UFID) – the output of the parser.
6.1.2 Header Transpositions
Our action primitives, Header Transpositions (HTs), so
called because they change or shift fields throughout a
packet, are a list of paramaterizable header actions, one
for each header. Actions (defined in table 2) are to Push
a header (add it to the header stack), Modify a header
(change fields within a given header), Pop a header
(remove it from the header stack), or Ignore a header
(pass over it). HTs are parameterized with all fields in a
given header that can be matched (so as to create a
complete language – any valid VFP flow can be
transformed into any other valid VFP flow via exactly
one HT). Actions in a HT are grouped into header
groups. Table 3 shows examples of a NAT HT used by
Ananta, and encap/decap HTs used by VL2.
As part of VFPv2, all rule processing handlers were
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updated to take as input a FlowID and output a
transposition. This has made it easy to extend VFP with
new rules, since implementing a rule doesn’t require
touching packets – it’s a pure metadata operation.
Table 1. Valid Parameters for Each Header Type

Process(UFID input, Port port):
Transposition action = {0};
For each layer in port.layers:
UFID localId = Transpose(input, action);
Rule rule = Classify(layer, localId);
action = action.compose(rule.process(localId));
return composite;
Pseudocode 1. Transposition Engine

called the Unified Flow Table (UFT).

Table 2. Header Transposition Actions

Table 3. Example Header Transpositions

6.1.3 Transposition Engine
VFP creates an action for a UFID match by composing
HTs from matched rules in each layer, as in Pseudocode
1. For example, a packet passing the example Ananta
NAT layer and the VL2 VNET encap layer may end up
with the composite Encap+NAT transposition in Table
3. This transposition engine also contains logic to apply
a transposition to an actual packet, by breaking the final
transposition down into a series of steps (NAT, encap,
decap) that can be applied by a packet modifier.
6.1.4 Unified Flow Tables and Caching
The intuition behind our flow compiler is that the action
for a UFID is relatively stable over the lifetime of a
flow – so we can cache the UFID with the resulting HT
from the engine. Applications like Ananta create perconnection state already, so it’s not expensive to cache
this whole unified flow (UF) per TCP/UDP flow. The
resulting flow table where the compiler caches UFs is
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With the UFT, we segment our datapath into a fastpath
and a slowpath. On the first packet of a TCP flow, we
take a slowpath, running the transposition engine and
matching at each layer against rules. On subsequent
packets, VFP takes a fastpath, matching a unified flow
via UFID, and applying a transposition directly. This
operation is independent of the layers or rules in VFP.
The UFT is used similarly to the OVS microflow cache
to skip tables, and scales well across CPUs because it
requires no write lock to match. However, a key
difference for our workload is the HT, which combines
encap/decap with header modification. This allows us to
have a single flow for all actions rather than one before
and after a tunnel interface, and is critical for offloading
flows with only a single hardware table (§9.3).

Figure 7. VFP Unified Flow Table

6.2 Action Contexts
Some rule actions have side effects beyond header
modification, or take action on packet payloads.
Examples include metering to a global counter
(supporting our example metering layer), or encrypting
packet payloads. For these actions, HTs can be
extended with Action Contexts which can implement
arbitrary logic via callback. An Action Context can be
added to an HT (and the resulting UF) by a rule. This
allows rules to extend the packet actions themselves
even though they are not matched for every packet.
6.3 Flow Reconciliation
A requirement of the VFP flow compiler is transparency
to VFPAPI clients. This means that if a controller
changes the rules in a layer, the new rules should be
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applied to subsequent packets even if a UF exists. This
is supported by a reconciliation engine in VFP.
The reconciliation engine maintains a global generation
number on each port. When a UF is created, it’s tagged
with the current generation number at creation time.
Upon policy update, the port generation is incremented.
VFP implements lazy reconciliation, reconciling a UF
only when matching a UF whose generation number is
less than the port’s current generation number. The UF
is then simulated against the current rules on the port,
by running its UFID through the transposition engine,
and determining if the resulting HT has changed.
6.4 Flow State Tracking
By default, the expiration policy for UFs is to expire
them after some configurable period of time. However,
this is not efficient for short flows and leads to large
numbers of UFs idling in the UFT. Instead, for TCP
flows we can expire them by tracking the state of the
underlying connections. This requires determining
which UF should pair with a UF in the opposite
direction to form a bidirectional connection.
6.4.1 Flow Pairing
Unlike layer flows, we cannot pair UFs just by
reversing the FlowID – UF pairs can be asymmetric, for
example if a connection is tunneled to the VM on
inbound but returned directly without tunneling on the
outbound side (e.g. the Direct Server Return feature in
Ananta). The key idea in our solution is pairing
connections on the VM-side of the VFP pipeline rather
than the network side (e.g. the UFID of a connection on
the inbound path after processing should be the opposite
of the UFID on the outbound path before processing).
When an inbound UF is created by an inbound packet,
we create an outbound UF to pair it to by reversing the
UFID of the packet after the inbound action, and
simulating it through the outbound path of that port,
generating a full UF pair for the connection. For a new
outbound UF, we wait for an inbound packet to try to
create an inbound UF – when the new UF looks up the
reverse UFID it will find an existing flow and pair itself.
6.4.2 TCP State Tracking
Once we have established a pairing of UFs, we use a
simple TCP state machine in VFP to track them as
connections. For example, new flows are created in a
probationary half-open state – only when a three-way
handshake is verified with proper sequence numbers
does it become a full flow (this helps protect against
SYN floods). We can also use this state machine to
track FIN handshakes and RSTs, to expire flows early.
We also track connections in TIME_WAIT, allowing
NAT rules to determine when they can reuse ports
safely. VFP tracks port-wide statistics such as average
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RTT, retransmits, and ECN marks, which can be useful
in diagnosing VMs with networking issues [37].
6.5 Packet Classification
In practice, VFPv2’s UFT datapath solved performance
and scalability issues for most packets (even short lived
flows are usually at least 10 packets). However, rule
matching is still a factor for scenarios with thousands of
rules, such as complex ACLs or routes. We implement a
better classification algorithm for these cases.
We support 4 classifier types: a compressed trie, an
interval tree, a hash table, and a list. Each classifier can
be instantiated on each condition type from §5.3.1. We
assign each rule to a classifier based on a heuristic
described in detail in [40] to optimize total matching
time in a VFP group. In practice we have found this to
be successful at handling a wide range of rule types that
users plumb, such as 5-tuple ACLs with IP ranges, and
large routing tables.

7. Switching Model
In addition to SDN filtering, VFP also forwards traffic
to ports. VFP’s forwarding plane is described below.
7.1 Packet Forwarding
VFP implements a simple bridge, forwarding packets by
destination MAC address to the port attached to the
VNIC created with that MAC. This can be an outer
MAC, or an inner MAC inside a VXLAN/NVGRE
encaped packet for VMs running in a virtualized mode.
Efficient spreading based on this policy is widely
supported by NICs as Virtual Machine Queue [33].
7.2 Hairpinning and Mirroring
Gateway VMs are often used to bridge different tunnels
or address spaces in different routing domains. To
accelerate these workloads, we support hairpin rules in
VFP layers, which can redirect packets to a VNIC back
out through VFP ingress processing, either on the same
or a different VNIC. This enables high speed gateways
without the overhead of sending packets to a VM. This
policy also supports programmable port mirroring.
7.3 QoS
VFP supports applying max cap policies on transmit
and receive to ports or groups of ports on a switch. This
is implemented using atomic operations to update token
bucket counters and interlocked packet queues for high
performance. Bandwidth reservations across ports are
also supported. Our algorithm for measurement-based
weighted fair sharing is described in [39].

8. Operational Considerations
As a production cloud service, VFP’s design must take
into account serviceability, monitoring and diagnostics.
8.1 Rebootless Updates
In an update, we first pause the datapath, then detach
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Figure 8. Example VFP Production Monitoring Statistics

VFP from the stack, uninstall VFP (which acts as a
loadable kernel driver), install a new VFP, attach it to
the stack, and restart the datapath. This operation
typically completes in <1s, and looks like a brief
connectivity blip to VMs, while the NIC stays up.
8.2 State Save/Restore
Because we support stateful policy such as ACLs and
NAT, a rebootless VFP update by default forces VMs
to reset all TCP connections, since flow state is lost. As
we saw more and more frequent updates, we concluded
we needed to build State Save/Restore (SSR) functions
to eliminate impact of VFP updates to VMs.
We support serialization and deserialization for all
policy and state in VFP on a port. Every VFP object has
a serialization and deserialization handler, including
layers/groups/rules/flows, rule contexts, action contexts,
UFs, HTs, resources and resource entries, and more. All
objects are versioned, so if structures are updated, SSR
can support multiple source object versions.
8.2.1 VM Live Migration
VFP also supports live migration of VMs. In this case,
the port state is serialized out of the original host and
deserialized on the new host during the VM blackout
time of the migration. VFP policies/rules are updated on
the new host by all VFPAPI clients based on policy that
may have changed in migration, such as the VM
physical address. VFP flow reconciliation (§6.3) then
handles updating flows, keeping TCP connections alive.
8.3 Monitoring
VFP implements over 300 performance counters and
flow statistics, on per port, per layer, and per rule bases,
as well as extensive flow statistics. This information is
continuously uploaded to a central monitoring service,
providing dashboards on which we can monitor flow
utilization, drops, connection resets, and more, on a VM
or aggregated on a cluster/node/VNET basis. Figure 8
shows distributions measured in production for the
number of active flows and rate of new connections per
VM, and SSR time for a recent VFP update.
8.4 Diagnostics
VFP provides diagnostics for production debugging,
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both of VFP itself and for VFPAPI clients. The
transposition engine’s simulation path can be queried on
arbitrary UFIDs to provide a trace of how that UFID
would behave across all rules/flows in VFP. This
enables remotely debugging incorrect rules and policies.
VFP tracing, when enabled, provides detailed logs of
actions performed on the data path and control path.
If we need to track a bug in VFP’s logic, SSR can
snapshot a port’s state in production, and restore it on a
local test machine, where packets can then be simulated
using the above diagnostic under a kernel debugger.

9. Hardware Offloads and Performance
As we continue to scale up our cloud servers, we are
very performance and cost sensitive. VFP implements
several hardware offloads, described below.
9.1 Stateless Tunneling Offloads
Commercial NICs have been available since 2013 with
the ability to parse NVGRE/VXLAN, and support
stateless checksum, segmentation, and receive scaling
offloads with them. VFP programs NICs with these
offloads for tunneling, which are widely deployed in our
datacenter. This has largely eliminated the performance
overhead of encap/decap to our platform – with offloads
we can support encap at 40Gbps line rate on our NICs.
9.2 QoS Offloads
Many commercial NICs support transmit max caps, and
bandwdith reservations, across transmit queues. We
have implemented and deployed an interface to offload
port-level QoS policy from §7.3. This removes the
overhead of applying QoS through software.
9.3 Offloading VFP Policy
Many attempts to offload SDN policy and accomplish
Goal #7 of SR-IOV support focus on offloading packet
classification, such that no packets traverse the host.
We’ve found this impractical on server NICs, as it often
requires large TCAMs, CPU cores or other specialized
hardware when doing lookups on 10+ tables in series.
However, offloading Unified Flows as defined in §6
turns out to be much more tractable. These are exact
match flows representing each connection on the
system, and so they can be implemented via a large hash
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Figure 9. Selected VFP Performance Data, 2.9Ghz Xeon Sandy Bridge CPU

table, typically in inexpensive DRAM. In this model,
the first packet of a new flow goes through software
classification to determine the UF, which is then
offloaded so that packets take a hardware path.
We’ve used this mechanism to enable SR-IOV in our
datacenters with VFP policy offload on custom
hardware we’ve deployed on all new Azure servers. Our
VMs reach 25Gbps+ VNICs at line rate with near-zero
host CPU and <25μs e2e TCP latencies inside a VNET.

Figure 10. VFP Offloading Flow Tables per Port

9.4 Performance
In Figure 9, we first see that under a TCP SYN load the
classification algorithm in §6.5 improves by 1-2 orders
of magnitude over linear match a distribution of random
rules. Measuring VFP’s fastpath against long lived
flows, we next see that on layers of 200 rules each, UFT
caching improves performance even at one layer, but
more dramatically as more layers are added. We then
see that due to locking, in VFPv1 performance doesn’t
improve as we scale to 8 CPUs, while UFT scales well.
Finally, we see that received packets per second
improves by over 60% with PacketDirect.

10. Experiences
We have deployed 21 major releases of VFP since
2012. VFP runs on all Azure servers, powering millions
of VMs, petabits per second of traffic, and providing
load balancing for exabytes of storage, in hundreds of
datacenters in over 30 regions across the world. In
addition, we are releasing VFP publicly as part of
Windows Server 2016 for on-premises workloads.
10.1 Results
We believe we accomplished all of our goals from §2:
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1.We have had multiple independent controllers
successfully program VFP for several years. New
controllers have deployed SDN applications by
inserting layers without changes in other controllers.
2.Every single connection in our datacenters is treated
statefully by VFP – all pass through stateful ACLs,
and many pass through a stateful NAT.
3.The definition of a VNET, a load balancer, and other
policies have changed over time as newer, richer
semantics were implemented. Most of these were
policy changes without any change to VFP.
4.We’ve pushed dozens of rebootless updates to VFP.
5.The introduction of UFT dramatically improved VFP
performance, especially for scenarios with large
numbers of layers. This has helped us scale our
servers to 40G+ NICs, with many more VMs.
6.The VFP packet classification algorithm has sped up
classification on real production workloads by 1-2
orders of magnitude over linear search.
7.We have successfully offloaded VFP flows to flowprogrammable hardware and deployed SR-IOV.
10.2 Lessons Learned
Over 5 years of developing and supporting VFP, we
learned a number of other lessons of value:
 L4 flow caching is sufficient. We didn’t find a use
for multi-tiered flow caching such as OVS megaflows.
The two main reasons: being entirely in the kernel
allowed us to have a faster slowpath, and our use of a
stateful NAT created an action for every L4 flow and
so reduced the usefulness of ternary flow caching.
 Design for statefulness from day 1. The above point
is an example of a larger lesson: support for stateful
connections as a first class primitive in a MAT is
fundamental and must be considered in every aspect
of a MAT design. It should not be bolted on later.
 Layering is critical. Some of our policy could be
implemented as a special case of OpenFlow tables
with custom GOTOs chaining them together, with
separate inbound and outbound tables. We found,
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however, that our controllers needed clear layering
semantics or else they couldn’t reverse their policy
correctly with respect to other controllers.
 GOTO considered harmful. Controller developers
will implement policy in the simplest way needed to
solve a problem, but that may not be compatible with
future controllers adding policy. We needed to be
vigilant in not only providing layering, but enforcing
it to prevent this. We see this layering enforcement
not as a limitation compared to OpenFlow’s GOTO
table model, but instead as the key feature that made
multi-controller designs work for 4 years running.
 IaaS cannot handle downtime. We found that
customer IaaS workloads cared deeply about uptime
for each VM, not just their service as a whole. We
needed to design all updates to minimize downtime,
and provide guarantees for low blackout times.
 Design for serviceability. SSR (§8.2) is another
design point that turned out to pervade all of our logic
– in order to regularly update VFP without impact to
VMs, we needed to consider serviceability in any new
VFP feature or action type.
 Decouple the wire protocol from the data plane.
We’ve seen enough controllers/agents implement wire
protocols with different distributed systems models to
support O(1M) scale that we believe our decision to
separate VFPAPI from any wire protocol was a
critical choice for VFP’s success. For example,
bandwidth metering rules are pushed by a controller,
but VNET required a VL2-style directory system (and
an agent that understands that policy comes from a
different controller than pulled mappings) to scale.
Architecturally, we believe it helps to view the
resulting “Smart Agents” as part of a distributed
controller application, rather than part of the
dataplane, and we consider VFP’s OS level API the
real common Southbound API [36] in our SDN stack,
where different applications meet.
 Conflict resolution was not needed. We believe our
choice in §2.3 to not focus on automated conflict
resolution between controllers was correct, as this was
never really an issue when we enforced clean layering
between the controllers. Good diagnostics to help
controller developers understand their policy’s impact
were more important.
 Everything is an action. Modeling VL2-style
encap/decap as actions rather than tunnel interfaces
was a good choice. It enabled a single table lookup
for all packets – no traversing a tunnel interface with
tables before and after. The resulting HT language
combining encap/decap with header modification
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enabled single-table hardware offload.
 MTU is not a major issue. There were initial
concerns that using actions instead of tunnel interfaces
would cause issues with MTU. We found this not to
be a real issue – we support either making use of
larger MTU on the physical network to support
encapsulation (this was our choice for Azure), or
using a combination of TCP Maximum Segment Size
clamping and fragmentation of large non-TCP frames
(for deployments without large MTU).
 MAT Scale. In our deployments, we typically see up
to 10-20 layers, with up to hundreds of groups within
a layer. We’ve seen up to O(50k) rules per group,
(when supporting customers’ distributed BGP
routers). We support up to 500k simultaneous TCP
connections per port (after which state tracking
becomes prohibitively expensive).
 Keep forwarding simple. §7.1 describes our MACfilter based forwarding plane. We considered a
programmable forwarding plane based on the MAT
model, however, we found no scenario for complex
forwarding policy or learning. We’ve concluded that a
programmable forwarding plane is not useful for our
cloud workload, because VMs want a declarative
model for creating NICs with known MAC addresses.
 Design for E2E monitoring. Determining network
health of VMs despite not having direct access to
them is a challenge. We found many uses for in-band
monitoring with packet injectors and auto-responders
implemented as VFP rule actions. We used these to
build monitoring that traces the E2E path from the
VM-host boundary. For example, we implemented
Pingmesh-like [24] monitoring for VL2 VNETs.
 Commercial NIC hardware isn’t ideal for SDN.
Despite years of interest from NIC vendors about
offloading SDN policy with SR-IOV, we have seen no
success cases of NIC ASIC vendors supporting our
policy as a traditional direct offload. Instead, large
multi-core NPUs [32] are often used. We used custom
FPGA-based hardware to ship SR-IOV in Azure,
which we found was lower latency and more efficient.

11. Conclusions and Future Work
We introduced the Virtual Filtering Platform (VFP), our
cloud scale vswitch for host SDN policy in Microsoft
Azure. We discussed how our design achieved our dual
goals of programmability and scalability. We discussed
concerns around serviceability, monitoring, and
diagnostics in production environments, and provided
performance results, data, and lessons from real use.
Future areas of investigation include new hardware
models of SDN, and extending VFP’s offload language.
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Abstract
We consider the following question: what consistency
model is appropriate for coordinating the actions of a
replicated set of SDN controllers? We first argue that
the conventional requirement of strong consistency, typically achieved through the use of Paxos or other consensus algorithms, is conceptually unnecessary to handle unplanned network updates. We present an alternate
approach, based on the weaker notion of eventual correctness, and describe the design of a simple coordination layer (SCL) that can seamlessly turn a set of singleimage SDN controllers (that obey certain properties) into
a distributed SDN system that achieves this goal (whereas
traditional consensus mechanisms do not). We then show
through analysis and simulation that our approach provides faster responses to network events. While our primary focus is on handling unplanned network updates, our
coordination layer also handles policy updates and other
situations where consistency is warranted. Thus, contrary
to the prevailing wisdom, we argue that distributed SDN
control planes need only be slightly more complicated
than single-image controllers.

1

Introduction

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) uses a “logically
centralized” controller to compute and instantiate forwarding state at all switches and routers in a network.
However, behind the simple but ambiguous phrase “logically centralized” lies a great deal of practical complexity.
Typical SDN systems use multiple controllers to provide
availability in the case of controller failures.1 However,
ensuring that the behavior of replicated controllers
matches what is produced by a single controller requires
coordination to ensure consistency. Most distributed
SDN controller designs rely on consensus mechanisms
such as Paxos (used by ONIX [14]) and Raft (used by
ONOS [2]), and recent work (e.g., Ravana [10]) require
even stronger consistency guarantees.
But consistency is only a means to an end, not an end
in itself. Operators and users care that certain properties
or invariants are obeyed by the forwarding state installed
1 In

some scenarios multiple controllers are also needed to scale
controller capacity (e.g., by sharding the state between controllers), but
in this paper we focus on replication for reliability.
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in switches, and are not directly concerned about consistency among controllers. For example, they care whether
the forwarding state enforces the desired isolation between hosts (by installing appropriate ACLs), or enables
the desired connectivity between hosts (by installing
functioning paths), or establishes paths that traverse a
specified set of middleboxes; operators and users do not
care whether the controllers are in a consistent state when
installing these forwarding entries.
With this invariant-oriented criterion in mind, we
revisit the role of consistency in SDN controllers. We
analyze the consistency requirements for the two kinds of
state that reside in controllers — policy state and network
state2 — and argue that for network state consensusbased mechanisms are both conceptually inappropriate
and practically ineffective. This raises two questions:
why should we care, and what in this argument is new?
Why should we care? Why not use the current consistency mechanisms even if they are not perfectly suited to
the task at hand? The answer is three-fold.
First, consistency mechanisms are both algorithmically complex and hard to implement correctly. To note
a few examples, an early implementation of ONIX was
plagued by bugs in its consistency mechanisms; and
people continue to find both safety and liveness bugs
in Raft [6, 22]. Consistency mechanisms are among the
most complicated aspects of distributed controllers, and
should be avoided if not necessary.
Second, consistency mechanisms restrict the availability of systems. Typically consensus algorithms are
available only when a majority of participants are active
and connected. As a result consistency mechanisms prevent distributed controllers from making progress under
severe failure scenarios, e.g., in cases where a partition is
only accessible by a minority of controllers. Consistency
and availability are fundamentally at odds during such
failures, and while the lack of availability may be necessary for some policies, it seems unwise to pay this penalty
in cases where such consistency is not needed.
Third, consistency mechanisms impose extra latency
in responding to events. Typically, when a link fails, a
2 As we clarify later, network state describes the current network
topology while policy state describes the properties or invariants
desired by the operator (such as shortest path routing, or access control
requirements, or middlebox insertions along paths).
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switch sends a notification to the nearest controller, which
then uses a consensus protocol to ensure that a majority of
controllers are aware of the event and agree about when
it occurred, after which one or more controllers change
the network configuration. While the first step (switch
contacting a nearby controller) and last step (controllers
updating switch configuration) are inherent in the SDN
control paradigm, the intervening coordination step
introduces extra delay. While in some cases – e.g., when
controllers reside on a single rack – coordination delays
may be negligible, in other cases – e.g., when controllers
are spread across a WAN – coordination can significantly
delay response to failures and other events.
What is new here? Much work has gone into building
distributed SDN systems (notably ONIX, ONOS, ODL,
and Ravana),3 and, because they incorporate sophisticated consistency mechanisms, such systems are significantly more complex than the single-image controllers
(such as NOX, POX, Beacon, Ryu, etc.) that ushered in the
SDN era.4 In contrast, our reconsideration of the consistency requirements (or lack thereof) for SDN led us to design a simple coordination layer (SCL) that can transform
any single-image SDN controller design into a distributed
SDN system, as long as the controller obeys a small number of constraints.5 While our novelty lies mostly in how
we handle unplanned updates to network state, SCL is a
more general design that deals with a broader set of issues: different kinds of network changes (planned and unplanned), changes to policy state, and the consistency of
the data plane (the so-called consistent updates problem).
All of these are handled by the coordination layer, leaving
the controller completely unchanged. Thus, contrary to
the prevailing wisdom, we argue that distributed SDN systems need only be slightly more complicated than singleimage controllers. In fact, they can not only be simpler
than current distributed SDN designs, but have better performance (responding to network events more quickly)
and higher availability (not requiring a majority of controllers to be up at all times).

2

Background

In building SDN systems, one must consider consistency
of both the data and control planes. Consider the case
where a single controller computes new flow entries
3 There are many other distributed SDN platforms, but most (such
as [19, 28]) are focused on sharding state in order to scale (rather
than replicating for availability), which is not our focus. Note that our
techniques can be applied to these sharded designs (i.e., by replicating
each shard for reliability).
4 By the term “single-image” we mean a program that is written with
the assumption that it has unilateral control over the network, rather
than one explicitly written to run in replicated fashion where it must
coordinate with others.
5 Note that our constraints make it more complex to deal with policies
such as reactive traffic engineering that require consistent computation
on continuously changing network state.
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for all switches in the network in response to a policy
or network update. The controller sends messages to
each switch updating their forwarding entries, but these
updates are applied asynchronously. Thus, until the last
switch has received the update, packets might be handled
by a mixture of updated and non-updated switches, which
could lead to various forms of invariant violations (e.g.,
looping paths, missed middleboxes, or lack of isolation).
The challenge, then, is to implement these updates in a
way that no invariants are violated; this is often referred to
as the consistent updates problem and has been addressed
in several recent papers [11, 17, 20, 21, 25, 26].
There are three basic approaches to this problem.
The first approach carefully orders the switch updates
to ensure no invariant violations [17, 20]. The second
approach tags packets at ingress, and packets are processed based on the new or old flow entries based on
this tag [11, 25, 26]. The third approach relies on closely
synchronized switch clocks, and has switches change
over to the new flow entries nearly-simultaneously [21].
Note that the consistent updates problem exists even
for a single controller and is not caused by the use of
replicated controllers (which is our focus); hence, we do
not introduce any new mechanisms for this problem, but
can leverage any of the existing approaches in our design.
In fact, we embed the tagging approach in our coordination layer, so that controllers need not be aware of the
consistent updates problem and can merely compute the
desired flow entries.
The problem of control plane consistency arises when
using replicated controllers. It seems natural to require
that the state in each controller – i.e., their view of the network and policy – be consistent, since they must collaboratively compute and install forwarding state in switches,
and inconsistency at the controller could result in errors
in forwarding entries. As a result existing distributed controllers use consensus algorithms to ensure serializable
updates to controller state, even in the presence of failures.
Typically these controllers are assumed to be deterministic – i.e., their behavior depends only on the state at a
controller – and as a result consistency mechanisms are
not required for the output. Serializability requires coordination, and is typically implemented through the use of
consensus algorithms such as Paxos and Raft. Commonly
these algorithms elect a leader from the set of available
controllers, and the leader is responsible for deciding the
order in which events occur. Events are also replicated to
a quorum (typically a majority) of controllers before any
controller responds to an event. Replication to a quorum
ensures serializability even in cases where the leader
fails, this is because electing a new leader requires use of
a quorum that intersect with all previous quorums [7].
More recent work, e.g., Ravana [10], has looked at
requiring even stronger consistency guarantees. Ravana
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tries to ensure exactly-once semantics when processing
network events. This stronger consistency requirement
comes at the cost of worse availability, as exactly-once
semantics require that the system be unavailable (i.e.,
unresponsive) in the presence of failures [15].
While the existing distributed controller literature
varies in mechanisms (e.g., Paxos, Raft, ZAB, etc.) and
goals (from serializability to exactly-once semantics)
there seems to be universal agreement on what we
call the consensus assumption; that is the belief that
consensus is the weakest form of coordination necessary
to achieve correctness when using replicated controllers,
i.e., controllers must ensure serializability or stronger
consistency for correctness. The consensus assumption
follows naturally from the concept of a “logically centralized controller” as serializability is required to ensure
that the behavior of a collection of replicated controllers
is identical to that of a single controller.
However, we do not accept the consensus assumption,
and now argue that eventual correctness – which applies
after controllers have taken action – not consensus is
the most salient requirement for distributed controllers.
Eventual correctness is merely the property that in any
connected component of the network which contains one
or more controller, all controllers eventually converge
to the correct view of the network, i.e., in the absence of
network updates all controllers will eventually have the
correct view of the network (i.e., its topology and configuration) and policy, and that the forwarding rules installed
within this connected component will all be computed
relative to this converged network view and policy. This
seems like a weaker property than serializability, but
cannot be achieved by consensus based controllers which
require that a quorum of controllers be reachable.
So why are consensus-based algorithms used so
widely? Traditional systems (such as data stores) that use
consensus algorithms are “closed world”, in that the truth
resides within the system and no update can be considered
complete until a quorum of the nodes have received the
update; otherwise, if some nodes fail the system might
lose all memory of that update. Thus, no actions should
be taken on an update until consensus is reached and the
update firmly committed. While policy state is closedworld, in that the truth resides in the system, network state
is “open-world” in that the ground truth resides in the
network itself, not in the controllers, i.e., if the controllers
think a link is up, but the link is actually down, then the
truth lies in the functioning of the link, not the state in
the controller. One can always reconstruct network state
by querying the network. Thus, one need not worry about
the controllers “forgetting” about network updates, as the
network can always remind them. This removes the need
for consensus before action, and the need for timeliness
would suggest acting without this additional delay.
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To see this, it is useful to distinguish between agreement (do the controllers agree with each other about the
network state?) and awareness (is at least one controller
aware of the current network state?). If networks were
a closed-world system, then one should not update the
dataplane until the controllers are in agreement, leading
to the consensus assumption. However, since networks
are an open-world system, updates can and should start
as soon as any controller is aware, without waiting for
agreement. Waiting for agreement is unnecessary (since
network state can always be recovered) and undesirable
(since it increases response time, reduces availability, and
adds complexity).
Therefore, SDN controllers should not unnecessarily
delay updates while waiting for consensus. However, we
should ensure that the network is eventually correct, i.e.,
controllers should eventually agree on the current network
and policy state, and the installed forwarding rules should
correctly enforce policies relative to this state. The rest of
this paper is devoted to describing a design that uses a simple coordination layer lying underneath any single-image
controller (that obeys certain constraints) to achieve rapid
and robust responses to network events, while guaranteeing eventual correctness. Our design also includes mechanisms for dataplane consistency and policy consistency.

3
3.1

Definitions and Categories
Network Model

We consider networks consisting of switches and hosts
connected by full-duplex links, and controlled by a set of
replicated controllers which are responsible for configuring and updating the forwarding behavior of all switches.
As is standard for SDNs, we assume that switches notify
controllers about network events, e.g., link failures, when
they occur. Current switches can send these notifications
by using either a separate control network (out-of-band
control) or using the same networks as the one being
controlled (in-band control). In the rest of this paper we
assume the use of an in-band control network, and use this
to build robust channels that guarantee that the controller
can communicate with all switches within its partition,
i.e., if a controller can communicate with some switch A,
then it can also communicate with any switch B that can
forward packets to A. We describe our implementation of
robust channels in §6.1. We also assume that the control
channel is fair – i.e., a control message sent infinitely
often is delivered to its destination infinitely often – this
is a standard assumption for distributed systems.
We consider a failure model where any controller,
switch, link or host can fail, and possibly recover after
an arbitrary delay. Failed network component stop
functioning, and no component exhibits Byzantine
behavior. We further assume that when alive controllers
and switches are responsive – i.e., they act on all received
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messages in bounded time – this is true for existing
switches and controllers, which have finite queues. We
also assume that all active links are full-duplex, i.e., a
link either allows bidirectional communication or no
communication. Certain switch failures can result in
asymmetric link failures – i.e., result in cases where
communication is only possible in one direction – this can
be detected through the use of Bidirection Forwarding
Detection (BFD) [12, 13] at which point the entire link
can be marked as having failed. BFD is implemented by
most switches, and this functionality is readily available
in networks today. Finally we assume that the failure of a
switch or controller triggers a network update – either by
a neighboring switch or by an operator, the mechanism
used by operators is described in Appendix B.
We define dataplane configuration to be the set of
forwarding entries installed at all functioning switches
in the network; and network state as the undirected graph
formed by the functioning switches, hosts, controllers
and links in a network. Each edge in the network state is
annotated with relevant metadata about link properties –
e.g., link bandwidth, latency, etc. The network configuration represents the current network state and dataplane
configuration. A network policy is a predicate over the
network configuration: a policy holds if and only if the
predicate is true given the current network configuration.
Network operators configure the network by specifying
a set of network policies that should hold, and providing
mechanisms to restore policies when they are violated.
Given these definitions, we define a network as being
correct if and only if it implements all network policies
specified by the operator. A network is rendered incorrect
if a policy predicate is no longer satisfied as a result of
one or more network events, which are changes either to
network state or network policy. Controllers respond to
such events by modifying the dataplane configuration in
order to restore correctness.
Controllers can use a dataplane consistency mechanism to ensure dataplane consistency during updates.
The controllers also use a control plane consistency
mechanism to ensure that after a network event controllers eventually agree on the network configuration and
that the data plane configuration converges to a correct
configuration, i.e., one that is appropriate to the current
network state and policy.
Consistency mechanisms can be evaluated based
on how they ensure correctness following a network
event. Their design is thus intimately tied to the nature
of policies implemented by a network and the types of
events encountered, which we now discuss.
3.2

Policy Classes

Operators can specify liveness policies and safety policies
for the network. Liveness policies are those that must
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hold in steady state, but can be violated for short periods
of time while the network responds to network events.
This is consistent with the definition of liveness commonly used in distributed systems [16]. Sample liveness
properties include:
1. Connectivity: requiring that the data plane configuration is such that packets from a source are delivered to
the appropriate destination.
2. Shortest Path Routing: requiring that all delivered
packets follow the shortest path in the network.
3. Traffic Engineering: requiring that for a given traffic
matrix, routes in the network are such that the maximum
link utilization is below some target.
Note that all of these examples require some notion of
global network state, e.g., one cannot evaluate whether
a path is shortest unless one knows the entire network
topology. Note that such policies are inherently liveness
properties – as discussed below, one cannot ensure that
they always hold given the reliance on global state.
A safety policy must always hold, regardless of any
sequence of network events. Following standard impossibility results in distributed systems [23], a policy is
enforceable as a safety policy in SDN if and only if it can
be expressed as a condition on a path – i.e., a path either
obeys or violates the safety condition, regardless of what
other paths are available. Safety properties include:
1. Waypointing: requiring that all packets sent between
a given source and destination traverse some middlebox
in a network.
2. Isolation: requiring that some class of packets is
never received by an end host (such as those sent from
another host, or with a given port number).
In contrast to liveness properties that require visibility
over the entire network, these properties can be enforced
using information carried by each packet using mechanisms borrowed from the consistent updates literature.
Therefore, we extend the tagging approach from the consistent updates literature to implement safety policies in
SCL. Our extension, and proofs showing that this is both
necessary and sufficient, are presented in Appendix A.
3.3

Network Events

Next we consider the nature of network events, focusing
on two broad categories:
1. Unplanned network events: These include events
such as link failures and switch failures. Since these events
are unplanned, and their effects are observable by users
of the network, it is imperative that the network respond
quickly to restore whatever liveness properties were violated by these topology events. Dealing with these events
is the main focus of our work, and we address this in §5.
2. Policy Changes: Policy state changes slowly (i.e.,
at human time scales, not packet time scales), and perfect
policy availability is not required, as one can temporarily
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block policy updates without loss of network availability
since the network would continue operating using the
previous policy. Because time is not of the essence, we
use two-phase commit when dealing with policy changes,
which allows us to ensure that the policy state at all
controllers is always consistent. We present mechanisms
and analysis for such events in Appendix B.
Obviously not all events fall into these two categories,
but they are broader than they first appear. Planned network events (e.g., taking a link or switch down for maintenance, restoring a link or switch to service, changing link
metadata) should be considered policy changes, in that
these events are infrequent and do not have severe time
constraints, so taking the time to achieve consistency before implementing them is appropriate. Load-dependent
policy changes (such as load balancing or traffic engineering) can be dealt with in several ways: (i) as a policy
change, done periodically at a time scale that is long
compared to convergence time for all distributed consistency mechanisms (e.g., every five minutes); or (ii) using
dataplane mechanism (as in MATE [3]) where the control
plane merely computes several paths and the dataplane
mechanism responds to load changes in real time without
consulting the control plane. We provide a more detailed
discussion of traffic engineering in Appendix B.2.
3.4

The Focus of Our Work

In this paper, we focus on how one can design an SDN
control plane to handle unplanned network events so
that liveness properties can be more quickly restored.
However, for completeness, we also present (but claim
no novelty for) mechanisms that deal with policy changes
and safety properties. In the next section, we present our
design of SCL, followed by an analysis (in Section 5)
of how it deals with liveness properties. In Section 6 we
describe SCL’s implementation, and in Section 7 present
results from both our implementation and simulations
on SCL’s performance. We delay until the appendices
discussion of how SCL deals with safety properties.

4

SCL Design

SCL acts as a coordination layer for single-image controllers (e.g., Pox, Ryu, etc.). Single image controllers
are designed to act as the sole controller in a network,
which greatly simplifies their design, but also means that
they cannot survive any failures, which is unacceptable in
production settings. SCL allows a single image controller
to be replicated on multiple physical controllers thereby
forming a distributed SDN control plane. We require that
controllers and applications used with SCL meet some
requirements (§4.1) but require no other modifications.
4.1

Requirements

We impose four requirements on controllers and
applications that can be used with SCL:
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(a) Deterministic: We require that controller applications be deterministic with respect to network state.
A similar requirement also applies to RSM-based
distributed controllers (e.g., ONOS, Onix).
(b) Idempotent Behavior: We require that the commands controllers send switches in response to any
events are idempotent, which is straightforward
to achieve when managing forwarding state. This
requirement matches the model for most OpenFlow
switches.
(c) Triggered Recomputation: We require that on receiving an event, the controller recomputes network
state based on a log containing the sequence of
network events observed thus far. This requires that
the controller itself not retain state and incrementally
update it, but instead use the log to regenerate the
state of the network. This allows for later arriving
events to be inserted earlier in the log without needing
to rewrite internal controller state.
(d) Proactive Applications: We require that controller
applications compute forwarding entries based on
their picture of the network state. We do not allow
reactive controller applications which respond to
individual packet-ins (such as might be used if one
were implementing a NAT on a controller).
In addition to the requirements imposed on controller
applications, SCL also requires that all control messages
– including messages used by switches to notify controllers, messages used by controllers to update switches,
and messages used for consistency between controllers –
be sent over robust communication channels. We define
a robust communication channel as one which ensures
connectivity as long as the network is not partitioned –
i.e., a valid forwarding path is always available between
any two nodes not separated by a a network partition.
4.2

General Approach

We build on existing single-image controllers that recompute dataplane configuration from a log of events each
time recomputation is triggered (as necessitated by the
triggered recomputation requirement above). To achieve
eventual correctness, SCL must ensure – assuming no
further updates or events – that in any network partition
containing a controller eventually (i) every controller
has the same log of events, and (ii) this log accurately
represents the current network state (within the partition).
In traditional distributed controllers, these requirements
are achieved by assuming that a quorum of controllers
(generally defined to be more than one-half of all controllers) can communicate with each other (i.e., they are
both functioning correctly and within the same partition),
and using a consensus algorithm to commit events
to a quorum before they are processed. SCL ensures
these requirements – without the restriction on having a
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Figure 1: Components in SCL.

controller quorum – through the use of two mechanisms:
Gossip: All live controllers in SCL periodically exchange
their current event logs. This ensures that eventually the
controllers agree on the log of events. However, because
of our failure model, this gossip cannot by itself guarantee
that logs reflect the current network state.
Periodic Probing: Even though switches send controllers
notifications when network events (e.g., link failures)
occur, a series of controller failures and recovery (or
even a set of dropped packets on links) can result in
situations where no live controller is aware of a network
event. Therefore, in SCL all live controllers periodically
send probe messages to switches; switches respond to
these probe messages with their set of working links and
their flow tables. While this response is not enough to
recover all lost network events (e.g., if a link fails and
then recovers before a probe is sent then we will never
learn of the link failure), this probing mechanism ensures
eventual awareness of the current network state and
dataplane configuration.
Since we assume robust channels, controllers in the
same partition will eventually receive gossip messages
from each other, and will eventually learn of all network
events within the same partition. We do not assume
control channels are lossless, and our mechanisms are
designed to work even when messages are lost due
to failures, congestion or other causes. Existing SDN
controllers rely on TCP to deal with losses.
Note that we explicitly design our protocols to ensure
that controllers never disagree on policy, as we specify in
greater detail in Appendix B. Thus, we do not need to use
gossip and probe mechanisms for policy state.
4.3

Components

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of SCL. We now
describe each of the components in SCL, starting from
the data plane.
SDN Switches: We assume the use of standard SDN
switches, which can receive messages from controllers
and update their forwarding state accordingly. We
make no specific assumptions about the nature of these
messages, other than assuming they are idempotent.
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Furthermore, we require no additional hardware or
software support beyond the ability to run a small proxy
on each switch, and support for BFD for failure detection.
As discussed previously, BFD and other failure detection mechanisms are widely implemented by existing
switches. Many existing SDN switches (e.g., Pica-8) also
support replacing the OpenFlow agent (which translates
control messages to ASIC configuration) with other applications such as the switch-agent. In case where this is
not available, the proxy can be implemented on a general
purpose server attached to each switch’s control port.
SCL switch-agent: The switch-agent acts as a proxy
between the control plane and switch’s control interface. The switch-agent is responsible for implementing
SCL’s robust control plane channels, for responding
to periodic probe messages, and for forwarding any
switch notifications (e.g., link failures or recovery) to
all live controllers in SCL. The switch-agent, with few
exceptions, immediately delivers any flow table update
messages to the switch, and is therefore not responsible
for providing any ordering or consistency semantics.
SCL controller-proxy: The controller-proxy implements SCL’s consistency mechanisms for both the
control and data plane. To implement control plane
consistency, the controller-proxy (a) receives all network
events (sent by the switch-agent), (b) periodically exchanges gossip messages with other controllers; and (c)
sends periodic probes to gain awareness of the dataplane
state. It uses these messages to construct a consistently ordered log of network events. Such a consistently ordered
log can be computed using several mechanisms, e.g.,
using accurate timestamps attached by switch-agents. We
describe our mechanism—which relies on switch IDs and
local event counters—in §6.2. The controller-proxy also
keeps track of the network’s dataplane configuration, and
uses periodic-probe messages to discover changes. The
controller-proxy triggers recomputation at its controller
whenever it observes a change in the log or dataplane
configuration. This results in the controller producing a
new dataplane configuration, and the controller-proxy
is responsible for installing this configuration in the
dataplane. SCL implements data plane consistency by
allowing the controller-proxy to transform this computed
dataplane configuration before generating switch update
messages as explained in Appendix A.
Controller: As we have already discussed, SCL uses
standard single image controllers which must meet the
four requirements in §4.1.
These are the basic mechanisms (gossip, probes) and
components (switches, agents, proxies, and controllers)
in SCL. Next we discuss how they are used to restore
liveness policies in response to unplanned topology
updates. We later generalize these mechanisms to allow
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handling of other kinds of events later in Appendix B.

5

Liveness Policies in SCL

We discuss how SCL restores liveness policies in the
event of unplanned topology updates. We begin by
presenting SCL’s mechanisms for handling such events,
and then analyze their correctness.
5.1

Mechanism

Switches in SCL notify their switch-agent of any network
events, and switch-agents forward this notification to all
controller-proxies in the network (using the control plane
channel discussed in §6). Updates proceed as follows
once these notifications are sent:
• On receiving a notification, each controller-proxy
updates its event log. If the event log is modified6 ,
the proxy triggers a recomputation for its controller.
• The controller updates its network state, and computes a new dataplane configuration based on this
updated state. It then sends a set of messages to
install the new dataplane configuration which are
received by the controller-proxy.
• The controller-proxy modifies these messages appropriately so safety policies are upheld (Appendix
A) and then sends these messages to the appropriate
switch switch-agents.
• Upon receiving an update message, each switch’s
switch-agent immediately (with few exceptions discussed in Appendix B) updates the switch flow table,
thus installing the new dataplane configuration.
Therefore, each controller in SCL responds to unplanned topology changes without coordinating with
other controllers; all the coordination happens in the
coordination layer, which merely ensures that each
controller sees the same log of events. We next show how
SCL achieves correctness with these mechanisms.
5.2

Analysis

Our mechanism needs to achieve eventual correctness,
i.e., after a network event and in the absence of any
further events, there must be a point in time after which
all policies hold forever. This condition is commonly
referred to as convergence in the networking literature,
which requires a quiescencent period (i.e., one with
no network events) for convergence. Note that during
quiescent periods, no new controllers are added because
adding a controller requires either a network event (when
a partition is repaired) or a policy change (when a new
controller is inserted into the network), both of which
violate the assumption of quiescence. We observe that
eventual correctness is satisfied once the following
properties hold during the quiescent period:
6 Since

controller-proxies update logs in response to both notifications from switch-agents and gossip from other controllers, a controllerproxy may be aware of an event before the notification is delivered.
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i. The control plane has reached awareness – i.e., at
least one controller is aware of the current network
configuration.
ii. The controllers have reached agreement – i.e., they
agree on network and policy state.
iii. The dataplane configuration is correct – i.e., the flow
entries are computed with the correct network and
policy state.
To see this consider these conditions in order. Because
controllers periodically probe all switches, no functioning
controller can remain ignorant of the current network
state forever. Recall that we assume that switches are responsive (while functioning, if they are probed infinitely
often they respond infinitely often) and the control
channel is fair (if a message is sent infinitely often, it is
delivered infinitely often), so an infinite series of probes
should produce an infinite series of responses. Once this
controller is aware of the current network state, it cannot
ever become unaware (that is, it never forgets the state it
knows, and there are no further events that might change
this state during a quiscent period). Thus, once condition 1
holds, it will continue to hold during the quiescent period.
Because controllers gossip with each other, and also
continue to probe network state, they will eventually
reach agreement (once they have gossiped, and no further
events arrive, they agree with each other). Once the
controllers are in agreement with each other, and with
the true network state, they will never again disagree in
the quiescent period. Thus, once conditions 1 and 2 hold,
they will continue to hold during the quiescent period.
Similarly, once the controllers agree with each other
and reality, the forwarding entries they compute will eventually be inserted into the network – when a controller
probes a switch, any inconsistency between the switch’s
forwarding entry and the controllers entry will result in an
attempt to install corrected entries. And once forwarding
entries agree with those computed based on the true
network state, they will stay in agreement throughout
the quiescent period. Thus, once conditions 1, 2, and
3 hold, they will continue to hold during the quiescent
period. This leads to the conclusion that once the network
becomes quiescent it will eventually become correct, with
all controllers aware of the current network state, and all
switches having forwarding entries that reflect that state.
We now illustrate the difference between SCL’s
mechanisms and consensus based mechanisms through
the use of an example. For ease of exposition we consider
a small network with 2 controllers (quorum size is 2) and
2 switches, however our arguments are easily extended
to larger networks. For both cases we consider the control
plane’s handling of a single link failure. We assume that
the network had converged prior to the link failure.
First, we consider SCL’s handling of such an event, and
show a plausible timeline for how this event is handled in
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Figure 7: AS1239: Time taken for routes to
converge after single link failure.

Figure 2. At time t0 a network event occurs which renders
the network incorrect (some liveness properties are violated) and the control plane unaware. At time t1 Controller
1 receives a notification about the event, this makes the
control plane aware of the event, but the control plane is no
longer in agreement, since Controller 2 is unaware. Controller 1 immediately computes updates, which are sent
to the switch. Next at time t3 both switches have received
the updated configuration, rendering the network correct.
Finally, at time t4 , Controller 2 receives notification of
this event, rendering the control plane in agreement. The
network is thus converged at t4 . Note, since SCL does not
use consensus, this is not the only timeline possible in this
case. For example, another (valid) timeline would have
the controllers reaching agreement before the dataplane
has reached correctness. Finally, we also note that even
in cases where a notification is lost, gossip would ensure
that the network will reach agreement in this case.

is a necessary consequence of our design.
Finally, we consider a case where a controller, e.g.,
Controller 1, fails while the event is being handled. Because we assumed that our network had 2 controllers, consensus algorithms cannot make progress in this case. We
therefore focus on SCL’s response, and show a timeline
in Figure 4. In this case the control plane is temporarily
aware of the network event at time t1 , but becomes unaware when Controller 1 fails at time tf . However, since
switches notify all live controllers, Controller 2 eventually
receives the notification at time t4 , rendering the control
plane aware and in agreement. At this time Controller 2
can generate updates for both Switch 1 and 2 rendering the
network correct. Note, that even in cases where the Controller 2’s notification is lost (e.g., due to message losses),
it would eventually be aware due to periodic probing.

Next, we show how such an event is handled in a
consensus based controller framework in Figure 3.
Without loss of generality, we assume that Controller 1 is
the leader in this case. Similar to above, the control plane
becomes aware at time t1 . Next, at time t2 , Controller
2 becomes aware of the event through the consensus
mechanism, the controllers therefore reach agreement.
Once agreement has been reached Controller 1 computes
updates, and the network is rendered correct at time t4 .
Consensus mechanisms require that any configuration
changes occur after agreement, hence this is the only
plausible timeline in this case. Finally, observe that
when consensus mechanisms are used the dataplane
configuration is updated once (at t3 and t4 ), while SCL
issues two sets of updates, one from each controller. This

Our implementation of SCL uses Pox [18], a singleimage controller. To simplify development of control
applications, we changed the discovery and topology
modules in POX so they would use the log provided by the
controller-proxy in SCL. We also implemented a switchagent that works in conjunction with OpenVSwitch [24],
a popular software switch. In this section we present a
few implementation details about how we implement
robust channels (§6.1); how we ensure log consistency
across controller-proxies (§6.2); and a few optimizations
that we found important for our implementation (§6.3).
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6

6.1

Implementation

Robust Channel

Most existing SDN implementations require the use of
a separate control network (referred to as out-of-band
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control). In contrast, our implementation of SCL reuses
the same network for both control and data packets. The
use of such an in-band control network is essential for
implementing robust channels required by SCL (where
we assume the control channel functions between any
two connected nodes). In our design, the switch-agent is
responsible for implementing control channels. It does
so by first checking if it has previously seen a received
message, and flooding (i.e., broadcasting) the control
message if it has not. Flooding the message means that
each message goes through all available paths in the
network, ensuring that in the absence of congestion all
control messages are guaranteed to be delivered to all
nodes in the same network partition. This meets our
requirements for robust channels from §4.2. We show in
the evaluation that this broadcast-based robust channel
consumes a small percentage (< 1Mbps) of the network
bandwidth. Furthermore, since SCL’s correctness does
not depend on reliable delivery of control plane messages, we also limit the amount of bandwidth allocated
for control messages (by prioritizing them) and rely on
switches to drop any traffic in excess of this limit, so that
even under extreme circumstances the control traffic is
limited to a small fraction of the total bandwidth.
6.2

Ordering Log Messages

Ensuring that controllers reach agreement requires the
use of a mechanism to ensure that event ordering at each
controller is eventually the same (§5). In our analysis
we assumed the use of some ordering function that used
metadata added by switch-agents to network events to
produce a total order of events that all controllers would
agree on. Here we describe that mechanism in greater
detail. Switch agents in SCL augment network events
with a local (i.e., per switch-agent) sequence number.
This sequence number allows us to ensure that event
ordering in controller logs always corresponds to the
causal order at each switch; we call this property local
causality. Switch agent failures might result in this
sequence number being reset, we therefore append an
epoch count (which is updated when a switch boots) to
the sequence number, and ensure that sequence numbers
from the same switch-agent are monotically increasing
despite failures. We assume the epoch is stored in stable
storage and updated each time a switch boots. We also
assume that each switch is assigned an ID, and that switch
IDs impose a total order on all switches. IDs can be
assigned based on MAC addresses, or other mechanisms.
Our algorithm for ensuring consistent ordering depends on the fact that gossip messages include the
position of each event in the sender’s log. Our algorithm
then is simple: when notified of an event by the data plane
(this might be due to a direct event notification or because
of periodic probing), each controller-proxy inserts the

USENIX Association

event at the end of the log. If such an insertion violates
local causality, SCL swaps events until local causality
is restored, e.g., if a controller is notified of an event e
from a switch s with sequence number 5, but the log
already contains another event e0 from the same switch
with sequence number 6, then these events are swapped
so that e occupies the log position previously occupied
by e0 and e0 appears at the end of the log. It is simple to
see that the number of swaps needed is bounded. When
a controller-proxy receives a gossip message, it checks to
see if its position for event disagrees with the position for
the sender of the gossip message. If there is a disagreement, we swap messages to ensure that the message sent
by a switch with a lower ID appears first. Again it is easy
to see that the number of swaps required is bounded by
the number of positions on which the logs disagree.
Assuming that the network being controlled goes
through periods of change (where a finite number of new
network events occur) followed by periods of quiescence
(where no new network events occur), and that quiescent
periods are long enough to reach agreement, then the only
events reordered are those which occur within a single period of change. Since we assumed that only a finite number of new events occur within a period of change, there’s
only a finite number of event swaps that need to be carried
out to ensure that the log ordering is the same across all
controllers. Furthermore, any event that is not in its final
position must be swapped during a round of gossip. This
is because otherwise all controllers must agree on the
message’s position, and hence it will never subsequently
be changed. This implies that all controllers must agree
upon log ordering within a finite number of gossip rounds.
Note our assumption about quiescent periods is required
by all routing algorithms, and is not unique to SCL.
6.3

Optimizations

Our implementation also incorporates three optimizations
to reduce bandwidth usage. Our optimizations generally
aim to reduce the size of messages, but occasionally lead
to an increase in the number of messages.
First, we observe that each switch’s response to
periodic probes includes a copy of its flow tables along
with link state information. Switch flow table sizes can
range from several 1000-100K flow entries, and in a naive
implementation these messages would rapidly consume
most of the bandwidth available for control channels.
However, in the absence of controller failures (i.e., in the
common case) it is unlikely that a controller’s version
of the switch’s flow table differs from reality. Therefore,
when sending a periodic probe request to a switch s, the
controller’s controller-proxy includes the hash of their
view of s’s flow tables in the request. The switch-agents
sends a flow table as a part of their response if and only
if this hash differs from the hash for the actual flow table.
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Second, we require that controller-proxies converge on
a single network event log. However, here again sending
the entire log in each Gossip message is impractical. To
address this we use a log truncation algorithm, whereby
switch-agents no longer include log entries about which
all active controllers agree. This works as follows: (a)
controller-proxies always include new or modified log
entries (since a previous Gossip round, i.e., the last time
all controllers exchanged gossip messages and agreed on
log ordering) in gossip message; (b) any time a controllerproxy finds that all active controllers agree on a log entry
it marks that entry as committed and stops including it
in the log; and (c) controller-proxies can periodically
send messages requesting uncommitted log entries from
other controllers. The final mechanism (requesting logs)
is required when recovering from partitions.
Log truncation is also necessary to ensure that the
controller-proxy does not use more than a small amount
of data. The mechanism described above suffices to
determine when all active controllers are aware of a log
message. controller-proxies periodically save committed
log messages to stable storage allowing them to free up
memory. New controllers might require these committed
messages, in which case they can be fetched from stable
storage. Committed messages can also be permanently
removed when controller applications no longer require
them, however this requires awarness of application semantics and is left to future work. Finally, since log compaction is not essential for correctness we restrict compaction to periods when the all controllers in a network are
in the same partition, i.e., all controllers can communicate
with each other – this greatly simplifies our design.
Finally, similar to other SDN controllers, SCL does not
rewrite switch flow tables and instead uses incremental
flow updates to modify the tables. Each controller-proxy
maintains a view of the current network configuration,
and uses this information to only send updates when rules
need to change. Note, in certain failure scenarios, e.g.,
when a controller fails and another simultaneously recovers, this might incur increased time for achieving correctness, however our correctness guarantees still hold.
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Figure 9: AS1221: CDF of time taken for the
network (switches and controllers) to fully agree
after a single link failure.

This dramatically reduces the size of probe responses in
the common case.
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As we show later in §7 these optimizations are enough
to ensure that we use no more than 1Mbps of bandwidth
for control messages in a variety of networks.

7

Evaluation

As mentioned earlier, the standard approach to replicating
SDN controllers is to use consensus algorithms like Paxos
and Raft to achieve consistency among replicas. The
design we have put forward here eschews such consensus
mechanisms and instead uses mostly-unmodified singleimage controllers and a simple coordination layer. Our
approach has two clear advantages:
Simplicity: Consistency mechanisms are complicated,
and are often the source of bugs in controller designs.
Our approach is quite simple, both conceptually and
algorithmically, leading to a more robust overall
design whose properties are easy to understand.
Eventual Correctness: This seems like the most basic
requirement one could have for distributed controllers, and is easily achieved in our design, yet
consensus mechanisms violate it in the presence of
partitions.
Given these advantages, one might ask why might
one choose current consensus-based approaches over
the one we have presented here? We investigate three
possible reasons: response times, impact of controller
disagreement, and bandwidth overhead. Our analysis
uses the network model presented in §7.1, which allows
us to quantitatively reason about response times. We then
use simulations to gain a deeper understanding of how
the design operates. We use simulation rather than our
implementation because we we can more closely control
the environment and monitor the results.
Finally, in §7.4 we use CloudLab [1] to compare convergence times for SCL and ONOS [2] when responding
to link failures in a datacenter topology. Our results
demonstrate that the effects observed in simulation also
hold for our implementation.
7.1

Response to Network Events

The primary metric by which SDN controller designs
should be evaluated is the extent to which they achieve
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the desired properties or invariants. For example, if
we ignore the presence of partitions (where consensus
mechanisms will always perform poorly), then we can
ask how quickly a design responds to network events. We
can express these delays using the notation that: lat(x,y)
is the network latency between points x and y; network
nodes c are controllers and network nodes s are switches;
and CD is the delay from waiting for the consensus
algorithm to converge.
For SCL, the total response delay for an event detected
by switch s is given by the sum of: (a) the time it takes for
the event notification to reach a controller (lat(s, c) for
some c) and (b) the time for controller updates to reach
all affected switches s0 (lat(c,s0 )). Thus, we can express
the worst case delay, which we call N D, as:
N D = maxmax
min [lat(s,c)+lat(c,s0 )]
0
s

c

which represents the longest it can take for a switch s0 to
hear about an event at switch s, maximized over all s,s0 .
When consensus-based approaches are used we must
add the consensus time CD to N D (and in fact N D
is an underestimate of the delay, because the delay is
[lat(s,c) + lat(c,s0 )] for a given c that is the leader, not
the controller that minimizes the sum).7
At this simple conceptual level, three things become
apparent: (i) typically SCL will respond faster than
consensus-based systems because they both incur delay
N D and only consensus-based systems incur CD,
(ii) as the number of controllers increases, the relative
performance gap between SCL and consensus-based
approaches will increase (CD typically increases with
more participants, while N D will decrease), and (iii) SCL
has better availability (SCL only requires one controller
to be up, while consensus-based designs require at least
half to be up).
7 But

if the consensus protocol is used for leader election, then N D
is actually an underestimate of the worst-case delay, as there is no
minimization over c.
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Table 1: Properties of the topologies for which we run evaluation.
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We further explore the first of these conclusions
using simulations. In our simulations we compare SCL
to an idealized consensus algorithm where reaching
consensus requires that a majority of controllers receive
and acknowledge a message, and these messages and
acknowledgments do not experience any queuing delay.
We therefore set CD to be the median round-trip time
between controllers. We run our simulation on three
topologies: two AS topologies (AS 1221 and 1239) as
measured by the RocketFuel project [27], and a datacenter topology (a 16-ary fat-tree). We list sizes and other
properties for these topologies in Table 1. Our control
application computes and installs shortest path routes.
Single link failure We first measure time taken by the
network to converge back to shortest path routes after
a link failure. Note that here we are not measuring how
long it takes for all controllers and switches to have a
consistent view of the world (we return to that later), just
when are shortest routes installed after a failure. For each
topology, we measured the convergence time by failing
random links and plot CDFs in Figure 5, 6, 7. These
results show that SCL clearly restores routes faster than
even an idealized Paxos approach, and typically faster
than the worst-case bound N D (which would require the
failure to be pessimally placed to achieve).
But one can also ask how long it takes to actually
achieve full agreement, where one might think consensusbased algorithms would fare better. By full agreement we
mean: (a) the dataplane has converged so that packets are
routed along the shortest path, (b) all controllers have received notification for the link failure event and (c) every controller’s logical configuration corresponds with the
physical configuration installed in the data plane. For each
topology, we measured convergence time by failing random links and plot CDFs in Figure 8, 9, 10. Thus, even
when measuring when the network reaches full agreement, SCL significantly outperforms idealized Paxos.
Note that what consensus-based algorithms give you is
knowing when the controllers agree with each other, but it
does not optimize how quickly they reach agreement.
Continuous link failure and recovery To explore
more general failure scenarios, we simulate five hours
with an ongoing process of random link failure and
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Figure 15: AS1239: CDF of path inflation.

recovery. The time between link failures in the network
(MTBF) is 30 seconds, and each link’s mean-time-torecovery (MTTR) is 15 seconds; these numbers represent
an extremely aggressive failure scenario. We look at two
metrics: connectivity and stretch.
For connectivity, we plot the percentage of available8
host pairs in Figures 11,12, 13. SCL and Paxos offer
comparable availability in this case, but largely because
the overall connectivity is so high. Note, that in Figure 13,
the use of consensus does better than SCL– this is because
in this particular simulation we saw instances of rapid link
failure and recovery, and damping (i.e., delaying) control
plane responses paradoxically improves connectivity
here. This has been observed in other context e.g., BGP.
Even when hosts are connected, the paths between
them might be suboptimal. To investigate this we plotted
the stretch of all connected host-pairs (comparing the
shortest path to the current path given by routing), as
shown in Figures 14, 15. We did not observe any stretch in
the datacenter topology, this can be explained by the large
number of equal cost redundant paths in these topologies.
As one can see, SCL significantly outperforms ideal
Paxos in terms of path stretch in the other two topologies.
In the case of AS1239, we can see that while SCL’s rapid
response and lack of damping affect availability slightly,
the paths chosen by SCL are qualitatively better.
8 By which we mean host pairs that are physically connected and can
communicate using the current physical configuration
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AS 1221
205.828 Kbps
3.2 Kbps
3.88 Kbps
248.4 Kbps

AS1239
70.2 Kbps
28.6 Kbps
36.4 Kbps
4.8Kbps

Table 2: Control Bandwidth usage for different topologies

0.4

0

Fat Tree
63.428Kbps
46.592 Kbps
16.329 Kbps
0.0Kbps

Impact of Controller Disagreement

While the previous convergence results clearly indicate
that SCL responds faster than consensus-based algorithms, one might still worry that in SCL the controllers
may be giving switches conflicting information. We first
observe that such an update race can happen only under
rare conditions: controllers in SCL only update physical
configuration in response to learning about new network
events. If a single link event occurs, each controller would
proactively contact the switch only after receiving this
event and would install consistent configuration. A race is
therefore only observable when two network events occur
so close together in time so that different controllers
observe them in different order, which requires that the
time difference between these network events is smaller
than the diameter of the network. But even in this case,
as soon as all controllers have heard about each event,
they will install consistent information. So the only time
inconsistent information may be installed is during the
normal convergence process for each event, and during
such periods we would not have expected all switches to
have the same configuration.
Thus, the impact of controller disagreement is minimal. However, we can more generally ask how often
do controllers have an incorrect view of the network. In
Figures 16, 17, 18 we show, that under the continuous
failure/recover scenario described above, the CDF of how
many links are incorrectly seen by at least one controller
(where we periodically sample both the actual state of the
physical network and the network state as seen by each
controller). As we can see, typically there are very few
disagreements between controllers and the physical state,
and that SCL outperforms ideal Paxos in this regard. We
also found that event logs between controllers agreed
99.4% of the time.
7.3

Bandwidth Usage

SCL uses broadcast for all control plane communication.
This has several advantages: it avoids the need for bootstrapping (i.e., running a routing algorithm on the control
plane, which then allows the controllers to manage the
data plane), is extremely robust to failures, and provides
automatic alignment between data plane and control
plane connectivity. This last one is particularly important,
because otherwise one would have to handle special
cases such as where controllers within a given data plane
partition might not be able to talk to each other. Such
cases would unavoidably complicate the controller logic,
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and make eventual correctness harder to achieve.
However, one might think that this requires too much
bandwidth to be practical. Here we consider this question
by running a simulation where the mean time between link
failures (MTBF) is 10 minutes, and the mean time for each
link to recover is 5 minutes. The control traffic depends
on the control plane parameters, and here we set SCL’s
gossip timer at 1 second and network state query period at
20 seconds. Table 2 shows the control plane’s bandwidth
consumption for the topologies we tested. On average we
find that SCL uses a modest amount of bandwidth. We also
looked at instantaneous bandwidth usage (which we measured in 0.5 second buckets) and found that most of the
time peak bandwidth usage is low: for the fat tree topology 99.9% of the time bandwidth is under 1Mbps, for
AS1221 98% of the time bandwidth is under 1Mbps, and
for AS1239 97% of the time bandwidth is under 1Mbps.
One might ask how the bandwidth used on a given link
scales with increasing network size. Note that the dominant cause of bandwidth usage is from responses to link
and routing table probing messages. The number of these
messages grows as the number of switches (not the number of controllers), and even if we increase the number
of switches three orders of magnitude (resulting in a network with about 100K switches, which is larger than any
network we are aware of) the worst of our bandwidth numbers would be on the order of 200Mbps, which is using
only 2% of the links if we assume 10Gbps links. Furthermore, the failure rate is extremely high; we would expect
in a more realistic network setting that SCL could scale to
even large networks with minimal bandwidth overhead.
Response Time of the SCL Implementation

The primary metric by which we compare our implementation to existing distributed controller frameworks
is response time. We begin by showing the improvements
achieved by our implementation of SCL when compared
to a traditional distributed controller in a datacenter net-
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Table 3: Time taken before a controller begins reacting to a network event (First
Update) and before the network converges (Correct).
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work. We ran this evaluation on CloudLab [1], where the
dataplane network consisted of 20 switches connected in
a fat tree topology (using 48 links). Each of the dataplane
switches ran OpenVSwitch (version 2.5.0). In the control
plane we used three replicated controllers. To fit into
the CloudLab environment we modified SCL to use
an out-of-band control channel: each controller-proxy
established a TCP connection with all switch-agents and
forwarded any network events received from the switch
on all of these connections. For comparison we used
ONOS (version 1.6.0). Both controllers were configured
to compute shortest path routes.
In our experiments we measured the time taken for
paths to converge to their correct value after a single link
failure in the network. We measured both the time before
a controller reacts to the network event (First Update
in the table) and before all rule updates are installed
(Correct). We repeated this test 10 times and report times
in milliseconds elapsed since link failures (Table 3). We
find that SCL consistently responds to network events
before ONOS; this is in line with the fact that ONOS
must first communicate with at least one other controller
before installing rules. In our experiments, we found
that this could induce a latency of up to 76ms before the
controller issues its first updates. In the median case, SCL
also achieved correctness before ONOS, however the gap
is smaller in this case. Note, however, the latencies in
this setup are very small, so we expected to find a small
performance gap.

8

Conclusion

Common wisdom holds that replicated state machines
and consensus are key to implementing distributed SDN
controllers. SCL shows that SDN controllers eschewing
consensus are both achievable and desirable.

9
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A

Safety Policies in SCL

B

Next we look at how SCL ensures that safety policies
always hold. From our definitions, safety policies must
never be violated, even in the presence of an arbitrary
sequence of network events. Unlike liveness policies, we
cannot rely on the control plane to enforce these policies.
We therefore turn to data plane mechanisms for enforcing
these policies.
As noted earlier, safety policies cannot have any dependence on what other paths are available in the network
(disallowing policies affecting optimality, e.g., shortest
path routing) or on what other traffic is in the network
(disallowing policies which ensure traffic isolation). The
safety policies listed in §3.2 meet this requirement: waypointing requires that all chosen paths include the waypoint, while isolation limits the set of endpoints that valid
paths can have. Next, we present our mechanism for enforcing safety policies, and then provide an analysis showing that this mechanism is both necessary and sufficient.
A.1

Mechanism

Safety policies in SCL constrain the set of valid paths
in the network. We assume the control applications only
generate paths that adhere to these constraints. Such
policies can therefore be implemented by using dataplane
consistency mechanisms to ensure that packets only
follow paths generated by a control application.
Our mechanisms for doing this extends existing work
on consistent updates [4, 25]. However in contrast to
these works (which implicitly focus on planned updates),
our focus is explicitly restricted to unplanned topology
updates. The primary aim of this mechanism is to ensure
that each packet follows exactly one controller generated
path. Similar to prior work, we accomplish this by
associating a label with each path, and tagging packets on
ingress with the label for a given path. Packets are then
routed according to this label, ensuring that they follow a
single path. Packets can be tagged by changing the VLAN
tag, adding an MPLS label, or using other packet fields.
In SCL, the controller-proxy is responsible for ensuring that packets follow a single path. Our mechanism for
doing this is based on the following observation: since we
assume controllers are deterministic, the path (for a single
packet) is determined entirely by the current network
state and policy. The controller-proxy therefore uses a
hash of the network state and policy as a policy label
(Π). When a controller sends its controller-proxy a flow
table update, the controller-proxy modifies each match
predicate in the update. The match predicates are updated
so that a packet matches the new predicate if and only if
the packet is tagged with Π and if it would have matched
the old predicate (i.e., given a match-action rule r with
match m, the controller-proxy produces a rule r0 which
will only match packets which are tagged with Π and
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Figure 19: Example where waypointing is violated when using inconsistent paths.

match m). The controller-proxy also augments the update
to add rules which would tag packets on ingress with an
appropriate tag. The controller-proxy then sends these
rules to the appropriate switch (and its switch-agent).
Once these rules are installed, packets are forwarded
along exactly one path from ingress to egress, and are
dropped when this is not possible.
Since the labels used by SCL are based on the network
state and policy, controllers in agreement will use the
same label, and in steady state all controllers will install
exactly one set of rules. However, during periods of
disagreement, several sets of rules might be installed in
the network. While these do not result in a correctness
violation, they can result in resource exhaustion (as flow
table space is consumed). Garbage collection of rules is
a concern for all consistent update mechanisms, and we
find that we can apply any of the existing solutions [11]
to our approach. Finally, we observe that this mechanism
need not be used for paths which do not enforce a safety
policy. We therefore allow the controller to mark rules
as not being safety critical, and we do not modify the
match field for such rules, reducing overhead. We do
not require that single-image controllers mark packets as
such, this mechanism merely provides an opportunity for
optimization when control applications are SCL aware.
A.2

Analysis

Next we show that this mechanism is both necessary and
sufficient for ensuring that safety policies hold. Since we
assume that controllers compute paths that enforce safety
policies, ensuring that packets are only forwarded along
a computed path is sufficient to ensure that safety policies
are upheld. We show necessity by means of a counterexample. We show that a packet that starts out following
one policy compliant path, but switches over partway to
another policy compliant path can violate a safety policy.
Consider the network in Figure 19, where all packets from
A to G need to be waypointed through the shaded gray
node E. In this case, both the solid-red path and the dashed
purple path individually meet this requirement. However,
the paths intersect at both D and E. Consider a case where
routing is done solely on packet headers (so we do not
consider input ports, labels, etc.). In this case a packet can
follow the path A—B—D—C—G, which is a combination of two policy compliant paths, but is not itself policy
compliant. Therefore, it is necessary that packets follow
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a single path to ensure safety policies are held. Therefore
our mechanism is both necessary and sufficient.
A.3

Causal Dependencies

Safety policies in reactive networks might require that
causal dependencies be enforced between paths. For
example, reactive controllers can be used to implement
stateful firewalls, where the first packet triggers the
addition of flow rules that allow forwarding of subsequent packets belonging to the connection. Ensuring
correcntess in this case requires ensuring that all packets
in the connection (after the first) are handled by rules
that are causally after the rules handling the first packet.
Our mechanism above does not guarantee such causality
(since we do not assume any ordering on the labels, or on
the order in which different controllers become aware of
network paths). We have not found any policies that can be
implemented in proactive controllers (which we assume)
that require handling causal dependencies, and hence
we do not implement any mechanisms to deal with this
problem. We sketch out a mechanism here using which
SCL can be extended to deal with causal dependencies.
For this extension we require that each controllerproxy maintain a vector clock tracking updates it has
received from each switch, and include this vector clock
in each update sent to a switch-agent. We also require
that each switch-agent remember the vector clock for
the last accepted update. Causality can now be enforced
by having each switch-agent reject any updates which
happen-before the last accepted update, i.e., on receiving
an update the switch-agent compares the update’s vector
clock vu with the vector-clock for the last accepted
update va , and rejects any updates where vu  va . The
challenge here is that the happens-before relation for
vector clocks is a partial order, and in fact vu and va
may be incomparable using the happens-before relation.
There are two options in this case: (a) the switch-agent
could accept incomparable updates, and this can result in
causality violations in some cases; or (b) the switch-agent
can reject the incomparable update. The latter is safe (i.e.,
causality is never violated), however it can render the
network unavailable in the presence of partitions since
controllers might never learn about events known only to
other controllers across a partition.

B

Policy Changes in SCL

All the mechanisms presented thus far rely on the assumption that controllers in the network agree about policy.
The policy coordinator uses 2-phase commit [5] (2PC) to
ensure that this holds. In SCL, network operators initiate
policy changes by sending updates to the policy coordinator. The policy coordinator is configured with the set
of active controllers, and is connected to each controller
in this set through a reliable channel (e.g., established
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using TCP). On receiving such an update, the policy
coordinator uses 2PC to update the controllers as follows:
1. The policy coordinator informs each controller that
a policy update has been initiated, and sends each
controller the new policy.
2. On receiving the new policy, each controller sends
an acknowledgment to the policy coordinator.
Controllers also start start queuing network events
(i.e., do not respond to them) and do not respond to
them until further messages are received.
3. Upon receiving an acknowledgement from all
controllers, the policy coordinator sends a message
to all controllers informing them that they should
switch to the new policy.
4. On receiving the switch message, each controller
starts using the new policy, and starts processing
queued network events according to this policy.
5. If the policy coordinator does not receive acknowledgments from all controllers, it sends an abort
message to all controllers. Controllers receiving
an abort message stop queuing network events
and process both queued events and new events
according to the old policy.
Two phase commit is not live, and in the presence of
failures, the system cannot make progress. For example,
in the event of controller failure, new policies cannot
be installed and any controller which has received a
policy update message will stop responding to network
events until it receives the switch message. However,
we assume that policy changes are rare and performed
during periods when an administrator is actively monitoring the system (and can thus respond to failures).
We therefore assume that either the policy coordinator
does not fail during a policy update or can be restored
when it does fail, and that before starting a policy update
network administrators ensure that all controllers are
functioning and reachable. Furthermore, to ensure that
controllers are not stalled from responding to network
events forever, SCL controllers gossip about commit and
abort messages from the 2PC process. Controllers can
commit or abort policy updates upon receiving these
messages from other controllers. This allows us to reduce
our window of vulnerability to the case where either (a)
the policy coordinator fails without sending any commits
or aborts, or (b) a controller is partitioned from the policy
coordinator and all other controllers in the system.
The first problem can be addressed by implementing
fault tolerance for the policy coordinator by implementing it as a replicated state machine. This comes at the cost
of additional complexity, and is orthogonal to our work.
The second problem, which results from a partition
preventing the policy coordinator from communicating
with a controller, cannot safely be solved without repairing the partition. This is not unique to SCL, and is true for
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all distributed SDN controllers. However, in some cases,
restoring connectivity between the policy coordinator and
all controllers might not be feasible. In this case network
operators can change the set of active controllers known to
the policy agent. However it is essential that we ensure that
controllers which are not in the active set cannot update
dataplane configuration, since otherwise our convergence
guarantees do not hold. Therefore, each SCL agent is
configured with a set of blacklisted controllers, and drops
any updates received from a controller in the blacklisted
set. We assume that this blacklist can be updated through
an out of band mechanism, and that operators blacklist
any controller before removing them from the set of active
controllers. Re-enabling a blacklisted controller is done in
reverse, first it is added to the set of active controllers, this
triggers the 2PC mechanism and ensures that all active
controllers are aware of the current configuration, the
operator then removes the controller from the blacklist.
Finally, note that SCL imposes stricter consistency
requirements in responding to policy changes when
compared to systems like ONOS and Onyx, which store
policy using a replicated state machine; this is a trade-off
introduced due to the lack of consistency assumed when
handling network events. This is similar to recent work
on consensus algorithms [7] which allow trade-offs in the
number of nodes required during commits vs the number
of nodes required during leader election.
B.1

and MATE [3] which perform traffic engineering entirely
in the data plane; or (b) operators can update traffic
matrices using the policy update mechanisms.
Dataplane techniques including TeXCP can be implemented in SCL unmodified. In this case, control plane
applications must produce and install multiple paths between hosts, and provide mechanisms for a switch or middlebox to choose between these paths. This is compatible
will all the mechanisms we have presented thus far; the
only additional requirement imposed by SCL is that the
field used to tag paths for traffic engineering be different
from the field used by SCL for ensuring dataplane consistency. These techniques however rely on local information
to chose paths, and might not be sufficient in some cases.
When treated as policy changes, each traffic matrix
is submitted to a policy coordinator which uses 2PC to
commit the parameters to the controller. In this case, we
allow each update process to use a different coordinator,
thus providing a trivial mechanism for handling failures
in policy coordinators. However, similar to the policy update case, this mechanism does not allow load-dependent
updates in the presence of network partitions.

Planned Topology Changes

Planned topology changes differ from unplanned ones in
that operators are aware of these changes ahead of time
and can mitigate their effects, e.g., by draining traffic
fron links that are about to be taken offline. We treat such
changes as policy changes, i.e., we require that operators
change their policy to exclude such a link from being used
(or include a previously excluded link), and implement
them as above.
B.2

Load-Dependent Update

Load-dependent updates, which include policies like
traffic engineering, are assumed by SCL to be relatively
infrequent, occurring once every few minutes. This is
the frequency of traffic engineering reported in networks
such as B4 [8], which aggressively run traffic engineering.
In this paper we focus exclusively on traffic engineering,
but note that other load-dependent updates could be
implemented similarly.
We assume that traffic engineering is implemented by
choosing between multiple policy-compliant paths based
on a traffic matrix, which measures demand between pairs
of hosts in a network. Traffic engineering in SCL can be
implemented through any of three mechanisms, each of
which allows operators to choose a different point in the
trade-off space: (a) one can use techniques like TeXCP [9]
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Robust validation of network designs under uncertain demands and failures
Yiyang Chang, Sanjay Rao and Mohit Tawarmalani
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Abstract
A key challenge confronting wide-area network architects is validating that their network designs provide assurable performance in the face of variable traffic demands and failures. Validation is hard because of the
exponential, and possibly non-enumerable, set of scenarios that must be considered. Current theoretical tools
provide overly conservative bounds on network performance since to remain tractable, they do not adequately
model the flexible routing strategies that networks employ in practice to adapt to failures and changing traffic demands. In this paper, we develop an optimizationtheoretic framework to derive the worst-case network
performance across scenarios of interest by modeling
flexible routing adaptation strategies. We present an
approach to tackling the resulting intractable problems,
which can achieve tighter bounds on network performance than current techniques. While our framework
is general, we focus on bounding worst-case link utilizations, and case studies involving topology design,
and MPLS tunnels, chosen both for their practical importance and to illustrate key aspects of our framework.
Evaluations over real network topologies and traffic data
show the promise of the approach.

1

Introduction

In designing wide-area networks for ISPs and cloud service providers, it is critical to ensure predictable performance at acceptable costs. However, achieving this goal
is challenging because links fail (both owing to planned
maintenance, and unplanned events such as fiber cuts and
equipment failures) [38, 50, 23], and network traffic is
variable [9] and constantly evolving [23].
Validating that a network can cope with a range of
traffic conditions and failure scenarios is challenging because the number of scenarios to consider are typically
exponentially many, and may even be non-enumerable.
For instance, a common requirement is to verify that a
network with N links can service demand for all com-
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binations of f simultaneous link failures [50, 48,37].
The number of failure scenarios to consider is Nf for
each demand. Further, the set of traffic matrices are not
even enumerable, so naively considering all traffic matrices and failure scenarios is prohibitive.
There is a huge gap between practice and existing theoretical tools. Oblivious routing [40, 41, 9, 49], and more
generally, robust optimization [12, 14] allow bounding
worst-case performance across multiple scenarios of interest. However, to ensure tractability of the problem,
these techniques make the conservative assumption that
the network cannot adapt to changes in demands by rerouting traffic [40, 41, 9, 49], or admit limited forms
of adaptation [50, 15]. In practice, networks do adapt
by re-routing traffic as demands shift or failures occur,
and such adaptation can make network operations much
more efficient. Further, the advent of Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) allows for network-wide optimization, and facilitates the deployment of flexible re-routing
strategies [30, 31].
Given the large gap between theory and practice,
the process of validating network designs today is adhoc, often requiring extensive simulations, which can be
highly time consuming as well as fall short of guaranteeing provable bounds on network performance. In this paper, we take a first step towards tackling this by presenting a formal framework to provide performance bounds
on a network design across a set of scenarios (demands,
failures). The key novelty in our framework is that it
can accommodate a richer set of adaptation mechanisms,
used in practice today, for re-routing traffic on failures
and changes in demands.
When flexible routing strategies are considered, providing robust performance guarantees typically requires
solving intractable non-convex (and often non-linear) optimization problems. We address these difficulties by
leveraging cutting-edge techniques in the non-linear optimization literature [44]. An attractive aspect of these
techniques is their generality, which allows them to be
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applied to a wide range of network validation problems.
We show that these techniques lead to tighter bounds on
the validation problem than existing state-of-the-art approaches in robust optimization, a finding that has applications beyond networking. Further. the bounds are tight
in practical settings of interest - e.g., when demands are
expressed as a convex combination of known historical
demands [49]. Finally, we show how the techniques may
be augmented with analysis of individual problem structure to substantially improve the quality of bounds.
For concreteness, we focus on link utilization, a
widely accepted traffic engineering metric [9, 49, 50],
which impacts application latency and throughput. We
apply our framework to two contrasting, yet practical
case studies to illustrate key aspects of our framework.
The case studies differ in the type of uncertainty (failures and demands), and the type of adaptation. Specifically, we consider (i) multi-commodity flow (MCF) routing [21, 9, 50] which provides the most flexibility and
efficiency, and (ii) MPLS-style tunneling [30, 29] which
has more limited flexibility in routing.
While we focus on validation, our framework can enable the synthesis of designs with performance guarantees under uncertainty. We demonstrate this by showing
how our approach can aid operators in determining the
most effective ways to augment link capacities while ensuring acceptable link utilizations under failures.
We evaluate our approach using multiple real topologies [6] and public traffic data [1]. Our framework performs better than oblivious formulations for both case
studies, while surprisingly matching optimal in all the
experiments for the failure case study. Further, we show
our framework aids in (i) identifying bad failure scenarios; (ii) determining how to best augment link capacity
to handle failures; and (iii) evaluating design heuristics
– e.g., we show the potential for poor performance with
common tunnel selection heuristics.

2
2.1

Motivation
Robust validation applications

A network design consists of (i) invariant parameters,
which cannot be changed (or are costly to change) across
failures and/or demands; and (ii) adaptable parameters,
which may be flexibly chosen for any scenario. Our
framework ensures that the choice of invariant parameters is acceptable across a set of demands and/or failures.
Below, we present motivating examples.
Topology Design. In designing network topologies,
operators must determine what links to lease and how
much capacity to provision. While the set of links and
their capacities is difficult to change across failures and
demands, the network may adapt by re-routing traffic.
MPLS Tunnel Selection. A common traffic engineering practice is to use tunnels (e.g., MPLS [42]) between
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each ingress and egress switch, to ensure a core network
that does not need to run the BGP protocol. In such settings, a light-weight adaptation mechanism is to switch
traffic across k pre-selected tunnels between each source
destination pair, which only involves changing flow tables in appropriate ingress switches [29, 30]. Changing
tunnels is more heavy-weight since the flow tables of internal switches also need to be modified. A good choice
of pre-selected tunnels can lower the frequency of changing tunnels in response to fluctuations in demand.
Middlebox placement. Network policy may require
that some of the flows traverse a set of middleboxes such
as firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS) [39, 7].
While the placement of network middleboxes typically
occurs over relatively longer time-scales, traffic may be
re-routed to handle normal traffic fluctuations or failures.
In these examples, the topology itself, and the set of
tunnels and placement of middleboxes as applicable are
invariant parameters, while the fraction of traffic sent
along a given tunnel is an adaptable parameter.
Robust validation may be performed at initial design
time, as well as in a continual fashion as the network
evolves, and new projections on demands are available.
Robust validation may indicate the network is no longer
able to cope with the scenarios of interest, requiring the
operator to consider changes to the design (e.g., by provisioning more capacity on links). Further, it can provide information on which scenario causes the network
requirements to be violated, and aid in determining design changes to address the violations.
2.2

Robust validation framework

Our framework is closely related to robust optimization.
In traditional robust optimization, input parameters belong to an uncertainty set, and the objective is minimized
across any parameter choice in the set [12, 14]. Further,
recourse actions may be considered that depend on the
specific parameter value. In the networking context, a
typical recourse action involves rerouting traffic to handle a change in traffic matrix or failure. The robust optimization literature considers limited forms of recourse
actions, primarily for tractability reasons, which may
lead to more conservative estimates of worst-case performance (§4.4). In contrast, we model richer network
adaptation, and tackle the resulting intractable problems.
Prior approaches can be seen as special cases of our more
general framework discussed below:
Metrics to capture performance of network design.
Our framework can validate a variety of network metrics
such as link utilizations, and bandwidth assigned to latency sensitive flows. For concreteness, in this paper, we
focus on the utilization of the most congested link (which
we will refer to as Maximum Link Utilization (MLU), a
widely used objective function [9, 49, 50]. Though we do
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not discuss this extensively, our framework also applies
to other common metrics of link utilizations (e.g., sum
of penalties assigned to individual links, where penalties
are convex functions of link utilizations [48, 22, 24]). We
focus on utilizations given their extensive use in the traffic engineering literature, and since they reflect application performance (e.g., throughput for bandwidth sensitive applications is inversely related to utilizations).
Characterizing uncertainty in network conditions.
We seek to validate that a network design performs well
across demands and failure scenarios of interest. A typical set of failure scenarios to consider is all simultaneous
failures of F or fewer links [50, 48]. The range of demands may be specified in multiple ways. A common
model is to specify a set of historical traffic matrices,
and require that all demands based on standard prediction
models are considered. We formally discuss this model
as well as other models in §4.3 and §5.2.
Modeling how networks adapt. Networks may respond to failures, and changes in demand by rerouting
traffic in the best possible fashion to keep utilizations
low. This can be achieved by determining the optimal
routing (MCF) for a given scenario. This design point
is becoming increasingly practical with the adoption of
SDNs, given that periodic reoptimization for network
state is feasible. Other models may allow adaptation,
but with constraints. For instance, in the MPLS tunneling example, the network may adapt by changing how
traffic is split across pre-selected tunnels between each
ingress and egress pair, though the tunnels themselves do
not change. This corresponds well to SDN deployments
where only edge routers are SDN enabled [17]. Finally,
policy constraints (e.g., a requirement that a set of middleboxes be traversed) may constrain how networks may
adapt [47, 39, 7].

3
3.1

Formalizing robust validation
General problem structure

Let X denote the uncertainty set (possibly continuous
and non-enumerable) of demands, or failures over which
a given network design must be validated. The design
includes all parameters that must remain invariant with
changes in demands and failures (e.g., network topology,
selection of tunnels, placement of middleboxes). For any
given scenario x ∈ X, the network may adapt by routing
traffic appropriately as described in §2.2.
Let y denote the parameters determined by the network
when adapting to scenario x. This includes how traffic is
routed – e.g., in the tunneling context, y includes parameters that capture how traffic must be split across tunnels
– though there may be additional variables determined
as we discuss in §3.2. Formally, the network validation
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problem may be written as:
F ∗ = max min F(x, y)
x∈X y∈Y (x)

(1)

The inner minimization captures that for any given scenario x ∈ X, the network determines y in a manner that
minimizes an objective function F(x, y) from a set of permissible strategies Y (x). For the fully flexible routing
model, Y (x) corresponds to strategies permitted by the
standard MCF constraints [21], while for routing with
middlebox policies, only strategies that ensure the desired set of middleboxes are traversed are permitted. The
outer maximization robustly captures the worst-case performance across the set of scenarios X, assuming the network adapts in the best possible fashion for each x.
In this paper, we focus on objective functions F(x, y)
that minimize the MLU as discussed in §2.2. We refer to
(1) as the validation problem, since it can be used to verify that a chosen design meets a desired utilization goal.
For instance, when applied to topology design, F ∗ > 1
indicates the network is not sufficiently provisioned to
handle all failures and demands of interest.
For any given scenario x, the inner problem is typically easy to solve (a linear program (LP)), since the network must compute y online to adapt to any failure or
shift in demand. The validation problem is however challenging since exponentially many (and potentially nonenumerable) scenarios x must be considered.
3.2

Concrete validation problems

We next relate the general formulation (1) to two concrete case studies, chosen both for their practical importance and to illustrate key ideas of the framework.
• The first case study validates topology design against
failures, with the most flexible network adaptation.
• The second example validates tunnel selection across
variable demands, with network adaptivity constrained to splitting traffic across pre-selected tunnels.
The examples illustrate the generality of our framework
in terms of its ability to consider both failures and demands (discrete and continuous uncertainty sets), and
different types of adaptivity models (flexible and more
constrained). However, our framework applies to a wider
range of applications including simultaneously varying
demands and failures, other adaptation models such as
middlebox constraints, and other ways of combining
adaptation models and uncertainty sets (§5).
We use the notation x = (x f , xd ) where x f denotes
a failure scenario and xd denotes a particular demand,
dropping superscripts when the context is clear. Likewise, we use y = (r,U) where r denotes how traffic is
routed, and U denotes utilization metrics computed as a
result. Since our focus is on minimizing MLU, the inner problem may be expressed as miny∈Y (x) U, with constraints in Y (x) which express the requirement that the
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Y (x) = (r,U)



γk (x)U ≥ ∑i∈I βik (x)ri k ∈ K 
∑i∈I αi j (x)ri ≥ δ j (x) j ∈ J

r≥0

F(x, r,U) = U
Figure 1: General structure of determining routes (r) for
scenario x to minimize MLU (U).
(W ) max
x,v,λ

s.t.

∑ j∈J δ j (x)v j
∑ j∈J αi j (x)v j ≤ ∑k∈K βik (x)λk
∑k∈K γk (x)λk = 1

i∈I

x ∈ X, (v j ) j∈J ≥ 0, (λk )k∈K ≥ 0
Figure 2: General structure of validation problem derived
from Figure 1 as a single-stage formulation.
utilization of every link is at most U. We now discuss
how constraints Y (x) are specified for our case studies.
Fully flexible routing under uncertain failures. Let
xifj be a binary variable which is 1 if link hi, ji ∈ E (the
set of links) has failed, and 0 otherwise. Since we do not
consider variable demands in this case study, we let dit
denote the known demand from source i to destination t.
Let ri jt denote the total traffic to t carried on link hi, ji.
Let ci j denote the capacity of link hi, ji. Then, Y (x) corresponds to the standard MCF constraints [21], and may
be expressed as:
Uci j (1 − xifj ) ≥ ∑t ri jt hi, ji ∈ E
(
dit
∀t, i 6= t
∑ j ri jt − ∑ j r jit = − ∑ d jt ∀t, i = t
j

(2)

ri jt ≥ 0 ∀i, j,t
The first constraint ensures that (i) the utilization of link
hi, ji is at most U for all non-failed links; and (ii) no
traffic is carried on a failed link. The second constraint
captures flow balance requirements. Specifically, the net
outflow from node i to destination t is the total traffic
destined to t when i = t, and dit otherwise.
Tunnel constraints and uncertain demands. Given
a set of pre-selected tunnels, let Ti jstk be a binary parameter that denotes whether the link hi, ji is on tunnel k for
traffic from the source s to destination t. Let xstd denote
the total s − t traffic, and rstk the subset of this traffic on
tunnel k. Then, Y (x) may be expressed as:
Uci j ≥ ∑s,t,k rstk Ti jstk hi, ji ∈ E
(3)
∑k rstk = xstd ∀s,t; rstk ≥ 0 ∀s,t, k
The first constraint ensures that the utilization of every
link is bounded by U. The second constraint captures
that the sum of the traffic on all tunnels k for each s − t
pair must add up to the total demand of that pair.
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3.3

Non-linear reformulation

The validation problem in (1) has been represented in a
form referred to as a two-stage formulation (e.g., [15]).
In the two-stage problem, the optimal second-stage variables (y) depend on the first-stage (x). We simplify this
problem by re-expressing it as a single-stage problem,
where all the variables are determined simultaneously.
In many network validation problems, including our
case studies, the inner problem miny∈Y (x) F(x, y) is an
LP in variable y = (r,U) for a fixed scenario x. This is
reasonable because online adaptations of y must be computationally efficient. Figure 1 shows the general structure of the LP. Notice that the coefficients depend on scenario x. For example, in the failure validation case study,
αi j (x), βik (x), and δ j (x) are constants while γk (x) is a
linear function of x. For a specific value of x, the inner
problem is an LP.
It is well known that every LP (referred to as a primal
form) involving a minimization objective may be converted into an equivalent maximization LP (referred to as
a dual form) which achieves the same objective (assuming the dual is feasible) [19]. The validation problem can
then be expressed as a single-stage formulation by:
1. Rewriting miny∈Y (x) F(x, y) as an equivalent maximization problem using LP duality.
2. Adding the constraints x ∈ X to the dual form to capture the set of demands or failure scenarios of interest.
Figure 2 shows the general structure of the validation
problem as a single-stage formulation. Notice that variables r and U in Figure 1 have been replaced by the dual
variables λ and v. Moreover, x is now a variable since the
problem validates utilization over all uncertain scenarios.
Formulations (F) and (V) in Figure 3 capture the validation problem for our case studies involving failures (2)
and variable demands (3) respectively. At first glance,
both formulations appear non-linear – the objective in
(V) involves products of xd and u variables, while the
second constraint of (F) involves a product of variables
xifj and λi j . In §4.2, we show that (F) can be written as an
integer program (IP) when X is the set of scenarios involving the failure of f or fewer links simultaneously.
Regardless, both (V) and (F) are hard problems (nonlinear non-convex and IP respectively).

4

Making validation tractable

§3.3 has shown that the validation problems, including
our case studies, are typically intractable, Given the intractable nature of the problems, we do not solve them to
optimality, rather seek ways to obtain upper bounds on
the true optimal of (1). Since the purpose of validation
is to ensure a design is acceptable, an upper bound that
satisfies the design criteria is sufficient.
We aim for a general approach to tackle a wide range
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(F) max
v,λ ,x

∑t,i6=t dit (vit − vtt )

s.t. vit − v jt ≤ λi j

∀t, hi, ji ∈ E

λ c (1 − xifj ) = 1
hi, ji∈E i j i j
xifj

∑s,t xstd vst

s.t.

vst ≤ ∑hi, ji∈E Ti jstk λi j

∀s,t, k

∑hi, ji∈E λi j ci j = 1

∑
f

v,λ ,x

(V ) max

xd ∈ X; λi j ≥ 0, hi, ji ∈ E
Figure 3: Formulations of validation problems for failure case study (F), and tunnel selection case study (V).
x ∈ X;

∈ {0, 1};

λi j ≥ 0,

hi, ji ∈ E

of validation problems. In the optimization literature,
problems such as (1) are referred to as robust optimization problems and have been tackled mostly for limited
adaptations. Instead, we use non-linear programming
techniques, and show they achieve better bounds, a finding that has applications beyond networking.
We introduce the approach in §4.1, and how it applies to our case studies involving failures and variable demands in §4.2 and §4.3 respectively. Although
our framework is general, analysis of problem structure
can substantially improve the quality of bounds, as we
will show for the failure case study in §4.2. Finally,
in §4.4, we compare our techniques with benchmarks
drawn from the network management and robust optimization literature, and show that our techniques can obtain tighter bounds than these approaches.
4.1

Relaxing validation problems

Our approach works by relaxing the validation problems
into more tractable LPs, and obtaining an upper bound
on the worst-case link utilizations across scenarios. An
optimization problem L is a relaxation of a problem N if
every feasible solution in N can be mapped to a feasible
solution in L, and the mapped solution’s objective value
in N is no better than that of its mapping in L.
Reformulation-Linearization Technique (RLT) [44] is
a general approach to relax non-linear integer problems.
The technique reformulates the problem by (i) adding
new constraints obtained by taking products of existing
constraints; and (ii) linearizing the resulting formulation
by replacing monomials with new variables. For our
problem (W), RLT can be constructed as long as αi j (x),
βik (x) and γk (x) are polynomial functions.
For example, consider a non-linear optimization problem where the objective is to minimize xy − x + y subject
to the constraints: (i) (x − 2) ≥ 0; (ii) (3 − x) ≥ 0; (iii)
(y−3) ≥ 0; and (iv) (4−y) ≥ 0. Products of pairs of constraints are taken – e.g., the product of constraints (i) and
(iii) results in a new derived constraint (x −2)(y−3) ≥ 0,
i.e., xy − 3x − 2y + 6 ≥ 0. The product term xy is replaced by a new variable z. The objective is rewritten as
z − x + y, and the derived constraint in the previous step
expressed as z − 3x − 2y + 6 ≥ 0. The resulting problem
is linear, as it no longer has product terms. However, it
is a relaxation in the sense that constraints (e.g., z = xy)
that must be present to accurately capture the original
problem are not included in the new problem.
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The above represents the first step in a hierarchy of
relaxations and the next steps involve multiplying more
than two constraints and linearizing as discussed above.
Further, the RLT hierarchy can be tightened using convex
relaxations of monomials, which yield other well known
hierarchies. As long as the set of inequalities in the verification problem define a bounded set, higher levels of this
hierarchy of relaxations converge to the optimal value of
the non-linear or integer program [27, 44]. Since the generated LPs can be large (more variables and constraints),
we restrict attention to the first level of this hierarchy.
Further, in practice, it often suffices to consider a subset of products even for the first level, which keeps the
complexity of the resulting program manageable.
4.2

Validation across failure scenarios

Here, we discuss the RLT relaxation technique for our
failure case study (formulation (F)). For concreteness,
we consider all failure scenarios involving the simultaneous failure of f or fewer links. This failure model is used
commonly in practice [50]. We discuss how to generalize the failure model later (§5). Incorporating this model
results in replacing the constraint xifj ∈ X in (F) with the
constraints ∑hi, ji∈E xifj ≤ f , and xifj ∈ {0, 1}.
Empirically, a simple RLT relaxation of the formulation does not yield a sufficiently tight upper bound to the
validation problem. Instead, we reformulate the validation problem (F), and consequently derive constraints for
the RLT relaxation, as described below:
Reformulating the validation problem. We add variables to (2), in a way that gives more flexibility in choosing solutions, but does not change the optimum. Adding
variables to a primal results in additional constraints to
the dual. Consequently, we derive constraints for (F) and
the associated RLT relaxation LP, which are derived from
the LP dual of (2), thus improving the bound on utilization. Specifically, we reformulate (2) as follows:
Uci j (1 − xifj ) + ai j ≥ ∑t ri jt hi, ji ∈ E
(
d0
∀t, i 6= t
∑ j ri jt − ∑ j r jit = −it∑ d 0 ∀t, i = t
j jt
ri jt , ai j ≥ 0 ∀i, j,t
(
di j + ai j hi, ji ∈ E
dit0 =
di j
hi,ti 6∈ E

(4)

We augment each link hi, ji’s capacity with the extra
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(variable) slack capacity ai j for which we reserve the capacity along alternate paths in the network. In particular, the first constraint allows up to ai j of the traffic on
link hi, ji to be bypassed on the associated virtual link
without counting it against the utilization of link hi, ji.
To compensate for this, we increase the total traffic that
must be routed from i to j by ai j , as indicated by the last
constraint. It can be shown that (4) achieves the same optimal as (2). Further, because any feasible solution to (2)
is also feasible to (4) (with slack variables ai j being 0),
(4) is more flexible in that it admits additional solutions.
Following the procedure outlined in Figures 1 and 2,
this reformulated primal yields a reformulated validation
problem (F’) which consists of (F) with constraints λi j ≤
vi j − v j j , ∀hi, ji ∈ E. Then, (F’) simplifies to:
(G) max ∑i,t dit vit
vit − v jt ≤ vi j

∀t, hi, ji ∈ E

(5)

v c (1 − xifj ) = 1
hi, ji∈E i j i j

∑
∑hi, ji∈E xifj = f
vit ≥ 0, vtt = 0
xifj

∈ {0, 1},

(6)
∀i,t

(7)

hi, ji ∈ E

(8)

Proposition 1. Reformulation (G) achieves the same optimal value as the original validation problem (F).
The proof (see Appendix) shows that an optimal solution of (F’) satisfies vtt = 0, ∀t and vi j = λi j , ∀hi, ji ∈ E.
The proposition then follows since (F) and (F’) achieve
the same optimal value having been derived respectively
from primals (2) and (4) that achieve the same optimal.
Although (G) is non-linear because the product vi j xifj
is in the second constraint, we note that (G) has a finite
objective only if the minimum cardinality edge-cut set of
the topology contains more than f links, a condition that
can be verified in polynomial time [18]. Moreover, we
show (see Appendix) that if f failures cannot disconnect
the nodes of the network, vi j is bounded. Then, standard
linearization of vi j xifj that uses bounds on vi j and xifj ∈
{0, 1} reduces (G) to a mixed-integer linear program.
Relaxing the validation problem. Since the validation problem (G) is still intractable, we derive its firstlevel RLT relaxation as follows. First, the binary requirement xifj ∈ {0, 1} is replaced by bound constraints, xifj ≥ 0
and (1 − xifj ) ≥ 0. Next, the product of these bound constraints is taken with (5) and (7) and the product of (6)
and (7) is taken. Finally, the nonlinear constraints are
relaxed by introducing vxifji0 j0 to denote vi j xif0 j0 .
4.3

Validation across traffic demands

We now consider the tunnel selection case study (formulation (V)) and the problem of verifying utilization
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against uncertain demands. We discuss two models for
specifying demands, and discuss the RLT relaxations.
Specifying demands. We consider two models:
• Predicted demand: This corresponds to scenarios when
demands may be predicted from past history, a commonly used practice today. Consider optimizing the
system for a set of known historical traffic matrices
{d h }h∈H . As observed in [49], many predictors including the exponential moving average estimate the traffic
matrix for a given interval as a convex combination of
previously seen matrices. It may be desirable to verify
the system for the convex hull of {d 1 , d 2 , . . . d h }, which
ensures that all such predictors can be serviced with reasonable utilization. Specifically, this may be modeled by
replacing the constraint xd ∈ X in (V) by the constraints
xd = ∑h∈H xh d h , xh ≥ 0 and ∑h∈H xh = 1.
• All demands that can be handled by the topology: It
may be desirable to understand the extent to which a
topology must be over-provisioned if a tunneling solution is used compared to using an optimal MCF solution.
This may be modeled by replacing the constraint xd ∈ X
in (V) by the standard MCF constraints with xstd denoting demand from source s to destination t, and xigjt a flow
variable denoting traffic to t on link hi, ji.
Obtaining the RLT relaxation. We obtain the RLT
relaxation by taking the product of (i) inequalities involving v and λ variables with constraints of the form x ≥ 0;
(ii) inequalities involving x variables with constraints of
the for λ ≥ 0; (iii) inequalities involving v or λ with
inequalities involving x; and (iv) equalities involving x
variables with v variables.
4.4

Comparisons to alternate approaches

A key novelty of our framework is that it provides
theoretical bounds on network performance across failures/demands, while allowing flexible adaptation. We
can show that each RLT constraint we introduce in the
problem makes the adaptations more flexible in a specific way. In contrast, prior theoretical work has focused
on limited forms of adaptivity and we use them as benchmarks for our RLT relaxation approach. We show that
our approach provides bounds that are at least as tight as
these prior theoretical works, and later show empirically
(§6) that the bounds are better in practice.
Oblivious approaches and generalizations. Oblivious routing [11, 28, 16, 9, 49] bounds utilizations across
all links for a set of demands, while limiting how the
network adapts to any given demand. While oblivious
routing has mainly been considered in the context of
MCF [9, 49], the oblivious approach applies to other networking contexts. For instance, in our tunneling case
study, an Oblivious Tunneling formulation constrains ystk
(traffic on tunnel k from s to t) to be of the form ystk =
αstk xstd , where αstk is invariant across demands.
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The robust optimization literature has considered a
more general form of adaptation than an oblivious approach, which can enable tighter bounds on worst-case
link utilization [15]. Here, every variable yi (e.g., each
ystk variable in our tunneling example) that a network
determines for a given scenario x, is constrained to have
the form yi = αi0 + ∑ j αi j x j where all αi j coefficients
must be invariant with x. Note that x j variables capture
scenario x (e.g., in our tunneling example, x is a traffic
matrix, and each x j is a cell in the matrix). In optimization terminology, yi is an affine function of x. Note that
an oblivious approach is a special case of affine policies
where many of the α coefficients are zero.
We say the linearity requirement has been met when
constraints Y (x), and objective F(x, y) are linear in (x, y).
For example, in the tunneling case study, the constraints
(3) and the objective, U, are linear in U, r, and xd . Further, the conditions are satisfied by the original oblivious
routing [9, 49], and while we do not elaborate, by other
case studies such as routing with middleboxes. When
network adaptation is restricted to affine policies, and the
linearity requirement is met, an optimal set of αi j coefficients may be computed efficiently using LP to minimize
worst-case link utilizations [13]. We now state our result:
Proposition 2. When the linearity requirement is met, an
optimal affine policy can be efficiently computed. Under
these circumstances, the first-level RLT relaxation for a
validation problem is at least as tight as the bound from
the optimal affine policy.
The proof involves taking duals of the RLT relaxation.
We do not elaborate on the technical details, and focus on
the implications for validation. Further, for predicted demand (§4.3), Proposition 2 already implies that the firstlevel RLT can provide as tight a bound as an oblivious
approach. However, we have shown a stronger result:
Proposition 3. For the predicted demand case, the firstlevel RLT relaxation is an exact solution, while the oblivious solution may not always be exact.
Some of our case studies do not satisfy the linearity
requirement. In particular, the requirement is not satisfied for our case study involving failures (2) because the
first constraint in (2) involves a non-linear term (product of U and x). Under these circumstances, an optimal
affine policy may not be efficiently computable, and is
thus not a viable benchmark. However, our framework
is still applicable (as our failure case study has shown),
since it only requires that the weaker condition that Y (x)
is linear in y variables for fixed x needs to be satisfied.
Benchmark for failure case study. R3 [50] tackles the validation problem under failures, but with the
more limited goal of determining whether a network
can handle all failures scenarios without congestion (i.e.,
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whether MLU ≤ 1), and with restrictions on how the network can adapt. R3 replaces failures with virtual demands (the traffic to be rerouted on failures) and computes an oblivious protection routing (MCF) for the virtual demand associated with each link. The formulation
is only valid when MLU ≤ 1, since the virtual demand
on each link is assumed to not exceed the link capacity.
In contrast, our formulation (G), and the associated firstlevel RLT relaxation is valid for any MLU, which can
aid in tasks such as determining which failure scenarios
are bad when the network is not sufficiently provisioned,
and how best to augment link capacities to handle failures (§6.3). When MLU ≤ 1, the bounds from R3 are
conservative for our validation problem owing to the restriction on adaptations and since the impact of the failures is over-estimated. We have been able to show:
Proposition 4. The first-level RLT relaxation of (G) provides at least as tight a bound as R3, whenever R3 provides a valid bound.
In fact, we can impose similar restrictions as R3 on
how traffic is rerouted in response to failures by appropriately choosing a subset of RLT constraints. Yet, the MLU
will reduce because we optimally chose slack ai j instead
of assuming it is ci j . The proof of Proposition 4 considers a special affine policy for y = (r,U, a) in (4), where
U does not adapt with x and ai j = αi j xi j . We show that
all such policies that yield U ≤ 1 can be made feasible to
R3, and, therefore, the bound for R3 is no better than the
one obtained with this policy restriction. Since RLT encompasses search over these policies, the result follows.
We will show in §6 that RLT yields tighter bounds than
R3 whenever the network utilization is less than 1.

5

Aiding synthesis and generalizations

§4 has shown how our framework applies to two validation case studies. We next discuss applications to robust
design (§5.1), and to other validation problems (§5.2).
5.1

Augmenting capacities to bound utilization

To see how our validation framework can help in robust
design, consider the problem of incrementally adding capacity to existing links to ensure all failure scenarios of
interest can be handled (with U ≤ 1), while minimizing
the costs of augmented capacity. We can extend (1) to
model the capacity augmentation problem as follows:
(
)
(ci j + δi j )(1 − xifj ) ≥ ∑ ri jt
min max min
t
∑ wi j δi j
δ ≥0 x f ∈X
r is a routing for d
hi, ji∈E
where X is the set of failure scenarios, and δi j and wi j
are respectively the incremental capacity added to link
hi, ji, and the cost per unit capacity. Further, r is a routing for d if r satisfies the flow balance constraints of an
MCF formulation. Then, dualizing the inner minimization problem results in a two-stage formulation whose
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inner problem is an IP since X is a discrete set. However, using the RLT relaxation technique presented in our
framework, we replace the inner problem by an upperbounding LP which can be dualized to upper-bound the
cost of augmentation. This yields an LP based approach
to conservatively augmenting capacity.
The above discussion also motivates an iterative approach to design. At each iteration, we solve a capacity augmentation problem considering failure scenarios
identified in earlier rounds. Then, with the new capacities, we solve the failure validation problem to identify
additional failure scenarios and iterate. At any stage, this
provides a lower bound on the optimal capacity augmentation. Although the iterative procedure works well empirically for capacity augmentation, in other robust design problems, finding the worst uncertainty may be hard
and the procedure may require too many iterations. In
contrast, the LP based approach presented above always
yields a conservative robust design quickly.
5.2

More general validation problems

In this section, we discuss how our framework can tackle
other validation problems beyond our case studies.
Routing with middlebox constraints. Our framework may be used to obtain bounds on MLU when routing is constrained to satisfy middlebox policies [39, 47,
7]. The requirement that traffic from s to t be routed
across a series of middleboxes can be modeled by associating each flow with a state variable which indicates a
given middlebox has been traversed. The state is modified by each middlebox on the path. (2) is reformulated
by introducing variables ri jstφ which denote the flow on
link hi, ji from s to t and for packets with state φ , and
appropriately modifying the flow balance equations, and
capacity constraints. The validation problem may now
be formulated and solved across failures, or demands using the same approach as our two case studies.
Simultaneously varying failures and demands. We
may desire to ensure utilizations are acceptable across
any combination of failures and demands. This can be
achieved by directly taking (F), and replacing demand
variables dst with variables xstd , and adding constraints
for both xd and x f using previously studied models. A
similar RLT relaxation applies in this case as well.
Handling shared risk link groups (SRLGs). We
have considered a model where at most f links fail simultaneously. In practice, multiple links may fail together
(e.g., a fiber cut may impact all links in the affected fiber
bundle) [48]. The set of link groups G is considered, and
each group g is associated with a set of links that may
fail together. We introduce variables xgf which indicates
whether a particular link group has failed. The validation problem is modeled by considering formulation (F),
and replacing the constraints x f ∈ X with the constraints
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Network

Nodes

Edges

Date

Link Capacity

Abilene
ANS
GEANT

11
18
41

28
50
118

2004
2011
2014

homogeneous
homogeneous
heterogeneous

Table 1: Topologies
xifj

= 1 − ∏hi, ji∈g,g∈G (1 − xgf ), where all xifj and xgf vari-

ables are binary, and ∑g∈G xgf ≤ f . This captures that link
hi, ji has failed iff any group that it belongs to has failed,
and at most f link groups may fail simultaneously. To
eliminate the product terms, the first constraint can be
linearized with the constraints xifj ≥ xgf , hi, ji ∈ g, g ∈ G,
and the constraint xifj ≤ ∑hi, ji∈g,g∈G xgf . An RLT relaxation may now be applied as normal. Alternately, other
linearized constraints can be derived from exploiting this
relationship within the RLT scheme that we do not detail.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate the effectiveness of our framework in validating topology design under failures (§6.1), and tunnel
selection under variable demands (§6.4). We compare
our performance bounds with those obtained using existing approaches. Further, we show we can (i) identify
bad failure scenarios (§6.2), (ii) optimally augment network capacity to handle failures (§6.3), and (iii) evaluate
common design heuristics for tunnel selection (§6.4).
We evaluate our work using real topologies obtained
from the Internet TopologyZoo [6]. We focus on three
topologies: Abilene, ANS and GEANT [2] (Table 1),
where Abilene and ANS have homogeneous link capacities, and GEANT has heterogeneous link capacities.
All our LPs and IPs were run using CPLEX [3] (version 12.5.1.0). Our primary performance metric is MLU
(§2.2) though we also consider how MLU impacts latency through emulation on an SDN testbed (§6.2).
6.1

Validation across failure scenarios

We evaluate the efficacy of our approach for determining
MLU across failure scenarios, comparing MLU bounds
produced by our RLT-based LP (§4.2) with (i) the IP (G)
which can determine the optimal MLU value (§4.2); and
(ii) R3 [50] (§4.4), the best known current approach. (G)
is an intractable problem used only for comparison, and
the running time of both our RLT relaxation and (G) is
shown at the end of this section. We report the MLU
returned by the R3 formulation instead of just the binary decision of whether MLU ≤ 1 used in the original
work. Recall R3 only provides valid bounds on MLU
when MLU ≤ 1 (§4.4). We study failure scenarios involving f arbitrary link failures, f ranging from 1 to 3,
which practitioners indicated were important to consider.
To ensure connectivity after multiple failures, we eliminated one-degree nodes from ANS and GEANT topologies, and modeled each edge as consisting of 2 sub-links
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1.00
0.75
0.50
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0.00
00:00

06:00

12:00

18:00
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(a) Abilene: baseline and 3 failures

1.6
R3 1 failure
R3 2 failures
RLT 1 failure
RLT 2 failures

1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50

GEANT

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

0.25
0.00
00:00

ANS

1.5
Normalized MLU

1.25

No failures
R3 3 failures
RLT 3 failures

Maximum Link Utilization (MLU)

Maximum Link Utilization (MLU)

1.50

06:00

12:00

18:00

(b) Abilene: 1 and 2 failures

23:59

0.9
f =1

2 3
RLT

1

2
R3

1

2 3
RLT

1

2
R3

(c) ANS and GEANT: normalized MLU

Figure 4: Validation across failure scenarios, comparing RLT and R3, for various topologies.
# of Failures

RLT (sec)

IP (sec)

% IP Completed

1
2
3
4
5

640.58
622.60
607.68
598.31
586.79

60.50
394.97
3890.16
–
–

100
100
60
0
0

Table 2: Average running time of the RLT scheme and
the optimal IP for GEANT. For the optimal IP, the average running time is computed with instances that completed in 2 hours.
of equal capacity for all topologies. The resulting ANS
(GEANT) network has 17 (32) nodes and 96 (200) edges.
We begin by presenting results with the Abilene topology using real traffic data [1]. Figure 4a shows the MLU
for f = 3, for the RLT and R3 schemes for all traffic
matrices measured on April 15th, 2004, a day which experienced a wide variety of traffic patterns. The MLU
under normal conditions (no failures) is shown as a baseline. The RLT scheme matches the optimal IP scheme
for all traffic matrices, and hence we do not present the
IP scheme. The graph shows that several traffic matrices
stress the network to achieve MLU > 1, indicating it is
not provisioned to handle all three simultaneous link failures. Further, the RLT scheme achieves a tighter bound
than R3 for all cases where MLU ≤ 1, and unlike R3, it
can provide valid bounds even when MLU ≥ 1.
Figure 4b presents results for Abilene, but for f = 1
and 2. Again, the optimal IP is not shown, since RLT
matches optimal. The graph shows the MLU is under
1 for all matrices, indicating the network can handle all
possible 2 link failures. Moreover, RLT achieves a tighter
bound on MLU than R3 for all matrices. We repeat the
experiments with ANS and GEANT topologies. Since
actual traffic matrices were not available to us, we generated multiple traffic matrices for each topology using
the gravity model [52]. The traffic matrices were chosen
so as to keep the link utilizations between 0.3 and 0.45
under normal conditions. Figures 4c presents the normalized MLU for R3 and RLT, relative to the optimal IP for
each f . Boxplots depict variation across the matrices.
The graph shows that for all f and all traffic matrices,
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RLT always achieves a normalized MLU of 1, indicating
it always matches optimal. The normalized MLU with
R3 is higher, e.g., ranging from 1.15 to 1.57 for ANS
f = 2. Note that results for R3 are not shown for f =
3 because all traffic matrices with GEANT, and all but 2
matrices with ANS achieved an optimal MLU above 1,
indicating the network was not sufficiently provisioned
for them. In contrast, the optimal MLU was under 1 for
f = 1 and 2, for both topologies, and all traffic matrices.
A surprising aspect of our results is that across all
topologies and traffic matrices, the RLT scheme matches
the optimal IP. We have also investigated this further for
other synthetic topologies and other settings, and have
found RLT to match optimal across all the examples. We
leave to future work further investigation of whether the
first-level RLT in fact can be proven to match the optimal
for this case study, or if counter-examples exist.
Running time. We report the running time (Table 2)
from experiments with GEANT, the largest topology in
our set, on a machine with 8-core 3.00 GHz Intel Xeon
CPU and 94 GB memory. To create an even larger topology, we modeled each edge as consisting of 10 sub-links
of equal capacity. The resulting network has 32 nodes
and 1000 edges. Table 2 shows the average running time
of RLT and the optimal IP using 10 traffic matrices generated by the gravity model. Since many IP instances
didn’t finish even after several hours, we set a 2-hour
limit to the solver. Results show that the running time
stays stable for RLT, but explodes for the optimal IP, as
the number of failures increases. At f = 3, 40% of the IP
instances did not converge. At f = 4 and 5, none of the
IP instances converged, and the gaps1 are larger than 0.5
in all the cases, indicating that the IP solutions found by
the solver within 2 hours are still far from the optimal.
6.2

Impact of failures on application performance

Our validation framework can be used to identify failure
scenarios that result in high MLU, which could then be
emulated on a network testbed to study application performance metrics such as latency under such scenarios.
1 gap

= (UB - LB) / UB, where UB and LB denote the upper bound
and the lower bound of the optimal objective value.
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Figure 5: Latency CDF of different failure scenarios.
Finding bad failure scenarios. In general, it is hard to
find failure scenarios for the original validation problem
(G) that result in a high MLU since it is an IP. A random
search is inefficient – e.g., for a certain Abilene traffic
matrix, a brute-force search revealed only 0.05% of 3failure scenarios achieved MLU > 1, while 0.08% cases
achieved MLU > 0.8.
We use a branch and bound algorithm leveraging our
RLT LP relaxation. At each exploration step, the failure status of a subset of links is fixed at each node (in
the initial step, none of the links are fixed), and the relaxation LP is run to determine a (possibly fractional)
solution that results in the highest MLU for the LP. The
link with the highest fractional failure (say hi, ji) is considered, and the LP is rerun fixing xifj as each of 0 and
1. Branches where the MLU < 1 are pruned. Of the remaining candidate unexplored nodes, the node with the
highest MLU is visited. Ties are broken by picking the
node at the lowest level in the search tree. The process
is run until an integral solution is found, and the search
procedure could be continued to determine multiple integral solutions. If the LP relaxation is tight, the search
procedure solves at most as many LPs as the number of
edges in the topology to find a failure scenario that results in the highest MLU, and our empirical experiments
show it takes much fewer steps in practice.
Emulation on an SDN testbed. We emulated the
Abilene topology on Mininet [4]. Traffic was generated
using the Ostinato traffic generator [5], and an actual
Abilene traffic matrix snapshot. We used the procedure
above together with our validation framework to identify
multiple failure scenarios where MLU exceeded 1. Figure 5 presents measured Round Trip Time (RTT). Each
curve corresponds to a failure scenario, and shows a CDF
of the median RTT across all source-destination pairs for
that scenario. The three curves to the right (black) represent failure scenarios identified by our framework with
MLU > 1. To contrast, we show three other randomly
generated 3-link failure scenarios with lower MLU (red,
and to the left – note the curves overlap). The results
illustrate that RTTs are significantly higher for the high
MLU scenarios identified by our framework.
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6.3

Deriving valid capacity augmentations

Our robust validation framework also guides operators in
how best to augment link capacities to guarantee MLU <
1 across failure scenarios. As discussed in §5, our framework can be applied in an iterative approach that achieves
optimal, or may be formulated as a single LP that does
not guarantee optimality but solves efficiently.
Table 3 illustrates the iterative procedure for an Abilene traffic matrix under three simultaneous link failures.
Recall that each iteration consists of (i) a validation step,
which either certifies MLU ≤ 1 for the topology (augmented by capacity increase suggested in prior iteration),
or identifies a violating failure scenario; and (ii) an augmentation step, which identifies minimum capacity augmentation needed to handle all failure scenarios identified in prior iterations. The procedure terminates when
the validation step certifies MLU ≤ 1. The augmentation
step is a small variant of (2) (see Appendix for details). It
is an LP and can easily incorporate practical constraints
that limit which links can have their capacity augmented.
We have also formulated the problem as an LP with the
stricter requirement that the RLT relaxation of the validation problem achieves MLU ≤ 1 (§5). The LP achieves
the same optimal augmentation as the iterative approach
above, which is not surprising given that in all instances
we have tried the integrality gap has been 1. More generally, the design LP yields an augmentation cost no worse
than αOPT + (α − 1)BASE, where OPT is the optimal
augmentation cost, BASE is the cost of the base network
and α is the integrality gap of the RLT relaxation.
6.4

Validation across traffic demands

We next consider how our approach can validate that utilizations are acceptable across demands, focusing on the
tunneling case study. For each topology, we consider
tunnels pre-selected using the following strategies:
Non-robust strategies. These strategies pick tunnels
without explicitly considering tolerance to a range of demands. Specifically, we consider: (i) K-shortest: Here,
the K shortest paths between each source and destination pair are chosen. Prior works [30, 29] have used this
approach to generate an initial candidate set of tunnels,
and [30] ultimately picks a subset in a demand-sensitive
manner; (ii) Shortest-Disjoint: Here, the shortest path
is selected. Among other paths, one that overlaps the
least with prior choices is selected in an iterative fash-
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Figure 7: MLU of RLT framework and Oblivious Tunneling (OBL-TUN) for different tunnel designs and topologies.
ion. Combining path lengths and disjointness is a natural
approach to tunnel selection [46].
Robust strategies. We also consider a heuristic called
Robust, which derives tunnels by decomposing the optimal oblivious routing [25] (details in the Appendix).
Since oblivious routing derives an MCF that performs
well across all demands, tunnels derived from such a flow
have the potential to perform well across demands.
For each tunnel selection approach, our goal is to determine MLU with an adaptive strategy, where traffic is
split optimally across tunnels for each demand by solving (3). Since the associated validation problem is nonlinear, we obtain bounds on MLU using (i) our RLTbased framework and (ii) an Oblivious Tunneling formulation (abbreviated as OBL-TUN) which minimizes
MLU across all demands under the constraint that the
fraction of traffic on each tunnel cannot vary with demand (§4.4). While both the RLT framework and OBLTUN provide upper-bounds on the actual MLU, our
framework can also be used to derive a lower bound.
Specifically, we solve (V) after fixing the demand to the
worst-performing demand for the RLT (or oblivious) relaxation. While this already provides a lower bound, we
improve the initial lower bound using a local search procedure on (V), which involves alternating minimization
on (v, λ ) and xd . These are tractable problems since (V)
is linear if either (v, λ ) or xd are fixed.
Results. We evaluate a total of six schemes, combining our three tunnel selection heuristics with the two
ways to obtaining bounds on MLU. For the set of demands, we consider all demands that can be routed with
given capacities (§4.3). An MLU higher than 1 indicates the amount of over-provisioning required if tunneling were used to support all demands that the topology
could handle with MCF routing.
Figures 7a, 7b and 7c present the MLU across all traffic demands for each of three strategies and three topologies, and different number of selected tunnels (K). Each
cross shows the upper bound determined by OBL-TUN,
while the vertical bar shows the upper and lower bounds
obtained with our RLT-based framework. For GEANT,
our current RLT implementation had a high memory requirement that can be addressed using standard decom-
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Step

Counter Examples

MLU

Total New Capacity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

(1, 10, H), (2, 9, F)
(2, 9, H), (1, 10, F)
(9, 8, H), (10, 7, F)
(10, 7, H), (9, 8, F)
(0, 2, H), (1, 10, F)
(1, 0, H), (1, 10, F)
(7, 6, H), (8, 5, F)
(8, 5, H), (7, 6, F)
–

1.274
1.274
1.217
1.217
1.192
1.071
1.006
1.006
1.000

2.744 Gbps
5.488 Gbps
7.653 Gbps
9.818 Gbps
11.743 Gbps
12.452 Gbps
12.509 Gbps
12.566 Gbps
–

Table 3: Iterative optimal capacity augmentation for Abilene (Figure 6). Each row shows MLU and counter
example generated by the validation step, and the total
capacity that must be added across all links as per the
augmentation step to address all prior counter-examples.
H (F) indicates one (both) sub-link(s), (each initially 5
Gbps) associated with the edge fails.
position techniques [36] in the future – hence we only
report upper bounds achieved by OBL-TUN.
Several points can be made. First, our RLT framework often obtains tighter upper bounds than OBLTUN strengthening Proposition 2. For example, for Abilene with K = 2, and Shortest-Disjoint tunnel selection,
the upper bounds with OBL-TUN and the RLT framework are 3 and 2.4 respectively. Second, by providing
lower bounds as well, our framework can exactly solve
the non-linear problem (V) in quite a few cases. For instance for Abilene and the K-shortest heuristic, a single
horizontal line is shown for K = 3 and higher, indicating
that our framework can determine the optimal MLU.
Third, through a combination of lower and upper
bounds, our framework can provide valuable insights on
tunnel selection heuristics used by system practitioners.
For example, for K-shortest K = 6, not only does our
framework determine exact MLU, but also the MLU is
the same as OBL-TUN. This indicates that when tunnels are selected using K-shortest, adapting how traffic
is split across tunnels with demand performs no better
than a non-adaptive approach. The trend is particularly
pronounced for GEANT where our framework indicates
the lower-bounds on MLU are higher than 16 even for
K = 6, and very close to the oblivious solution. While
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recent work has suggested picking the K shortest tunnels
and then picking a subset in a demand-sensitive manner [30], this result shows the possibility for this heuristic to perform poorly under certain demand patterns. The
Shortest-Disjoint heuristic performs much better for Abilene and ANS, but performs poorly for GEANT – for
K = 6, the lower bound is 7.05, close to the MLU of
7.59 with an oblivious approach.
While the non-robust design strategies perform poorly,
Robust performs much better. The benefits are particularly stark for GEANT, e.g., for K = 6, the MLU ranges
between 1.54 and 2.05. We have also experimented with
robust tunnels and predicted demands obtained from real
traffic matrices that are scaled so as to stress the Abilene
network. The RLT framework achieves the optimal MLU
(Proposition 3). OBL-TUN however results in MLU that
is 6.84 times worse than optimal. Overall, these results
show the value of our RLT-based framework.

7

Related work

Like work on network verification (e.g., [34, 33]), robust validation ensures that network designs meet operator intent. While verification efforts have focused on
correctness of the network data-plane, and switch configurations, robust validation is an early attempt at verifying quantifiable network properties. Our framework
complements topology synthesis tools [43] by allowing
specification of robust design requirements, and providing the underlying optimization substrate.
Prior work on traffic engineering has focused on adaptive settings [20, 32] or has derived a robust routing that
optimizes for multiple demands assuming that the routing does not change across demands [9, 8, 49, 51]. Robust routing schemes include oblivious schemes which
do not use prior traffic data (e.g., [9, 8]), that route based
on multiple historical traffic matrices (e.g., [51]), and
those that combine these techniques [49]. Oblivious
schemes arose from pioneering work in the theoretical
computer science community [40, 41]. In contrast, we
obtain worst-case utilization bounds for network designs,
where topology and tunnels are invariant, but routing
may adapt in practical yet richer ways. It has been shown
that adaptive tunnels may, in the worst-case, not benefit
much relative to oblivious routing [25]. Instead, we show
that provable gains are achieved for specific topologies
which have also been observed in practice [35].
Several works have looked at traffic engineering in the
presence of failures [8, 48, 50, 37], and we have extensively compared our work with [50]. [8, 48] studied partial adaptation to failures as a way to balance flexible
adaptation with the cost for adaptation. [37] optimizes
bandwidth assignments to flows, guaranteeing that no
congestion occurs with failures. While we do not elaborate, this model can be expressed using our framework.
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Prior work [22] developed ways to choose OSPF weights
which are robust to single link failures. In contrast, we
allow flexible adaptation, minimize MLU, and aid robust
design of networks that cope well with failures.
Many recent works have looked at how traffic must be
routed in the presence of middleboxes (e.g., [39, 47, 7]).
There is a growing trend for virtualization of middleboxes, which may allow placements to change on the
fly [45, 7]. Our framework can accommodate problems
that adapt routing to handle uncertain demands/failures
while satisfying middlebox constraints both for fixed
placements, and when allowing placements to adapt
along with routing.
Beyond networking, the complexity status of robust optimization formulations has been investigated
and tractable formulations derived for various special
cases [12, 14]. Recent literature has considered limited
adaptability in robust binary programming applications
including supply chain design and emergency route planning [26, 10]. Instead, our work considers more general
forms of adaptivity, focuses on the networking domain,
and brings relaxation hierarchies from non-convex optimization to bear on robust optimization problems.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have made three contributions. First,
we have presented a general framework that network
architects can use to validate that their designs perform acceptably across a (possibly exponential and nonenumerable) set of failure and traffic scenarios. Second,
by explicitly modeling richer ways in which networks
may adapt to failures, and traffic patterns, we have obtained tighter bounds on MLU than current theoretical
tools, which consider more limited forms of adaptation
for tractability reasons. Third, we have demonstrated the
practical applicability of our framework. While the firstlevel RLT can provably solve the validation problem for
predicted demand, surprisingly, it also determines optimal MLU for for all our experiments with the failure case
study. Empirical results confirm that our techniques consistently out-perform oblivious methods that can be unduly conservative. Finally, our framework can enable operators to understand performance under failures, guide
incremental design refinements, and shed new light on
commonly accepted design heuristics. Our initial results
encourage us to explore larger networks, study the quality of bounds on other validation problems, and consider
network design more extensively in the future.
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A

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: Clearly, the optimal value of (G)
is no more than that of (F’) because (G) has the following additional constraints (i) for all hi, ji ∈ E, λi j = vi j ,
and (ii) and for all nodes t, vtt = 0. Therefore, we
only need to show that the optimal value of (F’) is no
∗
more than that of (G). Let (λ ∗ , v∗ , x f ) be optimal in
(F’). Denote by SPit (λ ) the shortest path between i and t
with edge-lengths λ . For any path Pit connecting nodes
i and t, it follows from the first constraint in (F) that
v∗it − vtt∗ ≤ ∑hi,tiPit λi∗j and, so, minimizing rhs over paths
yields v∗it − vtt∗ ≤ SPit (λ ∗ ). For any link hi, ji this implies that λi∗j ≤ v∗i j − v∗j j ≤ SPi j (λ ∗ ) ≤ λi∗j , where the first
inequality is from the slack-induced constraint, the second inequality follows from discussion above, and the
third inequality because hi, ji is a valid path from i to
j. Therefore, equality holds throughout. Now, consider
∗
the solution (v0 , x f ) such that v0it = SPit (λ ∗ ). We show
that this solution is feasible to (G). Clearly, v0it − v0jt ≤ v0i j
because the shortest path from j to t can be augmented
with hi, ji to yield a path from i to t. Next, because
v0i j = SPi j (λ ∗ ) = λi∗j , where the last equality was shown
∗
above, it follows that ∑hi, ji v0i j ci j (1 − x f i j ) = 1. Moreover, v0it = SPit (λ ∗ ) ≥ 0 because λi∗j ≥ 0 and, trivially,
∗
vtt0 = SPtt (λ ∗ ) = 0. Therefore, (v0 , x f ) is feasible to (G).
0
∗
Finally, ∑i,t dit vit = ∑i,t dit SPit (λ ) ≥ ∑i,t dit (v∗it − vtt∗ ),
where the equality follows from the definition of v0 and
the inequality by summing products of SPit (λ ∗ ) ≥ (v∗it −
vtt∗ ) with dit ≥ 0. Therefore, the optimal value of (G) is
at least as large as that of (F’).
Proof that (G) can be formulated as an Integer Program after a polynomial time verification of graph
connectivity: The objective of (G) is not finite if the
minimum edge-cut set contains f or fewer links, a fact
that can be verified in polynomial time [18]. Now consider that the topology is not disconnected after any si1
,
multaneous set of f link failures. We show that vit ≤ cmin
where cmin = minhi, ji∈E ci j . To prove the bounds, let NF
denote the set of links that do not fail when the optimal value of (G) is achieved. For any pair of nodes
i and t, there exists a path (whose edges we denote
as P) on the failure of this set of links. By adding
the first constraint of (G) for all edges along P, vit =
∑hi, ji∈P vi j ≤ ∑hi, ji∈NF vi j . From the second constraint
of (G), ∑hi, ji∈NF vi j ci j = 1, and hence ∑hi, ji∈NF vi j ≤
1/cmin . The bounds follow.
1
with
Multiplying the bound constraints 0 ≤ vi j ≤ cmin
xifj and 1 − xifj allows us to linearize the above mixedinteger non-linear program into an integer program. This
is achieved by replacing vi j xifj with a new variable vxifj
and observing that it is automatically constrained to be
vi j xifj when xifj ∈ {0, 1}.
Capacity augmentation procedure. For a given sce-
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nario, the capacity augmentation problem is easy to
model and solve as a linear program. Specifically, (2)
is modified by setting the utilization bound U = 1, and
replacing capacity ci j with ci j + δi j , where δi j is the incremental capacity that must be added to link hi, ji. The
objective is ∑i j wi j δi j , where wi j is the cost associated
with each unit of capacity added to link hi, ji. The formulation is easily extended to multiple scenarios, by replicating the set of constraints (2) modified as above, for
each scenario. Practical cabling constraints that constrain which links can have their capacity augmented and
by how much are easily incorporated by adding bounds
to δi j .
Robust tunnel design heuristic. To generate a set
of tunnels by decomposing the optimal oblivious routing, a derived graph is considered which has the same
nodes and edges as the original topology, but with each
edge having a weight equal to the flow from the oblivious routing. The widest path (the path with the highest
bottleneck link capacity) is chosen as a tunnel. The bottleneck capacity of this path is now decremented from
all other edges on this path in the derived graph. This
procedure is repeated until k tunnels are obtained.
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Abstract
We describe ExCamera, a system that can edit, transform,
and encode a video, including 4K and VR material, with
low latency. The system makes two major contributions.
First, we designed a framework to run general-purpose
parallel computations on a commercial “cloud function”
service. The system starts up thousands of threads in
seconds and manages inter-thread communication.
Second, we implemented a video encoder intended for
fine-grained parallelism, using a functional-programming
style that allows computation to be split into thousands of
tiny tasks without harming compression efficiency. Our
design reflects a key insight: the work of video encoding
can be divided into fast and slow parts, with the “slow”
work done in parallel, and only “fast” work done serially.

1

Introduction

The pace of data analysis and processing has advanced
rapidly, enabling new applications over large data sets.
Providers use data-parallel frameworks such as MapReduce [8], Hadoop [12], and Spark [32] to analyze a variety
of data streams: click logs, user ratings, medical records,
sensor histories, error logs, and financial transactions.
Yet video, the largest source of data transiting the Internet [6], has proved one of the most vexing to analyze
and manipulate. Users increasingly seek to apply complex computational pipelines to video content. Examples
include video editing, scene understanding, object recognition and classification, and compositing. Today, these
jobs often take hours, even for a short movie.
There are several reasons that interactive videoprocessing applications have yet to arrive. First, video
jobs take a lot of CPU. In formats like 4K or virtual
reality, an hour of video will typically take more than
30 CPU-hours to process. A user who desires results in a
few seconds would need to invoke thousands of threads
of execution—even assuming the job can be parallelized
into thousands of pieces.
Second, existing video encoders do not permit finegrained parallelism. Video is generally stored in compressed format, but unlike the per-record compression
used by data-parallel frameworks [2], video compres-
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sion relies on temporal correlations among nearby frames.
Splitting the video across independent threads prevents
exploiting correlations that cross the split, harming compression efficiency. As a result, video-processing systems
generally use only coarse-grained parallelism—e.g., one
thread per video, or per multi-second chunk of a video—
frustrating efforts to process any particular video quickly.
In this paper, we describe ExCamera, a massively parallel, cloud-based video-processing framework that we
envision as the backend for interactive video-processing
applications. A user might sit in front of a video-editor interface and launch a query: “render this 4K movie, edited
as follows, and with scenes containing this actor given a
certain color shade.” As with any interactive cloud editor
(e.g. Google Docs), the goal is to execute the task quickly
and make the result immediately accessible online.
ExCamera makes two contributions:
1. A framework that orchestrates general-purpose parallel computations across a “cloud function” service
(§ 2). The advent of such services—AWS Lambda,
Google Cloud Functions, IBM OpenWhisk, and
Azure Functions—permits new models of interactive
cloud computing. A cloud function starts in milliseconds and bills usage in fraction-of-a-second increments, unlike a traditional virtual machine, which
takes minutes to start and has a minimum billing
time of 10 minutes (GCE) or an hour (EC2). Though
these services were designed for Web microservices
and event handlers, AWS Lambda has additional
features that make it more broadly useful: workers
can run arbitrary Linux executables and make network connections. ExCamera invokes thousands of
C++-implemented Lambda functions in seconds.
2. A video encoder intended for massive fine-grained
parallelism (§ 3), built to avoid the traditional compromise of parallel video encoding: the inability to
benefit from visual similarities that span parts of
the video handled by different threads. ExCamera
encodes tiny chunks of the video in independent
threads (doing most of the “slow” work in parallel), then stitches those chunks together in a “fast”
serial pass, using an encoder written in explicit statepassing style with named intermediate states (§ 4).
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Summary of results
We characterized ExCamera’s performance and found
that it can summon 3,600 cores (representing about 9
teraFLOPS) within 2.5 seconds of job startup. For video
encoding, we tuned ExCamera and compared it with existing systems using a 15-minute animated movie in 4K
resolution [20], encoding into the VP8 compressed-video
format [29]. ExCamera achieved comparable compression to existing systems, at the same quality level relative
to the original uncompressed video, and was many times
faster. The evaluation is fully described in Section 5.
System

ExCamera[6,16]1
ExCamera[6,1]2
vpxenc multi-threaded
vpxenc single-threaded
YouTube H.2643
YouTube VP9

Bitrate

Encode time

at 20 dB SSIM
(lower is better)

(lower is better)

27.4 Mbps
43.1 Mbps
27.2 Mbps
22.0 Mbps
n/a
n/a

2.6 minutes
0.5 minutes
149 minutes
453 minutes
36.5 minutes
417 minutes

Results were similar on a 12-minute live-action 4K
video [23]:
System

ExCamera[6,16]
ExCamera[6,1]
vpxenc multi-threaded
vpxenc single-threaded

Bitrate

Encode time

at 16 dB SSIM
(lower is better)

(lower is better)

39.6 Mbps
66.0 Mbps
36.6 Mbps
29.0 Mbps

2.2 minutes
0.5 minutes
131 minutes
501 minutes

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our framework to execute general-purpose parallel
computations, with inter-thread communication, on AWS
Lambda. We discuss the problem of fine-grained parallel
video encoding in Section 3, and describe ExCamera’s
approach in Section 4. We then evaluate ExCamera’s performance (§ 5), discuss limitations (§ 6), and compare
with related work (§ 7).
ExCamera is free software. The source code and evaluation data are available at https://ex.camera.

2

Thousands of tiny threads in the cloud

While cloud services like Amazon EC2 and Google Compute Engine allow users to provision a cluster of powerful
machines, doing so is costly: VMs take minutes to start
and usage is billed with substantial minimums: an hour
1 “ExCamera[6,16]” refers to encoding chunks of six frames independently in parallel, then stitching them together in strings of 16 chunks.
2 Encodes independent chunks of six frames each, without stitching.
3 Because YouTube doesn’t encode into the VP8 format at this resolution or expose an adjustable quality, we report only the total time
between the end of upload and the video’s availability in each format.
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for EC2, or 10 minutes for GCE. This means that a cluster
of VMs is not effective for running occasional short-lived,
massively parallel, interactive jobs.
Recently, cloud providers have begun offering microservice frameworks that allow systems builders to replace
long-lived servers processing many requests with shortlived workers that are dispatched as requests arrive. As
an example, a website might generate thumbnail images
using a “cloud function,” spawning a short-lived worker
each time a customer uploads a photograph.
Because workers begin their task quickly upon spawning and usage is billed at a fine grain, these frameworks
show promise as an alternative to a cluster of VMs
for short-lived interactive jobs. On the other hand, microservice frameworks are typically built to execute asynchronous lightweight tasks. In contrast, the jobs we target
use thousands of simultaneous threads that execute heavyweight computations and communicate with one another.
To address this mismatch we built mu, a library for
designing and deploying massively parallel computations
on AWS Lambda. We chose AWS Lambda for several
reasons: (1) workers spawn quickly, (2) billing is in subsecond increments, (3) a user can run many workers simultaneously, and (4) workers can run arbitrary executables.
Other services [4, 10, 19] offer the first three, but to our
knowledge none offers the fourth. We therefore restrict
our discussion to AWS Lambda. (In the future it may be
possible to extend mu to other frameworks.)
In the next sections, we briefly describe AWS
Lambda (§ 2.1); discuss the mismatch between Lambda
and our requirements, and the architecture that mu uses to
bridge this gap (§ 2.2); detail mu’s software interface
and implementation (§ 2.3); and present microbenchmarks (§ 2.4). We present an end-to-end evaluation of
mu applied to massively parallel video encoding in Section 5 and discuss mu’s limitations in Section 6.

2.1

AWS Lambda overview

AWS Lambda is a microservice framework designed to
execute user-supplied Lambda functions in response to
asynchronous events, e.g., message arrivals, file uploads,
or API calls made via HTTP requests. Upon receiving an
event, AWS Lambda spawns a worker, which executes
in a Linux container with configurable resources up to
two, 2.8 GHz virtual CPUs, 1,536 MiB RAM, and about
500 MB of disk space. AWS Lambda provisions additional containers as necessary in response to demand.
To create a Lambda function, a user generates a package containing code written in a high-level language (currently Python, Java, Javascript, or C#) and installs the
package using an HTTP API. Installed Lambda functions
are invoked by AWS Lambda in response to any of a
number of events specified at installation.
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At the time of writing, AWS Lambda workers using maximum resources cost 250 𝜇¢ per 100 ms, or
$0.09 per hour. This is slightly less than the closest AWS
EC2 instance, c3.large, which has the same CPU configuration, about twice as much RAM, and considerably more
storage. While Lambda workers are billed in 100 ms increments, however, EC2 instances are billed hourly; thus,
workers are much less expensive for massively parallel
computations that are short and infrequent.

2.2

Supercomputing as a (𝜇)service

With mu, we use AWS Lambda in a different way than
intended. Instead of invoking workers in response to a
single event, we invoke them in bulk, thousands at a time.
The mismatch between our use case and Lambda’s design
caused several challenges:
1. Lambda functions must be installed before being
invoked, and the time to install a function is much
longer than the time to invoke it.
2. The timing of worker invocations is unpredictable:
workers executing warm (recently invoked) functions spawn more quickly than those running cold
functions (§ 2.4). In addition, workers may spawn
out of order.
3. Amazon imposes a limit on the number of workers a
user may execute concurrently.
4. Workers are behind a Network Address Translator
(NAT). They can initiate connections, but cannot
accept them, and so they must use NAT-traversal
techniques to communicate with one another.
5. Workers are limited to five minutes’ execution time.
To illustrate the effect of these limitations, consider a
strawman in which a user statically partitions a computation among a number of threads, each running a different
computation, then creates and uploads a Lambda function
corresponding to each thread’s work. First, this requires
the user to upload many different Lambda functions,
which is slow (limitation 1). Second, workers will spawn
slowly, because each one is cold (limitation 2). Third, if
there are execution dependencies among the workers, the
computation may deadlock if workers are spawned in a
pathological order and the number of needed workers exceeds the concurrency limit (limitations 2 and 3). Finally,
workers cannot communicate and must synchronize indirectly, e.g., using the AWS S3 block store (limitation 4).
To address issues 1–4, we make three high-level decisions. First, mu uses a long-lived coordinator that provides
command and control for a fleet of ephemeral workers
that contain no thread-specific logic. Instead, the coordinator steps workers through their tasks by issuing RPC re-
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quests and processing the responses. For computations in
which workers consume outputs from other workers, mu’s
coordinator uses dependency-aware scheduling: the coordinator first assigns tasks whose outputs are consumed,
then assigns tasks that consume those outputs. This helps
to avoid deadlock and reduce end-to-end completion time.
Second, all workers in mu use the same generic
Lambda function. This Lambda function is capable of
executing the work of any thread in the computation.
As described above, at run time the coordinator steps
it through its assigned task. This means the user only installs one Lambda function and thus that workers spawn
quickly because the function remains warm. Third, we use
a rendezvous server that helps each worker communicate
with other workers. The end result is a highly parallel,
distributed, low-latency computational substrate.
This design does not completely sidestep the above limitations. Amazon was willing to increase our concurrent
worker limit only to 1,200 per AWS region (the default is
100). We still need to partition our largest computations
among several regions. In addition, the five-minute worker
timeout seems unavoidable. For ExCamera this limitation
does not cause serious problems since the system aims
for smaller end-to-end latencies, but it prevented us from
benchmarking certain alternative systems (§ 5).

2.3

mu software framework

Workers. mu workers are short-lived Lambda function
invocations. When a worker is invoked, it immediately
establishes a connection to the coordinator, which thereafter controls the worker via a simple RPC interface. As
examples, the coordinator can instruct the worker to retrieve from or upload to AWS S3; establish connections
to other workers via a rendezvous server; send data to
workers over such connections; or run an executable. For
long-running tasks like transferring data and running executables, the coordinator can instruct the worker to run its
task in the background.
The user can include additional executables in the mu
worker Lambda function package (§ 2.1).4 The worker
executes these in response to RPCs from the coordinator.
Coordinator. The coordinator is a long-lived server (e.g.,
an EC2 VM) that launches jobs and controls their execution. To launch jobs, the coordinator generates events,
one per worker, using AWS Lambda API calls via
HTTP (§ 2.1). These HTTP requests are a bottleneck
when launching thousands of workers, so the coordinator
uses many parallel TCP connections to the HTTP server
(one per worker) and submits all events in parallel.
The coordinator contains all of the logic associated with
4 We

statically link these executables to make sure they will run in
the worker’s environment.
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a given computation in the form of per-worker finite-statemachine descriptions. For each worker, the coordinator
maintains an open TLS connection, the worker’s current
state, and its state- transition logic. When the coordinator
receives a message from a worker, it applies the statetransition logic to that message, producing a new state
and sending the next RPC request to the worker.
Rendezvous. Like the coordinator, the rendezvous server
is long lived. mu’s rendezvous is a simple relay server
that stores messages from workers and forwards them to
their destination. This means that the rendezvous server’s
connection to the workers can be a bottleneck, and thus
fast network connectivity between workers and the rendezvous is required. Future work is implementing a holepunching NAT-traversal strategy to address this limitation.
Developing computations with mu. To design a computation, a user specifies each worker’s sequence of RPC requests and responses in the form of a finite-state machine
(FSM), which the coordinator executes. mu provides a
toolbox of reusable FSM components as a Python library.
These components hide the details of the coordinator’s
communication with workers, allowing a user to describe
workers’ tasks at a higher level of abstraction.
The simplest of mu’s state-machine components represents a single exchange of messages: the coordinator waits
for a message from the worker, sends an RPC request,
and transitions unconditionally to a new state. For long,
straight-line exchanges, mu can automatically pipeline,
i.e., send several RPCs at once and then await all of the responses. This is useful if the coordinator’s link to workers
has high latency.
To encode control-flow constructs like if-then-else and
looping, the toolbox includes state combinator components. These components do not wait for messages or
send RPCs. Instead, they implement logic that encodes
conditional FSM transitions. As an example, an if-thenelse combinator might check whether a previous RPC
succeeded, only uploading a result to S3 upon success.
In addition to control flow, mu’s state combinators implement cross-worker synchronization and encode parallel
execution of multiple RPCs.
Implementation details. mu comprises about 2,700
lines of Python and 2,200 lines of C++. Workers mutually authenticate with the coordinator and rendezvous
servers using TLS certificates.

2.4

mu microbenchmarks

In this section, we run microbenchmarks on AWS Lambda
using mu to answer two questions:
1. How does cold vs. warm start affect end-to-end latency for massively parallel jobs using mu?
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Figure 1: Characterization of cold vs. warm startup time. On
a warm start, mu established 3,600 TLS connections to AWS
Lambda, spawned 3,600 workers, and received inbound network
connections from each worker, in under three seconds (§ 2.4).
On a cold start, the delay was as long as two minutes.

2. How much computational power can mu provide,
and how quickly, for an embarrassingly parallel job?
In sum, we find that cold starts can introduce minutes
of delay, and that a mu job with thousands of threads
can run at about nine TFLOPS and starts in just a few
seconds when warm. In Section 5, we evaluate mu using end-to-end benchmarks involving worker-to-worker
communication and synchronization.
Setup and method. In these microbenchmarks, we invoke 3,600 workers across eight AWS Lambda regions,
450 workers per region. We choose this number because
it is similar to the largest computations in our end-to-end
evaluation of ExCamera (§ 5). Each worker runs with
the maximum allowable resources (§ 2.1). We run a mu
job on every worker that executes LINPACK [16], a standard floating-point benchmark that factorizes a random
matrix and uses the result to solve a linear equation. Our
experiments use double-precision floating point and a
5, 000 × 5, 000 matrix.
Cold and warm start. Figure 1 shows typical worker
startup latency for cold and warm Lambda functions. In
both cases, there is about a 1-second delay while the coordinator establishes many parallel TLS connections to the
AWS Lambda API endpoint. For cold behavior, we install
a new mu worker Lambda function and record the timing
on its first execution. Only a few workers start before
2 seconds, and about 2,300 have started by 5 seconds; this
delay seems to be the result of Lambda’s provisioning additional workers. The last 1,300 cold workers are delayed
by more than one minute as a result of rate limiting logic,
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Figure 2: Characterization of floating-point computational
power for an embarrassingly parallel job (after PyWren [14]).
mu starts 3,600 workers in less than 3 seconds. Each worker
executes about 2.5 MFLOPS, for a total of 9 TFLOPS.

which we confirm via the AWS Lambda web interface.
To produce warm behavior, we invoke the same mu
computation three times in succession. The result is that
AWS Lambda provisions many workers and can start them
all very quickly: all 3,600 are started within 3 seconds.
Raw compute power. Figure 2 shows floating-point
computational power versus time for a typical (warm)
execution of the LINPACK benchmark. All workers start
within 3 seconds, and each takes about 3 minutes to
run this benchmark. On average, workers execute about
2500 MFLOPS each, for a total of about 9 TFLOPS.

3

Fine-grained parallel video encoding

The previous section described ExCamera’s execution
engine for running general-purpose parallel jobs with
inter-thread communication on a “cloud function” service.
We now describe the initial application of this framework:
low-latency video encoding to support an interactive application. Parallelizing this workload into tiny tasks was a
major focus of our work, because video encoding had not
been considered a finely parallelizable operation without
compromising compression efficiency.
Compressed video accounts for about 70% of consumer
Internet traffic [6]. In digital-video systems, an encoder
consumes raw frames and turns them into a compressed
bitstream. A corresponding decoder converts the bitstream
back to frames that approximate the original input and
can be displayed to the viewer.
Video-compression techniques typically exploit the
correlations between nearby frames. For example, if a
background does not change between two frames, those
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sections of the image don’t need to be repeated in the bitstream. If part of the image is in motion, the encoder can
still take advantage of the correlation by using “motioncompensated prediction,” which moves around pieces of
earlier frames to produce an approximation of the new
frame. An encoder spends most of its CPU time searching
for such correlations to reduce the size of the output.
These techniques cause compressed frames to depend
on one another in a way that makes it impossible to start
decoding in midstream. In practice, however, applications
often want to start in midstream. For example, a television
viewer may change the channel, or a YouTube or Netflix
client may want to switch to a higher-quality stream.
To allow this, video encoders insert Stream Access
Points in the compressed bitstream—one at the beginning,
and additional ones in the middle. A Stream Access Point
resets the stream and serves as a dependency barrier: the
decoder can begin decoding the bitstream at a Stream
Access Point, without needing access to earlier portions
of the bitstream. The same concept5 goes by different
names in different video formats: a “closed Group of Pictures” (MPEG-2 [17]), an “Instantaneous Display Refresh”
(H.264 [11]), or a “key frame” (VP8/VP9 [26, 29]). We
use the term “key frame” in this paper.6
Chunks of compressed video separated by a key frame
are essentially independent. This can be useful in parallel
video encoding. Each thread can encode a different range
of the video’s frames, outputting its own compressed bitstream independently, without making reference to compressed frames in another thread’s portion. The resulting
bitstreams can simply be concatenated.
But key frames incur a significant cost. As an example,
a raw frame of 4K video is about 11 megabytes. After
compression in the VP8 format at 15 Mbps, a key frame
is typically about one megabyte long. If the video content
stays on the same scene without a cut, subsequent frames—
those allowed to depend on earlier frames—will be about
10–30 kilobytes. Spurious insertion of key frames significantly increases the compressed bitrate.
This phenomenon makes low-latency parallel video
encoding difficult. To achieve good compression, key
frames should only be inserted rarely. For example, systems like YouTube use an interval of four or five seconds.
If frames within each chunk are processed serially, then
multi-second chunks make it challenging to achieve lowlatency pipelines, especially when current encoders process 4K videos at roughly 1/30th (VP8) or 1/100th (VP9)
of real time on an x86-64 CPU core. In the next section,
we describe how ExCamera addresses this difficulty.
5 Formally,

a Stream Access Point of type 1 or type 2 [18].
“I-frame” is not the same concept: in MPEG standards, Ipictures depend on compression state left behind by previous elements
in the bitstream, and do not prevent subsequent frames from depending
on the image content of earlier frames.
6 An
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4

ExCamera’s video encoder

ExCamera is designed to achieve low latency with finegrained parallelism. Our encoder reflects one key insight:
that the work of video encoding can be divided into fast
and slow parts, with the “slow” work done in parallel
across thousands of tiny threads, and only “fast” work
done serially. The slower the per-frame processing—e.g.,
for pipelines that use 4K or 8K frames or sophisticated
video compression, or that run a computer-vision analysis on each frame—the more favorable the case for finegrained parallelism and for our approach.
ExCamera first runs thousands of parallel vpxenc processes (Google’s optimized encoder), each charged with
encoding just ¼ second, or six frames, of video.7 Each
vpxenc output bitstream begins with a key frame. Each
thread then re-encodes the first frame, using ExCamera’s
own video encoder, to remove the key frame and take advantage of correlations with the previous thread’s portion
of the video. Finally, in a serial step, the system “rebases”
each frame on top of the previous one, stitching together
chains of 16 chunks. The result is a video that only incurs
the penalty of a key frame every four seconds, similar to
the interval used by YouTube and other systems.
We refer to this algorithm as “ExCamera[6,16],” meaning it stitches together chains of 16 six-frame chunks. In
our evaluation, we profile several settings of these parameters, including ones that simply use naive parallel
encoding without stitching (e.g., “ExCamera[6,1]”). ExCamera has been implemented with the VP8 format, but
we believe the “rebasing” technique is general enough to
work with any recent compressed-video format.
Overview of approach. ExCamera encodes videos using a parallel-serial algorithm with three major phases:
1. (Parallel) Each thread runs a production video encoder (vpxenc) to encode six compressed frames,
starting with a large key frame.
2. (Parallel) Each thread runs our own video encoder
to replace the initial key frame with one that takes
advantage of the similarities with earlier frames.
3. (Serial) Each thread “rebases” its chunk of the video
onto the prior thread’s output, so that the chunks can
be played in sequence by an unaltered VP8 decoder
without requiring a key frame in between.
In this section, we describe the video-processing primitives we built to enable this algorithm (§ 4.1–4.3) and
then specify the algorithm in more detail (§ 4.4).
7 Major motion pictures are generally shown at 24 frames per second.
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4.1

Video in explicit state-passing style

Traditional video encoders and decoders maintain a substantial amount of opaque internal state. The decoder
starts decoding a sequence of compressed frames at the
first key frame. This resets the decoder’s internal state.
From there, the decoder produces a sequence of raw
images as output. The decoder’s state evolves with the
stream, saving internal variables and copies of earlier decoded images so that new frames can reference them to
exploit their correlations. There is generally no way to import or export that state to resume decoding in midstream.
Encoders also maintain internal state, also with no interface to import or export it. A traditional encoder begins
its output with a key frame that initializes the decoder.
For ExCamera, we needed a way for independent encoding threads to produce a small amount of compressed
output each, without beginning each piece with a key
frame. The process relies on a “slow” but parallel phase—
compressing each video frame by searching for correlations with recent frames—and a “fast” serial portion,
where frames are “rebased” to be playable by a decoder
that just finished decoding the previous thread’s output.8
To allow ExCamera to reason about the evolution of
the decoder as it processes the compressed bitstream, we
formulated and implemented a VP8 encoder and decoder
in explicit state-passing style. A VP8 decoder’s state consists of the probability model—tables that track which
values are more likely to be found in the video and therefore consume fewer bits of output—and three reference
images, raw images that contain the decoded output of
previous compressed frames:
state ∶= (prob_model, references[3])
Decoding takes a state and a compressed frame, and
produces a new state and a raw image for display:
decode(state, compressed_frame) → (state′ , image)

ExCamera’s decode operator is a deterministic pure
function; it does not have any implicit state or side effects.
The implementation is about 7,100 lines of C++11, plus
optimized assembly routines borrowed from Google’s
libvpx where possible. Our implementation passes the
VP8 conformance tests.

4.2

What’s in a frame?

A compressed frame is a bitstring, representing either a
key frame or an “interframe.” A key frame resets and
8 We use the term by analogy to Git, where commits may be written
independently in parallel, then “rebased” to achieve a linear history [5].
Each commit is rewritten so as to be applicable to a source-code repository in a state different from when the commit was originally created.
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initializes the decoder’s state:
decode(any state, key_frame) → (state′ , image)
An interframe does depend on the decoder’s state, because it re-uses portions of the three reference images. An
interframe contains a few important parts:
interframe :=

(prediction_modes, motion_vectors, residue)
The goal of an interframe is to be as short as possible,
by exploiting correlations between the intended output
image and the contents of the three reference slots in the
decoder’s state. It does that by telling the decoder how to
assemble a “prediction” for the output image. Every 4x4pixel square is tagged with a prediction mode describing
where to find visually similar material: either one of the
three references, or elsewhere in the current frame.
For prediction modes that point to one of the three
references, the 4x4-pixel square is also tagged with a
motion vector: a two-dimensional vector, at quarter-pixel
precision, that points to a square of the reference image
that will serve as the prediction for this square.
When decoding an interframe, the decoder uses the
prediction modes and motion vectors to assemble the
motion-compensated prediction image. It then adds the
residue—an overlay image that corrects the prediction—
applies a smoothing filter, and the result is the output
image. The interframe also tells the decoder how to update
the probability model, and which reference slots in the
state object should be replaced with the new output image.
The goal is for the prediction to be as accurate as possible so the residue can be coded in as few bits as possible.
The encoder spends most of its time searching for the best
combination of prediction modes and motion vectors.

4.3

Encoding and rebasing

ExCamera’s main insight is that the hard part of encoding
an interframe—finding the best prediction modes and motion vectors—can be run in parallel, while the remaining
work of calculating the residue is fast enough to be serialized. This enables most of the work to be parallelized
into tiny chunks, without requiring a large key frame at
the start of each thread’s output.
To do this, we had to implement two more VP8 operations, in about 3,400 lines of C++11. The first is a video
encoder that can start from an arbitrary decoder state:
encode-given-state(state, image, quality) → interframe

This routine takes a state (including the three reference
images), and a raw input image, and searches for the best
combination of motion vectors and prediction modes so
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that the resulting interframe approximates the original
image to a given fidelity.
Our encoder is not as good as Google’s vpxenc, which
uses optimized vector assembly to search for the best
motion vectors. Compared with vpxenc, “encode-givenstate” is much slower and produces larger output for the
same quality (meaning, similarity of the decoder’s output
image to the input image). However, it can encode given
an externally supplied state, which allows the key frame at
the start of each chunk to be replaced with an interframe
that depends on the previous thread’s portion of the video.
The second operation is a “rebase” that transforms
interframes so they can be applied to a different state than
the one they were originally encoded for:
rebase(state, image, interframe) → interframe′

While encode-given-state creates a compressed frame
de novo, a rebase is a transformation on compressed
frames, taking advantage of calculations already done.
Rebasing involves three steps:
1. Don’t redo the slow part. Rebasing adopts verbatim the prediction modes and motion vectors from
the original interframe.
2. Apply motion prediction to new state. Rebasing
applies those prediction modes and motion vectors
to the new state object, producing a new motioncompensated prediction image.
3. Recalculate residue given original target image.
Rebasing subtracts the motion-compensated prediction image from the original input to the encoder:
the raw target image that was taken “ex camera,”
i.e., directly from the camera. This “fast” subtraction
produces a new residue, which is encoded into the
output interframe′ .

4.4

The parallel-serial algorithm

We now describe an ExCamera[𝑁, 𝑥] encoder pipeline.
The algorithm works separately on batches of 𝑥 threads,
each handling 𝑁 frames, so the entire batch accounts for
𝑁 ⋅ 𝑥 frames and will contain only one key frame. For
example, the ExCamera[6,16] algorithm uses batches of
96 frames each (meaning there will be one key frame
every four seconds). Batches are run in parallel. Within
each batch, the 𝑥 threads proceed as follows:
1. (Parallel) Each thread downloads an 𝑁-image chunk
of raw video. At the resolution of a 4K widescreen
movie, each image is 11 megabytes.
2. (Parallel) Each thread runs Google’s vpxenc VP8
encoder. The output is 𝑁 compressed frames: one
key frame (typically about one megabyte) followed
by 𝑁 − 1 interframes (about 10–30 kilobytes apiece).
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3. (Parallel) Each thread runs ExCamera’s decode operator 𝑁 times to calculate the final state, then sends
that state to the next thread in the batch.
4. (Parallel) The first thread is now finished and uploads its output, starting with a key frame. The
other 𝑥 − 1 threads run encode-given-state to encode the first image as an interframe, given the state
received from the previous thread. The key frame
from vpxenc is thrown away; encode-given-state
works de novo from the original raw image.9
5. (Serial) The first remaining thread runs rebase to
rewrite interframes 2..𝑁 in terms of the state left behind by its new first frame. It sends its final state to
the next thread, which runs rebase to rewrite all its
frames in terms of the given state. Each thread continues in turn. After a thread completes, it uploads
its transformed output and quits.
The basic assumption of this process is that rebasing
(recalculating residues by subtracting the prediction from
the intended image) can be done quickly, while the difficult work of searching for correlations, and therefore
motion vectors, can be done in parallel.

5

◰ (original)
◱ SSIM = 11.4 dB

◳ SSIM = 14.3 dB
◲ SSIM = 9.4 dB

Figure 3: Structural similarity (SSIM) [28] correlates with perceived image quality.

Evaluation

We evaluated the ExCamera encoder, running on AWS
Lambda in the mu framework, on four metrics: (1) job
completion time, (2) bitrate of the compressed output,
(3) quality of the output, compared with the original, (4)
monetary cost of execution.
In summary, ExCamera achieved similar bitrates and
quality as a state-of-the-art video encoder—Google’s
vpxenc running with multi-threading on a 128-core
machine—while running about 60× faster. Pipelines
with fine-grained parallelism and rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[6,16]) achieved similar results to pipelines with
coarser-grained parallelism and no rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[24,1]). Our tests were performed on two open-source
movies that are available in uncompressed 4K raw format: the 15-minute animated “Sintel” (2010) [20], and
the 12-minute live-action “Tears of Steel” (2012) [23].

5.1

Methods and metrics

To set up the evaluation, we built and executed a mu
pipeline (§ 2) to convert the raw frames of Sintel—
distributed as individual PNG files—into chunks of raw
images in the yuv4mpeg 8-bit 4:2:0 format.10 Each chunk
was uploaded to Amazon S3. To stay under Amazon’s
9 We

do use the quality, or quantization, settings chosen by vpxenc
for key frames and interframes to select the quality of the new interframe.
10 “Tears of Steel” was already available in this format.
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limit of 1,200 concurrent workers per AWS region, we
spread the workers and the movies across four regions.
Our evaluation uses two other mu pipelines. The first
implements the ExCamera[𝑁, 𝑥] video-encoding algorithm described in § 4.4. We partitioned the encoding job
into four large pieces, each accounting for a quarter of the
movie, and ran one piece in each region. Within a region,
the algorithm runs 𝑥-thread batches independently in parallel. Each batch produces 𝑁 ⋅ 𝑥 frames of compressed
video, the first of which is a key frame.
Within each batch, the mu coordinator assigns tasks
with awareness of the serial data-dependency relationships of the encoding algorithm: each thread depends
on state objects calculated by the previous thread in the
batch. Thus, as workers spawn, the coordinator assigns
tasks to batches in a round-robin fashion: all of the first
threads across all batches, then all of the second threads,
etc. This maximizes the likelihood that threads will make
continuous forward progress, avoiding stalls.
The final mu pipeline collects additional performance
metrics, defined as follows:
Latency: Total time-to-completion, starting when the
coordinator is launched, and ending when all threads have
finished uploading compressed output to S3.
Bitrate: Total compressed size divided by duration.
Quality: Fidelity of the compressed frames to the original raw frames. We use the quality metric of struc-
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Figure 4: Execution of the ExCamera[6,16] encoder (§ 4.4) for
a typical 16-thread batch on a warm start. At two points in the
computation, a thread may have to “wait” for state from the
thread above. The “slow” work of searching for motion vectors
and prediction modes (vpxenc and encode-given-state) runs in
parallel. The “fast” rebasing step runs serially.

tural similarity (SSIM) [28], calculated by the Xiph
dump_ssim tool [7]. Figure 3 illustrates how SSIM correlates with perceived image quality.

5.2

Baselines

We benchmarked a range of ExCamera[𝑁, 𝑥] pipelines
against two alternative VP8 encoding systems:
1. vpx (single-threaded): vpxenc, running in singlethreaded mode on an Amazon EC2 c3.8xlarge instance with a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 CPU.
The source material was on a local SSD RAID array.
Encoded output was written to a RAM disk.
This represents the best possible compression and
quality that can be achieved with a state-of-the-art
encoder, but takes about 7.5 hours to encode Sintel.
2. vpx (multi-threaded): vpxenc in multi-threaded
mode and configured to use all cores, running on
the same kind of instance as above. This represents
a common encoding configuration, with reasonable
tradeoffs among compression, quality, and speed.
Encoding Sintel takes about 2.5 hours. We also ran
vpxenc on a 128-core x1.32xlarge machine, with
the same results. vpxenc’s style of multi-threading
parallelizes compression within each frame, which
limits the granularity of parallelism.

5.3

Results

Microbenchmark. We first present a breakdown of the
time spent by an ExCamera[6,16] encoder. This serves
as a microbenchmark of the mu system and of the algorithm. Figure 4 shows the results of a typical batch. mu’s
dependency-aware scheduler assigns the first worker that
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AWS Lambda spawns to a task whose output will be consumed by later-spawning workers. The figure shows that
the total amount of “slow” work dwarfs the time spent on
rebasing, but the serial nature of the rebasing step makes
it account for most of the end-to-end completion time.
The analysis confirms that our own encode routine
(encode-given-state) is considerably slower than Google’s
vpxenc, especially as the latter is encoding six frames
and our routine only one. This suggests ExCamera has
considerable room for optimization remaining.
Encoder performance. We ran ExCamera and the baselines with a variety of encoding parameters, resulting in a
range of quality-to-bitrate tradeoffs for each approach.
Figure 5 shows the results. As expected, vpx (singlethreaded) gives the best quality at a given bitrate, and
naive parallelism (ExCamera[6,1]) produces the worst.
On the animated movie, ExCamera[6,16] performs as
well as multi-threaded vpxenc, giving within 2% of the
same quality-to-bitrate tradeoff with a much higher degree of parallelism. On the live-action movie, ExCamera
is within 9%.
We also measured each approach’s speed. We chose a
particular quality level: for Sintel, SSIM of 20 dB, representing high quality, and for Tears of Steel, SSIM of
16 dB. We ran ExCamera with a range of settings that
produce this quality, as well as the baselines, to compare
the tradeoffs of encoding speed and compressed bitrate.
We took the median of at least three runs of each scheme
and linearly interpolated time and bitrate between runs
at adjacent quality settings when we could not achieve
exactly the target quality.
Figure 6 shows the results. ExCamera sweeps out a
range of tradeoffs between 60× to 300× faster than multithreaded vpxenc, with compression that ranges between
10% better and 80% worse. In some cases, pipelines
with coarser-grained parallelism and no rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[24,1]) outperformed pipelines with finer-grained
parallelism and rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[6,16]). This
suggests inefficiency in our current implementation of
encode-given-state and rebase that can be improved
upon, but at present, the value of fine-grained parallelism
and rebasing may depend on whether the application
pipeline includes other costly per-frame processing, such
as a filter or classifier, in addition to compressing the
output. The costlier the per-frame computation, the more
worthwhile it will be to use fine-grained threads.
YouTube measurement. To compare against a commercial parallel encoding system, we uploaded the official
H.264 version of Sintel, which is 5.1 GiB, to YouTube.
YouTube appears to insert key frames every 128 frames,
and we understand that YouTube parallelizes at least some
encoding jobs with the same granularity. The upload
took 77 seconds over a gigabit Ethernet connection from
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Figure 5: Quality vs. bitrate for four VP8 video encoders on the two 4K movies. ExCamera[6,16] achieves within 2% (Sintel) or 9%
(Tears of Steel) of the performance of a state-of-the-art encoder (multi-threaded vpxenc) with a much higher degree of parallelism.

Stanford. We ran youtube-dl --list-formats every
five seconds to monitor the availability of the processed
versions. Counting from the end of the upload, it took
YouTube 36.5 minutes until a compressed H.264 version
was available for playback. It took 417 minutes until a
compressed VP9 version was available for playback.
Because YouTube does not encode 4K VP8 content,
and does not have adjustable quality, these figures cannot
be directly compared with those in Figure 6. However,
they suggest that even in systems that have no shortage
of raw CPU resources, the coarse granularity of available
parallelism may be limiting the end-to-end latency of
user-visible encoding jobs.
Cost. At AWS Lambda’s current pricing, it costs about
$5.40 to encode the 15-minute Sintel movie using the ExCamera[6,16] encoder. The encoder runs 3,552 threads,
each processing ¼ second of the movie. The last thread
completes after 2.6 minutes, but because workers quit as
soon as their chunk has been rebased and uploaded, the
average worker takes only 60.4 seconds. In a long chain
of rebasing, later threads spend much of their time waiting
on predecessors (Figure 4). A more-sophisticated launching strategy could save money, without compromising
completion time, by delaying launching these threads.

6

Limitations and future work

At present, ExCamera has a number of limitations in its
evaluation, implementation, and approach. We discuss
these in turn.
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6.1

Limitations of the evaluation

Only evaluated on two videos. We have only characterized ExCamera’s performance on two creative-commons
videos (one animated, one live-action). While these are
widely used benchmarks for video encoders, this may
have more to do with their availability in uncompressed
formats than suitability as benchmarks. We will need to
verify experimentally that ExCamera’s results generalize.
If everybody used Lambda as we do, would it still
be as good? To the best of our knowledge, ExCamera
is among the first systems to use AWS Lambda as a
supercomputer-by-the-second. ExCamera slams the system with thousands of TLS connections and threads starting at once, a workload we expect not to be characteristic
of other customers. We don’t know if Lambda would continue to provide low latencies, and maintain its current
pricing, if ExCamera-like workloads become popular.

6.2

Limitations of the implementation

encode-given-state is slow and has poor compression
efficiency. The microbenchmark of Figure 4 and other
measurements suggest there is considerable room for optimization in our encode-given-state routine (§ 4.4). This
is future work. We explored building further on vpxenc
so as to avoid using our own de novo encoder at all, but
did not achieve an improvement over the status quo.
Pipeline specification is complex. In addition to parallel
video compression, ExCamera supports, in principle, a
range of pipeline topologies: per-image transformations
followed by encoding, operations that compose multiple
input frames, edits that rearrange frames, and computer-
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Figure 6: Bitrate vs. encoding speed, at constant quality relative to the original movie. ExCamera sweeps out a range of tradeoffs.

vision analyses on each frame. We are working to design
a pipeline-description language to specify jobs at a higher
level of abstraction.
Worker failure kills entire job. Because ExCamera’s
jobs run for only a few minutes, and the mu framework
only assigns tasks to Lambda workers that successfully
start up and make a TLS connection back to the coordinator, mu does not yet support recovery from failure of
a Lambda worker in the middle of a task. Producing Figure 6 required 640 jobs, using 520,000 workers in total,
each run for about a minute on average. Three jobs failed.
ExCamera encodes VP8. What about newer formats?
It took considerable effort to implement a VP8 decoder,
encoder, and rebase routine in explicit state-passing style.
ExCamera only works with this format, which was designed in 2008 and has been largely superseded by the
newer VP9. Although Google released a VP9 version of
vpxenc in 2013, the VP9 specification was not released
until April 2016. To the best of our knowledge, there has
not yet been an independent implementation of VP9.11
We believe the rebasing technique is general enough to
work with VP9 and other current formats, but hesitate to
predict the efficacy without an empirical evaluation. We
hope to persuade implementers of the benefit of ExCamera’s explicit-state-passing style and to provide a similar
interface themselves.

6.3

Limitations of the approach

Many video jobs don’t require fine-grained parallelism. ExCamera is focused on video pipelines where
11 Existing

software implementations have been written by Google
employees or by former employees who worked on vpxenc.
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the processing of a single frame consumes a large amount
of CPU resources—e.g., encoding of large (4K or VR)
frames, expensive computer-vision analyses or filtering,
etc. Only in these cases is it worthwhile to parallelize processing at granularities finer than the practical key-frame
interval of a few seconds. For encoding “easier” content
(e.g., standard-definition resolutions) without extensive
per-frame computation, it is already possible to run a
naively parallel approach on multi-second chunks with
acceptable end-to-end latency. Figure 6 shows that if the
application is simply encoding video into the VP8 format,
with no expensive per-frame processing that would benefit from fine-grained parallelism, pipelines with coarser
granularity and no rebasing (e.g. ExCamera[24,1]) can
sometimes perform as well as pipelines with finer granularity and rebasing (e.g., ExCamera[6,16]).
Assumes video is already in the cloud. We assume that
the source material for a video pipeline is already in the
cloud and accessible to the workers—in our cases, loaded
into S3, either in raw format (as we evaluated) or compressed into small chunks. Many video pipelines must
deal with video uploaded over unreliable or challenged
network paths, or with compressed source video that is
only available with infrequent Stream Access Points.

7

Related work

Data-processing frameworks. Batch-processing frameworks such as MapReduce [8], Hadoop [12], and
Spark [32] are suited to tasks with coarse-grained parallelism, such as mining error logs for abnormal patterns.
In these tasks, each thread processes an independent subset of the data. It is challenging to express video encoding
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within these frameworks, because video compression depends on exploiting the correlations among frames.
A number of additional distributed-computing frameworks have been proposed that implement pipelineoriented computation. Apache Tez [24] and Dryad [13]
support arbitrary DAG-structured computation, with data
passed along edges in a computation graph. Such systems
could be used to support video-processing pipelines.
Cloud computing. Data-processing frameworks today
rely on computational substrates such as Amazon EC2
and Microsoft Azure, which provide heavyweight virtualization through virtual machines that run an entire
operating system. In contrast, ExCamera relies on AWS
Lambda’s cloud functions, which provides lightweight
virtualization. For the same monetary cost, it can access
many more parallel resources, and can start and stop them
faster. To our knowledge, ExCamera is the first system
to use such cloud functions for compute-heavy tasks,
such as video encoding; current uses [25] are focused
on server-side scripts for Web microservices and asynchronous event handlers.
After the submission of this paper, we sent a preprint
to a colleague who then developed PyWren [14, 15], a
framework that executes thousands of Python threads on
AWS Lambda. Our Figure 2 was inspired by a similar
measurement in [14]. ExCamera’s mu framework differs
from PyWren in its focus on heavyweight computation
with C++-implemented Linux threads and inter-thread
communication.
Parallel video encoding. Parallel video encoding has
a substantial literature. Broadly speaking, existing approaches use one of two techniques: intra-frame parallelism, where multiple threads operate on disjoint areas
of the same frame [3, 27, 31], or frame parallelism, where
each thread handles a different range of frames [1, 22, 30].
Intra-frame parallelism is widely used to enable realtime encoding and decoding with small numbers of
threads. This kind of parallelism does not scale with the
length of a video, and in practice cannot be increased
beyond tens of threads without severely compromising
compression efficiency. This limits the speedup available.
Frame parallelism can scale with the length of a videos,
but also sacrifices coding efficiency at higher degrees of
parallelism (§ 3). Some prior systems [9] employ frame
parallelism by searching for natural locations to place key
frames, then encoding the ranges between pairs of key
frames independently. These systems operate at coarse
granularity: thousands of frames per worker. The goal of
ExCamera’s encoder is to exploit fine-grained parallelism
without sacrificing coding efficiency.
Reusing prior encoding decisions. ExCamera’s framerebasing technique involves transforming an interframe
into a new interframe, preserving the motion vectors and
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prediction modes from an earlier encoding, but recalculating the residue so that the frame can be applied to a new
decoder state.
The idea of preserving motion vectors and prediction
modes to save CPU is not new: similar techniques have
a long history in the context of real-time transcoding
(e.g., [21]), where one input stream of compressed video
is turned into several output streams at varying bitrates. In
these systems, the original motion vectors and prediction
modes can be reused across each of the output streams.
However, to the best we have been able to determine,
ExCamera is the first system to use this idea to enable
low-latency parallel video encoding.

8

Conclusion

ExCamera is a cloud-based video-processing framework
that we envision as the backend for interactive video applications. It can edit, transform, and encode a video,
including 4K and VR material, with low latency.
The system makes two major contributions: a framework to run general-purpose parallel computations on a
commercial “cloud function” service with low latency,
and a video encoder built with this framework that
achieves fine-grained parallelism without harming compression efficiency.
ExCamera suggests that an explicit state-passing style,
which exposes the internal state of a video encoder and
decoder, is a useful interface that can enable substantial
gains for video-processing workloads—applications that
will only grow in importance. We encourage the developers of video codecs to implement such abstractions.
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Appendix: vpxenc command lines
We used vpxenc 1.6.0 (Sintel) and 1.6.1 (Tears of Steel)
with the below command-line arguments in our evaluations (§ 5). $QUALITY is a parameter that indicates the
target quality of the compressed video; it ranges from 0
(best) to 63 (worst). When running vpx multi-threaded,
$NPROC is set to 31 (one fewer than the number of cores,
as recommended in the documentation) and $TOK_PARTS
is set to 3. When running single-threaded, they are set to
1 and 0, respectively.
vpxenc --codec=vp8 \
--good \
--cpu-used=0 \
--end-usage=cq \
--min-q=0 \
--max-q=63 \
--buf-initial-sz=10000 \
--buf-optimal-sz=20000 \
--buf-sz=40000 \
--undershoot-pct=100 \
--passes=2 \
--auto-alt-ref=1 \
--tune=ssim \
--target-bitrate=4294967295 \
--cq-level=$QUALITY \
--threads=$NTHREADS \
--token-parts=$TOK_PARTS \
-o output_file \
input.y4m
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Abstract
Video cameras are pervasively deployed for security
and smart city scenarios, with millions of them in large
cities worldwide. Achieving the potential of these cameras requires efficiently analyzing the live videos in realtime. We describe VideoStorm, a video analytics system
that processes thousands of video analytics queries on
live video streams over large clusters. Given the high
costs of vision processing, resource management is crucial. We consider two key characteristics of video analytics: resource-quality tradeoff with multi-dimensional
configurations, and variety in quality and lag goals.
VideoStorm’s offline profiler generates query resourcequality profile, while its online scheduler allocates resources to queries to maximize performance on quality
and lag, in contrast to the commonly used fair sharing
of resources in clusters. Deployment on an Azure cluster of 101 machines shows improvement by as much as
80% in quality of real-world queries and 7× better lag,
processing video from operational traffic cameras.

1

Introduction

Video cameras are pervasive; major cities worldwide like
New York City, London, and Beijing have millions of
cameras deployed [8,12]. Cameras are installed in buildings for surveillance and business intelligence, while
those deployed on streets are for traffic control and crime
prevention. Key to achieving the potential of these cameras is effectively analyzing the live video streams.
Organizations that deploy these cameras—cities or police departments—operate large clusters to analyze the
video streams [5, 9]. Sufficient bandwidth is provisioned
(fiber drops or cellular) between the cameras and the
cluster to ingest video streams. Some analytics need to
run for long periods (e.g., counting cars to control traffic
light durations) while others for short bursts of time (e.g.,
reading the license plates for AMBER Alerts, which are
raised in U.S. cities to identify child abductors [1]).
Video analytics can have very high resource demands.
Tracking objects in video is a core primitive for many
scenarios, but the best tracker [69] in the VOT Challenge
2015 [59] processes only 1 frame per second on an 8core machine. Some of the most accurate Deep Neural
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Networks for object recognition, another core primitive,
require 30GFlops to process a single frame [75]. Due
to the high processing costs and high data-rates of video
streams, resource management of video analytics queries
is crucial. We highlight two properties of video analytics
queries relevant to resource management.
Resource-quality trade-off with multi-dimensional
configurations. Vision algorithms typically contain
various parameters, or knobs. Examples of knobs are
video resolution, frame rate, and internal algorithmic parameters, such as the size of the sliding window to search
for objects in object detectors. A combination of the
knob values is a query configuration. The configuration
space grows exponentially with the number of knobs.
Resource demand can be reduced by changing configurations (e.g., changing the resolution and sliding window
size) but they typically also lower the output quality.
Variety in quality and lag goals. While many queries
require producing results in real-time, others can tolerate
lag of even many minutes. This allows for temporarily
reallocating some resources from the lag-tolerant queries
during interim shortage of resources. Such shortage happens due to a burst of new video queries or “spikes” in
resource usage of existing queries (for example, due to
an increase in number of cars to track on the road).
Indeed, video analytics queries have a wide variety of
quality and lag goals. A query counting cars to control
the traffic lights can work with moderate quality (approximate car counts) but will need them with low lag. License plate readers at toll routes [16, 17], on the other
hand, require high quality (accuracy) but can tolerate lag
of even many minutes because the billing can be delayed.
However, license plate readers when used for AMBER
Alerts require high quality results without lag.
Scheduling large number of streaming video queries
with diverse quality and lag goals, each with many configurations, is computationally complex. Production
systems for stream processing like Storm [4], StreamScope [62], Flink [2], Trill [36] and Spark Streaming [89] allocate resources among multiple queries only
based on resource fairness [7, 10, 27, 43, 51] common to
cluster managers like Yarn [3] and Mesos [49]. While
simple, being agnostic to query quality and lag makes
fair sharing far from ideal for video stream analytics.
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VideoStorm Manager

We present VideoStorm, a video analytics system that
scales to processing thousands of live video streams over
large clusters. Users submit video analytics queries containing many transforms that perform vision signal processing on the frames of the incoming video. At its core,
VideoStorm contains a scheduler that efficiently generates the query’s resource-quality profile for its different
knob configurations, and then jointly maximizes the quality and minimizes the lag of streaming video queries. In
doing so, it uses the generated profiles, and lag and quality goals. It allocates resources to each query and picks
its configuration (knob values) based on the allocation.
Challenges and Solution. The major technical challenges for designing VideoStorm can be summarized as
follows: (i) There are no analytical models for resource
demand and quality for a query configuration, and the
large number of configurations makes it expensive to
even estimate the resource-quality profile. (ii) Expressing quality and lag goals of individual queries and across
all queries in a cluster is non-trivial. (iii) Deciding allocations and configurations is a computationally hard
problem exponential in the number of queries and knobs.
To deal with the multitude of knobs in video queries,
we split our solution into offline (or profiling) and online
phases. In the offline phase, we use an efficient profiler
to get the resource-quality profile of queries without exploring the entire combinatorial space of configurations.
Using greedy search and domain-specific sampling, we
identify a handful of knob configurations on the Pareto
boundary of the profile. The scheduler in the online
phase, thus, has to consider only these configurations.
We encode quality and lag goals of a query in a utility function. Utility is a weighted combination of the
achieved quality and lag, with penalties for violating the
goals. Penalties allow for expressing priorities between
queries. Given utilities of multiple queries, we schedule
for two natural objectives – maximize the minimum utility, or maximize the total utility. The former achieves
fairness (max-min) while the latter targets performance.
Finally, in the online phase, we model the scheduling
problem using the Model-Predictive Control [67] to predict the future query lag over a short time horizon, and
use this predicted lag in the utility function. The scheduler considers the resource-quality profile of queries during allocation, and allows for lagging queries to “catch
up.” It also deals with inevitable inaccuracies in resource
usages in the resource-quality profiles.
While we focus VideoStorm on video analytics using
computer vision algorithms, approximation and lag are
aspects that are fundamental to all machine learning algorithms. To that end, the techniques in our system are
broadly applicable to all stream analytics systems that
employ machine learning techniques.
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Figure 1: VideoStorm System Architecture.

Contributions. Our contributions are as follows:
1. We designed and built a system for large-scale analytics of live video that allows users to submit
queries with arbitrary vision processors.
2. We efficiently identify the resource-quality profile
of video queries without exhaustively exploring the
combinatorial space of knob configurations.
3. We designed an efficient scheduler for video queries
that considers their resource-quality profile and lag
tolerance, and trades off between them.
We considered streaming databases with approximation [19,37,68] as a starting point for our solution. However, they only consider the sampling rate of data streams
and used established analytical models [38] to calculate
the quality and resource demand. In contrast, vision
queries are more complex black-boxes with many more
knobs, and do not have known analytical models. Moreover, they optimize only one query at a time, while our
focus is on scheduling multiple concurrent queries.
Deployment on 101 machines in Azure show that
VideoStorm’s scheduler allocates resources in hundreds
of milliseconds even with thousands of queries. We
evaluated using real video analytics queries over video
datasets from live traffic cameras from several large
cities. Our offline profiling consumes 3.5× less CPU
resources compared to a basic greedy search. The online VideoStorm scheduler outperforms fair scheduling
of resources [3, 31, 49] by as much as 80% in quality of
queries and 7× in terms of lag.

2

System Description

We describe the high-level architecture of VideoStorm
and the specifications for video queries.

2.1 VideoStorm Architecture
The VideoStorm cluster consists of a centralized manager and a set of worker machines that execute queries,
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" name " : " LicensePlate " ,
" transforms " : [
{ " id " : " 0 " ,
" class_name " : " Decoder " ,
" parameters " : {
" CameraIP " : " 1 3 4 . 5 3 . 8 . 8 " ,
" CameraPort " : 8 1 0 0 ,
" @OutputResolution ": "720P",
" @SamplingRate " : 0 . 7 5 }
},
{ " id " : " 1 " ,
" in p u t _ t r a n s f o r m _ i d " : " 0 " ,
" class_name " : " OpenALPR " ,
" parameters " : {
" @MinSize " : 1 0 0 ,
" @MaxSize " : 1 0 0 0 ,
" @Step " : 1 0 }
} ]
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Figure 2: VideoStorm Query for license plate reader.

see Figure 1. Every query is a DAG of transforms on live
video that is continuously streamed to the cluster; each
transform processes a time-ordered stream of messages
(e.g., video frames) and passes its outputs downstream.
Figure 1 shows two example queries. One query runs
across two machines; after decoding the video and subtracting the background, it sends the detected objects
to another machine for tracking and classification. The
other query for detecting license plates runs on a single
machine. We assume there is sufficient bandwidth provisioned for cameras to stream their videos into the cluster.
Every worker machine runs a machine manager which
start worker processes to host transforms. The machine
manager periodically reports resource utilizations as well
as status of the running transforms to the VideoStorm
manager. The scheduler in the manager uses this information to allocate resources to queries. The VideoStorm
manager and the machine managers are not on the query
data path; videos are streamed directly to the decoding
transforms and thereon between the transforms.
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Table 1: Tables (a) and (b) show queries A and B with three
configurations each, resource demand D and quality Q. Tables (c) and (d) show the time and capacity R, and for each
query the chosen configuration C, demand D, allocation A,
achieved quality Q, and lag L for the fair and performancebased schedulers. Notice in (d) that query B achieves higher
quality between times 10 and 22 than with the fair scheduler in (c), and never lags beyond its permissible 8s.

form, but instead directly connect to the camera source
(specified using IP and port number).
Each transform contains optional knobs (parameters);
e.g., the minimum and maximum window sizes (in pixels) of license plates to look for and the step increments
to search between these sizes for the OpenALPR transform (more in §5). Knobs whose values can updated dynamically start with the ‘@’ symbol. The VideoStorm
manager updates them as part of its scheduling decisions.

Video Queries Specification

Queries submitted to the VideoStorm manager are strung
together as pipelines of transforms. Figure 2 shows a
sample VideoStorm pipeline with two transforms. The
first transform decodes the live video to produce frames
that are pushed to the second transform to find license
plate numbers using the OpenALPR library [13].
Each transform contains an id and class name which
is the class implementing the transform (§7). The input transform id field specifies the transform whose output
feeds into this transform, thus allowing us to describe
a pipeline. VideoStorm allows arbitrary DAGs including
multiple inputs and outputs for a transform. Source transforms, such as the “Decoder”, do not specify input trans-
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3

Making the Case for Resource Allocation

We make the case for resource management in video analytics clusters using a simple example (§3.1) and realworld video queries (§3.2).

3.1

Motivating Example

Cluster managers such as Yarn [3], Apollo [31] and
Mesos [49] commonly divide resources among multiple
queries based on resource fairness. Being agnostic to
query quality and lag preferences, fair allocation is the
best they can do. Instead, scheduling for performance
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leads to queries achieving better quality and lag.
The desirable properties of a scheduler for video analytics are: (1) allocate more resources to queries whose
qualities will improve more, (2) allow queries with builtup lag in their processing to “catch up,” and (3) adjust
query configuration based on the resource allocated.
Tables 1a and 1b shows two example queries A and
B with three knob configurations each (Ax and Bx, respectively). Query A’s improvement in quality Q is less
pronounced than B’s for the same increase in resource
demand D. Note that D is the resource to keep up with the
incoming data rate. Query A cannot tolerate any lag, but
B can tolerate up to 8 seconds of lag. Lag is defined as
the difference between the time of the last-arrived frame
and the time of the last-processed frame, i.e., how much
time’s worth of frames are queued-up unprocessed.
Let a single machine with resource capacity R of 4
run these two queries. Its capacity R drops to 2 after 10
seconds and then returns back to 4 after 12 more seconds
(at 22 seconds). This drop could be caused by another
high-priority job running on this machine.
Fair Scheduling. Table 1c shows the assigned configuration C, query demand D, resource allocation A, quality
Q and lag L with a fair resource allocation. Each query
selects the best configuration to keep up with the live
stream (i.e., keeps its demand below its allocation). Using the fair scheduler, both queries get an allocation of 2
initially, picking configurations A2 and B2 respectively.
Between times 10 to 22, when the capacity drops to 2,
the queries get an allocation of 1 each, and pick configurations A1 and B1. At no point do they incur any lag.
Performance-based Scheduling. As Table 1d shows,
a performance-based scheduler allocates resources of 1
and 3 to queries A and B at time 0; B can thus run at configuration B3, achieving higher quality compared to the
fair allocation (while A’s quality drops only by 0.1). This
is because the scheduler realizes the value in providing
more resources to B given its resource-quality profile.
At time 10 when capacity drops to 2, the scheduler
allocates 1 unit of resource to each to the queries, but retains configuration B3 for B. Since resource demand of
B3 is 3, but B has been allocated only 1, B starts to lag.
Specifically, every second, the lag in processing will increase by 2/3 of a second. However, query B will still
produce results at quality 0.9, albeit delayed. At time 22,
the capacity recovers and query B has built up a lag of
8 seconds. The scheduler allocates 3 resource units to
B but switches it to configuration B2 (whose demand is
only 2). This means that query B can now catch up – every second it can process 1.5 seconds of video. Finally, at
time 38, all the lag has been eliminated and the scheduler
switches B to configuration B3 (quality 0.9).
The performance-based scheduler exhibited the three
properties listed above. It allocated resources to optimize
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Figure 3: Resource-quality profiles for real-world video
queries. For simplicity, we plot one knob at a time.

for quality and allowed queries to catch up to built-up
lag, while accordingly adjusting their configurations.

3.2

Real-world Video Queries

Video analytics queries have many knob configurations
that affect output quality and resource demand. We
highlight the resource-quality profiles of four real-world
queries—license plate reader, car counter, DNN classifier, object tracker—of interest to the cities we are partnering with and obtained videos from their operational
traffic cameras (§8.1). For clarity, we plot one knob at a
time and keep other knobs fixed. Quality is defined as the
F1 score ∈ [0, 1] (the harmonic mean between precision
and recall [83]) with reference to a labeled ground truth.
License Plate Reader. The OpenALPR [13] library
scans the video frame to detect potential plates and
then recognizes the text on plates using optical character recognition. In general, using higher video resolution
and processing each frame will detect the most license
plates accurately. Reducing the resolution and processing only a subset of frames (e.g., sampling rate of 0.25)
dramatically reduces resource demand, but can also reduce the quality of the output (i.e., miss or incorrectly
read plates). Figures 3a and 3b plots the impact of resolution and sampling rate on quality and CPU demand.1
Car Counter. Resolution and sampling rate are knobs
that apply to almost all video queries. A car counter
monitors an “area of interest” and counts cars passing
the area. In general, its results are of good quality even
with low resolution and sampling rates (plots omitted).
1 Sampling

rate of 0.75 drops every fourth frame from the video.
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Deep Neural Network (DNN) Classifier. Vision processing is employing DNNs for key tasks including object detection and classification. Figure 3c profiles a
Caffe DNN [54] model trained with the widely-used ImageNet dataset [41] to classify objects into 1,000 categories. We see a uniform increase in the quality of the
classification as well as resource consumption with the
sampling rate. As DNN models get compressed [45, 46],
reducing their resource demand at the cost of quality, the
compression factor presents another knob.
Object Tracker. Finally, we have also profiled an object tracker. This query continuously models the “background” in the video, identifies foreground objects by
subtracting the background, and tracks objects across
frames using a mapping metric. The mapping metric
is a key knob (Figure 3d). Objects across frames can
be mapped to each other using metrics such as distance
moved (DIST), color histogram similarity (HIST), or
matched over SIFT [14] and SURF [15] features.
Resource-quality profiles based on knob configurations is intrinsic to video analytics queries. These queries
typically identify “events” (like license plates or car accidents), and using datasets where these events are labeled,
we can empirically measure precision and recall in identifying the events for different query configurations.
In contrast to approximate SQL query processing,
there are no analytical models to estimate the relationship
between resource demand and quality of video queries
and it depends on the specific video feeds. For example,
reducing video resolution may not reduce OpenALPR
quality if the camera is zoomed in enough. Hence queries
need to be profiled using representative video samples.

3.3

Summary and Challenges

Designing a scheduler with the desirable properties in
§3.1 for real-world video queries (§3.2) is challenging.
First, the configuration space of a query can be large
and there are no analytical models to estimate the resource demand and result quality of each configuration.
Second, trading off between the lag and quality goals
of queries is tricky, making it challenging to define
scheduling objectives across all queries in the cluster.
Third, resource allocation across all queries in the
cluster each with many configurations is computationally
intractable, presenting scalability challenges.

4

Solution Overview

The VideoStorm scheduler is split into offline profiling
and online phases (Figure 4). In the offline phase, for
every query, we efficiently generate its resource-quality
profile – a small number of configurations on the Pareto
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Figure 4: VideoStorm Scheduler Components.

curve of the profile, §5. This dramatically reduces the
configurations to be considered by the scheduler.
In the online phase, the scheduler periodically (e.g.,
every second) considers all running queries and adjusts
their resource allocation, machine placement, and configurations based on their profiles, changes in demand
and/or capacity (see Figure 4). We encode the quality
and lag requirements of each individual query into its
utility function, §6.1. The performance goal across all
queries in a cluster is specified either as maximizing the
minimum utility or the sum of utilities, §6.2 and §6.3.

5

Resource-Quality Profile Estimation

When a user submits a new query, we start running it immediately with a default profile (say, from its previous
runs on other cameras), while at the same time we run
the query through the offline profiling phase. The query
profiler has two goals. 1) Select a small subset of configurations (Pareto boundary) from the resource-quality
space, and 2) Compute the query profile, Pk , i.e., the resource demand and result quality of the selected configurations. The profile is computed either against a labeled
dataset or using the initial parts of the video relative to a
“golden” query configuration which might be expensive
but is known to produce high-quality results.

5.1

Profile estimation is expensive

We revisit the license plate reader query from §3.2 in detail. As explained earlier, frame resolution and sampling
rate are two important knobs. The query, built using
the OpenALPR library [13], scans the image for license
plates of size MinSize, then multiplicatively increases the
size by Step, and keeps repeating this process until the
size reaches MaxSize. The set of potential license plates
is then sent to an optical character recognizer.
We estimate the quality of each knob configuration
(i.e., combination of the five knobs above) on a labeled
dataset using the F1 score [83], the harmonic mean between precision and recall, commonly used in machine
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Figure 5: Resource-quality for license plate query on a 10
minute video (414 configurations); x-axis is resource demand to keep up with live video. Generating this took 20
CPU days. The black dashed line is the Pareto boundary.

learning; 0 and 1 represent the lowest and highest qualities. For example, increasing MinSize or decreasing
MaxSize reduces the resources needed but can miss some
plates and decrease quality.
Figure 5 shows a scatter plot of resource usage vs.
quality of 414 configurations generated using the five
knobs. There is four orders of magnitude of difference
in resource usage; the most expensive configuration used
all frames of a full HD resolution video and would take
over 2.5 hours to analyze a 1 minute video on 1 core. Notice the vast spread in quality among configurations with
similar resource usage as well as the spread in resource
usage among configurations that achieve similar quality.

5.2

Greedy exploration of configurations

We implement a greedy local search to identify configuration with high quality (Q) and low demand (D);
see Table 2. Our baseline profiler implements hillclimbing [74]; it selects a random configuration c, computes its quality Q(c) and resource demand D(c) by running the query with c on a small subset of the video
dataset, and calculates X(c) = Q(c) − β D(c) where β
trades off between quality and demand. Next, we pick a
neighbor configuration n (by changing the value of a random knob in c). If X(n) > X(c), then n is better than c in
quality or resource demand (or both); we set c = n and
repeat. When we cannot find a better neighbor (i.e., our
exploration indicates that we are near a local optimum),
we repeat by picking another random c.
Several enhancements significantly increase the efficiency of our search. To avoid starting with an expensive configuration and exploring its neighbors, (which
are also likely to be expensive, thus wasting CPU), we
pick k random configurations and start from the one with
the highest X(c). We found that using even k = 3 can
successfully avoid starting in an expensive part of the
search space. Second, we cache intermediate results in
the query’s DAG and reuse them in evaluating configurations with overlapping knob values.
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Term

Description

Pk
ck ∈ Ck
Qk (c)
Dk (c)
Lk,t
Uk

profile of query k
specific configuration of query k
quality under configuration c
resource demand under configuration c
measured lag at time t
utility

QM
k
LkM
ak

(min) quality goal
(max) lag goal
resources allocated
Table 2: Notations used, for query k.

While our simple profiler is sufficiently efficient
for our purpose, sophisticated hyperparameter searches
(e.g., [76]) can potentially further improve its efficiency.
Pareto boundary. We are only interested in a small
subset of configurations that are on the Pareto boundary
P of the resource-quality space. Let Q(c) be the quality
and D(c) the resource demand under configuration c. If
c1 and c2 are two configurations such that Q(c1 ) ≥ Q(c2 )
and D(c1 ) ≤ D(c2 ), then c2 is not useful in practice; c1
is better than c2 in both quality and resource demand.
The dashed line in Figure 5 shows the Pareto boundary
of such configurations for the license plate query. We extract the Pareto boundary of the explored configurations
and call it the resource-quality profile P of the query.
We can generate the same profile as the baseline profiler on the license plate query with 3.5× less CPU resources (i.e., 5.4 CPU hours instead of 19 CPU hours).

6

Resource Management

In the online phase, the VideoStorm cluster scheduler considers the utilities of individual queries and the
cluster-wide performance objectives (defined in §6.1)
and periodically performs two steps: resource allocation
and query placement. In the resource allocation step,
§6.2, the scheduler assumes the cluster is an aggregate
bin of resources and uses an efficient heuristic to maximize the cluster-wide performance by adjusting query allocation and configuration. In the query placement step,
§6.3, the scheduler places new queries to machines in the
cluster and considers migrating existing queries.

6.1

Utility: Combining Quality and Lag

Each query has preferences on the desired quality and
lag. What is the minimum quality goal (QM )? How
much does the query benefit from higher quality than
the goal? What is the maximum lag (LM ) it can tolerate and how sensitive are violations to this goal? (See
Table 2 for notations.) We encode these preferences in
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Figure 6: Examples for the second (U Q ) and third terms
(U L ) in equation 1. (Left) Query 1’s quality goal is relatively
lenient, QM
1 = 0.2, but its utility grows slowly with increase
M
in quality beyond QM
1 . Query 2 is more stringent, Q2 = 0.6,
but its utility grows sharply thereon. (Right) Query 1 has
lag target of L1M = 5 beyond which it incurs a penalty. Query
2 has a stricter lag goal of L2M = 1 and also its utility drops
much faster with increased lag.

utility functions, an abstraction used extensively in economics [65, 73] and computer systems [22, 55].
Our utility function for a query has the following form,
where (x)+ is the positive part of x. We omit the query
index k for clarity.
U(Q, L) = U B +U Q (Q) +U L (L)
= U B + α Q · (Q − QM )+ − α L · (L − LM )+

(1)

U B is the “baseline” utility for meeting the quality and
lag goals (when Q = QM and L = LM ). The second term
U Q describes how the utility responds to achieved quality
Q above QM , the soft quality goal; the multiplier α Q and
QM are query-specific and set based on the application
analyzing the video. Results with quality below QM are
typically not useful to the users.
The third term, U L , represents the penalty for results
arriving later than the maximum lag goal of LM . 2 Recall
that lag is the difference between the current time and
the arrival time of the last processed frame, e.g., if at
time 10:30 we process a frame that arrived at 10:15, the
lag is 15 minutes. Similar to latency SLOs in clusters,
there is no bonus for lag being below LM . See Figure 6
for examples of U Q and U L in queries.
Scheduling objectives. Given utilities of individual
queries, how do we define utility or performance of the
whole cluster? Previous work has typically aimed to
maximize the minimum utility [61, 64] or sum of utilities [61, 63], which we adopt. When deployed as a
“service” in the public cloud, utility will represent the
revenue the cluster operator generates by executing the
query; penalties and bonuses in utility translate to loss
and increase in revenue. Therefore, maximizing the sum
of utilities maximizes revenue. In a private cluster that is
shared by many cooperating entities, achieving fairness
is more desirable. Maximally improving the utility of the
worst query provides max-min fairness over utilities.
2 Multiplier

α L is in (1/second), making U L dimensionless like U Q .
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To simplify the selection of utility functions in practical settings, we can provide only a few options to choose
from. For example, the users could separately pick the
minimum quality (40%, 60%, or 80%) and the maximum
lag (1, 10, or 60 minutes) for a total of nine utility function templates. Users of cloud services already make
similar decisions; for example, in Azure Storage [32],
they separately select data redundancy (local, zone, or
geo-distributed) and data access pattern (hot vs. cool).

6.2

Resource Allocation

Given a profile Pk and a utility function Uk for each query
k, the scheduler allocates resources ak to the queries and
picks their query configuration (ck ∈ Pk ). The scheduler
runs periodically (e.g., every few seconds) and reacts to
arrival of new queries, changes in query demand and lag,
and changes in resource capacity (e.g., due to other highpriority non-VideoStorm jobs).
6.2.1

Scheduling Using Model-Predictive Control

The scheduler aims to maximize the minimum or sum
of query utilities, which in turn depend on their quality
and lag. A key point to understand is that while we can
near-instantaneously control query quality by adjusting
its configuration, query lag accumulates over time if we
allocate less resources than query demand.
Because of this accumulation property, the scheduler
cannot optimize the current performance, but only aims
to improve performance in the near future. We formulate
the scheduling problem using the Model-Predictive Control (MPC [67]) framework; where we model the cluster
performance over a short time horizon T as a function of
query configuration and allocation. In each step, we select the configuration and allocation to maximize performance over the near future (described in detail in §6.2.2).
To predict future performance, we need to predict
query lag; we use the following formula:
ak
(2)
Lk,t+T (ak , ck ) = Lk,t + T − T
Dk (ck )
We plug in the predicted lag Lk,t+T into the utility
function (Equation 1) to obtain the predicted utility.
6.2.2

Scheduling Heuristics

We describe resource allocation assuming each query to
contain only one transform, which we relax in §6.4.
Maximizing sum of utilities. The optimization problem for maximizing sum of utilities over time horizon T
is as follows. Sum of allocated resources ak cannot ex-
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ceed cluster resource capacity R.
max

ak ,ck ∈Pk

s.t.

∑k Uk (Qk (ck ), Lk,t+T )

(3)

∑k ak ≤ R

Maximizing the sum of utilities is a variant of the knapsack problem where we are trying to include the queries
at different allocation and configuration to maximize the
total utility. The maximization results in the best distribution of resources (as was illustrated in §3.1).
When including query k at allocation ak and configuration ck , we are paying cost of ak and receiving value of
uk = Uk (Qk (ck ), Lk,t+T ). We employ a greedy approximation based on [40] where we prefer queries with highest value of uk /ak ; i.e., we receive the largest increase in
utility normalized by resource spent.
Our heuristic starts with ak = 0 and in each step we
consider increasing ai (for all queries i) by a small ∆ (say,
1% of a core) and consider all configurations of ci ∈ Pi .
Among these options, we select query i (and corresponding ci ) with largest increase in utility.3 We repeat this
step until we run out of resources or we have selected the
best configuration for each query. (Since we start with
ak = 0 and stop when we run out of resources, we will
not end up with infeasible solutions.)
Maximizing minimum utility. Below is the optimization problem to maximize the minimum utility predicted
over a short time horizon T . We require that all utilities
be ≥ u and we maximize u.
max

u

ak ,ck ∈Pk

(4)

s.t. ∀k : Uk (Qk (ck ), Lk,t+T ) ≥ u
∑k ak ≤ R
We can improve u only by improving the utility of the
worst query. Our heuristic is thus as follows. We start
with ak = 0 for all queries. In each step, we select query
i = arg mink Uk (Qk (ck ), Lk,t+T ) with the lowest utility and
increase its allocation by a small ∆, say 1% of a core.
With this allocation, we compute its best configuration ci
as arg maxc∈Pi Ui (Qi (c), Li,t+T ). We repeat this process
until we run out of resources or we have picked the best
configuration for each query.

6.3

Query Placement

After determining resource allocation and configuration
of each query, we next describe the placement of new
queries and migration of existing queries. We quantify
3 We use a concave version of the utility functions obtained using
linear interpolation to ensure that each query has a positive increase in
utility, even for small ∆.
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the suitability of placing a query q on machine m by computing a score for each of the following goals: high utilization, load balancing, and spreading low-lag queries.
(i) Utilization. High utilization in the cluster can be
achieved by packing queries in to machines, thereby minimizing fragmentation and wastage of resources. Packing has several well-studied heuristics [44, 71]. We define alignment of a query relative to a machine using a
weighted dot product, p, between the vector of machine’s
available resources and the query’s demands; p ∈ [0, 1].
(ii) Load Balancing. Spreading load across the cluster
ensures that each machine has spare capacity to handle
changes in demand. We therefore prefer to place q on
a machine m with the smallest utilization. We capture
this in score b = 1 − M+D
Mmax ∈ [0, 1], where M is the current
utilization of machine m and D is demand of query q.
(iii) Lag Spreading. Not concentrating many low-lag
queries on a machine provides slack to accumulate lag
for some queries when resources are scarce, without having to resort to migration of queries or violation of their
lag goal LM . We achieve this by maintaining high average LM on each machine. We thus compute score
l ∈ [0, 1] as the average LM after placing q on m.
The final score sq,m is the average of the three scores.
For each new query q, we place it on a machine with
the largest sq,m . For each existing query q, we migrate
from machine m0 to a new machine m1 only if its score
improves substantially; i.e., s(q, m1 ) − s(q, m0 ) > τ.

6.4

Enhancements

Incorrect resource profile. The profiled resource demand of a query, Dk (ck ), might not exactly correspond
to the actual query demand, e.g., when demand depends
on video content. Using incorrect demand can negatively
impact scheduling; for example, if Dk (c) = 10, but actual
usage is Rk = 100, the scheduler would estimate that allocating ak = 20 would reduce query lag at the rate of
2×, while the lag would actually grow at a rate of 5×.
To address this, we keep track of a running average of
mis-estimation µ = Rk /Dk (c), which represents the multiplicative error between the predicted demand and actual
usage. We then incorporate µ in the lag predictor from
Equation 2, Lk,t+T (ak , ck ) = Lk,t + T − T D a(ck ) ( µ1 ).
k

k

Machine-level scheduling. As most queries fit on a
single machine, we can respond to changes in demand or
lag at the machine-level, without waiting for the clusterwide decisions. We therefore execute the allocation step
from §6.2 on each machine, which makes the scheduling
logic much more scalable. The cluster-wide scheduler
still runs the allocation step, but only for the purposes of
determining query placement and migration.
DAG of transforms. Queries consisting of a DAG of
transforms could be placed across multiple machines.
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• Processing.

We first distribute the query resource allocation, ak , to individual transforms based on per-transform resource demands. We then place individual transforms to machines
as described in §6.3 while accounting for the expected
data flow across machines and network link capacities.

7

Transforms implement byte[] Promethod. header contains metadata
such as frame id and timestamp. data is the input
byte array, such as decoded frame. The transform
returns another byte array with its result, such as the
detected license plate. Each transform maintains its
own state, such as the background model.
• Configuration. Transforms can also implement Update(key, value) to set and update knob values to
change query configuration at runtime.
cess(header, data)

VideoStorm Implementation

We now discuss VideoStorm’s key implementation details and the interfaces implemented by transforms.

7.1

Implementation Details

In contrast to widely-deployed cluster frameworks like
Yarn [3], Mesos [49] and Cosmos [31], we highlight the
differences in VideoStorm’s design. First, VideoStorm
takes the list of knobs, resource-quality profiles and lag
goals as inputs to allocate resources. Second, machinelevel managers in the cluster frameworks pull work,
whereas the VideoStorm manager pushes new queries
and configuration changes to the machine-managers.
Finally, VideoStorm allows machine managers to autonomously handle short-term fluctuations (§6.4)
Flow control. We implemented flow control across
transforms of a query to minimize the buffering inside
the query pipeline, and instead push queuing of unprocessed video to the front of the query. This helps for two
reasons. First, decoded frames can be as much as 300×
larger than the encoded video (from our benchmarks on
HD videos). Buffering these frames will significantly inflate memory usage while spilling them to disk affects
overall performance. Second, buffering at the front of
query enables the query to respond promptly to configuration changes. It prevents frames from being processed
by transforms with old inconsistent knob values.
Migration. As described in §6.3, VideoStorm migrates
queries depending on the load in the cluster. We implement a simple “start-and-stop” migration where we start
a copy of a running query/transform on the target machine, duplicate its input stream to the copy, and stop
the old query/transform after a short period. The whole
process of migration is data-lossless and takes roughly a
second (§8.3), so the overhead of duplicated processing
during the migration is very small.
Resource Enforcement. VideoStorm uses Job Objects [18] for enforcing allocations. Similar to Linux
Containers [11], Job Objects allow controlling and resizing the CPU/memory limits of running processes.

7.2

Interfaces for Query Transforms

Transforms implement simple interfaces to process data
and exchange control information.
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8

Evaluation

We evaluate the VideoStorm prototype (§7) using a cluster of 101 machines on Microsoft Azure with real video
queries and video datasets. Our highlights:
1. VideoStorm outperforms the fair scheduler by 80%
in quality of outputs with 7× better lag. (§8.2)
2. VideoStorm is robust to errors in query profiles and
allocates nearly the same as correct profiles. (§8.3)
3. VideoStorm scales to thousands of queries with little
systemic execution overheads. (§8.4)

8.1

Setup

Video Analytics Queries. We evaluate VideoStorm using four types of queries described and profiled in §3.2 –
license plate reader, car counter, DNN classifier, object
tracker. These queries are of major interest to the cities
we are partnering with in deploying our system.
Video Datasets. The above queries run on video
datasets obtained from real and operational traffic cameras in Bellevue and Seattle cities for two months (Sept.–
Oct., 2015). In our experiments, we stream the recorded
videos at their original frame-rate (14 to 30 fps) and resolution (240P to 1080P) thereby mimicking live video
streams. The videos span a variety of conditions (sunny/rainy, heavy/light traffic) that lead to variation in their
processing workload. We present results on multiple different snippets from the videos.
Azure Deployment. We deploy VideoStorm on 101 D3
v2 instances on Azure’s West-US cluster [6]. D3 v2 instances contain 4 cores of the 2.4GHz Intel Xeon processor and 14GB RAM. One machine ran the VideoStorm
global manager on which no queries were scheduled.
Baseline. We use the work-conservative fair scheduler
as our baseline. It’s the widely-used scheduling policy for cluster computing frameworks like Mesos [49],
Yarn [3] and Cosmos [31]. When a query, even at its
best configuration, cannot use its fair share, it distributes
the excess resources among the other queries. The fair
scheduler places the same number of queries evenly on
all available machines in a round-robin fashion.
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Metric. The three metrics of interest to us are quality,
frames (%) exceeding the lag goal in processing, and utility (§6.1). We compare the improvement (%); if a metric
(say, quality) with VideoStorm and the fair scheduler is
X −X
XV and X f , we measure VX f f × 100%.

Maximize the Minimum Utility (MaxMin)

We ran a series of experiments with burst duration N
from 10 seconds to 400 seconds. Figure 7a plots the
minimum query utility achieved in each of the experiments, when VideoStorm maximizes the minimum utility (§6.2.2). For each point in the figure, we obtain the minimum utility, quality and lag over an interval that includes a minute before and after the N second burst. VideoStorm’s utility (“VideoStorm-MaxMin”)
drops only moderately with increasing burst duration. Its
placement and resource allocations ensure it copes well
with the onset of and during the burst. Contrast with the
fair scheduler’s sharp drop with N.
The improvement in utility comes due to smartly accounting for the resource-quality profile and lag goal of
the queries; see Figures 7b and 7c. Quality (F1 score
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Our workload consists of a mix of queries with lenient
and stringent goals. We start with a set of 300 queries
picked from the four types (§8.1) on 300 distinct video
datasets at the beginning of the experiment. 60% of these
queries have a lag goal LM of 20s while the remaining are
more lenient with a lag goal of 300s. All of them have a
quality goal QM of 0.25. We set the lag multiplier α L = 1
for these long-lived video analyses.
Burst of N seconds: At a certain point, a burst of 200 license plate queries arrive and last for N seconds (which
we will vary). These queries have a lag goal QL of
20s, a high quality goal (1.0), and higher α L = 2. They
mimic short-term deployment of queries like AMBER
Alerts with stringent accuracy and lag goals. We evaluate VideoStorm’s reaction to the burst of queries up to
several minutes; note that the improvements will carry
over when tolerant delay and bursts are much longer.
8.2.1

Lag Goal=300s
1.0

Performance Improvements

Lag (sec)

8.2

Share of Cluster CPUs

Figure 7: VideoStorm outperforms the fair scheduler as the duration of burst of queries in the experiment is varied. Without
its placement but only its allocation (“VideoStorm MaxMin (Allocation Only)”), its performance drops by a third.
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Figure 8: (Top) CPU Allocation for burst duration N =
150s, and (bottom) quality and lag averaged across all
queries in each of the three categories.

[83]; ∈ [0, 1]) with the fair scheduler is 0.2 lower than
VideoStorm to begin with, but reduces significantly to
nearly 0.5 for longer bursts (higher N), while quality with
VideoStorm stays at 0.9, or nearly 80% better. The rest
of VideoStorm’s improvement comes by ensuring that
despite the accumulation in lag, fewer than 5% of the
frames exceed the query’s lag goal whereas with the fair
scheduler it grows to be 7× worse.
How valuable is VideoStorm’s placement? Figure 7
also shows the “VideoStorm MaxMin (Allocation Only)”
graphs which lie in between the graphs for the fair scheduler and VideoStorm. As described in §6.3, VideoStorm
first decides the resource allocation and then places them
onto machines to achieve high utilization, load balancing
and spreading of lag-sensitive and lag-tolerant queries.
As the results show, not using VideoStorm’s placement
heuristic (instead using our baseline’s round-robin placement) considerably lowers VideoStorm’s gains.
Figure 8(top) explains VideoStorm’s gains by plotting
the allocation of CPU cores in the cluster over time, for
burst duration N = 150s. We group the queries into
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Figure 9: Impact of α L . Queries with higher α L have fewer
frames lagging beyond their goal.

three categories — the burst of queries with 20s lag goal
and quality goal of 1.0, those with 20s lag goal, and
300s lag goal (both with quality goal of 0.25). We see
that VideoStorm adapts to the burst and allocates nearly
60% of the CPU cores in the cluster to the burst of license plate queries which have a high quality and tight
lag goals. VideoStorm also delays processing of lagtolerant queries (allocating less than 10% of CPUs). Figure 8(bottom) shows the resulting quality and lag, for
queries in each category. We see that because the delaytolerant queries have small allocation, their lag grows but
stays below the goal. The queries with 20s lag goal reduce their quality to adapt to lower allocation and keep
their lag (on average) within the bound.
Impact of α L . Figure 9 plots the distinction in treatment of queries with the same lag goal (LM ) but different α L and quality goals. While the figure on the left
shows that VideoStorm does not drop the quality of the
query with QM = 1.0, it also respects the difference in
α L ; fewer frames of the query with α L = 2 lag beyond
the goal of 20s (right). This is an example of how utility
functions encode priorities.

8.2.2

Maximize the Total Utility (MaxSum)

Recall from §6.2.2 that VideoStorm can also maximize
the sum of utilities. We measure the average utility, quality, and frames (%) exceeding the lag goal; maximizing for the total utility and average utility are equivalent.
VideoStorm achieves 25% better quality and 5× better
lag compared with the fair scheduler.
Per Query Performance. While MaxMin scheduling,
as expected, results in all the queries achieving similar
quality and lag, MaxSum priorities between queries as
the burst duration increases. Our results show that the
license plate query, whose utility over its resource demand is relatively lower, is de-prioritized with MaxSum
(reduced quality as well as more frames lagging). With
its high quality (1.0) and low lag (20s) goals, the scheduler has little leeway. The DNN classifier, despite having
comparable resource demand does not suffer from a reduction in quality because of its tolerance to lag (300s).
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Figure 10: VideoStorm vs. fair scheduler as the number of
queries in the burst during the experiment is varied.
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Figure 11: Q1 migrated between M1 and M2 . Resource for
the only lag-tolerant query Q4 (on M2 ) is reduced for Q1 .

8.2.3

Varying the Burst Size

We next vary the size of the burst, i.e., number of queries
that arrive in the burst. Note that the experiments above
had varied the duration of the burst but with a fixed
size of 200 queries. Varying the number of queries in
the burst introduces different dynamics and reactions in
VideoStorm’s scheduler. We fix the burst duration to
200s. Figure 10 plots the results. The fair allocation
causes much higher fraction of frames to exceed the lag
goal when the burst size grows. VideoStorm better handles the burst and consistently performs better. Note that
beyond a burst of 200 queries, resources are insufficient
even to satisfy the lowest configuration (least resource
demand), causing the degradation in Figure 10b.

8.3 VideoStorm’s Key Features
We now highlight VideoStorm’s migration of queries and
accounting for errors in the resource demands.
8.3.1

Migration of Queries

Recall from §6.3 and §7 that VideoStorm migrates
queries when necessary. We evaluate the value of migration by making the following addition to our experiment
described at the beginning of §8.2. During the experiment, we allocate half the resources in 50% of our machines to other non-VideoStorm jobs. After a few minutes, the non-VideoStorm jobs complete and leave. Such
jobs will be common when VideoStorm is co-situated
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Figure 12: We show three queries on a machine whose resource demands in their profiles are synthetically doubled, halved,
and unchanged. By learning the proportionality factor µ (12c), our allocation adapts and converges to the right allocations
(12b) as opposed to without adaptation (12a).

with other frameworks in clusters managed by Yarn [3]
or Mesos [49]. We measure the migration time, and compare the performance with and without migration.
Figure 11 plots the timeline of two machines, M1 and
M2 ; M1 where a non-VideoStorm job was scheduled and
M2 being the machine to which a VideoStorm query Q1 ,
originally on M1 , was migrated. Q1 shifts from running
on M1 to M2 in only 1.3s. We migrate Q1 back to M1
when the non-VideoStorm job leaves at ∼ 150s.
Shifting Q1 to M2 (and other queries whose machines
were also allocated non-VideoStorm jobs, correspondingly) ensured that we did not have to degrade the quality or exceed the lag goals. Since our placement heuristic
carefully spread out the queries with lenient and stringent
lag goals (§6.3), we ensured that each of the machines
had sufficient slack. As a result, when Q1 was migrated
to M2 which already was running Q2 and Q4 , we could
delay the processing of the lag-tolerant Q4 without violating any lag goals. The allocations of these delayed
queries were ramped up for them to process their backlog as soon as the queries were migrated back.
As a consequence, the quality of queries with migration is 12% better than without migration. Crucially, 18×
more frames (4.55% instead of 0.25%) would have exceeded the lag goal without migration.
8.3.2

Handling Errors in Query Profile

VideoStorm deals with difference between the resource

demands in the resource-quality profile and the actual
demand by continuously monitoring the resource consumption and adapting to errors in profiled demand (µ
in §6.4). We now test the effectiveness of our correction.
We synthetically introduce errors in our profiles, as
if they were profiles with errors, and use the erroneous
profiles for our resource allocation. Consequently, the
actual resource demands when the query executes do not
match. In the workload above, we randomly make the
profile to be half the actual resource demand for a third
of the queries, twice the demand for another third, and
unchanged (accurate) for the rest. VideoStorm’s adaptive
correction ensures that the quality and lag of queries with
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Action

Mean
Duration (ms)

Standard
Deviation (ms)

60.37
3.08
15
5.7

3.96
0.47
2.0
1.5

Start Transform
Stop Transform
Config. Change
Resource Change

Table 3: Latency of VideoStorm’s actions.

erroneous profiles are nearly 99.6% of results obtained if
the profiles were perfectly accurate.
In Figure 12, we look at a single machine where
VideoStorm placed three license plate queries, one each
of the three different error categories. An ideal allocation
(in the absence of errors) should be a third of the CPU to
each of the queries. Figure 12a, however, shows how the
allocation is far from converging towards the ideal without adaptation, because erroneous profiles undermine the
precision of utility prediction. In contrast, with the adaptation, despite the errors, resource allocations converge
to and stay at the ideal (Figure 12b). This is because the
µ values for the queries with erroneous profiles are correctly learned as 2 and 0.5; the query without any error
introduced its profile has its µ around 1 (Figure 12c).

8.4

Scalability and Efficiency

Latency of VideoStorm’s actions. Table 3 shows the
time taken for VideoStorm to start a new transform (shipping binaries, process startup), stop a transform, and
change a 100-knob configuration and resource allocation
of 10 running queries. We see that VideoStorm allows
for near-instantaneous operations.
Scheduling Decisions. Figure 13a plots the time taken
by VideoStorm’s scheduler. Even with thousands of
queries, VideoStorm make its decisions in just a few seconds. This is comparable to the scalability of schedulers
in big data clusters, and video analytics clusters are unlikely to exceed them in the number of queries. Combined with the low latency of actions (Table 3), we believe VideoStorm is sufficiently scalable and agile.
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Figure 13: Overheads in scheduling and running queries.

Transform Overheads. Finally, we measure the overhead of running a vision algorithm inside VideoStorm.
We compare the latency in processing a frame while running as a vanilla process, inside a single transform, as
a DAG of transforms on one machine, and as a DAG
distributed across machines. Figure 13b shows that the
overheads are limited. Running as a single transform, the
overhead is < 3%. When possible, VideoStorm places
the transforms of a query DAG locally on one machine.

9

Related Work

Cluster schedulers. Cluster schedulers [3, 31, 39, 42,
44, 49, 86] do not cater to the performance objectives of
streaming video analytics. They take resource demands
from tasks (not the profiles), mostly allocate based on
fairness/priorities, and do not resize running containers,
key to dealing with resource churn in VideoStorm (§7).
Deadline-Based Scheduling. Many systems [22, 39,
42, 56, 85] adaptively allocate resources to meet deadlines of batch jobs or reduce lag of streaming queries.
Scheduling in real-time systems [52, 87] has also considered using utility functions to provide (soft) deadlines to
running tasks. Crucially, these systems do not consider
approximation together with resource allocation to meet
deadlines and do not optimize across multiple queries
and servers.
Streaming and Approximate Query Processing Systems. Load shedding has been a topic of interest in
streaming systems [25, 68] to manage memory usage of
SQL operators but they do not consider lag in processing.
Aurora, Medusa, and Borealis [19, 33, 37] and follow-up
works [78, 79, 81, 82, 88] use QoS graphs to capture lag
and sampling rate but they consider them separately and
do not trade-off between them, a key aspect in our solution. In contrast to JetStream [72], that degrades data
quality based on WAN bandwidths, VideoStorm identifies the best knobs to use automatically and adjusts allocations jointly across queries. Stream processing systems used in production [2, 4, 62, 89] do not consider
load-shedding, and resource-quality tradeoff and lag in
their design; Google Cloud Dataflow [21] requires manual trade-off specifications. Approximation is also used
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by recent [20, 23, 84] and older [47, 53] batch querying
systems using statistical models for SQL operators [38].
Relative to the above literature, our main contributions
are three-fold: (i) considering quality and lag of video
queries together for multiple queries using predictive
control, (ii) dealing with multitude of knobs in vision algorithms, and (iii) profiling black-box vision transforms
with arbitrary user code (not standard operators).
Utility functions. Utility functions are used extensively throughout economics [65, 73], compute science [48, 55, 57, 63], and other disciplines to map how
users benefit from performance [50, 58, 80]. In stream
processing systems, queries describe their requirements
for throughput, latency, and fraction of dropped tuples [22,34,60,79]. With multiple entities, previous work
has typically maximized the minimum utility [61, 64] or
sum of utilities [61, 63], which is what we also use. Utility elicitation [28, 30, 35] helps obtain the exact shape of
the utility function.
Autonomic Computing. Autonomic computing [24,
26, 29, 66, 70, 77] allocate resources to VMs and web applications to maximize their quality of service. While
some of them used look-ahead controllers based on
MPC [67], they mostly ignored our main issues on the
large space of configurations and quality-lag trade-offs.

10

Conclusion

VideoStorm is a video analytics system that scales to

processing thousands of video streams in large clusters.
Video analytics queries can adapt the quality of their results based on the resources allocated. The core aspect of
VideoStorm is its scheduler that considers the resourcequality profiles of queries, each with a variety of knobs,
and tolerance to lag in processing. Our scheduler optimizes jointly for the quality and lag of queries in allocating resources. VideoStorm also efficiently estimates the
resource-quality profiles of queries. Deployment on an
Azure cluster of 101 machines show that VideoStorm can
significantly outperform a fair scheduling of resources,
the widely-used policy in current clusters.
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1

Introduction

We observe an increasing trend toward the adoption
of data-driven approaches to optimize application-level
quality of experience (QoE) (e.g., [26, 19, 36]). At a high
level, these approaches use the observed QoE of recent
application sessions to proactively improve the QoE for
future sessions. Many previous and ongoing efforts have
demonstrated the potential of such data-driven optimization for applications such as video streaming [25, 19],
Internet telephony [24] and web performance [30, 39].
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Abstract
Content providers are increasingly using data-driven
mechanisms to optimize quality of experience (QoE).
Many existing approaches formulate this process as a
prediction problem of learning optimal decisions (e.g.,
server, bitrate, relay) based on observed QoE of recent sessions. While prediction-based mechanisms have
shown promising QoE improvements, they are necessarily incomplete as they: (1) suffer from many known biases (e.g., incomplete visibility) and (2) cannot respond
to sudden changes (e.g., load changes). Drawing a parallel from machine learning, we argue that data-driven
QoE optimization should instead be cast as a real-time
exploration and exploitation (E2) process rather than as
a prediction problem. Adopting E2 in network applications, however, introduces key architectural (e.g., how
to update decisions in real time with fresh data) and algorithmic (e.g., capturing complex interactions between
session features vs. QoE) challenges. We present Pytheas, a framework which addresses these challenges using
a group-based E2 mechanism. The insight is that application sessions sharing the same features (e.g., IP prefix, location) can be grouped so that we can run E2 algorithms at a per-group granularity. This naturally captures the complex interactions and is amenable to realtime control with fresh measurements. Using an endto-end implementation and a proof-of-concept deployment in CloudLab, we show that Pytheas improves video
QoE over a state-of-the-art prediction-based system by
up to 31% on average and 78% on 90th percentile of persession QoE.

Pytheas:%Real.time%Exploration%and%Exploitation
(Real.time%E2)
Measurement*
collection

Decision*
making

Potential*
decisions

Figure 1: Prediction-oriented designs vs. Real-time E2.
Existing frameworks typically formulate data-driven
optimization as a prediction problem (e.g., [25, 39]).
As depicted in Figure 1, they use passive measurements
from application sessions to periodically update a prediction model, which captures the interaction between possible “decisions” (e.g., server, relay, CDN, or bitrate),
different network- and application-layer features (e.g.,
client AS, content type), and QoE metrics. The prediction model is then used to make decisions for future sessions that yield the best (predicted) QoE.
While previous work has shown considerable QoE improvement using this prediction-based workflow, it has
key limitations. First, QoE measurements are collected
passively by a process independently of the prediction
process. As a result, quality predictions could easily be
biased if the measurement collection does not present
the representative view across sessions. Furthermore,
predictions could be inaccurate if quality measurements
have high variance [39]. Second, the predictions and
decisions are updated periodically on coarse timescales
of minutes or even hours. This means that they cannot
detect and adapt to sudden events such as load-induced
quality degradation.
To address these concerns, we argue that data-driven
optimization should instead be viewed through the lens
of real-time exploration and exploitation (E2) frameworks [43] from the machine learning community rather
than as prediction problems. At a high level (Figure 1), E2 formulates measurement collection and decision making as a joint process with real-time QoE mea-
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surements. The intuition is to continuously strike a dynamic balance between exploring suboptimal decisions
and exploiting currently optimal decisions, thus fundamentally addressing the aforementioned shortcomings of
prediction-based approaches.
While E2 is arguably the right abstraction for datadriven QoE optimization, realizing it in practice in a networking context is challenging on two fronts:
• Challenge 1: How to run real-time E2 over millions of globally distributed sessions with fresh data?
E2 techniques require a fresh and global view of
QoE measurements. Unfortunately, existing solutions
pose fundamental tradeoffs between data freshness
and global views. While some (e.g., [19, 25]) only
update the global view on timescales of minutes, others (e.g., [16]) assume that a fresh global view can be
maintained by a single cluster in a centralized manner, which may not be possible for geo-distributed services [34, 33].
• Challenge 2: How to capture complex relations between sessions in E2? Traditional E2 techniques assume that the outcome of using some decision follows a static (but unknown) distribution, but application QoE often varies across sessions, depending on
complex network- and application-specific “contexts”
(e.g., last-mile link, client devices) and over time.
We observe an opportunity to address them in a networking context by leveraging the notion of groupbased E2. This is driven by the domain-specific insight that network sessions sharing the same networkand application-level features intuitively will exhibit
the same QoE behavior across different possible decisions [25, 24, 19]. This enables us to: (1) decompose the
global E2 process into separate per-group E2 processes,
which can then be independently run in geo-distributed
clusters (offered by many application providers [33]);
and (2) reuse well-known E2 algorithms (e.g., [14]) and
run them at a coarser per-group granularity.
Building on this insight, we have designed and implemented Pytheas1 , a framework for enabling E2based data-driven QoE optimization of networked applications. Our implementation [9] synthesizes and extends industry-standard data processing platforms (e.g.,
Spark [10], Kafka [2]). It provides interfaces through
which application sessions can send QoE measurement
to update the real-time global view and receive control decisions (e.g., CDN and bitrate selection) made by
Pytheas. We demonstrate the practical benefit of Pytheas
by using video streaming as a concrete use case. We extended an open source video player [5], and used a tracedriven evaluation methodology in a CloudLab-based deployment [4]. We show that (1) Pytheas improves video
1 Pytheas

was an early explorer who is claimed to be the first person
to record seeing the Midnight Sun.
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QoE over a state-of-the-art prediction-based baseline by
6-31% on average, and 24-78% on 90th percentile, and
(2) Pytheas is horizontally scalable and resilient to various failure modes.

2

Background

Drawing on prior work, we discuss several applications
that have benefited (and could benefit) from data-driven
QoE optimization (§2.1). Then, we highlight key limitations of existing prediction-based approaches (§2.2).

2.1

Use cases

We begin by describing several application settings to
highlight the types of “decisions” and the improvements
that data-driven QoE optimization can provide.
Video on demand and live streaming: VoD providers
(e.g., YouTube, Vevo) have the flexibility to stream content from multiple servers or CDNs [41] and in different bitrates [23], and already have real-time visibility into video quality through client-side instrumentation [17]. Prior work has shown that compared with traditional approaches that operate on a single-session basis, data-driven approaches for bitrate and CDN selection could improve video quality (e.g., 50% less buffering time) [19, 25, 40]. Similarly, the QoE of live streaming (e.g., ESPN, twitch.tv) depends on the overlay path
between source and edge servers [27]. There could be
room for improvement when these overlay paths are dynamically chosen to cope with workload and quality fluctuation [32].
Internet telephony: Today, VoIP applications (e.g.,
Hangouts and Skype) use managed relays to optimize
network performance between clients [24]. Prior work
shows that compared with Anycast-based relay selection,
a data-driven relay selection algorithm can reduce the
number of poor-quality calls (e.g., 42% fewer calls with
over 1.2% packet loss) [24, 21].
File sharing: File sharing applications (e.g., Dropbox)
have the flexibility to allow each client to fetch files [18]
from a chosen server or data center. By using data-driven
approaches to predict the throughput between a client
and a server [40, 39, 44], we could potentially improve
the QoE for these applications.
Social, search, and web services: Social network applications try to optimize server selection, so that relevant information (e.g., friends’ feeds) is co-located. Prior
work shows that optimal caching and server selection
can reduce Facebook query time by 50% [37]. Online
services (e.g., search) can also benefit from data-driven
techniques. For instance, data-driven edge sever selection can reduce search latency by 60% compared to Anycast, while serving 2× more queries [30].
Drawing on these use cases, we see that data-driven
QoE optimization can be applied to a broad class of net-
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Figure 2: Limitations of prediction-oriented abstraction (e.g., CFA [25]) manifested in two real examples.
worked applications that meet two requirements: (i) application providers can make decisions (e.g., server, bitrate, relay) that impact QoE of individual application
sessions; and (ii) each session can measure its QoE and
report it to application provider in near real time. Note
that this decision-making process can either be run by the
application provider itself (e.g., Skype [24]) or by some
third-party services (e.g., Conviva [19]).

2.2

Limitations of predictive approaches

Many prior approaches (e.g., [19, 25, 40, 24]) for datadriven QoE optimization use a prediction-based workflow. That is, they periodically train a quality prediction model based on passive measurements to inform
decisions for future sessions; e.g., using history data to
decide what will be the best relay server for a Skype
call or the best CDN for a video session? While such
prediction-based approaches have proved useful, they
suffer from well-known limitations, namely, prediction
bias and slow reaction [22, 39]. Next, we highlight these
issues using CDN selection in video streaming as a concrete use case.
2.2.1

Limitation 1: Prediction bias

A well-known problem of prediction-based workflows is
that the prediction can be biased by prior decisions. Because the input measurement data are based on previous
set of best decisions, we will not have a reliable way to
estimate the potential quality improvements of other decisions in the future [39]. A simple solution is to use
a fixed percentage of sessions to explore different decisions. This could eliminate the above prediction bias.
However, it can still be suboptimal, since it might ei-
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Example A: Figure 2a shows a trace-driven evaluation to
highlight such prediction biases. We use a trace of one
of the major video providers in US. As a baseline, we
consider prior work called CFA [25], which uses a fixed
fraction of 10% sessions to randomly explore suboptimal
decisions.2 We see that it leads to worse average video
startup latency, or join time, than an optimal strategy
that always picks the CDN with the best average quality
in each minute. Each video session can pick CDN1 or
CDN2, and in the hindsight, CDN1 is on average better
CDN2, except between t=40 and t=120, when CDN2 has
a large variance. Even when CDN1 is consistently better
than CDN2, CFA is worse than optimal, since it always
assigns 10% of sessions to use CDN2. At the same time,
when CDN2 becomes a better choice, CFA cannot detect this change in a timely fashion as 10% is too small a
fraction to reliably estimate quality of CDN2.
2.2.2

Limitation 2: Slow reaction

Due to the time taken to aggregate sufficient data for
model building, today’s prediction-based systems update
quality predictions periodically on coarse timescales;
e.g., CFA updates models every tens of seconds [25], and
VIA updates its models every several hours [24]. This
means that they cannot quickly adapt to changes in operating conditions which can cause model drifts. First,
if there are sudden quality changes (e.g., network congestion and service outage), prediction-based approaches
might result in suboptimal quality due to its slow reaction. Furthermore, such model shifts might indeed be a
consequence of the slow periodic predictions; e.g., the
best predicted server or CDN will receive more requests
and its performance may degrade as its load increases.
Example B: We consider an AS and two CDNs. For each
CDN, if it receives most sessions from the AS, it will be
overloaded, and the sessions served by it will have bad
quality. Figure 2b shows that CFA, which always picks
the CDN that has the best quality in the last minute, has
worse quality than another strategy which assigns half of
sessions to each CDN. This is because CFA always overloads the CDN that has the best historical performance
by assigning most sessions to it, and CFA will switch decisions only after quality degradation occurs, leading to
oscillations and suboptimal quality.
At a high level, these limitations of prediction-based
approaches arise from the logical separation between
measurement collection and decision making. Next, we
2 The process begins by assigning sessions uniformly at random to
all decisions in the first minute, and after that, it assigns 90% sessions
to the optimal decisions based on the last minute.
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given&a&limited&amount&of&pulls
Slot+machines

discuss what the right abstraction for data-driven QoE
optimization should be to avoid these limitations.

3

QoE optimization as an
Exploration-Exploitation process

To avoid these aforementioned limitations of predictionbased approaches, ideally we want a framework where
decisions are updated in concert with measurement collection in real time. There is indeed a well-known
abstraction in the machine learning community that
captures this—exploration and exploitation (E2) processes [43]. Drawing on this parallel, we argue why datadriven QoE optimization should be cast instead as a realtime E2 process rather than a prediction-based workflow.
Background on exploration and exploitation: An intuitive way to visualize the exploration and exploitation
(E2) process is through the lens of a multi-armed bandit problem [43]. Here, a gambler pulls several slot machines, each associated with an unknown reward distribution. The goal of the gambler is to optimize the mean
rewards over a sequence of pulls. Thus, there is some intrinsic exploration phase where the gambler tries to learn
these hidden reward functions, and subsequent exploitation phase to maximize the reward. Note that the reward
functions could change over time, and thus this is a continuous process rather than a one-time shot.
QoE optimization as E2 (Figure 3): Given this framework, we can see a natural mapping between E2 and
data-driven QoE optimization. Like E2, data-driven QoE
optimization observes the QoE (i.e., reward) of a decision every time the decision is used (i.e., pulled) by a
session. Our goal is to maximize the overall QoE after a
sequence of sessions.
Casting data-driven optimization as E2 not only provides a systematic framework for data-driven QoE optimization, but also allows us to leverage well-known algorithms (e.g., [14]) from the machine learning literature. As E2 integrates the measurement collection (exploration) and decision making (exploitation) in a joint
process, we can dynamically explore decisions whose
quality estimation has high uncertainty, and exploit decisions that are clearly better. For instance, in Example A,
an E2 process could reduce traffic for exploration when
QoE is stable (before 40 second and after 120 seconds),
and raise it when QoE changes (between 40 second and
120 second). By running E2 in real time with the most
up-to-date measurement data, we could detect QoE drift
as soon as some sessions have experienced them, and
adapt to them faster than prediction-based approaches.
For instance, in Example B, real-time E2 would detect
load-induced QoE degradation on CDN1 as soon as its
QoE is worse than CDN2, and start switching sessions to
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Figure 3: Casting data-driven QoE optimization into
formulation of exploration and exploitation (E2).
CDN2 before overloading CDN1.3
Challenges: While E2 offers the right abstraction in
contrast to prediction-based approaches, applying it in
network applications raises practical challenges:
• Traditional E2 techniques (e.g., [43, 29, 16]) need
fresh measurements of all sessions, but getting such
a fresh and global view is challenging, because application providers store fresh data in geo-distributed
clusters, called frontend clusters, which only have a
partial view across sessions. Existing analytics framework for such geo-distributed infrastructure, however,
either trade global view for data freshness (e.g., [19]),
or target query patterns of a traditional database
(e.g., [33]), not millions of concurrent queries from
geo-distributed clients, as in our case.
• Traditional E2 techniques also make strong assumptions about the context that affects the reward of a decisions, but they may not hold in network settings. For
instance, they often assume some notion of continuity in context (e.g., [38]), but even when some video
sessions match on all aspects of ISP, location, CDN
resource availability, they may still see very different
QoE, if they differ on certain key feature (e.g., lasthop connection) [25].

4

Pytheas system overview

To address the practical challenges of applying E2 in network applications, we observe a key domain-specific insight in networked applications that enables us to address
both challenges in practice. We highlight the intuition
behind our insight, which we refer to as group-based
E2, and then provide an overview of the Pytheas system
which builds on this insight.
Insight of Group-based E2: Our insight is that the “network context” of application sessions is often aligned
with their “network locality”. That is, if two sessions
share the context that determines their E2 decisions, they
will be likely to match on some network-specific fea3 Note that we do not need to know the capacity of each CDN, which

is often unknown to content providers.
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Figure 4: Illustration of group-based E2.
tures. We see manifestations of this insight in many
settings. For instance, video sessions with similar QoE
from the same CDN/server tend to match on client IP
prefix [25, 40]. Similarly, VoIP calls between the same
ASes are likely to share the best relays [24], and clients
from same /24 IP prefix will have similar web load time
from the same edge proxy [30]. In §6.2, we validate this
insight with a real-world dataset.
This insight inspires the notion of group-based E2,
which can address the above challenges by enabling an
effective decomposition of the E2 process (Figure 4a).
Specifically, instead of a global E2 process over all sessions, we group together sessions with similar context
by network locality and other key features (such as device and location), and use one E2 process for each
group. Since sessions within a group share network locality (e.g., in the same locations and IP prefixes), they
are likely to be mapped to the same frontend cluster. By
running the per-group E2 logic in this frontend cluster,
we can update decisions with fresh data from other sessions in the group received by this frontend cluster. Furthermore, as each group consists of sessions with similar context, it is sufficient to use traditional E2 techniques based on the data of sessions in one group, without needing a global view of all sessions. It is important
to note that sessions are not grouped entirely based on
IP prefixes. The sessions in the same network locality
could have very different QoE, depending on the device,
last-hop connectivity, and other features. Therefore, we
group sessions on a finer granularity than IP prefix.
System overview: Figure 4b shows how the groupbased E2 is realized in the Pytheas architecture. Each
session group is managed by one per-group E2 process
run by one frontend cluster. When a session comes in, it
sends a request for its control decisions, which includes
its features, to the Pytheas system. The request will be
received by a frontend cluster, which maps the session to
a group based on its features, then gets the most up-todate decision from the local per-group E2 process, and
returns the decision to the session. Each session measures its QoE and reports it to the same frontend cluster. When this frontend receives the QoE measurement,
it again maps the session to a group, and updates the E2
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logic of the group with the new measurement. In most
cases, the E2 logic of a group is run by the same cluster
that receives the requests and measurements of its sessions, so E2 logic can be updated in real time.
The backend cluster has a global, but slightly stale,
view of QoE of all sessions, and it determines the session groups – which group each session belongs to and
which frontend should run the per-group logic for each
group. Normally, such grouping is updated periodically
on a timescale of minutes. During sudden changes such
as frontend cluster failures, it can also be triggered on
demand to re-assign groups to frontend clusters.
The following sections will present the algorithms (§5)
and system design (§6) of Pytheas, and how we implemented it (§7) in more details.

5

Pytheas algorithms

Using group-based E2, Pytheas decouples real-time E2
into two parts: a session-grouping logic to partition sessions into groups, and a per-group E2 logic that makes
per-session decisions. This section presents the design
of these two core algorithmic pieces and how we address
two issues:4 (i) Grouping drift: the session-grouping
logic should dynamically regroup sessions based on the
context that determines their QoE; and (ii) QoE drift:
the per-group control logic should switch decisions when
QoE of some decisions change.

5.1

Session-grouping logic

Recall that sessions of the same group share the same
factors on which their QoE and best decisions depend.
As a concrete example, let us consider CDN selection
for video. Video sessions in the same AS whose QoE
depends on the local servers of different CDNs should
be in the same group. However, video sessions whose
QoE is bottlenecked by home wireless and thus is independent to CDNs should not be in the same group. In
other words, sessions in the same group share not only
the best decision, but also the factors that determine the
best decisions.
A natural starting point for this grouping decision is
using the notion of critical features proposed in prior
work [25]. At a high level, if session A and B have the
same values of critical features, they will have similar
QoE. Let S(s, F, ∆) denote the set of sessions that occur
within the last ∆ time interval and share the same feature
values as s on the set of features F, and let Q(X) denote
the QoE distribution of a session set X. Then, the critical
feature set F ∗ of a session s:
argminF⊆F all ,|S(s,F,δ )|>n |Q(S(s, F all , ∆)) − Q(S(s, F, ∆))|
4 We

assume in this section that the per-group control logic is updated in real time (which will be made possible in the next section).
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That is, the historical session who match values on critical features F ∗ with s have very similar QoE distribution to those matching on all features with s on a long
timescale of ∆ (say last hour). The clause |S(s, F, δ )| > n
ensures that there is sufficient mass in that set to get a
statistically significant estimate even on small timescales
δ (e.g., minutes). Such a notion of critical features has
also been (implicitly) used in many other applications;
e.g., AS pairs in VoIP [24] and /24 prefixes for web page
load time [30]. Thus, a natural strawman for grouping algorithm is to groups sessions who match on their critical
features, i.e., they have similar QoE.
However, we observe two problems inherent to critical features, which make it unsuitable to directly group
sessions based on critical features: (1) First, grouping
sessions based on critical features may result in groups
that consist of only sessions using similar decisions, so
their measurement will be biased towards a subset of decisions. (2) Second, grouping sessions based on critical features will also create overlaps between groups, so
E2 logic of different groups could make conflicting decisions on these overlapping sessions. For instance, consider two Comcast sessions, s1 and s2 , if the critical feature of s1 is ISP, and the critical feature of s2 is its local
WiFi connection, s2 will be in both the “WiFi” group and
the “Comcast” group.
To address these issues, we formulate the goal of
session grouping as following. Given a session set,
the session-grouping logic should output any nonoverlapping partition of sessions so that if two sessions s1
and s2 are in the same group, s1 and s2 should match values on s1 or s2 ’s non-decision-specific critical features.
Non-decision-specific features are the features independent of decisions; e.g., “device” is a feature independent
of decisions, since video sessions of the same device can
make any decisions regarding CDN and bitrate.
Operationally, we use the following approach to
achieve such a grouping. First, for each session, we learn
its critical features, and then ignore decision-specific features from the set of critical features of each session.
Then, we recursively group sessions based on the remaining critical features in a way that avoids overlaps
between groups. We start with any session s1 , and create
a group consisting of all sessions that match with s1 on
s1 ’s critical features. We then recursively do the two following steps until every session is in some group. We
find a session s2 , who is not included in any existing
group, and create a new group of all sessions that match
with s2 on s2 ’s critical features. If the new group does
not overlap with any existing group, it will be a new individual group, otherwise, we will add it to the existing
groups in the way illustrated in Figure 5. We organize
the existing groups in a graph, where each node is split
by values of a certain feature, and each group includes
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Figure 5: An illustrative example of session groups organized in a graph and how to a new group is added.
multiple leaf nodes. For instance, if we want to add a
new group that consists of sessions whose “content” is
“Super Bowl” to a graph of existing groups as shown in
Figure 5a, we will fork a path to create a new leaf node
whenever the new group overlap with a existing group.
Note that, this means multiple leaf nodes may be belong
to the same group (e.g., “Group 3” in Figure 5b contains
two different leaf nodes).

5.2

Per-group E2 logic

To run E2 in presence of QoE drift, we use Discounted UCB algorithm [20], a variant of the UCB algorithm [14], as the per-group E2 logic. UCB (Upper
Confidence Bound) algorithms [14] are a family of algorithms to solve the multi-armed bandits problem. The
core idea is to always opportunistically choose the arm
that has the highest upper confidence bound of reward,
and therefore, it will naturally tend to use arms with high
expected rewards or high uncertainty. Note that the UCB
algorithms do not explicitly assign sessions for “exploration” and “exploitation”.
We use Discounted UCB algorithm to adapt to QoE
drift, because it automatically gives more weight to more
recent measurements by exponentially discounting historical measurements. Therefore, unlike other UCB algorithms which will (almost) converge to one decision,
Discounted UCB is more likely to revisit suboptimal decisions to retain visibility across all decisions. We refer readers to [20] for more details. Given a session s,
it returns a decision that has not been tried, if there is
any. Otherwise, it calculates a score for each potential
decision d by adding up an exponentially weighted moving average of d’s history QoE and an estimation on the
uncertainty of reward of d, and picks the decision with
highest score.

6

Pytheas system architecture

Given the algorithmic pieces from the previous section,
next we discuss how we map them into a system architecture. At a high level, the E2 logic of each group is independently run by frontend clusters, while the session-togroup mapping is continuously updated by the backend.
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Requirements

The Pytheas system design must meet four goals:
1. Fresh data: The per-group E2 logic should be updated
every second with newest QoE measurements.
2. Global scale: It should handle millions of geodistributed sessions per second.
3. Responsiveness: It should respond to requests for decisions from sessions within a few milliseconds.
4. Fault tolerance: QoE should not be significantly impacted when parts of the system fail.
A natural starting point to achieve this goals might be
to adopt a “split control plane” approach advocated by
prior work for prediction-based approaches [19, 25]. At
a high level, this split control plane has two parts: (1)
a backend cluster that generates centralized predictions
based on global but stale data, and (2) a set of geodistributed frontend servers that use these predictions from
the backend to make decisions on a per-session basis.
This split control architecture achieves global scale and
high responsiveness, but fundamentally sacrifices data
freshness.
Pytheas preserves the scale and responsiveness of the
split control approach, but extends in two key ways to
run group-based E2 with fresh data. First, each frontend
cluster runs an active E2 algorithm rather than merely executing the (stale) prediction decisions as in prior work.
Second, the frontend clusters now run per-group logic,
not per-session logic. This is inspired by the insight that
sessions in the same group are very likely to be received
by the same frontend cluster. Thus, group-based E2
could achieve high data freshness on the session group
granularity, while having the same scale and responsiveness to split control. Next, we discuss the detailed design
of the frontend and backend systems.

6.2

Per-group control by frontends

The best case for group-based E2 is when all sessions of
the same group are received by the same frontend cluster. When this is true, we can run the per-group E2 logic
(§5.2) in real time with fresh measurements of the same
group. In fact, this also is the common case. To show
this, we ran session-grouping logic (§5.1) on 8.5 million
video sessions in a real-world trace, and found around
200 groups each minute. Among these groups, we found
that (in Figure 6) for 95% of groups, all sessions are in
the same AS, and for 88% of groups, all sessions are even
in the same AS and same city. Since existing session-tofrontend mappings (e.g., DNS or Anycast-based mechnisms) are often based on AS and geographical location,
this means that for most groups, their sessions will be
verly likely to be received in the same frontend clusters.
In practice, however, it is possible that sessions of one
group are spread across frontend clusters. We have two
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Figure 6: For most groups, the sessions are in the same
ASN and even same city.
options in this case:
1. Pick one cluster as the leader cluster of this group and
let it run the E2 logic of the group based on the measurements received by this cluster. Meanwhile, other
clusters, called proxy clusters of the group, simply receive decisions periodically from the leader cluster.
2. Keep the leader cluster and proxy clusters, but let
proxy clusters not only receive decisions from the
leader, but also forward QoE measurements to the
leader cluster.
We see a tradeoff between the two options. While Option 1 is less complex to implement than Option 2, the
leader proxy in Option 1 runs per-group logic based on
only a subset of sessions, especially when the sessions
of a group are evenly spread across many frontend clusters. We pick Option 2, because it is cleaner in that the
per-group logic is based on all sessions in a group. In
fact, implementing Option 2 does not add much complexity. Finally, Option 2 can easily fall back to Option
1 by stop forwarding measurements from proxy clusters
to the leader cluster.

6.3

Updating session groups in backend

The backend cluster uses a global, stale view of measurements to update two tables, which are sent to the frontend
to regroup sessions.
• First, the backend runs the session-grouping logic
(§5.1) to decide which group each session belongs to,
and outputs a session-to-group table.
• Second, it decides which frontend should be the leader
cluster of each group and outputs a group-to-leader
table. For each group, we select the frontend cluster
that receives most sessions in the group as the leader.
The backend periodically (by default, every ten minutes)
updates the frontend clusters with these two maps. The
only exception for the maps to be updated in near real
time is when one or more frontend clusters fail, which
we discuss next.

6.4

Fault tolerance

As we rely on fault-tolerant components for the individual components of Pytheas within each cluster (see §7),
the residual failure mode of Pytheas is when some clusters are not available. Next, we discuss how we tackle
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three potential concerns in this setting.
First, if a failed frontend is the leader cluster of a
group, the states of the E2 logic of the group will be lost,
and we will not be able to update decisions for sessions
of the group. To detect frontend failures and minimize
their impact, each frontend sends frequent heartbeat messages through a “fast channel” every few seconds (by default, every five seconds) to the backend, so backend can
detect frontend failures based on these heartbeat messages. Once the backend detects a frontend failure, it
will select a new leader clusters for any group whose
leader cluster has been the failed one, and recover the
per-group logic in the new leader cluster. To recover
the per-group states, each leader always shares the pergroup states with its proxy clusters in the decision update
messages, so that when a proxy cluster is selected as the
new leader, it can recover the per-group states as they are
cached locally. Note that even without a leader cluster, a
proxy cluster can still respond requests with the cached
decisions made by the leader cluster before it fails.
Second, the sessions who are assigned to the failed
frontend will not receive control decisions. To minimize
this impact, Pytheas will fall back to the native control
logic. Take video streaming as an example, when Pytheas is not available, the client-side video player can fall
back to the control logic built into the client-side application (e.g., local bitrate adaptation) to achieve graceful
QoE degradation, rather than crash [19].
Finally, if the backend cluster is not available, Pytheas will not be able to update groups. However, Pytheas
does not rely on backend to makde decisions, so clients
will still receive (albeit suboptimal) decisions made by
Pytheas’s frontend clusters.

7

Implementation and optimization

Pytheas is open source (≈ 10K lines of code across Java,
python, and PHP) and can be accessed at [9]. Next, we
describe the APIs for applications to integrate with Pytheas, and then describe the implementation of frontend
and backend, as well as optimizations we used to remove
Pytheas’s performance bottlenecks.
Pytheas APIs: Application sessions communicate with
Pytheas through two APIs (Figure 7b): One for requesting control decisions, one for uploading measurement
data. Both are implemented as standard HTTP POST
messages. The session features are encoded in the data
field of the POST message. Pytheas also needs content
providers to provide the schema of the message that sessions send to the Pytheas frontend, as well as a list of
potential decisions. Content providers may also provide
QoE models that compute QoE metrics from the raw
quality measurements sent by sessions.
Frontend: Figure 7b shows the key components and
interfaces of a frontend cluster. When a session sends
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a control request to Pytheas, the request will be received by one of the client-facing servers run by Apache
httpd [1]. The server processes the request with a PHP
script, which first maps the session to a group and its
leader cluster by matching the session features with the
session-to-group and group-to-leader tables. Then the
server queries the E2 logic of the group (§5.2), for the
most up-to-date decision of the group, and finally returns
the decision to the session. The script to process the measurement data uploaded by a session is similar; a clientfacing server maps it to a group, and then forwards it
to the per-group E2 logic. The per-group E2 logic is a
Spark Streaming [3] program. It maintains a key-value
map (a Spark RDD) between group identification and the
per-group E2 states (e.g., most recent decisions), and updates the states every second by the most recent measurement data in one MapReduce operation. The communication between these processes is through Kafka [2], a
distributed publish/subscribe service. We used Apache
httpd, Spark Streaming, and Kafka, mainly because they
are horizontally scalable and highly resilient to failures
of individual machines.
While the above implementation is functionally sufficient, we observed that the frontend throughput if implemented as-is is low. Next, we discuss the optimizations
to overcome the performance bottlenecks.
• Separating logic from client-facing servers: When
a client-facing server queries the per-group control
logic, the client-facing server is effectively blocked,
which significantly reduces the throughput of clientfacing servers. To remove this bottleneck, we add
an intermediate process in each client-facing server to
decouple querying control logic from responding requests. It frequently (by default every half second)
pulls the fresh decision of each group from per-group
logic and writes the decision in a local file of the
client-facing server. Thus, the client-facing server can
find the most up-to-date decisions from local cache
without directly querying the control logic.
• Replacing features with group identifier: We found
that when the number of session features increases,
Spark Streaming has significantly lower throughput as
it takes too long to copy the new measurement data
from client-facing servers to Kafka and from Kafka
to RDDs of Spark Streaming. This is avoidable, because once the features are mapped to a group by the
client-facing servers, the remaining operations (updating and querying per-group logic) are completely
feature-agnostic, so we can use group ID as the group
identifier and remove all features from messages.
Backend: Figure 7c shows the key components and
interfaces of the backend cluster. Once client-facing
servers receive the measurement data from sessions, they
will forward the measurement data to the backend clus-
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Figure 7: Key components and interfaces of Pytheas implementation.
ter. On receiving these measurement data, the backend
stores them in an HDFS for history data, and periodically
(by default every 10 minutes) runs the session-grouping
logic (§5.1) as a Spark [10] job to learn the session-group
mapping and group-cluster mapping from the stored history data. These tables are sent to each frontend through
Kafka, so that the future messages (requests and measurement data) from sessions will be matched against
new tables. In addition, to detect failures of frontend
clusters, each frontend cluster sends a small heartbeat
message to the backend cluster every 5 seconds.

8

Evaluation

To evaluate Pytheas, we run our prototype [9] across
multiple instances in CloudLab [4]. Each instance is a
physical machine that has 8 cores (2.4 GHz) and 64GB
RAM. These instances are grouped to form two frontend
clusters and one backend cluster (each includes 5 to 35
instances). This testbed is an end-to-end implementation
of Pytheas described in §75 .
By running trace-driven evaluation and microbenchmarks on this testbed deployment, we show that:
• In the use case of video streaming, Pytheas improves
the mean QoE by up to 6-31% and the 90th percentile QoE by 24-78%, compared to a predictionbased baseline (§8.1).
• Pytheas is horizontally scalable and has similar low
response delay to existing prediction-based systems
(§8.2).
• Pytheas can tolerate failures on frontend clusters by
letting clients fall back to local logic and rapidly recovering lost states from other frontends (§8.3).

8.1

End-to-end evaluation

Methodology: To demonstrate the benefit of Pytheas on
improving QoE, we use a real-world trace of 8.5 million
video sessions collected from a major video streaming
sites in US over a 24-hour period. Each video session
can choose one of two CDNs. The sessions are replayed
5 Pytheas can use standard solutions such as DNS redirection to map
clients to frontend clusters, and existing load balancing mechanisms
provided by the host cloud service to select a frontend server instance
for each client.
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in the same chronological order as in the trace. We call a
group of sessions a unit if they match values on AS, city,
connection type, player type and content name.6 We assume that when a video session is assigned to a CDN, its
QoE would be the same to the QoE of a session that is
randomly sampled from the same unit who use the same
CDN in the same one-minute time window. For statistical confidence, we focus on the units which have at least
10 sessions on each CDN in each one-minute time windows for at least ten minutes. We acknowledge that our
trace-driven evaluation has constraints similar to the related work, such as the assumption that QoE in a small
time window is relatively stable in each unit (e.g., [24])
and a small decision space (e.g., [25]).
For each video session in the dataset, we run a
DASH.js video player [5], which communicates with
Pytheas using the API described in Figure 7a. To estimate the QoE of a video session, the video player does
not stream video content from the selected CDN. Instead, it gets the QoE measurement from the dataset as
described above.
We use CFA [25] as the prediction-based baseline. It
is implemented based on [25]. CFA updates QoE prediction in the backend every minute, and trains critical
features every hour. The frontend clusters run a simple
decision-making algorithm – for 90% sessions, it picks
the decision that has the best predicted QoE, and for the
rest sessions, it randomly assigns them to a CDN.
We consider two widely used video QoE metrics [17,
25]: join time (the start-up delay of a video session),
and buffering ratio (the fraction of session duration spent
on rebuffering). We define improvement of Pytheas for
a particular unit at t-th minute by ImprovePytheas (t) =
QCFA (t)−QPytheas (t)
,
QCFA (t)

where QPytheas (t) and QCFA (t) are the
average QoE of Pytheas in t-th minute and that of the
baseline, respectively. Since we prefer smaller values on
both metrics, a positive value means Pytheas has better
QoE.
Overall improvement: Figure 8 shows the distribution
of improvement of Pytheas across all sessions. We can
6 The

notion of unit is used to ensure statistical confidence of QoE
evaluation, and is not used in Pytheas.
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Figure 9: Improvement in presence of load effect.
see that the mean improvement is 6% for join time and
31% for buffering ratio, and the 90th percentile improvement is 24% for join time and 78% for buffering ratio.
To put these numbers in context, prior studies show a 1%
decrease in buffering can lead to more than a 3-minute
increase in expected viewing time [17]. Note that Pytheas is not better than the baseline on every single session,
because the E2 process inherently uses a (dynamic) fraction of traffic to explore suboptimal decisions.
Impact of load-induced QoE degradation: We consider the units where QoE of a CDN could significantly
degrade when most sessions of the unit are assigned to
use the same CDN. We assume that the QoE of a session
when using a CDN under a given load (defined by the
number of sessions assigned to the CDN in one minute)
is the same to the QoE of a session randomly chosen in
the dataset which uses the same CDN when the CDN is
under a similar load. Figure 9 shows that the improvement of Pytheas when the number of sessions is large
enough to overload a CDN is greater than the improvement when the number of sessions is not large enough
to overload any CDN. This is because the predictionbased baseline could overload a CDN when too many
sessions are assigned to the same CDN before CFA updates the QoE prediction, whereas Pytheas avoids overloading CDNs by updating its decisions in real time.
Contribution of Pytheas ideas: Having shown the
overall benefit of Pytheas, we now evaluate the contribution of different components of Pytheas: (1) E2; (2) realtime update; and (3) grouping. We replace certain pieces
of Pytheas by baseline solutions and compare their QoE
with Pytheas’s QoE. Specifically, for (1), we replace the
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Figure 10: Factor analysis of Pytheas ideas
per-group E2 logic by CFA’s decision-making logic; for
(2), we run Pytheas with data of one-minute staleness;
and for (3), we run the same E2 process over all sessions,
rather than on per-group basis. Figure 10 shows the improvement of Pytheas over each baseline, and it shows
that each of these ideas contributes a nontrivial improvement to Pytheas; about 10-20% improvement on average
QoE and 15-80% on the 90th percentiles.

8.2

Microbenchmarks

We create micro-benchmarks to evaluate the scalability
and bandwidth consumption of Pytheas, as well as the
benefits of various performance optimizations (§7).
8.2.1

Scalability

Frontend: Figure 11a shows the maximum number of
sessions that can be served in one second, while keeping
the update interval of per-group logic to be one second.
Each session makes one control request and uploads QoE
measurement once. Each group has the same amount of
sessions. The size of control request message is 100B.
We run Apache Benchmark [6] for 20 times and report
the average throughput. We can see that the throughput
is almost horizontally scalable to more frontend server
instances. While the number of groups does impact the
performance of frontend cluster, it is only to a limited
extent; throughput of handling 10K groups is about 10%
worse than that of handling one group.
Next, we evaluate the performance optimizations described in §7. We use a frontend cluster of 32 instances.
Figure 12 shows that by separating E2 logic from clientfacing servers, we can achieve 8x higher throughput, because each request reads cached decisions, which are still
frequently updated. By replacing features by group identifiers, we can further increase throughput by 120%, because we can copy less data from client-facing servers to
the servers running E2 logic. Note these results do not
merely show the scalability of Spark Streaming or web
servers; they show that our implementation of Pytheas
introduces minimal additional cost, and can fully utilize
existing data analytics platforms.
Backend: Figure 11b shows the maximum number of
sessions that can be served in each second by a backend
cluster, while keeping the completion time of session-
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Figure 11: Pytheas throughput is horizontally scalable.
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grouping logic within 5 minutes or 10 minutes. We
see that the throughput is also horizontally scalable with
more instances in the backend cluster.
To put the scalability numbers of both frontend and
backend in context, let us consider a content provider
like YouTube which has 5 billion sessions per day [11]
(i.e., 57K sessions per second). Pytheas can achieve this
throughput using one frontend cluster of 18 instances and
a backend cluster of 8 instances, which is a tiny portion
compared to the sheer number of video servers (at least
on the magnitude of hundreds of thousands [7]). This
might make Spark Streaming and Kafka an overkill for
Pytheas, but the scale of data rate can easily increase by
one to two magnitudes in real world, e.g., tens of GB/s;
for instance, each video session can request tens of midstream decisions during an hour-long video, instead of
an initial request.
8.2.2

Bandwidth consumption

Since the inter-cluster bandwidth could be costly [42,
33], we now evaluate the inter-cluster bandwidth consumption of Pytheas. We consider one session group that
has one proxy cluster and one leader cluster.
First, we evaluate the impact of message size. We set
the fraction of sessions received by the proxy cluster to
be 5% of the group, and increase the request message
size by adding more features. Figure 13a shows that
the bandwidth consumption between the frontend clusters does not grow with larger message size, because the
session features are replaced by group identifiers by the
client-facing servers. Only the bandwidth consumption
between frontend and backend grows proportionally with
the message size but such overhead is inherent in existing
data collection systems and is not caused by Pytheas.
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Figure 14: Pytheas can tolerate loss of a frontend cluster by falling back to player native logic gracefully, and
recovering the logic states in a new cluster.
Next, we evaluate the impact of fraction of sessions
received by the proxy cluster. We set the message size
to be 400B, and change the fraction of sessions received
by each proxy cluster. Figure 13a shows that the bandwidth consumption between frontend clusters raises as
more measurement data need to be forwarded from proxy
to the leader cluster, but it is much smaller than the bandwidth consumption between frontend and backend.

8.3

Fault tolerance

Finally, we stress test the prototype under the condition that a leader frontend cluster fails. We set up 10
video players, each of which can stream content from
two CDNs. CDN1 has 5000ms join time and CDN2 has
1000ms join time. By default, the player’s native logic
chooses CDN1. There are two frontend clusters, f1 and
f2. The experiment begins with f1 being the leader cluster, and it loses connection at t = 25.
Figure 14 shows the time-series of QoE of sessions
that are mapped to each frontend clusters. First, we see
that the sessions mapped to f1 can fall back to the CDN
chosen by the player’s native logic, rather than crashing. Second, right after f1 fails, f2 should still be able
to give cached decision (made by f1 before it fails) to
its sessions. At t = 30, the backend selects f2 as the
new leader for the group. At the point, a naive way
to restart per-group logic in the new leader is to start it
from scratch, but this will lead to suboptimal QoE at the
beginning (the dotted line between t = 30 and t = 35).
Pytheas avoids this cold-start problem by keeping a copy
of the per-group states in the proxy cluster. This allows
the proxy cluster to recover the per-group control states
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without QoE degradation.

9

Related work

Data-driven QoE optimization: There is a large literature on using data-driven techniques to optimize QoE
for a variety of applications, such as video streaming
(e.g., [19, 25]), web service (e.g., [30, 39]), Internet telephony [21, 24], cloud services (e.g., [28]), and resource
allocation (e.g., [15]). Some recent work also shows the
possibility of using measurement traces to extrapolate
the outcome of new system configurations [12]. Unlike
these prediction-based approaches, we formulate QoE
optimization as an real-time E2 process, and show that
by avoiding measurement bias and enabling real-time
updates, this new formulation achieves better QoE than
prediction-based approaches.
Related machine learning techniques: E2 is closely
related to reinforcement learning [43], where most techniques, including the per-group E2 logic used in Pytheas,
are variants of the UCB1 algorithm [14], though other
approaches (e.g., [13]) have been studied as well. Besides E2, Pytheas also shares the similar idea of clustering with linear mixed models [31], where a separate
model is trained for each cluster of data points. While
we borrow techniques from this rich literature [20, 35],
our contribution is to shed light on the link between QoE
optimization and the techniques of E2 and clustering,
to highlight the practical challenges of adopting E2 in
network applications, and to show group-based E2 as a
practical way to solve these challenges. Though there
have been prior attempts to cast data-driven optimization
as multi-armed bandit processes in specific applications
(e.g., [24]), they fall short of a practical system design.
Geo-distributed data analytics: Like Pytheas, recent
work [33, 34, 42] also observes that for cost and legal
considerations, many geo-distributed applications store
client-generated data in globally distributed data centers. However, they focus on geo-distributed data analytics platforms that can handle general-purpose queries
received by the centralized backend cluster. In contrast,
Pytheas targets a different workload: data-driven QoE
optimization uses a specific type of logic (i.e., E2), but
has to handle requests from millions of geo-distributed
sessions in real time.

10

Discussion

Handling flash crowds: Flash crowds happen when
many sessions join at the same time and cause part of
the resources (decisions) to be overloaded. While Pytheas can handle load-induced QoE fluctuations that occur
in individual groups, overloads caused by flash crowds
are different, in that they could affect sessions in multiple groups. Therefore, those affected sessions need to
be regrouped immediately, but Pytheas does not support
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such real-time group learning. To handle flash crowds,
Pytheas needs a mechanism to detect flash crowds and
create groups for the affected sessions in real time.
Cost of switching decisions: The current design of
Pytheas assumes there is little cost to switch the decision
during the course of a session. While such assumption
applies to today’s DASH-based video streaming protocols [8], other applications (e.g., VoIP) may have significant cost when switching decisions in the middle of
a session, so the control logic should not too sensitive
to QoE fluctuations. Moreover, a content provider pays
CDNs by 95th percentile traffic, so Pytheas must carefully take the traffic distribution into account as well. We
intend to explore decision-making logic that is aware of
these costs of switching decisions in the future.

11

Conclusions

With increasing demands of user QoE and diverse operating conditions, application providers are on an inevitable trajectory to adopt data-driven techniques. However, existing prediction-based approaches have key limitations that curtail the potential of data-driven optimization. Drawing on a parallel from machine learning, we
argue that real-time exploration and exploitation is a better abstraction for this domain. In designing Pytheas, we
addressed key practical challenges in applying real-time
E2 to network applications. Our key insight is a groupbased E2 mechanism, where application sessions sharing the same features can be grouped so that we can run
E2 at a coarser per-group granularity. Using an end-toend implementation and proof-of-concept deployment of
Pytheas in CloudLab, we showed that Pytheas improves
video quality over state-of-the-art prediction-based system by 6-31% on mean, and 24-78% on tail QoE.
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Abstract
Datacenter networks require efficient multi-path load
balancing to achieve high bisection bandwidth. Despite
much progress in recent years towards addressing this
challenge, a load balancing design that is both simple
to implement and resilient to network asymmetry has
remained elusive. In this paper, we show that flowlet
switching, an idea first proposed more than a decade ago,
is a powerful technique for resilient load balancing with
asymmetry. Flowlets have a remarkable elasticity property: their size changes automatically based on traffic
conditions on their path. We use this insight to develop
LetFlow, a very simple load balancing scheme that is resilient to asymmetry. LetFlow simply picks paths at random for flowlets and lets their elasticity naturally balance the traffic on different paths. Our extensive evaluation with real hardware and packet-level simulations
shows that LetFlow is very effective. Despite being much
simpler, it performs significantly better than other traffic
oblivious schemes like WCMP and Presto in asymmetric scenarios, while achieving average flow completions
time within 10-20% of CONGA in testbed experiments
and 2× of CONGA in simulated topologies with large
asymmetry and heavy traffic load.

1

Introduction

Datacenter networks must provide large bisection bandwidth to support the increasing traffic demands of applications such as big-data analytics, web services, and
cloud storage. They achieve this by load balancing traffic
over many paths in multi-rooted tree topologies such as
Clos [13] and Fat-tree [1]. These designs are widely deployed; for instance, Google has reported on using Clos
fabrics with more than 1 Pbps of bisection bandwidth in
its datacenters [25].
The standard load balancing scheme in today’s datacenters, Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) [16], randomly
assigns flows to different paths using a hash taken over
packet headers. ECMP is widely deployed due to its simplicity but suffers from well-known performance problems such as hash collisions and the inability to adapt
to asymmetry in the network topology. A rich body of
work [10, 2, 22, 23, 18, 3, 15, 21] has thus emerged on
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better load balancing designs for datacenter networks.
A defining feature of these designs is the information that they use to make decisions. At one end of the
spectrum are designs that are oblivious to traffic conditions [16, 10, 9, 15] or rely only on local measurements [24, 20] at the switches. ECMP and Presto [15],
which picks paths in round-robin fashion for fixed-sized
chunks of data (called “flowcells”), fall in this category.
At the other extreme are designs [2, 22, 23, 18, 3, 21, 29]
that use knowledge of traffic conditions and congestion
on different paths to make decisions. Two recent examples are CONGA [3] and HULA [21], which use feedback between the switches to gather path-wise congestion information and shift traffic to less-congested paths.
Load balancing schemes that require path congestion
information, naturally, are much more complex. Current
designs either use a centralized fabric controller [2, 8, 22]
to optimize path choices frequently or require non-trivial
mechanisms, at the end-hosts [23, 18] or switches [3, 21,
30], to implement end-to-end or hop-by-hop feedback.
On the other hand, schemes that lack visibility into path
congestion have a key drawback: they perform poorly in
asymmetric topologies [3]. As we discuss in §2.1, the
reason is that the optimal traffic split across asymmetric paths depends on (dynamically varying) traffic conditions; hence, traffic-oblivious schemes are fundamentally unable to make optimal decisions and can perform
poorly in asymmetric topologies.
Asymmetry is common in practice for a variety of reasons, such as link failures and heterogeneity in network
equipment [31, 12, 3]. Handling asymmetry gracefully,
therefore, is important. This raises the question: are
there simple load balancing schemes that are resilient
to asymmetry? In this paper, we answer this question in
the affirmative by developing LetFlow, a simple scheme
that requires no state to make load balancing decisions,
and yet it is very resilient to network asymmetry.
LetFlow is extremely simple: switches pick a path at
random for each flowlet. That’s it! A flowlet is a burst
of packets that is separated in time from other bursts by
a sufficient gap — called the “flowlet timeout”. Flowlet
switching [27, 20] was proposed over a decade ago as
a way to split TCP flows across multiple paths without
causing packet reordering. Remarkably, as we uncover in
this paper, flowlet switching is also a powerful technique
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for resilient load balancing.
The reason for this resilience is that flowlet sizes are
elastic and change based on traffic conditions on different paths. On slow paths, with low per-flow bandwidth and high latency, flowlets tend to be smaller because there is a greater chance of a flowlet timeout (a
large inter-packet gap for a flow). On fast paths, on the
other hand, flowlets grow larger since flowlet timeouts
are less likely to occur than on slow paths. This elasticity property is rooted in the fact that higher layer congestion control protocols like TCP react to traffic conditions on the flow’s path, slowing down on congested
paths (which leads to smaller flowlets) and speeding up
on uncongested paths (which causes larger flowlets).
As a result of their elasticity, flowlets can compensate for inaccurate load balancing decisions, e.g., decisions that send an incorrect proportion of flowlets on
different paths. Flowlets accomplish this by changing
size in a way that naturally shifts traffic away from slow
(congested) paths and towards fast (uncongested) paths.
Since flowlet-based load balancing decisions need not be
accurate, they do not require explicit path congestion information or feedback.
The only requirement is that the load balancing algorithm should not predetermine how traffic is split across
paths. Instead, it should allow flowlets to “explore” different paths and determine the amount of traffic on each
path automatically through their (elastic) sizes. Thus, unlike schemes such as Flare [27, 20], which attempts to
achieve a target traffic split with flowlets, LetFlow simply chooses a path at random for each flowlet.
We make the following contributions:
• We show (§2) that simple load balancing approaches that pick paths in a traffic-oblivious manner for each flow [31] or packet [15] perform poorly
in asymmetric topologies, and we uncover flowlet
switching as a powerful technique for resilient load
balancing in the presence of asymmetry.
• We design and implement LetFlow (§3), a simple randomized load balancing algorithm using
flowlets. LetFlow is easy to implement in hardware
and can be deployed without any changes to endhosts or TCP. We describe a practical implementation in a major datacenter switch.
• We analyze (§4) how LetFlow balances load on
asymmetric paths via detailed simulations and theoretical analysis. For a simplified traffic model, we
show that flows with a lower rate are more likely
to experience a flowlet timeout, and that LetFlow
tends to move flows to less-congested paths where
they achieve a higher rate.
• We evaluate (§5) LetFlow extensively in a small
hardware testbed and large-scale simulations across
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Figure 1: Two asymmetric topologies caused by link failure.
All links run at 40 Gbps. Figure 1b is our baseline topology.

a large number of scenarios with realistic traffic patterns, different topologies, and different transport
protocols. We find that LetFlow is very effective.
It achieves average flow completion times within
10-20% of CONGA [3] in a real testbed and 2× of
CONGA in simulations under high asymmetry and
traffic load, and performs significantly better than
competing schemes such as WCMP [31] and an idealized variant of Presto [15].

2

Motivation and Insights

The goal of this paper is to develop a simple load balancing scheme that is resilient to network asymmetry. In this
section, we begin by describing the challenges created by
asymmetry and the shortcomings of existing approaches
(§2.1). We then present the key insights underlying LetFlow’s flowlet-based design (§2.2).

2.1

Load balancing with Asymmetry

In asymmetric topologies, different paths between one
or more source/destination pairs have different amounts
of available bandwidth. Asymmetry can occur by design (e.g., in topologies with variable-length paths like
BCube [14], Jellyfish [26], etc.), but most datacenter networks use symmetric topologies.1 Nonetheless, asymmetry is difficult to avoid in practice: link failures and
heterogeneous switching equipment (with different numbers of ports, link speeds, etc.) are common in large deployments and can cause asymmetry [31, 24, 3]. For instance, imbalanced striping [31], which occurs when the
switch radix in one layer of a Clos topology is not divisible by the number of switches in an adjacent layer creates
asymmetry (see [31] for details).
Figure 1 shows two basic asymmetric topologies that
we will consider in this section. The asymmetry here is
caused by the failure of a link. For example, in Figure 1a,
the link between L0 and S1 is down, thus any L0 → L2
traffic can only use the L0 → S0 → L2 path. This causes
asymmetry for load balancing L1 → L2 traffic.
1 We

focus on tree topologies [13, 1, 25] in this paper, since they are
by far the most common in real deployments.
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Scheme
ECMP [16]
Random Packet Scatter [10]
Flare [20]
WCMP [31]
DRB [9]
Presto [15]
LocalFlow [24]
FlowBender [18]
Hedera [2], MicroTE [8]
Fastpass [22]
DeTail [30]
MPTCP [23]
CONGA [3]
HULA [21]
LetFlow

Granularity
Flow
Packet
Flowlet
Flow
Packet
Flowcell (fixed-sized units)
Flow with selective splitting
Flow (occasional rerouting)
Flow (large flows only)
Packet
Packet
Packet
Flowlet
Flowlet
Flowlet

Information needed to make decisions
None
None
Local traffic
Topology
Topology
Topology
Local traffic + Topology
Global traffic (per-flow feedback)
Global traffic (centralized controller)
Global traffic (centralized arbiter)
Global traffic (hop-by-hop back-pressure)
Global traffic (per-flow, per-path feedback)
Global traffic (per-path feedback)
Global traffic (hop-by-hop probes)
None (Implicit feedback via flowlet size)

Handle asymmetry?
No
No
No
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 1: Comparison of existing load balancing schemes and LetFlow. Prior designs either require explicit information about
Avg.	
  FCT	
  (norm.	
  to	
  CONGA)	
  

end-to-end (global) path traffic conditions, or cannot handle asymmetry.
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Figure 2: Load balancing dynamic traffic with asymmetry.
Randomized per-flow and per-packet load balancing are significantly worse than CONGA, even with traffic-based (but static)
weights; per-flowlet performs nearly as well as CONGA.

Why is asymmetry challenging? Load balancing in
asymmetric topologies is difficult because the optimal
split of traffic across paths in asymmetric topologies generally depends on real-time traffic demands and congestion on different paths [3]. By contrast, in symmetric
topologies, splitting traffic equally across all (shortest)
paths is always optimal, regardless of traffic conditions.
As an example, consider the topology in Figure 1a.
Suppose the workload consists of L0 → L2 and L1 → L2
traffic. How should the L1 → L2 traffic be split across the
two paths through S0 and S1? It is not difficult to see that
the ideal split depends on the amount of L0 → L2 traffic.
For example, if all the traffic is between L1 and L2, then
we should send half of the traffic via S0, and half via S1.
However, if there is 40 Gbps of L0 → L2 traffic, then the
L1 → L2 traffic should avoid S0 as much as possible.
Table 1 compares several proposed load balancing
schemes along two key dimensions: (1) the information they use to make load balancing decisions; and (2)
the decision granularity (we discuss this aspect later).
Load balancing designs that rely on explicit end-to-end
(global) information about traffic conditions on different
paths can handle asymmetry. There are many ways to
collect this information with varying precision and complexity, ranging from transport-layer signals (e.g., ECN
marks), centralized controllers, and in-network hop-byhop or end-to-end feedback mechanisms. An example
is CONGA [3], which uses explicit feedback loops between the top-of-rack (or “leaf”) switches to collect per-
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path congestion information.
By contrast, schemes that are oblivious to traffic conditions generally have difficulty with asymmetry. This is
the case even if different paths are weighed differently
based on the topology, as some designs [31, 9, 15, 24]
have proposed. Using the topology is better than nothing, but it does not address the fundamental problem of
the optimal traffic splits depending on real-time traffic
conditions. For instance, as we show next, knowing the
topology does not help in the above scenario.
Asymmetry with dynamic workloads. Real datacenter traffic and congestion is highly dynamic [6, 7]. Since
servers run at the same speed (or nearly the same speed)
as network links, congestion can quickly arise as a few
high rate flows start, and just as quickly dissipate as
these flows end. The dynamism of real datacenter workloads makes load balancing in asymmetric topologies
even more challenging, because the load balancing algorithm must adapt to fast-changing traffic conditions.
To illustrate the issue, consider again the topology in
Figure 1a, and suppose that servers under switches L0
and L1 send traffic to servers under L2. The traffic is
generated by randomly starting flows of finite length via
a Poisson process, with a realistic distribution of flow
sizes (details in §5). The average rate for L0 → L2 and
L1 → L2 traffic are 20 Gbps and 48 Gbps respectively.
Ideally, the load balancer at leaf L1 should dynamically split traffic based on real-time L0 → L2 traffic. We
consider simple randomized load balancing instead, with
(1) equal weights for the two paths; (2) a higher weight
(roughly 2.4-to-1) for the S1-path compared to the S0path. This weight is set statically to equalize the average
load on the two paths. This represents a hypothetical system (e.g., a centralized controller) that optimizes the path
weights using long-term traffic estimates.
Figure 2 shows the average FCT for both weight settings with load balancing decisions made on a per-flow,
per-packet, and per-flowlet granularity. The results are
normalized to the average FCT achieved by CONGA [3]
for reference. The per-flow case is identical to ECMP
and WCMP [31]. The per-packet case provides an up-
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2.2

Let the Flowlets Flow

Consider Figure 2 again. Remarkably, the same randomized load balancing scheme that did poorly at the
per-flow and per-packet granularities performs very well
when decisions are made at the level of flowlets [27, 20].
Picking paths uniformly at random per flowlet already
does well; optimizing the path weights further improves
performance and nearly matches CONGA.
Recall that flowlets are bursts of packets of the same
flow that are sufficiently apart in time that they can be
sent on different paths without causing packet reordering at the receiver. More precisely, the gap between two
flowlets must exceed a threshold (the flowlet timeout)
that is larger than the difference in latency among the
paths; this ensures that packets are received in order.
Our key insight is that (in addition to enabling finegrained load balancing) flowlets have a unique property
that makes them resilient to inaccurate load balancing decisions: flowlets automatically change size based on the
extent of congestion on their path. They shrink on slow
paths (with lower per-flow bandwidth and higher latency)
and expand on fast paths. This elasticity property allows
flowlets to compensate for poor load balancing decisions
by shifting traffic to less-congested paths automatically.
We demonstrate the resilience of flowlets to poor load
balancing decisions with a simple experiment. Two leaf
switches, L0-L1, are connected via two spine switches,
S0-S1, with the path through S1 having half the capacity
of the path through S0 (see topology in Figure 1b). Leaf
L0 sends traffic — consisting of a realistic mix of short
and large flows (§5) — to leaf L1 at an average rate of
112 Gbps (over 90% of the available 120 Gbps capacity).
We compare weighted-random load balancing on a
per-flow, per-packet, and per-flowlet basis, as in the previous section. In this topology, ideally, the load balancer
should pick the S0-path 2/3rd of the time. To model in2 Our implementation of per-packet load balancing includes an ideal
reordering buffer at the receiver to prevent a performance penalty for
TCP. See §5 for details.
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Figure 3: Flowlet-based load balancing is resilient to inaccurate load balancing decisions.
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per bound on the performance of schemes like Random
Packet Scatter [10] and Presto [15] that balance load
on a finer granularity with static weights.2 (We discuss
the per-flowlet case later.) The results show that randomized traffic-oblivious load balancing at per-flow and
per-packet granularity performs significantly worse than
CONGA with both weight settings.
In summary, existing load balancing designs either explicitly use global path congestion information to make
decisions or do poorly with asymmetry. Also, static
weights based on the topology or coarse traffic estimates
are inadequate in dynamic settings. In the next section,
we describe how LetFlow overcomes these challenges.
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Figure 4: The flowlet sizes on the two paths change depending
on how flowlets are split between them.

accurate decisions, we vary the weight (probability) of
the S0-path from 2% to 98% in a series of simulations.
At each weight, we plot the overall average flow completion time (FCT) for the three schemes, normalized to
the lowest value achieved across all experiments (with
per-packet load balancing using a weight of 66% for S0).
Figure 3 shows the results. We observe that flow- and
packet-based load balancing deteriorates significantly
outside a narrow range of weights near the ideal point.
This is not surprising, since in these schemes, the amount
of traffic on each path is directly determined by the
weight chosen by the load balancer. If the traffic on either
path exceeds its capacity, performance rapidly degrades.
Load balancing with flowlets, however, is robust over
a wide range of weights: it is within 2× of optimal for all
weights between 20–95% for S0. The reason is explained
by Figure 4, which shows how the average flowlet size
on the two paths changes based on the weights chosen
by the load balancer. If the load balancer uses the correct weights (66% for S0, 33% for S1) then the flowlet
sizes on the two paths are roughly the same. But if the
weights are incorrect, the flowlet sizes adapt to keep the
actual traffic balanced. For example, even if only 2% of
flowlets are sent via S0, the flowlets on the S0 path grow
∼ 65× larger than those on the S1 path, to keep the traffic
reasonably balanced at a 57% to 43% split.
This experiment suggests that a simple scheme that
spreads flowlets on different paths in a traffic-oblivious
manner can be very effective. In essence, due to their
elasticity, flowlets implicitly reflect path traffic conditions (we analyze precisely why flowlets are elastic in
§4). LetFlow takes advantage of this property to achieve
good performance without explicit information or complex feedback mechanisms.
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Design and Hardware Implementation

LetFlow is very simple to implement. All functionality resides at the switches. The switches pick an outgoing port at random among available choices (given by
the routing protocol) for each flowlet. The decisions
are made on the first packet of each flowlet; subsequent
packets follow the same uplink as long as the flowlet remains active (there is not a sufficiently long gap).
Flowlet detection. The switch uses a Flowlet Table to
detect flowlets. Each entry in the table consists of a port
number, a valid bit and an age bit. When a packet arrives,
its 5-tuple header is hashed into an index for accessing an
entry in the flowlet table. If the entry is active, i.e. the
valid bit is set to one, the packet is sent to the port stored
in the entry, and the age bit is cleared to zero. If the entry
is not valid, the load balancer randomly picks a port from
the available choices to forward the packet. It then sets
the valid bit to one, clears the age bit, and records the
chosen port in the table.
At a fixed time interval, ∆, a separate checker process
examines each entry’s age bit. If the age bit is not set,
the checker sets the age bit to one. If the age bit is already set, the checker ages out the entry by clearing the
valid bit. Any subsequent packet that is hashed to the entry will be detected as a new flowlet. This one-bit aging
scheme, which was also used by CONGA [3], enables
detection of flowlets without maintaining timestamps for
each flow. The tradeoff is that the flowlet timeout can
take any value between ∆ and 2∆. More precision can be
attained by using more age bits per entry, but we find that
a single bit suffices for good performance in LetFlow.
The timeout interval, ∆, plays a key role: setting it too
low would risk reordering issues, but if set too high, it
can reduce flowlet opportunities. We analyze the role of
the flowlet timeout in LetFlow’s effectiveness in §4.
Load balancing decisions. As previously discussed,
LetFlow simply picks a port at random from all available
ports for each new flowlet.
Hardware costs. The implementation cost (in terms of
die area) is mainly for the Flowlet Table, which requires
roughly 150K gates and 3 Mbits of memory, for a table with 64K entries. The area consumption is negligible (< 0.3%) for a modern switching chip. LetFlow
has been implemented in silicon for a major datacenter
switch product line.

4

Analysis

We have seen that flowlets are resilient to inaccurate load
balancing decisions because of their elasticity. In this
section, we dig deeper to understand the reasons for the
elasticity of flowlets (§4.1). We find that this is rooted
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Figure 5: LetFlow balances the average rate of (long-lived)
flows on asymmetric paths. In this case, 5 flows are sent to the
10 Gbps link; 20 flows to the 40 Gbps link.

in the fact that higher layer congestion control protocols
like TCP adjust the rate of flows based on the available
capacity on their path. Using these insights, we develop
a Markov Chain model (§4.2) that shows how LetFlow
balances load, and the role that the key parameter, the
flowlet timeout, plays in LetFlow’s effectiveness.

4.1

Why are Flowlets elastic?

To see why flowlets are elastic, let us consider what
causes flowlets in the first place. Flowlets are caused by
the burstiness of TCP at sub-RTT timescale [20]. TCP
tends to transmit a window of packets in one or a few
clustered bursts, interspersed with idle periods during an
RTT. This behavior is caused by various factors such as
slow-start, ACK compression, and packet drops.
A simple explanation for why flowlet sizes change
with path conditions (e.g., shrinking on congested paths)
points the finger at packet drops. The argument goes:
on congested path, more packets are dropped; each drop
causes TCP to cut its window size in half, thereby idling
for at least half an RTT [5] and (likely) causing a flowlet.
While this argument is valid (and easy to observe empirically), we find that flowlets are elastic for a more basic reason, rooted in the way congestion control protocols like TCP adapt to conditions on a flow’s path. When
a flow is sent to a slower (congested) path, the congestion
control protocol reduces its rate.3 Because the flow slows
down, there is a higher chance that none of its packets arrive within the timeout period, causing the flowlet to end.
On the other hand, a flow on a fast path (with higher rate)
has a higher chance of having packets arrive within the
timeout period, reducing flowlet opportunities.
To illustrate this point, we construct the following
simulation: 25 long-lived TCP flows send traffic on
two paths with bottleneck link speeds of 40 Gbps and
10 Gbps respectively. We cap the window size of the
flows to 256 KB, and set the buffer size on both links to
be large enough such that there are no packet drops. The
flowlet timeout is set to 200 µs and the RTT is 50 µs (in
absence of the queueing delay).
Figure 5 shows how the number of flows on each path
3 This

may be due to packet drops or other congestion signals like
ECN marks or increased delay.
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changes over time. We make two observations. First,
changes to the flows’ paths occur mostly in the first
30 ms; after this point, flowlet timeouts become rare and
the flows reach an equilibrium. Second, at this equilibrium, the split of flows on the two paths is ideal: 20 flows
on the 40 Gbps path, and 5 flows on 10 Gbps path. This
results in an average rate of 2 Gbps per flow on each path,
which is the largest possible.
The equilibrium is stable in this scenario because, in
any other state, the flows on one path will have a smaller
rate (on average) than the flows on the other. These flows
are more likely to experience a flowlet timeout than their
counterparts. Thus, the system has a natural “stochastic
drift”, pushing it towards the optimal equilibrium state.
Notice that a stochastic drift does not guarantee that the
system remains in the optimal state. In principle, a flow
could change paths if a flowlet timeout occurs. But this
does not happen in this scenario due to TCP’s ACKclocked transmissions. Specifically, since the TCP window sizes are fixed, ACK-clocking results in a repeating
pattern of packet transmissions. Therefore, once flows
reach a state where there are no flowlet timeouts for one
RTT, they are locked into that state forever.
In practice, there will be far more dynamism in the
cross traffic and TCP’s packet transmissions and interpacket gaps. In general, the inter-packet gap for TCP depends on the window size, RTT, and degree of intra-RTT
burstiness. The precise characterization of TCP interpacket gaps is a difficult problem. But it is clear that
inter-packet gaps increase as the flow’s rate decreases
and the RTT increases.
In search of a simpler, non-TCP-specific model, we
next analyze a simple Poisson packet arrival process that
provides insight into how LetFlow balances load.

4.2

A Markov chain model

Consider n flows that transmit on two paths P1 and P2 ,
with bottleneck capacity C1 and C2 respectively.4 Assume packet arrivals from flow i occur as a Poisson process with rate λi , independent of all other flows. Poisson
arrivals is not realistic for TCP traffic (which is bursty)
but allows us to capture the essence of the system’s dynamics while keeping the model tractable (see below for
more on the limitations of the model).
Assume the flowlet timeout is given by ∆, and that
each new flowlet is mapped to one of the two paths at
random. Further, assume that the flows on the same path
achieve an equal share of the path’s capacity; i.e.,
(
C1 /n1 flow i is on path P1
λi =
C2 /n2 flow i is on path P2

... , ...

... , ...

Figure 6: Markov chain model. The state (n1, n2) gives the
number of flows on the two paths.
where n1 and n2 denote the number of flows on each path.
This is an idealization of the fair bandwidth allocation
provided by congestion control protocols. Finally, let
λa = C1 +C2 be the aggregate arrival rate on both paths.
It is not difficult to show that (n1 , n2 ) forms a Markov
chain. At each state, (n1 , n2 ), if the next packet to arrive
triggers a new flowlet for its flow, the load balancer may
pick a different path for that flow (at random), causing
a transition to state (n1 − 1, n2 + 1) or (n1 + 1, n2 − 1).
If the next packet does not start a new flowlet, the flow
remains on the same path and the state does not change.
Let Pn11 ,n2 and Pn21 ,n2 be the transition probabilities from
(n1 , n2 ) to (n1 − 1, n2 + 1) and (n1 + 1, n2 − 1) respectively, as shown in Figure 6. In Appendix A, we derive
the following expression for the transition probabilities:


 λ
λi  −λi ∆
1
i −λa ∆
−λa ∆
1
e
−e
+ e
Pn1 ,n2 = ∑
2 i∈P1 λa − λi
λa
(1)
The expression for Pn21 ,n2 is similar, with the sum taken
over the flows on path P2 . The transition probabilities
can be further approximated as
Pnj1 ,n2 ≈

Cj
e−(C j /n j )∆
2(C1 +C2 )

for j ∈ {0, 1}. The approximation is accurate when λa 
λi , which is the case if the number of flows is large, and
(n1 , n2 ) isn’t too imbalanced.
Comparing Pn11 ,n2 and Pn21 ,n2 in light of Eq. (2) gives
an interesting insight into how flows transition between
paths. For a suitably chosen value of ∆, the flows on the
path with lower per-flow rate are more likely to change
path. This behavior pushes the system towards states
where C1 /n1 ≈ C2 /n2 ,5 implying good load balancing.
Notice that this is exactly the behavior we observed in
the previous simulation with TCP flows (Figure 5).
The role of the flowlet timeout (∆). Achieving the good
load balancing behavior above depends on ∆. If ∆ is very
large, then Pnj1 ,n2 ≈ 0 (no timeouts); if ∆ is very small,
then Pnj1 ,n2 ≈ C1 /2(C1 + C2 ). In either case, the transition probabilities don’t depend on the rate of the flows
and thus the load balancing feature of flowlet switching

4 For

ease of exposition, we describe the model for two paths; the
general case is similar.
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(2)

5 The

most precise balance condition is
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erage flow rate in each scenario: (C1 +C2 )/n. There is a
clear correlation between the average flow rate and ∆. As
the average flow rate increases, ∆ needs to be reduced to
achieving good load balancing. A flowlet timeout around
500 µs supports the largest range of flow rates. We adopt
this value in our experiments (§5).
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Figure 8: Flowlet timeout range vs. average flow rate.
is lost. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 7, which
shows the probability distribution of the number of flows
on path 1 for several values of ∆, with n = 100 flows,
C1 = 40 Gbps, and C2 = 10 Gbps. These plots are obtained by solving for the probability distribution of the
Markov chain after 1011 steps numerically, starting with
an initial state of (50, 50).
The ideal operating point in this case is (80, 20). The
plot shows that for small ∆ (30 µs and 50 µs) and large
∆ (900 µs), the state distribution is far from ideal. However, for moderate values of ∆ (300 µs and 500 µs), the
distribution concentrates around the ideal point.
So how should ∆ be chosen in practice? This question turns out to be tricky to answer based purely on
this model. First, the Poisson assumption does not capture the RTT-dependence and burstiness of TCP flows,
both of which impact the inter-packet gap, hence, flowlet
timeouts. Second, in picking the flowlet timeout, we
must take care to avoid packet reordering (unless other
mitigating measures are taken to prevent the adverse effects of reordering [11]).
Nonetheless, the model provides some useful insights
for setting ∆. This requires a small tweak to (roughly)
model burstiness: we assume that the flows transmit in
bursts of b packets, as a Poisson process of rate λi /b.
Empirically, we find that TCP sends in bursts of roughly
b = 10 in our simulation setup (§5). Using this value,
we run a series of simulations to obtain ∆min and ∆max ,
the minimum and maximum values of ∆ for which the
load balancer achieves a near-ideal split of flows across
the two paths. In these simulations, we vary the number
of flows, and consider two cases with 20/10 Gbps and
40/10 Gbps paths.
Figure 8 shows ∆min and ∆max as a function of the av-
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Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate LetFlow’s performance with
a small hardware testbed (§5.1) as well as large-scale
simulations (§5.2). We also study LetFlow’s generality
and robustness (§5.3).
Schemes compared. In our hardware testbed, we compare LetFlow against ECMP and CONGA [3], a stateof-the-art adaptive load balancing mechanism. In simulations, we compare LetFlow against WCMP [31],
CONGA, and Presto? , an idealized variant of Presto [15],
a state-of-the-art proactive load balancing scheme that
sprays small fixed-sized chunks of data across different
paths and uses a reordering buffer at the receivers to put
packets of each flow back in order. Presto? employs perpacket load balancing and a perfect reordering buffer that
knows exactly which packets have been dropped, and
which have been received out-of-order.
Note: Presto? cannot be realized in practice, but it provides the best-case performance for Presto (and other
such schemes) and allows us to isolate performance issues due to load balancing from those caused by packet
reordering. CONGA has been shown to perform better
than MPTCP in scenarios very similar to those that we
consider [3]; therefore, we do not compare with MPTCP.
Workloads. We conduct our experiments using realistic workloads based on empirically observed traffic patterns in deployed data centers. We consider the three
flow size distributions shown in Figure 9, from (1) production clusters for web search services [4]; (2) a typical
large enterprise datacenter [3]; (3) a large cluster dedicated to data mining services [13]. All three distributions
are heavy-tailed: a small fraction of the flows contribute
most of the traffic. Refer to the papers [4, 3, 13] that
report on these distributions for more details.
Metrics. Similar to prior work, we use flow completion
time (FCT) as the primary performance metric. In certain
experiments, we also consider packet latency and traffic
distribution across paths.
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Figure 10: Testbed results: overall average FCT for different workloads on baseline topology with link failure (Fig. 1b).
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Figure 11: Several FCT statistics for web search workload on baseline topology with link failure.

Summary of results. Our evaluation spans several dimensions: (1) different topologies with varying asymmetry and traffic matrices; (2) different workloads; (3)
different congestion control protocols with varying degrees of burstiness; (4) and different network and algorithm settings. We find that:
1. LetFlow achieves very good performance for realistic datacenter workloads in both asymmetric and
symmetric topologies. It achieves average FCTs
that are significantly better than competing trafficoblivious schemes such as WCMP and Presto, and
only slightly higher than CONGA: within 10-20%
in testbed experiments and 2× in simulations with
high asymmetry and traffic load.
2. LetFlow is effective in large topologies with high
degrees of asymmetry and multi-tier asymmetric
topologies, and also handles asymmetries caused by
imbalanced and dynamic traffic matrices.
3. LetFlow performs consistently for different transport protocols, including “smooth” congestion control algorithms such as DCTCP [4] and schemes
with hardware pacing such as DCQCN [32].
4. LetFlow is also robust across a wide range of buffer
size and flowlet timeout settings, though tuning the
flowlet timeout can improve its performance.

5.1

Testbed Experiments

Our testbed setup uses a topology that consists of two
leaf switches and two spine switches as shown in Figure 1b. Each leaf switch is connected to each spine
switch with two 40 Gbps links. We fail one of the links
between a leaf and spine switch to create asymmetry,
as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 1b. There are
64 servers that are attached to the leaf switches (32 per
leaf) with 10 Gbps links. Hence, we have a 2:1 over-
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subscription at the leaf level, which is typical in modern
data centers. The servers have 12 core Intel Xeon X5670
2.93 Ghz CPUs and 96 GB of RAM.
We use a simple client-server program to generate traffic. Each server requests flows according to a Poisson
process from randomly chosen servers. The flow size
is drawn from one of the three distributions discussed
above. All 64 nodes run both client and server processes.
To stress the fabric’s load balancing, we configure the
clients under each leaf to only send to servers under the
other leaf, so that all traffic traverses the fabric.
Figure 10 compares the overall average FCT achieved
by LetFlow, CONGA and ECMP for the three workloads at different levels of load. We also show a breakdown of the average FCT for small (<100 KB) and large
(>10 MB) flows as well as the 95th percentile FCT for
the web search workload in Figure 11. (The results for
the other workloads are similar.)
In these experiments, we vary the traffic load by
changing the arrival rate of flows to achieve different levels of load. The load is shown relative to the bisectional
bandwidth without the link failure; i.e., the maximum
load that the fabric can support with the link failure is
75% (see Figure 1b). Each data point is the average of
ten runs on the testbed.
The results show that ECMP’s performance deteriorates quickly as the traffic load increases to 50%. This
is not surprising; since ECMP sends half of the traffic
through each spine, at 50% load, the S1 → L1 link (on
the path with reduced capacity) is saturated and performance rapidly degrades. LetFlow, on the other hand,
performs very well across all workloads and different
flow size groups (Figure 11), achieving FCTs that are
only 10-20% higher than CONGA in the worst case.
This demonstrates the ability of LetFlow to shift traffic
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large-scale asymmetric topology).

away from the congested link for realistic dynamic traffic loads, without any explicit knowledge of path traffic
conditions or complex feedback mechanisms.
Symmetric topology. We repeat these experiments in
a symmetric topology without link failures. Figure 12
shows the results for the web search traffic workload. As
expected, all three schemes perform similarly when the
load is low, but CONGA and LetFlow both outperform
ECMP at higher levels of load. Despite its simplicity,
LetFlow is within 10% of CONGA at all levels of loads.

5.2

Large Scale Simulations

In this section, we evaluate LetFlow’s performance via
simulations in larger scale topologies with high degrees
of asymmetry and multi-tier asymmetric topologies. We
also validate LetFlow’s ability to handle challenging traffic scenarios which require different load balancing decisions for traffic destined to different destinations. Our
simulations use OMNET++ [28] and the Network Simulation Cradle [17] to port the actual Linux TCP source
code (from kernel 2.6.26) as our simulator.
Large-scale topology with high asymmetry. In order to
evaluate LetFlow in more complex topologies, we simulate an asymmetric topology with 6 spines and 6 leaf
switches, shown in Figure 13. This topology is from the
WCMP paper [31]. Spine and leaf switches that belong
to the same pod are connected using two 10 Gbps links
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Figure 16: Average FCT (web search workload, asymmetric
multi-tier topology).

while inter-pod connections use a single 10 Gbps link.
Such asymmetric topologies can occur as a result of imbalanced striping — a mismatch between switch radices
at different levels in a Clos topology [31].
Each leaf is connected to 48 servers. We generate
web search traffic uniformly at random from servers at
each leaf to servers at the other five leaves. We compare
the performance of LetFlow against Presto? , WCMP and
CONGA. Presto? and WCMP take into account the path
asymmetry by using static weights (based on the topology) to make load balancing decisions, as described in
the WCMP [31] and Presto [15] papers.
Figure 14 shows that WCMP and Presto? fail to
achieve the performance of CONGA and LetFlow. In this
scenario, Presto? cannot finish flows quickly enough and
is unstable at 80% and 90% load. CONGA has the best
performance overall. But LetFlow also performs quite
well: it achieves average FCTs within 50% of CONGA,
even at 90% load. This result shows that static topologydependent weights are inadequate for handling asymmetry with dynamic workloads, and LetFlow is able to balance load well in complex asymmetric topologies.
Multi-tier topology. In order to evaluate LetFlow’s scalability, we simulate a 3-tier topology with asymmetry as
shown in Figure 15. We aim to validate that LetFlow is
able to detect this asymmetry and react accordingly. We
focus on the performance of traffic from L0-L1 to L2-L3.
We do not consider CONGA in this scenario since it
was designed for two-tier topologies [3]. We compare
LetFlow’s performance against WCMP and Presto? for
the web search workload. Figure 16 shows the average flow completion time at 40%-70% load. The results
show that LetFlow handles asymmetry in the multi-tier
topology very well. While Presto? is unstable when the
load is larger than 50% and WCMP degrades severely
when the load reaches 70%, LetFlow performs similarly
to that in the two-tier network.
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Table 2: Ideal traffic split for multi-destination scenario.
Multiple destinations with varying asymmetry. Load
balancing in asymmetric topologies often requires splitting traffic to different destinations differently. For this
reason, some load balancing schemes like CONGA [3]
take into account the traffic’s destination to make load
balancing decisions. We now investigate whether LetFlow can handle such scenarios despite making random
decisions that are independent of a packet’s destination.
We simulate the topology shown in Figure 17a. One
leaf switch, L1, sends traffic uniformly at random to the
other two leaf switches, L0 and L2, using the web search
workload. Note that the two paths from L1 to L0 are
symmetric (both have 80 Gbps of capacity) while the
paths between L1 to L2 are asymmetric: there is only
one 10 Gbps link between S1 to L2. As a result, leaf L1
must send more L1 → L2 traffic via spine S0 than S1.
This in turn creates (dynamic) bandwidth asymmetry for
the L1 → L0 traffic.
The ideal traffic split to balance the maximum load
across all fabric links is given in Table 2. We should split
the traffic between Link e and Link f with a ratio of 8:1;
i.e., 88.9% of the traffic destined to L2 should be carried
on Link c while 11.1% should be carried on Link d. To
counter the traffic imbalance on Link c and Link d, the
traffic to L0 should ideally be split in the opposite ratio,
1:8, on Link c and Link d.
Can LetFlow achieve such an ideal behavior? Figure 17b shows the traffic split for LetFlow and CONGA
when the total traffic load from L1 is 48 Gbps (60%)
and 72 Gbps (90%) respectively. We omit ECMP results
since it is unstable in this scenario.
We observe that when the traffic load is relatively low
(60% for Link c and Link d), the traffic split with LetFlow for the L1 → L0 traffic is simply 50%-50%, not
ideal. However, notice that at this low load, Link c has
spare capacity, even with a 50%-50% split for L1 → L0
traffic. Thus, flowlets destined to L0 do not find either
link to be particularly better than the other. For traffic
destined to L2, however, the paths via Link e and Link f
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Figure 18: Network latency CDF with LetFlow and CONGA
on the baseline topology (simulation).

are vastly different. Thus LetFlow’s flowlets automatically shift traffic away from the congested link, and the
traffic split ratio is 81%/19%, close to ideal.
Now when the load increases to 90%, evenly splitting
traffic destined to L0 on Link c and Link d would cause
Link c to be heavily congested. Interestingly, in this case,
LetFlow avoids congestion and moves more L1 → L0
traffic to Link d and achieves close to the ideal ratio.
LetFlow’s good performance is also evident from the
average FCT in this scenario, shown in Figure 17c. LetFlow achieves similar performance as CONGA (at most
10% worst), which achieves close-to-ideal traffic splits
for both L0- and L2-bound traffic.
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Impact on Latency. Finally, we compare LetFlow and
CONGA in terms of their impact on fabric latency. We
omit the results for ECMP and Presto? which perform
much worse in asymmetric topologies, as to examine
closely the differences between CONGA and LetFlow.
We measure a packet’s fabric latency by timestamping it
when it enters the ingress leaf switch and when it enters
the egress leaf switch. This allows us to measure the fabric latency without including the latency incurred at the
egress switch, which is not influenced by load balancing.
Figure 18 shows the CDF of fabric latency for the
web search workload at 60% average load in the topology shown in Figure 1b, with and without asymmetry.
In the heavily congested asymmetric scenario, LetFlow
has similar fabric latency to CONGA. In the symmetric topology, however, CONGA achieves lower fabric latency. The reason is that CONGA can detect subtle traffic imbalances on the two paths and proactively balance
load by choosing the path that is least congested. LetFlow, however, is reactive and needs to cause congestion
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Figure 20: 95th percentile FCT with different transport
protocols (web search workload, baseline topology).
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Different transport protocols. As explained in §4, LetFlow’s behavior depends on the nature of inter-packet
gaps. A natural question is thus how effective is LetFlow
for other transport protocols that have different burstiness
characteristics than TCP? To answer this question, we
repeat the previous experiment for two new transports:
DCTCP [4] and DCQCN [32].
DCTCP is interesting to consider because it adjusts its
window size much more smoothly than TCP and largely
avoids packet drops that can immediately cause flowlet
timeouts. To use DCTCP, we enable ECN marking at the
switches and set the marking threshold to be 100 KB.
Since DCTCP reduces queuing delay, we also set the
flowlet table timeout period to 50 µs. We discuss the
impact of the flowlet timeout parameter further in the following section. Figure 19a compares the overall average
flow completion time using CONGA and LetFlow (with
DCTCP as the transport). Similar to the case with TCP,
we observe that LetFlow is able to achieve performance
within 10% of CONGA in all cases.
Next, we repeat the experiment for DCQCN [32], a
recent end-to-end congestion control protocol designed
for RDMA environments. DCQCN operates in the NICs
to throttle flows that experience congestion via hardware
rate-limiters. In addition, DCQCN employs Layer 2 Priority Flow Control (PFC) to ensure lossless operations.
We use the same flowlet table timeout period of 50 µs
as in DCTCP’s simulation. Figure 19b shows that, while
ECMP’s performance becomes unstable at loads above
50%, both CONGA and LetFlow can maintain stability by moving enough traffic away from the congested
path. LetFlow achieves an average FCT within 47% of
CONGA. The larger gap relative to CONGA compared
to TCP-based transports is not surprising since DCQCN
generates very smooth, perfectly paced traffic, which reduces flowlet opportunities. Nonetheless, as our analysis (§4) predicts, LetFlow still balances load quite effectively, because DCQCN adapts the flow rates to traffic
conditions on their paths.
At the 95th percentile, LetFlow’s FCT is roughly
within 2× of CONGA (and still much better than ECMP)

protocols (web search workload, baseline topology).
FCT	
  (ms)	
  

We have shown that LetFlow can effectively load balance traffic under various conditions. In this section, we
evaluate LetFlow’s robustness to different factors, particularly, different transport protocols, flowlet time timeout
periods, and buffer sizes.
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Figure 21: Effect of buffer size and flowlet timeout period on
FCT (web search workload at 60% load, baseline topology).

for DCTCP, as shown in Figure 20a. The degradation
for DCQCN is approximately 1.5× of CONGA (Figure 20b). This degradation at the tail is not surprising,
since unlike CONGA which proactively balances load,
LetFlow is reactive and its decisions are stochastic.
Varying flowlet timeout. The timeout period of the
flowlet table is fundamental to LetFlow: it determines
whether flowlets occur frequently enough to balance traffic. The analysis in §4 provides a framework for choosing the correct flowlet timeout period (see Figure 8). In
Figure 21, we show how FCT varies with different values
of the flowlet timeout (150 µs, 250 µs and 500 µs) and
different buffer sizes in the testbed experiment. These
experiments use the web search workload at 60% load
and TCP New Reno as the transport protocol. The
buffer size is shown relatively to the maximum buffer
size (10 MB) of the switch.
When the buffer size is not too small, different timeout periods do not change LetFlow’s performance. Since
all three values are within the minimum and maximum
bounds in Figure 8, we expect all three to perform well.
However, for smaller buffer sizes, the performance improves with lower values of the flowlet timeout. The reason is that smaller buffer sizes result in smaller RTTs,
which makes TCP flows less bursty. Hence, the burst
parameter, b, in §4.2 (set to 10 by default) needs to be
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reduced for the model to be accurate.
Varying buffer size. We also evaluate LetFlow’s performance for different buffer sizes. As shown in Figure
21, the FCT suffers when the buffer is very small (e.g.,
10% of the max) and gradually improves as the buffer
size increases to 75% of the maximum size. Beyond this
point, the FCT is flat. LetFlow exhibits similar behavior
to CONGA in terms of dependency on buffer size.

6

Related Work

We briefly discuss related work, particularly for datacenter networks, that has inspired and informed our design.
Motivated by the drawbacks of ECMP’s flow-based
load balancing [16], several papers propose more finegrained mechanisms, including flowlets [20], spatial
splitting based on TCP sequence numbers [24], perpacket round robin [9], and load balancing at the level
of TCP Segmentation Offload (TSO) units [15]. Our results show that such schemes cannot handle asymmetry
well without path congestion information.
Some schemes have proposed topology-dependent
weighing of paths as a way of dealing with asymmetry. WCMP [31] adds weights to ECMP in commodity
switches, while Presto [15] implements weights at the
end-hosts. While weights can help in some scenarios,
static weights are generally sub-optimal with asymmetry, particularly for dynamic traffic workloads. LetFlow
improves resilience to asymmetry even without weights,
but can also benefit from better weighing of paths based
on the topology or coarse estimates of traffic demands
(e.g., see experiment in Figure 2).
DeTail [30] propose per-packet adaptive load balancing, but requires priority flow control for hop-by-hop
congestion feedback. Other dynamic load balancers like
MPTCP [23], TeXCP [19], CONGA [3], and HULA [21]
load balance traffic based on path-wise congestion metrics. LetFlow is significantly simpler compared to these
designs as its decisions are local and purely at random.
The closest prior scheme to LetFlow is FlowBender [18]. Like LetFlow, FlowBender randomly reroutes
flows, but relies on explicit path congestion signals such
as per-flow ECN marks or TCP Retransmission Timeout
(RTO). LetFlow does not need any explicit congestion
signals or TCP-specific mechanisms like ECN, and can
thus support different transport protocols more easily.
Centralized load balancing schemes such as Hedera
[2] and MicroTE [8] tend to be slow [23] and also have
difficulties handling traffic volatility. Fastpass [22] is a
centralized arbiter which can achieve near-ideal load balancing by determining the transmission time and path for
every packet, but scaling a centralized per-packet arbiter
to large-scale datacenters is very challenging.
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7

Final Remarks

Let the flowlets flow!
The main thesis of this paper is that flowlet switching
is a powerful technique for simple, resilient load balancing in the presence of network asymmetry. The ability
of flowlets to automatically change size based on realtime traffic conditions on their path enables them to effectively shift traffic away from congested paths, without
the need for explicit path congestion information or complex feedback mechanisms.
We designed LetFlow as an extreme example of this
approach. LetFlow simply picks a path uniformly at random for each flowlet, leaving it to the flowlets to do
the rest. Through extensive evaluation in a real hardware testbed and large-scale simulations, we showed that
LetFlow has comparable performance to CONGA [3],
e.g., achieving average flow completion times within 1020% of CONGA in our testbed experiments and 2× of
CONGA in challenging simulated scenarios.
LetFlow is not an optimal solution or the only way to
use flowlet switching. By its reactive and stochastic nature, LetFlow cannot prevent short-time-scale traffic imbalances that can increase queuing delay. Also, in symmetric topologies, schemes that balance load proactively
at a more fine-grained level (e.g., packets or small-sized
chunks [15]) would perform better.
LetFlow is, however, a significant improvement over
ECMP and can be deployed today to greatly improve resilience to asymmetry. It is trivial to implement in hardware, does not require any changes to end-hosts, and is
incrementally deployable. Even if only some switches
use LetFlow (and others use ECMP or some other mechanism), flowlets can adjust to bandwidth asymmetries
and improve performance for all traffic.
Finally, LetFlow is an instance of a more general approach to load balancing that randomly reroutes flows
with a probability that decreases as a function of the
flow’s rate. Our results show that this simple approach
works well in multi-rooted tree topologies. Modeling
this approach for general topologies and formally analyzing its stability and convergence behavior is an interesting avenue for future work.
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A

Derivation of Equation (1)

Suppose n flows share a link, and flow i transmits packets
as a Poisson process with a rate λi , independent of the
other flows. Let λa = ∑ni=1 λi be the aggregate packet
arrival rate. Notice that the packet arrival process for all
flows besides flow i is Poisson with rate λa − λi .
Consider an arbitrary time instant t. Without loss of
generality, assume that flow i is the next flow to incur
a flowlet timeout after t. Let τi−1 be the time interval
between flow i’s last packet arrival and t, and τi be the
time interval between t and flow i’s next packet arrival.
Also, let τa\i be the time interval until the next packet
arrival from any flow other than flow i. Figure 22 shows
these quantities.
The probability that flow i incurs the next flowlet timeout, Pi , is the joint probability that the next packet arrival after time t is from flow i, and its inter-packet gap,
τi−1 +τi , is larger than the flowlet timeout period ∆:
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Since packet arrivals of different flows are independent,
we have:



P τa\i > t, τi−1 > ∆ − t = P τa\i > t P τi−1 > ∆ − t .
Also, it follows from standard properties of Poisson processes that

P τa\i > t
= e−(λa −λi )t
(
 −1
e−λi (∆−t) t ≤ ∆
P τi > ∆ − t
=
(4)
1
t ≥ ∆.
Therefore, we obtain
Z ∆

Pi

=
0

=

λi e−λi ∆ e−(λa −λi )t dt +

Z ∞

λi e−λa t dt

∆

 λ
λi  −λi ∆
i
e
− e−λa ∆ + e−λa ∆ .
λa − λi
λa

(5)

Now, assume that there are two paths P1 and P2 , and
let n1 and n2 denote the number of flows on each path.
Also, assume that the total arrival rate on both paths is
given by λa . Following a flowlet timeout, the flow with
the timeout is assigned to a random path. It is not difficult
to see that (n1 , n2 ) forms a Markov chain (see Figure 6).
Let Pn11 ,n2 and Pn21 ,n2 be the transition probabilities from
(n1 , n2 ) to (n1 − 1, n2 + 1) and (n1 + 1, n2 − 1) respectively. To derive Pn11 ,n2 , notice that the probability that
the next flowlet timeout occurs for one of the flows on
path P1 is given by ∑i∈P1 Pi , where the notation i ∈ P1 indicates that the sum is over the flows on path P1 , and Pi
is given by the expression in Eq. (5). The flow that times
out will change paths with probability 1/2. Therefore:
h λ 
 λ
i
1
i
i −λa ∆
−λi ∆
−λa ∆
e
−
e
+
e
,
∑ λa − λi
2 i∈P
λa
1
(6)
which is Equation (1) in §4. The derivation for Pn21 ,n2 is
similar.
Pn11 ,n2 =
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Abstract
Rapid convergence to a desired allocation of network
resources to endpoint traffic is a difficult problem. The
reason is that congestion control decisions are distributed
across the endpoints, which vary their offered load in
response to changes in application demand and network
feedback on a packet-by-packet basis. We propose a different approach for datacenter networks, flowlet control,
in which congestion control decisions are made at the
granularity of a flowlet, not a packet. With flowlet control, allocations have to change only when flowlets arrive
or leave. We have implemented this idea in a system
called Flowtune using a centralized allocator that receives
flowlet start and end notifications from endpoints. The
allocator computes optimal rates using a new, fast method
for network utility maximization, and updates endpoint
congestion-control parameters. Experiments show that
Flowtune outperforms DCTCP, pFabric, sfqCoDel, and
XCP on tail packet delays in various settings, converging
to optimal rates within a few packets rather than over
several RTTs. Benchmarks on an EC2 deployment show
a fairer rate allocation than Linux’s Cubic. A data aggregation benchmark shows 1.61× lower p95 coflow completion time.

1

Introduction

Over the past thirty years, network congestion control
schemes—whether distributed [24, 8, 21, 20, 39] or centralized [33], whether end-to-end or with switch support [12, 16, 17, 35, 26, 38, 32], and whether in the
wide-area Internet [13, 42] or in low-latency datacenters [2, 3, 4, 22, 30]—have operated at the granularity
of individual packets. Endpoints transmit data at a rate
(window) that changes from packet to packet.
Packet-level network resource allocation has become
the de facto standard approach to the problem of determining the rates of each flow in a network. By contrast, if
it were possible to somehow determine optimal rates for
a set of flows sharing a network, then those rates would
have to change only when new flows arrive or flows leave
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the system. Avoiding packet-level rate fluctuations could
help achieve fast convergence to optimal rates.
For this reason, in this paper, we adopt the position
that a flowlet, and not a packet, is a better granularity for
congestion control. By “flowlet”, we mean a batch of
packets that are backlogged at a sender; a flowlet ends
when there is a threshold amount of time during which a
sender’s queue is empty. Our idea is to compute optimal
rates for a set of active flowlets and to update those rates
dynamically as flowlets enter and leave the network.1
We have developed these ideas in a system called Flowtune. It is targeted at datacenter environments, although it
may also be used in enterprise and carrier networks, but
is not intended for use in the wide-area Internet.
In datacenters, fast convergence of allocations is critical, as flowlets tend to be short (one study shows that
the majority of flows are under 10 packets [9]) and link
capacities are large (40 Gbits/s and increasing). If it takes
longer than, say, 40 µs to converge to the right rate, then
most flowlets will have already finished. Most current approaches use distributed congestion control, and generally
take multiple RTTs to converge. By contrast, Flowtune
uses a centralized rate allocator.
Computing the optimal rates is difficult because even
one flowlet arriving or leaving could, in general, cause
updates to the rates of many existing flows. Flows that
share a bottleneck with the new or ending flow would
change their rates. But, in addition, if some of these flows
slow down, other flows elsewhere in the network might
be able to speed up, and so on. The effects can cascade.
To solve this problem in a scalable way, Flowtune uses
the network utility maximization (NUM) framework, previously developed to analyze distributed congestion control protocols [27, 29]. In Flowtune, network operators
specify an explicit objective. We introduce a new method,
termed Newton-Exact-Diagonal (NED), that converges
quickly to the allocation that maximizes the specified
utility (§2).
Flowtune can achieve a variety of desirable objectives.
In this paper, we focus on proportional fairness, i.e.,
1 Long-lived flows that send intermittently generate multiple flowlets.
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(a) The strawman solution runs the optimizer until it converges,
but then system is slow to react to updates of flowlet start/end.

(b) Performing just one iteration reduces reaction time, but
results in over-allocation while the algorithm converges.

(c) Flowtune adds a normalization step that eliminates link overallocation while achieving 99.7% of optimal throughput.

Figure 1: Motivation for the allocator architecture.

NED
rates

F-NORM

Allocator

ﬂowlet
start/end
ﬂow routes
(periodically)
normalized
rates

...
Endpoint
Endpoint
Endpoint
...

Figure 2: Flowtune components. Endpoints send notifications of new flowlets starting and current flowlets
finishing to the allocator. The NED optimizer computes
rates, which F-NORM then normalizes and sends back to
Endpoints; endpoints adjust sending rates accordingly.

max ∑i U(xi ), where U(xi ) = log xi , and xi is the throughput of flowlet i. In general, however, NED supports any
objective where the utility is a function of the flow’s allocated rate.2
Endpoints report to the allocator whenever a flowlet
starts or ends. Rather than waiting for the optimization
to converge before setting rates (Figure 1a), the allocator continuously updates its set of active flowlets and
sets intermediate rates between iterations of the optimizer
(Figure 1b). These intermediate rates may temporarily
exceed the capacity of some links, causing queuing delays. To reduce queuing, Flowtune uses a rate normalizer
(F-NORM, §3) to scale-down the computed values (Figure 1c).
The normalizer’s results are sent to the endpoints. Endpoints transmit according to these rates (they are trusted,
similar to trust in TCP transmissions today). Figure 2
shows the system components and their interactions.
2 Under
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some requirements of utility functions, discussed in §2.

Flowtune does not select flow paths, but rather works
given the paths the network selects for each flow (§6).
A scalable implementation of the optimization algorithm on CPUs would run in parallel on multiple
cores. Unfortunately, straightforward implementations
are slowed by expensive cache-coherence traffic. We
propose a partitioning of flows to cores where each core
only interacts with a small set of links. Each core has
copies of link state it needs. Before manipulating link
state, the algorithm aggregates all modified copies of link
state to authoritative copies. Afterwards, the algorithm
distributes copies back to the cores (§4). On 40 Gbits/s
links, this scheme allows our implementation to allocate
15.36 Tbit/s in 8.29 on 4 Nehalem cores, up to 184 Tbit/s
in 30.71 µs on 64 Nehalem cores (§5.2).
We implemented Flowtune in a Linux kernel module
and a C++ allocator that implements the multi-core NED
algorithm and uses kernel-bypass for NIC access. The
system enforces rate allocations on unmodified Linux
applications. We deployed Flowtune on Amazon Web
Services instances; experiments show the servers are able
to achieve their fair share of available network resources,
with much better fairness than the Linux baseline (which
uses Cubic). Flowtune reduced the 95th percentile (p95)
of coflow completion times [10] by 1.61× on a data aggregation benchmark.
Simulation results show that Flowtune out-performs
distributed congestion control methods like DCTCP, pFabric, Cubic-over-sfqCoDel, and XCP on metrics of interest
like the convergence time and the p99 of the flow completion time (FCT).
Compared with the centralized arbitration in Fastpass [33], Flowtune offers similar fast convergence, but
handles 10.4× traffic per core and utilizes 8× more cores,
for an improvement in throughput by a factor of 83.2.

2

Rate Allocation in Flowtune

Solving an explicit optimization problem allows Flowtune
to converge rapidly to the desired optimal solution. To
our knowledge, NED is the first NUM scheme designed
specifically for fast convergence in the centralized setting.

2.1

Intuition

The Flowtune rate allocator chooses flow rates by introducing link prices. The allocator adjusts link prices based
on demand, increasing the price when the demand is high
and decreasing it when demand is low.
Figure 3 shows how the allocator chooses a flow’s rate
given link prices. It takes the flow’s utility function (3a).
Then, it determines the flow’s price per unit bandwidth,
which is the sum of prices on links it traverses (3b). The
utility minus price determines the profit (3c); the allocator
chooses the rate that maximizes the flow’s profit.
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Figure 3: Illustration of how NUM chooses a flow rate.

Intuitively, prices should be adjusted strongly when
demand is far from capacity, and gently when it is close.
But by exactly how much should an algorithm adjust
prices in a given setting?
The exact recipe for adjusting prices is the key differentiator among different algorithms to solve NUM.
Simplistic methods can adjust prices too gently and be
slow to converge, or adjust prices too aggressively and
cause wild fluctuations in rates, or not even converge.
NED converges quickly because it adjusts prices not
only using the difference between demand and capacity, but also using an estimate of how strongly rates will
change for a given change in price.

2.2

The NUM framework

The following table summarizes the notation used in this
paper:
L
S
p`
xs
G`
H``

Set of all links L(s) Links traversed by flow s
Set of all flows S(`) Flows that traverse link `
Price of link `
c` Capacity of link `
Rate of flow s Us (x) Utility of flow s
By how much link ` is over-allocated
How much flow rates on ` react to a change in p`

The goal is to allocate rates to all flows subject to
network resource constraints: for each link ` ∈ L,

∑

xs ≤ c` .

(1)

s∈S(`)

Note that in general many allocations satisfy this constraint. Among these, NUM proposes that we should
choose the one that maximizes the overall network utility, ∑s∈S Us (xs ). Thus, the rate allocation should be the
solution to the following optimization problem:
max ∑ Us (xs )

(2)

s

over xs ≥ 0, for all s ∈ S,
subject to (1).
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Solving NUM using prices. The capacity constraints in
(1) make it hard to solve the optimization problem directly.
Kelly’s approach to solving NUM [27] is to use Lagrange
multipliers, which replace the hard capacity constraints
with a “utility penalty” for exceeding capacities. This is
done by introducing prices for links.
With prices, each flow selfishly optimizes its own profit,
i.e., chooses a rate such that its utility, minus the price
it pays per unit bandwidth on the links it traverses, is
maximized. Although each flow is selfish, the system still
converges to a global optimum because prices force flows
to make globally responsible rate selections.3
An important quantity to consider when adjusting
prices is by how much each link is over-allocated, i.e.,
G` = (∑s∈S(`) xs ) − c` . If G` > 0, the link price should
increase; if G` < 0 it should decrease.
Appendix A outlines why price duality works. Related
NUM algorithms are discussed in §7 and Appendix B.

2.3

The NED algorithm

The key observation in NED that enables its fast convergence is that given the utility functions, it is possible to
directly compute (1) flow rates given prices, and (2) how
strongly flows on a link ` will react to a change in that
link’s price, which we denote H`` .4
Direct computation of values eliminates the need to
measure the network, and thus greatly speeds up algorithm iterations. In contrast to the full Newton’s method,
prices updates based on the diagonal can be computed
quickly enough on CPUs for sizeable topologies. This
results in the update rule:
−1
p` ← p` + γ G` H``
.

We note that the ability to directly compute H`` originates
from the ability to reliably obtain the above values, not
the centralization of the allocator. When the endpoints
are trusted, a distributed implementation of NED can use
the endpoints to compute and supply these values.
Algorithm 1 shows Flowtune’s Newton-ExactDiagonal (NED) rate allocation algorithm. In Flowtune,
the initialization of prices happens only once, when the
system first starts. The allocator starts without any flows,
and link prices are all set to 1. When flows arrive, their
initial rates are computed using current prices.
Choice of utility function. NED admits any utility function Us that is strictly concave, differentiable, and monotonically increasing. For example, the logarithmic utility
function, U(x) = w log x (for some weight w > 0), will
optimize weighted proportional fairness [27].
3 We

discuss the requirements for convergence further below.
is in fact the Hessian; NED computes the Hessian’s diagonal,
H`` . The Hessian’s diagnoal is where NED gets its name.
4H
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Algorithm 1 Single iteration of Newton-Exact-Diagonal
NED updates rates x = (xs ) given prices p = (p` ) (“rate
update” step). Then, in the next step of the iteration
(“price update”), it uses the updated rates to update the
prices.
Rate update. Given prices p = (p` ), for each flow s ∈ S,
update the rate:
xs = xs (p) = Us0

−1

(

∑

p` ).

(3)

`∈L(s)

For example, if Us (x) = w log x, then xs =

w
.
∑`∈L(s) p`

Price update. Given updated rates x = x(p) = (xs (p)) as
described above, update the price of each link ` ∈ L:


−1
p` ← max 0, p` − γH``
G` ,
(4)
where γ > 0 is a fixed algorithm parameter (e.g. γ = 1),
G` = (∑s∈S(`) xs ) − c` , H`` = ∑s∈S(`) ∂ ∂xsp(p) .
`
0

From (3), ∂ ∂xsp(p) = (Us0 )−1 ∑m∈L(s) pm .
`

3

Rate normalization

The optimizer works in an online setting: when the set
of flows changes, the optimizer does not start afresh, but
instead updates the previous prices with the new flow
configuration. While the prices re-converge, there are
momentary spikes in throughput on some links. Spikes
occur because when one link price drops, flows on the
link increase their rates and cause higher, over-allocated
demand on other links (shown in §3).
Normally, allocating rates above link capacity results
in queuing. The centralized optimizer can avoid queuing
and its added latency by normalizing allocated rates to
link capacities. We propose two schemes for normalization: uniform normalization and flow normalization. For
simplicity, the remainder of this section assumes all links
are allocated non-zero throughput; it is straightforward to
avoid division by zero in the general case.
Uniform normalization (U-NORM): U-NORM
scales the rates of all flows by a factor such that the most
congested link will operate at its capacity. U-NORM first
computes for each link the ratio of the link’s allocation to
its capacity r` = ∑s∈S(`) xs /c` . The most over-congested
link has the ratio r? = max`∈L r` ; all flows are scaled
using this ratio:
x̄s =

xs
.
r?

(5)

The benefits of uniform scaling of all flows by the same
constant are the scheme’s simplicity, and that it preserves
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the relative sizes of flows; for utility functions of the form
w log xs , this preserves the fairness of allocation. However,
as shown in §3, uniform scaling tends to scale down flows
too much, reducing total network throughput.
Flow normalization (F-NORM) Per-flow normalization scales each flow by the factor of its most congested
link. This scales down all flows passing through a link
` by at least a factor of r` , which guarantees the rates
through the link are at most the link capacity. Formally,
F-NORM sets
xs
.
(6)
x̄s =
max`∈L(s) r`
F-NORM requires per-flow work to calculate normalization factors, and does not preserve relative flow rates, but
a few over-allocated links do not hurt the entire network’s
throughput. Instead, only the flows traversing congested
links are scaled down.
We note that the normalization of flow rates follows
a similar structure to NED but instead of prices, the algorithm computes normalization factors. This allows
F-NORM to reuse the multi-core design of NED, as described in §4.

4

Scalability

The allocator scales by working on multiple cores on
one of more machines. Our design and implementation
focuses on optimizing 2-stage Clos networks such as a
Facebook fabric pod [5] or a Google Jupiter aggregation
block [36], the latter consisting of 6,144 servers in 128
racks. We believe the techniques could be generalized to
3-stage topologies, but demonstrating that is outside the
scope of this paper.
A strawman multiprocessor algorithm, which arbitrarily distributes flows to different processors, will perform
poorly because NED uses flow state to update link state
when it computes aggregate link rates from flow rates:
updates to a link from flows on different processors will
cause significant cache-coherence traffic, slowing down
the computation.
Reducing concurrent updates. Now consider an algorithm that distributes flows to processors based on source
rack. This algorithm is still likely to be sub-optimal:
flows from many source racks can all update links to the
same destination, again resulting in expensive coherence
traffic. However, this grouping has the property that all
updates to links connecting servers→ToR switches and
ToR→aggregation switches (i.e., going up the topology)
are only performed by the processor responsible for the
source rack. A similar grouping by destination rack has
locality in links going down the topology. Flowtune uses
this observation for its multi-processor implementation.
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(a) Upward links from a set of racks
form an upward LinkBlock. Only flows
originating from these racks update this
LinkBlock.

(b) Downward links towards a set of
racks form a downward LinkBlock. Only
flows destined to these racks update this
LinkBlock.

(c) Flows are partitioned by source and
destination into FlowBlocks, each updating an upward (blue) and a downward
(red) LinkBlock.

Figure 4: Partitioning of network state.

(a) Step 1: 2x2 processors.

(b) Step 2: 4x4 processors.

(c) Step 3: 8x8 processors.

Figure 5: Aggregation of per-processor LinkBlock state in a 64-processor setup. At the end of step m, blocks of 2m x 2m
processors have aggregated upward LinkBlocks on the main diagonal, and downward LinkBlocks on the secondary
diagonal.
Figure 4 shows the partitioning of flows and links into
FlowBlocks and LinkBlocks. Groups of network racks
form blocks (two racks per block in the figure). All links
going upwards from a block form an upward LinkBlock,
and all links going downward towards a block form a
downward LinkBlock. Flows are partitioned by both their
source and destination blocks into FlowBlocks. This partitioning reduces concurrent updates, but does not eliminate
them, as each upward LinkBlock is still updated by all
FlowBlocks in the same source block. Similarly, downward LinkBlocks are updated by all FlowBlocks in the
same destination block.
Eliminating concurrent updates. To eliminate concurrent updates completely, each FlowBlock works
on private, local copies of its upward and downward
LinkBlocks. The local copies are then aggregated into
global copies. The algorithm then proceeds to update
link prices on the global copies, and distributes the results
back to FlowBlocks, so they again have local copies of the
prices. Distribution follows the reverse of the aggregation
pattern.
Figure 5 shows the LinkBlock aggregation pattern.
Each aggregation step m combines LinkBlocks within
each 2m x 2m group of processes to the group diagonals,
with the main diagonal aggregating upward LinkBlocks,
and the secondary diagonal downward LinkBlocks. The
aggregation scheme scales well with the number of
cores. n2 processors require only log2 n steps rather than
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log2 n2 —the number of steps increases only every quadrupling of processors.
The aggregation pattern has uniform bandwidth requirements: when aggregating 2m × 2m processors, each
m × m sub-group sends and receives the same amount of
LinkBlocks state to/from its neighbor sub-groups. Unlike
FlowBlocks, whose size depends on the traffic pattern,
each LinkBlock contains exactly the same number of
links, making transfer latency more predictable.
Sending LinkBlocks is also much cheaper than sending
FlowBlocks: datacenter measurements show average flow
count per server at tens to hundreds of flows [18, 2], while
LinkBlocks have a small constant number of links per
server (usually between one and three).
Multi-machine allocator. The LinkBlock-FlowBlock
partitioning distributes the allocator on multiple machines.
Figure 5 shows a setup with four machines with 16 cores
each. In steps (a) and (b), each machine aggregates
LinkBlocks internally, then in (c), aggregation is performed across machines; each machine receives from one
machine and sends to another. This arrangement scales to
any 2m x 2m collection of machines.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate Flowtune using a cluster deployment, microbenchmarks, and ns-2 and numeric simulations. ns2 simulations allows comparison with state-of-the art
schemes whose implementations are only readily avail-
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able in the ns-2 simulator: pFabric [4], sfqCoDel [32],
and XCP [26].
EC2 Experiments (§5.1)
(A) On Amazon EC2, Flowtune’s sharing of available
throughput is more fair than the baseline Linux implementation running Cubic.
(B) Flowtune makes transfers on EC2 more predictable:
Many-to-One Coflow Completion Time was sped up by
1.61× in p95 and 1.24× in p90.

Multicore micro-benchmarks (§5.2)
(C) A multi-core implementation optimizes traffic from
384 servers on 4 cores in 8.29 µs. 64 cores schedule
4608 servers’ traffic in 30.71 µs – around 2 network
RTTs.
ns-2 Simulations (§5.3)
(D) Flowtune converges quickly to a fair allocation
within 100 µs, orders of magnitude faster than other
schemes.
(E) The amount of traffic to and from the allocator depends on the workload; it is < 0.17%, 0.57%, and 1.13%
of network capacity for the Hadoop, cache, and web
workloads.
(F) Rate update traffic can be reduced by 69%, 64%,
and 33% when allocating 0.95 of link capacities on the
Hadoop, cache, and web workloads.
(G) As the network size increases, allocator traffic takes
the same fraction of network capacity.
(H) Flowtune achieves low p99 flow completion time:
8.6×-10.9× and 1.7×-2.4× lower than DCTCP and
pFabric on 1-packet flowlets, and 3.5×-3.8× than sfqCoDel on 10-100 packets.
(I) Flowtune keeps p99 network queuing delay under
8.9 µs, 12× less than DCTCP.
(J) Flowtune maintains a negligible rate of drops. sfqCoDel drops up to 8% of bytes, pFabric 6%.
(K) Flowtune achieves higher proportional-fairness
score than DCTCP, pFabric, sfqCoDel, and XCP.
Numeric simulation (§5.4)
(L) Normalization is important; without it, NED overallocates links by up to 140 Gbits/s.
(M) F-NORM achieves over 99.7% of optimal throughput. U-NORM is not competitive.

5.1

Metric
median
p90
p95

Amazon EC2 deployment

We deployed Flowtune on 10 Amazon EC2
c4.8xlarge instances running Ubuntu 16.04
with 4.4.0 Linux kernels. One of the instances ran the
allocator and had direct access to the NIC queues using
SR-IOV. The other instances ran the workload.
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Server module. We implemented the Flowtune client
side using a kernel module, requiring no modification to
applications. The module reports to the allocator when
socket buffers transition between empty and non-empty,
and enforces allocated rates by delaying packets when
the rate limit is exceeded. An implementation could also
change TCP slow-start and loss/marking behavior, but our
implementation keeps those unchanged.
Protocol. Communication uses the Flowtune protocol
over a variant of the Fastpass Control Protocol (FCP) for
transport. The Flowtune protocol allows endpoints to process payloads without head-of-line blocking, so a dropped
packet does not increase latency for non-dropped packets.
The Flowtune protocol synchronizes state between the
allocator and endpoints; when reacting to loss, instead of
retransmitting old state, participants send the most recent
state, and that only if the acknowledged state differs.
Allocator. The allocator is written in C++ and accesses
NIC queues directly using the DPDK library. A hash table maps endpoints to their flow state, which the protocol
maintains in synchronization with the endpoints. When
allocated flow rates differ from the allocations acknowledged by the endpoints, the allocator triggers rate update
messages.
Measurement. The experiment harness achieves accurate workload timing by measuring the clock offset of
each instance using ntpdate. Before starting/stopping
the workload, processes on the measured instances call
nanosleep with appropriate amounts to compensate.
(A) Fairness. In an 8-to-1 experiment, eight senders
start every 50 ms in sequence, and then finish similarly.
Figure 6 shows the rates of each flow as the experiment
progresses. Flowtune shares the throughput much more
fairly than the baseline: the rates of the different flows
overlap at equal division of throughput. The baseline rates
oscillate, even with only 3 competing flows.
(B) Coflow completion time. Here, 8 senders each make
25 parallel transfers of 10 Mbytes to a single receiver.
This transfer pattern models Spark aggregating data from
worker cores, or a slice of a larger MapReduce shuffle
stage. Figure 7 shows results from 100 runs with Flowtune vs. the baseline. Flowtune achieves more predictable
results. The reduction in different percentiles are summarized in the following table.

5.2

Baseline
1.859249
2.341086
3.050718

Flowtune
1.787622
1.881433
1.894544

Speedup
1.04×
1.24×
1.61×

Multicore micro-benchmarks

We benchmarked NED’s multi-core implementation on a
machine with 8 Intel E7-8870 CPUs, each with 10 physi-
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Figure 6: 8-to-1 experiment on Amazon EC2. Flowtune shares available
throughput more fairly than baseline Linux.

cal cores running at 2.4 GHz. We divided the network into
2, 4 and 8 blocks, giving runs with 4, 16, and 64 FlowBlocks. In the 4-core run, we mapped all FlowBlocks
to the same CPU. With higher number of cores, we divided all FlowBlocks into groups of 2-by-2, and put two
adjacent groups on each CPU.
(C) Iteration time. This micro-benchmark measures the
average NED iteration time, i.e., the “Run 1 iteration”
in Figure 1c. The following table shows the number of
cycles taken for different choices of network sizes and
loads:
Cores
4
16
64
64
64
64
64

Nodes
384
768
1536
1536
1536
3072
4608

Flows
3072
6144
12288
24576
49152
49152
49152

Cycles
19896.6
21267.8
30317.6
33576.2
40628.5
57035.9
73703.2

Time
8.29 µs
8.86 µs
12.63 µs
13.99 µs
16.93 µs
23.76 µs
30.71 µs

Rows 1-3 show run-times with increasing number of
cores, rows 3-5 with increasing number of flows, and rows
5-7 with increasing number of endpoints. These results
show general-purpose CPUs are able to optimize network
allocations on hundred of nodes within microseconds.
Rate allocation for 49K flows from 4608 endpoints
takes 30.71 µs, around 2 network RTTs, or 3 RTTs considering an RTT for control messages to obtain the rate. TCP
takes tens of RTTs to converge – significantly slower.
Communication between CPUs in the aggregate and
distribute steps took more than half of the runtime in all
experiments, for example > 20 µs with 4068 nodes. This
implies it should be straightforward to perform the aggregate and distribute steps on multiple servers in a cluster
using commodity hardware and kernel-bypass libraries.
Note that this benchmark only captures the computation required to optimize flows; communication between
the servers and the allocator is evaluated in §5.3.2, and
discussed in §6.
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Figure 7: AWS EC2 data aggregation
benchmarks. Flowtune coflows are
more predictable and generally faster.

Throughput scaling and comparison to Fastpass.
Flowtune scales to larger networks than Fastpass, which
reported 2.2 Tbit/s on 8 cores. Fastpass performs perpacket work, so its scalability declines with increases
in link speed. Flowtune schedules flowlets, so allocated
rates scale proportionally with the network links. The
benchmark results above show that on 40 Gbits/s links,
4 cores allocate 15.36 Tbit/s, and 64 cores allocate 184
Tbit/s on 64 cores in under 31 µs, 10.4× more throughput
per core on 8× more cores – an 83× throughput increase
over Fastpass.

5.3

ns-2 simulations

Model. All control traffic shares the network with data
traffic and experiences queuing and packet drops. Control
payloads are transmitted using TCP, and are only processed after all payload bytes arrive at their destinations.
Topology. The topology is a two-tier full-bisection topology with 4 spine switches connected to 9 racks of 16
servers each, where servers are connected with a 10
Gbits/s link. It is the same topology used in [4]. Links and
servers have 1.5 and 2 microsecond delays respectively,
for a total of 14 µs 2-hop RTT and 22 µs 4-hop RTT, commensurate with measurements we conducted in a large
datacenter.
Workload. To model micro-bursts, flowlets follow a Poisson arrival process. Flowlet size distributions are according to the Web, Cache, and Hadoop workloads published
by Facebook [34]. Appendix C has more information on
the CDFs used. The Poisson rate at which flows enter
the system is chosen to reach a specific average server
load, where 100% load is when the rate equals server link
capacity divided by the mean flow size. Unless otherwise specified, experiments use the Web workload, which
has the highest rate of changes and hence stresses Flowtune the most among the three workloads. Sources and
destinations are chosen uniformly at random.
Servers. When opening a new connection, servers start a
regular TCP connection, and in parallel send a notification
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to the allocator. Whenever a server receives a rate update
for a flow from the allocator, it opens the flow’s TCP
window and paces packets on that flow according to the
allocated rate.
Flowtune allocator. The allocator performs an iteration
every 10 µs. We found that for NED parameter γ in the
range [0.2, 1.5], the network exhibits similar performance;
experiments have γ = 0.4.
Flowtune control connections. The allocator is connected using a 40 Gbits/s link to each of the spine switches.
Allocator–server communication uses TCP with a 20 µs
minRTO and 30 µs maxRTO. Notifications of flowlet
start, end, and rate updates are encoded in 16, 4, and
6 bytes plus the standard TCP/IP overheads. Updates
to the allocator and servers are only applied when the
corresponding bytes arrive, as in ns2’s TcpApp.
5.3.1

Fast convergence

To show how fast the different schemes converge to a fair
allocation, we ran five senders and one receiver. Starting
with an empty network, every 10 ms one of the senders
would start a flow to the receiver. Thereafter, every 10 ms
one of the senders stops.
(D) Convergence comparison. Figure 8 shows the rates
of each of the flows as a function of time. Throughput
is computed at 100 µs intervals; smaller intervals make
very noisy results for most schemes. Flowtune achieves
an ideal sharing between flows: N flows each get 1/N of
bandwidth. This changes happens within one averaging
interval (100 µs). DCTCP takes several milliseconds to
approach the fair allocation, and even then traffic allocations fluctuate. pFabric doesn’t share fairly; it prioritizes
the flow with least remaining bytes and starves the other
flows. sfqCoDel reaches a fair allocation quickly, but
packet drops cause the application-observed throughput
to be extremely bursty: the application sometime receives
nothing for a while, then a large amount of data when
holes in the window are successfully received. XCP is
slow to allocate bandwidth, which results in low throughputs during most of the experiment.
5.3.2

Rate-update traffic

Flowtune only changes allocations on flowlet start and
stop events, so when these events are relatively infrequent,
the allocator could send relatively few updates every second. On the other hand, since the allocator optimizes
utility across the entire network, a change to a single flow
could potentially change the rates of all flows in the network. This section explores how much traffic is generated
to and from the allocator.
The allocator notifies servers when the rates assigned
to flows change by a factor larger than a threshold. For
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example, with a threshold of 0.01, a flow allocated 1
Gbit/s will only be notified when its rate changes to above
1.01 or below 0.99 Gbits/s. To make sure links are not
over-utilized, the allocator adjusts the available link capacities by the threshold; with a 0.01 threshold, the allocator
would allocate 99% of link capacities.
(E) Amount of update traffic. Figure 9 shows the
amount of traffic sent to and from the allocator as a fraction of total network capacity, with a notification threshold
of 0.01. The Web workload, which has the smallest mean
flow size, also incurs the most update traffic: 1.13% of
network capacity. At 0.8 load, the network will be 80%
utilized, with 20% unused, so update traffic is well below
the available headroom. Hadoop and Cache workloads
need even less update traffic: 0.17% and 0.57%. Scaling
the rate updates to large networks is discussed in §6.
Traffic from servers to the allocator is substantially
lower than from the allocator to servers: servers only
communicate flowlet arrival and departures, while the
allocator can potentially send many updates per flowlet.
(F) Reducing update traffic. Increasing the update
threshold reduces the volume of update traffic and the
processing required at servers. Figure 10 shows the measured reduction in update traffic for different thresholds
compared to the 0.01 threshold in Figure 9. Notifying
servers of changes of 0.05 or more of previous allocations
saves up to 69%, 64% and 33% of update traffic for the
Hadoop, Cache, and Web workloads.
(G) Effect of network size on update traffic. An addition or removal of a flow in one part of the network
potentially changes allocations on the entire network. As
the network grows, does update traffic also grow, or are
updates contained? Figure 11 shows that as the network
grows from 128 servers up to 2048 servers, update traffic
takes the same fraction of network capacity — there is
no debilitating cascading of updates that increases update
traffic. This result shows that the threshold is effective at
limiting the cascading of updates to the entire network.
5.3.3

Comparison to prior schemes

We compare Flowtune to DCTCP [2], pFabric [4],
XCP [26], and Cubic+sfqCoDel [32].
(H) 99th percentile FCT. For datacenters to provide
faster, more predictable service, tail latencies must be
controlled. Further, when a user request must gather results from tens or hundreds of servers, p99 server latency
quickly dominates user experience [11].
Figure 12 shows the improvement in 99th percentile
flow completion time achieved by switching from different schemes to Flowtune. To summarize flows of different
lengths to the different size ranges (“1-10 packets”, etc.),
we normalize each flow’s completion time by the time
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Figure 11: The fraction of rate-update traffic remains
constant as the network grows from 128 to 2048 servers.
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Figure 10: Notifying servers when rates change by more
than a threshold substantially cuts control traffic volume.

it would take to send out and receive all its bytes on an
empty network.
Flowtune preforms better than DCTCP on short flows:
8.6×-10.9× lower p99 FCT on 1-packet flows and 2.1×2.9× on 1-10 packet flows. This happens because DCTCP
has high p99 queuing delay, as shown in the next experiment.
Overall, pFabric and Flowtune have comparable performance, with Flowtune better on some flow sizes, pFabric
on others. Note, however, that Flowtune achieves this performance without requiring any changes to networking
hardware. Flowtune achieves 1.7×-2.4× lower p99 FCT
on 1-packet flows, and up to 2.4× on large flows. pFabric
performs well on flows 1-100 packets long, with similar
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Figure 9: Overhead with Hadoop, cache, and Web workloads is < 0.17%, 0.57%, and 1.13% of network capacity.
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Figure 8: Flowtune achieves a fair allocation within 100 µs of a new flow arriving or leaving. In the benchmark, every
10 ms a new flow is added up to 5 flows, then flows finish one by one. DCTCP approaches a fair allocation after several
milliseconds. pFabric, as designed, doesn’t share the network among flows. sfqCoDel gets a fair allocation quickly, but
retransmissions cause the application to observe bursty rates. XCP is conservative in handing out bandwidth and so
converges slowly.

ratios. pFabric is designed to prioritize short flows, which
explains its performance.
sfqCoDel has comparable performance on large flows,
but is 3.5×-3.8× slower on 10-100 packets at high load
and 2.1×-2.4× slower on 100-1000 packet flows at low
load. This is due to sfqCoDel’s high packet loss rate. Cubic handles most drops using SACKs, except at the end
of the flow, where drops cause timeouts. These timeouts
are most apparent in the medium-sized flows. XCP is conservative in allocating bandwidth (§5.3.1), which causes
flows to finish slowly.
(I) Queuing delay. The following experiments collected
queue lengths, drops, and throughput from each queue
every 1 ms. Figure 13 shows the 99th percentile queuing
delay on network paths, obtained by examining queue
lengths. This queuing delay has a major contribution to
1-packet and 1-10 packet flows. Flowtune has near-empty
queues, whereas DCTCP’s queues are 12× longer, contributing to the significant speedup shown in Figure 12.
XCP’s conservative allocation causes its queues to remain
shorter. pFabric and sfqCoDel maintain relatively long
queues, but the comparison is not apples-to-apples because packets do not traverse their queues in FIFO order.
(J) Packet drops. Figure 14 shows the rate at which the
network drops data, in Gigabits per second. At 0.8 load,
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Figure 14: pFabric and sfqCoDel have a significant drop
rate (1-in-13 for sfqCoDel). Flowtune, DCTCP, and XCP
drop negligible amounts.

sfqCoDel servers transmit at 1279 Gbits/s (not shown),
and the network drops over 100 Gbits/s, close to 8%.
These drops in themselves are not harmful, but timeouts
due to these drops could result in high p99 FCT, which
affects medium-sized flows (figure 12). Further, in a
datacenter deployment of sfqCoDel, servers would spend
many CPU cycles in slow-path retransmission code. pFabric’s high drop rate would also make it prone to higher
server CPU usage, but its probing and retransmission
schemes mitigate high p99 FCT. Flowtune, DCTCP, and
XCP drop negligible amounts.
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DCTCP
pFabric

●

Figure 15: Comparison of proportional fairness of different schemes, i.e., ∑ log2 (rate). Flowtune allocates flows
closer to their proportional-fair share.

(K) Fairness. Figure 15 shows the proportional-fairness
per-flow score of the different schemes normalized to
Flowtune’s score. A network where flows are assigned
rates ri gets score ∑i log2 (ri ). This translates to gaining
a point when a flow gets 2× higher rate, losing a point
when a flow gets 2× lower rate. Flowtune has better
fairness than the compared schemes: a flow’s fairness
score has on average 1.0-1.9 points more in Flowtune
than DCTCP, 0.45-0.83 than pFabric, 1.3 than XCP, and
0.25 than CoDel.

5.4

Numerical simulations

Experiments in this section compared different NUM
optimizers using numerical simulations. Simulations ran
the web flow size distribution described in §5.3.
(L) Over-allocation in NUM. Figure 16 shows the total amount of over-capacity allocations when there is
no normalization. FGM is the Fast Weighted Gradient
Method [7]. The -RT variants are optimized implementations which use single-point floating point operations
and some numeric approximations for speed. NED overallocates more than Gradient because it is more aggressive
at adjusting prices when flowlets arrive and leave. FGM
does not handle the stream of updates well, and its allocations become unrealistic at even moderate loads.
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should transmit next. Falling back to TCP requires the
endpoints to go through slow-start before finding a good
allocation. In Flowtune, the network continues to operate
with close-to-optimal rates during allocator fail-over.
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Figure 16: Normalization is necessary; without it, optimization algorithms allocate more than link capacities.
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Figure 17: Normalizing with F-NORM achieves close to
optimal throughput, while avoiding over-capacity allocations. U-NORM’s throughput is low in comparison.

(M) Normalizer performance. We ran Gradient and
NED on the same workload and recorded their throughput.
After each iteration, we ran a separate instance of NED
until it converged to the optimal allocation. Figure 17
shows U-NORM and F-NORM throughputs as a fraction
of the optimal. F-NORM scales each flow based on the
over-capacity allocations of links it traverses, achieving
over 99.7% of optimal throughput with NED (98.4% with
Gradient). In contrast, U-NORM scales flow throughput
too aggressively, hurting overall performance. Gradient
suffers less from U-NORM’s scaling, because it adjusts
rates slowly and does not over-allocate as much as NED.
Note that NED with F-NORM allocations occasionally
slightly exceed the optimal allocation, but not the link
capacities. Rather, the allocation gets more throughput
than the optimal at the cost of being a little unfair to some
flows.

6

Discussion

Fault-tolerance: In Flowtune, the allocated rates have a
temporary lifespan, and new allocated rates must arrive
every few tens of microseconds. If the allocator fails,
the rates expire and endpoint congestion control (e.g.,
TCP) takes over, using the previously allocated rates as a
starting point.
This is a more attractive plan than in Fastpass. When
the Fastpass arbiter fails, the network has no idea who
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Path discovery: The allocator knows each flow’s path
through the network. Routing information can be computed from the network state: in ECMP-based networks,
given the ECMP hash function and switch failure notifications; in SDN-based networks, given controller decisions;
and in MPLS-based [14] networks, given the MPLS configuration stream. In VL2 [18]-like networks where endpoints tunnel packets to a core switch for forwarding to
the destination, and in static-routed network where endpoints have multiple subnets for different paths and the
choice of subnet dictates a packet’s path, endpoints can
send chosen routes to the allocator.
Using Flowtune with TCP: In some settings, it is advantageous to use Flowtune to rate-limit traffic, while still
using TCP. One such setting is when path information
is not available. Flowtune can model the network as the
servers connected to one big switch. Then, Flowtune
would manages rates on the edge links between servers
and the top-of-rack switches, while TCP congestion control would handle contention in the core of the network.
Flow startup; mice and elephants: When using Flowtune with TCP, the system can allow servers to start transmitting their flowlets before an allocation has arrived; the
allocator would reserve a small fraction of link capacity to
accomodate these flows. This allows short mice flows to
finish quickly, without paying for the RTT to the allocator,
and simplifies fault tolerance: upon allocator failure, the
endpoints automatically use TCP on new flowlets without
incurring timeouts.
Handling network failure: When links and switches fail,
the network re-routes flows via alternate paths. For example, ECMP would hash flows onto the set of available
links. Re-routing flows without notifying the allocator
can cause queuing and packet loss on their new paths,
since the allocator computes flow rates according to their
old paths.
When timely notifications of re-routing events are not
possible, the system can run traffic over TCP as discussed above. While re-routing information is not available, TCP gracefully handles over-allocations. An alternative is detecting failure using an external system like
Pingmesh [19], and then triggering path re-discovery or
re-routing for affected flows. While correct path information is being obtained, the allocator can mitigate link
over-allocation by zeroing the capacity of failed links.
External traffic: Most datacenters do not run in isolation;
they communicate with other datacenters and users on the
Internet. A Flowtune cluster must be able to accept flows
that are not scheduled by the allocator. As in Fastpass,
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Flowtune could prioritize or separately schedule external
traffic, or adopt a different approach. With NED, it is
straightforward to dynamically adjust link capacities or
add dummy flows for external traffic; a “closed loop”
version of the allocator would gather network feedback
observed by endpoints, and adjust its operation based on
this feedback. The challenge here is what feedback to
gather, and how to react to it in a way that provides some
guarantees on the external traffic performance.
Scaling to larger networks: Although the allocator
scales to multiple servers, the current implementation
is limited to two-tier topologies. Beyond a few thousand endpoints, some networks add a third tier of spine
switches to their topology that connects two-tier pods. Assigning a full pod to one block would create huge blocks,
limiting allocator parallelism. On the other hand, the
links going into and out of a pod are used by all servers
in a pod, so splitting a pod to multiple blocks creates
expensive updates. An open question is whether the FlowBlock/LinkBlock abstraction can generalize to 3-tier Clos
networks, or if a new method is needed.
Another approach to scaling would be running a seperate Flowtune allocator per pod, each controller treating
incoming inter-pod traffic as external traffic (as discussed
above). This would allow each pod to optimize its objective function on its egress inter-pod flows, but the network
will not be able to globally optimize inter-pod traffic.
More scalable rate update schemes: Experiments in
§5.3.2 show that rate updates have a throughput overhead
of 1.12% at 0.8 load, so each allocator NIC can update 89
servers. Note that 0.8 load is on the extreme high end in
some datacenters: one study reports 99% of links are less
than 10% loaded, and heavily-loaded links utilize roughly
5× the lightly loaded ones [34]. Lower load translates
directly to reduced update traffic (Figure 9).
In small deployments of a few hundred endpoints, it
might be feasible to install a few NICs in the allocator.
Figure 10 shows how increasing the update threshold
reduces update traffic, which can help scale a little further,
but as deployments grow to thousands of endpoints, even
the reduced updates can overwhelm allocator NICs.
Sending tiny rate updates of a few bytes has huge overhead: Ethernet has 64-byte minimum frames and preamble and interframe gaps, which cost 84-bytes, even if only
eight byte rate updates are sent. A straightforward solution to scale the allocator 10× would be to employ a
group of intermediary servers that handle communication
to a subset of individual endpoints. The allocator would
send an MTU to each intermediary with all updates to the
intermediary’s endpoints. The intermediary would in turn
forward rate updates to each endpoint.
Hypervisors: A Flowtune endpoint needs to send flowlet
start/stop notifications to the allocator, and rate-limit flows
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based on received allocations. A hypervisor can accomplish this without VM support by interposing itself on
VM network I/O (e.g., using a vSwitch), maintaining perflow queues, and scheduling outgoing packets. However,
this approach precludes direct VM access to NIC queues
(e.g., using SR-IOV) and its associated performance advantages. A potential direction could be adding hardware
support for flow notification and pacing to NICs.
Detecting flowlets: Detection of when flowlets start and
end can be done in the operating system, in the hypervisor
(as discussed above), in a network appliance/switch (similar to a hypervisor implementation), or in some implementations the applications could participate in Flowtune directly. With OS and application flowlet detection, flowlets
are clearly delineated by different send() socket calls,
and timers are not required to detect a flowlet’s end. This
accurate detection is more economical to the system, since
a rate is not allocated in vain to an empty flowlet while
waiting for its timer to expire. Moreover, knowing the exact flowlet size allows the OS and applications to provide
the allocator with advance notification of flowlet endings,
further reducing wasted allocations.
When a new send() socket call arrives in the middle
of a flowlet, an implementation can choose to coalesce the
new data into the existing flowlet, and notify the allocator
only when all data has finished. This is beneficial when
the utility function is the same for both socket calls: the
allocator will output the same rate if there are two backto-back flowlets or one large flowlet, and coalescing helps
reduce communication overhead.

7

Related work

Rate allocation. NUMFabric [31] also uses NUM to assign network rates, however switches must be modified
to support its xWI protocol. Unlike Flowtune, it is distributed, so an iteration time is coupled with network RTT
and the system cannot apply global normalization to make
all traffic admissible.
Several systems control datacenter routes and rates, but
are geared for inter-datacenter traffic. BwE [28] groups
flows hierarchically and assigns a max-min fair allocation
at each level of the hierarchy every 5-10 seconds on WAN
links (similar time-scale to B4 [25]), and SWAN [23] receives demands from non-interactive services, computes
rates, and reconfigures OpenFlow switches every 5 minutes. Flowtune supports a richer set of utility functions,
with orders of magnitude smaller update times.
Hedera [1] gathers switch statistics to find elephant
flows and reroutes those to avoid network hotspots. It is
complementary to Flowtune: integrating the two systems
can give Hedera its required information with very low
latency. Mordia [15] and Datacenter TDMA [40] compute matchings between sources and destinations using
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gathered statistics, and at any given time, only flows of a
single matching can send. While matchings are changed
relatively frequently, the set of matchings is updated infrequently (seconds). In contrast, Flowtune updates allocations within tens of microseconds.
NED. The first-order methods [27, 29, 37] do not estimate
H`` or use crude proxies. Gradient projection [29] adjusts
prices with no weighting. Fast Weighted Gradient [7]
uses a crude upper bound on the convexity of the utility
function as a proxy for H`` .
The Newton-like method [6], like NED, strives to use
H`` to normalize price updates, but it uses network measurements to estimate its value. These measurements
increase convergence time and have associated error; we
have found the algorithm is unstable in several settings.
Flowtune, in contrast, computes H`` explicitly from flow
utilities, saving the time required to obtain estimates, and
getting an error-free result. Appendix B discusses the Gradient, Newton and Newton-like methods in more detail.
Recent work [41] has a different formulation of the
problem, with equality constraints rather than inequalities.
While the scheme holds promise for faster convergence,
iterations are much more involved and hence slower to
compute, making the improvement questionable. Accelerated Dual Descent [43] does not use the flow model: it
doesn’t care what destination data arrives at, only that all
data arrives at some destination. However, the method
is notable for updating a link’s price p` based not only
on the link’s current and desired throughput, but also on
how price changes to other links pk affect it. Adapting
the method to the flow setting could reduce the number
of required iterations to convergence (again at the cost of
perhaps increasing iteration runtime).

8

Conclusion

This paper made the case for flowlet control for datacenter
networks. We developed Flowtune using this idea and
demonstrated that it converges to an optimal allocation
of rates within a few packet-times, rather than several
RTTs. Our experiments show that Flowtune outperforms
DCTCP, pFabric, Cubic-over-sfqCoDel, and XCP in various datacenter settings; for example, it achieves 8.6×10.9× and 2.1×-2.9× lower p99 FCT for 1-packet and
1-10 packet flows compared to DCTCP.
Compared to Fastpass, Flowtune scales to 8× more
cores and achieves 10.4× higher throughput per core,
does not require allocator replication for fault-tolerance,
and achieves weighted proportional-fair rate allocations
quickly in between 8.29 µs and 30.71 µs (≤2 RTTs) for
networks that have between 384 and 4608 nodes.
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A

Why price duality works

The utility function Us for each s ∈ S is a strictly concave
function and hence the overall objective ∑s Us in (2) is
strictly concave. The constraints in (2) are linear. The
capacity of each link is strictly positive and finite. Each
flow passes through at least one link, i.e. L(s) 6= 0/ for
each s ∈ S. Therefore, the set of feasible solutions for (2)
is non-empty, bounded and convex. The Lagrangian of
(2) is

L (x, p) = ∑ Us (xs ) − ∑ p` ∑ xs − c` . (7)
s∈S

`∈L

s∈S(`)

with dual variables p` , and the dual function is defined as
D(p) = max L (x, p) over xs ≥ 0, for all s ∈ S.

(8)

The dual optimization problem is given by
min D(p) over p` ≥ 0, for all ` ∈ L.

(9)

From Slater’s condition in classical optimization theory,
the utility of the solution of (2) is equal to its Lagrangian
dual’s (9), and given the optimal solution p? of (9) it is
possible to find the optimal solution for (2) from (8), i.e.,
using the rate update step. More details on solving NUM
using Lagrange multipliers appear in [27, 6].

B

Related NUM algorithms

This appendix surveys three related NUM algorithms.
Gradient. Arguably the simplest algorithm for adjusting
prices is Gradient projection [29], which adjusts prices
directly from the amount of over-allocation:
p` ← p` + γ G` .
Gradient’s shortcoming is that it doesn’t know how sensitive flows are to a price change, so it must update prices
very gently (i.e., γ must be small). This is because depending on flow utility functions, large price updates
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Figure 18: CDF of flow size distributions (reproduced
from [34]) used in §5.
might cause flows to react very strongly and change rates
dramatically, causing oscillations in rates and failure to
converge. This results in very timid price updates that
make Gradient slow to converge.
Newton’s method. Unlike the gradient method, Newton’s method takes into account second-order effects of
price updates. It adjusts the price on link ` based not only
on how flows on ` will react, but also based on how price
changes to all other links impact flows on `:
p ← p − γ G H −1 ,
where H is the Hessian matrix. This holistic price update
makes Newton’s method converge quickly, but also makes
computing new prices expensive: inverting the Hessian on
CPUs is impractical within Flowtune’s time constraints.
The Newton-like method. An approximation to the Newton method was proposed in [6]. The Newton-like method
estimates how sensitive flows are to price changes, by observing how price changes impact network throughput.
Prices are then updated accordingly: inversely proportional to the estimate of price-sensitivity. The drawback is
that network throughput must be averaged over relatively
large time intervals, so estimating the diagonal is slow.

C

Simulation CDFs

This section reproduces the flow size distribution graphs
from [34], for completeness. Data from the paper has
been open-sourced in the “Facebook Network Analytics
Data Sharing” Facebook group. The distributions are
based on the “all” category from the original publication.
Figure 18 shows the flow size CDF. Table 1 summarizes
statistics of the different workloads.
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Flexplane: An Experimentation Platform for Resource Management in Datacenters
Amy Ousterhout, Jonathan Perry, Hari Balakrishnan (MIT CSAIL), Petr Lapukhov (Facebook)
Abstract
Flexplane enables users to program data plane algorithms
and conduct experiments that run real application traffic
over them at hardware line rates. Flexplane explores an
intermediate point in the design space between past work
on software routers and emerging work on programmable
hardware chipsets. Like software routers, Flexplane enables users to express resource management schemes in
a high-level language (C++), but unlike software routers,
Flexplane runs at close to hardware line rates. To achieve
these two goals, a centralized emulator faithfully emulates, in real-time on a multi-core machine, the desired
data plane algorithms with very succinct representations
of the original packets. Real packets traverse the network
when notified by the emulator, sharing the same fate and
relative delays as their emulated counterparts.
Flexplane accurately predicts the behavior of several
network schemes such as RED and DCTCP, sustains aggregate throughput of up to 760 Gbits/s on a 10-core machine (⇡ 20⇥ faster than software routers), and enables
experiments with real-world operating systems and applications (e.g., Spark) running on diverse network schemes
at line rate, including those such as HULL and pFabric
that are not available in hardware today.

1

Introduction

Recently the networking community has witnessed a renewed flurry of activity in the area of programmability,
with the goal of enabling experimentation and innovation [17, 25, 34, 38]. Programmable networks facilitate
experimentation at several different levels: researchers
can experiment with new network protocols, network operators can test out new protocols before deployment,
developers can debug applications with new network optimizations, and students can implement, run, and measure
network algorithms on real hardware.
Much of this work has focused on the control plane;
platforms for programming resource management algorithms in the data plane remain limited. Examples of such
algorithms include:
• Queue management: what packet drop or ECNmarking [23] policy should be used? Examples
include RED [24], DCTCP [10], HULL [11], and
D2 TCP [50].
• Scheduling: which queue’s packet should be sent
next on a link? Examples include weighted fair
queueing (WFQ) [20], stochastic FQ [37], priority
queueing, deficit round-robin (DRR) [44], hierarchical FQ [16], pFabric [12], and LSTF [39].
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• Explicit control: how should dynamic state in packet
headers be created, used, and modified? Examples
include XCP [32], RCP [22, 49], PDQ [29], D3 [53],
and PERC [30].
Because datacenters are typically controlled by a single
entity and involve workloads with measurable objectives,
they are an ideal environment for experimentation. Nevertheless, most proposed resource management schemes
have been evaluated only in simulation because no existing platform enables experimentation in router data planes
with the desired level of programmability and usability.
Unfortunately simulations capture only part of the story;
they don’t accurately model the nuances of real network
stacks, NICs, and applications.
Previous work has explored two approaches to enabling
data plane programmability. First, programmable hardware [7, 13, 34, 45, 47] enables users to program some
data plane functions such as header manipulations. To
date programmable switching chips have not provided sufficient flexibility to support many resource management
schemes. This remains an active area of research [45, 46],
but is not a viable option today. Furthermore, even if programmable hardware proves fruitful, users must replace
their existing hardware to take advantage of it. Second,
software routers [19, 21, 27, 33, 48] offer excellent flexibility, but provide insufficient router capacity for many
applications, with the best results providing an aggregate
throughput of only 30-40 Gbits/s.
In this paper we explore an alternative approach to programming resource management schemes in switches. We
develop a system called Flexplane, which functions as
an intermediate point between software routers and hardware. It remains as programmable as software routers, but
provides substantially higher throughput. Flexplane does
not match the performance of hardware, but is still wellsuited for prototyping by researchers and students, evaluating new networking schemes with real-world operating
systems and applications, and small-scale production.
The key idea in Flexplane is to move the software that
implements the programmable data plane “off-path”. We
implement a user-specified scheme in a centralized emulator, which performs whole-network emulation in real
time. The emulator maintains a model of the network
topology in software, and users implement their schemes
in the emulated routers. Before each packet is sent on the
real network, a corresponding emulated packet traverses
the emulated network and experiences behavior specified
by the resource management scheme. Once this is complete, the real packet traverses the network without delay.
Thus, applications observe a network that supports the
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programmed scheme (Figure 1).
The rationale for this design is that resource management schemes are data-independent; they depend only on
a small number of header fields, which typically comprise
less than 1% of the total packet size.1 Thus it suffices for
resource management schemes to operate over short descriptions of packets, called abstract packets, rather than
entire packets. This allows a software entity to support
much higher aggregate throughput with the same network
bandwidth.
We have implemented Flexplane, and have written
seven different resource management schemes in it. We
performed experiments to answer the question: does offpath emulation over abstract packets provide a viable platform for experimentation with network resource management schemes? Our results show that Flexplane provides
accuracy, utility, and sufficient throughput for datacenter
applications:
• Accuracy: Flexplane accurately reproduces the
queue occupancies and flow completion times of
schemes already supported in commodity hardware
such as DropTail, RED, and DCTCP. For example,
Flexplane matches the average normalized flow completion times for small flows in DCTCP to within
12% (§5.1).
• Utility: With Flexplane, users can implement a large
number of schemes such as HULL, pFabric, etc. in
a few dozen lines of code. They can use Flexplane
to evaluate trade-offs between resource management
schemes and to quickly tune protocol parameters for
different link rates. Finally, users can experiment
with real applications such as Spark and observe
results that are not possible to observe in simulation, because they depend on the CPUs and network
stacks of real endpoints (§5.2).
• Throughput: By limiting communication between
cores, the Flexplane emulator scales nearly linearly
to achieve 760 Gbits/s of throughput with 10 cores,
for a topology of seven racks. This is about 20⇥
as much as the RouteBricks software router while
using one-third as many cores (§5.3).

2

Use Cases

In this section, we present three settings in which Flexplane can be useful and then describe the benefits of Flexplane over existing approaches.
Prototyping schemes. Network researchers frequently
develop new resource management schemes. While prototyping, they need to test their schemes under realistic
network conditions and to quickly iterate on their ideas.
1 This

contrasts with some router functions, such as encapsulation or
encryption, which require the entire packet.
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Evaluating schemes. Many people are eager to try out
new schemes and to evaluate the performance impact of
them on their applications. For example, network operators have a choice of what switch algorithms to run in their
networks and may consider upgrading their hardware to
support schemes that are newly available in ASICs (e.g.,
CONGA [9]). Before replacing their hardware, however,
operators must test a new scheme with their specific applications to evaluate the potential benefits. As another
example, students may want to implement, run, and measure resource management schemes to better understand
them.
Programmable resource management in production.
Although implementing resource management schemes
in hardware provides the best performance, Flexplane
can be used to achieve custom resource management in
a small production network in the interim until a new
scheme is supported in hardware. Fastpass [40] can be
used for a similar purpose but today supports only one
objective (max-min fairness). In contrast, Flexplane provides flexible APIs that enable users to express arbitrary
new policies in only dozens of lines of code. For example,
if one wishes to run applications on HULL in a production setting, Flexplane provides that ability over existing
hardware.
2.1

Benefits over Existing Approaches

Simulation. Today, many resource management schemes
(e.g., PDQ [29], pFabric [12], PERC [30], and LSTF [39])
are developed and tested exclusively using network simulators such as ns [6, 28] and OMNeT++ [51]. Flexplane
provides flexibility similar to that of simluators, and also
provides three additional benefits.
First, simulations are insufficient by themselves to
demonstrate a scheme’s effectiveness, because they do
not capture the nuances of real network stacks and NICs.
For many resource management schemes, implementation
details matter, and endpoint optimizations can inform protocol design. For example, burstiness due to Interrupt Coalescing and other features led the authors of HULL [11] to
add an endpoint pacer to their design. These NIC features
are not easy to model in simulations, and without testing
in a real network, it is hard to predict which optimizations
matter. By using real machines as endpoints, Flexplane
inherently captures these behaviors, allowing researchers
to better understand how their protocols would work in
practice.
Second, Flexplane enables users to evaluate resource
management schemes using real applications. Realistic
applications are not solely network bound; they involve
a complex mixture of network I/O, disk I/O, and computation. These aspects of applications are hard to model
in network simulations, but can be captured naturally by
running Flexplane with unmodified applications. Further-
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Figure 1: In Flexplane, endpoints convey their demands to the
emulator in abstract packets, the emulator emulates packets
traversing the network and experiencing the user-implemented
scheme, and the results are reflected back onto the physical network. In the real network, dashed arrows represent an abstract
packet, and the solid arrow represents the corresponding real
packet.

more, with Flexplane users can evaluate real applications
without porting them to simulation, which could be onerous for complex distributed systems (e.g., memcache or
Spark). By enabling users to evaluate resource management schemes on real network hardware with real applications, Flexplane could mitigate risk for network operators
and potentially enable greater adoption of new protocols.
Third, Flexplane experiments run in real time, completing much more quickly than simulations. For example,
a 30ms ns-2 simulation with 100,000 flows took over 3
minutes to complete; this is 6000⇥ slower than real time.
Software routers. Software routers are often used for
research and experimentation (e.g., as in [54]), but Flexplane is a better approach for the use cases described
above. Conducting large-scale experiments with software routers is infeasible because they provide insufficient throughput. Throughputs of 30-40 Gbits/s per router
limit experiments to only a few servers per router with 10
Gbits/s links; Flexplane provides 20⇥ as much throughput.
Programmable hardware. FPGAs and programmable
switching chips do not provide the convenience of expressing schemes in C++, as in Flexplane, and do not enable
experimentation in existing network infrastructure.

3

Design

Flexplane’s goal is to enable a network to support a resource management scheme, even when the switch hardware does not provide it. More specifically, packets
should arrive at their destinations with the timings and
header modifications (e.g., ECN marks) that they would
have in a hardware network that supported the desired
scheme.
To achieve this goal, Flexplane implements the scheme
in software in a single centralized multi-core server called
the emulator, which endpoints consult before sending
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each packet.2 The transmission of every packet in Flexplane involves three steps (Figure 1):
1. Convey: At the sending endpoint, Flexplane intercepts the packet before it is sent on the network. It
constructs an abstract packet summarizing the key
properties of the packet and sends it to the emulator
(§3.1).
2. Emulate: The emulator models the entire network
and emulates its behavior in real time. It delays
and modifies abstract packets in the same way the
corresponding real packets would be delayed and
modified, if they traversed a hardware network implementing the same scheme (§3.2).
3. Reflect: As soon as an abstract packet exits the emulation, the emulator sends a response to the source
endpoint. The endpoint immediately modifies the
corresponding real packet (if necessary) and sends
it, reflecting its fate onto the real network (§3.3).
These steps run in real time, with the result that packets
experience the network-level behavior in the emulator
rather than in the hardware network. While a real packet
waits at an endpoint, its abstract packet traverses the emulated topology and encounters queueing and modifications
there. When emulation is complete and the real packet
traverses the real network, it will encounter almost no
queueing and no modifications. Higher-layer protocols
perceive that the packet is queued and modified by the resource management scheme implemented in the emulator.
At the highest layer, datacenter applications experience a
network that supports the emulated scheme.
3.1

Abstract Packets

An abstract packet concisely describes a chunk of data
(e.g., a packet) to be sent onto the network. It includes
the metadata required to route the packet through the emulated topology and the header fields that are accessed by
routers running the chosen resource management scheme.
All abstract packets include the source and destination
addresses of the chunk of data, a unique identifier, and a
flow identifier.
In addition, a scheme can include custom header fields
in abstract packets, such as the type-of-service (DSCP) or
whether the sender is ECN-capable. Flexplane provides
a general framework that allows schemes to convey arbitrary packet information in abstract packets (§3.5). The
ability to convey any information enables Flexplane to
support existing resource management schemes as well as
those that will be developed in the future. It also enables
Flexplane to support schemes that require non-standard
packet formats (e.g., pFabric [12]).
2 Fastpass [40] previously introduced the idea of scheduling in a
centralized entity at the granularity of individual packets. However,
Fastpass schedules packets to achieve an explicit objective whereas
Flexplane schedules packets to achieve the behavior of a distributed
resource management scheme.
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For simplicity of emulation, all abstract packets represent the same amount of data; this can consist of one
large packet or multiple smaller packets in the same flow.
In this paper, an abstract packet represents one maximum
transmission unit (MTU) worth of packets (1500 bytes in
our network).
Network bandwidth. Because communication between
endpoints and the emulator occurs over the same network
used to transmit real packets, it reduces the available
network bandwidth (§6). However, abstract packets summarize only the essential properties of a chunk of data,
and are quite small compared to the amount of data they
represent. In a typical case, an abstract packet contains 2
bytes for each of its source, destination, flow, and unique
identifier, and 4 bytes of custom data. These 12 bytes are
less than 1% of the size of the corresponding MTU.
Abstract packets must be sent between endpoints and
the emulator in real packets, adding additional overhead.
However, multiple abstract packets can often be sent in
the same real packet, e.g., when a single send() or sendto()
call on a socket contains several packets worth of data.
Abstract packets are also efficiently encoded into real
packets; when an endpoint requests several packets in the
same flow, the flow information is not included multiple
times in the same packet to the emulator.
3.2

Emulation

The purpose of emulation is to delay and modify abstract packets just as they would be in a hardware network running the same resource management scheme. To
achieve this, the emulator maintains an emulated network
of routers and endpoints in software, configured in the
same topology and with the same routing policies as the
real network. When abstract packets arrive at the emulator, they are enqueued at their emulated sources. They
then flow through the emulated topology, ending at their
emulated destinations. As they flow through the emulated
network, they may encounter queueing delays, acquire
modifications from the routers they traverse (e.g., ECN
marks), or be dropped, just as they would in a real network. The emulator is, effectively, a real-time simulator.
To simplify emulation, the emulator divides time into
short timeslots. The duration of a timeslot is chosen to be
the amount of time it takes a NIC in the hardware network
to transmit the number of bytes represented by an abstract
packet. Thus sending an abstract packet in the emulation
takes exactly one timeslot. In each timeslot, the emulator
allows each port on each emulated router and endpoint to
send one abstract packet into the emulated network and to
receive one abstract packet from the emulated network.3
Timeslots simplify the task of ensuring that events in the
3 We assume, for simplicity, that all links in the network run at the
same rate. If this is not the case, multiple abstract packets could be sent
and received per timeslot on the higher-bandwidth links.
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emulation occur at the correct time. Instead of scheduling each individual event (e.g., packet transmission) at
a specific time, the emulator only needs to ensure that
each timeslot (which includes dozens of events) occurs
at the right time. This contrasts with ns [28, 6] and other
event-based simulators.
We assume that servers in the network support and
run any part of a scheme that requires an endpoint implementation (e.g., the endpoint’s DCTCP or XCP software).
This frees the emulator from the burden of performing
computation that can be performed in software at the endpoints instead. The emulator only emulates in-network
functionality, from the endpoint NICs onwards, and the
emulated endpoints act simply as sources and sinks to the
rest of the emulation.
3.3

Reflection

As soon as an abstract packet exits the emulation, the
emulator sends a response to the source endpoint indicating how to handle the corresponding real packet on the
real network. If the abstract packet was dropped during
emulation, the emulator will instruct the real endpoint
to drop the corresponding packet without sending it. Alternatively, if the abstract packet reached its emulated
destination, the emulator will instruct the real endpoint
to immediately modify the corresponding real packet (if
necessary) and send it.
Modifying packets before sending them is required for
correctness for schemes whose behavior depends upon received headers. For example, in ECN-based schemes [10,
11, 24, 50], routers set the ECN field in IP headers when
congestion is experienced and the recipient must echo this
congestion indication back to the sender. The receivers
in explicit control schemes [22, 29, 30, 32, 53] similarly
echo information about the network back to the senders.
Once a real packet has been modified, it will be sent
onto the network. It will traverse the same path through
the network that the corresponding abstract packet took
through the emulation, because the emulator is configured
to match the routing policies of the real network. The
packet will not acquire more modifications in the real
network, so it will arrive at its destination with the headers
specified by the emulator.
3.4

Accuracy

To be a viable platform for experimentation, Flexplane
must be accurate, meaning that its behavior predicts that
of a hardware network. More precisely, we define accuracy as the similarity between results obtained by running
an application over Flexplane with a given resource management scheme and results obtained by running the same
application over a hardware network running the scheme.
Accuracy can be measured by comparing metrics at several different levels of the network stack. In section §5.1
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int route(AbstractPkt *pkt)
return a port to enqueue this packet to
int classify(AbstractPkt *pkt, int port)
return a queue at this port to enqueue this packet to
enqueue(AbstractPkt *pkt, int port, int queue)
enqueue this packet to the given port and queue
AbstractPkt *schedule(int output port)
return a packet to transmit from this port (or null)
Emulator
input(AbstractPkt **pkts, int n)
receive a batch of n packets from the network
generic
output(AbstractPkt **pkts, int n)
output up to n packets into the network
prepare request(sk buff *skb, char *request data)
copy abstract packet data into request data
Endpoints
prepare to send(sk buff *skb, char *allocation data) modify packet headers before sending
Table 1: Flexplane API specification. Flexplane exposes C++ APIs at the emulator for implementing schemes and C APIs at the
physical endpoints, for reading custom information from packets and making custom modifications to packet headers. An sk buff is
a C struct used in the Linux kernel to hold a packet and its metadata.
Emulator
pattern

we evaluate the extent to which Flexplane provides accuracy at the network and application levels, by analyzing
metrics such as queue occupancies and flow completion
time. Here we analyze Flexplane’s accuracy at the granularity of individual packets, to better understand the ways
in which Flexplane deviates from perfect accuracy.
To understand Flexplane’s accuracy at the packet level,
we compare the latency l 0 of a packet in a Flexplane network to the latency l of a packet in an identical hardware
network that implements the same resource management
scheme. For now, we assume that both networks consist
of a single rack of servers. In the hardware network, the
latency l experienced by a packet will be the sum of the
unloaded delay u (the time to traverse the network when
empty) and the queueing delay q: l = u + q. Note that the
unloaded delay is the sum of the speed-of-light propagation delay (negligible in datacenter networks), processing
delay at each switch, and the transmission delay (the ratio
of the packet size to the link rate).
In the Flexplane network, the latency l 0 of a packet
consists of the round-trip time r the abstract packet takes
to the emulator and back, the emulated transmission delay
te (the emulator does not model switching or propagation
delays), the emulated queueing delay qe , the time the real
packet takes to traverse an unloaded network u, and any
queueing delay it encounters in the real network, q0 . For
an emulator in the same rack, r  2u and the emulation
ensures that te < u.
l 0 = r + te + qe + u + q0 < 4u + q0 + qe

(1)

Flexplane does not guarantee zero queueing within the
hardware network so q0 may be nonzero, adding some
jitter to l 0 . However, the emulation enforces bandwidth
constraints, guaranteeing that there will be sufficient bandwidth to transmit all real packets admitted into the network to their destinations. This means that though there
might be small amounts of transient queueing in the network, q0 cannot grow indefinitely. In practice we find that
q0 is very small, approximately 8-12 µs on average for a
fully utilized link (§5.1).
Emulation also contributes an additive delay to l 0 . Equation 1 estimates that for an unloaded network, the added
latency in Flexplane is about three times the latency ex-
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perienced in an equivalent hardware network, or less.
However, our experiments indicate that in practice this
additional latency is much smaller, about 1.3 times (§5.1).
This difference is because a significant fraction of the
unloaded delay u is spent in endpoint network stacks.
The emulator uses kernel bypass, reducing r significantly
below 2u, and the emulation does not model endpoint
network stacks, causing te to be significantly less than
u. In addition, for loaded networks with congestion and
queueing, these latency overheads contribute a smaller
fraction of the overall latency, and Flexplane’s latencies
better match hardware.
Multiple racks. Flexplane supports multi-rack topologies. With multiple racks, the entire network is still scheduled using a single centralized emulator. As a result,
round-trip times to the emulator and back (r) may vary
slightly across endpoints. In addition, unloaded delays
in the real network (u) will vary across packets that take
different-length paths. To ensure that all packets experience the same delay overhead from Flexplane, endpoints
delay packets so that the sum of r, u, and this additional
delay equals the sum of the maximum values of r and u
for any packet in the network. Thus with multiple racks,
the delay imposed by Flexplane will increase from that
described above, but will remain an additive factor that
is constant across all packets. With larger networks q0 ,
the queueing delay in the real network, can also increase,
adding more jitter to the end-to-end packet delay, l 0 .
In multi-rack topologies, real packets must follow the
same paths as those taken by their emulated counterparts
through the emulated network, in order to avoid causing
congestion in the real network. When the implemented
resource management scheme does not control packets’
paths, this agreement can be achieved by configuring the
routing policies in the emulated routers. For example, if
ECMP is used in the real network with a known hash function, emulated routers can run ECMP with the same hash
function. When the implemented resource management
scheme does control packets’ paths (as in CONGA [9] or
DeTail [54]), packets can be made to follow the prescribed
paths using tunneling or ECMP spoofing, as described
in [40].
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3.5

Flexplane APIs

Flexplane exposes simple APIs to users so that they can
write their own resource management schemes. It decouples the implemented network schemes from the emulation framework, so that users only need to worry about
the specific behavior of their scheme. The framework
handles passing abstract packets between different emulated components and communicating with the physical
endpoints.
Emulator APIs. To add a scheme to Flexplane, users
can choose between two C++ APIs to implement at the
emulator, as shown in Table 1. In the pattern API (the API
we expect most users to follow), users implement four
functions. These functions divide packet processing into
routing (choosing an output port), classification (choosing
amongst multiple queues for a given port), enqueuing
(adding a packet to the chosen queue or dropping it),
and scheduling (choosing a packet to dequeue from a
port). The framework calls the route, classify, and
enqueue functions, in order, for each packet arriving at
a router, and calls the schedule function on each output
port in a router once per timeslot. Each of these functions
is implemented in a separate C++ class, enabling them to
be composed arbitrarily. If the user wants more flexibility
than the pattern API, we provide a more general API
specified in the generic row of Table 1.
Endpoint APIs. Flexplane also provides a C API for
users to read and modify packet headers at the physical
endpoints. For schemes that require access to packet fields
beyond the default abstract packet fields, the user specifies
how to copy the desired custom information from the
real packet into the abstract packet, by implementing the
function prepare request. Flexplane then conveys
this data to the emulator along with the rest of the abstract
packet so that it will be available to the emulated scheme.
Similarly, users may modify packet headers at the endpoints (e.g., to add ECN marks) by implementing the
function prepare to send. This function is called
for each packet immediately before it is sent on the real
network and includes a pointer to the packet as well as an
array of bytes from the abstract packet, populated by the
resource management scheme in the emulator.
3.6

Scaling the Emulator with Multi-core

Supporting large networks with Flexplane is challenging
because it requires high aggregate emulator throughput.
The emulator uses multi-core to achieve this. It runs on a
dedicated multi-core machine; as long as each additional
core increases total throughput, the emulator can scale to
large networks by using many cores.
Common approaches to multi-core packet-processing
are ill-suited for Flexplane. For example, if Flexplane
processed each abstract packet to completion on a sin-
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Figure 2: The emulator pins network components (grey) to
CPU cores (purple) to avoid sharing state across cores.

gle core (similar to RouteBricks [21]), all cores would
contend for the shared state of emulated routers and endpoints, limiting scalability. Passing abstract packets down
a linear pipeline (as in Fastpass [40]) does not work either, because different packets may access router state in
different orders.
Instead, Flexplane’s multi-core architecture leverages
the fact that networks of routers and endpoints are naturally distributed. Flexplane pins each component of the
emulated network topology to a core and passes abstract
packets from core to core as they traverse the topology.
With this architecture, router state is never shared across
cores and cores only communicate when their network
components have packets to send to or receive from a different core. This limited communication between cores
allows throughput to scale with the number of available
cores (§5.3).
To assign emulated components to cores, the emulator distributes the routers amongst the available cores
and assigns endpoints to the same core that handles their
top-of-rack switch (Figure 2). The Flexplane framework
handles inter-core communication with FIFO queues of
abstract packets.
For large routers or computationally heavy schemes,
one core may not provide sufficient throughput. Future
work could explore splitting each router across multiple
cores. Different output ports in a router typically have
little or no shared state, so one option would be to divide
a router up by its output ports and to process different
ports on different cores.
Inter-core communication. Flexplane employs three
strategies to reduce the overhead of inter-core communication. First, Flexplane maintains only loose synchronization between cores. Each core independently ensures
that it begins each timeslot at the correct time using CPU
cycle counters, but cores do not explicitly synchronize
with each other. Tight synchronization, which we attempted with barriers, is far too inefficient to support high
throughput. Second, Flexplane batches accesses to the
FIFO queues so that all abstract packets to be sent on or
received from a queue in a single timeslot are enqueued
or dequeued together. This is important for reducing contention on shared queues. Third, Flexplane prefetches
abstract packets the first time they are accessed on a core.
This is possible because packets are processed in batches;
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3.7

Fault Tolerance

Abstract packets. Flexplane provides reliable delivery of
abstract packets both to and from the emulator. Because
each abstract packet corresponds to a specific packet or
group of packets (uniquely identified by their flow and sequential index within the flow), they are not interchangeable. For correct behavior, the emulator must receive
an abstract packet for each real packet. If the physical
network supports simple priority classes, then the traffic between endpoints and the emulator should run at
the highest priority, making these packets unlikely to be
dropped. Flexplane uses ACKs and timeouts to retransmit
any abstract packets in the unlikely event that they are
still dropped.
Emulator. We handle emulator fail-over in the same way
as in Fastpass [40]. The emulator maintains only soft
state so that a secondary emulator can easily take over on
failure. The primary sends periodic watchdog packets to
the secondary; when the secondary stops receiving them
it takes over and begins emulation. Endpoints update the
secondary with their pending abstract packets.

4

Implementation

We implemented Flexplane by extending Fastpass [40].
The Flexplane emulator uses the Intel Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [3] for low-latency access to NIC
queues from userspace. Support for Flexplane at the endpoints is implemented in a Linux kernel module, which
functions as a Linux qdisc, intercepting and queueing
packets just before they are passed to the driver queue.
We have implemented and experimented with seven
different schemes in Flexplane:
DropTail: DropTail queues with static per-queue buffers.
RED: Random Early Detection as described in [24], with
and without ECN [23].
DCTCP: ECN marking at the switches, as in [10].
Priority queueing: strict priority queueing across at most
64 queues with classification based on the DSCP field.
Deficit round-robin: round-robin across at most 64
queues, as described in [44], with classification by flow.
HULL: phantom queues as described in [11]. We omit
the hardware pacer at the endpoints.
pFabric: pFabric switches as described in [12]. We use
standard TCP cubic at the endpoints, omitting the probe
mode and other rate control optimizations. We use the
remaining flow size as the priority for each packet.
Fastpass [40] relies on clock synchronization using
the IEEE1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) to ensure
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Figure 3: Packet latency under varying loads for one sender
in Flexplane and the baseline hardware network. Points show
medians; error bars show minimum and 99th percentile observed
over 30 seconds.

that endpoints send packets at precisely the prescribed
times. However, we found that it is sufficient to clock
the transmissions of real packets using the arrivals of
the corresponding abstract packets at the endpoint. This
renders PTP unnecessary.

5

Evaluation

We conduct experiments in a large production network
on a single rack of 40 servers, each connected to a topof-rack (ToR) switch. Each server has two CPUs, each
with 20 logical cores, 32GB RAM, one 10 Gbits/s NIC,
and runs the Linux 3.18 kernel. One server is set aside for
running the emulator. The switch is a Broadcom Trident+
based device with 64x10 Gbits/s ports and 9 MBytes of
shared buffer. The switch supports a few schemes such
as WRED with ECN marking, which we disable in all
experiments except in explicit comparisons for emulation
accuracy. We use an MTU size of 1500 bytes, and we
disable TCP segmentation offload (TSO) (§6.2).
Our experiments address the following questions:
1. Accuracy: How well does Flexplane predict the
behavior of schemes already supported in hardware?
2. Utility: How easy is Flexplane to use and what
forms of experimentation can it enable?
3. Emulator throughput: Does the Flexplane emulator provide sufficient throughput to support datacenter applications?
5.1

Accuracy

In this section, we evaluate how faithfully Flexplane predicts results obtained with hardware switches, in terms
of latency for individual packets, throughput and queue
occupancies in the network, and flow completion times
observed by applications.
Latency. First we compare the latency of packets in Flexplane to that of packets running on bare hardware, in an
uncongested network. For this experiment, one client
sends MTU-sized UDP packets to a server in the same
rack, using the sockperf utility [5]; the receiver sends
back responses. We measure the RTT of the response
packets at several different rates of packets sent per second, and estimate the one-way latency as the RTT divided
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by two. We run DropTail both in Flexplane and on the
hardware switch.
The results in Figure 3 demonstrate that the per-packet
latency overhead of Flexplane is modest. Under the lightest offered load we measure (10,000 packets/s), the median latency in Flexplane is 33.8 µs, compared to 14.9 µs
on hardware. As the load increases, the latency in Flexplane increases slightly due to the additional load on the
kernel module in the sending endpoint. Flexplane is unable to meet the highest offered load (6 Gbits/s), because
of the CPU overhead of the kernel module. Note that stateof-the-art software routers add latencies of the same order
of magnitude for each hop, even without the added roundtrip time to an off-path emulator: 47.6-66.4 µs [21] for a
CPU-based software router; 30 µs [31] or 140-260 µs [27]
for GPU-based software routers.
Throughput. Next we evaluate accuracy for bulk-transfer
TCP, using network-level metrics: throughput and innetwork queueing. In each experiment, five machines
send TCP traffic at maximum throughput to one receiver.
We compare Flexplane to hardware for three schemes
that our router supports: TCP-cubic/DropTail, TCPcubic/RED, and DCTCP. We configure the hardware
router and the emulator using the same parameters for
each scheme. For DropTail we use a static per-port
buffer size of 1024 MTUs. For RED, we use min th=150,
max th=300, max p=0.1, and weight=5. For DCTCP, we
use an ECN-marking threshold of 65 MTUs, as recommended by its designers [10].
Flexplane achieves similar aggregate throughput as the
hardware. All three schemes consistently saturate the
bottleneck link, achieving an aggregate throughput of
9.4 Gbits/s in hardware, compared to 9.2-9.3 Gbits/s in
Flexplane. This 1-2% difference in throughput is due to
bandwidth allocated for abstract packets in Flexplane.
Queueing. During the experiment described above, we
sample the total buffer occupancy in the hardware router
every millisecond, and the emulator logs the occupancy
of each emulated port at the same frequency.
Table 2 shows that Flexplane maintains similar queue
occupancies as the hardware schemes. For DropTail it
maintains high occupancies (close to the max of 1024)
with large variations in occupancy, while for the other two
schemes the occupancies are lower and more consistent.
Flexplane does differ from hardware in that its occupancies tend to be slightly lower and to display more variation.
We believe this is due to the effectively longer RTT in
Flexplane. When the congestion window is reduced, the
pause before sending again is longer in Flexplane, allowing the queues to drain more.
During the Flexplane experiments, the hardware queue
sizes remain small: the mean is 7-10 MTUs and the 95th
percentile is 14-22 MTUs. These numbers are small com-
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DropTail
RED
DCTCP

Queue Occupancies (MTUs)
Hardware
Flexplane
median
s
median
s
931
73.7
837
98.6
138
12.9
104
32.5
61
4.9
51
13.0

Table 2: Flexplane achieves similar queue occupancies and
standard deviations in occupancies (s ) as hardware.

pared to the queue sizes in the emulator or in the hardware
queues during the hardware experiments, and indicate that
queueing in the hardware network does not significantly
impact the accuracy of Flexplane (§3.4).
Flow completion time. Next we evaluate Flexplane’s accuracy at the application level in terms of flow completion
time (FCT). We run an RPC-based application in which
four clients repeatedly request data from 32 servers. The
size of the requested data is determined by an empirical
workload derived from live traffic in a production datacenter that supports web search (first presented in [10]). It
includes a mixture of flows of different sizes. 53% of the
flows are small flows of less than 100KB, but 37% of the
bytes come from large flows of 10MB or larger. Request
times are chosen by a Poisson process such that the clients
receive a specified load between 10% and 80%. We normalize the FCT for each flow to the average FCT achieved
by a flow of the same size, in an unloaded network, when
flows are requested continuously.
We run this application for DropTail and DCTCP, in
Flexplane and in the hardware network. Figure 4 shows
the average normalized FCTs. For both small flows and
large flows, results with Flexplane closely match results
obtained with a hardware network. For loads up to 60%
with both schemes, Flexplane estimates average normalized FCTs of hardware to within 2-8% for small flows
and 3-14% for large flows. Accuracy decreases slightly
for higher loads of 70% and 80%, but remains within 18%
for small flows and 24% for large flows.
5.2

Flexplane Utility

In this section, we evaluate the utility of Flexplane. We
study how easy it is to write new schemes in Flexplane and
provide four examples of how Flexplane can be useful.
Ease of use. To demonstrate the simplicity of implementation, we show the key portions of the source code for
priority queueing scheduling in Figure 5. Most schemes
require only a few dozen lines of code to implement, as
shown in Table 3. pFabric requires significantly more
code than other schemes because it does not maintain
packets in FIFO order between the enqueue and dequeue
stages; 170 of the 251 lines of code are used to implement
custom queueing.
Parameter tuning. Flexplane enables users to quickly
tune protocol parameters to accommodate different net-
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Figure 4: Flexplane closely matches the average normalized flow completion times of hardware for DropTail and DCTCP. The left
two graphs show results for small flow sizes; the right two graphs show results for large flow sizes.

uint64_t q_index;
/* bsfq: find the first set bit in mask */
asm("bsfq %1,%0":"=r"(q_index):"r"(mask));
return m_bank->dequeue(port, q_index);
}
private:
PacketQueueBank *m_bank;
}

Figure 5: Source code for a priority scheduler in Flexplane over
 64 queues. A PacketQueueBank stores packets between the
calls to enqueue and schedule.

scheme
drop tail queue manager
RED queue manager
DCTCP queue manager
priority queueing scheduler
round robin scheduler
HULL scheduler
pFabric QM, queues, scheduler

LOC
39
125
43
29
40
60
251

Table 3: Lines of code (LOC) in the emulator for each resource
management scheme.

works. For example, the authors of HULL [11] conducted
evaluations using a testbed with 1 Gbits/s links; we use
Flexplane to tune HULL’s parameters to fit our 10 Gbits/s
network. We use the recommended phantom queue drain
rate of 95% of the link speed (9.5 Gbits/s). The HULL authors use a 1 KB marking threshold in a 1 Gbits/s network,
and suggest a marking threshold of 3-5 KB for 10 Gbits/s links. We found, however, that throughput degraded
significantly with a 3 KB marking threshold, achieving
only 5 Gbits/s total with four concurrent flows. We therefore increased the marking threshold until our achieved
throughput was 92% of the drain rate (this is what [11]
achieves with their parameters); the resulting threshold is
15 KB. Flexplane helped us conduct this parameter search
quickly and effectively.
Evaluating trade-offs. In this example, we demonstrate
how one might use Flexplane to evaluate the performance
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High priority FCT (us)

class PriorityScheduler : public Scheduler {
public:
AbstractPkt* PriorityScheduler::schedule(uint32_t
port) {
/* get the mask of non-empty queues */
uint64_t mask = m_bank->non_empty_qmask(port);
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Figure 6: Flexplane enables users to explore trade-offs between
different schemes. Large points show averages over the entire
experiment, faded points show averages over 1s, and ellipses
show one standard deviation. Note the flipped axes.

of a specific application with different resource management schemes. We do not argue that any scheme is better
than any other, but instead demonstrate that there are tradeoffs between different schemes (as described in [47]), and
that Flexplane can help users explore these trade-offs.
We use an RPC-based workload and consider the tradeoff that schemes make between performance for short
flows and performance for long flows. In the experiment,
four clients repeatedly request data from 32 servers. 80%
of the requests are short 1.5 KB “high priority” requests,
while the remaining 20% are 10 Mbyte “low priority”
requests. Request times are chosen by a Poisson process
such that the client NICs are receiving at about 60% of
their maximum throughput. We evaluate the schemes
discussed in §5.1, as well as TCP-cubic/per-flow-DRR,
TCP-cubic/priority-queueing, HULL, and pFabric.
Figure 6 shows the trade-off each scheme makes on
this workload. With DropTail, large queues build up in
the network, leading to high flow completion times for the
high-priority requests. However, DropTail senders rarely
cut back their sending rates and therefore achieve good
FCTs for the long requests. At the other end of the spectrum, HULL’s phantom queues cause senders to decrease
their sending rates early, leading to unutilized bandwidth
and worse performance for the low priority flows; the
high priority flows achieve relatively good performance
because they encounter little queueing in the network.
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Figure 7: Normalized flow completion times for the web search workload, for four different schemes run in Flexplane. Note the
different y axes.

Priority queueing performs well on this simple workload,
achieving good performance for both flow types. A network operator could use these results to determine what
scheme to run in their network, depending on how they
value performance of high priority flows relative to low
priority flows.
Real applications. In addition to enabling experimentation with network-bound workloads like the one above,
Flexplane enables users to evaluate the performance impact of different resource management schemes on real
applications whose performance depends on both network and computational resources. We consider two applications that perform distributed computations using
Spark [1]. The first uses block coordinate descent [2]
to compute the optimal solution to a least squares problem; this is a staple of many machine learning tasks. The
second performs an in-memory sort [4]. For this experiment, we use a small cluster of 9 machines (1 master
and 8 workers), each with 8 cores, connected via a single
switch with 1 Gbit/s links. We use Flexplane to run each
application with DropTail, DCTCP, and HULL.
Table 4 shows that different Spark applications are
affected in different ways by a change in resource management scheme. The sort application, which includes
multiple waves of small tasks and small data transfers,
shows small improvements in completion time, relative to
DropTail, when run with DCTCP or HULL. In contrast,
coordinate descent takes 4.4% longer to complete when
run with DCTCP, and 29.4% longer when run with HULL.
This is because this application sends data in a small number of bulk transfers whose throughput is degraded by
HULL’s, and to a lesser extent DCTCP’s, more aggressive
responses to congestion. Flexplane enabled us to quickly
evaluate the impact of a change in resource management
scheme on these real-world applications. Because these
applications spend much of their time performing computation (>75%), it is not possible to accurately conduct
this experiment in a network simulator today.
Reproducible research. Here we demonstrate how ex-
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DCTCP
HULL

% Change in Completion Time
Coordinate descent
Sort
+4.4%
-4.8%
+29.4%
-2.6%

Table 4: Percent change in completion time of two Spark applications when run with DCTCP or HULL, relative to when run
with DropTail.

periments that researchers conducted in simulation in
the past can be conducted on a real network with Flexplane, and how results in a real network might differ from
those in simulation. To do so, we recreate an experiment that has been conducted in several other research papers [12, 14, 26]. We use the same network configuration
and workload as in the flow completion time experiment
in §5.1; this is the same workload used in prior work.
Figure 7 shows the results of running this workload for
DropTail, DCTCP, HULL, and pFabric, in Flexplane, at
loads ranging from 10% to 80%. We present the average
and 99th percentile normalized flow completion time for
small flows, and the average normalized flow completion
time for large flows, as in prior work.
We observe the same general trends as in prior work.
For the small flows, DropTail performs the worst, with
performance degrading significantly at the highest loads
and at the 99th percentile. In contrast, pFabric maintains
good performance for small flows, even at high load and
at the tail. For large flows, DCTCP and DropTail maintain
the best performance, while HULL and pFabric degrade
significantly at loads of 70%-80%. For HULL, this is
because the required bandwidth headroom begins to significantly limit large flows. For pFabric, performance
degrades at high load because short queues cause many
packets to be dropped. This may be exacerbated by the
fact that we do not use all TCP modifications at the endpoints, including the probe mode (which is particularly
important at high load).
Our results demonstrate an unexpected phenomenon.
One would expect that under low load (e.g., 10%),
small flows would achieve a normalized FCT close to
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5.3

Emulator Throughput

The aggregate throughput of the Flexplane emulator determines the size of network and the types of applications
that Flexplane can support. In this section we evaluate
how emulator throughput scales with the number of cores
and how it varies across resource management schemes.
Workload. For all throughput experiments, we generate
a synthetic network load using additional cores on the
emulator machine. Sources and destinations are chosen
uniformly at random. Timings obey Poisson arrivals and
we vary the mean inter-arrival time to produce different
network loads. We run an automated stress test to determine the maximum sustainable throughput for a given
configuration. It begins with low load and periodically
adjusts the load, increasing it as long as all cores are able
to sustain it, and decreasing it when a core falls behind.
We report the total throughput observed over the last 30
seconds, aggregated over all routers in the topology. We
conduct experiments on a 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon CPU E78870 with 10 cores and 32GB of RAM.
Scaling with number of cores. We consider several variants on a simple datacenter network topology. Each topology includes racks of 32 endpoints connected via a ToR
switch; ToRs are connected by a single aggregation (Agg)
switch. We assign the Agg switch to its own CPU core,
and assign each ToR and its adjacent endpoints to another
core, as shown in Figure 2. As we vary the number of
racks in the topology, we also vary the fraction of traffic
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Router throughput (Gbits/s)

1; previous simulation results have corroborated this intuition [12, 26]. In contrast, our results show that the
average normalized FCTs across all schemes begin at
around 2.5, even under the lightest load. These results
obtained in Flexplane agree with those obtained on the
hardware network, for DropTail and DCTCP (Figure 4).
This unexpected behavior is due to the properties of real
endpoint network stacks. In real endpoints, applicationlayer latency depends on the rate at which packets are
sent; when packets are sent at a high enough rate, the
latency decreases significantly. For example, in our network, the ping utility reports average ping latencies of
77 µs when pings are sent every 2 ms; this decreases to
14 µs when pings are sent every 50 µs. Because many
of the bytes in this workload belong to large flows, the
number of queries per second is relatively small (513
per second to saturate a 10 Gbits/s NIC). The result is
that, under most loads, packets are not sent at a high
enough rate for small flows to achieve the ultra-low latency achieved when flows are requested continuously;
their normalized FCTs are thus much higher than 1. Large
flows still approach normalized FCTs of 1 because the
FCT is dominated by the transmission time. This behavior
would be hard to capture accurately in simulation, but is
automatically captured with Flexplane.
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Figure 8: Maximum throughput achieved by the Flexplane
emulator for different numbers of emulation cores. The grey
dashed line indicates linear scaling based on the throughput
achieved with a single emulation core.

whose source and destination are in different racks so that
in any given configuration, all routers process the same
amount of network throughput. All routers run DropTail.
The largest topology we measure has seven racks and
achieves a total throughput of 761 Gbits/s. Thus, for
example, the emulator could support a network of 224
servers sending at an average rate of 2.5 Gbits/s or a
network of 56 servers sending continuously at 10 Gbits/s.
This is sufficient throughput for small scale datacenter
applications with high network utilization, or medium
scale applications with lower network utilization.
Figure 8 shows how throughput scales with different
numbers of racks in the topology and correspondingly
with different numbers of emulation cores. When racks
are connected with an Agg switch (red line), throughput
falls short of linear scaling (grey line), but each additional
core still provides about 77 Gbits/s of additional throughput. To understand the shortfall from linear scaling, we
also show the throughput achieved by a simplified topology of isolated racks in which there is no Agg switch
and all traffic is intra-rack (blue line). With this topology,
throughput scales almost linearly, achieving 112 Gbits/s
of added throughput per core on average, 95% of the
118 Gbits/s achieved by a single core. Thus only a small
portion (at most 15%) of the throughput shortfall with
connected racks is due to unavoidable contention between
cores for shared resources such as the L3 cache. The
majority of the shortfall is due to communication with
the extra Agg core; a more sophisticated mechanism for
inter-core communication might help reduce this shortfall.
Throughput across schemes. Figure 9 shows the maximum throughput achieved by each of the schemes we
implemented in Flexplane, for a simple topology with
one rack of 32 endpoints. DCTCP and DropTail achieve
the highest throughput, about 120 Gbits/s. Most other
schemes are only slightly more complex and achieve similar throughputs. The most complex scheme, pFabric,
achieves 85 Gbits/s, demonstrating that even complex
schemes can achieve sufficient throughput in Flexplane.
Comparison with software routers. Flexplane outperforms existing software routers in terms of individual
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Emulator CPUs. The emulator requires about one communication core per 550 Gbits/s of network throughput
and one emulation core per 77 Gbits/s of throughput. This
means that every 550 Gbits/s of network throughput requires about 8 cores in the emulator.
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Figure 9: Maximum throughput achieved by the emulator for
different resource management schemes with one rack of 32
machines.

router capacity. When emulating a single router with 32
endpoints, Flexplane achieves a total throughput of 118
Gbits/s, compared to a maximum of 35 Gbits/s in RouteBricks [21] and 40 Gbits/s in PacketShader [27], with
minimal forwarding.
The difference between Flexplane and previous approaches is even more pronounced when we compare
throughput per clock cycle, to normalize for different
numbers of cores used and different clock frequencies. In
its largest configuration, RouteBricks achieved 35 Gbits/s
of throughput with 32 2.8 GHz cores. In comparison, our
7 rack configuration achieves a total router throughput
of 761 Gbits/s with 10 2.4 GHz cores (8 emulation cores
plus 2 stress test cores). This amounts to 81 times as
much throughput per clock cycle in Flexplane.
The difference arises for two reasons. Because Flexplane only processes abstract packets, its memory footprint is relatively small; all of the memory used in the
stress test fits in the 30 MB L3 cache shared by the 10
cores. In contrast, RouteBricks applications accessed 4001000 bytes from memory for each 64-byte packet, likely
degrading throughput. In addition, Flexplane performs no
processing on its forwarding path involving data or header
manipulation, leaving the hardware routers to handle that
and focusing only on resource management functions.

6

Discussion

6.2

Limitations

Though Flexplane has many uses (§5.2), it has a few
limitations. First, Flexplane cannot scale to support arbitrarily large networks, because of throughput limitations
at the emulator. Our 10-core emulator supports up to
760 Gbits/s of throughput (§5.3), sufficient for experiments spanning a few racks with 10 Gbits/s links, but
insufficient for large-scale experiments involving dozens
of racks. Second, in order to provide high performance,
Flexplane maintains a fixed abstract packet size (§3.1);
this may degrade accuracy with schemes whose behavior
depends on packet size (e.g., fair queueing [20]) under
workloads with diverse packet sizes. Third, because Flexplane adds some latency overhead (§3.4), it is not suitable
for experimentation with schemes that display drastically
different behavior with small changes in network latency.
Finally, in order to faithfully emulate in-network behavior,
Flexplane requires the ability to control the transmission
time of each individual packet. This means that TCP
segmentation offload (TSO) must be disabled in order to
use Flexplane. Without TSO, many network stacks are
unable to saturate high speed links (e.g., 10 Gbits/s and
faster) with a single TCP connection; a multi-core stack
may overcome this limitation.

7

Related Work

Existing approaches to programming and experimenting
with resource management schemes fall into three broad
categories: simulation (as discussed in §2.1), programmability in software, and programmable hardware.
7.1

Programmability in Software

Network bandwidth. Communication between endpoints and the emulator consumes some of the network
bandwidth. We measured the total throughput loss due to
this communication (including abstract packets, acknowledgements, and retransmissions) to be only 1-2% of the
total achievable throughput on a 10 Gbits/s link (§5.1).

Software routers.
Software routers such as
Click [18, 33], Routebricks [21], PacketShader [27] and
GSwitch [52] process packets using general-purpose
processors or GPUs, providing similar flexibility to
Flexplane. However, Flexplane requires much less CPU
and network bandwidth – a fiftieth to a hundredth of each
– to achieve the same router throughput. Other software
approaches [8, 35, 43] supplement hardware with
programmable elements, but face the same throughput
limitations because they must process packets “on-path”
with CPUs for full flexibility.

Emulator NICs. To support larger networks, the emulator may need multiple NICs. Assuming 10 Gbits/s
NICs and that traffic to the emulator is about 1-2% of
all network traffic, the emulator needs one NIC for every
500-1000 Gbits/s of network throughput provided.

End host approaches. Eden provides a programmable
data plane for functions that can be implemented purely
at the end hosts [15]. Unlike Flexplane, it cannot support
schemes that require in-network functions beyond priority
queueing, such as D3 [53], PDQ [29], or pFabric [12].

6.1

Overheads

Flexplane consumes some network resources; in this section, we quantify these overheads.
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7.2

References

Programmable Hardware

Several approaches such as NetFPGA [34], RiceNIC [42],
CAFE [36], Chimpp [41], Switchblade [13], and [47]
use FPGAs to enable programmable header manipulations or resource management. Though these approaches
provide higher performance than software approaches,
programming an FPGA is typically much harder than programming Flexplane in C++. In addition, a network must
be equipped with FPGAs to benefit from such approaches.
Other work targets programmable switching chips. The
P4 language [17] aims to provide a standard header manipulation language to be used by SDN control protocols
like OpenFlow [38]. However, P4 does not yet provide
the primitives necessary to support many resource management schemes, and, as a domain-specific language,
P4 falls short of the usability of C++. The Domino language [45] allows users to express resource management
schemes in a C-like language, which the Domino compiler then compiles to programmable switches. Domino
approaches the flexibility of Flexplane, but users must
upgrade to new programmable switches in order to reap
the benefits. In contrast, Flexplane provides a way to
experiment in existing network infrastructure.

8

Conclusion

In this paper we presented Flexplane, an experimentation
platform for users to program resource management algorithms in datacenter networks. We demonstrated that Flexplane accurately reproduces the behavior of schemes already supported in hardware, sustains aggregate throughput of up to 760 Gbits/s with a 10-core implementation,
and enables experimentation with schemes not yet supported in commodity routers. Flexplane offers a practical
alternative to simulation for researchers, a way of evaluating new protocols for network operators, and a platform
for experimenting in real networks for students.
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Abstract
We describe the design, implementation, and evaluation
of Occult (Observable Causal Consistency Using Lossy
Timestamps), the first scalable, geo-replicated data store that
provides causal consistency to its clients without exposing
the system to the possibility of slowdown cascades, a key
obstacle to the deployment of causal consistency at scale.
Occult supports read/write transactions under PC-PSI, a
variant of Parallel Snapshot Isolation that contributes to
Occult’s immunity to slowdown cascades by weakening how
PSI replicates transactions committed at the same replica.
While PSI insists that they all be totally ordered, PC-PSI
simply requires total order Per Client session. Nonetheless,
Occult guarantees that all transactions read from a causally
consistent snapshot of the datastore without requiring any coordination in how transactions are asynchronously replicated.

1 Introduction
Causal consistency [7] appears to be ideally positioned to
respond to the needs of the sharded and geographically
replicated data stores that support today’s large-scale web
applications. Without imposing the high latency of stronger
consistency guarantees [30, 38], it can address many issues
that eventual consistency leaves unresolved. This brings clear
benefits to users and developers: causal consistency is all
that is needed to preserve operation ordering and give Alice
assurance that Bob, whom she had defriended before posting
her Spring-break photos, will not be able to access her
pictures, even though Alice and Bob access the photo-sharing
application using different replicas [13, 20, 39]. Yet, causal
consistency has not seen widespread industry adoption.
This is not for lack of interest from the research community. In the last few years, we have learned that no guarantee
stronger than real-time causal consistency can be provided
in a replicated data store that combines high availability with
convergence [43], and that, conversely, it is possible to build
convergent causally-consistent data stores that can efficiently
handle a large number of shards [10, 14, 27, 28, 39, 40].
We submit that industry’s reluctance to deploy causal
consistency is in part explained by the inability of its current
implementations to comply with a basic commandment
for scalability: do not let your performance be determined
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by your slowest component. In particular, current causal
systems often prevent a shard in replica R from applying
a write w until all shards in R have applied all the writes
that causally precede w. Hence, a slow or failed shard (a
common occurrence in any large-enough deployment) can
negatively impact the entire system, delaying the visibility of
updates across many shards and leading to growing queues
of delayed updates. As we show in Section 2, these effects
can easily snowball to produce the “slowdown cascades”
that Facebook engineers recently indicated [8] as one of the
key challenges in moving beyond eventual consistency.
This paper presents Occult (Observable Causal
Consistency Using Lossy Timestamps), the first georeplicated and sharded data store that provides causal
consistency to its clients without exposing the system to
slowdown cascades. To make this possible, Occult shifts the
responsibility for the enforcement of causal consistency from
the data store to its clients. The data store makes its updates
available as soon as it receives them, and causal consistency
is enforced on reads only for those updates that clients are
actually interested in observing. In essence, Occult decouples
the rate at which updates are applied from the performance
of slow shards by optimistically rethinking the sync [48]:
instead of enforcing causal consistency as an invariant of the
data store, through its read-centric approach Occult appears
to applications as indistinguishable from a system that does.
Because it never delays writes to enforce consistency,
Occult is immune from the dangers of slowdown cascades.
It may, however, delay read operations from shards that are
lagging behind to ensure they appear consistent with what
a user has already seen. We expect such delays to be rare
in practice because a recent study of Facebook’s eventuallyconsistent production system found that fewer than six out
of every million reads were not causally consistent [42].
Our evaluation confirms this. We find that our prototype of
Occult, when compared with the eventually-consistent system (Redis Cluster) it is derived from, increases the median
latency by only 50µs, the 99th percentile latency by only
400µs for a read-heavy workload (4ms for a write-heavy
workload), and reduces throughput by only 8.7% for a
read-heavy workload (6.9% for a write-heavy workload).
Occult’s read-centric approach, however, raises a thorny
technical issue. Occult requires clients to determine how their
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local state depends on the state of the entire data store; such
global awareness is unnecessary in systems that implement
causal consistency within the data store, where simply
tracking the immediate predecessors of a write is enough to
determine when the write should be applied [39]. In principle,
it is easy to use vector clocks [29, 44] to track causal dependencies at the granularity of objects or shards. However, their
overhead at the scale that Occult targets is prohibitive. Occult
instead uses causal timestamps that, by synthesizing a variety
of techniques for compressing dependency information, can
achieve high accuracy (reads do not stall waiting for updates
that they do not actually depend on) at low cost. We find
that 24-byte timestamps suffice to achieve an accuracy of
99.6%; 8 more bytes give an accuracy of 99.96%.
Causal timestamps also play a central role in Occult’s
support for scalable read-write transactions. Transactions
in Occult operate under a variant of Parallel Snapshot Isolation [55]. Occult ensures that all transactions always observe
a consistent snapshot of the system, even though the datastore
no longer evolves through a sequence of monotonically
increasing consistent snapshots. It uses causal timestamps
to not only track transaction ordering but also atomicity (by
making writes of a transaction causally dependent on each
other). This novel approach is key to the scalability of Occult’s transactions and their immunity to slowdown cascades.
The responsibility for commit is again shifted to the client,
which uses causal timestamps to detect if a transaction has
observed an inconsistent state due to an ordering or atomicity
violation and, if so, aborts it. Committed writes instead
propagate asynchronously to slaves, allowing the commit
logic to scale independently of the number of slave replicas.
In summary, the contributions of this paper include:
• A novel and light-weight read-centric implementation
of causal consistency. By shifting enforcement to the
clients, it ensures that they never observe non-causal
states, while placing no restrictions on the data store.
• A new transactional isolation level called Per-Client
Parallel Snapshot Isolation (PC-PSI), a variant of PSI,
that contributes to Occult’s immunity to slowdown
cascades by weakening how PSI replicates transactions
committed at the same replica.
• A novel scalable protocol for providing PC-PSI that
uses causal timestamps to enforce both atomicity and
transaction ordering and whose commit latency is
independent of the number of replicas in the system.
• An implementation and evaluation of Occult, the first
causally consistent store that implements these ideas
and is immune to slowdown cascades.

2 Motivation
Causal consistency ensures that clients observe their own
updates and read from a state that includes all operations that
they have previously observed. This promise aims for a sweet
spot in the debate on the guarantees that a sharded and geo-
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Figure 1: Example of a slowdown cascade in traditional causal consistency. Delayed
replicated write(a) delays causally dependent replicated write(b) and write(c)

replicated data store should offer. On the one hand, causal
consistency maintains most of the performance edge of eventual consistency [60] over strong consistency, as all replicas
are available for reads under network partitions [30, 38]. On
the other hand, it minimizes the associated baggage of increased programmer complexity and user-visible anomalies.
By ensuring that all clients see updates that may potentially
be causally related [34] in the same order, causal consistency
can, for example, address the race conditions that a VP of
Engineering at Twitter in a 2013 tech talk called “the biggest
problem for Twitter” [33]: when fanning out tweets from
celebrities with huge followings, some feeds may receive reactions to the tweets before receiving the tweets themselves.
Despite these obvious benefits, however, causal consistency is largely not deployed in production systems, as existing implementations are liable to experience, at scale, one
of the downsides of strong consistency: slowdown cascades.

2.1 Slowdown Cascades
When systems scale to sufficient size, failures become
an inevitable and regular part of their operation [25, 26].
Performance anomalies, e.g., one node running with lower
throughput than the rest of the system, are typical, and can
be viewed as a kind of partial failure. Potential causes of
such failures include abnormally-high read or write traffic,
partially malfunctioning hardware, or a localized network
issue, like congestion in a top-of-rack switch. In a partitioned
system, a failure within a partition will inevitably affect the
performance of that partition. A slowdown cascade occurs
when the failure spills over to affect other partitions.
Industry has long identified the spectre of slowdown
cascades as one of the leading reasons behind its reluctance
to build strongly consistent systems [8, 17], pointing out how
the slowdown of a single shard, compounded by query amplification (e.g., a single user request in Facebook can generate
thousands of, possibly dependent, internal queries to many
services), can quickly cascade to affect the entire system.
All existing causally consistent systems [14, 28, 39, 40,
63] are susceptible to slowdown cascades. The reason, in
essence, is that, to present clients with a causally consistent
data store, these systems delay applying a write w until after
the data store reflects all the writes that causally precede w.
For example, in Eiger [40] each replicated write w carries
metadata that explicitly identifies the writes that directly
precede w in the causal dependency graph. The datacenter
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Figure 2: Average queue length of buffered replicated writes in Eiger under normal
conditions and when a single shard is delayed by 100 ms.

then delays applying w until these dependencies have been
applied locally. The visibility of a write within a shard can
then become dependent on the timeliness of other shards
in applying their own writes. As Figure 1 shows, this is a
recipe for triggering slowdown cascades: because shard A
of DC2 lags behind in applying the write propagating from
DC1, all shards in DC2 must also wait before they make
their writes visible. Shard A’s limping inevitably affects
Emily’s query, but also unnecessarily affects Frank’s, which
accesses exclusively shards B and C.
In practice, even a modest delay can trigger dangerous
slowdown cascades. Figure 2 shows how a single slow
shard affects the size of the queues kept by Eiger [40] to
buffer replicated writes. Our setup is geo-replicated across
two datacenters in Wisconsin and Utah, each running Eiger
sharded across 10 physical machines. We run a workload
consisting of 95% reads and 5% writes from 10 clients in
Wisconsin and a read-only workload from 10 clients in Utah.
We measure the average length of the queues buffering
replicated writes in Utah. Larger queues mean that newer
replicated writes take longer to be applied. If all shards
proceed at approximately the same speed, the average queue
length remains stable. However, if any shard cannot keep
up with the arrival rate of replicated writes, then the average
queue length across all shards grows indefinitely.

3 Observable Causal Consistency
To free causal consistency from slowdown cascades, we
revisit what causal consistency requires.
Like every consistency guarantee, causal consistency
defines a contract between the data store and its users that
specifies, for a given set of updates, which values the data
store is allowed to return in response to user queries. In
particular, causal consistency guarantees that each client
observes a monotonically non-decreasing set of updates
(including its own), in an order that respects potential
causality between operations.
To abide by this contract, existing causally consistent data
stores, when replicating writes, enforce internally a stronger
invariant than the contract requires: they ensure that clients
observe a monotonically non-decreasing set of updates
by evolving their data store only through monotonically
non-decreasing updates. This strengthening satisfies the
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contract but, as we saw in Section 2, leaves these systems
vulnerable to slowdown cascades.
To resolve this issue, Occult moves the output commit
to the clients: letting clients themselves determine when
it is safe to read a value frees the data store to make writes
visible to clients immediately, without having to first apply
all causally preceding writes. Given the duties that many
causally consistent data stores already place on their clients
(such as maintaining the context of dependencies associated
with each of the updates they produce [39, 40]), this is only
a small step, but it is sufficient to make Occult impervious to
slowdown cascades. Furthermore, Occult no longer needs
its clients to be sticky (real-world systems like Facebook
sometimes bounce clients between datacenters because
of failures, load balancing, and/or load testing [8]). By
empowering clients to determine independently whether a
read operation is safe, it is no longer problematic to expose a
client to the state of a new replica R2 that may not yet reflect
some of the updates the client had previously observed on
a replica R1.
The general outline of a system that moves the enforcement of causal consistency to read operations is
straightforward. Each client c needs to maintain some
metadata to encode the most recent state of the data store that
it has observed. On reading an object o, c needs to determine
whether the version of o that the data store currently holds
is safe to read (i.e., if it reflects all the updates encoded in c’s
metadata): to this end, the data store could keep, together with
o, metadata of its own to encode the most recent state known
to the client that created that version of o. If the version
is deemed safe to read, then c needs to update its metadata
to reflect any new dependency; if it is not, then c needs to
decide how to proceed (among its options: try again; contact
a master replica guaranteed to have the latest version of o; or
trade safety for availability by accepting a stale version of o).
The key challenge, however, is identifying an encoding of
the metadata that minimizes both overhead and read latency.
Since each object in the data store must be augmented
with this metadata, the importance of reducing its size is
obvious; keeping metadata small, however, reduces its ability
to track causal dependencies accurately. Any such loss
in definition is likely to introduce spurious dependencies
between updates. Although these dependencies can never
lead to slowdown cascades in Occult, they can increase the
chances that read operations will be unnecessarily delayed.
Occult’s compressed causal timestamps leverage structural
and temporal properties to strike a sweet spot between
metadata overhead and accuracy (§5).
These causal timestamps have another, perhaps more surprising consequence: they allow Occult to offer the first scalable implementation of causal read-write transactions (§6).
Just as the data-store need not be causal, transactions need
not take effect atomically in the datastore. They simply need
to appear atomic to clients. To achieve this, Occult makes
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a transaction’s writes causally depend on each other. This
guarantees that clients that seek to read multiple writes from a
transaction will independently determine that they must either
observe all of the transactions’s writes, or none. In contrast,
transactions that seek to read a single of the transaction’s
writes will not be unnecessarily delayed until other replicas
have applied writes that they are not interested in. Once
again, this is a small step that yields big dividends: transactional writes need no longer be replicated synchronously
for safety, obviating the possibility of slowdown cascades.

4 Occult: The Basic Framework
We first outline the system model and an idealized implementation of Occult’s basic functionality: clients that read
individual objects perceive the data store as causally consistent. We discuss how to make the protocol practical in §5 and
sketch Occult’s more advanced features (transactions) in §6.

4.1 System Model
Our system is a sharded and replicated key-value store
where each replica is located in a separate datacenter with
a full copy of the data. The keyspace is divided into a large
number of shards, i.e., disjoint key ranges. There can be tens
or hundreds of thousands of shards, of which multiple can
be colocated on the same physical host.
We assume an asynchronous master-slave replication
model, with a publicly designated master for every shard.
This master shard accepts writes, and asynchronously, but in
order, replicates writes to the slave shards. This design is common to several large-scale real-world systems [19, 20, 49, 51]
that serve read-heavy workloads with online queries. Masterslave replication has higher write latency than multi-master
schemes, but avoids the complexity of dealing with concurrent conflicting writes that can lead to lost updates [39] or
require more complex programming models [24].
Clients in our system are co-located with a replica in the
same datacenter. Each client reads from its local replica
and writes to the master shard (possibly located in a remote
replica); a client library enforces causal consistency for reads
and attaches metadata to writes. While clients normally read
from the shards in their replica, there is no requirement for
them to be “sticky” (§3).

4.2 Causal Timestamps
Occult tracks and enforces causal consistency using
shardstamps and causal timestamps. A shard’s shardstamp
counts the writes that the shard (master or slave) has
accepted. A causal timestamp is a vector of shardstamps that
identifies a global state across all shards: each entry stores
the number of known writes from the corresponding shard.
Keeping an entry per shard rather than per object trades-off
accuracy against metadata overhead: in exchange for smaller
timestamps, it potentially creates false dependencies among
all updates to objects mapped to the same shard.
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Occult uses causal timestamps for (i) encoding the most
recent state of the data store observed by a client and (ii)
capturing the set of causal dependencies for write operations.
An object version o created by write w is associated with
a causal timestamp that encodes all writes in w’s causal
history (i.e., w and all writes that causally preceded it).
Upon reading o, a client updates its causal timestamp to the
element-wise maximum of its current value and that of o’s
causal timestamp: the resulting vector defines the earliest
state of the datastore that the client is now allowed to read
from to respect causal consistency.

4.3 Basic Protocol
Causal consistency in Occult results from the cooperation
between servers and client libraries enabled by causal
timestamps. Client libraries use them to validate reads,
update them after successful operations, and attach them
to writes (Figure 3). Servers store them along with each
object, and return one during reads. In addition, servers track
the state of each shard using a dedicated shardstamp; when
returned in response to a read request, it helps client libraries
determine whether completing the read could potentially
violate causal consistency (Figure 4).
Write Protocol Occult associates with any value written
v a causal timestamp summarizing all of v’s causal dependencies. The client library attaches its causal timestamp to every
write and sends it to the master of the corresponding shard.
The master increments the relevant shardstamp, updates the
received causal timestamp accordingly, and stores it with
the newly written value. It then asynchronously replicates
the write to its slaves, before returning the shardstamp to the
client library. Slaves receive writes from the master in order,
along with the associated causal timestamps and shardstamps,
and update their state accordingly. On receiving the shardstamp, the client library in turn updates its causal timestamp
to reflect its current knowledge of the shard’s state.
Read Protocol A client reads from its local server,
which replies with the desired object’s most recent value,
that value’s dependencies (i.e., its causal timestamp), and
the current shardstamp of the appropriate shard. The
returned shardstamp s makes checking for consistency
straightforward. The client simply compares s with the entry
of its own causal timestamp for the shard in question (call
it sc) . If s is at least sc, then the shard already reflects all
the local writes that the client has already observed.
When reading from the master shard, the consistency
check is guaranteed to succeed. When reading from a slave,
however, the check may fail: replication delays from the
master shard in another datacenter may prevent a client from
observing its own writes at the slave; or the client may have
already observed a write in a different shard that depends
on an update that has not yet reached the slave; .
If the check fails (i.e., the read is stale), the client has
two choices. It can retry reading from the local replica
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# cli ts

i s the c l i e n t ’ s causal timestamp

d e f w r i t e ( key , v a l u e ) :
s h r d i d = s h a r d ( key )
master server = master ( shrd id )
s h a r d s t a m p = m a s t e r s e r v e r . w r i t e ( key , v a l u e , c l i t s )
c l i t s [ s h r d i d ] = max ( c l i t s [ s h r d i d ] , s h a r d s t a m p )
d e f r e a d ( key ) :
s h r d i d = s h a r d ( key )
local server = local ( shrd id )
v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p = l o c a l s e r v e r . r e a d ( key )
cli ss = c l i t s [ shrd id ]
i f i s S l a v e ( l o c a l s e r v e r ) and s h a r d s t a m p < c l i s s :
r e t u r n f i n i s h S t a l e R e a d ( key )
e l s e : c l i t s = entrywise max ( c l i t s , deps )
return value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

d e f w r i t e ( key , v a l u e , d e p s ) : # ( on m a s t e r s )
s h r d i d = s h a r d ( key )
s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h r d i d ] += 1
shardstamp = shardstamps [ shrd id ]
deps [ s h a r d i d ] = shardstamp
s t o r e ( key , v a l u e , d e p s )
f o r s i n mySlaves ( s h a r d i d ) :
a s y n c ( s . r e p l i c a t e ( key , v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p ) )
return shardstamp
d e f r e p l i c a t e ( key , v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p ) : # ( on s l a v e s )
s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ] = s h a r d s t a m p
s t o r e V a l u e ( key , v a l u e , d e p s )
d e f r e a d ( key ) :
s h a r d s t a m p = s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ]
r e t u r n ( g e t V a l u e ( key ) , g e t D e p s ( key ) , s h a r d s t a m p )

Figure 3: Client Library Pseudocode

Figure 4: Server Pseudocode

until the shardstamp advances enough to clear the check.
Alternatively, it can send the read to the master shard, which
always reflects the most recent state of the shard, at the cost
of increased latency and additional load on the master. Occult
adopts a hybrid strategy: it retries locally for a maximum
of r times (with an exponentially increasing delay between
retries) and only then reads from the master replica. This approach resolves most stales quickly, while preventing clients
from overloading their local slaves with excessive retries.
Finally, the client updates its causal timestamp to reflect
the dependencies included in the causal timestamp returned
by the server, ensuring that future successful reads will never
be inconsistent with the last read value.

explicit coordination between i and j. A better solution is
instead to rely on loosely synchronized shardstamps based
on real, rather than logical, clocks [6]. This guarantees
that shardstamps differ by no more than the relative offset
between their clocks, independent of the write rate on
different master shards.
Finally, to reduce the impact of clock skew on creating
false dependencies, the master for shard i can use the causal
timestamp ts received from a client on a write operation to
more tightly synchronize its shardstamp with those of other
shards that the client has recently accessed. Rather than
blindly using the current value cl of the physical clock of the
server on which it is hosted, i can simply set its shardstamp
to be larger than the maximum among (i) its current
shardstamp; (ii) cl; and (iii) the highest of the values in ts.
Temporal compression Though using real clocks reduces
the chances of generating spurious dependencies, it does not
fully address the fundamental limitation of using modulo
arithmetic to compress causal timestamps: it is still quite
likely that shards with relatively far-apart shardstamps will
be mapped to the same entry in the causal timestamp vector.
The next step in our refinement is guided by a simple intuition: recent shardstamps are more likely to generate spurious
dependencies than older ones. Thus, rather than mapping a
roughly equal number of shards to each of its n entries, temporal compression focuses a disproportionate fraction of its ability to accurately resolve dependencies on the shards with the
most recent shardstamps. Adapting to our purposes a scheme
first devised by Adya and Liskov [6], clients assign an individual entry in their causal timestamp to the n−1 shards
with the most recent shardstamps they have observed. Each
entry also explicitly stores the corresponding shard id. All
other shards are mapped to the vector’s “catch-all” last entry.
One may reasonably fear that conflating all but n−1 shards
in the same entry will lead, when a client tries to read from
one of the conflated shards, to a large number of failed consistency checks—but it need not be so. For a large-enough
n, the catch-all entry will naturally reflect updates that were
accepted a while ago. Thus, when a client tries to read from a

5 Causal Timestamp Compression
The above protocol relies on causal timestamps with an
entry per shard, a prohibitive proposition when the number
of shards N can be in the hundreds of thousands. Occult
compresses their size to n entries (with n  N) without
introducing many spurious dependencies.
A first attempt: structural compression Our most
straightforward attempt—structural compression—maps all
shards whose ids are congruent modulo n to the same entry,
reducing a causal timestamps’ size from N to n at the cost of
generating spurious dependencies [58]. The impact of these
dependencies on performance (in the form of delayed reads)
worsens when shards have widely different shardstamps.
Suppose shards i and j map to the same entry sc and their
shardstamps read, respectively, 100 and 1000. A client that
writes to j will fail the consistency check when reading from
a slave of i until i has received at least 1000 writes. In fact,
if i never receives 1000 writes, the client will always failover
to reading from i’s master shard.
These concerns could be mitigated by requiring master
shards to periodically advance their shardstamp and then
replicate this advancement to their slaves, independent of the
write rate from clients. However, fine-tuning the frequency
and magnitude of this synchronization is difficult without
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conflated shard i, it is quite likely that the shardstamp of i will
have already exceeded the value stored in the catch-all entry.
To allow causal timestamps to maintain the invariant of
explicitly tracking the shards with the n−1 highest observed
shardstamps, we must slightly revise the client’s read and
write protocols in Figure 3. The first change involves write
operations on a shard currently mapped to the catch-all entry.
When the client receives back that shard’s current shardstamp,
it compares it to those of the n−1 shards that its causal timestamp is currently tracking explicitly. The shard with the
smallest shardstamp joins the ranks of the conflated and its
shardstamp, if it exceeds the current value, becomes the new
value of the catch-all entry for the conflated shards. The
second change occurs on reads and concerns how the client’s
causal timestamp is merged with the one returned with the
object being read. The shardstamps in either of the two causal
timestamps are sorted, and only the shards corresponding to
the highest n − 1 shardstamps are explicitly tracked going
forward; the others are conflated, and the new catch-all entry
updated to reflect the new dependencies it now includes.
Isolating datacenters With either structural or temporal
compression, the effectiveness of loosely synchronized
timestamps in curbing spurious dependencies can be significantly affected by another factor: the interplay between the
time it takes for updates to replicate across datacenters and
the relative skew between the datacenters’ clocks. Consider
two datacenters, A and B, and assume for simplicity a causal
timestamp consisting of a single shardstamp. Clocks within
each datacenter are closely synchronized and we can ignore
their skew. Say, however, that A’s clocks run s ms ahead of
those in B, that the average replication delay between datacenters is r ms, and that the average interval between consecutive
writes at masters is i ms. Assume now that a client c in A
writes to a local master node and updates its causal timestamp
with the shardstamp it receives. If c then immediately tries
to read from a local slave node, c’s shardstamp will be ahead
of the slave’s by about (s+r+i) ms: until the latter catches
up, no value read from it will be deemed safe. For clients in
B, meanwhile, the window of inconsistency under the same
circumstances would be much shorter: just (−s+r+i) ms,
potentially leading to substantially fewer stale reads.
This effect can be significant (§8.2.1). The master write
interval i, even with a read-heavy Zipfian workload, is less
than 1 ms in our experiments. However, the replication
delay r can range from a few tens to over 100 ms and cross
datacenter clock skew s can be tens of milliseconds even
when using NTP [3] (clock skew between nodes in the same
datacenter is often within 0.5-2ms). Thus, if masters are
distributed across datacenters, the percentage of stale reads
experienced by clients of different datacenters can differ by
orders of magnitude.
We solve this problem using distinct causal timestamps
for each datacenter. On writes, clients use the returned
shardstamp to update the causal timestamp of the datacenter
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hosting the relevant master shard. On reads, clients update
each of their datacenter-specific causal timestamps using the
corresponding causal timestamps returned by the server.
Two factors mitigate the additional overhead caused by
datacenter-specific causal timestamps. First, the number
of causal timestamps does not grow with the number of
datacenters, but rather with the number of datacenters
with master shards, which can be significantly lower [19].
Second, because clocks within each datacenter are closely
synchronized, these causal timestamps need fewer entries
to achieve a given target in the percentage of stale reads.

6 Transactions
Many applications can benefit from the ability to read
and write multiple objects atomically. To this end, Occult
builds on the system described for single-key operations
to provide general-purpose read-write transactions. To the
best of our knowledge, Occult is the first causal system to
support general-purpose transactions while being scalable
and resilient to slowdown cascades.
Transactions in Occult run under a new isolation property
called Per-Client Snapshot Isolation (PC-PSI), a variant of
Parallel Snapshot Isolation (PSI) [55]. PSI is an attractive
starting point because it aims to strike a careful balance
between the competing concerns of strong guarantees (important for developing applications) and scalable low-latency
operations. On the one hand, PSI requires that transactions
read from a causally consistent snapshot and precludes
concurrent conflicting writes. On the other hand, PSI takes
a substantial step towards improving scalability by letting
transactions first commit at their local datacenter and subsequently replicate their effects asynchronously to other sites
(while preserving causal ordering). In doing so, PSI sidesteps
the requirement of a total order on all transactions, which is
the primary scalability bottleneck of Snapshot Isolation [15]
(a popular guarantee in non-distributed systems).
PSI’s scalability, however, is ultimately undermined by the
constraints its implementation imposes on the order in which
transactions are to be replicated, leaving it unnecessarily
vulnerable to slowdown cascades. Specifically, PSI totally
orders all transactions that commit at a replica, and it requires
this order to be respected when the transactions are replicated
at other sites [55]. For instance, suppose the transactions
in Figure 5 are executed by four different clients on the
same replica. Under PSI, they would be totally ordered as
T1 → T2 → T3 → T4. If, when these transactions are applied
at a different replica, any of the shards in charge of applying
T2 is slow, the replication of T3 and T4 will be delayed, even
though neither has a read/write dependency on T2.
PC-PSI removes these unnecessary constraints. Rather
than totally ordering all transactions that were coincidentally
located on the same replica, PC-PSI only requires transactions to be replicated in a way that respects both read/write
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T1 : s(1) r(x) w(y=10) c(2)
T3 : s(5) r(a) w(b=50) c(6)

T2 : s(3) r(y=10) w(z) c(4)
T4 : s(7) r(b=50) w(c) c(8)

Figure 5: PSI requires transactions to be replicated in commit order. s(i) and c( j)
mean respectively start (commit) at timestamp i ( j).

dependencies and the order of transactions that belong to the
same client session (even when the client is not sticky). This
is sufficient to ensure semantically relevant dependencies,
i.e., if Alice defriends Bob in one transaction and then later
posts her Spring-break photos in another transaction, then
Bob will not be able to view her photos, regardless of which
replica he reads from. At the same time, it allows Occult
to support transactions while minimizing its vulnerability
to slowdown cascades.
Like PSI, PC-PSI precludes concurrent conflicting writes.
When implementing read-write transactions, this guarantee
is crucial to removing the danger of anomalies like lost
updates [15]. When writes are accepted at all replicas, as in
most existing causally consistent systems [10, 27, 28, 39, 40]
this guarantee comes at the cost of expensive synchronization [35], crippling scalability and driving up latency. Not
so in Occult, whose master-slave architecture makes it
straightforward and inexpensive to enforce, laying the basis
for Occult’s low-latency read/write transactions.

6.1 PC-PSI Specification
To specify PC-PSI, we start from PSI. In particular, we leverage recent work [23] that proves PSI is equivalent to lazy
consistency [6]. This isolation level is known [5] to be the
weakest to simultaneously provide two guarantees at the core
of PC-PSI: (i) transactions observe a consistent snapshot of
the database and (ii) write-write conflicts are not allowed. We
thus build on the theoretical framework behind the specification of lazy consistency [5], adding to it the requirement that
transactions in the same client session must be totally ordered.
Concretely, we associate with the execution H of a set of
transactions a directed serialization graph DSG(H), whose
nodes consist of committed transactions and whose edges
mark the conflicts (rw for read-write, ww for write-write, wr
for write-read) that occur between them. To these, we add
sd
a fourth set of edges: Ti −
→Tj if some client c first commits
Ti and then Tj (sd is short for session dependency).
The specification of PC-PSI then constrains the set of
valid serialization graphs. In particular, a valid DSG(H)
must not exhibit any of the following anomalies:
Aborted Reads A committed transaction T2 reads some
object modified by an aborted transaction T1.
Intermediate Reads A committed transaction T2 reads a
version of an object x written by another transaction T1 that
was not T1’s final modification of x.
Circular Information Flow DSG(H) contains a cycle
consisting entirely of wr, ww and sd edges.
Missed Effects DSG(H) contains a cycle that includes
exactly one rw edge.
Intuitively, preventing Circular Information Flow ensures
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that if T1 and T2 commit and T1 depends on T2, then T2
cannot depend on T1. In turn, disallowing cycles with a single
rw edge ensures that no committed transaction ever misses
writes of another committed transaction on which it otherwise
depends, i.e., committed transactions read from a consistent
snapshot and write-write conflicts are prevented (§6.3).

6.2 Executing Read/Write Transactions
Occult supports read/write transactions via a three-phase
optimistic concurrency protocol that, in line with the system’s ethos, makes clients responsible for running the logic
needed to enforce PC-PSI (see Appendix A for the protocol’s
pseudocode). First, in the read phase, a client c executing
transaction T obtains from the appropriate shards the objects
that T reads, and locally buffers T ’s writes. Then, in the
validation phase, c ensures that all read objects belong to a
consistent snapshot of the system that reflects the effects of
all transactions that causally precede T . Finally, in the commit phase, c writes back atomically all objects updated by T .
Read phase For each object o read by T , c contacts the
local server for the corresponding shard so, making sure,
if the server is a slave, not to be reading a stale version
(§4.3) of o—i.e., a version of o that is older than what c’s
causal timestamp already reflects about the state of so. If the
read is successful, c adds o, its causal timestamp, and so’s
shardstamp to T ’s read set. Otherwise, after a tunable number
of further attempts, c proceeds to read o from its master
server, whose version is never stale. Meanwhile, all writes
are buffered in T ’s write set. They are atomically committed
to servers in the final phase. Thus only committed objects
are read in this phase and cascading aborts are not possible.
Validation phase Validation involves three steps. In the
first, c verifies that the objects in its read set belong to a
consistent snapshot Σrs. It does so by checking that all pairs
oi and o j of such objects are pairwise consistent [12], i.e.,
that the saved shardstamp of the shard soi from which oi was
read is at least as up to date as the entry for soi in the causal
timestamp of o j (and vice versa). If the check fails, T aborts.
In the second step, c attempts to lock every object o
updated by a write w in T ’s write set by contacting the
corresponding shard so on the master server. If c succeeds,
Occult’s master-slave design ensures that c has exclusive
write access to the latest version of o (reads are always
allowed); if not, c restarts this step of the validation phase
until it succeeds (or possibly aborts T after n failed attempts).
In response to a successful lock request, the master server
returns two data items: 1) o’s causal timestamp, and 2) the
new shardstamp that will be assigned to w. c stores this
information in T ’s overwrite set. Note that, since they have
been obtained from the corresponding master servers, the
causal timestamps of the objects in the overwrite set are
guaranteed to be pairwise consistent, and therefore to define
a consistent snapshot Σow: Σow captures the updates of all
transactions that T would depend on after committing.
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To ensure that T is not missing any of these updates, in
the final step of validation c checks that Σrs is at least as
recent as Σow. If the check fails, T aborts.
Commit phase c computes T ’s commit timestamp tsT by
first initializing it to the causal timestamp of the snapshot Σrs
from which T read, and by then updating it to account for
the shardstamps, saved in T ’s overwrite set, assigned to T ’s
writes. The value of tsT [i] is thus set to the largest between
(i) the highest value of the i-th entry of any of the causal
timestamps in T ’s read set, and (ii) the highest shardstamp
assigned to any of the writes in T ’s write set that update an
object stored on a shard mapped to entry i. c then writes back
the objects in T ’s write set to the appropriate master server,
with tsT as their causal timestamp. Finally, to ensure that any
future transaction executed by this client will be (causally)
ordered after T , c sets its own causal timestamp to tsT .
The commit phase enforces a property that is crucial for
Occult’s scalability: it guarantees that transactions are atomic
even though Occult replicates their writes asynchronously.
Because the commit timestamp tsT both reflects all writes
that T performs and is used as the causal timestamp of
every object that T updates, tsT makes all of these updates,
in effect, causally dependent on one another. As a result,
any transaction whose read set includes any object o in T ’s
write set will necessarily either become dependent on all the
updates that T performed, or none of them.

6.3 Correctness
To implement PC-PSI, the protocol must prevent Aborted
Reads, Intermediate Reads, Circular Information Flow, and
Missed Effects. The optimistic nature of the protocol trivially
yields the first two conditions, as writes are buffered locally
and only written back when transactions commit. Occult
also precludes Circular Information Flow. Since clients
acquire write locks on all objects before modifying them,
transactions that modify the same objects cannot commit
concurrently and interleave their writes (no ww cycles).
Cycles consisting only of ww, wr, and sd edges are instead
prevented by the structure of OCC, whose read phase strictly
precedes all writes: if a sequence of ww/wr/sd edges leads
from T1 to T2, then T1 must have committed before T2, and
could not have observed the effects of T2 or created a write
with a lower causal timestamp than T2’s.
Finally, Occult’s validation phase prevents Missed Effects.
By contradiction, suppose that all transactions involved
in a DSG cycle with a single anti-dependency (rw) edge
have passed the validation phase. Let T be the transaction
from which that edge originates, ending in T ∗. Let T−1
immediately precede T in the cycle. Let o be the object
written by T ∗ whose update T missed. Either T−1 and T ∗ are
one, or T−1 wr/ww/sd depends on T ∗: either way, Occult’s
protocol ensures that the commit timestamp of T−1 is at
least as large as that of T ∗. By assumption, T missed some
update to o: hence, the shardstamp for o’s shard so in T ’s
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readset must be smaller that the corresponding entry in the
commit timestamps of T ∗ and T−1. There are three cases:
sd
(i) T−1 −
→T . The client that issued both T−1 and T must have
decreased its causal timestamp after committing T−1, but the
protocol ensures causal timestamps increase monotonically.
ww
(ii) T−1 −
−
→T . Since T overwrites an object updated by T−1,
T ’s overwrite set must include T−1’s commit timestamp.
But then T would fail in validating its read set against its
overwrite set, since the latter has a larger entry corresponding
to so than the former.
wr
(iii) T−1 −→ T . Since T reads an object updated by T−1, its
read set contains T−1’s commit timestamp. But then T would
fail in validating its read set, since the object updated by T−1
and the version of o read by T would be pairwise inconsistent.
Each case leads to a contradiction: hence no such cycle
can occur and no effects are missed.

7 Fault Tolerance
Server failures Slave failures in Occult only increase read
latency as slaves never accept writes and read requests to
failed slaves eventually time-out and redirect to the master.
Master failures are more critical. First, as in all single-master
systems [56], no writes can be processed on a shard with
a failed master. Second, in common with all asynchronously
replicated systems [11, 14, 39, 40, 56], Occult exhibits a
vulnerability window during which writes executed at the
master may not yet have been replicated to slaves and may
be lost if the master crashes. These missing writes may
cause subsequent client requests to fail: if a client c’s write
to object o is lost, c cannot read o without violating causality.
This scenario is common to all causal systems for which
clients do not share fate with the servers to which they
write. Occult’s client-centric approach to causal consistency,
however, creates another dangerous scenario: as datacenters
are not themselves causally consistent, writes can be
replicated out of order. A write y that is dependent on a write
x can be replicated to another datacenter despite the loss of x,
preventing any subsequent client from reading both x and y.
Master failures can be handled using well-known
techniques: individual machine failures within a datacenter
can be handled by replicating the master locally using
chain-replication [59] or Paxos [36], before replicating
asynchronously to other replicas.
Client failures A client failure for single-key operations
impacts only the failed client as neither reads nor writes create temporary server state. In transactional mode, however,
clients modify server state during the commit phase: they acquire locks on objects in the transaction’s write-set and write
back new values. A client failure during the transaction commit process may thus cause locks to be held indefinitely by
failed clients, preventing other transactions from committing.
Such failures can be handled by augmenting Occult with
Bernstein’s cooperative termination protocol [16] for coor-
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dinator recovery [32, 64]. Upon detecting a suspected client
failure, individual shards can attempt to elect themselves as
backup coordinator (using an instance of Paxos to ensure that
a single coordinator is elected). The backup coordinator can
then appropriately terminate the transaction (by committing
it if a replica shard successfully received an unlock request
with the appropriate transaction timestamp using the buffered
writes at every replica, or aborting it otherwise).

8 Evaluation

8.2 Performance and Overhead

Our evaluation answers three questions:
1. How well does Occult perform in terms of throughput,
latency, and transaction abort rate?
2. What is its overhead when compared to an eventuallyconsistent system?
3. What is the effect of server slowdowns on Occult?
We have implemented Occult by modifying Redis Cluster [4], the distributed implementation of the widely-used
Redis key-value store. Redis Cluster divides the entire
key-space into N logical shards (default N = 16K), which
are then evenly distributed across the available physical
servers. Our causal timestamps track shardstamps at the
granularity of logical shards to avoid dependencies on the
physical location of the data.
For a fair comparison with Occult, we modify our Redis
Cluster baseline to allow reads from slaves (Redis Cluster
by default uses primary-backup [53] replication for fault
tolerance). We further modify the Redis client [2] to, like
Occult, allow for client locality: the client prioritizes reading
from shards in its local datacenter and executes write
operations at the master shard.

8.1 Experimental Setup
Unless otherwise stated, we run our experiments on
CloudLab [1, 52] with 20 server and 20 client machines
evenly divided across two datacenters in Wisconsin (WI)
and South Carolina (SC); the cross-datacenter ping latency
is 39ms. Each machine has dual Intel E5-2660 10-core
CPUs and dual-port Intel 10Gbe NICs, with respectively
160GB memory (WI) and 256GB (SC). Our experiments
use public IP addresses, routable between CloudLab sites,
which are limited to 1Gbps. Each server machine runs four
instances of the server process, with each server process
being responsible for N/40 logical shards. Half of all shards
have a master in WI and a slave in SC; the other half have
the opposite configuration.
Client machines run the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [21]. We run experiments with both of
YCSB’s Zipfian and Uniform workloads but, for brevity,
show results only for the Zipfian distribution, more representative of real workloads. Prior to the experiments, we
load the cluster with 10 million records following YCSB’s
default, i.e., keys varying in size up to 23B and 1KB values.
We report results at peak goodput, running for at least 100
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seconds and then excluding 10-second ramp-up and rampdown periods. Goodput measures successful operations
per second, e.g., a read that needs to be retried four times
will only be counted once towards goodput. The bottleneck
resource for all experiments is out bound network bandwidth
on the hottest master. The CPU on the hottest master is
nearly saturated (> 90% utilization) and would almost
immediately bottleneck each system at a similar throughput
if we were able to increase the network bandwidth.
8.2.1 Single Key Operations
We first quantify the overhead of enforcing causal consistency
in Occult. We show results for a read-heavy (95% reads, 5%
writes) workload, which is more interesting and challenging
for our system. Write-heavy workloads performed better in
general: we include them in Appendix B.1 for completeness.
We compare system throughput as a function of causal
timestamp size, for each of the previously described schemes
(structural, temporal, and temporal with datacenter isolation),
with Redis cluster as the baseline. Temporal compression
requires a minimum of two entries per causal timestamp;
adding datacenter isolation (DC-Isolate), doubles this
number, so that the smallest number of shardstamps used
by DC-Isolate is four.
In the best case (DC-Isolate scheme with four-entry
timestamps), Occult’s performance is competitive with
Redis, despite providing much stronger guarantees: its
goodput is only 8.7% lower than Redis (Figure 6a) and its
mean and tail latency are, respectively, only 50 μs and 400
μs higher than in Redis (Figure 6b). Other schemes perform
either systematically worse (Structural), or require twice the
number of shardstamps to achieve comparable performance
(Temporal). The low performance of the structural and
temporal schemes are due to their high stale read rate
(Figures 6c and 6d). In contrast, DC-Isolate has very a low
percentage of stale reads even with small causal timestamps.
Its slight drop in goodput is primarily due to Occult’s other
source of overhead: the CPU, network, and storage cost
of attaching and storing timestamps to requests and objects.
These results highlight the tension between overhead and
precision: larger causal timestamps reduce the amount of
stale reads (as evidenced by the improved performance of
the temporal scheme when vector size grows), but worsen
overhead (the goodput of the DC-Isolate scheme actually
drops slightly as the number of shardstamps increases).
Achieving a low stale read rate with few shardstamps, as
DC-Isolate does, is thus crucial to achieving good performance. Key to its success is its ability to track timestamps
from different datacenters independently. Consider Figures
6c and 6d: in these experiments we simply count the
percentage of stale reads but do not retry locally or read from
the remote master. Observe that the temporal and structural
schemes suffer from a significantly higher stale read rate in
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Figure 6: Measurement and analysis of Occult’s overhead for single key operations. Spatial, Temporal or DC-Isolate mean that we run Occult using those compression methods
while Eventual indicates our baseline, i.e., Redis Cluster. WI means Wisconsin datacenter and SC means South Carolina datacenter.

the SC datacenter. To understand why, we instrumented the
code to track metadata related to the last operation to modify
a client’s causal timestamp before it does a stale read. We
discovered that almost 96% of stale reads occur when the
client writes or reads from a local master node immediately
before reading from a local slave node (Figure 6e). If the
local master node runs ahead (for instance, the SC datacenter
has a positive offset of about 22 ms, as measured via
nt pdate), the temporal scheme will declare all reads to the
local slave as stale. In contrast, by tracking dependencies
on a per-datacenter basis, DC-Isolate side-steps this issue,
producing a low stale rate across datacenters.
8.2.2 Transactions
To evaluate transactions, we modify the workload generator
of the YCSB benchmark to issue start and commit
operations in addition to reads and writes. Operations are
dispatched serially, i.e., operation i must complete before
operation i + 1 is issued. The resulting long duration
of transactions are worst case scenario for Occult. The
generator is parameterized with the required number of
operations per transaction (Tsize). We use the DC-Isolate
scheme for Occult in all these experiments.
We show results for increasing values of Tsize. For smaller
values, most transactions in the workload are read-only, and
as Tsize increases most transactions become read-write . As
Figure 7a shows, the overall goodput remains within 2/3 of
the goodput of non transactional Occult (varying from 60%
to 70%), even as Tsize increases and aborts become more
likely. Figures 7b and 7c analyze the causes of these aborts.
Recall from §6.2 that aborts can occur because of either (i)
validation failures of the read/overwrite sets or (ii) failure
to acquire locks on keys being written. Figure 7b fixes
Tsize =20 and classifies aborts into these three categories. We
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find that aborts are dominated by the failure to acquire locks.
Furthermore, due to the highly skewed nature of the YCSB
zipfian workload, >80% of these lock-fail aborts are due to
contention on the 50 hottest keys. This high contention also
explains the limited benefit of retrying to acquire locks. Figure 7b also shows that increasing the number of shardstamps
almost completely eliminates aborts due to failed validations
of the read set and roughly halves aborts due to failed
validations of the overwrite set. Finally, in Figure 7c retrying
lock acquisition has slightly better impact at larger values of
Tsize when most transactions are read-write. For comparison,
we show the abort rate on a uniform distribution.
8.2.3 Resource Overhead
To quantify the resource overhead of Occult over Redis
Cluster, we measure the CPU usage (using getrusage())
and the total bytes sent and received over 120 secs for both
systems at the same throughput (1.27Mop/s) and report the
average of five runs, averaged over the 80 server processes.
Overall CPU usage increases by 7% with a slightly higher
increase on slaves (8%) than masters (6%). This difference
is due to stale read retries in Occult. Output bandwidth
increases by 8.8%, while input bandwidth increases by 49%,
as attaching metadata to read requests with a key size of
at most 23B has a much larger impact than attaching it to
replies carrying 1KB values.
Finally, we measure storage overhead by loading both
Redis and Occult with 10 million records and measuring the
increase in memory usage of each server process. Storing
four shardstamps with each key results in an increase,
on average, of 3% for Occult over Redis. Storing 10
shardstamps instead results in an increase of 4.9%.
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Figure 7: Transactions in Occult

8.3 Impact of slow nodes
Occult is by design immune to the slowdown of a server
cascading to affect the entire system. Nonetheless, the slowdown of a server does introduce additional overhead relative
to an eventually-consistent system. In particular, slowing
down slaves increases the stale rate, which in turn increases
retries on that slave and remote reads from its corresponding
master. We measure these effects by artificially slowing
down the replication of writes at a number of slave nodes,
symmetrically increasing their number from one to three
per datacenter—two to six overall. This causes a slowdown
of around 2.5% to 7.5% of all nodes. We notice that, at
peak throughput, the node containing the hottest key serves
around 3× more operations than the nodes serving keys in
the tail of the distribution. We evaluate slowdowns of the tail
nodes separately from the hot nodes, which we slowdown
in decreasing order of load, starting from the hottest node.
We first delay replicated writes on tail nodes by 100 ms,
which, as Figure 8a shows, does not affect throughput: even
at peak throughput for the cluster, only the hottest nodes are
actually CPU or network saturated. As such, tail nodes (master or slave) still have spare capacity. When clients failover to
the master (after n local retries), this spare capacity absorbs
the additional load. In contrast, read latency is affected (Fig
8b). Though median, 75th, and 90th percentile latencies
remain unchanged because reads to non-slow nodes are unaffected by the presence of slow servers, tail latencies increase
significantly as the likelihood of hitting a lagging server and
reading a stale value increases. Thus, increasing slow nodes
from two to six first makes the 99th percentile and then the
95th percentile latency jump to around 48ms. This includes
n=4 local retries by the client (after delays of 0, 1, 2, and 4
ms) and finally contacting the master in a remote datacenter
(39 ms away). Having a large delay of 100 ms and n = 4
means that our experiment actually evaluates an arbitrarily
large slowdown, since almost all client reads to slow slaves
eventually fail over to the master. We confirm this by setting
the delay to infinite: the results for both throughput (Figure
8a) and latency (not shown) are identical to the 100 ms case.
Slowing down the hot nodes impacts both throughput
and latency. The YCSB workload we use completely
saturates the hottest master and its slave. Unlike in the
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previous experiments, the hot master does not have any
spare capacity to handle failovers, and throughput suffers
(Figure 8a). Slowing more than two slave nodes does not
decrease throughput further becuase their respective masters
have spare capacity. Figure 8c shows that, as expected given
the skewed workload, slowing down an increasing number
of hot nodes increases the 99th and 95th percentile latencies
faster than slowing down tail nodes (Figure 8b). The median
and 75th percentile latencies remain unchanged as before.

9 Related Work
Scalable Causal Consistency COPS [39] tracks causal
consistency with explicit dependencies and then enforces
it pessimistically by checking these dependencies before
applying remote writes at a replica. COPS strives to limit
the loss of throughput caused by the metadata and messages
needed to check dependencies by exploiting transitivity.
ChainReaction [10], Orbe [27], and GentleRain [28] show
how to reduce these dependencies further by using Bloom
filters, dependency matrices, and a single timestamp, respectively. These techniques reduce metadata by making it more
coarse-grained, which actually exacerbates slowdown cascades. Eiger [40] builds on COPS with a more general data
model, write-only transactions, and an improved read-only
transaction algorithm. BoltOn [14] shows how to use shim
layers to add pessimistic causal consistency to an existing
eventually consistent storage system. COPS-SNOW [41]
provides a new latency-optimal read-only transaction
algorithm. Occult improves on this line of research by
identifying the problem of slowdown cascades and showing
how an optimistic approach to causal consistency can
overcome them. In addition, all of these systems provide
weaker forms of transactions than Occult: Eiger provides
read-only and write-only transactions, while all other systems
provide only read-only transactions or no transactions at all.
Pileus [56] and Tuba [11] (which adds reconfigurability
to Pileus) provide a range of consistency models that clients
can dynamically choose between by specifying an SLA that
assigns utilities to different combinations of consistency and
latency. Pileus has several design choices that are similar to
Occult: it uses a single master, applies writes at replicas without delay (i.e., is optimistic), uses a timestamp to determine
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Figure 8: Effect on overall goodput and read latency due to slow nodes in Occult

if a read value meets a given consistency level (including
causal consistency), and can issue reads across different
datacenters to meet a given consistency level. However,
Pileus is not scalable as it uses a single logical timestamp
as the client’s state (which we show in our evaluation has
a very high false positive stale rate) and evaluates with only
a single node per replica. We consider an interesting avenue
of future work to see if we can combine the focus of Pileus
(consistency choice and SLAs) with Occult.
Cure [9] is a causally consistent storage system that
provides read-write transactions. Cure is pessimistic and uses
a single timestamp per replica to track and enforce causal
dependencies. Cure provides a restricted form of read-write
transactions that requires all operations to be on convergent
and commutative replicated data types (CRDTs) [54]. Using
CRDTs allows Cure to avoid coordination for writes and
instead eventually merges conflicting writes, including those
issued as part of read-write transactions. Occult, in contrast,
is an optimistic system that provides read-write transactions
for the normal data types that programmers are familiar
with. Saturn [18], like Occult, tries to strike a balance
between metadata overhead and false sharing by relying
on “small labels” (like Cure) while selecting serializations
at datacenters that minimize spurious dependencies.
Read/Write Transactions Many recent research systems
with read/write transactions are limited to a single datacenter
(e.g., [37, 46, 61, 62]) whereas most production systems are
geo-replicated. Some geo-replicated research systems cannot
scale to large clusters because they have a single point of
serialization per datacenter [24, 55] while others are limited
to transactions with known read and write sets [47, 57, 65].
Scalable geo-replicated transactional systems include
Spanner [22], MDCC [32], and TAPIR [64]. Spanner is a
production system at Google that uses synchronized clocks
to reduce coordination for strictly serializable transactions.
MDCC uses Generalized Paxos [36] to reduce wide-area
commit latency. TAPIR avoids coordination in both
replication and concurrency control to be able to sometimes
commit a transaction in a single wide-area round trip. All of
these systems provide strict serializability, a much stronger
consistency level than what Occult provides. As a result,
they require heavier-weight mechanisms for deciding to
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abort or commit transactions and will abort more often.
Rethinking the Output Commit Step We were inspired
to rethink the output commit step for causal consistency
by a number of previous systems: Rethink the Sync [48],
which did it for local file I/O; Blizzard [45], which did it for
cloud storage; Zyzzyva [31], which did it for Byzantine fault
tolerance; and Speculative Paxos [50], which did it for Paxos.

10 Conclusion
This paper identifies slowdown cascades as a fundamental
limitation of enforcing causal consistency as a global property of the datastore. Occult instead moves this responsibility
to the client: the data store makes its updates available
as soon as it receives them. Clients then enforce causal
consistency on reads only for updates that they are actually
interested in observing, using compressed timestamps to
track causality. Occult follows the same philosophy for its
scalable general-purpose transaction protocol: by ensuring
that transactions read from a consistent snapshot and using
timestamps to guarantee atomicity, it guarantees the strong
properties of PSI while avoiding its scalability bottleneck.
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A Pseudocode for Transactions
Listing 1: Interface of a Causal Timestamp
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

c l a s s CausalTimestamp :
d e f i n i t (N ) :
V = [0] ∗ N

Listing 3: Client-side pseudocode
# c l i t s i s the c l i e n t ’ s causal timestamp
def s t a r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( ) :
TID = n e w T r a n s a c t i o n I D ( )
ReadSet = s e t ( )
OWSet = s e t ( ) # O v e r w r i t e S e t
W r i t e s = d i c t ( ) # W r i t e s done by t h i s t r a n s a c t i o n
c l i t s s a v e = copy ( c l i t s )
d e f w r i t e ( key , v a l u e ) :
W r i t e s [ key ] = v a l u e

# Get s h a r d s t a m p f o r s h a r d i d
def getSS ( s h a r d i d ) :
r e t u r n V[ s h a r d i d ]
# R e t u r n t h e s h a r d s t a m p w i t h maximum v a l u e
d e f maxSS ( ) :
r e t u r n max (V)
# Update t h e s h a r d s t a m p f o r s h a r d i d t o n e w s s
def updateSS ( s h a r d i d , new ss ) :
V[ s h a r d i d ] = max (V[ s h a r d i d ] , n e w s s )
# Merge a n o t h e r C a u s a l T i m e s t a m p i n t o t h i s o b j e c t
d e f mergeCTS ( o t h e r c t s ) :
f o r i i n range ( 0 , l e n (V ) ) :
V[ i ] = max (V[ i ] , o t h e r c t s [ i ] )

Listing 2: Server-side pseudocode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

order determined by the value of the shardstamp assigned
to w during the validation phase. The pseudocode achieves
this property by locking shards instead of objects during the
validation phase (§6.2).

# a l l o c a t e new s h a r d s t a m p u s i n g l o o s e l y s y n c h r o n i z e d
# c l o c k s as d e s c r i b e d i n S e c t i o n 5
d e f newShardstamp ( m a x c l i s s , s h a r d i d ) :
n e w s s = max ( c u r r e n t S y s T i m e ( ) , m a x c l i s s )
i f new ss < shardstamps [ s h a r d i d ] :
return shardstamps [ s h a r d i d ] + 1
else :
return new ss + 1
d e f r e a d ( key ) :
s h a r d s t a m p = s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ]
r e t u r n ( g e t V a l u e ( key ) , g e t D e p s ( key ) , s h a r d s t a m p )
d e f p r e p a r e ( t i d , key , v a l u e , m a x c l i s s ) :
i f not i s l o c k e d ( s h a r d ( key ) ) :
l o c k w r i t e s ( s h a r d ( key ) )
i f t i d not i n prepKV : # p r e p a r e d t x n s k e y v a l s
prepKV [ t i d ] = l i s t ( )
prepKV [ t i d ] . append ( ( key , v a l u e ) )
s h a r d s t a m p = s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ]
n e w s s = new Shardstamp ( m a x c l i s s , s h a r d ( key ) )
r e t u r n ( new ss , g e t D e p s ( key ) )
else :
t h r o w LOCKED
def commit server ( tid , deps ) :
f o r key , v a l u e i n prepKV [ t i d ] :
s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ] = d e p s . maxSS ( )
s t o r e ( key , v a l u e , d e p s )
s h a r d s t a m p = s h a r d s t a m p s [ s h a r d ( key ) ] )
u n l o c k w r i t e s ( s h a r d ( key ) )
f o r s i n mySlaves ( ) :
a s y n c ( s . r e p l i c a t e ( key , v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p )

d e f r e a d ( key ) :
i f key i n W r i t e s :
r e t u r n W r i t e s [ key ] # R e t u r n t h e v a l u e we w r o t e
else :
s h a r d i d = s h a r d ( key )
local server = local ( shard id )
c l i s s = c l i t s . getSS ( s h a r d i d )
v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p = l o c a l s e r v e r . r e a d ( key )
i f i s S l a v e ( l o c a l s e r v e r ) and s h a r d s t a m p < c l i s s :
v a l u e , deps , s h a r d s t a m p = f i n i s h S t a l e R e a d ( key )
R e a d S e t . add ( Elem ( key , s h a r d i d , deps , s h a r d s t a m p ) )
c l i t s . mergeCTS ( d e p s )
return value
d e f v a l i d a t e ( S1 , S2 ) :
f o r x i n S1 :
f o r y i n S2 :
i f x . shardstamp < y . deps . getSS ( x . s h a r d i d ) :
return False
r e t u r n True
def a b o r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s , t i d ) :
cli ts = cli ts save
for s e r v e r in p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s :
server . abort server ( tid )
return False
def commitTransaction ( ) :
prepared servers = set ()
i f not v a l i d a t e ( ReadSet , R e a d S e t ) :
r e t u r n a b o r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s , TID )
f o r key , v a l u e i n W r i t e s :
m a s t e r s e r v e r = m a s t e r ( s h a r d ( key ) )
try :
max ss = c l i t s . maxSS ( )
new ss , d e p s =
m a s t e r s e r v e r . p r e p a r e ( TID , key , v a l u e , max ss )
c l i t s . u p d a t e S S ( s h a r d ( key ) , n e w s s )
OWSet . add ( Elem ( key , s h a r d ( key ) , d e p s ) )
p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s . add ( m a s t e r s e r v e r )
e x c e p t LOCKED : # can r e t r y l o c k h e r e b e f o r e a b o r t
r e t u r n a b o r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s , TID )
i f not v a l i d a t e ( ReadSet , OWSet ) :
r e t u r n a b o r t T r a n s a c t i o n ( p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s , TID )
else :
for s e r v e r in p r e p a r e d s e r v e r s :
s e r v e r . c o m m i t s e r v e r ( TID , c l i t s )
r e t u r n True

def a b o r t s e r v e r ( t i d ) :
f o r key , v a l u e i n prepKV [ t i d ] :
u n l o c k w r i t e s ( key )

Note that if multiple transactions concurrently update
different objects in the same shard s, in the commit phase
each write w is applied at s (and at its slaves) in the (total)
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Figure 9: Miscellaneous additional evaluation. Spatial, Temporal or DC-Isolate mean that we run Occult using those compression methods while Eventual indicates our baseline,
i.e., Redis Cluster.

B Additional Evaluation
In this section we show additional evaluation that could not
be shown in the main paper due to space constraints. The
experimental setup for this section is identical to the setup
from section 8.1 of the main paper.

B.1 Performance on a write-heavy workload
Figures 9a and 9b show evaluation of non-transactional Occult on a write-heavy workload (75% reads, 25% writes) with
a Zipfian distribution of operations. Overall Occult suffers
less goodput overhead (6.9%) over Redis on this workload
than the read-heavy workload. The median latency increase
over Redis is still 50μs but tail latency increases by 4ms.

B.2 Commit Latency of Transactions
Figure 9c shows the average commit latency of transactions
from start to commit as a function of Tsize, i.e., the number
of operations in each transaction. The linear rise in latency
is because operations in our workload are dispatched serially
as discussed in the evaluation of transactions in §8.2.

B.3 Storage overhead of Occult over Redis
Cluster
Figure 9d shows the storage overhead of Occult over Redis
Cluster with increasing number of shardstamps per causal
timestamp. For this experiment, we loaded either system with
10 million records and measured the increase in memory usage of the server processes in Occult. The increase happens
since Occult stores causal timestamps with each key.
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Abstract – Picking the right cloud configuration for
recurring big data analytics jobs running in clouds is
hard, because there can be tens of possible VM instance
types and even more cluster sizes to pick from. Choosing poorly can significantly degrade performance and increase the cost to run a job by 2-3x on average, and as
much as 12x in the worst-case. However, it is challenging to automatically identify the best configuration for a
broad spectrum of applications and cloud configurations
with low search cost. CherryPick is a system that leverages Bayesian Optimization to build performance models for various applications, and the models are just accurate enough to distinguish the best or close-to-the-best
configuration from the rest with only a few test runs. Our
experiments on five analytic applications in AWS EC2
show that CherryPick has a 45-90% chance to find optimal configurations, otherwise near-optimal, saving up to
75% search cost compared to existing solutions.

1

Introduction

Big data analytics running on clouds are growing rapidly
and have become critical for almost every industry. To
support a wide variety of use cases, a number of evolving
techniques are used for data processing, such as MapReduce, SQL-like languages, Deep Learning, and inmemory analytics. The execution environments of such
big data analytic applications are structurally similar: a
cluster of virtual machines (VMs). However, since different analytic jobs have diverse behaviors and resource
requirements (CPU, memory, disk, network), their cloud
configurations – the types of VM instances and the numbers of VMs – cannot simply be unified.
Choosing the right cloud configuration for an application is essential to service quality and commercial
competitiveness. For instance, a bad cloud configuration can result in up to 12 times more cost for the
same performance target. The saving from a proper
cloud configuration is even more significant for recurring jobs [10, 17] in which similar workloads are executed repeatedly. Nonetheless, selecting the best cloud
configuration, e.g., the cheapest or the fastest, is difficult
due to the complexity of simultaneously achieving high
accuracy, low overhead, and adaptivity for different applications and workloads.

USENIX Association

Accuracy The running time and cost of an application
have complex relations to the resources of the cloud instances, the input workload, internal workflows, and configuration of the application. It is difficult to use straightforward methods to model such relations. Moreover,
cloud dynamics such as network congestions and stragglers introduce substantial noise [23, 39].
Overhead Brute-force search for the best cloud configuration is expensive. Developers for analytic applications
often face a wide range of cloud configuration choices.
For example, Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure offer
over 40 VM instance types with a variety of CPU, memory, disk, and network options. Google provides 18 types
and also allows customizing VMs’ memory and the number of CPU cores [2]. Additionally, developers also need
to choose the right cluster size.
Adaptivity Big data applications have diverse internal
architectures and dependencies within their data processing pipelines. Manually learning to build the internal
structures of individual applications’ performance model
is not scalable.
Existing solutions do not fully address all of the preceding challenges. For example, Ernest [37] trains a performance model for machine learning applications with
a small number of samples but since its performance
model is tightly bound to the particular structure of machine learning jobs, it does not work well for applications
such as SQL queries (poor adaptivity). Further, Ernest
can only select VM sizes within a given instance family,
and performance models need to be retrained for each
instance family.
In this paper, we present CherryPick —a system that
unearths the optimal or near-optimal cloud configurations that minimize cloud usage cost, guarantee application performance and limit the search overhead for recurring big data analytic jobs. Each configuration is represented as the number of VMs, CPU count, CPU speed
per core, RAM per core, disk count, disk speed, and network capacity of the VM.
The key idea of CherryPick is to build a performance
model that is just accurate enough to allow us to distinguish near-optimal configurations from the rest. Tolerating the inaccuracy of the model enables us to achieve
both low overhead and adaptivity: only a few samples
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Figure 1: Regression and TeraSort

Figure 2: Regression and TeraSort

Figure 3: Regression and TeraSort

with varying RAM size (64 cores)

cost with varying cluster size (M4)

cost with varying VM type (32 cores)

are needed and there is no need to embed applicationspecific insights into the modeling.
CherryPick
leverages Bayesian Optimization
(BO) [13, 28, 33], a method for optimizing blackbox functions. Since it is non-parametric, it does not
have any pre-defined format for the performance model.
BO estimates a confidence interval (the range that the
actual value should fall in with high probability) of
the cost and running time under each candidate cloud
configuration. The confidence interval is improved (narrowed) as more samples become available. CherryPick
can judge which cloud configuration should be sampled
next to best reduce the current uncertainty in modeling
and get closer to go the optimal. CherryPick uses the
confidence interval to decide when to stop the search.
Section 3 provides more details on how BO works and
why we chose BO out of other alternatives.
To integrate BO in CherryPick we needed to perform
several customizations (Section 3.5): i) selecting features
of cloud configurations to minimize the search steps; ii)
handling noise in the sampled data caused by cloud internal dynamics; iii) selecting initial samples; and iv) defining the stopping criteria.
We evaluate CherryPick on five popular analytical
jobs with 66 configurations on Amazon EC2. CherryPick has a high chance (45%-90%) to pick the optimal
configuration and otherwise can find a near-optimal solution (within 5% at the median), while alternative solutions such as coordinate descent and random search can
take up to 75% more running time and 45% more search
cost. We also compare CherryPick with Ernest [37] and
show how CherryPick can improve search time by 90%
and search cost by 75% for SQL queries.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we show the benefits and challenges of
choosing the best cloud configurations. We also present
two strawman solutions to solve this problem.
2.1

Benefits

A good cloud configuration can reduce the cost of analytic jobs by a large amount. Table 1 shows the arithmetic
mean and maximum running cost of configurations compared to the configuration with minimum running cost
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Application
TPC-DS
TPC-H
Regression (SparkML)
TeraSort

Avg/min
3.4
2.9
2.6
1.6

Max/min
9.6
12
5.2
3.0

Table 1: Comparing the maximum, average, and minimum
cost of configurations for various applications.

for four applications across 66 candidate configurations.
The details of these applications and their cloud configurations are described in Section 5. For example, for the
big data benchmark, TPC-DS, the average configuration
costs 3.4 times compared to the configuration with minimum cost; if users happen to choose the worst configuration, they would spend 9.6 times more.
Picking a good cloud configuration is even more important for recurring jobs where similar workloads are
executed repeatedly, e.g. daily log parsing. Recent studies report that up to 40% of analytics jobs are recurring [10, 17]. Our approach only works for repeating
jobs, where the cost of a configuration search can be
amortized across many subsequent runs.
2.2

Challenges

There are several challenges for picking the best cloud
configurations for big data analytics jobs.
Complex performance model: The running time is affected by the amount of resources in the cloud configuration in a non-linear way. For instance, as shown in Figure 1, a regression job on SparkML (with fixed number
of CPU cores) sees a diminishing return of running time
at 256GB RAM. This is because the job does not benefit
from more RAM beyond what it needs. Therefore, the
running time only sees marginal improvements.
In addition, performance under a cloud configuration
is not deterministic. In cloud environments, which is
shared among many tenants, stragglers can happen. We
measured the running time of TeraSort-30GB on 22 different cloud configurations on AWS EC2 five times. We
then computed the coefficient of variation (CV) of the
five runs. Our results show that the median of the CV
is about 10% and the 90 percentile is above 20%. This
variation is not new [17].
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Cost model: The cloud charges users based on the
amount of time the VMs are up. Using configurations
with a lot of resources could minimize the running time,
but it may cost a lot more money. Thus, to minimize cost,
we have to find the right balance between resource prices
and the running time. Figure 2 shows the cost of running
Regression on SparkML on different cluster sizes where
each VM comes with 15 GBs of RAM and 4 cores in
AWS EC2. We can see that the cost does not monotonically increase or decrease when we add more resources
into the cluster. This is because adding resources may
accelerate the computation but also raises the price per
unit of running time.
The heterogeneity of applications: Figure 3 shows different shapes for TPC-DS and Regression on Spark and
how they relate to instance types. For TeraSort, a low
memory instance (8 core and 15 GBs of RAM) performs
the best because CPU is a more critical resource. On the
other hand for Regression, the same cluster has 2.4 times
more running time than the best candidate due to the lack
of RAM.
Moreover, the best choice often depends on the application configurations, e.g., the number of map and
reduce tasks in YARN. Our work on identifying the
best cloud configurations is complementary to other
works on identifying the best application configurations
(e.g., [19, 38]). CherryPick can work with any (even not
optimal) application configurations.
2.3

Strawman solutions

The two strawman solutions for predicting a near optimal
cloud configuration are modeling and searching.
Accurate modeling of application performance. One
way is to model application performance and then pick
the best configuration based on this model. However, this
methodology has poor adaptivity. Building a model that
works for a variety of applications and cloud configurations can be difficult because the knowledge of the internal structure of specific applications is needed to make
the model effective. Moreover, building a model through
human intervention for every new application can be tedious.
Static searching for the best cloud configuration. Another way is to exhaustively search for the best cloud
configuration without relying on an accurate performance model. However, this methodology has high overhead. With 40 instance types at Amazon EC2 and tens of
cluster sizes for an application, if not careful, one could
end up needing tens if not hundreds of runs to identify
the best instance. In addition, trying each cloud configuration multiple times to get around the dynamics in
the cloud (due to resource multiplexing and stragglers)
would exacerbate the problem even further.
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Figure 4: CherryPick workflow
To reduce the search time and cost, one could use coordinate descent and search one dimension at a time. Coordinate descent could start with searching for the optimal CPU/RAM ratio, then the CPU count per machine,
then cluster size, and finally disk type. For each dimension, we could fix the other dimensions and search for
the cheapest configuration possible. This could lead to
suboptimal decisions if for example, because of bad application configuration a dimension is not fully explored
or there are local minima in the problem space.

3
3.1

CherryPick Design
Overview

CherryPick follows a general principle in statistical
learning theory [36]: “If you possess a restricted amount
of information for solving some problem, try to solve the
problem directly and never solve a more general problem
as an intermediate step.”
In our problem, the ultimate objective is to find the
best configuration. We also have a very restricted amount
of information, due to the limited runs of cloud configurations we can afford. Therefore, the model does not
have enough information to be an accurate performance
predictor, but this information is sufficient to find a good
configuration within a few steps.
Rather than accurately predicting application performance, we just need a model that is accurate enough for
us to separate the best configuration from the rest.
Compared to static searching solutions, we dynamically adapt our searching scheme based on the current understanding and confidence interval of the performance model. We can dynamically pick the next configuration that can best distinguish performance across
configurations and eliminate unnecessary trials. The performance model can also help us understand when to
stop searching earlier once we have a small enough confidence interval. Thus, we can reach the best configuration
faster than static approaches.
Figure 4 shows the joint process of performance modeling and configuration searching. We start with a few
initial cloud configurations (e.g., three), run them, and
input the configuration details and job completion time
into the performance model. We then dynamically pick
the next cloud configuration to run based on the perfor-
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Figure 5: An example of BO’s working process (derived
from Figure 1 in [13]).
mance model and feed the result back to the performance
model. We stop when we have enough confidence that
we have found a good configuration.
3.2

Problem formulation

For a given application and workload, our goal is to find
the optimal or a near-optimal cloud configuration that
satisfies a performance requirement and minimizes the
total execution cost. Formally, we use T (~x) to denote
the running time function for an application and its input
workloads. The running time depends on the cloud configuration vector~x, which includes instance family types,
CPU, RAM, and other resource configurations.
Let P(~x) be the price per unit time for all VMs in cloud
configuration ~x. We formulate the problem as follows:
minimize
~x

C(~x) = P(~x) × T (~x)
(1)

subject to T (~x) ≤ Tmax
where C(~x) is the total cost of cloud configuration ~x and
Tmax is the maximum tolerated running time1 . Knowing T (~x) under all candidate cloud configurations would
make it straightforward to solve Eqn (1), but it is expensive because all candidate configurations need to be tried.
Instead, we use BO (with Gaussian Process Priors, see
Section 6) to directly search for an approximate solution
of Eqn (1) with significantly smaller cost.
3.3

Solution with Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian Optimization (BO) [13, 28, 33] is a framework
to solve optimization problem like Eqn. (1) where the ob1C(~x)
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assumes a fixed number of identical VMs.

jective function C(~x) is unknown beforehand but can be
observed through experiments. By modeling C(~x) as a
stochastic process, e.g. a Gaussian Process [26], BO can
compute the confidence interval of C(~x) according to one
or more samples taken from C(~x). A confidence interval
is an area that the curve of C(~x) is most likely (e.g. with
95% probability) passing through. For example, in Figure 5(a), the dashed line is the actual function C(~x). With
two samples at ~x1 and ~x2 , BO computes a confidence interval that is marked with a blue shadowed area. The
black solid line shows the expected value of C(~x) and the
value of C(~x) at each input point ~x falls in the confidence
interval with 95% probability. The confidence interval
is updated (posterior distribution in Bayesian Theorem)
after new samples are taken at ~x3 (Figure 5(b)) and ~x4
(Figure 5(c)), and the estimate of C(~x) improves as the
area of the confidence interval decreases.
BO can smartly decide the next point to sample using
a pre-defined acquisition function that also gets updated
with the confidence interval. As shown in Figure 5, x~3
(~
x4 ) is chosen because the acquisition function at t = 2
(t = 3) indicates that it has the most potential gain. There
are many designs of acquisition functions in the literature, and we will discuss how we chose among them in
Section 3.5.
BO is embedded into CherryPick as shown in Figure 4. At Step 2, CherryPick leverages BO to update the
confidence interval of C(~x). After that, at Step 3, CherryPick relies on BO’s acquisition function to choose the
best configuration to run next. Also, at Step 4, CherryPick decides whether to stop the search according to
the confidence interval of C(~x) provided by BO (details
shown in Section 3.5).
Another useful property of BO is that it can accommodate observation noise in the computation of confidence
interval of the objective function. Suppose in practice,
given an input point ~x, we have no direct access to C(~x)
but can only observe C(~x)0 that is:
C(~x)0 = C(~x) + ε

(2)

where ε is a Gaussian noise with zero mean, that is
ε ∼ N (0, σε2 ). Because C(~x)0 is also Gaussian, BO is
able to infer the confidence interval of C(~x) according
to the samples of C(~x)0 and ε [13]. Note that in our scenario, the observation noise on C(~x) is negligible because
the measurement on running time and price model is accurate enough. However, the ability to handle the additive noise of BO is essential for us to handle the uncertainty in clouds (details in Section 3.6).
In summary, by integrating BO, CherryPick has the
ability to learn the objective function quickly and only
take samples in the areas that most likely contain the
minimum point. For example, in Figure 5(c) both x~3 and
x~4 are close to the minimum point of the actual C(~x),
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leaving the interval between x~1 and x~4 unexplored without any impact on the final result.
3.4

Why do we use Bayesian Optimization?

BO is effective in finding optimal cloud configurations
for Big Data analytics for three reasons.
First, BO does not limit the function to be of any predefined format, as it is non-parametric. This property
makes CherryPick useful for a variety of applications
and cloud configurations.
Second, BO typically needs a small number of samples to find a near-optimal solution because BO focuses
its search on areas that have the largest expected improvements.
Third, BO can tolerate uncertainty. CherryPick faces
two main sources of uncertainty: (i) because of the small
number of samples, CherryPick ’s performance models
are imperfect and usually have substantial prediction errors; (ii) the cloud may not report a stable running time
even for the same application due to resource multiplexing across applications, stragglers, etc. BO can quantitatively define the uncertainty region of the performance
model. The confidence interval it computes can be used
to guide the searching decisions even in face of model
inaccuracy. In Section 3.6, we leverage this property of
BO to handle the uncertainty from cloud dynamics.
One limitation of BO is that its computation complexity is O(N 4 ), where N is the number of data samples.
However, this is perfectly fine because our data set is
small (our target is typically less than 10 to 20 samples
out of hundreds of candidate cloud configurations).
Alternatives Alternative solutions often miss one of the
above benefits: (1) linear regression and linear reinforcement learning are not generic to all applications because
they do not work for non-linear models; (2) techniques
that try to model a function (e.g., linear regression, support vector regression, boosting tree, etc.) do not consider minimizing the number of sample points. Deep
neural networks [27], table-based modeling [11], and
Covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMAES) [25] can potentially be used for black-box optimization but require a large number of samples. (3) It is difficult to adapt reinforcement learning [27, 35] to handle
uncertainty and minimize the number of samples while
BO models the uncertainty so as to accelerate the search.
3.5

Design options and decisions

To leverage Bayesian Optimization to find a good cloud
configuration, we need to make several design decisions
based on system constraint and requirements.
Prior function As most BO frameworks do, we choose
to use Gaussian Process as the prior function. It means
that we assume the final model function is a sample from
Gaussian Process. We will discussion this choice in more
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details in Section 6.
We describe C(~x) with a mean function µ(·) and covariance kernel function k(·, ·). For any pairs of input
points ~x1 ,~x2 , we have:
µ(~x1 ) = E[C(~x1 )]; µ(~x2 ) = E[C(~x2 )]
k(~x1 ,~x2 ) = E[(C(~x1 ) − µ(~x1 ))(C(~x2 ) − µ(~x2 ))]
Intuitively, we know that if two cloud configurations, ~x1
and ~x2 are similar to each other, C(~x1 ) and C(~x2 ) should
have large covariance, and otherwise, they should have
small covariance. To express this intuition, people have
designed numerous formats of the covariance functions
between inputs ~x1 and ~x2 which decrease when ||~x1 −
~x2 || grow. We choose Matern5/2 [31] because it does
not require strong smoothness and is preferred to model
practical functions [33].
Acquisition function There are three main strategies to
design an acquisition function [33]: (i) Probability of
Improvement (PI) – picking the point which can maximize the probability of improving the current best; (ii)
Expected Improvement (EI) – picking the point which
can maximize the expected improvement over the current best; and (iii) Gaussian Process Upper Confidence
Bound (GP-UCB) – picking the point whose certainty
region has the smallest lower bound(when we minimize
a function). In CherryPick we choose EI [13] as it has
been shown to be better-behaved than PI, and unlike the
method of GP-UCB, it does not require its own tuning
parameter [33].
Jones et al. [22] derive an easy-to-compute closed
form for the EI acquisition function. Let Xt be the collection of all cloud configurations whose function values
have been observed by round t, and m = min~x {C(~x)|~x ∈
Xt } as the minimum function value observed so far. For
each input ~x which is not observed yet, we can evaluate
its expected improvement if it is picked as the next point
to observe with the following equation:
(
(m − µ(~x))Φ(Z) + σ (~x)φ (Z), if σ (~x) > 0
EI(~x) =
(3)
0,
if σ (~x) = 0
p
x)
where σ (~x) = k(~x,~x), Z = m−µ(~
σ (~x) , and Φ and φ are
standard normal cumulative distribution function and
the standard normal probability density function respectively.
The acquisition function shown in Eqn (3) is designed
to minimize C(~x) without further constraints. Nonetheless, from Eqn 1 we know that we still have a performance constraint T (~x) ≤ Tmax to consider. It means that
when we choose the next cloud configuration to evaluate,
we should have a bias towards one that is likely to satisfy
the performance constraint. To achieve this goal, we first
x)
build the model of running time function T (~x) from C(~
P(~x) .
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Then, as suggested in [18], we modify the EI acquisition
function as:
EI(~x)0 = P[T (~x) ≤ Tmax ] × EI(~x)

(4)

Stopping condition We define the stopping condition in
CherryPick as follows: when the expected improvement
in Eqn.(4) is less than a threshold (e.g. 10%) and at least
N (e.g. N = 6) cloud configurations have been observed.
This ensures that CherryPick does not stop the search too
soon and it prevents CherryPick from struggling to make
small improvements.
Starting points Our choice of starting points should
give BO an estimate about the shape of the cost model.
For that, we sample a few points (e.g., three) from
the sample space using a quasi-random sequence [34].
Quasi-random numbers cover the sample space more
uniformly and help the prior function avoid making
wrong assumptions about the sample space.
Encoding cloud configurations We encode the following features into ~x to represent a cloud configuration: the
number of VMs, the number of cores, CPU speed per
core, average RAM per core, disk count, disk speed and
network capacity of a VM.
To reduce the search space of the Bayesian Optimization, we normalize and discretized most of the features.
For instance, for disk speed, we only define fast and slow
to distinguish SSD and magnetic disks. Similarly, for
CPU, we use fast and slow to distinguish high-end and
common CPUs. Such discretization significantly reduces
the space of several features without losing the key information brought by the features and it also helps to
reduce the number of invalid cloud configurations. For
example, we can discretize the space so that the CPUs
greater (smaller) than 2.2GHz are fast (slow) and the
disks with bandwidth greater (smaller) than 600MB/s are
fast (slow). Then, if we suggest a (fast, fast) combination for (CPU, Disk), we could choose a 2.5Ghz and
700MBs instance (or any other one satisfying the boundary requirements). Or in place of a (slow, slow) configuration we could pick an instance with 2Ghz of speed and
400MB/s of IO bandwidth. If no such configurations exist, we can either remove that point from the candidate
space that BO searches or return a large value, so that
BO avoids searching in that space.
3.6

Handling uncertainties in clouds

So far we assumed that the relation between cloud configurations and cost (or running time) is deterministic.
However, in practice, this assumption can be broken due
to uncertainties within any shared environment. The resources of clouds are shared by multiple users so that different users’ workload could possibly have interference
with each other. Moreover, failures and resource over-
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loading, although potentially rare, can impact the completion time of a job. Therefore, even if we run the same
workload on the same cloud with the same configuration
for multiple times, the running time and cost we get may
not be the same.
Due to such uncertainties in clouds, the running time
we can observe from an actual run on configuration ~x is
T̃ (~x) and the cost is C̃(~x). If we let T (~x) = E[T̃ (~x)] and
C(~x) = E[C̃(~x)], we have:
T̃ (~x) = T (~x)(1 + εc )

(5)

C̃(~x) = C(~x)(1 + εc )

(6)

where εc is a multiplicative noise introduced by the uncertainties in clouds. We model εc as normally distributed: εc ∼ N (0, σε2c ).
Therefore, Eqn (1) becomes minimizing the expected
cost with the expected performance satisfying the constraint.
BO cannot infer the confidence interval of C(~x) from
the observation of C̃(~x) because the latter is not normally
distributed given that BO assumes C(~x) is Gaussian and
so is (1 + εc ). One straightforward way to solve this
problem is to take multiple samples at the same configuration~x, so that C(~x) can be obtained from the average of
the multiple C̃(~x). Evidently, this method will result in a
big overhead in search cost.
Our key idea to solve this problem (so that we only
take one sample at each input) is to transform Eqn. (1) to
the following equivalent format:
minimize

logC(~x) = log P(~x) + log T (~x)

subject to

log T (~x) ≤ log Tmax

~x

(7)

We use BO to minimize logC(~x) instead of C(~x) since:
log C̃(~x) = logC(~x) + log (1 + εc )

(8)

Assuming that εc is less than one (e.g. εc < 1),
log (1 + εc ) can be estimated by εc , so that log (1 + εc )
can be viewed as an observation noise with a normal
distribution, and log C̃(~x) can be treated as the observed
value of logC(~x) with observation noise. Eqn.(8) can be
solved similar to Eqn.(2).
In the implementation of CherryPick , we use Eqn. (7)
instead of Eqn. (1) as the problem formulation.

4

Implementation

In this section, we discuss the implementation details of
CherryPick as shown in Figure 6. It has four modules.
1. Search Controller: Search Controller orchestrates
the entire cloud configuration selection process. To use
CherryPick , users supply a representative workload (see
Section 6) of the application, the objective (e.g. minimizing cost or running time), and the constraints (e.g.
cost budget, maximum running time, preferred instance
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Figure 6: Architecture of CherryPick ’s implementation.
types, maximum/minimum cluster size, etc.). Based on
these inputs, the search controller obtains a list of candidate cloud configurations and passes it to the Bayesian
Optimization Engine. At the same time, Search Controller installs the representative workload to clouds via
Cloud Controller. This process includes creating VMs in
each cloud, installing the workload (applications and input data), and capturing a customized VM image which
contains the workload. Search Controller also monitors the current status and model on the Bayesian Optimization engine and decides whether to finish the search
according to the stopping condition discussed in Section 3.5.
2. Cloud Monitor: Cloud Monitor runs benchmarking workloads of Big Data defined by CherryPick on
different clouds. It repeats running numerous categories
of benchmark workloads on each cloud to measure the
upper-bound (or high percentile) of the cloud noise 2 .
The result is offered to Bayesian Optimization engine
as the εc in Eqn. (8). This monitoring is lightweight;
we only need to run this system every few hours with a
handful of instances.
3. Bayesian Optimization Engine: Bayesian Optimization Engine is built on top of Spearmint [6] which
is an implementation of BO in Python. Besides the standard BO, it also has realized our acquisition function in
Eqn (3) and the performance constraint in Eqn (4). However, Spearmint’s implementation of Eqn (4) is not efficient for our scenario because it assumes C(~x) and T (~x)
are independent and trains the models of them separately.
We modified this part so that T (~x) is directly derived
x)
from C(~
x). Our impleP(~x) after we get the model of C(~
mentation of this module focuses on the interfaces and
communications between this module and others. For
taking a sample of a selected cloud configuration, the
BO engine submits a cluster creation request and a start
workload request via the Cloud Controller.
4. Cloud Controller: Cloud Controller is an adaptation layer which handles the heterogeneity to control the
2 Over-estimating

εc means more search cost.
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clouds. Each cloud has its own APIs and semantics to do
the operations such as create/delete VMs, create/delete
virtual networks, capturing images from VMs, and list
the available instance types. Cloud Controller defines a
uniform API for the other modules in CherryPick to perform these operations. In addition, the API also includes
sending commands directly to VMs in clouds via SSH,
which facilitates the control of the running workload in
the clouds.
The entire CherryPick system is written in Python
with about 5,000 lines of code, excluding the legacy part
of Spearmint.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate CherryPick with 5 types of big data analytics applications on 66 cloud configurations. Our evaluations show that CherryPick can pick the optimal configuration with a high chance (45-90%) or find a near-optimal
configuration (within 5% of the optimal at the median)
with low search cost and time, while alternative solutions such as coordinate descent and random search can
reach up to 75% more running time and up to 45% more
search time than CherryPick . We also compare CherryPick with Ernest [37] and show how CherryPick can
reduce the search time by 90% and search cost by 75%
for SQL queries. We discuss insights on why CherryPick
works well and show how CherryPick adapt to changing
workloads and various performance constraints.
5.1

Experiment setup

Applications:
We chose benchmark applications
on Spark [44] and Hadoop [41] to exercise different
CPU/Disk/RAM/Network resources: (1) TPC-DS [7] is
a recent benchmark for big data systems that models
a decision support workload. We run TPC-DS benchmark on Spark SQL with a scale factor of 20. (2) TPCH [8] is another SQL benchmark that contains a number of ad-hoc decision support queries that process large
amounts of data. We run TPC-H on Hadoop with a
scale factor of 100. Note that our trace runs 20 queries
concurrently. While it may be possible to model each
query’s performance, it is hard to model the interactions of these queries together. (3) TeraSort [29] is a
common benchmarking application for big data analytics frameworks [1, 30], and requires a balance between
high IO bandwidth and CPU speed. We run TeraSort on
Hadoop with 300 GB of data, which is large enough to
exercise disks and CPUs together. (4) The SparkReg [4]
benchmark consists of machine learning workloads implemented on top of Spark. We ran the regression workload in SparkML with 250k examples, 10k features, and
5 iterations. This workload heavily depends on memory
space for caching data and has minimal use for disk IO.
(5) SparkKm is another SparkML benchmark [5]. It is
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Instance Size
large
xlarge
2xlarge

16
8
4

Number of instances
24 32 40 48
12 16 20 24
6
8
10 12

56
28
14

Number of Cores

32

48

112

64

80

96

Table 2: Configurations for one instance family.
a clustering algorithm that partitions a space into k clusters with each observation assigned to the cluster with the
closest mean. We use 250k observations with 10k features. Similar to SparkReg, this workload is dependent
on memory space and has less stringent requirements for
CPU and disk IO.
Cloud configurations: We choose four families in
Amazon EC2: M4 (general purpose), C4 (compute optimized), R3 (memory optimized), I2 (disk optimized)
instances. Within each family, we used large, xlarge, and
2xlarge instance sizes each with 2, 4, and 8 cores per machine respectively. For each instance size, we change the
total number of cores from 32 to 112. Table 2 shows the
18 configurations for each of the four families. We run
a total of 66 configurations, rather than 72 (18 × 4), because the smallest size for I2 starts from xlarge. We do
not choose more configurations due to time and expense
constraints. However, we make sure the configurations
we choose are reasonable for our objective (i.e., minimizing cost). For example, we did not choose 4xlarge
instances because 4xlarge is more expensive than 2xlarge
but shows diminishing returns in terms of running time.
Objectives: We define the objective as minimizing the
cost of executing the application under running time constraints. By default, we set a loose constraint for running time so CherryPick searches through a wider set of
configurations. We evaluate tighter constraints in Section 5.4. Note that minimizing running time with no cost
constraint always leads to larger clusters, and therefore,
is rather simple. On the other hand, minimizing the cost
depends on the right balance between cluster size and
cluster utilization.
CherryPick settings: By default, we use EI= 10%,
N = 6, and 3 initial samples. In our experiments, we
found that EI= 10% gives a good trade-off between
search cost and accuracy. We also tested other EI values in one experiment.
Alternative solutions: We compare CherryPick with
the following strategies: (1) Exhaustive search, which
finds the best configuration by running all the configurations; (2) Coordinate descent, which searches one
coordinate – in order of CPU/RAM ratio (which specifies the instance family type), CPU count, cluster size,
disk type – at a time (Section 2.3) from a randomly
chosen starting point. The ordering of dimensions can
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also impact the result. It is unclear whether a combination of dimensions and ordering exists that works best
across all applications. Similar approaches have been
used for tuning configurations for Map Reduce jobs and
web servers [24, 42]. (3) Random search with a budget,
which randomly picks a number of configurations given
a search budget. Random search is used by previous configuration tuning works [20, 43]. (4) Ernest [37], which
builds a performance model with common communication patterns. We run Ernest once per-instance type and
use the model to predict the optimal number of instances.
Metrics: We compare CherryPick with alternative solutions using two metrics: (i) the running cost of the configuration: the expense to run a job with the selected
configuration; (ii) the search cost: the expense to run
all the sampled configurations. All the reported numbers
are normalized by the exhaustive search cost and running
cost across the clusters in Table 2.
We run CherryPick and random search 20 times with
different seeds for starting points. For the coordinate descent, we start from all the 66 possible starting configurations. We then show the 10th, median, and 90th percentile of the search cost and running cost of CherryPick
normalized by the optimal configuration reported by exhaustive search.
5.2

Effectiveness of CherryPick

CherryPick finds the optimal configuration in a high
chance (45-90%) or a near-optimal configuration
with low search cost and time: Figure 7a shows the
median, 10th percentile, and 90th percentile of running
time for the configuration picked by CherryPick for each
of the five workloads. CherryPick finds the exact optimal configuration with 45-90% chance, and finds a configuration within 5% of the optimal configuration at the
median. However, using exhaustive search requires 6-9
times more search cost and 5-9.5 times more search time
compared with CherryPick . On AWS, which charges on
an hourly basis, after running TeraSort 100 times, exhaustive search costs $581 with $49 for the remainder of
the runs. While CherryPick uses $73 for searching and
$122 for the rest of the runs saving a total of $435.
In terms of accuracy, we find that that CherryPick has
good accuracy across applications. On median, CherryPick finds an optimal configuration within 5% of the
optimal configuration. For TPC-DS, CherryPick finds a
configuration within 20% of the optimal in the 90th percentile; For TPC-H, the 90th percentile is 7% worse than
optimal configuration; Finally, for TeraSort, SparkReg,
and SparkKm CherryPick ’s 90th percentile configuration is 0%, 18%, 38% worse than the optimal respectively. It is possible to change the EI of CherryPick to
find even better configurations.
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(b) Search cost

Figure 8: Running cost of configurations
Figure 7: Comparing CherryPick with coordinate descent. The bars show
10th and 90th percentile.

CherryPick is more stable in picking near-optimal
configurations and has less search cost than coordinate descent. Across applications, the median configuration suggested by coordinate descent is within 7% of
the optimal configuration. On the other hand, the tail of
the configuration suggested by coordinate descent can be
far from optimal. For TPC-DS, TPC-H, and TeraSort, the
tail configuration is 76%, 56%, and 78% worse than optimal, while using comparable or more search cost. This is
because coordinate descent can be misled by the result of
the run. For example, for TPC-DS, C4 family type has
the best performance. In our experiment, if coordinate
descent starts its search from a configuration with a large
number of machines, the C4 family fails to finish the job
successfully due to the scheduler failing. Therefore, the
C4 family is never considered in the later iterations of
coordinate descent runs. This leads coordinate descent
to a suboptimal point that can be much worse than the
optimal configuration.
In contrast, CherryPick has stronger ability to navigate
around these problems because even when a run fails to
finish on a candidate configuration, it uses Gaussian process to model the global behavior of the function from
the sampled configurations.
CherryPick reaches better configurations with more
stability compared with random search with similar
budget: Figure 8 compares the running cost of configurations suggested by CherryPick and random search
with equal/2x/4x search cost. With the same search cost,
random search performs up to 25% worse compared to
CherryPick on the median and 45% on the tail. With
4x cost, random search can find similar configurations to
CherryPick on the median. Although CherryPick may
end up with different configurations with different starting points, it consistently has a much higher stability of
the running cost compared to random search. CherryPick
has a comparable stability to random search with 4x bud-
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by CherryPick and random search.
The bars show 10th and 90th percentile.

get, since random search with a 4x budget almost visits
all the configurations at least once.
CherryPick reaches configurations with similar running cost compared with Ernest [37], but with lower
search cost and time: It is hard to extend Ernest to
work with a variety of applications because it requires
using a small representative dataset to build the model.
For example, TPC-DS contains 99 queries on 24 tables,
where each query touches a different set of tables. This
makes it difficult to determine which set of tables should
be sampled to build a representative small-scale experiment. To overcome this we use the TPC-DS data generator and generate a dataset with scale factor 2 (10% of
target data size) and use that for training. We then use
Ernest to predict the best configuration for the target data
size. Finally, we note that since Ernest builds a separate
model for each instance type we repeat the above process
11 times, once for each instance type.
Figure 9 shows that Ernest picks the best configuration for TPC-DS, the same as CherryPick , but takes 11
times the search time and 3.8 times the search cost. Although Ernest identifies the best configuration, its predicted running time is up to 5 times of the actual running
time. This is because, unlike iterative ML workloads, the
TPC-DS performance model has a complex scaling behavior with input scale and this is not captured by the
linear model used in Ernest. Thus, once we set a tighter
performance constraint, Ernest suggests a configuration
that is 2 times more expensive than CherryPick with 2.8
times more search cost.
CherryPick can tune EI to trade-off between search
cost and accuracy: The error of the tail configuration for SparkKm as shown in Figure 7a can be as high
as 38%. To get around this problem, the users can use
lower values of EI to find better configurations. Figure 10 shows the running cost and search cost for different values of EI. At EI < 6%, CherryPick has much
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Figure 10: Search cost and running cost Figure 11: Bayesian opt. process for the
best/worst configuration (TeraSort).
of SparkKm with different EI values.
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Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SparkReg
VM Type
# VMs
r3.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
4
c4.xlarge
8
r3.large
32
i2.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
14

TPC-DS
VM Type
# VMs
r3.2xlarge
10
r3.2xlarge
4
c4.xlarge
8
r3.large
32
r3.2xlarge
14
c4.2xlarge
4
m4.xlarge
28
m4.2xlarge
14
c4.2xlarge
10

(c) Search path for TPC-DS and SparkReg

(b) TPC-DS

Figure 12: Search path for TPC-DS and SparkReg
better accuracy, finding configurations that at 90th percentile are within 18% of the optimal configuration. If
we set EI < 3%, CherryPick suggests configurations that
are within 1% of the optimal configuration at 90th percentile resulting in a 26% increase in search cost.
This can be a knob where users of CherryPick can
trade-off optimality for search cost. For example, if users
of CherryPick predict that the recurring job will be popular, setting a low EI value can force CherryPick to look
for better configurations more carefully. This may result
in larger savings over the lifetime of the job.
5.3

Why CherryPick works?

We now show CherryPick behavior matches the key insights discussed in Section 3.1. For this subsection, we
set the stopping condition EI<1% to make it easier to
show how CherryPick navigates the space.
Previous performance prediction solutions require
many training samples to improve prediction accuracy.
CherryPick spends the budget to improve the prediction
accuracy of those configurations that are closer to the
best. Figure 11 shows the means and confidence intervals of the running cost for the best and worst configurations, and how the numbers change during the process of Bayesian optimization. Initially, both configurations have large confidence intervals. As the search progresses, the confidence interval for the best configuration
narrows. In contrast, the estimated cost for the worst configuration has a larger confidence interval and remains
large. This is because CherryPick focuses on improving
the estimation for configurations that are closer to the op-
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timal.
Although CherryPick takes a black-box approach, it
automatically learns the relation between cloud resources
and the running time. Figure 13 shows CherryPick ’s final estimation of the running time versus cluster size.
The real curve follows Amdahl’s law: (1) adding more
VMs reduces the running time; (2) at some point, adding
more machines has diminishing returns due to the sequential portion of the application. The real running
time falls within the confidence interval of CherryPick .
Moreover, CherryPick has smaller confidence intervals
for the more promising region where the best configurations (those with more VMs) are located. It does not
bother to improve the estimation for configurations with
fewer VMs.
Even though CherryPick has minimal information
about the application, it adapts the search towards the
features that are more important to the application. Figure 12 shows example search paths for TPC-DS and
SparkReg from the same three starting configurations.
For SparkReg, CherryPick quickly identifies that clusters with larger RAM (R3 instances) have better performance and redirects the search towards such instances.
In contrast, for TPC-DS, the last few steps suggest that
CherryPick has identified that CPU is more important,
and therefore the exploration is directed towards VMs
with better CPUs (C4 instances). Figure 12 shows that
CherryPick directly searches more configurations with
larger #cores for TPC-DS than for SparkReg.
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Handling workload changes

CherryPick depends on representative workloads. Thus,
one concern is CherryPick ’s sensitivity to the variation
of input workloads. In Figure 14, we keep the best configuration for the original workload (100% input size)
C100 and test the running cost of the C100% on workloads
with 50% to 150% of the original input size. For TeraSort, we can continue to use C100% to achieve the optimal cost with different input sizes. For SparkReg, C100%
remains effective for smaller workloads. However, when
the workload is increased by 25%, C100% can get to 260%
the running cost of the new best configuration (C125% ).
This is because C100% does not have enough RAM for
SparkReg, which leads to more disk accesses.
Since input workloads usually vary in practice, CherryPick needs a good selection of representative workloads For example, for SparkReg, we should choose a
relatively larger workload as the representative workload (e.g., choosing 125% gives you more stability than
choosing 100%). We will discuss more on how to select
representative workloads in Section 6.
When the difference between CherryPick ’s estimation
of the running cost and the actual running cost is above a
threshold, the user can rerun CherryPick . For example,
in Figure 14, suppose the user trains CherryPick with a
100% workload for SparkReg. With a new workload at
size 125%, when he sees the running cost becomes 2x
higher than expected, he can rerun CherryPick to build a
new model for the 125% workload.
5.5

Handling performance constraints

We also evaluate CherryPick with tighter performance
constraints on the running time (400 seconds to 1000
seconds) for TPC-H, as shown in Figure 15. CherryPick consistently identifies near-optimal configuration (214% difference with the optimal) with similar search cost
to the version without constraints.

6

Discussion

Representative workloads: CherryPick relies on representative workloads to learn and suggest a good cloud
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Figure 14: Sensitivity to workload size Figure 15: CherryPick works with time

ishing returns of larger clusters (TPC-H,
c4.2xlarge VMs).
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constraints (TPC-H).

configuration for similar workloads. Two workloads are
similar if they operate on data with similar structures
and sizes, and the computations on the data are similar.
For example, for recurring jobs like parsing daily logs or
summarizing daily user data with the same SQL queries,
we can select one day’s workload to represent the following week or month, if in this period the user data and
the queries are not changing dramatically. Many previous works were built on top of the similarity in recurring
jobs [10, 17]. Picking a representative workload for nonrecurring jobs hard, and for now, CherryPick relies on
human intuitions. An automatic way to select representative workload is an interesting avenue for future work.
The workload for recurring jobs can also change with
time over a longer term. CherryPick detects the need
to recompute the cloud configuration when it finds large
gaps between estimated performance and real performance under the current configuration.
Larger search space: With the customizable virtual
machines [2] and containers, the number of configurations that users can run their applications on becomes
even larger. In theory, the large candidate number should
not impact on the complexity of CherryPick because the
computation time is only related with the number of samples rather than the number of candidates (BO works
even in continuous input space). However, in practice,
it might impact the speed of computing the maximum
point of the acquisition function in BO because we cannot simply enumerate all of the candidates then. More
efficient methods, e.g. Monte Carlo simulations as used
in [6], are needed to find the maximum point of the acquisition function in an input-agnostic way. Moreover,
the computations of acquisition functions can be parallelized. Hence, customized VM only has small impacts
on the feasibility and scalability of CherryPick .
Choice of prior model: By choosing Gaussian Process
as a prior, we assume that the final function is a sample
from Gaussian Process. Since Gaussian Process is nonparametric, it is flexible enough to approach the actual
function given enough data samples. The closer the ac-
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tual function is to a Gaussian Process, the fewer the data
samples and searching we need. We admit that a better
prior might be found given some domain knowledge of
specific applications, but it also means losing the automatic adaptivity to a set of broader applications.
Although any conjugate distribution can be used as a
prior in BO [32], we chose Gaussian Process because
it is widely accepted as a good surrogate model for
BO [33]. In addition, when the problem scale becomes
large, Gaussian Process is the only choice which is computationally tractable as known so far.

7

Related Work

Current practices in selecting cloud configurations
Today, developers have to select cloud configurations
based on their own expertise and tuning. Cloud providers
only make high-level suggestions such as recommending I2 instances in EC2 for IO intensive applications,
e.g., Hadoop MapReduce. However, these suggestions
are not always accurate for all workloads. For example, for our TPC-H and TeraSort applications on Hadoop
MapReduce, I2 is not always the best instance family to
choose.
Google provides recommendation services [3] based
on the monitoring of average resource usage. It is useful
for saving cost but is not clear how to adjust the resource
allocation (e.g. scaling down VMs vs. reducing the cluster size) to guarantee the application performance.
Selecting cloud configurations for specific applications The closest work to us is Ernest [37], which we
have already compared in Section 1. We also have discussed previous works and strawman solutions in Section 2 that mostly focus on predicting application performance [19, 21, 37]. Bodik et al. [12] proposed a framework that learns performance models of web applications
with lightweight data collection from a production environment. It is not clear how to use such data collection
technique for modeling big data analytics jobs, but it is
an interesting direction we want to explore in the future.
Previous works [11, 40] leverage table based models to
predict performance of applications on storage devices.
The key idea is to build tables based on input parameters and use interpolation between tables for prediction.
However, building such tables requires a large amount
of data. While such data is available to data center operators, it is out of reach for normal users. CherryPick
works with a restricted amount of data to get around this
problem.
Tuning application configurations: There are several recent projects that have looked at tuning application
configurations within fixed cloud environments. Some of
them [19, 38, 45] propose to monitor resource usage in
Hadoop framework and adjust Hadoop configurations to
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improve the application performance. Others search for
the best configurations using random search [19] or local search [24, 42]. Compared to Hadoop configuration,
cloud configurations have a smaller search space but a
higher cost of trying out a configuration (both the expense and the time to start a new cluster). Thus we find
Bayesian optimization a better fit for our problem. CherryPick is complementary to these works and can work
with any application configurations.
Online scheduler of applications: Paragon [15] and
Quasar [16] are online schedulers that leverage historical
performance data from scheduled applications to quickly
classify any new incoming application, assign the application proper resources in a datacenter, and reduce interferences among different applications. They also rely on
online adjustments of resource allocations to correct mistakes in the modeling phase. The methodology cannot be
directly used in CherryPick ’s scenarios because usually,
users do not have historical data, and online adjustment
(e.g., changing VM types and cluster sizes) is slow and
disruptive to big data analytics. Containers allow online
adjustment of system resources, so it might be worth revisiting these approaches.
Parameter tuning with BO: Bayesian Optimization
is also used in searching optimal Deep Neural Network configurations for specific Deep Learning workloads [9, 33] and tuning system parameters [14]. CherryPick is a parallel work which searches cloud configurations for big data analytics.

8

Conclusion

We present CherryPick , a service that selects nearoptimal cloud configurations with high accuracy and
low overhead. CherryPick adaptively and automatically
builds performance models for specific applications and
cloud configurations that are just accurate enough to distinguish the optimal or a near-optimal configuration from
the rest. Our experiments on Amazon EC2 with 5 widely
used benchmark workloads show that CherryPick selects
optimal or near-optimal configurations with much lower
search cost than existing solutions.
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Abstract

Introduction

Content delivery networks (CDNs) [18] enhance performance by caching objects in servers close to users and
rapidly delivering those objects to users. A large CDN,
such as that operated by Akamai [57], serves trillions
of user requests a day from 170,000+ servers located
in 1500+ networks in 100+ countries around the world.
CDNs carry the majority of today’s Internet traffic and are
expected to carry almost two thirds within five years [22].
A CDN server employs two levels of caching: a small
but fast in-memory cache called the Hot Object Cache
(HOC) and a large second-level Disk Cache (DC). Each
requested object is first looked up in the HOC. If absent,
it is looked up in the DC. If also absent there, the object is
fetched over the WAN from the content provider’s origin.
Serving requests from the HOC is much faster and
more efficient than serving from the DC. Thus, the goal
of a CDN is to maximize the object hit ratio (OHR),
which is the fraction of requests served from the HOC.
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CDF
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Most major content providers use content delivery networks (CDNs) to serve web and video content to their
users. A CDN is a large distributed system of servers
that caches and delivers content to users. The first-level
cache in a CDN server is the memory-resident Hot Object
Cache (HOC). A major goal of a CDN is to maximize the
object hit ratio (OHR) of its HOCs. But, the small size
of the HOC, the huge variance in the requested object
sizes, and the diversity of request patterns make this goal
challenging.
We propose AdaptSize, the first adaptive, size-aware
cache admission policy for HOCs that achieves a high
OHR, even when object size distributions and request
characteristics vary significantly over time. At the core of
AdaptSize is a novel Markov cache model that seamlessly
adapts the caching parameters to the changing request
patterns. Using request traces from one of the largest
CDNs in the world, we show that our implementation of
AdaptSize achieves significantly higher OHR than widelyused production systems: 30-48% and 47-91% higher
OHR than Nginx and Varnish, respectively. AdaptSize
also achieves 33-46% higher OHR than state-of-the-art
research systems. Further, AdaptSize is more robust to
changing request patterns than the traditional tuning approach of hill climbing and shadow queues studied in
other contexts.

1
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Figure 1: The cumulative distribution for object sizes in
two Akamai production traces from Hong Kong and the
US. Sizes vary by more than nine orders of magnitude.
In this paper, we show how to attain this goal in a robust,
efficient and scalable manner (see Section 2).

1.1

Why HOC cache management is hard

HOC cache management entails two types of decisions.
First, the cache can decide whether or not to admit an
object (cache admission). Second, the cache can decide
which object to evict from the cache (cache eviction), if
there is no space for a newly admitted object. While cache
management is well studied in other contexts, HOC cache
management poses the following new challenges.
1) The HOC is subject to extreme variability in request
patterns and object sizes. CDNs serve multiple traffic
classes using a shared server infrastructure. Such classes
include web sites, videos, and interactive applications
from thousands of content providers, each class with its
own distinctive object size distributions and request patterns [57]. Figure 1 shows the object size distribution of
requests served by two Akamai production servers (one in
the US, the other in Hong Kong). We find that object sizes
span more than nine orders of magnitude, and that the
largest objects are often of the same order of magnitude as
the HOC size itself. This extreme variability underscores
the need for cache admission, as placing one large object
in the HOC can result in the eviction of many small ones,
which can severely degrade the OHR (Section 3).
2) Prior academic research is largely inapplicable as
it focuses on caching objects of similar sizes. While the
academic literature on caching policies is extensive, it
focuses on situations where objects are of the same size.
Further, prior work almost exclusively focuses on eviction
policies, i.e., all requested objects are admitted to the
cache and space is only managed by eviction (Section 7).
Thus, there is little emphasis on cache admission in the
prior literature, even as we show that cache admission is
key in our context (Section 3).
3) Production systems implement a cache admission scheme with a static threshold that performs sub-
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Figure 2: Experimental results with different size thresholds. (a) A OHR-vs-threshold curve shows that the Object
Hit Ratio (OHR) is highly sensitive to the size threshold,
and that the optimal threshold (red arrow) can significantly
improve the OHR. (b) The optimal threshold admits the
requested object for only 80% of the requests.

Figure 3: The optimal size threshold changes significantly
over time. (a) In the morning hours, small objects (e.g.,
news items) are more popular, which requires a small size
threshold of a few tens of KiBs. (b) In the evening hours,
web traffic gets mixed with video traffic, which requires a
size threshold of a few MiBs.

optimally for CDN workloads. In contrast to much of
the academic research, production systems recognize the
fact that not all objects can be admitted into the HOC.
A common approach is to define a static size threshold
and to only admit objects with size below this threshold.
Figure 2a shows how OHR is affected by the size threshold for a production CDN workload. While the optimal
threshold (OPT) almost doubles the OHR compared to
admitting all objects, conservative thresholds that are too
high lead to marginal gains, and the OHR quickly drops
to zero for aggressive thresholds that are too low.
Unfortunately, the “best” threshold changes significantly over time. Figures 3a and 3b show the OHR as a
function of the size threshold at two different times of the
day. Note that the optimal thresholds can vary by as much
as two orders of magnitude during a day. Since no prior
method exists for dynamically tuning such a threshold,
companies have resorted to either setting the size admission threshold conservatively high, or (more commonly)
not using size-aware admission at all [67, 54, 21].
4) Simple strategies for dynamically tuning cache admission parameters do not work well. While it may seem
that simple tuning approaches can be used to adapt the
size threshold parameter over time, this turns out to be
a non-trivial problem. This is probably why size-aware
admission is not used effectively in practice. In Section 3, we consider common tuning approaches such as
hill climbing with shadow caches, or using a threshold
that is a fixed function of a request size percentile (e.g.,
the 80-th percentile as in Figure 2b). We also consider
using probabilistic size-aware admission, where small
sizes are “more likely” to be admitted, and large files are
“less likely” to be admitted. We find that none of these
approaches is sufficiently robust to traffic mix changes
that occur in daily operation due in part to the CDN’s
global load balancer.

Size is based on a novel statistical representation of the
cache using a Markov model. This model is unique in
that it incorporates all correlations between object sizes
and current request rates (prior caching models assumed
unit-sized objects). This model is analytically tractable,
allowing us to quickly find the optimal size-aware admission policy and repeat this process at short intervals.
We have implemented AdaptSize within the Varnish
production caching system1 Varnish is known as a highthroughput system that makes extensive use of concurrency [76, 43, 42] and is used by several prominent content providers and CDNs, including Wikipedia, Facebook,
and Twitter. Through evaluations of AdaptSize on production request traces from one of the world’s largest CDNs,
Akamai, we observe the following key features.
1. AdaptSize improves the OHR by 47-91% over an
unmodified Varnish system, and by 30-48% over an
offline-tuned version of the Nginx caching system
(Figure 4 and Section 6.1). Varnish and Nginx are
used by almost 80% of the top 5000 websites, which
we determined by crawling Alexa’s top sites list [74].
2. In addition to improving upon production systems,
AdaptSize also improves the OHR by 33-46% over
state-of-the-art research caching systems (Figure 5
and Section 6.2).
3. Compared to other tuning methods, such as the classical hill climbing technique using shadow queues,
AdaptSize improves the OHR on average by 15-20%
and in some cases by more than 100% (Figure 6 and
Section 6.3). In particular, we found classical tuning
methods can get “stuck” at poor local optima that are
avoided by AdaptSize’s model-based optimization.
4. We compare AdaptSize with SIZE-OPT, which tunes
the size threshold parameter using a priori knowledge of the next one million requests. AdaptSize
stays within 90% of the OHR of SIZE-OPT in the
median across all experiments and is never worse
than 80% of the OHR of SIZE-OPT (Sections 6.1

1.2

Our contributions

We propose AdaptSize, a lightweight and near-optimal
tuning method for size-aware cache admission. Adapt-
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1 The

source code of AdaptSize and installation instructions are
available at https://github.com/dasebe/AdaptSize .
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Figure 4: Comparison of AdaptSize’s implementation to
the Varnish and Nginx production systems. We also show
the SIZE-OPT policy which has future knowledge and
uses this to set the optimal size threshold at every moment
in time. AdaptSize improves the OHR by 48-91% over
the production systems and also achieves 95% of the OHR
of SIZE-OPT. These results are for the US trace and a
typical HOC size (details in Section 5.1).
and 6.3) – even when subjected to extreme changes
in the request traffic.
5. In addition to improving the OHR, AdaptSize also
reduces request latencies by 43% in the median, and
by more than 30% at the 90-th and 99.9-th percentile.
AdaptSize is able to maintain the high throughput of
Varnish without adding (concurrent) synchronization
overheads, and reduces the disk utilization of the
second-level cache by 20% (Section 6.4).
Roadmap. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss our goals and our rationale
in designing AdaptSize. Section 4 details AdaptSize’s
design and implementation. Sections 5 and 6 describe
our setup and experimental results, respectively. Section 7
reviews related work. We conclude in Section 8.

2

HOC Design Goals

In designing AdaptSize, we seek to maximize the OHR,
while maintaining a robust and scalable HOC and avoiding adverse side-effects on second-level caches.
Maximizing the OHR. The HOC’s primary design
objective is user performance, which it optimizes by providing fast responses for as many requests as possible. A
natural way to measure this objective is the object hit ratio
(OHR), which gives equal weight to all user requests.
While our evaluations are based on production CDN
servers without SSDs, HOCs are also key to hybrid CDN
servers that typically have both hard disks and SSDs. This
is because HOCs are more CPU efficient and can serve
traffic at higher rates. Further, HOCs offload requests
from the SSDs that are often i/o bound. HOCs are used
in SSD-based servers at Akamai, and also at Fastly [54]
and Wikipedia [67]. These production deployments seek
to maximize the OHR of the HOC, which is the main
performance metric used throughout this paper.
There are other cache performance metrics that are less
relevant to the HOC. For example, the much larger DC
focuses on the byte hit rate (BHR) that is the fraction of
bytes that are served from the cache [71]. The HOC has
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Figure 5: Comparison of AdaptSize to state-of-the-art
research caching systems. Most of these use sophisticated
admission and eviction policies that combine recency
and frequency (striped blue bars). AdaptSize improves
the OHR by 46% over the next best system. Policies
annotated by “++” are actually optimistic, because we
offline-tuned their parameters to the trace. These results
are for the US trace and a HOC size 1.2 GiB.
little impact on the BHR as it is typically three orders of
magnitude smaller than the DC.
Robustness against changing request patterns. A
HOC is subjected to a variety of traffic changes each day.
For example, web content popularity changes during the
day (e.g., news in the morning vs. video at night), which
includes rapid changes due to flash crowds. Another
source of traffic changes is the sharing of the server infrastructure between traffic classes. Such classes include
web sites, videos, software downloads, and interactive
applications from thousands of content providers [57].
As a shared infrastructure is more cost effective, a CDN
server typically serves a mix of traffic classes. Due to
load balancing decisions, this mix can change abruptly.
This poses a particular challenge as each traffic class has
its own distinctive request and object size distribution
statistics: large objects can be unpopular during one hour
and popular during the next. A HOC admission policy
must be able to rapidly adapt to all these changing request
patterns in order to achieve consistently high OHRs.
Low overhead and high concurrency. As the first
caching level in a CDN, the HOC needs to both respond
quickly to requests and deliver high throughput. This
requires that the admission and eviction policies have
a small processing overhead, i.e., a constant time complexity per request (see the O(1) policies in Table 2 in
Section 7), and that they have concurrent implementations
(see the corresponding column in Table 2).
No negative side-effects. While the HOC achieves a
high OHR and fast responses, it must not impede the performance of the overall CDN server. Specifically, changes
to the HOC must not negatively affect the BHR and disk
utilization of the DC.

3

Rationale for AdaptSize

The goal of this section is to answer why the HOC needs
size-aware admission, why such an admission policy
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Figure 6: Comparison of AdaptSize, threshold tuning via
hill climbing and shadow caches (HillClimb), and a static
size threshold (Static) under a traffic mix change from
only web to mixed web/video traffic. While AdaptSize
quickly adapts to the new traffic mix, HillClimb gets stuck
in a suboptimal configuration, and Static (by definition)
does not adapt. AdaptSize improves the OHR by 20%
over HillClimb and by 25% over Static on this trace.
needs to be adaptively tuned, and why a new approach to
parameter tuning is needed.

3.1

Why HOCs need size-aware admission

We start with a toy example. Imagine that there are only
two types of objects: 9999 small objects of size 100 KiB
(say, web pages) and 1 large object of size 500 MiB (say,
a software download). Further, assume that all objects
are equally popular and requested forever in round-robin
order. Suppose that our HOC has a capacity of 1 GiB.
A HOC that does not use admission control cannot
achieve an OHR above 0.5. Every time the large object
is requested, it pushes out ≈5000 small objects. It does
not matter which objects are evicted: when the evicted
objects are requested, they cannot contribute to the OHR.
An obvious solution for this toy example is to control
admissions via a size threshold. If the HOC admits only
objects with a size at most 100 KiB, then it can achieve
an OHR of 0.9999 as all small objects stay in the cache.
This toy example is illustrative of what happens under
real production traffic. We observe from Figure 1 that
approximately 5% of objects have a size bigger than 1
MiB. Every time a cache admits a 1 MiB object, it needs
to evict space equivalent to one thousand 1 KiB objects,
which make up about 15% of requests. Again, those
evicted objects will not be able to contribute to the OHR.
A well-designed cache admission algorithm could help
avoid such evictions that have a large impact on OHR.

3.2

Why we need a new tuning method

The key question when implementing size-aware admission is picking its parameters. Figure 2 shows that a
static size threshold is inadequate. Next, we explore three
canonical approaches for tuning a size threshold. These
approaches are well-known in prior literature and have
been applied in other contexts (unrelated to the tuning
of size thresholds). However, we show that these known
approaches are deficient in our context, motivating the
need for AdaptSize’s new tuning mechanism.
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Figure 7: Experimental results showing that setting the
size threshold to a fixed function does not work. All three
traces shown here have the same 80-th size percentile, but
their optimal thresholds differ by two orders of magnitude.
Tuning based on request size percentiles. A common approach used in many contexts (e.g., capacity provisioning) is to derive the required parameter as some
function of the request size distribution and arrival rate.
A simple way of using this approach in our context is to
set the size threshold for cache admission to be a fixed
percentile of the object size distribution. However, for
production CDN traces, there is no fixed relationship
between the percentiles of the object size distribution
and optimal size threshold that maximizes the OHR. In
Figure 2, the optimal size threshold lands on the 80-th
percentile request size. However, in Figure 7, note that
all three traces have the same 80-th percentile but very
different optimal thresholds. In fact, we found many examples of multiple traces that agree on all size percentiles
and yet have different optimal size thresholds. The reason is that for maximizing OHR it matters whether the
number of requests seen for a specific object size come
from one (very popular) object or from many (unpopular)
objects. This information is not captured by the request
size distribution.
Tuning via hill climbing and shadow caches. A common tool for the tuning of caching parameters is the use
of shadow caches. For example, in the seminal paper
on ARC [53], the authors tune their eviction policy to
have the optimal balance between recency and frequency
by using a shadow cache (we discuss other related work
using shadow caches in Section 7.2). A shadow cache
is a simulation which is run in real time simultaneously
with the main (implemented) cache, but using a different
parameter value than the main cache. Hill climbing then
adapts the parameter by comparing the hit ratio achieved
by the shadow cache to that of the main cache (or another
shadow cache). In theory, we could exploit the same idea
to set our size-aware admission threshold. Unfortunately,
when we tried this, we found that the OHR-vs-threshold
curves are not concave and that they can have several
local optima, in which the hill climbing gets frequently
stuck. Figure 3b shows such an example, in which the
local optima result from mixed traffic (web and video).
As a consequence, we will demonstrate experimentally in
Section 6.3 that hill climbing is suboptimal. AdaptSize
achieves an OHR that is 29% higher than hill climbing on
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average and 75% higher in some cases. We tried adding
more shadow caches, and also randomizing the evaluated parameters, but could not find a robust variant that
consistently optimized the OHR across multiple traces2 .
In conclusion, our extensive experiments show that
tuning methods like shadow caches with hill climbing are
simply not robust enough for the problem of size-aware
admission with CDN traffic.
Avoiding tuning by using probabilistic admission.
One might imagine that the difficulty in tuning the size
threshold lies in the fact that we are limited to a single
strict threshold. The vast literature on randomized algorithm suggests that probabilistic parameters are more robust than deterministic ones [55]. We attempted to apply
this idea to size-aware tuning by considering probabilistic
admission policies, which “favor the smalls” by admitting them with high probability, whereas large objects are
admitted with low probability. We chose a probabilistic
function that is exponentially decreasing in the object size
(e−size/c ). Unfortunately, the parameterization of the exponential curve (the c) matters a lot – and it’s just as hard
to find this c parameter as it is to find the optimal size
threshold. Furthermore, the best exponential curve (the
best c) changes over time. In addition to exponentially
decreasing probabilities, we also tried inversely proportional, linear, and log-linear variants. Unfortunately, none
of these variants resolves the problem that there is at least
one parameter without an obvious way how to choose it.
In conclusion, even randomized admission control requires the tuning of some parameter.

4

The AdaptSize Caching System

AdaptSize admits objects with probability e−size/c and
evicts objects using a concurrent variant of LRU [43].
Observe that the function e−size/c is biased in favor of
admitting small sizes with higher probability.
Why a probabilistic admission function? The simplest size-based admission policy is a deterministic threshold c where only objects with a size < c are admitted. A
probabilistic admission function, like e−size/c , is more
flexible: objects greater than c retain a low but non-zero
admission probability, which results in eventual admission
for popular objects (but not for unpopular ones). In our
experiments e−size/c consistently achieves a 10% higher
OHR than the best deterministic threshold.
What parameter c does AdaptSize use in the e−size/c
function? AdaptSize’s tuning policy recomputes the optimal c every ∆ requests. A natural approach is to use
hill-climbing with shadow caches to determine the optimal c parameter. Unfortunately, that leads to a myopic
view in that only a local neighborhood of the current c can
2 While there are many complicated variants of shadow-cache search
algorithms, they all rely on a fundamental assumption of stationarity,
which does not need to apply to web traffic.
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Figure 8: AdaptSize’s Markov chain model for object i
represents i’s position in the LRU list and the possibility that the object is out of the cache. Each object is
represented by a separate Markov chain, but all Markov
chains are connected by the common “pushdown” rate µc .
Solving these models yields the OHR as a function of c.
be searched. This leads to sub-optimal results, given the
non-convexities present in the OHR-vs-c curve (Figure 3).
By contrast, we derive a full Markov chain model of the
cache. This model allows AdaptSize to view the entire
OHR-vs-c curve and perform a global search for the optimal c. The challenge of the Markov model approach is in
devising an algorithm for finding the solution quickly and
in incorporating that algorithm into a production system.
In the following, we describe the derivation of AdaptSize’s Markov model (Section 4.1), and how we incorporate AdaptSize into a production system (Section 4.2).

4.1

AdaptSize’s Markov chain tuning model

To find the optimal c, AdaptSize uses a novel Markov
chain model, which is very different from that typically used for cache modeling. Traditionally, people
have modeled the entire state of the cache, tracking
all objects in the cache and their ordering in the LRU
list [44, 30, 15, 52, 10, 33, 25, 24, 19, 68]. While this
is 100% accurate, it also becomes completely infeasible
when the number of objects is high, because of a combinatorical state space explosion.
AdaptSize instead creates a separate Markov chain for
each object (cf. Figure 8). Each object’s chain tracks
its position in the LRU list (if the object is in the cache),
as well as a state for the possibility that the object is out
of the cache. Using an individual Markov chain greatly
reduces the model complexity, which now scales linearly
with the number of objects, rather than exponentially in
the number of objects.
AdaptSize’s Markov chain. Figure 8 shows the
Markov chain for the ith object. The chain has two important parameters. The first is the rate at which object i
is moved up to the head of the LRU list, due to accesses
to the object. We get the “move up” rate, ri , by collecting aggregate statistics for object i during the previous
∆ time interval. The second parameter is the average
rate at which object i is pushed down the LRU list. The
“pushdown” rate, µc , depends on the rate with which any
object is moved to the top of the LRU list (due to a hit,
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N

∑ P[object i in cache] si = K .

(1)

i=1

Here, N is the number of all objects observed over the
previous ∆ interval, and si is the size of object i. Note that
P[object i in cache] is a monotonic function in terms of
µc , which leads to a unique solution.
Our new model enables us to find P[object i in cache]
as a function of c by solving for the limiting probabilities
of all “in” states in Figure 8. Appendix A shows how this
is done. We obtain a function of c in closed form.
Theorem 1 (proof in Appendix A)
(eri /µc − 1) · e−c·si
P[object i in cache] =
1 + (eri /µc − 1) · e−c·si
Note that the size admission parameter c affects both the
admission probability (e−si /c ) and the pushdown rate (µc ).
For example, a lower c results in fewer admissions, which
results in fewer evictions, and in a smaller pushdown rate.
The OHR as a function of c. Theorem 1 and Equation (1) yield the OHR by observing that the expected
number of hits of object i equals ri (i’s average request
rate) times the long-term probability that i is in the cache.
The OHR predicted for the threshold parameter c is then
simply the ratio of expected hits to requests:
∑N ri P[object i in cache]
OHR(c) = i=1
.
∑Ni=1 ri
If we consider a discretized range of c values, we can now
compute the OHR for each c in the range which gives us
a “curve” of OHR-vs-c (similar to the curves in Figure 9).
Global search for the optimal c. Every ∆ steps, we
derive the OHR-vs-c curve using our Markov model. We
search this curve for the c that maximizes the OHR using
a standard global search method for non-concave functions [64]. This c is then used for the next ∆ steps.
Accuracy of AdaptSize’s model. Our Markov chain
relies on several simplifying assumptions that can potentially impact the accuracy of the OHR predictions. Figure 9 shows that AdaptSize’s OHR equation matches experimental results across the whole range of the threshold
parameter c on two typical traces of length ∆. In addition,
we continuously compared AdaptSize’s model to measurements during our experiments (Section 6). AdaptSize
is very accurate with an average error of about 1%.
3 Mean-field theory [45] provides analytical justification for why it
is reasonable to assume a single average pushdown rate, when there are
thousands of objects (as in our case).
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or after cache admission). As it does not matter which
object is moved to the top, µc is approximately the same
for all objects. So, we consider a single “pushdown” rate
for all objects. We calculate µc by solving an equation
that takes all objects into account, and thus captures the
interactions between all the objects3 . Specifically, we find
µc by solving an equation that says that the expected size
of all cached objects can’t exceed the capacity K that is
actually available to the cache:
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Figure 9: AdaptSize’s Markov model predicts the OHR
sensitivity curve (red solid line). This is very accurate
when compared to the actual OHR (black dots) that results
when that threshold is chosen. Each experiment involves
a portion of the production trace of length ∆ = 250K.

4.2

Integration with a production system

We implemented AdaptSize on top of Varnish [76, 32], a
production caching system, by modifying the miss request
path. On a cache miss, Varnish accesses the second-level
cache to retrieve the object, and places it in its HOC.
With AdaptSize, the probabilistic admission decision is
executed, which is evaluated independently for all cache
threads and adds a constant number of instructions to the
request path. If the object is not admitted, it is served
from Varnish’s transient memory.
Our implementation uses a parameter ∆ which is the
size of the window of requests over which our Markov
model for tuning is computed. In addition to statistics
from the current window, we also incorporate the statistical history from prior windows via exponential smoothing,
which makes AdaptSize more robust and largely insensitive to ∆ on both of our production traces. In our experiments, we choose ∆=250K requests (about 5-10 mins
on average), which allows AdaptSize to react quickly to
changes in the request traffic.
Lock-free statistics collection. A key problem in implementing AdaptSize lies in efficient statistics collection
for the tuning model. Gathering request statistics can add
significant overhead to concurrent caching designs [69].
Varnish and AdaptSize use thousands of threads in our
experiments, so centralized request counters would cause
high lock contention. In fact, we find that Varnish’s
throughput bottleneck is lock contention for the few remaining synchronization points (e.g., [43]).
Instead of a central request counter, AdaptSize hooks
into the internal data structure of the cache threads. Each
cache thread keeps debugging information in a concurrent
ring buffer, to which all events are simply appended (overwriting old events after some time). AdaptSize’s statistics
collection frequently scans this ring buffer (read only) and
does not require any synchronization.
Robust and efficient model evaluation. The OHR
prediction in our statistical model involves two more implementation challenges. The first challenge lies in efficiently solving equation (1). We achieve a constant time
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HK trace
US trace
Total Requests
450 million
440 million
Total Bytes
157.5 TiB
152.3 TiB
Unique Objects
25 million
55 million
14.7 TiB
8.9 TiB
Unique Bytes
Start Date
Jan 29, 2015 Jul 15, 2015
Feb 06, 2015 Jul 20, 2015
End Date
Table 1: Basic information about our web traces.
overhead by using a fixed-point solver [26]. The second
challenge is due to the exponential function in the Theorem 1. The value of the exponential function outgrows
even 128-bit float number representations. We solve this
problem by using an accurate and efficient approximation for the exponential function using a Padé approximant [63] that only uses simple float operations which are
compatible with SSE/AVX vectorization, speeding up the
model evaluation by about 10-50× in our experiments.

5

Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate AdaptSize using both trace-based simulations
(Section 5.2) and a Varnish-based implementation (Section 5.3) running on our experimental testbed. For both
these approaches, the request load is derived from traces
from Akamai’s production CDN servers (Section 5.1).

5.1

Production CDN request traces

We collected request traces from two production CDN
servers in Akamai’s global network. Table 1 summarizes
the main characteristics of the two traces. Our first trace
is from urban Hong Kong (HK trace). Our second trace
is from rural Tennessee, in the US, (US trace). Both span
multiple consecutive days, with over 440 million requests
per trace during the months of February and July 2015.
Both production servers use a HOC of size 1.2 GiB and
several hard disks as second-level caches. They serve a
traffic mix of several thousand popular web sites, which
represents a typical cross section of the web (news, social networks, downloads, ecommerce, etc.) with highly
variable object sizes. Some content providers split very
large objects (e.g., videos) into smaller (e.g., 2 MiB)
chunks. The chunking approach is accurately represented
in our request traces. For example, the cumulative distribution function shown in Figure 1 shows a noticeable
jump around the popular 2 MiB chunk size.

5.2

5.3

We implemented a cache simulator in C++ that incorporates AdaptSize and several state-of-the-art research
caching policies. The simulator is a single-threaded implementation of the admission and eviction policies and
performs the appropriate cache actions when it is fed the
CDN request traces. Objects are only stored via their
ids and the HOC size is enforced by a simple check on
the sum of bytes currently stored. While actual caching
systems (such as Varnish [43, 42]) use multi-threaded con-

Prototype Evaluation Testbed

Our implementation testbed is a dedicated (university)
data center consisting of a client server, an origin server,
and a CDN server that incorporates the HOC. We use
FUJITSU CX250 HPC servers, which run RHEL 6.5,
kernel 2.6.32 and gcc 4.4.7 on two Intel E5-2670 CPUs
with 32 GiB RAM and an IB QDR networking interface.
In our evaluation, the HOC on our CDN server is either running Nginx, Varnish, or AdaptSize. Recall that
we implemented AdaptSize by adding it to Varnish4 as
described in Section 4.2. We use Nginx 1.9.12 (February
2016) with its build-in frequency-based admission policy.
This policy relies on one parameter: how many requests
need to be seen for an object before being admitted to the
cache. We use an optimized version of Nginx, since we
have tuned its parameter offline for both traces. We use
Varnish 4.1.2 (March 2016) with its default configuration
that does not use an admission policy.
The experiments in Section 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 focus on
the HOC and do not use a DC. The DC in Section 6.1 uses
Varnish in a configuration similar to that of the Wikimedia
Foundation’s CDN [67]. We use four equal dedicated
1 TB WD-RE3 7200 RPM 32 MiB-Cache hard disks
attached via a Dell 6 Gb/s SAS Host Bus Adapter Card in
raw mode (RAID disabled).
The client fetches content specified in the request trace
from the CDN server using libcurl. The request trace is
continuously read into a global queue, which is distributed
to worker threads (client threads). Each client thread
continually requests objects in a closed-loop fashion. We
use up to 200 such threads and verified that the number
of client threads has a negligible impact on the OHR.
If the CDN server does not have the requested content,
it is fetched from the origin server. Our origin server is implemented in FastCGI. As it is infeasible to store all trace
objects (23 TB total) on the origin server, our implementation creates objects with the correct size on the fly before
sending them over the network. In order to stress test
our caching implementation, the origin server is highly
multi-threaded and intentionally never the bottleneck.

6

Trace-based simulator

USENIX Association

current implementations, our simulator provides a good
approximation of the OHR when compared with our prototype implementations that we describe next.

Empirical Evaluation

This section presents our empirical evaluation of AdaptSize. We divide our evaluation into three parts. In Section 6.1, we compare AdaptSize with production caching
systems, as well as with an offline caching system called
SIZE-OPT that continuously optimizes OHR with knowledge of future requests. While SIZE-OPT is not implementable in practice. it provides an upper bound on the
4 We

refer to AdaptSize incorporated into Varnish as “AdaptSize”
and Varnish without modifications as “Varnish”.
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Figure 10: Comparison of AdaptSize’s implementation
to the Varnish and Nginx production systems and SIZEOPT. AdaptSize improves the OHR by 30-47% over the
production systems and also achieves 99% of the OHR
of SIZE-OPT. These results are for the HK trace; corresponding results for the US trace are shown in Figure 4.
achievable OHR to which AdaptSize can be compared. In
Section 6.2, we compare AdaptSize with research caching
systems that use more elaborate eviction and admission
policies. In Section 6.3, we evaluate the robustness of
AdaptSize by emulating both randomized and adversarial traffic mix changes. In Section 6.4, we evaluate the
side-effects of AdaptSize on the overall CDN server.

6.1

Comparison with production systems

We use our experimental testbed outlined in Section 5.3
and answer four basic questions about AdaptSize.
What is AdaptSize’s OHR improvement over production systems? Quick answer: AdaptSize improves
the OHR by 47-91% over Varnish and by 30-48% over
Nginx. We compare the OHR of AdaptSize to Nginx and
Varnish using the 1.2 GiB HOC configuration from the
corresponding Akamai production servers (Section 5.1).
For the HK trace (Figure 10), we find that AdaptSize
improves over Nginx by 30% and over Varnish by 47%.
For the US trace (Figure 4), the improvement increases to
48% over Nginx and 91% over Varnish.
The difference in the improvement over the two traces
stems from the fact that the US trace contains 55 million
unique objects as compared to only 25 million unique
objects in the HK trace. We further find that AdaptSize
improves the OHR variability (the coefficient of variation)
by 1.9× on the HK trace and by 3.8× on the US trace
(compared to Nginx and Varnish).
How does AdaptSize compare with SIZE-OPT?
Quick answer: for the typical HOC size, AdaptSize
achieves an OHR within 95% of SIZE-OPT. We benchmark AdaptSize against the SIZE-OPT policy, which
tunes the threshold parameter c using a priori knowledge
of the next one million requests. Figures 4 and 10 show
that AdaptSize is within 95% of SIZE-OPT on the US
trace, and within 99% of SIZE-OPT on the HK trace,
respectively.
How much is AdaptSize’s performance affected by
the HOC size? Quick answer: AdaptSize’s improvement
over production caching systems becomes greater for
smaller HOC sizes, and decreases for larger HOC sizes.
We consider the OHR when scaling the HOC size between
512 MiB and 32 GiB under the production server traffic
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Figure 11: Comparison of AdaptSize to SIZE-OPT, Varnish, and Nginx when scaling the HOC size under the
production server traffic of two 1.2 GiB HOCs. AdaptSize always stays close to SIZE-OPT and significantly
improves the OHR for all HOC sizes.
of a 1.2 GiB HOC. Figures 11a and 11b shows that the
performance of AdaptSize is close to SIZE-OPT for all
HOC sizes. The improvement of AdaptSize over Nginx
and Varnish is most pronounced for HOC sizes close to
the original configuration. As the HOC size increases,
the OHR of all caching systems improves, since the HOC
can store more objects. This leads to a smaller relative
improvement of AdaptSize for a HOC size of 32 GiB:
10-12% over Nginx and 13-14% over Varnish.
How much is AdaptSize’s performance affected
when jointly scaling up HOC size and traffic rate?
Quick answer: AdaptSize’s improvement over production caching systems remains constant for larger HOC
sizes. We consider the OHR when jointly scaling the
HOC size and the traffic rate by up 128x (153 GiB HOC
size). This is done by splitting a production trace into
128 non-overlapping segments and replaying all 128 segments concurrently. We find that the OHR remains approximately constant as we scale up the system, and that
AdaptSize achieves similar OHR improvements as under
the original 1.2 GiB HOC configuration.
What about AdaptSize’s overhead? Quick answer:
AdaptSize’s throughput is comparable to existing production systems and AdaptSize’s memory overhead is reasonably small. AdaptSize is build on top of Varnish, which
focuses on high concurrency and simplicity. In Figure 12,
we compare the throughput (bytes per second of satisfied
requests) of AdaptSize to an unmodified Varnish system.
We use two micro experiments. The first benchmarks the
hit request path (100% OHR scenario), to verify that there
is indeed no overhead for cache hits (see section 4.2).
The second benchmarks the miss request path (0% OHR
scenario), to assess the worst-case overhead due to the
admission decision.
We replay one million requests and configure different
concurrency levels via the number of client threads. Note
that a client thread does not represent an individual user
(Section 5.3). The results are based on 50 repetitions.
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Figure 12: Comparison of the throughput of AdaptSize
and Varnish in micro experiments with (a) 100% OHR and
(b) 0% OHR. Scenario (a) stress tests the hit request path
and shows that there is no difference between AdaptSize
and Varnish. Scenario (b) stress tests the miss request
path (every request requires an admission decision) and
shows that the throughput of AdaptSize and Varnish is
very close (within confidence intervals).
Figure 12a shows that the application throughput of
AdaptSize and Varnish are indistinguishable in the 100%
OHR scenario. Both systems achieve a peak throughput of 17.5 Gb/s for 50 clients threads. Due to lock
contention, the throughput of both systems decreases to
around 15 Gb/s for 100-300 clients threads. Figure 12b
shows that the application throughput of both systems in
the 0% OHR scenario is very close, and always within
the 95% confidence interval.
The memory overhead of AdaptSize is small. The memory overhead comes from the request statistics needed for
AdaptSize’s tuning model. Each entry in this list describes
one object (size, request count, hash), which requires less
than 40 bytes. The maximum length of this list, across
all experiments, is 1.5 million objects (58 MiB), which
also agrees with the memory high water mark (VmHWM)
reported by the Kernel for AdaptSize’s tuning process.

6.2

Comparison with research systems

We have seen that AdaptSize performs very well against
production systems. We now ask the following.
How does AdaptSize compare with research
caching systems, which involve more sophisticated admission and eviction policies? Quick answer: AdaptSize improves by 33-46% over state-of-the-art research
caching system. We use the simulation evaluation setup
explained in Section 5.2 with eight systems from Table 2,
which are selected with the criteria of having an efficient
constant-time implementation. Four of the eight systems
use a recency and frequency trade-off with fixed weights
between recency and frequency. Another three systems
(ending with “++”) use sophisticated recency and frequency trade-offs with variable weights, which we handtuned to our traces to create optimistic variants5 . The
5 There are self-tuning variants of recency-frequency trade-offs such
as ARC [53]. Unfortunately, we could not test ARC itself, because its
learning rule relies on the assumption of unit-sized object sizes.
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Figure 13: Comparison of AdaptSize to state-of-the-art
research caching systems. Most of these are sophisticated
admission and eviction policies that combine recency and
frequency (striped blue bars). LRU-S is the only system
– besides AdaptSize – that incorporates size. AdaptSize
improves the OHR by 33% over the next best system. Policies annotated by “++” are actually optimistic, because
we offline-tuned their parameters to the trace. These results are for the HK trace; correspondings results for the
US trace are shown in Figure 5.
remaining system is LRU-S [72], which uses size-aware
eviction and admission with static parameters.
Figure 13 shows the simulation results for a HOC of
size 1.2 GiB on the HK trace. We find that AdaptSize
achieves a 33% higher OHR than the second best system,
which is SLRU++. Figure 5 shows the simulation results
for the US trace. AdaptSize achieves a 46% higher OHR
than the second best system, which is again SLRU++.
Note that SLRU’s performance heavily relies on offline
parameters as can be seen by the much smaller OHR
of S4LRU, which is a static-parameter variant of SLRU.
In contrast, AdaptSize achieves its superior performance
without needing offline parameter optimization. In conclusion, we find that AdaptSize’s policies outperform
sophisticated eviction and admission policies, which do
not depend on the object size.

6.3

Robustness of alternative tuning methods
for size-aware admission

So far we have seen that AdaptSize significantly improves
the OHR over caching systems without size-aware admission, including production caching systems (Section 6.1)
and research caching systems (Section 6.2). We now
focus on different cache tuning methods for the sizeaware admission parameter c (see the beginning of Section 4). Specifically, we compare AdaptSize with hill
climbing (HillClimb), based on shadow caches (cf. Section 3). HillClimb uses two shadow caches and we handoptimized its parameters (interval of climbing steps, step
size) on our production traces. We also compare to a
static size threshold (Static), where the value of this static
threshold is offline optimized on our production traces.
We also compare to SIZE-OPT, which tunes c based on
offline knowledge of the next one million requests. All
four policies are implemented on Varnish using the setup
explained in Section 5.3.
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Figure 14: Comparison of cache tuning methods under
traffic mix changes. We performed 50 randomized traffic
mix changes (a), and 25 adversarial traffic mix changes
(b). The boxes show the range of OHR from the 25-th to
the 75-th percentile among the 25-50 experiments. The
whiskers show the 5-th to the 95-th percentile.
We consider two scenarios: 1) randomized traffic mix
changes and 2) adversarial traffic mix changes. A randomized traffic mix change involves a random selection
of objects which abruptly become very popular (similar to
a flash crowd event). An adversarial traffic mix change involves frequently changing the traffic mix between classes
that require vastly different size-aware admission parameters (e.g., web, video, or download traffic). An example
of an adversarial change is the case where objects larger
than the previously-optimal threshold suddenly become
very popular.
Is AdaptSize robust against randomized traffic mix
changes? Quick answer: AdaptSize performs within 95%
of SIZE-OPT’s OHR even for the worst 5% of experiments,
whereas HillClimb and Static achieve only 47-54% of
SIZE-OPT’s OHR. We create 50 different randomized
traffic mix changes. Each experiment consists of two parts.
The first part is five million requests long, and allows each
tuning method to converge to a stable configuration. The
second part is ten million requests long, and consists of
50% production-trace requests and 50% of very popular
objects. The very popular objects consist of a random
number of objects (between 200 and 1000), which are
randomly sampled from the trace.
Figure 14a shows a boxplot of the OHR for each
caching tuning method across the 50 experiments. The
boxes indicate the 25-th and 75-th percentile, the whiskers
indicate the 5-th and 95-th percentile. AdaptSize improves the OHR over HillClimb across every percentile,
by 9% on average, and by more than 75% in five of the 50
experiments. AdaptSize improves the OHR over Static
across every percentile, by 30% on average, and by more
than 100% in five of the 50 experiments. Compared to
SIZE-OPT, AdaptSize achieves 95% of the OHR for all
percentiles.
Is AdaptSize robust against adversarial traffic mix
changes? Quick answer: AdaptSize performs within 81%
of SIZE-OPT’s OHR even for the worst 5% of experiments,
whereas HillClimb and Static achieve only 5-15% of SIZE-
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OPT’s OHR. Our experiment consists of 25 traffic mix
changes. Each traffic mix is three million requests long,
and the optimal c parameter changes from 32-256 KiB to
1-2 MiB, then to 16-32 MiB, and back again.
Figure 14b shows a boxplot of the OHR for each
caching tuning method across all 50 experiments. The
boxes indicate the 25-th and 75-th percentile, the whiskers
indicate the 5-th and 95-th percentile. AdaptSize improves the OHR over HillClimb across every percentile,
by 29% on average, and by more than 75% in seven of
the 25 experiments. AdaptSize improves the OHR over
Static across every percentile, by almost 3x on average,
and by more than 10x in eleven of the 25 experiments.
Compared to SIZE-OPT, AdaptSize achieves 81% of the
OHR for all percentiles.

6.4

Side effects of Size-Aware Admission

So far our evaluation has focused on AdaptSize’s improvement with regard to the OHR. We evaluate AdaptSize’s
side-effects on the DC and on the client’s request latency
(cf. Section 2). Specifically, we compare AdaptSize to
an unmodified Varnish system using the setup explained
in Section 5.3. Network latencies are emulated using the
Linux kernel (tc-netem). We set a 30ms round-trip latency
between client and CDN server, and 100ms round-trip
latency between CDN server and origin server. We answer the following three questions on the CDN server’s
performance.
How much does AdaptSize affect the BHR of the
DC? Quick answer: AdaptSize has a neutral effect on
the BHR of the DC. The DC’s goal is to maximize the
BHR, which is achieved by a very large DC capacity [49].
In fact, compared to the DC the HOC has less than on
thousandth the capacity. Therefore, changes to the HOC
have little effect on the DC’s BHR.
In our experiment, we measure the DC’s byte hit ratio
(BHR) from the origin server. Figure 15a shows that
there is no noticeable difference between the BHR under
AdaptSize and under an unmodified Varnish.
Does AdaptSize increase the load of the DC’s harddisks? Quick answer: No. In fact, AdaptSize reduces
the average disk utilization by 20%. With AdaptSize, the
HOC admits fewer large objects, but caches many more
small objects. The DC’s request traffic therefore consists
of more requests to large objects, and significantly fewer
requests to small objects.
We measure the request size distribution at the DC and
report the corresponding histogram in Figure 16. We
observe that AdaptSize decreases the number of cache
misses significantly for all object sizes below 256 KiB.
For object sizes above 256 KiB, we observe a slight increase in the number of cache misses. Overall, we find
that the DC has to serve 60% fewer requests with AdaptSize, but that the disks have to transfer a 30% higher
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Figure 15: Evaluation of AdaptSize’s side effects across
ten different sections of the US trace. AdaptSize has a
neutral impact on the byte hit ratio, and leads to a 10%
reduction in the median number of I/O operations going
to the disk, and a 20% reduction in disk utilization.
byte volume. The average request size is also 4x larger
with AdaptSize, which improves the sequentiality of disk
access and thus makes the DC’s disks more efficient.
To quantify the performance impact on the DC’s harddisks we use iostat [31]. Figure 15b shows that the average rate of I/O operations per second decreases by about
10%. Moreover, Figure 15c shows that AdaptSize reduces
the disk’s utilization (the fraction of time with busy periods) by more than 20%. We conclude that the increase
in byte volume is more than offset by the fact that AdaptSize shields the DC from many small requests and also
improves the sequentiality of requests served by the DC.
How much does AdaptSize reduce the request latency? Quick answer: AdaptSize reduces the request
latency across all percentiles by at least 30%.
We measure the end-to-end request latency (time until
completion of a request) from the client server. Figure 15d
shows that AdaptSize reduces the median request latency
by 43%, which is mostly achieved by the fast HOC answering a higher fraction of requests. The figure also
shows significant reduction of tail latency, e.g., the 90-th
and 99-th latency percentiles are reduced by more than
30%. This reduction in the tail latency is due to the DC’s
improved utilization factor, which leads to a much smaller
number of outstanding requests, which makes it easier to
absorb traffic bursts.

7

Related Work

The extensive related work in caching can be divided
into two major lines of work: research caching systems
(Section 7.1), and cache tuning methods (Section 7.2).

7.1

Research caching systems

Table 2 surveys 33 caching systems proposed in the research literature between 1993 and 2016. We classify
these systems in terms of the per-request time complexity,
the eviction and admission policies used, the support for
a concurrent implementation, and the evaluation method.
Not all of the 33 caching systems fulfill the low overhead design goal of Section 2. Specifically, the complexity column in Table 2 shows that some proposals before
2002 have a computational overhead that scales logarith-
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Figure 16: Comparison of the distribution of request sizes
to the disk cache under a HOC running AdaptSize versus
unmodified Varnish. All object sizes below 256 KiB
are significantly less frequent under AdaptSize, whereas
larger objects are slightly more frequent.
mically in the number of objects in the cache, which is
impractical. AdaptSize differs from these systems because it has a constant complexity, and a low synchronization overhead, which we demonstrated by incorporating
AdaptSize into the Varnish production system.
Of those caching systems that have a low overhead,
almost none (except LRU-S and Threshold) incorporate
object sizes. In particular, these systems admit and evict
objects based only on recency, frequency, or a combination thereof. AdaptSize differs from these systems
because it is size aware, which improves the OHR by
33-46% (as shown in Section 6.2).
There are only three low-overhead caching systems that
are size aware. Threshold [2] uses a static size threshold,
which has to be determined in advance. The corresponding Static policy in Section 6.3 performs poorly in our experiments. LRU-S [72] uses size-aware admission, where
it admits objects with probability 1/size. Unfortunately,
this static probability is too low6 . AdaptSize achieves a
61-78% OHR improvement over LRU-S (Figures 5 and
13). The third system [56] also uses a static parameter, and
was developed in parallel to AdaptSize. AdaptSize differs
from these caching systems by automatically adapting the
size-aware admission parameter over time.
While most of these caching systems share our goal of
improving the OHR, an orthogonal line of research seeks
to achieve superior throughput using concurrent cache
implementations (compare the concurrent implementation
column in Table 2). AdaptSize also uses a concurrent
implementation and achieves throughput comparable to
production systems (Section 6.1). AdaptSize differs from
these systems by improving the OHR – without sacrificing
cache throughput.
The last column in Table 2 shows that most recent
caching systems are evaluated using prototype implementations. Likewise, this work evaluates an actual implementation of AdaptSize (Sections 5 and 6) through experiments in a dedicated data center. We additionally
use trace-driven simulations to compare to some of those
systems that have only been used in simulations.
6 We also tested several variants of LRU-S. We were either confronted
with a cache tuning problem with no obvious solution (Section 3.2), or
(by removing the admission component) with an OHR similar to LRU.
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Name
AdaptSize
Cliffhanger [14]
Billion [47]
BloomFilter [49]
SLRU [29]
Lama [34]
DynaCache [13]
MICA [48]
TLRU [20]
MemC3 [23]
S4LRU [35]
CFLRU [62]
Clock-Pro [38]
CAR [7]
ARC [53]
LIRS [39]
LUV [6]
MQ [81]
PGDS [12]
GD* [40]
LRU-S [72]
LRV [66]
LFU-DA [5, 70]
LRFU [46]
PSS [3]
GDS [11]
Hybrid [79]
SIZE [1]
Hyper [1]
Log2(SIZE) [2]
LRU-MIN [2]
Threshold [2]
2Q [41]
LRU-K [58]

Year
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2013
2013
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2002
2001
2001
2001
2001
2000
2000
1999
1999
1997
1997
1996
1996
1995
1995
1995
1994
1993

Complexity Admission Policy
O(1)
size
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
frequency
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
frequency
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(1)
none
O(log n)
none
O(1)
none
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
none
O(1)
size
O(log n)
none
O(1)
none
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
frequency
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
none
O(log n)
none
O(n)
none
O(1)
size
O(1)
frequency
O(log n)
none

Eviction Policy
Concurrent Imp.
recency
yes
recency
no
recency
yes
recency
no
recency+frequency
no
recency
no
recency
no
recency
yes
recency
no
recency
yes
recency+frequency
no
recency+cost
no
recency+frequency
yes
recency+frequency
yes
recency+frequency
no
recency+frequency
no
recency+size
no
recency+frequency
no
recency+frequency+size
no
recency+frequency+size
no
recency+size
no
frequency+recency+size
no
frequency
no
recency+frequency
no
frequency+size
no
recency+size
no
recency+frequency+size
no
size
no
frequency+recency
no
recency+size
no
recency+size
no
recency
no
recency+frequency
no
recency+frequency
no

Evaluation
implementation
implementation
implementation
implementation
analysis
implementation
implementation
implementation
simulation
implementation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
simulation
implementation

Table 2: Historical overview of web caching systems.

7.2

Cache tuning methods

While tuning for size-based admission is entirely new,
tuning has been used in other caching contexts such as
tuning for the optimal balance between recency and frequency [41, 53, 46, 39, 81, 7, 9] and for the allocation of
capacity to cache partitions [14, 34, 13, 69].
In these other contexts, the most common tuning approach is hill climbing with shadow caches [41, 53, 46, 39,
81, 7, 14]. Section 3.2 discusses why this approach often
performs poorly when tuning size-aware admission, and
Section 6 provides corresponding experimental evidence.
Another method involves a prediction model together
with a global search algorithm. The most widely used
prediction model is the calculation of stack distances [51,
4, 78, 77], which has been recently used as an alternative
to shadow caches [69, 13, 69]. Unfortunately, the stack
distance model is not suited to optimizing the parameters
of an admission policy, since each admission parameter
leads to a different request sequence and thus a different
stack distance distribution that needs to be recalculated.
Many cache models have been studied in the CS theory community [44, 30, 15, 52, 10, 33, 17, 75, 25, 24,
36, 19, 68, 16, 37, 61, 65, 28, 80, 59, 27, 50, 8, 29, 9].
Unfortunately, all these models assume unit-sized objects.
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AdaptSize’s Markov model allows to model size-aware
admission and variable-sized objects.

8

Conclusion

AdaptSize is a new caching system for the hot object
cache in CDN servers. The power of AdaptSize stems
from a size-aware admission policy that is continuously
optimized using a new Markov model of the HOC. In
experiments with Akamai production traces, we show
that AdaptSize vastly improves the OHR over both stateof-the-art production systems and research systems. We
also show that our implementation of AdaptSize is robust
and scalable, and improves the DC’s disk utilization.
As more diverse applications with richer content migrate onto the Internet, future CDNs will experience even
greater variability in request patterns and object sizes. We
believe that AdaptSize and its underlying mathematical
model will be valuable in addressing this challenge.

9
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Appendix
A Proof of Theorem 1

AdaptSize’s model different from these models is that we
consider size-aware admission and variable object sizes.

The result in Theorem 1 is achieved by solving the Markov
chain shown in Figure 8.
The key challenge when solving this chain is that the
length of the LRU list changes over time. We solve this
by using a mathematical convergence result.
We consider a fixed object i, and a fixed size-aware
admission parameter c. Let ` denote the length of the
LRU list. Now the Markov chain has ` + 1 states: one for
each position in the list and one to represent the object is
out of the cache, as shown below:
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Abstract
This paper explores the possibility of bringing IoT to
sports analytics, particularly to the game of Cricket. We
develop solutions to track a ball’s 3D trajectory and spin
with inexpensive sensors and radios embedded in the
ball. Unique challenges arise rendering existing localization and motion tracking solutions inadequate. Our system, iBall, mitigates these problems by fusing disparate
sources of partial information – wireless, inertial sensing,
and motion models – into a non-linear error minimization
framework. Measured against a mm-level ground truth,
the median ball location error is at 8cm while rotational
error remains below 12◦ even at the end of the flight. The
results do not rely on any calibration or training, hence
we expect the core techniques to extend to other sports
like baseball, with some domain-specific modifications.

1

Introduction

Sports analytics is a thriving industry in which motion
patterns of balls, racquets, and players are being analyzed for coaching, strategic insights, and predictions.
The data for such analytics are sourced from expensive
high-quality cameras installed in stadiums, processed at
powerful backend servers and clouds. We explore the
possibility of significantly lowering this cost barrier by
embedding cheap Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors and ultrawide band (UWB) radios inside balls and
players’ shoes. If successful, real-time analytics should
be possible anytime, anywhere. Aspiring players in local
clubs could read out their own performance from their
smartphone screens; school coaches could offer quantifiable feedback to their students.
Our work follows a growing excitement in IoT based
sports analytics. Sensor-enabled football helmets, aimed
at detecting concussions and head injuries, are already
in the market. Nike is prototyping IMU-embedded
shoes [34, 47], while multiple startups are pursuing ideas
around camera-embedded jerseys [5], GPS-enabled soccer balls [6], and bluetooth frisbees [1]. However, we
have not found a serious effort to accurately characterize
3D ball motion, such as trajectory, orientation, revolutions per second, etc.
The rich literature in wireless localization and inertial
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gesture recognition does not apply directly. WiFi-like
localization infrastructure is mostly missing in the playground, and even if deployed, is not designed to support
cm-scale 3D location at ball speeds. Inertial sensors such
as accelerometers do not measure gravity when the ball
is in free fall, since these sensors detect only reactive
forces. Worse, gyroscopes saturate at around 6 revolutions per second (rps) [8], while even an amateur player
can spin the ball at 12rps. In general, tracking a fast
moving/spinning object in an open playground presents
a relatively unexplored context, distinct from humancentric localization and gesture tracking applications.
In approaching this problem top-down, we develop multiple wireless and sensing modules, and engineer them
into a unified solution. The technical core of our system
relies on using ultrawide band (UWB) radios to compute
the time of flight (ToF) and angle of arrival (AoA) of the
signals from the ball. When this proves inadequate, we
model the ball’s physical motion as additional constraints
to the underdetermined system of equations. Finally, we
fuse all these sources of information into a non-linear error minimization framework and extract out the parameters of ball trajectory.
Spin estimation poses a different set of challenges. We
need to determine the initial orientation of the ball at its
release position and then track the 3D rotation through
the rest of the flight. With unhelpful accelerometers and
gyroscopes, we are left with magnetometers. While magnetometers do not capture all the dimensions of rotation,
we recognize that the uncertainty in the ball’s spin is
somewhat limited since air-drag is the only source of
torque. This manifests on the magnetometer as a sinusoidal signal, with a time varying bias (called “wobble”).
We formulate this as a curve-fitting problem, and jointly
resolve the ball’s angular velocity as well as “wobble”.
In general, we learn that magnetometers can serve as gyroscopes in free-spinning objects.
Our experiment platform is composed of an Intel Curie
board (IMU + UWB) embedded in the ball by a professional design company [3]. Two small UWB receiver
boxes, called anchors, are also placed on the ground –
additional anchors are infeasible due to the field layout
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in the Cricket game, discussed shortly. For ground truth,
we use 8 Vicon based IR cameras positioned at 4 corners
of the ceiling. IR markers are pasted on the ball to enable
precise tracking (0.1mm and 0.2◦ for location and orientation). Since the ViCon coverage area is 10x10x4m3 –
around half of the actual Cricket trajectories – we scaledown the length of the throws while maintaining realistic
speed and spin.
Reported results from 100 different throws achieve median location accuracy of 8cm and orientation errors of
11.2◦ , respectively. A player (wearing a clip-on UWB
board) is also tracked with a median error of 1.2m even
when he is at the periphery of the field (80m away from
the anchor). All results are produced at sub-second latency, adequate for real time feedback to human players.
There is obviously room for continued research and improvement. First, we have sidestepped the energy question. In future, perhaps wireless charging will mitigate
this problem; perhaps fast rotation will automatically
scavenge energy. For now, our solution allows a battery life of ≈ 75 minutes between re-charges, permitting
short training sessions. Second, our aerodynamic motion models are simplistic and did not get stress-tested
in indoor settings– this may have yielded favorable results. Moreover, we could not exceed throw speeds beyond 45 miles/hour and 12 revolutions/s, both of which
are around half of the professionals. Finally, this paper
focuses on Cricket, and although we believe our techniques are generalizable with modest modifications, we
have not verified these claims. Our ongoing work is focussed on adapting iBall to baseball and frisbee.

two sessions – in any session, one team is called the batting side and the other is called the bowling or fielding
side. The teams switch roles in the second session. A
playing pitch is located at the center of the field, with two
wickets on each side of the pitch. A wicket is a set of 3
wooden sticks placed vertically one beside the other (see
Fig.1). A player from the batting side stands in front of
a wicket while a player from the bowling side runs up to
the other wicket and throws the ball towards the batsman.
All other players of the bowling side are called fielders
and stand scattered around the park.
The bowler’s objective is to hit the wicket with the ball,
or to force the batsman to hit the ball in a way that a
fielder can catch the ball before it drops to the ground. If
the bowler is successful, the batsman is out, i.e., he goes
off the field and the next batsman of the batting team
comes to face the bowler. The batsman’s goal, on the
other hand, is to not get out, and to also hit the ball so
that it goes past the fielders and reaches the periphery of
the park, called a boundary. If the ball bounces on the
ground at least once before it crosses the boundary, then
the batting side scores 4 more points (called runs); if the
ball goes over the boundary without any bounce, 6 runs
are added to the team’s score. A session ends when either
N deliveries have been bowled or all the 11 batsmen are
out, whichever occurs earlier. At the end , the team with
a higher total score wins.
Umpire
Ball
Bowler

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:
• Formulating object tracking as an information fusion
problem under the practical constraints of Cricket. Designing an optimization framework for fusing time of
flight (ToF) measurements, air-drag motion models, and
noisy angle of arrival (AoA) estimates, to ultimately
achieve desired accuracy.
• Identifying various opportunities arising from free-fall
motion. Harnessing the magnetometer to jointly estimate rotation and rotation axis, thereby emulating an
inertial gyroscope in free-fall scenarios.
The rest of the paper expands on these technical components woven together by significant engineering effort.
We begin with some background on Cricket, followed by
challenges, opportunities, design, and implementation.

2 Background and Platform
2.1 Quick Primer on Cricket
We summarize the basic rules of cricket for those unfamiliar with the game. A Cricket match is divided into

500

Batsman

Wicket
Wicket

Fielders

Figure 1: Cricket in action. Two sets of wickets placed
at the bowler’s and batsman’s end.
Analogy to Baseball: The similarity between Cricket
and Baseball, from the perspective of ball and player
tracking, is noteworthy. The baseball travels and spins
at comparable speeds and rates, while the length of the
“pitch” is also similar. Differences might arise from the
stitching patterns on the ball, and the viability of placing
multiple anchors in baseball (in contrast to 2 in Cricket).
In this sense, perhaps the ball’s trajectory tracking problem becomes simpler in the case of baseball, but the spinning question still remains relevant.
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Figure 2: Ball instrumentation: (a) Intel Curie board with IMU sensors and UWB radio. (b) Scooped out cricket ball
for snug fit of the sensor box. (c) Closed ball with sensor box. (d) UWB 4-antenna MIMO radio serving as an anchor.

2.2

2.3

The Solution Space

There are obviously many approaches to ball and player
tracking – we briefly discuss our deliberations for selecting the IMU/UWB platform.
• High end camera networks used today are expensive
($100, 000+) because they need to be far away [9],
hence, we considered placing cheaper cameras at the
wickets. The benefit is that the ball need not be instrumented. However, with no markers on the ball, spin
tracking and de-blurring is challenging even with the
best cameras. Cheap cameras at the wickets experience
similar problems, get occasionally occluded by players,
suffer in low light, and cannot track fielders scattered
in the field. Experiments with iPhone cameras yielded
poor results even with colored tapes on the ball.
• RFIDs on the ball (and readers placed at wickets) pose
a far less price point ($2000). However, the rapidly
spinning RFIDs exhibit continuous disconnections [44].
Further, cricket balls are continuously rubbed to maintain shine, crucial to the ball’s swing and spin – pasting
antennas on the surface is impractical.
• WiFi based tracking solutions are also impractical under the constraints of high speed and spin, cm-scale accuracy, and availability of a very few base stations on
the 2D ground (which makes 3D tracking difficult due
to dilution of precision (DoP) [26, 39]). Trials with laser
rangers [22] and acoustic reflection techniques [20] also
proved pointless. Given the small cross-sectional area
of the ball, the reflections from them yielded high false
positives.
• Our choice to embed electronics in the ball, although
cumbersome, proved practical for accuracy and coverage in the field. In discussion with 3D printing and design companies, we gained confidence that embedding
should be feasible even under impact. Finally, UWB radios offer time of flight capabilities, a pre-requisite for
extremely fast moving balls (> 80+ miles/hour). Our
overall cost is estimated at $250.
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Instrumenting Balls and Anchors

Fig.2 illustrates the steps in ball instrumentation. A
Quark CPU, IMU BMM150 sensors, and a Decawave
UWB radio are cased in a plastic polymer box and snugfitted into a hole (to avoid rattling). The two halves of
the ball are closed shut and a hole drilled to bring out a
USB port to the surface for recharging. The sensor data
is stored on a local flash or can be streamed through the
UWB radio to the nearby “anchor”.
The anchor is a UWB receiver box placed at each wicket.
The UWB radio from Decawave [4] is 802.15.4 compliant with support for 3.5 to 6.5 GHz bands (12 channels)
and a bandwidth of 500 MHz (data rates of up to 6.8
Mbps). The radio operates under low power, with sleep
current at 100 nanoAmp. While the ball contains a single
antenna (due to space restrictions), a 4 antenna MIMO
radio is fitted in the anchor (Fig.2(c)).
Fig.3 illustrates the overall deployment in real settings.
UWB signals are exchanged between the ball and anchors to compute the ball’s range as well as the angle
of arrival (AoA) from the phase differences at different antennas. The range and AoA information are combined for trajectory estimation. For spin analytics, the
sensors inside the ball send out the data for off-ball processing. Players in the field can optionally wear the same
IMU/UWB device (as in the ball) for 2D localization and
tracking.

3

System Design: 3D Spin Tracking

Three main spin-related metrics are of interest to Cricketers: (1) revolutions per second, (2) rotation axis, and
(3) seam plane1 . From a sensing perspective, all these 3
metrics can be derived if the ball’s 3D orientation can be
tracked over time. This motivates a discussion on orientation, rotation, and coordinate frameworks.
1 The

seam is a stitch along the equator of the Cricket ball.
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𝑌𝑔

dAoA = θ

𝑋

Figure 3: Two anchors and a ball deployed on the ground,
while players optionally have the device in their shoes.

3.1

Foundations of Orientation

The orientation of an object is the representation of the
object’s local X, Y, Z axes as vectors in the global coordinate frame. A rotation of an object is a change of orientation, and can be decomposed into sequence of rotations around its (local) X, Y, and Z axes. Put differently,
any new orientation can be achieved by rotating the object (by appropriate amounts) on each of the 3 axes, one
after the other. The gyroscope measures each of these
rotations per unit time, called angular velocity. Thus,
theoretically, if one knows the initial orientation of an
object in the global coordinate frame, then subsequent
orientations can be tracked by integrating the gyroscope–
measured angular velocity across time.
Expressing the object’s initial orientation in the global
framework should be possible since gravity and magnetic
North are both along globally known directions. Thus,
the object’s local axes can be rotated until the local representation of gravity and North align with the known
global directions. We consider an example below.
Fig.4(a) shows a global frame {Xg ,Yg , Zg } with its Xg
pointing East, Yg pointing North, and Zg pointing up
against gravity. Fig.4(b) shows an object in an unknown
orientation. Now, the object can be rotated around X axis
until the measured gravity is along its own −Z direction;
it can be rotated again around this −Z axis until the measured magnetic field (compass) is along its own Y . Now
the local and global frameworks have fully aligned, and
we denote the total rotation as a single matrix R:




X Y Z R = Xg Yg Zg
We define an object’s orientation, RO , as the inverse of
this rotation matrix, R−1 . Intuitively, if an object needs a
clockwise rotation of 30◦ to align with the global framework, then its orientation must be 30◦ counter-clockwise.
Thus, we have the capability to compute both initial
orientation and angular velocity; from these, any spinrelated analytics should ideally be trackable.
 Challenges with In-Flight Balls: Challenges emerge
in the real world and particularly in this cricket setting:
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Figure 4: Rotating local axes to align local directions of
gravity and magnetic North with the global directions.
(1) The gyroscope is noisy and this error accumulates
since rotation is a time–integral of angular velocity (2)
Worse, the gyroscope saturates beyond 5 revolutions/sec.
(rps), while even amateurs can spin the ball at 12rps
(professionals attain > 30). (3) Finally, gravity is not
measured in accelerometers during free-fall which precludes opportunities to rotate and align the local coordinate frame 2 . In sum, known techniques cannot compute
initial orientation or rotation when the ball is in flight.

3.2

The Core Opportunity

At a high level, 2 observations are central.
• In the absence of air-flow, there is no external torque on
the ball, implying that the ball’s rotation is restricted to
a single axis throughout the flight (i.e., the axis around
which it was rotated by the bowler).
• From the ball’s local reference frame, the magnetic
North vector spins around some axis. Given a single rotation axis, the magnetometer can indeed infer the axis
and measure both magnitude and direction of rotation.
Of course, air-drag pollutes this opportunity since the
ball begins to experience additional rotations. This poses
the main challenge. An illustrative example follows.

3.3

An Illustrative Example

Let’s assume the ball’s mass is symmetrically distributed
and its center of mass is precisely at the center. Let’s also
consider gravity forces alone and no air drag. Now, due
to conservation of angular momentum, the ball will not
change its rotating state because no torque is generated
from gravity. The dimension of this rotational motion
is limited to 1 since the motion can be continuously expressed around a single axis, RG . Fig.5 illustrates the situation – each local X, Y , Z axis rotates in different cones
2 A full analysis of IMU deficiencies is outside the scope of this
paper. Briefly, gyroscope saturation is rooted in imperfections accumulated during the manufacturing process of MEMS sensors. These
imperfections make gyroscopes exhibit nonlinear responses to input vibrations [48, 40], and attempts to reduce imperfections increases cost or
lowers yield rate. Accelerometers on the other hand are fundamentally
designed to measure reactive forces, and hence, do not sense gravity
during free fall.
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around the same RG . As an aside, the magnetic North is
also a fixed vector N G in the global framework (henceforth, we use superscript G/L to indicate that a vector is
being observed in the global/local framework).
Z

Rotation Axis 𝑅𝐺

(this was derived from ViCon ground truth). Thus, the
center of the N L cone is moving on the sphere surface,
even though the width of the cone remains unchanged.
This derails the ability to compute rotations from magnetometers.

3.4
Y
Seam Plane

X

Magnetic Vector 𝑁 𝐺

Figure 5: In the global framework, the ball in rotating
around a constant rotation axis RG .
Shifting our perspective from the global to local coordinate system, Fig.6(a) shows that the local X, Y, and Z
axes are now fixed, but the magnetic vector N L rotates in
a cone around a fixed local vector RL . Since magnetometers can reliably measure a single dimension of rotation,
it should be possible to measure the parameters of this
cone. This is the core opportunity – the low-dimensional
mobility during free-fall empowers the magnetometer to
serve as a gyroscope.
Wobble
Seam Plane
Z
Y
X

Magnetic Vector 𝑁 𝐿

Rotation Axis 𝑅𝐿

Based on the earlier discussion, we know that if two noncollinear vectors can be observed in the local framework,
and their representations known in the global frame, then
the orientation of the object can be resolved. We mathematically express the orientation of the ball at time t as
a rotation matrix, RO(t) . This matrix is a function of the
globally fixed vectors (i.e., rotation axis and magnetic
North) and their locally measured counterparts.

RO(t) = RG

Unfortunately, with air-drag, the ball still continues to
rotate around the same global axis RG , but experiences
an additional rotation along a changing axis. To envision
this, consider the ball spinning around the global vertical
axis with the seam on the horizontal plane. With airdrag, the ball can continue to spin around the identical
vertical axis, but the seam plane can gradually change to
lie on the vertical plane. This is called “wobble” and can
be modeled as a varying local rotation axis, RL . Fig.6(b)
shows the locus of RL as it moves in the local framework
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NG

RG × N G

h L
R(t)

L
N(t)

L
RL(t) × N(t)

i−1

(1)
Here RG and N G are the rotation axis and magnetic North
vectors, respectively – both are in the global framework
and are constant during flight. The third column vector, (RG × N G ), is a cross product necessary to equalL is the
ize the matrix dimensions on both sides. N(t)
local magnetic vector measured by the magnetometer,

T
mx my mz . RL(t) is the local rotation axis which is
slowly changing during the flight of the ball. From previous discussion we know that RL(t) is always the centerline
L cone.
of the instantaneous N(t)
Our goal now is to estimate two of the unknowns,
namely RG and time varying RL(t) . We know that RG
remains constant hence resolving it at the beginning of
the flight will suffice – the same value can be used all
the way till the end. For RL(t) , we know that it is moving
on the sphere of the ball and the magnetic North is constantly rotating around it. We focus on tracking RL(t) first
and then address RG .

3.5
Figure 6: (a) In the local framework, the magnetic vector
N L is rotating around local rotation axis RL . (b) In the
local framework, local rotation axis RL is slowly moving

Problem Formulation

Tracking Local Rotation Axis RL(t)

L forms a cone around RL , tracking RL is
Since N(t)
(t)
(t)
equivalent to tracking the centerline of the cone. Now,
given that 3 non-coplanar unit vectors determine a cone,
a straightforward idea is to fit a cone using 3 consecutive
L
L and N L
measurements: N(t−1)
, N(t)
(t+1) . Fig.7 shows the
result: the estimation follows the true RL(t) trend, but is
considerably noisy.

These noise in RL(t) estimation will translate to orientation error according to Equation 1. The noise cannot be
reduced by fitting the cone over larger number of magnetometer measurements – this is because the cone would
have moved considerably within a few sampling intervals. Our observation is that, because the ball’s flight
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time is short (less than a second), we can effectively describe the (azimuth and elevation3 ) changes in RL(t) as a
quadratic function of time t. Formally:


cos(θt ) cos(ϕt )
RL(t) =  cos(θt ) sin(ϕt ) 
sin(θt )
Elevation θt = Ael t 2 + Bel t +Cel
Azimuth ϕt = Aaz t 2 + Baz t +Caz
Put differently, we model the motion of a moving cone,
under the constraints that the center of cone is moving
on quadratic path (on the surface of
 the sphere) and that
L , RL
the cone angle θNR = ∠ N(t)
(t) is constant. We pick
the best 6 parameters of this model that minimize the
variance of the cone angles as measured over time. Our
objective function is:
h 
 

i
L
L
L
argmin Var ∠ RL(T ) , N(T
,
∠
R
,
N
,
·
·
·
)
(T +1) (T +1)
6 paras

(2)
where T is the moment the ball is released. The initial
condition to this optimization function is derived from a
smoothened version of the basic cone fitting approach,
described in Fig.7.

3.6

Track Global Rotation Axis RG

Fig.8 shows 2 phases of ball tracking: pre-flight and inflight. The above section described phase 2, the tracking
of RL(t) when the ball is spinning in-flight. However, recall that the global rotation axis, RG , also needs to be
estimated to solve for orientation RO(t) in Equation 1.
Tracking RG during the ball’s flight is difficult. Sensor
data during the flight only tells us where RL(t) is pointing
L cone) but it does not reveal any infor(center of the N(t)
mation about RG . Fortunately, the rotation axis RG and
3 Azimuth and elevation are latitudinal and longitudinal directions
on a sphere’s surface: a point on the sphere can be expressed as a tuple
of these 2 angles.
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Figure 8: Two phases of ball motion.

0.8

magnetic vector N G are two constant vectors.
The an
gle between these two vectors, ∠ N G , RG is the same
L cone angle θ . Thus, RG can only lie
as the local N(t)
NR
on a cone around N G whose cone angle is θNR . Although
useful, it’s insufficient – we still do not know the point
on the cone’s circle corresponding to RG .
To mitigate this problem, we focus on sensor measurements in phase 1 (pre-flight). Since this is not free-fall,
and the ball is not spinning fast, the gyroscope and accelerometer are both useful. Our aim is to identify a stationary time point to compute the initial orientation of
the ball, and use the gyroscope thereafter to integrate rotation until the point of release, T . Once we obtain orientation at T , denoted RO(T ) , we simply use the following
equation to solve for the global rotation axis RG
(T )
L
RG
(T ) = RO(T ) R(T )

(3)

G
Then, we use RG
(T ) as our estimation of R for the whole
flight in Phase 2.

In general, gyroscope noise and saturation can render
RG
(T ) erroneous. However, since the ball does not spin
while in the hand (in fact, it rotates less than 1 revolution), and the angular velocity saturates the gyroscope
only at the last few moments before ball-release, we calibrate RG
(T ) using the cone angle restriction mentioned
above. Fig.9 reports consistently small RG
(T ) error from
50 experiments.
25

Global Rotation Axis
Error (degrees)
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Figure 9: Error in estimating global rotation axis RG
(T ) is
reasonably small across 50 experiments.
In conclusion, gyroscope dead-reckoning right before
ball release, combined with local rotation axis tracking
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during flight, together yields the time-varying orientation of the ball. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code
for final overall solution.
Algorithm 1 Ball Orientation Tracking During Flight
1: Get coarse RL
(t) by combining 3 consecutive magnetometer measurements
2: Use them as the initial starting
h point to search
i for
L
parameters that minimize Var N(t) cone angles
h
i
L cone angles
3: Compute cone angle θRN = Mean N(t)
4: Use gyroscope to tracking ball’s orientation at the
release time, RO(T )
5: Get global rotation axis during flight:
RG = RO(T ) RL(T )
6: Calibrate RG using θRN .
7: Use Equation 1 to compute ball’s orientation at any
time t during flight

placing anchors outside the field (90m away from the
wickets) significantly degrades SNR and ranging accuracy. Fig.10 shows the intersections of the 2 anchor measurements, i.e., circles formed by the intersection of two
spheres centered at the anchors. At a given time, the ball
can lie on any point of a circle. Given that the initial
position and velocity of the ball is unknown, many 3D
trajectories can satisfy these constraints.

Figure 10: Intersections of ranging measurements leave
one location dimension unresolved.

4.2

Mobility Constraints

We bring two mobility constraints to resolve the uncertainty: (1) physics of ball motion, and (2) opportunities
from the ball’s bouncing position.

4

System Design: 3D Trajectory Tracking

Location related analytics are also of interest in Cricket.
3 main metrics are: (1) distance to first bounce, called
length, (2) direction of ball motion, called line, and (3)
speed of the ball at the end of the flight. These metrics are all derivatives of the ball’s 3D trajectory. Our
approach to estimating 3D trajectory relies on formulating a parametric model of the trajectory, as a fusion of
the time of flight (ToF) of UWB signals, angle of arrival
(AoA), physics motion models, and DoP constraints (explained later). A gradient decent approach minimizes a
non-linear error function, resulting in an estimate of the
trajectory. We present technical details next.

4.1

Ranging with UWB

The Decawave UWB radios offer time resolution at
15.65ns. With modest engineering, we were able to compute the ToF and translate it to range measurements (with
15cm error). Briefly, the ball sends a POLL, the anchor
sends back a RESPONSE, and the ball responds with
a FINAL packet. Using the two round trip times, and
the corresponding turn-around delays, the time of flight
is computed without requiring time synchronization between the devices (algorithm details in [21, 4]). Multiplied by the speed of light, this yields the ball’s range.
This is not our contribution since the Decawave platform
offers the foundational capabilities.
Observe that UWB ranging is available from only 2 anchors (placed at the two wickets) and therefore inadequate to resolve the 3D location of the ball. Additional
anchors cannot be placed on the ground since it will interfere with the motion of the ball and fielders, while
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(1) Physics of Ball Motion
Fig.11 shows a free-body diagram depicting the forces
acting on the Cricket ball while in flight. Besides gravity, aerodynamic forces are acting on the ball. Briefly,
the ball surface is smooth on one side of the seam and
rough on the other (Cricket bowlers continue to polish
the smooth side during the game). This disparity causes
unbalanced air-flow, causing a side force. The speed of
the ball can cause a slight air drag force. The magnitude
and direction of the side forces depends on the seam orientation, surface roughness, and ball velocity. The drag
and side force coefficients can be approximated as constants [14]. The side force can produce up to 1m of lateral
deflection in trajectory.
Laminar air flow

Direction
of motion

Side Force(𝐹𝑠 )
Drag Force(𝐹𝑑 )

Turbulent air flow
Gravitational Force

Figure 11: Unbalanced air-flow due to asymmetric
smoothness on the ball’s surface causes side force.
Under the above forces, ball motion follows a simple projectile path [14].
Fig.12(a) shows the extent to which the projectile model
(without the aerodynamic forces) fits the ball’s true tra-
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jectory (derived from ViCon). The projectile was seeded
by the ViCon-computed initial location and initial velocity. The median error is 1cm across 25 different throws
of the ball, offering confidence on the usability of the
model in indoor environments. The efficacy outdoors remains an open question.

CDF

1

range from each anchor i is parameterized as:
q
Ri,p (t) = (Sxe − xia )2 + (Sye (t) − yia )2 + (Sze (t) − zia )2
(7)
Once we have the range modeled, we design the error
function, Err, as a difference of the parameter-modeled
range and the measured range as follows.

0.5
0

0

2

6params

4

Error (cm)

Figure 12: (a) Error between a parametric motion model
and ground truth (derived from ViCon cameras). (b) Reduced ranging error after fusing UWB ranging with parameterized motion models.

(2) Bouncing Constraint
When the ball bounces before reaching the batsman (detectible from an accelerometer spike), the Z component
of location – the ball’s height – is 0. This resolves the
uncertainty at a single point, i.e., in combination with
UWB ranging, the ball’s location can be computed only
at this point. Thus, one point on the trajectory is “pinned
down”, shortlisting a smaller set of candidate trajectories. We can now fuse these physical constraints with the
underdetermined system from Fig.10.
On the other hand, there might be cases where the ball
does not bounce, resulting in slight degradation in accuracy. However, sensors are being embedded in bats as
well; thus, the bat’s location combined with the ball-bat
contact time could serve as a virtual bounce, reducing
uncertainties at a single point. This paper has not pursued such opportunities and leaves them to future work.

4.3

Fusing Range and Motion Constraints

Our goal is to model the trajectory as an error minimization problem. We denote the two anchor positions as
(xia , yia , zia ) ∀ i ∈ {1, 2}. Also, we denote the initial location and initial velocity of the ball – at the point of
release from the hand – as (xo , yo , zo ) and (vx , vy , vz ), respectively. Thus, at a given time t, the estimated location
of the ball from simple physics models (without aerodynamics) is:
Sxe (t) = xo + vxt

(4)

Sye (t) = yo + vyt
Sze (t) = zo + vzt − 0.5gt

(5)
2

(6)

Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity. Using this, the
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∑ ∑{Ri,p (t) − Ri,m (t)}2

argmin Err =

(8)

i=1,2 t

This objective function is minimized using a gradient descent algorithm, however, since it is highly non-convex,
multiple local maxima exist. We bound the search space
based on 2 boundary conditions: (1) The Z coordinate of
the bouncing location is zero. (2) The initial ball-release
location is assumed to be within a 60cm3 cube, as a function bowler’s height.
While this proved effective in eliminating many local
maxima, Fig.12(b) shows that the median ranging error
is 3cm. However, translating range to location is affected
by a phenomenon called dilution of precision (DoP) [26].

4.4

Dilution of Precision (DoP)

Ideally, the intersection of two UWB range measurements (i.e., two spheres centered at the anchors) is a circle – the ball should be at some point on this circle. In
reality, ranging error causes the intersection of spheres
to become 3D “tubes”. Now, when the two spheres become nearly tangential to each other, say when the ball
is near the middle of two anchors, the region of intersections becomes large. Fig.13(b) shows this effect. This is
called DoP and seriously affects the location estimate of
the ball (later we will see how DoP in Fig.13(c) affects
the localization of the players). DoP is a fundamental
problem that affects other trilateration applications like
GPS.

A1

A2

A1

A2

A1

A2

Localization Error
Figure 13: DoP introduced from ranging errors: (a)
Lower DoP when ranging circles not tangential, (b)
higher DoP when circles externally tangential, (c) max
DoP when circles internally tangential.
Fig.14 shows the error variation as the ball moves in
flight. The ball is released at time t = 0 and it reaches
the batsman by the end of the flight. – clearly, the error
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increases and is maximal near the middle of the flight.
However, since the DoP can be modeled as a function of
distance from the anchors, it should be possible to weigh
the errors in the minimization function as follows:
argmin Err =
6params

∑

∑{(Ri,p (t) − Ri,m (t)) × p

i=1,2 t

1
}2
(DoP)
(9)

This revised minimization function pays less importance
to range measurements weighted by a large DoP. Results
improve to a median of 16cm error.
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Median

Error (cm)
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Figure 14: DoP aggravates error near the middle.

4.5

Sx − xia
Ria
Sx,aoa = cos(θ )Ria + xia
cos(θ ) =

Exploiting Angle of Arrival (AoA)

The MIMO antennas at the anchors are capable of synchronized phase measurements of the incoming signal.
Fig.15 shows how the phase difference φ is a function of
the difference in signal path (p1 and p2 ), which is in turn
related to AoA, θ . Thus, we have:
(10)

φλ
cos(AoA) = cos(θ ) =
2πd

(11)

Exploiting Antenna Separation

To mitigate the noise, we increase the antenna separation
d. However, when d > λ2 , the ambiguous AoA measurements are indicated in the equation below.
φλ
+ Nλ
2π
φλ
λ
cos(θ ) =
+N
2πd
d

We employ a MIMO receiver only on the bowler side
(the other anchor cannot be utilized since it gets significantly interfered by the batsman, corrupting phase measurements). Now, for this single anchor, say the antennas
are separated along the x-axis; then the AoA can be expressed in terms of ball location, anchor locations, and
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(14)
(15)

The AoA is not only a function of the phase difference
φ , but also a function of the unknown integer ambiguity
N. Fortunately, the smooth trajectory of the ball provides
an opportunity for tracking the integer ambiguity across
measurements, thereby any wrap around can be detected
and accounted for. Fig.16(b) shows a common case of
AoA measurement (known integer ambiguity) for a ball
throw after increasing the antenna separation to 18 cm –
2.5 times the wavelength. Evidently, the noise is much
lower, offering an additional opportunity.

4.7
Figure 15: AoA is derived from phase differences.

(13)

It is clear from Equation 11 that the AoA error is a
function of antenna separation d – higher antenna separation will decrease the error in measurement of cos θ
(AoA). However, with antenna separation higher than
wavelength λ , the phase wraps and introduces ambiguity
in AoA estimation – called integer ambiguity. For unambiguous AoA measurements, d cos θ < λ2 or d < λ2 .
Fig.16(a) shows a common case of unambiguous AoA
measurement during a ball throw. Evidently, AoA is
heavily corrupted from spinning antenna orientation and
polarization.

d cos(θ ) =
2π
d cos(θ )
=φ
λ

(12)

Thus, it is possible to refine the previous estimates of the
trajectory by including AoA in the error function. Finally, DoP problems arise with AoA too – as the ball
travels further away from the anchor, the location error
increases for a small ∆θ error in AoA. In fact, the error
is R∆θ , where R is the ball’s range.

4.6

100

0

measured ranges:

Fusion of AoA with Ranging/Physics

In order to fuse, AoA, we need to firstly resolve the integer ambiguity. Our technique to resolve this is simple. At
any point during the gradient search algorithm, we obtain
an estimated AoA from current set of parameters. We
simply resolve the integer ambiguity by substituting the
currently estimated AoA in Equation 15. Incorrect ambiguity resolution would automatically explode the error
function because of mismatch with range measurements.
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(For example, if the integer ambiguity resolution is incorrect even by a single integer, that would introduce a
median mismatch of 7.5cm (one wavelength) between
inferred and measured ranges). With integer ambiguity
resolution, we are ready to update the objective function
Err, with AoA fusion.
1

argmin Err =
6params

∑ ∑{(Ri,p (t)−Ri,m (t))× p(DoP) }2

i=1,2 t

+ ∑{
t

Figure 17: Simulation of estimated player location.

(Sx,p (t) − Sx,aoa (t)) 2
}
Raoa,p ∆θ

(16)

where Sx,aoa (t) is drawn from Equation 12. The
Raoa,p ∆θ (Raoa denotes range from AoA anchor, ∆θ
is AoA noise) factor decreases the weight for AoA
measurements taken far away from the AoA Anchor.
To summarize, iBall incorporates noisy ranging and AoA
measurements from UWB Anchors with physics based
motion model to track the ball trajectory. Results are presented in Section.6.
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Figure 16: Improved AoA with antenna separation.

5

System Design: Player Tracking

iBall aims to track the movement of players in the field.
Assuming clip-on UWB devices on the players, the ball
ranging techniques should apply directly; in fact, since
players are on the 2D ground, the tracking should be feasible with 2-anchor ranging alone. However, a different form of DoP emerges: when the two lines joining
the player and the two anchors tend to get collinear, the
ranging rings around the anchors begin to exhibit larger
overlapping areas (see Fig.13(c)). Fig.17 shows simulations of DoP on a real-sized Cricket ground. As the
player moves closer to the X axis (i.e., higher collinearity), the 90 percentile uncertainty of estimated location
increases to 15m, in contrast to 1m when the player is
perpendicular to the anchors. The effect is worse with
higher distance from anchors.

5.1

DoP Suppression through Filtering

To cope with DoP degradations, we apply Kalman Filtering (KF) to player tracking. The basic idea is to detect
(from the accelerometer) that a player has started running, and combine the motion model of a human-run
with the UWB ranging estimates. For the human-run
model, we assume the velocity to be piecewise constant
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in short time scales (second). The velocity is periodically
updated using the recent KF estimates, thereby accounting for changes in the human’s run patterns. Section 6
will show results from real experiments on a large field.
iBall applies the same techniques to the ball, which can
also be tracked after it has been hit by the batsman. We
evaluate the overall system next.

6

Evaluation

Our experiments were performed in a 10x10x4m3 indoor
space with 8 ViCon IR cameras installed on the ceiling
for ground truth (Fig.18(a)). Fig.18(b) shows IR markers
pasted on the ball – this enables location and orientation tracking accuracies of 0.1mm and 0.2◦ , respectively.
The authors pretended to be Cricket players and threw
the ball at various speeds and spins (for a total of 100
throws). A batsman was realistically positioned to create signal blockage between the ball and the anchor. The
Intel curie chip provides IMU data at 70Hz, while the
anchors perform ranging/AoA at 150Hz.
Metrics: At any given time t during the flight of the
ball, ViCon camera provides the true orientation of the
ball, say C(t), while iBall generates an estimated orientation, say E(t). The Orientation Error (ORE) is essentially the minimum rotation that must be applied to E(t)
to align with C(t). We measure this error across different values of t and plot the CDF. We also plot the angle
difference between the rotation axis and the seam plane,
called Rotation Axis Error (AXE) and Seam Plane Error (PLE). Now, the true angular velocity of the ball, Cω
−1
1)
(note that difference in
can be computed as C(t2t)C(t
2 −t1
orientation matrices is computed through inverse functions). When multiplied by the time of the flight, the result is the total cumulative angle truly rotated by the ball.
We compute the same from E(t) and ultimately compute
the difference in the Cumulative Angle Error (CUE).
To understand the impact of higher spin, we also report
the orientation error (OE) for varying angular velocity.
For trajectory, the metrics are simpler, namely Location
Error (LOE) and Speed Error (SPE) reported against
various parameters.
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The median X, Y, and Z axes errors are 4.5cm, 3.4cm and
2.39cm respectively. The X axis errors are maximum due
to DoP effects, however, AoA lowers it to a reasonable
value.

Figure 18: (a) IR based ViCon cameras at the ceiling. (b)
A cricket ball instrumented with IR markers.

6.1

Performance of Spin Tracking

(1) Cumulative Angle Error (CUE): Fig.19 reports the
CUE for each of the 50 spin throws – the results are
sorted in ascending order of cumulative angles. A Y
axis value of 4000 implies that the ball has rotated 4000
360 ,
which is 11.1 cycles in air at the end of the flight. Evidently, iBall performs close to the Vicon ground truth
for almost every throw. More importantly, unlike gyroscopes (which suffer from drift), the magnetometer does
not accumulate error over time (since it measures the absolute North vector at every sample). This is a promising
result and a valuable primitive for various types of ball
analytics.
Error in estimated angular velocity (not shown) follows
the same trend as Fig.19(a), since it is simply the cumulative rotation divided by flight time. Across 50 experiments, we observe median angular velocity error of 1.0%
and a maximum error of 3.9%.
(2) Overall Orientation Error (ORE): Fig.19(b) reports the CDF of ORE across all 50 throws – the median
is 11.2◦ . We also break down this error into local rotation
axis error (AXE) and seam plane orientation error (PLE).
We are especially interested in these two because accurately controlling rotation axis and seam plane is critical
in maintaining the stability of the ball in the air. Results
show a median AXE of < 5◦ and a median PLE of < 8◦ ,
while the 90th percentile remains < 20◦ .
(3) Impact of High Spin: Fig.19(c) reports the impact
of higher spin on ORE. The accuracy slightly degrades as
the angular velocity increases. This is because, at higher
angular velocity, our estimation of global rotation axis
R̂G is less accurate, degrading ORE. However, since the
flight time is short, the accuracy degradation is marginal.

6.2

Performance of Trajectory Tracking

(1) Overall Location Error (LOE): Fig.20(a) quantifies
the location error (LOE) across 50 different throws – the
median error is 8cm. We also report the errors on each
of the directions: Y in the direction of the throw, Z being
vertically upwards, and X is perpendicular to Y and Z.
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(3) Does LOE Accumulate at the End of the Flight?
Fig.20(b) shows the median, 25th , and 75th percentile error for different positions of the ball during the flight.
Importantly, since we solve a global error minimization
problem, the error does not accumulate. Still, the initial
positions have higher accuracy compared to the end of
the flight because AoA computed from the bowler–side
anchor exhibits significantly less error. The degradation
is still modest, with a median end-flight LOE of 15cm.
(3) Speed Error (SPE) and Impact of Speed: iBall
computes velocity estimates – Fig.20(c) shows a median
speed error (SPE) of 0.4m/s. Upon discussions with domain experts, we gather that this level of accuracy is
valuable for coaching and analytics. Fig.21(a) decomposes the overall LOE results into different speed buckets. Evidently, the accuracy does not degrade at higher
speed regimes (the maximum speed we could achieve in
our experiments was 22m/s). Of course, this is indoors
and wind effects are minimal, if any.
(4) Trajectory Extrapolation: The ball sometimes hits
the leg of the batsman. An important question in Cricket
is: would the ball hit the wicket if the batsman was not
in the way? This is called leg before wickets (LBW). For
LBW decisions, its valuable to be able to predict (or extrapolate) the trajectory of the ball. The International
Cricket Association has declared 10cm as the minimum
tolerable LOE for LBW decisions. Fig.21(b) shows the
trajectory prediction error with iBall. While the 3D LOE
is 22cm, the x-axis error is smaller (9.9cm), indicating
the feasibility of using iBall for LBW decisions.

6.3

Performance of Player Tracking

Fig.21(c) shows LOE when the player is running at different parts of the playground – each line in the graph
corresponds to the angle made by the lines joining the
player and the two anchors. This also represents the LOE
of the ball after it has been hit. We experimented in a real
playground with a user running in a precise peripheral
circle of 89m radius. At low angles (i.e., running almost
collinear with the two anchors), the 90th percentile error
can be as large as 3.5m. Our Kalman Filter based approach reduces this LOE to 2.6m , while at higher angles,
the LOE is already less than 50cm.

7

Discussion and Future Work

(1) Scaling to greater speed and spin: Our maximum
throw speeds were limited by our own abilities. Perhaps
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Figure 19: (a) Cumulative angle error (CUE) across different experiments. (b) CDF of orientation error (ORE). (c)
Average orientation tracking error (ORE) under different spinning rate.
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Figure 20: (a) CDF of location tracking errors. (b) iBall’s location error degrades slightly toward the end of ball flight.
(c) CDF of ball speed error.
a bowling machine would serve as a better experimentation platform. For spin, limitations arose from ViCon –
we observed increasing jitters and discontinuities in the
ViCon data for spins above 12rps. We are exploring alternative ground-truth estimation techniques at such spin
regimes.
(2) Indoor experiments: We need experimentation under outdoor aerodynamic effects – the reported results
may have been favorable in its absence. The lack of an
outdoor ground truth system has been the bottleneck so
far – we are exploring alternatives.
(3) Multipath: On the other hand, indoor environments
may have affected the AoA estimates as well. In an outdoor setting, wireless multipath is expected to be less
pronounced, potentially offering better reliability with
AoA estimation and fusion.
(4) Generalizing to other sports: We believe iBall’s
techniques can be extended to other sports with domain
specific modifications. For example, stitches on a baseball induce different aerodynamic effects, however, these
differences can be modeled and incorporated into iBall.
Such models are also available for golf and tennis balls,
allowing them to be suitably “plugged” into our framework. Finally, iBall’s techniques may extend to hollow
balls like soccer and basketball. Adidas micoach [2] has
designed a soccer ball with multiple suspended sensors
within the ball. This can potentially offer more information to iBall’s optimization engine.
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(5) Smart ball weight distribution: Needless to say,
our ball prototype is not ready for real use – the embedded sensor is not optimized to preserve the homogeneous
mass distribution inside the ball. This may have led to
some biases in the trajectory and spin results, although
we believe it is marginal. In the longer run, mechanical engineering experts from D2M [3] have corroborated
that a near ideal weight distribution (with impact tolerance) is feasible. The opportunities arise from smaller
spatial footprint of the device, eliminating the battery (by
harvesting energy from the ball’s spin), and combining
the IMU and the radio in a single smaller chip. Validating our results on such a professionally manufactured
ball remains a part of future work.
(6) Enhancing accuracy: We believe there is room to
improve the location and spin tracking accuracy of iBall.
For example, it should be possible to jointly estimate the
location and rotation instead of treating them as separate modules. The accelerometer can measure a combination of centripetal force (rotation) and linear acceleration. Similarly, the UWB ranging measurements contain
a few bits of information about the orientation since the
radios cannot be precisely placed at the center of mass of
the ball. Such a coupling suggests that joint estimation of
can improve the accuracy of both. Hardware opportunities that leverage dual carrier UWB receivers can further
decrease errors in AoA, perhaps at a slight increase in
hardware complexity.
(6) Battery life and connectivity: The current ball pro-
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Figure 21: (a) LOE across ball speeds. (b) Prediction accuracy sufficient for LBW. (c) Player location error.
totype allows a battery life of ≈ 75 − 90 minutes between recharges, permitting short training sessions. In
future, perhaps wireless charging will mitigate this problem; perhaps fast rotation will automatically scavenge
energy. Additional energy optimizations could be made
in the compute as well as the communication pipeline,
i.e., when the ball sends the sensor data to the anchor. As
one simple example, the anchors could perhaps beamform towards the ball to minimize the ball’s transmission
energy. Since the anchor is equipped with a large battery,
such asymmetric designs should be viable.
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accuracy for static objects. We build on this technique
but fuse with AoA, motion models, and DoP constraints,
to cope with real-world challenges. On a similar note, inertial sensor based tracking have mostly been performed
on humans, robots and drones [29, 30, 48, 28, 27, 35].
However, unlike iBall, none of these works address the
space of freely falling objects. While work in [38] tracks
ballistic missiles, the granularity of tracking is different
both in time and space. iBall entails much finer granularities of tracking and appropriately formulates a global
optimization problem for better accuracy unlike filtering
techniques in [38].

Related Work

Embedded IMU: Authors in [19, 17, 18, 32] embed
IMUs in a Cricket ball and is perhaps closest to our work.
However, these (brief) papers report basic features such
as angular velocity, time of flight, etc. These features
are directly available from the sensors and do not address the actual metrics of interest to the players/coaches.
Authors in [16] also embed IMUs but focus mainly on
the design and packaging of the ball for high impact.
[24] explores spin-analytics in the context of a Bowling
ball, however, due to low spin-rates and contact with the
floor, accelerometers and gyroscopes are readily usable.
This simplifies the problem in contrast to Baseball and
Cricket.
Wearables, Cameras, and Sports Analytics: Several
startups like Zepp, MiCoach, and Ball are extracting motion patterns from wearables. Smart sensor shoes have
been proposed for analyzing soccer shots in [47], however, these are essentially classification problems. HawkEye [7] is perhaps the most popular and expensive camera based tracker officially adopted in Cricket, Tennis,
etc. Hot Spot [10] is a popular IR technology used to determine contact points between ball and players. Video
analytics efforts in [23, 37, 46] are processing video
feeds to learn/predict game strategies. While creative,
the projects are addressing a different set of problems.
Localization and Motion Tracking: Rich literature in
indoor localization [13, 45, 15, 43, 33, 42, 36, 41, 25] has
mostly focused on human motion. Under sparse WiFi
infrastructure and high ball speeds, such techniques are
inadequate. UWB based ToF ranging [31] report 10cm
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Conclusion

This paper develops techniques for tracking the 3D trajectory and spin parameters of a cricket ball. The core
problem is rooted in motion tracking techniques, however, the sporting applications (and Cricket in this case)
presents unique challenges and opportunities. Through
fusion of wireless ranging, models of free-falling objects,
and angle of arrival estimates, we formulate and solve
error minimization problems. Results are promising and
we expect our techniques to generalize to other sports.
Our ongoing work is in pursuit of baseball and frisbee.
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Abstract – Data-driven techniques help boost agricultural productivity by increasing yields, reducing losses
and cutting down input costs. However, these techniques
have seen sparse adoption owing to high costs of manual
data collection and limited connectivity solutions. In this
paper, we present FarmBeats, an end-to-end IoT platform
for agriculture that enables seamless data collection from
various sensors, cameras and drones. FarmBeats’s system design that explicitly accounts for weather-related
power and Internet outages has enabled six month long
deployments in two US farms.

1

I NTRODUCTION

The demand for food is expected to double by 2050,
primarily fueled by an increase in population and upward
social mobility [58]. Achieving this increase in food production is even more challenging because of receding water levels, climate change and shrinking amount of arable
land. According to International Food Policy Research
Institute, data-driven techniques can help us achieve this
goal by increasing farm productivity by as much as 67%
by 2050 and cutting down agricultural losses [20].
In fact, field trials have shown that techniques that use
sensor measurements to vary water input across the farm
at a fine granularity (precision irrigation) can increase
farm productivity by as much as 45% while reducing the
water intake by 35% [3]. Similar techniques to vary other
farm inputs like seeds, soil nutrients, etc. have proven to
be beneficial [25, 37]. More recently, the advent of aerial
imagery systems, such as drones, has enabled farmers to
get richer sensor data from the farms. Drones can help
farmers map their fields, monitor crop canopy remotely
and check for anomalies. Over time, all this data can
indicate useful practices in farms and make suggestions
based on previous crop cycles; resulting in higher yields,
lower inputs and less environmental impact.
While these techniques for agriculture have shown
promising results, their adoption is limited to less than 20
percent farmers owing to the high cost of manual sensor
data collection (according to US Department of Agriculture [30]). Automating sensor data collection requires establishing network connection to these sensors. However,
existing connectivity solutions [11, 18] require a cellular
data logger to be attached to each sensor (see Table 1 for a
detailed comparison). These loggers cost around $1000
each in equipment cost with over $100 in subscription
fee. Further, they are limited in the amount of data that
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they can send to few kilobytes per day. Clearly, these solutions do not scale up for large farms and cannot support
high bandwidth sensors like cameras and drones, which
rely on sending all their data to the cloud for processing [10,49]. This situation is further worsened by the fact
that farms typically have limited cellular coverage [24]
and are prone to weather-based Internet outages.
In this paper, we present FarmBeats, an end-to-end IoT
platform for data-driven agriculture, that enables seamless data collection from various sensor types, i.e., cameras, drones and soil sensors, with very different bandwidth constraints. FarmBeats can ensure system availability even in the face of power and Internet outages
caused by bad weather; scenarios that are fairly common
for a farm. Further, FarmBeats enables cloud connectivity for the sensor data to enable persistent storage as well
as long-term or cross-farm analytics. We have deployed
FarmBeats in two farms in the US over a period of six
months and used FarmBeats to enable three applications
for the farmer: precision agriculture, monitoring temperature and humidity in food storage, and monitoring animal shelters. In designing FarmBeats, we solve three key
challenges.
First, to enable connectivity within the farm, FarmBeats leverages recent work in unlicensed TV White
Spaces (TVWS) [6, 16, 44] to setup a high bandwidth
link from the farmer’s home Internet connection to an
IoT base station on the farm. Sensors, cameras and
drones can connect to this base station over a Wi-Fi frontend. This ensures high bandwidth connectivity within
the farm. However, due to the lack of power on the
farm, the base station is powered by battery-backed solar
power which suffers from power unreliability depending
on weather conditions. As shown in past work [22, 51],
cloudy weather can reduce solar power output significantly and drain the batteries of the base station to shut
it down. To solve this problem, FarmBeats uses a novel
weather-aware IoT base station design. Specifically, it
uses weather forecasts to appropriately duty cycle different components of the base station. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first weather-aware IoT base station design.
Second, Internet connection to the farm is typically
weak making it challenging to ship high bandwidth drone
videos (multiple GBs) to the cloud. Furthermore, farms
are prone to weather-related network outages that last
weeks. Such system unavailability impedes a farmer’s
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ability to take adequate preventive actions, do UAV inspections and leads to loss of valuable sensor data. Thus,
FarmBeats uses a Gateway based design, wherein a PC at
the farmer’s home serves as a gateway for the farm data.
The FarmBeats Gateway serves two purposes: a) it performs significant computation locally on the farm data
to consolidate it into summaries that can be shipped to
the cloud for long-term and cross-farm analytics, and b)
the gateway is capable of independent operation to handle periods of network outage, thus leading to continuous
availability for the farmer.
Finally, while drones are one of the most exciting farm
sensors today, they suffer from poor battery life. Getting
aerial imagery for a farm requires multiple drone flights
and a long wait time in between when the batteries are being charged. We use the fact that farms are typically very
windy, since they are open spaces. Thus, we incorporate
a novel path planning algorithm in the FarmBeats gateway, that leverages wind to help the drone accelerate and
decelerate, thereby conserving battery. This algorithm is
motivated by how sailors use winds to navigate sailboats.
We use the FarmBeats system to enable precision agriculture applications on two farms: one in Washington
state and the other in upstate New York. While traditional
farming treats the farm as a homogeneous piece of land,
precision agriculture adapts the farm inputs over different
parts of the farm depending on the requirement. Precision agriculture techniques require a precision map with
information about each location in the farm, for example,
the soil temperature, soil moisture, nutrient levels, etc. To
construct this precision map, existing solutions for precision agriculture require a dense deployment of in-ground
sensors [30]. A dense deployment of sensors becomes
expensive (as well as cumbersome to manage) as the size
of the farm grows. Unless these sensors are deployed
densely within a farm, the estimated precision map can
be very inaccurate, as we show in Section 7. Since FarmBeats’s gateway has access to both the drone videos and
sensor data, it enables a novel low-cost mechanism that
uses drone videos in combination with sparse ground sensors to generate precision maps for the farm. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first system that can combine the temporal data from sensors, with the spatial data
from drones to construct an instantaneous precision map
of the farm, such as the one in Figure 5.
Beyond FarmBeats’s application in precision agriculture, farmers have so far used FarmBeats for two other
applications. First, the farmers have been using FarmBeats to monitor temperature and humidity in storage
spaces to ensure that the produce does not go bad. Second, the farmers have plugged in cameras at different locations, to monitor cow sheds, selling stations etc1 .
1 Supplementary Material includes detailed description of FarmBeats applications and usage.
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Contributions: To summarize, FarmBeats makes the
following key contributions:
Long-term large scale deployment: Our deployments
have run over 6 months in each of the farms and collected
over 10 million sensor measurements, 1 million camera
images and 100 drone videos
Novel Weather-Aware IoT Base Station Design:
Adding weather awareness into the IoT base station reduced the base station down time to zero as opposed to
greater than 30% downtime during the same month in the
previous year in an earlier version of our deployment
Novel Inference Techniques for Compression of
Aerial Imagery Data: FarmBeats’s gateway achieved a
median compression of 1000 times from an aerial drone
video to the sensor summaries sent to the cloud. Further,
the gateway remained available even when the Internet
connectivity to the farm faced a week-long outage
Wind-Assisted Drone Flight Planning Algorithm:
FarmBeats’s flight planning algorithm improves the area
covered by a single drone flight by 30%

2

I OT P LATFORM : O BJECTIVES

In building FarmBeats, we target the following goals:
• Availability: The platform should have negligible downtime. When there is an outage (for example, due to
power or network failure), data collection from the sensors should not stop and the platform should continue to
deliver services to the farmers.
• Capacity: It should support sensors with widely varying requirements: pH sensors reporting few bytes of data
to drones sending gigabytes of video. Similarly, the system should be capable of supporting end-user applications with varying needs: from a precision irrigation application that needs the latest sensor data for the entire
farm to a crop suggestion application that needs just high
level productivity data but across several growing seasons
• Cloud Connectivity: Several farming applications, such
as crop cycle prediction, seeding suggestions, farming
practice advisory, etc. rely on long term data analytics.
Besides, a farmer may want to access some applications
even when he is not on the farm. Thus, the IoT platform
must enable pushing data to the cloud.
• Data Freshness: Stale sensor data from the farm can
make applications suggest incorrect courses of action to
the farmer. Gaps in historical data can also cause applications to misbehave. Moreover, stale data leads to bad
user experience. Thus, the platform must strive to maintain maximum data freshness.

3

T HE FARM B EATS I OT P LATFORM

While these objectives have been fairly successfully
achieved by home IoT platforms like Amazon Echo,
achieving these objectives in an agricultural setting introduces several challenges for two main reasons: access
and environmental variability. As discussed before (and
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Figure 1:

FarmBeats System Overview

as shown in Table 1), farms do not have access to power
and high-bandwidth Internet connectivity unlike indoor
IoT systems. Furthermore, energy harvested from the environment and weak network connectivity to the farm is
susceptible to failures due to weather variability. So, the
key question for the design of FarmBeats is: how does
one design an IoT platform to meet the objectives in a
highly variable, resource constrained environment?
3.1

Design Decisions

An overview of the system is given in Figure 1. Here,
we discuss the main design decisions.
To achieve farm connectivity over long range, we
leverage recent work in the TV White Spaces [6, 16, 44]
to setup a high-bandwidth connection from the farmer’s
home to the farm. However, sensors, drones and cameras
typically do not support TVWS. Thus, in order to maintain compatibility with sensors along with long-range
high bandwidth connectivity, we deploy a two-layer hybrid network. We use a TVWS link to connect the
farmer’s home Internet connection to a few IoT base stations on the farm. Since it is a high bandwidth backhaul
link, each base station can accommodate sensors, as well
as cameras and drones. At the second layer, the IoT base
station provides a Wi-Fi interface for connections from
sensors and other devices. The Wi-Fi interface ensures
that the farmer can not only connect most off-the-shelf
farming sensors, cameras and drones; but they can also
use their phone to access farming productivity apps. 2
Variability in harvested solar energy leads to IoT base
station downtime in overcast conditions. In fact, in our
early deployments, power failures due to environmental
factors were the major cause of unavailability. While past
work has dealt with this problem in the context of single
sensors [22, 51, 59] by duty cycling the sensors, the same
2 Future

iterations of the systems would add multiple interfaces to
the base station to enable compatibility with more sensor types.
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approach does not work for a base station. Specifically,
the base station has multiple components with different
power requirements and duty cycling costs. For example, a farmer is typically inactive at night and is unlikely
to check the farm data. So, turning the TVWS device
off (which consumes 5x more power than the rest of the
base station) can enable the base station to collect data
(in a cache) from the sensors more frequently. Further,
FarmBeats enables the farmer to turn the base station on
to access Wi-Fi for productivity applications, while they
are on the farm. This adds another layer of uncertainty
in the duty cycling plan. Thus, we propose a novel duty
cycle policy (in Section 4) wherein the different components of the base station are duty cycled at different rates;
while explicitly accommodating these constraints.
Finally, given the weak internet connectivity to the
farm, a naive approach of pushing all the data to the cloud
does not work. We make the key observation that the data
requirements of the farming applications can be broadly
classified into two main categories: immediate detailed
data and long-term summarized data. Table 2 summarizes how the industrial and research applications of farm
data can be classified into these two categories. This categorization enables a gateway based IoT design for FarmBeats. The local gateway sits at the farmer’s home at the
other end of the White Space link and performs two functions: a) creates summaries for future use and ships them
to the cloud and b) delivers applications that can be provided locally. The summaries are several orders of magnitude lower in size than the raw farm data (3-4 orders
of magnitude smaller in case of the precision agriculture
application discussed later) and hence, respect the harsh
bandwidth constraints.
3.2

Architecture

The FarmBeats system has the following components:
Sensors & Drones: FarmBeats uses off-the-shelf sensors for its applications. Each sensor measures specific
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Technology
Cellular Connection
(Decagon Devices)
Mesh
Networks
(Ranch Systems)
Satellite (Iridium)

Data Requirement
Immediate
Descriptive Data
Long-term Summarized Data

Cost
Per sensor fee: 1000$ + 100$ annual fee

Data Restriction
Restricted to sensor data; Uploads
every 15 mins at best
Base station: 3500$ + 750$ annual fee; Per sensor Maximum 25 mesh nodes per base
fee: 1100$ + 60$ annual fee
station
Per sensor fee: 800$ + 100$ monthly fee
Restricted to 2.5 Kbps
Table 1: Cost Comparison of Farm Sensor Networking Solutions
Applications
Precision irrigation, virtual
walkthroughs,
productivity
apps, farm monitoring, ...
Crop suggestions, seed distribution, yield monitoring, financial management, animal health
statistics, ...

Table 2: Application classification based on requirements

nally, it includes built-in algorithms for drone path planning and for compressing drone data before being sent to
the cloud (described in Section 5). We illustrate in Section 5.3 how applications function on the gateway with
the example of precision agriculture applications.
Three aspects of the FarmBeats gateway differentiate
it from prior IoT gateways. First, the FarmBeats gateway implements a web service, providing unique services that are different from the FarmBeats web service
in the cloud. Second, the gateway can operate offline,
and still offer the most important services. Finally, as
shown later in the context of precision agriculture, having access to data from multiple types of sensors enables
unique feature-based summarization technologies for the
drone videos and sensor data.
Services & the Cloud: The Gateway ships data summaries to the cloud, which provides a storage system for
long-term data and a web interface for the farmer. The
cloud enables three functions: data access outside the
farm network (e.g. when traveling), long term applications like crop suggestions, and cross-farm analytics.

characteristics of the farm, such as soil moisture and soil
pH, and reports this data to the IoT base station over a
Wi-Fi connection. In addition to soil sensors, FarmBeats
supports cameras for farm monitoring and drones. The
cameras are either connected to the IoT base station over
Ethernet or report data over Wi-Fi. They take periodic
snapshots and transmit this data to the IoT base station.
UAV flights are either periodically scheduled or manually
initiated using the FarmBeats app on the farmer’s phone.
IoT Base Station: The IoT base station on the farm is
powered by solar panels, backed by batteries and has
three components:
4 D UTY C YCLING THE BASE S TATION
• The TVWS device ensures that the base station on the
farm can send the data to the gateway, which then, sends
As discussed before, FarmBeats’s solar-powered IoT
it up to the cloud.
base station on the farm is duty cycled to explicitly ac• The sensor connectivity module establishes a connection
count for weather forecasts and current charge state of the
between the base station and the sensors deployed on the
batteries. Two aspects of the base station make this probfarm. In FarmBeats’s current implementation, this modlem challenging: a) The sensor connectivity module has
ule is just a Wi-Fi router.
significantly lower power requirements than the TVWS
• Finally, the Base Station Controller is responsible for two
device. Thus, we need to intelligently proportion power
functions. First, it serves as a cache for the sensor data
between these components to achieve optimum perforcollected by the sensor module and syncs this data with
mance. b) FarmBeats allows farmers to manually turn the
the IoT gateway when the TVWS device is switched on.
base station on to connect to the Internet to use productivSecond, it plans and enforces the duty cycle rates dependity apps on their phone. This adds a variable component
ing on the current battery status and weather conditions.
to power consumption.
IoT Gateway: As mentioned before, the goal of the
IoT gateway is to enable local services and create sum4.1 Duty Cycling Goals
maries from existing data to be sent to the cloud. We
The key goals for the duty cycling algorithm are:
use a PC form factor device as the FarmBeats gateway,
which is typically placed in the farmer’s house or office, • Energy Neutrality: Like past work in the context of
whichever has Internet access. The gateway provides an
duty-cycling sensors backed by energy harvesting sensor
interface for applications to run and create summaries to
systems [22,59], FarmBeats aims to achieve the objective
be sent to the cloud as well as to post data to the local
of energy neutrality. For a given planning period, the goal
web server. Furthermore, it includes a web service for the
is to consume at max as much power as can be harvested
farmer to access detailed data when they are on the farm
from the solar panels.
network. This also ensures that FarmBeats remains avail- • Variable Access: FarmBeats allows farmers to access
able even when the cloud connection is not present. FiWi-Fi connectivity on-demand. This power consumption
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Figure 2:

Duty Cycling Approach: The shaded region shows the
feasibility region of Equations 2 and 4. The latency is minimized when
both the equations are satisfied on the boundaries.

is usage-driven and varies across days. FarmBeats must
plan ahead for this variable delay.
• Minimize Data Gaps: We use the term ‘Data Gaps’
to denote continuous time-intervals with no sensor measurements available. Such gaps need to be minimized
to avoid missing out on interesting data trends. So,
FarmBeats’s duty cycling algorithm aims to minimize the
length of the largest data gaps, under the constraints of
energy neutrality and variable access.
4.2

Power Budget

The sole power source for the base station is a set of solar panels (backed by a battery). The solar power output
varies with the time of day and the weather conditions.
We use standard methods [51] to estimate the output of
the solar panels, given the weather conditions. Let us
say that the energy output from the solar panels over the
next planning period is SI . Because the estimation is not
perfect and there is usage variability, there maybe some
credit or debit from the previous planning period. Let us
denote this credit by CI . So, the total power budget for
the base station over the next planning period is SI +CI .
4.3

Duty Cycling Approach

The duty cycle decisions are made on the order of a
planning period, Tp . Since our deployments use solar
powered base stations, we set Tp to be one day. We define the average energy loss due to battery leakage and the
very low power base station controller during one Tp to
be ED . For the farmer to have on-demand Wi-Fi access,
we allocate a fixed time budget of Tv . If we denote the
power consumption of the TVWS device by PT and the
power consumption of the sensor connectivity module by
PS , then, we need to allocate Tv (PT + PS ) for variable WiFi access. Now the key question is, how do we proportion
the remaining power budget?
Duty Cycling the TVWS device: The TVWS module is
needed to sync the data in the base station cache with the
gateway. Let us assume that we have a schedule, S, the set
of sync times advised for the base-station to sync with the
FarmBeats gateway. This could depend on the farmer’s
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usage patterns, sensor types and can be either manually
programmed or automatically inferred. The sync times in
the set S have a corresponding set of weights given by set
W . An example of a high-weighted sync time could be
sunrise, as that is when the farmer begins their day. Thus,
they would like to access the latest sensor data when the
activities of the day are planned.
To ascertain the subset of syncs that need to be performed, we make a simple observation. If the sensors
haven’t sent any data to the base station, the base station
need not turn on the TVWS device. Specifically, it uses
the following greedy algorithm to identify the syncs to be
executed. Let us denote by, S1 ⊂ S, the subset of syncs
that are to be executed. This subset is initialized as an
empty set. FarmBeats starts by adding the highest priority sync to S1 . After it has done that, it subtracts |S1 |PT TS
from the power budget, where |.| denotes set cardinality and TS denotes the time to perform a sync operation.
Then, FarmBeats computes the corresponding duty-cycle
rate for the sensor connectivity module. If this rate ensures that the second highest weighted sync in S will have
additional data from the sensors to sync with the gateway,
it adds this sync operation to the set S1 . It repeats this process in decreasing order of weights until it reaches a state
where one of the syncs in S1 has no new data to share. As
we add more sync operations to S1 , the power budget for
the sensor connectivity modules decreases. With a lower
power budget, the sensor connectivity module can collect
data from the sensors less often and hence it becomes less
likely for frequent syncs to see new data. Thus, the algorithm implicitly regulates the sync operations between
the gateway and the base station.
Duty Cycling the Sensor Connectivity Module: We
denote the duty cycling rate for the sensor connectivity module by γ. In particular, it is turned off for a
time period, To f f , followed by an on period of, Ton
and γ = Ton /To f f . Using the notation we have established so far, the energy expenditure of the system is
ED + (PS + PT )Tv + PT TS |S1 | + PS Tp γ. Since the goal of
the planning algorithm is to estimate Ton and To f f such
that the energy expenditure does not exceed the energy
budget during the planning period, this imposes the following constraint:
SI +CI ≥ ED + (PS + PT )Tv + PT TS |S1 | + PS Tp γ
(1)
=⇒ γ ≤

SI +CI − ED − (PS + PT )Tv − PT TS |S1 |
PS Tp

(2)

Let us denote Tconnect as the time taken for the sensor
connectivity module to turn on and establish a connection
to the sensors. Further, let Tsensor be the time that it takes
for all the sensors to wake up and transmit to the base
station. Since the ON time of the module has to be long
enough for the sensors to be able to communicate their
data to the base station, this imposes a further constraint:
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TON ≥ Tconnect + Ttrans f er
=⇒ γTo f f ≥ Tconnect + Ttrans f er

(3)
(4)

Since our goal is to minimize the data gap under the
power constraints imposed by Equations 2 and 4, we aim
to minimize To f f . The inequalities from Equations 2 and
4 define a convex region in the 2-dimensional space of
(γ, To f f ), shown as the shaded region in Figure 2. Since
the cost function To f f is linear, the minimum occurs on
a corner of the intersection region defined by the two inequalities. Specifically, the minimum latency is achieved
when the two inequalities are exactly met. The solution •
is shown graphically in Figure 2.
•
4.4

Discussion

the number of waypoints required to cover a given part of
the farm.
Existing commercial systems like Pix4D [42],
DroneDeploy [15], etc. offer area coverage services,
these systems cover a given area using an east-to-west
flight path, without any regards to the number of waypoints required. Recent research proposals like [17] do
not guarantee the minimum number of waypoints either.
Our area coverage algorithm Min-waypoint described below guarantees that the UAV covers an area with the minimum number of waypoints:
Given an area, construct its convex hull.
Determine the direction of sweeping lines. For each edge
and its antipodal (diametrically opposite) vertex [50],
draw two parallel lines and measures the distance between them. The slope of the edge corresponding to the
minimum distance between the edge and the antipodal
vertex becomes the direction of the sweeping lines.
Determine the waypoints depending on the flight altitude,
the camera’s field of view, and desired image quality.
Given a start-point and end-point of the flight path, order
the waypoints to minimize the total travel distance.

At this point, it is worth noting that:
• By explicitly accounting for the credit term, CI , the formulation absorbs the variability in on-demand Wi-Fi usage patterns. If the on-demand Wi-Fi usage patterns are •
stable, the term CI goes down to zero.
• By incorporating flexibility in sync times between the •
gateway and the base station, FarmBeats can easily adapt
to farm applications with different requirements.
Adaptive Wind-assisted Yaw Control: Since farms
• We have not yet discussed the duty cycling of sensor
are large open spaces and typically very windy, we obnodes. In our implementation, we set the duty cycle off
served that quadrotors that have an asymmetric physitime for sensors to be less than Ttrans f er to ensure that
cal profile can exploit the wind either for more efficient
the sensor can transfer data when the sensor connectivpropulsion or deceleration. Figure 3(b) shows an exity module is on. An alternative implementation would
ample of a quadrotor (DJI Inspire 1) that has an asymallow the base station to send wake-up times to sensors.
metrical profile, where its front and the side are considOur design choice was motivated by the availability of
erably different; thus, it can exploit the wind similar to
very low-power sensors that consume 3-4 orders of magsailboats. Intuitively, when the quadrotor is flying downnitude less power than the base station on average.
wind (i.e. wind is helping the quadrotor), the side profile
of the quadrotor should face the wind since the side pro5 T HE FARM B EATS G ATEWAY
file has a larger area and hence, will be able to extract the
In this section, we discuss two key components of the
maximum assistance from the wind. In our experiments
FarmBeats gateway: UAV path planning and stitched imon the farm, the quadrotor requires significantly more enagery (orthomosaic) generation from UAV videos. We
ergy (80% higher at 4m/s) to maintain its speed upwind
also illustrate how the FarmBeats gateway implements a
in comparison to the downwind flight.
precision agriculture application.
To leverage this observation, we designed a novel yaw
control algorithm to exploit the wind energy on the farm.
5.1 UAV Path Planning
Specifically, yaw is the angle of the quadrotor with reMost UAVs operate in line sweep patterns. Specifspect to the vertical axis. While we don’t describe the alically, given a sequence of waypoints defined by their
gorithm in detail, on a high level, Figure 3 describes how
GPS coordinates, they move from one waypoint to the
the yaw control algorithm would operate for a quadrotor
next, in order. However, in the context of agriculture, our
that has a larger area on the sideways profile. For the
objective is to optimize for the area covered in a single
downwind segment from the start point to the first wayflight. Thus, we aim to minimize the time taken to cover
point, the adaptive control starts by making the yaw pera given area. To that end, we make the observation that
pendicular to the flight path, thereby maximally utilizing
increasing the number of waypoints to cover the same
the favorable wind as the quadrotor accelerates. Howarea increases the time taken to cover it, even though the
ever, as the velocity increases, the air drag generated by
total path length may be the same. This is because the
the quadrotors profile also increases. Consequently, once
quadrotor has to decelerate at each waypoint and come to
the quadrotor accelerates the yaw is reduced so as to maxa halt before it can turn around and accelerate again. We
imally exploit the wind, while minimizing the parasitic
present a novel flight planning algorithm that minimizes
drag due to the side profile. Similarly, the deceleration
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Figure 3: FarmBeats’s path planning algorithm uses the asymmetry in front and side profiles of a drone like DJI Inspire 1 (in (b)) to leverage
wind to its advantage

phase can very effectively exploit the air drag by making
its yaw perpendicular to the flight path. This action is
analogous to the action that a skier takes to stop.
5.2

off: either fly high such that the farm appears planar and
sacrifice fine details of the farm, or ship the large aerial
videos to the cloud for processing.

Generating Orthomosaics from UAV Videos

Our approach: In order to break this tradeoff, we
have developed a hybrid technique which combines key
UAVs generate a prohibitive amount of video that is
components from both 3D mapping and image stitching
difficult to transfer to the cloud due to poor network conmethods. On a high level, we use techniques from the
nectivity on farms. For example, a 4 minute flight with a
aerial 3D mapping systems, just to estimate the relative
UAV capturing 1080p video at 30 frames per second genposition of different video frames; without computing the
erates almost a Gigabyte of video data. We make the obexpensive high resolution digital surface maps. Since this
servation that the unit of interest for the farmer is not the
process can be performed at a much lower resolution, this
drone video itself, but an overview of the farm that can be
allows us to get rid of the harsh compute and memory reprovided by a geo-referenced panoramic overview, which
quirements, while removing the inaccuracies due to nonis one-two order of magnitude more compact than the full
planar nature of the farm. Once these relative positions
resolution video (see Figure 4). The stitched orthomohave been computed, we can then use standard stitching
saic generated from the drone video provides a high ressoftware (like Microsoft ICE) to stitch together these imolution visual summary of the farm from a low altitude
ages. The performance achievements of this hybrid apvantage point, revealing minute details. In fact, existing
proach are evaluated further in Section 7.
agricultural drone solutions ( [10, 49]) ship the videos to
the cloud and convert them into orthomosaics to show to
5.3 Generating Precision Maps
the farmer. Thus, we incorporate the orthomosaics processing pipeline into the FarmBeats Gateway, to process
As discussed before, precision agriculture relies on acthe drone videos locally.
curate precision maps of the farm that indicate the distriBroadly speaking, the panoramic views can be conbution of a specific characteristic throughout the farm.
structed from the UAV video using two approaches,
The FarmBeats gateway naturally enables a novel apbased on either (i) aerial 3D mapping [42, 48] or (ii) improach to precision map generation that can use the aerial
age stitching and mosaicking [4, 7, 36, 53, 56]. While
imagery from drones to perform spatial inference of senthe aerial 3D mapping is a general-purpose method to
sor values from sparsely deployed sensors.
reconstruct high resolution 3D surface maps of the enviSpecifically, FarmBeats uses the orthomosaic generronment from aerial videos, the image stitching methods
ated from the drone videos together with the sensor valtreat the world as planar and simply stitch the different
ues observed by the sensors planted in the soil, and generimages together by finding their relative positions.
ates predictions for the entire farm. For example, sensors
Computing high-resolution surface maps is both comthat observed soil temperature at the discrete locations
pute and memory intensive and is not suitable for the
can inform the machine learning pipeline to make preresource-constrained farm gateway. On the other hand,
dictions about every location in the farm by considering
while image stitching methods can be incorporated into
spatial proximity as well visual similarity of the locations
the gateway, the planar terrain assumption becomes into the sites with the sensors.
valid on the farm. Uneven ground geometry, trees, aniFarmBeats’s gateway embeds a machine learning
mals or man-made structures observed in the video genpipeline that draws on probabilistic graphical models that
erates parallax which cannot be handled by the image
embed Gaussian processes [43]. The key intuition in the
registration algorithms that assume a planar scene. As
proposed model is spatial and visual smoothness: areas
we show later in Section 7 and as observed in prior work
that are similar should observe similar sensor readings.
[27], existing image stitchers – Microsoft ICE [36], AuSpecifically, the model relies on two kinds of similarities:
toPano [4] tend to produce distorted orthomosaics in such • Visual Smoothness: Areas that look similar have simiscenarios. This presents us with an uncomfortable tradelar sensor values. For example, a recently irrigated area
7
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Water puddle

Cow Herd

Cow excreta

Stray cow

Figure 4:

Orthomosaic Generation: The high resolution orthomosaic generated by FarmBeats for a 5 acre patch in the large farm reveals
important visual details to the farmer, such as those shown in the insets – puddles that can make part of the land unavailable for agriculture, cow
excreta that becomes manure and enriches the soil, location of individual cows grazing on the farm and their distance from the nearby electric fence.

would look darker and hence, has more moisture.
• Spatial Smoothness: Since we are measuring physical
properties of the soil and the environment, the sensor
readings for locations that are nearby should be similar.
We encode these two intuitions into a graphical model
using standard techniques and formulate it as a Gaussian
process regression model [43].
In our current design, FarmBeats uses the precision
maps as units of summarization for the UAV data and
ships them to the cloud. This has two advantages over
the using orthomosaics as the unit of summary. First, they
incorporate sensor data from the farm into drone videos.
Second, they can be compressed to two to three orders
of magnitude smaller size than a orthomosaic. So, while
the orthomosaic is good for giving the farmer a detailed
overview of the farm, precision maps are better for long
term storage and shipping. We envision that for other
machine learning applications as well, feature maps like
the precision maps of the field would be the summaries
that get shipped to the cloud, while the descriptive data
delivers short-term applications on the gateway.

6

D EPLOYMENT

We deployed FarmBeats in two farms located in Washington (WA) state and in upstate New York (NY), with an
area of 5 acres and 100 acres, respectively. The farmer in
WA grows vegetables that he sells in the local farmers
market. The farm in upstate NY follows the community
supported agriculture (CSA) model, and grows vegetables, fruits, grains, as well as dairy, poultry, and meat.
Our deployments consist of: sensors, cameras, UAV, the
IoT base station, a gateway PC, the cloud service and a
dashboard (mobile app and a web page).
Sensors: Each farm was equipped with sensors that
measure soil temperature, pH, and moisture. In case of
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sensors without Wi-Fi support, we interfaced them with
Arduinos, Particle Photons or NodeMCUs to add Wi-Fi
capability. While the exact number of sensors varied over
the deployments and the application of interest, we have
deployed over 100 different sensors. Additionally, We
deployed Microseven IP [33] cameras in different parts
of the field to monitor the farm, as well as to capture IR
images of crops. To avoid potential damage from environmental impacts, each sensing platform was encased in
a weatherproof box. An example of a sensor deployment
can be seen in Figure 6(a).
Drones: We used the DJI Phantom 2, Phantom 3 and Inspire 1 for our drone flights.3 We created an auto-pilot
application using the DJI Mobile SDK [12] to interface
with FarmBeats. The user can use the app to first select
the flight altitude and determine the area to be covered on
an interactive map. FarmBeats’s app then plans a flight
path using the algorithm proposed in Section 5.1. After
the drone completes its mission, it automatically returns
to its home position and transfers the video recording during the flight to the gateway, through the IoT base station.
IoT Base Station: At each IoT base station deployment, we set up a TVWS network using the FCC certified
Adaptrum ACRS 2 radios [2] operating at 20 dBm, and
11 dBi directional antennas with 90 degree sectors. The
internet connectivity was provided by the home internet
connection of the farmers. To power the base station we
setup a solar charging system, which comprised of two 60
Watt solar panels connected to a solar charge controller.
The powering system is backed by four 12V-44Ah batteries connected in parallel. The power output goes through
an 8-port Digital Logger PoE switch [28]. This provides
us the capability to turn on or off individual components
of the base station. A Raspberry Pi 3 with 64 GB SD
3 We

received an exemption from the FAA to fly the UAV.
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Figure 5:

Precision Maps: (a) A 40 MPixel orthomosaic created from a 3 minute flight over 2 acre area of a farm. Our system infers dense
sensor measurements from very few sensors deployed on the farm (indicated by white circles). (b) The predicted soil moisture map (our sensors
measures moisture on a scale of 1 to 5). Note that the top left region in the image where the ground appears wet was correctly predicted to have
high moisture even though no moisture sensors were present in that part of the farm. (c) The predicted pH map (pH is measured from 0-14, 7 is
neutral and 0 is the most acidic). Our system identified that the whole field is slightly acidic, but the bottom left/center is more acidic than the rest.
(d) The predicted soil temperature map (in Fahrenheit scale).

card serves as the base station controller. The sensors interfaced with the base station through a 802.11b router,
with a range of over 100 m.
Gateway: The gateway is a Lenovo Thinkpad in the WA
farm and a Dell Inspiron laptop in the upstate NY farm.
Cloud: We use the Azure IoT Suite ( [34]) for FarmBeats. The sensor readings, camera images, and drone
video summaries are populated through the Azure IoT
Hub ( [35]), to storage. We use blobs for images, and
tables for the sensor readings. Although in our current
implementation, the different farms share the Azure account, with table-level access control, we plan to have
different cloud service accounts for the different farms,
as FarmBeats scales up.

7

R ESULTS
We evaluate the components of FarmBeats below:

7.1

Weather Aware Base Station

The FarmBeats base station leverages the algorithm in
Section 4 to duty cycle different components. It uses
the OpenWeather API [40] to get the weather forecasts
and plans the duty cycling scheme for the next day. The
weather information gives us the cloudiness percentage
for each period of three hours. The cloudiness percentage over three days is plotted in Figure 7(a).
Over this set of three days, we compare three powerawareness schemes. We define the start of the day as
6AM local time. We periodically record the state-ofcharge of our solar power backed batteries. First, we let
the base station be always on. As shown in Figure 7(b),
the battery charge goes up during a sunny day and down
during the night. While the base station remains energy
neutral during the first day, during subsequent days its
battery drains because of cloudy weather, leading to unavailability on the third day. Then, we evaluate the alternate approach. We set the base station to a conservative
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duty cycling period. While this ensures that the base station is available on cloudy days, the base station battery
charges up to 100% during the sunny days thus wasting
solar power that could have been utilized. Moreover, its
duty cycling interval collects 15 times less data than the
optimal FarmBeats solution, plotted in 7(d).
FarmBeats collects data on the first two days more frequently owing to high availability of solar power. However, on the third day, it switches to a conservative duty
cycling schedule to save power. Of the 15x gain in data
collection frequency achieved over a fixed duty cycle, a
factor of 2 is because of the TVWS client being duty cycled at a different rate than the Wi-Fi router. An earlier
version of our deployment which did not duty cycle the
base station faced a downtime of 30% in a cloudy month
as opposed to zero downtime for our power-aware design
in the same month. Thus, FarmBeats’s power-aware design achieves its goal of maximizing data-freshness while
maintaining energy neutrality.
7.2

UAV Flight Planning

As mentioned in Section 5.1, we use an efficient area
coverage algorithm in addition to leveraging wind assistance to extend drone battery life. To understand the impact of area coverage algorithms on drone flight time,
we compare performance of FarmBeats in covering a
given area as compared to the state-of-the-art East-towest algorithm (used by Pix4D, DroneMapper, etc.). As
shown in Figure 6(b), the east-to-west algorithm generates sweeping patterns from the east to the west or viceversa regardless of the area shape. However, FarmBeats
generates a path that minimizes the number of waypoints.
Next, we compare the time taken to complete flights
planned by the two algorithms to cover a given area. The
maximum speed was set to 10m/s and the altitude was
set to 20m. Figure 6(c) plots the time taken to complete
a flight with the two algorithms in different area geome-
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(a) A weather-resistant, solar-powered FarmBeats sensor module.(b,c,d) Drone Flight Planning: (b) FarmBeats’s flight planning
algorithm minimizes the number of waypoints to cover a region. (c) Depending on the aspect ratio of the field, flights without FarmBeats’s
algorithm take upto 42% more time. This improves the time by a factor of 1.26 in the average case for our farms. (d) In addition, the yaw control
algorithm described in Section 5.1 achieves a gain of up to 5% based on the wind velocity.
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Figure 7:

tries defined by their height to width ratio, where height
is the distance along the North-South direction and width
is measured along East-West. As expected, the gain
achieved by FarmBeats increases as the height-width ratio increases. This is because FarmBeats algorithm generates fewer waypoints to cover the same area. In general, for the average case of our deployments, FarmBeats
reduced the time taken to cover an area by 26%.
Finally, we evaluate the impact of our yaw control algorithm under different wind conditions. The maximum
speed was set to 10m/s and the altitude was set to 30m.
For every flight, we fully charged the battery. We measure the percentage of time saved by FarmBeats’s yaw
control algorithm for each flight and plot it in Figure 6(d).
As seen in the figure, FarmBeats can save up to 5% time
depending on the wind velocity. Moreover, as the northsouth component (the principal direction of motion for
this set of experiments) of the wind increases, FarmBeats
can leverage it better.
7.3

Orthomosaic Generation

The novel orthomosaic generation algorithm proposed
in this paper advances the state-of-the-art on two fronts.
First, our approach of combining sparse 3D reconstruction techniques from video with image stitching techniques is more robust than existing techniques based on
either aerial 3D mapping or aerial image stitching. In
addition, our approach is computationally more efficient
and runs considerably faster than Pix4D [42], an aerial
3D mapping-based tool catering to Precision Agriculture.
Qualitative Results: We show two representative ortho-
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mosaics constructed by FarmBeats and Microsoft ICE in
Figure 4 and 8(b) respectively. Figure 8(a) shows what
the farm looked like in Google Earth in the past. The
orthomosaic generated by Microsoft ICE failed in this
case, while our result is consistent and accurate. Our georeferenced image covers about 5 acres of farmland and
provides a detailed visual summary to the farmer. By visually inspecting the high-resolution image, they can discover anomalies such as the water puddle that can render
a part of the field unsuitable for agriculture for a couple
of seasons. Moreover, the farmer can see where cows
are grazing during the day and make a decision about
whether they want to move them to another spot for the
next day. The decision is based on how much grass they
want to leave on the field to be converted into manure.
Processing Time: As shown in Figure 8(c), our implementation is 2.2 times faster than Pix4D on average.
Specifically, our method took 14 minutes to construct an
orthomosaic on average whereas Pix4D took 32 minutes
on average on a set of videos captured by our drones at
1080p resolution at 30 frames per second. This demonstrates the improved running time of our method.
Finally, the orthomosaic generated by our system are
approximately 5 times smaller than the original video
size at full resolution (in .png format) before applying
lossy compression. A single pixel in the geo-referenced
orthomosaic is about 2 cm in size which is equivalent to
a single penny on the ground. The image resolution and
compression quality are parameters that can be tuned to
meet any target file size.
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Orthomosaic Generation: (a) The Google Earth image for the farm in Figure 4. (b) Microsoft ICE image stitching pipeline fails to
reconstruct it accurately. (c) Pix4D takes about 2.2x longer on average compared to our approach.

Figure 8:
7.4

Generating Precision Maps

As described in Section 5.3, FarmBeats uses the visual features from the orthomosaic overview to extrapolate the sensor values and generate precision maps for
soil temperature, soil moisture and pH.
Qualitative Evaluation: We show a representative set of
these precision maps in Figure 5. As shown in the figure,
based on sensor values in the rest of the farm, the moisture prediction pipeline can estimate that the top left part
of the farm has high moisture content even though that
part has no sensor there. Similarly, the pH map generates an actionable input in the sense that the bottom left
and center of the farm have very low pH and are highly
acidic. As a result of this map, the farmer applied lime to
enhance the pH and make the soil more neutral.
Note that the pH of the farm varies within the farm at
fine granularity. As seen in Figure 5, within a couple of
acres, the pH can vary from 4 (very acidic) to 7 (neutral).
Soil moisture variance is even higher, with variance seen
within a few meters. Precision maps generated by FarmBeats capture this variance accurately, by using the drone
videos to extrapolate the sensor data.
Quantitative Evaluation: In order to evaluate the accuracy of the precision maps generated by FarmBeats
using the approach described in Section 5.3, we evaluated our system on 5 datasets constructed from the drone
videos and sensor data. Each dataset corresponds to a
drone flight over the farm (covering 2 acres) and one
set of sensor measurements from the sparse sensor deployment. The hyperparameters are learned by doing 5
fold cross validation. As an accuracy metric, we measure
the correlation between the predicted sensor values and
the ground truth sensor values to see how well the variations in the field are captured by FarmBeats. We compare
against two techniques, which do not use the drone video
based extrapolation of the sensor values:
• Nearest Neighbor (SensorsNN): We assign the value
from the nearest sensor to each point in the field.
• Inverse Distance based Interpolation (SensorsInterp):
We linearly interpolate known sensor values in the field,
by using inverse distance as a weight. This technique has
been previously been proposed in the context of precision
agriculture [14, 55].
For all the analysis, we use leave-one-out evaluation, i.e.,
we generate a precision map after leaving one of the sen-
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sors out of the training set and evaluate the map on the
left out sensor. We repeat this process for all the ground
sensors and report the averaged results.
The comparison of correlation across the different
schemes is shown in Figure 9(a). As shown in the figure, FarmBeats outperforms existing sensor based interpolation techniques. In particularly, FarmBeats can accurately estimate the variations of the different sensor values in the field. While sensor based methods do not mirror the variations and hence have nearly zero correlation
with the sensor values, FarmBeats’s estimates have high
positive correlation with the true sensor values, thus indicating the utility of using the drone video in conjunction
with the drone estimates. Finally, the precision maps generated by FarmBeats are 3 orders of magnitude smaller in
size on average than the video and can be easily shipped
to the cloud during periods of connectivity.
7.5

Other Applications

Figure 9 highlights two other applications that the
farmers used FarmBeats for. First, the farmer in NY
used FarmBeats sensors to monitor his storage freezers.
The temperature in these freezers is carefully regulated
below 10◦ F to prevent produce from going bad. As
shown in Figure 9(b), an employee leaving the door open
could lead to this temperature going up causing loss to the
farmer. This problem is solved by FarmBeats by enabling
automated notifications based on these sensor readings in
the FarmBeats phone application.
Second, the farmers plugged in cameras at different
locations like cow sheds and connected them to the nearest FarmBeats base station. One frame of the camera
is shown in Figure 9(c). While the intent of the current application is to manually monitor the cows, one can
potentially build an application that can detect anomalies in cow behavior or use cow motion to track animal
health [38]. As a preliminary result, we ran a deep neural
network based cow detector on the data. The identification boxes are overlaid on the figure.
7.6 End-to-end Deployment Statistics
Data Aggregation: FarmBeats’s deployments at both
farms have been running for over six months. Over these
deployments, FarmBeats interfaced with around 10 different sensor types, three different camera types, three
versions of drones and the farmers’ phones. It collected
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Figure 9:

FarmBeats Applications (a) FarmBeats’s precision maps are more accurate than standard sensor based interpolation techniques. (b)
Temperature (measured in F) in a storage unit can raise an alarm when an employee leaves a door open. (c) Cows being monitored in a cow shed.
The red boxes indicate a standard cow detector output.

more than 10 million sensor measurements, half million
images and 100 drone surveys.
Resilience to Outages: FarmBeats’s deployments faced
one week-long Internet outage due to a thunderstorm and
several smaller term Internet outages. The FarmBeats
gateway continued to be available during these times.
Cost: The TVWS client radios cost $200,4 and there are
no additional data charges, than the farmer’s existing internet connection. The Particle Photons cost about $20
and can add Wi-Fi support to each sensor. Thus, use of
the hybrid networking approach reduces the system cost
by an order of magnitude as compared to existing systems which cost over $1000 in equipment cost per sensor
and over 100$ annual subscription fee (see Table 1).
Applications: Farmers used FarmBeats’s precision agriculture system to guide their precision irrigation units.
The precision pH maps generated were used by farmers
to apply lime in the more acidic regions. As mentioned
before, farmers also used FarmBeats for storage monitoring with sensors and animal shelter monitoring, selling
station monitoring with cameras. Beyond that, farmers
also used FarmBeats base stations to access Wi-Fi while
on the farm to run productivity applications like Trello.

8

R ELATED W ORK

FarmBeats builds on past work in wireless sensor networks, precision agriculture and ICTD.
Wireless Sensor Networks: Past work has used multihop networks [5, 19, 23, 26, 39, 45, 57, 60] to gather data
from sensors in the farm. However, all these systems suffer from bandwidth constraints that make them unable
to support sensors, cameras and drones. Further, these
systems do not account for constraints imposed by weak
cloud connectivity and weather related power and Internet outages. The same is true for recent advances in LPWAN technologies [29, 52]. In contrast, FarmBeats includes support for sensors, cameras and drones; is backed
4 With the standardization of IEEE 802.11af [1] standard, we expect
the price to the client and base station to be similar to Wi-Fi, of less
than 10$. We are testing one such multi-mode TVWS/Wi-Fi chip from
a major Wi-Fi vendor.
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by cloud connectivity and has mechanisms to adapt to
weather variability.
Agriculture: Agronomists have studied various aspects
of precision agriculture, from defining more accurate
management zones [31], to improving prescription [37],
to leveraging soil science [54] and plant physiology [8]
techniques. Prior work has also looked at applications of
precision agriculture to irrigation, variable seeding, nutrient application, and others. There has been prior work on
developing technology for enabling precision agriculture.
Researchers have built specialized sensors for measuring
nutrients [25], water levels [21], and other such sensors,
and we build on top of this work. FarmBeats’s work is
complementary to this body of work as it facilitates the
automation of data collection using these sensors and enables the precision agriculture systems.
ICTD: ICTD solutions focus on user interfaces to make
existing technologies more accessible [13] enhanced access to information [9] and better communications. The
mechanisms of data collection is manual in most scenarios. The few attempts at automated data collection,
like [9], fall into the same pitfalls as discussed before.
We believe FarmBeats is complimentary to this work and
will aid the proliferation of ICTD by enabling end-to-end
IoT connectivity in weakly connected scenarios.

9

C ONCLUSIONS & F UTURE W ORK

FarmBeats is a low-cost, highly available IoT platform
for agriculture. It supports high bandwidth sensors using TVWS, which is a low-cost, long range technology.
FarmBeats uses a weather-aware solar-powered IoT base
station, and an intelligent Gateway that ensure that services are available in the Cloud and offline. It also incorporates new path-planning algorithms that extend drone
battery life. We have deployed the system in two farms,
and the farmers are already using it for three applications: precision agriculture, animal monitoring, and storage monitoring. Moving forward, we are working with
the farmers to develop several other applications on top
of FarmBeats. Further, we plan to make anonymized data
available for researchers to enable more agricultural applications.
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10.1

10.2

Leveraging Wind to Assist UAV Path Planning

S UPPLEMENTARY M ATERIAL
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for determining UAV yaw
based on wind speed
. Input: Wind velocity (~vW ), UAV velocity (~vUAV ), intended acceleration (~aUAV )
. where all inputs are measured with respect to the
earth reference frame
. Output: UAV yaw (y)
Compute wind velocity w.r.t the UAV: ~ve f f = ~vW −
~vUAV
if ~ve f f .~aUAV > 0 then
Set the yaw perpendicular to ~aUAV
y = 6 ~aUAV + π2
else
Align the yaw with ~ve f f to minimize drag
y = 6 ~ve f f
end if

FarmBeats Applications and Usage

The goal of FarmBeats is to serve as a substrate for
multiple sensing modalities on the farm. Sensors with
varying data requirements can plug-in to FarmBeats and
operate seamlessly. This allows farmers to use FarmBeats for various applications. Our primary target has
been to deliver a class of applications that fall under the
category of precision agriculture. Precision agriculture is
a technique to improve yield by treating the farm as heterogeneous land, and uses variable treatment throughout
the farm, such as variable seeding, fertilizer application,
lime application, irrigation, and many other agricultural
services. In principle, precision agriculture is good for
the overall farming ecosystem [37]. It improves yield,
reduces the operating expenses for the farmer [47], and
is also good for the environment.
In contrast to existing systems which divide the farm
into large static management zones [14, 41] and fail to

Here, we describe the algorithm to leverage wind to as14
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sist in UAV path planning. On a high level, the algorithm
works in two steps:
• Compute the effective wind velocity, ~ve f f . The effective
wind velocity is the wind velocity in the reference frame
of the UAV. Specifically, if the velocity of the UAV with
respect to the ground is ~vUAV and the wind velocity with
respect to the ground is ~vW , then ~ve f f = ~vW −~vUAV . An
example of this vector computation is shown in figure 10.
• If ~ve f f has a component that can aid the UAV motion,
then we make the yaw perpendicular to the direction of
intended acceleration, otherwise, we align it with the direction of ~ve f f to minimize air drag. For instance, as
shown in figure 10, if the UAV wants to accelerate and
the UAV velocity is large such that the effective wind velocity has no component that aids acceleration, then the
algorithm aligns the UAV yaw with the effective wind
velocity, minimizing the air drag.
Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo-code for FarmBeats’s approach.
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Enabling High-Quality Untethered Virtual Reality
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Abstract
Today’s virtual reality (VR) headsets require a cable connection to a PC or game console. This cable significantly
limits the player’s mobility and, hence, her VR experience. The high data rate requirement of this link (multiple Gbps) precludes its replacement by WiFi. Thus, in
this paper, we focus on using mmWave technology to deliver multi-Gbps wireless communication between VR
headsets and their game consoles. We address the two
key problems that prevent existing mmWave links from
being used in VR systems. First, mmWave signals suffer from a blockage problem, i.e., they operate mainly
in line-of-sight and can be blocked by simple obstacles
such as the player lifting her hand in front of the headset.
Second, mmWave radios use highly directional antennas
with very narrow beams; they work only when the transmitter’s beam is aligned with the receiver’s beam. Any
small movement of the headset can break the alignment
and stall the data stream. We present MoVR, a novel
system that allows mmWave links to sustain high data
rates even in the presence of a blockage and mobility.
MoVR does this by introducing a smart mmWave mirror and leveraging VR headset tracking information. We
implement MoVR and empirically demonstrate its performance using an HTC VR headset.

1

Introduction

The past few years have witnessed major advances
in augmented reality and virtual reality (VR) systems,
which have led to accelerated market growth. Facebook
has recently started shipping their VR headset (Oculus
Rift) and expects to ship more than 2 million headsets by
2017 [6]. HTC sold more than 15,000 VR headsets in
the first 10 minutes following their release [8]. These devices are expected to soon dominate the gaming and entertainment industry, and they have found applications in
manufacturing and healthcare [20, 21]. However, a key
challenge prevents this technology from achieving its full
potential. High-quality VR systems need to stream multiple Gbps of data from their data source (PC or game
console) to the headset. As a result, these headsets have
an HDMI cable snaking down the player’s neck and hardwiring her to the PC, as shown in Fig 1. The cable not
only limits the player’s mobility and interferes with the
VR experience, but also creates a tripping hazard since
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Figure 1—Virtual Reality experience: The figure shows the headset’s
cable not only limits the player’s mobility but also creates a tripping
hazard.

the headset covers the player’s eyes. This has left the industry searching for untethered solutions that can deliver
a high-quality VR experience without these limitations.
Unfortunately, typical wireless systems, such as WiFi,
cannot support the required data rates. This challenge
has led to awkward products: Zotac has gone as far as
stuffing a full PC in the player’s backpack in the hope of
delivering an untethered VR.
Ideally, one would like to replace the HDMI cable
with a wireless link. Thus, multiple companies have
advocated the use of mmWave for VR since mmWave
radios have been specifically designed to deliver multiGbps data rates [16, 1]. The term mmWave refers
to high frequency RF signals in the range of 24 GHz
and higher [15, 7]. The 802.11ad standard operates in
mmWave and can transmit over 2 GHz of bandwidth and
deliver up to 6.8 Gbps. No other consumer RF technology can deliver such data rates. However, mmWave links
bring up new challenges that must be addressed before
this technology can be used for VR applications:
• Dealing with blockage: mmWave links require a lineof-sight between transmitter and receiver, and they do
not work well through obstacles or reflections. This
problem is due to the fact that mmWave antennas
are highly directional and typically generate narrow
beams. Hence, even a small obstacle like the player’s
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hand can block the signal. Said differently, these links
work well when the receiver on the headset has a clear
line-of-sight to the transmitter connected to the PC,
but if the player moves her hand in front of the headset (see Fig. 3), or other people in the environment obstruct the receiver’s view to the transmitter, the signal
will be temporarily lost, causing a glitch in the data
stream (shown in our empirical results in §4). While
temporary outages are common in wireless communication, VR data is non-elastic, and cannot tolerate any
degradation in SNR and data rate.
• Dealing with mobility: Since mmWave radios use
highly directional antennas, they work only when the
transmitter’s beam is aligned with the receiver’s beam.
Further, since the wavelength is very small, even a
small movement of the headset can hamper the alignment and break the link. Past work on mmWave typically assumes static links and, hence, fixed alignment [39, 48, 32]. Identifying the correct alignment for the antennas can take up to multiple seconds [49, 44]. Such delay is unacceptable for VR systems, which need to play a new frame every 10 milliseconds, even when the headset moves [10].
This paper introduces MoVR, a wireless system that
enables a reliable and high-quality untethered VR experience via mmWave links. MoVR addresses the main
challenges facing existing mmWave links. In particular,
MoVR overcomes the blockage problem by introducing
a self-configurable mmWave mirror that detects the incoming signal and reconfigures itself to reflect it toward
the receiver on the headset. In contrast to a traditional
mirror, a MoVR mirror does not require the angle of reflection to be equal to the angle of incidence. Both angles can be programmed so that our mirror can receive
the signal from the mmWave transmitter attached to the
data source and reflect it towards the player’s headset, regardless of its direction. In §4.2, we explain the design
of such mmWave mirrors and how they can be implemented simply by deflecting the analog signal without
any decoding.
Next, MoVR ensures that the VR system sustains high
data rates to the headset in the presence of mobility. In
contrast to past work on mmWave [1, 26, 49], MoVR
does not scan the space to find the best way to align the
mmWave directional antennas, a process known to incur significant delay [49, 44]. Specifically, MoVR finds
the best beam alignment by relying on existing tracking
functions available in VR systems. In designing MoVR,
we observe that VR systems already track the location of
the headset to update the 3D view of the player. Thus,
MoVR leverages this information to quickly localize the
headset and move the transmitter antenna’s beam with
it. However, while the VR application tracks the move-
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ments of the headset, it does not know the location of
the headset with respect to the mmWave transmitter and
the MoVR mirror. Thus, we design a novel algorithm
that combines the output of VR headset tracking with
RF-based localization to quickly steer the mmWave antennas and keep their beams aligned as the player moves
around.
We have built a prototype of MoVR and evaluated its
performance empirically using an HTC VR system. Our
results can be summarized as follows:
• In the absence of MoVR’s mirror, even a small obstacle like the player’s hand can block the mmWave
signal and result in a drop in SNR of 20dB, leaving
the VR headset with no connectivity. The addition of
MoVR’s mirror prevents the loss of SNR in the presence of blockage, sustaining high data rates.
• Given the VR headset information, MoVR aligns the
antenna beams in under a few micro seconds, which is
negligible compared to the user’s movement. Further,
the resulting alignment sustains the required high SNR
and VR data rates.
• Finally, in a representative VR gaming setup, MoVR
provides an SNR of 24dB or more for all locations in
the room and all orientations of the headset, even in
the presence of blockage and player mobility. This
SNR is much higher than the 20dB needed for the VR
application.

2

Related Work

Related work can be classified into three areas.
(a) Virtual Reality: Existing VR systems can be divided into PC-based VR, like Occulus Rift and HTC
Vive, and Gear VR, like systems by Samsung and Visus [17, 22]. PC-based VR systems leverage their computational horsepower to generate rich graphics that look
realistic and support fast head motion. They require,
however, an HDMI cable to connect the PC to the headset. Gear VR slides a powerful smart phone into the
headset. Thus, they do not need an external cable. Their
mobility, however, is limited by the inability to support
rich graphics that react to motion; their imagery tends to
blur with motion [3]. There is a huge interest in untethered PC-based VR systems. Optoma and SiBeam have
proposed using mmWave radios to connect the headset
to the PC, but they have not provided any details about
their proposal [16, 1]. Sulon proposed to equip the headset with an integrated computer [18]. Unfortunately, this
would make the headset much larger and heavier, thus interfering with the user experience. WorldViz advertises a
wireless wide-area tracking system. However, they still
require the user to have a cable for the display or carry
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a limited data source and a processor unit [25]. Zotac
advertises a mobile VR headsets where the user carries
the PC in a backpack. Finally, Google has recently announced that their next VR headset will be wireless, but
has not provided any details of the design or the release
date [23].
(b) mmWave Communications: Much past work on
mmWave communication addresses static links, such as
those inside a data center [39, 48, 32], where there is a
line-of-sight path between the transmitter and receiver.
Some past work looks at mobile links for cellular networks or wireless LANs [46, 43, 40]. These systems typically scan the space to align the antennas, a process that
takes up to several seconds [49, 44]. In contrast, by leveraging the fact that VR systems already track the headset,
MoVR is able to speed up antenna steering enough that
it can be done faster than the VR frame rate, as we show
in §7. Also, most past work on mmWave links assumes
line-of-sight connectivity. Some papers do consider scenarios in which the line-of-sight between transmitter and
receiver is blocked [46, 45, 38]. However, since they target elastic applications, their solution switches the directional antenna to the best reflected path, which typically
has a much lower SNR (see Fig. 4). In contrast, the VR
application is non-elastic and cannot tolerate reduction
in its SNR and data rate. Also, there are wireless HDMI
(WHDI) products from LG and Samsung which operate
at mmWave frequencies, but these products assume static
links and require line-of-sight between the receiver and
transmitter [24]. Thus, they cannot adapt their direction
and will be disconnected if the player moves. Finally, the
work in [48] has proposed a form of mmWave mirror to
reflect an RF signal off the ceiling of a data center. Their
approach, however, covers the ceiling with metal. Such
a design is unsuitable for home applications and cannot
deal with player mobility.
(c) Relay and Full-Duplex: The design of MoVR
mirrors is related to that of wireless relays at lower frequencies (e.g., Wi-Fi and LTE [19]). Similarly to a
MoVR mirror, these relays amplify and forward the signal of interest. However, they do not deal with the issue
of directionality. In contrast, our MoVR mirror needs
to capture the mmWave signal along a particular direction and reflect it in the direction of the headset. Finally, MoVR mirrors are related to previous work on fullduplex relays since they receive a signal and transmit it
at the same time. However, full-duplex radios require
complex analog and digital hardware with full transmit
and receive chains [29]. In contrast, MoVR mirrors have
only an analog front-end (i.e., antennas and an amplifier)
and do not need digital transmit or receive chains.
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Figure 2—MoVR’s setup: The figure shows MoVR’s setup. The
PC is connected to a mmWave AP and the headset is equipped with
a mmWave receiver. In the case of a blockage (e.g., the user raises her
hand or turns her head), the AP delivers its signal by reflecting it off a
MoVR mirror.

3

MoVR Overview

MoVR is a wireless communication system for virtual reality applications. It enables a sustainable, high-data-rate
wireless link even in the presence of blockage and headset mobility. High-quality VR systems stream multiple
Gbps from a high-power PC to the headset. MoVR delivers this data over a mmWave wireless link. Fig. 2 shows
MoVR’s setup. The PC is connected to a mmWave transmitter, which we refer to as the AP, and the headset is
equipped with a mmWave receiver. As the figure shows,
MoVR operates in two modes, depending on the realtime scenario: when the direct path from the AP to the
headset is clear, the AP beams its signal to the headset.
However, if the direct path is blocked, the AP detects
the blocking and reflects its signal to the headset via a
MoVR mirror. The environment may have one or more
MoVR mirrors; the AP picks the best one depending on
the headset location.
The next few sections present the components that
contribute to the design of MoVR. We start by explaining the two key challenges in using mmWave links in VR
systems, and how we overcome them. We then explain
how the various components work together to satisfy the
application.
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Figure 4—Blockage impact on data rate. The Figure shows SNR
and data rate for different scenarios: line-of-sight (LOS) without any
blockage, LOS with different blockages and non-line-of-sight (NLOS).
The figure shows that blocking the signal with one’s hand, head, or
body results in a significant drop in SNR and causes the system to fail
to support the required VR data rate. The figure also shows that simply
relying on NLOS reflections in the environment does not deliver good
SNR and would fail to support the required data rate.

SNR is too low
to decode!

Figure 3—Blockage Scenarios: As the user moves his head or hand,
the line-of-sight path between the AP and the headset’s receiver can be
easily blocked. This results in a significant drop in SNR and data rate

4

Blockage Problem

A key challenge in using mmWave links for VR applications is that they may be easily blocked by a small obstacle, such as the player’s hand. This is a side effect of
highly directional antennas, which mmWave radios must
use to focus their power and compensate for path loss.
Below, we investigate the impact of blockage in more
detail, then explain our solution to overcome this problem.

4.1

Impact of Blockage

We first investigate the impact of blocking the direct lineof-sight on the signal’s SNR and the link’s data rate. To
do so, we attach a mmWave radio to an HTC PC-based
VR system and another one to the headset (see §7 for
hardware details). We conduct experiments in a 5m × 5m
room. We place the headset in a random location that has
a line-of-sight to the transmitter, and measure the SNR at
the headset receiver. We then block the line-of-sight and
measure the SNR again. We consider different blocking scenarios: blocking with the player’s hand, blocking
with the player’s head, and blocking by having another
person walk between headset and the transmitter. We repeat these measurements for multiple different locations.
Fig. 4 shows the results of this experiment: the top graph
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shows the SNR and the bottom graph shows the data rate.
The SNRs are measured empirically and the corresponding data rates are computed by substituting the SNR measurements into standard rate tables based on the 802.11ad
modulation and code rates [12, 13, 9]. The first bar in
Fig. 4 shows that, in the absence of blocking, the mean
SNR is 25dB and the resulting data rate is almost 7 Gbps,
which exceeds the needs of the VR application. Bars 2,
3, and 4 in the figure correspond to different blocking
scenarios. They show that even blocking the signal with
one’s hand degrades the SNR by more than 14 dB and
causes the data rate to fail to support the VR application.
One solution to overcome this challenge is to rely on
non-line-of-sight paths –i.e., the signal reflections from
walls or other objects in the environment. For example,
both the transmitter and the headset receiver can direct
their signal beams toward a wall and rely on the natural reflection from the wall. In fact, this is how current mmWave systems work. Unfortunately, non-line-ofsight paths typically have much higher attenuation than
the line-of-sight path due to the fact that walls are not
perfect reflectors and therefore scatter and attenuate the
signal significantly. Moreover, signals travel a longer
distance in non-line-of sight scenarios than in line-of
sight scenarios, which results in higher attenuation.
To confirm, we repeat the measurements for all blocking scenarios, but instead of trying to receive the signal
along the blocked direct path, we sweep the mmWave
beam on the transmitter and receiver in all directions.
We try every combination of beam angle for both transmitter and receiver antennas, with 1 degree increments.
We ignore the direction of the line-of-sight and note the
maximum SNR across all non-line-of-sight paths. The
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Figure 5—MoVR programmable mmWave mirror: The figure
shows (a) the implementation and (b) the block diagram of the mirror. The design of the mirror is small and simple. It consists of two
directional phased-array antennas connected via a variable-gain amplifier.

last bar in Fig. 4 shows the results of this experiment. It
shows that when the transmitter and receiver have to use
a non-line-of-sight path, the SNR drops by 16dB on average. The figure also shows that this reduction in SNR
causes the data rate to fail to support the VR application.
Note that one cannot solve the blockage problem by
putting more antennas on the back or side of the headset,
since the line-of-sight from the AP to the headset may
get completely blocked by the player’s hands or body (as
shown in Fig. 3), or by the furniture and other people
in the environment. One naı̈ve solution to overcome this
challenge is to deploy multiple mmWave APs in the room
to guarantee that there is always a line of sight between
the transmitter and the headset receiver. Such a solution
requires extending many HDMI cables in the environment to connect each AP to the PC. However, this defeats the purpose of a wireless design because it requires
enormous cabling complexity. Further, requiring multiple full-fledged mmWave transceivers will significantly
increase the cost of VR systems and limit their adoption
in the market.
In the next section, we describe how to overcome the
blockage problem using mmWave mirrors. Our mirrors
do not need to connect to the PC, and have a simple cheap
design with no digital transmit or receive components.
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Figure 6—MoVR’s mirror block diagram: The figure shows (a) the
block diagram and (b) equivalent signal-flowgraph of MoVR’s mirror.
The figure shows that the input signal is first amplified by GdB , then
attenuated by LdB and fed back to the input as a leakage.
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Programmable mmWave Mirrors

To overcome the blockage problem, we designed a programmable mmWave mirror that can control both the angles of incidence and reflection [27]. Fig. 5 shows a basic diagram of the circuit and a picture of our prototype.
Each MoVR mirror consists of a transmit and receive antenna connected via a variable-gain amplifier. As is common in mmWave radios, the antennas are implemented
using phased arrays in order to create highly-directional
beams, which can be steered electronically in a few microseconds. Note that the design is quite simple. Specifically, it neither decodes the signal nor includes any transmit or receive digital components (DAC, ADC, mixer,
etc.). This allows us to avoid complex and expensive
components that would have to operate at multiple Gbps.
An important challenge in designing such a mmWave
mirror stems from the leakage between the transmit and
receive antennas. At a high level, a MoVR mirror works
by capturing the RF signal on its receive antenna, amplifying it, and reflecting it using a transmit antenna. However, some of the signal reflected by the mirror is also
received by its own receive antenna. This means that
the output of the amplifier is fed back to the input of the
amplifier. This creates a feedback loop that can cause
the amplifier to saturate, thereby generating garbage signals. Thus, a key question in designing MoVR mirrors
is: how do we set the optimal amplifier gain so that we
avoid saturation, but also maximize the SNR delivered to
the headset?
In order to ensure that the leaked signal is damped
while the signal of interest (i.e., the received signal from
the AP) is amplified, we need to ensure that the amplifier
gain is less than the leakage. To see why this is the case,
consider the signal-flow-graph of the mirror, shown in
Fig. 6(b). The input signal is first amplified by GdB , then
attenuated by LdB and fed back to the input. From Control Theory [33], we know that for this system to stay
stable we need to ensure that GdB − LdB < 0 [33, 30].
This implies that the amplifier gain (GdB ) must be lower
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Figure 7—Leakage between mirror’s transmit and receive antennas: The figure shows the leakage across different transmit beam directions for two different receive beam directions. The figure shows
that the leakage variation can be as high as 20dB. This result confirms
a need for an adaptive algorithm that reacts to the leakage in real time
and adjusts the amplifier gain accordingly.

than the absolute value of the leakage (LdB ); otherwise
the system becomes unstable, leading to saturation of the
amplifier.
To avoid this saturation, the mirror needs to measure
the leakage and then set the amplification gain lower than
the leakage. The leakage, however, varies when the direction of the antenna beam changes to track the headset.
Fig. 7 shows the leakage across different transmit beam
directions for two different receive beam directions. As
we can see, the leakage variation can be as high as 20dB.
The variation of the leakage and the fact that the amplifier gain must always be set lower than the leakage create
a need for an adaptive algorithm that reacts to the leakage
in real time and adjusts the amplifier gain accordingly.
One naı̈ve algorithm is to send a signal from the mirror’s transmit antenna and measure the received power
at its receive antenna in order to estimate the amount of
leakage, then to use this information to set the amplifier
gain accordingly. However, we cannot do this since a
MoVR mirror does not have digital transmit and receive
chains.
Our solution exploits a key characteristic of amplifiers:
an amplifier draws significantly higher current (from a
DC power supply) as it gets close to saturation mode,
compared to during normal operation [37, 31].1 We can
therefore detect if the amplifier is getting close to its
saturation mode by monitoring the current consumption
from the power supply. Thus, our gain control algorithm
works as follows: it sets the amplifier gain to the minimum. It increases the amplifier gain step by step while
1 The exact quantity of the amplifier’s current consumption for its
different operating modes are specified in its datasheet. We use a simple
IC which measures the current consumption of the amplifier to detect
its operating mode.
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monitoring the amplifier’s current consumption. The algorithm continues increasing the gain until the current
consumption suddenly goes high. This indicates that the
amplifier is entering its saturation mode. The algorithm
then backs off, keeping the amplification gain just below
this point.

5

Dealing with Mobility

Movement of the VR headset creates a critical challenge
for mmWave links. Specifically, mmWave frequencies
suffer from a large path loss. To compensate for this
loss, mmWave radios use highly directional antennas to
focus the signal power in a narrow beam. Such directional antennas can be implemented using phased arrays.
In fact, since the wavelength is very small (on the order
of a millimeter), tens or hundreds of such antennas can
be packed into a small space, creating a pencil-beam antenna. The beam can be steered electronically in a few
microseconds. However, the real challenge is to identify
the correct spatial direction that aligns the transmitter’s
beam with the receiver’s beam (as shown in Fig. 8). This
is particularly difficult in VR applications since the headset is naturally in a mobile state.
Below, we investigate the impact of beam misalignment on the signal and explain our solution to overcome
this problem.

5.1

Impact of Beam Misalignment

We first investigate the impact of beam misalignment on
the SNR of the signal delivered to the headset. To do so,
we attach a mmWave transmitter to the VR PC (which
we call the AP), and a mmWave receiver to the headset.
We position the headset’s receiver such that it has a lineof-sight path to the AP’s transmitter. We ensure that the
transmitter’s and receiver’s beams are perfectly aligned
by scanning for all possible alignments and picking the
one that maximizes the SNR. We use this setup as the
initial position of the headset in our experiment –i.e., we
start the experiment with a perfect beam alignment. We
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Figure 9—SNR versus amount of headset rotation: Even a minor
head rotation of a few degrees can cause a major degradation in the received SNR. This result confirms the need for real-time beam tracking
to realign the transmitter’s and the receiver’s beams as the player moves
her head.

then rotate the headset and measure the SNR as a function of the angluar deviation from the perfect orientation. Note that the headset rotation causes misalignment
between the transmitter’s and receiver’s beams. Fig. 9
shows the SNR of the received signal versus the amount
of headset rotation. The figure shows that even a minor
head rotation of a few degrees can cause a major degradation in the SNR. As was shown in §4, such reduction in
SNR creates outages for the VR application. This experiment confirms the need for real-time beam tracking to
realign the transmitter’s and the receiver’s beams as the
player moves her head.

5.2

Beam Alignment and Tracking

In this section, we explain how MoVR aligns the transmitter’s and receiver’s beams, and adapts the alignment
as the headset moves. Recall that MoVR operates in two
different modes (as shown in Fig. 2). In the first mode,
the AP communicates to the headset directly. This requires a beam alignment between the AP and the headset. In the second mode, the AP communicates to the
headset through the mirror. This requires beam alignment between the AP and the mirror, and beam alignment between the mirror and the headset. Therefore,
there are three types of beam alignment which need to
be addressed in MoVR. Below, we explain each of them
in more detail.
(a) Beam alignment between the AP and the mirror: To deliver the signal from the AP to the mirror,
the AP needs to align its transmit beam toward the mirror and the mirror needs to align its receive beam toward the AP. Since both the AP and the mirror are
static, this alignment is only done once when the mirror is installed. Though this alignment has no real-time
constraints, it cannot employ past work on beam alignment [47, 41, 34, 42, 36] because all of these schemes
require both nodes to transmit and/or receive signals. A
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MoVR mirror, however, can neither transmit nor receive;
it can only reflect signals.
Thus, MoVR delegates to the AP the task of measuring
the best beam angle, which the AP can then communicate
to the mirror using a low-bit-rate radio, such as bluetooth.
During this estimation process, the AP transmits a signal
and the mirror tries to reflect this signal back to the AP
itself (instead of reflecting it to the headset) allowing the
AP to measure the best angle. The mirror, however, does
not yet know the direction of the AP, so it has to try various directions and let the AP figure out the direction that
maximizes the SNR.
Thus, our algorithm works as follows. It first sets the
mirror’s receive and transmit beams to the same direction, say θ1 , and sets the AP’s receive and transmit beams
to the same direction, say θ2 . Then it tries every possible
combination of θ1 and θ2 while the AP is transmitting a
signal and measuring the power of the reflection (from
the mirror). The θ1 and θ2 combination that gives the
highest reflected power corresponds to the angles for the
best alignment of the mirror’s receive beam and the AP’s
transmit beam.
One problem remains. As described above, the AP
needs to measure the power of the signal reflected by the
mirror, while transmitting its own signal. Performing this
measurement is not easy. This is due to the fact that the
AP is trying to transmit and receive at the same time.
As a result, the transmitted signal leaks from the AP’s
transmit antenna to its receive antenna. So to measure
the reflected signal power, the AP first needs to separate
it from the strong leakage signal it receives.
To overcome this problem, we use the fact that, if the
mirror modulates the signal before it reflects it, the AP
can separate the reflected signal from the leakage signal
as the two signals become different. For example, if the
AP transmits a sinewave at a frequency f1 , and the mirror modulates this signal by turning its amplifier on and
off at a frequency f2 , then the center frequency of the
reflected signal will be f1 + f2 while the leakage signal
remains at f1 . Hence, the AP can simply use a filter to
separate the reflected signal from the leakage signal.
(b) Beam alignment and tracking between the AP
and the headset: To deliver the signal directly from the
AP to the headset, the AP needs to align its transmit
beam toward the headset and the headset needs to align
its receive beam towards the AP. Here, we will explain
how MoVR estimates the angles for best alignment of
the AP’s transmit beam and headset’s receive beam.
We observe that VR systems have to track the location and orientation of the headset in order to update the
3D view of the player. Specifically, the HTC VR system does this using laser trackers and an IMU on the
headset. Using this infrastructure, the VR system is able
to calculate the headset’s exact position relative to each
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MoVR estimates φAP . To estimate φH , MoVR first configures the AP to transmit to the mirror. Then it tries
every combination of mirror transmit beam angle and
headset receive beam angle. The receive beam angle
which gives the highest SNR at the headset corresponds
to φH . Finally, by intersecting the two spatial directions
φH and φAP , we can determine the location of the mirror.
Because the mirror location is fixed, this process only
needs to happen once, during installation. Subsequently,
MoVR can calculate the beam alignment between the
mirror and the headset from VR tracking information and
the mirror’s known location.

Figure 10—Localizing the mirror: MoVR finds the location of the
mirror in the VR setup by intersecting the line-of-sight angle from the
AP to mirror (φAP ) and the line-of-sight angle from the headset to the
mirror (φH ).

laser tracker. By co-locating MoVR’s AP with one of
the VR’s laser trackers, we can exploit the VR tracking
system to find the exact location and orientation of the
headset relative to the AP.2 MoVR leverages this information to calculate the best alignment to the headset and
track the alignment in real time.
(c) Beam alignment and tracking between the mirror and the headset: In order to align the mirror’s transmit beam with the headset’s receive beam, we need to
know the location and orientation of the headset with respect to the mirror. Unfortunately, the VR tracking system only has this information with respect to the AP. In
order to switch the reference point, we need to get the
location and orientation of the mirror with respect to the
AP. Getting the orientation was explained in §5.2(a), but
we still need to get the distance between the AP and the
mirror.
Because the location of the mirror with respect to the
AP is fixed during use of the VR system, one naı̈ve solution is to ask the user to measure it during installation. However, this requires an accurate measurement,
since even a small measurement error creates a significant inaccuracy in beam alignment. To avoid this, MoVR
uses an automated calibration mechanism which calculates the location of the mirror with respect to the AP
without any help from the user.
This calibration mechanism works by intersecting the
line-of-sight angle from the AP to the mirror (φAP ) and
the line-of-sight angle from the headset to the mirror
(φH ), as shown in Fig. 10. In §5.2(a), we explained how
2 In practice, location of the AP may be a few cm different from
the location of the laser tracker. Since this is a fixed deviation, it can be
calibrated by the manufacturer. Also note that even if the AP is blocked
from the headset, the VR system has enough redundancy to localize the
headset.
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6

System Details

The last sections presented the solutions to the two challenges in using mmWave in VR systems –i.e. blockage
and mobility. However, a number of system details must
be addressed in order to put these solutions into practice.
In particular: How do we provide connectivity at all locations within the VR space? And how do we choose
between sending data via the direct link or sending by
way of the mirror? This section will iron out these details
and provide guidance on the system design trade-offs to
maximize MoVR’s coverage and performance.
How do we provide connectivity at all locations
within the VR space? The system’s ability to provide wireless coverage throughout the VR space is limited by the fact that the line-of-sight to the headset can be
blocked by the environment and/or by the user’s limbs.
We addressed this problem by designing the MoVR mirror described in §4. However, it is still possible that the
headset experiences blocking along the path to both the
AP and to the mirror. To address this issue, MoVR supports multiple mirrors. Each mirror adds another path to
the headset, and reduces the probability of the headset
being blocked exponentially. Additionally, we recommend placing multiple antennas on the headset to reduce
the probability of the user’s head blocking a line-of-sight
path. However, any body parts that come between the
headset and the AP can block all headset antennas, necessitating the use of a mirror.
How do we choose between the direct link and a
link via a mirror? The AP, the mirrors, and the headset
are equipped with a cheap, low-bitrate radio, e.g. Bluetooth, to exchange control information. In MoVR, the
mmWave receiver on the headset continuously monitors
the SNR of its received signal and, whenever it drops below a certain threshold, the headset reports it back to the
AP over Bluetooth. The AP then switches to a different link. The AP picks the mirror closest to the current
location of the headset. If the SNR does not go above
the desired threshold, the AP switches to the next closest
mirror.
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required for the HTC VIVE VR setup. The transmission
power is in accordance with FCC rules [35].
We evaluate MoVR in a 5m × 5m office room with
standard furniture, such as desks, chairs, computers and
closets.4 We perform experiments in both line-of-sight
and non-line-of sight scenarios.

7.1

Figure 11—MoVR mirror’s controller board: The figures shows our
custom-designed controller board for configuring the beam alignment
and the amplifier gain in real time.

Because any small period of outage impacts the quality of the data rate, the headset should act preemptively
by looking at the time series of SNR and ordering a link
change if there is a downward trend that is likely to result
in outage. As demonstrated in §7, the switching latency
cost is sufficiently small that it does not impact the user
experience, even if the AP tries more than one mirror.

7

Evaluation

We have built a prototype of MoVR using off-the-shelf
components. MoVR’s mirror hardware consists of two
phased array antennas (one for receive and one for transmit), connected to each other through a variable gain amplifier as shown in Fig. 5. The phased arrays consist of
patch antenna elements, designed and fabricated on PCB.
The outputs of the patch antennas are connected to Hittite HMC-933 analog phase shifters, which allows us to
steer the antennas’ beams. To create a variable gain amplifier, we use a Hittite HMC-C020 PA, a Quinstar QLW2440 LNA and a Hittite HMC712LP3C voltage-variable
attenuator. The mirror’s current consumption is mainly
dominated by it’s PA, which consumes 250mA during
normal operation. For controlling MoVR’s mirror and
measuring its amplifier’s current consumption, we built a
controller board using an Arduino Due micro-controller,
Analog Devices DACs, and a Texas Instruments INA169
DC current sensor, as shown in Fig. 11.
In our experiments, we use the HTC VIVE virtual reality system. However, our design is also compatible with
other high-quality VR platforms, such as Oculus Rift. 3
We equip the VIVE headset with a mmWave receiver and
the VR PC with a mmWave AP working at the 24GHz
ISM band [28]. The PC has an Intel i7 processor, 16GB
RAM and a GeForce GTX 970 graphics card, which is
3 Although these systems use different technologies to track the user
and headset, they all provide the location and position of the headset
very accurately.
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Blockage During an Actual VR Game

In §4, we demonstrated the impact of signal blockage on
the SNR and data rate of mmWave communications in a
VR setup. As was shown, even blocking the signal with
one’s hand significantly degrades the data rate, which is
problematic. In this experiment, we investigate how often the AP’s line-of-sight to the headset is blocked in a
realistic gaming scenario.
To do so, we ask a user to play a VR game (The Lab
Solar System) while we extract the location information
of the headset, access point, and two game controllers
(held by the player’s hands) from the VR tracking system. Using this information, we find the equation of the
line between the headset and the base station. Then, as
the user plays the game, we check if the locations of the
user’s hands (i.e. controllers’ locations) lie on that line.
If either hand lies on the line, we conclude that the lineof-sight path between the headset and the base station
is blocked. Our results show that the line-of-sight was
blocked 20 times during a 5 minute game. Fig. 12 plots
the CDF of the durations of these 20 cases. The figure
shows that the median blockage duration is 245ms. Note
that the VR frame rate is only 10ms. Hence, 245ms of
blockage is highly detrimental to the user’s VR experience. Our results confirm that line-of-sight blockages
happen very often during VR games and persist long
enough to degrade the VR experience.

7.2

MoVR’s Mirror Performance

Next, we would like to investigate how effective MoVR
is in addressing the blockage problem. We place the AP
on one side of the room and the mirror on an adjacent
side, as shown in Fig. 2.5 We place the headset at a random location and orientation. The AP transmits packets
of OFDM symbols and the headset receives these packets and computes the SNR. We perform the experiment
for 20 runs, changing the location and orientation of the
headset for each run. We repeat each run for three scenarios:
4 Our test environment is the same as what HTC VIVE recommend
for operation. For safety reason, they also suggest to move the furniture
outside of the game area [11].
5 Note, MoVR does not require the user to place the mirror carefully in a specific location, since its calibration mechanism is able to
automatically localize the mirror.
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Figure 12—Blockage duration: The figure shows the CDF of the duration of line-of-sight blockages which happened during a 5-minute VR
game. The figure shows that the median blockage durations is 245ms.
This is really problematic for the VR application since the duration of
it’s display frame is only 10ms.
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The figure shows that, in the absence of a MoVR mirror,
a blockage drops the SNR by as much as 27dB, and the
average SNR reduction is 17dB. As shown in §4, such
high reduction in SNR prevents the link from supporting
the required VR data rate. Thus, simply relying on indirect reflections in the environment to address blockage is
ineffective.
The figure also shows that, for most cases, the SNR
delivered using MoVR’s mirror is higher than the SNR
delivered over the direct line-of-sight path with no blockage. This is because, in those cases, the AP’s distance to
the mirror is shorter than its distance to the headset’s receiver. Thus, the presence of MoVR’s mirror along the
path, and the fact that it amplifies the signal, counters the
SNR reduction due to the longer distances to the headset. The figure further shows that, in some cases, MoVR
performs 3dB worse than the no blockage scenario. This
loss does not affect the data rate because, in these cases,
the headset is very close to the AP, which provides a very
high SNR (30dB) at the headset’s receiver. This SNR is
much higher than the 20dB needed for the maximum data
rate. This experiment shows that MoVR’s mirror enables
a high data rate link between a VR headset and a PC even
in the presence of blockage.
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Figure 13—MoVR’s mirror performance: Figure shows SNR gain
compared to the No-Blockage in all three scenarios: No-Blockage,
Blockage-without-MoVR and Blockage-with-MoVR.

• No-Blockage: In this scenario, there is a clear, direct
path between the AP and the headset receiver. The AP
and headset have aligned their beams along this path.
• Blockage-without-MoVR: In this scenario, the direct
path from the AP is blocked. In the absence of a
MoVR mirror, the best approach is to try to reflect the
signal off of a wall or some other object in the environment. Thus, to find the best SNR possible without
a mirror, we make the AP and the headset try all possible beam directions and pick the one that maximizes
the SNR. The headset reports this maximum SNR.
• Blockage-with-MoVR: Here, we have the same blockage as in the previous scenario, but the system is allowed to use the MoVR mirror to reflect the signal as
described in the earlier sections.
Fig. 13 compares the SNRs in all three scenarios. The
figure plots the CDF of the SNR Gain relative to the SNR
without blockage, defined as follows:
SNR Gain [dB] = SNRScenario [dB] − SNRNo Blockage [dB].
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7.3

MoVR’s Beam Alignment and Tracking Performance

As explained earlier, beam alignment is essential for
mmWave links. In this section, we first investigate the
accuracy of aligning the beam between the AP and the
mirror. We then evaluate the accuracy of the beam alignment to the headset and the latency involved in establishing the alignment.
(a) Accuracy of beam alignment between the AP
and the mirror: We evaluate MoVR’s ability to find
the best beam alignment between the AP and the mirror. We place the mirror somewhere in our testbed and
estimate the angle which provides the best beam alignment between it and the AP, using the method described
in §5.2. We repeat the experiment for 100 runs, changing
the mirror location and orientation each time. We compare this to the ground truth angle, calculated from the
locations of the AP and mirror. We use a Bosch GLM50
laser distance measurement tool to measure these locations to within a few millimeters.
Fig. 14 plots the angle estimated by MoVR versus the
ground truth angle. The figure shows that MoVR estimates the angle of best beam alignment to within 2 degrees of the actual angle. Note that since the beam-width
of our phased array is ∼10 degrees, such small error in
estimating the angle results in a negligible loss in SNR.
(b) Beam alignment accuracy for the whole system:
As explained in §5, MoVR leverages the location infor-
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Figure 14—AP to mirror beam alignment accuracy: Angle estimated by MoVR (blue) versus the ground truth angle (red).
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trying all possible beam alignments, and hence introduces much latency and overhead. In contrast, given an
initial calibration, MoVR obtains its alignment for free
by leveraging the location information already available
to the VR system.
(c) Beam alignment latency for the whole system:
Next, we evaluate the capability of MoVR to perform
beam alignment and tracking in real time. MoVR’s beam
alignment process includes multiple sources of delay,
which sum to the total latency of the system. First,
it takes 1ms for the VR tracking to update the headset position[14]. Our beam alignment algorithm, implemented in C++, uses this position to calculate new beam
angles in 0.9µs. Finally, MoVR’s hardware (including
the DACs and phase shifters) takes 1.7µs to reconfigure the beam [4, 5]. Given that our computation and
the hardware reaction time are on the order of a few microseconds, the total delay is dominated by the VR location tracking delay, which is 1ms. This delay is intrinsic
to the VR system and is low enough to support the VR
frame rate.

Required
SNR
5
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30

SNR
Figure 15—MoVR Beam Alignment Accuracy: The SNR of the signal at the VR receiver for two different scenarios: (1)MoVR’s beam
alignment algorithm and (2)exhaustive search. The figure shows that
MoVR’s beam alignment algorithm performs 4dB worse than exhaustive search in some cases. However, this loss does not affect the data
rate, since the SNR is always much higher than the 20dB needed by the
VR headset.

mation to track and align the transmitter’s and receiver’s
beams. In this experiment, we evaluate the performance
of MoVR in finding the best beam alignment to the headset (either from the AP or from the mirror). We place
the headset at a random location and orientation in our
testbed and compute the SNR it receives in two different
scenarios: (1) MoVR’s beam alignment algorithm and
(2) Exhaustive search, which tries all possible combinations of AP, mirror and headset beam directions and picks
the set which provide the highest SNR. We repeat this
experiment 40 times, changing the location and orientation of the headset each time. Fig. 15 plots the results
of this experiment. For most cases, MoVR’s algorithm
performs as well as Exhaustive search in finding the best
beam alignment. MoVR’s beam alignment performs 4dB
worse than Exhaustive search in some cases, but this loss
does not affect the data rate since the SNR is always
much higher than the 20dB needed by the VR headset.6
This result is significant since Exhaustive search requires
6

The maximum SNR is limited at 30dB because of the dynamic
range of the hardware.
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7.4

MoVR System Performance

Finally, we would like to evaluate the system as a whole
and its ability to deliver the desired performance as the
player moves around anywhere in the room. We place
the headset at a random location and orientation in our
VR testbed, and block the direct path between it and the
AP with a hand. We then compute the SNR that the headset receives for three different scenarios: (1) No mirror,
which tries all possible combinations of AP and headset beam directions and picks the one which provides the
highest SNR; (2) Fixed gain mirror, where there is a mirror with a fixed amplification gain in our setup; and (3)
MoVR, where we use our tracking algorithm and a mirror with our automatic gain control algorithm. We repeat
this experiment 40 times, changing the location and orientation of the headset each time.
Fig. 16 plots the results of this experiment. The figure shows the received SNR at the headset for different
room locations and for each scenario. Our results show
that, in the presence of blockage, having a mirror with
a fixed gain improves the SNR over relying on indirect
reflections from the environment. However, there are
still some locations with SNR below the 20dB needed
by the VR headset. Adapting the mirror’s amplifier gain
improves the performance further and allows the system
to achieve high SNR (24dB or higher) in all locations.
This experiment confirms the need for our automatic gain
control algorithm and shows that MoVR enables a highquality untethered virtual reality, providing the required
SNR for every location in a representative VR testbed.
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Concluding Remarks

This paper presents MoVR, a system that enables a reliable and high-quality untethered VR experience via
mmWave links. It provides a sustainable, high-data-rate
wireless link to the VR headset even in the presence of
blockage and mobility. In particular, it overcomes blockage of the mmWave link by introducing a smart and simple mmWave mirror that can reconfigure itself and adapt
its angles of incidence and reflection. Further, MoVR
introduces a novel algorithm that combines VR headset tracking information with RF-based localization to
quickly steer the mmWave radios’ beams and keep them
aligned as the player moves around. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that we have focused on eliminating the
high-rate HDMI connection between the PC and headset. However, the current headset also uses a USB cable
to deliver power. This cable can be eliminated by using a small rechargeable battery. The maximum current
drawn by the mmWave radio and the HTC Vive headset is 1500mAh. Hence, a small battery (3.8x1.7x0.9in)
with 5200mA capacity can run the headset for 3-4 hours
[2]. An end-to-end evaluation of full system while VR
data is streamed in real time and also improving the efficiency of mmWave hardware to increase the battery life
are interesting avenues for future work.
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Abstract
We take a fresh look at Web page load performance
from the point of view of user experience. Our user
study shows that perceptual performance, deﬁned as
user-perceived page load time (uPLT) poorly correlates
with traditional page load time (PLT) metrics. However,
most page load optimizations are designed to improve
the traditional PLT metrics, rendering their impact on
user experience uncertain. Instead, we present WebGaze,
a system that speciﬁcally optimizes for the uPLT metric.
The key insight in WebGaze is that user attention and interest can be captured using a user’s eye gaze and can inturn be used to improve uPLT. We collect eye gaze data
from 50 users across 45 Web pages and ﬁnd that there is
commonality in user attention across users. Speciﬁcally,
users are drawn to certain regions on the page, that we
call regions of high collective ﬁxation. WebGaze prioritizes loading objects that exhibit a high degree of collective ﬁxation to improve user-perceived latencies. We
compare WebGaze with three alternate strategies, one of
which is the state-of-the-art system that also uses prioritization to improve user experience. Our evaluation based
on a user study shows that WebGaze improves median
uPLT for 73% of the Web pages compared to all three
alternate strategies.

1

Introduction

Web performance has long been crucial to the Internet
ecosystem since a signiﬁcant fraction of Internet content is consumed as Web pages. As a result, there has
been a tremendous effort towards optimizing Web performance [21, 39, 60]. In fact, studies show that even
a modest improvement in Web performance can have
signiﬁcant impact in terms of revenue and customer
base [15, 16, 34].
The goal of our work is to improve page load performance, also called the Page Load Time (PLT), from the
perspective of the user. PLT is typically measured using objective metrics such as OnLoad [11], and more recently Speed Index [32]. However, there is a growing
concern that these objective metrics do not adequately
capture the user experience [2, 5, 42, 49].
As a ﬁrst step, we deﬁne a perceptual variation of page
load time that we call user-perceived PLT, or uPLT. We
conduct a systematic user study to show what was anecdotally known, i.e., uPLT does not correlates well with
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the OnLoad or Speed Index metrics. However, almost all
current Web optimization techniques attempt to optimize
for the OnLoad metric [10, 39, 47, 52, 62] rendering their
impact on user experience uncertain. The problem is that
improving uPLT is non-trivial since it requires information about user’s attention and interest.
Our key intuition is to leverage recent advances in eye
gaze tracking. It is well known that user eye gaze – in
terms of ﬁxation, dwell time, and search patterns – correlate well with user attention [17, 55]. In the human visual system only a tiny portion (about 2◦ ) at the center of
the visual ﬁeld is perceived with the highest visual acuity
and the acuity sharply falls off as we go away from the
center [57]. Thus the eye must move when a user is viewing different parts of the screen. This makes eye gaze a
good proxy for user’s attention. Further, the commoditization of gaze trackers allow accurate tracking using low
cost trackers [35, 37, 41,51], without the need for custom
imaging hardware.
We design WebGaze, a system that uses gaze tracking to signiﬁcantly improve uPLT. WebGaze prioritizes
objects on the Web page that are more visually interesting to the user as indicated by the user’s gaze. In effect, WebGaze encodes the intuition that loading “important” objects sooner improves user experience. The design of WebGaze has two main challenges: (i) Scalability: personalizing the page load for each user according
to their gaze does not scale to a large number of users,
and (ii) Deployability: performing on-the-ﬂy optimizations based on eye gaze is infeasible since page loads
are short-lived and the gaze tracker hardware may not be
available with every user.
WebGaze addresses these challenges by ﬁrst distilling gaze similarities across users. Our gaze user study
shows that most users are drawn to similar objects on a
page. We divide the page into visually distinctive areas
that we call regions and deﬁne the collective ﬁxation of
a region as the fraction of users who ﬁxate their gaze
on the region. Our study with 50 users across 45 Web
pages shows that a small fraction of the Web page has
extremely high collective ﬁxation. For example, of the
Web pages in our study, at least 20% of the regions were
viewed by 90% of the users. Whereas, at least a quarter
of the regions of the page are looked at by less than 30%
of the users.
WebGaze then uses the HTTP/2 Server Push [13, 30]
mechanism to prioritize loading objects on the page
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that exhibit high degree of collective ﬁxation. In fact,
WebGaze provides a content-aware means of using the
HTTP/2 Server Push mechanism. WebGaze does not require gaze tracking on-the-ﬂy or require that every user
participates in gaze tracking, as long as enough users participate to estimate the collective ﬁxation. WebGaze’s
algorithm not only pushes the objects of interest, but
also all dependent objects as obtained using the WProf
tool [60].
The goal of WebGaze is to improve uPLT, a subjective
metric that depends on real users. Therefore, to evaluate WebGaze, we conduct an extensive crowd-sourced
user study to compare the performance of WebGaze’s
optimization with three alternatives: Default, Push-All,
and Klotski [21]. Default refers to no prioritization. The
Push-All strategy indiscriminately prioritizes all objects.
Klotski is the state-of-the-art system whose goal is to improve Web user experience: Klotski works by prioritizing objects that can be delivered within the user’s tolerance limit (5 seconds). We conduct user studies across
100 users each to compare WebGaze with each alternative.
The results show that WebGaze improves the median
uPLT over the three alternatives for 73% of the 45 Web
pages. In some cases, the improvement of WebGaze over
the default is 64%. While the gains over the default case
come from prioritizing objects in general, the gains over
Push-All and Klotski come from prioritizing the right set
of objects. All user study data and videos of Web page
loads under WebGaze and each alternative strategy can
be found at http://gaze.cs.stonybrook.edu.

2

Page Load Metrics

To study the perceptual performance of Web page loads,
we deﬁne a perceptual variation of the PLT metric, that
we call uPLT or user-perceived Page Load Time. uPLT
is the time between the page request until the time the
user ‘perceives’ that the page is loaded. In this section, we provide a background on traditional PLT metrics
and qualitatively describe why they are different from
uPLT. In the next section, we use a well posed user
study to quantitatively compare traditional PLT metrics
and uPLT.
OnLoad: PLT is typically estimated as the time between when the page is requested and when the OnLoad event is ﬁred by the browser. The OnLoad event is
ﬁred when all objects on the page are loaded [8]. There
is a growing understanding that measuring PLT using
the OnLoad event is insufﬁcient to capture user experience [2, 5, 49]. One reason is that users are often only
interested in Above-the-Fold (AFT) content, but the OnLoad event is ﬁred only when the entire page is loaded,
even when parts of the page are not visible to the user.
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This leads to the OnLoad measure over-estimating the
user-perceived latency. But in some cases, OnLoad can
underestimate uPLT. For example, several Web pages
load additional objects after the OnLoad event is ﬁred.
If the additional loads are critical to user experience, the
PLT estimated based on the OnLoad event will underestimate uPLT. Variants of the OnLoad metric such as
DOMContentLoaded [8, 60], are similarly disjoint from
user experience.
Speed Index: Recently, Speed Index [32] was proposed as an alternate PLT measure to better capture user
experience. Speed Index is deﬁned as the average time
for all AFT content to appear on the screen. It is estimated by ﬁrst calculating the visual completeness of a
page, deﬁned as the pixel distance between the current
frame and the “last” frame of the Web page. The last
frame is when the Web page content no longer changes.
Speed Index is the weighted average of visual completeness over time. The Speed Index value is lower (and better) if the browser shows more visual content earlier.
The problem with the visual completeness measure
(and therefore Speed Index) is that it does not take into
account the relative importance of the content. This leads
to over- or under-estimation of user-perceived latency. If
during the page load, a majority of visual components
are loaded quickly, Speed Index estimates the page load
time to be a small value. However, if the component critical to the user has not yet been loaded, the user will not
perceive the page to be loaded. In other cases, Speed Index overestimates. For example, if a large portion of the
page has visual content that is not interesting to the user,
Speed Index will take into account the time for loading
all the visual content, even though the user may perceive
the page to be loaded much earlier.
Motivating Example:
Figure 1 shows the
energystar.gov page, and the three snapshots
taken when the page was considered to be loaded according to the Speed Index, uPLT, and OnLoad metrics.
In the case of uPLT, we choose the median uPLT value
across 100 users who gave feedback on their perceived
page load time (§3).
Speed Index considers the page to be loaded much earlier, at 3.2 seconds, even though the banner image is not
loaded. For the users, the page is not perceived to be
completely loaded unless the banner is loaded, leading to
Speed Index under-estimating uPLT. On the other hand,
the OnLoad metric estimates the page to be loaded 4 seconds after the user perceives the page to be loaded, even
though their snapshots are the same visually. This is because the OnLoad event ﬁres only when the entire page,
including the non-visible parts, are loaded. This illustrative example shows one case when the traditional PLT
metrics do not accurately capture user experience.
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tween when the URL begins to load and the ﬁrst pixel is
rendered, and the Last Visual Change is the time when
the ﬁnal pixel changes on the user’s screen. Any responses before the First Paint and after the Last Visual
Change events are rejected.
(a) Speed Index = 3.7 seconds

(b) Median uPLT = 8.2 seconds

(c) OnLoad = 12 seconds

Figure 1: Snapshots of the page load of energystar.
gov shown at the Speed Index, the median uPLT across
100 users, and OnLoad values.

3

uPLT User Study

We conduct a user study to systematically compare uPLT
with traditional PLT metrics, with the goal of verifying
our observations presented in §2.

3.1

Set Up

Our user study was conducted (1) in the lab, and (2) online using crowd-sourcing. For the lab-based study we
recruit subjects from our university. The user subjects
belong to the age group of 25 to 40, both male and female. The online study is conducted on the Microworkers [9] platform. We present results from 100 users, 50
from each study. All user studies presented in this paper
were approved by the Institutional Review Board of our
institution.

3.2

User Study Set Up and Task

A key challenge of conducting Web page user studies
in-the-wild is that the Web page load timings experience
high variance [61]. The uPLT feedback from two users
for a given page may not be comparable under such high
variance. To conduct repeatable experiments we capture
videos of the page load process. The videos are captured
via ffmpeg at 10 fps with 1920x1080 resolution as the
page loads. The users see the video instead of experiencing an actual page load on their computers. This way,
each user views exactly the same page load process.
The primary task of the user is to report their perceived
page load time when they are browsing the page. We ask
the user to view the Web page loading process and give
feedback (by pressing a key on the keyboard) when they
perceive that the page is loaded. There is an inevitable
reaction time between when a user perceives the page to
be loaded and when they enter the key. For all measurements, we correct for the user’s reaction time using calibration techniques commonly used in user-interaction
studies [6]. To ensure high quality data from the user
study, we remove abnormally early or late responses. To
do so we utilize the First Paint and Last Visual
Change PLT metrics [31]. The First Paint is the time be-
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3.2.1

Web Pages

In the default case, we choose 45 Web pages from 15
of the 17 categories of Alexa [3], ignoring Adult pages
and pages in a language other than English. From each
category, we randomly choose three Web pages; one
from Alexa ranking 1–1000, another from Alexa ranking 10k–20k, and the other from Alexa ranking 30k+.
This selection provides wide diversity in the Web pages.
The network is standardized to the accepted DSL conditions [63], 50ms RTT, 1.3Mbps downlink and 384Kbps
uplink, using the Linux trafﬁc controller ‘tc’ [18].
We conduct additional user studies by varying network
conditions using the tc tool [18] to emulate: i) WiFi-like
conditions: a 12 ms RTT link with 20 Mbps download
bandwidth and ii) 3G-like conditions: a 150 ms RTT link
with a 1.6 Mbps download bandwidth. We conduct these
additional user studies across 30 users and 23 Web pages,
half from the top 100 and remaining from between 10k–
20k Web pages from Alexa’s list [3].
3.2.2

Measurement Methodology

We load the Web page using Google Chrome version
52.0.2743.116 for all loads. We do not change the Web
load process, and all the objects, including dynamic objects and ads, are loaded without any changes.
When the Web page load ﬁnishes, we query Chrome’s
Navigation Timeline API remotely through its Remote
Debugging Protocol [22]. Similar interfaces exist on
most other modern browsers [38]. From the API we are
able to obtain timing information including the OnLoad
measure. To estimate Speed Index, we ﬁrst record the
videos of the pages loading, recorded at 10 frames-persecond. The videos are fed through the WebPageTest
Tool [63] that calculates the Speed Index.

3.3

Comparing uPLT with OnLoad and
Speed Index

First, we compare the uPLT variations across lab-based
and crowd-sourced studies for the same set of Web pages.
Figure 2 shows the uPLT box plots for each Web page
across the two different studies. Visually from the plot,
we ﬁnd that the lab and crowd-sourced users report similar distributions of uPLT. The standard deviation of the
median uPLT difference between the lab and the crowdsourced study for the same Web page is small, about
1.1 seconds. This same measure across Web pages is
much larger, at about 4.5 seconds. This increases our
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Figure 2: Comparing the uPLT box plot between the 50
lab and 50 crowd-sourced users. Although the uPLT values vary across users, the distributions are similar for the
two data sets.
conﬁdence in the results from the crowd-sourced user
study; we leverage a similar crowd-sourced study to evaluate WebGaze.
Figure 3 shows median uPLT compared to the OnLoad
and Speed Index metrics across the 45 pages and 100
users, combining the crowd-sourced online study and
the lab study. The Speed Index and OnLoad values are
calculated from the same Web page load in which was
recorded and shown to the users.
We observe that uPLT is not well correlated with the
Onload and Speed Index metrics: the Correlation Coefﬁcient between median uPLT and the OnLoad metric is
≈ 0.46 while the correlation between median uPLT and
the Speed Index is ≈ 0.44. We also ﬁnd the correlation
between uPLT and the DomContentLoaded to be ≈ 0.21.
The OnLoad metric is about 6.4 seconds higher than
the median uPLT on an average, for close to 50% of the
pages. For 50% of Web pages, the OnLoad is lower than
the median uPLT by an average of about 2.1 seconds.
On the other hand, Speed Index, estimated over visible
AFT content, is about 3.5 seconds lower than uPLT for
over 87% of the Web pages. In Section 2 we discussed
the cases in which the OnLoad and Speed Index can over
and underestimate the user perceived page loads. From
our results we see that while cases of uPLT over and underestimation occur in equal proportion for the OnLoad,
the case of uPLT underestimation, as shown in Figure 1,
occurs more for the Speed Index.

uPLT Across Categories

The 45 Webpages used in the study have diverse characteristics. In Figure 4, we study how uPLT differs from
traditional PLT metrics for different categories. Each
point in the plot is the median uPLT across 100 users.
We divide the Web pages across four (4) categories:
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Figure 3: Comparing median uPLT with OnLoad and
Speed Index across 45 Web pages and 100 users. The
median uPLT is lower than OnLoad for 50% of the Webpages, and higher than Speed Index for 87% of Webpages.

(i) Light html: landing pages such as google.com, (ii)
CSS-heavy; (iii) Javascript-heavy; and (iv) Image-heavy.
To categorize the page into the latter three categories, we
look at the types of objects downloaded for each page
and count the number of CSS, Javascript, and images.
The categories are based on the type of object that is
fetched most when the page is loaded.
Light html and CSS-heavy pages are simple and see
little difference between the uPLT and the OnLoad and
Speed Index metrics. However, for pages with a lot of
dynamic Javascript, the median difference between uPLT
and OnLoad is 9.3 seconds. Similarly, for image-heavy
pages, the difference between uPLT and OnLoad is high.
This is largely because, as the number of images and dynamic content increases, the order in which the objects
are rendered becomes important. As we show in the next
section, users typically only focus on certain regions of
the page and ﬁnd other regions unimportant, making it
critical that the important objects are loaded ﬁrst.

3.5

Varying Network Conditions

Finally, to verify the robustness of our results, we analyze
the differences between uPLT OnLoad, and Speed Index
under varying network conditions.
Under the slower 3G-like network conditions across
30 lab users and 23 Web pages, median uPLT poorly
correlates with OnLoad and Speed Index with a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.55 and 0.51 respectively. The median uPLT was greater than Onload 46% of times, with
a median difference of 4.7 seconds. The uPLT was less
than Speed Index 72% of the time with the median difference of 1.86 seconds. When we evaluate under WiFiLike conditions we ﬁnd the correlation between between
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Figure 4: OnLoad, SpeedIndex and uPLT for different
categories of Web pages

OnLoad and uPLT is much higher at .74. This result is
likely because in faster networks, more pages load instantaneously causing the user perceived latency to not
differ much from the OnLoad.

4

Gaze Tracking

Existing Web page optimizations focus on improving traditional PLT metrics. However, our analysis shows that
traditional PLT metrics do not correlate well with uPLT,
rendering the effect of existing optimizations on user experience unclear. Instead, we propose to leverage users’
eye gaze to explicitly improve uPLT.

4.1

Inferring User Interest Using Gaze

Gaze tracking has been widely used in many disciplines
such as cognitive science and computer vision to understand visual attention [23, 40]. Recently, advances in
computer vision and machine learning have also enabled
low cost gaze tracking [35,37,41,51]. The low cost trackers do not require custom hardware and take into account
facial features, user movements, a user’s distance from
the screen, and other user differences.
WebGaze leverages the low cost gaze trackers to capture visual attention of users. As a ﬁrst step, we conduct
a user study to collect eye gaze from a large number of
users across Web pages. Using gaze data collected using
both a low cost gaze tracker and an expensive custom
gaze tracker, we show that the tracking accuracy of the
low cost tracker is sufﬁcient for our task.
Next, we analyze the collected gaze data to infer user
patterns when viewing the same Web page. Speciﬁcally,
we identify the collective ﬁxation of a region on the Web
page, which presents a measure to represent how much
a broad group of users attention is ﬁxated on the speciﬁc
region. WebGaze uses collective ﬁxation as a proxy for
user interest, and leverages it to improve uPLT.
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Figure 5: Segmentation of the Web page of fcc.gov into
visual regions. The visual regions are named ”A”, ”B”,
”C”, etc.

4.2

Gaze User Study Set Up

The gaze user study set up is similar to the lab user study
described in §3.1. Recall that in our lab user study, we
collect uPLT feedback from 50 users as they browse 45
Web pages. In addition to obtaining the uPLT feedback,
we also also capture the user’s eye gaze.
The gaze tracking is done using an off-the-shelf
webcam-based software gaze tracker called GazePointer [27]. GazePointer tracks gaze at 30 frames/sec
and does not require signiﬁcant computational load because it uses simple linear regression and ﬁltering techniques [37, 56] unlike gaze trackers that require more
complicated machine learning [25]. We use a 1920 x
1080 resolution 24 inch monitor with a webcam mounted
on top. The screen is placed at a reading distance
(≈ 50cm) from the participant. We perform a random
point test, where we ask the users to look at 100 predetermined points on the screen. We ﬁnd the error of
tracker to be less than 5◦ at the 95th percentile.
The user study requires gaze calibration for each user;
we perform this calibration multiple times during the
study to account for users shifting positions, shifting
directions, and other changes. We can potentially replace this calibration requirement using recent advances
in gaze tracking that utilize mouse clicks for calibration [41]. These recent calibration techniques are based
on the assumption that the user’s gaze will follow their
mouse clicks which can then be used as ground truth for
calibration.
We augment the gaze study with an auxiliary study using a custom gaze tracker with 23 users. The study set up
is similar to above, except we use a state-of-the-art Eye
Tracking Glasses 2 Wireless gaze tracker manufactured
by SMI [48]. The gaze tracker uses a custom eyeglass,
tracks gaze at 120 frames/sec, and has a very high accuracy (≈ 0.5◦ is typical).
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Figure 6: A heatmap of the collective ﬁxation of Web page visual regions. Rows correspond to Web pages and the
columns correspond to visual regions. For example, for Web site 1, visual region “A” has a collective ﬁxation of 0.98
which means 98% of the users ﬁxated on region “A” during gaze tracking.

4.3

Gaze Tracking Methodology

When a human views a visual medium, his/her eyes exhibit quick jerky movements known as saccades interspersed with relatively long (≈ .5 second) stops known
as ﬁxations that deﬁne the his/her interest [33].
Web pages are designed for visual interaction, and
thus contain many visually distinct elements, or visual
regions [12], such as headers, footers, and main content
sections, that help guide a user when viewing the page.
Rather than track each ﬁxation point, we segment a Web
pages into its set of visual regions and track only the regions associated with the user’s ﬁxation points [24]. Figure 5 shows an example segmentation of fcc.gov into
its visual regions. It is from this representation that we
estimate the collective ﬁxation of a visual region as the
fraction of all users’ gaze tracks that contain a ﬁxation on
the visual region. As part of future work, we will explore
other signals of a user’s gaze, including ﬁxation duration
and ﬁxation order.

4.4

Collective Fixation Results

Figure 6 shows the collective ﬁxation across each visual
region of each Web page. The rows correspond to the
Web page and the columns correspond to the visual regions in the Web page labeled ’A’, ’B’, etc (see example
in Figure 5). Note that different Web pages may have
different visual regions, since region creation depends on
the overall page structure.
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Figure 6 shows that for the ﬁrst Web page, 5 regions
have a collective ﬁxation of over 0.9. In other words,
90% of the users ﬁxated on these 5 regions in gaze tracking. But the remaining 75% of the regions have a collective ﬁxation of less than 0.5.
In general, we ﬁnd that across the Web pages, at least
20% of the regions have a collective ﬁxation of 0.9 or
more. We also ﬁnd that on an average, 25% of the regions
have a collective ﬁxation of less than 0.3; i.e., 25% of the
regions are viewed by less than 30% of the users.
Figure 7 shows the data in Figure 6 from a different
perspective. Figure 7 is the median of the CCDF’s of
collective ﬁxations for each site. Each point in the graph
shows the percentage of regions with at least a certain
collective ﬁxation value. For example, the graph shows
that 55% of the regions have a collective ﬁxation of at
least 0.7 in the median case. Our key takeaways are:
(i) several regions have high collective ﬁxation, and (ii)
there is a signiﬁcant number of regions that are relatively
unimportant to the users. These points suggest that a subset of regions are relevant to the users’ interests, an observation that can be exploited to improve uPLT (§6).
Figure 8 shows a visualization of the gaze tracks on
fcc.gov across all users. The combined gaze ﬁxations
show a high degree of gaze overlap. The thicker lines
show the regions on the Web page where the users’ gaze
exhibit a high degree of collective ﬁxation. The thinner
lines show the regions that only a few users look at.
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Figure 7: The median of the CCDF’s of collective ﬁxations across regions. Each point in the graph shows the
fraction of regions with at least a certain collective ﬁxation value in the median case.

4.5

Auxiliary Studies

In our auxiliary studies, we track gaze using a state-ofthe-art gaze tracker as users viewed Web page loads under slow 3G and fast WiFi-like network conditions (network set up discussed in §3.1). The collective ﬁxation
results using the custom gaze tracker are quantitatively
similar to the results when tracking gaze using the low
cost tracker. For instance, 30% of the regions have a
collective ﬁxation of more than 0.8, and 30% of regions
have a collective ﬁxation of less than 0.1 under slow network conditions. The results under fast network conditions are similar.
We also conducted an additional set of experiments
to study the effects personalized Web pages have on the
user’s gaze. Web pages such as Facebook customize
their page to a given user, even though the overall structure of the page remains the same. This customization
may result in different users focusing on different parts of
the page. We choose ﬁve personalized Web pages where
the users login to the site: Facebook, Amazon, YouTube,
NYTimes, CNN. We conduct a user study with 20 users
who gave us permission to track their gaze while they
were browsing the logged-in Web pages. Despite customized content, we see similar patterns in collective ﬁxation. All sites see a collective ﬁxation of 0.8 or above
for 30% of regions while still having at least 30% of regions with collective ﬁxations below 0.1. In addition,
on average these sites have 20% of their regions with a
collective ﬁxation above 0.9 and 33% below 0.3. Thus,
even for pages where speciﬁc contents of the page vary
across users, we observe there exist regions of high and
low collective ﬁxation.

5

WebGaze Design and Architecture

The previous section establishes that for each Web page,
there exists several regions with high collective ﬁxation.
WebGaze is based on the intuition that prioritizing the
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Figure 8: A visualization of the gaze of all users when
viewing fcc.gov. Certain regions on the page have
more gaze ﬁxations than others (as evidenced by the
thicker lines).
loading of these regions can improve uPLT. This intuition
is derived from existing systems and metrics, including
Klotski [21] and the Speed Index. The goal of the Klotski system is to maximize the number of objected rendered within 3–5 seconds, with the intuition that loading
more objects earlier improves user experience. Similarly,
Speed Index uses the visual loading progress of a page as
a proxy for the user’s perception. The Speed Index value
improves when more objects are rendered earlier on the
screen. Similar to these works, our goal is also to render
more objects earlier, but WebGaze chooses objects that
are more important to the users as determined by their
gaze feedback.

5.1

Architecture

Figure 9 shows the architecture of WebGaze. WebGaze
is designed: (i) to have no expectations that all users will
provide gaze feedback, (ii) to not require that pages be
optimized based on real time gaze feedback. We note
that existing gaze approaches for video optimization do
rely on real time gaze feedback for prioritization [43].
However, Web page loads are transient; the short time
scales makes it infeasible to optimize the Web page based
on real time gaze feedback.
The WebGaze architecture collects gaze feedback
from a subset of users as they perform the browsing task.
WebGaze collects the gaze feedback at the granularity
of visual regions. When sufﬁcient gaze feedback is collected, the WebGaze server estimates the collective ﬁxation across regions. The server periodically collects more
gaze information and updates its ﬁxation estimations as
the nature of the Web page and users’ interests change.
Based on the collective ﬁxation values, WebGaze, (1)
identiﬁes the objects in regions of high collective ﬁxation, (2) extracts the dependencies for the identiﬁed objects, (3) uses HTTP/2 Server Push to prioritize the identiﬁed objects along with the objects that depend on them.
Below, we describe these steps in detail.
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Figure 10: A dependency graph for an example page.
If the first.jpg needs to be prioritized based on the
collective ﬁxation measure, then first.js also needs
to be prioritized since first.jpg depends on it.
Figure 9: WebGaze architecture.

5.2

Identifying Objects to Prioritize

To identify which Web objects to prioritize, we use a simple heuristic: if a region has a collective ﬁxation of over
a prioritization threshold, then the objects in the region
will be prioritized. In our evaluation, we set the prioritization threshold to be 0.7, thus any objects within a visual region that has a collective ﬁxation of 0.7 or higher
are prioritized. Recall from Figure 7 that this value identiﬁes 55% of regions as candidates for prioritization in
the median case.
Moving this threshold in either direction incurs different trade-offs. When the prioritization threshold is
increased (moving right in Figure 7) we become more
conservative in identifying objects to prioritize. However, in being more conservative we may miss prioritizing regions of which are important to some signiﬁcant
minority of users, which can in-turn negatively affect the
aggregate uPLT. When the prioritization threshold is decreased, more regions are prioritized. The problem is that
prioritizing too many objects leads to data contention for
bandwidth that in turn affects uPLT [14] (in §6 we show
the effect of prioritizing too many objects.) Empirically,
we ﬁnd that the prioritization threshold we chose works
well in most cases (§6), through it can be further tuned.
Since each region may have multiple objects, WebGaze extracts the objects that are embedded within a region. To do this, we query the Document Object Model
(DOM) [4], which is an intermediate representation of
the Web page created by the browser. From the DOM
we obtain the CSS bounding rectangles for all objects
visible in the 1920x1080 viewport. An object is said to
be in a given region if its bounding rectangle is within the
region. If an object is said to belong to multiple regions,
we assign the maximum of the collective ﬁxation of the
regions to the object.

5.3

Extracting Dependent Objects

Web page objects are often dependent on each other and
these dependencies dictate the order in which the objects are processed. Figure 10 shows an example de-
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pendency graph. If first.jpg belongs to a region with
high collective ﬁxation and is considered for prioritization, then first.js also needs to be prioritized, because first.jpg depends on first.js. If not, then
prioritizing first.jpg is not likely to be useful since
the browser needs to fetch and process first.js before
processing the image.
Our system identiﬁes dependencies of each object to
be prioritized, and considers these dependent objects for
prioritization as well. Our current implementation uses
WProf [60] to extract dependencies, but other dependency tools [21, 39] can also be used. While the contents of sites are dynamic, the dependency information
has shown to be temporally stable [21, 39]. Thus, dependencies can be gathered ofﬂine.

5.4

Server Push and Object Sizes

WebGaze, like other prioritization strategies [21], uses
HTTP/2’s Server Push functionality to implement the
prioritization. Server Push decouples the traditional
browser architecture in which Web objects are fetched in
the order in which the browser parses the page. Instead,
Server Push allows the server to preemptively push objects to the browser, even when the browser did not explicitly request these objects. Server Push helps (i) by
avoiding a round trip required to fetch an object, (ii)
by breaking dependencies between client side parsing
and network fetching [39], and (iii) by better leveraging
HTTP/2’s multiplexing [14].
Of course, Server Push is still an experimental technique and is not without problems. Google’s studies ﬁnd
that using Server Push can, in some cases, result in a
reordering of critical resources that leads to pathologically long delays [14]. To avoid such pathological cases,
we check for a simple condition: if the FirstPaint of the
page loaded with WebGaze takes longer than the LastVisualChange in the default case, we revert back to the
default case without optimization (recall the deﬁnitions
of FirstPaint and LastVisualChange from §3.1). In our
evaluation, we found that for 2 out of the 45 pages, WebGaze’s use of Server Push resulted in such delays.
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Another problem is that Server Push can incur performance penalties when used without restraint. Pushing
too many objects splits the bandwidth among the objects,
potentially delaying critical content, and in-turn, worsening performance. To address this, Klotski avoids prioritizing large objects or objects with large dependency
chains [21]. Although we do not consider object sizes in
our current implementation, we plan to do so as part of
future work.
Finally, Server Push can use exclusive priorities [13] to
further specify the order in which the prioritized objects
are pushed as to respect page dependencies. However,
existing HTTP/2 implementations do not support fully
this feature. With a full implementation of HTTP/2’s exclusive priorities, WebGaze’s mechanism can potentially
be tuned even further.
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Figure 11: CDF of improvement in uPLT over Default,
Push-All, and Klotski across the 100 users and 45 Web
pages.

We conduct user studies to evaluate WebGaze and compare its performance with three alternative techniques
which are:
• Default: The page loads as-is, without prioritization
• Push-All: Push all the objects on the Web page using Server Push. This strategy helps us study the
effect of Server Push at its extreme.
• Klotski: Uses Klotski’s [21] algorithm to push objects. The algorithm pushes objects and dependencies with the objective of maximizing the amount of
ATF content that can delivered within 5 seconds.
As before (§3.1), we record videos of the Web page as
it is loaded using WebGaze and each alternate technique.
The users provide feedback on when they perceive the
page to be loaded as they watch the video. We conduct
the user study across 100 users to compare WebGaze
and each alternative technique. Videos of the Web page
loads, under each technique, are available on our project
Web page, http://gaze.cs.stonybrook.edu.

Ubunbu 14.04 server running version 2.4.23 of Apache
httpd which supports HTTP/2 protocol and Server
Push functionality. The Web client is Chrome version
52.0.2743.116, which supports both the HTTP/2 protocol and Server Push, that is also run on an Ubuntu 14.04
machine. Trafﬁc on the client machine is controlled using tc [18] to replicate standard DSL conditions (§3.1).
When using push, we use default HTTP/2 priorities. Due
to the standardized conditions of our network, the average variance in OnLoad is less than 1%. So we are able
to compare the uPLT values across different page loads.
User study: We conduct pairwise comparisons of
uPLT. To this end, we show the users randomized Web
page loads that are loaded using WebGaze and using one
of the three alternatives. The users provide feedback on
uPLT. For each set of 45 comparisons, we recruit 100
users, for a total of 300 users. An alternative design
would be to conduct a user study where a single user
provides feedback for Web page loads under all four alternatives; but this requires users to give feedback on 180
Web pages which becomes tedious.

6.1

6.2

Methodology

Web pages: We evaluate over the same set of 45 Webpages as our uPLT and gaze studies (§3.1). Recall, from
the WebGaze architecture, that the Web server corresponding to each Web page prioritizes content based on
input from WebGaze. For evaluation purposes, we run
our own Web server instead and download the contents
of each site locally. We assume that all cross-origin content is available in one server. We note that HTTP/2
best practices suggest that sites should be designed such
that as much content as possible is delivered from one
server [14]. Nondeterministic dynamic content, such as
ads, are still loaded from the remote servers.
Server and client: The Web pages are hosted on an
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Comparing WebGaze with Alternatives

Figure 11 shows the CDF of the percentage improvement in uPLT compared to alternatives. On an average,
WebGaze improves uPLT 17%, 12% and 9% over Default, Push-All, and Klotski respectively. At the 95th
percentile, WebGaze improves uPLT by 64%, 44%, and
39% compared to Default, Push-All, and Klotski respectively. In terms of absolute improvement, when WebGaze improves uPLT the improvement is by an average
of 2 seconds over Default and Push-All, and by an average of 1.5 seconds over Klotski. At the 90th percentile,
WebGaze improves uPLT by over 4 seconds.
In about 10% of the cases WebGaze does worse than
Default and Push All in terms of uPLT and in about 17%
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Default
Push-All
Klotski

# WebGaze
better
37
35
33

# WebGaze
same
4
4
4

# WebGaze
worse
4
6
8

1
0.8

CDF

Alternative

Table 1: Number of Web pages for which WebGaze performs better, same, and worse, in terms of uPLT in the
median case compared to the alternatives.

0.6
0.4

Klotski
WebGaze
Push-all

0.2
0

0

2

4

6

8

MBytes

of the cases, WebGaze performs worse than Klotski. Of
these cases where the competing strategies outperform
WebGaze, the average reduction in performance is 13%.
Table 1 shows the number of Web pages for which WebGaze performs better, the same, and worse in terms of
uPLT for the median case, as compared to the alternatives. Next we analyze the reasons for the observed performance differences.

6.3

Case Study: When WebGaze Performs
Better

It is not surprising that WebGaze improves uPLT over
the default case. Recall our intuition based on prior
work [21, 32] that prioritizing regions with high collective ﬁxation can improve uPLT. In addition, pushing
objects with adherence to their dependencies has been
shown to improve page load performance [39, 60].
Push-All is an extreme strategy, but it lets us study
the possible negative effects of pushing too many objects. We ﬁnd that Push-All delays critical object loads
and users see long delays for even the First Paint [31].
In our study, Push-All increases First Paint by an average of 14% compared to WebGaze. Push-All, in-turn,
tends to increase uPLT. The problem with pushing too
many objects is that each object only gets a fraction of
the available bandwidth, in spite of techniques such as
HTTP/2 priorities [14].
Different from uPLT, for OnLoad, it is more critical
that all objects are loaded even if objects critical to the
user are delayed. We see this tendency in our results: the
Push-All strategy in fact improves OnLoad for 11 of the
45 pages, whilst hurting uPLT. This example shows that
optimizations can help OnLoad, but hurt uPLT.
The uPLT improvement compared to Klotski comes
from content-aware prioritization. In the case of Klotski, ATF objects are pushed based on whether they will
be delivered within 5 seconds. This may not correlate
with the objects that the user is interested in. For example, the Webpage www.nysparks.com, Klotski prioritizes the logo.jpg image which is in a region of low
collective ﬁxation. This essentially delays other more
critical resources that are observed by a large number of
users.
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Figure 12: The total size of pushed objects under WebGaze, Klotski, and Push-All.

6.4

Case Study: When WebGaze Performs
Worse

WebGaze performs worse than Klotski in 17% of the
cases with a median performance difference of 5.5% and
a maximum difference of 15.4%. In each of these cases,
we ﬁnd that Klotski sends less data compared to WebGaze and is more conservative. Figure 12 shows the
relative size of objects pushed by WebGaze and Klotski
across the Web pages. This suggests that we need to perform more analysis on determining the right amount of
data that can be pushed without affecting performance.
Similarly, when compared to Default, WebGaze performs worse for 4 of the 45 Webpages. In each of these
cases, WebGaze pushed too much data causing bandwidth contention.
In all cases when WebGaze performs worse compared
to Push-All, we ﬁnd that the Web pages were smaller,
less than 1.2 MB. We speculate that pushing all objects
for pages of small sizes does not force as much contention for bandwidth.

6.5

Case Study: When WebGaze Performs
the Same

For a fraction of less than 10% of the pages we ﬁnd that
WebGaze performs similar to the other alternatives. For
two of the Web pages, the uPLT values are similar across
the four alternatives. In other words, Server Push did not
change performance. This could be because the default
page itself is well optimized. For the other two pages,
WebGaze’s Server Push resulted in pathologically delays, and therefore the pages were not optimized (§5.4).
Although they are not the metrics WebGaze intends to
optimize, for completeness we brieﬂy discuss the performance of WebGaze in terms of the OnLoad, Speed Index,
and First Paint. In terms of all three metrics, WebGaze
and Klotski show comparable performance. In comparison to Default and Push-All, WebGaze shows only 1–
3% improvement in the OnLoad. WebGaze improves the
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Speed Index metric by an average of 18% compared to
the Push-All strategy. However, there is no difference in
the average Speed Index measure between WebGaze and
Default. Lastly, as discussed earlier, WebGaze improves
the average First Paint metric by 14% compared to PushAll. However WebGaze does increase the time to First
Paint by 19% on average compared to Default, thus improving uPLT despite increasing the First Paint overall.
This result loops back to our intuition (§5) that loading
more objects important to the user sooner is critical to
uPLT.

7

Related Work

We discuss three related lines of research that are relevant
to our work: Web performance, page load measurements,
and modeling user attention for Web pages.

7.1

Improving Web Performance

Given the importance of Web performance, signiﬁcant
research effort has gone into improving Web page loads.
These efforts include designing new network protocols [10, 52], new Web architectures [39, 47, 62], best
practices [1], and tools to help developers write better
Web pages [29]. However, most of these efforts target
the traditional OnLoad metric.
More recently, systems such as Klotski [21] are targeting the user quality of experience rather than optimizing traditional PLT metrics. As discussed earlier, Klotski uses HTTP/2’s Server Push functionality to push high
utility and visible objects to the browser. WebGaze uses
a similar prioritization technique, but prioritizes objects
based on user interest. Our evaluations show that WebGaze improves uPLT compared to Klotski across 100
users (§6).

7.2

Page Load Measurements

The research community has reported on a broad spectrum of Web page user studies. On the one end, there
are controlled user study experiments [53], where the researchers create speciﬁc tasks for the subjects to complete. However, to create repeatable user studies and to
control the Web page load times, the authors create fake
Web pages. On the other end, there are large scale, less
controlled studies [20] that measure performance of hundreds of real Web pages. But these studies only measure
objective metrics such as the OnLoad metric.
Around the same time as the design and development of WebGaze, researchers have developed a similar
testbed called eyeorg to crowd-source Web user experience [54]. The eyeorg study also uses a user-perceived
PLT metric to measure user experience, and records the
Web pages to obtain standardized feedback from the
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users as to when they feel the page is loaded. Their
methodology in obtaining feedback is slightly different
from our study in that they allow the users to transition
frame by frame before providing their uPLT. The eyeorg study ﬁnds high correlation between the OnLoad and
uPLT metrics, similar to our ﬁndings in the WiFi-like
environment. Different from the eyeorg study, we vary
the network conditions when loading the page and show
that the correlation results depend on the underlying network (§3). On slow networks, OnLoad and uPLT are
poorly correlated, while in faster networks, OnLoad and
uPLT are better correlated; the later corroborating more
with the results of eyeorg. Going beyond crowd-sourcing
uPLT feedback, our work also shows how uPLT can be
improved by leveraging eye gaze.

7.3

Web Saliency

The computer vision community has widely studied how
eye gaze data can be used as ground truth to build
saliency models [28,59]. Saliency deﬁnes the features on
the screen that attract more visual attention than others.
Saliency models predict the user’s ﬁxation on different
regions of the screen and can be used to capture user attention without requiring gaze data (beyond building the
model). While most of the research in this space focuses
on images [44, 64], researchers have also built saliency
models for Web pages.
Buscher et al. [19] map the user’s visual attention to
the DOM elements on the page. Still and Masciocchi [50] build a saliency model and evaluate for the ﬁrst
ten (10) ﬁxations by the user. Shen et al. [46] build
a computational model to predict Web saliency using a
multi-scale feature map, facial maps, and positional bias.
Ersalan et al. [24] study the scan path when the user is
browsing the Web. Others have looked at saliency models for Web search [45] and text [26, 58].
However, existing Web saliency techniques have relatively poor accuracy [19, 46]. This is because predicting
ﬁxations on Web pages is inherently different and more
challenging compared to images: Web pages, unlike images, are a mix of text and ﬁgures. Web page loading is
an iterative process where all objects are not rendered on
the screen at the same time, and there is a strong prior
when viewing familiar Web pages.
Our work is orthogonal to the research on Web
saliency. WebGaze can leverage better Web saliency
models to predict user interest. This will considerably reduce the amount of gaze data that needs to be collected,
since it will only be used to provide ground truth. We
believe that our ﬁndings on how gaze data can improve
user-perceived page load times can potentially spur research on Web saliency.
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8

Discussions

There are several technical issues that will need a close
look before a gaze feedback-based Web optimization can
be widely useful.
Mobile Devices: It is expected that more and more Web
content will be consumed from mobiles. Mobile devices
bring in two concerns. First, errors in gaze tracking may
be exaggerated in mobiles as the screen could be too
small, or the performance of gaze tracking on mobile
could be too poor. Signiﬁcant advances are being made
on camera-based gaze tracking for mobile smartphone
class devices [7]. But, accuracy is also as not critical to
our approach as we require the gaze to be tracked at the
granularity of large visual regions.
A second concern is that gaze tracking on mobile devices may consume additional amounts of energy [43].
This is due to the energy consumed in the imaging system and on image analysis in the CPU/GPU. While this
can be a concern, a number of new developments are
pushing for continuous vision applications on mobiles
and very low power imaging sensors are emerging (see,
e.g., [36]). Also, lower resolution tracking may still provide sufﬁcient accuracy for our application, while reducing energy burden. Therefore, we expect that gaze tracking can be leveraged to improve uPLT in mobile devices.
Exploiting Saliency Models: Saliency models have
been discussed in the previous section. A powerful approach could be to decrease reliance on actual gaze tracking, but rely instead on saliency models. In other words,
inspecting Web pages via suitable modeling techniques
could discover potential regions of user attention that
could be a good proxy for gaze tracks. This approach
is more scalable and would even apply to pages where
gaze tracking data is not available. The challenge is that
research on saliency models for Web pages is not yet mature. Our initial results show promise in leveraging gaze
for improving uPLT; exploiting Web saliency models can
signiﬁcantly increase the deployability of our approach.
Systems Issues: There are a number of systems issues
that need to be addressed to build a useful Web optimization based on gaze feedback. For example, a standardized gaze interface needs to be developed that integrates
with the browser. The gaze support service (Figure 9)
needs to adapt to changing nature of the Web contents
and user interests. For example, a major event may suddenly change users’ gaze behaviors on a news Web site
even when the structure of the page remains the same.
Security and Privacy: There are additional security and
privacy related concerns if gaze feedback is collected by
Web sites or third party services. For example, it is certainly possible that gaze tracking could provide a significant piece of information needed to uniquely identify
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the user, even across devices. The use of eye tracking
on the end-user’s device exposes the user to hacks that
could misuse the tracking data. Note that course-grained
tracking information is sufﬁcient for our task, but guaranteeing that only course-grain information is collected
requires a hardened system design.
Gaze Tracking Methodology: Web page loads are a dynamic process. Therefore, collecting gaze data when the
user looks only at the loaded Web page is not representative of the Web viewing experience. Instead, in this
work, we collect gaze data as the page is being loaded.
However, one problem is that, the gaze ﬁxation is inﬂuenced by the Web object ordering. For instance, if objects that are important to the user are rendered later, a
user may direct her gaze towards unimportant, but rendered objects. Our methodology partially alleviates the
problem by capturing gaze only after the First Paint (§6)
and even after OnLoad. As part of future work, we propose to track user gaze when the Web objects are loaded
in different orders. By analyzing gaze under different
object orderings, we hope to alleviate the problem of the
Web page loading order inﬂuencing gaze tracks.

9

Conclusions

There has been a recent interest in making user experience the central issue in Web optimizations. Currently,
user experience is divorced from Web page performance
metrics. We systematically study the user-perceived page
load time metric, or uPLT, to characterize user experience with respect to traditional metrics. We then make a
case for using users’ eye gaze as feedback to improve the
uPLT. The core idea revolves around the hypothesis that
Web pages exhibit high and low regions of collective interest, where a user may be interested in certain parts of
the page and not interested in certain other parts. We design a system called WebGaze that exploits the regions
of collective interest to improve uPLT. Our user study
across 100 users and 45 Web pages shows that WebGaze
improves uPLT compared to three alternate strategies for
73% of the Web pages.
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Abstract— While there are many proposals to reduce
the cost of data center networks (DCN), little attention has
been paid to the role played by the physical links that carry
packets. By studying over 300K optical links across many
production DCNs, we show that these links are operating
quite conservatively relative to the requirements in the
IEEE standards. Motivated by this observation, to reduce
DCN costs, we propose using transceivers—a key contributor to DCN cost—beyond their currently specified limit.
Our experiments with multiple commodity transceivers
show that their reach can be “stretched” 1.6 to 4 times their
specification. However, with stretching, the performance
of 1–5% of the DCN paths can fall below the IEEE standard. We develop RAIL, a system to ensure that in such
a network, applications only use paths that meet their performance needs. Our proposal can reduce the network cost
by up to 10% for 10Gbps networks and 44% for 40Gbps
networks, without affecting the applications’ performance.

1

Introduction

The relentless demand for capacity in data center networks
(DCNs) makes their cost a primary metric of interest. Network cost optimization must consider all main contributors,
including switches, links, and power. Several innovations
in DCN architecture [18, 35, 55, 21, 24, 45, 37] have
transformed the industry and reduced the cost of building
and operating DCNs.
Yet the physical layer of DCNs (i.e., links) has received
little attention, and it is being engineered using conservative practices that lead to a high cost. In modern DCNs,
all inter-switch links tend to be optical, and the design
objective is that every link should have a bit error rate
(BER) lower than 10−12 .1 To meet this objective, when
manufacturers rate transceivers—devices that convert
signals between electrical and optical domains—for a
certain link length (e.g., 300m), they assume worst case
operating conditions (e.g., temperature, signal attenuation
due to connectors). These worst-case conditions are
rare, and consequently, the vast majority of the links are
1 The BER requirement of 10−12 was standardized by the IEEE in
2000 [11] and is likely a holdover from the telecom world. In reality, few
DCN applications today need that level of BER. RDMA is perhaps the
most BER-sensitive application today, and a BER of 10−10 suffices for
it [60]. However, for the purposes of this paper, we assume some (future)
applications will need 10−12 BER.
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significantly over-engineered—the optical signal quality
is much higher than what is needed to support 10−12 BER.
To confirm and quantify physical layer over-engineering
in today’s DCNs, we conduct what to our knowledge is
the first large-scale study of operational optical links. We
analyze over 300K links across more than 20 data centers
of a large cloud provider over a period of 10 months. We
find a remarkably conservative state of affairs—99.9%
of the links have incoming optical signal quality that is
higher than the minimum threshold for 10−12 BER, while
the median is 6 times higher!
This over-engineering is expensive—transceivers
account for 48-72% of total DCN cost depending on link
speed and link length distribution (§7)—and reducing
it can lower network costs. While there are multiple
ways to do so, we explore an approach that does not
require any changes to existing hardware. Inspired by the
approach of running data centers at higher temperatures
than manufacturers’ specifications for hardware [29], we
suggest DCN operators use transceivers for link lengths
that are greater than manufacturers’ specifications. This
approach can lower costs because transceivers with shorter
length specification tend to be cheaper; thus, cheaper
transceivers can be used for many links that ostensibly
need more expensive ones today.
However, because of transceiver “stretching,” some
links in the DCN may have BER higher than 10−12 .
Traffic on such gray links will experience higher loss
rates because more packets will have bit errors (which
switches will drop). But the application and path diversity
of modern DCNs suggest the overall impact on application
performance is likely to be negligible. Many applications
do not need BER of 10−12 and can be carried over gray
links without hurting their performance. Moreover, since
the network has many paths between pairs of top-of-rack
switches, applications requiring high reliability can be
well supported by being routed through low-loss paths.
Two questions remain about our approach: i) how much
can cost be reduced by “stretching” transceivers beyond
their specifications? And ii) how can we ensure applications only use paths that meet their loss tolerance? To
answer the first question, we perform extensive simulations
and experiments with transceivers under realistic conditions. We show that depending on the technology (10 or 40
Gbps) and the desired upper bound on the fraction of gray
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paths (1% or 5%), current transceivers can be stretched
from 1.6 to 4 times their specified length. At these design
points, for a fat tree topology, and depending on the link
length distribution, the cost of the network can be lowered
by up to 10% for 10Gbps and 44% for 40Gbps networks.
We answer the second question by designing RAIL. It is
a practical system that builds multiple virtual topologies on
the same physical topology, where the class of the topology
offers a bound on the maximum packet error rate (i.e., grayness) on any path in it. The first-class topology does not
have any gray paths; hence, it offers the same path packet
error rate guarantee as current DCN designs. Other classes
increasingly use more gray links. Each application uses the
virtual topology that meets its needs. Thus, loss-tolerant
applications use virtual topologies that may have more
gray paths. To support applications, such as large transfers
that are otherwise loss-tolerant but suffer when the
transport protocol (e.g., TCP) is sensitive to losses, RAIL
uses a transparent coding-based error correction scheme.
We develop an efficient algorithm to compute virtual
topologies that leverages the hierarchical topological structure of DCNs (e.g., Clos). RAIL is easily deployable as it
requires no changes to the switch or transceiver hardware.
We evaluate RAIL using simulations-based analysis and
a testbed. Even at the maximum stretched reach level we
consider, we find 95% of all paths are as reliable as today.
Furthermore, RAIL protects loss-sensitive applications
from gray paths.

2

Optical Links’ Performance in the Wild

In today’s DCNs, switches are arranged in a multi-tier
topology such as a fat tree or folded Clos [55, 18]. While
the switches are electrical, the links between them are
optical because optical links are more cost-efficient at
higher bandwidths and distances.
An optical link has transceivers at each end connected
via a fiber cable. Transceivers plug into switches to convert
electrical signals nto optical signals and vice versa. Figure 1
shows a transceiver and its internal components. It has a
transmit and a receive pipeline, each attached to an independent fiber. The transmit side has a laser that emits light and
a modulator that modulates it according to the electrical
input from the switch. The receive pipeline decodes incoming optical signals using a photodetector and an amplifier.
The performance of an optical link is quantified using
BER, the probability of a single bit being corrupted
at the receiver. Corruption happens when the optical
power gap between bits 0 and 1 is too small to be reliably
differentiated at the receiver. The gap can be low because
of poor signal characteristics at the transmitter (e.g., a
poor-quality laser that spreads light over a wide spectrum)
or because of attenuation and dispersion as light travels
through fiber. Attenuation refers to a reduction in average
signal power, e.g., caused by the optical connectors
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Figure 1: The schematic of an optical transceiver.
attaching fibers to transceivers. Dispersion is the distortion
of the shape of the signal.
To simplify manufacturing and deployment, IEEE
standardizes transceiver characteristics. Apart from wavelength (e.g., 850, 1310, 1510 nm) and transmission speed
(e.g., 10, 40, 100 Gbps), an important characteristic of
each standard is the maximum reach at which a transceiver
is guaranteed to deliver a BER of 10−12 or better.
Two main categories of optical technologies are used
in DCNs today: multi-mode and single-mode. Multi-mode
transceivers are cheaper because they have relaxed
constraints on laser spectral width and coupling of laser
with fiber. But they also have a shorter reach because they
suffer from modal dispersion, i.e., signal distortion due
to differing path lengths taken by light waves in the fiber.

2.1

Data Set

To shed light on the performance of the optical layer in today’s DCNs, we build a monitoring system that uses SNMP
optical MIB [12] to poll optical performance metrics
from transceivers every five minutes. Our system runs in
multiple production data centers and collects transceivers’
transmit power (TxPower), receive power (RxPower),
temperature, transmit bias current, and supply voltage. The
TxPower and RxPower values reported by the transceivers
are average (across bits 0 and 1) signal power values.
The data we report in this paper were collected over
ten months from Nov 2015 to Aug 2016. They cover over
300K links (600K transceivers), with a mix of multi- and
single- mode transceivers with 10, 40 and 100Gbps speeds.

2.2

Optical Power Levels Are Too Good

We begin our analysis by studying optical transmit and
receive power levels. RxPower is a key indicator of optical
layer performance. Modulo significant dispersion, it
directly determines BER.2 To keep BER under 10−12 ,
RxPower should be above the receiver sensitivity required
by the IEEE standard.
Degree of power over-engineering. Figure 2 shows the
CDF of average TxPower and RxPower of all transceivers
2 Most transceivers today do not report BER. Switches report packet
error rate, but this measures the combined impact of errors from all
sources, including electrical components.
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(a) 10Gbps multi-mode

(b) 10Gbps single-mode

(c) 40Gbps multi-mode

(d) 100Gbps single-mode

Figure 2: CDF of TxPower and RxPower for different speeds and modes. The vertical lines are the RxPower threshold
needed to keep BER under 10−12 . Almost all links across all technologies have RxPower above the threshold.

(a) Different manufacturers

Figure 3: CDF of RxPower of 10Gbps multi-mode
transceivers across five transceiver manufacturers and
ten different data centers. Over-engineering is not limited
to one manufacturer or data center.
separated by their speed and mode (10Gbps multiand single- mode, 40Gbps multi-mode and 100Gbps
single-mode). The vertical line in each plot is the receive
power threshold to keep BER under 10−12 . We see that
across the board nearly all links (99.9%) have RxPower
above the threshold. In fact, 99% of transceivers are at
least 5 dB (i.e., 3 times) above it. Thus, when we use the
IEEE standard as our basis of comparison, we see the
vast majority of links are greatly over-engineered from
an optical power perspective.
Over-engineering across transceiver models. We find
this degree of over-engineering is consistent across
transceiver manufacturers. Our data include over 50
transceiver models across various vendors. Figure 3a plots
the CDF of RxPower of 10Gbps multi-mode transceivers
across five transceiver manufacturers with more than 1000
transceivers inside one data center. For confidentiality,
we do not report the name of our manufacturers. All five
manufacturers exhibit similar RxPower distributions, and
over-engineering is not tied to one manufacturer.
Over-engineering across data centers. We also study
whether over-engineering varies by data center. Figure 3b
plots power levels of the ten largest data centers in our
dataset. Each color represents a data center. We see that
RxPower distributions and thus over-engineering levels
are similar for every data center.
Optical power variation over time. Over the course of
our study, we found power levels of a link vary little over
time. Figure 4a illustrates RxPower over time for two sample transceivers. As shown, for each transceiver, RxPower
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(a) RxPower vs. time.

(b) Different data centers

(b) (max - min) RxPower

Figure 4: RxPower of individual transceivers has small
variations over time. 10Gbps and 40Gbps lines are
overlapping in the left graph.
remains mostly stationary over time. Figure 4b plots the
CDF of maximum minus minimum RxPower value for
all transceivers. The figure shows 78% of the links have
a variation below 0.2 dB, and over 99% have a variation
below 0.8 dB. Thus, links with high RxPower have consistently high RxPower, instead of power levels dropping
intermittently (which would cause high BER during those
times if we were to reduce their over-engineering).

2.3

Understanding Low Optical Power

In Figure 2, unlike TxPower, RxPower has a long tail,
suggesting that a small fraction of links experience high
attenuation and thus low RxPower. Figure 5a shows this
effect directly by plotting the CDF of attenuation for all
multi-mode links; single-mode results are similar. We
compute attenuation as TxPower at the sender minus
RxPower at the receiver. The figure shows most links have
attenuation close to zero—the median is 0.26dB—but
0.44% have attenuation higher than 5dB.
Initially, we thought high attenuation would correspond
to links that are long or have many optical connectors. To
confirm this supposition, we studied attenuation symmetry
between the two directions of a bi-directional optical link.
If link length or connector count are to blame, because
these factors are identical in both directions, high attenuation should be symmetric. Figure 5b shows a scatter plot
where the two axes represent attenuation levels in different
directions. We see that attenuation is low and symmetric
for most links.3 But it is asymmetric when it is high. When
one side has high attenuation, the other side does not.
3 Attenuation

levels below 0 are due to (unbiased) calibration error
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(a) CDF of Attenuation

(b) Bi-directional Attenuation

Figure 5: Attenuation is nearly zero and symmetric for
most links. Interestingly, high attenuation is asymmetric.
This behavior suggests that high attenuation does not
stem from link length or connector count but due to poor
or dirty connectors or fiber damage—connectors and
fibers are different in the two directions. To confirm this
hypothesis, we analyzed hundreds of repair records for
poor optical links. We found two main root causes for
low RxPower: (i) dirty fiber connectors (which must be
cleaned to fix the problem); (ii) damage to the fiber’s
cladding, the outside layer of the fiber that protects the
actual core. The finding that high attenuation rarely stems
from long links is consistent with our later experiments
showing current transceivers have low BER even on links
that are longer than their specification.
Dependence on link location. We also find that low RxPower links are scattered across the data center uniformly
and randomly, and they are not correlated with a specific
switch brand or topology tier. To confirm, we compute
the percentage of switches having links with RxPower at
the bottom 0.01% of Figure 2. We then uniformly and randomly select 0.01% of links with any RxPowers and again
compute the percentage of switches to which they belong.
If the two numbers match, it suggests links with RxPower
at the tail are scattered uniformly and randomly across
switches. We repeat this analysis for 100 values between
0.01%-tile and 1%-tile tail and observe the same result.
Figure 6 shows that the numbers based on this independence assumption closely match the data. If some switches
were more likely to have links with low power levels, the
“Low RxPower data” curve would be consistently lower
than the “Uniform Random” curve. This observation,
together with our observation on the root causes of high
attenuation, suggests that dirty connectors and damaged
fiber can show up anywhere in the data center.

3

Reducing Over-engineering and Cost

Our measurements above reveal that the optical layer
of DCNs today is heavily over-engineered. This overengineering does not come for free; DCNs are expensive
to build, with transceivers accounting for 48-72% of the
network cost, depending on link speed and link length
in TxPower and RxPower sensors. The reported power is within ± 2 dB
of the actual value.
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Figure 6: Links with low RxPower are uniformly and
randomly scattered across switches.
distribution (Table 1). We shared our measurement results
with experts in transceiver manufacturing companies
and learned of many possibilities to lower the price of
transceivers (e.g., changing transceiver hardware, relaxing
test requirements, reducing labor and packaging cost).
However, we also learned that immediate realization
is difficult because of two inter-twined challenges. First,
transceiver manufacturers cannot reliably estimate cost
savings without carefully crafting and optimizing the
entire manufacturing chain, and they are reluctant to do so
without standardization or firm commitments from DCN
operators. Second, since any method of reducing overengineering can cause some gray links (with BER higher
than 10−12 ), DCN operators are reluctant to commit unless
the cost savings are known in advance to be high, and there
is a way to protect sensitive applications against gray links.
In this paper, we solve both challenges. First, we demonstrate immediate cost savings are possible by allowing
commodity transceivers to be “stretched,” that is, using
them for longer than their currently-specified distances.
Second, we devise a system for routing and forwarding
packets where some links may be gray. Leveraging application and path diversity in DCNs enables applications
to use paths according to their loss-tolerance (§4).
Below, we explain how stretching reduces cost and
show how to engineer a stretched network.
Cost reduction through stretching. Figure 7 shows the
price and specified reach of different standard transceiver
technologies available in the market for 10, 40, and
100Gbps. The price of 10 and 40Gbps transceivers represents the average across three volume retailers [14, 13, 7]
and the price of 100Gbps transceivers is from one
retailer [10]. As shown, the standard includes discrete
reaches, with the price of transceivers increasing as
reach is increased. Longer reach requires more expensive
components (e.g., narrow spectrum laser, cooling module)
and manufacturing processes.
Figure 8 illustrates how stretching transceivers reduces
cost. The solid line is price for standard reach, and the
dashed line shows the stretched reach. When the reach is
stretched from R1 to R01 , we don’t have to pay more to use
an R2 -rated transceiver for distances between R1 and R01
and, hence, we can save cost. The exact savings depends
on how much transceivers can be stretched and the relative
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Figure 7: Price and reach of standard transceivers for
10Gbps, 40Gbps and 100Gbps technologies. Both X and
Y axes are in log scale. The label beside each data point is
the name of the technology. PSM4 [16] is not yet an IEEE
standard but is an agreement between 12 companies.
pricing of different options. We quantify the savings for
available standard technologies in §7.
We don’t expect transceivers’ lifetimes to be shortened
by stretching because lasers are designed for a long
life-time, and TxPower does not decrease over time
(96.7% of transceivers’ TxPower does not change more
than 0.2 dB over our 10-month measurement period).
Determining how much to stretch. To determine how
much transceivers in a DCN can be safely stretched, we
use a metric called network reliability bound (NRB). NRB
is a lower bound on the expected fraction of paths that
the DCN administrator desires to be good (i.e., those
where all links have BER below 10−12 ). We compute the
maximum stretch for a transceiver based on NRB and
i) the maximum number of links in a DCN path, and ii)
the BER distribution expected for different stretch levels.
We show in §7 how to compute this distribution using
expected attenuation distribution.
This computation is best illustrated in an example.
Suppose our goal is for NRB to be 95%, which can be
translated to each path being good with a probability of at
least 95%. In a 3-stage Clos network, where the maximum
number of hops is four, this
√ goal can be met if each link is
good with probability of 4 95% = 99.7% (assuming that
links being good or bad is independent of location, as we
showed in §2.3). From the BER distribution for different
stretch levels, we can now determine the stretch at which
99.7% of the links will be good. We use this value as the
maximum stretch for a transceiver. In reality, the network
will have more than 99.7% good links because many links
where “stretched” transceivers will be used are shorter
than the maximum stretch.
Need for software layer protection. NRB enforces a
lower bound on the fraction of good paths, allowing a
small fraction of gray paths. To preserve application
performance, a naive solution is to simply turn gray
links off and thus remove all gray paths. But even if
the fraction of gray links is small, turning them off can
result in 20 to 50% capacity loss for certain ToR-pairs
(§7). Instead, we propose that a software system be used
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Figure 8: Illustration of how stretching transceivers
reduces cost. When R1-rated transceiver is stretched
from R1 to R01 , we do not have to use (the more expensive)
R2 -rated transceiver for link lengths between R1 and R01 .
to effectively utilize such gray links, while protecting
loss-sensitive applications. The design of RAIL, described
next, accomplishes this goal.

4

Overview of RAIL

RAIL is a system for routing and forwarding in a DCN,
where i) links have a range of link packet error rate (LPER);
and ii) applications have different requirements for path
packet error rate (PPER). In such a network, RAIL ensures
an application is routed only through paths with its desired
reliability level (or better). Thus, sensitive applications
(i.e., RDMA-based ones) are routed only along the most reliable paths while tolerant ones (i.e., UDP-based ones) can
be routed through any path. RAIL is a general solution that
is agnostic to why gray links occur; they could be cause
by any method of reducing over-engineering, including
stretched transceivers, cheaper hardware or cheaper fiber.
We want our solution to be: i) readily deployable, i.e.,
requiring minimal changes to current infrastructure; and
ii) practical, i.e., having low overhead and complexity.
To appreciate these constraints, we consider two extreme
design possibilities with respect to how much hosts need
to know about the network. The first is source routing,
in which hosts are responsible for selecting paths (i.e.,
sequence of links to the destination) through the network
that meet application needs. The challenge with this
approach is that hosts will need an up-to-date view of
network topology and LPER. With hundreds of thousands
of links and frequent link failures [34], maintaining such
a view at every host is highly complex.
In the second design, hosts are not told anything about
the network (as is the case today). To deliver reliable
communication, they use network coding transparently;
i.e., application traffic to a given destination is coded such
that it can withstand some fraction of loss. The problem
with this approach is that it sets up an unwanted trade-off
between coding overhead and the loss rate experienced by
traffic. Hosts do not know in advance which path a given
flow might take (due to ECMP routing). If they encode
every flow to a level that guarantees the most sensitive
applications do not suffer (i.e., encoding based on the
least reliable path), the coding overhead will be onerous
for most paths. If they encode based on the average path
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Figure 9: Example of RAIL’s virtual topologies. Solid lines
are links having 10−8 LPER. Dashed gray lines are links
having 10−5 LPER. RAIL maintains three virtual topologies (b, c, d) depending on Path Packet Error Rate (PPER).
loss rate, sensitive applications that traverse worse paths
will suffer. It is possible to adapt by learning path loss rate
based on what is actually experienced by a flow, but this
is complicated by the fact that most flows are short and
do not generate enough packets for robust learning.
To be deployable and practical, RAIL explores a design
point in the middle. On the same physical topology,
it builds k virtual topologies. Each topology falls in
a different class representing a bound on the worst
Path Packet Error Rate (PPER) in the topology. PPER
represents the packet corruption probability for a complete
ToR-to-ToR path and is derived from each hop’s LPER.
The first-class topology is made exclusively of the most
reliable paths in the physical topology, the second-class
topology permits all paths with PPER less than a bound,
and the k-th class topology may include all paths in the
physical topology. Figure 9 illustrates this concept with
k=3, that is, three virtual topologies. Within a virtual
topology, routing and forwarding will follow the same
protocol as DC operators prefer today for their physical
topology (e.g., ECMP over equal hop paths). Figure 9a
shows the physical topology with two types of links: some
with LPER 10−8 and three gray links with LPER 10−5 .
RAIL creates three virtual topologies shown in Figure 9b,
c, and d. Virtual topology (b) guarantees PPER of 2×10−8 .
Virtual topology (c) guarantees PPER of 1×10−5 since
its worst paths are A-D and C-E. Virtual topology (d)
guarantees PPER of 2×10−5 since its worst path is D-A-F.
Thresholds of these virtual topologies are configurable.
Virtual topologies are exposed to end hosts as different
(virtual) interfaces. Applications (or the hypervisor on their
behalf) bind to the interface that reflects their reliability criteria. Thus, the most-sensitive applications (e.g., RDMAbased ones) may bind to the interface for the first-class
topology, TCP flows may bind to the second-class topology, and bulk transfers may bind to the k-class topology.
Beyond making this choice, hosts are not aware of RAIL.
Applications that bind to less reliable topologies may be
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already robust to small amounts of loss they may experience, or they can be made that way by using a version of
TCP that is robust to corruption-based losses [22, 44]. If
this is not the case, however, RAIL includes a module that
uses coding to transparently enhance traffic reliability.4 Designing this module is an easier task than the coding-based
option outlined above; flows going over less reliable topologies are likely longer, giving our module a chance to learn
the path being used and select an appropriate coding level.
In the following section, we describe RAIL’s design in
more detail. As will become clear, it requires no changes to
existing switches and only small changes to the host software, and then only if the error correction module is used.

5

RAIL in Detail

This section describes virtual topologies, routing and
forwarding, and error correction mechanisms in RAIL. It
also provides guidelines on configuring RAIL.

5.1

Virtual Topology Construction

Virtual topologies in RAIL share the same physical fabric
but offer different guarantees for the maximum packet
corruption rate along any of their paths. Our task is to build
K virtual topologies, where the k-th topology offers the
worst-case PPER of Lk . K and {Lk } are selected by DCN
operators based on their applications (see §5.4).
These topologies are built by the RAIL controller,
which maintains an up-to-date view of each link’s LPER
by polling the switches. Since link qualities are relatively
static (§2), maintaining such a view is straightforward.
In addition to providing a worst-case PPER guarantee,
we want each virtual topology to include as many links
as possible to maximize its capacity. Because optimally
finding such a topology is computationally expensive,
we resort to a fast, greedy algorithm. Speed is important
because, while link qualities are relatively static, links
do fail frequently [34], and we need to recompute virtual
topologies when links fail or recover.
Our algorithm has K rounds, one per topology. In
each round, it starts with a set of candidate links for the
topology and iteratively removes low reliability links
until the required guarantee can be met. We start with
the K-th class (least reliable) topology. For it, all links
(that are currently alive) are initial candidates. We find the
ToR-to-ToR path with the worst PPER, and if that PPER is
higher than the required bound, we remove the link (on the
path) with the worst LPER. Such link-removal iterations
are repeated until the worst-case path meets the required
bound. We then begin the next round, for the topology that
is one class lower, starting with links not removed in the
previous round.
4 Retransmitting lost packets is another (more efficient in terms of
byte overhead) way to improve traffic reliability. We explore coding
because it offers a faster, proactive way to recover lost data.
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The speed of the above algorithm depends on how
quickly we can check whether a topology meets a PPER requirement. Tracking every path’s PER takes at least O(n3 )
in a n-ToR Clos topology (as there are O(n2 ) ToR pairs
with O(n) paths between each pair). Such running time is
computationally infeasible on realistic network controllers.
Our algorithm speeds up this running time to O(nlogn)
and is linear in the number of links in the topology. The
intuition is that because of a DCN’s highly structured
topology and its simple routing scheme, we can track the
worst path without tracking the PPER on every path.
Our algorithm goes through each switch exactly once
and computes three values on each switch, from the
bottom stage all the way to the top stage. The three values
computed on switch s are (1) ups : PPER for the worst
monotonic upward path from any ToR to s, (2) downs :
PPER for the worst monotonic downward path from s to
any ToR, and (3) tops : PPER for the worst up-down path
for which s is the highest stage switch.
Definition 1. Children of switch s are the set of switches
on a lower stage than s, with direct links to s.
ups ← 0
downs ← 0
tops ← 0
for c ∈Children(s) do
ups ← max(ups ,1−(1−upc )(1−LPERc→s )
downs ← max(downs ,1−(1−LPERs→c )(1−downc ))
end
for c,d ∈Children(s), c 6= d do
topss ← max(tops ,1−
(1−upc )(1−LPERc→s )(1−LPERs→d )(1−downd ))
end

Algorithm 1: Update ups , downs , tops on switch s.
After those three numbers are calculated, our algorithm outputs the worst path by picking the worst tops
among all switches in the network. The worst PPER is
simply maxs∈all switches (tops ). The correctness proof and
running-time analysis appear in Appendix B.

5.2

Routing and Forwarding

To simplify routing and forwarding, we use a nonoverlapping IP address space within each virtual topology.
We configure switches such that, when routing or
forwarding for a topology, they ignore links that are not
part of that topology. The exact mechanism will depend
on the routing paradigm used by the data center. If the data
center uses a distributed protocol such as BGP to compute
paths [41], we configure BGP to not announce prefixes
for a virtual topology over links that are not part of it. No
RAIL-specific changes are made to switch software, and
they will forward packets as they do today (e.g., ECMP).
If the data center uses an SDN controller to centrally
compute forwarding paths, we can either instantiate one
controller per virtual topology or use one network-wide
controller programmed to not use certain links for given
prefixes.
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Our approach may create uneven load on links because
different links are part of different topologies. Load is
uneven even without our modifications, however, and
traffic engineering is required to balance it [59, 19, 52]. We
leave the task of extending traffic engineering to account
for virtual topologies for future work.

5.3

Error Correction

When the application or transport protocol is not robust to
small amounts of PPER (corruption-based loss), RAIL’s
error correction module can be used to guarantee high
performance in exchange for slight bandwidth overhead.
This module is completely transparent to applications.
As argued earlier, given the diversity of PPERs across
paths, it is important that error correction be based on
the PPER of each path, rather than being guided by the
worst-case or average PPER in the virtual topology. Recall
that because of ECMP-hashing, hosts are not aware of the
path taken by a flow.
RAIL’s error correction module learns the PPER in
two steps. First, as soon as a new flow starts, the source
host sends a traceroute probe with a header (5-tuple)
identical to that of the flow. This probe reveals the path
taken by the flow. We use special DSCP bits in the IP
header of the probe packet to indicate to the destination
host module that it should not deliver the packet to the
application. Second, the error correction module queries
RAIL’s controller for PPER of the path.
Ideally, the error correction module should be able to use
bit-level forward error correction (FEC) for each packet.
However, this approach does not work in practice because
today’s switches drop packets when CRC checksum fails.
As we are seeking an immediately deployable solution,
we do not consider this option. The main benefit is that
bit-level FEC has low coding overheads. As we show in
§7, the bandwidth overhead of our error correct module
is already low enough.
RAIL sends “parity” packets after every n data packets,
where n is based on the path packet loss rate (see below).
We use XOR encoding because it is lightweight and known
to be effective [53]. That is, after every n data packets, the
sender sends a packet whose content is the XOR of the
previous n packets. In this coding scheme, as long as n out
of the n+1 packets are successfully delivered, the receiver
can recover the original n packets. Losing two or more
packets within a group of n+1 packets results in data loss.
If PPER is p, the probability of having
two or more losses among n + 1 packets is
1 − (1 − p)n+1 − (n + 1)p(1 − p)n . We pick n such
that this probability is lower than the desired post-recovery
loss probability t (experienced by applications). Any path
with p < t does not use any error correction. To show an
example of computing n, we first quantify t for a particular
transport. Suppose TCP’s performance degrades when
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the loss rate is above 0.1%; therefore, we can pick t=0.1%.
For a path loss rate of p = 0.3%, we would choose n to be
14 so that the post-recovery loss rate is again 0.092% <
0.1%. The bandwidth overhead in this case is 7.1%.
For a given virtual topology, we include all paths
meeting the loss criteria; thus, most paths are as reliable
as the IEEE standard requires. Even if coding overhead
is high for a particular flow, the average overhead will be
small. We show later (§7) that the number of good paths
for which error correction is unnecessary dominates the
total number of paths.

5.4

Configuring RAIL

While it is up to individual operators to configure the
number and loss rate guarantee of virtual topologies in
RAIL, based on their applications, we offer a simple
recommendation. It is based on the double observation
that many applications use TCP, and the performance of
some TCP variants degrade noticeably only when loss
rate exceeds 0.1% [48, 26]. We see this behavior in our
experiments, and it is consistent with what others have
reported. That is why some operators completely switch
off links with error rates higher than 0.1% [58].
We recommend that data centers be configured with
three virtual topologies. The first-class topology should
provide paths with the same reliability as today, equivalent
to where each link has BER less than 10−12 . This can
be used to carry the most sensitive applications, such as
RDMA. The second-class topology should provide paths
with PPER below 0.1%, and it should carry applications
like short TCP flows. Finally, the third-class topology
should provide paths with PPER below 10%, and unless
the application uses loss-tolerant transport, it should be
error corrected. When the application is a long TCP flow, it
should be error corrected to a reliability of t=0.1%. RAIL
always put RDMA traffic on first-class topology and never
uses error-correction code with RDMA. A corollary of our
recommendation is that any link with PPER above 10%
will be turned off entirely. Such links are rare (§7).

6

Implementation

Our implementation of the RAIL controller and the error
correction module includes the following features. The
controller learns link PERs from CRC error counters. It
does not distinguish between optical- versus electricalrelated corruption and provides protection from both. It
constructs three virtual topologies with worst-case PPER
of 0.0001%, 0.1% and 10%. The controller computes
routing tables globally based on the virtual topologies and
pushes rules to switches accordingly.
Our implementation of error correction sits below the
kernel TCP/IP stack so that it is oblivious to the transport
protocol. We implement it as a driver for tun/tap device in
the Linux kernel. (On Windows, a WinSock kernel device
driver may be used.) The driver keeps a buffer of size n so
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that it can decode the coded packet if needed and deliver
packets to higher layers in order. It keeps a fine-grained
timer such that if a missing packet is not recovered within
a short time window, the next packet is delivered to the
transport protocol (e.g., TCP). This delivery may trigger
a recovery at the transport layer. Such transport-layer
retransmissions are new packets for our error module.
To identify packets for coding and decoding, we insert
a 4-byte header after the IP header containing a sequence
number. Once the encoding rate is negotiated, coded
packets and data packets have separate sequence numbers.
The parity packet has the last sequence number in each
group of n. As the error correction module knows the
exact path to the destination, it performs cross flow error
correction among all the flows with the same path.

7

Evaluation

Our evaluations are divided into three categories. First,
we use a testbed and an optical simulator to quantify
the stretch of two widely used short reach transceivers
and compute the resulting BER and potential cost
savings (§7.1). Next, we evaluate the impact of stretching
these transceivers on the overall network path quality
(§7.2). Finally, we show RAIL preserves applications’
performance in a network with gray links (§7.3). Our
results demonstrate that RAIL has minimal impact on
overall network quality and application performance,
while reducing total network cost by up to 10% for 10Gbps
networks and up to 44% for 40Gbps networks.

7.1

Stretching Existing Technologies

We experiment with eight IEEE-standard short-reach
10Gbps and 40Gbps transceivers (two brands for each
speed and two units of each brand). Some manufacturers
provide non-standard technologies with reach values that
are not supported by IEEE. These transceivers can likely be
stretched as well if they follow similar specification practices, but evaluating individual non-standard transceivers
is beyond the scope of this paper. Our goal rather is
to demonstrate that commodity transceivers are overengineered and can be stretched beyond their specification.
We also experimented with a standard 100Gbps transceiver.
Those results are preliminary and appear in Appendix C.
Experimental methodology. Our stretch experiments are
based on a testbed and an optical simulator. Our testbed
has one 10G [2] and one 40/100G switch [3], four 10G-SR
transceivers [8, 4], four 40G-SR4 transceivers [9, 4] and a
set of OM3 fibers [5] of lengths between 10m to 1000m. We
focus on SR (short reach) technologies as they are viable
candidates for stretching; the reach of LR (long reach) technologies is longer than typical maximum DC link lengths.
To emulate long fibers of different lengths, as shown
in Figure 10, we concatenate multiple short cables with
fiber connectors. To emulate additional attenuation in real
environments, due to more/dirty connectors or damaged
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(a) RxPower vs. reach

Figure 10: Our 10G-SR testbed. We stitch short fibers
together with fiber connectors to emulate long fibers. We
concatenate 600m, 300m, 40m fibers together to emulate
a 940m fiber. Two 300m 10G-SR Finisar transceivers [8]
are attached to the fiber on both ends. Switch ports are on
and we can send traffic through with BER of around 10−8 .
fiber, we insert a variable attenuator which adds additional
attenuation from the distribution shown in Figure 5a.
Since our transceivers do not directly report BER,
to infer their BER, we measure packet corruption rate
(LPER) with full-sized, line rate traffic for five minutes.
We then calculate BER from LPER using a simplified
model:5 LPER = 1−(1−BER)PACKET SIZE .
Testbed experiments are useful to provide coarse data
on how link BER changes with different link lengths and
attenuation levels. To explore the parameter space in fine
granularity and to eliminate hardware quality differences
between manufacturers, we use VPI [15], a standard
optical simulator for data transmission system. (We cannot
use a close-form formula to compute BER based on fiber
length because of complex dispersion effects.) Our simulations model laser characteristics and a laser driver in the
sender, modal and chromatic dispersion in the fiber, loss
on the connector, and receiver sensitivity and dispersion
equalization chips in the receiver. We configure these
parameters based on the transceivers’ specification sheet.6
For both 10Gbps and 40Gbps, we validate our simulator
along three dimensions: RxPower, BER, and attenuation.
Figure 11 shows our validation results for 40G-SR4;
the results are similar for 10G-SR4. Figure 11a shows
RxPower as fiber length increases. The scatter dots are
testbed results, and the solid line is the result of our
simulator. The figure shows that the simulator is able to
closely match the RxPower of both transceiver brands
for all fiber lengths. Figure 11b shows BER as fiber
length increases. Since BER depends on a transceiver’s
sensitivity to modal dispersion, the two transceivers do
not necessarily have to match. Hence, we configure our
simulator to be the most sensitive one of the two brands
5 This model may overestimate BER, and this would underestimate

potential for stretch because of two factors. First, some packet corruption
events may be due to non-optical issues. Second, Ethernet uses line code
(e.g., 64b/66b for 10Gbps network), and any bit flip in the code causes an
extra 2 bits to be corrupted in the future, possibly in subsequent packets.
6 Our simulation files are available online [17]; other researchers can
use these to simulate optical links in DCNs.
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(b) BER vs. reach

(c) Attenuation vs. BER

Figure 11: Validation for 40G-SR4 on OM3 fiber. Blue
line corresponds to simulations. Circles and crosses
are testbed results for transceivers from different manufacturers. (a) RxPower as a function of fiber length (no
added attenuation). (b) BER as a function of fiber length
(no added attenuation). (c) BER as a function of added
attenuation when fiber is at transceiver’s specified reach.
and use the more conservative results in our evaluations
for the rest of this paper. Similarly, Figure 11c shows that
our simulations capture BER vs. additional attenuation
conservatively. In this experiment, we use a 100m fiber, the
design limit of our 40G-SR4 transceivers, and introduce
additional attenuation using a variable attenuator.
BER distribution versus link length. We can now derive
the distribution of BER that a link will observe as a
function of its length. This distribution is a function of both
link length and additional attenuation caused by dirty connectors or damaged fiber in real deployments. To simulate
how stretched links impact BER in real world, we add the
attenuation distribution seen in our measurement data in
§2. This method is conservative because it assumes that all
the attenuation measured in the wild is caused by factors
other than link length. In practice, link length contributes
as well, and our simulator already includes link length.
Figure 12 shows the BER distribution that will occur for
various link lengths. The BER is represented as a bar for
each link length. The top of the bar represents when extra
attenuation is 99.9%-tile value (from the attenuation data)
and the middle, which separates the two colors, when it
is 99%-tile. As the figure shows, when we use 10G-SR,
which is rated for 300m, on 500m links, at least 99% of
these links will have BER less than 10−12 . At the same
performance level, we can stretch 40G-SR4, which is
rated for 100m, to 400m.
Cost savings. The level of stretch that a network should
use depends on the trade-off between cost savings and
performance, which we quantify using the NRB metric
defined in §3. More stretch means more cost savings, but
it also means that a larger fraction of paths is gray.
We illustrate this trade-off using a standard 3-stage
Clos network. A DCN’s total cost includes the equipment
costs (i.e., transceivers, fibers, switches) and switch power
consumption. Switches are $90/port [50], multi-mode
and single-mode fiber cost $0.44 and $0.21 per meter
respectively [6]. Each switch consumes around 150 Watts
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(a) 10G-SR

(b) 40G-SR4

Figure 12: BER distribution for different link lengths.
The top of the orange bar is 99.9 percentile BER, and
the bottom of the green bar is 0 percentile BER. The two
colors meet at 99% BER. The green portion is not visible
when BER is below 10−12 .

(a) 10Gbps

(b) 40Gbps

Figure 13: Total DCN cost reduction on a 3-stage fat
tree network (10Gbps, 40Gbps) with 512 ToRs assuming
0-500m and 0-1000m uniform link length distribution. The
cost reduction depends on the amount of stretch.

Device

Unit Cost

Count

Total Cost

Technology

No Stretch

Low

High

300m 10G-SR Transceiver
10km 10G-LR Transceiver
Multi-mode Fiber (10Gbps)
Single-mode Fiber (10Gbps)
Switch (10Gbps)
Power(150W/Switch, 3 years)

$82.3
$187.2
$0.44/m
$0.21/m
$90/port
$0.07/KWh

19660
13108
1475 km
2621 km
32768 ports
5 GWh

$1.6M
$2.5M
$0.6M
$0.6M
$2.9M
$0.4M

10G-SR (OM3)
40G-SR4 (OM3)

300m
100m

480m
280m

580m
400m

Table 1: Total DCN cost breakdown for 512 ToR, 512
aggregation and 256 core switches Clos network with
10Gbps technology. Link length is drawn from uniform
distribution between 0-500m. With 10Gbps technology,
transceivers account for 48% of the total DCN cost.
(this includes energy consumed by transceivers). With
32-port switches, we can build a full bisection 3-stage
fat tree network with 512 ToR, 512 aggregation, and 256
core switches. There are 8192 ToR-aggregation links and
8192 aggregation-core links. The link length distribution
depends on the physical layout of the DCN. For links
under 300m, 10G-SR is used with multi-mode fiber. For
links above 300m, 10G-LR is used with single-mode fiber.
Table 1 provides a breakdown of the cost of these DCNs.
As the table shows, transceivers represent 48% of the total
cost of the network. If the same network were using a 300m
10GBase-SR transceiver stretched to 500m (for example),
all the 300–500m links could use this transceiver instead
of the more expensive 10GBase-LR one.
Figure 13 shows the cost reduction versus NRB for
0-500m uniform and 0-1000m uniform link length
distributions. For these plots, we compute the stretch level
from NRB as outlined in §3 and then the cost savings
from the stretch level. Our measurement data (§2) show
NRB in current networks is 99.9%. We see that cost
savings are significant when NRB drops to 99%, and
the incremental gain is small beyond 95%. Thus, in later
evaluations, we only consider two degrees of stretch, low
stretch for NRB=99% and high stretch for NRB=95%,
which correspond to stretch levels in Table 2.
Next, we study how link length distribution affects the
amount of cost savings. Figure 14a shows the resulting cost
savings for a 10Gbps network. When no link is longer than
300m, stretch does not result in any savings because we
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Table 2: Optical technologies’ maximum reach under
different degrees of stretch.
never use stretched technologies. The cost saving peaks at
480m for low stretch and 580m for high stretch, the lengths
at which most fractions of links can use shorter reach
technologies beyond their design reach. When link length
distribution concentrates on long links, the amount of cost
savings decreases because most of the links need to use
long reach technologies anyway, and cost on long reach
technologies dominates the total cost of the network.7
Overall, stretching short reach technology reduces the total
cost DCN-wide up to 10% (1 million dollars) depending
on the link length distribution. The savings are lower for
low stretch, because fewer 10GBase-LR transceivers can
be changed to 10GBase-SR transceivers.
Figure 14b shows the cost results for 40Gbps networks. Except for transceiver costs, which are listed in
Figure 7, we assume the cost and energy consumption
of 40Gbps components is 4× higher than their 10Gbps
counterparts—40Gbps components often bundle four
10Gbps components. While we assume multi-mode fiber is
$1.32 per meter, we keep the cost of single mode fiber the
same because 40Gbps single-mode transceivers use wavelength division multiplexing. Transceivers account for
72% of the total DCN cost for 0-500m uniform link length
distribution. The overall trend of cost savings is similar
to that in the 10Gbps network. The total cost savings on
40Gbps networks can be up to 44% (21 million dollars) depending on the link length distribution. The cost reductions
are higher for these networks because i) there is a higher
cost difference between short and long reach technologies,
ii) a larger fraction of the links can make use of shorter
7 If the network uses non-standard, intermediate reach (e.g., 500m)
transceivers, we could have stretched them to cover longer distances
(e.g., 500m to 1km) as well.
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(a) 10Gbps

(b) 40Gbps

Figure 14: Total DCN cost reduction on a 3-stage fat
tree network (10Gbps, 40Gbps) with 512 ToRs assuming
uniform link length distribution. Maximum cost savings for
10/40Gbps is achieved when max link length is 580/400m.

(a) LPER

(b) PPER

Figure 15: (a) CDF of LPER. (b) CDF of PPER when
oversubscription is 4.
reach technology, and iii) transceivers account for a larger
fraction of total DCN cost based on our cost assumptions.

7.2

Characterizing a Stretched Network

NRB ensures by design that the network has a certain
minimum fraction of good paths. We now provide a more
detailed characterization of a stretched network in terms
of the distribution of its link and path qualities. These
distributions depend on the exact link length distribution
in the network. So that our results can be reproduced, we
use 0-500m uniform link length distribution on a 512-ToR
Clos network (as in §7.1). Results with link lengths drawn
from our cloud provider’s network were similar. We study
40Gbps below; 10Gbps networks behave similarly.
Link qualities. Figure 15a shows the CDF of LPERs
with and without stretch. We see that even with high
stretch, only 0.05% of the links have LPER worse than
10−8 (which corresponds to 10−12 BER). Only 0.01%
of the links have LPER higher than 10%, our guideline
for switching off links. As reference, we note that at any
given time, roughly 0.08% of the links are down for other
reasons in our data centers.
Path qualities. To study path characteristics in a stretched
network, we simulate three different oversubscription
levels. When the oversubscription level is 1 (4, 16), we
have 512 (256, 128) aggregation switches and 256 (128,
64) core switches. Each switch has 32 ports.
We assume the links in the topology have LPERs as
per the distribution above. We showed earlier that low
RxPower (and thus high LPER) levels are not correlated
with switches and appear independent across links. For
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(a) Oversub = 1

(b) Oversub = 4

(c) Oversub = 16

Figure 16: CDFs of the fraction of good paths for different
ToR-ToR pairs across 50 different topologies. The Y axis
is log scale to capture the tail behavior.
each oversubscription level, we generate multiple topologies with different randomized mappings from the LPER
distribution and present results aggregated across them.
Figure 15b shows the CDF of PPER for a 512-ToR
topology with an oversubscription of four. The results are
similar for other oversubscription levels; 99% of paths in
the topology have PPER below 10−8 .
Worst-case experience of loss-sensitive applications.
An overall high fraction of good paths is not sufficient to
ensure good performance for loss-sensitive applications.
For every pair of ToRs that exchange traffic for such
applications, there must be enough good paths. Figure 16
shows the CDF of the ratio of good paths to total paths
across ToR pairs. A good path means PPER less than
4.8×10−8 , equivalent to 10−12 BER on each link of a path
in a 3-stage fat tree.
We see that when the oversubscription is equal to one,
the tail 0.01% of the ToR-to-ToR pairs still has 83% of
the good paths remaining. This fraction decreases as
oversubscription increases because ToR switches now
have fewer uplinks to aggregation switches. If one such
uplink has high LPER, it impacts a higher fraction of paths
from this ToR to other ToRs. However, even when the
oversubscription is 16, the tail 0.01% of the ToR-to-ToR
paths still has 70% of good paths left. On the flip side,
these data also demonstrate that simply turning gray links
off can halve the capacity between some ToR pairs.

7.3

Application Performance with RAIL

We study the effectiveness of RAIL in preserving
application performance using experiments on a small
but realistic testbed. Our testbed emulates a 3-stage fat
tree network with four ToRs, four aggregation switches,
and two core switches. The ToR and aggregation switches
are spread across two pods. Each port in the topology
is a 10Gbps SPF+ port, and each link has two Finisar
FTLX8571D3BCL [8] multi-mode transceivers connected
via OM3 fiber [5]. The switches implement ECMP routing.
One host is attached to each ToR switch, runs Ubuntu 14.04
with Linux kernel version 3.19, and uses TCP CUBIC [36].
We emulate a gray, high-BER link using an optical attenuator and change the location of the attenuator in different
experiments. We use the virtual topology configuration
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(a) LPER = 0.7%

(b) LPER = 5%

Figure 17: Normalized flow completion time. Error bars
are standard deviations of the normalized flow completion
time. Flows shorter than 1MB are high priority flows. High
priority flows are not affected by packet corruption with
RAIL. Low priority flows are protected by XOR coding.
guideline above, but because it is difficult to finely control
the BER using an attenuator, we obtain configurations in
which the first- and second-class topologies are identical
and contain highly-reliable paths. The third-class topology
contains the high-BER link(s). We use iperf to send TCP
flows between arbitrary end hosts, with a flow size and
inter-arrival time distribution from prior work [20]. TCP
flows smaller than 1MB bind to the second- class topology;
longer flows bind to the third-class topology.8
Figure 17 shows flow completion times (FCT) binned
by flow size and normalized to the case of a completely
lossless network (“No Loss”). When the network is lossy,
without RAIL (“No RAIL”), we see that FCTs are higher
for all flow sizes, especially when the loss rate is high.
RAIL without error coding (“RAIL w/o XOR”) is able
to protect only high-priority (short) flows because it
routes them over the reliable, second-class topology. With
error coding, RAIL (“RAIL w XOR”) is able to protect
low-priority flows as well. The performance experienced
by all flows matches that of the lossless network.
Error correction overhead. Finally, we study the bandwidth overhead of RAIL’s error correction. Recall that we
set the target post-recovery loss rate to 0.1%. Thus, error
correction only kicks in for paths with PER above 0.1%.
For paths with PER between 0.1% and 3%, we use standard
XOR code with n computed based on error rate. For PPER
from 3–10%, we simply replicate every packet three times.
The average bandwidth overhead of our coding scheme
is below 0.1% for the 512-ToR topology with 0-500m and
0-1000m uniform link length distribution. This low overhead is the reason we use a simple coding method in RAIL
instead of more efficient methods based on retransmissions
or bit-level FEC (forward error correction).
8 This mapping between flow size and topology is only for our
experiments. In reality, we expect applications to bind to the desired
virtual interface. RAIL does not try to guess flow sizes.
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Related Work

Our work draws on several themes of previous work.
Measuring optical links. Many researchers have studied
optical WAN for properties such as dispersion [30, 57,
25, 39, 56], temperature variations [38, 42], and packet
loss and inter-arrival times [31, 43]. Ghobadi et al. study
optical signal quality in WAN and, like us, find an overprovisioned optical layer [33]. In contrast, however, our focus
is on DCNs, where the environment and technology are different. We believe we are the first to study this optical layer.
Reducing cost of optics in DCNs. We are inspired by
other efforts in the industry to lower the cost of optics in
DCNs. Facebook [27] is pushing for a new standard for
low cost 100Gbps transceivers. Their initial observation is
similar to ours: the DCN is a milder operating environment
than traditional telecom networks. Corning [28] also
observed, using stochastic attenuation models, that DCN
link qualities can be disparate and it is possible to extend
the reach on some fraction of links. We complement these
efforts with a detailed characterization of optical links in
operational DCNs, proposing a way to reduce cost without
hardware changes and developing a system to preserve
application performance if some links turn gray due to
reduced over-engineering.
Virtual topologies. The concept of virtual topologies
over the same physical infrastructure has been leveraged
in other contexts, such as simplifying the specification
of network policies in software-defined networking
(SDN) [40, 51, 46] or “slicing” the network to isolate
users [23, 54, 47]. We use this concept to build topologies
with different reliability guarantees.
Reliable systems atop unreliable components. There
is a long-standing tradition of building reliable systems
using (cheaper) unreliable components and masking
unreliability from applications using intelligent software
techniques. Classic examples include building reliable
storage systems using disks that are individually unreliable [49, 32]. Our work follows this tradition, though the
set of techniques it uses are specific to its domain.

9

Conclusions

Our measurements show that optical links in data
center networks are heavily over-engineered. This overengineering is not only expensive but also unnecessary
because of application and path diversity in DCNs. Many
applications can tolerate small amounts of loss, and
loss-sensitive applications can be supported as long as
some (not all) paths between ToR pairs are reliable. We
find that reducing optical over-engineering simply by
using transceivers beyond their specified length can reduce
network cost by up to 10% for 10Gbps networks and 44%
for 40Gbps networks. Moreover, when coupled with the
traffic routing and error correction mechanisms of RAIL,
there is negligible loss in application performance.
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Appendix
A Expected Fraction of Good Paths
Definition 2. A path is good when all unidirectional links
on the path are good.
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Proof. Let Pi be the probability of a path i to be good.
Let’s define an indication variable I p such that
(
0 , if path p is not good,
Ip =
1 , if path p is good
If the network has n paths, the expected fraction of paths is
∑ p∈all paths I p
Expected fraction of good paths = E(
)
n
Using the linearity of expected value, we get
∑ p∈all paths E(I p )
Expected fraction of good paths =
n
Because E(I p ) ≥ Peach ,
nPeach
Expected fraction of good paths ≥
= Peach
n
Theorem 2. If each link has the probability of at least l
to be good and independent, and the longest path in the
network has h hops, then the expected fraction of good
paths is at least l h .
Proof. Use Lemma 1 to get a lower bound of the probability of any path to be good. Then use Theorem 1.

B

Find the Worst Path in Clos Topology

We seek an efficient solution to the following problem:
Assuming ECMP routing, given a subset of links on a Clos
network and every link’s unidirectional packet error rate
(LPER), find the worst end-to-end path with the highest
path packet error rate (PPER).
This problem can be solved efficiently because of the
data center’s unique topology and its simple ECMP routing
scheme. We describe our algorithms assuming the Clos
topology has an oversubscription ratio of 1 across all stages.
All our results hold when oversubscription is introduced.
Definition 3. A Clos network is a multi-stage network. A
switch at (i)th stage can only connect to switches at neighbor stages (i.e., (i±1)th stage). Every stage has n switches,
except for the top stage which has n2 switches. All switches
in the network have 2k ports. The network has logk n stages.
Every switch except on the top stage has k ports facing the
upper stage and k ports facing the lower stage. Switches
on the top stage have all 2k ports facing the lower stage.
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Today, data center operators chose ECMP up-down
routing as the basic routing algorithm. In this method,
packets first travel to an upper stage switch and then
down to the destination top-of-rack (ToR) switch. ECMP
requires packets to take one of the shortest paths.
Definition 4. A path from ToRs (stage = 1) switches a to
b (a 6= b) is called an up-down path when there is a switch
c on the path such that the stage number of each switch
monotonically increases from a to c and monotonically
decreases from c to b.
Clos topology has a unique property, in that every
up-down path can actually be chosen to forward traffic. All
up-down paths between the same ToR-pair have exactly
the same number of hops. When we want to find the worst
path, we only have to consider all the up-down paths.
The worst path is defined as the following.
Definition 5. A worst path is the up-down path with
highest PPER. PPER of path p is 1− ∏l∈p (1−LPERl ).
It is computationally infeasible to track PPER for every
path in the network. Tracking PPER takes at least O(n3 )
running time because a Clos network has O(n3 ) paths (i.e.,
O(n) paths for every ToR pair and there are O(n2 ) ToR
pairs). As an alternative, the worst path computation must
quickly neglect paths with no hope of becoming the worst
path in the run-time.
Our algorithm 1 identifies the worst path with a running
time of O(nlogn) and is provably optimal in asymptotic
running-time. In this section, we prove the path produced
by the algorithm is indeed the worst path; we then prove
no faster algorithm exists.
Lemma 2. The output of Algorithm 1 is an up-down path.
Proof. We only need to show ∀s,tops is a valid path. From
Algorithm 1, tops is nothing but a monotonically up-going
path to s and a monotonically downward path from s.
Thus, tops is an up-down path if the source and the
destination ToR of tops are different. In Algorithm 1, we
see when we calculate tops , we enforce the direct children
of s to be different. In Clos network, this means the source
and the destination ToR are in different branches of the
Clos (subtree of fat tree) containing non-overlapping sets
of ToRs. Thus, tops is an up-down path.
Theorem 3. The output of our algorithm is the worst path.
Proof. Proof by contradiction. Our algorithm outputs path
p. The worst path is p’ such that PPER p0 > PPER p .
Without loss of generality, p’ is an up-down path from
a’ to b’. Because p’ is also an up-down path, by definition,
there must be a c’ on p’ such that c’ is the highest stage
switch on p’, a’ to c’ is a monotonic upward path, and c’
to b’ is a monotonic downward path.
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When our algorithm goes through switch c’, there are
two situations. (1) p0 = tops0 (2) p0 6= tops0 . Let’s talk
about both situations.
If p0 = tops0 , because PPER p = maxs∈all switches (tops ),
PPER p ≥top0s = p0 . This contradicts the assumption that
PPER p0 > PPER p .
If p0 6= tops0 and p’ is valid, p’ must includes two children
of s’. Then, it must be the case that p0 <tops0 because, otherwise, p’ will be chosen when computing tops0 . Because
PPER p = maxs∈all switches (tops ), then PPER p ≥tops0 > p0 .
This contradicts the assumption that PPER p0 > PPER p .
Overall, PPER p0 ≤ PPER p . Thus, the output of our
algorithm is the worst path.
Theorem 4. The running time of our algorithm is
Θ(nlogn).
Proof. Our algorithm passes through each switch once,
and the update algorithm is Θ(k2 ). Because k is constant,
the update part is in the order of number of switches,
Θ(n logk n). The comparison part compares tops for all
switches which takes another Θ(n logk n). Thus, our
algorithm finishes in Θ(nlogk n). Because k is constant,
our algorithm finishes in Θ(nlogn).
Theorem 5. Any algorithm that can compute the worst
path has a running time of at least Θ(nlogn).
Proof. Proof by contradiction. Assume an algorithm
exists that computes the worst path with running-time less
than Θ(nlogn).
We construct an adversarial oracle that always returns
LPER = 0.5 for every link queried by the algorithm. After
the algorithm finishes, the algorithm returns a worst path p.
Because the number of links is in the order of Θ(nlogk n),
the algorithm does not have enough time to read LPER
on every link. There must be a fraction of links that are not
read by the algorithm. Let l be one of the unidirectional
links whose LPER is not read by the algorithm.
There are two situations here. (1) l is on p; (2) l is not
on p. We discuss both situations.
If l is on p, the oracle sets LPERl ← 0 and LPER of all
remaining links (those not read by the algorithm) at 0.5.
Thus, l cannot be the worst path because it has lower PPER
than other paths. This contradicts the assumption that p
is the worst path.
If l is not on p, the oracle sets LPERl ← 1 and LPER
of all remaining links (those not read by the algorithm)
at 0.5. Thus, l must be on the worst path of any path going
through l has higher PPER (PPER = 1) than any path that
does not go through l. This contradicts the assumption that
p is the worst path.
Overall, the algorithm cannot output the correct worst
path without taking at least Θ(nlogn).
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(a) Reach Test

(b) Cost Saving

Figure 18: 18a shows the reach test for 100G-SR4. Blue
line is simulated transceiver from VPI. Yellow dots are
raw BER and green dots are corrected BER. 18b shows
cost saving for uniform random link length distribution
for different max length.

C

Over-engineering in 100Gbps

We repeat our stretch experiments using 100G-SR4
transceivers [1] (standard reach 70m) and observe similar
levels of over-engineering. However, an important distinction between 100Gbps and 10/40Gbps technologies is
the presence of a Forward Error Correction (FEC) module
in 100Gbps switches. This means the pre-FEC BER
requirement is reduced from 10−12 to 5×10−5 and the
FEC module boosts BER back to the standard on every hop.
Figure 18a shows pre- and post- FEC BER as we stretch the
fiber length without additional attenuation. Interestingly,
even pre-FEC BER (Raw) is lower than 10−12 at 180m;
this is 2.5 times higher than the standard reach, once again
confirming the degree of over-engineering. We simulate
this transceiver in VPI and conservatively bound the
stretch to 110m and 130m to achieve network reliability
bounds of 99% and 95% respectively where FEC is off.
From simulation in VPI, we show PSM4 technology can
be stretched from 500m to 2km. Figure 18b shows the cost
saving for uniform random link length distribution. Before
70m, there is no cost saving because all links are covered by
100G-SR4. The cost saving peaks at 150m, the stretched
reach, because the largest fraction of the link can use 100GSR4. Cost saving decreases at this point, because 500m
PSM4 technology’s cost is cheap. Cost saving increases
after 500m because PSM4 technologies can replace higher
cost 100G-LR4 technologies between 500-2km. Overall,
we find the savings in 100G can be up to 30%.
When FEC is turned on, the link quality distribution
among all the links is narrower. The amount of overengineering remains the same, which means stretching
transceivers can still reduce the cost of DCN. However,
switching gray links off is likely enough to protect the
network. We leave this problem for future investigation.
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Abstract
Existing wired optical interconnects face a challenge of
supporting wide-spread communications in production
clusters. Initial proposals are constrained, as they only
support connections among a small number of racks
(e.g., 2 or 4) at a time, with switching time of milliseconds. Recent efforts on reducing optical circuit reconfiguration time to microseconds partially mitigate this problem by rapidly time-sharing optical circuits across more
nodes, but are still limited by the total number of parallel
circuits available simultaneously.
In this paper, we seek an optical interconnect that can
enable unconstrained communications within a computing cluster of thousands of servers. We present MegaSwitch, a multi-fiber ring optical fabric that exploits
space division multiplexing across multiple fibers to
deliver rearrangeably non-blocking communications to
30+ racks and 6000+ servers. We have implemented
a 5-rack 40-server MegaSwitch prototype with commercial optical devices, and used testbed experiments as well
as large-scale simulations to explore MegaSwitch’s architectural benefits and tradeoffs.

1

Introduction

Due to its advantages over traditional electrical networks
at high link speeds, optical circuit switching technology has been widely investigated for datacenter networks
(DCN) to reduce cost, power consumption, and wiring
complexity [38]. Many of the initial optical DCN proposals build on the assumption of substantial traffic “concentration”. Using optical circuit switches that only support one-to-one connections between ports, they service
highly concentrated traffic among a small number of
racks at a time (e.g., 2 or 4 [6, 50]). However, evolving traffic characteristics in production DCNs pose new
challenges:
• Wide-spread communications: Recent analysis of
Facebook cluster traffic reveals that servers can concurrently communicate with hundreds of hosts, with
the majority of traffic to tens of racks [42]; and traces
from Google [46] and Microsoft [15, 17] also exhibit such high fan-in/out wide-spread communications. The driving forces behind such wide-spread patterns are multifold, such as data shuffling, load balancing, data spreading for fault-tolerance, etc. [42, 46].
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Figure 1: High-level view of a 4-node MegaSwitch.
• High bandwidth demands: Due to the ever-larger
parallel data processing, remote storage access, web
services, etc., traffic in Google’s DCN has increased
by 50x in the last 6 years, doubling every year [46].
Under such conditions, early optical DCN solutions
fall short due to their constrained communication support [6, 7, 12, 50]. Recent efforts [24, 38] have proposed
a temporal approach—by reducing the circuit switching
time from milliseconds to microseconds, they are able to
rapidly time-share optical circuits across more nodes in
a shorter time. While such temporal approach mitigates
the problem, it is still insufficient for the wide-spread
communications, as it is limited by the total number of
parallel circuits available at the same time [38].1
We take a spatial approach to address the challenge.
To support the wide-spread communications, we seek
a solution that can directly deliver parallel circuits to
many nodes simultaneously. In this paper, we present
an optical DCN interconnect for thousands of servers,
called MegaSwitch, that enables unconstrained communications among all the servers.
At a high-level (Figure 1), MegaSwitch is a circuitswitched backplane physically composed of multiple optical wavelength switches (OWS, a switch we implemented §4) connected in a multi-fiber ring. Each OWS
is attached to an electrical packet switch (EPS), forming
a MegaSwitch node. OWS acts as an access point for
EPS to the ring. Each sender uses a dedicated fiber to
1 Another temporal approach [15] employs wireless free space optics (FSO) technology, However, FSO is not yet production-ready for
DCNs, because dust and vibration that are common in DCNs can impair FSO link stability [15].
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send traffic to any other nodes; on this multi-fiber ring,
each receiver can receive traffic from all the senders (one
per fiber) simultaneously. Essentially, MegaSwitch establishes a one-hop circuit between any pair of EPSes,
forming a rearrangeably non-blocking circuit mesh over
the physical multi-fiber ring.
Specifically, MegaSwitch achieves unconstrained connections by re-purposing wavelength selective switch
(WSS, a key component of OWS) as a receiving w×1
multiplexer to enable non-blocking space division multiplexing among w fibers (§3.1). Prior work [6, 11, 38]
used WSS as 1×w demultiplexer that takes 1 input fiber
with k wavelengths, and outputs any subset of the k
wavelengths to w output fibers. In contrast, MegaSwitch
reverses the use of WSS. Each node uses k wavelengths2
on a fiber for sending; for receiving, each node leverages WSS to intercept all k×w wavelengths from w
other senders (one per fiber) via its w input ports. Then,
with a wavelength assignment algorithm (§3.2), the WSS
can always select, out of the k×w wavelengths, a noninterfering set to satisfy any communication demands
among nodes.
As a result, MegaSwitch delivers rearrangeably nonblocking communications to n×k ports, where n=w+1
is the number of nodes/racks on the ring, and k is the
number of ports per node. With current technology, w
can be up to 32 and k up to 192, thus MegaSwitch can
support up to 33 racks and 6336 hosts. In the future,
MegaSwitch can scale beyond 105 ports with AWGR
(array waveguide grating router) technology and multidimensional expansion (§3.1).
On top of its unconstrained connections, MegaSwitch
further has built-in fault-tolerance to handle various failures such as OWS, cable, and link failures. We develop
necessary redundancy and mechanisms, so that MegaSwitch can provide reliable services (§3.3).
We have implemented a small-scale MegaSwitch prototype (§4) with 5 nodes, and each node has 8 optical ports transmitting on 8 unique wavelengths within
190.5THz to 193.5THz at 200GHz channel spacing.
This prototype enables arbitrary communications among
5 racks and 40 hosts. Furthermore, our OWSes are designed and implemented with all commercially available
optical devices, and the EPSes we used are Broadcom
Pronto-3922 10G commodity switches.
MegaSwitch’s reconfiguration delay hinges on WSS,
and 11.5µs WSS switching time has been reported using
digital light processing (DLP) technology [38]. However, our implementation experience reveals that, as
WSS port count increases (for wide-spread communications), such low latency can no longer be maintained.
This is mainly because the port count of WSS with DLP
2 Each

unique wavelength corresponds to an optical port on OWS,
as well as an optical transceiver on EPS.
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used in [38] is not scalable. In our prototype, the WSS reconfiguration is ∼3ms. We believe this is a hard limitation we have to confront in order to scale. To accommodate unstable traffic and latency-critical applications, we
develop “basemesh” on MegaSwitch to ensure any two
nodes are always connected via certain wavelengths during reconfigurations (§3.2.2). Especially, we construct
the basemesh with the well-known Symphony [29] topology in distributed hash table (DHT) literature to provide
low average latency with adjustable capacity.
Over the prototype testbed, we conducted basic measurements of throughput and latency, and deployed real
applications, e.g., Spark [54] and Redis [43], to evaluate the performance of MegaSwitch (§5.1). Our experiments show that the latency-sensitive Redis experiences
uniformly low latency for cross-rack queries due to the
basemesh, and the performance of Spark applications is
similar to that of an optimal scenario where all servers
are connected to one single switch.
To complement testbed experiments, we performed
large-scale simulations to study the impact of traffic
stability on MegaSwitch (§5.2). For synthetic traces,
MegaSwitch provides near full bisection bandwidth for
stable traffic of all patterns, but does not sustain high
throughput for concentrated, unstable traffic with stability period less than reconfiguration delay. However, it
can improve throughput for unstable wide-spread traffic
through the basemesh. For real production traces, MegaSwitch achieves 93.21% throughput of an ideal nonblocking fabric. We also find that our basemesh effectively handles highly unstable wide-spread traffic, and
contributes up to 56.14% throughput improvement.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we first highlight the trend of highdemand wide-spread traffic in DCNs. Then we discuss
why prior solutions are insufficient to support this trend.

2.1

The Trend of DCN Traffic

We use two case studies to show the traffic trend.
• User-facing web applications: In response to user requests, web servers push/pull contents to/from cache
servers (e.g. Redis [43]). Web servers and cache
servers are usually deployed in different racks, leading
to intensive inter-rack traffic [42]. Cache objects are
replicated in different clusters for fault-tolerance and
load balancing, and web servers access these objects
randomly, creating a wide-spread communication pattern overall.
• Data-parallel processing: Traffic of MapReducetype applications [3, 21, 42] is shown to be heavily
cluster-local (e.g. [42] reported 13.3% of the traffic is
rack-local, but 80.9% cluster-local). Data is spread to
many racks due to rack awareness [19], which requires
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copies of data to be stored in different racks in case of
rack failures, as well as cluster-level balancing [45]. In
shuffle and output phases of MapReduce jobs, widespread many-to-many traffic emerges among all participating servers/racks within the cluster.
Bandwidth demand is also surging as the data stored
and processed in DCNs continue to grow, due to the explosion of user-generated contents such as photo/video,
updates, and sensor measurements [46]. The implication is twofold: 1) Data processing applications require
larger bandwidth for data exchange both within a application (e.g., in a multi-stage machine learning, workers
exchange data between stages) and between applications
(e.g., related applications like web search and ad recommendation share data); 2) Front-end servers need more
bandwidth to fetch the ever-larger contents from cache
servers to generate webpages [5]. In conclusion, optical DCN interconnects must support wide-spread, highbandwidth demands among many racks.

2.2

Prior Proposals Are Insufficient

Prior proposals fall short in supporting the above trend
of high-bandwidth, wide-spread communications among
many nodes simultaneously:
• c-Through [50] and Helios [12] are seminal works that
introduce wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
and optical circuit switch (OCS) into DCNs. However,
they suffer from constrained rack-to-rack connectivity. At any time, high capacity optical circuits are limited to a couple of racks (e.g., 2 [50]). Reconfiguring
circuits to serve communications among more racks
can incur ∼10 ms circuit visit delay [12, 50].
• OSA [6] and WaveCube [7] enable arbitrary rack-torack connectivity via multi-hop routing over multiple
circuits and EPSes. While solving the connectivity issue, they introduce severe bandwidth constraints between racks, because traffic needs to traverse multiple
EPSes to destination, introducing traffic overhead and
routing complexity at each transit EPS.
• Quartz [26] is an optical fiber ring that is designed as
an design element to provide low latency in portions
of traditional DCNs. It avoids the circuit switching delay by using fixed wavelengths, and its bisection bandwidth are also limited.
• Mordia [38] and REACToR [24] improve optical circuit switching in the temporal direction, by reducing
circuit switching time from milliseconds to microseconds. This approach is effective in quickly timesharing circuits across more nodes, but still insufficient to support wide-spread communications due to
the parallel circuits available simultaneously. Furthermore, Mordia is by default a single fiber ring structure with small port density (limited by # of unique
wavelengths supported on a fiber). Naı̈vely stacking
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Figure 2: Example of a 3-node MegaSwitch.
multiple fibers via ring-selection circuits as suggested
by [38] is blocking among hosts on different fibers,
leading to very degraded bisection bandwidth (§5.2);
whereas time-sharing multiple fibers via EPS as suggested by [11] requires complex EPS functions unavailable in existing commodity EPSes and introduces
additional optical design complexities, making it hard
to implement in practice (more details in §3.1).
• Free-space optics proposals [15, 18] eliminate wiring.
Firefly [18] leverages free-space optics to build a
wireless DCN fabric with improved cost-performance
tradeoff. With low switching time and high scalability, ProjecToR [15] connects an entire DCN of tens
of thousands of machines. However, they face practical challenges of real DCN environments (e.g., dust
and vibration). In contrast, we implement a wired optical interconnect for thousands of machines, which
is common in DCNs, and deploy real applications on
it. We note that the mechanisms we developed for
MegaSwitch can be employed in ProjecToR, notably
the basemesh for low latency applications.

3

MegaSwitch Design

In this section, we describe the design of MegaSwitch’s
data and control planes, as well as its fault-tolerance.

3.1

Data Plane

As in Figure 2, MegaSwitch connects multiple OWSes
in a multi-fiber ring. Each fiber has only one sender. The
sender broadcasts traffic on this fiber, which reaches all
other nodes in one hop. Each receiver can receive traffic
from all the senders simultaneously. The key of MegaSwitch is that it exploits WSS to enable non-blocking
space division multiplexing among these parallel fibers.
Sending component: In OWS, for transmission, we use
an optical multiplexer (MUX) to join the signals from
EPS onto a fiber, and then use an optical amplifier (OA)
to boost the power. Multiple wavelengths from EPS uplink ports (each with an optical transceiver at a unique
wavelength) are multiplexed onto a single fiber. The multiplexed signals then travel to all the other nodes via this
fiber. The OA is added before the path to compensate
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the optical insertion loss caused by broadcasting, which
ensures the signal strength is within the receiver sensitivity range (Detailed Power budgeting design is in §4.1).
As shown in Figure 2, any signal is amplified once at
its sender, and there is no additional amplification stages
in the intermediate or receiver nodes. The signal from
sender also does not loop back, and terminates at the last
receiver on the ring (e.g., signals from OWS1 terminates
in OWS3 , so that no physical loop is formed.).
Receiving component: We use a WSS and an optical
demultiplexer (DEMUX) at the receiving end. The design highlight is using WSS as a w×1 wavelength multiplexer to intercept all the wavelengths from all the other
nodes on the ring. In prior work [6, 11, 38], WSS was
used as a 1×w demultiplexer that takes 1 input fiber of
k wavelengths, and outputs any subset of these k wavelengths to any of w output fibers. In MegaSwitch, WSS
is repurposed as a w×1 multiplexer, which takes w input fibers with k wavelengths each, and outputs a noninterfering subset of the k×w wavelengths to an output fiber. With this unconventional use of WSS, MegaSwitch ensures that any node can simultaneously choose
any wavelengths from any other nodes, enabling unconstrained connections. Then, based on the demands
among nodes, the WSS selects the right wavelengths and
multiplexes them on the fiber to the DEMUX. In §3.2, we
introduce algorithms to handle wavelength assignments.
The multiplexed signals are then de-multiplexed by DEMUX to the uplink ports on EPS.
Supporting ∗-cast [51]: Unicast and multicast can be
set up with a single wavelength on MegaSwitch, because
any wavelength from a source can be intercepted by every node on the ring. To set up a unicast, MegaSwitch
assigns a wavelength on the fiber from the source to destination, and configures the WSS at the destination to select this wavelength. Consider a unicast from H1 to H6
in Figure 2. We first assign wavelength λ1 from node 1
to 2 for this connection, and configure the WSS in node 2
to select λ1 from node 1. Then, with the routing in both
EPSes configured, the unicast circuit from H1 to H6 is established. Further, to setup a multicast from H1 to H6 and
H9 , based on the unicast above, we just need to additionally configure the WSS in node 3 to also select λ1 from
node 1. In addition, many-to-one (incast) or many-tomany (allcast) communications are composites of many
unicasts and/or multicasts, and they are supported using
multiple wavelengths.
Scalability: MegaSwitch’s port count is n×k.
• For n, with existing technology, it is possible to
achieve 32×1 WSS (thus n=w+1=33). Furthermore,
alternative optical components, such as AWGR and
filter arrays can be used to achieve the same functionality as WSS+DEMUX for MegaSwitch [56]. Since
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48×48 or 64×64 AWGR is available, we expect to see
a 1.5× or 2× increase with 49 or 65 nodes on a ring,
while additional splitting loss can be compensated.
• For k, C-band Dense-WDM (DWDM) link can support k=96 wavelengths at 50Ghz channel spacing, and
k=192 wavelengths at 25Ghz [35]. Recent progress in
optical comb source [30, 53] assures the relative wavelength accuracy among DWDM signals and is promising to enable a low power consumption DWDM transceiver array at 25Ghz channel spacing.
As a result, with existing technology, MegaSwitch supports up to n×k=33×192=6336 ports on a single ring.
MegaSwitch can also be expanded multidimensionally. In our OWS implementation (§4), two inter-OWS
ports are used in the ring, and we reserve another two for
future extension of MegaSwitch in another dimension.
When extended bi-dimensionally (into a torus) [55],
MegaSwitch scales as n2 ×k, supporting over 811K ports
(n=65, k=192), which should accommodate modern
DCNs [42, 46]. However, such large scale comes with
inherent routing, management, and reliability challenges,
and we leave it as future work.
MegaSwitch vs Mordia: Mordia [38] is perhaps the
closest related work to MegaSwitch in terms of topology: both are constructed as a ring, and both adopt WSS.
However, the key difference is: Mordia chains multiple
WSSes on one fiber, each WSS acts as a wavelength demultiplexer to set up circuits between ports on the same
fiber; whereas MegaSwitch reverses WSS as a wavelength multiplexer across multiple fibers to enable nonblocking connections between ports on different fibers.
We note that Farrington et al. [11] further discussed
scaling Mordia with multiple fibers non-blocking-ly (referred to as Mordia-PTL below). Unlike MegaSwitch’s
WSS-based multi-fiber ring, they proposed to connect
each EPS to multiple fiber rings in parallel, and rely on
the EPS to schedule circuits for servers to support TDM
across fibers. This falls beyond the capability of existing
commodity switches [24]. Further, on each fiber, they allow every node to add signals to the fiber and require an
optical amplifier in each node to boost the signals and
compensate losses (e.g., bandpass add/drop filter loss,
variable optical attenuator loss, 10/90 splitter loss, etc.),
thus they need multiple amplifiers per fiber. This degrades optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) and makes
transmission error-prone. In Figure 3, we compare
OSNR between MegaSwitch and Mordia. We assume
7dBm per-channel launch power, 16dB pre-amplification
gain in MegaSwitch, and 23dB boosting gain per-node in
Mordia. The results show that, for MegaSwitch, OSNR
maintains at ∼36dB and remains constant for all nodes;
for Mordia, OSNR quickly degrades to 30dB after 7
hops. For validation, we have also measured the aver-
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age OSNR on our MegaSwitch prototype (§4), which is
38.12dB after 5 hops (plotted in the figure for reference).
Furthermore, there exists a physical loop in each fiber
of their design where optical signals can circle back to
its origin, causing interferences if not handled properly.
MegaSwitch, by design, avoids most of these problems:
1) one each fiber has only one sender and thus one stage
of amplification (Power budgeting is explained in §4.1);
2) each fiber is terminated in the last node in the ring,
thus there is no physical optical loop or recirculated signals (Figure 9). Therefore, MegaSwitch maintains good
OSNR when scaled to more nodes. More importantly,
besides above, they do not consider fault-tolerance and
actual implementation in their paper [11]. In this work,
we have built, with significant efforts, a functional MegaSwitch prototype with commodity off-the-shelf EPSes
and our home-built OWSes.

3.2

Control Plane

As prior work [6, 12, 38, 50], MegaSwitch takes a centralized approach to configure routings in EPSes and
wavelength assignments in OWSes. The MegaSwitch
controller converts traffic bandwidth demands into wavelength assignments and pushes them into the OWSes.
The demands can be obtained by existing traffic estimation schemes [2, 12, 50]. In what follows, we first introduce the wavelength assignment algorithms, and then
design basemesh to handle unstable traffic and latency
sensitive flows during reconfigurations.
3.2.1 Wavelength Assignment
In MegaSwitch, each node uses the same k wavelengths
to communicate with other nodes. The control plane assigns the wavelengths to satisfy communication demands
among nodes. In a feasible assignment, wavelengths
from different senders must not interfere with each other
at the receiver, since all the selected wavelengths to a particular receiver share the same output fiber through w×1
WSS (see Figure 2). We illustrate an assignment example in Figure 4, which has 3 nodes and each has 4 wavelengths. The demand is in (a): each entry is the number
of required wavelengths of a sender-receiver pair. If the
wavelengths are assigned as in (b), then two conflicts occur. A non-interfering assignment is shown in (c), where
no two same wavelengths go to the same receiver.
Given the constraint, we reduce the wavelength assignment problem in MegaSwitch to an edge coloring
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Figure 4: Wavelength assignments (n=3, k=4).
problem on a bipartite multigraph. We express bandwidth demand matrix on a bipartite multigraph as Figure 4. Multiple edges between two nodes correspond
to multiple wavelengths needed by them. Assume each
wavelength has a unique color, then a feasible wavelength assignment is equivalent to an assignment of colors to the edges so that no two adjacent edges share the
same color—exactly the edge coloring problem [9].
Edge coloring problem is N P-complete on general
graphs [6, 9], but has efficient optimal solutions on bipartite multigraphs [7, 44]. By adopting the algorithm
in [7], we prove the following theorem3 (see Appendix),
which establishes the rearrangeably non-blocking property of MegaSwitch.
Theorem 1. Any feasible bandwidth demand can be satisfied by MegaSwitch with at most k unique wavelengths.
3.2.2 Basemesh
As WSS port count increases, MegaSwitch reconfigures
at milliseconds (§4.2). To accommodate unstable traffic
and latency-sensitive applications, a typical solution is to
maintain a parallel electrical packet-switched fabric, as
suggested by prior hybrid network proposals [12, 24, 50].
MegaSwitch emulates such hybrid network with stable
circuits, providing constant connectivity among nodes
and eliminating the need for an additional electrical fabric. We denote this set of wavelengths as basemesh,
which should achieve two goals: 1) the number of wavelengths dedicated to basemesh, b, should be adjustable4 ;
2) With given b, guarantee low average latency for all
pairs of nodes.
Essentially, basemesh is an overlay network on MegaSwitch’s physical multi-fiber ring, and building such a
network with the above design goals has been studied
in overlay networking and distributed hash table (DHT)
literature [29, 48]. Forwarding a packet on basemesh is
similar to performing a look-up on a DHT network. Also,
the routing table size (number of known peer addresses)
of each node in DHT is analogous to the the number of
wavelengths to other nodes, b. Meanwhile, our problem
differs from DHT: We assume the centralized controller
3 We note that this problem can also be reduce to the well-known
row-column-row permutation routing problem [4, 39], and the reduction is also a proof of Theorem 1.
4 The basemesh alone can be considered as a b:k (k is the number
of wavelengths per fiber) over-subscribed parallel electrical switching
network similar to that of [12, 24, 50].
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Figure 5: Average latency on basemesh.
calculates routing tables for EPSes, and the routing tables are updated for adjustments of b and peer churn (infrequent, only happens in failures §3.3).
We find the Symphony [29] topology fits our goals.
For b wavelengths in the basemesh, each node first uses
one wavelength to connect to the next node, forming a
directed ring; then each node chooses shortcuts to b−1
other nodes on the ring. We adopt the randomized algorithm of Symphony [29] to choose shortcuts (drawn from
a family of harmonic probability distributions, pn (x)=
1
xlnn . If a pair is selected, the corresponding entry in demand matrix increment by 1.). The routing table on the
EPS of each node is configured with greedy routing that
attempts to minimize the absolute distance to destination
at each hop [29].
It is shown that the expected number of hops for this
2
topology is O( logk(n) ) for each packet. With n=33, we
plot the expected path length in Figure 5 to compare
it with Chord [48] (Finger table size is 4, average path
length is O(log(n))), and also plot the expected latency
assuming 20µs per-hop latency. Notably, if b≥n−1,
basemesh is fully connected with 1 hop between every
pair; adding more wavelength cannot reduce the average
hop count, but serve to reduce congestion.
As we will show in §5.2, while basemesh reduces the
worst-case bisection bandwidth, the average bisection
bandwidth is unaffected, and it brings two benefits:
• It increases throughput for rapid-changing, unpredictable traffic when the traffic stability period is less
than the control plane delay, as shown in §5.2.
• It mitigates the impact of inaccurate demand estimation by providing consistent connection. Without
basemesh, when the demand between two nodes is
mistakenly estimated as 0, they are effectively cutoff, which is costly to recover (flows need to wait for
wavelength setup).
Thanks to the flexibility of MegaSwitch, b is adjustable to accommodate varying traffic instability
(§5.2), or be partially/fully disabled for higher traffic imbalance if applications desire more bandwidth in part of
network [42]. In this paper, we present b as a knob for
DCN operators, and intend to explore the problem of optimal configuration of b as future work.
Basemesh vs Dedicated Topology in ProjecToR [15]:
Basemesh is similar to the dedicated topology in ProjecToR, which is a set of static connections for low latency traffic. However, its construction is based on the
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Figure 6: PRF module layout.
optimization of weighted path length using traffic distribution from past measurements, which cannot provide
average latency guarantee for an arbitrary pair of racks.
In comparison, basemesh can provide consistent connections between all pairs with proven average latency. It
is possible to configure basemsesh in ProjecToR as its
dedicated topology, which better handles unpredictable,
latency-critical traffic.

3.3

Fault-tolerance

We consider the following failures in MegaSwitch.
OWS failure: We implement the OWS box so that the
node failure will not affect the operation of other nodes
on the ring. As shown in Figure 6, the integrated passive component (Passive Routing Fabric, PRF) handles
the signal propagation across adjacent nodes, while the
passive splitters copy the traffic to local active switching
modules (i.e., WSS and DEMUX). When one OWS loses
its function (e.g., power loss) in its active part, the traffic traveling across the failure node from/to other nodes is
not affected, because the PRF operates passively and still
forwards the signals. Thus the failure is isolated within
the local node. We design the PRF as a modular block
that can be attached and detached from active switching
modules easily. So one can recover the failed OWS without the service interruption of the rest network by simply
swapping its active switching module.
Port failure: When the transceiver fails in a node, it
causes the loss of capacity only at the local node. We
have implemented built-in power detectors in OWS to
notify the controller of such events.
Controller failure: In control plane, two or more instances of the controller are running simultaneously, with
one leader. The fail-over mechanism follows VRRP [20].
Cable failure: Cable cut is the most difficult failure,
and we design5 redundancy and recovery mechanisms to
handle one cable cut. The procedure is analogous to ring
protection in SONET [49] by 2 sets of fibers. We propose
directional redundancy in MegaSwitch, as shown in Figure 7, the fiber can carry the traffic from/to both east (primary) and west (secondary) sides of the OWS by select5 This design has not been implemented in the current prototype,
thus the power budgeting on the prototype (§4.1) does not account for
the fault-tolerance components on the ring. The components for this
design are all commercially available, and can be readily incorporated
into future iterations of MegaSwitch.
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Figure 8: The OWS box we implemented.

Figure 7: MegaSwitch fault-tolerance.
ing a direction at the sending 1×2 optical tunable splitter6 , and receiving 2×1 optical switches. The splitters
and switches are in the PRF module. When there is no
cable failure, sending and receiving switches both select
the primary direction, thus preventing optical looping. If
one cable cut is detected by the power detectors, the controller is notified, and it instructs the OWSes on the ring
to do the following: 1) The sending tunable splitter in
every OWS transmits on its fiber on both directions7 , so
that the signal can reach all the OWSes; 2) The receiving switch for each fiber at the input of WSS selects the
direction where there is still incoming signal. Then the
connectivity can be restored. A passive 4-port fix splitter is added before the receiving switch as a part of the
ring, and it guides the signal from primary and backup
directions to different input ports of the 2×1 switch. For
more than one cut, the ring is severed into two or more
segments, and connectivity between segments cannot be
recovered until cable replacement.

4

Implementation

4.1

Implementation of OWS

To implement MegaSwitch and facilitate real deployment, we package all optical devices into an 1RU (Rack
Unit) switch box, OWS (Figure 2). The OWS is composed of the sending components (MUX+OA) and the
receiving components (WSS+DEMUX), as described in
§3. We use a pair of array waveguide grating (AWG) as
MUX and DEMUX for DWDM signals.
To simplify the wiring, we compact all the 1×2 dropcontinue splitters into PRF module, as shown in Figure 6.
This module can be easily attached to or detached from
active switching components in the OWS. To compensate component losses along the ring, we use a single
stage 12dB OA to boost the DWDM signal before transmitting the signals, and the splitters in PRF have different
splitting ratios. Using the same numbering in Figure 6,
the splitting ratio of i-th splitter is 1:(i−1) for i>1. As
an example, the power splitting on one fiber from node
1 is shown in Figure 9. At each receiving transceiver,
6 It

is implementable with a common Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
splitting ratio must also be re-configured to keep the signal
within receiver sensitivity range for all receiving OWSes
7 Power
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Figure 9: Power budget on a fiber
the signal strength is ∼−9dBm per channel. The PRF
configuration is therefore determined by w (WSS radix).
OWS receives DWDM signals from all other nodes on
the ring via its WSS. We adopt 8×1 WSS from CoAdna
Photonics in the prototype, which is able to select wavelength signals from at most 8 nodes. Currently we use 4
out of 8 WSS ports for a 5-node ring.
Our OWS box provides 16 optical ports, and 8 are
used in the MegaSwitch prototype. Each port maps to
a particular wavelength from 190.5THz to 193.5THz
at 200GHz channel spacing. InnoLight 10GBASE-ER
DWDM SFP+ transceivers are used to connect EPSes
to optical ports on OWSes. With the total broadcasting
loss at 10.5dB for OWS, 4dB for WSS, 2.5dB for DEMUX, and 1dB for cable connectors, the receiving power
is −9dBm ∼−12dBm, well within the sensitivity range
of our transceivers. The OWS box we implemented (Figure 8) has 4 inter-OWS ports, 16 optical ports, and 1 Ethernet port for control. For the 4 inter-OWS ports, two
are used to connect other OWSes to construct the MegaSwitch ring, and the other two are reserved for redundancy and further scaling (§3.1).
Each OWS is controlled by a Raspberry Pi [37] with
700MHz ARM CPU and 256MB memory. OWS receives the wavelength assignments (in UDP packets) via
its Ethernet management interface connected to a separate, electrical control plane network, and configures
WSS via GPIO pins.

4.2

MegaSwitch Prototype

We constructed a 5-node MegaSwitch with 5 OWS
boxes, as is shown in Figure 10. The OWSes are simply
connected to each other through their inter-OWS ports
using ring cables containing multiple fibers. The two
EPSes we used are Broadcom Pronto-3922 with 48×10
Gbps Ethernet (GbE) ports. For one EPS, we fit 24 ports
with 3 sets of transceivers of 8 unique wavelengths to
connect to 3 OWSes, and the rest 24 ports are connected
to the servers. For the other, we only use 32 ports with
16 ports to OWSes and 16 to servers. We fill the capacity
with 40×10GbE interfaces on 20 Dell PowerEdge R320
servers (Debian 7.0 with Kernel 3.18.19), each with a
Broadcom NetXtreme II 10GbE network interface card.
The control plane network connected by a Broadcom
Pronto-3295 Ethernet switch. The Ethernet management
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Figure 10: The MegaSwitch prototype implemented with 5 OWSes.
ports of EPS and OWS are connected to this switch. The
MegaSwitch controller is hosted in a server also connected to the control plane switch. The EPSes work in
Open vSwitch [36] mode, and are managed by Ryu controller [34] hosted in the same server as the MegaSwitch
controller. To emulate 5 OWS-EPS nodes, we divided
the 40 server-facing EPS ports into 5 VLANs, virtually
representing 5 racks. The OWS-facing ports are given
static IP addresses, and we install Openflow [31] rules
in the EPS switches to route packets between VLANs in
Layer 3. In the experiments, we refer to an OWS and a
set of 8 server ports in the same VLAN as a node.
Reconfiguration speed: MegaSwitch’s reconfiguration
hinges on WSS, and the WSS switching speed is supposedly microseconds with technology in [38]. However, in
our implementation, we find that as WSS port count increases (required to support more wide-spread communication), e.g., w=8 in our case, we can no longer maintain
11.5µs switching seen by [38]. This is mainly because
the port count of WSS made with digital light processing (DLP) technology used in [38] is currently not scalable due to large insertion loss. As a result, we choose
the WSS implemented by an alternative Liquid Crystal
(LC) technology, and the observed WSS switching time
is ∼3ms. We acknowledge that this is a hard limitation
we need to confront in order to scale. We identify that
there exist several ways to reduce this time [14, 23].
We note that, with current speed on our prototype,
MegaSwitch is still possible to satisfy the need of some
production DCNs, as a recent study [42] of DCN traffic
in Facebook suggests, with effective load balancing, traffic demands are stable over sub-second intervals. On the
other hand, even if µs switching is achieved in later versions of MegaSwitch, it is still insufficient for high-speed
DCNs (40/100G or beyond). Following §3.2.2, in our
prototype, we address this problem by activating basemesh, which mimics hybrid network without resorting to
an additional electrical network.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate MegaSwitch with testbed experiments (with
synthetic patterns(§5.1.1)) and real applications(§5.1.2)),
as well as large-scale simulations (with synthetic patterns
and productions traces(§5.2)). Our main goals are to: 1)
measure the basic metrics on MegaSwitch’s data plane
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and control plane; 2) understand the performance of real
applications on MegaSwitch; 3) study the impact of control plane latency and traffic stability on throughput, and
4) assess the effectiveness of basemesh.
Summary of results is as follows:
• MegaSwitch supports wide-spread communications
with full bisection bandwidth among all ports when
wavelength are configured. MegaSwitch sees ∼20ms
reconfiguration delay with ∼3ms for WSS switching.
• We deploy real applications, Spark and Redis, on the
prototype. We show that MegaSwitch performs similarly to the optimal scenario (all servers under a single EPS) for data-intensive applications on Spark, and
maintains uniform latency for cross-rack queries for
Redis due to the basemesh.
• Under synthetic traces, MegaSwitch provides near full
bisection bandwidth for stable traffic (stability period ≥100ms) of all patterns, but cannot achieve high
throughput for concentrated, unstable traffic with stability period less than reconfiguration delay. However,
increasing the basemesh capacity effectively improves
throughput for highly unstable wide-spread traffic.
• With realistic production traces, MegaSwitch achieves
>90% throughput of an ideal non-blocking fabric, despite its 20ms total wavelength reconfiguration delay.

5.1

Testbed Experiments

5.1.1

Basic Measurements

Bisection bandwidth:
We measure the bisection
throughput of MegaSwitch and its degradation during
wavelength switching. We use the 40×10GbE interfaces
on the prototype to form dynamic all-to-all communication patterns (each interface is referred as a host). Since
traffic from real applications may be CPU or disk I/O
bound, to stress the network, we run the following synthetic traffic used in Helios [12]:
• Node-level Stride (NStride): Numbering the nodes
(EPS) from 0 to n−1. For the i-th node, its j-th host
initiates a TCP flow to the j-th host in the (i+l mod
n)-th node, where l rotates from 1 to n every t seconds
(t is the traffic stability period). This pattern tests the
response to abrupt demand changes between nodes, as
the traffic from one node completely shifts to another
node in a new period.
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Figure 11: Experiment: Node-level stride
• Host-level Stride (HStride): Numbering the hosts
from 0 to n×k−1, the i-th host sends a TCP flow to
the (i+k+l mod (n×k))-th host, where l rotates from
1 to dk/2e every t seconds. This pattern showcases
the gradual demand shift between nodes.
• Random: A random perfect matching between all the
hosts is generated every period. Every host sends to
its matched host for t seconds. The pattern showcases
the wide-spread communication, as every node communicates with many nodes in each period.
For this experiment, the basemesh is disabled. We set
traffic stability t=10s, and the wavelength assignments
are calculated and delivered to the OWS when demand
between 2 nodes changes. We study the impact of stability t later in §5.2.
As shown in Figure 11 (a), MegaSwitch maintains full
bandwidth of 40×10Gbps when traffic is stable. During
reconfigurations, we see the corresponding throughput
drops: NStride drops to 0 since all the traffic shifts to a
new node; HStride’s performance is similar to Figure 11
(a), but drops by only 50Gbps because one wavelength is
reconfigured per rack. The throughput resumes quickly
after reconfigurations.
We further observe a ∼20ms gap caused by the wavelength reconfiguration at 10s and 20s in the magnified (b)
and (c) of Figure 11. Transceiver initialization delay contributes ∼10ms8 , and the remaining can be broken down
to EPS configuration (∼5ms), WSS switching (∼3ms),
and control plane delays (∼4ms). (Please refer to Appendix for detailed measurement methods and results.)
5.1.2 Real Applications on MegaSwitch
We now evaluate the performance of real applications on
MegaSwitch. We use Spark [54], a data-parallel processing application, and Redis [43], a latency-sensitive inmemory key-value store. For this experiment, we form
the basemesh with 4 wavelengths, and the others are allocated dynamically.
Spark: We deploy Spark 1.4.1 with Oracle JDK 1.7.0 25
and run three jobs: WikipediaPageRank9 , K-Means10 ,
8 Our

transceiver’s receiver Loss of Signal Deassert is -22dBm.
PageRank instance using a 26GB dataset [32]
10 A clustering algorithm that partitions a dataset into K clusters. The
input is Wikipedia Page Traffic Statistics [47].
9A
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and WordCount11 . We first connect all the 20 servers to
a single ToR EPS and run the applications, which establishes the optimal network scenario because all servers
are connected with full bandwidth. We record the time
series (with millisecond granularity) of bandwidth usage
of each server when it is running, and then convert it into
two series of averaged bandwidth demand matrices of
0.1s and 1s intervals respectively. Then, we connect the
servers back to MegaSwitch, and re-run the applications
using these two series as inputs to update MegaSwitch
every 0.1s and 1s intervals accordingly.
We plot the job completion times in Figure 13. With
∼20ms reconfiguration delay and 0.1s interval, the bandwidth efficiency is expected to be (0.1−0.02)/0.1=80%
if every wavelength changes for each interval. However,
MegaSwitch performs almost the same as if the servers
are connected to a single EPS (on average 2.21% worse).
This is because, as we observed, the traffic demands of
these Spark jobs are stable: e.g., for K-Means, the number of wavelength reassignments is only 3 and 2 times
for the update periods of 0.1 and 1s, respectively. Most
wavelengths do not need reconfiguration, and thus provide uninterrupted bandwidth during the experiments.
The performance of both update periods is similar, but
the smaller update interval has slightly worse performance due to one more wavelength reconfiguration. For
example, in WikiPageRank, MegaSwitch with 1s update
interval shows 4.94% less completion time than that with
0.1s. We further examine the relationship between traffic
stability and MegaSwitch’s control latencies in §5.2.
Redis: For this Redis in-memory key-value store experiment, we initiate queries to a Redis server in the first
node from the servers in all 5 nodes, with a total number of 106 SET and GET requests. Key space is set to
105 . Since the basemesh provides connectivity between
all the nodes, Redis is not affected by any reconfigura11 It

counts words in a 40G dataset with 7.153×109 words.
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5.2

Large Scale Simulations

Existing packet-level simulators, such as ns-2, are time
consuming to run at 1000+-host scale [2], and we are
more interested in traffic throughput rather than perpacket behavior. Therefore, we implemented a flow-level
simulator to perform simulations at larger scales. Flows
on the same wavelength share the bandwidth in a maxmin fair manner. The simulation runs in discrete time
ticks with the granularity of millisecond. We assume a
proactive controller: it is informed of the demand change
in the next traffic stability period and runs the wavelength
assignment algorithm before the change, therefore it configures the wavelengths every t seconds with a total reconfiguration delay of 20ms (§5.1.1). Unless specified
otherwise, basemesh is configured with b=32.
We use synthetic patterns in §5.1.1 as well as realistic
traces from production DCNs in our simulations. For the
synthetic patterns, we simulate a 6336-port MegaSwitch
(n=33, k=192), and each pattern runs for 1000 traffic
stability periods (t). For the realistic traces, we simulate
a 3072-ports MegaSwitch (n=32, k=96) to match the
scale of the real cluster. We replay the realistic traces as
dynamic job arrivals and departures.
• Facebook: Hive/MapReduce trace is collected by
Chowdhury et al. [8] from a 3000-server, 150-rack
Facebook cluster. For each shuffle, the trace records:
start time, senders, receivers, and the received bytes.
The trace contains more than 500 shuffles (7×105
flows). Shuffle sizes vary from 1MB to 10TB, and the
number of flows per shuffle varies from 1 to 2×104 .
• IDC: We collected 2-hour running trace from the
Hadoop cluster (3000-server) of a large Internet service company. The trace records shuffle tasks (the
same information as above is collected), as well as
HDFS read tasks (sender, receiver, and size are collected). We refer to them as IDC-Shuffle and IDCHDFS when used separately. The trace contains
more than 1000 shuffle and read tasks, respectively
(1.6×106 flows). The size of shuffle and read varies
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tion latency. The average query completion times from
servers in different racks are shown in Figure 14. Query
latency depends on hop count. With 4 wavelengths in
basemesh (b=4), Redis experiences uniform low latencies for cross-rack queries, because they only traverse
2 EPSes (hops). For b=3, queries also traverse 2 hops,
except the ones from node 3. When b=1, basemesh is a
ring, and the worst case hop count for a query is 5. Therefore, for latency-critical bandwidth-insensitive applications like Redis, setting b=n−1 guarantees uniform latency between all nodes on MegaSwitch. In comparison,
for other related architectures, the number of EPS hops
for cross-rack queries can reach 3 (Electrical/Optical hybrid designs [12, 24, 50]) or 5 (Pure electrical designs
[1, 16, 25]) for cross-rack queries.
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Figure 16: Throughput vs reconfiguration frequency
from 1MB to 1TB, and the number of flows per shuffle
is between 1 and 1.7×104 .
Impact of traffic stability: We vary the traffic stability period t from 10ms to 1s for the synthetic patterns,
and plot the average throughput with and without basemesh in Figure 15. We make three observations: 1) If
stability period is ≤20ms (reconfiguration delay), traffic patterns that need more reconfigurations have lower
throughput, and NStride suffers the worse throughput;
2) All the three patterns see the throughput steadily increasing to full bisection bandwidth with longer stability
period; 3) Although basemesh reserves wavelengths to
maintain connectivity, throughput of different patterns is
not negatively affected, except for NStride, which cannot
achieve full bisection bandwidth even for stable traffic
(t=1s), since the basemesh takes 32 wavelengths.
We then analyze the performance of different patterns in detail. NStride has near zero throughput when
t=10ms and 20ms, as all the wavelengths must break
down and reconfigure for each period. Basemesh does
not help much for NStride: when the wavelengths are
not yet available, basemesh can serve only 1/192 of the
demand. HStride reaches ∼75% full bisection bandwidth when the stability period is 10ms, because on average 3/4 of its demands stay the same between consecutive periods, and demands in the new period reuse
some of the previous wavelengths. Random pattern is
wide-spread and requires more reconfigurations in each
period than HStride. Thus it also suffers from unstable
traffic, with 18.5% full-bisection bandwidth for t=10ms
without basemesh. However, it benefits from basemesh
the most, achieving 34.1% full-bisection bandwidth for
t=10ms, because the flows between two nodes need not
to wait for reconfigurations.
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Figure 17: Handling unstable traffic with basemesh
In summary, MegaSwitch provides near full-bisection
bandwidth for stable traffic of all patterns, but cannot
achieve high throughput for concentrated, unstable traffic (NStride with stability period smaller than reconfiguration delay. We note that such pattern is designed to test
the worst-case behavior of MegaSwitch, and is unlikely
to occur in production DCNs.).
Impact of reconfiguration frequency: We vary the reconfiguration frequency to study its impact on throughput using realistic traces. In Figure 16, we collect the
throughput of the replayed traffic traces12 , and then normalize them to the throughput of the same traces replayed on a non-blocking fabric with the same port
count. The normalized throughput shows how MegaSwitch approaches non-blocking.
From the results, we find that MegaSwitch achieves
93.21% and 90.84% normalized throughput on average
with and without basemesh respectively. This indicates
that our traces collected from the production DCNs are
very stable, thus can take advantage of the high bandwidth of optical circuits. This aligns well with traffic statistics in another study [42], which suggests, with
good load balancing, the traffic is stable on sub-second
scale, thus is suitable for MegaSwitch. We also observe
that the traffic is wide-spread for realistic traces: for
every period, a rack in Facebook, IDC-HDFS & IDCShuffle, talks with 12.1, 4.5 & 14.6 racks on average,
respectively. Limited by rack-to-rack connectivity, other
optical structures are less effective for such patterns.
Impact of adjusting basemesh capacity: For rapidly
changing traffic, MegaSwitch can improve its throughput with more wavelengths to basemesh. In Figure 17,
we measure the throughput of synthetic patterns (stability period is 10ms) and production traces. The production traces feature dynamic arrival/departure of tasks.
For NStride and HStride (Figure 17 (a)), since the traffic of each node is destined to one or two other nodes,
increasing basemesh does not benefit them much. In
contrast, for Random, each node sends to many nodes
(i.e., wide-spread), increasing the capacity of basemesh,
b, from 8 wavelengths to 32 wavelengths increases the
throughput by 20.6%; Further increasing b to 160 can
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Figure 18: Average bisection throughput.
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Figure 19: Worst-case bisection throughput.
increase the throughput by 56.1%. But this trend is
not monotonic: if all the wavelengths are in basemesh
(b=192), and the demands between nodes larger than
6 wavelengths cannot be supported. This is also observed for the realistic traces in Figure 17 (b): when >4
wavelengths are allocated to basemesh, the normalized
throughput decreases.
In summary, for rapidly changing traffic, basemesh is
an effective and adjustable tool for MegaSwitch to handle wide-spread demand fluctuation. As a comparison,
hybrid structures [12, 24, 50] cannot dynamically adjust
the capacity of the parallel electrical fabrics.
Bisection bandwidth: To compare MegaSwitch with
other optical proposals, we calculate the average and
worst-case bisection bandwidths of MegaSwitch and related proposals in Figure 18 & 19, respectively. The
unit of y-axis is bandwidth per wavelength. We generate random permutation of port pairing for 104 times to
compute the average bisection bandwidth for each structure, and design the worst case scenario for them: for
Mordia, OSA, and Helios/c-Through, the worst-case scenario is when every node talks to all other nodes13 , because a node can only directly talk to a limited number of other nodes in these structures. We calculate the
total throughput of simultaneous connections between
ports. We rigorously follow respective papers to scale
port counts from 128 to 6144. For example, OSA at 1024
port uses a 16-port OCS for 16 racks each with 64 hosts;
Mordia at 6144 ports uses a 32-port OCS to connect 32
rings each with 192 hosts.
We observe: 1) MegaSwitch and Mordia-PTL can
achieve full bisection bandwidth at high port count in
both average and the worst case, while other designs,
including Mordia-Stacked-Ring, cannot. Both structures are expected to maintain full bisection bandwidth
with future scaling in optical devices with larger WSS
radix and wavelengths per-fiber; 2) Basemesh reduces
the worst-case bisection bandwidth by 16.7% for b=32,
but full bisection bandwidth is still achieved on average.

12 The

wavelength schedules are obtain in the same way as Spark
experiments in §5.1.2.
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6

Cost of MegaSwitch

Complexity analysis: The absolute costs of optical proposals are difficult to calculate, as it depends on multiple
factors, such as market availability, manufacturing costs,
etc. For example, our PRF module can be printed as a
planar lightwave circuit, and mass-production can push
its cost to that of common printed circuit boards [10].
Thus, instead of directly calculating the costs based on
price assumptions, we take a comparative approach and
analyze the structural complexity of MegaSwitch and
closely related proposals.
In Table 1, we compare the complexity of different optical structures at the same port count (3072). For OSA,
it translates to 32 racks, 96 DWDM wavelengths, and a
128-port OCS (Optical Circuit Switch). ToR degree is set
to 4 [6]. Quartz’s port count is limited to the wavelength
per fiber (k) [26]: so a Quartz element with k=96 is essentially a 96-port switch, and we scale it to 3072 ports
by composing 160 Quartz elements14 in a FatTree [1]
topology (with 32 pods and 32 cores). For Mordia, we
use its microsecond 1×4 WSS and stack 32 rings via a
32 port OCS to reach 3072 ports. Mordia-PTL [11] is
configured in the same way as Mordia, with the only difference that each EPS is directly connected to 32 rings
in parallel without using OCS. Both Mordia and MordiaPTL have 96/4=24 stations on each ring. MegaSwitch is
configured with 32 nodes and 96 wavelengths per node.
Finally, we list a FatTree constructed with 24-port EPS,
with totally 243 /4=3456 ports and 720 EPSes. We assume that, within the FatTree fabric, all the EPSes are
connected via transceivers.
From the table, we find that compared to other optical structures, MegaSwitch supports the same port count
with less optical components. Compared to all the optical solutions, FatTree uses 2× optical transceivers (nonDWDM) at the same scale.
Transceiver sost:
Our prototype uses commercial
10Gb-ER DWDM SFP+ transceivers, which are ∼10×
more expensive per bit per second than the non-DWDM
modules using PSM4. This is because ER optics is
usually used for long-range optical networks, rather
than short-range networks within a DCN. Our choice
of using ER optics is solely due to its ability to use
DWDM wavelengths, not its power output or 40KM
reach. If MegaSwitch or similar optical interconnects are
widely adopted in future DCNs, we expect that DWDM
transceivers customized for DCNs will be used instead of
current PSM4 modules. Such transceivers are being developed [22], and due to relaxed requirements of shortrange DCN, the cost is expectedly lower. Even if the
customized DWDM transceivers are still more expensive
14 We

assume a Quartz ring of 6 wavelength add/drop multiplexers [26] in each element, thus 6×160=960 in total.
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Components
OSA
Quartz Mordia Mordia-PTL MegaSwitch FatTree
Amplifier
0
6144
768
768
32
0
WSS
32 (1×4)
960 768 (1×4) 768 (1× 4) 32 (32×1)
0
WDM Filter
0
0
768
768
0
0
OCS
1×128-port
0
1×32-port
0
0
0
Circulator
3072
0
0
0
0
0
Transceivers
3072
3072
3072
3072
3072
6912

Table 1: Comparison of optical complexity at the
same scale (3072 ports) in optical components used.
than non-DWDM ones, since FatTree needs many more
EPSes (and thus transceivers), and the cost difference
will grow as the network scales [38].
Amplifier cost: With only one stage of amplification
on each fiber, MegaSwitch can maintain good OSNR
at large scale (Figure 3). Therefore, MegaSwitch needs
much fewer OAs (optical amplifier) at the same scale.
The tradeoff is that they must be more powerful, as the
total power to reach the same number of ports cannot be
reduced significantly. Although unit cost of a powerful
OA is higher15 , we expect the total cost to be similar or
lower, as MegaSwitch requires much fewer OAs (24×
fewer than Mordia and 192× fewer than Quartz).
WSS cost: In Table 1, MegaSwitch uses 32×1 WSS,
and one may wonder its cost versus 1×4 WSS. In fact,
our design allows for low cost WSS, as transceiver link
budget design does not need to consider optical hopping,
thus the key specifications can be relaxed (e.g., bandwidth, insertion loss, and polarization dependent loss requirements). Liquid Crystal (LC) technology is used in
our WSS as it is easier to cost-effectively scale to more
ports. As the majority of the components in a 32×1
WSS are same as a 1×4 WSS, the per-port cost of 32×1
WSS is about 4 times lower than that of a current 1×4
WSS [6, 38]. In the future, silicon photonics (e.g., matrix
switch by ring resonators [13]) can improve the integration level [52] and further reduce the cost.

7

Conclusion

We presented MegaSwitch, an optical interconnect that
delivers rearrangeably non-blocking communication to
30+ racks and 6000+ servers. We have implemented
a working 5-rack 40-server prototype, and with experiments on this prototype as well as large-scale simulations, we demonstrated the potential of MegaSwitch in
supporting wide-spread, high-bandwidth demands workloads among many racks in production DCNs.
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example, powerful OA can be constructed by a series of less
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Appendix
Proof for non-blocking connectivity
We first formulate the wavelength assignment problem:
Problem formulation: Denote G=(V,E) as a MegaSwitch logical graph, where V /E are node/edge sets, and
each edge e∈E is directed (a pair of fiber channels between two nodes, one in each direction). Given all nodes
are connected via one hop, G is a complete digraph. The
bandwidth demand between nodes can be represented by
the number of wavelengths needed, and each node has
k available wavelengths. Suppose γ={ke | e∈E} is a
bandwidth demand of a communication, where ke is the
number of wavelengths (i.e., bandwidth) needed on edge
e=(u,v) from node u to v. A feasible demand and wavelength efficiency are defined as:
P
Definition 2. PA demand γ is feasible iff
v k(u,v) ≤
k, ∀u∈V and u k(u,v) ≤k, ∀v∈V , i.e. each node cannot
send/receive more than k wavelengths.
Definition 3. Given a feasible bandwidth demand γ,
an assignment is wavelength efficient iff it is noninterfering, satisfies γ, and uses at most k wavelengths.
Centralized optimal algorithm: To prove the wavelength efficiency, we first show that non-interfering
wavelength assignment in MegaSwitch can be recast as
an edge-coloring problem on a bipartite multigraph. We
first transform G into a directed bipartite graph by decomposing each node in G into two logical nodes si
(sources) and di (destinations). Each edge points from
a node in {si } to a node in {di }. Then, we expand G
to a multigraph G0 by duplicating each edge e between
two nodes ke times. On this multigraph, the requirement of non-interference is that no two adjacent edges
share same wavelength. Suppose each wavelength has
a unique color, this equivalently transforms to the edgecoloring problem.
While the edge-coloring problem is N P-hard for general graph [33], polynomial-time optimal solutions exist
for bipartite multigraph. Chen et al. [7] have presented
such a centralized algorithm, which we leverage to prove
our wavelength efficiency for any feasible demands.
Algorithm 1: D ECOMPOSE (·) Decompose G0r into
∆(G0r ) perfect matchings
Input: G0r
Output: π={m1 ,m2 ,...m∆(G0 ) }
r

1
2
3
4
5

if ∆(G0r )≤1 then
return G0r ;
else
m← Perfect Matching(G0r );
S
return m
Decompose(G0r \m);
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Satisfying arbitrary feasible γ with wavelength efficiency: We extend G0 to a ∆(G0 )-regular multigraph16 ,
G0r , by adding dummy edges, where ∆(G0 ) is the largest
vertex degree of G0 , i.e. the largest ke in γ. For a bipartite
graph G0 with maximum degree ∆(G0 ), at least ∆(G0 )
wavelengths are needed to satisfy γ. This optimality can
be achieved by showing that we only need the smallest
value possible, ∆(G0 ), to satisfy γ, which also proves
wavelength efficiency since ∆(G0 )≤k.
Theorem 4. A feasible demand γ only needs ∆(G0 ),
i.e., the minimum number of colors, for edge-coloring.
Any feasible MegaSwitch graph G0 can be satisfied with
∆(G0 )≤k wavelengths using Algorithm 1.
Proof. D ECOMPOSE (·) recursively finds ∆(Gr ) perfect
matchings in G0r , because ”any k-regular bipartite graph
has a perfect matching” [44]. Thus, we can extract
one perfect matching from the original graph G0r , and
the residual graph becomes (∆(G0 )−1)-regular; we continue to extract one by one until we have ∆(G0 ) perfect
matchings17 . Thus, any demand described by G0 can be
satisfied with ∆(G0 ) wavelengths. Note that ∆(G0 )≤k,
as the out-degree and in-degree of any node must be ≤k
in any feasible demand due to the physical limitation of
k ports. Therefore any feasible demand γ can be satisfied
using at most k wavelengths.
The MegaSwitch controller runs Algorithm 1 to decompose the demands, and assigns a wavelength to the
matching generated in each iteration.

Considerations for Basemesh Topology
As described in §3.2.2, basemesh is an overlay DHT
network on the multi-fiber ring of MegaSwitch. DHT
literature is vast, and there are many potential choices
for basemesh topology. The following are the representative ones: Chord [48], Pastry [41], Symphony [29],
Viceroy [28], and CAN [40]. Since we have compared
Chord [48] & Symphony [29] in §3.2.2, we next look at
the remaining ones.
• Pastry suffers from average path lengths when many
wavelengths are used in the basemesh. Its average
path length is log2 (l·n) [41], where n is the number of
nodes on a ring, and l is the length of node ID in bits.
For MegaSwitch, both parameter is fixed (like Chord),
and we cannot reduce the path length by adding more
wavelengths to basemesh.
• Viceroy emulates the butterfly network on a DHT ring.
For MegaSwitch, its main issue is the difficulty of updating the routing tables and wavelength assignments
16 A

graph is regular when every vertex has the same degree.
Matching(·) on regular bipartite graph is well studied, we
leverage existing algorithms in literature [27].
17 Perfect
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when the capacity of basemesh is increased and decreased. For Symphony, we can just pick a new wavelength in random, and configure accordingly without
affecting the other wavelengths. In contrast, to maintain butterfly topology, adjusting capacity of basemesh
using Viceroy algorithm affects all wavelength but one
in the worst case.
• CAN is a d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system
on a d-torus, which is not suitable for MegaSwitch
ring where every node is connected directly to every
other node. However, CAN will become useful when
we expand MegaSwitch into a 2-D torus topology, and
we will explore this as future work.

Reconfiguration Latency Measurements on
MegaSwitch Prototype
In §5.1.1, we measured ∼20ms reconfiguration delay for
MegaSwitch prototype, and here we break down this delay into EPS configuration delay (te ), WSS switching delay (to ), and control plane delay (tc ). The total reconfiguration delay for MegaSwitch is tr =max(te ,to )+tc , as
EPS and WSS configurations can be done in parallel.
EPS configuration delay: To setup a route in MegaSwitch, the source/destination EPSes must be configured. We measure the EPS configuration delay as follows
(all servers and the controller are synchronized by NTP):
we first setup a wavelength between 2 nodes and leave
EPSes unconfigured. We let a host in one of the nodes
keep generating UDP packets using netcat to a host
in the other node. Then, the controller sends OpenFlow
control message to both EPSes to setup the route, and we
collect the packets at the receiver with tcpdump. Finally we can calculate the delay: the average and 99th
percentile are 5.12ms and 12.87ms, respectively.
WSS switching delay: We measure the switching speed
of the 8×1 WSS used in our testbed by switching the
optical signal from one port to another port. Figure 12
shows the power readings from the original port and from
the destination port, and the measured switching delay is
3.23ms (subject to temperature, drive voltage, etc.).
Control plane delay: With our wavelength assignment
algorithm (see Appendix) running on a server (the centralized controller) with Intel E5-1410 2.8Ghz CPU, we
measured an average computation time of 0.53ms for 40port (40×40 demand matrix as input), and 3.28ms for
6336-port MegaSwitch (n=33,k=192). For basemesh
routing tables, our greedy algorithm runs 0.45ms for 40
ports and 1.78ms for 6336 ports. For the OWS controller processing, we measured 4.31ms from receiving
a wavelength assignment to set GPIO outputs. Roundtrip time in control plane network (using 1GbE switch)
is 0.078ms.
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ABSTRACT
Datacenters are characterized by their large scale,
stringent reliability requirements, and significant application diversity. However, the realities of employing
hardware with small but non-zero failure rates mean that
datacenters are subject to significant numbers of failures,
impacting the performance of the services that rely on
them. To make matters worse, these failures are not always obvious; network switches and links can fail partially, dropping or delaying various subsets of packets
without necessarily delivering a clear signal that they are
faulty. Thus, traditional fault detection techniques involving end-host or router-based statistics can fall short
in their ability to identify these errors.
We describe how to expedite the process of detecting
and localizing partial datacenter faults using an end-host
method generalizable to most datacenter applications. In
particular, we correlate transport-layer flow metrics and
network-I/O system call delay at end hosts with the path
that traffic takes through the datacenter and apply statistical analysis techniques to identify outliers and localize
the faulty link and/or switch(es). We evaluate our approach in a production Facebook front-end datacenter.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern datacenters continue to increase in scale,
speed, and complexity. As these massive computing
infrastructures expand—to hundreds of thousands of
multi-core servers with 10- and 40-Gbps NICs [35] and
beyond—so too do the sets of applications they support:
Google recently disclosed that their datacenter network
fabrics support literally thousands of distinct applications
and services [37]. Yet the practicality of operating such
multi-purpose datacenters depends on effective management. While any given service might employ an army of
support engineers to ensure its efficient operation, these
efforts can be frustrated by the inevitable failures that
arise within the network fabric itself.
Unfortunately, experience indicates that modern datacenters are rife with hardware and software failures—
indeed, they are designed to be robust to large numbers
of such faults. The large scale of deployment both ensures a non-trivial fault incidence rate and complicates
the localization of these faults. Recently, authors from
Microsoft described [44] a rogue’s gallery of datacenter faults: dusty fiber-optic connectors leading to cor-
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rupted packets, switch software bugs, hardware faults,
incorrect ECMP load balancing, untrustworthy counters,
and more. Confounding the issue is the fact that failures can be intermittent and partial: rather than failing
completely, a link or switch might only affect a subset of
traffic, complicating detection and diagnosis. Moreover,
these failures can have significant impact on application
performance. For example, the authors of NetPilot [42]
describe how a single link dropping a small percentage
of packets, combined with cut-through routing, resulted
in degraded application performance and a multiple-hour
network goose chase to identify the faulty device.
Existing production methods for detecting and localizing datacenter network faults typically involve watching for anomalous network events (for example, scanning
switch queue drop and link utility/error counters) and/or
monitoring performance metrics at end hosts. Such
methods consider each event independently: “Did a drop
happen at this link? Is application RPC latency unusually
high at this host?” Yet, in isolation, knowledge of these
events is of limited utility. There are many reasons an end
host could observe poor network performance; similarly,
in-network packet drops may be the result of transient
congestion rather than a persistent network fault. Hence,
datacenter operators frequently fall back to active probing and a certain degree of manual analysis to diagnose
and localize detected performance anomalies [19, 44].
Instead, we propose an alternative approach: rather
than looking at anomalies independently, we consider the
impacts of faults on aggregate application performance.
Modern datacenter fabrics are designed with a plethora
of disjoint paths and operators work hard to load balance
traffic across both paths and servers [9, 37]. Such designs
result in highly regular flow performance regardless of
path—in the absence of network faults [35]. An (unmitigated) fault, on the other hand, will manifest itself
as a performance anomaly visible to end hosts. Hence,
to detect faults, we can compare performance end hosts
observe along different paths and hypothesize that outliers correspond to faults within the network.
To facilitate such a comparison, we develop a
lightweight packet-marking technique—leveraging only
forwarding rules supported by commodity switching
ASICs—that uniquely identifies the full path that a
packet traverses in a Facebook datacenter. Moreover,
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the topological regularity of Facebook’s datacenter networks allows us to use path information to passively
localize the fault as well. Because each end host can
bin flows according to the individual network elements
they traverse, we can contrast flows traversing any given
link (switch) at a particular level in the hierarchy with
flows that traverse alternatives in order to identify the
likely source of detected performance anomalies. Operators can then use the output of our system—namely the
set of impacted traffic and the network element(s) seemingly responsible—in order to adjust path selection (e.g.,
through OpenFlow rules, ECMP weight adjustment [32],
or tweaking inputs to flow hashes [23]) to mitigate the
performance impact of the fault until they can repair it.
A naive implementation of our approach is unlikely to
succeed given the noisiness of flow-based metrics at individual host scale. Furthermore, distinct applications, or
different workloads for the same application, are likely to
be impacted differently by any given fault. Here the massive scale of modern datacenters aids us: Specifically,
when aggregated across the full set of traffic traversing
any given network link, we find that statistical techniques
are effective at using end-host-based metrics to identify
under-performing links in real time. Our experience suggests this can remain true even when end hosts service
different requests, communicate with disjoint sets of remote servers, or run entirely distinct application services.
To be practical, our approach must not place a heavy
burden on the computational resources of either end
hosts or the network switches, and neither can we require significant network bandwidth or esoteric features
from the switches themselves. Furthermore, our analysis techniques must avoid false positives despite the diversity and scale of production datacenters yet remain
sensitive to the myriad possible impacts of real-word
faults. Our contributions include (1) a general-purpose,
end-host-based performance monitoring scheme that can
robustly identify flows traversing faulty network components, (2) a methodology to discover the necessary path
information scalably in Facebook’s datacenters, and (3)
a system that leverages both types of information in aggregate to perform network-wide fault-localization.
At a high level, while network statistics can be noisy
and confusing to interpret in isolation, the regular topology and highly engineered traffic present within Facebook’s datacenters provides an opportunity to leverage
simple statistical methods to rapidly determine where
partial faults occur as they happen. We demonstrate
that our technique is able to identify links and routers
exhibiting low levels (0.25–1.0%) of packet loss within
a Facebook datacenter hosting user-servicing front-end
web and caching servers within 20 seconds of fault occurrence with a minimal amount of processing overhead.
We also perform a sensitivity analysis on a testbed to
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consider different types of errors—including those that
induce only additional latency and not loss—traffic patterns, application mixes, and other confounding factors.

2. MOTIVATION & RELATED WORK
While fault detection is a classical problem in distributed systems [7, 11, 13, 14, 18, 33] and networks [12,
24, 29], modern datacenter environments provide both
significant challenges (e.g., volume and diversity of application traffic, path diversity, and stringent latency requirements) and benefits (large degree of control, regular
topologies) that impact the task of effectively finding and
responding to network faults. Moreover, recent work has
indicated that the types and impacts of faults common in
modern datacenters [42, 44] differ from those typically
encountered in the wide-area [34, 40] and enterprise [39].
Datacenters are affected by a menagerie of errors, including a mix of software errors (ECMP imbalances,
protocol bugs, etc.), hardware errors (packet corruption
due to cables or switches, unreliable packet counters, bit
errors within routing tables, etc.), configuration errors,
and a significant number of errors without an apparent
cause [44]. Errors can be classed into two main categories: a complete error, in which an entire link or switch
is unable to forward packets, or a partial error, where
only a subset of traffic is affected. In this work, we focus primarily on the latter. Even a partial error affecting
and corrupting only 1% of packets on two links inside a
datacenter network was noted to have a 4.5× increase in
the 99th-percentile application latency [42], which can
impact revenue generated by the hosted services [21].
Commonly deployed network monitoring approaches
include end-host monitoring (RPC latency, TCP retransmits, etc.) and switch-based monitoring (drop counters,
queue occupancies, etc.). However, such methods can
fall short for troubleshooting datacenter scale networks.
Host monitoring alone lacks specificity in the presence
of large scale multipath; an application suffering from
dropped packets or increased latency does not give any
intuition on where the fault is located, or whether a given
set of performance anomalies are due to the same fault.
Similarly, if a switch drops a packet, the operator is unlikely to know which application’s traffic was impacted,
or, more importantly, what is to blame. Even if a switch
samples dropped packets the operator might not have a
clear idea of what traffic was impacted. Due to sampling
bias, mouse flows experiencing loss might be missed, despite incurring great impacts to performance. (We expound upon this issue in Appendix A.) Switch-counterbased approaches are further confounded by cut-through
forwarding and unreliable hardware [44].
Thus, we propose a system that focuses not on the occurrence of network anomalies but rather on their impact
on traffic. In doing so we leverage the high path diver-
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sity and regular topologies found in modern datacenters,
as well as the finely tuned load balancing common in
such environments. We also expose to each host, for every flow, the path taken through the network. As such,
our approach has several key differences with both past
academic proposals and production systems:
1. Full path information: Past fault-finding systems have associated performance degradations
with components and logical paths [7, 10, 13, 19]
but a solution that correlates performance anomalies with specific network elements for arbitrary applications has, to the best of our knowledge, proved
elusive—although solutions exist for carefully chosen subsets of traffic [44].
2. Passive monitoring, not active probing: In contrast to active probing methods [17, 19], our
method leverages readily available metrics from
production traffic, simultaneously decreasing network overhead, increasing the detection surface,
and decreasing detection and localization time.
3. Reduced switch dependencies: While some approaches require expanded switch ASIC features
for debugging networks [20], we do not require
them. This allows network operators to deploy
our approach on commodity switches, and makes
our approach resilient to bugs that may escape onswitch monitoring.
4. No per-application modeling: Our system leverages the stable and load-balanced traffic patterns
found in some modern datacenters [35]. Thus, it
does not need to model complicated application dependencies [7, 11, 13] or interpose on application
middleware [14]. Since we compare relative performance across network links, we do not require
explicit performance thresholds.
5. Rapid online analysis: The regularity inherent in
several academic [8] and production [9, 37] topologies allow us to simplify our analysis to the point
that we can rapidly (10–20 seconds) detect partial
faults of very small magnitude (≤ 0.5% packet
loss) using an online approach. This contrasts with
prior systems that require offline analysis [7] or
much larger timescales to find faults [11]. Furthermore, localizing faults is possible without resourceintensive and potentially time consuming graph
analysis [17, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30].

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the high-level design of a
system that implements our proposed approach. To set
the context for our design, we first outline several important characteristics of Facebook’s datacenter environment. We then introduce and describe the high-level responsibilities of the three key components of our system,
deferring implementation details to Section 4.
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3.1

Production datacenter

Facebook’s datacenters consist of thousands of hosts
and hundreds of switches grouped into a multi-rooted,
multi-level tree topology [9]. The datacenter we consider serves web requests from a multitude of end users,
and is comprised primarily of web servers and cache
servers [35]. While wide-area connections to other installations exist, we do not focus on those in this work.
3.1.1 Topology
Web and cache hosts are grouped by type into racks,
each housing a few tens of hosts. User requests are
load balanced across all web servers, while cached objects are spread across all caches. Since any web server
can service any user request, there is a large fan-out of
connections between web servers and caches; in particular, each web server has thousands of bidirectional flows
spread evenly amongst caches [35]. Prior work notes
both the prevalence of partition-aggregate workloads and
the detrimental impact of packet loss and delay in this
latency sensitive environment—even if they only constitute the long tail of the performance curve [43].
A few tens of racks comprises a pod. Each pod also
contains four aggregation switches (Aggs). Each ToR
has four uplinks, one to each Agg. There are a few tens
of pods within the datacenter, with cross-pod communication enabled by four disjoint planes of core switches
(each consisting of a few tens of cores). Each Agg is
connected to the cores in exactly one plane in a mesh.
Each host transmits many flows with differing network
paths. Due to the effects of ECMP routing, mesh-like
traffic patterns, and extensive load balancing, links at the
same hierarchical level of the topology end up with a
very even distribution of a large number of flows. Moreover, if we know which path (i.e., set of links) every flow
traverses, it is straightforward to separate the flows into
bins based on the link they traverse at any particular level
of the hierarchy. Hence, we can simultaneously perform
fault identification and localization by considering performance metrics across different subsets of flows.
3.1.2 Operational constraints
The sheer scale of the datacenter environment imposes
some significant challenges on our system. The large
number of links and switches require our system to be robust to the presence of multiple simultaneous errors, both
unrelated (separate components) and correlated (faults
impacting multiple links). While some errors might be
of larger magnitude than others, we must still be sensitive to the existence and location of the smaller errors. In
addition, we must detect both packet loss and delay.
The variety of applications and workloads within
the datacenter further complicate matters—an improper
choice of metric can risk either masking faults or triggering false positives (for example, the reasonable sounding
choice of request latency is impacted not only by net-
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Figure 1: High-level system overview (single pod depicted).

work faults but also cache misses, request size and server
loads). Moreover, datacenters supporting multiple tenants clearly require application-agnostic metrics.
Furthermore, we must be able to support measurements from large numbers of end hosts describing the
health of a large number of links, without imposing
large computational or data overheads either on the end
hosts or on the network. This is especially true of network switches, where relatively under-provisioned control planes are already engaged in critical tasks including
BGP routing. Thus, we are limited to capabilities present
in the data planes of commodity switch ASICs.

3.2

System architecture

Our fault detection and localization approach involves
functional components at all end hosts, a subset of
switches, and a centralized controller, depicted in Figure 1. Switches mark packets to indicate network path
(1). Hosts then independently compare the performance
of their own flows to generate a host-local decision about
the health of all network components (2). These verdicts
are sent (3) to a central controller, which filters false positives to arrive at a final set of faulty components (4),
which may be further acted upon by other systems (5).
We expand on the role of each element below.
3.2.1 End hosts
Hosts run production application traffic and track various per-flow metrics detailed in Section 4.2. In addition,
the host is aware of each flow’s path through the network.
Periodically, hosts will use collected performance data to
issue verdicts for whether it considers a given subset of
flows to have degraded performance, or not. By default,
flow metrics are binned by the set of links they traverse.
These bins are then further grouped into what we call
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equivalence sets (ESes), i.e., the set of bins that should
perform equivalently, allowing us to pinpoint link-level
faults. In the Facebook datacenter, the set of bins corresponding to the downlinks from the network core into a
pod forms one such ES. Alternative schemes can give us
further resolution into the details of a fault: for example,
comparing traffic by queue or subnet (Section 5.4.4). We
discuss the impact of heterogeneous traffic and topologies on our ability to form ESes in Section 6.
We define a guilty verdict as an indication that a particular bin has degraded performance compared to others in
its ES; a not guilty verdict signifies typical performance.
We leverage path diversity and the ability to compare performance across links—if every link in an ES is performing similarly, then either none of the links are faulty, all
of them are faulty (unlikely in a production network) or
a fault exists but might be masked by some other bottleneck (for which we cannot account). The target case,
though, is that enough links in an ES will be fault-free at
any given moment, such that the subset of links experiencing a fault will be readily visible if we can correlate
network performance with link traversed. Even in the
absence of path diversity (e.g., the access link for a host)
we can use our method with alternative binning schemes
and equivalence sets to diagnose certain granular errors.
3.2.2 Switches
A subset of the network switches are responsible for
signaling to the end hosts the network path for each
flow; we describe details in Section 4.1. Once faults are
discovered by the centralized controller, switches could
route flows away from faulty components, relying on the
excess capacity typically found in datacenter networks.
We leave fault mitigation to future work.
3.2.3 Controller
In practice, there will be some number of false positives within host-generated verdicts for link health (e.g.
hosts flagging a link that performs poorly even in the absence of an error, possibly due to momentary congestion) confounding the ability to accurately deliver fixes
to the network. Furthermore, there might be errors which
do not affect all traffic equally; for example, only traffic
from a certain subnet might be impacted, or traffic of a
certain class. Hence, we employ a central controller that
aggregates end-host verdicts for links (or other bins) into
a single determination of which links—if any—are suffering a fault. In addition, the controller can drive other
administrative systems, such as those used for data visualization/logging or rerouting of traffic around faults.
Such systems are outside the scope of this work.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We now present a proof-of-concept implementation
that meets the constraints presented above. In order, we
focus on scalable path signalling, our choice of end-host
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Figure 2: Determining flow network path.

performance metrics and the required aggregation processing, our verdict generator for aggregated flow metrics, and the operation of our centralized controller.

4.1

Datacenter flow path discovery

Central to our approach is the ability to scalably and
feasibly discover flow path information within the datacenter. While switch CPU/dataplane limits complicate
this task, the regularity of the network topology aids us.
4.1.1 Topological constraints
Figure 2 depicts the pathfinding scheme we use in the
Facebook datacenter. To aid discussion, the diagram
shows a restricted subset of an unfolded version of the
topology, with source hosts on the left and destinations
on the right; the topology is symmetric so our approach
works in either direction. Note that cross-pod traffic has
only two ECMP decisions to make: which Agg switch
(and thus, core plane) to transit after the ToR, and which
core switch to use within the core plane. Each core plane
is only connected to one Agg switch per pod, so the destination Agg switch is fixed given the core plane.
The source and destination racks and ToRs are fixed
for any particular host pair, and can be determined by
examining the IP addresses of a flow. Thus, for cross-pod
traffic, the choice of core switch uniquely determines the
flow’s path, as the Agg switches are then constrained on
both sides. For intra-pod traffic it suffices to identify the
Agg switch used to connect the ToRs.
In the presence of a total link error, the network
attempts to forward traffic using an alternative, nonshortest path advertised as a backup route. While we do
not address this case in our proof of concept, we discuss
the impacts of link failures in Section 6.3.
4.1.2 Packet marking
We assign an ID to each core switch, that is stamped
on all packets traversing the switch. Note that the stamp
need not be inserted by the core switch itself—the Agg
switches on either side are also aware of the core’s identity and are equally capable of marking the packet. We
use Linux eBPF (Extended Berkeley Packet Filter) [3]
along with bcc (BPF Compiler Collection) [2] instrumentation at end hosts to read packet markings and derive flow paths. Our naive implementation imposes less
than 1% CPU overhead (top row of Table 2), but room
for optimization remains.
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Several candidate header fields can be used for marking, and the best choice likely depends on the details of
any given deployment. One possibility is the IPv6 flow
label field; a 20-bit ID could scale to a network with over
a million core switches. However, the ASIC in our Agg
switches does not currently support modifying this field.
Thus, for our proof of concept, we instead mark the IPv6
DSCP field, which is supported at line rate and requires
only a constant number of rules (one per uplink).
While DSCP suffices for a proof of concept, its length
limits the number of discernible paths. Furthermore, datacenter operators often use DSCP to influence queuing,
limiting the available bits. One alternative is to mark the
TTL field1 . A packet marked at a downward-facing Agg
traverses exactly two more hops before arriving at the
destination host; a host could recover an ID in the TTL
field as long as the value was in the range 3–255.
4.1.3 General case
More complex topologies might preclude our ability
to compute paths from a single stamp. In the event that
traffic is made up of long-lived flows (as it is, for example, for the web and cache servers we tested) we can
leverage the match/mark capability that many switching
ASICs possess to implement a form of marking reminiscent of previous proposals for IP traceback [36].
Suppose there are H hops between source and destination system, and C routing choices per hop. If we want to
determine the path taken by a flow at the first hop where
a routing choice must be made, the operating system can
mark C packets, each with the IPv6 flow label set to the
possible IDs of each switch that the packets could transit
for that hop. Switches would be configured with a single rule that would examine the flow label—if it matches
the switch ID, the switch would set a single DSCP bit
to 1. When the end host receiving the packet notes the
DSCP bit set to 1, it could signal the sender with the ID
of the switch that was transited at that hop (that is, the
flow label of the packet when the DSCP bit was set). For
example, it could do this by setting a specific DSCP bit
in the ACK packet while setting the flow label of the return packet to the switches ID. Thus, if the flow sends
≥ (H · C) packets in total it can discover the entire path,
at the expense of just a single rule per switch. While we
have not deployed this approach in production, we validated that our switch hardware can implement it. While
this method finds out path information hop by hop, partial path information can still be useful to our system. We
discuss this further in Section 6.4.

4.2

Aggregating host metrics & path data

Given the availability of per-flow path information,
we show that both transport-layer and system-call-timing
1
Constraints exist on the use of TTL as well, such as in the
presence of traceroute or eBGP session protection [15].
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metrics can be used to find under-performing links in
real-world scenarios. We consider both latency-sensitive,
client/server production applications [35] and bulk-flow,
large-scale computation applications [4, 16, 22]. Mixed
traffic is considered in Section 6.2.
4.2.1 Latency sensitive services
Web servers and caches within the Facebook datacenter service user requests, where low latency is desirable [43]. Faults harm performance, where either drops
or queuing delay can result in unacceptable increases in
request latency. Since loss is often a sign of network
congestion, the TCP state machine tracks various related
statistics. These include the number of retransmitted
packets, the congestion window (cwnd) and the slowstart threshold (sstresh). Latency is also tracked using smoothed round trip time (srtt). When considered
in isolation, these metrics are limited in usefulness; while
a retransmit signifies diminished performance for a flow,
it does not provide any predictive power for the underlying cause, or whether a given set of flows experiencing
retransmits are doing so for the same underlying reason.
Furthermore, while cwnd and ssthresh decrease with
loss, the specific values depend highly on the application
pattern. For example, bulk flows tend to have a larger
congestion window than mouse flows. Thus, comparing
any given flow against an average can be difficult, since
it is unclear whether ‘worse’ performance than average
is due to a network issue or traffic characteristics.
However, when augmented with path data, these metrics can become valuable indicators of faults. To illustrate the effectiveness of this approach, we induced a network fault impacting two hosts: one web server, and one
cache server. In each case, the local ToR is connected
to four aggregation switches. Using iptables rules,
each host dropped 0.5% of incoming packets that transited the link from the first aggregation switch to the ToR
switch. We then measured the TCP metrics for outgoing
flows, grouped by which aggregation switch (and, thus,
rack downlink) was transited on the way to the host.
Rows 1–6 and 9–14 in Table 1 depict the cwnd,
ssthresh, and retransmission count distributions
grouped by inbound downlink for production cache (C)
and web servers (W) respectively. While we aggregate
the values for the non-faulty links into a single series
(the even rows in the table), each individual non-faulty
link follows the same aggregate distribution with little
variation. On the other hand, the faulty-link distribution
for each metric is significantly skewed—towards smaller
numbers for cwnd and ssthresh, and larger for retransmits. Rows 17–22 show that cwnd, ssthresh,
and retransmits provide a similarly strong signal when
the link fault impacts traffic in the outbound direction instead. srtt is effective for detecting faults that induce
latency but not loss; we defer details to Section 5.3.1.
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4.2.2 Bulk data processing
Next, we consider bulk data processing workloads.
Commonly used frameworks like Hadoop involve reading large volumes of data from various portions of the
network; slowdowns caused by the network can have a
disproportionate impact on job completion times due to
stragglers. While the TCP metrics above work equally
well in the case of Hadoop (not shown), the highvolume flows in Hadoop allow us to adopt a higher-level,
protocol-independent metric that depends on the buffer
dynamics present in any reliable transport protocol.
Consider the case of an application making a blocking system call to send data. Either there will be room
present in the connection’s network buffer, in which case
the data will be buffered immediately, or the buffer does
not have enough space and causes the application to wait.
As packets are transmitted, the buffer is drained. However, if a fault induces packet drops, packets need to be
retransmitted and thus the goodput of the network buffer
drops. Correspondingly, the buffer stays full more of
the time and the distribution of the latency of send()
and similar blocking system calls skews larger. Delays
caused by packet reordering have similar impacts. Nonblocking sends exhibit this behavior too; we can instrument either the select() or epoll_ctl() system
calls to get insight into buffer behavior.
To demonstrate this, we consider a synthetic traffic
pattern representative of the published flow-size distributions for Hadoop workloads present in Facebook’s datacenters [35]. Specifically, we designate one server in our
testbed (see Section 5.1 for details) as a sink and the remainder as sources. In addition, we induce a random
packet drop impacting 1 of 9 testbed core switches. For
a fixed period of time, each server in a loop creates a
fixed number of simultaneous sender processes. Each
sender starts a new flow to the sink, picks a flow size from
the Facebook flow-size distribution for Hadoop servers
and transmits the flow to completion, while recording the
wait times for each select() system call.
Rows 23–24 in Table 1 show the distributions of
select() latencies for flows grouped by core switch
transited in our private testbed—again, the non-faulty
distributions are aggregated. Faulty links on the impacted core yield a dramatically shifted distribution. Additionally, the distributions for non-faulty cores show little variation (omitted for space). This allows us to differentiate between faulty and normal links and devices. We
found the metric to be sensitive to drop rates as low as
0.5%. Moreover, this signal can also be used for caches,
due to the long-lived nature of their flows. Rows 7–8 and
15–16 in Table 1 show the distribution of epoll() and
select() latencies for flows on faulty and non-faulty
links in production and on the testbed, respectively; in
both cases, the faulty link distribution skews larger.
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Host
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(C)
(C)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)
(H)
(H)

Type
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Prod
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn
Syn

Metric
cwnd
cwnd
ssthresh
ssthresh
retx
retx
epoll
epoll
cwnd
cwnd
ssthresh
ssthresh
retx
retx
select
select
cwnd
cwnd
ssthresh
ssthresh
retx
retx
select
select

Path
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Error
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
2.0%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5
2.0%
-

p25
7 (-30%)
10
6 (-62.5%)
16
0 (par)
0
0.003 (par)
0.003
8 (-63.6%)
22
4 (-42.9%)
7
0
0
0.56(+25k%)
0.002
2 (-80%)
10
2 (-50%)
4
21
0
22 (+11%)
19.5

p50
8 (-20%)
10
7 (-63.2%)
19
1
0
0.14 (+1.4%)
0.14
12 (-60%)
30
12 (-40%)
20
0
0
4.22(+717%)
0.516
2 (-80%)
10
2 (-71%)
7
23
0
223 (+723%)
27.1

p75
10 (par)
10
18 (-25%)
24
2
0
0.47(+10.8%)
0.43
17 (-74.6%)
67
16 (-66.7%)
48
1
0
7.01(+642%)
0.944
2 (-80%)
10
2 (-75%)
8
26
0
434 (+85%)
235

p90
10 (par)
10
24 (-64.7%)
57
3
0
0.71(+30.6%)
0.54
38 (-60%)
95
19 (-75%)
73
3
0
37.5(+1.6k%)
2.15
4 (-60%)
10
2 (-78%)
9
29
0
838 (+32%)
634

p95
10 (-41%)
17
31 (-51.6%)
64
4
0
1.07 (+60.6%)
0.67
121 (+23.5%)
98
31 (-66.7%)
93
4
0
216 (+4.3k%)
4.90
7 (-30%)
10
4 (-56%)
9
30
0
1244 (+47%)
844

p99
20 (-33%)
30
63 (-17.1%)
76
6
1
2.28 (+125%)
1.01
139 (-33.2%)
208
117 (+19.4%)
98
6
0
423 (+969%)
39.6
10 (par)
10
7 (-22%)
9
40
0
2410 (+39%)
1740

Table 1: Metric statistics for Production/Synthetic (C)ache/(W)eb/(H)adoop hosts grouped by (In/Out)bound path and induced loss rates; sycall
metrics in msec. Each color-banded pair of rows denotes the base and impacted metrics for (aggregated) working and (unique) faulty paths.
Component
eBPF (paths)
TCP metrics/t-test

p25
0.17%
0.25%

p50
0.23%
0.27%

p75
0.46%
0.29%

p95
0.65%
0.33%

Table 2: End-host monitoring CPU utilization in production.

4.2.3 Metric collection computational overhead
While the aforementioned statistics provide a useful
signal, care must be taken when determining how to collect statistics. While system-call latency can be instrumented within an application, that requires potentially
invasive code changes. Instead, we again leverage eBPF
to track system-call latencies. For TCP statistics, we directly read netlink sockets in a manner similar to the
ss command. Table 2 depicts the overall CPU usage
of our TCP statistics collection and verdict generation
agent; the cumulative CPU overhead is below 1%.

4.3

Verdict generation

Previously, we demonstrated that path aggregated endhost metrics can single out under-performing groups of
flows. Here, we develop an end-host decision engine to
generate verdicts based on these metrics.
4.3.1 Outlier detection
Due to the clumping of distributions in the absence
of faults, we hypothesize that every observed value of a
given metric under test can be treated as a sample from
the same underlying distribution characterizing a faultfree link, during a particular time period containing a
given load. Moreover, a substantially different distribution applies for a faulty link for the same time period.
Thus, determining whether a link is faulty reduces to determining whether the samples collected on that link are
part of the same distribution as the fault-free links.
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While we cannot state with certainty the parameters
of the fault-free distribution due to the complexities of
network interactions, we rely on the assumption that the
number of faulty datacenter links at any given instant is
much lower than the number of working links. Suppose
we consider the number of retransmits per flow per link,
for all links, over a fixed time period. For each link, we
compare its distribution to the aggregate distribution for
all the other links. If there exists only one fault in the network, then there are two possible cases: the distribution
under consideration is faulty and the aggregate contains
samples from exclusively non-faulty links, or it is nonfaulty and the aggregate contains samples from 1 faulty
link and (N − 1) working links. In the former case, the
distribution under test is skewed significantly to the right
of the aggregate; in the latter, it is skewed slightly to the
left (due to the influence of the single faulty link in the
aggregate). Thus a boolean classifier can be used: if the
test distribution is skewed to the right by a sufficiently
large amount, we issue a guilty verdict; else, we do not.
Concurrent errors shift the aggregate distribution closer
to the outlier distribution for a single faulty link. If every link is faulty, we cannot detect faulty links since we
do not find any outliers. However, our method is robust
even in the case where 75% of the links have faults; we
examine the sensitivity of our approach in Section 5.4.2.
4.3.2

Hypothesis testing

Due to the large volume of traffic, even small time intervals contain a large number of samples. Thus, we have
to carefully implement our outlier test to avoid significant end-host computational overhead. Our approach
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computes a lightweight statistic for each metric under
consideration, for each link, over successive fixed-length
(10 seconds by default) sampling periods. Each end
host generates verdicts for links associated with its own
pod. Thus, for each flow, there are a few tens of possible core-to-aggregation downlinks, and four possible
aggregation-to-ToR downlinks. Having acquired TCP
metrics and path information for all flows via our collection agent, we bucket each sample for the considered
metrics into per-link, per-direction buckets. Thus, each
metric is bucketed four times: into the inbound and outbound rack and aggregation (up/down)links traversed.
For TCP retransmit and system-call latency metrics, we compute the t-statistic from the single-tailed
1-sample Student’s t-test using a low-overhead and
constant-space streaming algorithm. To do so we need
the average and standard deviation per distribution, and
the aggregate average—all of which are amenable to
streaming computation via accumulators, including standard deviation via Welford’s Algorithm [41]. We then input the t-statistic to the test. The t-test compares a sample
mean to a population mean, rejecting the null hypothesis
if the sample mean is larger—in our case, if the tested
link has more retransmits or higher system-call latency
than the other links in aggregate. In every time period,
each host checks if the t-statistic is greater than 0 and
the p-value ≤ 0.05. If so, we reject the null hypothesis,
considering the link to be faulty.
This approach limits the computational overhead at
any individual host since it only needs to track statistics
for its own select()/epoll() calls and TCP statistics. The bottom row of Table 2 depicts the CPU utilization at a single production web server for this approach
over 12 hours. The t-test computation and netlink
TCP statistics reader uses roughly 0.25% of CPU usage.
This result is roughly independent of how often the verdict is computed; the majority of the CPU usage is incrementing the various accumulators that track the components of the t-statistic. The bcc/eBPF portion, however,
has periods of relatively high CPU usage approaching
1% overall, due to the need to periodically flush fixedsized kernel structures that track flow data.
For cwnd, ssthresh and srtt TCP statistics, we
find the student’s t-test to be too sensitive in our environment. However, a modified 2-sample KolmogorovSmirnov (KS-2) test provides an effective alternative.
Specifically, we compare two down-sampled distributions: the 99-point {p1, p2, . . . , p99} empirical distribution for the link under consideration, and a similarly
defined distribution for the other links in aggregate.

4.4

Centralized fault localization

While individual hosts can issue verdicts regarding
link health, doing so admits significant false positives.
Instead, we collate host verdicts at a centralized con-
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troller that attempts to filter out individual false positives
to arrive at a network-wide consensus on faulty links.
4.4.1 Controller processing
Assuming a reliable but noisy end-host-level signal,
we hypothesize that false positives should be evenly distributed amongst links in the absence of faults. Note that
while some networks might contain hotspots that skew
flow metrics and violate this assumption, traffic in the
Facebook datacenter is evenly distributed on the considered timescales, with considerable capacity headroom.
We use a centralized controller to determine if all
links have approximately the same number of guilty (or
not guilty) verdicts, corresponding to the no-faulty-links
case. Hosts write link verdicts—generated once per
link every ten seconds—to an existing publish-subscribe
(pub-sub) framework used for aggregating log data. The
controller reads from the pub-sub feed and counts the
number of guilty verdicts per link from all the hosts, over
a fixed accumulation period (10 seconds by default). The
controller flags a link as faulty if it is a sufficiently large
outlier. We use a chi-squared test with the null hypothesis that, in the absence of faults, all links will have relatively similar numbers of hosts that flag it not-guilty. The
chi-square test outputs a p-value; if it is ≤ 0.05, we flag
the link with the least not-guilty verdicts as faulty. We
iteratively run the test on the remaining links to uncover
additional faults until there are no more outliers.
4.4.2 Computational overhead
The controller has low CPU overhead: a Python implementation computes 10,000 rounds for tens of links
in <1 second on a Xeon E5-2660, and scales linearly
in the number of links. Each host generates two verdicts per link (inbound/outbound) every 10 seconds, with
O(1000s) hosts per pod. Each verdict consists of two 64bit doubles (t-stat and p-value) and a link ID. In total, this
yields a streaming overhead of < 10 Mbps per pod, well
within the capabilities of the pub-sub framework.

5. EVALUATION
We now evaluate our approach within two environments: the Facebook datacenter described in Section 3.1,
and a small private testbed. First, we describe our test
scenario in each network, and provide a motivating example for real-world fault detection. We then consider
the speed, sensitivity, precision, and accuracy of our approach, and conclude with experiences from a smallscale, limited-period deployment at Facebook.

5.1

Test environment

Within one of Facebook’s datacenters, we instrumented 86 web servers spread across three racks with the
monitoring infrastructure described in Section 4. Path
markings are provided by a single Agg switch, which
sets DSCP bits based on the core switch from which the
packet arrived. (Hence, all experiments are restricted to
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Figure 3: Single host t-test output (top) and controller chi-square output (bottom) for three separate link faults.

the subset of traffic that transits the instrumented Agg
switch, and ignores the remainder.) To inject faults, we
use iptables rules installed at end hosts to selectively
drop inbound packets that traversed specific links (according to DSCP markings). For example, we can configure an end host to drop 0.5% of all inbound packets
that transited a particular core-to-Agg link. This has the
effect of injecting faults at an arbitrary network location,
yet impacting only the systems that we monitor.2
Our private testbed is a half-populated k = 6 fat tree,
consisting of 3 (of 6) pods of 9 hosts each, connected
via 9 core switches. Each core has three links, one to
each pod. To inject faults, we use a ‘bump in the wire’ to
perturb packets on a link. For example, consider a faulty
core that drops (or delays) a random subset of packets
traversing a link to an Agg. Thus, to inject a fault at that
link, we replace the link connecting the core to the Agg
with a link connecting it to a network bridge, which is in
turn connected to the Agg. The bridge is a Linux host
that forwards packets, randomly dropping (or delaying)
a subset of packets in a given direction. We implement
ECMP using source routing; the 5-tuple therefore allows
us to determine the paths packets traverse in our testbed.

5.2

Motivating example

Over a five-minute interval in the Facebook datacenter, we induced faults on links from three different core
switches to the instrumented Agg, denoted A, B and C.
In particular, we induce faults in the order A, B, C, with
a one-minute gap; we then removed the faults in reverse
order with the same gap. Each fault is a random 0.5%
packet drop (1 in 200 packets). In aggregate, this corresponds to an overall packet loss rate of < 0.02%.
The top portion of Figure 3 depicts the t-test output
for a single host. Flows are grouped according to incoming core downlink, and TCP retransmission statistics are
2
Note that while all monitored hosts will see the same loss rate
across the link, the actual packets dropped may vary because
iptables functions independently at each host.
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aggregated into ten-second intervals. For a single host,
for every non-faulty link (every series in black, and the
faulty links before/after their respective faults) the t-test
output is noisy, with p-values ranging from 0.15 to 1.0.
However, during a fault event the p-value drops down to
near 0. Close to 100% of the hosts flag the faulty links as
guilty, with few false positives.
These guilty verdicts are sent to our controller. The
controller runs the chi-squared test every 10 seconds using each core downlink as a category; it counts the number of non-guilty verdicts from the end hosts as metric
and flags an error condition if the output p-value ≤ 0.05.
Note that this flag is binary, indicating that there exists
at least one active fault; the guilty verdict count must be
consulted to identify the actual guilty link. The bottom
portion of Figure 3 depicts the controller output using
this mechanism. We depict the output of the test for all
paths (in red), and for the set of paths excluding faulty
paths {A}, {A, B} and {A, B, C} (in yellow, purple and
black, respectively). These results indicate that the controller will flag the presence of a fault as long as there is
at least one faulty link in the set of paths under consideration, thus supporting an iterative approach.

5.3

Speed and sensitivity

For our mechanism to be useful, it must be able to
rapidly detect faults, even if the impact is slight. Moreover, ideally we could detect faults that result in increased latency, not just those that cause packet loss.
5.3.1 Loss rate sensitivity
We performed a sensitivity analysis on the amount of
packet loss we can detect in the datacenter. While loss
rates ≥ 0.5% are caught by over 90% of hosts, we see
a linear decrease in the number of guilty verdicts as the
loss decreases past that point—at 0.1% drop rate, only
≈ 25% of hosts detect a fault in any given 10-second interval, reducing our controller’s effectiveness. However,
we can account for this by prolonging the interval of the
controller chi-square test. Figure 4a depicts the distribution of p-values outputted by the controller for a given
loss rate and calculation interval. Each point with error
bars depicts the median, p5 and p95 p-values outputted
by the controller during a fault occurrence; each loss rate
corresponds to a single series. We see that while a 0.25%
loss is reliably caught with a 20-second interval, a 0.15%
loss requires 40 seconds to be reliably captured; lower
loss rates either take an unreasonably large (more than a
minute) period of time to be caught or do not get detected
at all. Note that in the no-fault case, no false positives are
raised despite the increased monitoring interval.
5.3.2 High latency detection
In our private testbed, we induced delays for traffic traversing a particular core switch. To do this, we
used Linux tc-netem on our ‘bump-in-the-wire’ network bridges to add constant delay varying from 100
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Figure 4: Controller chi-square p-value convergence for various faults vs. controller interval length.

Request
bytes
100
100
100
8000
8000
8000

Latency p50
msec
1643
0.1
3197
1.0
10400
4140
0.1
6809
0.5
11720

p75

p95

p99

1680
3271
10441
4778
7510
14024

2369
4745
19077
619
9172
18367

2476
4818
19186
7424
11754
21198

Table 3: srtt_us distribution vs. additional latency and request size.
The no-additional-latency case is aggregated across all non-impacted
links, while the others correspond to a single (faulty) link.

microseconds to 1 millisecond (a typical 4-MB switch
buffer at 10 Gbps can incur a maximum packet latency
of roughly 3 milliseconds before overflowing). We then
ran client/server traffic with a single pod of 9 HHVM [5]
servers serving static pages, and two pods (18 hosts) configured as web clients running Apache Benchmark [1].
Each server handled 180 simultaneous clients and served
either small (100-B) or medium (8-KB) requests.
Table 3 depicts the distributions for TCP srtt_us
TCP at a particular end host as a function of induced latency and request size. As in previous experiments, the
distributions of non-impacted links are very close to each
other, while the distribution of the latency heavy link is
clearly differentiable. No drops were detected in the 100B case; due to our use of 1-Gbps links, a handful of drops
comparable to the no-fault case were detected in the 8KB case. The modified KS-2 test operating over a 10second interval correctly flags all intervals experiencing
a latency increase, while avoiding false positives.

5.4

Precision and accuracy

Next, we demonstrate the precision and accuracy of
the system in the presence of concurrent and correlated
faults, as well as the absence of false positives.
5.4.1 Concurrent unequal faults
A large network will likely suffer concurrent faults of
unequal magnitude, where the largest fault may mask the
presence of others. While we surmise that the most visible fault will be easily diagnosable, ideally it would be
possible to parallelize fault identification in this case.
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We consider a scenario in the Facebook datacenter
with two concurrent faults on distinct core-to-Agg switch
links: one causing a packet loss rate of 0.5%, and one
with a rate that varies from 0.25% to 0.15% (which we
can easily identify in isolation). Using TCP retransmit
statistics, the high-loss fault was flagged by almost all
the hosts the entire time, while the flagging rate for the
lower-impact fault depends roughly linearly on its magnitude. However, the drop-off in guilty verdicts is steeper
in the presence of a masking, higher-impact fault. As a
result, the 10- and 20-second controller intervals that flag
the low-loss-rate faults in isolation no longer suffice.
Figure 4b depicts the controller chi-square p-value
outputs for the set of paths excluding the one suffering
from the readily identified larger fault; each series corresponds to a different loss rate for the smaller fault. The
interval needed to detect such “masked” faults is longer;
a 0.25% loss rate requires a 40-second interval to reliably
be captured vs. 20 seconds in the unmasked case (Figure 4a), while a 0.15% rate requires over three minutes.
5.4.2 Large correlated faults
So far, we have considered faults impacting a small
number of uncorrelated links. However, a single hardware fault can affect multiple links. For example, each
Agg switch contains several core-facing linecards, each
providing a subset of the switch’s cross-pod capacity.
A linecard-level fault would thus affect several uplinks.
Similarly, a ToR-to-Agg switch link might be impacted,
affecting a full quarter of the uplinks for that rack’s hosts.
Our approach relies on the student’s t-test picking outliers from a given average, with the assumption that the
average represents a non-broken link. However, certain
faults might impact a vast swath of links, driving the average performance closer to that of the impacted links’.
To test this scenario, we induce linecard-level faults
on 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the uplinks on the instrumented Agg switch in the Facebook datacenter. The
per-link loss rate in each case was 0.25%. With 100%
faulty links, our method finds no faults since no link is an
outlier—a natural consequence of our approach. How-
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p50
0
1
10
9

p90
0
3
18
10

p95
1
4
26
16

p99
2
5
39
28

Table 4: TCP congestion window and retransmit distributions when
binning by remote rack with a faulty rack inducing a 0.5% drop rate.

ever, in all other cases our approach works if the hosts
declare paths faulty when the p-value ≤ 0.1. Figure 4c
shows the controller performance for various linecardlevel faults as a function of interval length. A 10-second
interval captures the case where 25% of uplinks experience correlated issues, but intervals of 20 and 40 seconds,
respectively are required in the 50% and 75% cases.
5.4.3 False positives
The longer our controller interval, the more sensitive
we are to catching low-impact faults but the more likely
we are to be subject to false positives. We ran our system
in production in the absence of any (known) faults with
intervals ranging from 10 seconds to an hour. Even with
30-minute intervals, the lowest p-value over 42 hours of
data is 0.84; only one-hour intervals generated any false
positives (p ≤ 0.05) in our data. We note, however, that
we need not support arbitrarily large intervals. Recall
that an interval of roughly three minutes is enough to get
at least an intermittent fault signal for a 0.1% loss rate.
5.4.4 Granular faults and alternative binnings
By default, our approach bins flow metrics by path. In
certain cases, however, a fault may only impact a specific
subset of traffic. For example, traffic from a particular
subnet might exhibit microburst characteristics, periodically overflowing switch buffers and losing packets.
Alternative binnings can be employed to identify such
“granular” faults. To illustrate, we induced a fault at a
single cache server, in which packets from exactly one
remote rack are dropped at a rate of 0.5%. We then
binned traffic by remote rack. Table 4 depicts the distribution of congestion window and retransmit by remote
rack; as before, the distributions for non-impacted bins
are all close to each other. The KS-2 test and t-test successfully pick out the fault without false positives using
the cwnd and retransmissions metrics respectively. Note
such alternative binning can help diagnose faults even if
there is no path diversity—in this case, the alternatives
are provided by application load balancing.

5.5

Small-scale deployment experience

While our experiments focus on injected failures, we
are obviously interested in determining whether our system can successfully detect and localize network anomalies “in the wild”. Thus, we examine the performance
of our system over a relatively long time period (in the
absence of any induced failures) to answer the following
questions: “Does our system detect performance anoma-
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Figure 5: Mean cwnd per (host,link) during linecard fault.

lies?” “Do non-issues trigger false positives?” “Do
we notice anomalies before or after Facebook’s existing
fault-detection services catch it?”
To answer these questions, we deployed our system
on 30 hosts for a two-week period in early 2017. As
an experimental system, deployment was necessarily restricted; our limited detection surface thus impacted our
chance of detecting partial faults. An operator of another
large-scale datacenter suggests that, in their experience,
partial failures occur at a rate of roughly 10 per day in a
network containing O(1M) hosts [28]. It is not surprising, then, that our two-week trial on only 30 hosts did
not uncover any partial faults. We were, however, able to
derive useful operational experience that we relate below.
5.5.1 Response to organic failure
On January 25th, 2017, the software agent managing
a switch linecard that our system was monitoring failed.
The failure had no immediate impact on traffic; the dataplane continued to forward traffic according to the most
recent ruleset installed by the agent. Thus, the initial failure is invisible to and explicitly outside the scope of our
tool, which focuses only on faults that impact traffic.
Roughly a minute later, however, as the BGP peerings between the linecard and its neighbors began to
time out, traffic was preemptively routed away from the
impacted linecard. Thus, applications saw no disruption in service despite the unresponsive linecard control
plane. Yet, we observe that as traffic was routed away
from the failed linecard, the distributions of TCP’s cwnd
and ssthresh metrics for the traffic remaining on the
linecard’s links rapidly diverged from the values on other
links in the equivalence set. Figure 5 depicts the perlink mean congestion window measured by every host,
aggregated per-linecard and averaged across every corresponding host, with the afflicted linecard colored red.
The deviations are immediate and significant, with the
mean cwnd dropping over 10% in the first interval after
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the majority of traffic is routed away, and continually diverging from the working links thereafter. Furthermore,
the volume of measured flows at each host traversing the
afflicted linecard rapidly drops from O(1000s) to O(10s)
per link. By contrast, one of Facebook’s monitoring systems, NetNORAD [6], took several minutes to detect the
unresponsive linecard control plane and raise an alert.
It is important to note that in this case, we did not catch
the underlying software fault ourselves; that honor goes
to BGP timeouts. However, we do observe a sudden shift
in TCP statistics in real time as traffic is routed away,
as our system was designed to do. With respect to our
stated goal—to pinpoint the links responsible for deleterious traffic impact—our system performs as expected.
Thus, this anecdote shows that our system can compliment existing fault-detection systems, and provide rapid
notification of significant changes in network conditions
on a per-link or per-device basis.
5.5.2 Filtering normal congestion events
During the monitoring period, no other faults were detected by the system. While a small number of false positives were generated in every interval, the controller filters out these indications since the noise is spread across
the monitored links. However, we noticed that the number of false positives had periodic local maxima around
1200 and 1700 GMT. Furthermore, these were correlated
with the raw (i.e., independent of flow/path) TCP retransmit counts tracked by the end hosts. Given that they occurred at similar times each day and were evenly spread
across all the monitored hosts, we surmise that these retransmits were not due to network faults, but organically
occurring congestion. This experience provides some
confidence that our system effectively distinguishes between transient congestion and partial faults.

6. APPLICABILITY
Here, we consider the applicability of our approach in
various challenging scenarios, e.g., datacenters with heterogeneous traffic patterns, topologies less amenable to
single-marking path discovery (either by design or due
to failed links re-routing traffic), virtualized multi-tenant
environments, and more. We first list some conditions to
which our approach is resilient. Subsequently, we clarify the extent to which traffic homogeneity, link failures
and topology impact the suitability of our approach. We
conclude with a discussion on known limitations.

6.1

Surmountable issues

While we have access to only one production environment, we have conducted sensitivity analyses in our
testbed to consider alternative deployments. Due to
space limits, we summarize our findings here, but provide more extensive discussion in Appendix B.
1. VMs and high CPU utilization: Our datacenter
tests were on bare metal; we find the approach
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works equally well in a hypervisor-based environment, even when the hardware CPU is fully taxed.
2. Mixed, over-subscribed and uneven traffic: The
Facebook datacenter lacks saturated links and uneven load. We consider a mixed workload with
latency sensitive and core-saturating bulk traffic,
where server load ranges from 1×—16×.
3. TCP settings: Datacenter hosts employ NIC offload features such as TSO. Turning these optimizations off does not obscure TCP or timingbased signals; neither does varying buffer sizes
across three orders of magnitude (16 MB—16 KB).

6.2

Traffic homogeneity

Facebook traffic is highly load balanced [35], aiding
our outlier-based detection approach. We are optimistic,
however, that our method is also applicable to datacenters with more heterogeneous and variable workloads.
That said, outlier analysis is unlikely to succeed in the
presence of heterogeneous traffic if we do not carefully
pick the links or switches that we compare against each
other—specifically, if we fail to form a valid ES.
In the case of our experiments at Facebook, the ES we
used was the set of downlinks from the network core into
a pod. ECMP routing ensured that these links did form an
ES; all cross-pod flows had an equal chance of mapping
to any of these links, and the path from these links down
to the hosts were equal cost. This characteristic notably
holds true regardless of the specific mix of traffic present.
Thus, we hypothesize that on any network where such an
ES can be formed, our approach works regardless of traffic homogeneity. To demonstrate this, we ran our fat-tree
testbed with a worst case scenario of heterogeneous traffic: running synthetic bulk transfer and latency sensitive
RPC traffic, with heavy traffic skew (with per host-load
ranging from 1–16× the minimum load). Furthermore,
we overloaded the network core by artificially reducing
the number of links. Even in this case, our t-test classifier
operating on the select() latency metric was able to
successfully differentiate the outlier link.

6.3

Link failures

In addition to being able to detect and localize partial
faults, our system must be able to account for total link
failures, which can confound our ability to determine a
flow’s path through the network due to re-routing. Consider the outcome of a total link failure on the fate of
traffic routed via that link. There are three possible outcomes for such traffic: (1) traffic is redirected at a prior
hop to a working alternative path, (2) traffic is re-routed
by the switch containing the dead-end link to a backup
non-shortest path, and (3) traffic is black holed and the
flow stops (the application layer might restart the flow).
Cases (1) and (3) do not affect our approach. ECMP
routing will ensure that flows are evenly distributed
among the surviving links, which still form an ES (al-
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beit one smaller in size than before the failure). Case
(2) can impact our approach in two ways. First, traffic
taking a longer path will likely see worse performance
compared to the rest of the traffic that traverses links
on the backup path—harming the average performance
on that path. Moreover, backup path performance might
drop due to unfair loading as more flows join. Presuming rerouting is not silent (e.g., because it is effected by
BGP), the former effect can be accounted for; traffic using backup routes can be marked by switches and ignored
in the end-host t-test computation. The latter can be mitigated by careful design: rather than loading a single
backup path unfairly, the load can be evenly distributed
in the rest of the pod. Even if an imbalance cannot be
avoided, two smaller ESes can yet be formed: one with
links handling rerouted traffic, and one without.

6.4

Topologies

Our system leverages the details of Facebook’s datacenter topology to obtain full path info with a single
marking identifying the transited core switch. The topology also allows us to form equivalence sets for each
pod by considering the core-to-pod downlinks. Other
networks might provide more challenging environments
(e.g. middleboxes or software load balancers [31] might
redirect some traffic; different pods might have varying internal layouts; links might fail) that confound the
ability to form equivalence sets. In an extreme case, a
Jellyfish-like topology [38] might make it extremely difficult to both extract path information and form ESes.
In certain cases, though, even networks with unruly
layouts and routing can be analyzed by our approach.
Consider a hybrid network consisting of a Jellyfish-like
subset. For example, suppose a single switch in the Jellyfish sub-network is connected to every core switch in a
multi-rooted tree, with identical link bandwidths. While
we cannot reason about traffic internal to the Jellyfish, we
can still form an ES for the links from the single switch
connecting to the regular topology, for all traffic flowing
into the regular sub-network. No matter how chaotic the
situation inside the Jellyfish network, the traffic should
be evenly distributed across core switches in the regular
sub-network, and from then on the paths are equivalent.
Note that here, we only consider the subset of the path
that lies within the regular topology. As long as an ES
can be formed, the path behind it can be considered as a
black box. Thus, we argue that even on topologies where
we can’t find the full path, or where inequalities in path
cost exist, we can run our approach on subsets of the
topology where our requirements do hold.

6.5

Limitations

On the other hand, there are certain cases where our
current approach falls short. To begin, we presume
we are able to collect end-host metrics that reflect net-
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work performance. While we believe our current metrics
cover the vast majority of existing deployments, we have
not yet explored RDMA-based applications or datacenter fabrics. Our current metrics also have limits to their
precision; while we can detect 0.1% drop rates in the datacenter we studied, past a certain point we are unable to
discern faults from noise. Moreover, the production datacenter is well provisioned, so fault-free performance is
stable, even in the tail. Hence, we do not consider the inability to detect minor impairments to be a critical flaw:
If the impacts of a fault are statistically indistinguishable
from background network behavior, then the severity of
the error might not be critical enough to warrant immediate response. Datacenters operating closer to capacity,
however, may both exhibit less stable fault-free behavior,
as well as require greater fault-detection sensitivity.
Despite extensive use of ECMP and application loadbalancing techniques, datacenter networks with mixed
workloads may include links that see more traffic and
congestion than others. That said, we have not encountered enough variability in load in the network core and
aggregation layers to trigger enough false positives to
confound the accuracy of our method in either production or under our testbed, and thus cannot yet quantify
under what circumstances this degradation in detection
performance would occur. Furthermore, for links lacking alternatives—such as an end host to top-of-rack access link in the absence of multihoming—we cannot pick
out an outlier by definition since there is only one link to
analyze. We can, however, still perform our analysis on
different groupings within traffic for that link; for example, when traffic to a particular subnet is impacted.

7. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated a method to use the regularity inherent in a real-world deployment to help rapidly
detect and localize the effects of failures in a production
datacenter network. In particular, we have shown that we
can do it with reasonable computational overhead and
ease of deployment. We believe improvements in network core visibility, together with coordinating end-host
performance monitoring with centralized network control, can aid the task of managing network reliability.
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ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Alternative methods abound for investigating datacenter faults. One appealing option is to couple switch counters with programmable switches. For example, suppose a switch is configured such that when a packet is
dropped, either due to error or queuing pressure, it is
probabilistically sampled to the switch CPU (note that
with switches shifting millions of packets a second, examining all packets leads to unacceptable CPU overhead). Additionally, some switches can be configured
to sample packets from high occupancy queues. Thus,
counters could indicate a fault, while sampled packets
could be used to build a picture of which traffic is impacted.
While this method can alert network operators to
faulty links, it is slow in determining which traffic is
impacted. Suppose a link carrying 2,000,000 packets
per second develops a 0.5% drop rate, leading to 10,000
drops per second. Such a link might be carrying tens
of thousands of flows, however. With a relatively high
1 in 100 sampling rate (and thus, 100 sampled packets
per second), and with just 10,000 flows carried (a large
underestimation) it would take around 100 seconds to
determine all the flows if the sampling was perfect and
captured a different 5-tuple each time. Furthermore, this
would be subject to sampling bias; a lightweight flow
carrying control traffic might lose packets but fly under the radar of sampled dropped packets. One heavy
handed potential approach could be to disable the entire
link; however, consider the case of a partial fault only affecting a subset of traffic (for example, a misconfigured
routing rule). In such a case, disabling the entire link
would penalize all traffic routed through that link without providing any insight to the underlying problem.
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Figure 6: select() latency distribution per core switch for the twoVM CPU stress test.

For contrast, our proposed system can quickly identify all the flows impacted by a link error in a less than
a minute in several tested cases. In the case of granular errors affecting only a subset of traffic (by source
or destination subnet, application port, queuing policy,
etc.) our mechanism can still detect outliers, enabling
end hosts to reroute around damaged links for afflicted
traffic as a stopgap measure. Note that switch counters
can be used in conjunction with our methods; features of
sampled dropped or latency enduring packets could be
used to guide our system’s binning of flows in order to
converge on which traffic is affected by link faults even
quicker. Furthermore, our proposed system is ASIC agnostic since we do not rely on the features of any given
chipset. Finally, it is robust to unreliable reporting by
switches, as well as the uncertainty of counters that might
arise within environments using cut-through routing.

B. METRIC ROBUSTNESS
Here, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in the presence of pathological confounding factors. These experiments are performed on our private
testbed, since we could not induce harmful configuration
changes in production traffic. We focus on syscall latency metrics, which are less obviously robust to many
of thse factors. To save space, we omit similarly strong
results using TCP statistics.

B.1 CPU utilization
Datacenter networks run a variety of applications, frequently with stringent CPU requirements and high utilization. To be general, our approach needs to cope with
high utilization figures. Furthermore, while some datacenters run applications on bare metal hardware, a significant number of installations use virtual machines.
In order to ascertain the impact of virtual machine
hardware and high cpu utilization on our approach, we
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set up an experiment where each host in our private
testbed runs two virtual machines, cpuvm and netvm.
Each instance of cpuvm runs a variety of simultaneous CPU intensive tasks: specifically, a fully loaded
mysql server instance (with multiple local clients), a
scheduler-intensive multithreading benchmark, and an
ALU-operation-intensive math benchmark. This causes
the CPU utilization of the bare metal host to go to 100%.
Meanwhile, each instance of netvm runs a bidirectional
client-server communication pattern using flow size distributions prevalent in certain datacenters [35]. This situation is analogous to the case where one VM is shuffling data for a map-reduce job, while another is actively
processing information, for example. Figure 6 depicts
the distribution of select() latencies across each core
switch in the presence of this extreme CPU stress. The
distribution corresponding with paths through the faulty
switch are clearly distinguishable, with a median value
over three orders of magnitude greater than the no-error
case. This corresponds to a 100% accuracy rate of flagging the faulty link using our chi-squared test over 1minute intervals for a 5-minute long test.

B.2 Oversubscription and uneven load
Thus far, all our experiments have networks without
saturated core links. While this is a desirable quality
in real deployments, it might not be feasible depending on the amount of oversubscription built into the network. Furthermore, in heterogeneous environments such
as multi-tenant datacenters, it is conceivable that not every end-host is participating in monitoring traffic metrics.
Finally, not every system that is being monitored is subject the same load.
To determine how our approach deals with these challenges, we devised an experiment in our private testbed
where 1/3rd of our 27 hosts are no longer participating
in monitoring. Instead, these hosts suffuse the network
with a large amount of background traffic, with each socalled ‘background host’ communicating with all other
background hosts. Each background host sends a large
amount of bulk traffic; either rate limited to a fraction of
access link capacity, or unbound and limited only by link
capacity. In conjunction with this, our network core is reduced to 1/3rd of normal capacity: from 9 core switches
to 3. Thus, the background hosts can, by themselves, saturate core capacity. Our remaining 18 servers continue to
run the bidirectional client-server network pattern, with
one important difference: rather than all servers having
the same amount of load, they are partitioned into three
classes. The first class chooses flow sizes from the Facebook cache server flow size distribution [35]; the other
two classes choose flow sizes from larger 4× and 16×
multiples of the Facebook distribution. In other words,
the 4× distribution is simply the normal distribution, except every value for flow size being multiplied by 4.
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Figure 7: select() latency distribution per core switch for the oversubscribed background traffic uneven server test.

Figure 8: select() latency distribution per core switch for the 10Gbps 16-KB socket send buffer test.

Thus, the link utilizations of the 4× and 16× distributions are correspondingly higher than normal. While the
normal distribution has a link utilization of roughly 100
Mbps in this case, the 4× case and 16× cases bring us to
roughly 40% and 100% link utilization respectively.
Figure 7 depicts the select() latency distribution
for this scenario as a multi-series CDF. Each series represents the distribution for a single network path; there
is one faulty path and two working paths in this case.
The x-axis depicts latency in nanoseconds. Despite the
combination of confounding factors, the distribution for
the faulty path remains significantly higher (shifted to
the right in the figure) than the non-faulty paths (which
possess roughly equivalent distributions). Correspondingly, the signal derived from the select() latencies remains useful. Using 1-minute intervals, we note that the
chi-squared test hovered at close to 0 when we considered all paths, and close to 1 when the faulty path was
removed from the set of candidate paths. This indicates
that we remain successful at finding the faulty link even
under these circumstances.

By default, our private testbed systems are configured
with a maximum send buffer size of 4 MB. Values for the
median buffer size vary from 1.5–2.5 MB for our server
hosts and 0.8–1.2 MB for our client hosts in our bidirectional traffic pattern. To determine the sensitivity of our
approach to buffer size, we first increased the buffer size
to values of 8 and 16 MB. Then, we decreased the buffer
size significantly, to values of 52, 26 and 16 KB (note
that 16 KB is the default initial size). We noticed that
TCP autotune prevents the buffer from growing too large
even if the maximum is set significantly higher than default; accordingly, raising the maximum had little to no
impact.
Reducing the maximum buffer size, however, is expected to have a larger impact on our metrics. Intuitively, a smaller buffer should correspond with higher
overall buffer occupancy; thus, a larger percentage of
select() and send() calls would need to wait until
the buffer is drained. This should have the two-fold effect of shifting the select() latency distributions to the
right—since more calls to select() wait for longer—
and decreasing the distance between a faulty-path distribution and the normal case.
To test this out, we ran our bidirectional client-server
traffic pattern using 1-Gbps NICs on our k = 6 testbed,
and using 10-Gbps NICs on our three system setup. We
ran a low-intensity test (roughly 50 and 300 Mbps link
utilization per client and server host, respectively) and a
high-intensity test (roughly 1–2 and 5–7 Gbps for client
and server hosts respectively in the 10-Gbps case, and
saturated links for servers in the 1-Gbps case). We noted
that in all the low-intensity test cases, and in the 1-Gbps
high-intensity cases, we were still able to derive a clear
signal and successfully pick out the faulty link using 1minute intervals. In our worst-case scenario of 10-Gbps
links and a 16-KB send buffer size, we note a significant

B.3 Sensitivity to TCP send buffer size
Our system call latency approach uses the latency of
select()/epoll() calls by hosts that are sending
data over the network as a signal. As a reminder, when
an application calls select()/epoll() (or send())
on a socket, the call returns (or successfully sends data)
when there is enough room in the per-flow socket buffer
to store the data being sent. Thus, the distribution of
results is fundamentally impacted by the size of the perflow socket buffer. Note that with the advent of sendside autotuning in modern operating systems, the size of
this buffer is not static. In Linux, the kernel is configured with a minimum size, a default (initial) size and a
maximum size, with the size growing and shrinking as
necessary.
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Figure 9: select() latency distribution per core switch for the nooffload test with CPU stress.

shifting of the distribution to the right by roughly three
orders of magnitude, as predicted, as depicted in Figure 8. While the faulty-path distribution is closer to the
non-faulty distributions, there is still enough divergence
to clearly differentiate it from the pack, albeit requiring
our statistical tests to run over longer time intervals. We
note, however, that such small send socket buffer sizes
are unlikely in real-world deployments.

B.4 The effect of NIC offloads
Contemporary NICs have a variety of processing offload features designed to cut down on end host CPU utilization (which we’ve already discussed can be heavily
utilized in a datacenter environment). For example, TCP
discretizes a continuous stream into individual packets
determined by end to end path MTU; a feature called
"TCP Segmentation Offload" allows the NIC to perform
this discretization, saving the CPU the effort.
NICs typically implement three common offload features: TCP Segmentation Offload, Generic Segmentation
Offload and Generic Receive Offload. All our previous
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experiments had these features turned on in every end
host. To test the sensitivity of our approach to the availability and state of these features, we re-ran the bidirectional client-server traffic pattern with all three offload
features turned off. Figure 9 depicts the select() latency distribution for two client hosts and one server host
within our private testbed with all offloads turned off and
a CPU utilization of 100% using the combination of programs described in the CPU stress test earlier. This scenario represents a sort of worst case for our approach
due to the high CPU utilization required to push multiple gigabits of traffic without offload; despite this, our
approach is still able to correctly flag the faulty path over
a 30-second interval.

C.

GENERAL-CASE TOPOLOGIES

The characteristics of the production datacenter we
examined in this work lends itself to relatively simple
diagnosis of which link is faulty based on per-link performance metric binning; however, alternative scenarios
may exist where either traffic is not as evenly load balanced, or a different topology complicates the ability to
subdivide link by hierarchy for the purposes of comparison (for example, different pods in a network might have
different tree depths).
Our method fundamentally depends on finding
roughly equivalent binnings for flow metrics, such that
outliers can be found. In the case of a network with
hotspots or complicated topologies, which can confound
this process, we can still make headway by considering
links at every multipath decision point as a single equivalency group. If one of these links exhibits outlier performance, the flows traversing the link can be marked
individually as faulty rather than the link as a whole, and
the flow and the traversed path can be submitted as input to a graph-based fault localization algorithm such as
SCORE [25] or Gestalt [30]. We leave the evaluation of
such a scenario to future work.
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Abstract

1

Introduction

The past few years have seen an explosion of applications
driven by machine learning, including recommendation
systems [28, 60], voice assistants [18, 26, 55], and adtargeting [3, 27]. These applications depend on two stages
of machine learning: training and inference. Training is
the process of building a model from data (e.g., movie
ratings). Inference is the process of using the model to
make a prediction given an input (e.g., predict a user’s
rating for a movie). While training is often computationally expensive, requiring multiple passes over potentially
large datasets, inference is often assumed to be inexpensive. Conversely, while it is acceptable for training to take
hours to days to complete, inference must run in real-time,
often on orders of magnitude more queries than during
training, and is typically part of user-facing applications.
For example, consider an online news organization
that wants to deploy a content recommendation service
to personalize the presentation of content. Ideally, the
service should be able to recommend articles at interac-
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Machine learning is being deployed in a growing number
of applications which demand real-time, accurate, and
robust predictions under heavy query load. However, most
machine learning frameworks and systems only address
model training and not deployment.
In this paper, we introduce Clipper, a general-purpose
low-latency prediction serving system. Interposing between end-user applications and a wide range of machine
learning frameworks, Clipper introduces a modular architecture to simplify model deployment across frameworks
and applications. Furthermore, by introducing caching,
batching, and adaptive model selection techniques, Clipper reduces prediction latency and improves prediction
throughput, accuracy, and robustness without modifying
the underlying machine learning frameworks. We evaluate Clipper on four common machine learning benchmark
datasets and demonstrate its ability to meet the latency,
accuracy, and throughput demands of online serving applications. Finally, we compare Clipper to the Tensorflow Serving system and demonstrate that we are able
to achieve comparable throughput and latency while enabling model composition and online learning to improve
accuracy and render more robust predictions.

University of Chicago
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Figure 1: The Clipper Architecture.

tive latencies (<100ms) [64], scale to large and growing
user populations, sustain the throughput demands of flash
crowds driven by breaking news, and provide accurate
predictions as the news cycle and reader interests evolve.
The challenges of developing these services differ between the training and inference stages. On the training
side, developers must choose from a bewildering array of
machine learning frameworks with diverse APIs, models,
algorithms, and hardware requirements. Furthermore, they
may often need to migrate between models and frameworks as new, more accurate techniques are developed.
Once trained, models must be deployed to a prediction
serving system to provide low-latency predictions at scale.
Unlike model development, which is supported by sophisticated infrastructure, theory, and systems, model deployment and prediction-serving have received relatively
little attention. Developers must cobble together the necessary pieces from various systems components, and must
integrate and support inference across multiple, evolving
frameworks, all while coping with ever-increasing demands for scalability and responsiveness. As a result, the
deployment, optimization, and maintenance of machine
learning services is difficult and error-prone.
To address these challenges, we propose Clipper, a
layered architecture system (Figure 1) that reduces the
complexity of implementing a prediction serving stack
and achieves three crucial properties of a prediction serving system: low latencies, high throughputs, and improved
accuracy. Clipper is divided into two layers: (1) the model
abstraction layer, and (2) the model selection layer. The
first layer exposes a common API that abstracts away the
heterogeneity of existing ML frameworks and models.
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Consequently, models can be modified or swapped transparently to the application. The model selection layer sits
above the model abstraction layer and dynamically selects and combines predictions across competing models
to provide more accurate and robust predictions.
To achieve low latency, high throughput predictions,
Clipper implements a range of optimizations. In the model
abstraction layer, Clipper caches predictions on a permodel basis and implements adaptive batching to maximize throughput given a query latency target. In the model
selection layer, Clipper implements techniques to improve
prediction accuracy and latency. To improve accuracy,
Clipper exploits bandit and ensemble methods to robustly
select and combine predictions from multiple models and
estimate prediction uncertainty. In addition, Clipper is
able to adapt the model selection independently for each
user or session. To improve latency, the model selection
layer adopts a straggler mitigation technique to render
predictions without waiting for slow models. Because of
this layered design, neither the end-user applications nor
the underlying machine learning frameworks need to be
modified to take advantage of these optimizations.
We implemented Clipper in Rust and added support for
several of the most widely used machine learning frameworks: Apache Spark MLLib [40], Scikit-Learn [51],
Caffe [31], TensorFlow [1], and HTK [63]. While these
frameworks span multiple application domains, programming languages, and system requirements, each was
added using fewer than 25 lines of code.
We evaluate Clipper using four common machine learning benchmark datasets and demonstrate that Clipper
is able to render low and bounded latency predictions
(<20ms), scale to many deployed models even across
machines, quickly select and adapt the best combination
of models, and dynamically trade-off accuracy and latency under heavy query load. We compare Clipper to the
Google TensorFlow Serving system [59], an industrial
grade prediction serving system tightly integrated with
the TensorFlow training framework. We demonstrate that
Clipper’s modular design and broad functionality impose
minimal performance cost, achieving comparable prediction throughput and latency to TensorFlow Serving while
supporting substantially more functionality. In summary,
our key contributions are:
• A layered architecture that abstracts away the complexity associated with serving predictions in existing machine learning frameworks (§3).
• A set of novel techniques to reduce and bound latency while maximizing throughput that generalize
across machine learning frameworks (§4).
• A model selection layer that enables online model
selection and composition to provide robust and accurate predictions for interactive applications (§5).
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2

Applications and Challenges

The machine learning life-cycle (Figure 2) can be divided
into two distinct phases: training and inference. Training
is the process of estimating a model from data. Training is
often computationally expensive requiring multiple passes
over large datasets and can take hours or even days to
complete [11, 29, 41]. Much of the innovation in systems
for machine learning has focused on model training with
the development of systems like Apache Spark [65], the
Parameter Server [38], PowerGraph [25], and Adam [14].
A wide range of machine learning frameworks have
been developed to address the challenges of training.
Many specialize in particular models such as TensorFlow [1] for deep learning or Vowpal Wabbit [34] for
large linear models. Others are specialized for specific
application domains such as Caffe [31] for computer vision or HTK [63] for speech recognition. Typically, these
frameworks leverage advances in parallel and distributed
systems to scale the training process.
Inference is the process of evaluating a model to render predictions. In contrast to training, inference does
not involve complex iterative algorithms and is therefore
generally assumed to be easy. As a consequence, there is
little research studying the process of inference and most
machine learning frameworks provide only basic support for offline batch inference – often with the singular
goal of evaluating the model training algorithm. However, scalable, accurate, and reliable inference presents
fundamental system challenges that will likely dominate
the challenges of training as machine learning adoption
increases. In this paper we focus on the less studied but
increasingly important challenges of inference.

2.1

Application Workloads

To illustrate the challenges of inference and provide a
benchmark on which to evaluate Clipper, we describe two
canonical real-world applications of machine learning:
object recognition and speech recognition.
Object Recognition
Advances in deep learning have spurred rapid progress
in computer vision, especially in object recognition prob-
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lems – the task of identifying and labeling the objects
in a picture. Object recognition models form an important building block in many computer vision applications
ranging from image search to self-driving cars.
As users interact with these applications, they provide
feedback about the accuracy of the predictions, either
by explicitly labeling images (e.g., tagging a user in an
image) or implicitly by indicating whether the provided
prediction was correct (e.g., clicking on a suggested image
in a search). Incorporating this feedback quickly can be
essential to eliminating failing models and providing a
more personalized experience for users.
Benchmark Applications: We use the well studied
MNIST [35], CIFAR-10 [32], and ImageNet [49] datasets
to evaluate increasingly difficult object recognition tasks
with correspondingly larger inputs. For each dataset, the
prediction task requires identifying the correct label for
an image based on its pixel values. MNIST is a common
baseline dataset used to demonstrate the potential of a
new algorithm or technique, and both deep learning and
more classical machine learning models perform well on
MNIST. On the other hand, for CIFAR-10 and Imagenet,
deep learning significantly outperforms other methods. By
using three different datasets, we evaluate Clipper’s performance when serving models that have a wide variety
of computational requirements and accuracies.
Automatic Speech Recognition
Another successful application of machine learning is automatic speech recognition. A speech recognition model
is a function from a spoken audio signal to the corresponding sequence of words. Speech recognition models can be
relatively large [10] and are often composed of many complex sub-models trained using specialized speech recognition frameworks (e.g., HTK [63]). Speech recognition
models are also often personalized to individual users to
accommodate variations in dialect and accent.
In most applications, inference is done online as the
user speaks. Providing real-time predictions is essential
to user experience [4] and enables new applications like
real-time translation [56]. However, inference in speech
models can be costly [10] requiring the evaluation of large
tensor products in convolutional neural networks.
As users interact with speech services, they provide
implicit signal about the quality of the speech predictions
which can be used to identify the dialect. Incorporating
this feedback quickly improves user experience by allowing us to choose models specialized for a user’s dialect.
Benchmark Application: To evaluate the benefit of
personalization and online model-selection on a dataset
with real user data, we built a speech recognition service with the widely used TIMIT speech corpus [24] and
the HTK [63] machine learning framework. This dataset
consists of voice recordings for 630 speakers in eight di-
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alects of English. We randomly drew users from the test
corpus and simulated their interaction with our speech
recognition service using their pre-recorded speech data.

2.2

Challenges

Motivated by the above applications, we outline the key
challenges of prediction serving and describe how Clipper
addresses these challenges.
Complexity of Deploying Machine Learning
There is a large and growing number of machine learning
frameworks [1,7,13,16,31]. Each framework has strengths
and weaknesses and many are optimized for specific models or application domains (e.g., computer vision). Thus,
there is no dominant framework and often multiple frameworks may be used for a single application (e.g., speech
recognition and computer vision in automatic captioning).
Furthermore, machine learning is an iterative process and
the best framework may change as an application evolves
over time (e.g., as a training dataset grows to require
distributed model training). Although common model exchange formats have been proposed [47, 48], they have
never achieved widespread adoption because of the rapid
and fundamental changes in state-of-the-art techniques
and additional source of errors from parallel implementations for training and serving. Finally, machine learning
frameworks are often developed by and for machine learning experts and are therefore heavily optimized towards
model development rather than deployment. As a consequence of these design decisions, application developers
are forced to accept reduced accuracy by forgoing the use
of a model well-suited to the task or to incur the substantially increased complexity of integrating and supporting
multiple machine learning frameworks.
Solution: Clipper introduces a model abstraction layer
and common prediction interface that isolates applications
from variability in machine learning frameworks (§4)
and simplifies the process of deploying a new model or
framework to a running application.
Prediction Latency and Throughput
The prediction latency is the time it takes to render a
prediction given a query. Because prediction serving is
often on the critical path, predictions must both be fast
and have bounded tail latencies to meet service level objectives [64]. While simple linear models are fast, more
sophisticated and often more accurate models such as
support vector machines, random forests, and deep neural networks are much more computationally intensive
and can have substantial latencies (50-100ms) [13] (see
Figure 11 for details). In many cases accuracy can be
improved by combining models but at the expense of
stragglers and increased tail latencies. Finally, most machine learning frameworks are optimized for offline batch
processing and not single-input prediction latency. More-
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over, the low and bounded latency demands of interactive
applications are often at odds with the design goals of
machine learning frameworks.
The computational cost of sophisticated models can
substantially impact prediction throughput. For example,
a relatively fast neural network which is able to render
100 predictions per second is still orders of magnitude
slower than a modern web-server. While batching prediction requests can substantially improve throughput by
exploiting optimized BLAS libraries, SIMD instructions,
and GPU acceleration it can also adversely affect prediction latency. Finally, under heavy query load it is often
preferable to marginally degrade accuracy rather than
substantially increase latency or lose availability [3, 23].
Solution: Clipper automatically and adaptively batches
prediction requests to maximize the use of batch-oriented
system optimizations in machine learning frameworks
while ensuring that prediction latency objectives are still
met (§4.3). In addition, Clipper employs straggler mitigation techniques to reduce and bound tail latency, enabling
model developers to experiment with complex models
without affecting serving latency (§5.2.2).
Model Selection
Model development is an iterative process producing
many models reflecting different feature representations,
modeling assumptions, and machine learning frameworks.
Typically developers must decide which of these models
to deploy based on offline evaluation using stale datasets
or engage in costly online A/B testing. When predictions
can influence future queries (e.g., content recommendation), offline evaluation techniques can be heavily biased
by previous modeling results. Alternatively, A/B testing
techniques [2] have been shown to be statistically inefficient — requiring data to grow exponentially in the number of candidate models. The resulting choice of model
is typically static and therefore susceptible to changes in
model performance due to factors such as feature corruption or concept drift [52]. In some cases the best model
may differ depending on the context (e.g., user or region)
in which the query originated. Finally, predictions from
more than one model can often be combined in ensembles to boost prediction accuracy and provide more robust
predictions with confidence bounds.
Solution: Clipper leverages adaptive online model selection and ensembling techniques to incorporate feedback and automatically select and combine predictions
from models that can span multiple machine learning
frameworks.

2.3

Experimental Setup

Because we include microbenchmarks of many of Clipper’s features as we introduce them, we present the experimental setup now. For each of the three object recognition
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Dataset
MNIST [35]
CIFAR [32]
ImageNet [49]
Speech [24]

Type
Image
Image
Image
Sound

Size
70K
60k
1.26M
6300

Features
28x28
32x32x3
299x299x3
5 sec.

Labels
10
10
1000
39

Table 1: Datasets. The collection of real-world benchmark
datasets used in the experiments.

benchmarks, the prediction task is predicting the correct
label given the raw pixels of an unlabeled image as input.
We used a variety of models on each of the object recognition benchmarks. For the speech recognition benchmark,
the prediction task is predicting the phonetic transcription of the raw audio signal. For this benchmark, we
used the HTK Speech Recognition Toolkit [63] to learn
Hidden Markov Models whose outputs are sequences of
phonemes representing the transcription of the sound. Details about each dataset are presented in Table 1.
Unless otherwise noted, all experiments were conducted on a single server. All machines used in the experiments contain 2 Intel Haswell-EP CPUs and 256 GB of
RAM running Ubuntu 14.04 on Linux 4.2.0. TensorFlow
models were executed on a Nvidia Tesla K20c GPUs with
5 GB of GPU memory and 2496 cores. In the scaling experiment presented in Figure 6, the servers in the cluster
were connected with both a 10Gbps and 1Gbps network.
For each network, all the servers were located on the same
switch. Both network configurations were investigated.

3

System Architecture

Clipper is divided into model selection and model abstraction layers (see Figure 1). The model abstraction layer
is responsible for providing a common prediction interface, ensuring resource isolation, and optimizing the query
workload for batch oriented machine learning frameworks.
The model selection layer is responsible for dispatching
queries to one or more models and combining their predictions based on feedback to improve accuracy, estimate
uncertainty, and provide robust predictions.
Before presenting the detailed Clipper system design
we first describe the path of a prediction request through
the system. Applications issue prediction requests to Clipper through application facing REST or RPC APIs. Prediction requests are first processed by the model selection
layer. Based on properties of the prediction request and
recent feedback, the model selection layer dispatches the
prediction request to one or more of the models through
the model abstraction layer.
The model abstraction layer first checks the prediction cache for the query before assigning the query to
an adaptive batching queue associated with the desired
model. The adaptive batching queue constructs batches of
queries that are tuned for the machine learning framework
and model. A cross language RPC is used to send the
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batch of queries to a model container hosting the model
in its native machine learning framework. To simplify
deployment, we host each model container in a separate
Docker container. After evaluating the model on the batch
of queries, the predictions are sent back to the model abstraction layer which populates the prediction cache and
returns the results to the model selection layer. The model
selection layer then combines one or more of the predictions to render a final prediction and confidence estimate.
The prediction and confidence estimate are then returned
to the end-user application.
Any feedback the application collects about the quality
of the predictions is sent back to the model selection layer
through the same application-facing REST/RPC interface.
The model selection layer joins this feedback with the
corresponding predictions to improve how it selects and
combines future predictions.
We now present the model abstraction layer and the
model selection layer in greater detail.

4

Model Abstraction Layer

The Model Abstraction Layer (Figure 1) provides a
common interface across machine learning frameworks.
It is composed of a prediction cache, an adaptive querybatching component, and a set of model containers connected to Clipper via a lightweight RPC system. This
modular architecture enables caching and batching mechanisms to be shared across frameworks while also scaling
to many concurrent models and simplifying the addition
of new frameworks.

4.1

Overview

At the top of the model abstraction layer is the prediction
cache (§4.2). The prediction caches provides a partial
pre-materialization mechanism for frequent queries and
accelerates the adaptive model selection techniques described in §5 by enabling efficient joins between recent
predictions and feedback.
The batching component (§4.3) sits below the prediction cache and aggregates point queries into mini-batches
that are dynamically resized for each model container to
maximize throughput. Once a mini-batch is constructed
for a given model it is dispatched via the RPC system to
the container for evaluation.
Models deployed in Clipper are each encapsulated
within their own lightweight container (§4.4), communicating with Clipper through an RPC mechanism that
provides a uniform interface to Clipper and simplifies the
deployment of new models. The lightweight RPC system
minimizes the overhead of the container-based architecture and simplifies cross-language integration.
In the following sections we describe each of these
components in greater detail and discuss some of the key
algorithmic innovations associated with each.
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4.2

Caching

For many applications (e.g., content recommendation),
predictions concerning popular items are requested frequently. By maintaining a prediction cache, Clipper can
serve these frequent queries without evaluating the model.
This substantially reduces latency and system load by
eliminating the additional cost of model evaluation.
In addition, caching in Clipper serves an important role
in model selection (§5). To select models intelligently
Clipper needs to join the original predictions with any
feedback it receives. Since feedback is likely to return
soon after predictions are rendered [39], even infrequent
or unique queries can benefit from caching.
For example, even with a small ensemble of four models (a random forest, logistic regression model, and linear
SVM trained in Scikit-Learn and a linear SVM trained in
Spark), prediction caching increased feedback processing
throughput in Clipper by 1.6x from roughly 6K to 11K
observations per second.
The prediction cache acts as a function cache for the
generic prediction function:
Predict(m: ModelId, x: X) -> y: Y
that takes a model id m along with the query x and computes the corresponding model prediction y. The cache
exposes a simple non-blocking request and fetch API.
When a prediction is needed, the request function is invoked which notifies the cache to compute the prediction
if it is not already present and returns a boolean indicating whether the entry is in the cache. The fetch function
checks the cache and returns the query result if present.
Clipper employs an LRU eviction policy for the prediction cache, using the standard CLOCK [17] cache
eviction algorithm. With an adequately sized cache, frequent queries will not be evicted and the cache serves
as a partial pre-materialization mechanism for hot items.
However, because adaptive model selection occurs above
the cache in Clipper, changes in predictions due to model
selection do not invalidate cache entries.

4.3

Batching

The Clipper batching component transforms the concurrent stream of prediction queries received by Clipper into
batches that more closely match the workload assumptions made by machine learning frameworks while simultaneusly amortizing RPC and system overheads. Batching
improves throughput and utilization of often costly physical resources such as GPUs, but it does so at the expense
of increased latency by requiring all queries in the batch
to complete before returning a single prediction.
We exploit an explicitly stated latency service level objective (SLO) to increase latency in exchange for substantially improved throughput. By allowing users to specify
a latency objective, Clipper is able to tune batched query
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Figure 3: Model Container Latency Profiles. We measured the batching latency profile of several models trained on the MNIST
benchmark dataset. The models were trained using Scikit-Learn (SKLearn) or Spark and were chosen to represent several of the
most widely used types of models. The No-Op Container measures the system overhead of the model containers and RPC system.
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Figure 4: Comparison of Dynamic Batching Strategies.

evaluation to maximize throughput while still meeting the
latency requirements of interactive applications. For example, requesting predictions in sufficiently large batches
can improve throughput by up to 26x (the Scikit-Learn
SVM in Figure 4) while meeting a 20ms latency SLO.
Batching increases throughput via two mechanisms.
First, batching amortizes the cost of RPC calls and internal framework overheads such as copying inputs to
GPU memory. Second, batching enables machine learning
frameworks to exploit existing data-parallel optimizations
by performing batch inference on many inputs simultaneously (e.g., by using the GPU or BLAS acceleration).
As the model selection layer dispatches queries for
model evaluation, they are placed on queues associated
with model containers. Each model container has its own
adaptive batching queue tuned to the latency profile of that
container and a corresponding thread to process predictions. Predictions are processed in batches by removing
as many queries as possible from a queue up to the maximum batch size for that model container and sending
the queries as a single batch prediction RPC to the container for evaluation. Clipper imposes a maximum batch
size to ensure that latency objectives are met and avoid
excessively delaying the first queries in the batch.
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Frameworks that leverage GPU acceleration such as
TensorFlow often enforce static batch sizes to maintain
a consistent data layout across evaluations of the model.
These frameworks typically encode the batch size directly
into the model definition in order to fully exploit GPU
parallelism. When rendering fewer predictions than the
batch size, the input must be padded to reach the defined
size, reducing model throughput without any improvement in prediction latency. Careful tuning of the batch
size should be done to maximize inference performance,
but this tuning must be done offline and is fixed by the
time a model is deployed.
However, most machine learning frameworks can efficiently process variable-sized batches at serving time.
Yet differences between the framework implementation
and choice of model and inference algorithm can lead to
orders of magnitude variation in model throughput and
latency. As a result, the latency profile – the expected time
to evaluate a batch of a given size – varies substantially
between model containers. For example, in Figure 3 we
see that the maximum batch size that can be executed
within a 20ms latency SLO differs by 241x between the
linear SVM which does a very simple vector-vector multiply to perform inference and the kernel SVM which must
perform a sequence of expensive nearest-neighbor calculations to evaluate the kernel. As a consequence, the linear
SVM can achieve throughput of nearly 30,000 qps while
the kernel SVM is limited to 200 qps under this SLO.
Instead of requiring application developers to manually
tune the batch size for each new model, Clipper employs
a simple adaptive batching scheme to dynamically find
and adapt the maximum batch size.
4.3.1

Dynamic Batch Size

We define the optimal batch size as the batch size that maximizes throughput subject to the constraint that the batch
evaluation latency is under the target SLO. To automati-
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cally find the optimal maximum batch size for each model
container we employ an additive-increase-multiplicativedecrease (AIMD) scheme. Under this scheme, we additively increase the batch size by a fixed amount until the
latency to process a batch exceeds the latency objective.
At this point, we perform a small multiplicative backoff, reducing the batch size by 10%. Because the optimal
batch size does not fluctuate substantially, we use a much
smaller backoff constant than other Additive-Increase,
Multiplicative-Decrease schemes [15].
Early performance measurements (Figure 3) suggested
a stable linear relationship between batch size and latency
across several of the modeling frameworks. As a result,
we also explored the use of quantile regression to estimate
the 99th-percentile (P99) latency as a function of batch
size and set the maximum batch size accordingly. We
compared the two approaches on a range of commonly
used Spark and Scikit-Learn models in Figure 4. Both
strategies provide significant performance improvements
over the baseline strategy of no batching, achieving up to
a 26x throughput increase in the case of the Scikit-Learn
linear SVM, demonstrating the performance gains that
batching provides. While the two batching strategies perform nearly identically, the AIMD scheme is significantly
simpler and easier to tune. Furthermore, the ongoing adaptivity of the AIMD strategy makes it robust to changes
in throughput capacity of a model (e.g., during a garbage
collection pause in Spark). As a result, Clipper employs
the AIMD scheme as the default.
4.3.2

Delayed Batching

Under moderate or bursty loads, the batching queue may
contain less queries than the maximum batch size when
the next batch is ready to be dispatched. For some models,
briefly delaying the dispatch to allow more queries to
arrive can significantly improve throughput under bursty
loads. Similar to the motivation for Nagle’s algorithm [44],
the gain in efficiency is a result of the ratio of the fixed
cost for sending a batch to the variable cost of increasing
the size of a batch.
In Figure 5, we compare the gain in efficiency (measured as increased throughput) from delayed batching for
two models. Delayed batching provides no increase in
throughput for the Spark SVM because Spark is already
relatively efficient at processing small batch sizes and can
keep up with the moderate serving workload using batches
much smaller than the optimal batch size. In contrast, the
Scikit-Learn SVM has a high fixed cost for processing a
batch but employs BLAS libraries to do efficient parallel
inference on many inputs at once. As a consequence, a
2ms batch delay provides a 3.3x improvement in throughput and allows the Scikit-Learn model container to keep
up with the throughput demand while remaining well below the 10-20ms latency objectives needed for interactive
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Figure 5: Throughput Increase from Delayed Batching.
interface Predictor <X ,Y > {
List < List <Y >> pred_batch ( List <X > inputs );
}
Listing 1: Common Batch Prediction Interface for Model
Containers. The batch prediction function is called via the RPC
interface to compute the predictions for a batch of inputs. The
return type is a nested list because each input may produce
multiple outputs.

applications.

4.4

Model Containers

Model containers encapsulate the diversity of machine
learning frameworks and model implementations within
a uniform “narrow waist” remote prediction API. To add
a new type of model to Clipper, model builders only need
to implement the standard batch prediction interface in
Listing 1. Clipper includes language specific container
bindings for C++, Java, and Python. The model container
implementations for most of the models in this paper only
required a few lines of code.
To achieve process isolation, each model is managed in
a separate Docker container. By placing models in separate containers, we ensure that variability in performance
and stability of relatively immature state-of-the-art machine learning frameworks does not interfere with the
overall availability of Clipper. Any state associated with
a model, such as the model parameters, is provided to the
container during initialization and the container itself is
stateless after initialization. As a result, resource intensive
machine learning frameworks can be replicated across
multiple machines or given access to specialized hardware (e.g., GPUs) when needed to meet serving demand.
4.4.1

Container Replica Scaling

Clipper supports replicating model containers, both locally and across a cluster, to improve prediction throughput and leverage additional hardware accelerators. Because different replicas can have different performance
characteristics, particularly when spread across a cluster, Clipper performs adaptive batching independently for
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interface SelectionPolicy <S , X , Y > {
S init ();
List < ModelId > select (S s , X x );
pair <Y , double > combine (S s , X x ,
Map < ModelId , Y > pred );
S observe (S s , X x , Y feedback ,
Map < ModelId , Y > pred );
}
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Figure 6: Scaling the Model Abstraction Layer Across a
GPU Cluster. The solid lines refer to aggregate throughput
of all the model replicas and the dashed lines refer to the mean
per-replica throughput.

each replica.
In Figure 6 we demonstrate the linear throughput scaling that Clipper can achieve by replicating model containers across a cluster. With a four-node GPU cluster connected through a 10Gbps Ethernet switch, Clipper gets a
3.95x throughput increase from 19,500 qps when using a
single model container running on a local GPU to 77,000
qps when using four replicas each running on a different
machine. Because the model containers in this experiment
are computationally intensive and run on the GPU, GPU
throughput is the bottleneck and Clipper’s RPC system
can easily saturate the GPUs. However, when the cluster is connected through a 1Gbps switch, the aggregate
throughput of the GPUs is higher than 1Gbps and so the
network becomes saturated when replicating to a second
remote machine. As machine-learning applications begin
to consume increasingly bigger inputs, scaling from handcrafted features to large images, audio signals, or even
video, the network will continue to be a bottleneck to
scaling out prediction serving applications. This suggests
the need for research into efficient networking strategies
for remote predictions on large inputs.

5

Model Selection Layer

The Model Selection Layer uses feedback to dynamically select one or more of the deployed models and
combine their outputs to provide more accurate and robust predictions. By allowing many candidate models to
be deployed simultaneously and relying on feedback to
adaptively determine the best model or combination of
models, the model selection layer simplifies the deployment process for new models. By continuously learning
from feedback throughout the lifetime of an application,
the model selection layer automatically compensates for
failing models without human intervention. By combining predictions from multiple models, the model selection
layer boosts application accuracy and estimates prediction
confidence.
There are a wide range of techniques for model selec-
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tion and composition that span a tradeoff space of computational overhead and application accuracy. However,
most of these techniques can be expressed with a simple
select, combine, and observe API. We capture this API
in the model selection policy interface (Listing 2) which
governs the behavior of the model selection layer and
allows users to introduce new model selection techniques
themselves.
The model selection policy (Listing 2) defines four essential functions as well as a few basic types. In addition
to the query and prediction types X and Y, the state type S
encodes the learned state of the selection algorithm. The
init function returns an initial instance of the selection policy state. We isolate the selection policy state and require
an initialization function to enable Clipper to efficiently
instantiate many instances of the selection policy for finegrained contextualized model selection (§5.3). The select
and combine functions are responsible for choosing which
models to query and how to combine the results. In addition, the combine function can compute other information
about the predictions. For example, in §5.2.1 we leverage
the combine function to provide a prediction confidence
score. Finally, the observe function is used to update the
state S based on feedback from front-end applications.
In the current implementation of Clipper we provide
two generic model selection policies based on robust bandit algorithms developed by Auer et al. [6]. These algorithms span a trade-off between computation overhead
and accuracy. The single model selection policy (§5.1)
leverages the Exp3 algorithm to optimally select the best
model based on noisy feedback with minimal computational overhead. The ensemble model selection policy
(§5.2) is based on the Exp4 algorithm which adaptively
combines the predictions to improve prediction accuracy
and estimate confidence at the expense of increased computational cost from evaluating all models for each query.
By implementing model selection policies that provide
different cost-accuracy tradeoffs, as well as an API for
users to implement their own policies, Clipper provides
a mechanism to easily navigate the tradeoffs between accuracy and computational cost on a per-application basis.
Furthermore, users can modify this choice over time as
application workloads evolve and resources become more
or less constrained.
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Model
VGG [54]
GoogLeNet [57]
ResNet [29]
CaffeNet [22]
Inception [58]

Size (Layers)
13 Conv. and 3 FC
96 Conv. and 5 FC
151 Conv. and 1 FC
5 Conv. and 3 FC
6 Conv, 1 FC, & 3 Incept.

Table 2: Deep Learning Models. The set of deep learning models used to evaluate the ImageNet ensemble selection policy.

5.1

Single Model Selection Policy

We can cast the model-selection process as a multi-armed
bandit problem [43]. The multi-armed bandit1 problem
refers the task of optimally choosing between k possible actions (e.g., models) each with a stochastic reward
(e.g., feedback). Because only the reward for the selected
action can be observed, solutions to the multi-armed bandit problem must address the trade-off between exploring
possible actions and exploiting the estimated best action.
There are numerous algorithms for the multi-armed
bandits problem with a wide range of trade-offs. In this
work we first explore the use of the simple randomized
Exp3 [6] algorithm which makes few assumptions about
the problem setting and has strong optimality guarantees. The Exp3 algorithm associates a weight si = 1
for each of the k deployed models and then randomly
selects model i with probability pi = si / ∑kj=1 s j . For
each prediction ŷ, Clipper observes a loss L(y, ŷ) ∈ [0, 1]
with respect to the true value y (e.g., the fraction of
words that were transcribed correctly during speech recognition). The Exp3 algorithm then updates the weight,
si ← si exp (−ηL(y, ŷ)/pi ), corresponding to the selected
model i. The constant η determines how quickly Clipper
responds to recent feedback.
The Exp3 algorithm provides several benefits over manual experimentation and A/B testing, two common ways
of performing model-selection in practice. Exp3 is both
simple and robust, scaling well to model selection over
a large number of models. It is a lightweight algorithm
that requires only a single model evaluation for each prediction and thus performs well under heavy loads with
negligible computational overhead. And Exp3 has strong
theoretical guarantees that ensure it will quickly converge
to an optimal solution.

5.2

Ensemble Model Selection Policies

It is a well-known result in machine learning [8,12,30,43]
that prediction accuracy can be improved by combining
predictions from multiple models. For example, bootstrap
aggregation [9] (a.k.a., bagging) is used widely to reduce
variance and thereby improve generalization performance.
More recently, ensembles were used to win the Netflix
challenge [53], and a carefully crafted ensemble of deep
neural networks was used to achieve state-of-the-art ac1 The term bandits refers to pull-lever slot machines found in casinos.
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Figure 7: Ensemble Prediction Accuracy. The linear ensembles are composed of five computer vision models (Table 2)
applied to the CIFAR and ImageNet benchmarks. The 4-agree
and 5-agree groups correspond to ensemble predictions in which
the queries have been separated by the ensemble prediction confidence (four or five models agree) and the width of each bar
defines the proportion of examples in that category.

curacy on the speech recognition corpus Google uses to
power their acoustic models [30]. The ensemble model selection policies adaptively combine the predictions from
all available models to improve accuracy, rather than select individual models.
In Clipper we use linear ensemble methods which compute a weighted average of the base model predictions.
In Figure 7, we show the prediction error rate of linear
ensembles on two benchmarks. In both cases linear ensembles are able to marginally reduce the overall error rate.
In the ImageNet benchmark, the ensemble formulation
achieves a 5.2% relative reduction in the error rate simply
by combining off-the-shelf models (Table 2). While this
may seem small, on the difficult computer vision tasks for
which these models are used, a lot of time and energy is
spent trying to achieve even small reductions in error, and
marginal improvements are considered significant [49].
There are many methods for estimating the ensemble
weights including linear regression, boosting [43], and
bandit formulations. We adopt the bandits approach and
use the Exp4 algorithm [6] to learn the weights. Unlike
Exp3, Exp4 constructs a weighted combination of all base
model predictions and updates weights based on the individual model prediction error. Exp4 confers many of the
same theoretical guarantees as Exp3. But while the accuracy when using Exp3 is bounded by the accuracy of the
single best model, Exp4 can further improve prediction
accuracy as the number of models increases. The extent to
which accuracy increases depends on the relative accuracies of the set of base models, as well as the independence
of their predictions. This increased accuracy comes at the
cost of increased computational resources consumed by
each prediction in order to evaluate all the base models.
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Figure 8: Behavior of Exp3 and Exp4 Under Model Failure.
After 5K queries the performance of the lowest-error model is
severely degraded, and after 10k queries performance recovers.
Exp3 and Exp4 quickly compensate for the failure and achieve
lower error than any static model selection.

The accuracy of a deployed model can silently degrade
over time. Clipper’s online selection policies can automatically detect these failures using feedback and compensate
by switching to another model (Exp3) or down-weighting
the failing model (Exp4). To evaluate how quickly and
effectively the model selection policies react in the presence of changes in model accuracy, we simulated a severe
model degradation while receiving real-time feedback.
Using the CIFAR dataset we trained five different Caffe
models with varying levels of accuracy to perform object
recognition. During a simulated run of 20K sequential
queries with immediate feedback, we degraded the accuracy of the best-performing model after 5K queries and
then allowed the model to recover after 10K queries.
In Figure 8 we plot the cumulative average error rate
for each of the five base models as well as the single
(Exp3) and ensemble (Exp4) model selection policies. In
the first 5K queries both model selection policies quickly
converge to an error rate near the best performing model
(model 5). When we degrade the predictions from model
5 its cumulative error rate spikes. The model selection
policies are able to quickly mitigate the consequences of
the increase in errors by learning to divert queries to the
other models. When model 5 recovers after 10K queries
the model selection policies also begin to improve by
gradually sending queries back to model 5.
5.2.1

Robust Predictions

The advantages of online model selection go beyond detecting and mitigating model failures to leveraging new
opportunities to improve application accuracy and performance. For many real-time decision-making applications,
knowing the confidence of the prediction can significantly
improve the end-user experience of the application.
For example, in many settings, applications have a
sensible default action they can take when a prediction is
unavailable. This is critical for building highly available
applications that can survive partial system failures or
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when building applications where a mistake can be costly.
Rather than blindly using all predictions regardless of the
confidence in the result, applications can choose to only
accept predictions above a confidence threshold by using
the robust model selection policy. When the confidence
in a prediction for a query falls below the confidence
threshold, the application can instead use the sensible
default decision for the query and avoid a costly mistake.
By evaluating predictions from multiple competing
models concurrently we can obtain an estimator of the
confidence in our predictions. In settings where models
have high variance or are trained on random samples from
the training data (e.g., bagging), agreement in model predictions is an indicator of prediction confidence. When
evaluating the combine function in the ensemble selection
policy we compute a measure of confidence by calculating
the number of models that agree with the final prediction.
End user applications can use this confidence score to
decide whether to rely on the prediction. If we only consider predictions where multiple models agree, we can
substantially reduce the error rate (see Figure 7) while
declining to predict a small fraction of queries.
5.2.2

Straggler Mitigation

While the ensemble model selection policy can improve
prediction accuracy and help quantify uncertainty, it introduces additional system costs. As we increase the size
of the ensemble the computational cost of rendering a
prediction increases. Fortunately, we can compensate for
the increased prediction cost by scaling-out the model abstraction layer. Unfortunately, as we add model containers
we increase the chance of stragglers adversely affecting
tail latencies.
To evaluate the cost of stragglers, we deployed ensembles of increasing size and measured the resulting prediction latency (Figure 9a) under moderate query load. Even
with small ensembles we observe the effect of stragglers
on the P99 tail latency, which rise sharply to well beyond
the 20ms latency objective. As the size of the ensemble
increases and the system becomes more heavily loaded,
stragglers begin to affect the mean latency.
To address stragglers, Clipper introduces a simple besteffort straggler-mitigation strategy motivated by the design choice that rendering a late prediction is worse than
rendering an inaccurate prediction. For each query the
model selection layer maintains a latency deadline determined by the latency SLO. At the latency deadline
the combine function of the model selection policy is invoked with the subset of the predictions that are available.
The model selection policy must render a final prediction using only the available base model predictions and
communicate the potential loss in accuracy in its confidence score. Currently, we substitute missing predictions
with their average value and define the confidence as the
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Figure 9: Increase in stragglers from bigger ensembles. The (a) latency, (b) percentage of missing predictions, and (c) prediction
accuracy when using the ensemble model selection policy on SK-Learn Random Forest models applied to MNIST. As the size
of an ensemble grows, the prediction accuracy increases but the latency cost of blocking until all predictions are available grows
substantially. Instead, Clipper enforces bounded latency predictions and transforms the latency cost of waiting for stragglers into a
reduction in accuracy from using a smaller ensemble.
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Figure 10: Personalized Model Selection. Accuracy of the
ensemble selection policy on the speech recognition benchmark.

fraction of models that agree on the prediction.
The best-effort straggler-mitigation strategy prevents
model container tail latencies from propagating to frontend applications by maintaining the latency objective as
additional models are deployed. However, the straggler
mitigation strategy reduces the size of the ensemble. In
Figure 9b we plot the reduction in ensemble size and find
that while tail latencies increase significantly with even
small ensembles, most of the predictions arrive by the
latency deadline. In Figure 9c we plot the effect of ensemble size on accuracy and observe that this ensemble can
tolerate the loss of small numbers of component models
with only a slight reduction in accuracy.

5.3

Contextualization

In many prediction tasks the accuracy of a particular
model may depend heavily on context. For example, in
speech recognition a model trained for one dialect may
perform well for some users and poorly for others. However, selecting the right model or composition of models
can be difficult and is best accomplished online in the
model selection layer through feedback. To support context specific model selection, the model selection layer
can be configured to instantiate a unique model selection state for each user, context, or session. The context
specific session state is managed in an external database
system. In our current implementation we use Redis.
To demonstrate the potential gains from personalized
model selection we hosted a collection of TIMIT [24]
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voice recognition models each trained for a different dialect. We then evaluated (Figure 10) the prediction error
rates using a single model trained across all dialects, the
users’ reported dialect model, and the Clipper ensemble
selection policy. We first observe that the dialect-specific
models out-perform the dialect-oblivious model, demonstrating the value of context to improve prediction accuracy. We also observe that the ensemble selection policy
is able to quickly identify a combination of models that
out-performs even the users’ designated dialect model by
using feedback from the serving workload.

6

System Comparison

In addition to the microbenchmarks presented in §4 and
§5, we compared Clipper’s performance to TensorFlow
Serving and evaluate latency and throughput on three
object recognition benchmarks.
TensorFlow Serving [59] is a recently released prediction serving system created by Google to accompany their
TensorFlow machine learning training framework. Similar to Clipper, TensorFlow Serving is designed for serving
machine learning models in production environments and
provides a high-performance prediction API to simplify
deploying new algorithms and experimenting with new
models without modifying frontend applications. TensorFlow Serving supports general TensorFlow models with
GPU acceleration through direct integration with the TensorFlow machine learning framework and tightly couples
the model and serving components in the same process.
TensorFlow Serving also employs batching to accelerate prediction serving. Batch sizes in TensorFlow Serving
are static and rely on a purely timeout based mechanism to
avoid starvation. TensorFlow Serving does not explicitly
incorporate prediction latency objectives which must be
achieved by manually tuning the batch size. Furthermore,
TensorFlow Serving was designed to serve one model at
a time and therefore does not directly support feedback,
dynamic model selection, or composition.
To better understand the performance overheads intro-
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duced by Clipper’s layered architecture and decoupled
model containers, we compared the serving performance
of Clipper and TensorFlow Serving on three TensorFlow
object recognition deep networks of varying computational cost: a 4-layer convolutional neural network trained
on the MNIST dataset [42], the 8-layer AlexNet [33]
architecture trained on CIFAR-10 [32], and Google’s 22layer Inception-v3 network [58] trained on ImageNet.
We implemented two Clipper model containers for each
TensorFlow model, one that calls TensorFlow from the
more standard and widely used Python API and one that
calls TensorFlow from the more efficient C++ API. All
models were run on a GPU using hand-tuned batch sizes
(MNIST: 512, CIFAR: 128, ImageNet: 16) to maximize
the throughput of TensorFlow Serving. The serving workload measured the maximum sustained throughput and
corresponding prediction latency for each system.
Despite Clipper’s modular design, we are able to
achieve comparable throughput to TensorFlow Serving
across all three models (Figure 11). The Python model
containers suffer a 15-18% performance hit compared
to the throughput of TensorFlow Serving, but the C++
model containers achieve nearly identical performance.
This suggests that the high-level Python API for TensorFlow imposes a significant performance cost in the
context of low-latency prediction-serving but that Clipper
does not impose any additional performance degradation.
For these serving workloads, the throughput bottleneck
is inference on the GPU. Both systems utilize additional
queuing in order to saturate the GPU and therefore maximize throughput. For the Clipper model containers, we
decomposed the prediction latency into component functions to demonstrate the overhead of the modular system
design. The predict bar is the time spent performing inference within TensorFlow framework code. The queue bar
is time spent queued within the model container waiting
for the GPU to become available. The top bar includes
the remaining system overhead, including query serialization and deserialization as well as copying into and out
of the network stack. As Figure 11 illustrates, the RPC
overheads are minimal on these workloads and the next
prediction batch is queued as soon as the current batch is
dispatched to the GPU for inference. TensorFlow Serving
utilizes a similar queueing method to saturate the GPU,
but because of the tight integration between TensorFlow
Serving and the TensorFlow inference code, they are able
to push the queueing into the TensorFlow framework code
itself running in the same process.
By achieving comparable performance across this
range of models, we have demonstrated that through careful design and implementation of the system, the modular
architecture and substantially broader set of features in
Clipper do not come at a cost of reduced performance on
core prediction-serving tasks.
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Figure 11: TensorFlow Serving Comparison. Comparison of
peak throughput and latency (p99 latencies shown in error bars)
on three TensorFlow models of varying inference cost. TF-C++
uses TensorFlow’s C++ API and TF-Python the Python API.

7

Limitations

While Clipper attempts to address many challenges in the
context of prediction serving there are a few key limitations when compared to other designs like TensorFlow
Serving. Most of these limitations follow directly from
the design of the Clipper architecture which assumes models are below Clipper in the software stack, and thus are
treated as black-box components.
Clipper does not optimize the execution of the models within their respective machine learning frameworks.
Slow models will remain slow when served from Clipper. In contrast, TensorFlow Serving is tightly integrated
with model evaluation, and hence is able to leverage GPU
acceleration and compilation techniques to speedup inference on models created with TensorFlow.
Similarly, Clipper does not manage the training or retraining of the base models within their respective frameworks. As a consequence, if all models are out-of-date
or inaccurate Clipper will be unable to improve accuracy
beyond what can be accomplished through ensembles.

8

Related Work

The closest projects to Clipper are LASER [3], Velox [19],
and TensorFlow Serving [59]. The LASER system was
developed at LinkedIn to support linear models for adtargeting applications. Velox is a UC Berkeley research
project to study personalized prediction serving with
Apache Spark. TensorFlow Serving is the open-source
prediction serving system developed by Google for TensorFlow models. In our experiments we only compare
against TensorFlow Serving, because LASER is not publicly available, and the current prototype of Velox has
very limited functionality.
All three systems propose mechanisms to address latency and throughput. Both LASER and Velox utilize
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caching at various levels in their systems. In addition,
LASER also uses a straggler mitigation strategy to address slow feature evaluation. Neither LASER or Velox
discuss batching. Conversely, TensorFlow Serving does
not employ caching and instead leverages batching and
hardware acceleration to improve throughput.
LASER and Velox both exploit a form of model decomposition to incorporate feedback and context similar
to the linear ensembles in Clipper. However, LASER does
not incorporate feedback in real-time, Velox does not
support bandits and neither system supports cross framework learning. Moreover, the techniques used for online
learning and contextualization in both of these systems
are captured in the more general Clipper selection policy.
In contrast, TensorFlow Serving has no mechanism to
achieve personalization or adapt to real-time feedback.
Finally, LASER, Velox, and TensorFlow Serving are
all vertically integrated; they focused on serving predictions from a single model or framework. In contrast, Clipper supports a wide range of machine learning models
and frameworks and simultaneously addresses latency,
throughput, and accuracy in a single serving system.
Application Specific Prediction Serving: There has
been considerable prior work in application and model
specific prediction-serving. Much of this work has focused on content recommendation, including videorecommendation [20], ad-targeting [27, 39], and productrecommendations [37]. Outside of content recommendation, there has been recent success in speech recognition [36, 55] and internet-scale resource allocation [23].
While many of these applications require real-time predictions, the solutions described are highly applicationspecific and tightly coupled to the model and workload
characteristics. As a consequence, much of this work
solves the same systems challenges in different application areas. In contrast, Clipper is a general-purpose system
capable of serving many of these applications.
Parameter Server: There has been considerable
work in the learning systems community on parameterservers [5, 21, 38, 62]. While parameter-servers do focus
on reduced latency and caching, they do so in the context
of model training. In particular they are a specialized type
of key-value store used to coordinate updates to model
parameters in a distributed training system. They are not
typically used to serve predictions.
General Serving Systems: The high-performance
serving architecture of Clipper draws from prior work
on highly-concurrent serving systems [45, 46, 50, 61]. The
division of functionality into vertical stages introduced
by [61] is similar to the division of Clipper’s architecture
into independent layers. Notably, while the dominant cost
in data-serving systems tends to be IO, in prediction serving it is computation. This changes both physical resource
allocation and batching and latency-hiding strategies.
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Conclusion

In this work we identified three key challenges of prediction serving: latency, throughput, and accuracy, and
proposed a new layered architecture that addresses these
challenges by interposing between end-user applications
and existing machine learning frameworks.
As an instantiation of this architecture, we introduced
the Clipper prediction serving system. Clipper isolates
end-user applications from the variability and diversity in
machine learning frameworks by providing a common prediction interface. As a consequence, new machine learning frameworks and models can be introduced without
modifying end-user applications.
We addressed the challenges of prediction serving latency and throughput within the Clipper Model Abstraction layer. The model abstraction layer lifts caching and
adaptive batching strategies above the machine learning frameworks to achieve up to a 26x improvement in
throughput while maintaining strict bounds on tail latency
and providing mechanisms to scale serving across a cluster. We addressed the challenges of accuracy in the Clipper
Model Selection Layer. The model selection layer enables
many models to be deployed concurrently and then dynamically selects and combines predictions from each
model to render more robust, accurate, and contextualized
predictions while mitigating the cost of stragglers.
We evaluated Clipper using four standard machinelearning benchmark datasets spanning computer vision
and speech recognition applications. We demonstrated
Clipper’s capacity to bound latency, scale heavy workloads across nodes, and provide accurate, robust, and contextual predictions. We compared Clipper to Google’s
TensorFlow Serving system and achieved parity on
throughput and latency performance, demonstrating that
the modular container-based architecture and substantial
additional functionality in Clipper can be achieved with
minimal performance penalty.
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Abstract
Machine learning (ML) is widely used to derive useful
information from large-scale data (such as user activities,
pictures, and videos) generated at increasingly rapid rates,
all over the world. Unfortunately, it is infeasible to move
all this globally-generated data to a centralized data center
before running an ML algorithm over it—moving large
amounts of raw data over wide-area networks (WANs) can
be extremely slow, and is also subject to the constraints
of privacy and data sovereignty laws. This motivates the
need for a geo-distributed ML system spanning multiple
data centers. Unfortunately, communicating over WANs
can significantly degrade ML system performance (by as
much as 53.7× in our study) because the communication
overwhelms the limited WAN bandwidth.
Our goal in this work is to develop a geo-distributed
ML system that (1) employs an intelligent communication
mechanism over WANs to efficiently utilize the scarce
WAN bandwidth, while retaining the accuracy and correctness guarantees of an ML algorithm; and (2) is generic
and flexible enough to run a wide range of ML algorithms,
without requiring any changes to the algorithms.
To this end, we introduce a new, general geo-distributed
ML system, Gaia, that decouples the communication
within a data center from the communication between
data centers, enabling different communication and consistency models for each. We present a new ML synchronization model, Approximate Synchronous Parallel
(ASP), whose key idea is to dynamically eliminate insignificant communication between data centers while
still guaranteeing the correctness of ML algorithms. Our
experiments on our prototypes of Gaia running across
11 Amazon EC2 global regions and on a cluster that
emulates EC2 WAN bandwidth show that Gaia provides
1.8–53.5× speedup over two state-of-the-art distributed
ML systems, and is within 0.94–1.40× of the speed of
running the same ML algorithm on machines on a local
area network (LAN).

1. Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is very widely used across a
variety of domains to extract useful information from
large-scale data. It has many classes of applications such
as image or video classification (e.g., [24,39,65]), speech
recognition (e.g., [4]), and topic modeling (e.g., [10]).
These applications analyze massive amounts of data from
user activities, pictures, videos, etc., which are generated
at very rapid rates, all over the world. Many large
organizations, such as Google [28], Microsoft [51], and
Amazon [7], operate tens of data centers globally to
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minimize their service latency to end-users, and store
massive quantities of data all over the globe [31, 33, 36,
41, 57, 58, 71–73, 76].
A commonly-used approach to run an ML application
over such rapidly generated data is to centralize all data
into one data center over wide-area networks (WANs)
before running the ML application [9,12,44,68]. However,
this approach can be prohibitively difficult because: (1)
WAN bandwidth is a scarce resource, and hence moving all
data can be extremely slow [12,57]. Furthermore, the fast
growing rate of image and video generation will eventually
saturate the total WAN bandwidth, whose growth has
been decelerating for many years [67, 73]. (2) Privacy
and data sovereignty laws in some countries prohibit
transmission of raw data across national or continental
borders [12, 72, 73].
This motivates the need to distribute an ML system
across multiple data centers, globally. In such a system,
large amounts of raw data are stored locally in different
data centers, and the ML algorithms running over the
distributed data communicate between data centers using
WANs. Unfortunately, existing large-scale distributed ML
systems [5, 13, 45, 47, 50, 77] are suitable only for data
residing within a single data center. Our experiments using
three state-of-the-art distributed ML systems (Bösen [74],
IterStore [17], and GeePS [18]) show that operating these
systems across as few as two data centers (over WANs)
can cause a slowdown of 1.8–53.7× (see Section 2.3 and
Section 6) relative to their performance within a data
center (over LANs). Existing systems that do address
challenges in geo-distributed data analytics [12, 33, 36,
41, 57, 58, 71–73] do not consider the broad class of
important, sophisticated ML algorithms commonly run
on ML systems — they focus instead on other types of
computation, e.g., map-reduce or SQL.
Our goal in this work is to develop a geo-distributed
ML system that (1) minimizes communication over WANs,
so that the system is not bottlenecked by the scarce WAN
bandwidth; and (2) is general enough to be applicable to
a wide variety of ML algorithms, without requiring any
changes to the algorithms themselves.
To achieve these goals, such a system needs to address
two key challenges. First, to efficiently utilize the limited
(and heterogeneous) WAN bandwidth, we need to find
an effective communication model that minimizes communication over WANs but still retains the correctness
guarantee for an ML algorithm. This is difficult because
ML algorithms typically require extensive communication
to exchange updates that keep the global ML model sufficiently consistent across data centers. These updates are
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required to be timely, irrespective of the available network
bandwidth, to ensure algorithm correctness. Second, we
need to design a general system that effectively handles
WAN communication for ML algorithms without requiring any algorithm changes. This is challenging because
the communication patterns vary significantly across different ML algorithms [37, 54, 60, 64, 66, 69]. Altering
the communication across systems can lead to different
tradeoffs and consequences for different algorithms [83].
In this work, we introduce Gaia, a new general,
geo-distributed ML system that is designed to efficiently operate over a collection of data centers. Gaia
builds on the widely used parameter server architecture
(e.g., [5, 6, 13, 16, 17, 20, 34, 45, 74, 77]) that provides ML
worker machines with a distributed global shared memory
abstraction for the ML model parameters they collectively
train until convergence to fit the input data. The key idea
of Gaia is to maintain an approximately-correct copy of
the global ML model within each data center, and dynamically eliminate any unnecessary communication between
data centers. Gaia enables this by decoupling the synchronization (i.e., communication/consistency) model within
a data center from the synchronization model between
different data centers. This differentiation allows Gaia
to run a conventional synchronization model [19, 34, 74]
that maximizes utilization of the more-freely-available
LAN bandwidth within a data center. At the same time,
across different data centers, Gaia employs a new synchronization model, called Approximate Synchronous Parallel
(ASP), which makes more efficient use of the scarce and
heterogeneous WAN bandwidth. By ensuring that each
ML model copy in different data centers is approximately
correct based on a precise notion defined by ASP, we
guarantee ML algorithm convergence.
ASP is based on a key finding that the vast majority of
updates to the global ML model parameters from each ML
worker machine are insignificant. For example, our study
of three classes of ML algorithms shows that more than
95% of the updates produce less than a 1% change to the
parameter value. With ASP, these insignificant updates
to the same parameter within a data center are aggregated
(and thus not communicated to other data centers) until the
aggregated updates are significant enough. ASP allows the
ML programmer to specify the function and the threshold
to determine the significance of updates for each ML
algorithm, while providing default configurations for
unmodified ML programs. For example, the programmer
can specify that all updates that produce more than a
1% change are significant. ASP ensures all significant
updates are synchronized across all model copies in a
timely manner. It dynamically adapts communication
to the available WAN bandwidth between pairs of data
centers and uses special selective barrier and mirror clock
control messages to ensure algorithm convergence even
during a period of sudden fall (negative spike) in available
WAN bandwidth.
In contrast to a state-of-the-art communication-efficient
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synchronization model, Stale Synchronous Parallel
(SSP) [34], which bounds how stale (i.e., old) a parameter
can be, ASP bounds how inaccurate a parameter can be,
in comparison to the most up-to-date value. Hence, it
provides high flexibility in performing (or not performing)
updates, as the server can delay synchronization indefinitely as long as the aggregated update is insignificant.
We build two prototypes of Gaia on top of two stateof-the-art parameter server systems, one specialized for
CPUs [17] and another specialized for GPUs [18]. We
deploy Gaia across 11 regions on Amazon EC2, and on
a local cluster that emulates the WAN bandwidth across
different Amazon EC2 regions. Our evaluation with three
popular classes of ML algorithms shows that, compared
to two state-of-the-art parameter server systems [17, 18]
deployed on WANs, Gaia: (1) significantly improves
performance, by 1.8–53.5×, (2) has performance within
0.94–1.40× of running the same ML algorithm on a LAN
in a single data center, and (3) significantly reduces the
monetary cost of running the same ML algorithm on
WANs, by 2.6–59.0×.
We make three major contributions:
• To our knowledge, this is the first work to propose
a general geo-distributed ML system that (1) differentiates the communication over a LAN from the
communication over WANs to make efficient use of
the scarce and heterogeneous WAN bandwidth, and
(2) is general and flexible enough to deploy a wide
range of ML algorithms while requiring no change
to the ML algorithms themselves.
• We propose a new, efficient ML synchronization
model, Approximate Synchronous Parallel (ASP), for
communication between parameter servers across data
centers over WANs. ASP guarantees that each data
center’s view of the ML model parameters is approximately the same as the “fully-consistent” view and
ensures that all significant updates are synchronized
in time. We prove that ASP provides a theoretical
guarantee on algorithm convergence for a widely used
ML algorithm, stochastic gradient descent.
• We build two prototypes of our proposed system on
CPU-based and GPU-based ML systems, and we
demonstrate their effectiveness over 11 globally distributed regions with three popular ML algorithms.
We show that our system provides significant performance improvements over two state-of-the-art distributed ML systems [17,18], and significantly reduces
the communication overhead over WANs.

2. Background and Motivation
We first introduce the architectures of widely-used distributed ML systems. We then discuss WAN bandwidth
constraints and study the performance implications of
running two state-of-the-art ML systems over WANs.

2.1. Distributed Machine Learning Systems
While ML algorithms have different types across different
domains, almost all have the same goal—searching for
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the best model (usually a set of parameters) to describe
or explain the input data [77]. For example, the goal of
an image classification neural network is to find the parameters (of the neural network) that can most accurately
classify the input images. Most ML algorithms iteratively
refine the ML model until it converges to fit the data. The
correctness of an ML algorithm is thus determined by
whether or not the algorithm can accurately converge to
the best model for its input data.
As the input data to an ML algorithm is usually enormous, processing all input data on a single machine can
take an unacceptably long time. Hence, the most common
strategy to run a large-scale ML algorithm is to distribute
the input data among multiple worker machines, and
have each machine work on a shard of the input data
in parallel with other machines. The worker machines
communicate with each other periodically to synchronize
the updates from other machines. This strategy, called
data parallelism [14], is widely used in many popular
ML systems (e.g., [1, 2, 5, 13, 45, 47, 50, 77]).
There are many large-scale distributed ML systems,
such as ones using the MapReduce [14] abstraction (e.g.,
MLlib [2] and Mahout [1]), ones using the graph abstraction (e.g., GraphLab [47] and PowerGraph [26]), and ones
using the parameter server abstraction (e.g., Petuum [77]
and TensorFlow [5]). Among them, the parameter server
architecture provides a performance advantage1 over other
systems for many ML applications and has been widely
adopted in many ML systems.
Figure 1a illustrates the high-level overview of the
parameter server (PS) architecture. In such an architecture,
each parameter server keeps a shard of the global model
parameters as a key-value store, and each worker machine
communicates with the parameter servers to READ and
UPDATE the corresponding parameters. The major benefit
of this architecture is that it allows ML programmers to
view all model parameters as a global shared memory, and
leave the parameter servers to handle the synchronization.
Data Center 1

Data 1
Worker
Machine 1

……

Data N
Worker
Machine N

Data 1
Worker
Machine 1

Parameter
Server

Global Model

Data N
Worker
Machine N

WAN

LAN

Parameter
Server

……

Data Center 2

Parameter
Server

LAN
Parameter
Server

Global Model

(a) Basic PS architecture
(b) Simple PS on WANs
Figure 1: Overview of the parameter server architecture

Synchronization among workers in a distributed ML
system is a critical operation. Each worker needs to see
other workers’ updates to the global model to compute
more accurate updates using fresh information. However,
synchronization is a high-cost operation that can signif1 For example, a state-of-the-art parameter server, IterStore [17], is
shown to outperform PowerGraph [26] by 10× for Matrix Factorization.
In turn, PowerGraph is shown to match the performance of GraphX [27],
a Spark [79] based system.
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icantly slow down the workers and reduce the benefits
of parallelism. The trade-off between fresher updates
and communication overhead leads to three major synchronization models: (1) Bulk Synchronous Parallel
(BSP) [70], which synchronizes all updates after each
worker goes through its shard of data; all workers need to
see the most up-to-date model before proceeding to the
next iteration, (2) Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) [34],
which allows the fastest worker to be ahead of the slowest
worker by up to a bounded number of iterations, so the
fast workers may proceed with a bounded stale (i.e., old)
model, and (3) Total Asynchronous Parallel (TAP) [59],
which removes the synchronization between workers completely; all workers keep running based on the results of
best-effort communication (i.e., each sends/receives as
many updates as possible). Both BSP and SSP guarantee
algorithm convergence [19, 34], while there is no such
guarantee for TAP. Most state-of-the-art parameter servers
implement both BSP and SSP (e.g., [5,16–18, 34,45, 77]).
As discussed in Section 1, many ML applications
need to analyze geo-distributed data. For instance, an
image classification system would use pictures located at
different data centers as its input data to keep improving
its classification using the pictures generated continuously
all over the world. Figure 1b depicts the straightforward
approach to achieve this goal. In this approach, the worker
machines in each data center (i.e., within a LAN) handle
the input data stored in the corresponding data center. The
parameter servers are evenly distributed across multiple
data centers. Whenever the communication between
a worker machine and a parameter server crosses data
centers, it does so on WANs.

2.2. WAN Network Bandwidth and Cost
WAN bandwidth is a very scarce resource [42, 58, 73]
relative to LAN bandwidth. Moreover, the high cost of
adding network bandwidth has resulted in a deceleration
of WAN bandwidth growth. The Internet capacity growth
has fallen steadily for many years, and the annual growth
rates have lately settled into the low-30 percent range [67].
To quantify the scarcity of WAN bandwidth between
data centers, we measure the network bandwidth between
all pairs of Amazon EC2 sites in 11 different regions
(Virginia, California, Oregon, Ireland, Frankfurt, Tokyo,
Seoul, Singapore, Sydney, Mumbai, and São Paulo). We
use iperf3 [23] to measure the network bandwidth of
each pair of different regions for five rounds, and then
calculate the average bandwidth. Figure 2 shows the
average network bandwidth between each pair of different
regions. We make two observations.
First, the WAN bandwidth between data centers is 15×
smaller than the LAN bandwidth within a data center on
average, and up to 60× smaller in the worst case (for
Singapore Ö São Paulo). Second, the WAN bandwidth
varies significantly between different regions. The WAN
bandwidth between geographically-close regions (e.g.,
Oregon Ö California or Tokyo Ö Seoul) is up to 12× of
the bandwidth between distant regions (e.g., Singapore
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Figure 2: Measured network bandwidth between Amazon
EC2 sites in 11 different regions

Ö São Paulo). As Section 2.3 shows, the scarcity and
variation of the WAN bandwidth can significantly degrade
the performance of state-of-the-art ML systems.
Another important challenge imposed by WANs is
the monetary cost of communication. In data centers,
the cost of WANs far exceeds the cost of a LAN and
makes up a significant fraction of the overall cost [29].
Cloud service providers, such as Amazon EC2, charge
an extra fee for WAN communication while providing
LAN communication free of charge. The cost of WAN
communication can be much higher than the cost of
the machines themselves. For example, the cost of two
machines in Amazon EC2 communicating at the rate of
the average WAN bandwidth between data centers is up to
38× of the cost of renting these two machines [8]. These
costs make running ML algorithms on WANs much more
expensive than running them on a LAN.

2.3. ML System Performance on WANs
We study the performance implications of deploying distributed ML systems on WANs using two state-of-the-art
parameter server systems, IterStore [17] and Bösen [74].
Our experiments are conducted on our local 22-node
cluster that emulates the WAN bandwidth between Amazon EC2 data centers, the accuracy of which is validated
against a real Amazon EC2 deployment (see Section 5.1
for details). We run the same ML application, Matrix
Factorization [25] (Section 5.2), on both systems.
For each system, we evaluate both BSP and SSP as the
synchronization model (Section 2.1), with four deployment settings: (1) LAN, deployment within a single data
center, (2) EC2-ALL, deployment across 11 aforementioned EC2 regions, (3) V/C WAN, deployment across two
data centers that have the same WAN bandwidth as that
between Virginia and California (Figure 2), representing
a distributed ML setting within a continent, and (4) S/S
WAN, deployment across two data centers that have the
same WAN bandwidth as that between Singapore and São
Paulo, representing the lowest WAN bandwidth between
any two Amazon EC2 regions.
Figure 3 shows the normalized execution time until algorithm convergence across the four deployment settings.
All results are normalized to IterStore using BSP on a
LAN. The data label on each bar represents how much
slower the WAN setting is than its respective LAN setting
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Figure 3: Normalized execution time until ML algorithm convergence when deploying two state-of-the-art distributed ML systems on a LAN and WANs

for the given system, e.g., Bösen-BSP on EC2-ALL is
5.9× slower than Bösen-BSP on LAN.
As we see, both systems suffer significant performance
degradation when deployed across multiple data centers.
When using BSP, IterStore is 3.5× to 23.8× slower on
WANs than it is on a LAN, and Bösen is 4.4× to 24.2×
slower. While using SSP can reduce overall execution
times of both systems, both systems still show significant
slowdown when run on WANs (2.3× to 13.7× for IterStore, and 4.3× to 26.8× for Bösen). We conclude that
simply running state-of-the-art distributed ML systems
on WANs can seriously slow down ML applications, and
thus we need a new distributed ML system that can be
effectively deployed on WANs.

3. Our Approach: Gaia
We introduce Gaia, a general ML system that can be effectively deployed on WANs to address the increasing need
to run ML applications directly on geo-distributed data.
We identify two key challenges in designing such a system
(Section 3.1). We then introduce the system architecture
of Gaia, which differentiates the communication within
a data center from the communication between different
centers (Section 3.2). Our approach is based on the key
empirical finding that the vast majority of communication
within an ML system results in insignificant changes to
the state of the global model (Section 3.3). In light of
this finding, we design a new ML synchronization model,
called Approximate Synchronous Parallel (ASP), which
can eliminate the insignificant communication while ensuring the convergence and accuracy of ML algorithms.
We describe ASP in detail in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5 summarizes our theoretical analysis of how ASP
guarantees algorithm convergence for a widely-used ML
algorithm, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (the full
proof is in Appendix A).

3.1. Key Challenges
There are two key challenges in designing a general and
effective ML system on WANs.
Challenge 1. How to effectively communicate over
WANs while retaining algorithm convergence and accuracy? As we see above, state-of-the-art distributed
ML systems can overwhelm the scarce WAN bandwidth,
causing significant slowdowns. We need a mechanism
that significantly reduces the communication between
data centers so that the system can provide competitive
performance. However, reducing communication can
affect the accuracy of an ML algorithm. A poor choice
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3.2. Gaia System Overview
We propose a new ML system, Gaia, that addresses the
two key challenges in designing a general and effective ML system on WANs. Gaia is built on top the
popular parameter server architecture, which is proven
to be effective on a wide variety of ML algorithms
(e.g., [5, 6, 13, 16, 17, 20, 34, 45, 74, 77]). As discussed
in Section 2.1, in the parameter server architecture, all
worker machines synchronize with each other through
parameter servers to ensure that the global model state is
up-to-date. While this architecture guarantees algorithm
convergence, it also requires substantial communication
between worker machines and parameter servers. To
make Gaia effective on WANs while fully utilizing the
abundant LAN bandwidth, we design a new system architecture to decouple the synchronization within a data
center (LANs) from the synchronization across different
data centers (WANs).
Figure 4 shows an overview of Gaia. In Gaia, each data
center has some worker machines and parameter servers.
Each worker machine processes a shard of the input
data stored in its data center to achieve data parallelism
(Section 2.1). The parameter servers in each data center
collectively maintain a version of the global model copy
(¶), and each parameter server handles a shard of this
global model copy. A worker machine only READs and
UPDATEs the global model copy in its data center.
To reduce the communication overhead over WANs,
the global model copy in each data center is only approximately correct. This design enables us to eliminate
the insignificant, and thus unnecessary, communication
across different data centers. We design a new synchronization model, called Approximate Synchronous Parallel
(ASP ·), between parameter servers across different data
centers to ensure that each global model copy is approximately correct even with very low WAN bandwidth.
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Figure 4: Gaia system overview

Section 3.4 describes the details of ASP. On the other
hand, worker machines and parameter servers within a
data center synchronize with each other using the conventional BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) or SSP (Stale
Synchronous Parallel) models (¸). These models allow
worker machines to quickly observe fresh updates that
happen within a data center. Furthermore, worker machines and parameter servers within a data center can
employ more aggressive communication schemes such
as sending updates early and often [19,74] to fully utilize
the abundant (and free) network bandwidth on a LAN.

3.3. Study of Update Significance
As discussed above, Gaia reduces the communication
overhead over WANs by eliminating insignificant communication. To understand the benefit of our approach,
we study the significance of the updates sent from worker
machines to parameter servers. We study three classes of
popular ML algorithms: Matrix Factorization (MF) [25],
Topic Modeling (TM) [10], and Image Classification
(IC) [43] (see Section 5.2 for descriptions). We run all
the algorithms until convergence, analyze all the updates
sent from worker machines to parameter servers, and
compare the change they cause on the parameter value
when the servers receive them. We define an update to be
significant if it causes S% change on the parameter value,
and we vary S, the significance threshold, between 0.01
and 10. Figure 5 shows the percentage of insignificant
updates among all updates, for different values of S.
Percentage of
Insignificant Updates

of synchronization model in a distributed ML system can
prevent the ML algorithm from converging to the optimal
point (i.e., the best model to explain or fit the input data)
that one can achieve when using a proper synchronization
model [11, 59]. Thus, we need a mechanism that can
reduce communication intensity while ensuring that the
communication occurs in a timely manner, even when the
network bandwidth is extremely stringent. This mechanism should provably guarantee algorithm convergence
irrespective of the network conditions.
Challenge 2. How to make the system generic and work
for ML algorithms without requiring modification? Developing an effective ML algorithm takes significant effort
and experience, making it a large burden for the ML algorithm developers to change the algorithm when deploying
it on WANs. Our system should work across a wide variety
of ML algorithms, preferably without any change to the
algorithms themselves. This is challenging because different ML algorithms have different communication patterns,
and the implication of reducing communication can vary
significantly among them [37, 54, 60, 64, 66, 69, 83].

Matrix Factorization
Topic Modeling Image Classification
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80%
60%
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20%
0%
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Threshold of Significant Updates (S)

Figure 5: Percentage of insignificant updates

As we see, the vast majority of updates in these algorithms are insignificant. Assuming the significance
threshold is 1%, 95.2% / 95.6% / 97.0% of all updates
are insignificant for MF / TM / IC. When we relax the
significance threshold to 5%, 98.8% / 96.1% / 99.3% of
all updates are insignificant. Thus, most of the communication changes the ML model state only very slightly.
It is worth noting that our finding is consistent with
the findings of prior work [21, 22, 40, 47, 80] on other
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ML algorithms, such as PageRank and Lasso. These
works observe that in these ML algorithms, not all model
parameters converge to their optimal value within the
same number iterations — a property called non-uniform
convergence [78]. Instead of examining the convergence
rate, we quantify the significance of updates with various significance thresholds, which provides a unique
opportunity to reduce the communication over WANs.

3.4. Approximate Synchronous Parallel
The goal of our new synchronization model, Approximate Synchronous Parallel (ASP), is to ensure that the
global model copy in each data center is approximately
correct. In this model, a parameter server shares only
the significant updates with other data centers, and ASP
ensures that these updates can be seen by all data centers
in a timely fashion. ASP achieves this goal by using three
techniques: (1) the significance filter, (2) ASP selective
barrier, and (3) ASP mirror clock. We describe them in
order.
The significance filter. ASP takes two inputs from an
ML programmer to determine whether or not an update
is significant. They are: (1) a significance function and
(2) an initial significance threshold. The significance
function returns the significance of each update. We
define an update as significant if its significance is larger
than the threshold. For example, an ML programmer can
define the significance function as the update’s magnitude
pdate
relative to the current value (| UValue
|), and set the initial
significance threshold to 1%. The significance function
can be more sophisticated if the impact of parameter
changes to the model is not linear, or the importance of
parameters is non-uniform (see Section 4.3). A parameter
server aggregates updates from the local worker machines
and shares the aggregated updates with other data centers
when the aggregated updates become significant. To
ensure that the algorithm can converge to the optimal point,
ASP automatically reduces the significance threshold over
time (specifically, if the original threshold is v, then
√ the
threshold at iteration t of the ML algorithm is v/ t).
ASP selective barrier. While we can greatly reduce
the communication overhead over WANs by sending only
the significant updates, the WAN bandwidth might still
be insufficient for such updates. In such a case, the
significant updates can arrive too late, and we might
not be able to bound the deviation between different
global model copies. ASP handles this case with the
ASP selective barrier (Figure 6a) control message. When
a parameter server receives the significant updates (¶)
at a rate that is higher than the WAN bandwidth can
support, the parameter server first sends the indexes of
these significant updates (as opposed to sending both
the indexes and the update values together) via an ASP
selective barrier (·) to the other data centers. The receiver
of an ASP selective barrier blocks its local worker from
reading the specified parameters until it receives the
significant updates from the sender of the barrier. This
technique ensures that all worker machines in each data
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center are aware of the significant updates after a bounded
network latency, and they wait only for these updates.
The worker machines can make progress as long as they
do not depend on any of these parameters.
Data Center 1

❶ Significant
Updates

Parameter
Server

Data Center 2

❷ Barrier

Parameter
Server

Data Center 1

❸ Clock

N

Parameter
Server

Data Center 2

❹ Clock

N + DS

Parameter
Server

(a) ASP selective barrier
(b) Mirror clock
Figure 6: The synchronization mechanisms of ASP

Mirror clock. The ASP select barrier ensures that
the latency of the significant updates is no more than
the network latency. However, it assumes that 1) the
underlying WAN bandwidth and latency are fixed so
that the network latency can be bounded, and 2) such
latency is short enough so that other data centers can
be aware of them in time. In practice, WAN bandwidth
can fluctuate over time [35], and the WAN latency can
be intolerably high for some ML algorithms. We need
a mechanism to guarantee that the worker machines are
aware of the significant updates in time, irrespective of
the WAN bandwidth or latency.
We use the mirror clock (Figure 6b) to provide this
guarantee. When each parameter server receives all the
updates from its local worker machines at the end of a
clock (e.g., an iteration), it reports its clock to the servers
that are in charge of the same parameters in the other
data centers. When a server detects its clock is ahead
of the slowest server that shares the same parameters
by a predefined threshold DS (data center staleness), the
server blocks its local worker machines from reading
its parameters until the slowest mirror server catches up.
In the example of Figure 6b, the server clock in Data
Center 1 is N, while the server clock in Data Center 2
is (N + DS). As their difference reaches the predefined
limit, the server in Data Center 2 blocks its local worker
from reading its parameters. This mechanism is similar
to the concept of SSP [34], but we use it only as the last
resort to guarantee algorithm convergence.

3.5. Summary of Convergence Proof
In this section, we summarize our proof showing that a
popular, broad class of ML algorithms are guaranteed to
converge under our new ASP synchronization model. The
class we consider are ML algorithms expressed as convex
optimization problems that are solved using distributed
stochastic gradient descent.
The proof follows the outline of prior work on SSP [34],
with a new challenge, i.e., our new ASP synchronization
model allows the synchronization of insignificant updates
to be delayed indefinitely. To prove algorithm convergence, our goal is to show that the distributed execution
of an ML algorithm results in a set of parameter values
that are very close (practically identical) to the values
that would be obtained under a serialized execution.
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Let f denote the objective function of an optimization
problem, whose goal is to minimize f . Let x˜t denote the
sequence of noisy (i.e., inaccurate) views of the parameters,
where t = 1, 2, ..., T is the index of each view over time.
Let x ∗ denote the value that minimizes f . Intuitively, we
would like ft (x˜t ) to approach f (xx∗ ) as t → ∞. We call
the difference between ft (x˜t ) and f (xx∗ ) regret. We can
prove ft (x˜t ) approaches f (xx∗ ) as t → ∞ by proving that
the average regret, R[X]
T → 0 as T → ∞.
Mathematically, the above intuition is formulated with
Theorem 1. The details of the proof and the notations
are in Appendix A.
Theorem 1. (Convergence of SGD under ASP). Suppose
that, in order to compute the minimizer x∗ of a convex
T
function f (xx) = ∑t=1
ft (xx), with ft ,t = 1, 2, . . . , T , convex,
we use stochastic gradient descent on one component
∇ ft at a time. Suppose also that 1) the algorithm is
distributed in D data centers, each of which uses P
machines, 2) within each data center, the SSP protocol is
used, with a fixed staleness of s, and 3) a fixed mirror clock
difference ∆c is allowed between any two data centers.
Let ut = −ηt ∇ ft (x˜t ), where the step size ηt decreases
as ηt = √ηt and the significance threshold vt decreases
as vt = √vt . If we further assume that: k∇ ft (xx)k ≤ L,
∀xx ∈ dom( ft ) and max(D(xx, x 0 )) ≤ ∆2 , ∀xx, x 0 ∈ dom( ft ).
T
Then, as T → ∞, the regret R[X] = ∑t=1
ft (x˜t ) − f (xx∗ ) =
√
R[X]
O( T ) and therefore limT →∞ T → 0.

4. Implementation
We introduce the key components of Gaia in Section 4.1,
and discuss the operation and design of individual components in the remaining sections.

4.1. Gaia System Key Components
Figure 7 presents the key components of Gaia. All of
the key components are implemented in the parameter
servers, and can be transparent to the ML programs and
the worker machines. As we discuss above, we decouple
the synchronization within a data center (LANs) from
the synchronization across different data centers (WANs).
The local server (¶) in each parameter server handles
the synchronization between the worker machines in the
same data center using the conventional BSP or SSP
models. On the other hand, the mirror server (·) and the
mirror client (¸) handle the synchronization with other
data centers using our ASP model. Each of these three
components runs as an individual thread.
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Worker
Machine
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Machine
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Figure 7: Key components of Gaia
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4.2. System Operations and Communication
We present a walkthrough of major system operations
and communication.
UPDATE from a worker machine. When a local server
(¶) receives a parameter update from a worker machine,
it updates the parameter in its parameter store (¹), which
maintains the parameter value and its accumulated update.
The local server then invokes the significance filter (º)
to determine whether or not the accumulated update of
this parameter is significant. If it is, the significance filter
sends a MIRROR UPDATE request to the mirror client (¸)
and resets the accumulated update for this parameter.
Messages from the significance filter. The significance filter sends out three types of messages. First, as
discussed above, it sends a MIRROR UPDATE request to
the mirror client through the data queue (¼). Second,
when the significance filter detects that the arrival rate of
significant updates is higher than the underlying WAN
bandwidth that it monitors at every iteration, it first sends
an ASP Barrier (Section 3.4) to the control queue (»)
before sending the MIRROR UPDATE. The mirror client (¸)
prioritizes the control queue over the data queue, so that
the barrier is sent out earlier than the update. Third, to
maintain the mirror clock (Section 3.4), the significance
filter also sends a MIRROR CLOCK request to the control
queue at the end of each clock in the local server.
Operations in the mirror client. The mirror client
thread wakes up when there is a request from the control
queue or the data queue. Upon waking up, the mirror client
walks through the queues, packs together the messages
to the same destination, and sends them.
Operations in the mirror server. The mirror server
handles above messages (MIRROR UPDATE, ASP BARRIER,
and MIRROR CLOCK) according to our ASP model. For
MIRROR UPDATE, it applies the update to the corresponding parameter in the parameter store. For ASP BARRIER,
it sets a flag in the parameter store to block the corresponding parameter from being read until it receives the
corresponding MIRROR UPDATE. For MIRROR CLOCK, the
mirror server updates its local mirror clock state for each
parameter server in other data centers, and enforces the
predefined clock difference threshold DS (Section 3.4).

4.3. Advanced Significance Functions
As we discuss in Section 3.4, the significance filter allows
the ML programmer to specify a custom significance
function to calculate the significance of each update. By
providing an advanced significance function, Gaia can be
more effective at eliminating the insignificant communication. If several parameters are always referenced together
to calculate the next update, the significance function can
take into account the values of all these parameters. For
example, if three parameters a, b, and c are always used
as a · b · c in an ML algorithm, the significance of a, b,
and c can be calculated as the change on a · b · c. If one
of them is 0, any change in another parameter, however
large it may be, is insignificant. Similar principles can
be applied to model parameters that are non-linear or
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non-uniform. For unmodified ML programs, the system
applies default significance functions, such as the relative
magnitude of an update for each parameter.

4.4. Tuning of Significance Thresholds
The user of Gaia can specify two different goals for Gaia:
(1) speed up algorithm convergence by fully utilizing the
available WAN bandwidth and (2) minimize the communication cost on WANs. In order to achieve either of these
goals, the significance filter maintains two significance
thresholds and dynamically tunes these thresholds. The
first threshold is the hard significance threshold. The
purpose of this threshold is to guarantee ML algorithm
convergence. As we discuss in our theoretical analysis
(Section 3.5), the initial threshold is provided by the ML
programmer or a default system setting, and the significance filter reduces it over time. Every update whose
significance is above the hard threshold is guaranteed to
be sent to other data centers. The second threshold is the
soft significance threshold. The purpose of it is to use
underutilized WAN bandwidth to speed up convergence.
This threshold is tuned based on the arrival rate of the
significant updates and the underlying WAN bandwidth.
When the user chooses to optimize the first goal (speed
up algorithm convergence), the system lowers the soft significance threshold whenever there is underutilized WAN
bandwidth. The updates whose significance is larger than
the soft significance threshold are sent in a best-effort
manner. On the other hand, if the goal of the system
is to minimize the WAN communication costs, the soft
significance threshold is not activated.
While the configuration of the initial hard threshold
depends on how error tolerant each ML algorithm is, a
simple and conservative threshold (such as 1%–2%) is
likely to work in most cases. This is because most ML
algorithms initialize their parameters with random values,
and make large changes to their model parameters at
early phases. Thus, they are more error tolerant at the
beginning. As Gaia reduces the threshold over time, its
accuracy loss is limited. An ML expert can choose a
more aggressive threshold based on domain knowledge
of the ML algorithm.

4.5. Overlay Network and Hub
While Gaia can eliminate the insignificant updates, each
data center needs to broadcast the significant updates to
all the other data centers. This broadcast-based communication could limit the scalability of Gaia when we deploy
Gaia to many data centers. To make Gaia more scalable
with more data centers, we use the concept of overlay
networks [48].
As we discuss in Section 2.2, the WAN bandwidth
between geographically-close regions is much higher
than that between distant regions. In light of this, Gaia
supports having geographically-close data centers form a
data center group. Servers in a data center group send
their significant updates only to the other servers in the
same group. Each group has hub data centers that are in
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charge of aggregating all the significant updates within
the group, and sending to the hubs of the other groups.
Similarly, a hub data center broadcasts the aggregated
significant updates from other groups to the other data
centers within its group. Each data center group can
designate different hubs for communication with different
data center groups, so the system can utilize more links
within a data center group. For example, the data centers
in Virginia, California, and Oregon can form a data center
group and assign the data center in Virginia as the hub
to communicate with the data centers in Europe and the
data center in Oregon as the hub to communicate with the
data centers is Asia. This design allows Gaia to broadcast
the significant updates with lower communication cost.

5. Methodology
5.1. Experiment Platforms
We use three different platforms for our evaluation.
Amazon-EC2. We deploy Gaia to 22 machines spread
across 11 EC2 regions as we show in Figure 2. In each
EC2 region we start two instances of type c4.4xlarge
or m4.4xlarge [8], depending on their availability. Both
types of instances have 16 CPU cores and at least 30GB
RAM, running 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (HVM). In all,
our deployment uses 352 CPU cores and 1204 GB RAM.
Emulation-EC2. As the monetary cost of running all
experiments on EC2 is too high, we run some experiments
on our local cluster that emulates the computation power
and WAN bandwidth of EC2. We use the same number
of machines (22) in our local cluster. Each machine is
equipped with a 16-core Intel Xeon CPU (E5-2698), an
NVIDIA Titan X GPU, 64GB RAM, a 40GbE NIC, and
runs the same OS as above. The computation power and
the LAN speeds of our machines are higher than the
ones we get from EC2, so we slow down the CPU and
LAN speeds to match the speeds on EC2. We model
the measured EC2 WAN bandwidth (Figure 2) with the
Linux Traffic Control tool [3]. As Section 6.1 shows,
our emulation platform gives very similar results to the
results from our real EC2 deployment.
Emulation-Full-Speed. We run some of our experiments on our local cluster that emulates the WAN bandwidth of EC2 at full speed. We use the same settings as
Emulation-EC2 except we do not slow down the CPUs
and the LAN. We use this platform to show the results
of deployments with more powerful nodes.

5.2. Applications
We evaluate Gaia with three popular ML applications.
Matrix Factorization (MF) is a technique commonly
used in recommender systems, e.g., systems that recommend movies to users on Netflix (a.k.a. collaborative
filtering) [25]. Its goal is to discover latent interactions
between two entities, such as users and movies, via matrix
factorization. For example, input data can be a partially
filled matrix X, where every entry is a user’s rating for
a movie, each row corresponding to a user, and each
column corresponding to a specific movie. Matrix factor-
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ization factorizes X into factor matrices L and R such that
their product approximates X (i.e., X ≈ LR). Like other
systems [17,32,83], we implement MF using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. Each worker is
assigned a portion of the known entries in X. The L
matrix is stored locally in each worker, and the R matrix
is stored in parameter servers. Our experiments use the
Netflix dataset, a 480K-by-18K sparse matrix with 100M
known entries. They are configured to factor the matrix
into the product of two matrices, each with rank 500.
Topic Modeling (TM) is an unsupervised method for
discovering hidden semantic structures (topics) in an
unstructured collection of documents, each consisting of a
bag (multi-set) of words [10]. TM discovers the topics via
word co-occurrence. For example, “policy” is more likely
to co-occur with “government” than “bacteria”, and thus
“policy” and “government” are categorized to the same
topic associated with political terms. Further, a document
with many instances of “policy” would be assigned a topic
distribution that peaks for the politics-related topics. TM
learns the hidden topics and the documents’ associations
with those topics jointly. Common applications for TM
include community detection in social networks and news
categorizations. We implement our TM solver using
collapsed Gibbs sampling [30]. We use the Nytimes
dataset [53], which has 100M words in 300K documents
with a vocabulary size of 100K. Our experiments classify
words and documents into 500 topics.
Image Classification (IC) is a task to classify images into categories, and the state-of-the-art approach is
using deep learning and convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [43]. Given a set of images with known categories (training data), the ML algorithm trains a CNN
to learn the relationship between the image features and
their categories. The trained CNN is then used to predict
the categories of another set of images (test data). We use
GoogLeNet [65], one of the state-of-the-art CNNs as our
model. We train GoogLeNet using stochastic gradient
descent with back propagation [61]. As training a CNN
with a large number of images requires substantial computation, doing so on CPUs can take hundreds of machines
over a week [13]. Instead, we use distributed GPUs with
a popular deep learning framework, Caffe [38], which
is hosted by a state-of-the-art GPU-specialized parameter server system, GeePS [18]. Our experiments use
the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge
2012 (ILSVRC12) [62] dataset, which consists of 1.3M
training images and 50K test images. Each image is
labeled as one of the 1,000 pre-defined categories.

5.3. Performance Metrics and Algorithm Convergence Criteria
We use two performance metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of a globally distributed ML system. The first metric
is the execution time until algorithm convergence. We
use the following algorithm convergence criterion, based
on guidance from our ML experts: if the value of the
objective function (the objective value) in an algorithm
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changes by less than 2% over the course of 10 iterations,
we declare that the algorithm has converged [32]. In
order to ensure that each algorithm accurately converges
to the optimal point, we first run each algorithm on our
local cluster until it converges, and we record the absolute
objective value. The execution time of each setting is the
time it takes to converge to this absolute objective value.
The second metric is the cost of algorithm convergence.
We calculate the cost based on the cost model of Amazon
EC2 [8], including the cost of the server time and the
cost of data transfer on WANs. We provide the details of
the cost model in Appendix C.

6. Evaluation Results
We evaluate the effectiveness of Gaia by evaluating three
types of systems/deployments: (1) Baseline, two stateof-the-art parameter server systems (IterStore [17] for
MF and TM, GeePS [18] for IC) that are deployed across
multiple data centers. Every worker machine handles the
data in its data center, while the parameter servers are
distributed evenly across all the data centers; (2) Gaia,
our prototype systems based on IterStore and GeePS,
deployed across multiple data centers; and (3) LAN, the
baseline parameter servers (IterStore and GeePS) that are
deployed within a single data center (also on 22 machines)
that already hold all the data, representing the ideal case
of all communication on a LAN. For each system, we
evaluate two ML synchronization models: BSP and SSP
(Section 2.1). For Baseline and LAN, BSP and SSP are
used among all worker machines, whereas for Gaia, they
are used only within each data center. Due to limited
space, we present the results for BSP in this section and
leave the results for SSP to Appendix B.

6.1. Performance on EC2 Deployment
We first present the performance of Gaia and Baseline
when they are deployed across 11 EC2 data centers. Figure 8 shows the normalized execution time until convergence for our ML applications, normalized to Baseline
on EC2. The data label on each bar is the speedup
over Baseline for the respective deployment. As Section 5.1 discusses, we run only MF on EC2 due to the
high monetary cost of WAN data transfer. Thus, we
present the results of MF on all three platforms, while
we show the results of TM and IC only on our emulation
platforms. As Figure 8a shows, our emulation platform
(Emulation-EC2) matches the execution time of our real
EC2 deployment (Amazon-EC2) very well. We make two
major observations.
First, we find that Gaia significantly improves the
performance of Baseline when deployed globally across
many EC2 data centers. For MF, Gaia provides a speedup
of 2.0× over Baseline. Furthermore, the performance of
Gaia is very similar to the performance of LAN, indicating
that Gaia almost attains the performance upper bound
with the given computation resources. For TM, Gaia
delivers a similar speedup (2.0×) and is within 1.25× of
the ideal speed of LAN. For IC, Gaia provides a speedup
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Figure 8: Normalized execution time until convergence when deployed across 11 EC2 regions and our emulation cluster

6.2. Performance and WAN Bandwidth

Normalized Exec. Time

To understand how Gaia performs under different amounts
of WAN bandwidth, we evaluate two settings where
Baseline and Gaia are deployed across two data centers
with two WAN bandwidth configurations: (1) V/C WAN,
which emulates the WAN bandwidth between Virginia
and California, representing a setting within the same
continent; and (2) S/S WAN, which emulates the WAN
bandwidth between Singapore and São Paulo, representing
the lowest WAN bandwidth between any two Amazon
EC2 sites. All the experiments are conducted on our
emulation platform at full speed. Figures 9 and 10 show
the results. Three observations are in order.
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Figure 9: Normalized execution time until convergence
with the WAN bandwidth between Virginia and California

First, Gaia successfully matches the performance of
when WAN bandwidth is high (V/C WAN). As Figure 9 shows, Gaia achieves a speedup of 3.7× for MF,
3.7× for TM, and 7.4× for IC. For all three ML applications, the performance of Gaia on WANs is almost the
same as LAN performance.
LAN
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Baseline
Normalized Exec. Time

of 5.6× over Baseline, which is within 1.32× of the
LAN speed, indicating that Gaia is also effective on a
GPU-based ML system. The gap between Baseline and
LAN is larger for IC than for the other two applications.
This is because the GPU-based ML system generates
parameter updates at a higher rate than the CPU-based
one, and therefore the limited WAN bandwidth slows it
down more significantly.
Second, Gaia provides a higher performance gain when
deployed on a more powerful platform. As Figure 8 shows,
the performance gap between Baseline and LAN significantly increases on Emulation-Full-Speed compared to
the slower platform Emulation-EC2. This is expected
because the WAN bandwidth becomes a more critical
bottleneck when the computation time reduces and the
LAN bandwidth increases. Gaia successfully mitigates
the WAN bottleneck in this more challenging EmulationFull-Speed setting, and improves the system performance
by 3.8× for MF, 3.7× for TM, and 6.0× for IC over
Baseline, approaching the speedups provided by LAN.
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Figure 10: Normalized execution time until convergence
with the WAN bandwidth between Singapore and São Paulo

Second, Gaia still performs very well when WAN
bandwidth is low (S/S WAN, Figure 10): Gaia provides a
speedup of 25.4× for MF, 14.1× for TM, and 53.5× for
IC, and successfully approaches LAN performance. These
results show that our design is robust for both CPU-based
and GPU-based ML systems, and it can deliver high
performance even under scarce WAN bandwidth.
Third, for MF, the performance of Gaia (on WANs) is
slightly better than LAN performance. This is because we
run ASP between different data centers, and the workers
in each data center need to synchronize only with each
other locally in each iteration. As long as the mirror
updates on WANs are timely, each iteration of Gaia can
be faster than that of LAN, which needs to synchronize
across all workers. While Gaia needs more iterations than
LAN due to the accuracy loss, Gaia can still outperform
LAN due to the faster iterations.

6.3. Cost Analysis
Figure 11 shows the monetary cost of running ML applications until convergence based on the Amazon EC2
cost model, normalized to the cost of Baseline on 11
EC2 regions. Cost is divided into three components: (1)
the cost of machine time spent on computation, (2) the
cost of machine time spent on waiting for networks, and
(3) the cost of data transfer across different data centers.
As we discuss in Section 2.2, there is no cost for data
transfer within a single data center in Amazon EC2. The
data label on each bar shows the factor by which the
cost of Gaia is cheaper than the cost of each respective
Baseline. We evaluate all three deployment setups that
we discuss in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. We make two major
observations.
First, Gaia is very effective in reducing the cost of
running a geo-distributed ML application. Across all
the evaluated settings, Gaia is 2.6× to 59.0× cheaper
than Baseline. Not surprisingly, the major cost saving
comes from the reduction of data transfer on WANs
and the reduction of machine time spent on waiting for
networks. For the S/S WAN setting, the cost of waiting
for networks is a more important factor than the other
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Figure 11: Normalized monetary cost of Gaia vs. Baseline

Gaia obtains its good performance without moving any
raw data, greatly reducing WAN costs and respecting
privacy and data sovereignty laws that prohibit raw data
movement. For settings in which raw data movement is allowed, Table 1 summarizes the performance and cost comparisons between Gaia and the centralized data approach
(Centralized), which moves all the geo-distributed data
into a single data center and then runs the ML application
over the data. We make Centralized very cost efficient
by moving the data into the cheapest data center in each
setting, and we use low cost machines (m4.xlarge [8])
to move the data. We make two major observations.
Table 1: Comparison between Gaia and Centralized
Application
MF

TM

IC

Setting
EC2-ALL
V/C WAN
S/S WAN
EC2-ALL
V/C WAN
S/S WAN
EC2-ALL
V/C WAN
S/S WAN

Gaia Speedup
over Centralized
1.11
1.22
2.13
0.80
1.02
1.25
0.76
1.12
1.86

Gaia cost
Centralized

/
cost

3.54
1.00
1.17
6.14
1.26
1.92
3.33
1.07
1.08

First, Gaia outperforms Centralized for most settings, except for TM and IC in the EC2-ALL setting.
Other than these two cases, Gaia provides a 1.02–2.13×
speedup over Centralized. This is because Gaia does
not need to wait for data movement over WANs, and the
performance of Gaia is very close to that of LAN. On the
other hand, Centralized performs better when there is
a performance gap between Gaia and LAN, especially in
the setting of all 11 data centers for TM and IC. The data
movement overhead of Centralized is smaller in this
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6.5. Effect of Synchronization Mechanisms
One of the major design considerations of ASP is to ensure that the significant updates arrive in a timely manner
to guarantee algorithm convergence. To understand the
effectiveness of our proposed synchronization mechanisms (i.e., ASP selective barrier and mirror clock), we
run MF and TM on Gaia with both mechanisms disabled
across 11 EC2 regions. Figure 12 shows the progress
toward algorithm convergence with the synchronization
mechanisms enabled (Gaia) and disabled (Gaia_Async).
For MF, lower object value is better, while for TM, higher
is better.
1E+09
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6.4. Comparisons with Centralized Data

setting because each data center has only a small fraction
of the data, and Centralized moves the data from all
data centers in parallel.
Second, Centralized is more cost-efficient than Gaia,
but the gap is small in the two data centers setting. This
is because the total WAN traffic of Gaia is still larger
than the size of the training data, even though Gaia
significantly reduces the communication overhead over
Baseline. The cost gap is larger in the setting of 11
data centers (3.33–6.14×) than in two data centers (1.00–
1.92×), because the WAN traffic of Gaia is positively
correlated with the number of data centers (Section 4.5).

Objective value

two settings, because it takes more time to transfer the
same amount of data under low WAN bandwidth. As
Gaia significantly improves system performance and
reduces data communication overhead, it significantly
reduces both cost sources. We conclude that Gaia is a
cost-effective system for geo-distributed ML applications.
Second, Gaia reduces data transfer cost much more
when deployed on a smaller number of data centers. The
reason is that Gaia needs to broadcast the significant
updates to all data centers, so communication cost is
higher as the number of data centers increases. While
we employ network overlays (Section 4.5) to mitigate
this effect, there is still more overhead with more than
two data centers. Nonetheless, the cost of Gaia is still
much cheaper (4.2×/2.6×/8.5×) than Baseline even
when deployed across 11 data centers.
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(a) Matrix Factorization (MF) (b) Topic Modeling (TM)
Figure 12: Progress toward algorithm convergence with
and without Gaia’s synchronization mechanisms

As Figure 12 shows, Gaia steadily reaches algorithm convergence for both applications. In contrast,
Gaia_Async diverges from the optimum point at ~100
seconds for MF. For TM, Gaia_Async looks like it makes
faster progress at the beginning of execution because it
eliminates the synchronization overhead. However, it
makes very slow progress after ~200 seconds and does
not reach the value that results in convergence until 1100
seconds. It may take a long time for Gaia_Async to reach
that point, if ever. Thus, the lack of synchronization leads
to worse model quality than that achieved by using proper
synchronization mechanisms. Both results demonstrate
that the synchronization mechanisms we introduce in
ASP are effective and vital for deploying ML algorithms
on Gaia on WANs.
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7. Related Work
To our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a
globally distributed ML system that is (1) designed to run
effectively over WANs while ensuring the convergence
and accuracy of an ML algorithm, and (2) generic and
flexible to run a wide range of ML algorithms without
requiring modification. In this section, we discuss related
works on 1) WAN-aware data analytics and ML systems,
2) distributed ML systems, 3) non-uniform convergence
in ML algorithms, 4) communication-efficient ML algorithms, and 5) approximate queries on distributed data,
all of which are related to our proposed system.
WAN-aware Data Analytics and ML Systems. Prior
work establishes the emerging problem of analyzing the
globally-generated data in the context of data analytics
systems (e.g., [33, 36, 41, 57, 58, 71–73]). These works
show very promising WAN bandwidth reduction and/or
system performance improvement with a WAN-aware
data analytics framework. However, their goal is not to
run an ML system effectively on WANs, which has very
different challenges from a data analytics system. Cano
et al. [12] first discuss the problem of running an ML
system on geo-distributed data. They show that a geodistributed ML system can perform significantly better
by leveraging a communication-efficient algorithm [49]
for logistic regression models. This solution requires the
ML programmer to change the ML algorithm, which is
challenging and algorithm-specific. In contrast, our work
focuses on the design of communication-efficient mechanisms at the system level and requires no modification to
the ML algorithms.
Distributed ML Systems. There are many distributed
ML systems that aim to enable large-scale ML applications (e.g., [1, 2, 5, 6, 13, 16–18, 20, 34, 40, 45–47, 74, 77]).
These systems successfully demonstrate their effectiveness on a large number of machines by employing various
synchronization models and system optimizations. However, all of them assume that the network communication
happens within a data center and do not tackle the challenges of scarce WAN bandwidth. As our study shows,
state-of-the-art parameter server systems suffer from significant performance degradation and data transfer cost
when deployed across multiple data centers on WANs. We
demonstrate our idea on both CPU-based and GPU-based
parameter server systems [17, 18], and we believe our
proposed general solution can be applied to all distributed
ML systems that use the parameter server architecture.
Non-uniform Convergence in ML Algorithms. Prior
work observes that, in many ML algorithms, not all model
parameters converge to their optimal value within the same
number of computation iterations [21, 22, 40, 47, 80]. Several systems exploit this property to improve the algorithm
convergence speed, e.g., by prioritizing the computation
of important parameters [40, 47, 80], communicating the
important parameters more aggressively [74], or sending
fewer updates with user-defined filters [45, 46].
Among these, the closest to our work is Li et al.’s
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proposal for a communication-efficient parameter server
system [45, 46], which employs various filters to reduce
communication between worker machines and parameter
servers. In contrast to our work, this work 1) does not
differentiate the communication on LANs from the communication on WANs, and thus it cannot make efficient
use of the abundant LAN bandwidth or the scarce and
heterogeneous WAN bandwidth, and 2) does not propose
a general synchronization model across multiple data
centers, a key contribution of our work.
Communication-Efficient ML Algorithms. A large
body of prior work proposes ML algorithms to reduce
the dependency on intensive parameter updates to enable
more efficient parallel computation (e.g., [37, 52, 63, 66,
81, 82, 84]). These works are largely orthogonal to our
work, as we focus on a generic system-level solution that
does not require any changes to ML algorithms. These
ML algorithms can use our system to further reduce
communication overhead over WANs.
Approximate Queries on Distributed Data. In the
database community, there is substantial prior work that
explores the trade-off between precision and performance
for queries on distributed data over WANs (e.g., [15, 55,
56, 75]). The idea is to reduce communication overhead
of moving up-to-date data from data sources to a query
processor by allowing some user-defined precision loss
for the queries. At a high level, our work bears some
resemblance to this idea, but the challenges we tackle
are fundamentally different. The focus of distributed
database systems is on approximating queries (e.g., simple
aggregation) on raw data. In contrast, our work focuses
on retaining ML algorithm convergence and accuracy by
using approximate ML models during training.

8. Conclusion
We introduce Gaia, a new ML system that is designed
to efficiently run ML algorithms on globally-generated
data over WANs, without any need to change the ML
algorithms. Gaia decouples the synchronization within a
data center (LANs) from the synchronization across different data centers (WANs), enabling flexible and effective
synchronization over LANs and WANs. We introduce a
new synchronization model, Approximate Synchronous
Parallel (ASP), to efficiently utilize the scarce and heterogeneous WAN bandwidth while ensuring convergence of
the ML algorithms with a theoretical guarantee. Using
ASP, Gaia dynamically eliminates insignificant, and thus
unnecessary, communication over WANs. Our evaluation
shows that Gaia significantly outperforms two state-ofthe-art parameter server systems on WANs, and is within
0.94–1.40× of the speed of running the same ML algorithm on a LAN. Gaia also significantly reduces the
monetary cost of running the same ML algorithm on
WANs, by 2.6–59.0×. We conclude that Gaia is a practical and effective system to enable globally-distributed
ML applications, and we believe the ideas behind Gaia’s
system design for communication across WANs can be
applied to many other large-scale distributed ML systems.
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Appendix
A. Convergence Proof of SGD under ASP

P−1 c−s−1

Stochastic Gradient Descent is a very popular algorithm,
widely used for finding the minimizer/maximizer of a
criterion (sum of differentiable functions) via iterative
steps. The intuition behind the algorithm is that we
randomly select an initial point x 0 and keep moving
toward the negative direction of the gradient, producing
a sequence of points x i , i = 1, ...n until we detect that
moving further decreases (increases) the minimization
(maximization, respectively) criterion only negligibly.
Formally, step t of the SGD algorithm is defined as:
xt = xt−1 − ηt ∇ ft (xxt ) = xt−1 − ηt gt = xt−1 + ut

P

t
t mod P, b DP
c

+

(2)

ud,p0 ,c0 +

∑

(p0 ,c0 )∈B0d,c ⊂Bd,c

h

ud 0 ,p0 ,c0

∑

i

(4)

d 0 6=d (p0 ,c0 )∈Kd 0 ,c0

x˜t − xt = x̃xd,p,c − xt = x̃xb t c mod D,t mod P,b
P

−

ui +

∑

i∈Md,c

+

∑

ui −

∑

h

−

∑

t
DP c

− xt =

ui

∑ ∑

d 0 6=d i∈Ld 0 ,c

i∈Nd,c

ui +

i∈Md 0 ,c

∑

ui

i

(5)

i∈Nd 0 ,c

Finally, let D(xx, x 0 ) denote the distance between points
x , x 0 ∈ Rn :
1
2
D(xx, x 0 ) = kxx − x 0 k .
2

(6)

We now prove the following lemma:
Lemma. For any x ∗ , x˜t ∈ Rn ,
D(xx∗ , xt ) − D(xx∗ , xt+1 )
1
hx˜t − x ∗ , g˜t i = ηt kg˜t k2 +
2
ηt
h
i
+ − ∑ ηi hg˜i , g˜t i + ∑ ηi hg˜i , g˜t i
i∈Md,c

+

∑

h

−

d 0 6=d

+

∑

d 0 6=d
0

∑

The difference between the reference view xt and the
noisy view x̃xt becomes:

t

∑ ut

u d,p,c0

∑

c0 =c−s

d 0 6=d

represents a mapping that loops through clocks (c =
t
c) and for each clock loops through data centers
b DP
(d = b Pt c mod D) and for each data center loops through
its workers (p = t mod P).
We now define a reference sequence of states that a
single machine serial execution would go through if the
updates were observed under the above ordering:
xt = x 0 +

c−1

u d,p0 ,c0 +

∑ ∑

p0 =0 c0 =0

(1)

where ηt is the step size at step t, ∇ ft (xxt ) or gt is the
gradient at step t, and ut = ηt gt is the update of step t.
Let us define an order of the updates up to step t.
Suppose that the algorithm is distributed in D data centers,
each of which uses P machines, and the logical clocks
that mark progress start at 0. Then,
ut = u d,p,c = u b t c mod D,

x̃xd,p,c =

(3)

i∈Nd,c

∑

i
ηi hg˜i , g˜t i

∑

ηi hg˜i , g˜t i +

i∈Ld 0 ,c

h

−

i∈Md 0 ,c

∑

i
ηi hg˜i , g˜t i (7)

i∈Nd 0 ,c

t 0 =1

Let ∆c denote the threshold of mirror clock difference
between different data centers. At clock c, let Ad,c denote
the (c − ∆c )-width window of updates at data center d:
Ad,c = [0, P − 1] × [0, c − ∆c − 1]. Also, let Kd,c denote the
subset of Ad,c of significant updates (i.e., those broadcast
to other data centers) and Ld,c denote the subset of Ad,c
of the insignificant updates (not broadcast) from this data
center. Clearly, Kd,c and Ld,c are disjoint and their union
equals Ad,c .
Let s denote a user-chosen staleness threshold for SSP.
Let x˜t denote the sequence of noisy (i.e., inaccurate) views
of the parameters xt . Let Bd,c denote the 2s-width window
of updates at data center d: Bd,c = [0, P − 1] × [c − s, c +
s − 1]. A worker p in data center d will definitely see its
own updates and may or may not see updates from other
workers that belong to this window. Then, Md,c denotes
the set of updates that are not seen in x˜t and are seen in
xt , whereas Nd,c denotes the updates that are seen in x˜t
and not seen in xt . The sets Md,c and Nd,c are disjoint
and their union equals the set Bd,c .
We define the noisy view x˜t using the above mapping:
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Proof.
1
1
D(xx∗ , xt+1 ) − D(xx∗ , xt ) = kxx∗ − xt+1 k2 − kxx∗ − xt k2
2
2
1 ∗
1 ∗
2
2
x
x
x
x
x
x
= kx − t + t − t+1 k − kx − t k
2
2
1 ∗
1 ∗
2
= kxx − xt + ηt g˜t k − kxx − xt k2
2
2
1 ∗
1
∗
= hxx − xt + ηt g˜t , x − xt + ηt g˜t i − hxx∗ − xt , x ∗ − xt i
2
2
1
1
= hxx∗ − xt , x ∗ − xt i + hηt g˜t , ηt g˜t i + hxx∗ − xt , ηt g˜t i
2
2
1 ∗
∗
− hxx − xt , x − xt i
2
1 2
= ηt kg˜t k2 + ηt hxx∗ − xt , g˜t i
2
1
= ηt 2 kg˜t k2 − ηt hxxt − x ∗ , g˜t i
2
1
= ηt 2 kg˜t k2 − ηt hxxt − x˜t + x˜t − x ∗ i
2
1
= ηt 2 kg˜t k2 − ηt hxxt − x˜t , g˜t i − ηt hx˜t − x ∗ , g˜t i =⇒
2
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1
D(xx∗ , xt ) − D(xx∗ , xt+1 )
hx˜t − x ∗ , g˜t i = ηt kg˜t k2 +
2
ηt
− hxxt − x˜t , g˜t i

T

T

1

1

∑ 2 ηt kg˜t k2 ≤ ∑ 2 ηt L2

t=1

t=1
T

(8)

(k∇ ft (xx)k ≤ L)

1 η

∑ 2 √t L2

=

t=1

Substituting the RHS of Equation 5 into Equation 8
completes the proof.
Theorem 1. (Convergence of SGD under ASP).
Suppose that, in order to compute the minimizer x∗ of a
T
convex function f (xx) = ∑t=1
ft (xx), with ft ,t = 1, 2, . . . , T ,
convex, we use stochastic gradient descent on one component ∇ ft at a time. Suppose also that 1) the algorithm
is distributed in D data centers, each of which uses P
machines, 2) within each data center, the SSP protocol is
used, with a fixed staleness of s, and 3) a fixed mirror clock
difference ∆c is allowed between any two data centers.
Let ut = −ηt ∇ ft (x˜t ), where the step size ηt decreases
as ηt = √ηt and the significance threshold vt decreases
as vt = √vt . If we further assume that: k∇ ft (xx)k ≤ L,
∀xx ∈ dom( ft ) and
Then, as T → ∞,

max(D(xx, x 0 ))

≤

∆2 , ∀xx, x 0

T
√
1
(∑ √ ≤ 2 T)
t
t=1

(10)

Second, we bound the upper limit of the term:
T

∑
t=1

D(x∗ ,xt )−D(x∗ ,xt+1 )
:
ηt

D(xx∗ , xt ) − D(xx∗ , xt+1 )
ηt
t=1
T

∑

∈ dom( ft ).

=

T
D(xx∗ , x 1 ) D(xx∗ , x T +1 )
1
1
−
+ ∑ D(xx∗ , xt )( −
)
η1
ηT
η
η
t
t−1
t=2

≤

∆2
∆2 T √ √
−0+
∑ [ t − t − 1] (max(D(xx, x 0 )) ≤ ∆2 )
η
η t=2

∆2 ∆2 √
+ [ T − 1]
η
η
∆2 √
=
T
η
=

√
T)

T

R[X] =

T
1
1
= ηL2 ∑ √
2
t=1 t
√
√
1
≤ ηL2 2 T = ηL2 T
2

∑ ft (x˜t ) − f (xx∗ ) = O(

t=1

(11)

and therefore
Third, we bound the upper limit of the term:
h
i
∑ ∑ − ∑ ηi hg˜i , g˜t i :

R[X]
→0
T →∞ T

T

lim

t=1 d 0 6=d

i∈Ld 0 ,c

T

Proof.

∑∑

ft (x˜t ) − ft (xx∗ )

∑

≤

∑ h∇ ft (x˜t ), x˜t − x∗ i
∑ hg˜t , x˜t − x ∗ i
T

=
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ηt kg˜t k2 +
2
ηt
t=1
h
i
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h

+ −
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#
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T

We first bound the upper limit of the term: ∑ 12 ηt kg˜t k2 :
t=1
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i∈Ld 0 ,c

T

∑ (D − 1)vt

t=1

∑

p

1
T − (s + ∆c + 1)P

p
≤ 2(D − 1)v T − (s + ∆c + 1)P
√
≤ 2(D − 1)v T
√
≤ 2Dv T
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i∈Md 0 ,c

i
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T
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v
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"

h
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T
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(convexity of ft )

i
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∑

T

t=1
T

≤

−

t=1 d 0 6=d

T

R[X] =

h

(12)

where the fourth inequality follows from the fact that:
T
p
1
√
≤ T − (s + ∆c + 1)P.
∑
t=(s+∆c +1)P+1

T −(s+∆c +1)P

Fourth, we bound the upper limit of the term:
h
i
∑ − ∑ ηi hg˜i , g˜t i + ∑ ηi hg˜i , g˜t i :
T

t=1

i∈Md,c

i∈Nd,c
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T
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h
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R[X] ≤ ηL2 T +
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η
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η
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h
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∑

Due to limited space, we present the performance results
of SSP for MF (Matrix Factorization) and TM (Topic
Modeling) here. We do not present the results of SSP
for IC (Image Classification) because SSP has worse
performance than BSP for IC [18]. In our evaluation,
BSP and SSP are used among all worker machines for
Baseline and LAN, whereas for Gaia, they are used
only within each data center. To show the performance
difference between BSP and SSP, we show both results
together.

B.1. SSP Performance on EC2 Deployment
Similar to Section 6.1, Figures 13 and 14 show the execution time until convergence for MF and TM, normalized
to Baseline with BSP on EC2. The data label above each
bar shows the speedup over Baseline for the respective
deployment and synchronization model.
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By combining all the above upper bounds, we have:
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Figure 13: Normalized execution time of MF until convergence when deployed across 11 EC2 regions
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where the first inequality follows from the fact that
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B. Performance Results of SSP
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Figure 14: Normalized execution time of TM until convergence when deployed across 11 EC2 regions

We see that Gaia significantly improves the performance of Baseline with SSP. For MF, Gaia provides a
speedup of 1.3–3.0× over Baseline with SSP, and successfully approaches the speedups of LAN with SSP. For
TM, Gaia achieves speedups of 1.5–2.0× over Baseline.
Note that for TM, Gaia with BSP outperforms Gaia with
SSP. The reason is that SSP allows using stale, and thus
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inaccurate, values in order to get the benefit of more efficient communication. However, compared to Baseline,
the benefit of employing SSP to reduce communication
overhead is much smaller for Gaia because it uses SSP
only to synchronize a small number of machines within
a data center. Thus, the cost of inaccuracy outweighs the
benefit of SSP in this case. Fortunately, Gaia decouples
the synchronization model within a data center from the
synchronization model across different data centers. Thus,
we can freely choose the combination of synchronization
models that works better for Gaia.

B.2. SSP Performance and WAN Bandwidth
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Similar to Section 6.2, Figures 15 and 16 show the normalized execution time until convergence on two deployments: V/C WAN and S/S WAN. The data label
above each bar shows the speedup over Baseline for the
respective deployment and synchronization model.
Baseline
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The CPU instance is c4.4xlarge or m4.4xlarge, depending on the availability in each EC2 region. The
GPU instance is g2.8xlarge. The low-cost instance
(m4.xlarge) is the one used for centralizing input data.
All the instance costs are shown in USD per hour. All
WAN data transfer costs are shown in USD per GB.
Table 2: Cost model details
Region

CPU
Instance

GPU
Instance

Low-cost
Instance

Send to
WANs

Recv. from
WANs

Virginia
California
Oregon
Ireland
Frankfurt
Tokyo
Seoul
Singapore
Sydney
Mumbai
São Paulo

$0.86
$1.01
$0.86
$0.95
$1.03
$1.11
$1.06
$1.07
$1.08
$1.05
$1.37

$2.60
$2.81
$2.60
$2.81
$3.09
$3.59
$3.59
$4.00
$3.59
$3.59
$4.00

$0.22
$0.22
$0.22
$0.24
$0.26
$0.27
$0.28
$0.27
$0.27
$0.26
$0.34

$0.02
$0.02
$0.02
$0.02
$0.02
$0.09
$0.08
$0.09
$0.14
$0.09
$0.16

$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
$0.01
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Figure 15: Normalized execution time until convergence
with the WAN bandwidth between Virginia and California
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Figure 16: Normalized execution time until convergence
with the WAN bandwidth between Singapore and São Paulo

We find that Gaia performs very well compared to
with SSP in both high WAN bandwidth (V/C
WAN) and low WAN bandwidth (S/S WAN) settings.
For V/C WAN, Gaia achieves a speedup of 2.6× for
MF and 3.1× for TM over Baseline with SSP. For
both applications, the performance of Gaia is almost the
same as the performance of LAN. For S/S WAN, Gaia
provides a speedup of 15.7× / 16.8× for MF / TM over
Baseline with SSP, and successfully approaches the LAN
speedups. We conclude that Gaia provides significant
performance improvement over Baseline, irrespective
of the synchronization model used by Baseline.
Baseline

C. EC2 Cost Model Details
We use the on-demand pricing of Amazon EC2 published
for January 2017 as our cost model [8]. As the pricing
might change over time, we provide the details of the
cost model in Table 2.
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Efficient Memory Disaggregation with I NFINISWAP
Juncheng Gu, Youngmoon Lee, Yiwen Zhang, Mosharaf Chowdhury, Kang G. Shin
University of Michigan

Abstract
Memory-intensive applications suffer large performance
loss when their working sets do not fully fit in memory.
Yet, they cannot leverage otherwise unused remote memory when paging out to disks even in the presence of large
imbalance in memory utilizations across a cluster. Existing proposals for memory disaggregation call for new architectures, new hardware designs, and/or new programming models, making them infeasible.
This paper describes the design and implementation of
I NFINISWAP, a remote memory paging system designed
specifically for an RDMA network. I NFINISWAP opportunistically harvests and transparently exposes unused
memory to unmodified applications by dividing the swap
space of each machine into many slabs and distributing
them across many machines’ remote memory. Because
one-sided RDMA operations bypass remote CPUs, I N FINISWAP leverages the power of many choices to perform decentralized slab placements and evictions.
We have implemented and deployed I NFINISWAP on
an RDMA cluster without any modifications to user applications or the OS and evaluated its effectiveness using multiple workloads running on unmodified VoltDB,
Memcached, PowerGraph, GraphX, and Apache Spark.
Using I NFINISWAP, throughputs of these applications
improve between 4× (0.94×) to 15.4× (7.8×) over disk
(Mellanox nbdX), and median and tail latencies between
5.4× (2×) and 61× (2.3×). I NFINISWAP achieves these
with negligible remote CPU usage, whereas nbdX becomes CPU-bound. I NFINISWAP increases the overall
memory utilization of a cluster and works well at scale.

1

Introduction

Memory-intensive applications [18, 20, 23, 77] are
widely used today for low-latency services and dataintensive analytics alike. The main reason for their popularity is simple: as long as requests are served from memory and disk accesses are minimized, latency decreases
and throughput increases. However, these applications
experience rapid performance deteriorations when their
working sets do not fully fit in memory (§2.2).
There are two primary ways of mitigating this issue:
(i) rightsizing memory allocation and (ii) increasing the
effective memory capacity of each machine. Rightsizing
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is difficult because applications often overestimate their
requirements [71] or attempt to allocate for peak usage
[28], resulting in severe underutilization and unbalanced
memory usage across the cluster. Our analysis of two
large production clusters shows that more than 70% of
the time there exists severe imbalance in memory utilizations across their machines (§2.3).
Proposals for memory disaggregation [42, 49, 53, 70]
acknowledge this imbalance and aim to expose a global
memory bank to all machines to increase their effective
memory capacities. Recent studies suggest that modern
RDMA networks can meet the latency requirements of
memory disaggregation architectures for numerous inmemory workloads [42, 70]. However, existing proposals for memory disaggregation call for new architectures
[11, 12, 49], new hardware designs [56, 57], and new programming models [63, 69], rendering them infeasible.
In this paper, we present I NFINISWAP, a new scalable, decentralized remote memory paging solution that
enables efficient memory disaggregation. It is designed
specifically for RDMA networks to perform remote
memory paging when applications cannot fit their working sets in local memory. It does so without requiring
any coordination or modifications to the underlying infrastructure, operating systems, and applications (§3).
I NFINISWAP is not the first to exploit memory imbalance and disk-network latency gap for remote memory
paging [2, 25, 31, 37, 40, 41, 55, 58, 64]. However, unlike existing solutions, it does not incur high remote CPU
overheads, scalability concerns from central coordination to find machines with free memory, and large performance loss due to evictions from, and failures of, remote
memory.
I NFINISWAP addresses these challenges via two primary components: a block device that is used as the
swap space and a daemon that manages remotely accessible memory. Both are present in every machine and
work together without any central coordination. The I N FINISWAP block device writes synchronously to remote
memory for low latency and asynchronously to disk for
fault-tolerance (§4). To mitigate high recovery overheads
of disks in the presence of remote evictions and failures,
we divide its address space into fixed-size slabs and place
them across many machines’ remote memory. As a result, remote evictions and failures only affect the perfor-
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pact on local applications. Because swap activities on the
hosted slabs are transparent to the daemon, we leverage
power of many choices [68] to perform batch eviction
without any central coordination.
We have implemented I NFINISWAP on Linux kernel 3.13.0 (§6) and deployed it on a 56 Gbps, 32machine RDMA cluster on CloudLab [5]. We evaluated
it using multiple unmodified memory-intensive applications: VoltDB, Memcached, PowerGraph, GraphX, and
Apache Spark using industrial benchmarks and production workloads (§7). Using I NFINISWAP, throughputs improve between 4× (0.94×) and 15.4× (7.8×) over disk
(Mellanox nbdX [2]), and median and tail latencies by
up to 5.4× (2×) and 61× (2.3×), respectively. Memoryheavy workloads experience limited performance difference during paging, while CPU-heavy workloads experience some degradation. In comparison to nbdX, I NFIN ISWAP does not use any remote CPU and provides a 2×–
4× higher read/write bandwidth. I NFINISWAP can recover from remote evictions and failures while still providing higher application-level performance in comparison to disks. Finally, its benefits hold in the presence of
high concurrency and at scale, with a negligible increase
in network bandwidth usage.
Despite its effectiveness, I NFINISWAP cannot transparently emulate memory disaggregation for CPU-heavy
workloads such as Spark and VoltDB (unlike memoryintensive Memcached and PowerGraph) due to the inherent overheads of paging (e.g., context switching). We
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still consider it useful because of its other tangible benefits. For example, when working sets do not fit in memory, VoltDB’s performance degrades linearly using I N FINISWAP instead of experiencing a super-linear drop.
We discuss related work in Section 9.

2

Motivation

This section overviews necessary background (§2.1) and
discusses potential benefits from paging to remote memory in memory-intensive workloads (§2.2) as well as opportunities for doing so in production clusters (§2.3).
2.1

Background

Paging. Modern operating systems (OSes) support virtual memory to provide applications with larger address
spaces than physically possible, using fixed-size pages
(typically 4KB) as the unit of memory management.
Usually, there are many more virtual pages than physical ones. Page faults occur whenever an application addresses a virtual address, whose corresponding page does
not reside in physical memory. Subsequently, the virtual
memory manager (VMM) consults with the page table to
bring that page into memory; this is known as paging in.
To make space for the new page, the VMM may need to
page out one or more already existing pages to a block
device, which is known as the swap space.
Any block device that implements an expected interface can be used as a swap space. I NFINISWAP is written
as a virtual block device to perform this role.
See [14] for a detailed description of memory management and its many optimizations in a modern OS.
Application Deployment Model. We consider a
container-based application deployment model, which is
common in production datacenters [28, 71, 76] as well
as in container-as-a-service (CaaS) models [4, 8, 13, 50].
These clusters use resource allocation or scheduling algorithms [28, 43, 47, 73] to determine resource shares of
different applications and deploy application processes
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Figure 2: Imbalance in 10s-averaged memory usage in two
large production clusters at Facebook and Google.

in containers to ensure resource isolation. Applications
start paging when they require more memory than the
memory limits of their containers.
Network Model. I NFINISWAP requires a low-latency,
RDMA network, but we do not make any assumptions
about specific RDMA technologies (e.g., Infiniband vs.
RoCE) or network diameters. Although we evaluate I N FINISWAP in a small-scale environment, recent results
suggest that deploying RDMA (thus I NFINISWAP) on
large datacenters may indeed be feasible [48, 61, 79].
2.2

Potential Benefits

To illustrate the adverse effects of paging, we consider
four application types: (i) a standard TPC-C benchmark
[22] running on the VoltDB [23] in-memory database;
(ii) two Facebook-like workloads [26] running on the
Memcached [18] key-value store; (iii) PowerGraph [45]
running the TunkRank algorithm [1] on a Twitter dataset
[52]; and (iv) PageRank running on Apache Spark [77]
and GraphX [46] on the Twitter dataset. We found that
Spark starts thrashing during paging and does not complete in many cases. We defer discussion of Spark to Section 7.2.4 and consider the rest here.
To avoid externalities, we only focus on single-server
performance. Peak memory usage of each of these
runs were around 10GB, significantly smaller than the
server’s total physical memory. We run each application
inside containers of different memory capacities: x% in
the X-axes of Figure 1 refers to a run inside a container
that can hold at most x% of the application’s working set
in memory, and x < 100 forces paging. Section 7.2 has
more details on the experimental setups.
We highlight two observations that show large potential benefits from I NFINISWAP. First, paging has significant, non-linear impact on performance (Figure 1). For
example, a 25% reduction in in-memory working set results in a 5.5× and 2.1× throughput loss for VoltDB
and Memcached; in contrast, PowerGraph and GraphX
worsen marginally. However, another 25% reduction
makes VoltDB, Memcached, PowerGraph, and GraphX
up to 24×, 17×, 8×, and 23× worse, respectively.
Second, paging implications are highlighed particu-
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larly at the tail latencies. As working sets do not fit
into memory, the 99th-percentile latencies of VoltDB and
Memcached worsen by up to 71.5× and 21.5×, respectively. In contrast, their median latencies worsens by up
to 5.7× and 1.1×, respectively.
These gigantic performance gaps suggest that a theoretical, 100%-efficient memory disaggregation solution
can result in huge benefits, assuming that everything such
solutions may require is ensured. It also shows that bridging some of these gaps by a practical, deployable solution
can be worthwhile.
2.3

Characteristics of Memory Imbalance

To understand the presence of memory imbalance in
modern clusters and corresponding opportunities, we analyzed traces from two production clusters: (i) a 3000machine data analytics cluster (Facebook) and (ii) a
12500-machine cluster (Google) running a mix of diverse short- and long-running applications.
We highlight two key observations – the presence of
memory imbalance and its temporal variabilities – that
guide I NFINISWAP’s design decisions.
Presence of Imbalance. We found that the memory
usage across machines can be substantially unbalanced
in the short term (e.g., tens of seconds). Causes of imbalance include placement and scheduling constraints
[28, 44] and resource fragmentation during packing
[47, 76], among others. We measured memory utilization imbalance by calculating the 99th-percentile to the
median usage ratio over 10-second intervals (Figure 2).
With a perfect balance, these values would be 1. However, we found this ratio to be 2.4 in Facebook and 3.35
in Google more than half the time; meaning, most of the
time, more than a half of the cluster aggregate memory
remains unutilized.
Temporal Variabilities. Although skewed, memory
utilizations remained stable over short intervals, which
is useful for predictable decision-making when selecting remote machines. To analyze the stability of memory
utilizations, we adopted the methodology described by
Chowdhury et al. [32, §4.3]. Specifically, we consider a
machine’s memory utilization Ut (m) at time t to be stable for the duration T if the difference between Ut (m)
and the average value of Ut (m) over the interval [t, t+T )
remains within 10% of Ut (m). We observed that average memory utilizations of a machine remained stable
for smaller durations with very high probabilities. For
the most unpredictable machine in the Facebook cluster, the probabilities that its current memory utilization
from any instant will not change by more than 10% for
the next 10, 20, and 40 seconds were 0.74, 0.58, and
0.42, respectively. For Google, the corresponding numbers were 0.97, 0.94, and 0.89, respectively. We believe
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Figure 3: I NFINISWAP architecture. Each machine loads a
block device as a kernel module (set as swap device) and runs
an I NFINISWAP daemon. The block device divides its address
space into slabs and transparently maps them across many machines’ remote memory; paging happens at page granularity via
RDMA.

that the higher probabilities in the Google cluster are due
to its long-running services, whereas the Facebook cluster runs data analytics with many short tasks [24].

3

I NFINISWAP Overview

I NFINISWAP is a decentralized memory disaggregation
solution for RDMA clusters that opportunistically uses
remote memory for paging. In this section, we present
a high-level overview of I NFINISWAP to help the reader
follow how I NFINISWAP performs efficient and faulttolerant memory disaggregation (§4), how it enables fast
and transparent memory reclamation (§5), and its implementation details (§6).
3.1

Problem Statement

The main goal of I NFINISWAP is to efficiently expose all
of a cluster’s memory to user applications without any
modifications to those applications or the OSes of individual machines. It must also be scalable, fault-tolerant,
and transparent so that application performance on remote machines remains unaffected.
3.2

Architectural Overview

I NFINISWAP consists of two primary components – I N FINISWAP block device and I NFINISWAP daemon – that
are present in every machine and work together without
any central coordination (Figure 3).
The I NFINISWAP block device exposes a conventional
block device I/O interface to the virtual memory manager (VMM), which treats it as a fixed-size swap partition. The entire address space of this device is logically
partitioned into fixed-size slabs (SlabSize). A slab is the
unit of remote mapping and load balancing in I NFIN ISWAP . Slabs from the same device can be mapped to
multiple remote machines’ memory for performance and
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load balancing (§4.2). All pages belonging to the same
slab are mapped to the same remote machine. On the
I NFINISWAP daemon side, a slab is a physical memory
chunk of SlabSize that is mapped to and used by an I N FINISWAP block device as remote memory.
If a slab is mapped to remote memory, I NFINISWAP
synchronously writes a page-out request for that slab to
remote memory using RDMA WRITE, while writing it
asynchronously to the local disk. If it is not mapped,
I NFINISWAP synchronously writes the page only to the
local disk. For page-in requests or reads, I NFINISWAP
consults the slab mapping to read from the appropriate
source; it uses RDMA READ for remote memory.
The I NFINISWAP daemon runs in the user space and
only participates in control plane activities. Specifically,
it responds to slab-mapping requests from I NFINISWAP
block devices, preallocates its local memory when possible to minimize time overheads in slab-mapping initialization, and proactively evicts slabs, when necessary, to ensure minimal impact on local applications. All
control plane communications take place using RDMA
SEND/RECV.
We have implemented I NFINISWAP as a loadable kernel module for Linux 3.13.0 and deployed it in a 32machine RDMA cluster. It performs well for a large variety of memory-intensive workloads (§7.2).
Scalability. I NFINISWAP leverages the well-known
power-of-choices techniques [62, 68] during both slab
placement in block devices (§4.2) and eviction in daemons (§5.2). The reliance on decentralized techniques
makes I NFINISWAP more scalable by avoiding the need
for constant coordination, while still achieving lowlatency mapping and eviction.
Fault-tolerance. Because I NFINISWAP does not have
a central coordinator, it does not have a single point of
failure. If a remote machine fails or becomes unreachable, I NFINISWAP relies on the remaining remote memory and the local backup disk (§4.5). If the local disk also
fails, I NFINISWAP provides the same failure semantic as
of today.

4

Efficient Memory Disaggregation
via I NFINISWAP Block Device

In this section, we describe how I NFINISWAP block devices manage their address spaces (§4.1), perform decentralized slab placement to ensure better performance
and load balancing (§4.2), handle I/O requests (§4.3), and
minimize the impacts of slab evictions (§4.4) and remote
failures (§4.5).
4.1

Slab Management

An I NFINISWAP block device logically divides its entire
address space into multiple slabs of fixed size (SlabSize).
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Using a fixed size throughout the cluster simplifies slab
placement and eviction algorithms and their analyses.
Each slab starts in the unmapped state. I NFINISWAP
monitors the page activity rates of each slab using an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) with one
second period:

Disk
Dispatch
Queues

4.2

Remote Slab Placement

When the paging activity of an unmapped slab crosses
the HotSlab threshold, I NFINISWAP attempts to map that
slab to a remote machine’s memory.
The slab placement algorithm has multiple goals.
First, it must distribute slabs from the same block device across as many remote machines as possible in order
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Acurrent (s) = α Ameasured (s) + (1 − α) Aold (s)
where α is the smoothing factor (α = 0.2 by default)
and A(s) refers to total page-in and page-out activities
for slab s (initialized to zero).
When Acurrent (s) crosses a threshold (HotSlab), I N FINISWAP initiates remote placement (§4.2) to map the
slab to a remote machine’s memory. This late binding
helps I NFINISWAP avoid unnecessary slab mapping and
potential memory inefficiency. We set HotSlab to 20 page
I/O requests/second. In our current design, pages are not
proactively moved to remote memory. Instead, they are
written to remote memory via RDMA WRITE on subsequent page-out operations.
To keep track of whether a page can be found in remote memory, I NFINISWAP maintains a bitmap of all
pages. All bits are initialized to zero. After a page is written out to remote memory, its corresponding bit is set.
Upon failure of a remote machine where a slab is mapped
or when a slab is evicted by the remote I NFINISWAP daemon, all the bits pertaining to that slab are reset.
In addition to being evicted by the remote machine or
due to remote failure, I NFINISWAP block devices may
preemptively remove a slab from remote memory if
Acurrent (s) goes below a threshold (ColdSlab). Our current implementation does not use this optimization.

Page
Bitmap

Request Router

RNIC

Figure 5: I NFINISWAP block device overview. Each machine
uses one block device as its swap partition.

to minimize the impacts of future evictions from (failures of) remote machines. Second, it attempts to balance
memory utilization across all the machines to minimize
the probability of future evictions. Finally, it must be decentralized to provide low-latency mapping without central coordination.
One can select an I NFINISWAP daemon uniformly randomly without central coordination. However, this is
known to cause load imbalance [62, 68].
Instead, we leverage power of two choices [62] to minimize memory imbalance across machines. First, I NFIN ISWAP divides all the machines (M) into two sets: those
who already have any slab of this block device (Mold )
and those who do not (Mnew ). Next, it contacts two I N FINISWAP daemons and selects the one with the lowest
memory usage. It first selects from Mnew and then, if required, from Mold . The two-step combination distributes
slabs across many machines while decreasing load imbalance in a decentralized manner.
4.3

I/O Pipelines

The VMM submits page write and read requests to I N FINISWAP block device using the block I/O interface
(Figure 5). We use the multi-queue block IO queuing
mechanism [15] in I NFINISWAP. Each CPU core is configured with an individual software staging queue, where
block (page) requests are staged. The request router consults the slab mapping and the page bitmap to determine
how to forward them to disk and/or remote memory.
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Each RDMA dispatch queue has a limited number of
entries, each of which has a registered buffer for RDMA
communication. Although the number of RDMA dispatch queues is the same as that of CPU cores, they do
not follow one-to-one mapping. Each request from a core
is assigned to a random RDMA dispatch queue by hashing its address parameter to avoid load imbalance.
Page Writes. For a page write, if the corresponding
slab is mapped, a write request is duplicated and put into
both RDMA and disk dispatch queues. The content of the
page is copied into the buffer of RDMA dispatch entry,
and the buffer is shared between the duplicated requests.
Once the RDMA WRITE operation completes, the page
write is completed and its corresponding physical memory can be reclaimed by the kernel without waiting for
the disk write. However, the RDMA dispatch entry – and
its buffer – will not be released until the completion of
the disk write operation. When I NFINISWAP cannot get
a free entry from all RDMA dispatch queues, it blocks
until one is released.
For unmapped slabs, a write request is only put into
the disk dispatch queue; in this case, I NFINISWAP blocks
until the completion of the write operation.
Page Reads. For a page read, if the corresponding slab
is mapped and the page bitmap is set, an RDMA READ
operation is put into the RDMA dispatch queue. When
the READ completes, I NFINISWAP responds back. Otherwise, I NFINISWAP reads it from the disk.
Multi-Page Requests. To optimize I/O requests, the
VMM often batches multiple page requests together and
sends one multi-page (batched) request. The maximum
batch size in the current implementation of I NFINISWAP
is 128 KB (i.e., 32 4 KB pages). The challenge in handling multi-page requests arises in cases where pages
cross slab boundaries, especially when some slabs are
mapped and others are unmapped. In these cases, I NFIN ISWAP waits until operations on all the pages in that batch
have completed in different sources; then, it completes
the multi-page I/O request.
4.4

Handling Slab Evictions

The decision to evict a slab (§5.2) is communicated to
a block device via the EVICT message from the corresponding I NFINISWAP daemon. Upon receiving this message, the block device marks the slab as unmapped and
resets the corresponding portion of the bitmap. All future
requests will go to disk.
Next, it waits for all the in-flight requests in the corresponding RDMA dispatch queue(s) to complete, polling
every 10 microseconds. Once everything is settled, I N FINISWAP responds back with a DONE message.
Note that if A(s) is above the HotSlab threshold, I N FINISWAP will start remapping the slab right away. Oth-
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Figure 6: I NFINISWAP daemon periodically monitors the available free memory to pre-allocate slabs and to perform fast evictions. Each machine runs one daemon.

erwise, it will wait until A(s) crosses HotSlab again.
4.5

Handling Remote Failures

I NFINISWAP uses reliable connections for all communication and considers unreachability of remote I NFIN ISWAP daemons (e.g., due to machine failure, daemon
process crashes, etc.) as the primary failure scenario.
Upon detecting a failure, the workflow is similar to that
of eviction: the block device marks the slab(s) on that
machine as unmapped and resets the corresponding portion(s) of the bitmap.
The key difference and a possible concern is handling
in-flight requests, especially read-after-write scenarios.
In such a case, the remote machine fails after a page (P )
has been written to remote memory but before it is written to disk (i.e., P is still in the disk dispatch queue). If
the VMM attempts to page P in, the bitmap will point to
disk, and a disk read request will be added to the disk dispatch queue. Because all I/O requests for the same slab
go to the same disk dispatch queue, such read requests
will be served by the on-disk data written by the previous write operation.
In the current implementation, I NFINISWAP does not
handle transient failures separately. A possible optimization would be to use a timeout before marking the corresponding slabs unmapped.

5

Transparent Remote Memory
Reclamation via I NFINISWAP Daemon

In this section, we describe how I NFINISWAP daemons
(Figure 6) monitor and manage memory (§5.1) and perform slab evictions to minimize remote and local performance impacts (§5.2).
5.1

Memory Management

The core functionality of each I NFINISWAP daemon is
to claim memory on behalf of remote I NFINISWAP block
devices as well as reclaiming them on behalf of local applications. To achieve this, the daemon monitors the total
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Figure 7: I NFINISWAP daemon employs batch eviction (i.e.,
contacting E 0 more slabs to evict E slabs) for fast eviction of
E lightly active slabs.

memory usage of everything else running on the machine
using an EWMA with one second period:
Ucurrent = β Umeasured + (1 − β) Uold
where β is the smoothing factor (β = 0.2 by default) and
U refers to total memory usage (initialized to 0).
Given the total memory usage, I NFINISWAP daemon
focuses on maintaining a HeadRoom amount of free
memory in the machine by controlling its own total memory allocation at that point. The optimal value of HeadRoom should be dynamically determined based on the
amount of memory and the applications running in each
machine. Our current implementation does not include
this optimization and uses 8 GB HeadRoom by default
on 64 GB machines.
When the amount of free memory grows above HeadRoom, I NFINISWAP proactively allocates slabs of size
SlabSize and marks them as unmapped. Proactive allocation of slabs makes the initialization process faster when
an I NFINISWAP block device attempts to map to that slab;
the slab is marked mapped at that point.
5.2

Decentralized Slab Eviction

When free memory shrinks below HeadRoom, I NFIN ISWAP daemon proactively releases slabs in two stages.
It starts by releasing unmapped slabs. Then, if necessary,
it evicts E mapped slabs as described below.
Because applications running on the local machine do
not care which slabs are evicted, when I NFINISWAP must
evict, it focuses on minimizing the performance impact
on the machines that are remotely paging. The key challenge arises from the fact that remote I NFINISWAP block
devices directly interact with their allocated slab(s) via
RDMA READ/WRITE operations without any involvement of I NFINISWAP daemons. While this avoids CPU
involvements, it also prevents I NFINISWAP from making
any educated guess about performance impact of evicting one or more slabs without first communicating with
the corresponding block devices.
This problem can be stated formally as follows. Given
S mapped slabs, how to release the E least-active ones
to leave more than HeadRoom free memory?
At one extreme, the solution is simple with global
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Figure 8: Analytical eviction performance for evicting E(=
10) slabs for varying values of E 0 . Random refers to evicting
E slabs one-by-one uniformly randomly.

knowledge. I NFINISWAP daemon can contact all block
devices in the cluster to determine the least-used E slabs
and evict them. This is prohibitive when E is significantly smaller than the total number of slabs in the
cluster. Having a centralized controller would not have
helped either, because this would require all I NFINISWAP
block devices to frequently report their slab activities.
At the other extreme, one can randomly pick one slab
at a time without any communication. However, in this
case, the likelihood of evicting a busy slab is very high.
Consider a parameter pb ∈ [0, 1], and assume that a slab
is busy (i.e., it is experiencing paging activities beyond
a fixed threshold) with probability pb . If we now reformulate the problem to finding E lightly active slabs instead of the least-active ones, the probability would be
(1 − pb )E . As the cluster becomes busier (pb increases),
this probability plummets (Figure 8).
Batch Eviction. Instead of randomly evicting slabs
without any communication, we perform bounded communication to leverage generalized power of choices
[68]. Similar techniques had been used before for task
scheduling and input selection [67, 75].
For E slabs to evict, I NFINISWAP daemon considers
E + E 0 slabs, where E 0 ≤ E. Upon communicating with
the machines hosting those E+E 0 slabs, it evicts E leastactive ones (i.e., the E slabs of E + E 0 with the lowest
A(.) values). The probability of finding E lightly active
PE+E 0
0
0
slabs in this case is E
(1 − pb )i pb E+E −i E+E
.
i
Figure 8 plots the effectiveness of batch eviction for
different values of E 0 for E = 10. Even for moderate cluster load, the probability of evicting lightly active
slabs are significantly higher using batch eviction.
The actual act of eviction is initiated when the daemon
sends EVICT messages to corresponding block devices.
Once a block device completes necessary bookkeeping
(§4.4), it responds with a DONE message. Only then I N FINISWAP daemon releases the slab.

6

Implementation

I NFINISWAP is a virtual block device that can be used
as a swap partition, for example, /dev/infiniswap0.
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Control Messages. I NFINISWAP components use message passing to transfer memory information and memory service agreements. There are eight message types.
Four of them are used for placement and the rest (e.g.,
EVICT, DONE) are used for eviction.
A detailed list of messages, along with how they are
used during placement and eviction, and corresponding
sequence diagrams can be found in Appendix B.1.
Connection Management. I NFINISWAP uses reliable
connections for all communications. It uses one-sided
RDMA READ/WRITE operations for data plane activities; both types of messages are posted by the block
device. All control plane messages are transferred using
RDMA SEND/RECV operations.
I NFINISWAP daemon maintains individual connections for each block device connected to it instead of
one for each slab. Similarly, I NFINISWAP block devices
maintain one connection for each daemon instead of perslab connections. Overall, for each active block devicedaemon pair, there is one RDMA connection shared between the data plane and the control plane.

7

Evaluation

We evaluated I NFINISWAP on a 32-machine, 56 Gbps Infiniband cluster on CloudLab [5] and highlight the results
as follows:
• I NFINISWAP provides 2×–4× higher I/O bandwidth
than Mellanox nbdX [2]. While nbdX saturates 6 remote virtual cores, I NFINISWAP uses none (§7.1).
• I NFINISWAP improves throughputs of unmodified
VoltDB, Memcached, PowerGraph, GraphX, and
Apache Spark by up to 4× (0.94×) to 15.4× (7.8×)
over disk (nbdX) and tail latencies by up to 61×
(2.3×) (§7.2).
• I NFINISWAP ensures fast recovery from remote failures and evictions with little impact on applications;
it does not impact remote applications either (§7.3).
• I NFINISWAP benefits hold in a distributed setting; it
increases cluster memory utilization by 1.47× using
a small amount of network bandwidth (§7.4).
Experimental Setup. Unless otherwise specified, we
use SlabSize = 1 GB, HeadRoom = 8 GB, HotSlab = 20
paging activities per second, and α = β = 0.2 in all the
experiments. For comparison, nbdX also utilizes remote
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We have implemented I NFINISWAP as a loadable kernel
module for Linux 3.13.0 and beyond in about 3500 lines
of C code. Our block device implementation is based on
nbdX, a network block device over Accelio framework,
developed by Mellanox[2]. We also rely on stackbd [21]
to redirect page I/O requests to the disk to handle possible remote failures and evictions. I NFINISWAP daemons
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Figure 9: I NFINISWAP provides higher read and write bandwidths without remote CPU usage, whereas Mellanox nbdX
suffers from high CPU overheads and lower bandwidth.

memory for storing data.
Each of the 32 machines had 32 virtual cores and 64
GB of physical memory.
7.1

I NFINISWAP Performance as a Block Device

Before focusing on I NFINISWAP’ effectiveness as a decentralized remote paging system, we focus on its raw
performance as a block device. We compare it against
nbdX and do not include disk because of its significantly
lower performance. We used fio [6] – a well-known disk
benchmarking tool – for these benchmarks.
For both I NFINISWAP and nbdX, we performed parameter sweeps by varying the number of threads in fio
from 1 to 32 and I/O depth from 2 to 64. Figure 9a
shows the highest average bandwidth observed for different block sizes across all these parameter combinations
for both block devices. In terms of bandwidth, I NFIN ISWAP performs between 2× and 4× better than nbdX
and saturates the 56 Gbps network at larger block sizes.
More importantly, we observe that due to nbdX’s involvement in copying data to and from RAMdisk at the
remote side, it has excessive CPU overheads (Figure 9b)
and becomes CPU-bound for smaller block sizes. It often saturates the 6 virtual cores it runs on. In contrast,
I NFINISWAP bypasses remote CPU in the data plane and
has close to zero CPU overheads in the remote machine.
7.2

I NFINISWAP’s Impact on Applications

In this section, we focus on I NFINISWAP’s performance
on multiple memory-intensive applications with a variety
of workloads (Figure 10) and compare it to that of disk
(Figure 1) and nbdX (Figure 11).
Workloads. We used four memory-intensive application and workload combinations:
1. TPC-C benchmark [22] on VoltDB [23];
2. Facebook workloads [26] on Memcached [18];
3. Twitter graph [52] on PowerGraph [45]; and
4. Twitter data on GraphX [46] and Apache Spark [77].
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VoltDB

VoltDB is an in-memory, transactional database that can
import, operate on, and export large amounts of data at
high speed, providing ACID reliability and scalability.
We use its community version available on Github.
We use TPC-C to create transactional workloads on
VoltDB. TPC-C performs 5 different types of transactions either executed on-line or queued for deferred execution to simulate an order-entry environment. We set
256 warehouses and 8 sites in VoltDB to achieve a reasonable single-container workload of 11.5 GB and run 2
million transactions.
We observe in Figure 10a that, unlike disk (Figure 1a),
performance using I NFINISWAP drops linearly instead of
super-linearly when smaller amounts of workloads fit in
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memory. Using I NFINISWAP, VoltDB experiences only a
1.5× reduction in throughput instead of 24× using disk
in the 50% case. In particular, I NFINISWAP improves
VoltDB throughput by 15.4× and 99th-percentile latency
by 19.7× in comparison to paging to disk. nbdX’s performance is similar to that of I NFINISWAP (Figure 11a).
Overheads of Paging. To understand why I NFIN ISWAP ’s performance drops significantly when the workload does not fit into memory even though it is never
paging to disk, we analyzed and compared its CPU and
memory usage with all other considered applications (see
Appendix A). We believe that because VoltDB is more
CPU-intensive than most other memory-intensive workloads we considered, the overheads of paging (e.g., context switches) have a larger impact on its performance.
We note that paging-aware data structure placement
(by modifying VoltDB) can help in mitigating this issue
[36, 74]. We consider this a possible area of future work.
7.2.2

Memcached

Memcached is an in-memory object caching system that
provides a simple key-value interface.
We use memaslap, a load generation and benchmarking tool for Memcached, to measure performance using
recent data published by Facebook [26]. We pick ETC
and SYS to explore the performance of I NFINISWAP on
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workloads with different rates of SET operations. Our
experiments start with an initial phase, where we use 10
million SET operations to populate a Memcached server.
We then perform another set of 10 million queries in the
second phase to simulate the behavior of a given workload. ETC has 5% SETs and 95% GETs. The key size is
fixed at 16 bytes and 90% of the values are evenly distributed between 16 and 512 bytes [26]. The workload
size is measured to be around 9 GB. SYS, on the other
hand, is SET-heavy, with 25% SET and 75% GET operations. 40% of the keys have length from 16 to 20 bytes,
and the rest range from 20 to 45 bytes. Values of size between 320 and 500 bytes take up 80% of the entire data,
8% of them are smaller, and 12% sit between 500 and
10000 bytes. The workload size is measured to be 14.5
GB. We set the memory limit in Memcached configurations to ensure that for 75% and 50% configurations it
will respond using the swap space.
First, we observe in Figure 10b that, unlike disk
(Figure 1b), performance using I NFINISWAP remains
steady instead of facing linear or super-linear drops when
smaller amounts of workloads fit in memory. Using I N FINISWAP , Memcached experiences only 1.03× (1.3×)
reduction in throughput instead of 4× (17.4×) using disk
for the 50% case for the GET-dominated ETC (SETheavy SYS) workload. In particular, I NFINISWAP improves Memcached throughput by 4.08× (15.1×) and
99th-percentile latency by 36.3× (61.4×) in comparison
to paging to disk.
Second, nbdX does not perform as well as it does
for VoltDB. Using nbdX, Memcached experiences 1.3×
(3×) throughput reduction for the 50% case for the
GET-dominated ETC (SET-heavy SYS) workload. I N FINISWAP improves Memcached throughput by 1.24×
(2.45×) and 99th-percentile latency by 1.8× (2.29×) in
comparison to paging to nbdX. nbdX’s performance is
not very stable either (Figure 11b).

Disk
Infiniswap
nbdX

100%
75%
50%
In-Memory Working Set

Figure 12: Comparative performance for PageRank using
Apache Spark. The 50% configuration fails for all alternatives
because Spark starts thrashing.

dataset size is 1.3 GB. We use the asynchronous engine
of PowerGraph and tsv input format with the number of
CPU cores set to 2, resulting in a 9 GB workload.
Figure 10c shows that, unlike disk (Figure 1c), performance using I NFINISWAP remains stable. Using I N FINISWAP , PowerGraph experiences only 1.24× higher
completion time instead of 8× using disk in the 50%
case. In particular, I NFINISWAP improves PowerGraph’s
completion by 6.5× in comparison to paging to disk.
nbdX did not even complete at 50% (Figure 11c).
7.2.4

GraphX and Apache Spark

GraphX is a specialized graph processing system built on
top of the Apache Spark in-memory analytics engine. We
used Apache Spark 2.0.0 to run PageRank on the same
Twitter user graph using both GraphX and vanilla Spark.
For the same workload, GraphX could run using 12 GB
maximum heap, but Spark needed 16 GB.
Figure 10c shows that I NFINISWAP makes a 2× performance improvement over the case of paging to disk
for the 50% configuration for GraphX. However, for
Spark, all three of them fail to complete for the 50%
configuration (Figure 12). In both cases, the underlying
engine (i.e., Spark) starts thrashing – applications oscillate between paging out and paging in making little or
no progress. In general, GraphX has smaller completion
times than Spark for our workload.

Pitfalls of Remote CPU Usage by nbdX. When the
application itself is not CPU-intensive, the differences
between I NFINISWAP and nbdX designs become clearer.
As paging activities increase (i.e., for the SYS workload), nbdX becomes CPU-bound in the remote machine;
its performance drops and becomes unpredictable.

7.3

7.2.3

For these experiments, we present results for the 75%
VoltDB configuration. We select VoltDB because it experienced one of the lowest performance benefits using
I NFINISWAP. We run it in one machine and distribute its
slabs across 6 machines’ remote memory. We then introduce different failure and eviction events to measure
VoltDB’s throughput loss (Figure 13).

PowerGraph

PowerGraph is a framework for large-scale machine
learning and graph computation. It provides parallel
computation on large-scale natural graphs, which usually
have highly skewed power-law degree distributions.
We run TunkRank [1], an algorithm to measure the
influence of a Twitter user based on the number of that
user’s followers, on PowerGraph. TunkRank’s implementation on PowerGraph was obtained from [9]. We use
a Twitter dataset of 11 million vertices as the input. The
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Performance of I NFINISWAP Components

So far we have considered I NFINISWAP’s performance
without any eviction or failures. In this section, we analyze from both block device and daemon perspectives.
7.3.1

I NFINISWAP Block Device

Handling Remote Failures. First, we randomly turned
off one of the 6 machines in 10 different runs; the failed
(turned-off) machine did not join back. The average
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Table 1: Performance of an in-memory Memcached server
with and without I NFINISWAP using remote memory.
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throughput loss was about 34.5% in comparison to I N FINISWAP without any failures. However, we observed
that the timing of failure has a large impact (e.g., during
high paging activity or not). So, to create an adversarial
scenario, we turned off one of the 6 machines again, but
in this case, we failed the highest-activity machine during its peak activity period. The average throughout loss
increased to 58.3%.
Handling Evictions. In this experiment, we evicted 1
slab from one of the remote machines every second and
measured the average throughput loss to be about 2.3%,
on average, for each eviction event (of 7–29 evictionand-remapping events). As before, eviction of a highactivity slab had a slightly larger impact than that of one
with lower activity.
Time to Map a Slab. We also measured the time I N FINISWAP takes to map (for the first time) or remap
(due to eviction or failure) a slab. The median time was
54.25 milliseconds, out of which 53.99 went to Infiniband memory registration. Memory registration is essential and incurs the most interfering overhead in Infiniband communication [59]; it includes address translation, and pinning pages in memory to prevent swapping.
Note that preallocation of slabs by I NFINISWAP daemons
mask close to 400 milliseconds, which would otherwise
have been added on top of the 54.25 milliseconds. Detailed breakdown is given in Appendix B.2.
I NFINISWAP Daemon

Now, we focus on I NFINISWAP daemon’s reaction time
to increase in memory demands of local applications.
For this experiment, we set HeadRoom to be 1 GB and
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Figure 14: I NFINISWAP daemon proactively evicts slabs to
ensure that a local Memcached server runs smoothly. The
white/empty region toward the top represents HeadRoom.

7.3.2

W/o

152.0

Memory Util. (%)

Memory Utilization (%)

Figure 13: Average throughput loss of VoltDB with 75% inmemory working set w.r.t. I NFINISWAP from different failure
and eviction events. Lower is better.

With

Median Latency (us)

Ops (Thousands)
20

SYS

Rank of Machines
(b) Memory utilization of individual machines

Figure 15: Using I NFINISWAP, memory utilization increases
and memory imbalance decreases significantly. Error bars in
(a) show the maximum and the minimum across machines.

started at time zero with I NFINISWAP hosting a large
number of remote slabs. We started a Memcached server
soon after and started performing the ETC workload.
Figure 14 shows how I NFINISWAP daemon monitored local memory usage and proactively evicted remote slabs
to make room – the white/empty region toward the top
represents the HeadRoom distance I NFINISWAP strived
to maintain.
After about 120 seconds, when Memcached stopped
allocating memory for a while, I NFINISWAP stopped
retreating as well. I NFINISWAP resumed slab evictions
when Memcached’s allocation started growing again.
To understand whether I NFINISWAP retreated fast
enough not to have any impact on Memcached performance, we measured its throughput as well as median
and 99th-percentile latencies (Table 1), observing less
than 2% throughput loss and at most 4% increase in tail
latency. Results for the SYS workload were similar.
Time to Evict a Slab The median time to evict a slab
was 363 microseconds. A detailed breakdown of events
is provided in Appendix B.2.
The eviction speed of I NFINISWAP daemon can keep
up with the rate of memory allocation in most cases. In
extreme cases, the impact on application performance
can be reduced by adjusting HeadRoom.
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Figure 16: Median completion times of containers for different configurations in the cluster experiment. I NFINISWAP’s benefits
translate well to a larger scale in the presence of high application concurrency.

7.4

Cluster-Wide Performance

So far we have considered I NFINISWAP’s performance
for individual applications and analyzed its components.
In this section, we deploy I NFINISWAP on a 32-machine
RDMA cluster and observe whether these benefits hold
in the presence of concurrency and at scale.
Methodology. For this experiment, we used the same
applications, workloads, and configurations from Section 7.2 to create about 90 containers. We created
an equal number of containers for each applicationworkload combination. About 50% of them were using
the 100% configuration, close to 30% used the 75% configuration, and the rest used the 50% configuration.
We placed these containers randomly across 32 machines to create an memory imbalance scenario similar
to those shown in Figure 2 and started all the containers at the same time. We measured completion times for
the workload running each container; for VoltDB and
Memcached completion time translates to transactionsor operations-per-second.
7.4.1

Cluster Utilization

Figure 15a shows that I NFINISWAP increased total cluster memory utilization by 1.47× by increasing it to 60%
on average from 40.8%. Moreover, I NFINISWAP significantly decreased memory imbalance (Figure 15b):
the maximum-to-median utilization ratio decreased from
2.36× to 1.6× and the maximum-to-minimum utilization ratio decreased from 22.5× to 2.7×.
Increase in Network Utilization. We also measured
the total amount of network traffic over RDMA in the
case of I NFINISWAP. This amounted to less than 1.88 TB
over 1300 seconds across 32 machines or 380 Mbps on
average for each machine, which is less than 1% of each
machine’s 56 Gbps interface.
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7.4.2

Application-Level Performance

Finally, Figure 16 shows the overall performance of I N FINISWAP . We observe that I NFINISWAP’s benefits are
not restricted only to microbenchmarks, and it works
well in the presence of cluster dynamics of many applications. Although improvements are sometimes lower than
those observed in controlled microbenchmarks, I NFIN ISWAP still provides 3×–6× improvements for the 50%
configurations.

8

Discussion and Future Work

Slab Size. For simplicity and efficiency, unlike some
remote paging systems [38], I NFINISWAP uses moderately large slabs (SlabSize), instead of individual pages,
for remote memory management. This reduces I NFIN ISWAP ’s meta-data management overhead. However, too
large a SlabSize can lower flexibility and decrease space
efficiency of remote memory. Selecting the optimal slab
size to find a good balance between management overhead and memory efficiency is part of our future work.
Application-Aware Design. Although application
transparency in I NFINISWAP provides many benefits, it
limits I NFINISWAP’s performance for certain applications. For example, database applications have hot and
cold tables, and adapting to their memory access patterns
can bring considerable performance benefits [74]. It may
even be possible to automatically infer memory access
patterns to gain significant performance benefits [36].
OS-Aware Design. Relying on swapping allows I N FINISWAP to provide remote memory access without OS
modifications. However, swapping introduces unavoidable overheads, such as context switching. Furthermore,
the amount of swapped data can vary significantly over
time and across workloads even for the same application.
Currently, I NFINISWAP cannot provide predictable performance without any controllable swap mechanism inside the OS. We would like to explore what can be done
if we are allowed to modify OS-level decisions, such
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as changing its memory allocator or not making context
switches due to swapping.
Application Differentiation. Currently, I NFINISWAP
provides remote memory to all the applications running
on the machine. It cannot distinguish between pages
from specific applications. Also, there are no limitations
in remote memory usage for each application. Being able
to differentiate the source of a page will allow us to manage resources better and isolate applications.
Network Bottleneck. I NFINISWAP assumes that it
does not have to compete with other applications for the
RDMA network; i.e., the network is not a bottleneck.
However, as the number of applications using RDMA
increases, contentions will increase as well. Addressing
this problem requires mechanisms to provide isolation in
the network among competing applications.

9

Related Work

Resource Disaggregation. To decouple resource scaling and to increase datacenter efficiency, resource disaggregation and rack-scale computing have received significant attention in recent years, with memory disaggregation being the primary focus [10–12, 33, 49, 56, 57].
Recent feasibility studies [42, 53, 70] have shown that
memory disaggregation may indeed be feasible even at
a large scale, modulo RDMA deployment at datacenterscale [48, 79]. I NFINISWAP realizes this vision in practice and exposes the benefits of memory disaggregation
to any user application without modifications.
Remote Memory Paging. Paging out to remote memory instead of local disks is a known idea [25, 31, 37, 39–
41, 58, 64]. However, their performance and promises
were often limited by slow networks and high CPU overheads. Moreover, they rely on central coordination for
remote server selection, eviction, and load balancing. I N FINISWAP focuses on a decentralized solution for the
RDMA environment.
HPBD [55] and Mellanox nbdX [2] come the closest to I NFINISWAP. Both of them can be considered
as network-attached-storage (NAS) systems that use
RAMdisk on the server side and are deployed over
RDMA networks. However, there are several major differences that make I NFINISWAP more efficient, resilient,
and load balanced. First, they rely on remote RAMdisks,
and data copies to and from RAMdisks become CPUbound; in contrast, I NFINISWAP does not involve remote
CPUs, which increases efficiency. Second, they do not
perform dynamic memory management, ignoring possibilities of evictions and subsequent issues. Finally, they
do not consider fault tolerance nor do they attempt to
minimize the impact of failures.
Software Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). DSM
systems [29, 54, 65] expose a shared global address space
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to user applications. Traditionally, these systems have
suffered from communication overheads to maintain coherence. To avoid coherence costs, the HPC community has favored the Partitioned Global Address Space
(PGAS) model [30, 34] instead. However, PGAS systems
require complete rewriting of user applications with explicit awareness of remote data accesses. With the advent of RDMA, there has been a renewed interest in
DSM research, especially via the key-value interface
[35, 51, 60, 63, 66, 69]. However, most of these solutions
are either limited by their interface or require careful rethinking/rewriting of user applications. I NFINISWAP, on
the contrary, is a transparent, efficient, and scalable solution that opportunistically leverages remote memory.

10

Conclusion

This paper rethinks the well-known remote memory paging problem in the context of RDMA. We have presented I NFINISWAP, a pragmatic solution for memory
disaggregation without requiring any modifications to
applications, OSes, or hardware. Because CPUs are not
involved in I NFINISWAP’s data plane, we have proposed scalable, decentralized placement and eviction algorithms leveraging the power of many choices. Our indepth evaluation of I NFINISWAP on unmodified VoltDB,
Memcached, PowerGraph, GraphX, and Apache Spark
has demonstrated its advantages in substantially improving throughputs (up to 16.3×), median latencies (up
to 5.5×), and tail latencies (up to 58×) over disks. It
also provides benefits over existing RDMA-based remote
memory paging solutions by avoiding remote CPU involvements. I NFINISWAP increases the overall memory
utilization of a cluster, and its benefits hold at scale.
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A

Characteristics of the Benchmarks

We ran each benchmark application in separate containers with 16 GB memory (32 GB only for Spark) and measured their real-time CPU and memory utilizations from
cold start. We make the following observations from
these experiments.
First, while memory utilizations of all applications increased gradually before plateauing, Spark has significantly higher memory utilization along with very high
CPU usage (Figure 17a). This is perhaps one of the primary reasons why Spark starts thrashing when it cannot
keep its working set in memory (i.e., in 75% and 50%
configurations). While GraphX exhibits a similar trend
(Figure 17e), its completion time is much smaller for
the same workload. Even though it starts thrashing in the
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Figure 17: CPU and memory usage characteristics of the
benchmarked applications and workloads running on containers with 16 GB memory (32 GB only for Spark). Note the increasingly smaller timescales in different X-axes due to smaller
completion times of each workload.

50% configuration, it can eventually complete before spiraling out of control.
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Figure 18: Decentralized placement and eviction in I NFIN ISWAP . (a) I NFINISWAP block devices use the power of two
choices to select machines with the most available memory to
place each slab. (b) I NFINISWAP daemons use the power of
many choices to select slab(s) to evict; in this case, the daemon
is contacting 3 block devices to evict 2 slabs.

Second, other than Spark and GraphX, VoltDB has
at least 3× higher average CPU utilization than other
benchmarks (Figure 17d). This is one posible explanation of its smaller improvements with I NFINISWAP for
the 50% and 75% cases in comparison to other less CPUheavy applications – overheads of paging (e.g., context
switch) was possibly a considerable fraction of VoltDB’s
runtimes.
Third, both ETC and SYS workloads gradually allocate more memory over time, but ETC plateaus early
because it has mostly GET operations (Figure 17b),
whereas SYS keeps increasing because of its large number of SET operations (Figure 17c).
Finally, PowerGraph is the most efficient of the workloads we considered (Figure 17f). It completes faster and
has the smallest resource usage footprint, both of which
contribute to its consistent performances using I NFIN ISWAP across all configurations.

B
B.1

Control Plane Details
Control Messages

I NFINISWAP components use message passing to transfer
memory information and memory service agreements.
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Parameter

Value

Datacenter OPEX
Electricity Cost
InfiniBand NIC Power
InfiniBand Switch Power
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE)

$0.04/W/month
$0.067/kWh
8.41W [16]
231W [17]
1.1

Send QUERY_MEM messages
Receive FREE_MEM from both daemons
pick one and send MAP
RDMA register at daemon
and receive MR_INFO
0 0.26

54.25

Time (ms)
(a) Timing diagram of placement

176 189

02

Remote Memory Benefit

Receive CHECK_ACTIVITY
Reply back with ACTIVITY
Receive EVICT
Context switch and
process EVICT

Table 2: Cost Model Parameters [27].

Wait for in-flight
requests to complete
DONE
349 363

Time (us)
(b) Timing diagram of eviction

Figure 19: Timing diagrams (not drawn to scale) from a I NFIN ISWAP block device’s perspective during decentralized placement and eviction events.

B.2

Breakdown of Control Plane Timings

Here we breakdown the timing results from Section 7.3.
Figures 19a and 19b provide details of placement and
eviction timings from a I NFINISWAP block device’s perspective.
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0%
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Figure 20: Revenue increases with I NFINISWAP under three
different cloud vendors’ regular and discounted pricing models.

C
There are eight message types; the first four of them are
used by the placement algorithm (Figure 18a) and the
rest are used by the eviction algorithm (Figure 18b).
1. QUERY MEM: Block devices send it to get the number of available memory slabs on the daemon.
2. FREE MEM: Daemons respond to QUERY MEM requests with the number of available memory slabs.
3. MAP: Block device confirms that it has decided to
use one memory slab from this daemon.
4. MR INFO: Daemon sends memory registration information (rkey, addr, len) of an available memory
slab to the block device in response to MAP.
5. CHECK ACTIVITY: Daemons use this message to
ask for paging activities of specific memory slab(s).
6. ACTIVITY: Block device’s response to the
CHECK ACTIVITY messages.
7. EVICT: Daemons alert the block device which memory slab(s) it has selected to evict.
8. DONE: After completely redirecting the requests to
the to-be-evicted memory slab(s), block device responds with this message so that the daemon can
safely evict and return physical memory to its local
OS.

Regular
Discounted
24.7%
22.4%

30%

Cost-Benefit Analysis

In many production clusters, memory and CPU usages
are unevenly distributed across machines (§2.3) and resources are often underutilized [72, 78]. Using memory disaggregation via I NFINISWAP, machines with high
memory demands can use idle memory from other machines, thus enabling more applications to run simultaneously on a cluster and providing more economic benefits.
Here we perform a simple cost-benefit analysis to get a
better understanding of such benefits.
We limit our analysis only to RDMA-enabled clusters,
and therefore, do not consider capital expenditure and depreciation cost of acquiring RDMA hardware. The major
source of operational expenditure (OPEX) comes from
the energy consumption of Infiniband devices – the parameters of our cost model are listed in Table 2. The average cost of I NFINISWAP for a single machine is around
$1.45 per month.
We also assume that there are more idle CPUs than
idle memory in the cluster, and I NFINISWAP’s benefits
are limited by the latter. For example, on average, about
40% and 30% of allocated CPUs and memory are reported to remain unused in Google clusters [72]. We use
the price lists from Google Cloud Compute [7], Amazon EC2 [3], and Microsoft Azure [19] to build the benefit model. I NFINISWAP is found to increase total cluster memory utilization by around 20% (7.4.1), varying
slightly across different application deployment scenarios. We assume that there are 20% physical memory on
each machine that has been allocated to local applications but the remainder is used as remote memory via
I NFINISWAP. The additional benefit is then the price of
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20% physical memory after deducting the cost of operating Infiniband.
There are several price models from different vendors.
In a model we call the regular pricing model, resource
availability is strictly guaranteed. In another model from
Google (preemptible instance) and Amazon (spot instance), resource can be preempted or become unavailable based on resource availability in a cluster. Of course,
the resource price in the latter model is much lower
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than the regular model. We call it the discounted pricing
model.
If I NFINISWAP can ensure unnoticeable performance
degradation to applications, remote memory can be
counted under regular pricing; otherwise, discounted
pricing should be used. Figure 20 shows benefits of I N FINISWAP . With an ideal I NFINISWAP, cluster vendors
can gain up to 24.7% additional revenue. If we apply the
discounted model, then it decreases to around 2%.
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Abstract
T U X 2 is a new distributed graph engine that bridges
graph computation and distributed machine learning.
T U X 2 inherits the benefits of an elegant graph computation model, efficient graph layout, and balanced parallelism to scale to billion-edge graphs; we extend and
optimize it for distributed machine learning to support
heterogeneity, a Stale Synchronous Parallel model, and
a new MEGA (Mini-batch, Exchange, GlobalSync, and
Apply) model.
We have developed a set of representative distributed
machine learning algorithms in T U X 2 , covering both supervised and unsupervised learning. Compared to implementations on distributed machine learning platforms,
writing these algorithms in T U X 2 takes only about 25%
of the code: Our graph computation model hides the detailed management of data layout, partitioning, and parallelism from developers. Our extensive evaluation of
T U X 2 , using large data sets with up to 64 billion edges,
shows that T U X 2 outperforms state-of-the-art distributed
graph engines PowerGraph and PowerLyra by an order of
magnitude, while beating two state-of-the-art distributed
machine learning systems by at least 48%.

1

Introduction

Distributed graph engines, such as Pregel [30], PowerGraph [17], and PowerLyra [7], embrace a vertexprogram abstraction to express iterative computation
over large-scale graphs. A graph engine effectively encodes an index of the data in a graph structure to expedite
graph-traversal-based data access along edges, and supports elegant graph computation models such as GatherApply-Scatter (GAS) for ease of programming. A large
body of research [7, 18, 22, 24, 32, 33, 36, 39, 46, 47]
has been devoted to developing highly scalable and efficient graph engines through data layout, partitioning,
scheduling, and balanced parallelism. It has been shown
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that distributed graph engines can scale to graphs with
more than a trillion edges [10, 43, 38] for simple graph
algorithms such as PageRank.
Early work on graph engines (e.g., GraphLab [29])
was motivated by machine learning, based on the observation that many machine learning problems can be
modeled naturally and efficiently with graphs and solved
by iterative convergence algorithms. However, most subsequent work on graph engines adopts a simplistic graph
computation model, driven by basic graph benchmarks
such as PageRank. The resulting graph engines lack flexibility and other key capabilities for efficient distributed
machine learning.
We present T U X 2 , a distributed graph engine for machine learning algorithms expressed in a graph model.
T U X 2 preserves the benefits of graph computation, whlie also supporting the Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP)
model [20, 11, 42, 13], a heterogeneous data model,
and a new MEGA (Mini-batch, Exchange, GlobalSync,
and Apply) graph model for efficient distributed machine learning. We evaluate the performance of T U X 2
on a distributed cluster of 32 machines (with over 500
physical cores) on both synthetic and real data sets with
up to 64 billion edges, using representative distributed
machine learning algorithms including Matrix Factorization (MF) [16], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [45],
and Block Proximal Gradient (BlockPG) [27], covering
both supervised and unsupervised learning. The graph
model in T U X 2 significantly reduces the amount of code
(by 73–83%) that developers need to write for the algorithms, compared to the state-of-the-art distributed machine learning platforms such as Petuum [20, 44] and
Parameter Server [26]. It also enables natural graphbased optimizations such as vertex-cut for achieving balanced parallelism. Our evaluation shows that T U X 2 outperforms state-of-the-art graph engines PowerGraph and
PowerLyra by more than an order of magnitude, due
largely to our heterogeneous MEGA graph model. T U X 2
also beats Petuum and Parameter Server by at least 48%
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thanks to a series of graph-based optimizations.
As one of our key contributions, T U X 2 bridges two
largely parallel threads of research, graph computation
and parameter-server-based distributed machine learning, in a unified model, advancing the state of the art
in both. T U X 2 significantly expands the capabilities of
graph engines in three key dimensions: data representation and data model, programming model, and execution scheduling. We propose a set of representative machine learning algorithms for evaluating graph engines
on machine learning applications, guiding graph engines
towards addressing the real challenges of distributed machine learning and thereby becoming more widely used
in practice. We have also, through extensive evaluation
on real workloads at scale, shown significant benefits
in programmability, scalability, and efficiency for graph
computation models in distributed machine learning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 offers
an overview of graph computation and machine learning,
highlighting their connections. §3 describes T U X 2 ’s design. §4 presents three machine learning algorithms, detailing how they are expressed and realized in T U X 2 ; §5
discusses the implementation and evaluation of T U X 2 .
We discuss related work in §6 and conclude in §7.

2

Graphs for Machine Learning

In this section, we highlight the benefits of abstraction
into a graph model, show how a large class of machine
learning algorithms can be mapped to graph models, and
outline why existing graph engines fall short of supporting those algorithms in expressiveness and efficiency.
Graph parallel abstraction. A graph parallel abstraction models data as a graph G = {V, E} with V the
set of vertices and E the set of edges. A vertexprogram P is provided to execute in parallel on each vertex v ∈ V and interact with neighboring instances P(u),
where (u, v) ∈ E. The vertex-program often maintains
an application-specific state associated with vertices and
with edges, exchanges the state values among neighboring vertices, and computes new values during graph computation. It typically proceeds in iterations and, when
a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model is used, introduces a synchronization barrier at the end of each iteration. By constraining the interactions among nodes
of a vertex-program using a graph model, this abstraction lets the underlying system encode an index of the
data as a graph structure to allow fast data access along
edges. Many existing state-of-the-art graph engines have
adopted this parallel vertex-program approach, though
the actual form of vertex-program design might vary. As
a representative graph model, the GAS model proposed
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in PowerGraph [17] defines three phases of a vertexprogram: Gather, Apply, and Scatter. For each vertex
u, the gather phase collects information about neighbor
vertices and edges of u through a generalized sum function that is commutative and associative. The result of
this phase is then used in the apply phase to update u’s
state. Finally, the scatter phase uses u’s new state to update its adjacent edges.
With a graph model like GAS, a graph algorithm can
be succinctly expressed in three functions, without having to worry about managing data layout and partitioning, or about scheduling parallel executions on multiple
cores and multiple machines. A graph engine can then
judiciously optimize data layout for efficient graph data
access, partition the data in a way that reduces crosscore or cross-server communication, and achieve balanced parallelism for scaling and efficiency. For example, PowerGraph introduces vertex-cut to achieve balanced partitioning of graph data, resulting in improved
scalability even for power-law graphs. In our experience,
these optimizations are effective for machine learning algorithms; further, they need only be implemented once
per engine rather than redundantly for each algorithm.
Machine learning on graphs. Machine learning is
widely used in web search, recommendation systems, document analysis, and computational advertising.
These algorithms learn models by training on data samples consisting of features. The goal of machine learning
can often be expressed via an objective function with parameters that represent a model. This objective function
captures the properties of the learned model, such as the
error it incurs when predicting the probability that a user
will click on an advertisement given that user’s search
query. The learning algorithm typically minimizes the
objective function to obtain the model. It starts from an
initial model and then iteratively refines the model by
processing the training data, possibly multiple times.
Many machine learning problems can be modeled naturally and efficiently with graphs and solved by iterative
convergence algorithms. For example, the Matrix Factorization (MF) algorithm [16], often used in recommendation systems, can be modeled as a computation on a
bipartite user-item graph where each vertex corresponds
to a user or an item and each edge corresponds to a user’s
rating of an item. As another example, a topic-modeling
algorithm like LDA performs operations on a documentword graph where documents and words are vertices. If
a document contains a word, there is an edge between
them; the data on that edge are the topics of the word
in the document. For many machine learning algorithms
described as computations on a sparse matrix, the computation can often be easily transformed to operations on
a graph representation of the sparse matrix. For example,
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Model: 𝑟Ƹ 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑞𝑖𝑇 𝑝𝑢
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(b) Logistic Regression

Figure 1: Examples of machine learning on graphs.
in Logistic Regression (LR) the parameters of the model
are maintained in a weight vector with each element being the weight of the corresponding feature. Each training sample is a sparse feature vector with each element
being the value of a specific feature. The entire set of
training samples can be treated as a sparse matrix with
one dimension being the samples and the other being the
features. If a sample i contains a value for feature j, the
element (i, j) of the matrix is the value. Therefore, the
data can also be modeled as a graph with samples and
features being vertices. Weights are the data associated
with feature vertices, and the feature values in each training sample are the data on edges. Figure 1 illustrates how
MF and LR are modeled by graphs.
Gaps. Even though these machine learning algorithms
can be cast in graph models, we observe gaps in current graph engines that preclude supporting them naturally and efficiently. These gaps involve data models,
programming models, and execution scheduling.
Data models: The standard graph model assumes a
homogeneous set of vertices, but the graphs that model
machine learning problems often naturally have different
types of vertices playing distinct roles (e.g., user vertices
and item vertices). A heterogeneity-aware data model
and layout is critical to performance.
Programming models: For machine learning computations, an iteration of a graph computation might involve
multiple rounds of propagations between different types
of vertices, rather than a simple series of GAS phases.
The standard GAS model is unable to express such computation patterns efficiently. This is the case for LR,
where the data (weights) of the feature vertices are first
propagated to sample vertices to compute the objective
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function, with the gradients propagated back to feature
vertices to update the weights. Implementing this process in GAS would unnecessarily require two consecutive GAS phases, with two barriers.
Execution scheduling: Machine learning frameworks
have been shown to benefit from the Stale Synchronous
Parallel (SSP) model, a relaxed consistency model with
bounded staleness to improve parallelism. This is because machine learning algorithms typically describe the
process to converge to a “good” solution according to
an objective function and the convergence process itself
is robust to variations and slack that can be leveraged
to improve efficiency and parallelism. The mini-batch
is another important scheduling concept, often used in
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), where a small batch
of samples are processed together to improve efficiency
at the expense of slower convergence with respect to the
number of iterations. Mini-batch size is an important parameter for those algorithms and needs to be tuned to
find the best balance. Graph engines typically operate
on individual vertices [29], or define an “iteration” or a
batch on the entire graph [30], while mini-batches offer
the additional flexibility to be in between.
T U X 2 therefore supports and optimizes for heterogeneity in the data model, advocates a new graph model
that allows flexible composition of stages, and supports
SSP and mini-batches in execution scheduling.

3

T U X 2 Design

T U X 2 is designed to preserve the benefits of graph engines while extending their data models, programming
models, and scheduling approaches in service to distributed machine learning.
T U X 2 uses the vertex-cut approach, in which the edge
set of a (high-degree) vertex can be split into multiple
partitions, each maintaining a replica of the vertex. One
of these replicas is designated the master; it maintains
the master version of the vertex’s data. All remaining
replicas are called mirrors, and each maintains a local
cached copy. We adopt vertex-cut because it is proven
effective in handling power-law graphs and it connects
naturally to the parameter-server model [26, 11]: The
master versions of all vertices’ data can be treated as
the (distributed) global state stored in a parameter server.
In each partition, T U X 2 maintains vertices and edges in
separate arrays. Edges in the edge array are grouped by
source vertex. Each vertex has an index giving the offset of its edge-set in the edge array. Each edge contains
information such as the id of the partition containing the
destination vertex and the index of that vertex in the corresponding vertex array. This graph data structure is optimized for traversal and outperforms vertex indexing using a lookup table.
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Each partition is managed by a process that logically
plays both a worker role, to enumerate vertices in the
partition and propagate vertex data along edges, and a
server role, to synchronize states between mirror vertices
and their corresponding masters. Inside a process, T U X 2
uses multiple threads for parallelization and assigns both
the server and worker roles of a partition to the same
thread. Each thread is then responsible for enumerating a subset of mirror vertices for local computation and
maintaining the states of a subset of master vertices in the
partition owned by the process. Figure 2 shows how data
are partitioned, stored, and assigned to execution roles in
TUX2 .
Partition0 in Process0

…
…

𝑉𝑡′

𝑉𝑖

Partition1 in Process1
Server role
Master vertices
… 𝑉𝑗
…

…
𝑉𝑗′

…

…

𝑉𝑘′

Mirror vertices
…
𝑉𝑖′

Edge array
Worker role
: Edge link

: Master-mirror link

Figure 2: Graph placement and execution roles in T U X 2

3.1

Heterogeneous Data Layout

While traditional graph engines simply assume a homogeneous graph, T U X 2 supports heterogeneity in multiple dimensions of data layout, including vertex type
and partitioning approach; it even supports heterogeneity between master and mirror vertex data types. Support
for heterogeneity translates into significant performance
gains (40%) in our evaluation (§5.2).
We highlight optimizations on bipartite graphs because many machine learning problems map naturally to
bipartite graphs with two disjoint sets of vertices, e.g.,
users and items in MF, features and samples in LR, and
so on. The two sets of vertices therefore often have different properties. For example, in the case of LR, only
feature vertices contain a weight field and only sample
vertices contain a target label field. And, in variants of
LR like BlockPG [27], feature vertices also maintain extra history information. T U X 2 therefore allows users to
define different vertex types, and places different types
of vertex in separate arrays. This leads to compact data
representation, thereby improving data locality during
computation. Furthermore, different vertex types may
have vastly different degrees. For example, in a useritem graph, item vertices can have links to thousands of
users but user vertices typically only link to tens of items.
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T U X 2 uses bipartite-graph aware partitioning algorithms
proposed in PowerLyra [7] and BiGraph [8] so that only
high-degree vertices have mirror versions.
: Updated vertex in a mini-batch
: Edge link
One partition in a process
Server role
Master vertex array

: Master-mirror link
One partition in a process

Server role
Master vertex array

Items

Items

Users

Users

Worker role

Worker role

(a) Scan item vertices

(b) Scan user vertices

Figure 3: Example showing how separate vertex arrays
are used for an MF bipartite graph. Edge arrays are omitted for conciseness.
In a bipartite graph, T U X 2 can enumerate all edges
by scanning only vertices of one type. The choice of
which type to enumerate sometimes has significant performance implications. Scanning the vertices with mirrors in a mini-batch tends to lead to a more efficient synchronization step as long as T U X 2 can identify the set of
mirrors that have updates to synchronize with their masters, because these vertices are placed contiguously in an
array. In contrast, if T U X 2 scans vertices without mirrors in a mini-batch, the mirrors that get updated for the
other vertex type during the scan will be scattered and
thus more expensive to locate. T U X 2 therefore allows
users to specify which set of vertices to enumerate during the computation.
Figure 3 illustrates how T U X 2 organizes vertex data
for a bipartite graph, using MF on a user-item graph as
an example. Because user vertices have much smaller
degree in general, only item vertices are split by vertexcut partitioning. Therefore, a master vertex array in the
server role contains only item vertices, and the worker
role only manages user vertices. This way, there are no
mirror replicas of user vertices and no distributed synchronization is needed. In the worker role, the mirrors of
item and user vertices are stored in two separate arrays.
The figure also shows the benefit of scanning item vertices in a mini-batch. As shown in Figure 3(a), this leads
to updated mirror vertices being located contiguously in
an item vertex array. T U X 2 can therefore easily identify them for master-mirror synchronization by simply
rescanning the corresponding range of that array. In contrast, scanning user vertices in a mini-batch would require an extra index structure to identify the mirror up-
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dates. This is because they are scattered in an item vertex
array as shown in Figure 3(b). Such an index structure
would introduce extra overhead.
Another type of heterogeneity comes from different
computations performed on master and mirror replicas of
vertices, which may require different data structures for
synchronization efficiency. For example, the BlockPG
algorithm accesses and updates weights of a block of features in a mini-batch, while the objective function computed at sample vertices might depend on weights of features not in this block. This leads to auxiliary feature
vertex attributes on mirrors, to record the historical deltas
of feature weights to compute the value of the objective
function incrementally. However, this delta attribute is
not needed on masters, and hence does not need to be
exchanged during synchronization. Similarly, a master
vertex also maintains some extra attributes that are not
needed on mirrors. T U X 2 therefore allows users to define different data structures for the master and mirror
replicas of the same vertex.

Concurrency

Slack of 1 clock

1
2

3

...
...
...
Clock

(2,4) (3,1) (3,4) (4,1) (4,4) (5,1)
(2,5) (3,2) (3,5) (4,2)

(2,6) (3,3) (3,6)

2

: visible update

3

4
: current running work

: possibly visible update

: blocked work

Figure 4: SSP with bounded staleness. A block labeled
(i, j) indicates a task with id j in clock i.

3.2

Scheduling with SSP

T U X 2 supports the Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP)
model [11] with bounded staleness and mini-batches.
SSP is based on the notion of work-per-clock, where a
clock corresponds to an iteration over a mini-batch executed by a set of concurrent tasks. Iterative batch processing can be considered as a special case in which each
iteration uses all input data. SSP introduces an explicit
slack parameter, which specifies in clocks how stale a
task’s view of the globally shared state can be. The slack
thus dictates how far ahead of the slowest task any task
may progress. With a slack of s, a task at clock t is guaranteed to see all updates from clocks 1 to t − s − 1, and it
may see the updates from clocks t − s to t − 1. Figure 4
illustrates an SSP execution with a slack of 1.
T U X 2 executes each iteration on a mini-batch with a
specified size. Each worker first chooses a set of vertices or edges as the current mini-batch to execute on.
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After the execution on the mini-batch finishes, T U X 2 acquires another set of vertices or edges for the next minibatch, often by continuing to enumerate contiguous segments of vertex or edge arrays. T U X 2 supports SSP in
the mini-batch granularity. It tracks the progress of each
mini-batch iteration to enable computation of clocks. A
worker considers clock t completed if the corresponding
mini-batch is completed on all workers (including synchronizations between masters and mirrors) and if the
resulting update has been applied to and reflected in the
state. A worker can execute a task at clock t only if it
knows that all clocks up to t − s − 1 have completed,
where s is the allowed slack.

3.3

MEGA Model in T U X 2

T U X 2 introduces a new stage-based MEGA model,
where each stage is a computation on a set of vertices
and their edges in a graph. Each stage has user-defined
functions (UDF) to be applied on the vertices or edges
accessed during it. T U X 2 supports four types of stage:
Mini-batch, Exchange, GlobalSync, and Apply (hence
the name MEGA); it allows users to construct an arbitrary sequence of stages. The engine is responsible for
scheduling parallel executions of the UDFs on multiple
cores and/or machines in each stage.
The MEGA model preserves the simplicity of the GAS
model, while introducing additional flexibility to address
deficiencies of the GAS model in supporting machine
learning algorithms. For example, in algorithms such
as MF and LDA, processing an edge involves updating
both vertices. This requires two GAS phases, but can
be accomplished in one Exchange phase in our model.
For LR, the vertex data propagations in both directions
should be followed by an Apply phase, but no Scatter
phases are necessary; this can be avoided in the MEGA
model because MEGA allows an arbitrary sequence of
stages. We elaborate on the different types of stages next.
Exchange: This stage enumerates edges of a set of
vertices, taking a UDF with the following signature:
Exchange(Du , au , D(u,v) , a(u,v) , Dv , av , τ)
Exchange() is performed on each enumerated edge.
Du and Dv are the data on vertices u and v, respectively.
D(u,v) is the data associated with the edge (u, v). au ,
av , and a(u,v) are the corresponding accumulated deltas
of the vertex and edge data, and τ is a user-defined
shared context associated with each worker thread and
maintained during the execution of the entire computation. All these parameters are allowed to be updated
in this UDF. Users can use it to generate new accumulated deltas for vertices and edges, or to update their
states directly. Given the vertex-cut graph placement,
Exchange() may only update the mirror version data
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(i.e., the local states) of the vertices. Users can also use τ
to compute and store some algorithm-specific non-graph
context data, which may be shared through global aggregation. By default, vertices not specified for enumeration are protected by vertex-level locks, but T U X 2 also
allows users to implement their own lock-free semantics
for some applications [14, 21, 37]. This stage is more
flexible than the Gather/Scatter phases in the GAS model
in that it does not imply or enforce a direction of vertex
data propagation along an edge, and it can update the
states of both vertices in the same UDF. It thereby improves efficiency for algorithms such as LDA and MF.
Apply: This stage enumerates a set of vertices and
synchronizes their master and mirror versions. For each
vertex, the master accumulates deltas from the mirrors,
invokes Apply(Du , au , τ) to update its global state, then
updates the states on the mirrors. To support heterogeneity between master and mirror, T U X 2 allows users to define a base class VertexDataSync for the global state
of a vertex that needs to be synchronized; masters and
mirrors can define different subclasses, each inheriting
from the base class, to include other information. The engine synchronizes only the data in VertexDataSync
between master and mirror vertices.
GlobalSync: This stage is responsible for synchronizing the contexts τ across worker threads and/or aggregating the data across a set of vertices. There are three
UDFs associated with this stage:
τ

i+1

void StageSequenceBuilder(ExecStages){
ExecStages.Add(ExchangeStage);
ExecStages.Add(ApplyStage);
ExecStages.Add(GlobalSyncStage);
}

(a) MF stage sequence for a batch
void StageSequenceBuilder(ExecStages){
val mbStage = new MiniBatchStage;
mbStage.SetBatchSize(1000, asEdge);
mbStage.Add(ExchangeStage);
mbStage.Add(ApplyStage);
ExecStages.Add(mbStage);
ExecStages.Add(GlobalSyncStage);
}

(b) MF stage sequence for a mini-batch
//ExchangeStage::
Exchange(v_user, v_item, edge,
a_user, a_item, context){
val pred = PredictRating(v_user,v_item);
val loss = pred - edge.rating;
context.loss += lossˆ2;
(a_user,a_item) +=
Gradient(loss,v_user,v_item);
}
//ApplyStage::
Apply(ver, accum, ctx){
//Apply accumulated gradient
ver.data += accum;
}
//GlobalSyncStage::
Combine(ctx1, ctx2){
ctx.loss = ctx1.loss + ctx2.loss;
return ctx;
}

(c) MF UDFs for each stage

i

← Aggregate(Dv , τ )

τ l ← Combine(τ i , τ j )

Figure 5: Programming MF with the MEGA model

4

ML Algorithms on T U X 2

τ i+1 ← Apply(τ i )

In this section, we detail how three machine learning algorithms are expressed and implemented in T U X 2 .

Aggregate() aggregates data across vertices into
worker context τ. Combine() aggregates context τ
across workers into a special worker, which maintains
multiple versions of context τ for different clocks to support SSP. Apply() finalizes the globally aggregated τ
(e.g., for re-scaling). After the execution of Apply(),
the final aggregated τ is synchronized back to all workers. If the Aggregate() function is not provided, this
stage will aggregate and synchronize the contexts τ only
across workers.
Mini-Batch: This is a composite stage containing a
sequence of other stages; it defines the stages to be executed iteratively for each mini-batch. MiniBatch defines the mini-batch size in terms of the number of vertices or edges to enumerate in each mini-batch, and, in
the case of bipartite graphs, which type of vertex to enumerate (see examples in §4).

Matrix Factorization (MF). MF, commonly used in
recommendation systems, aims to decompose an adjacency matrix M|U|×|I| , where U is the set of users, I is the
set of items, and the entry (u, i) is user u’s rating on item
i, into two matrices L and R, making M approximately
equal to L × R. T U X 2 models training data as a bipartite
graph with users and items being vertices and user-item
ratings being edges, and solves MF using SGD [16].
Figure 5 illustrates how MF is implemented in
the MEGA model. StageSequenceBuilder()
builds the stage sequence for each MF iteration.
For MF in batch mode (Figure 5a), an iteration is
composed of ExchangeStage, ApplyStage, and
GlobalSyncStage. Exchange() (Figure 5c) computes the gradients of the loss function given a user and
an item, and accumulates the gradients into a user
and a item, respectively. In Apply(), the accumu-
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//ExchangeStage::
Exchange(v_doc, v_word, edge,
a_doc, a_word, context){
val old_topic = edge.topic
val new_topic = GibbsSampling(context,
v_doc, v_word)
edge.topic = new_topic;
//topic accumulator
a_doc[old_topic]--;
a_doc[new_topic]++;
a_word[old_topic]--;
a_word[new_topic]++;
//update topic summary
context.topic_sum[old_topic]--;
context.topic_sum[new_topic]++;
}
//ApplyStage::
Apply(ver, accum, ctx){
//Apply accumulated topic changes
ver.topics += accum;
}
//GlobalSyncStage::
Combine(ctx1, ctx2){
ctx.topic_sum
= ctx1.topic_sum + ctx2.topic_sum;
return ctx;
}

Figure 6: Programming LDA with the MEGA model
lated gradient is used to update the data of a vertex
(a user or an item). Combine() sums the losses to
evaluate convergence. For the mini-batch version (Figure 5b), only ExchangeStage and ApplyStage are
performed per mini-batch, while GlobalSyncStage
is conducted per iteration. The mini-batch size is set
as the number of edges because each edge with its connected user and item vertices forms a training sample.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). When applied to
topic modeling, LDA trains on a set of documents to
learn document-topic and word-topic distributions and
thereby learn how to deduce any document’s topics.
T U X 2 implements SparseLDA [45], a widely used algorithm for large-scale distributed LDA training. In our
graph model, vertices represent documents and words,
while each edge between a document and a word means
the document contains the word.
LDA’s stage sequence is the same as MF’s. Figure 6
shows the UDFs of the stages. Each edge is initialized with a randomly assigned topic. Each vertex (document or word) maintains a vector to track its distribution
of all topics. The topic distribution of a vertex is the
topic summary of the edges it connects. We also have
a global topic summary maintained in a shared context.
The computation iterates over the graph following the
stage sequence until convergence. Exchange() performs Gibbs sampling [19] on each edge to compute a
new topic for the edge. The new edge topic also changes
the topic distributions of the vertices, as well as the topic
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void StageSequenceBuilder(ExecStages){
val mbStage = new MiniBatchStage;
mbStage.SetBatchSize(1000,asVertex,
"feature");
mbStage.Add(ExchangeStage0);
mbStage.Add(ApplyStage);
mbStage.Add(ExchangeStage1);
ExecStages.Add(mbStage);
ExecStages.Add(GlobalSyncStage);
}

(a) BlockPG stage sequence
//ExchangeStage0::
Exchange0(v_feature, v_sample, edge,
a_feature, a_sample, ctx){
(a_feature.g, a_feature.u) +=
FeatureGradient(v_feature, v_sample)
}
//ExchangeStage1::
Exchange1(v_feature, v_sample, edge,
a_feature, a_sample, ctx){
v_sample.dual *=
SampleDual(v_feature, v_sample)
}
//ApplyStage::
Apply(v_feature, a_feature, ctx){
v_feature.weight +=
SolveProximal(v_feature,a_feature,ctx);
}
//GlobalSyncStage::
Aggregate(ver, ctx){
ctx.obj += CalcObj(ver);
}
Combine(ctx1, ctx2){
ctx.obj = ctx1.obj + ctx2.obj;
return ctx;
}

(b) BlockPG UDFs for stages

Figure 7: Programming BlockPG with the MEGA model
summary in the shared context; these changes are accumulated. Apply() applies the aggregated topic changes
for each vertex. Combine() synchronizes the global
topic summary among all workers.
Block Proximal Gradient (BlockPG). BlockPG [26,
27, 28] is a state-of-the-art logistic regression algorithm.
It is modeled as a bipartite graph with features and samples as vertices and an edge between a feature and a sample vertex indicating that the sample contains the feature.
Figure 7b shows the pseudocode of BlockPG’s UDFs.
BlockPG randomly divides features into blocks and enumerates each block as a mini-batch. Each mini-batch
involves two Exchange*() stages with an Apply()
stage in between. Exchange0() calculates and accumulates for each edge both the gradient and the diagonal part of the second derivative for the corresponding feature vertex. Apply() then synchronizes the vertices’ accumulated values into the master feature vertices
to update their weights using a proximal operator [34].
Then, Exchange1() uses the new weights of features
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5

Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented T U X 2 in about 12,000 lines of C++
code. It can be built and deployed on both Linux and
Windows clusters with each machine running one T U X 2
process. The system is entirely symmetric: All the processes participating in the computation are peers executing the same binary. T U X 2 takes graph data in a collection of text files as input. Each process picks a separate
subset of those files and performs bipartite-graph-aware
algorithms [7, 8] to partition the graph in a distributed
way. Each partition is assigned to, and stored locally
with, a process. The data in each partition are placed
as they are loaded and used in computation. For interprocess communication, T U X 2 uses a network library
that supports both RDMA and TCP.
In the rest of this section, we present detailed evaluation results to support our design choices and to
demonstrate the benefits of supporting machine learning on graph engines. We compare T U X 2 with stateof-the-art graph systems PowerGraph [17, 4] and PowerLyra [7] and ML systems Petuum [20, 3] and Parameter
Server [26, 2].
Experimental setup. We conduct most of our experiments on a commodity cluster with 32 servers. Each
server is equipped with dual 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650
processors (16 physical cores), 256 GB of memory, and
a Mellanox ConnectX-3 InfiniBand NIC with 54 Gbps
bandwidth. T U X 2 uses RDMA by default, but uses TCP
when comparing to other systems for fairness.
To evaluate T U X 2 , we have fully implemented the MF,
LDA, and BlockPG algorithms introduced in §4, setting
the feature dimension of MF to 50 and the topic count of
LDA to 100 in all experiments. The algorithms are selected to be representative and cover a spectrum, ranging
from computation-bound (e.g., LDA) to communicationbound (e.g., BlockPG). Table 1 lists the datasets that we
use for evaluation. NewsData and AdsData are two real
datasets used in production by Microsoft for news and
advertisement. Netflix [6] is the largest public dataset
that is available for MF. We also generate a larger synthe-
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Dataset name
NewsData (LDA)
AdsData (BlockPG)
Netflix (MF)
Synthesized (MF)

# of users/
docs/samples
7.3 M
924.8 M
480.2 K
30 M

# of items/
words/features
418.4 K
209.3 M
17.8 K
1M

# of edges
1.4 B
64.9 B
100.5 M
6.3 B

Table 1: Datasets (K: thousand, M: million, B: billion).
Algorithm
MF (Petuum)
LDA (Petuum)
BlockPG (PS)

ML systems
> 300
> 950
> 350

TUX2
50
252
79

LOC reduction
83%
73%
77%

Table 2: Algorithm implementations in lines of code, ML
systems vs. T U X 2 . (PS: Parameter Server)
sized dataset, which is the default dataset for MF experiments. All performance numbers in our experiments are
calculated by averaging over 100 iterations; in all cases
we observed very little variation.

5.1

Programmability

By providing a high-level MEGA graph model, T U X 2
makes it significantly easier to write distributed machine
learning algorithms, relieving developers from handling
the details of data organization, enumeration, partitioning, parallelism, and thread management. As one indication, Table 2 shows the significant reduction (73–83%)
in lines of code (LOC) to implement the three algorithms
in T U X 2 , compared to the C++ implementations of the
same algorithms on Petuum or Parameter Server. The
lines of code are comparable to those written in the GAS
model.

5.2

Managing ML Data as a Graph

Data layout. Data layout matters greatly in the performance of machine learning algorithms. Figure 8 compares the performance of BlockPG, MF, and LDA with
two different layouts: one an array-based graph data
layout in T U X 2 and the other a hash-table-based lay-

350
Run time (s)

to compute new states of samples. Note that BlockPG
does not need Apply() for sample vertices. T U X 2
therefore optimizes Apply() by setting the mini-batch
size in terms of the number of feature vertices (as shown
in Figure 7a) and partitioning the graph to not cut the
sample vertices. Also, only the weight value needs to
be synchronized between master and mirror feature vertices. T U X 2 allows a master vertex to maintain private
data that does not get synchronized to mirrors, e.g., information for the proximal operator.

300
250
200

HashTable
Array

150
100
50
0
MF

LDA

BlockPG

Figure 8: Effect of data layout (32 servers)
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Figure 9: Effect of heterogeneity (BlockPG, 32 servers)
out often used in parameter-server-based systems (but
implemented in T U X 2 for comparison). The y-axis is
the average running time of one iteration for BlockPG,
and of 10 iterations for MF and LDA to show the numbers on a similar scale. These results show that the
graph layout improves performance by up to 2.4× over
the hash-table-based layout. We observe smaller improvement in LDA because LDA involves more CPUintensive floating-point computation, making data access
contribute a smaller portion of overall run time.
TUX2

Heterogeneity. Supporting heterogeneity in
is
critical to the performance of machine learning algorithms. We evaluate the benefits of supporting different
dimensions of vertex heterogeneity using BlockPG on 32
servers. As shown in Figure 9, if we model all vertices as
the same vertex type, each iteration takes 136 s (HomoVertices in the figure). For BlockPG, because only feature vertices have mirrors, we can specify to enumerate
only feature vertices in each mini-batch and not track
whether sample vertices are updated because they do not
have mirrors to synchronize (see §3.1). This setup leads
to a reduction of 16 s per iteration (Skip-Sample in the
figure). Next, if we define different vertex data types for
features and samples for a more compact representation,
each iteration can save an additional 6 s (Feature-Sample
in the figure). Finally, as discussed in §3.3, we can allow masters and mirrors to have different types and can
indicate which data need to be synchronized. Doing this
makes each iteration take only 97 s (Master-Mirror in the
figure), a total performance improvement of 40% over
the original homogeneous setting.

5.3

Extensions for Machine Learning

SSP slack and mini-batch size can be configured in
T U X 2 to tune algorithm convergence.
Stale Synchronous Parallel. T U X 2 supports the configuration of slack as a staleness bound for SSP, to allow users to tune the parameter for desirable convergence. The effect of slack varies by algorithm. For MF,
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Figure 10: Run time, with breakdown, to converge to the
same point under different slack (MF, 32 servers)
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Figure 11: Run time, with breakdown ,to converge to the
same point under different slack (BlockPG, 32 servers)

as shown in Figure 10, the overall convergence accelerates as the slack increases. The breakdown confirms
that increasing slack reduces waiting time, while increasing computing time only slightly, indicating that it takes
about the same (or a slightly larger) number of iterations
to reach the same convergence point. For BlockPG, however, as shown in Figure 11, computing time increases
significantly as slack increases to 8 and 16, indicating
that it is taking many more iterations for BlockPG to
converge when slack is larger. A slack value of 4 is the
optimal point in terms of overall execution time.
Mini-Batch. Mini-batch size is another important parameter that T U X 2 lets users tune, since it also affects
convergence, as we show in this experiment for MF and
BlockPG. (LDA is inherently a batch algorithm and does
not support mini-batches.) Figure 12 shows the convergence (to objective values) over time with slack set to 16
on 32 servers. We show each iteration as a point on the
corresponding curve to demonstrate the effect of minibatch size on the execution time of each iteration.
For MF, as shown in Figure 12a, we see that convergence with a smaller mini-batch size (e.g., 1,000) is
much faster than that with a larger one (e.g., 10,000).
However, a smaller mini-batch size could introduce more
frequent communication, slowing down the computation in each iteration significantly, as confirmed by more
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(b) BlockPG, 32 servers

Figure 12: Convergence with varying mini-batch size

sparse iteration points on the curve for mini-batch size
1,000. This is why we also observe that convergence
with mini-batch size 1,000 is worse than that with 10,000
during the first 180 s. Similar results can be observed
for BlockPG in Figure 12b. For BlockPG, an improper
batch size could even make it non-convergent, as is the
case when batch size is 500,000.

5.4

System Performance

T U X 2 vs. PowerGraph and PowerLyra. We first
compare T U X 2 with PowerGraph and its successor PowerLyra, which support a GAS-based MF implementation.
Because PowerGraph and PowerLyra do not support SSP
or mini-batch, for fairness we configure T U X 2 to use
a batched MF implementation with no slack. We run
MF on the Netflix dataset, and Figure 13 shows the performance comparison of T U X 2 , PowerGraph, and PowerLyra with different numbers of servers (each with 16
threads).
The figure shows that, consistent with the results reported in PowerLyra [7], PowerLyra outperforms PowerGraph in the multi-server cases (by 1.6x) due to a
better partitioning algorithm that leads to a lower vertex replication factor. T U X 2 outperforms both PowerGraph and PowerLyra by more than an order of magnitude. The huge performance gap is largely due to our
flexible MEGA model. Specifically, in PowerGraph and
PowerLyra, the computation per iteration for MF is composed of two GAS phases, one for updating the user ver-
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Figure 13: T U X 2 vs. PowerGraph/PowerLyra (MF, Netflix, log scale)

tices and the other for the item vertices. This introduces
significant synchronization overhead and some unnecessary stages due to the constraints of the GAS model. In
contrast, T U X 2 needs only an ExchangeStage and an
ApplyStage for each iteration in the MEGA model.
Our detailed profiling on one iteration in the 8-server experiment further shows that, while the Exchange phase
(which calculates the gradients) in T U X 2 takes only
0.5 s, the corresponding Gather phase takes 1.6 s in the
GAS model. The difference is mainly due to T U X 2 ’s heterogeneous data layout. Furthermore, the extra phases
(i.e., the two Scatter phases) needed in the GAS model
take an additional 7.4 s.
T U X 2 vs. machine learning systems. We compare
T U X 2 with two state-of-the-art distributed machine
learning systems: Petuum and Parameter Server (PS).
We compare with Petuum using MF and LDA and we
compare with PS using BlockPG. We have validated the
results of our experiments to confirm that the algorithms
in T U X 2 are the same as those in Petuum and in PS, respectively. We set slack to 0 as it produces a deterministic result every iteration, leading to the same convergence
curve. We use time per iteration as our metric for comparison because the convergence per iteration is the same
in this configuration. We evaluate on other configurations (not shown due to space constraints) and the results
are similar. Compared with these systems, T U X 2 , as a
graph engine, inherits a series of graph-related optimizations for machine learning, such as efficient graph layout and balanced parallelism from vertex-cut partitioning. The following experiments evaluate these benefits
of T U X 2 .
Petuum: We compare Petuum and T U X 2 using MF
and LDA because these two algorithms have been implemented in both Petuum and T U X 2 . All the experiments
are conducted on 32 servers with 16 threads per server.
Figures 14a and 14b show the average execution time per
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Figure 15: Mini-batch time across workers (BlockPG)

iteration of MF and LDA in Petuum and T U X 2 with different numbers of servers.
For MF, T U X 2 outperforms Petuum by two orders of
magnitude, due to two main reasons. First, Petuum’s distributed shared memory table, implemented in a multilayer hash structure, introduces significant overhead,
even compared with our hash-table baseline used in §5.2.
Petuum also does fine-grained row-level version tracking, causing a staleness check to be triggered for every
read/write operation. In contrast, T U X 2 uses a workerlevel staleness check when an iteration/mini-batch starts,
as described in §3.2. Second, in Petuum, both user data
and item data contain model parameters and are stored
in the parameter server. Updating either type involves
communication with the parameter server. It is worth
pointing out that this is not a fundamental problem with
Petuum’s design and can be fixed by moving user data off
the parameter server. (Based on our communication with
the Petuum authors, this issue has already been fixed in
the new version [42], but the fixed version is not yet publicly available.) T U X 2 partitions the bipartite graph in
such a way that only item vertices have mirrors, making
the updates on user vertices efficient without unnecessary communication. This is a natural configuration in
T U X 2 that users can enable effortlessly, easily avoiding
the problem we observe in this version of Petuum. Note
that T U X 2 does not scale well from 16 to 32 servers for
MF. This is because Netflix data is small when divided
among 32 servers × 16 threads (only around 3 MB per

thread), so communication cost starts to dominate, limiting further scaling.
For LDA, the graph layout benefit is smaller compared
to that for MF. Figure 14b shows that T U X 2 outperforms
Petuum in LDA by 27% (1 server) to 61% (32 servers).
This is consistent with the layout experiment in §5.2,
which was also affected by the CPU-intensive nature of
the floating-point computation in LDA.
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Parameter Server (PS): We compare PS with T U X 2
using BlockPG, as it is implemented in both systems. We
set mini-batch size to 300,000 for both. For PS, based
on our experimentation on different thread-pool configurations, we find the best configuration uses 14 worker
threads and 2 server threads per machine. We therefore
use this configuration in our experiments. Due to the
large data size (64B edges) involved, the experiment is
performed only on 32 servers. When operating on the
AdsData dataset, BlockPG takes 125 s on average per
iteration on T U X 2 , compared to 186 s on PS, which is
48% longer.
Unlike with Petuum, data layout is not the main reason that T U X 2 outperforms PS: PS carefully customizes
its data structure for BlockPG, which is largely on par
with T U X 2 ’s general graph layout. Handling the imbalance caused by data skew (e.g., where some features exist in a large number of samples) makes the most difference in this case. Figure 15a shows the execution time
of one representative mini-batch for all worker threads
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in PS. A few threads are shown to work longer than the
others, forcing those others to wait at synchronization
points. In contrast, T U X 2 employs vertex-cut even for
threads inside the same process, a built-in feature of the
graph engine, to alleviate imbalance. Figure 15b shows
that T U X 2 achieves balanced execution for all threads.
While SSP slack could also help alleviate the effect of
imbalance, it usually leads to slower convergence. Our
vertex-cut optimization does not affect convergence and
is strictly better.

6

Related Work

T U X 2 builds upon a large body of research on iterative
graph computation and distributed machine learning systems. Pregel [30] proposes the vertex-program model,
which has been adopted and extended in subsequent
work, such as GraphLab [29] and PowerGraph [17].
T U X 2 uses the vertex-cut model proposed in PowerGraph and applies it also to partitioning within the process for balanced thread parallelism. It also incorporates bipartite-graph-specific partitioning schemes proposed in PowerLyra [7] and BiGraph [8] with further optimizations of computation. By connecting graph models
to machine learning, our work makes advances in graph
computation relevant to machine learning. This includes
optimizations on graph layout, sequential data access,
and secondary storage (e.g., GraphChi [24], Grace [36],
XStream [39], Chaos [38], and FlashGraph [47]), distributed shared memory and RDMA (e.g., Grappa [32]
and GraM [43]), and NUMA-awareness, scheduling, and
load balancing (e.g., Galois [33], Mizan [22], and Polymer [46]).
T U X 2 ’s design is influenced by parameter-serverbased distributed machine learning, which was initially
proposed and evolved to scale specific machine learning
applications such as LDA [40, 5] and deep learning [15].
Petuum [13, 20, 42, 44] and Parameter Server [26] move
towards general platforms, incorporate flexible consistency models, and improve scalability and efficiency.
Petuum and its subsequent work on STRADS [23, 25]
further propose to incorporate optimizations such as
model parallelism, uneven convergence, and error tolerance. Many of these can be integrated into a graph engine
like T U X 2 , allowing users to benefit from both graph and
machine learning optimizations, a future direction that
we plan to explore further. We also see a trend where
some of the design and benefits in graph systems have
found their way into these machine learning systems
(e.g., optimized layout in Parameter Server’s BlockPG
implementation and a high-level graph-model-like abstraction in STRADS), further supporting our theme of
the convergence of the two. Parameter servers have also
been proposed to support deep learning [9, 12, 15] and
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have been enhanced with GPU-specific optimizations in
GeePS [12].
There is a large body of work on general distributed
big-data computing platforms, including for example
Mahout [1] on Hadoop and MLI [41] on Spark for machine learning on MapReduce-type frameworks. Piccolo [35] enables parallel in-memory computation on
shared distributed, mutable state in a parameter-serverlike interface. Another interesting research direction,
pursued in GraphX [18] for example, explores how to
support graph computation using a general data-flow engine. Naiad [31] introduces a new data-parallel dataflow
model specifically for low-latency streaming and cyclic
computations, which has also been shown to express
graph computation and machine learning. Both have
built known graph models, such as GAS, on top of their
dataflow abstractions, while T U X 2 proposes a new graph
model with important extensions for machine learning
algorithms.

7

Conclusion

Through T U X 2 , we advocate the convergence of graph
computation and distributed machine learning. T U X 2
represents a critical step in this direction by showing not
only the feasibility, but also the potential, of such convergence. We accomplish this by introducing important
machine learning concepts to graph computation; defining a new, flexible graph model to express machine learning algorithms efficiently; and demonstrating the benefits
through extensive evaluation on representative machine
learning algorithms. Going forward, we hope that T U X 2
will provide a common foundation for further research in
both graph computation and distributed machine learning, allowing more machine learning algorithms and optimizations to be expressed and implemented easily and
efficiently at scale.
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Abstract
Building software-defined network controllers is an
exercise in software development and, as such, likely to
introduce bugs. We present Cocoon, a framework for
SDN development that facilitates both the design and
verification of complex networks using stepwise refinement to move from a high-level specification to the final
network implementation.
A Cocoon user specifies intermediate design levels in
a hierarchical design process that delineates the modularity in complicated network forwarding and makes verification extremely efficient. For example, an enterprise
network, equipped with VLANs, ACLs, and Level 2 and
Level 3 Routing, can be decomposed cleanly into abstractions for each mechanism, and the resulting stepwise verification is over 200x faster than verifying the final implementation. Cocoon further separates static network design from its dynamically changing configuration. The former is verified at design time, while the latter is checked at run time using statically defined invariants. We present six different SDN use cases including
B4 and F10. Our performance evaluation demonstrates
that Cocoon is not only faster than existing verification
tools but can also find many bugs statically before the
network design has been fully specified.

1

Introduction

Software-defined networks (SDNs) are a popular and
flexible means of implementing network control. In an
SDN, a logically-centralized controller governs network
behavior by emitting a stream of data-plane configurations in response to network events such as changing traffic patterns, new access control rules, intrusion detection,
and so on. But decades of research and industry experience in software engineering have shown that writing
bug-free software is far from trivial. By shifting to software, SDNs trade one form of complexity for another.
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Data-plane verification has risen in popularity with
SDNs. As the controller generates new forwarding configurations, tools like Header Space Analysis (HSA) and
Veriflow [16, 17] verify that safety properties hold for
each configuration in real time. Network operators can
rest assured that access control violations, routing loops,
and other common misconfiguration errors will be detected before being deployed.
This style of verification is an important safeguard, but
falls short in several ways.
Design. Applying verification techniques early in the development cycle saves effort by catching bugs as soon as
they are introduced. But correctness properties often depend on many mechanisms spanning many different levels of abstraction and time scales. Thus the entire controller must be implemented before data-plane verification can be utilized. Furthermore, data-plane verification
catches bugs once the controller has been deployed in a
live network, making it hard to fix the bug without disrupting network operation.
Debugging. Verifying detailed, whole-network configurations makes debugging difficult: It is difficult to pinpoint which part of the controller caused a particular
property violation in the final configuration [35].
Scalability. Although existing tools verify one property
for a realistic network in under a second, the number of
checks can scale non-linearly with network size. For example, checking connectivity between all pairs requires a
quadratic number of verifier invocations [27]. Thus practical verification at scale remains elusive.
Ideally, the controller software itself might be statically verified to guarantee it never produces configurations that violate safety properties. But proving arbitrary
software programs correct is a frontier problem. Recent
work has proposed full controller verification, but only
for controllers with limited functionality [3].
We propose a middle ground—a correct-byconstruction SDN design framework that combines
static verification with runtime checks to efficiently
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verify complex SDNs, detecting most bugs at design
time. Our framework, called Cocoon, for Correct by
Construction Networking, consists of an SDN programming language, a verifier for this language, and a
compiler from the language to data-plane languages:
NetKAT [2] and P4 [4].
Cocoon is based on two principles. First, it enables
SDN design by stepwise refinement. A network programmer begins by specifying a high-level view which captures the network’s behavior from an end host perspective. Such a specification might say: “A packet is delivered to the destination host if and only if its sender is not
blacklisted by the network security policy”, while eliding details such as forwarding or access control mechanisms. In essence, this high-level view specifies correct
network behavior. The network engineer continues by
refining the underspecified parts of the design, filling in
pieces until sufficient detail exists to deploy the network.
A refined specification may state: “End hosts are connected via Ethernet switches to zone routers, which forward packets between zones via the core network, while
dropping packets that violate security policy.”
Cocoon automatically verifies that each refinement
preserves the behavior of the higher-level view of the network by reducing each refinement to a Boogie program
and using the Corral verifier to check this program for refinement violations [19]. Bugs are immediately detected
and localized to the step in which they are introduced.
The refinement relation is transitive, and so Cocoon guarantees that the lowest-level implementation refines the
highest-level specification.
Second, Cocoon separates static network design from
its run-time configuration. While refinements specify
static invariants on network behavior, dynamic configuration is captured by runtime-defined functions (RDFs).
In the above example the hosts and exact security policy are not known at design time and serve as design
parameters. They are specified as RDFs, i.e., functions
that are declared but not assigned a concrete definition
at design time. RDFs are generated and updated at run
time by multiple sources: the SDN controller reporting
a new host joining, the network operator updating the
security policy, an external load balancer redistributing
traffic among redundant links, etc. Upon receiving an
updated RDF definition, the Cocoon compiler generates
a new data plane configuration.
To statically verify the design without knowing the exact configuration, Cocoon relies on static assumptions.
At design time, RDFs can be annotated with assumptions
that constrain their definitions. For example, the topology of the network may be updated as links come up and
down, but each refinement may only need to know that
the topology remains connected. At run time, Cocoon
checks that RDF definitions meet their assumptions. This

assumption
checker

compiler
OpenFlow/P4
SDN controller

Figure 1: Cocoon architecture.

separation minimizes real-time verification cost: most of
the effort has been done up-front at design time.
Hence, Cocoon decomposes verification into two
parts, as shown in Figure 1. Static verification guarantees correctness of all refinements; this verification is
done once, before network deployment. Dynamic verification checks that behaviors supplied at run time (by
updating RDFs) meet the assumptions each refinement
makes about run-time behaviors.
Contributions. The main contribution of this paper
is a new network design and verification methodology
based on stepwise refinement and separation of static and
dynamic behavior, and the Cocoon language and runtime, which support this methodology. Cocoon is a language carefully designed to be both amenable to stepwise
refinement-based verification and also able to capture a
wide variety of networking behavior. Its design enables:
• Writing complex specifications easily by phrasing
them as high-level network implementations.
• Faster verification of functional correctness, with
stepwise refinement naturally helping to localize the
source of errors.
• Natural composition with other verification tools,
like HSA [16], NetPlumber [15] and Veriflow [17],
improving the speed at which they can verify network properties.
We evaluate Cocoon by using it to design and verify six
realistic network architectures. Our performance evaluation demonstrates that Cocoon is faster than existing
data-plane verification tools, while also being able to find
many defects statically, even before the network design
has been fully specified.

2

Cocoon by example

In this section, we introduce features of Cocoon by
implementing and verifying a variant of the enterprise
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Figure 2: Example enterprise network.

network design described by Sung et al. [32], simplified for the sake of presentation. Figure 2 shows the intended network design. Hosts are physically partitioned
into operational zones, such as administrative buildings,
and grouped by owner into IP subnets symbolized by
colors—hosts in each zone are often in the same subnet,
but not always. Intra-subnet traffic is unrestricted and
isolated by VLAN, but traffic between subnets is subject
to an access control policy.
Each operational zone is equipped with a gateway
router, which can also be assigned to implement access
control for a subnet: Inter-subnet traffic must first traverse the gateway tied to its source subnet followed by
the gateway associated with its destination subnet. The
details of access control may change as the network runs,
but all inter-subnet traffic must always traverse the gateways that implement access control. The path highlighted with a dashed blue line in Figure 2 illustrates traffic from a host in subnet 2 to one in subnet 1.
At a high level, the goals of the network are simple: Group hosts by subnet, allow intra-subnet traffic,
and subject inter-subnet traffic to an access control policy (Figure 3a). Our refinement strategy, illustrated in
Figure 3, follows the hierarchical struture of the network: the first refinement (Figure 3b) splits the network into operational zones connected via the core network, and distributes access control checks across gateway routers. The second and third refinements detail L2
switching inside zones and the core respectively (Figure 3c and d). We formalize these refinements in the
Cocoon language, introducing language features along
the way. Figure 4 shows the high-level specification that
matches Figure 3a.
Roles The main building blocks of Cocoon specifications are roles, which specify arbitrary network entities:
hosts, switches, routers, etc. A role accepts a packet,
possibly modifies it and forwards to zero or more other
roles. Roles are parameterized, so a single role can specify a set of similar entities, allowing a large network to
be modeled with a few roles. An instance of the role corresponds to a concrete parameter assignment. A role has
an associated characteristic function, which determines
the set of its instances: Given a parameter assignment,
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(b) Refinement 1

(d) Refinement 3

Figure 3: Refinement plan for the running example.
uint<32> IP4
uint<12> vid_t
3 typedef struct {
4
vid_t vid,
5
IP4 srcIP,
6
IP4 dstIP
7 } Packet

1 typedef

2 typedef

8

cHost(IP4 addr): bool
cSubnet(vid_t vid): bool
11 function acl(Packet p): bool
12 function ip2subnet(IP4 ip): vid_t
13 assume(IP4 addr) cHost(addr)=>cSubnet(ip2subnet(addr))
14 function sameSubnet(vid_t svid, vid_t dvid): bool =
15
svid == dvid;
9 function

10 function

16

HostOut[IP4 addr] | cHost(addr) =
let vid_t svid = ip2subnet(pkt.srcIP);
let vid_t dvid = ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP);
filter addr == pkt.srcIP;
filter sameSubnet(svid, dvid) or acl(pkt);
filter cHost(pkt.dstIP);
send HostIn[pkt.dstIP]

17 role
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25 role

HostIn[IP4 addr] | cHost(addr) = filter false

Figure 4: High-level specification of the running example.

the characteristic function returns true if and only if the
corresponding instance of the role exists in the network.
We use separate roles to model input and output ports
of hosts and switches. The input port specifies how the
host or switch modifies and forwards packets. The output
port specifies how the network handles packets generated by the host. Our high-level specification introduces
HostIn and HostOut roles, which model the input and
output ports of end hosts. Both roles are parameterized
by the IP address of the host (parameters are given in
square brackets in lines 17 and 26), with the characteristic function cHost (expression after the vertical bar),
declared in line 9.
Policies A role’s policy specifies how its instances
modify and forward packets. Cocoon’s policy language
is inspired by the Frenetic family of languages [12]:
complex policies are built out of primitive policies using
sequential and parallel composition. Primitive policies
include filtering packets based on header values, updating header fields, and sending packets to other roles.
The HostOut policy in lines 18–23 first computes sub-
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net IDs of the source and destination hosts and stores
them in local variables, explained below. Next, it performs two security checks: (1) filter out packets whose
source IP does not match the IP address of the sending
host (the filter operator drops packets that do not satisfy the filter condition) (line 21), and (2) drop packets
sent across subnets that violate the network’s security
policy (line 21). Line 22 drops packets whose destination
IP does not exist on the network. All other packets are
sent to the input port of their destination host in line 23.
The send policy on line 23 is a key abstraction mechanism of Cocoon. It can forward the packet to any instance of any role. While a send may correspond to
a single hop in the network’s data plane, e.g., sending
from an input to an output port of the same switch or between two connected ports of different switches, it can
also forward to instances without a direct connection to
the sender, thus abstracting multiple hops through network nodes not yet introduced at the current refinement
level. Cocoon’s final specification may only contain the
former kind of send’s, which can be compiled directly
to switch flow tables.
The HostIn policy in line 25 acts as a packet sink,
dropping all packets delivered to it. Any packets sent by
the host in response to previously-received packets are
interpreted as new packets entering the network.
Variables The HostOut role illustrates three kinds of
variables available to a policy: (1) the pkt variable,
representing the packet processed by the role, which is
passed as an implicit argument to each role and can be
both read and modified by the policy; (2) read-only role
parameters; and (3) local variables that store intermediate values while the role is processing the packet.
Functions Functions are pure (side-effect free) computations used in specifying the set of role instances and
defining policies. Function declarations can provide an
explicit definition with their body (e.g., sameSubnet in
Figure 4), or only a signature (e.g., cHost, cSubnet,
acl and ip2subnet) without a definition. In the latter
case, the body of the function can be defined by subsequent refinements, or the body can be dynamically defined and updated at run time, making the function a
runtime-defined function (RDF).
Our top-level specification introduces four RDFs:
cHost (discussed above); cSubnet, a characteristic
function of the set of IP subnets (each subnet is given a
unique identifier); ip2subnet, which maps end hosts to
subnet IDs based on the IP prefix; and acl, the network
security policy, which filters packets by header fields.
RDFs are a crucial part of Cocoon’s programming
model. They separate static network design from its
runtime configuration. In our example, explicit definitions of RDFs are immaterial to the overall logic of
the network operation—making those functions runtime-
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defined enables specifying the network design along with
all possible runtime configurations it can produce.
At run time, RDFs serve as the network configuration
interface. For example, by redefining RDFs in Figure 4,
the operator can introduce new hosts and subnets, update
the security policy, etc. However, not all possible definitions correspond to well-formed network configurations.
In order to eliminate inconsistent definitions, Cocoon relies on assumptions.
Assumptions Assumptions constrain the range of possible instantiations of functions—both explicit instantiations in a later refinement and runtime instantiations in
the case of RDFs—without fixing a concrete instantiation. Consider the ip2subnet() function, which maps
end hosts to subnets. We would like to restrict possible
definitions of this function to map valid end host IP addresses to valid subnet IDs. Formally,
∀ addr.cHost(addr) ⇒ cSubnet(ip2subnet(addr))
Line 13 states this assumption in the Cocoon language.
In general, Cocoon assumptions are in the fragment of
first-order logic of the form ∀ x1 . . . xi .F(x1 . . . xi ), where
F is a quantifier-free formula using variables x. This fragment has been sufficiently expressive for the systems we
examine and allows for efficient verification.
Until a function is given a concrete definition, Cocoon
assumes that it can have any definition that satisfies all
its assumptions. Refinements are verified with respect
to these assumptions. When the function is defined in
a later refinement step, Cocoon statically verifies that the
definition satisfies its assumptions. Cocoon performs this
verification at run time for RDFs.
Refinements A refinement replaces one or more roles
with a more detailed implementation. It provides a new
definition of the refined role and, typically, introduces
additional roles, so that the composition of the refined
role with the new roles behaves according to the original
definition of the role.
Consider Refinement 1 in Figure 3b, which introduces
zone routers. It refines the HostOut role to send packets
to the local zone router, which sends them via the two
gateway routers to the destination zone router and finally
the destination host. The routers are modeled by four
new roles, which model the two router ports facing core
and zone networks (Figure 5).
Figure 7 illustrates this refinement, focusing on roles.
Blue arrows show the packet path that matches the path
in Figure 3b. Solid arrows correspond to hops between
different network nodes (routers or hosts); dashed arrows
show packet forwarding between incoming and outgoing ports of the same router. Both types of hops are
expressed using the send operation in Figure 6, which
shows the Cocoon specification of this refinement.
Line 55 in Figure 6 shows the refined specification of
HostOut, which sends the packet directly to the destina-
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RouterZoneOut
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RouterCoreOut
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Figure 5: Router ports and corresponding roles.

tion only if it is on the same IP subnet and inside the same
zone (line 62); otherwise it sends to the local zone router
(line 65). Router roles forward the packet based on its
source and destination addresses. They encode the current path segment in the VLAN ID field of the packet,
setting it to the source subnet ID when traveling to the
source gateway (segments 1 and 2), 0 when traveling between source and destination gateways (segment 3), and
destination subnet ID in segments 4 and 5. The security
check is now split into two: The aclSrc() check performed by the outgoing gateway (lines 19 and 42) and
the aclDst() check performed by the incoming gateway
of the destination subnet (line 31). The assumption in
line 10 guarantees that a conjunction of these two checks
is equivalent to the global security policy expressed by
the acl() function. This assumption enables Cocoon to
establish correctness of the refinement without getting
into the details of the network security policy, which may
change at run time.
Subsequent refinements detail the internal structure of
core and zone networks. We only show the core network
refinement (Figure 3c). For simplicity, Figure 8 specifies
the core switching fabric as a single Ethernet switch with
switch port number i connnected to zone i router. This
simplification is localized to a single refinement: As the
network outgrows the single-switch design, the network
programmer can later revise this refinement without affecting the high-level specification or other refinements.
The refined RouterCoreOut role (Figure 8, line 2)
forwards packets to the core switch rather than directly to
the destination router. The core switch input port (line 4)
determines the destination router based on the VLAN ID
and destination IP address (as one final simplification,
we avoid reasoning about IP to MAC address mapping
by assuming that switches forward packets based on IP
addresses) and forwards the packet via the corresponding
output port.
Putting it all together Figure 9 shows the final step
in specifying our example network: adding the physical network elements (hosts, switches, and routers). Recall that a role can model any network entity, from an
individual interface to an entire network segment. For
the Cocoon compiler to generate flow tables, it needs to
know how roles combine to form each data-plane element. This is achieved using declarations in lines 1–5,
which introduce parameterized hosts and switches (Cocoon currently models routers as switches), specified in
terms or their input/output port pairs. A port pair can
represent multiple physical ports of the switch. We omit
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a detailed description of host and switch constructs, as
these are incidental to the main ideas of this work.
Other language features Cocoon supports multicast
forwarding using the fork construct. For example,
fork(uint<16> port|port>0 and port<n())
send SwitchOut[port]

spawns a parallel copy of the send statement for each
assignment to the port variable satisfying the fork condition (expression after the vertical bar). Each parallel
thread operates on a private copy of the packet. Note that
n() can be an RDF, in which case the number forked is
determined at run time.
Underspecified behaviors can be expressed using nondeterminism. In the following snippet
havoc pkt.dstIP; assume pkt.dstIP != pkt.srcIP

the havoc statement non-deterministically picks a value
for the dstIP field of the packet; the assume statement
constrains the possible choices. Non-determinism is only
allowed in high-level specifications and cannot occur in
the final, most detailed, definition of any role.

3

Refinement-based verification

We informally present the semantics of Cocoon specifications, the kinds of correctness guarantees that can
be established through refinement-based verification, and
the design of Cocoon verification tools. See Appendix A
for a more formal presentation.
Semantics We start with assigning semantics to roles.
Let Pkt be the set of all possible packets, and Loc be the
set of locations, where each location identifies a unique
role instance in a Cocoon specification. We define the set
of located packets LPkt = {(p, l) | p ∈ Pkt, l ∈ Loc}.
We define semantics of a role R as a partial function
LPkt
JRK : LPkt →
7 22
from a located packet to a set of sets
of located packets. If Cocoon were deterministic, JRK
would just return the set of packets produced by role R
on a given located packet. To model nondeterminism in
the semantics, JRK returns all possibilities of such sets of
packets, thus forming a set of sets of packets.
We define refinement relation v over roles:
Definition 1 (Role refinement). Role ^
R refines role R
(^
R v R) iff ^
R and R have identical parameter lists and characteristic functions and
∀ p ∈ Domain(JRK).J^
RK(p) ⊆ JRK(p).
(1)
A Cocoon program defines a sequence of specifications, where a specification consists of a set of roles.
Each refine{. . .} block introduces a new specification
obtained from the previous specification by providing
new implementations for some of the roles and introducing new roles.
Next, we informally introduce the inline() operation, which takes a role R and a set of roles {P1 . . . Pk }
and recursively inlines the implementation of Pi in R
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HostOut {
typedef uint<16> zid_t
function cZone(zid_t zid): bool
function zone(IP4 addr): zid_t
assume (IP4 addr) cHost(addr) => cZone(zone(addr))
function gwZone(vid_t vid): zid_t
assume (vid_t vid) cSubnet(vid) => cZone(gwZone(vid))
function aclSrc(Packet p): bool
function aclDst(Packet p): bool
assume (Packet p) acl(p) == (aclSrc(p) and aclDst(p))
assume (vid_t vid) cSubnet(vid) => (vid != 0)

1 refine

35

2

36

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

else
send RouterCoreOut[zid]
} else if pkt.vid == dvid then {
send RouterZoneOut[zid]
} else {
let vid_t svid = pkt.vid;
pkt.vid := 0;
filter aclSrc(pkt);
send RouterCoreOut[zid]
}
role RouterCoreOut[zid_t zid]|cZone(zid)=
if pkt.vid == 0 then {
filter cSubnet(ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP));
send RouterCoreIn[gwZone(ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP))]
} else if pkt.vid != ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP) then {
send RouterCoreIn[gwZone(ip2subnet(pkt.srcIP))]
} else {
filter cZone(zone(pkt.dstIP));
send RouterCoreIn[zone(pkt.dstIP)]
}
role HostOut[IP4 addr] | cHost(addr) =
let vid_t svid = ip2subnet(pkt.srcIP);
let vid_t dvid = ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP);
filter addr == pkt.srcIP;
filter pkt.vid == 0;
if svid==dvid and zone(pkt.dstIP)==zone(addr)then
{ filter cHost(pkt.dstIP);
send HostIn[pkt.dstIP]
} else {
pkt.vid := ip2subnet(addr);
send RouterZoneIn[zone(addr)]
}

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

role RouterZoneIn[zid_t zid] | cZone(zid) =
let vid_t dvid = ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP);
let vid_t svid = pkt.vid;
filter cSubnet(dvid);
if dvid != svid and gwZone(svid) == zid then {
pkt.vid := 0;
filter aclSrc(pkt)
};
send RouterCoreOut[zid]

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

role RouterZoneOut[zid_t zid] | cZone(zid) =
filter cHost(pkt.dstIP) and zone(pkt.dstIP) == zid;
pkt.vid := 0;
send HostIn[pkt.dstIP]

23
24
25
26
27

57
58
59
60
61

role RouterCoreIn[zid_t zid] | cZone(zid) =
let vid_t dvid = ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP);
if pkt.vid == 0 then {
filter aclDst(pkt);
pkt.vid := dvid;
if zone(pkt.dstIP) == zid then
send RouterZoneOut[zid]

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

62
63
64
65
66
67 }

Figure 6: Refinement 1.
HostOut

HostOut

1

RouterZoneIn

RouterCoreOut

Reﬁnement 1
2
HostIn

HostIn

5

RouterZoneOut

3

4

RouterCoreIn

Figure 7: Refinement 1: the HostOut role is refined by
introducing four router roles. The path from HostOut to
HostIn is decomposed into up to 5 segments.
RouterCoreOut {
role RouterCoreOut[zid_t zid] |cZone(zid) =
send CoreSwitchIn[zid]
role CoreSwitchIn[uint<16> port] | cZone(port) =
if pkt.vid == 0 then {
filter cSubnet(ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP));
send CoreSwitchOut[gwZone(ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP))]
} else if pkt.vid != ip2subnet(pkt.dstIP) then {
send CoreSwitchOut[gwZone(ip2subnet(pkt.srcIP))]
} else {
filter cZone(zone(pkt.dstIP));
send CoreSwitchOut[zone(pkt.dstIP)]
}
role CoreSwitchOut[uint<16> port] | cZone(port) =
send RouterCoreIn[port]

1 refine
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 }

Figure 8: Refinement 2.

whenever R sends to Pi . Consider the refinement in Figure 7. When verifying this refinement, we would like to
prove that the refined HostOut role combined with the
newly introduced router roles is equivalent to the original HostOut role on the left. This combined role, indicated with the dashed line in Figure 7, is computed as
inline(HostOut, {RouterZoneIn, . . .}).
We extend the refinement relation to specifications:
Definition 2 (Specification refinement). Let S =
{R1 , . . . , Rn } and ^
S = {R01 , . . . , R0n , P1 , . . . , Pk } be two spec-
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Host[IP4 addr]((HostIn, HostOut))
ZoneRouter[zid_t zid](
3
(RouterZoneIn,RouterZoneOut),
4
(RouterCoreIn,RouterCoreOut))
5 switch CoreSwitch[]((CoreSwitchIn, CoreSwitchOut))
1 host

2 switch

Figure 9: Declaring physical network elements: hosts and
switches.

ifications, such that roles Ri and R0i have identical names,
parameter lists and characteristic functions. ^
S refines S
(^
S v S) iff ∀ i ∈ [1..n]. inline(R0i , {P1 , . . . , Pk }) v Ri .
The following proposition is the foundation of Cocoon’s compositional verification procedure:
Proposition 1. The v relation is transitive.
Hence, we can prove that the final specification is a
refinement of the top-level specification by proving stepwise refinements within a chain of intermediate specifications.
We encode the problem of checking the refinement relation between roles into a model checking problem and
use the Corral model checker [19] to solve it. We chose
Corral over other state-of-the-art model checkers due to
its expressive input language, called Boogie [20], which
enables a straightforward encoding of Cocoon specifications. Given roles R and ^
R, we would like to check
property (1) or, equivalently, ¬(∃ p, p0 .p0 ∈ J^
RK(p) ∧ p0 6∈
JRK(p)) (to simplify presentation, we assume that roles
are unicast, i.e., output exactly one packet). We encode
this property as a Boogie program:
p0 := proc^
R(p); assert(procR(p, p0 ))
^
Here, procR(p) is a Boogie procedure that takes a located packet p and non-deterministically returns one of
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possible outputs of ^
R on this packet; procR(p, p0 ) returns
0
true iff p ∈ R(p). We use Boogie’s havoc construct
to encode nondeterminism. We encode Cocoon assumptions as Boogie axioms, and characteristic functions of
roles as procedure preconditions [20]. Violation of property (1) triggers an assertion violation in this program.
Corral is a bounded model checker, i.e., it only detects
assertion violations that occur within a bounded number
of program steps. We sidestep this limitation by bounding the maximal number of network hops introduced by
each refinement. This is a natural restriction in network
verification, as any practical network design must bound
the number of hops through the network. We introduce a
counter incremented by every send and generate an error
when it exceeds a user-defined bound, which is also used
as a bound on the number of program steps explored by
Corral. Coincidentally, this check guarantees that refinements do not introduce forwarding loops.
Verifying path properties Cocoon’s refinement-based
verification operates on a single role at a time and, after
the initial refinement, does not consider global forwarding behavior of the network. Importantly, however, it
guarantees that all such behaviors are preserved by refinements, specifically, a valid refinement can only modify a network path by introducing intermediate hops into
it; however, it cannot modify paths in any other way, add
or remove paths.
This invariant can be exploited to dramatically speed
up conventional property-based data plane verification.
Consider, for example, the problem of checking pairwise
reachability between all end hosts. Cocoon guarantees
that this property holds for the network implementation
if and only if it holds for its high-level specification. Often, the high-level specification is simple enough that
the desired property obviously holds for it. If, however,
the user does not trust the high-level specification, they
can apply an existing network verification tool such as
NetKAT, HSA, or Veriflow to it. In Section 6.3, we show
that such verification can be performed much more efficiently than checking an equivalent property directly on
the detailed low-level implementation.
Limitations Because Cocoon specifications describe
how individual packets are forwarded, it cannot verify
properties related to multiple packets such as stateful network behaviors induced by say stateful firewalls. This
limitation is shared by virtually all current network verification tools, which verify data plane snapshots.
However, stateful networks can be built on top of Cocoon by encapsulating dynamic state inside RDFs. For
example, a stateful firewall specification may include
a function that determines whether a packet must be
blocked by the firewall. This function is computed by an
external program, potentially based on observed packet
history. Cocoon can enforce statically defined invariants
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over such functions. For example, with multiple firewalls, it can enforce rule set consistency and ensure that
each entering packet is inspected by one firewall.
Assumption checker Cocoon’s dynamic assumption
checker encodes all function definitions and assumptions
into an SMT formula and uses the Z3 SMT solver [7] to
check the validity of this formula.

4

Compiler

The Cocoon compiler proactively compiles specifications into switch flow tables; it currently supports OpenFlow and P4 backends. Due to space limitations, we only
describe the OpenFlow backend.
The OpenFlow backend uses NetKAT as an intermediate representation and leverages the NetKAT compiler
to generate OpenFlow tables during the final compilation
step. Compilation proceeds in several phases. The first
phase computes the set of instances of each role by finding all parameter assignments satisfying the characteristic function of the role with the help of an SMT solver.
During the second phase, we specialize the implementation of each role for each instance by inlining function
calls and substituting concrete values for role parameters.
The third phase constructs a network topology graph,
where vertices correspond to hosts and switches, while
edges model physical links. To this end, the compiler
statically evaluates all instances whose roles are listed as
outgoing ports in host and switch specifications and
creates an edge between the outgoing port and the incoming port it sends to. The resulting network graph is
used in an emulator (Section 6).
During the fourth phase, instances that model input
ports of switches are compiled to a NetKAT program.
This is a straightforward syntactic transformation, since
NetKAT is syntactically and semantically close to the
subset of the Cocoon language obtained after function
inlining and parameter substitution. During the final
compilation phase, the NetKAT compiler converts the
NetKAT program into OpenFlow tables to be installed
on network switches.
The resulting switch configuration handles all packets
inline, without ever forwarding them to the controller.
An alternative compilation strategy would be to forward
some of the packets to the controller, which would enable
more complex forms of packet processing that are not
supported by the switch.
At run time, the Cocoon compiler translates network
configuration updates into updates to switch flow tables.
Recompiling the entire data plane on every reconfiguration is both inefficient and unnecessary, since most updates only affect a fraction of switches. For instance, a
change in the network security policy related to a specific
subnet in our running example requires reconfiguring the
router assigned to this subnet only. While our current
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Figure 10: Case study 1: Software-defined WAN. Arrows
show an example path between end hosts in different sites.

prototype does not support incremental compilation, it
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Case studies

We show that real-world SDNs can benefit from
refinement-based design by implementing and verifying
six network architectures using Cocoon. Our case studies cover both mainstream SDN applications such as network virtualization and emerging ones such as softwaredefined WANs and IXPs. The case studies have multiple
sources of complexity including non-trivial routing logic,
security constraints, fault recovery; they are hard to implement correctly using conventional tools. We present
two studies in detail and briefly outline the remainder.
5.1 Case study 1: Software-defined WAN
We design and verify a software-defined WAN inspired by Google’s B4 [14] comprising geographically
distributed datacenters connected by wide-area links
(Figure 10). It achieves optimal link utilization by sending traffic across multi-hop tunnels dynamically configured by a centralized controller. In Figure 10, some traffic between datacenters 1 and 2 is sent via a tunnel consisting of underutilized links 1 and 2 instead of congested
link 3. Cocoon cannot reason about quality-of-service
and relies on an external optimizer to choose tunnel configuration; however it can formalize the WAN architecture and enforce routing invariants, which ensure that optimizer configurations deliver packets correctly.
We specify end-to-end routing between end hosts in
the WAN, including inter- and intra-datacenter routing.
Local and global routing can be specified by different
teams and integrated in a common Cocoon specification.
Our high-level specification (Figure 11) is trivial: it defines a set of hosts and requires that each packet be delivered to its destination, if it exists:
role HostOut[IP4 addr] | cHost(addr) =
if cHost(pkt.dstIP) then send HostIn[pkt.dstIP]

We refine the specification following the natural hierarchical structure of the network: we first decompose the
WAN into datacenters (Refinement 1); these are further
decomposed into pods (Refinement 2), which are in turn
decomposed into three layers of switches (Refinements 3
and 4).
In more detail, Refinement 1 defines global routing
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Figure 11: Refinement strategy for case study 1.

and topology. It partitions hosts into subnets, localized
within datacenters, and introduces WAN links across datacenters. It formalizes tunnel-based routing using two
functions:
function tunnel(dcid_t src,dcid_t dst,Packet p): tid_t
function nexthop(tid_t tun,dcid_t dc): dcid_t

The former maps a packet to be sent from datacenter src to dst to ID of the tunnel to forward the packet
through. The latter specifies the shape of each tunnel as
a chain of datacenters. We define a recursive function
distance(src, dst, tun), which computes the number
of hops between two datacenters via tunnel tun. Correctness of global routing relies on an assumption that
tunnels returned by the tunnel() function deliver packets to the destination in k hops or less:
function distance(dcid_t src,dcid_t dst,tid_t tid):u8=
case {
src == dst: 8’d0;
default: distance(nexthop(tid,src),dst,tid) + 1;}
assume(dcid_t src, dcid_t dst, Packet p)
cDC(src) and cDC(dst)
=> distance(src,dst,tunnel(p)) <= k()

where k is a user-defined bound on the length of a tunnel and cDC() is the characteristic function of the set of
datacenters.
Subsequent refinements detail intra-datacenter topology and routing. Specifically, we instantiate a fat-tree
topology [1] within each datacenter: other topologies
can be specified equally easily. Refinement 2 introduces
groups of switches, called pods, within the datacenter
fabric: each host is connected to a downstream port of
a pod, which forwards packets to an upstream port of
the same pod, which, in turn, forwards to the destination
pod. Pod behavior is underspecified by this refinement:
the pod non-deterministically picks one of the upstream
ports to send each packet through, giving rise to multiple paths, shown by blue and green arrows. This nondeterminism is resolved by Refinement 3, which decomposes pods into two layers of switches. A bottom-layer
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Figure 12: Refinement strategy for case study 2.

switch picks a top-level switch to send to based on the
hash of the packet’s destination address. Refinement 3
also takes advantage of path redundancy to route packets
around failed links. The blue arrow in Figure 11d shows
the normal path between top and bottom-layer switches
within a pod; red arrows show the backup path taken in
case of link failure. Finally, Refinement 4 details packet
forwarding between pods via the core layer of switches.
5.2

Case study 2: Network virtualization

Network virtualization for multi-tenant datacenters is
arguably the most important SDN application today [18].
It combines CPU and network virtualization to offer each
client the illusion of running within its own private datacenter. Figure 12a shows the clients’ view of the datacenter as a collection of isolated LANs connected only
by router nodes that have interfaces on multiple LANs.
In reality, client workloads run inside virtual machines
(VMs) hosted within physical servers connected by a
shared network fabric (Figure 12b). Each server runs
an instance of a software SDN switch, OpenVSwitch
(OVS) [26], which isolates traffic from different tenants.
Packets sent to VMs hosted on remote physical nodes are
encapsulated and forwarded to remote OVS instances.
While the basic virtualization scheme is simple,
industrial virtualization platforms, such as VMWare
NSX [18], have evolved into complex systems, due to
numerous configuration options and feature extensions
which are hard to understand and use correctly.
In this case study we untangle network virtualization
with the help of refinement-based programming. We implement a basic virtualization scheme and a number of
extensions in Cocoon. Below we present two example
extensions and show how Cocoon separates the specification of various features from their implementation,
thus helping users and developers of the framework to
understand its operation, while also bringing the benefits
of verification to network virtualization.
Service chaining Service chaining modifies the virtual
forwarding to redirect packets through a chain of virtual
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middleboxes. Middlebox chains are formalized by the
following RDF, which, based on packet headers and current packet location computes the virtual port to forward
the packet to (the destination port or the next middlebox
in the chain):
function chain(Packet p, VPortId port): VPortId

Service chaining required only a minor modification
to the high-level specification: instead of forwarding the
packet directly to its destination MAC address, we now
forward it down the service chain:
role VHostOut[VPortId vport] | cVPort(vport) =
...
(*send VHostIn[mac2VPort(vnet, pkt.dstMAC)]*)
send VHostIn[chain(p, vport)]

The implementation of this feature in the refined specification is, however, more complex: upon receiving a
packet from a virtual host, OVS uses the chain() function to establish its next-hop destination. It then attaches
a label to the packet encoding its last virtual location and
sends the packet via a tunnel to the physical node that
hosts the next-hop destination. OVS on the other end of
the tunnel uses the label to determine which virtual host
to deliver it to.
Broadcast and ARP suppression Broadcast packets
must be delivered to all VMs on the virtual network:
role VHostOut[VPortId vport] | cVPort(vport) =
...
if pkt.dstMAC == hffffffffffff(*bcast address*) then
fork (VPortId vport | vPortVNet(vport) == vnet)
send VHostIn[vhport.vhost, vhport.vport]

This behavior is implemented via two cascading multicasts shown with dashed green arrown in Figure 12b.
First, the OVS at the source multicasts the packet to all
physical servers that host one or more VMs on the same
virtual network. Second, the destination OVS delivers a
copy of the packet to each local VM.
The ARP suppression extension takes advantage of the
fact that most broadcast traffic consists of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests. When ARP suppression
is enabled for a virtual network, Cocoon configures all
OVS instances with a local table of IP-to-MAC address
mappings, used to respond to ARP requests, locally.
Other extensions we have implemented include a decentralized information flow control model for networks
and virtual-to-physical port forwarding.
5.3

Other case studies

Our third case study is a realistic version of the enterprise network, a simplified version of which was used in
Section 2 [32]. In addition to features described in Section 2, we accurately model both MAC-based forwarding (within a VLAN) and IP-based forwarding across
VLANs, implement support for arbitrary IP topologies
that do not assume a central core network, and arbitrary
level-2 topologies within each zone. We replace the standard decentralized routing protocols used in the original
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design with a SDN controller computing a centralized
routing policy. This policy is expressed via RDFs, which
are compiled to OpenFlow and installed on all switches.
The fourth case study implements the F10 faulttolerant datacenter network design. F10 uses a variant of
fat tree, extending it with the ability to globally reconfigure the network to reduce performance degradation due
to link failures. In a traditional fat tree, a link failure
may force the packet to take a longer path through the
network, as shown in Figure 11d. F10 avoids this by reconfiguring all potentially affected switches to steer the
traffic away from the affected region of the switching
fabric. We implement and SDN version of F10, where
the reconfiguration is performed by the central controller
rather than a decentralized routing protocol.
Case study 5 implements a protocol called sTag [21]—
a version of fat tree with source-based routing. The edge
router attaches two tags to each packet: an mTag, which
identifies switch ports to send the packet through at every
hop, and a security tag that identifies the sender of the
packet. The latter is validated by the last switch in the
path, before delivering the packet to the destination.
Our final case study implements the iSDX softwaredefined Internet exchange point (IXP) architecture [13].
In iSDX, each autonomous system (AS) connected to
IXP can define its own routing preferences. These preferences are encoded in the MAC address field of each
packet sent from the AS to the IXP. The IXP decodes
the MAC address and ensures that AS preferences do not
conflict with the BGP routing database.
5.4 Experience with the Cocoon language
We briefly report on our experience with the Cocoon
language. We found the language to be expressive, as
witnessed by the wide range of network designs covered
by our case studies, concise (see Section 6), and effective
at capturing the modularity inherent in any non-trivial
network. Thus, the language achieves its primary design goal of enabling refinement-based design and verification of a large class of networks. At the same time,
we found that by far the hardest part of programming
in Cocoon is defining assumptions on RDFs necessary
for static verification and runtime checking. Writing and
debugging assumptions, such as the one shown in Section 5.1, may be challenging for engineers who are not
accustomed to working with formal logic. Therefore, in
our ongoing work we explore higher-level language constructs that will offer a more programmer-friendly way
to specify assumptions.

6

Implementation and evaluation

We implemented Cocoon in 4,700 lines of Haskell.
We implemented, verified, and tested the six case studies
described in Section 5 using the Mininet network emulator. Cocoon, along with all case studies, is available
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LOC
verification time (s)
#refines
total high-level
compositional monolithic
WAN
305
18
6
10
>3600
virtualization 678
97
1
6
6
enterprise
342
50
4
16
>3600
F10
262
52
2
19
57
sTag
283
47
1
2
2
iSDX
190
21
2
3
3
case study

Table 1: Summary of case studies. >3600 in the last column
denotes experiments interrupted after one hour timeout.

under the open source Apache 2.0 license [6].
All experiments in this section were performed on a
machine with a 2.6 GHz processor and 128 GB of RAM.
We measured single-threaded performance.
Table 1 summarizes our case studies, showing (1) total
lines of Cocoon code (LOC) excluding runtime-defined
function definitions, (2) lines of code in the high-level
specification, (3) number of refinements, (4) time taken
by the Cocoon static verifier to verify all refinements in
the case study, and (5) time taken to verify the entire design in one iteration. The last column measures the impact of compositional verification: We combine all refinements and verify the combined specification against
the high-level specification in one single step.
6.1

Static verification

The results show that Cocoon verifies the static design
of complex networks in a matter of seconds with compositional verification being much faster than monolithic
verification:1 a refinement that focuses on a single role
has an exponentially smaller state space than the complete specification and is potentially exponentially faster
to verify. As we move through the refinement hierarchy,
the low-level details of network behavior are partitioned
across multiple roles and can be efficiently verified in
isolation, while compositionality of refinements guarantees end-to-end correctness of the Cocoon program.
Bug finding We choose 3 (of many) examples from the
case studies to show how Cocoon detected subtle bugs
early in our designs.
1. Enterprise network: When sending a packet between hosts on different subnets in the same zone, the
zone router skipped access control checks at gateway
routers (skipping path segments 2-3-4 in Figure 3b).
Since this bug only manifests for some topologies and
security policies, it is difficult to detect using testing or
snapshot verification. The bug was detected early (in refinement 1), before L2 forwarding was introduced.
2. WAN: Consider the packet path in Figure 11d. Our
implementation incorrectly sent the packet back to the
core after hops 1 and 2, instead of sending it down via
hop 3, causing a loop. This bug only manifests in re1 The virtualization and sTag case studies only had one refinement;
hence compositional and monolithic verification are equivalent in these
examples.
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Table 2: Number of hosts, switches, size of NetKAT policy
and flowtable rules as a function of network scale.

sponse to a link failure, making it hard to catch by snapshot verification. It was detected only when verifying
refinement 3, but the verifier localized the bug in space
to the pod component.
3. Virtualization: This bug, discovered when verifying
the sole refinement in this case study, is caused by the interplay between routing and security. The specification
requires that neither unicast nor multicast packets can be
exchanged by blacklisted hosts. The implementation filters out unicast packets at the source OVS; however, multicast packets were filtered at the destination and hence
packets delivered to VMs hosted by the same server as
the sender bypassed the security check.
For each detected bug, Corral generated two witness
traces, which showed how the problematic packet was
handled by the abstract and refined implementations respectively. The two traces would differ in either how they
modify the packet or in where they forward it.
Our encoding of refinements into Boogie guarantees
the absence of false negatives, i.e., Corral does not miss
any bugs (modulo defects in Corral itself). However, we
have encountered three instances where Corral reported
a non-existing bug. In all three cases this was caused by
a performance optimization in Corral: by default, it runs
the underlying Z3 SMT solver with a heuristic, incomplete, quantifier instantiation strategy. We eliminated
these false positives by reformulating some of our assumptions, namely, breaking boolean equivalences into
pairs of implications.
6.2

Cocoon vs. NetKAT

The NetKAT decision procedure for program equivalence [11] is the closest alternative to refinement verification. We compare Cocoon against NetKAT on a parameterized model of the enterprise network case study [32]—
we configure the network with three operational zones
and scale the number of hosts and switches per zone. For
an access control policy, we randomly blacklist communication between pairs of hosts. The topology of the operational zones and the router-to-router fabric are built
from Waxman graphs. Table 2 summarizes the dimensions of our test network for a sample of scales.
We measure the full verification run time of Cocoon,
including the cost of static refinement verification and
the cost of checking the assumptions of RDFs. We
then perform an equivalent experiment using NetKAT.
To this end, we translate each level of Cocoon specifica-
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Figure 13: Comparison between Cocoon refinement verification vs. equivalence decision in NetKAT.
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Figure 14: Comparison of high-level specification verification via HSA and Cocoon verification vs. snapshot dataplane verification via HSA.

tion, along with definitions for the RDFs, into NetKAT,
and use the NetKAT decision procedure to determine
whether the lower-level specification exhibits a subset of
the behaviors of the higher-level specification.
Figure 13 shows the verification run time in seconds
as we increase the network scale. Cocoon verification
scales beyond that of NetKAT. Cocoon performs much
of the heavy lifting during static verification, taking advantage of all available design-time information captured
in refinements, assumptions, and parameterized roles.
6.3

Cocoon + HSA

At present, the easiest way to verify an arbitrary controller application is to verify reachability properties for
each of the data-plane configurations it generates. As
described in Section 3, Cocoon can accelerate propertybased verification: instead of checking path properties
on the low-level data-plane configuration, one can check
them more efficiently on the top-level Cocoon specification, taking advantage of the fact that such properties are
preserved by refinement.
We evaluate this using the Header Space Analysis
(HSA) [16] network verifier. Using the same network
scenarios as above, we use Frenetic to compile the
NetKAT policy (translated from Cocoon specification)
into a set of OpenFlow flowtables. We produce the
flowtables of the highest- and lowest-level specifications,
shown below as Spec and Snapshot, respectively. We
then apply HSA by creating the corresponding transfer
functions and checking the all-pair reachability property
on Spec and Snapshot, and measure the total run time.
As can be seen in Figure 14, performing the verification
on Spec and leveraging Cocoon’s refinement verification
results in dramatic improvement in verification performance, so that the cost of Cocoon verification (red line)
dominates the cost of HSA applied to the high-level specification (blue line).
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7

Related work

SDN controllers often use two-tier design: a controller emits a stream of data-plane configurations. There
are many languages and verification techniques for both
tiers, and some approaches that abandon the two tiers.
Language design OpenFlow [25] is a data-plane configuration language: Controller frameworks like OpenDaylight [24], Floodlight [9], and Ryu [28] emit OpenFlow commands to update SDN-capable switches. The
Frenetic family [2, 10, 22, 29] introduces modular language design; they allow writing controller applications
in a general purpose language and compiling to OpenFlow. VeriCon [3], FlowLog [23], and Maple [33] eschew the tiered structure entirely using custom languages
that describe network behavior over time.
Cocoon is a data-plane configuration language that inherits its sequential and parallel composition operators
from NetKAT [2] while adding roles, refinements, RDFs,
and assumptions. These features enable modular verification in addition to the modular program composition
of NetKAT and other Frenetic languages.
Data-plane verification SDN verification takes two
forms: data-plane verification and controller verification. The former checks that a given set of safety properties (e.g, no black holes or forwarding loops) hold on a
given data-plane configuration [15–17]. Hence it must be
reapplied to each configuration the controller produces.
Further, checking reachability between host pairs scales
quadratically with the number of hosts. Verification can
be sped up by leveraging symmetries but the problem
remains [27]. SymNet [31] is a network modeling language to perform efficient static analysis via symbolic
execution of a range of network devices from switches to
middleboxes.
Cocoon does not verify network properties directly.
Rather, it guarantees that refinements are functionally
equivalent, provided dynamically checked assumptions
holds on RDF definitions. Often, reachability properties
are “obvious” in high-level specifications: They hold by
design and are preserved by functional equivalence, and
so hold across refinements. If the design is not “obvious”, data-plane verification can be applied to the highest
level Cocoon specification, which is often dramatically
simpler, enabling much faster property verification.
NetKAT [2] is a language with a decision procedure
for program equivalence. This enables property verification but can also verify whether one NetKAT program
is a correct refinement of another. However, NetKAT
verification is not yet suitable for verifying the equivalence of large networks in near-real time. NetKAT lacks
the abstractions—namely RDFs and assumptions—that
allow some verification to be done statically. NetKAT
also lacks other language features that Cocoon provides
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for stepwise refinement, including parameterized roles,
in part because NetKAT is intended as a synthesis target
emitted by the Frenetic controller. Cocoon refinements,
on the other hand, are human readable, even at scale.
Controller verification VeriCon [3] and FlowLog [23]
prove statically that a controller application always produces correct data-plane configurations. VeriCon reduces verification to SMT solving, while Flowlog uses
bounded model checking. In both cases, scalability is
a limiting factor. FlowLog also restricts expressivity to
enable verification. NICE [5] uses model checking and
symbolic execution to find bugs in Python controller programs but focuses on testing rather than verification.
In contrast, Cocoon statically verifies that refinements
are functionally equivalent, but the refinement language
is less expressive than either VeriCon or FlowLog—
dynamic behavior is excluded, hidden behind RDFs.
However, this combination of static and dynamic verification enables much greater scalability (see Section 6),
while still providing strong guarantees about arbitrarily
complex dynamic behavior hidden in RDFs.
Stepwise refinement Stepwise refinement for programming dates back to Dijkstra [8] and Wirth [34]. In
the networking domain, Shankar and Lam [30] proposed
an approach to network protocol design via stepwise refinement. Despite its promise, refinement-based programming has had limited success in mainstream software engineering because: (1) developing formal specifications for non-trivial software systems is hard, (2) formalizing module boundaries for compositional verification is equally hard; even well designed software systems
modules make implicit assumptions, and (3) verifying
even simple software modules automatically is hard.

8

Conclusions

Our key discovery is that the factors that impede refinement based software engineering are not roadblocks
to refinement-based network programming. First, even
complex networks admit relatively simple high-level
specifications. Second, boundaries between different
network components admit much cleaner specifications
than software interfaces. Finally, once formally specified, network designs can be efficiently verified.
Cocoon can be seen as both a design assistant and a
proof assistant: by imposing the refinement-based programming discipline on the network designer, it enforces
more comprehensible designs that are also amenable to
efficient automatic verification.
Although we apply our techniques to SDNs, we expect
them to be equally applicable to traditional networks. In
particular, stepwise refinement may help find bugs in potentially complex interactions between mechanisms such
as VLANs and ACLs, and check that forwarding state
matches the assumptions made in the specifications.
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integers
identifier
arguments

n
id
ids = id | id, ids
args = τ id | τ id, args

cbod = · | e1 : e2 ; cbod
v = true | false | n | id{v}
(v, . . . , v)
expression
e = not e | e1 ⊗ e2 | e.id
| id(e) | id!(e) | id{e}
| pkt | id
| case {cbod; default:e;}
| (e, . . . , e)
type specs
τ = uint <n> | bool | id | [τ;n]
| struct {args}
statement
a = filter e | assume e
| pkt.id:=e | havoc pkt.id
| if e then a1
| if e then a1 else a2
| let τ id = e
| send id[e]
| fork (args | e) as
as = f | a, as
role constraints cs = · | |e | /e | |e/e
declaration
d = typedef τ id
| function id(args) : τ
| function id(args) : τ = e
| role id[args] cs = as
| assume (args) e
ds = d | d, ds
refinement
r = refine ids ds
spec
spec = r | r, spec
case body
value

Figure 15: Cocoon Syntax.

A
A.1

Syntax and semantics of Cocoon
Syntax

The syntax of the Cocoon system is given in Fig. 15.
Let Id be the set of identifiers, Pkt the set of packets
and Val the set of values.
We suppose the existence of a countable set of identifiers, or variable names. Values comprise booleans
true and false, integers, tuples, and records of type
id, written id{v}. Expressions comprise standard negation, binary operators ⊗, projection of fields e.id, construction of records id{e}, function call id(e), built-in
function calls id!(e), variable call id, tuple construction
(e, . . . , e), and call to the current packet being processed
pkt. The semantics of a built-in function id! is given by
Jid!K ∈ Val → Val.
Statements allow filtering, which stops the computation if e does not evaluate to true. Assumptions are
slightly different in that they are not executable, but can
be refined only if e evaluates to true. Packet fields can
be assigned explicitly with the := construct, or assigned
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to a nondeterministic value using havoc. Statements
allow standard conditionals and let-bindings. Finally, a
statement can send a packet to another role id[e], or fork
to multicast a packet across all variables args satisfying
condition e.
Declarations contain function definitions, both without a body to be refined later on or become user-defined
functions, and with a body when defined explicitly. Declarations also contain role definitions: a role is parameterized by some arguments, and is only valid if some
constraints on those arguments ( | e) and on the incoming packets (/ e) are true. Finally, assumptions allow restricting the future definitions of declared functions, both
in future refinements and as user-defined functions.
Note that although types are part of the syntax, we
drop them in the semantics to simplify notations.
A.2

Semantics

We give a denotational semantics of Cocoon. The semantics of expressions, statements and declarations is
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given in terms of:
• a packet p ∈ Pkt, a record of type Pkt;
• a local environment σ ∈ (Id * Val), a partial function from identifiers to values, comprising
let-defined variables; let Env be the set of local
environments;
• a set of possible environments of functions φ . Functions take one argument (which can be a tuple).
Each function’s denotational semantics is a (mathematical) function from a pair (v, p) to a value v.
Each possible environment of functions is a partial function from identifiers to such denotational
semantics. The set φ is a set of such possible environments, representing all the possible function
definitions. If Φ represents the set of all the sets
of possible environments of functions, we thus have
Φ = P(Id * (Val × Pkt) → Val)
This enables the modelling of the nondeterminism
introduced by functions defined only as signatures,
and possibly restrained by assumptions;
• an environment of roles ρ, a partial function from
identifiers to role semantics, where each role semantics is a (mathematical) function from a pair
(v, p) to a set of sets of pairs (p, σ ). Each set of
pairs (p, σ ) represents one possible execution, possibly returning multiple packets in the case of multicasting. We model nondeterminism by having the
semantics return a set of those possible executions.
Thus sets of sets enable the modeling of both nondeterminism and multicasting. If P represents the
possible environments of roles, we thus have
P = (Id * Val × Pkt → P(P(Pkt × Env)))
A.2.1

Semantics of expressions

The semantics of expressions is given in Figure 16, in
terms of a triple (p, σ , φ ). Expressions are nondeterministic, and thus their semantics is a set of possible output
values.
Most of the semantics is standard. Note that the only
nondeterminism is introduced by a function call id(e).
Functions are defined in the environment φ , while builtin functions id! have their own semantics. The call pkt
just returns the current packet p in all cases.
A.2.2

Semantics of statements

The semantics of statements is given in Figure 17, in
terms of a quadruplet (ρ, σ , φ , ρ), and returns a set of
sets of pairs (p, σ ) to model both nondeterminism and
multicasting.
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JeK(p, σ , φ ) ∈ P(Val)
JvK(p, σ , φ ) = {v}
Jnot eK(p, σ , φ ) = {¬ v | v ∈ JeK}
Je1 ⊗ e2 K(p, σ , φ ) = {v1 ⊗ v2 | v1 ∈ Je1 K, v2 ∈ Je2 K}
Je.idK(p, σ , φ ) = {v.id | v ∈ JeK}
Jid(e)K(p, σ , φ ) = {f (id)(v, p, φ ) | v ∈ JeK, f ∈ φ }
Jid!(e)K(p, σ , φ ) = {Jid!K(v) | v ∈ JeK}
where Jid!K ∈ Val → Val
Jid{e}K(p, σ , φ ) = {id{v} | v ∈ JeK}
JpktK(p, σ , φ ) = {p}
JidK(p, σ , φ ) = σ (id)
Jcase {·;default:e;}K(p, σ , φ ) = JeK(p, σ , φ )
Jcase {e1 : e2 ;cbod; }K(p, σ , φ ) =
{v2 | (true, v2 ) ∈ J(e1 , e2 )K(p, σ , φ )}∪
{v2 | false ∈ Je1 K(p, σ , φ ), v2 ∈ Jcase {cbod;}K}
J(e1 , . . . , en )K(p, σ , φ ) = {(v1 , . . . , vn ) | vi ∈ Jei K}
Figure 16: Semantics of expressions

The semantics of filter and assume only differ
when {{(p, σ ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}} = {∅}. In that
case filter drops all packets (its semantics is {∅}),
whereas assume disallows refinements by denoting ∅.
The semantics of packet field updates (explicit or using
havoc), conditionals, and let-bindings is standard.
The statement send is treated as a function call to the
new role we are sending to, putting together all the nondeterministic behaviors of that role with a union. Finally,
fork makes a cross-product on all the possibilities of
each of the statements, generating all possible combinations of multicasts by picking one in each statement of
as. Composition of statements a, as is defined using a
similar cross-product to correctly handle both multicasting and nondeterminism.
A.2.3

Semantics of declarations

The semantics of declarations is given in Figure 18. A
declaration updates the environments of functions φ and
roles ρ. Constraints | e and / e on roles are considered
true when unspecified.
A role declaration updates the role environment with a
function r. This function first checks whether the conditions e3 and e4 are fulfilled (first two lines); then, in the
case where this definition is a refinement of an existing
role, it checks whether the new role’s body is a valid refinement (third line); when those checks pass, r returns
the semantics of the body as of the role.
A function declaration without an explicit body creates a possible function environment for any possible
value of this function. When provided a body, those environments are restricted if a prior declaration existed (first
line), otherwise an explicit definition is added (second
line). Assumptions select the definitions of functions in
φ that agree with the assumption that is being considered.
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JaK(p, σ , φ , ρ) ∈ P(P(Pkt × Env))
Jfilter eK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {{(p, σ ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}}
can be {∅} but not ∅
Jassume eK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {{(p, σ ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}}
only if 6= {∅}
Jassume eK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = ∅
otherwise
Jpkt.id := eK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {{(p[id 7→ v], σ )} | v ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}
Jhavoc pkt.idK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {{(p[id 7→ v], σ )} | v ∈ Val}
Jif e then a1 K(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {(p0 , σ 0 ) ∈ Ja1 K(p, σ , φ , ρ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}∪
{(p, σ ) | false ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}
Jif e then a1 else a2 K(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {(p0 , σ 0 ) ∈ Ja1 K(p, σ , φ , ρ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}∪
{(p0 , σ 0 ) ∈ Ja2 K(p, σ , φ , ρ) | false ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}
Jlet id = eK(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {{(p,
[ σ [id 7→ v])} | v ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}
Jsend id[e]K(p, σ , φ , ρ) = {ρ(id)(v, p) | v ∈ JeK(p, σ , φ )}
O
{JasK(p, σ [id 7→ v], φ , ρ) | true ∈ JeK(p, σ [id 7→ v], φ ), v ∈ Val}
Jfork(id | e) asK(p, σ , φ , ρ) =
O
where
{A1 , . . . , An } = {a1 ∪ . . . ∪ an | a1 ∈ A1 , . . . , an ∈ An }, ai ∈ P(Pkt × Env)
JasK(p, σ , φ , ρ) ∈ P(P(Pkt
× Env))
n

Ja, asK(p, σ , φ , ρ) =

[ O

o

{JasK(p0 , σ 0 , φ , ρ) | (p0 , σ 0 ) ∈ A} | A ∈ JaK(p, σ , φ , ρ)

Figure 17: Semantics of statements

JdK(φ , ρ) ∈ Φ × P
Jrole id1 [id2 ]K = Jrole id1 [id2 ] | true / trueK
Jrole id1 [id2 ] | eK = Jrole id1 [id2 ] | e / trueK
Jrole id1 [id2 ] / eK = Jrole id1 [id2 ] | true / eK
Jrole id1 [id2 ] | e3 / e4 = asK(φ , ρ) = (φ , ρ [id1
7→ r])
∅ if true 6∈ Je3 [v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ )



∅ if true 6∈ Je4 [v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ )
where r = λ (p, v2 ).
∅ if id1 ∈ dom(ρ) and Jas[v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ , ρ) 6⊆ ρ(id1 )



Jas[v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ , ρ) otherwise
Jfunction id1 (id2 )K(φ , ρ) = ({ψ[id1 7→ f ] | ψ ∈ φ , f ∈ (Val × Pkt → Val), id1 6∈ dom(ψ)} , ρ)
Jfunction id1 (id2 ) = eK(φ , ρ) = ({ψ ∈ φ | ∀ p, v2 .ψ(id1 )(v2 , p) ∈ Je[v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ ), id1 ∈ dom(ψ)} ∪
{ψ[id1 7→ f ] | ψ ∈ φ , ∀ p, v2 .f (v2 , p) ∈ Je[v2 /id2 ]K(p, [ ], φ ), id1 6∈ dom(ψ)}
, ρ)
Jassume args eK(φ , ρ) = ({ψ | ψ ∈ φ , ∀ args.true ∈ JeK({ }, [args], {ψ})}, ρ)
Jd, dsK(φ , ρ) = JdsK(JdK(φ , ρ))
Jrefine ids dsK(φ , ρ) = JdsK(φ , ρ)
Jr, specK = JspecK(JrK(φ , ρ))

Figure 18: Semantics of declarations

The semantics of several declarations, refinements and
finally whole specifications chains through the semantics
of role declarations.
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Abstract
Recent work has made great progress in verifying the forwarding correctness of networks [26–28, 35]. However,
these approaches cannot be used to verify networks containing middleboxes, such as caches and firewalls, whose
forwarding behavior depends on previously observed traffic. We explore how to verify reachability properties for
networks that include such “mutable datapath” elements,
both for the original network and in the presence of failures.
The main challenge lies in handling large and complicated
networks. We achieve scaling by developing and leveraging the concept of slices, which allow network-wide
verification to only require analyzing small portions of the
network. We show that with slices the time required to
verify an invariant on many production networks is independent of the size of the network itself.

1

Introduction

Network operators have long relied on best-guess
configurations and a “we’ll fix it when it breaks” approach.
However, as networking matures as a field, and institutions
increasingly expect networks to provide reachability,
isolation, and other behavioral invariants, there is growing
interest in developing rigorous verification tools that
can check whether these invariants are enforced by the
network configuration.
The first generation of such tools [26–28, 35] check
reachability and isolation invariants in near-real time, but
assume that network devices have “static datapaths, ” i.e.,
their forwarding behavior is set by the control plane and
not altered by observed traffic. This assumption is entirely
sufficient for networks of routers but not for networks that
contain middleboxes with “mutable datapaths” whose forwarding behavior may depend on the entire packet history
they have seen. Examples of such middleboxes include firewalls that allow end hosts to establish flows to the outside
world through “hole punching” and network optimizers
that cache popular content. Middleboxes are prevalent – in
fact, they constitute as much as a third of network devices
in enterprise networks [49] – and expected to become more
so with the rise of Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
because the latter makes it easy to deploy additional middle-
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boxes without changes in the physical infrastructure [13].
Given their complexity and prevalence, middleboxes are
the cause of many network failures; for instance, 43% of a
network provider’s failure incidents involved middleboxes,
and between 4% and 15% of these incidents were the
result of middlebox misconfiguration [41].
Our goal is to reduce such misconfigurations by
extending verification to large networks that contain
middleboxes with mutable datapaths. In building our
system for verifying reachability and isolation properties
in mutable networks – which we call VMN (for verifying
mutable networks) – we do not take the direct approach
of attempting to verify middlebox code itself, and then
extend this verification to the network as a whole, for two
reasons. First, such an approach does not scale to large
networks. The state-of-the-art in verification is still far
from able to automatically analyze the source code or
executable of most middleboxes, let alone the hundreds
of interconnected devices that it interacts with [51]. Thus,
verifying middlebox code directly is practically infeasible.
Second, middlebox code does not always work with
easily verified abstractions. For example, some IDSes
attempt to identify suspicious traffic. No method can
possibly verify whether their code is successful in
identifying all suspicious traffic because there is no
accepted definition of what constitutes suspicious. Thus,
verifying such middlebox code is conceptually impossible.
Faced with these difficulties, we return to the problem
operators want to solve. They recognize that there may
be imprecision in identifying suspicious traffic, but they
want to ensure that all traffic that the middlebox identifies
as being suspicious is handled appropriately (e.g., by
being routed to a scrubber for further analysis). The first
problem – perfectly identifying suspicious traffic – is
not only ill-defined, it is not controlled by the operator
(in the sense that any errors in identification are beyond
the reach of the operator’s control). The second problem
– properly handling traffic considered suspicious by a
middlebox – is precisely what an operator’s configuration,
or misconfiguration, can impact.
The question, then is how to abstract away unnecessary
complexity so that we can provide useful answers to
operators. We do so by leveraging two insights. First,
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middlebox functionality can be logically divided into
two parts: forwarding (e.g., forward suspicious and
non-suspicious packets through different output ports)
and packet classification (e.g., whether a packet is
suspicious or not). Verifying this kind of amorphous
packet classification it not our concern. Second, there
exist a large number of different middleboxes, but most
of them belong to a relatively small set of middlebox types
– firewalls, IDS/IPSes, and network optimizers (the latter
police traffic, eliminate traffic redundancy, and cache
popular content) [6]; middleboxes of the same type define
similar packet classes (e.g., “suspicious traffic”) and use
similar forwarding algorithms, but may differ dramatically
in how they implement packet classification.
Hence, we model a middlebox as: a forwarding
model, a set of abstract packet classes, and a set of
oracles that automatically determine whether a packet
belongs to an abstract class – so, the oracle abstracts
away the implementation of packet classification. With
this approach, we do not need a new model for every
middlebox, only one per middlebox type.
This modeling approach avoids the conceptual difficulties, but does not address the practical one of scaling to
large networks. One might argue that, once we abstract
away packet classification, what remains of middlebox
functionality is simple forwarding logic (how to forward
each packet class), hence it should be straightforward
to extend prior tools to handle middleboxes. However,
while checking reachability property in static networks
is PSPACE-complete [2], it is EXPSPACE-complete
when mutable datapaths are considered [56]. Mutable
verification is thus algorithmically more complicated.
Furthermore, recent work has shown that even verifying
such properties in large static networks requires the use of
“reduction techniques”, which allow invariants to be verified while reasoning about a small part of the network [40].
Applying such techniques to mutable datapaths is more
complex, because parts of the network may effect each
other through state, without explicitly exchanging traffic
– making it hard to partition the network.
To address this, we exploit the fact that, even in
networks with mutable datapaths, observed traffic often
affects only a well-defined subset of future traffic, e.g.,
packets from the same TCP connection or between the
same source and destination. We formalize this behavior
in the form of two middlebox properties: flow-parallelism
and origin-independence; when combined with structural
and policy symmetry, as is often the case in modern
networks [40], these properties enable us to use reduction
effectively and verify invariants in arbitrarily large
networks in a few seconds (§5).
The price we pay for model simplicity and scalability
is that we cannot use our work to check middlebox
implementations and catch interesting middlebox-specific
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Listing 1: Model for an example firewall

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

class Firewall (acls:
,→ Set[(Address, Address)]) {
abstract malicious(p: Packet): bool
val tainted: Set[Address]
def model (p: Packet) = {
tainted.contains(p.src)
,→ => forward(Empty)
acls.contains((p.src,
,→ p.dst)) => forward(Empty)
malicious(p)
,→ => tainted.add(p.src);
,→ forward(Empty)
_ => forward(Seq(p))
}
}

bugs [10]; however, we argue that it makes sense to develop
separate tools for that purpose, and not unnecessarily
complicate verification of reachability and isolation.

2

Modeling Middleboxes

We begin by looking at how middleboxes are modeled
in VMN. First, we provide a brief overview of how these
models are expressed (§2.1), then we present the rationale
behind our choices (§2.2), and finally we discuss discuss
real-world examples (§2.3).

2.1

Middlebox Models

We illustrate our middlebox models through the example
in Listing 1, which shows the model for a simplified
firewall. The particular syntax is not important to our
technique; we use a Scala-like language, because we found
the syntax to be intuitive for our purpose, and in order to
leverage the available libraries for parsing Scala code. We
limit our modeling language to not support looping (e.g.,
for, while, etc.) and only support branching through
partial functions (Lines 5–7).
A VMN model is a class that implements a model
method (Line 4). It may define oracles (e.g., malicious
on Line 3), which are abstract functions with specified
input (Packet in this case) and output (boolean in this
case) type. It may also define data structures—sets, lists,
and maps—to store state (e.g., tainted on Line 3) or
to accept input that specifies configuration (e.g., acls on
Line 1). Finally, it may access predefined packet-header
fields (e.g., p.src and p.dst on Lines 6 and 7). We
limit function calls to oracles and a few built-in functions
for extracting information from packet-header fields (our
example model does not use the latter).
The model method specifies the middlebox’s forwarding behavior. It consists of a set of variable declarations,
followed by a set of guarded forwarding rules (Lines 5–8).
Each rule must be terminated by calling the forward
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function with a set of packets to forward (which could be
the empty set). In our example, the first three rules (Line
5–7) drop packets by calling forward with an empty set,
while the last one (Line 8) forwards the received packet p.
Putting it all together, the model in Listing 1 captures the
following middlebox behavior: On receiving a new packet,
first check if the packet’s source has previously contributed
malicious packets, in which case drop the packet (Line
5). Otherwise, check if the packet is prohibited by the
provided access control list (ACL), in which case drop
the packet (Line 6). Otherwise, checks if the packet
is malicious, in which case record the packet’s source
and drop the packet (Line 7). Finally, if none of these
conditions are triggered, forwards the packet (Line 8).
The model in Listing 1 does not capture how the firewall
determines whether a packet is malicious or not; that
part of its functionality is abstracted away through the
malicious oracle. We determine what classification
choices are made by an oracle (e.g., malicious) and
what are made as a part of the forwarding model (e.g., our
handling of ACLs) based on whether the packet can be
fully classified by just comparing header fields to known
values (these values might have been set as a part of
processing previous packets) – as is the case with checking
ACLs and whether a flow is tainted – or does it require
more complex logic (e.g., checking the content, etc.) – as
is required to mark a packet as malicious.

2.2

Rationale and Implications

Why did we choose to model middleboxes as a forwarding
model which can call a set of oracles?
First, we wanted to express middlebox behavior in the
same terms as those used by network operators to express
reachability and isolation invariants. Network operators
typically refer to traffic they wish to allow or deny in
two different ways: in terms of packet-header fields that
have semantic meaning in their network (e.g., a packet’s
source IP address indicates the particular end host or
user that generated that packet), or in terms of semantic
labels attached to packets or flows by middleboxes (e.g.,
“contains exploits,” “benign,” or “malicious”). This is why
a VMN model operates based on two kinds of information
for each incoming packet: predefined header fields and
abstract packet classes defined by the model itself, which
represent semantic labels.
Second, like any modeling work, we wanted to strike a
balance between capturing relevant behavior and abstracting away complexity. Two elements guided us: first, the
middlebox configuration that determines which semantic
labels are attached to each packet is typically not written
by network operators: it is either embedded in middlebox
code, or provided by third parties, e.g., Emerging Threats
rule-set [12] or vendor provided virus definitions [52].
Second, the middlebox code that uses such rulesets
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and/or virus definitions is typically sophisticated and
performance-optimized, e.g., IDSes and IPSes typically
extract the packet payload, reconstruct the byte stream,
and then use regular expression engines to perform pattern
matches. So, the part of middlebox functionality that maps
bit patterns to semantic labels (e.g., determines whether
a packet sequence is “malicious”) is hard to analyze, yet
unlikely to be of interest to an operator who wants to check
whether they configured their network as intended. This
is why we chose to abstract away this part with the oracles
– and model each middlebox only in terms of how it treats a
packet based on the packet’s headers and abstract classes.
Mapping low-level packet-processing code to semantic labels is a challenge that is common to networkverification tools that handle middleboxes. We address it by
explicitly abstracting such code away behind the oracles.
Buzz [14] provides ways to automatically derive models
from middlebox code, yet expects the code to be written in
terms of meaningful semantics like addresses. In practice,
this means that performance-optimized middleboxes (e.g.,
ones that build on DPDK [22] and rely on low level bit
fiddling) need to be hand-modeled for use with BUZZ. Similarly, SymNet [51] claims to closely matches executable
middlebox code. However, SymNet also requires that code
be written in terms of access to semantic fields; in addition,
it allows only limited use of state and limits loops. In reality,
therefore, neither Buzz nor SymNet can model the behavior
of general middleboxes (e.g., IDSes and IPSes). We recognize that modeling complex classification behavior, e.g.,
from IDSes and IPSes, either by expressing these in a modeling language or deriving them from code is impractical,
and of limited practical use when verifying reachability and
isolation. Therefore rather than ignoring IDSes and IPSes
(as done explicitly by SymNet, and implicitly by Buzz),
we use oracles to abstract away classification behavior.
How many different models? We need one model per
middlebox type, i.e., one model for all middleboxes
that define the same abstract packet classes and use the
same forwarding algorithm. A 2012 study showed that,
in enterprise networks, most middleboxes belong to a
small number of types: firewalls, IDS/IPS, and network
optimizers [49]. As long as this trend continues, we will
also need a small number of models.
Who will write the models? Because we need only a
few models, and they are relatively simple, they can
come from many sources. Operators might provide
them as part of their requests for bids, developers of
network-configuration checkers (e.g., Veriflow Inc. [57]
and Forward Network [15]) might develop them as part
of their offering, and middlebox manufactures might
provide them to enable reliable configuration of networks
which deploy their products. The key point is that one can
write a VMN model without access to the corresponding
middlebox’s source code or executable; all one needs is
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the middlebox’s manual—or any document that describes
the high-level classification performed by the middlebox
defines, whether and how it modifies the packets of a given
class, and whether it drops or forwards them.
What happens to the models as middleboxes evolve?
There are two ways in which middleboxes evolve: First,
packet-classification algorithms change, e.g., what
constitutes “malicious” traffic evolves over time. This
does not require any update to VMN models, as they
abstract away packet-classification algorithms. Second
semantic labels might change (albeit more slowly), e.g.,
an operator may label traffic sent by a new applications.
A new semantic label requires updating a model with a
new oracle and a new guided forwarding rule.
Limitations: Our approach cannot help find bugs in
middlebox code—e.g., in regular expression matching or
flow lookup—that would cause a middlebox to forward
packets it should be dropping or vice versa. In our opinion,
it does not make sense to incorporate such functionality in
our tool: such debugging is tremendously simplified with
access to middlebox code, while it does not require access
to the network topology where the middlebox will be
placed. Hence, we think it should be targeted by separate
debugging tools, to be used by middlebox developers,
not network operators trying to figure out whether they
configured their network as they intended.

2.3

Real-world Examples

Next, we present some examples of how existing middleboxes can be modeled in VMN. For brevity, we show
models for firewalls and intrusion prevention systems in
this section. We include other examples including NATs
(from iptables and pfSense), gateways, load-balancers
(HAProxy and Maglev [11]) and caches (Squid, Apache
Web Proxy) in Appendix A. We also use Varnish [20], a
protocol accelerator to demonstrate VMN’s limitations.
Firewalls We examined two popular open-source
firewalls, iptables [42] and pfSense [38], written by
different developers and for different operating systems
(iptables targets Linux, while pfSense requires
FreeBSD). These tools also provide NAT functions, but
for the moment we concentrate on their firewall functions.
For both firewalls, the configuration consists of a list
of match-action rules. Each action dictates whether a
matched packet should be forwarded or dropped. The
firewall attempts to match these rules in order, and packets
are processed according to the first rule they match.
Matching is done based on the following criteria:
• Source and destination IP prefixes.
• Source and destination port ranges.
• The network interface on which the packet is received
and will be sent.
• Whether the packet belongs to an established connection, or is “related” to an established connection.
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The two firewalls differ in how they identify related
connections: iptables relies on independent, protocolspecific helper modules [32]. pfSense relies on a variety of
mechanisms: related FTP connections are tracked through
a helper module, related SIP connections are expected to
use specific ports, while other protocols are expected to
use a pfSense proxy and connections from the same proxy
are treated as being related.
Listing 2 shows a VMN model that captures the
forwarding behavior of both firewalls—and, to the best of
our knowledge, any shipping IP firewall. The configuration
input is a list of rules (Line 12). The related oracle
abstracts away the mechanism for tracking related connections (Line 13). The established set tracks established
connections (Line 14). The forwarding model searches for
the first rule that matches each incoming packet (Lines 17–
26); if one is found and it allows the packet, then the packet
is forwarded (Line 27), otherwise it is dropped (Line 28).
Listing 2: Model for iptables and pfSense

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28

case class Rule (
src: Option[(Address, Address)],
dst: Option[(Address, Address)],
src_port: Option[(Int, Int)],
dst_port: Option[(Int, Int)],
in_iface: Option[Int],
out_iface: Option[Int],
conn: Option[Bool],
related: Option[Bool],
accept: Bool
)
class Firewall (acls: List[Rule]) {
abstract related (p: Packet): bool
val established: Set[Flow]
def model (p: Packet) = {
val f = flow(p);
val match = acls.findFirst(
acl => (acl.src.isEmpty ||
acl.src._1 <=
,→ p.src && p.src
,→ < acl.src._2) &&
...
(acl.conn.isEmpty ||
acl.conn ==
,→ established(f))&&
(acl.related.isEmpty ||
acl.related
,→ == related(f)));
match.isDefined && match.accept
,→ => forward(Seq(p))
,→ // We found
,→ a match which said the
,→ packet should be forwarded
_ => forward(Empty)
,→ // Drop all other packets
}
}
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Intrusion Prevention Systems We considered two
kinds: general systems like Snort [45], which detect a
variety of attacks by performing signature matching on
packet payloads, and web application firewalls like ModSecurity [44] and IronBee [43], which detect attacks on
web applications by analyzing HTTP requests and bodies
sent to a web server. Both kinds accept as configuration
“rulesets” that specify suspicious payload strings and other
conditions, e.g., TCP flags, connection status, etc., that
indicate malicious traffic. Network operators typically
rely on community maintained rulesets, e.g., Emerging
Threats [12] (with approximately 20,000 rules) and Snort
rulesets (with approximately 3500 rules) for Snort; and
OWASP [24] for ModSecurity and IronBee.
Listing 3: Model for IPS

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

class IPS {
abstract malicious(p: Packet): bool
val infected: Set[Flow]
def model (p: Packet) = {
infected.contains(flow(p))
,→ => forward(Empty)
malicious(p)
,→ => infected.add(flow(p);
,→ forward(Empty)
_ => forward(Seq(p))
}
}

Listing 3 shows a VMN model that captures the
forwarding behavior of these systems. The malicious
oracle abstracts away how malicious packets are identified
(Line 2). The infected set keeps track of connections
that have contributed malicious packets (Line 3). The
forwarding model simply drops a packet if the connection
is marked as infected (Line 5) or is malicious according to
the oracle (Line 6). It may seem counter-intuitive that this
model is simpler than that of a firewall (Listing 2), because
we tend to think of IDS/IPSes as more complex devices;
however, a firewall has more sophisticated forwarding
behavior, which is what we model, whereas the complexity
of an IDS/IPS lies in packet classification, which is what
we abstract away.
Programmable web accelerators The Varnish
cache [20] demonstrates the limits of our approach.
Varnish allows the network operator to specify, in detail,
the handling of each HTTP(S) request, e.g., building
dynamic pages that reference static cached content, or even
generating simple dynamic pages. Varnish’s configuration
therefore acts more like a full-fledged program – and it
is hard to separate out “configuration” from forwarding
implementation. We can model Varnish by either developing a model for each configuration or abstracting away the
entire configuration. The former impedes reuse, while the
later is imprecise and neither is suitable for verification.
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3

Modeling Networks

Having described VMN’s middlebox models, we turn to
how VMN models an entire network of middleboxes and
how we scale verification to large networks. Here we build
on existing work on static network verification [27,28]. For
scalability, which is one of our key contributions, we identify small network subsets—slices—where we can check
invariants efficiently. For some common middleboxes we
can find slices whose size is independent of network size.

3.1

Network Models

Veriflow [28] and header-space analysis [27] (HSA) summarize network behavior as a network transfer function.
This builds on the concept of a located packet, i.e., a packet
augmented with the input port on which it is received. A
network transfer function takes as input a located packet
and produces a set of located packets. The transfer function
ensures that output packets are located at feasible ports,
i.e., at ports physically connected to the input location.
VMN models a network as a collection of end hosts and
middleboxes connected by a network transfer function.
More formally, we define a network N = (V,E,P) to be
a set of nodes V , a set of links (edges) E connecting the
nodes, and a possibly infinite set of packets P. Nodes
include both end hosts and middleboxes. For notational
convenience, each packet p ∈ P includes its network
location (port), which is given by p.loc. For such a
network N, we define the network transfer function NT as
NT :p → P0 ⊆ P,
where p ∈ P is a packet and P0 ⊆ P is a set of packets.
Given a network, we treat all end hosts and middleboxes
as endpoints from which packets can be sent and at which
they can be received; we then use Veriflow to generate a
transfer function for this network, and we turn the resulting
output into a form that can be accepted by an SMT
solver. This essentially transforms the network into one
where all packets sent from end hosts traverse a sequence
of middleboxes before being delivered to their final
destination. Our verification then just focuses on checking
whether the sequence of middleboxes encountered by
a packet correctly enforces any desired reachability
invariant. Note that, if a reachability invariant is enforced
merely by static-datapath—e.g., router—configuration,
we do successfully detect that, i.e., VMN’s verification
is a generalization of static network verification.
Veriflow and HSA cannot verify networks with
forwarding loops, and we inherit this limitation; we check
to ensure that the network does not have any forwarding
loop and raise an error whenever one is found.

3.2

Scaling Verification: Slicing

While network transfer functions reduce the number of
distinct network elements that need to be considered
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in verification, this reduction is often insufficient. For
example, Microsoft’s Chicago Datacenter [8] contains
over 224,000 servers running virtual machines connected
over virtual networks. In such an environment, each server
typically acts as a middlebox, resulting in a network
with several 100,000 middleboxes, e.g., firewalls, load
balancers, SSL proxies, etc.. We want to be able to check
invariants in such large networks within a few minutes,
however, typically verifying such large instances is
infeasible or takes several days.
Our approach to achieving this goal is to identify subnetworks which can be used to efficiently verify invariants. We
provide a brief overview of our techniques in this section,
and deal a more complete treatment to Appendix C.
First, we formally define a subnetwork: Given a network
N = (V,E,P) with network transfer function NT , a subnetwork Ω of N is a subgraph of N consisting of: a subset
of the nodes in V ; all links in E that connect this subset
of nodes; and all packets in P whose location, source and
destination are in Ω. We say that a packet’s source (destination) is in Ω, if and only if a node in Ω has the right to
use the packet’ source (destination) address.1 We compute
a restricted transfer function NT |Ω for subnetwork Ω by
modifying NT such that its domain and range are restricted
to packets in Ω. We say that subnetwork Ω is closed under
forwarding, if, for any packet p in Ω, NT |Ω (p) = NT (p),
i.e., the packet is not forwarded out of Ω.
A slice is a special kind of subnetwork. We treat the network as a state machine whose state is defined by the set of
packet that have been delivered, the set of packets pending
delivery and the state of all middleboxes (see Appendix C
for details). State transitions in this model represent the
creation of a new packet at an endhost or the delivery and
processing of a pending packet at a node. We say that a
state S is reachable in the network, if and only if there is a
valid sequence of transitions starting from an initial state2
that results in the network being in state S. A subnetwork
Ω is closed under state, if and only if (a) it is closed under
forwarding and (b) every state that is reachable in the entire
network has an equivalent reachable state in Ω (i.e., a surjection exists between the network state and subnetwork’s
state). A slice is a subnetwork that is closed under state.
In our formalism, an invariant I is a predicate on the
state of a network, and an invariant is violated if and
only if the predicate does not hold for a reachable state.
We say an invariant is evaluable on a subnetwork Ω, if
the corresponding predicate refers only to packets and
middlebox state contained within Ω. As we show in
Appendix C, any invariant evaluable on some slice Ω of
network N, holds in Ω if and only if it also holds in N.
1 We assume that we are provided with a mapping from each node
to the set of addresses that it can use.
2 The initial state represents a network where no packets have been
created or delivered.
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The remaining challenge is to identify such a slice
given a network N and an invariant I, and we do so by
taking advantage of how middleboxes update and use
state. We identify two types of middleboxes: flow-parallel
middlebox, whose state is partitioned such that two
distinct flows cannot affect each other; and origin-agnostic
middleboxes whose behavior is not affected by the origin
(i.e., sequence of transitions) of its current state. If all
middleboxes in the network have one of these properties,
then invariants can be verified on slices whose size is
independent of the size of the network.
3.2.1

Flow-Parallel Middleboxes

Several common middleboxes partition their state by flows
(e.g., TCP connections), such that the handling of a packet
is dictated entirely by its flow and is independent of any
other flows in the network. Examples of such middleboxes
include firewalls, NATs, IPSes, and load balancers. For
analysis, such middleboxes can be decomposed into a set
of middleboxes, each of which processes exactly one flow
without affect network behavior. From this observation
we deduce that any subnetwork that is closed under
forwarding and contains only flow-parallel middleboxes
is also closed under state, and is therefore a slice.
Therefore, , if a network N contains only flow-parallel
middleboxes, then we can find a slice on which invariant I is
evaluable by picking the smallest subnetwork Ω on which I
is evaluable (which always exists) and adding the minimal
set of nodes from network N required to ensure that it
is closed under forwarding. This minimal set of nodes is
precisely the set of all middleboxes that appear on any path
connecting hosts in Ω. Since path lengths in a network are
typically independent of the size of the network, the size of
a slice is generally independent of the size of the network.
We present an example using slices comprised of flowparallel middleboxes, and evaluate its efficiency in §5.1.
3.2.2

Origin Agnostic Middleboxes

Even when middleboxes, e.g., caches, must share state
across flows, their behavior is often dependent only on
the state of a middlebox not on the sequence of transitions
leading up to that state, we call such middleboxes
origin-agnostic. Examples of origin-agnostic middleboxes
include caches—whose behavior depends only on whether
some content is cached or not; IDSes, etc. We also observe
that network policy commonly partitions end hosts into
policy equivalence classes, i.e., into set of end hosts
to which the same policy applies and whose packets
are treated equivalently. In this case, any subnetwork
that is closed under forwarding, and contains only
origin-agnostic (or flow-parallel) middleboxes, and has an
end host from each policy equivalence class in the network
is also closed under state, hence, it is a slice.
Therefore, given a network N containing only flow-
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parallel and origin-agnostic middleboxes and an invariant
I, we can find a slice on which I is evaluable by using a
procedure similar to the one for flow-parallel middleboxes.
This time round, the slice must contain an end host from
each policy equivalence class, and hence the size of the
slice depends on the number of such classes in the network.
Networks with complex policy are harder to administer,
and generally scaling a network does not necessitate adding
more policy classes. Therefore, the size of slices in this case
is also independent of the size of the network. We present
an example using slices comprised of origin-agnostic middleboxes, and evaluate its efficiency in §5.2.

3.3

Scaling Verification: Symmetry

Slicing allows us to verify an individual invariant in an arbitrarily large network. However, the correctness of an entire
network depends on several invariants holding simultaneously, and the number of invariants needed to prove that
an entire network is correct grows with the size of the network. Therefore, to scale verification to the entire network
we must reduce the number of invariants that need to be
checked. For this we turn to symmetry; we observe that networks (especially as modeled in VMN) have a large degree
of symmetry, with traffic between several end host pairs
traversing the same sequence of middlebox types, with
identical configurations. Based on this observation, and on
our observation about policy equivalence classes we can
identify invariants which are symmetric; we define two invariants I1 and I2 to be symmetric if I1 holds in the network
N if and only if I2 also holds in the network. Symmetry can
be determined by comparing the smallest slices in which
each invariant can be evaluated, and seeing if the graphs
are isomorphic up to the type and configuration of individual middleboxes. When possible VMN uses symmetry to
reduce the number of invariants that need to be verified,
enabling correctness to be checked for the entire network.

4

Checking Reachability

VMN accepts as input a set of middlebox models connected
through a network transfer function representing a slice of
the original network, and one or more invariants; it then
runs a decision procedure to check whether the invariants
hold in the given slice or are violated. In this section we first
describe the set of invariants supported by VMN (§4.1) and
then describe the decision procedure used by VMN (§4.2).

4.1

Invariants

VMN focuses on checking isolation invariants, which
are of the form “do packets (or data) belonging to some
class reach one or more end hosts, given certain conditions
hold?” We say that an invariant holds if and only if
the answer to this question is no. We verify this fact
assuming worse-case behavior from the oracles. We
allow invariants to classify packet or data using (a) header
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fields (source address, destination address, ports, etc.);
(b) origin, indicating what end host originally generated
some content; (c) oracles e.g., based on whether a packet is
infected, etc.; or (d) any combination of these factors, i.e.,
we can choose packets that belong to the intersection of
several classes (using logical conjunction), or to the union
of several classes (using disjunction). Invariants can also
specify temporal conditions for when they should hold,
e.g., invariants in VMN can require that packets (in some
class) are blocked until a particular packet is sent. We now
look at a few common classes of invariants in VMN.
Simple Isolation Invariants are of the form “do
packets belonging to some class reach destination node
d?” This is the class of invariants supported by stateless
verification tools e.g., Veriflow and HSA. Concrete
examples include “Do packets with source address a reach
destination b?”, “Do packets sent by end host a reach
destination b?”, “Are packets deemed mallicious by Snort
delivered to server s?”, etc.
Flow Isolation Invariants extend simple isolation
invariants with temporal constraints. This includes
invariants like “Can a receive a packet from b without
previously opening a connection?”
Data Isolation Invariants make statements about
what nodes in the network have access to some data, this
is similar to invariants commonly found in information
flow control [59] systems. Examples include “Can data
originating at server s be accessed by end host b?’
Pipeline Invariants ensure that packets of a certain
class have passed through a particular middlebox.
Examples include “Do all packets marked as suspicious by
a light IDS pass through a scrubber before being delivered
to end host b?”

4.2

Decision Procedure

VMN’s verification procedure builds on Z3 [9], a modern
SMT solver. Z3 accepts as input logical formulae (written
in first-order logic with additional “theories” that can
be used to express functions, integers and other objects)
which are expressed in terms of variables, and returns
whether there exists a satisfying assignment of values to
variables, i.e., whether their exists an assignment of values
to variables that render all of the formulae true. Z3 returns
an example of a satisfying assignment when the input
formulae are satisfiable, and labels them unsatisfiable
otherwise. Checking the satisfiability of first-order logic
formuals is undecidable in general, and even determining
whether satisfiablity can be successfully checked for a
particular input is undecidable. As a result Z3 relies on
timeouts to ensure termination, and reports unknown when
a timeout is triggered while checking satifiability.
The input to VMN’s verification procedure is comprised
of a set of invariants and a network slice. The network slice
is expressed as a set of middlebox models, a set of middle-
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Figure 1: Topology for a datacenter network with
middleboxes from [41]. The topology contains firewalls
(FW), load balancers (LB) and intrusion detection and
prevention systems (IDPS).
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Figure 2: Time taken to verify each network invariant for
scenarios in §5.1. We show time for checking both when
invariants are violated (Violated) and verified (Holds).

To evaluate VMN we first examine how it would deal with
several real-world scenarios and then investigate how it
scales to large networks. We ran our evaluation on servers
running 10-core, 2.6GHz Intel Xeon processors with 256
GB of RAM. We report times taken when verification is
performed using a single core. Verification can be trivially
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3

box instances, a set of end hosts and a network transfer function connecting these nodes. VMN converts this input into
a set of first order formulae, which we refer to as the slice
model. We give details of our logical models in Appendix B,
but at a high-level: VMN first adds formulas for each middlebox instance, this formula is based on the provided
models; next it compiles the network transfer function into
a logical formula; finally it adds formula for each end host.
In VMN, invariants are expressed as logical formula, and
we provide convenience functions designed to simplify the
task of writing such invariants. As is standard in verification the logical formula representing an invariant is a negation of the invariant itself, and as a result the logical formulation is satisfiable if and only if the invariants is violated.
VMN checks invariants by invoking Z3 to check
whether the conjunction of the slice model and invariants
is satisfiable. We report that the invariant holds if and only
if Z3 proves this formal to be unsatisfiable, and report the
invariant is vilated when a satisfying assignment is found.
A convenient feature of such a mechanism is that when a
violation is found we can use the satisfying assignment to
generate an example where the invariant is violated. This
is useful for diagnosing and fixing the configuration error
that led to the violation.
Finally, as shown in Appendix D, the formulae generated by VMN lie in a fragment of first order logic called
EPR-F, which is an extension of “Effectively Propositional
Reasoning” (EPR) [39] a decidable fragment of first-order
logic. The logical models produced by VMN are therefore
decidable, however when verifying invariants on large
network slices Z3 might timeout, and thus VMN may not
always be able to determine whether an invariant holds
or is violated in a network. In our experience, verification
of invariants generally succeeds for slices with up to a few
hundred middleboxes.
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Figure 3: Time taken to verify all network invariants as a
function of policy complexity for §5.1. The plot presents
minimum, maximum, 5th , 50th and 95th percentile time
for each.

parallelized over multiple invariants. We used Z3 version
4.4.2 for our evaluation. SMT solvers rely on randomized
search algorithms, and their performance can vary widely
across runs. The results reported here are generated from
100 runs of each experiment.

5.1

Real-World Evaluation

A previous measurement study [41] looked at more than
10 datacenters over a 2 year period, and found that configuration bugs (in both middleboxes and networks) are a
frequent cause of failure. Furthermore, the study analyzed
the use of redundant middleboxes for fault tolerance, and
found that redundancy failed due to misconfiguration
roughly 33% of the time. Here we show how VMN can
detect and prevent the three most common classes of configuration errors, including errors affecting fault tolerance.
For our evaluation we use a datacenter topology (Figure 1)
containing 1000 end hosts and three types of middleboxes:
stateful firewalls, load balancers and intrusion detection
and prevention systems (IDPSs). We use redundant
instances of these middleboxes for fault tolerance. We use
load balancers to model the effect of faults (i.e., the load
balancer can non-deterministically choose to send traffic to
a redundant middlebox). For each scenario we report time
taken to verify a single invariant (Figure 2), and time taken
to verify all invariants (Figure 3); and show how these
times grow as a function of policy complexity (as measured
by the number of policy equivalence classes). Each box
and whisker plot shows minimum, 5th percentile, median,
95th percentile and maximum time for verification.
Incorrect Firewall Rules: According to [41], 70% of
all reported middlebox misconfiguration are attributed
to incorrect rules installed in firewalls. To evaluate this
scenario we begin by assigning each end host to one of
a few policy groups.3 We then add firewall rules to prevent
end hosts in one group from communicating with end
hosts in any other group. We introduce misconfiguration
by deleting a random set of these firewall rules. We use
VMN to identify for which end hosts the desired invariant
3 Note, policy groups are distinct from policy equivalence class; a
policy group signifies how a network administrator might group end
hosts while configuring the network, however policy equivalence classes
are assigned based on the actual network configuration.
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Figure 5: Time taken to verify all data isolation invariants in the
network described in §5.2.

Figure 4: Time taken to verify each data isolation invariant. The
shaded region represents the 5th –95th percentile time.

holds (i.e., that end hosts can only communicate with other
end hosts in the same group). Note that all middleboxes
in this evaluation are flow-parallel, and hence the size of
a slice on which invariants are verified is independent of
both policy complexity and network size. In our evaluation,
we found that VMN correctly identified all violations,
and did not report any false positives. The time to verify
a single invariant is shown in Figure 2 under Rules. When
verifying the entire network, we only need to verify as
many invariants as policy equivalence classes; end hosts
affected by misconfigured firewall rules fall in their own
policy equivalence class, since removal of rules breaks
symmetry. Figure 3 (Rules) shows how whole network
verification time scales as a function of policy complexity.
Misconfigured Redundant Firewalls Redundant
firewalls are often misconfigured so that they do not
provide fault tolerance. To show that VMN can detect such
errors we took the networks used in the preceding simulations (in their properly configured state) and introduced
misconfiguration by removing rules from some of the
backup firewall. In this case invariant violation would only
occur when middleboxes fail. We found VMN correctly
identified all such violations, and we show the time taken
for each invariant in Figure 2 under “Redundant”, and
time taken for the whole network in Figure 3.
Misconfigured Redundant Routing Another way that
redundancy can be rendered ineffective by misconfiguration is if routing (after failures) allows packets to bypass
the middleboxes specified in the pipeline invariants. To test
this we considered, for the network described above, an
invariant requiring that all packet in the network traverse
an IDPS before being delivered to the destination end host.
We changed a randomly selected set of routing rules so that
some packets would be routed around the redundant IDPS
when the primary had failed. VMN correctly identified
all such violations, and we show times for individual and
overall network verification under “Traversal” in Figures 2
and 3.
We can thus see that verification, as provided by
VMN, can be used to prevent many of the configuration
bugs reported to affect today’s production datacenters.
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Moreover, the verification time scales linearly with the
number of policy equivalence classes (with a slope of
about three invariants per second). We now turn to more
complicated invariants involving data isolation.

5.2

Data Isolation

Modern data centers also run storage services such as
S3 [46], AWS Glacier [19], and Azure Blob Store [3].
These storage services must comply with legal and
customer requirements [37] limiting access to this
data. Operators often add caches to these services to
improve performance and reduce the load on the storage
servers themselves, but if these caches are misplaced or
misconfigured then the access policies could be violated.
VMN can verify these data isolation invariants.
To evaluate this functionality, we used the topology (and
correct configuration) from §5.1 and added a few content
caches by connecting them to top of rack switches. We also
assume that each policy group contains separate servers
with private data (only accessible within the policy group),
and servers with public data (accessible by everyone). We
then consider a scenario where a network administrator
inserts caches to reduce load on these data servers. The
content cache is configured with ACL entries4 that can
implement this invariant. Similar to the case above, we
introduce configuration errors by deleting a random set
of ACLs from the content cache and firewalls.
We use VMN to verify data isolation invariants in this
network (i.e., ensure that private data is only accessible
from within the same policy group, and public data is
accessible from everywhere). VMN correctly detects
invariant violations, and does not report any false positives.
Content caches are origin agnostic, and hence the size of a
slice used to verify these invariants depends on policy complexity. Figure 4 shows how time taken for verifying each
invariant varies with the number of policy equivalence
classes. In a network with 100 different policy equivalence
classes, verification takes less than 4 minutes on average.
Also observe that the variance for verifying a single invari4 This is a common feature supported by most open source and
commercial caches.
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verify a slice, which is independent of network size, left of the vertical line shows time taken to verify a slice,
the right shows time taken when slices are not used. which is independent of the number of tenants.

ant grows with the size of slices used. This shows one of the
reasons why the ability to use slices and minimize the size
of the network on which an invariant is verified is important. Figure 5 shows time taken to verify the entire network
as we increase the number of policy equivalence classes.

5.3

Other Network Scenarios

We next apply VMN to several other scenarios that
illustrate the value of slicing (and symmetry) in reducing
verification time.
5.3.1

Enterprise Network with Firewall

First, we consider a typical enterprise or university
network protected by a stateful firewall, shown in Figure 6.
The network interconnects three types of end hosts:
1. Hosts in public subnets should be allowed to both
initiate and accept connections with the outside world.
2. Hosts in private subnets should be flow-isolated (i.e.,
allowed to initiate connections to the outside world, but
never accept incoming connections).
3. Hosts in quarantined subnets should be nodeisolated (i.e., not allowed to communicate with the outside
world).
We vary the number of subnets keeping the proportion of
subnet types fixed; a third of the subnets are public, a third
are private and a third are quarantined.
We configure the firewall so as to enforce the target
invariants correctly: with two rules denying access (in
either direction) for each quarantined subnet, plus one rule
denying inbound connections for each private subnet. The
results we present below are for the case where all the target
invariants hold. Since this network only contains a firewall,
using slices we can verify invariants on a slice whose size
is independent of network size and policy complexity. We
can also leverage the symmetry in both network and policy
to reduce the number of invariants that need to be verified
for the network. In contrast, when slices and symmetry
are not used, the model for verifying each invariant grows
as the size of the network, and we have to verify many
more invariants. In Figure 7 we show time taken to verify
the invariant using slices (Slice) and how verification time
varies with network size when slices are not used.
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5.3.2

Multi-Tenant Datacenter

Next, we consider how VMN can be used by a cloud
provider (e.g., Amazon) to verify isolation in a multi-tenant
datacenter. We assume that the datacenter implements the
Amazon EC2 Security Groups model [1]. For our test we
considered a datacenter with 600 physical servers (which
each run a virtual switch) and 210 physical switches (which
implement equal cost multi-path routing). Tenants launch
virtual machines (VMs), which are run on physical servers
and connect to the network through virtual switches. Each
virtual switch acts as a stateful firewall, and defaults to
denying all traffic (i.e., packets not specifically allowed by
an ACL are dropped). To scale policy enforcement, VMs
are organized in security groups with associated accept/deny rules. For our evaluation, we considered a case where
each tenant organizes their VMs into two security groups:
1. VMs that belong to the public security group are
allowed to accept connections from any VMs.
2. VMs that belong to the private security group are
flow-isolated (i.e., they can initiate connections to other
tenants’ VMs, but can only accept connections from this
tenant’s public and private VMs).
We also assume that firewall configuration is specified
in terms of security groups (i.e., on receiving a packet the
firewall computes the security group to which the sender
and receiver belong and applies ACLs appropriately). For
this evaluation, we configured the network to correctly
enforce tenant policies. We added two ACL rules for each
tenant’s public security group allowing incoming and
outgoing packets to anyone, while we added three rules
for private security groups; two allowing incoming and
outgoing traffic from the tenant’s VM, and one allowing
outgoing traffic to other tenants. For our evaluation we
consider a case where each tenant has 10 VMs, 5 public
and 5 private, which are spread across physical servers.
These rules result in flow-parallel middleboxes, so we can
use fixed size slices to verify each invariant. The number of
invariants that need to be verified grow as a function of the
number of tenants. In Figure 8 we show time taken to verify
one instance of the invariant when slices are used (Slice)
and how verification time varies with network size when
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slices are not used. The invariants checked are: (a) private
hosts in one group cannot reach private hosts in another
group (Priv-Priv), (b) public hosts in one group cannot
reach private hosts in another group (Priv-Pub), and (c)
private hosts in one group can reach public hosts in another.
5.3.3

ISP with Intrusion Detection

Finally, we consider an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
that implements an intrusion detection system (IDS). We
model our network on the SWITCHlan backbone [53],
and assume that there is an IDS box and a stateful firewall
at each peering point (Figure 9(a)). The ISP contains
public, private and quarantined subnets (with policies
as defined in §5.3.1) and the stateful firewalls enforce
the corresponding invariants. Additionally, each IDS
performs lightweight monitoring (e.g., based on packet or
byte counters) and checks whether a particular destination
prefix (e.g., a customer of the ISP) might be under attack;
if so, all traffic to this prefix is rerouted to a scrubbing
box that performs more heavyweight analysis, discards
any part of the traffic that it identifies as “attack traffic,”
and forwards the rest to the intended destination. This
combination of multiple lightweight IDS boxes and one
(or a few) centralized scrubbing boxes is standard practice
in ISPs that offer attack protection to their customers.5
To enforce the target invariants (for public, private, and
quarantined subnets) correctly, all inbound traffic must
go through at least one stateful firewall. We consider a
misconfiguration where traffic rerouted by a given IDS box
to the scrubbing box bypasses all stateful firewalls. As a
result, any part of this rerouted traffic that is not discarded
by the scrubbing box can reach private or quarantined
subnets, violating the (simple or flow-) isolation of the
corresponding end hosts.
When verifying invariants in a slice we again take
advantage of the fact that firewalls and IDSes are
flow-parallel. For each subnet, we can verify invariants
in a slice containing a peering point, a end host from
the subnet, the appropriate firewall, IDS and a scrubber.
5 This setup is preferred to installing a separate scrubbing box at each

peering point because of the high cost of these boxes, which can amount
to several million dollars for a warranteed period of 3 years.
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Furthermore, since all subnets belong to one of three
policy equivalence classes, and the network is symmetric,
we only need run verification on three slices.
We begin by evaluating a case where the ISP, similar
to the SWITCHlan backbone has 5 peering points with
other networks. We measure verification time as we vary
the number of subnets (Figure 9(b)), and report time
taken, on average, to verify each invariant. When slices
are used, the median time for verifying an invariant is
0.21 seconds, by contrast when verification is performed
on the entire network, a network with 250 subnets takes
approximately 6 minutes to verify. Furthermore, when
verifying all invariants, only 3 slices need to be verified
when we account for symmetry, otherwise the number of
invariants verified grows with network size.
In Figure 9(c) we hold the number of subnets constant
(at 75) and show verification time as we vary the number
of peering points. In this case the complexity of verifying
the entire network grows more quickly (because the IDS
model is more complex leading to a larger increase in problem size). In this case, verifying correctness for a network
with 50 peering points, when verification is performed on
the whole entire network, takes approximately 10 minutes.
Hence, being able to verify slices and use symmetry is
crucial when verifying such networks.

6

Related Work

Next, we discuss related work in network verification and
formal methods.
Testing Networks with Middleboxes The work most
closely related to us is Buzz [14], which uses symbolic
execution to generate sequences of packets that can be used
to test whether a network enforces an invariant. Testing,
as provided by Buzz, is complimentary to verification.
Our verification process does not require sending traffic
through the network, and hence provides a non-disruptive
mechanism for ensuring that changes to a network (i.e.,
changing middlebox or routing configuration, adding new
types of middleboxes, etc.) do not result in invariant violation. Verification is also useful when initially designing
a network, since designs can be evaluated to ensure they
uphold desirable invariants. However, as we have noted,
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our verification results hold if and only if middlebox implementations are correct, i.e., packets are correctly classified,
etc. Combining a verification tool like VMN with a testing
tool such as Buzz allows us to circumvent this problem,
when possible (i.e., when the network is not heavily
utilized, or when adding new types of middleboxes), Buzz
can be used to test if invariants hold. This is similar to
the relationship between ATPG (testing) and HSA (verification), and more generally to the complimentary use
of verification and testing in software development today.
Beyond the difference of purpose, there are some other
crucial difference between Buzz and VMN: (a) in contrast
to VMN, Buzz’s middlebox models are specialized to
a context and cannot be reused across networks, and (b)
Buzz does not use techniques such as slicing, limiting its
applicability to networks with only several 100 nodes. We
believe our slicing techniques can be adopted to Buzz.
Similarly, SymNet [51] proposes the use of symbolic
execution for verifying network reachability. They rely on
models written in a symbolic execution friendly language
SEFL where models are supposed to closely resemble
middlebox code. However, to ensure feasibility for symbolic execution, SEFL does not allow unbounded loops,
or pointer arithmetic and limits access to semantically
meaningful packet fields. These models are therefore very
different from the implementation for high performance
middleboxes. Furthermore, due to these limitations SEFL
cannot model middleboxes like IDSes and IPSes, and is
limited to modeling flow-parallel middleboxes.
Verifying Forwarding Rules Recent efforts in network
verification [2, 5, 17, 27, 28, 35, 48, 50] have focused on
verifying the network dataplane by analyzing forwarding
tables. Some of these tools including HSA [26], Libra [60]
and VeriFlow [28] have also developed algorithms to
perform near real-time verification of simple properties
such as loop-freedom and the absence of blackholes.
Recent work [40] has also shown how techniques similar
to slicing can be used to scale these techniques. Our
approach generalizes this work by accounting for state and
thus extends verification to mutable datapaths.
Verifying Network Updates Another line of network
verification research has focused on verification during
configuration updates. This line of work can be used
to verify the consistency of routing tables generated
by SDN controllers [25, 55]. Recent efforts [34] have
generalized these mechanisms and can determine what
parts of configuration are affected by an update, and verify
invariants on this subset of the configuration. This work
does not consider dynamic, stareful datapath elements
with more frequent state updates.
Verifying Network Applications Other work has looked
at verifying the correctness of control and data plane
applications. NICE [5] proposed using static analysis
to verify the correctness of controller programs. Later
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extensions including [31] have looked at improving the
accuracy of NICE using concolic testing [47] by trading
away completeness. More recently, Vericon [4] has looked
at sound verification of a restricted class of controllers.
Recent work [10] has also looked at using symbolic
execution to prove properties for programmable datapaths
(middleboxes). This work in particular looked at verifying
bounded execution, crash freedom and that certain packets
are filtered for stateless or simple stateful middleboxes
written as pipelines and meeting certain criterion. The
verification technique does not scale to middleboxes like
content caches which maintain arbitrary state.
Finite State Model Checking Finite state model checking has been applied to check the correctness of many
hardware and software based systems [5, 7, 27]. Here the
behavior of a system is specified as a transition relation between finite state and a checker can verify that all reachable
states from a starting configuration are safe (i.e., do not
cause any invariant violation). However these techniques
scale exponentially with the number of states and for even
moderately large problems one must choose between being
able to verify in reasonable time and completeness. Our
use of SMT solvers allows us to reason about potentially
infinite state and our use of simple logic allows verification
to terminate in a decidable manner for practical networks.
Language Abstractions Several recent works in softwaredefined networking [16, 21, 29, 36, 58] have proposed
the use of verification friendly languages for controllers.
One could similarly extend this concept to provide a
verification friendly data plane language however our
approach is orthogonal to such a development: we aim at
proving network wide properties rather than properties
for individual middleboxes

7

Conclusion

In this paper we presented VMN, a system for verifying
isolation invariants in networks with middleboxes. The
key insights behind our work is that abstract middleboxes
are well suited to verifying network configuration; and
the use of slices which allow invariants to be verified on
a subset of the network is essential to scaling.
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A

Real-world Models

Here we provide models for real world middleboxes, in
addition to the ones listed in §2.3.
NATs We also examined the NAT functions of
iptables and pfSense. Each of them provides both a
“source NAT” (SNAT) function, which allows end-hosts
with private addresses to initiate Internet connections, and
a “destination NAT” (DNAT) function, which allows endhosts with private addresses to accept Internet connections.
Listing 4 shows a VMN model for both SNATs. The configuration input is the box’s public address (Line 1). The
remapped port oracle returns an available port to be
used for a new connection, abstracting away the details of
how the port is chosen (Line 2); during verification, we assume that the oracle may return any port. The active and
reverse maps associate private addresses to ports and
vice versa (Lines 3–4). The forwarding model: on receiving
a packet that belongs to an established connection, the necessary state is retrieved from either the reverse map—
when the packet comes from the public network (Lines 6–
10)—or the active map—when the packet comes from
the private network (Lines 11–14); on receiving a packet
from the private network that is establishing a new connection, the oracle is consulted to obtain a new port (Line 19)
and the relevant state is recorded in the maps (Lines 20–21)
before the packet is forwarded appropriately (Line 22). To
model a SNAT that uses a pool of public addresses (as opposed to a single address), we instantiate one SNAT object
(as defined in Listing 4) per address and define an oracle
that returns which SNAT object to use for each connection.
Listing 4: Model for a Source NAT

1

class SNAT (nat_address: Address){
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abstract
,→ remapped_port (p: Packet): int
val active : Map[Flow, int]
val reverse
,→ : Map[port, (Address, int)]
def model (p: Packet) = {
dst(p) == nat_address =>
(dst, port)
,→ = reverse[p.dst_port];
p.dst = dst;
p.dst_port = port;
forward(Seq(p))
active.contains(flow(p)) =>
p.src = nat_address;
p.src_port = active(flow(p));
forward(Seq(p))
_ =>
address = p.src;
port = p.src_port
p.src = nat_address;
p.src_port = remapped_port(p);
active(flow(p)) = p.src_port;
reverse(p.src_port)
,→ = (address, port);
forward(Seq(p))
}

3
4

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

}

Listing 5 shows a VMN model for both DNATs. The
configuration input is a map associating public address/port pairs to private ones (Line 1). There are no oracles.
The reverse map associates private address/port pairs to
public ones (Line 2). The forwarding model: on receiving,
from the public network, a packet whose destination
address/port were specified in the configuration input,
the packet header is updated accordingly and the original
destination address/port pair recorded in the reverse
map (Lines 3–9); conversely, on receiving, from the private
network, a packet that belongs to an established connection, the necessary state is retrieved from the reverse
map and the packet updated accordingly (Lines 10–13);
any other received packets pass through unchanged.
Listing 5: Model for a Destination NAT

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

class DNAT(translations:
,→ Map[(Address,
,→ int), (Address, int)]) {
val reverse:
,→ Map[Flow, (Address, int)]
def model (p: Packet) = {
translations.contains((p.dst,
,→ p.dst_port)) =>
dst = p.dst;
dst_port = p.dst_port;
p.dst = translations[(p.dst,
,→ p.dst_port)]._1;
p.dst_port
,→ = translations[(p.dst,
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,→ p.dst_port)]._2;
reverse[flow(p)]
,→ = (dst, dst_port);
forward(Seq(p))
reverse.contains(flow(p)) =>
p.src = reverse[flow(p)]._1;
p.src_port
,→ = reverse[flow(p)]._2;
forward(Seq(p))
_ => forward(Seq(p))

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

}
}

Gateways A network gateway often performs firewall,
NAT, and/or IDS/IPS functions organized in a chain. In fact,
both iptables and pfSense are modular gateways that
consist of configurable chains of such functions (e.g., in
iptables one can specify a CHAIN parameter for NAT
rules). To model such a modular gateway, we have written
a script that reads the gateway’s configuration and creates
a pipeline of models, one for each specified function.
Listing 6: Model for a Load Balancer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

class LoadBalancer(backends:
,→ List[Address]) {
val assigned: Map[Flow, Address]
abstract
,→ pick_backend(p: Packet): int
def model (p: Packet) = {
assigned.contains(flow(p)) =>
p.dst = assigned[flow(p)]
forward(Seq(p))
_ =>
assigned[flow(p)] =
,→ backends[pick_backend(p)]
p.dst = assigned[flow(p)]
forward(Seq(p))
}
}

Load-balancers A load-balancer performs a conceptually simple function: choose the backend server that
will handle each new connection and send to it all packets
that belong to the connection. We considered two kinds:
systems like HAProxy [54], which control the backend
server that will handle a packet by rewriting the packet’s
destination address, and systems like Maglev [11], which
control the backend server through the packet’s output
network interface. Both kinds accept as configuration the
set of available backend servers (either their addresses
or the network interface of the load balancer that leads to
each server). Our load-balancer (Listing 6) uses an oracle
to determine which server handles a connection, during
verification the decission process can therefore choose
from any of the available servers.
Listing 7: Model for a simple cache
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

class Cache(address: Address, acls:
,→ Set[(Address, Address)]) {
abstract request(p: Packet): int
abstract response(p: Packet): int
abstract new_port(p: Packet): int
abstract cacheable(int): bool
val outstanding_requests:
,→ Map[Flow, int]
val outstanding_conns:
,→ Map[Flow, Flow]
val cache_origin: Map[int, Host]
val origin_addr: Map[int, Address]
val cached: Map[int, int]
def model (p: Packet) = {
val p_flow = flow(p);
outstanding_request.contains(p_flow)
,→ &&
cacheable(
outstanding_request[p_flow]) =>
cached[outstanding_request[p_flow]]
= response(p);
...
p.src =
outstanding_conns[p_flow].src;
p.dst =
outstanding_conns[p_flow].dst;
...
forward(Seq(p))
outstanding_request.contains(p_flow)
,→ &&
!cacheable(
outstanding_request[p_flow]] =>
p.src =
outstanding_conns[p_flow].src;
...
forward(Seq(p))
cached.contains(request(p)) &&
!acls.contains(
p.src, origin_addr[request(p)]) =>
p.src = p_flow.dst;
...
p.origin =
,→ cache_origin[request(p)];
forward(Seq(p))
!acls.contains(p.src, p.dst) =>
p.src = address;
p.src_port = new_port(p);
outstanding_conns[flow(p)]
,→ = p_flow;
outstanding_requests[flow(p)]
,→ = request(p)
forward(Seq(p))
_ =>
forward(Empty)
}
}

Caches We examined two caches: Squid [18] and
Apache Web Proxy. These systems have a rich set of config-
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uration parameters that control, e.g., the duration for which
a cached object is valid, the amount of memory that can be
used, how DNS requests are handled, etc. However, most
of them are orthogonal to our invariants. We therefore consider only a small subset of the configuration parameters,
in particular, those that determine whether a request should
be cached or not, and who has access to cached content.
Listing 7 shows a model that captures both caches.
Configuration input is a list of rules specifying which
hosts have access to content originating at particular
servers (Line 1). We define four oracles, among them
cacheable, which determines whether policy and
cache-size limits allow a response to be cached (Line 5).
The forwarding model captures the following behavior:
on receiving a request for content that is permitted by configuration, we check whether this content has been cached
(Line 32–38); if so, we respond to the request, otherwise
we forward the request to the corresponding server (Line
39–44); on receiving a response from a server, we check
if the corresponding content is cacheable, if so, we cache it
(Line 15–24); and regardless of its cacheability forward the
response to the client who originally requested this content.
We treat each request and response as a single packet,
whereas, in reality, they may span multiple packets.
This greatly simplifies the model and—since we do not
check performance-related invariants—does not affect
verification results.

B

Logical Models

We model network behavior in discrete timesteps. During
each timestep a previously sent packet can be delivered
to a node (middlebox or host), a host can generate a new
packet that enters the network, or a middlebox can process
a previously received packet. We do not attempt to model
the likely order of these various events, but instead consider
all such orders in search of invariant violations. In this case
Z3 acts as a scheduling oracle that assigns an event to each
timestep, subject to the standard causality constraints, i.e.,
we ensure that packets cannot be received before being
sent, and packets sent on the same link are not reordered.
VMN models middleboxes and networks using quantified logical formula, which are axioms describing how
received packets are treated. Oracles in VMN are modeled
as uninterpreted function, i.e., Z3 can assign any (convinient) value to a given input to an oracle. We also provide
Z3 with the negation of the invariant to be verified, which is
specified in terms of sets of packets (or data) that are sent or
received. Finding a satisfiable assignment to these formulae is equivalent to Z3 finding a set of oracle behaviors that
result in the invariant being violated, and proving the formulae unsatisfiable is equivalent to showing that no oracular behavior can result in the invariants being violated.
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Symbol
rcv(d,s,p)
snd(s,d,p)

P
♦P
¬P
P1 ∧P2
P1 ∨P2

Meaning
Events
Destination d receives packet p from
source s.
Source s sends packet p to destination
d.
Logical Operators
Condition P holds at all times.
Event P occurred in the past.
Condition P does not hold (or event P
does not occur).
Both conditions P1 and P2 hold.
Either condition P1 or P2 holds.

Table 1: Logical symbols and their interpretation.

B.1

Notation

We begin by presenting the notation used in this section.
We express our models and invariants using a simplified
form of linear temporal logic (LTL) [33] of events, with
past operators. We restrict ourselves to safety properties,
and hence only need to model events occurring in the past
or events that hold globally for all of time. We use LTL
for ease of presentation; VMN converts LTL formulae
to first-order formulas (required by Z3) by explicitly
quantifying over time. Table 1 lists the symbols used to
express formula in this section.
Our formulas are expressed in terms of three events:
snd(s,d, p), the event where a node (end host, switch or
middlebox) s sends packet p to node d; and rcv(d,s,p), the
event where a node d receives a packet p from node s, and
f ail(n), the event where a node n has failed. Each event
happens at a timestep and logical formulas can refer either
to events that occurred in the past (represented using ♦)
or properties that hold at all times (represented using ).
For example,
∀d,s,p : (rcv(d,s,p) =⇒ ♦snd(s,d,p))
says that at all times, any packet p received by node d from
node s must have been sent by s in the past.
Similarly,
∀p : ¬rcv(d,s,p)
indicates that d will never receive any packet from s.
Header fields and oracles are represented using
functions, e.g., src(p) and dst(p) represent the source and
destination address for packet p, and mallicious(p) acts
as the mallicious oracle from Listing 1.

B.2

Reachability Invariants

Reachability invariants can be be generally specifies as:
∀n,p : ¬(rcv(d,n,p)∧ predicate(p)),
which says that node d should never receive a packet p that
matches predicate(p). The predicate can be expressed
in terms of packet-header fields, abstract packet classes
and past events, this allows us to express a wide variety
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Listing 8: Model for a learning firewall

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

class LearningFirewall (acl:
,→ Set[(Address, Address)]) {
val established : Set[Flow]
def model (p: Packet) = {
established.contains(flow(p)) =>
forward (Seq(p))
acl.contains((p.src, p.dest)) =>
established += flow(p)
forward(Seq(p))
_ =>
forward(Seq.empty)
}
}

of network properties as reachability invariants, e.g.,:
• Simple isolation: node d should never receive a
packet with source address s. We express this invariant
using the src function, which extracts the source IP address
from the packet header:
∀n,p : ¬(rcv(d,n,p)∧src(p) = s).
• Flow isolation: node d can only receive packets
from s if they belong to a previously established flow.
We express this invariant using the f low function, which
computes a flow identifier based on the packet header:
∀n0 ,p0 ,n1 ,p1 : ¬(rcv(d,n0 ,p0 )∧src(p0 ) = s∧
¬(♦snd(d,n1 ,p1 )∧ f low(p1 ) = f low(p0 ))).
• Data isolation: node d cannot access any data originating at server s, this requires that d should not access
data either by directly contacting s or indirectly through
network elements such as content cache. We express
this invariant using an origin function, that computes the
origin of a packet’s data based on the packet header (e.g.,
using the x-http-forwarded-for field in HTTP):
∀n,p : ¬(rcv(d,n,p)∧origin(p) = s).

B.3

Modeling Middleboxes

Middleboxes in VMN are specified using a high-level loopfree, event driven language. Restricting the language so it is
loop free allows us to ensure that middlebox models are expressible in first-order logic (and can serve as input to Z3).
We use the event-driven structure to translate this code to
logical formulae (axioms) encoding middlebox behavior.
VMN translates these high-level specifications into a
set of parametrized axioms (the parameters allow more
than one instance of the same middlebox to be used in a
network). For instance, Listing 8 results in the following
axioms:
established( f low(p)) =⇒ (♦((¬ f ail(f))∧(♦rcv(f,p))))
∧acl(src(p),dst(p))
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send(f,p) =⇒ (♦rcv(f,p))
∧(acl(src(p),dst(p))
∨established( f low(p)))
The bold-faced terms in this axiom are parameters: for
each stateful firewall that appears in a network, VMN adds
a new axiom by replacing the terms f, acl and established
with a new instance specific term. The first axiom says that
the established set contains a flow if a packet permitted
by the firewall policy (acl) has been received by f since
it last failed. The second one states that packets sent by f
must have been previously received by it, and are either
pr emitted by the acl’s for that firewall, or belong to a
previously established connection.
We translate models to formulas by finding the set of
packets appearing in the forward function appearing
at the end of each match statement, and translating the
statement so that the middlebox sending that set of packet
implies that (a) previously a packet matching an appropriate criterion was received; and (b) middlebox state was
appropriately updated. We combine all branches where the
same set of packets are updated using logical conjunction,
i.e., implying that one of the branches was taken.

B.4

Modeling Networks

VMN uses transfer functions to specify a network’s
forwarding behavior. The transfer function for a network
is a function from a located packet to a set of located
packets indicating where the packets are next sent. For
example, the transfer function for a network with 3 hosts
A (with IP address a), B (with IP address b) and C (with
IP address c) is given by:

(p,A) if dst(p) = a

f (p,port) ≡ (p,B) if dst(p) = b


(p,C) if dst(p) = c
VMN translates such a transfer function to axioms by
introducing a single pseudo-node (Ω) representing the
network, and deriving a set of axioms for this pseudo-node
from the transfer function and failure scenario. For
example, the previous transfer function is translated to the
following axioms ( f ail(X) here represents the specified
failure model).
∀n,p :  f ail(X)∧...snd(A,n,p) =⇒ n = Ω
∀n,p :  f ail(X)∧...snd(Ω,n,p)∧dst(p) = a
=⇒ n = A∧♦∃n0 : rcv(n0 ,Ω,p)
In addition to the axioms for middlebox behavior and
network behavior, VMN also adds axioms restricting the
oracles’ behavior, e.g., we add axioms to ensure that any
packet delivery event scheduled by the scheduling oracle
has a corresponding packet send event, and we ensure that
new packets generated by hosts are well formed.
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C

Formal Definition of Slices

Given a network N = (V, E, P), with network transfer
function NT , we define a subnetwork Ω to be the network
formed by taking a subset V |Ω ⊆ Ω of nodes, all the links
connecting nodes in V |Ω and a subset of packets P|Ω ⊆ P
from the original network. We define a subnetwork Ω to
be a slice if and only if Ω is closed under forwarding and
state, and P|Ω is maximal. We define P|Ω to be maximal if
and only if P|Ω includes all packets from P whose source
and destination are in V |Ω .
We define a subnetwork to be closed under forwarding if
and only if (a) all packets p ∈ P|Ω are located inside Ω, i.e.,
p.loc ∈V |Ω ∀p ∈ P|Ω ; and (b) the network transfer function
forwards packets within Ω, i.e., NT (p) ⊆ P|Ω ∀p ∈ P|Ω .
The definition for being closed under state is a bit more
involved, informally it states that all states reachable by
a middlebox in the network is also reachable in the slice.
More formally, associate with the network a set of states
S where each state s ∈ S contains a multiset of pending
packets s.Π and the state of each middlebox (s.m0 for
middlebox m0 ). Given this associated set of states we can
treat the network as a state machine, where each transition
is a result of one of two actions:
• An end host e ∈ V generates a packet p ∈ P, in this
case the system transitions to the state where all
packets in NT (p) (where NT is the network transfer
function defined above) are added to the multiset of
pending packets.
• A packet p contained in the pending state is delivered
to p.loc. In cases where p.loc is an end host, this
merely results in a state where one p is removed from
the multiset of pending packets. If however, p.loc is
a middlebox we transition to the state gotten by (a)
removing p from pending packets, (b) updating the
state for middlebox p.loc and (c) for all packets p0
forwarded by the middlebox, adding NT (p0 ) to the
set of pending packets.
In this model, invariants are predicates on states, an
invariant is violated if and only if the system transitions
to a state where the invariant is true.
Observe that this definition of state machines can be
naturally restricted to apply to a subnetwork Ω that is
closed under forwarding, by associating a set of states
SΩ containing the state only for those middleboxes in Ω.
Finally, given some subnetwork Ω we define a restriction
function σΩ that relates the state space for the whole
network S to SΩ the state space for the subnetwork. For
any state s ∈ S, σ simply drops all packets not in P|Ω and
drops the state for all middleboxes m 6∈ V |Ω .
Finally, we define some state s ∈ S as reachable in N if
and only if there exists a sequence of actions starting from
the initial state (where there are no packets pending and all
middleboxes are set to their initial state) that results in net-
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work N getting to state s. A similar concept of reachability
of course also applies to the state machine for Ω. Finally,
we define a subnetwork Ω to be closed under state if and
only if SΩ , the set of states reachable in Ω is the same as
the projection of the set of states reachable in the network,
more formally SΩ = {σΩ (s), s ∈ S, s reachable in N}.
When a subnetwork Ω is closed under forwarding
and state, one can establish a bisimulation between the
slice and the network N; informally this implies that one
can find a relation such that when we restrict ourselves
to packets in p ∈ P|Ω then all transitions in N have a
corresponding transition in Ω, corresponding here implies
that the states in N are the same as the states in Ω after
projection. Since by definition for any slice P|Ω the set of
packets is maximal, this means that every state reachable
in N has an equivalent projection in Ω.
Finally, we define an invariant I to be evaluable in
a subnetwork Ω if and only if for all states s1 , s2 ∈ S
σΩ (s1 ) = σΩ (s2 ) =⇒ I(s1 ) = I(s2 ), i.e., if the invariant
does not depend on any state not captured by Ω. As a result
of the bisimulation between network N and slice Ω, it is
simple to see that an invariant I evaluable in Ω holds in network N if and only if it also holds in Ω. Thus once a slice is
found, we can verify any invariants evaluable on it and trivially transfer the verification results to the whole network.
Note, that we can always find a slice of the network on
which an invariant can be verified, this is trivially true since
the network itself is its own slice. The challenge therefore
lies in finding slices that are significantly smaller than the
entire network, and of sizes that do not grow as more devices are added to the network. The nodes that are included
in a slice used to verify an invariant trivially depend on the
invariant being verified, since we require that the invariant
be evaluable on the slice. However, since slices must be
closed under state, their size is also dependent on the types
of middleboxes present in the network. Verification for
network where all middleboxes are such that their state can
be partitioned (based on any criterion, e.g., flows, policy
groups, etc.) are particularly amenable to this approach for
scaling. We present two concrete classes of middleboxes
that contain all of the examples we have listed previously
in §2.3 that allow verification to be performed on slices
whose size is independent of the network’s size.

D

Decidability

As noted in §4.2, first-order logic is undecidable. Further,
verifying a network with mutable datapaths is undecidable
in general, such networks are Turing complete. However,
we believe that we can express networks obeying the
following restrictions in a decidable fragment of first-order
logic:
1. All middleboxes used in the network are passive, i.e.,
they send packets only in response to packets received by
them. In particular this means that every packet sent by
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a middlebox is causally related to some packet previously
sent by an end-host.
2. A middlebox sends a finite number of packets in
response to any packets it receives.
3. All packet processing pipelines are loop free, i.e.,
any packets that enter the network are delivered or dropped
in a finite number of steps.
We now show that we can express middleboxes
and networks meeting this criterion in a logic built by
extending “effectively propositional logic” (EPR). EPR is
a fundamental, decidable fragment of first-order logic [39],
where all axioms are of the form ∃∗ ∀∗ , and the invariant
is of the form ∀∗ ∃∗ . Neither axioms nor invariants in this
logic can contain function symbols. EPR-F extends EPR
to allow some unary functions. To guarantee decidability,
EPR-F requires that there exist a finite set of compositions
of unary functions U, such that any composition of unary
functions can be reduced to a composition in U. For example, when a single unary function f is used, we require that
there exist k such that f k (x) = f k−1 (x) for all k. Function
symbols that go from one type to another are allowed, as
long as their inverse is not used [30] (e.g., we can use src in
our formulas since it has no inverse). Prior work [23] has
discussed mechanisms to reduce EPR-F formulas to EPR.
We can translate our models to EPR-F by:
1. Reformulate our assertions with “event variables”
and functions that assign properties like time, source and
destination to an event. We use predicate function to mark
events as either being sends or receives.
2. Replace ∀∃ formulas with equivalent formulas that
contain Skolem functions instead of symbols.
For example the statement
∀d,s,p : rcv(d,s,p) =⇒ ♦snd(s,d,p)
is translated to the formula
∀e : rcv(e) ⇒ snd(cause(e))∧...∧t(cause(e)) <t(e)
We also add the axiom, ∀e : snd(e) ⇒ cause(e) = e which
says that a snd event has no cause, ensuring idempotency.
To show that our models are expressible in EPR-F, we
need to show that all unary functions introduced during
this conversion meet the required closure properties.
Intuitively, all function introduced by us track the causality
of network events. Our decidability criterion imply
that every network event has a finite causal chain. This
combined with the axiom that cause(e) is idempotent
implies that the functions meet the closure properties.
However, for Z3 to guarantee termination, explicit axioms
guaranteeing closure must be provided. Generating
these axioms from a network is left to future work. In
our experience, Z3 terminates on networks meeting our
criterion even in the absence of closure axioms.
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Abstract
When debugging an SDN application, diagnosing the
problem is merely the first step: the operator must still
find a fix that solves the problem, without causing new
problems elsewhere. However, most existing debuggers
focus exclusively on diagnosis and offer the network operator little or no help with finding an effective fix. Finding a suitable fix is difficult because the number of candidates can be enormous.
In this paper, we propose a step towards automated
repair for SDN applications. Our approach consists of
two elements. The first is a data structure that we call
meta provenance, which can be used to efficiently find
good candidate repairs. Meta provenance is inspired by
the provenance concept from the database community;
however, whereas standard provenance can only reason
about changes to data, meta provenance can also reason
about changes to programs. The second element is a system that can efficiently backtest a set of candidate repairs
using historical data from the network. This is used to
eliminate candidate repairs that do not work well, or that
cause other problems.
We have implemented a system that maintains meta
provenance for SDNs, as well as a prototype debugger
that uses the meta provenance to automatically suggest
repairs. Results from several case studies show that, for
problems of moderate complexity, our debugger can find
high-quality repairs within one minute.

1

Introduction

Debugging networks is notoriously hard. The advent of
software-defined networking (SDN) has added a new dimension to the problem: networks can now be controlled
by software programs, and, like all other programs, these
programs can have bugs.
There is a substantial literature on network debugging
and root cause analysis [16, 21, 23, 25, 36, 55, 61]. These
tools can offer network operators a lot of help with debugging. For instance, systems like NetSight [21] and
negative provenance [55] provide a kind of “backtrace”
to capture historical executions, analogous to a stack
trace in a conventional debugger, that can link an observed effect of a bug (say, packets being dropped in the
network) to its root causes (say, an incorrect flow entry).
However, in practice, diagnosing the problem is only
the first step. Once the root cause of a problem is known,
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the operator must find an effective fix that not only solves
the problem at hand, but also avoids creating new problems elsewhere in the network. Given the complexity of
modern controller programs and configuration files, finding a good fix can be as challenging as – or perhaps even
more challenging than – diagnostics, and it often requires
considerable expertise. However, current tools offer far
less help with this second step than with the first.
In this paper, we present a step towards automated bug
fixing in SDN applications. Ideally, we would like to provide a “Fix it!” button that automatically finds and fixes
the root cause of an observed problem. However, removing the human operator from the loop entirely seems
risky, since an automated tool cannot know the operator’s intent. Therefore we opt for a slightly less ambitious goal, which is to provide the operator with a list of
suggested repairs.
Our approach is to leverage and enhance some concepts that have been developed in the database community. For some time, this community has been studying
the question how to explain the presence or absence of
certain data tuples in the result of a database query, and
whether and how the query can be adjusted to make certain tuples appear or disappear [9, 50]. By seeing SDN
programs as “queries” that operate on a “database” of
incoming packets and produce a “result” of delivered
or dropped packets, it should be possible to ask similar queries – e.g., why a given packet was absent (misrouted/dropped) from an observed “result”.
The key concept in this line of work is that of data
provenance [6]. In essence, provenance tracks causality: the provenance of a tuple (or packet, or data item)
consists of the tuples from which it was directly derived.
By applying this idea recursively, it is possible to trace
the provenance of a tuple in the output of a query all
the way to the “base tuples” in the underlying databases.
The result is a comprehensive causal explanation of how
the tuple came to exist. This idea has previously been
adapted for the SDN setting as network provenance, and
it has been used, e.g., in debuggers and forensic tools
such as ExSPAN [63], SNP [61] and Y! [55]. However,
so far this work has considered provenance only in terms
of packets and configuration data – the SDN controller
program was assumed to be immutable. This is sufficient
for diagnosis, but not for repair: we must also be able to
infer which parts of the controller program were respon-
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sible for an observed event, and how the event might be
affected by changes to that program.
In this paper, we take the next step and extend network provenance to both programs and data. At a high
level, we accomplish this with a combination of two
ideas. First, we treat programs as just another kind of
data; this allows us to reason about the provenance of
data not only in terms of the data it was computed from,
but also in terms of the parts of the program it was computed with. Second, we use counterfactual reasoning to
enable a form of negative provenance [55], so that operators can ask why some condition did not hold (Example: “Why didn’t any DNS requests arrive at the DNS
server?”). This is a natural way to phrase a diagnostic
query, and the resulting meta provenance is, in essence,
a tree of changes (to the program and/or to configuration
data) that could make the condition true.
Our approach presents three key challenges. First,
there are infinitely many possible repairs to a given program (including, e.g., a complete rewrite), and not all of
them will make the condition hold. To address this challenge, we show how to find suitable repairs efficiently
using properties of the provenance itself. Second, even
if we consider only suitable changes, there are still infinitely many possibilities. We leverage the fact that
most bugs affect only a small part of the program, and
that programmers tend to make certain errors more often
than others [27, 41]. This allows us to rank the possible changes according to plausibility, and to explore only
the most plausible ones. Finally, even a small change that
fixes the problem at hand might still cause problems elsewhere in the network. To avoid such fixes, we backtest
them using historical information that was collected in
the network. In combination, this approach enables us to
produce a list of suggested repairs that 1) are small and
plausible, 2) fix the problem at hand, and 3) are unlikely
to affect unrelated parts of the network.
We present a concrete algorithm that can generate
meta provenance for arbitrary controller programs, as
well as a prototype system that can collect the necessary
data in SDNs and suggest repairs. We have applied our
approach to three different controller languages, and we
report results from several case studies; our results show
that our system can generate high-quality repairs for realistic bugs, typically in less than one minute.

2

Overview

We illustrate the problem with a simple scenario (Figure 1). A network operator manages an SDN that connects two web servers and a DNS server to the Internet. To balance the load, incoming web requests are forwarded to different servers based on their source IP. At
some point, the operator notices that web server H2 is
not receiving any requests from the Internet.
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Q: Why does H2 not
get any requests?

Off-loading
HTTP

S1
1

S3

HTTP and
DNS traffic
2

S2
1

2

Faulty
program

HTTP
Server (H2)

SDN
Controller

2

DNS
Server
HTTP
Server (H1)

Figure 1: Example scenario. The primary web server
(H1) is too busy, so the network offloads some traffic to
a backup server (H2). The offloaded requests are never
received because of a bug in the controller program.
Our goal is to build a debugger that accepts a simple
specification of the observed problem (such as “H2 is not
receiving any traffic on TCP port 80”) and returns a) a detailed causal explanation of the problem, and b) a ranked
list of suggested fixes. We consider a suggested fix to be
useful if it a) fixes the specified problem and b) has few
or no side-effects on the rest of the network.

2.1

Background: Network Datalog

Since our approach involves tracking causal dependencies, we will explain it using a declarative language,
specifically network datalog (NDlog) [34], which makes
these dependencies obvious. However, these dependencies are fundamental, and they exist in all the other languages that are used to program SDNs. To demonstrate
this, we have applied our approach to three different languages, of which only one is declarative; for details,
please see Section 5.8.
In NDlog, the state of a node (switch, controller, or
server) is modeled as a set of tables, each of which contains a number of tuples (e.g., configuration state or network events). For instance, an SDN switch might contain
a table called FlowTable, where each tuple represents
a flow entry. Tuples can be manually inserted or programmatically derived from other tuples; the former are
called base tuples and the latter derived tuples.
NDlog programs consist of rules that describe how tuples should be derived from each other. For example,
the rule A(@X,P):-B(@X,Q),Q=2*P says that a tuple A(@X,P) should be derived on node X whenever
a) there is also a tuple B(@X,Q) on that node, and b)
Q=2*P. The @ symbol specifies the node on which the
tuple resides, and the :- symbol is the derivation operator. Rules may include tuples from different nodes; for
instance, C(@X,P):- C(@Y,P) says that tuples in table C on node Y should be sent to node X.

2.2

Classical provenance

In NDlog, it is easy to see why a given tuple exists: if the
tuple was derived using some rule r (e.g., A(@X,5)),
then it must be the case that all the predicates in r were
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r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7

FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)
FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt)

:::::::-

PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),
PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr),

WebLoadBalancer(@C,Hdr,Prt), Swi == 1.
Swi == 1, Hdr == 53, Prt := 2.
Swi == 1, Hdr != 53, Prt := -1.
Swi == 1, Hdr != 80, Prt := -1.
Swi == 2, Hdr == 80, Prt := 1.
Swi == 2, Hdr == 53, Prt := 2.
Swi == 2, Hdr == 80, Prt := 2.

Figure 2: Part of an SDN controller program written in NDlog: Switch S1 load-balances HTTP requests across S2 and
S3 (rule r1), forwards DNS requests to S3 (rule r2); and drops all other traffic (rules r3–r4). S2 and S3 forward the
traffic to the correct server based on the destination port (rules r5–r7). The bug from Section 2.3 is underlined.
true (e.g., B(@X,10)), and all the constraints in r were
satisfied (e.g., 10=2*5.). This concept can be applied
recursively (e.g., to explain the existence of B(@X,10))
until a set of base tuples is reached that cannot be explained further (e.g., configuration data or packets at border routers). The result is as a provenance tree, in which
each vertex represents a tuple and edges represent direct
causality; the root tuple is the one that is being explained,
and the base tuples are the leaves. Using negative provenance [55], we can also explain why a tuple does not
exist, by reasoning counterfactually about how the tuple
could have been derived.

2.3

Case study: Faulty program

We now return to the scenario in Figure 1. One possible
reason for this situation is that the operator has made a
copy-and-paste error when writing the program. Figure 2
shows part of the (buggy) controller program: when the
operator added the second web server H2, she had to update the rules for switch S3 to forward HTTP requests
to H2. Perhaps she saw that rule r5, which is used for
sending HTTP requests from S2 to H1, seemed to do
something similar, so she copied it to another rule r7
and changed the forwarding port, but forgot to change
the condition Swi==2 to check for S3 instead of S2.
When the operator notices that no requests are arriving at H2, she can use a provenance-based debugger to
get a causal explanation. Provenance trees are more useful than large packet traces or the system-wide configuration files because they only contain information that
is causally related to the observed problem. But the operator is still largely on her own when interpreting the
provenance information and fixing the bug.

2.4

Meta provenance

Classical provenance is inherently unable to generate
fixes because it reasons about the provenance of data that
was generated by a given program. To find a fix, we also
need the ability to reason about program changes.
We propose to add this capability, in essence, by treating the program as just another kind of data. Thus, the
provenance of a tuple that was derived via a certain rule
r does not only consist of the tuples that triggered r, but
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also of the syntactic components of r itself. For instance,
when generating the provenance that explains why, in the
scenario from Figure 1, no HTTP requests are arriving at
H2, we eventually reach a point where we must explain
the absence of a flow table entry in switch S3 that would
send HTTP packets to port #2 on that switch. At this
point, we can observe that rule r7 would almost have
generated such a flow entry, were it not for the predicate
Swi==2, which did not hold. We can then, analogous
to negative provenance, use counterfactual reasoning to
determine that the rule would have the desired behavior
if the constant were 3 instead of 2. Thus, the fact that the
constant in the predicate is 2 and not 3 should become
part of the missing flow entry’s meta provenance.

2.5

Challenges

An obvious challenge with this approach is that there
are infinitely many possible changes to a given program:
constants, predicates, and entire rules can be changed,
added, or deleted. However, in practice, only a tiny subset of these changes is actually relevant. Observe that, at
any point in the provenance tree, we know exactly what
we need to explain – e.g., the absence of a particular
flow entry for HTTP traffic. Thus, we need not consider
changes to the destination port in the header (Hdr) in r7
(because that predicate is already true) or to unrelated
rules that do not generate flow entries.
Of course, the number of relevant changes, and thus
the size of any meta provenance graph, is still infinite.
This does mean that we can never fully draw or materialize it – but there is also no need for that. Studies
have shown that “real” bugs are often small [41], such as
off-by-one errors or missing predicates. Thus, it seems
useful to define a cost metric for changes (perhaps based
on the number of syntactic elements they touch), and to
explore only the “cheapest” changes.
Third, it is not always obvious what to change in order
to achieve a desired effect. For instance, when changing
Swi==2 in the above example, why did we change the
constant to 3 and not, say, 4? Fortunately, we can use
existing tools, such as SMT solvers, that can enumerate
possibilities quickly for the more difficult cases.
Finally, even if a change fixes the problem at hand,
we cannot be sure that it will not cause new problems
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program
rule
id
funcs
func
table
assigns
assign
sels
sel
opr
expr

←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←
←

rule | rule program
id func ":-" funcs "," sels "," assigns "."
(0-9a-zA-Z)+
func | func func
table "(" location "," arg "," arg ")"
(a-zA-Z)+
assign | assign assigns
arg ":=" expr
sel "," sel
expr opr expr
== | < | > | !=
integer | arg

Figure 3: µDlog grammar
elsewhere. Such side-effects are difficult to capture in
the meta provenance itself, but we show that they can be
estimated in another way, namely by backtesting changes
with historical information from the network.

3

Meta Provenance

In this section, we show how to derive a simple meta
provenance graph for both positive and negative events.
We begin with a basic provenance graph for declarative
programs, and then extend it to obtain meta provenance.
For ease of exposition, we explain our approach using
a toy language, which we call µDlog. In essence, µDlog
is a heavily simplified variant of NDlog: all tables have
exactly two columns; all rules have one or two predicates
and exactly two selection predicates, all selection predicates must use one of four operators (<, >, !=, ==), and
there are no data types other than integers. The grammar
of this simple language is shown in Figure 3. The controller program from our running example (in Figure 2)
happens to already be a valid µDlog program.

3.1

The basic provenance graph

Recall from Section 2.2 that provenance can be represented as a DAG in which the vertices are events and the
edges indicate direct causal relationships. Since NDlog’s
declarative syntax directly encodes dependencies, we can
define relatively simple provenance graphs for it. For
convenience, we adopt a graph from our prior work [55],
which contains the following positive vertexes:
• EXIST([t1 , t2 ], N, τ ): Tuple τ existed on node N
from time t1 to t2 ;
• INSERT(t, N, τ ), DELETE(t, N, τ ): Base tuple τ
was inserted (deleted) on node N at time t;
• DERIVE(t, N, τ ), UNDERIVE(t, N, τ ): Derived
tuple τ acquired (lost) support on N at time t;
• APPEAR(t, N, τ ), DISAPPEAR(t, N, τ ): Tuple τ
appeared (disappeared) on node N at time t; and
• SEND(t, N →N 0 , ±τ ), RECEIVE(t, N ←N 0 , ±τ ):
±τ was sent (received) by node N to/from N 0 at t.
Conceptually, the system builds the provenance graph incrementally at runtime: whenever a new base tuple is
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inserted, the system adds an INSERT vertex, and whenever a rule is triggered and generates a new derived tuple,
the system adds a DERIVE vertex. The APPEAR and
EXIST vertexes are generated whenever a tuple is added
to the database (after an insertion or derivation), and the
interval in the EXIST vertex is updated once the tuple is
deleted again. The rules for DELETE, UNDERIVE, and
DISAPPEAR are analogous. The SEND and RECEIVE
vertexes are used when a rule on one node has a tuple
τ on another node as a precondition; in this case, the
system sends a message from the latter to the former
whenever τ appears (+τ ) or disappears (-τ ), and the two
vertexes are generated when this message is sent and received, respectively. Notice that – at least conceptually –
vertexes are never deleted; thus, the operator can inspect
the provenance of past events.
The system inserts an edge (v1 , v2 ) between two vertexes v1 and v2 whenever the event represented by v1 is
a direct cause of the event represented by v2 . Derivations are caused by the appearance (if local) or reception
(if remote) of the tuple that satisfies the last precondition of the corresponding rule, as well as by the existence
of any other tuples that appear in preconditions; appearances are caused by derivations or insertions, message
transmissions by appearances, and message arrivals by
message transmissions. The rules for underivations and
disappearances are analogous. Base tuple insertions are
external events that have no cause within the system.
So far, we have described only the vertexes for positive provenance. The full graph also supports negative events [55] by introducing a negative “twin” for
each vertex. For instance, the counterpart to APPEAR
is NAPPEAR, which represents the fact that a certain tuple failed to appear. For a more detailed discussion of
negative provenance, please see [55].

3.2

The meta provenance graph

The above provenance graph can only represent causality
between data. We now extend the graph to track provenance of programs by introducing two elements: meta
tuples, which represent the syntactic elements of the program itself (such as conditions and predicates) and meta
rules, which describe the operational semantics of the
language. For clarity, we describe the meta model for
µDlog here; our meta model for the full NDlog language
is more complex but follows the same approach.
Meta tuples: We distinguish between two kinds of meta
tuples: program-based tuples and runtime-based tuples.
Program-based tuples are the syntactic elements that are
visible to the programmer: rule heads (HeadFunc),
predicates (PredFunc), assignments (Assign), constants (Const), and operators (Oper). Runtime-based
tuples describe data structures inside the NDlog runtime: base tuple insertions (Base), tuples (Tuple), sat-
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h1 Tuple(@C,Tab,Val1,Val2) :- Base(@C,Tab,Val1,Val2).
h2 Tuple(@L,Tab,Val1,Val2) :- HeadFunc(@C,Rul,Tab,Loc,Arg1,Arg2), HeadVal(@C,Rul,JID,Loc,L), Val == True,
HeadVal(@C,Rul,JID1,Arg1,Val1), HeadVal(@C,Rul,JID2,Arg2,Val2), Sel(@C,Rul,JID,SID,Val), Val’ == True,
Sel(@C,Rul,JID,SID’,Val’), True == f match(JID1,JID), True == f match(JID2,JID), SID != SID’.
p1 TuplePred(@C,Rul,Tab,Arg1,Arg2,Val1,Val2) :- Tuple(@C,Tab,Val1,Val2), PredFunc(@C,Rul,Tab,Arg1,Arg2).
p2 PredFuncCount(@C,Rul,Count<N>) :- PredFunc(@C,Rul,Tab,Arg1,Arg2).
j1 Join4(@C,Rul,JID,Arg1,Arg2,Arg3,Arg4,Val1,Val2,Val3,Val4) :- TuplePred(@C,Rul,Tab,Arg1,Arg2,Val1,Val2),
TuplePred(@C,Rul,Tab’,Arg3,Arg4,Val3,Val4), PredFuncCount(@C,Rul,N), N==2, Tab != Tab’, JID := f unique().
j2 Join2(@C,Rul,JID,Arg1,Arg2,Val1,Val2) :- TuplePred(@C,Rul,Tab,Arg1,Arg2,Val1,Val2), PredFuncCount(@C,Rul,N),
N == 1, JID := f unique().
e1 Expr(@C,Rul,JID,ID,Val) :- Const(@C,Rul,ID,Val), JID := *.
e2 Expr(@C,Rul,JID,Arg1,Val1) :- Join2(@C,Rul,JID,Arg1,Arg2,Val1,Val2).
e3-e7 // analogous to e2 for Arg2/Val2 (Join2) and Arg1..4/Val1..4 (Join4)
a1 HeadVal(@C,Rul,JID,Arg,Val) :- Assign(@C,Rul,Arg,ID), Expr(@C,Rul,JID,ID,Val).
s1 Sel(@C,Rul,JID,SID,Val) :- Oper(@C,Rul,SID,ID’,ID’’,Opr), Expr(@C,Rul,JID’,ID’,Val’),
Expr(@C,Rul,JID’’,ID’’,Val’’), True == f match(JID’,JID’’), JID := f join(JID’,JID’’),
Val := (Val’ Opr Val’’), ID’ != ID’’.

Figure 4: Meta rules for µDlog.
isfied predicates (TuplePred), evaluated expressions
(Expr), joins (Join), selections (Sel) and values in
rule heads (HeadVal). Although concrete implementations may maintain additional data structures (e.g., for
optimizations), these tuples are sufficient to describe the
operational semantics.
Meta rules: Figure 4 shows the full set of meta rules for
µDlog. Notice that these rules are written in NDlog, not
in µDlog itself. We briefly explain each meta rule below.
Tuples can exist for two reasons: they can be inserted
as base tuples (h1) or derived via rules (h2). Recall that,
in µDlog’s simplified syntax, each rule joins at most two
tables and has exactly two selection predicates to select
tuples from these tables. A rule “fires” and produces a
tuple T(a,b) iff there is an assignment of values to a,
and b that satisfies both predicates. (Notice that the two
selection predicates are distinguished by a unique selection ID, or SID.) We will return to this rule again shortly.
The next four meta rules compute the actual joins.
First, whenever a (syntactic) tuple appears as in a rule
definition, each concrete tuple that exists at runtime
generates one variable assignment for that tuple (p1).
For instance, if a rule r contains Foo(A,B), where
A and B are variables, and at runtime there is a concrete tuple Foo(5,7), meta rule p1 would generate
a TuplePred(@C,r,Foo,A,B,5,7) meta tuple to
indicate that 5 and 7 are assignments for A and B.
Depending on the number of tuples in the rule body
(calcuated in rule p2), meta rule j1 or j2 will be triggered: When it contains two tuples from different tables,
meta rule j1 computes a Join4 tuple for each pair of
tuples from these tables. Note that this is a full crossproduct, from which another meta rule (s1) will then select the tuples that match the selection predicates in the
rule. For this purpose, each tuple in the join is given a
unique join ID (JID), so that the values of the selection
predicates can later be matched up with the correct tuples. If a rule contains only a tuple from one table, we
compute a Join2 tuple instead (j2).
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The next seven meta rules evaluate expressions. Expressions can appear in two different places – in a rule
head and in a selection predicate – but since the evaluation logic is the same, we use a single set of meta
rules for both cases. Values can come from integer constants (e1) or from any element of a Join2 or Join4
meta tuple (e2–e7). Notice that most of these values are specific to the join on which they were evaluated, so each Expr tuple contains a specific JID; the
only exception are the constants, which are valid for
all joins. To capture this, we use a special JID wildcard (*), and we test for JID equality using a special
function f match(JID1,JID2) that returns true iff
JID1==JID2 or if either of them is *.
The last two meta rules handle assignments (a1) and
selections (s1). An assignment simply sets a variable
in a rule head to the value of an expression. The s1
rule determines, for each selection predicate in a rule
(identified by SID) and for each join state (identified
by JID) whether the check succeeds or fails. Function
f join(JID1, JID2) is introduced to handle JID
wildcard: it returns JID1 if JID2 is *, or JID2 otherwise. The result is recorded in a Sel meta tuple, which
is used in h2 to decide whether a head tuple is derived.
µDlog requires only 13 meta tuples and 15 meta rules;
the full meta model for NDlog contains 23 meta tuples
and 23 meta rules. We omit the details here; they are
included in a technical report [54].

3.3

Meta provenance forests

So far, we have essentially transformed the original NDlog program into a new “meta program”. In principle, we
could now generate meta provenance graphs by applying
a normal provenance graph generation algorithm on the
meta program – e.g., the one from [55]. However, this is
not quite sufficient for our purposes. The reason is that
there are cases where the same effect can be achieved
in multiple ways. For instance, suppose that we are explaining the absence of an X tuple, and that there are two
different rules, r1 and r2, that could derive X. If our goal
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was to explain why X was absent, we would need to include explanations for both r1’s and r2’s failure to fire.
However, our goal is instead to make X appear, which
can be achieved by causing either r1 or r2 to fire. If
we included both in the provenance tree, we would generate only repairs that cause both rules to fire, which is
unnecessary and sometimes even impossible.
Our solution is to replace the meta provenance tree
with a meta provenance forest. Whenever our algorithm
encounters a situation with k possible choices that are
each individually sufficient for repair, it replaces the current tree with k copies of itself and continues to explore
only one choice in each tree.

cates must satisfy the constraints, i.e., B0 .x>0 and
C0 .x+C0 .y>1. Third, the predicates must derive the
head, i.e., A0 .x==C0 .x and A0 .y==C0 .y. In addition, tuples must satisfy primary key constraints. For
instance, suppose deriving B(x) requires D0 (9,1)
while deriving C(x,y) requires D1 (9,2). If x is
the only primary key of table D(x,y), D0 (9,1) and
D1 (9,2) cannot co-exist at the same time. Therefore,
the explanation is inconsistent for generating repairs. To
address such cases, we encode additional constraints:
D.x == D0 .x implies D.y == 1 and D.x ==
D1 .x implies D.y == 2.

3.4

In general, meta provenance forests may consist of infinitely many trees, each with infinitely many vertexes.
Thus, we cannot hope to materialize the entire forest. Instead, we adopt a variant of the approach from [55] and
use a step-by-step procedure that constructs the trees incrementally. We define a function QUERY(v) that, when
called on a vertex v from any (partial) tree in the meta
provenance forest, returns the immediate children of v
and/or “forks” the tree as described above. By calling
this function repeatedly on the leaves of the trees, we can
explore the trees incrementally. The two key differences
to [55] are the procedures for expanding NAPPEAR and
NDERIVE vertices: the former must now “fork” the tree
when there are multiple children that are each individually sufficient to make the missing tuple appear (Section 3.3), and the latter must now explore a join across
all preconditions of a missing derivation, while collecting any relevant constraints (Section 3.4).
To explore an infinite forest with finite memory, our algorithm maintains a set of partial trees. Initially, this set
contains a single “tree” that consists of just one vertex
– the vertex that describes the symptom that the operator has observed. Then, in each step, the algorithm picks
one of the partial trees, randomly picks a vertex within
that tree that does not have any children yet, and then invokes QUERY on this vertex to find the children, which
are then added to that tree. As discussed before, this step
can cause the tree to fork, adding multiple copies to the
set that differ only in the newly added children. Another
possible outcome is that the chosen partial tree is completed, which yields a repair candidate.
Each tree – completed or partial – is associated with
a cost, which intuitively represents the implausibility of
the repair that the tree represents. (Lower-cost trees are
more plausible.) Initially, the cost is zero. Whenever a
base tuple is added that represents a program change, we
increase the total cost of the corresponding tree by the
cost of that change. In each step, our algorithm picks
the partial tree with the lowest cost; if there are multiple trees with the same cost, our algorithm picks the one

From explanations to repairs

The above problem occurs in the context of disjunctions;
next, we consider its “twin”, which occurs in the context
of conjunctions. Sometimes, the meta provenance must
explain why a rule with multiple preconditions did not
derive a certain tuple. For diagnostic purposes, the absence of one missing precondition is already sufficient to
explain the absence of the tuple. However, meta provenance is intended for repair, i.e., it must allow us to find
a way to make the missing tuple appear. Thus, it is not
enough to find a way to make a single precondition true,
or even ways to make each precondition true individually. What we need is a way to satisfy all the preconditions at the same time!
For concreteness, consider the following simple example, which involves a meta rule A(x,y):-B(x),
C(x,y),x+y>1,x>0. Suppose that the operator
would like to find out why there is no A(x,y) with
y==2. In this case, it would be sufficient to show that
there is no C(x,y) with y==2 and x>0; cross-predicate
constraints, such as x+y>1, can be ignored. However,
if we want to actually make a suitable A(x,y) appear,
we need to jointly consider the absence of both B(x)
and C(x,y), and ensure that all branches of the provenance tree respect the cross-predicate constraints. In
other words, we cannot explore the two branches separately; we must make sure that their contents “match”.
To accomplish this, our algorithm automatically generates a constraint pool for each tree. It encodes the
attributes of tuples as variables, and it formulates constraints over these variables. For instance, given the
missing tuple A0 , we add two variables A0 .x and
A0 .y. To initialize the constraint pool, the root of the
meta provenance graph must satisfy the operator’s requirement: A0 .y == 2. While expanding any missing tuple, the algorithm adds constraints as necessary
for a successful derivation. In this example, three
constraints are needed: first, the predicates must join
together, i.e., B0 .x == C0 .x. Second, the predi-
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3.5

Generating meta provenance
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function G ENERATE R EPAIR C ANDIDATES(P )
R ← ∅, τr ← ROOT T UPLE(P )
if M ISSING T UPLE(τr ) then
C ← C ONSTRAINT P OOL(P )
A ← S ATA SSIGNMENT(C)
for (τi ) ∈ BASE T UPLES(P )
if M ISSING T UPLE(τi ) then
R ← R ∪ C HANGE T UPLE(τi ,A)
else if E XISTING T UPLE(τr ) then
for (Ti ) ∈ BASE T UPLE C OMBINATIONS(P )
Rci ← ∅, Rdi ← ∅
Ci ← S YMBOLIC P ROPAGATE(P ,Ti )
Ai ← U NSATA SSIGNMENT(Ci )
for (τi ) ∈ Ti
Rci ← Rci ∪ C HANGE T UPLE(τi ,Ai )
Rdi ← Rdi ∪ D ELETE T UPLE(τi )
R ← R ∪ Rci ∪ Rdi
RETURN R

Figure 5: Algorithm for extracting repair candidates
from the meta provenance graph. For a description of
the helper functions, please see [54].
with the smallest number of unexpanded vertexes. Repair candidates are output only once there are no trees
with a lower cost. Thus, repair candidates are found in
cost order, and the first one is optimal with respect to the
chosen cost metric; if the algorithm runs long enough,
it should eventually find a working repair. (For a more
detailed discussion, please see [54].) In practice, the algorithm would be run until some reasonable cut-off cost
is reached, or until the operator’s patience runs out.
The question remains how to assign costs to program
changes. We assign a low cost to common errors (such as
changing a constant by one or changing a == to a !=) and
a high cost to unlikely errors (such as writing an entirely
new rule, or defining a new table). Thus, we can prioritize the search of fixes to software bugs that are more
commonly observed in actual programming, and thus increase the chances that a working fix will be found.

3.6

Limitations

The above approach is likely to find simple problems,
such as incorrect constraints or copy-and-paste errors,
but it is not likely to discover fundamental flaws in
the program logic that require repairs in many different places and/or several new rules. However, software
engineering studies have consistently shown that simple
errors, such as copy-and-paste bugs, are very common:
simple typos already account for 9.4-9.8% of all semantic bugs [32], and 70–90% of bugs can be fixed by changing only existing syntactic elements [41]. Because of
this, we believe that an approach that can automatically
fix “low-cost” bugs can still be useful in practice.
Our approach focuses exclusively on incorrect computations; there are classes of bugs, such as concurrency
bugs or performance bugs, that it cannot repair. We speculate that such bugs can be found with a richer meta
model, but this is beyond the scope of the present paper.
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NEXIST[Tuple(L=S3, Tab="FlowTable",
Val1=80, Val2=2) @C]
...

EXIST[Sel(Rul="r7", JID=8538,
SID="Hdr == 80", Val=True) @C]

NEXIST[Sel(Rul="r7", JID=8538,
...
SID=?/*, Val=True) @C]
A
...

B
...

NEXIST[Expr(Rul="r7", JID=8538 or *,
ID="2", Val=3) @C]

NEXIST[Const(Rul="r7",
ID="2", Val=3) @C]

...

NEXIST[Oper(Rul="r7", SID="Swi == 2",
ID'="Swi", ID''="2", Opr='>') @C]

FIX: change constant value
"Swi == 2" => "Swi > 2"
Fix: change constant
"Swi == 2" => "Swi == 3"

Figure 6: Meta provenance of a missing flow entry. It
consists of two trees (white + yellow, white + blue), each
of which can generate a repair candidate.

4

Generating repair candidates

As discussed in Section 3.5, our algorithm explores the
meta provenance forest in cost order, adding vertexes
one by one by invoking QUERY on a leaf of an existing
partial tree. Thus, the algorithm slowly generates more
and more trees; at the same time, some existing trees are
eventually completed because none of their leaves can be
further expanded (i.e., QUERY returns ∅ on them). Once a
tree is completed, we invoke the algorithm in Figure 5 to
extract a candidate repair.
The algorithm has two cases: one for trees that have
an existing tuple at the root (e.g., a packet that reached
a host it should not have reached), and one for trees that
have a missing tuple at the root (e.g., a packet failed to
reach its destination). We discuss each in turn. Furthermore, we note that the ensuing analysis is performed on
the meta program, which is independent from the language that the original program is written in.

4.1

Handling negative symptoms

If the root of the tree is a missing tuple, its leaves will
contain either missing tuples or missing meta tuples,
which can be then created by inserting the corresponding tuples or program elements. However, some of these
tuples may still contain variables – for instance, the tree
might indicate that an A(x) tuple is missing, but without
a concrete value for x. Hence, the algorithm first looks
for a satisfying assignment of the tree’s constraint pool
(Section 3.4). If such an assignment is found, it will supply concrete values for all remaining variables; if not, the
tree cannot produce a working repair and is discarded.
As an example, Figure 6 shows part of the meta
provenance of a missing event. It contains two meta
provenance trees, which have some vertices in common (colored white), but do not share other vertices
(colored yellow and blue). The constraint pool includes Const0.Val = 3, Const0.Rul = r7, and
Const0.ID = 2. That is, the repair requires the exis-
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EXIST[Tuple(L=S3, Tab="FlowTable",
Val1=80, Val2=2) @C]
EXIST[Sel(Rul="r1", JID=3767,
SID=?/*, Val=(1 == Z)) @C]
EXIST[Oper(Rul="r1", SID="Swi == 1",
ID'="Swi", ID''="1", Opr='==') @C]
EXIST[Expr(Rul="r1", JID=3767
or *, ID="1", Val=Z) @C]
EXIST[Const(Rul="r1",
ID="1", Val=Z) @C, t1]

Fix: change constant
"Swi == 1" => "Swi == 2"

...

EXIST[Expr(Rul="r1", JID=3767,
ID="Swi", Val=1) @C]
EXIST[Join4(Rul="r1", JID=3767 or *,
Arg1="Swi", Arg2="Hdr", ...) @C]
...
EXIST[TuplePred(Rul="r1",
Tab="WebLoadBalancer", ...) @C]
...
EXIST[PredFunc(Rul="r1",
Tab="WebLoadBalancer", ...) @C]

Discarded fix: delete predicate
"WebLoadBalancer"

Figure 7: Meta provenance of a harmful flow entry. All
repairs (e.g., green and red) can prevent this derivation,
but the red one rederives the tuple via other meta rules.
tence of a constant of value 3 in rule r7. Therefore, we
can change value of the original constant (identified by
identical primary keys Rul and ID) to 3.

4.2

Handling positive symptoms

Meta provenance can also help with debugging scenarios with positive symptoms. Figure 7 shows the meta
provenance graph of a tuple that exists, but should not
exist. We can make this tuple disappear by deleting (or
changing in the proper way) any of the base tuples or
meta tuples on which the derivation is based.
However, neither base tuples nor meta tuples are always safe to change. In the case of meta tuples, we must
ensure that the change does not violate the syntax of the
underlying language (in this case, µDlog). For instance,
it would be safe to delete a PredFunc tuple to remove
an entire predicate, but it may not be safe to delete a
Const meta tuple, since this might result in an incomplete expression, such as Swi >.
In the case of changes to base tuples, the problem is to
find changes that a) will make the current derivation disappear, and that b) will not cause an alternate derivation
of the same tuple via different meta rules. To handle the
first problem, we do not directly replace elements of a tuple with a different value. Rather, we initially replace the
elements with symbolic constants and then re-execute the
derivation of meta rules symbolically while collecting
constraints over the symbolic constants that must hold
for the derivation to happen. Finally, we can negate these
constraints and use a constraint solver to find a satisfying
assignment for the negation. If successful, this will yield
concrete values we can substitute for the symbolic constant that will make the derivation disappear.
For concreteness, we consider the green repair in Figure 7. We initially replace Const(’r1’,1,1) with
Const(’r1’,1,Z) and then reexecute the derivation
to collect constraints – in this case, 1==Z. Since Z=2
does not satisfy the constraints, we can make the tuple at
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the top disappear by changing Z to 2 (which corresponds
to changing Swi==1 to Swi==2 in the program).
This leaves the second problem from above: even if
we make a change that disables one particular derivation
of an undesired tuple, that very change could enable
some other derivation that causes the undesired tuple
to reappear. For instance, suppose we delete the tuple
PredFunc(’r1’,’WebLoadBalancer’, ...),
which corresponds to deleting the WebLoadBalancer
predicate from the µDlog rule r1 (shaded red in
Figure 7). This deletion will cause the Join4 tuple to disappear, and it will change the value of
PredFuncCount from 2 to 1. As a result, the derivation through meta rule j1 will duly disappear; however,
this will instead trigger meta rule j2, which leads to
another derivation of the same flow entry.
Solving this for arbitrary programs is equivalent to
solving the halting problem, which is NP-hard. However, we do not need a perfect solution because this case
is rare, and because we can either use heuristics to track
certain rederivations or we can easily eliminate the corresponding repair candidates during backtesting.

4.3

Backtesting a single repair candidate

Although the generated repairs will (usually) solve the
problem immediately at hand, by making the desired tuple appear or the undesired tuple disappear, each repair
can also have a broader effect on the network as a whole.
For instance, if the problem is that a switch forwarded a
packet to the wrong host, one possible “repair” is to disable the rule that generates flow entries for that switch.
However, this would also prevent all other packets from
being forwarded, which is probably too restrictive.
To mitigate this, we adopt the maxim of “primum non
nocere” [20] and assess the global impact of a repair candidate before suggesting it. Specifically, we backtest the
repair candidates in simulation, using historical information from the network. We can approximate past controlplane states from the diagnostic information we already
record for the provenance; to generate a plausible workload, we can use a Netflow trace or a sample of packets.
We then collect some key statistics, such as the number
of packets delivered to each host. Since the problems
we are aiming to repair are typically subtle (total network failures are comparatively easy to diagnose!), they
should affect only a small fraction of the traffic. Hence,
a “good” candidate repair should have little or no impact
on metrics that are not related to the specified problem.
In essence, the metrics play the role of the test suite
that is commonly used in the wider literature on automated program fixing. While the simple metric from
above should serve as a good starting point, operators
could easily add metrics of their own, e.g., to encode
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r7(v1) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi == 3, Hdr == 80, Prt := 2.
r7(v2) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi > 2, Hdr == 80, Prt := 2.
r7(v3) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi != 2, Hdr == 80, Prt := 2.
(a)
r6(v1,v2,v3) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi == 2,
r7(v1,v2,v3) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi == 3,
r7(v2,v3) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi > 3, Hdr
r7(v3) FlowTable(@Swi,Hdr,Prt) :- PacketIn(@C,Swi,Hdr), Swi < 2, Hdr ==

Hdr == 53,
Hdr == 80,
== 80, Prt
80, Prt :=

Prt := 2.
Prt := 2.
:= 2.
2.

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Three repair candidates, all of which can generate forwarding flow entries for switch S2 by fixing r7 in
the original program in Figure 2; other parts of the program are unchanged. (b) Backtesting program that evaluates all
three repair candidates simultaneously while running shared computations only once.
performance goals (load balancing, link utilization) or
security restrictions (traffic from X should never reach
Y). However, recall that, in contrast to much of the earlier work on program fixing, we do not rely on this “test
suite” to find candidate repairs (we use the meta provenance for that); the metrics simply serve as a sanity check
to weed out repairs with serious side effects. The fact
that a given repair passed the backtesting stage is not a
guarantee that no side effects will occur.
As an additional benefit, the metrics can be used to
rank the repairs, and to give preference to the candidates
that have the smallest impact on the overall network.

4.4

Backtesting multiple repair candidates

It is important for the backtesting to be fast: the less
time it takes, the more candidate repairs we can afford
to consider. Fortunately, we can leverage another concept from the database literature to speed up this process
considerably. Recall that each backtest simulates the behavior of the network with the repaired program. Thus,
we are effectively running many very similar “queries”
(the repaired programs, which differ only in the fixes
that were applied) over the same “database” (the historical network data), where we expect significant overlaps
among the query computations. This is a classical instance of multi-query optimization, for which powerful
solutions are available in the literature [19, 35].
Multi-query optimization exploits the fact that almost
all computation is shared by almost all repair candidates,
and thus has to be performed only once. We accomplish
this by transforming the original program into a backtesting program as follows. First, we associate each tuple
with a set of tags, we extend all relations to have a new
field for storing the tags, and we update all the rules such
that the tag of the head is the intersection of the tags in
the body. Then, for each repair candidate, we create a
new tag and add copies of all the rules the repair candidate modifies, but we restrict them to this particular tag.
Finally, we add rules that evaluate the metrics from Section 4.3, separately for each tag.
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The effect is that data flows through the program as
usual, but, at each point where a repair candidate has
modified something, the flow forks off a subflow that has
the tag of that particular candidate. Thus, the later in
the program the modification occurs, the fewer computations have to be duplicated for that candidate. Overall, the backtesting program correctly computes the metrics for each candidate, but runs considerably faster than
computing each of the metrics round after round.
As an example, Figure 8(a) shows three repair candidates (v1, v2, and v3) for the buggy program in Figure 2. Each of them alters the rule r7 in a different way:
v1 changes a constant, v2 and v3 change an operator.
(Other rules are unchanged.)
In some cases, it is possible to determine, through
static analysis, that rules with different tags produce
overlapping output. For instance, in the above example,
the three repairs all modify the same predicate, and some
of the predicates are implied by others; thus, the output
for switch 3 is the same for all three tags, and the output for switches above 3 is the same for tags v2 and v3.
By coalescing the corresponding rules, we can further
reduce the computation cost. Finding all opportunities
for coalescing would be difficult, but recall that this is
merely an optimization: even if we find none at all, the
program will still be correct, albeit somewhat slower.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we report results from our experimental
evaluation, which aim to answer five high-level questions: 1) Can meta provenance generate reasonable repair candidates? 2) What is the runtime overhead of
meta provenance? 3) How fast can we process diagnostic queries? 4) Does meta provenance scale well with the
network size? And 5) how well does meta provenance
work across different SDN frameworks?

5.1

Prototype implementation

We have built a prototype based on declarative and imperative SDN environments as well as Mininet [29]. It
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generates and further backtests repair candidates, such
that the operator can inspect the suggested repairs and
decide whether and which to apply. Our prototype consists of around 30,000 lines of code, including the following three main components.
Controllers: We validate meta provenance using three
types of SDN environments. The first is a declarative
controller based on RapidNet [44]; it includes a proxy
that interposes between the RapidNet engine and the
Mininet network and that translates NDlog tuples into
OpenFlow messages and vice versa. The other two are
existing environments: the Trema framework [51] and
the Pyretic language [37]. (Notice that neither of the latter two is declarative: Trema is based on Ruby, an imperative language, and Pyretic is an imperative domainspecific language that is embedded in Python.)
At runtime, the controller and the network each record
relevant control-plane messages and packets to a log,
which can be used to answer diagnostic queries later. The
information we require from runtime is not substantially
different from existing provenance systems [10, 33, 55,
63], which have shown that provenance can be captured
at scale and for SDNs.
Tuple generators: For each of the above languages, we
have built a meta tuple generator that automatically generates meta tuples from the controller program and from
the log. The program-based meta tuples (e.g., constants,
operators, edges) only need to be generated once for
each program; the log-based meta tuples (e.g., messages,
constraints, expressions) are generated by replaying the
logged control-plane messages through automaticallyinstrumented controller programs.
Tree constructor: This component constructs meta
provenance trees from the meta tuples upon a query. As
we discussed in Section 3.4, this requires checking the
consistency of repair candidates. Our constructor has an
interface to the Z3 solver [11] for this purpose. However,
since many of the constraint sets we generate are trivial, we have built our own “mini-solver” that can quickly
solve the trivial instances on its own; the nontrivial ones
are handed over to Z3. The mini-solver also serves as
an optimizer for handling cross-table meta tuple joins.
Using a naı̈ve nested loop join that considers all combinations of different meta tuples would be inefficient;
instead, we solve simple constraints (e.g., equivalence,
ranges) first. This allows us to filter the meta tuples before joining them, and use more efficient join paradigms,
such as hash joins. Our cost metric is based on a study of
common bug fix patters (Pan et al. [41]).

5.2

Experimental setup

To obtain a representative experimental environment, we
set up the Stanford campus network from ATPG [58] in
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Mininet [29], with 16 Operational Zone and backbone
routers. Moreover, we augmented the topology with
edge networks, each of which is connected to the main
network by at least one core router; we also set up 1
to 15 end hosts per edge network. The core network is
proactively configured using forwarding entries from the
Stanford campus network; the edge networks run a mix
of reactive and proactive applications. In our techinical
report [54], we include an experiment where the controller reactively installs core routing policies. Overall,
our smallest topology across all scenarios consisted of
19 routers and 259 hosts, and our largest topology consisted of 169 routers and 549 hosts. In addition, we created realistic background traffic using two traffic traces
obtained in a similar campus network setting [5]; 1 to 16
of the end hosts replayed the traces continuously during
the course of our experiments. Moreover, we generated
a mix of ICMP ping traffic and HTTP web traffic on
the remaining hosts. Overall, 4.6–309.4 million packets
were sent through the network. We ran our experiments
on a Dell OptiPlex 9020 workstation, which has a 8-core
3.40 GHz Intel i7-4770 CPU with 16 GB of RAM and
a 128 GB OCZ Vector SSD. The OS was Ubuntu 13.10,
and the kernel version was 3.8.0.

5.3

Usability: Diagnosing SDNs

A natural first question to ask is whether meta provenance can repair real problems. To avoid distorting
our results by picking our own toy problems to debug, we have chosen four diagnostic scenarios from
four different networking papers that have appeared at
CoNEXT [13, 58], NSDI [7], and HotSDN [4], plus one
common class of bugs from an OSDI paper [31]. We focused on scenarios where the root cause of the problem
was a bug in the controller program. We recreated each
scenario in the lab, based on its published description.
The five scenarios were:
• Q1: Copy-and-paste error [31]. A server received
no requests because the operator made a copy-andpaste error when modifying the controller program.
The scenario is analogous to the one in Figure 1, but
with larger topology and more realistic traffic.
• Q2: Forwarding error [58]. A server could not
receive queries from certain clients because the operator made a error when specifying the action of
the forwarding rule.
• Q3: Uncoordinated policy update [13]. A firewall
controller app configured white-list rules for web
servers. A load-balancing controller app updated
the policy on an ingress point, without coordinating with the firewall app; this caused some traffic to
shift, and then to be blocked by the firewall.
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Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

Query description
H20 is not receiving HTTP requests from H2
H17 is not receiving DNS queries from H1
H20 is not receiving HTTP requests from H1
First HTTP packet from H2 to H20 is not received
H2’s MAC address is not learned by the controller

Result
9/2
12/3
11/3
13/3
9/3

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Table 1: The diagnostic queries, the number of repair
candidates generated by meta provenance, and the number of remaining candidates after backtesting.
• Q4: Forgotten packets [7]. A controller app
correctly installed flow entries in response to new
flows; however, it forgot to instruct the switches to
forward the first incoming packet in each flow.
• Q5: Incorrect MAC learning [4]. A MAC learning app should have matched packets based on their
source IP, incoming port, and destination IP; however, the program only matched on the latter two
fields. As a result, some switches never learned
about the existence of certain hosts.
To get a sense of how useful meta provenance would be
for repairing the problems, we ran diagnostic queries in
our five scenarios as shown in Table 1, and examined
the generated candidate repairs. In each of the scenarios,
we bounded the cost and asked the repair generator to
produce all repair candidates. Table 2 shows the repair
candidates returned for Q1; the others are included in
our technical report [54].
Our backtesting confirmed that each of the proposed
candidates was effective, in the sense that it caused the
backup web server to receive at least some HTTP traffic.
This phase also weeded out the candidates that caused
problems for the rest of the network. To quantify the side
effects, we replayed historical packets in the original network and in each repaired network. We then computed
the traffic distribution at end hosts for each of these networks. We used the Two-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test with significance level 0.05 to compare the distributions before and after each repair. A repair candidate was
rejected if it significantly distorted the original traffic distribution; the statistics and the decisions are shown in Table 2. For instance, repair candidate G deleted Swi==2
and Dpt==53 in rule r6. This causes the controller to
generate a flow entry that forwards HTTP requests at S3;
however, the modified r6 also causes HTTP requests to
be forwarded to the DNS server.
After backtesting, the remaining candidates are presented to the operator in complexity order, i.e., the simplest candidate is shown first. In this example, the second candidate on the list (B) is also the one that most
human operators would intuitively have chosen – it fixes
the copy-and-paste bug by changing the switch ID in the
faulty predicate from Swi==2 to Swi==3.
Table 1 summarizes the quality of repairs our prototype generated for all scenarios for the RapidNet con-
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Repair candidate (Accepted?)
Manually installing a flow entry (3)
Changing Swi==2 in r7 to Swi==3 (3)
Changing Swi==2 in r7 to Swi!=2 (5)
Changing Swi==2 in r7 to Swi>=2 (5)
Changing Swi==2 in r7 to Swi>2 (5)
Deleting Swi==2 in r7 (5)
Deleting Swi==2 and Dpt==53 in r6 (5)
Deleting Swi==2 and Dpt==80 in r7 (5)
Changing Swi==2 and Act=output-1 in r5
to Swi==3 and Act=output-2 (5)

KS-test
0.00007
0.00007
0.00865
0.00826
0.00826
0.00867
0.05287
0.00999
0.05286

Table 2: Candidate repairs generated by meta provenance
for Q1, which are then filtered by a KS-test.
troller. Each scenario resulted in two or three repair suggestions. In the first stage, meta provenance produced
between 9 and 13 repair candidates for each query, for
a total of 54 repair candidates. Note that these numbers
do not count expensive repair candidates that were discarded by the ranking heuristic (Section 3.5). The backtesting stage then confirmed that 48 of these candidates
were effective, i.e., they fixed the problem at hand (e.g.,
the repair caused the server to receive at least a few packets). However, 34 of the effective candidates caused nontrivial side effects, and thus were discarded.
We note that the final set of candidates included a few
non-intuitive repairs – for instance, one candidate fixed
the problem in Q1 by manually installing a new flow entry. However, these repairs were nevertheless effective
and had few side effects, so they should suffice as an initial fix. If desired, a human operator could always refactor the program later on.

5.4

Runtime overhead

Latency and throughput: To measure the latency
and throughput overhead incurred by maintaining meta
provenance, we used a standard approach of stresstesting OpenFlow controllers [14] which involves
streaming incoming packets through the Trema controller using Cbench. Latency is defined as the time
taken to process each packet within the controller. We
observe that provenance maintenance resulted in a latency increase of 4.2% to 54ms, and a throughput reduction of 9.8% to 45, 423 packets per second.
Disk storage: To evaluate the storage overhead, we
streamed the two traffic traces obtained from [5] through
our SDN scenario in Q1. For each packet in the trace,
we recorded a 120-byte log entry that contains the packet
header and the timestamp. The logging rates for the two
traces are 20.2 MB/s and 11.4 MB/s per switch, respectively, which are only a fraction of the sequential write
rate of commodity SSDs. Note that this data need not be
kept forever: most diagnostic queries are about problems
that currently exist or have appeared recently. Thus, is
should be sufficient to store the most recent entries, perhaps an hour’s worth.
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Figure 9: Repair generation speed for all queries; backtesting speed and scalability result for Q1.

5.5

Time to generate repairs

Diagnostic queries does not always demand a real-time
response; however, operators would presumably prefer a
quick turnaround. Figure 9a shows the turnaround time
for constructing the meta provenance data structure and
for generating repair candidates, including a breakdown
by category. In general, scenarios with more complex
control-plane state (Q1, Q4, and Q5) required more time
to query the time index and to look up historical data;
the latter can involve loop-joining multiple meta tables,
particularly for the more complicated meta rules with
over ten predicates. Other scenarios (Q2 and Q3) forked
larger meta-provenance forests and thus spent more time
on generating repairs and on solving constraints. However, we observe that, even when run on a single machine, the entire process took less than 25 seconds in all
scenarios, which does not seem unreasonable. This time
could be further reduced by parallelization, since different machines could work on different parts of the metaprovenance forest in parallel.

5.6

Backtesting speed

Next, we evaluate the backtesting speed using the repair
candidates listed in Table 2. For each candidate, we sampled packet traces at the network ingresses from the log,
and replayed them for backtesting. The top line in Figure 9b shows the time needed to backtest all the candidates sequentially; testing all nine of them took about
two minutes, which already seems reasonably fast. However, the less time backtesting takes, the more repair
candidates we can afford to consider. The lower line
in Figure 9b shows the time needed to jointly backtest
the first k candidates using the multi-query optimization
technique from Section 4.4, which merges the candidates
into a single “backtesting program”. With this, testing
all nine candidates took about 40 seconds. This large
speedup is expected because the repairs are small and
fairly similar (since they are all intended to fix the same
problem); hence, there is a substantial amount of overlap
between the individual backtests, which the multi-query
technique can then eliminate.
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5.7

Scalability

To evaluate the scalability of meta provenance with regard to the network size, we tested the turnaround time
of query Q1 on larger networks which contained up to
169 routers and 549 hosts. We obtained these networks
by adding more routers and hosts to the basic Stanford
campus network. Moreover, we increased the number of
hosts that replay traffic traces [5] to up to 16. We generated synthetic traffic on the remaining hosts, and used
higher traffic rates in larger networks to emulate more
hosts. As we can see from Figure 9c, the turnaround time
increased linearly with the network size, but it was within
50 seconds for all cases. As the breakdown shows, the
increase mainly comes from the latency increase of the
historical lookups and of the replay. This is because the
additional nodes and traffic caused the size of the controller state to increase. This in turn resulted in a longer
time to search through the controller state, and to replay
the messages. Repair generation and constraint solving
time only see minor increases. This is expected because
the meta provenance forest is generated from only relevant parts of the log, the size of which is relatively stable
when the affected flows are given.

5.8

Applicability to other languages

To see how well meta provenance works for languages
other than NDlog, we developed meta models for
Trema [51] and Pyretic [37]. This required only a moderate effort (16 person-hours). Our Trema model contains
42 meta rules and 32 meta tuples; it covers basic control flow (e.g., functional calls, conditional jumps) and
data flow semantics (e.g., constants, expressions, variables, and objects) of Ruby. The Pyretic model contains
53 meta rules and 41 meta tuples; it describes a set of
imperative features of Python, similar to that of Ruby. It
also encodes the Pyretic NetCore syntax (from Figure 4
in [37]). Developing such a model is a one-time investment – once rules for a new language are available, they
can be applied to any program in that language.
To verify that these models generate effective fixes,
we recreated the scenarios in Section 5.3 for Trema and
Pyretic. We could not reproduce Q4 in Pyretic because
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Trema (Ruby)
Pyretic (DSL + Python)

Q1
7/2
4/2

Q2
10/2
11/2

Q3
11/2
9/2

Q4
10/2
-

Q5
14/3
14/3

Table 3: Results for Trema and Pyretic. For each scenario from Section 5.3, we show how many repair candidates are generated, and how many passed backtesting.
the Pyretic abstraction and its runtime already prevents
such problems from happening. Table 3 shows our results. Overall, the number of repairs that were generated and passed backtesting are relatively stable across
the different languages. For Q1, we found fewer repair
candidates for Pyretic than for RapidNet and Trema; this
is because an implementation of the same logic in different languages can provide different “degrees of freedom”
for possible repairs. (For instance, an equality check
Swi==2 in RapidNet would be match(switch = 2) in
Pyretic; a fix that changes the operator to > is possible in
the former but disallowed in the latter because of the syntax of match.) In all cases, meta provenance produced
at least one repair that passed the backtesting phase.

6

Related Work

Provenance: Provenance [6] has been applied to a wide
range of systems [3, 12, 18, 38, 57]. It has been used for
network diagnostics before – e.g., in [10, 55, 62, 63] – but
these solutions only explain why some data was or was
not computed from some given input data; they do not include the program in the provenance and thus, unlike our
approach, cannot generate program fixes. We have previously sketched our approach in [53]; the present paper
adds a full algorithm and an experimental evaluation.
Program slicing: Given a specification of the output,
program slicing [1, 42, 52] can capture relevant parts of
the program by generating a reduced program, which is
obtained by eliminating statements from the original program. However, slices do not encode causality and thus
cannot be directly used for generating repairs.
Network debugging: There is a rich literature on finding bugs and/or certifying their absence. Some systems,
such as [15, 17, 24, 25, 26, 59], use static analysis for
this purpose; others, including [46, 47, 56, 58], use dynamic testing. Also, some domain-specific languages
can enable verification of specific classes of SDN programs [2, 28, 39]. In contrast, the focus of our work is
not verification or finding bugs, but generating fixes.
Automated program repair: Tools for repairing programs have been developed in several areas. The software engineering community has used genetic programming [30], symbolic execution [40], and program synthesis [8] to fix programs; they usually rely on a test suite
or a formal specification to find fixes and sometimes propose only specific kinds of fixes. In the systems community, ClearView [43] mines invariants in programs, corre-
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lates violations with failures, and generates fixes at runtime; ConfDiagnoser [60] compares correct and undesired executions to find suspicious predicates in the program; and Sidiroglou et al. [48] runs attack vectors on
instrumented applications and then generates fixes automatically. In databases, ConQueR [50] can refine a
SQL query to make certain tuples appear in, or disappear
from, the output; however, it is restricted to SPJA queries
and cannot handle general controller programs. These
systems primarily rely on heuristics, whereas our proposed approach uses provenance to track causality and
can thus pinpoint specific root causes.
In the networking domain specifically, the closest solutions are NetGen [45] and Hojjat et at. [22], which synthesize changes to an existing network to satisfy a desired
property or to remove incorrect configurations, which are
specified as regular expressions or Horn clauses. While
these tools can generate optimal changes, e.g., the smallest number of next-hop routing changes, they are designed for repairing the data plane, i.e., a snapshot of the
network configuration at a particular time; our approach
repairs control programs and considers dynamic network
configuration changes triggered by network traffic.
Synthesis: One way to avoid buggy network configurations entirely is to synthesize them from a specification
of the operator’s intent as, e.g., in Genesis [49]. However, it is unclear whether this approach works well for
complex networks or policies, so having a way to find
and fix bugs in manually written programs is still useful.

7

Conclusion

Network diagnostics is almost a routine for today’s operators. However, most debuggers can only find bugs,
but not suggest a fix. In this paper, we have taken a
step towards better tool support for network repair, using a novel data structure that we call meta provenance.
Like classic provenance, meta provenance tracks causality; but it goes beyond data causality and treats the program as just another kind of data. Thus, it can be used to
reason about program changes that prevent undesirable
events or create desirable events. While meta provenance
falls short of our (slightly idealistic) goal of an automatic
“Fix it!” button for SDNs, we believe that it does represent a step in the right direction. As our case studies
show, meta provenance can generate high-quality repairs
for realistic network problems in one minute, with no
help from the human operator.
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Abstract
Real-time network verification promises to automatically
detect violations of network-wide reachability invariants
on the data plane. To be useful in practice, these violations need to be detected in the order of milliseconds,
without raising false alarms. To date, most real-time
data plane checkers address this problem by exploiting
at least one of the following two observations: (i) only
small parts of the network tend to be affected by typical
changes to the data plane, and (ii) many different packets tend to share the same forwarding behaviour in the
entire network. This paper shows how to effectively exploit a third characteristic of the problem, namely: similarity among forwarding behaviour of packets through
parts of the network, rather than its entirety. We propose
the first provably amortized quasi-linear algorithm to do
so. We implement our algorithm in a new real-time data
plane checker, Delta-net. Our experiments with SDN-IP,
a globally deployed ONOS software-defined networking
application, and several hundred million IP prefix rules
generated using topologies and BGP updates from realworld deployed networks, show that Delta-net checks a
rule insertion or removal in approximately 40 microseconds on average, a more than 10× improvement over the
state-of-the-art. We also show that Delta-net eliminates
an inherent bottleneck in the state-of-the-art that restricts
its use in answering Datalog-style “what if” queries.

1

Introduction

In an evermore interconnected world, network traffic is
increasingly diverse and demanding, ranging from communication between small everyday devices to largescale data centres across the globe. This diversity has
driven the design and rapid adoption of new open networking architectures (e.g. [41]), built on programmable
network switches, which make it possible to separate the
control plane from the data plane. This separation opens
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up interesting avenues for innovation [37], including rigorous analysis for finding network-related bugs. Finding
these bugs automatically poses the following challenges.
Since the control plane is typically a Turing-complete
program, the problem of automatically proving the presence and absence of bugs in the control plane is generally
undecidable. However, the data plane, which is produced
by the control plane, can be automatically analyzed.
While the problem of checking reachability properties
in the data plane is generally NP-hard [34], the problem becomes polynomial-time solvable in the restricted,
but not uncommon, case where network switches only
forward packets by matching IP prefixes [36]. This theoretical fact helps to explain why real-time data plane
checkers [27, 25, 55] can often automatically detect violations of network-wide invariants on the data plane in
the order of milliseconds, without raising false alarms.
To achieve this, most real-time network verification
techniques exploit at least one of the following two observations: (i) only small parts of the network tend to be
affected by typical changes to the data plane [27, 25], and
(ii) many different packets often share the same forwarding behaviour in the entire network [27, 55]. Both observations are significant because the former gives rise to
incremental network verification in which only changes
between two data plane snapshots are analyzed, whereas
the latter means that the analysis can be performed on a
representative subset of network packets in the form of
packet equivalence classes [27, 25, 55].
In spite of these advances, it is so far an open problem
how to efficiently handle operations that involve swaths
of packet equivalence classes [27]. This is problematic because it limits the real-time analysis of network
failures, which are common in industry-scale networks,
e.g. [13, 4]. Moreover, it essentially prevents data plane
checkers from being used to answer “what if” queries in
the style of recent Datalog approaches [17, 33] because
these hypothetical scenarios typically involve checking
the fate of many or all packets in the entire network.
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To address this problem, this paper shows how to
effectively exploit a third characteristic of data plane
checking, namely: similarity among forwarding behaviour of packets through parts of the network, rather
than its entirety. We show that our approach addresses
fundamental limitations (§ 2) in the design of the currently most advanced data plane checker, Veriflow [27].
In this paper, we propose a new real-time data plane
checker, Delta-net (§ 3). Instead of constructing multiple forwarding graphs for representing the flow of packets in the network [27], Delta-net incrementally transforms a single edge-labelled graph that represents all
flows of packets in the entire network. We present the
first provably amortized quasi-linear algorithm to do so
(Theorem 1). Our algorithm incrementally maintains the
lattice-theoretical concept of atoms: a set of mutually
disjoint ranges through which it is possible to analyze all
Boolean combinations of IP prefix forwarding rules in
the network so that every possible forwarding table over
these rules can be concisely expressed and efficiently
checked. This approach is inspired by Yang and Lam’s
atomic predicates verifier [55]. While more general, their
algorithm has a quadratic worst-case time complexity,
whereas ours is quasi-linear. Since Delta-net’s atom representation is based on lattice theory, it can be seen as
an abstract domain (e.g. [11]) for analyzing forwarding
rules. What makes our abstract domain different from
traditional ones is that we dynamically refine its precision so that false alarms never occur.
For our performance evaluation (§ 4), we use data sets
comprising several hundred million IP prefix rules generated from the UC Berkeley campus, four Rocketfuel
topologies [49] and real-world BGP updates [46]. As
part of our experiments, we run SDN-IP [31, 47], one of
the most mature and globally deployed software-defined
networking applications in the ONOS project [7, 42]. We
show that Delta-net checks a rule insertion or removal in
tens of microseconds on average, a more than 10× improvement over the state-of-the-art [27]. Furthermore, as
an exemplar of “what if” scenarios, we adapt a link failure experiment by Khurshid et al. [27], and show that
Delta-net performs several orders of magnitude faster
than Veriflow [27]. We discuss related work in § 5.
Contributions. Our main contributions are as follows:
• Delta-net (§ 3), a new real-time data plane checker
that incrementally maintains a compact representation
about the flows of all packets in the network, thereby
supporting a broader class of scenarios and queries.
• new realistic benchmarks (§ 4.2.2) with an opensource, globally deployed SDN application [47].
• experimental results (§ 4.3) that show Delta-net is
more than 10× faster than the state-of-the-art in
checking rule updates, while also making it now feasible to answer an expensive class of “what if” queries.
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Figure 1: When rule r4 (red edge) is inserted into switch
s1 , Veriflow constructs at least three forwarding graphs,
which significantly overlap with each other.

2

Overview of approach

In this section, we motivate and explain our approach
through a simple example (§ 2.1) that illustrates how
Delta-net differs from the currently most advanced data
plane checker, Veriflow [27]. In addition to performance
considerations, we follow three design goals (§ 2.2).

2.1

Example

Our example is based on a small network of four
switches, shown in the upper-left corner of Figure 1. The
data plane in this network is depicted as a directed graph
in which each edge denotes an IP prefix forwarding rule.
For example, rule r1 in Figure 1 is assumed to determine
the packet flow for a specific destination IP prefix from
switch s1 to s2 . Suppose the network comprises rules r1 ,
r2 and r3 (black edges) installed on switches s1 , s2 and
s3 , respectively. Since each rule matches packets by a
destination IP prefix, we can represent each rule’s match
condition by an interval. For example, the IP prefix
0.0.0.10/31 (using the IPv4 CIDR format) corresponds
to the half-closed interval [10 : 12) = {10, 11} because
0.0.0.10/31 is equivalent to the 32-bit binary sequence
that starts with all zeros and ends with 101∗ where ∗ denotes an arbitrary bit. Here, we depict the intervals of all
three rules as parallel black lines (in an arbitrary order)
in the upper-right half of Figure 1. The interpretation is
that all three rules’ IP prefixes overlap with each other.
Let us assume we are interested in checking the data
plane for forwarding loops. Veriflow then first partitions
all packets into packet equivalences classes, as explained
next. Consider a new rule r4 (red edge in Figure 1) to be
installed on switch s1 such that rule r4 has a higher priority than the existing rule r1 on switch s1 . As depicted in
the upper half of Figure 1, the new rule r4 overlaps with
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Figure 2: Rather than constructing multiple forwarding
graphs that potentially overlap (Figure 1), Delta-net incrementally transforms a single edge-labelled graph.

Figure 3: Delta-net incrementally maintains atoms, a
family of sets of packets that can represent all Boolean
combinations of IP prefix forwarding rules.

all the existing rules in the network, irrespective of the
switch on which they are installed. Veriflow identifies
at least three equivalence classes that are affected by the
new rule, each of which denotes a set of packets that experience the same forwarding behaviour throughout the
network. Here, we depict equivalence classes by three
interval segments (gray vertical dashed lines).
For each equivalence class, Veriflow constructs a forwarding graph (denoted by G1 , G2 and G3 in Figure 1)
that represent how packets in each equivalence class can
flow through the network. Veriflow can now check for,
say, forwarding loops by traversing G1 , G2 and G3 . Note
that the edge that represents the packet flow from switch
s1 to s2 is excluded from all three forwarding graphs because on switch s1 , for the three depicted equivalence
classes, the packet flow is determined by the higherpriority rule r4 rather than the lower-priority rule r1 .
Crucially, in our example, the forwarding graphs that
Veriflow constructs are essentially the same to previously
constructed ones (dashed areas) except for the new edge
from switch s1 to s4 . In addition, G1 , G2 and G2 share
much in common, e.g. G2 and G3 have the same edge
from switch s2 to s3 . As the number of rules in the
network increases, so may the commonality among forwarding graphs. In real networks, this leads to inefficiencies that pose problems under real-time constraints.
We now illustrate how our approach avoids these kind
of inefficiencies. For illustrative purposes, assume we
start again with the network in which only rules r1 , r2 and
r3 (black edges) have been installed on switches s1 , s2
and s3 , respectively. The collection of IP prefixes in the
network induces half-closed intervals, each of which we
call an atom. A set of atoms can represent an IP prefix.
For example, as shown at the top of Figure 2, the set
{α2 , α3 } represents the IP prefix of rule r2 .
At the core of our approach is a directed graph whose

edges are labelled by atoms. The purpose of this edgelabelled graph is to represent packet flows in the entire network. For example, to represent that r2 forwards
packets from switch s2 to s3 we label the corresponding
edge in the directed graph with the atoms α2 and α3 .
Of course, an edge-labelled graph that represents all
flows in the network may need to be transformed when a
new rule is inserted or removed. The bottom of Figure 2
illustrates the nature of such a graph transformation in
the case where rule r4 is inserted into switch s1 . The
point of the drawing is threefold. First, observe that the
rule insertion of r4 results in the creation of a new atom
α4 (red label in the graph on the bottom-left corner). Using the newly created atom, r4 ’s IP prefix can now be
precisely represented as the set of atoms {α2 , α3 , α4 }.
Second, when a new atom, such as α4 , is created, existing atom representations may need to be updated. For
example, r1 ’s IP prefix on the edge from switch s1 to s2
needs to be now represented by four instead of only three
atoms. Finally, since rule r4 , recall, has higher priority
than rule r1 , three of those four atoms need be moved to
the newly inserted edge from switch s1 to s4 (as shown
by a dashed arrow in Figure 2). This results in the edgelabelled graph shown in the bottom-right corner of Figure 2 where the edges from switch s1 correspond to the
forwarding action of the rules r1 and r4 and are labelled
by the set of atoms {α1 } and {α2 , α3 , α4 }, respectively.
Crucially, note how our approach avoids the construction
of multiple overlapping forwarding graphs by transforming a single edge-labelled graph instead.
Delta-net’s key components and sequence of steps are
depicted in Figure 3. In this flowchart, the steps in
shaded areas — annotated by { 1 , 2 } and { 3 } in Figure 3 — are new and described in § 3.1 and § 3.2, respectively. Here, we only highlight two main fundamental
differences between Delta-net and Veriflow:
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Figure 4: Comparison of processed rules (black edges).
• Veriflow generally has to traverse rules in different
switches to compute equivalence classes and forwarding graphs: in our example, when rule r4 is inserted
into switch s1 , Veriflow traverses all rules in the network (four black edges in Figure 4a). By contrast,
our approach concentrates on the affected rules in the
modified switch. For example, when rule r4 is inserted
into switch s1 , the two black edges in Figure 4b show
that only rules r1 and r4 on switch s1 are inspected by
Delta-net to transform the edge-labelled graph.
• Veriflow recomputes affected equivalence classes and
forwarding graphs each time a rule is inserted or removed, whereas Delta-net incrementally transforms a
single edge-labelled graph to represent the flows of
all packets in the entire network. This significantly
broadens the scope of Delta-net (§ 2.2) because it can
more efficiently handle network failures and “what if”
queries regarding many or all packets in the network.

2.2

Functional design goals

In addition to more stringent real-time constraints, our
work is guided by the following three design goals:
1. Similar to Datalog-based approaches [17, 33], we
want to efficiently find all packets that can reach a
node B from A, avoiding restrictions of SAT/SMTbased data plane checkers (e.g. [34]), which can solve
a broader class of problems but require multiple calls
to their underlying SAT/SMT solver to find more than
one witness for the reachability from A to B.
2. Our design should support known incremental network verification techniques that construct forwarding graphs for the purpose of checking reachability properties each time a rule is inserted or removed [27]. This is important because it preserves

After explaining the technical details of Delta-net, we
describe how it achieves these design goals (§ 3.3).

3

Delta-net

In this section, we explain Delta-net’s underlying atom
representation (§ 3.1), and its algorithm for modifying
rules through insertion and removal operations (§ 3.2).
Recall that these two subsections correspond to the steps
annotated by { 1 , 2 } and { 3 } in Figure 3, respectively.
We illustrate the internal workings of Delta-net using
the simple forwarding table in Table 1. It features two
rules, rH and rL , whose subscript corresponds to their priority: the higher-priority rule, rH , drops packets whose
destination address matches the IP prefix 0.0.0.10/31,
whereas the lower-priority rule, rL , forwards packets destined to the IP prefix 0.0.0.0/28. We elide details about
the next hop (where a matched packet should be sent)
because it is not pertinent to the example.
As alluded to in the previous section (§ 2.1), we can
think of IP prefixes as half-closed intervals: rH ’s IP prefix, 0.0.0.10/31, corresponds to the half-closed [10 : 12).
Similarly, 0.0.0.0/28 = [0 : 16) for rL ’s IP prefix. Of
course, this interval representation can be easily generalized to IPv6 addresses. Next, we show how Delta-net
represents rules with such IP prefixes, for some fixed IP
address length.

3.1

Atom representation

In this subsection, we describe the concept of atoms; how
they are maintained is essential to the rule modifications
algorithms in the next subsection (§ 3.2).

Priority

IP Prefix

Action

rH :

High
Low

0.0.0.10/31
0.0.0.0/28

drop
forward

rL :

Table 1: A forwarding table for a network switch.
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one of the main characteristics of previous work,
namely: it is practical, and no expertise in formal verification is required to check the data plane.
3. When real-time constraints are less important (as in
the case of pre-deployment testing, e.g. [58]), we
want to facilitate the answering of a broader class
of (possibly incremental) reachability queries, such
as all-pairs reachability queries in the style of recent
Datalog approaches [17, 33]. These kind of queries
generally concern the reachability between all packets and pairs of nodes in the network. We also aim at
efficiently answering queries in scenarios that involve
many or all packets, such as link failures [27].



 α1 =[10:12) 
α0 =[0:10)

  α1 =[10:12)  

α2 =[12:16)



Figure 5: Atoms for the IP prefix rules in Table 1.
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10 7→ α1

MIN 7→ α0

8 7→ α4

16 7→ α3

12 7→ α2

MAX 7→ α∞

Figure 6: Balanced binary search tree of key/value pairs
after inserting the half-closed intervals from Figure 5.

Intuitively, we can segment the IP prefixes of all the
rules in the network into disjoint half-closed intervals,
which we call atoms. This kind of segmentation is illustrated in Figure 5 using the rules rH and rL in Table 1.1
By construction of atoms, we can represent an IP
prefix of a rule r as a set of atoms. We denote this
IP prefix representation by Jinterval(r)K. For example, rH ’s IP prefix, Jinterval(rH )K, corresponds to the
singleton set consisting of the atom α1 , whereas rL ’s
IP prefix is Jinterval(rL )K = {α0 , α1 , α2 }. Using these
atoms, we can represent, for example, the set difference
Jinterval(rL )K − Jinterval(rH )K to formalize the fact that
rL can only match packets that are not matched by the
higher-priority rule rH . Next, we explain how to devise
an efficient representation of atoms such that we can efficiently verify network-wide reachability properties when
a rule is inserted or removed (§ 3.2).
At the core of our atom representation is a function,
M, that maps non-negative integers to identifiers. Specifically, M is an ordered map that contains key/value pairs
n 7→ αi where n is a lower or upper bound of an IP prefix of a rule r (denoted by lower(r) and upper(r), respectively) and αi is a unique identifier, called atom identifier.
For example, lower(rH ) = 10 and upper(rH ) = 12. More
generally, we ensure that MIN ≤ lower(r) < upper(r) ≤
MAX for every rule r where MIN = 0 and MAX = 2k
for some fixed positive integer k, e.g. k = 32 for 32-bit
IP addresses. We maintain the invariant that M contains
only unique keys. The interpretation of each pair n 7→ αi
in M, for all n < MAX, is as follows: the atom identifier
αi denotes the atom [n : n0 ) where n0 is the next numerically greater key in M. Each atom identifier, therefore,
uniquely denotes a half-closed interval, i.e. an atom. For
efficiency reasons, we ensure that each atom identifier is
generated from a consecutively increasing counter that
starts at zero. Before processing any rules, we initialize
M by inserting MIN 7→ α0 and MAX 7→ α∞ where α∞ is
the greatest atom identifier.
We define the procedure C REATE ATOMS(r), where
interval(r) = [lower(r) : upper(r)) is the half-closed interval corresponding to r’s IP prefix, such that, if M has

not already paired lower(r) with an atom identifier, then
it inserts into M the key/value pair lower(r) 7→ α j for the
next available counter value α j ; similarly, we conditionally insert into M the key/value pair upper(r) 7→ αk for
the next available counter value αk . Note that after C RE ATE ATOMS (r) has been called, M may contain 0, 1, or 2
new atoms (but not more). For example, IP prefixes such
as 1.2.0.0/16 and 1.2.0.0/24 have the same lower bound
because they only differ in their prefix lengths, and so
together yield only three and not four atoms. While the
values of atom identifiers depend on the order in which
rules are inserted, the set of generated atoms at the end
is invariant under the order in which C REATE ATOMS is
called. We also remark that the number of atoms represented by M is equal to M’s size minus one.
For our complexity analysis, we assume that the M’s
insertion and retrieval operations run logarithmically in
the size of M, which could be achieved with a balanced binary-search tree such as a red-black tree. In
this case, Figure 6 (excluding the leaf node connected
by a dashed edge) illustrates the balanced binary search
tree that results after C REATE ATOMS(rH ) and C RE ATE ATOMS (rL ) has been called for the rules rH and rL
in Table 1. For example, α1 at the root of the binary
search tree in Figure 6 denotes the atom [10 : 12). When
clear from the context, we refer to atom identifiers and
atoms interchangeably.

3.2

Edge labelling algorithm

Using our atom representation (§ 3.1), we show how to
efficiently label the edges of a directed graph that succinctly describes the flow of all packets in the entire network. Our algorithm is incremental in the sense that it
only changes edge labels that are affected by the insertion or removal of a rule. Our algorithm, which achieves
this incrementality, requires the following notions.
We denote an IP prefix forwarding rule by r, possibly with a prime symbol. Each rule r is associated with
priority(r) and link(r), as explained in turn. We assume
that rules in the same forwarding table whose IP prefixes overlap have pair-wise distinct priorities, denoted
by priority(r).2 For all rules r and r0 in the same forwarding table, r has a higher priority than r0 if priority(r) >
priority(r0 ); equivalently, priority(r) < priority(r0 ) means
that r has a lower priority than r0 . Note that longestprefix routing can be simulated by assigning rule priorities according to prefix lengths [55]. We denote by
link(r) a directed edge in a graph that is induced by a
network topology. For theoretical and practical reasons
(see also § 4.1), link(r) is purposefully more general than
a pair of, say, ports. We write source(r) for the node
2 This

1 Appendix A illustrates the fact that atoms induce a Boolean lattice.
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assumption is reasonable for, say, OpenFlow tables where the
matching of rules with the same highest priority is explicitly undefined.
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in the graph on which link(r) is incident. For example,
source(r1 ) = s1 and source(r2 ) = s2 in Figure 2.
From a high-level perspective, Delta-net consists of
two algorithms, one for inserting (Algorithm 1) and another for removing (Algorithm 2) a single rule. Both algorithms accesses three global variables: M, label and
owner, as described in turn. First, M is the balanced binary tree described in § 3.1, e.g. Figure 6. Second, given
a link in the network topology, label[link] denotes a set
of atoms, each of which corresponds to a half-closed interval that a designated field in a packet header h can
match for h to be forwarded along the link. Finally,
owner is an array of hash tables, each of which stores a
balanced binary search tree containing rules ordered by
priority. More accurately, owner is an array of sufficient
size such that, for every atom α, owner[α] is a hash table that maps a source node to a balanced binary search
tree, bst, that orders rules in the source node that contain
atom α in their interval according to their priority, i.e.,
we maintain the invariant that bst contains only rules r
such that source = source(r) and α ∈ Jinterval(r)K where
bst = owner[α][source]. The highest-priority rule in a
non-empty balanced binary search tree bst can be retrieved via bst.highest priority rule(). We remark that
we do not use a priority queue because Algorithm 2 described later (§ 3.2.2) needs to be able to remove arbitrary
rules, not just the highest-priority one. We write r ∈ bst
when rule r is stored in bst.
3.2.1

Edge labelling when inserting a rule

We now explain how the I NSERT RULE procedure
in Algorithm 1 works. The algorithm starts by calling C REATE ATOMS+ (line 2) that accomplishes the
same as C REATE ATOMS from § 3.1 except that C RE ATE ATOMS + also returns ∆, a set of delta-pairs, as explained next. Each delta-pair in ∆ is of the form α 7→ α 0
where α and α 0 are atoms. The intuition is that the halfclosed interval previously represented by α needs to be
now represented by two atoms instead, namely α and
α 0 . We call this atom splitting. In a nutshell, this splitting provides an efficient mechanism for incrementally
refining the precision of our abstract domain. This incremental abstraction refinement allows us to precisely and
efficiently represent all Boolean combinations of rules in
the network (see also § 1).
To illustrate the splitting of atoms, let rM be a new
medium-priority rule to be inserted into Table 1 such that
priority(rL ) < priority(rM ) < priority(rH ). Assume rM ’s
IP prefix is 0.0.0.8/30; hence, interval(rM ) = [8 : 12).
If M is the binary search subtree in Figure 6 consisting
of undashed edges, then C REATE ATOMS+ (rM ) returns
a single delta-pair, namely ∆ = {α0 7→ α4 }, where α0 is
the atom identifier denoting the atom [MIN : 10) before
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Algorithm 1 Inserts rule r into a forwarding table.
1: procedure I NSERT RULE (r)
2:
∆ ← C REATE ATOMS+ (r)
. |∆| ≤ 2
3:
for α 7→ α 0 in ∆ do
4:
owner[α 0 ] ← owner[α]
5:
for source 7→ bst in owner[α] do
6:
r0 ← bst.highest priority rule()
7:
label[link(r0 )] ← label[link(r0 )] ∪ {α 0 }
8:
end for
9:
end for
10:
for α in Jinterval(r)K do
11:
r0 ← null
12:
bst ← owner[α][source(r)]
13:
if not bst.is empty() then
14:
r0 ← bst.highest priority rule()
15:
end if
16:
if r0 = null or priority(r0 ) < priority(r) then
17:
label[link(r)] ← label[link(r)] ∪ {α}
18:
if r0 6= null and link(r) 6= link(r0 ) then
19:
label[link(r0 )] ← label[link(r0 )] − {α}
20:
end if
21:
end if
22:
bst.insert(r)
23:
end for
24: end procedure

rM has been inserted, and α4 is a new atom identifier,
depicted as a dashed leaf in Figure 6. Here, ∆ = {α0 7→
α4 } means that the existing atom [MIN : 10) needs to be
split into α0 = [MIN : 8) and α4 = [8 : 10). Note that there
are always at most two delta-pairs in ∆. Thus, since |∆| ≤
2, we can effectively update the atom representation of
forwarding rules in an incremental manner.
The splitting of atoms is effectuated by updating the
labels for some links in the single-edged graph that represents the flow in the entire network (line 7). To quickly
determine these links, we exploit the highest-priority
matching mechanism of packets. For this purpose, we
use the array of hash tables, owner: it associates an atom
α and source node with a binary search tree bst such that
bst.highest priority rule() determines the next hop from
source of an α-packet (line 6). Since |∆| ≤ 2, the doubly
nested loop (line 3–9) runs at most twice. For each deltapair α 7→ α 0 in ∆, the array of hash tables is updated so
that owner[α 0 ] is a copy of owner[α] (line 4). Therefore, since r0 ∈ owner[α][source(r0 )] holds for the existing atom α, it follows that r0 ∈ owner[α 0 ][source(r0 )]
holds for the new atom α 0 ∈ Jinterval(r0 )K, thereby maintaining the invariant of the owner array of hash tables
(§ 3.2). We adjust the labels accordingly (line 7). The
remainder of Algorithm 1 (line 10–23) reassigns atoms
based on the priority of the rule that ‘owns’ each atom,
as explained next.
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Algorithm 2 Removes rule r from a forwarding table.
1: procedure R EMOVE RULE (r)
2:
for α in Jinterval(r)K do
3:
bst ← owner[α][source(r)]
4:
r0 ← bst.highest priority rule()
5:
bst.remove(r)
6:
if r0 = r then
7:
label[link(r)] ← label[link(r)] − {α}
8:
if not bst.is empty() then
9:
r00 ← bst.highest priority rule()
10:
label[link(r00 )] ← label[link(r00 )] ∪ {α}
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end procedure

The algorithm continues by iterating over all atoms
that collectively represent r’s IP prefix (line 10), possibly
including the newly created atom(s) in ∆ (see previous
paragraphs). For each such atom α in Jinterval(r)K, we
find the highest-priority rule r0 (line 14) that determines
the flow of an α-packet at the node source(r) into which
rule r is inserted. We say such a rule r0 owns α. If no
such rule exists or its priority is lower than r’s (line 16),
we assign α to the set of atoms that determine which network traffic can flow along the link of r (line 17–20), i.e.
label[link(r)]. Finally, we insert r into the binary search
tree for atom α and node source(r) (line 22), irrespective
of which rule owns atom α.
3.2.2

Edge labelling when removing a rule

Algorithm 2 removes a rule r from a forwarding table.
Similar to Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 iterates over all
atoms α that are needed to represent r’s IP prefix (line 2).
For each such atom α, it retrieves the bst that is specific
to the node from which r should be removed (line 3).
After finding the highest-priority rule r0 in bst (line 4), it
removes r from bst (line 5). If r0 equals r (line 6), we
need to remove α from the label of link(r) because the
rule that needs to be removed, r, owns atom α (as described in § 3.2.1). In addition, we may need to transfer
the ownership of the next higher priority rule (line 8-11).
We remark that after the removal of a rule, it may be
that some (at most two) atoms are not needed any longer.
In this case, akin to garbage collection, we could reclaim
the unused atom identifier(s). This ‘garbage collection’
mechanism is omitted from Algorithm 2.
3.2.3

Complexity analysis

We now show that each rule update is amortized linear
time in the number of affected atoms and logarithmic
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in the maximum number of overlapping rules in a single switch. While in the worst-case there are as many
atoms as there are rules in the network, our experiments
(§ 4) show that the number of atoms is typically much
smaller in practice, explaining why we found Delta-net
to be highly efficient in the vast majority of cases.
Theorem 1 (Asymptotic worst-case time complexity).
To insert or remove a total of R rules, Algorithm 1 and 2
have a O(RK log M) worst-case time complexity where K
is the number of atoms and M is the maximum number of
overlapping rules per network switch.
Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix B.
The space complexity of Delta-net is O(RK) where R
and K are the total number of rules and atoms, respectively. We recall that K is significantly smaller than R.
We also experimentally quantify memory usage (§ 4).

3.3

Revisited: functional design goals

From a functionality perspective, recall that our work is
guided by three design goals (§ 2.2). In this subsection,
we explain how Delta-net achieves these goals.
API for persistent network-wide flow information.
Delta-net provides an exact representation of all flows
through the entire network. For this purpose, Delta-net
maintains the atom labels for every edge in the graph that
represents the network topology. From a programmer’s
perspective, this edge-centric information can be always
retrieved in constant-time through label[link] where link
is a pair of nodes in this graph. This way, our API allows
a programmer to answer reachability questions about
packet flow through the entire network irrespective of
the rule that has been most recently inserted or removed.
This makes Delta-net different from Veriflow [27]. Architecturally, our generalization is achieved by decoupling packet equivalence classes (whether affected by a
rule update or not) from the construction of their corresponding forwarding graphs, cf. [27].
Incremental network verification via delta-graphs.
Similar to Veriflow [27], Delta-net can build forwarding
graphs, if necessary, to check reachability properties that
are suitable for incremental network verification, such as
checking the existence of forwarding loops each time a
rule is inserted or removed. In fact, the concept of atoms
has as consequence a convenient algorithm for computing a compact edge-labelled graph, called delta-graph,
that represents all such forwarding graphs. We can generate a delta-graph as a by-product of Algorithm 1 for
all atoms α whose owner changes (line 16-21); similarly
for Algorithm 2. If so desired, multiple rule updates may
be aggregated into a delta-graph.
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Algorithm 3 Compute all-pairs reachability of all atoms.
1: for k, i, j in V do
. Triple nested loop
2:
label[i, j] ← label[i, j] ∪ (label[i, k] ∩ label[k, j])
3: end for
Easier checking of other reachability properties.
Delta-net’s design provides a lattice-theoretic foundation
for transferring known algorithmic techniques to the field
of network verification. For example, Algorithm 3 adapts
the Floyd–Warshall algorithm to compute the transitive
closure of packet flows between all pairs of nodes in the
network. Note that our adaptation interchanges the usual
maximum and addition operators with union and intersection of sets of atoms, respectively. This way, Algorithm 3 process multiple packet equivalence classes in
each hop.3 Veriflow has not been designed for such computations, and Algorithm 3 illustrates how Delta-net facilitates use cases beyond the usual reachability checks,
cf. [27, 25, 55]. This algorithm could be run either on the
edge-labelled graph that represents the entire network or
only its incremental version in form of a delta-graph (see
previous paragraph).
While decision problems such as all-pairs reachability have a higher computational complexity (e.g., Algorithm 3’s complexity is O(K|V |3 ) where K and V
is the number of atoms and nodes in the edge-labelled
graph, respectively), they are relevant and useful during
pre-deployment testing of SDN applications, as demonstrated by recent work on Datalog-based network verification, e.g. [17, 33]. The fact that our design makes it
possible to verify network-wide reachability by intersecting or taking the union of sets of atoms [55] is also relevant for scenarios that involve many or all packet equivalence classes at a time, such as “what if” queries, network
failures, and traffic isolation properties, e.g. [3, 18].

4

Performance evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate our implementation of Delta-net (§ 4.1) on a diverse range of data
sets (§ 4.2) that are significantly larger than previous ones
(see also Appendix C). Our experiments provide strong
evidence that Delta-net significantly advances the field of
real-time network verification (§ 4.3).

4.1

Implementation

We implemented Algorithm 1 and 2 in C++14 [22]. Our
implementation is single-threaded and comprises around
4,000 lines of code that only depend on the C++14 standard library. In particular, we use the standard hashmap,
3A

routine proof by induction on k (the outermost loop) shows
that Algorithm 3 computes the all-pairs reachability of every α-packet.
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Data set

Nodes

Max Links

Operations

Berkeley
INET
RF 1755
RF 3257
RF 6461
Airtel 1
Airtel 2
4Switch

23
316
87
161
138
68
68
12

252
40, 770
2, 308
9, 432
8, 140
260
260
16

25.6 × 106
249.5 × 106
67.5 × 106
149.0 × 106
150.0 × 106
14.2 × 106
505.2 × 106
1.12 × 106

Table 2: Data sets used for evaluating Delta-net.

balanced binary search tree and resizeable array implementations. We implement edge labels as customized
dynamic bitsets, stored as aligned, dynamically allocated, contiguous memory. We detect forwarding loops
via an iterative depth-first graph traversal.
We remark that while Algorithm 1 and 2 focus on handling IP prefix rules, our approach can be extended for
other packet header fields. For non-wildcard (i.e. concrete) header fields, our implementation achieves this by
encoding composite match conditions as separate nodes
in the single edge-labelled graph. For example, if a
switch s contains rules that can match three input ports,
we encode s as three separate nodes in the edge-labelled
graph. It is for this reason that we report the number
of graph nodes rather than the number of switches when
describing our data sets in the next subsection.

4.2

Description of data sets

Our data sets are publicly available [14] and can be
broadly divided into two classes: data sets derived from
the literature (§ 4.2.1), and data sets gathered from an
ONOS SDN application (§ 4.2.2). Both are significant
as the former avoids experimental bias, whereas the latter increases the realism of our experiments. To achieve
reproducibility, we organize our data sets as text files in
which each line denotes an operation: an insertion or removal of a rule. So all operations can be easily replayed.
Table 2 summarizes our data sets in terms of three
metrics.The second and third column in Table 2 correspond to the maximum number of nodes and links in
the edge-labelled graph, respectively. We recall that the
number of nodes is proportional to the number of ports
and switches in the network (§ 4.1). The total number
of operations is reported in the last column. Note that
most of our data sets are significantly larger than previous ones, cf. [27, 10, 25, 55] (see also Appendix C).
Next, we describe the main features of our data sets.
4.2.1

Synthetic data sets

To avoid experimental bias, our experiments purposefully include data sets from the literature [59, 39] that
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feature network topologies from the UC Berkeley campus and the Rocketfuel (RF) project [49], namely ASes
1755, 1239, 6257 and 6461. Note that the RF topologies in [39] correspond to those used by [21, 19, 51]. For
each of these five network topologies, we generate forwarding rules following the same mechanism as in [59],
namely: we gather IP prefixes from over a half a million of real-world BGP updates collected by the Route
Views project [46], and compute the shortest paths in a
network topology [30]. For example, for the network
topology RF 1239, this results in the INET data set [59],
a synthetic wide-area backbone network that contains approximately 300 routers, 481 thousand subnets and 125
million IPv4 forwarding rules. We modify the data sets
so that rules are inserted with a random priority. After
rules have been inserted, we remove them in random order. The first five rows in Table 2 show the resulting
data sets, which contain up to 125 million rules. Due to
rule removals, the total number of operations is twice the
maximum number of rules. Collectively, the Berkeley,
INET and RF 1755, 3257 and 6461 data sets comprise
around 640 million rule operations. Next, we explain the
remaining three data sets in Table 2.
4.2.2

SDN-IP Application

In addition to synthetic data sets (§ 4.2.1), we run experiments with ONOS [7, 42], an open SDN platform used
by sizeable operator networks around the globe [7, 42].
To obtain a relevant and realistic experimental setup,
we run SDN-IP [31, 47], an important ONOS application
that allows an ONOS-controlled network to interoperate
with external autonomous networks (ASes). This interoperability is achieved as follows (Figure 7). Inside the
ONOS-controlled network reside Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) speakers (in our experimental setup there is
exactly one internal BGP speaker) that use eBGP to ex+r1, -r2, …

ONOS
SDN-IP

OpenFlow

Event
Injector

Delta-net
SDN

Link Failures
BGP speaker

iBGP
BGP
Router
AS 1

eBGP
…

eBGP
…

…

BGP
Router
AS 2
199.204.96.0/22

78.88.0.0/17

46.21.16.0/24

…

…

eBGP

…

BGP
AS 3 Router

Figure 7: Experimental setup with SDN-IP application.
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change BGP routing information with the border routers
of adjacent external ASes. This information, in turn,
is propagated inside the ONOS-controlled network via
iBGP. As sketched in the upper half of Figure 7, SDNIP listens to these iBGP messages and requests ONOS to
dynamically install IP forwarding rules such that packets destined to an external AS arrive at the correct border router. In doing so, SDN-IP sets the priority of rules
according to the longest prefix match where rules with
longer prefix lengths receive higher priority. For each
rule insertion and removal (depicted by +r1 and −r2
in Figure 7), Delta-net checks the resulting data plane.
For our experiments, we run SDN-IP in a single ONOS instance. We use Mininet [29] to emulate a network of sixteen Open vSwitches [43],
configured according to the Airtel network topology
(AS 9498) [28]. We connect each of these OpenFlowcompliant switches [38] to an external border router that
we emulate using Quagga [45]. We configure Quagga
such that each border router advertises one hundred IP
prefixes, which we randomly select from over half a
million real-world IP prefixes gathered from the Route
Views project [46], resulting in a total of 1, 600 unique
(but possibly overlapping) IP prefixes.
Our experiments in § 4.3.1 exploit the fact that SDNIP relies on ONOS to reconfigure the OpenFlow switches
when parts of the network fail. Since network failures
happen frequently [4] and pose significant challenges for
real-time data plane checkers [25, 27], we can generate
interesting data sets by systemically failing links, controlled by the ‘Event Injector’ process in the upper right
half of Figure 7. In particular, the Airtel 1 data set contains the rule insertions and removals triggered by failing
a single inter-switch link at a time, recovering each link
before failing the next one. Such a link failure (dashed
red edge) is illustrated in the left half of Figure 7, causing
ONOS to reconfigure the data plane so that a new path is
established (green arrow on the left) that avoids the failed
link, which caused disruption to earlier network traffic
(red arrow). In the case of Airtel 2, we automatically
induce all 2-pair link failures (separately failing the first
link and then the second one), including their recovery.
We also wanted to study a larger number of rules and
IP prefixes, but were limited due to technical issues with
ONOS. We worked around these limitations by using a
4-switch ring network. In this smaller ring topology, we
configure each Quagga instance to advertise 5, 000 IP
prefixes (rather than only 100 IP prefixes as in the Airtel
experiments), again randomly selected from the Route
Views project [46]. We do not fail any links. Instead,
we only collect the rules generated by SDN-IP, a process
we repeat fourteen times with different IP prefixes. This
workaround yields the 4Switch data set in Table 2, comprising 1.12 million rules. In contrast to the previously
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Figure 8: CDF of combined time (microseconds) for processing a rule update and checking for forwarding loops.
described data sets, all of the operations in the 4Switch
data set are rule insertions.

4.3

Experimental results

Our experiments separately measure Delta-net’s performance in checking individual rule updates (§ 4.3.1) and
handling a “what if” scenario (§ 4.3.2). In both cases, at
the cost of higher memory usage, Delta-net is more than
10× faster than the state-of-the-art. We run our experiments on an Intel Xeon CPU with 3.47 GHz and 94 GB
of RAM. Since our implementation is single-threaded
(§ 4.1), we utilize only one out of the 12 available cores.
4.3.1

Checking network updates

To evaluate Delta-net’s performance with respect to rule
insertions and removals, we build the delta-graph (§ 3.3)
for each operation, and find in it all forwarding loops, a
common network-wide invariant [26, 25, 55, 27, 59]. We
process the rules in each data set in the order in which
they appear in the data sets (§ 4.2).
Table 3 summarizes our experimental results for measuring the checking of rule insertions and removals. The
first row in Table 3 shows that the total number of atoms
is much smaller than the total number of rules in the
network (recall Table 2), suggesting a significant degree
of commonality among IP prefix rules that atoms effectively exploit. Furthermore, for all data sets, the median
and average rule processing time is less than 5 and 41 microseconds, respectively, which includes the checking of
forwarding loops. On closer inspection, as shown in the
last row of Table 2, Delta-net processes rule updates and
checks for the existence of forwarding loops in less than
250 microseconds for at least 98.5% of cases. The combined time for processing a rule update and finding all
forwarding loops in the corresponding delta-graph (§ 3.3)
is visualized by the cumulative density function (CDF)
in Figure 8. It shows that the INET data set [59] (solid
red line) is one of the more difficult ones for Delta-net.
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We remark that Delta-net’s memory usage never exceeds
the available memory on our machine (Appendix D).
Our measurements are significant because earlier experiments with Veriflow [27] result in an average verification time of 380 microseconds, whereas Delta-net
verifies rule insertions and removals in often tens of microseconds, and 41 microseconds on average even on
the largest data set, INET. This comparison is meaningful because our data sets are significantly larger than
previous ones [27, 10, 25, 55]. Moreover, two of our
data sets (Airtel 1 and 2) are derived from a real-world
software-defined networking application while causing
an extensive number of link failures in the network,
which were previously shown to lead to longer verification times [25, 27]. Our experiments therefore provide
strong evidence that Delta-net can be at least one order of
magnitude faster compared to Veriflow [27]. Since neither Veriflow’s implementation (or its algorithm) nor any
of the data sets used for its experimental evaluation are
publicly available, and neither its time nor space complexity is specified, we further quantify the differences
between Delta-net and Veriflow by re-implementing a
consistent interpretation of Veriflow, as described next.
Our re-implementation of Veriflow, which we call
Veriflow-RI, is not intended to be a full-feature copy of
Veriflow, but rather a re-implementation of their core
idea to enable an honest comparison with Delta-net.
Specifically, Veriflow-RI is designed for matches against
a single packet header field. This explains why VeriflowRI uses a one-dimensional trie data structure in which every node has at most two children (rather than three [27]).
We optimize the computation of equivalence classes and
construction of forwarding graphs. Note that these optimizations may not be possible in the original Veriflow
implementation with its ternary trie data structure, and
Veriflow-RI may therefore be faster than Veriflow [27].
We remark that Veriflow-RI’s space complexity is linear
in the number of rules in the network, whereas its time
complexity is quadratic, rather than quasi-linear as in the
case of Delta-net (Theorem 1).
While Delta-net is only approximately 4× faster than
Veriflow-RI on the Airtel data set, on the INET data
set, Delta-net is approximately 6× faster than VeriflowRI. This gap widens on the RF 3257 and 6461 data
sets where Delta-net is approximately 7× faster than
Veriflow-RI. In turn, however, Veriflow-RI consumes
5 − 7× less memory than Delta-net (Appendix § D).
It is therefore natural to ask whether this trade-off in
space and time is worth it. Next, we answer this question
affirmatively by showing that Delta-net can check properties for which Veriflow often times out. This difference
in run-time performance is due to the fact that Deltanet incrementally maintains flow information of every
packet in the entire network, whereas Veriflow recom-
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Total number of atoms
Median rule processing time
Average rule processing time
Percentage < 250 µs

Berkeley

INET

RF 1755

RF 3257

RF 6461

Airtel 1

Airtel 2

4Switch

668, 520
4 µs
5 µs
99.9%

563, 480
5 µs
41 µs
98.5%

726, 535
4 µs
11 µs
99.8%

726, 535
5 µs
22 µs
99.6%

726, 535
5 µs
20 µs
99.7%

2, 799
2 µs
3 µs
99.9%

2, 799
1 µs
3 µs
99.9%

443, 443
4 µs
5 µs
99.9%

Table 3: Experimental results using Delta-net, measuring rule insertions and removals.
putes the forwarding graph for each affected equivalence
class. What is remarkable is that Delta-net achieves this
extra bookkeeping without limiting the checking of individual network updates (see previous paragraph).
4.3.2

Beyond network updates

We show how Delta-net can go beyond traditional data
plane checks per network update. To do so, we consider the following question, which was previously posed
by [27], as an exemplar of a “what if” query: What is the
fate of packets that are using a link that fails? We interpret their question to mean that Veriflow has to construct
forwarding graphs for all packet equivalence classes that
are affected by a link failure. This is known to be a difficult task for Veriflow since it requires the construction of
at least a hundredfold more forwarding graphs compared
to checking a rule insertion or removal (§ 4.3.1). Here,
our experiment quantifies how much Delta-net gains by
incrementally transforming a single-edge labelled graph
instead of constructing multiple forwarding graphs.
For our experiments, we generate a consistent data
plane from all the rule insertions in the five synthetic and
4Switch data sets in Table 2, respectively. And in the
case of Airtel, we extract a consistent data plane snapshot
from ONOS. The total number of resulting rules in each
data plane is shown in the second column of Table 4. For
all of these seven data planes, we answer which packets
and parts of the network are affected by a hypothetical
link failure. The verification task therefore is to represent
via one or multiple graphs all flows of packets through
the network that would be affected when a link fails. The
third column in Table 2 (number of links) corresponds to
the number of queries we pose, except for the new Airtel
data plane snapshot where we pose 158 queries.
Since Delta-net already maintains network-wide
packet flow information, we expect it to perform better
than Veriflow-RI.4 The third and fourth column in Table 4 quantify this performance gain by showing the average query time of Veriflow-RI and Delta-net, respectively. On three data planes, Veriflow-RI exceeds the
total run-time limit of 24 hours, whereas the longest
running Delta-net experiment takes a total of 3.2 hours.
When these time outs in Veriflow-RI occur, we report its

incomplete average query time t as ‘t † ’. We find that
Delta-net is usually more than 10× faster than VeriflowRI (even if Delta-net checks for forwarding loops, as reported in the last column). Since Delta-net is very fast
in maintaining the flow of packets, the difference between the last two columns in Table 4 shows that Deltanet’s processing time is dominated by the property check
(here, forwarding loops). In contrast to Delta-net, Veriflow’s processing time is reportedly dominated by the
construction of forwarding graphs [27].

5

Related work

In this section, we discuss related works in the literature.
Stateful networks. One of the earliest stateful network analysis techniques [9] proposes symbolic execution of OpenFlow applications using a simplified model
of OpenFlow network switches. VeriCon [5] uses an
SMT solver to automatically prove the correctness of
simple SDN controllers. FlowTest [15] investigates relevant AI planning techniques. SymNet [50] symbolically
analyzes stateful middleboxes through additional fields
in the packet header. Unlike [9], BUZZ [16] adopts
a symbolic model-based testing strategy [52] as a way
to capture the state of forwarding devices. Most recent complexity results [53] are the first step towards a
taxonomy of decision procedures in this research area.
Real-time network verification techniques (see next paragraph) can be extended to check safety properties that
depend on the state of the SDN controller [6].
Stateless networks. The seminal work of Xie et
al. [54] introduces stateless data plane checking to which
Delta-net belongs. The research that emerged from [54]
can be broadly divided into offline [57, 2, 24, 40, 1, 34,
Data plane
Berkeley
INET
RF 1755
RF 3257
RF 6461
Airtel
4Switch

Rules
12, 817, 902
124, 733, 556
33, 732, 869
74, 492, 920
75, 005, 738
38, 100
1, 120, 000

Average query time (ms)
Veriflow-RI

Delta-net

+ Loops

3, 073.0
29, 117.5†
8, 100.6
17, 645.3†
17, 594.5†
4.5
433.4

4.7
0.7
1.3
1.0
0.4
0.04
21.1

93.3
2, 888.6
897.4
2.6
0.4
2.3
128.1

4 Recall from previous experiments (§ 4.3.1), Delta-net’s extra book-

keeping poses no performance problems for checking network updates.
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Table 4: Experimental results for “what if” link failures.
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48, 26, 35, 17, 33] and online [27, 25, 55] approaches.
The offline approaches encode the problem into Datalog [17, 33] or logic formulas that can be checked
for satisfiability by constructing a Binary Decision Diagram [57, 2] or calling an SAT/SMT solver [24, 40,
1, 34, 48, 23, 35]. By contrast, all modern online approaches [27, 25, 55] partition in some way the set
of all network packets. In particular, the partitioning
scheme described in [26], on which [27] is based, dynamically computes equivalence classes by propagating ternary strings in the network, whereas more recent
work [25, 55, 8], including ours, pre-compute network
packet partitions prior to checking a verification condition. Our work could be used in conjunction with
network symmetry reduction techniques [44]. Custom
network abstractions can be very useful for restricted
cases [20]. While potentially less efficient, our work
is more general than [20], and most closely related
to [27, 10, 25, 55, 59, 8], which we discuss in turn. The
complexity of the most prominent of these works, including Veriflow [27] and NetPlumber [25], is summarized in
work [32, Section II] that is independent from ours.
Veriflow [27] constructs multiple forwarding graphs
that may significantly overlap (§ 2.1). Our algorithm
exploits this overlapping and transforms a single edgelabelled graph instead. Moreover, Veriflow relies on the
fact that overlapping IP prefixes can be efficiently found
using a trie data structure [27]. By contrast, atoms are
generally not expressible as a single IP prefix. For example, atom [0 : 10) in Figure 5 can only be represented by
the union of at least two IP prefixes.
Chen [10] shows how to optimize Veriflow [27], while
retaining its core algorithm. Similar to [10], we represent
IP prefixes in a balanced binary search tree. Unlike [10],
however, our representation serves as a built-in index of
half-closed intervals through which we address fundamental limitations of Veriflow (§ 2.1).
NetPlumber [25] incrementally creates a graph that, in
the worst case, consists of R2 edges where R is the number of rules in the network. In contrast to NetPlumber,
Delta-net maintains a graph whose size is proportional
to the number of links in the network, which is usually
much smaller than R. Since the number of atoms tends
to be much less than R (§ 4), Delta-net has an asymptotically smaller memory footprint than NetPlumber.
Yang and Lam [55] propose a more compact representation of forwarding graphs that reduces the task of data
plane checking to intersecting sets of integers. For the
restricted, but common, case of checking IP forwarding
rules, our algorithm is asymptotically faster than theirs.
Our algorithm, however, does not find the unique minimal number of packet equivalence classes, cf. [55].
More recent work for stateless and non-mutating data
plane verification [8] encodes a canonical form of ternary
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bit-vectors, and shows on small data sets with a few thousand rules that their encoding performs better than Yang
and Lam [55]’s algorithm. It would be interesting to repeat these experiments on our, significantly larger, data
sets.
Finally, Libra [59] may be used for incrementally
checking network updates, but it requires an in-memory
“streaming” MapReduce run-time, whereas Delta-net
avoids the overheads of such a distributed system. Since
Libra’s partitioning scheme into disjoint subnets is orthogonal to our algorithm, however, it would be interesting to leverage both ideas together in future work.

6

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we presented Delta-net (§ 3), a new data
plane checker that is inspired by program analysis techniques in the sense that it automatically refines a latticetheoretical abstract domain to precisely represent the
flows of all packets in the entire network. We showed
that this matters from a theoretical and practical point
of view: Delta-net is asymptotically faster and/or more
space efficient than prior work [27, 25, 55], and its new
design facilitates Datalog-style use cases [17, 33] for
which the transitive closure of many or all packet flows
needs to be efficiently computed (§ 3.3). In addition,
Delta-net can be used to analyze catastrophic network
events, such as link failures, for which current incremental techniques are less effective. To show this experimentally (§ 4), we ran an adaptation of the link failure
experiments by Khurshid et al. [27] on data sets that are
significantly larger than previous ones. For this exemplar “what if” scenario, we found that Delta-net is several orders of magnitude faster than the state-of-the-art
(Table 4). Our work therefore opens up interesting new
research directions, including testing scenarios under different combinations of failures, which have been shown
to be effective for distributed systems, e.g. [56].
Future work. One advantage of Delta-net is that its
main loops over atoms in Algorithm 1 and 2 are highly
parallelizable. In addition, (stateless) packet modification of IP prefixes can be easily supported without substantial changes to the data structures by augmenting the
edge-labelled graph with the necessary information on
how atoms are transformed along hops. We are also
studying an improved version of Delta-net that avoids the
quadratic space complexity by exploiting properties of IP
prefixes. Finally, since a naive implementation of Deltanet is exponential in the number of range-based packet
header fields (as is Veriflow’s [32, Section II]), it would
be interesting to guide further developments into multirange support in higher dimensions using the ‘overlapping degree’ among rules [32].
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Illustration of Boolean lattice

Delta-net is based on ideas from lattice theory.5 In particular, Delta-net leverages the concept of atoms, a form of mutually disjoint ranges that make it possible to analyze all Boolean
5 For

interested readers, a good introduction to lattice theory, whose
applications in computer science are pervasive, can be found in [12]
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Proof of Theorem 1. We analyze I NSERT RULE. Each atom
split (line 2-9) requires copying the owner information from
an existing atom to a newly created atom. For insertion of R
rules, resulting in K atoms, this requires O(RK) steps in the
worst-case. In each insertion, the adjustment of labels and
retrieval of the balanced binary search tree (BST) (line 12)
are amortized constant-time operations per atom. Inserting
each rule into the BST and finding the highest-priority rule per
atom (line 14) are O(log M). By the loop (line 10-23), we get
O(RK + RK log M) = O(RK log M), concluding the proof. A
similar argument proves the claim for R EMOVE RULE.

C

Comparison to previous data sets

In this appendix, we discuss how our data sets compare to previous ones used in the experimental evaluation of Veriflow [27].
In particular, it is natural to ask how our RF 1755 data set
in Table 2 compares to the one used in a previous Veriflow experiment [27], which was constructed from 5 million BGP RIP
entries and by ‘replaying’ 90,000 BGP updates. While the resulting total number of IP prefix rules in the original RF 1755
data set is not reported, the authors of the Veriflow paper note
that “[t]he largest number of ECs (equivalence classes) affected
by a single rule was 574; the largest verification latency was
159.2 ms due to an update affecting 511 ECs.” For our experiments, we expect this number to be different, since we had to
generate a new data set.
Running Veriflow-RI (§ 4.3.1) on our RF 1755 data set, we
find that the maximum number of affected ECs on rule insertions is 319, 681, which is significantly larger than the original
experimental evaluation of Veriflow [27].
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Data set
Berkeley
INET
RF 1755
RF 3257
RF 6461
Airtel 1
Airtel 2
4Switch

Memory usage (MB)
Veriflow-RI

Delta-net

1, 089
9, 776
2, 713
5, 882
5, 920
7
9
154

6, 208
63, 563
16, 937
40, 716
39, 481
61
74
785

Table 5: Memory usage of Delta-net and Veriflow-RI.

D

Memory usage

In this appendix, we report the detailed memory consumption
of Delta-net (§ 3) and Veriflow-RI (§ 4.3.1) using our eight data
sets (§ 4.2, see Table 2).
Table 5 quantifies the memory usage of Delta-net and
Veriflow-RI. In all cases, Delta-net consumes between 5 and
7 times more space than Veriflow-RI. This increase in memory consumption is offset, however, by the fact that Delta-net
keeps track of the forwarding behaviour of all packets, and as a
result can check properties that Veriflow-RI cannot. Nevertheless, as discussed for future work (§ 5), we are actively working
on asymptotically reducing the memory consumption of Deltanet.
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